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scarlatti domenico

Catalogue :  introduction

This catalogue contains listings for all the keyboard sonatas thought to have been composed by Domenico
Scarlatti, as well as many others attributed to him in eighteenth-century sources but not generally accepted by
scholars.  For a more complete list of doubtful ones, as well as fuller information on all the sources used, see the
Collections file.

Each entry has a map of themes and keys, with the measure numbers in which they first appear, followed by
footnotes organized by topic and including citations to the most relevant literature on each sonata.

The catalogue is arranged in alphabetical and numerical order by primary source.  The primary source, as I have
defined it, is the one upon which the maps and notes are based; this means that in most cases I am describing the
sonata as it appears in the Parma (abbreviated P) and Essercizi (E) facsimiles in the Johnson reprint edition
compiled by Kirkpatrick, with other sources named when they differ from the primary source.  In most cases it
is the same primary source identified in Sheveloff’s worklist for New Grove 1980; this was expanded in Boyd’s
worklist for Grove music online 2000: Essercizi 1 to 30, Parma 1:1 to 15:42 and miscellaneous other collections
not duplicated by Essercizi or Parma.  See the Chronology file for the reasons I prefer primary sources over
other numbering systems to identify the sonatas.

In this Catalogue of Scarlatti sonatas, variant versions for individual Scarlatti sonatas are identified by their
source following the corresponding primary version, for example Essercizi 10: Venezia 1742:22 version (with a
cross-reference in the Catalogue from V42:22 to E10)

The catalogue can be searched by Kirkpatrick number (use k before the number) or by other sources, such as
Venezia or Münster by volume and number; example: k191 or Venezia 2:20 will fetch Parma 4:15.  The
Conversion file contains lists converting Kirkpatrick numbers to and from primary sources.  Use the control-F
feature in Windows or Adobe Acrobat for searching.

Brief citations of sources of information on the sonatas in this and other files are given.  When the author’s
name is in italics followed by just a page number, there is fuller bibliographic information in the separate
Citations file of the website.

Symbols & abbreviations used in the maps:

The maps outline the sonatas by their parts and measure numbers.  They contain the rhythms of the main themes
expressed in note-values but not pitches, the keys passed through, the number of contrapuntal voices, technical
and other features which are specific to areas of the sonata and don’t need to be explained by comments

á â ã ä (greek letters) are used to identify themes or thematic groups

á1(23 etc):  themes are closely related (the motives & rhythms of one can be found in one or more of the
others)

â ã ä etc: thematic groups are less closely related (they can also be subdivided â1 â2 â3 ã123 etc)

ò' short motivic or rhythmic cell which is used in more than one thematic group, identified by measure number

in which it first appears; a few sonatas use á1ò1 etc combined (see Essercizi 1 & 24 for examples)
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% ' the previous group of measures (usually at least 4) is repeated
| = | : the rhythm of the theme (not the actual pitches) is the same as the previous measure

, and - are used in the left margin to represent separation of themes: comma when two themes are separate (a
vertical line could be drawn between them on the score), hyphen when they are separated by a substantial space,
often a rest with a fermata above it in both hands; otherwise (neither , nor -) there is some overlapping.

n = phi, the golden ratio point for the entire sonata by measure number (the total measures x 0.62, within a

measure or two, or x 0.38, represented as n^, when the short-long ratio has more relevance; I usually limit my
choice to one for each sonata); this is placed in the left margin when it corresponds to the start of a division
within the theme structure; otherwise preceding the closest measure number on the map line to some other event
such as change of key

G A B C D E F : major keys (in red); g a b c d e f : minor keys (& B= c<  etc); the adobe software does not
reproduce the Bach italic font used in the maps so I have relied on color instead

G A B C D E F B= C< C> etc: specific tones (capitals only)

G-1 ... G5: pitches (system used in Fadini; G-1 = GG, G1 = G ... G5 = g3 in the english & french system)

G/D: G major (etc) on its dominant (the notes & accidentals are in G major but the bass emphasizes D; if there
are repeated pedals they will be indicated also; sometimes it’s the subdominant, C underlying G)

g/D: g minor (etc) on its dominant (as above for G major)

+-: key has foreign accidentals (usually passing tones not moving to another key)

varied, variant, developed: increasing degrees of thematic transformation

developed is used for transformations of a theme (these might be major alterations but bits of the theme at
least are recognizable).

variant is used for new themes which contain elements of a previous theme.

varied is used for less radical changes to a theme; changes of ornaments & other details ignored.

echoed is used when a few measures of a theme appear within another theme area.

restated: a theme appears in its original form immediately after development

m: measure (123 etc for measure numbers)

lh: left hand,  rh: right hand, h: hands, f: fingers

v: voices; s a t b: soprano, alto, tenor, bass

cp: counterpoint (voices in imitation)

w/: with;  w/o: without

x: cross, across

2nds, 8ves: seconds, octaves etc

¨ 12345 (etc): pattern of bass notes: first five steps of scale in current key (GABCD in G)

>: to,  moves to (key modulates, rather than changes suddenly)

<: from (theme derives from another theme)

ú: down, down to

ü: up, up to
notes & ornaments etc. which are to be considered as a unit are underlined

example: Æ ¯~~~ ÖÖ± : slurred small note & shake on first note of a triplet

cluster chords (acciaccatura chords): a chord of 5 or more notes with at least one dissonant second; I prefer to
use the term “chord with added tones”, when a sixth or seventh chord with four tones supports a melody.
The following terms are avoided as much as possible in defining thematic groups:

intro: non-thematic introduction (scales or broken chords);  usually not longer than three measures & not
repeated in the second part;

bridge: non-thematic passage between more clearly defined thematic groups; can be long but not repeated



coda: usually not longer than three measures & somewhat independent of thematic group at end of each part

Notes (comments) below the maps are grouped by the following categories, usually in the same order as
here. Some of the conclusions drawn from these notes are discussed in the Cogito file, also in the same order (I
realize there is ambiguity in the word notes, so I have tried to substitute the word tone for the sounded musical
note when it is necessary to distinguish it from the graphic object expressing it in the score).

source collections: 18th century manuscripts and editions which contain music by Domenico Scarlatti. The
order in which the source collections for each sonata are listed is that shown at the end of the Collections file;
however in a few cases, such as Münster 5 and Venezia 1742, when it has been determined that the version of
the sonata is earlier than that in collections with overall earlier dates, then the order tries to reflect the order of
the versions rather than the order of the collections.

dates: it is necessary to distinguish between the date a sonata was compiled into an edition or collection and the
date when it was composed.  Catalogue dates in italics are my conjectures for the composition of a sonata
narrowed to five-year intervals from 1715 to 1755: about 1715-20 etc; but the groupings should be considered
continuous and overlapping.  See the Chronology file for the principles and methods I used to date the sonatas.

The years without italics are the date of the earliest source collection in which the sonata appeared (the year
found either in the index or title page for the collection as a whole in most cases, or on the sonata itself or its
companion in a few cases).  Dates in curves are the dates of collections in which later versions appear.  Thus, for
example, Parma 2:28: about 1720-25; 1742 (1752): probably written between 1720 and 1725; appears in
Venezia 1742, modified version appears in a Parma libro dated 1752.  The date I choose for some of the
collections is also a guess; I discuss these in the Collections file entry for the source as a whole.

I have sorted the sonatas by my conjectural “about” dates into a chart (full link: www.chrishail.net/chart.pdf) 
Users who don’t agree with my dates might still find the chart useful if they change the years to abstract periods
of development: about 1715-20 to first period etc.  Sometimes the about date is a single year: Essercizi 14 G
about 1735, since it was published by 1739.

companions: pairs, groups of three and four sonatas, longer suites; if a sonata is in the same home-key (whether
major or minor) as a neighboring sonata in a collection, it is called a companion (a translation of compañera, the
term used in a manuscript note to Parma 6:13, which states that it is the companion of P6:14 but has been
copied out of order)

The only publication of sonatas with which Scarlatti is known to have been involved (the dedication and address
to the reader are in his name) is the Essercizi of 1738-9.  The sonatas are generally independent movements in
different keys, although E9-10 are both in d and E12-14 are in g & G.  The Boivin-Le Clerc sets have most of
the sonatas arranged in suites by key.  The first 10 pieces in Roseingrave-Cooke are arranged in 2 suites each
having 5 pieces with same tonic keys (the first G, the second D) major and minor mixed.  Venezia 1742 has
several sonatas in two to four movements grouped under single numbers, and some pairs in the same key but
with different numbers. Typical companions in V42: fast 2/4 with moderate 3/8, usually a minuet; fast, slow,
fast; slow, fast 2/4, slow, fast 3/8 or 6/8;  these slow movements are generally not in binary form but serve as
introductions to the faster ones. Coimbra 58 (primarily works by Seixas) includes one Tocata by Scarlatti with
four movements, different versions of which are separated  in Venezia 1742.  In the remainder of the collections
(Venezia 1749-1757, Parma, Münster, Zaragoza, Lisboa, to mention only the largest) the sonatas are sometimes
single, but most often in pairs, occasionally in groups of three, four, five and six.  Groups of same-key sonatas
are often linked to one another in different ways in various collections; for an example see P3:5 C, which is part
of a chain of five sonatas in C major or minor which have different companions in Venezia 1742 & 1749, Parma
2 & 3; all five appear in the London Worgan ms but in a different order and split.

http://www.chrishail.net/chart.pdf


Scarlatti sometimes called pieces Tocata rather than Sonata, and this name continued until about 1751-2 with
the compiling of Parma 1, Lisboa, and sections of Münster 5 (dated 1754 but assembled from fascicles which
had been copied earlier).  Names for typical suite components are sometimes used: Allemanda, Aria, Gavota,
Minuet, Giga, but not the programmatic titles that were common in France.  In the Scarlatti libri compiled in the
1750’s only a few genre names such as minuet or pastorale are used, rarely, to supplement the title Sonata.

instruments: the term cembalo is used because it appears on the title page of most of the collections; other
instruments might be implied as well by characteristics within the source text, and the number of
keyboards/manuals

Imitations of instruments such as guitars, horns etc are in metaphors

The most recent discussions of keyboard instruments being made during Scarlatti’s lifetime, in places he is
known to have lived, are in Ogeil (2006) p61-157 and Morales (2009) p31-297 with numerous illustrations.  An
overview of keyboard tuning questions is given in Francis Monkman’s website at http://www.afkm.com/tt.htm
and http://www.afkm.com/handel_tuning.htm

See the Cogito file under instruments, for the possibility that Scarlatti was in Halle in 1728 in order to visit
Gottfried Silbermann, an early piano builder (and famous for other keyboard instruments as well) located in
nearby Freiberg.  Scarlatti’s connection with Bartolomeo Cristofori, the even more famous piano builder in
Firenze, is examined in articles by David Sutherland (see Ogeil, bibliography, p165)

Ranges (compasses) required to play the sonatas, from the lowest to the highest natural (white key), assuming
C-c (C1 to C5) to be the minimum range for keyboard instruments (smaller ranges are not indicated). The notes
combine information from Rousset p82-83 (“tessitures”) and Sheveloff p538-541 (“simple ranges”) with my
own observations.  Rousset’s list is based on known 18th century instruments on which a performer could play
all pitches in the sonatas, especially those identified from Maria Barbara’s inventory, rather than the actual
lowest or highest pitches used, as in Sheveloff’s list.  I  list the naturals (white keys) lower than C (C1 in the
italian system used by Fadini), or higher than c ( C5 in Fadini, c''' in Sheveloff and Rousset).  I sometimes also
indicate the highest or lowest accidental (black key) if it is relevant. (Sheveloff’s list is more exact but too
complicated for comparative purposes and for determining what sort of instrument a sonata might have been
composed for)  Letters in italics are for sonatas which don’t require accidentals (black keys) in the lowest tones
of an instrument, and can therefore be played on “octave court” clavecins.  Van der Meer’s breakdown ignores
low tones and short octaves and is therefore less useful.  Chambure gives only high tones, and only from P9:29
through P15:42 (“ambitus”)

difficulty: some of the sonatas are very easy (in relation to other Scarlatti sonatas that is), others are studies
which focus on certain difficulties for the player (hand crossing, leaps, rapid scales etc), still others have
expressive qualities in the foreground.  Some specific technical features are listed if they have not already been
more precisely located within the sonata on the map.  Maxwell and Chambure give numerous technical features
for most of the sonatas; I have avoided quoting them for the most part.

level of difficulty: I assign 10 levels: 0, 1, 2 :easy; 3, 4, 5: moderate; 6, 7, 8: difficult; 9: exceptional.
These are relative terms; “easy” assumes a player with a certain level of skill already; the 0 sonatas are
Scarlatti’s easiest but they might still be difficult for a beginner. The emphasis is on finger and hand
movements, therefore when technical skills rather than expression are in the foreground of a sonata, it moves
toward a higher end of the scale. this is not meant as a value judgment, it’s just a way of focusing on a
consistent method of comparison, and provides a benchmark figure in determining the purpose and nature of the
collections (for example: does a collection put together primarily difficult sonatas, or mix easy and difficult
ones? is there an indication that a group of sonatas might have been arranged in order of increasing difficulty?). 
I assigned one of these levels to each sonata before I knew of Rousset’s list (p85 Appendice IV: Degrés de



difficulté; he has 5 levels: facile, moyennement facile, moyennement difficile, difficile, très difficile: “non au
regard de mes propres difficultés ou dons mais plutôt en fonction de ceux d’un élève de conservatoire moyen”) 
My ten levels are generally not very far out of line with his five; in a few cases, I have indicated his as well for
comparison.  Even later I came across Maxwell, which also assigns levels (and performance suggestions) to each
sonata; there are four levels: elementary, intermediate, advanced, and difficult, with further breakdowns such as
advancing elementary and early advanced, for a total of nine levels. In general, I have avoided revising my own
figures in retrospect, so that they can reflect a certain consistency of opinion on my part at the time I assigned
them.

The maps locate by measure number characteristic technical features such as hand-crossings, different types of
chords, number of voices and whether or not imitation occurs,  high and low pitches, etc.  This Catalogue can
be searched by words or abbreviations (see map symbols above) to retrieve sonatas with specific characteristics;
for example the letter “ x ” (as a whole-word search in the Adobe Acrobat reader) will retrieve sonatas which
have hand-crossings indicated on their maps.

A section at the end of the Contemporaries file compares Scarlatti’s libri to Clementi’s Gradus ad Parnassum
and incorporates the more difficult Scarlatti sonatas into Schumann’s 1836 list of recommended etudes.

form:  I attempt to describe each sonata’s form by mapping what I see in the score and what I hear when I play
the music.  The maps indicate the themes, keys, and rhythms of the sonatas by measure number, as well as
rhetorical devices such as full-measure pauses.  The repeats of entire parts are an important feature of most of
the sonatas, so I have indicated the positions of the double bars and double dots in the maps and mention
smaller repeats of at least four measures, using the % sign (see map symbols above)

themes: in the maps, a single greek letter (á) is used to indicate themes which derive from the same
elements of melodic outline. If there are clearly contrasting groups of themes, I use more than one greek letter (â
& ã, rarely ä & å unless there are new themes introduced in the second part of a sonata.  These are summarized
in numerical form in the notes below the maps for each sonata, including some other features such as whether or
not the theme is varied (number in italics) or developed (bold); see symbols... used in maps above.

In the notes, the thematic pattern has been reduced to a line of numbers (123:143: for example, with colons (:)
for the double bar, double dot repeats), rather than the combination of letters and numbers used in the maps; this
makes computer sorting easier and reduces the arbitrariness of the grouping of themes.  The example just given
represents ABC (or A1 B1 B2 etc depending on how I labeled the themes), repeat, ADC (or A1 A2 B2 etc),
repeat.  These patterns are then summarized in words: two groups, new theme in part 2 for example.

I try to avoid breaking the sonatas down into tiny fragments.  If there are inconsistencies in my treatment, they
are at least likely to be consistently inconsistent.  I am trying to find points of comparison, not to establish a
definition of each sonata’s structure which will please everyone.

keys: I indicate keys on the maps at the measure number where they first appear.  I define this as the
point where the accidentals change to those which belong with the new key, whether or not a cadence is ever
reached. These are also converted to numbers in the notes following the maps to give all the sonatas a common
outline (1 3 5 instead of G B D for tonic-mediant-dominant in a sonata in G major, for example, expresses the
same relationships as 1 3 5 for C E G in a C major one).  I use the following terms when the relationships to the
tonic are expressed in words: 1: tonic (home key); 2: supertonic; 3: mediant (relative major if tonic is minor); 4:
subdominant; 5: dominant; 6: submediant (relative minor if tonic is major); 7: subtonic; 7+: leading-tone key
(otherwise +: raised, -: lowered)

These numbers are expressed throughout in relationship to the home key.  Thus: 1 5 2 for G D A even though 2



(A) is really the dominant of the dominant in this case.   However 7 is used for the subtonic (F when G is the
home key) since that is a more common key relationship in Scarlatti than the leading tone (F<).  If a G major
sonata modulated to F< major, that would be expressed as 7+ (or 1- if written enharmonically as G= major); see
Parma 5:1 in E major which uses both 1- and 7+ (it modulates to e= in the first part and d< in the second part)

The numbers are in italics when the home key is minor (1 3 5 =g b= d in a g minor sonata).  The more common
major mediant in a minor-key sonata would be 1 3 5=g B= d.  A G major sonata which modulates to the major
mediant of its tonic minor key then to the dominant minor would be expressed as 1 3- 5=G B= d.

The numbers are in boldface when the new key uses its own dominant as a pedal point (5=D major with A
pedals, home key is G); boldface with subscript 4 (54=D with G pedals) when it’s a subdominant pedal.  Both
italics and boldface are used for minor keys on their dominants (5=d minor with A pedals) (more above under
symbols... used in maps). Example: P3:15 in F major, with the key scheme F G C/G C : A= b= c F/C c F : (as I
see it), is translated to 1255:3-45151: (the colons are for the repeats, as in themes above)

The notes of the scales which comprise any key in Scarlatti’s music are not as rigidly defined as they might be
later in the eighteenth century; this leads to some graphic ambiguities discussed in accidentals below.

It should be understood that I don’t try to make the keys and themes fit together. A new key might correspond to
the start of a new thematic group, but just as often it begins earlier than, and may continue beyond the end of,
the thematic group.  Nina Key, Motivic and thematic material as determinants of form in the Scarlatti sonatas, in
Morales (2009) p339, makes a similar observation.  I also don’t repeat the current key at the start of a new
thematic group if it doesn’t change, although I do repeat it when the last part 1 key also begins part 2.

rhythms:  in the maps I indicate the initial rhythm of the sonata, and often later changes, with a
transcription of the note-values of the main theme (sometimes also the bass)  I have not  yet translated the
graphic representations of rhythms into something which could be sorted and compared conveniently (I could
use numbers for note lengths and punctuation symbols for rests for example, but I haven’t explored this)   I have
made lists of some common features: meters, tempi, different types of formulae for basses, for example, and
mention some of  these in the Characteristics file.  Pestelli ’s chronology frequently groups sonatas by their
meters, and Kirkpatrick has a “Listing of sonatas in the order of tonalities and time signatures” repeated in each
of the Johnson reprint volumes.

There is some evidence that Scarlatti composed without measure lines, and added them later: the shift of
the downbeat from the beginning of measures to the middle when passages are repeated; the relative rarity of
sonatas which begin with upbeats; the tendency for beats not to add up to full measures at the ends of parts; the
principle of accidentals carrying over measure lines; notes dotted across measure lines; changes of meter (from
3/4 to 2/4 for example) which are often not indicated in the score.  These characteristics are more prevalent in
the sonatas which I consider to be earlier works.

rhetoric: compare Alan Street, “...Bach’s Clavier-übung IV and the Institutio oratoria of Quintilian”,
Music analysis, 1987, vol.6: p89-131. Quintilian’s terms can also be applied to the typical structure of most
individual Scarlatti sonatas (Street applies them to the overall structure of Bach’s Aria with 30 variations):

exordium (introduction or first theme which is not repeated in the second part)
narratio (exposition; rest of first part)
egressus (new material in second part)
argumentatio (development):

probatio (the material is expanded)
refutatio (the material is transformed; for example major to minor)

peroratio (conclusion):
in adfectibus (lyrical climax; an appeal to the emotions)



in rebus (return to simplicity; repeat of material which closed the first part)

The exordium might set the audience at ease by expressing familiar ideas, such as a scale, a broken chord or a
fanfare, played with a dramatic flourish (as a public speaker might tell a joke).

The narratio or exposition sometimes takes the form of a single sentence without breaks in its forward motion,
but at other times is in the form of brief memorable ideas, the musical equivalent of aphorisms or epigrams (the
difference perhaps being that aphorisms might be universally recognizable as clever, whereas epigrams could
depend more on the peculiar character of their author to obtain their effect: Benjamin Franklin aphoristic, Oscar
Wilde epigrammatic, Mozart more aphoristic than Haydn) Themes with a folk character might be considered too
unsophisticated to be called aphoristic (see P6:4 D for an example)

One or more of the narratio themes may be selected for development (argumentatio) at the beginning of the
second part; in some sonatas development has already begun in the first part; in other sonatas the second part
begins with new or new-sounding material before developing the narratio themes.

As Quintilian himself notes, the appeal to the emotions can occur at any point, but is most effective if reserved
until the right moment near the end and kept brief; in Scarlatti it is often the climax of the argumentatio section.

The peroratio or return to earlier material (for the most part unchanged except transposed to the home key) is the
most common device with which Scarlatti closes his sonatas, sometimes early in the second part, sometimes
near the very end, often with unpredicted twists, previous complexities smoothed out or resolved, occasionally a
new flourish or cadenza-like figure.  See P5:10 c for an example among many of a sonata with a surprise ending

See P3:20 in a minor in the Catalogue below for an example of a sonata which uses most of these rhetorical
devices.

The themes and thematic groups are sometimes articulated and separated by complete pauses in both hands (“-”
in the left margin of the maps), but most often the themes abut one another (“,”) or the last note of one overlaps
the first note of another (no punctuation).  They may contrasted in key and mode.  The fact that the two parts are
each repeated puts the material into new relationships to what has gone before and what is yet to come.

Jacqueline Ogeil in Sala p347, 362-366 discusses further rhetorical devices, and gives examples of three which
appear in Scarlatti sonatas: epizeuxis (repeated-note figures), gradatio (building to a climax by repetition with
changes) and paronomasia (insistent repetition of a short phrase with changing harmonies).

Nancy Lee Harper, Golden section in the sonatas of Domenico Scarlatti: an examination of Kirkpatrick’s crux,
2007, www.rcm.ac.uk/cache/fl0020234.pdf, (and other papers) attempts to relate the measure which she
identifies as the crux in each part of Essercizi 1-29 and 20 sonatas with the word Cantabile in their tempo
markings (listed in Halton; there are another 3 of these listed in the tempi section of the Characteristics file)
with a golden ratio (n) point (long-short) within these parts.  But the crux is a very elusive concept.  Kirkpatrick
p 255:  “The meeting point in each half of the thematic material which is stated in parallel fashion at the ends of
both halves with the establishment of the closing tonality is what I have called a Crux”  Harper more or less
misquotes this in each of her papers; she doesn’t seem to be quite sure herself what exactly he means or else she
has her own way of applying it, in which case she should have said what that is (her identification of parallel
thematic material seldom matches the establishment of a closing tonality, so her cruxes are arbitrary, subjective
choices).  Kirkpatrick p252-276 flails about trying to refine his definition further and gives a few examples (see
P 2:22 A= and P 13:7 C in the maps below) but it is difficult to apply in practice. What and where is the crux
exactly:  a measure line?  a pause? a note?  a chord?  a cadence? an entire measure?  a negative space
independent of the measured time of the music?  The changes in thematic material quite often do not coincide



with changes in tonality, so Kirkpatrick had to invent “Pre-Crux” and “Post-Crux” areas, p256-7.  And when is
the closing tonality actually established? (see, for example, all the sonatas which switch back and forth between
the major and minor modes of the closing tonality in the Characteristics file) Kirkpatrick seems to think the
crux is a kind of hinge, so that the parts of the sonata contain doors or panels which can be flapped open or
closed.  But Scarlatti is cleverer than that, as often as not providing a continuous surface, overlapping and hiding
the joints in many ways: see his predilection for links in the next section, for example.  Scholars attempting to
find the crux in a wide range of sonatas end up bending the concept, which once seemed simple and useful in
theory, to suit the specific situation. Kirkpatrick himself admitted (p255 fn) that for some of the sonatas “the
concept of the Crux is almost meaningless” By p270 he is distinguishing a “genuine Crux” from a “false Crux”
and on p271 the “Double Crux”.  See P2:25 c themes for a more useful way of thinking of crux as applying to
the return of themes only, not keys, and in the second part only: the peroratio in rebus described above.

I have tried in this catalogue to indicate a golden ratio point for the entire sonata in the maps (see the symbol n
page 2 above) so that all sonatas can be considered, not just the ones in two parts.  If Scarlatti was influenced by
the idea of a golden ratio, which seems quite likely, it should apply to the entire work.  The golden ratios within
the separate parts could be significant of course, but I leave that to Harper or others who might be interested. 
Unlike the crux, phi can be calculated objectively and applied to some nearby real-time event in the music
which  provides an especially expressive moment or at least a turning point in the structure, whether the themes
or the keys or both together.  It can be argued that many of the events I indicated at n points aren’t particularly
significant, but enough of them are to make them worth investigating for the light they might shed on Scarlatti’s
sense of sonata structure.   There is a certain amount of evidence that Scarlatti didn’t use measure lines when
composing (see rhythms above, page 6) so his location of the golden ratio may have been intuitive rather than
mathematically exact.  More on this subject in the Capriccio and Characteristics files.  See also the
Contemporaries file for the use of ö in the libro of sonatas by Albero.

links:  Scarlatti often indicates links from the first to the second part of a sonata (or back to the beginnings of
parts) by a long slur over measures to be elided the second time around (Sheveloff p279-283).  There are also
many cases where the first part ends on the same tones with which the second part begins (not always the same
pitches); they could be elided even though no slur is found in the manuscript: I have indicated these if they
sound reasonable in performance.  If the tone which begins the second part serves as an ending rather than a
beginning, repeating the tone would be redundant.  The same happens at the end of one sonata to the beginning
of  the next in some of the same-key companions.  When there is a return to the beginning of a part, sometimes
the music wants to land on a tone which is missing at the beginning of the sonata (P5:1 E for example).  The end
tone doesn’t have to be supplied, the listener’s ear will provide it, and the unsounded tone is all the more
effective.

The following three somewhat overlapping sections, accidentals, ornaments, and graphics, are usually
combined in the Catalogue notes for each sonata, and listed in order of the relevant measure number.

accidentals: signs (==flat, <=sharp,>=natural) used to indicate departures from the key signature (the sharps or
flats at the beginning of the sonata to indicate the starting key--it might change later in the sonata, but this
happens in relatively few Scarlatti sonatas)

In keys above I mentioned that the notes in the scales which make up the classical twenty-four diatonic keys are
not rigidly defined in Scarlatti; for example the seventh degree in major keys, and the sixth and seventh degrees
in minor keys, might be a semitone higher or lower than usual.  This creates a situation in which accidentals
which differ from those in the key signature ought to be provided by the composer rather than assumed by the
performer.  The many errors in printed editions of Scarlatti occur because the editors are following conventions
or practices which developed later in the eighteenth century, or even the nineteenth, than the time the sonatas are
likely to have been composed, or at least the time when Scarlatti received his musical training, close to 1700



rather than 1750.

The question here is: how did Scarlatti’s habitual practice in providing accidentals differ from our own, in
which an accidental remains in effect through the end of a measure unless changed or canceled?  The following
convention was the one he used most consistently in all the sources I have examined: sharps, flats, or naturals
are written before notes each time they are needed within the same measure unless consecutive tones at the same
pitch follow one another.  They are in effect when the same tone is repeated in the same voice (without
intervening tones) even across measure lines.  If the “same” tone occurs later in the measure, separated by other
tones, canceling the accidental was considered unnecessary; the accidentals used in the (current) key signature
take over: this is not always true (sometimes recent accidentals are canceled) but happens frequently enough to
show that it was habitual with the composer  In other words, voices are treated horizontally, not vertically, as if
each voice were written on its own ledger. See V42:55 d m167, E11 c m9, P2:7 E m62 &115,  P3:5 C m60-61,
P4:16 E= m24...34 & 76...86, P14:3 C m25...35 for specific examples discussed in this Catalogue

Special problems:
• if one tone in an octave-doubling omits an accidental present in its partner, the accidental can be assumed
present in all the conjoined tones an octave apart (see P2:10 A m72-75 for example; but there are cases which
imply that clashes are intentional; example P13:29 F m82-83)
• small notes, mordents and trills needing either a semi- or full- tone auxiliary or principal note should use the
values in effect if they are the same before and after, with ambiguous situations arising sometimes when
Scarlatti is modulating from one key to another
•  P3:12 B= has examples of double trills written in large notes in which the accidentals are not repeated in the
manuscript when the flags are joined under the same beam but can be assumed nevertheless to remain in effect. 
See also P2:15 E and P11:20 C for other cases of joined flags perhaps allowing accidentals to be retained in
spite of intervening pitches; but more certainly not in P5:25 C and P13:25 D.  On the other hand, P6:16 G,
P7:20 G and in fact most of the sonatas repeat the accidentals even when the notes are beamed together 

In contexts of harmonic ambiguity, maximum dissonance is usually preferable, but even stable key areas near
the ends of parts benefit from a literal interpretation of the conventions which I have stated. Accusing the scribe
or composer of error should be a last resort.  Rejoice in the happy accidents of history.

Accidentals occurring at the beginning of a manuscript ledger are sometimes cued in the blank space at the end
of the previous ledger (along with the more common guide to the pitch).  P7:24 d m30 has a relevant example.
This use of a cue (called a custos in medieval mss, a direct in more modern ones: New Grove v5 p484) needs to
be investigated in Scarlatti: are the scribes consistent in this?  What is their relationship if any to the scribe’s
source copy?  In Parma and Venezia manuscripts I sampled for this feature, cues occur, but infrequently, seldom
more than one a page if that, and the Parma cues are not the same for the same sonata in Venezia; they don’t
appear in any of the Münster books, although there is occasionally a cue when the key signature changes on the
next line.  If the scribe is just taking a break, why is a mark at the end of a ledger needed more than just adding
one note to the start of the next ledger?  What use are cues  to the performer when they are so sporadic?   I don’t
remember whether Sheveloff discusses this feature somewhere; he suggests (p33) that the Parma scribe added all
the accidentals after he had finished copying all the notes.  I think some of the more crowded accidentals might
be Scarlatti’s proof-reading corrections: he either added them himself or told the scribe to do so.

Flats acting as natural signs to cancel sharps, and sharps doubling sharps in the key signature, are mentioned in
this Catalogue when they occur and seem to have significance or need explanation.

ornaments: the interpretation of small notes and other signs for ornaments is dependent upon their context:
• how do surrounding large notes impact upon the ornament?
• does the bass make the ornament consonant or dissonant, and which effect does the performer want?



• does the ornament provide a break in the phrase to which it belongs, or should it lead smoothly from the
previous to the following notes in the phrase?
• does the interpretation of the ornament make the large-note phrase in which it occurs more sharplyfocused or
more subtly blended?
• does the substitution of a different ornament in a parallel passage have its own validity?

Gasparini L armonico pratico al cimbalo, Venezia 1708, chapter 9 on dissonances and acciaccature states that
the degree of dissonance created by the ornament becomes a question of taste and context. Gasparini is
discussing the accompaniment for a singer in different contexts of recitatives and arias, and advising the player
to estimate what a particular audience will be willing to take.  A 21th century audience is prepared for the
greatest dissonance rather than the weakest, and Scarlatti’s music can support it.

I assume that the Parma text, at least,  is a good one, that fair copies were provided to the scribe by the composer
for its production, that the textual details would be intelligible to Maria Barbara (at least) in public performance
as well as in private or coached practice, and that variants in ornaments in similar passages or within the same
passage are intentional and should be taken account of, if not always strictly followed, by today’s performers.  In
order to show how the ornaments might be intelligible and consistent, I have devised the following
interpretations.  I’m not claiming these are my inventions, I am just applying those of the different possible
interpretations of ornament signs which work best for Scarlatti sonatas.  See Neumann’s three books on
ornamentation and performance practices in Citations for many of the choices available to performers.

The word note is ambiguous; in this section I try to use “note” when I mean the graphic object, “tone” when I
mean the sound it represents.

Shake

Since shakes (~~~), trills (tr), and tremoli (tre) seem sometimes to be interchangeable in various manuscript
sources, they must be very similar, but also somewhat different as interpreted by the Parma scribe, if not others
who may have been  under less supervision by the composer.  If all three appear together (see P2:12 f for
example) the shake is shorter and\or slower than the trill, the tremolo is longer or faster than the trill.  See

P15:25 G for discussion of tr & ~~~ as purely a scribal convenience.  But in other sonatas, such as P4:13 d and
P4:14 D, there is evidence that the difference is intentional.  The scribe of Münster 1-3 uses a sign that looks

more like ~\ than ~~~ .  I think that when Scarlatti prepared the Parma libri, at least, he made a special effort to
clarify his intentions.  But even if the differences were arbitrary on the part of the scribe, they can be used for
expressive variety by the performer.

The shake sign ~~~ most often means: the principal note (the one which appears in the score), followed by the
upper auxiliary note with its pitch in the current key, followed by and stopping on the principal note (CDC for

example in F major but CD=C in f minor)  It is short and fast and would be expressed as ç¶±. (the last note held
for the remaining value of the large note on which the shake appears) if written out.   Kirkpatrick condemns this
type of ornament (p382) as being an inverted mordent which he says had gone out of style after 1700, but more
recent writers have said he was wrong about this (Rousset p74 for example). Kirkpatrick & Rousset both want

the shake in Scarlatti to be the same as the trill: I assume they mean 4 or more ç ’s whether starting on upper
(Kirkpatrick) or either upper or principal note (Rousset p74 provides counter examples for each).  Neumann
Ornamentation p452 cites Tosi Opinioni 1723 for the term trillo mordente, referring to a short trill; on p601,

under wavy and zigzag lines, he defines the ~~ in Scarlatti as a trill of “indetermined” length and alternate to tr. 
In Neumann Performance p398 are specific Scarlatti examples requiring the trill to start on the main note.  This

always works for the ~~~  sign in my opinion, but I think tr can often (in Parma at least) usefully be interpreted as
an upper-note trill (more below).  Parma 5:26 C is an example of a sonata in which literal different
interpretations of shake and trill (sometimes each hand plays one against the other) can be exploited effectively.



Mordents of the style of Couperin’s pincé, using a lower auxiliary tone, are written out in large notes by

Scarlatti when he wants that ornament (V42:30 E= for example; the New Jersey version of that sonata uses ë, a
shake with a slash through the center).

Scarlatti often approaches the note with a shake on it from above or below at the end of a scale or octave
passage that calls for landing on the principal tone.  There often isn’t enough time in fast passages; the shake has
to be played immediately, not delayed to begin on the auxiliary tone after the principal tone has been sounded. 
Of course one could say, as Kirkpatrick implies, that composer, scribe, and queen didn’t care that different trill
and shake signs were used to mean the same thing (or that the same sign could mean entirely different things in
similar contexts), but I don’t find that plausible, given the meticulous care with which they are differentiated,
even in crowded passages in the principal source copies.

I believe the shake should usually be short, because of the importance of the thematic outline in Scarlatti: he
wants an accent on a certain note but he doesn’t want it diffused or blurred into its surroundings as it would be
in much of François Couperin’s keyboard music.  P10:23 E, m1, is a familiar example, and the shakes are

repeated on untied ± notes, so separation of the notes is called for. This applies even when followed by a turn

figure in ¶ ‘s or faster (example: P3:22 f m12-18) (the shake-and-turn is most often in fast contexts where
CDCBC on C, for example, is just what’s needed) 

Whether the shake should be longer or sometimes begin on the upper tone depends on the context.  See Parma
14:5&6 B= for cases which seem to imply the opposite of my interpretation.  If a shake is followed by a turn
figure, playing it short makes it end a phrase and changes the turn into an upbeat; if this effect is not desired,
then the shake should be extended smoothly into the turn.  See P5:9 C for more on this subject; and  compare
P9:9 D m8 etc, where a fast upturn follows notes on which there are no shakes or trills.. Also shakes on final

notes could be extended. (But most of the time Scarlatti calls for a short and brisk final note; compare the ç 
appoggiature at the ends of Essercizi 4 g, 7 a, 10 d, 18 d & 26 A).

The point is for the performer to vary the ornament in similar phrases, while being faithful to the graphic
features of the source, rather than arbitrary.  Since eighteenth-century music frequently repeats small and large
units exactly, it makes sense that Scarlatti would introduce small variations, both in the ornaments and the
accidentals.  These would be written into the sonatas with an educational purpose: to show the student different
ways of interpreting the phrases; the more skilled performers were expected to provided their own variations. 
The modern performer has to be careful that these variations don’t sound fussy; a speaker who repeated
sentences over and over with minute corrections each time would be unbearable to listen to, but music gets
away with this to a certain extent.

Tremulo

Sachs (Early music,1991, p91-93) makes a convincing case that tremulo means repeated tones with three
changing fingers (just 3 rapid notes with 432 fingering,  the third one held in the basic version, but the repeated
note can continue if a longer lasting ornament is desired) She cites a 1757 source  (Nicolò Pasquali Art of
fingering) and gives written-out examples from different sonatas and situations (P3:29’s “di sopra” interpreted
as tremulo just on the top note added in later measures).  Neumann Ornamentation p399 has a different
interpretation for the tremulo and the small note which sometimes precedes it but I think he’s wrong about both.
Although rapid repeated notes are difficult, they do work (also on the piano) and solve the problems created by
trying to play trills or other figures in many of the places where tremulo is used. As with the shake and trill, it is
important to find separate solutions for each sign or term, rather than a common solution for all, so that the
ornament can be varied when the distinction is made within the same passage or in its so-called parallel
appearances in a sonata.



Trill

To differentiate the trill from the shake I begin it on the upper auxiliary tone in the current key and make it
continue for the full value of the main note. The trill (tr) can also begin on the principal tone unless that is the
same as the previously struck tone, in which case it begins on the upper auxiliary.  I believe there are relatively
few cases when tr is approached from below (P5:22 f has two clear instances); the previous tone is usually
above or at some distance from the upper auxiliary. If it is not approached from an adjacent tone, or when it
occurs on a inner voice, it can also begin on the upper auxiliary (especially when there are shakes and or tremoli
in the vicinity).   It can be short or long, depending on the value of the principal note; upturns or downturns are

usually written out but may be supplied at the discretion of the player.  A trill can be as short as 4 ç  ’s.  Venezia

1742 &1749, as well as Lisboa, use tr throughout, never ~~~ as far as I can tell; many of them are replaced by ~~~ 
in Parma rather than tr; three short and fast principal-upper-principal tones (see Shake above) should be taken as
the basic meaning of tr in those libri.

Since tr is often used on the middle voices, deciding whether to begin on principal or auxiliary for either shake
or trill becomes a question of context: the tone which is struck first becomes a more crucial part of the
surrounding chord.  I believe the Parma scribe used tr to the left of middle voices because that was less

ambiguous than using ~~~ in that position: ~~~ usually goes directly above the note. In those cases the short shake is
intended.  If a short upper-tone trill here is more dissonant (expressive), then by all means use it.

A slurred small note before a trill was perhaps sometimes a direction to begin the trill on the small note
(example at P13:27 f m34), but there are usually other possibilities (for example small note tied to previous
large note and trill delayed; see Small notes with slurs below)

Example of tr used for a turn: P 6:12 F

Rousset’s advice “J’assouplirais volontiers les règles...” ( p78) is very good; my intent is only to establish a rule
or convention in the first place (a starting point) as a way toward understanding how different treatment of shake
and trill in similar passages might be more effective than a single treatment of both. The conflicts he cites occur
in repetitious passages; under ornaments in the notes for individual sonatas, I will cite several examples where
Scarlatti’s variations make the passages less repetitious, and act as a training device to get the pupil thinking
about the different ways to treat repetitions in both small and large areas of a piece.

Almost all the sonatas have repeats; variety can also be obtained by varying the interpretation of the ornaments
in the second run-through of each part.

Slurs (curves)

Slurs have several uses depending on their context: the most common one is to tie notes of the same pitch
together. The cases involving elision of measures have already been discussed above in links. The cases
involving small notes are discussed further below. Now I will discuss slurs or curves which appear over groups
of notes which are not at the same pitch and are not in measures which can be elided.

The general purpose of slurs may be to indicate tempo rubato: primarily, not playing the right hand exactly with
the left hand (examples: P1:8 B=; P3:10 D; V42:23 G), but also including the speeding up of note values in

scales, and not playing all the notes in a passage at their exact written value.  For example, a slur on a triplet ÖÖ±
indicates of course that the each Ö has 1/3 the value of ± rather ½ of it, but it also might indicate that the rhythm

can be ¶Ö± or Ö¶± rather than three equal Ö ‘s.  The different versions of P3:19 e show Scarlatti changing his mind
about these rhythms.



The slurs on groups of large notes appear most often in the easier sonatas; they may have been for the benefit of
a specific pupil: Maria Barbara as a beginner or her uncle Antonio perhaps.  Example: P1:8 B= m37+

The fermata, or curve with a dot within it, ß or Ü , has the opposite effect from a slur: the note or measure
beneath it is slowed down (example: V42:42 d)

R.Hudson, Rubato, Grove music online (2005):  “In 1723 Tosi [Opinioni de’ cantori antichi e moderni] referred
to rubamento di tempo in Italian arias of the late 17th century. Galliard explained the technique in his translation
of 1743: ‘When the bass goes an exactly regular pace, the other part retards or anticipates in a singular manner,
for the sake of expression, but after that returns to its exactness, to be guided by the bass’....In 1752 Quantz
[Versuch einer Anweisung die Flöte traversiere zu spielen] used the expression tempo rubato and demonstrated
anticipation and delay separately”

Small notes

Purposes of small notes can be: to shift stresses away from the beat; to avoid strict measurement of note values,
which might call for double dotting and other inconvenient notations; and to express inexact durations for notes,
to be left to the discretion of the player.  Slurs (long curves) on large notes (scales and triplets) (in libri 8 and 9
particularly) seem to indicate a localized speeding up of the tempo, but this is not enough to be the only purpose
for the slurs on small notes.

The following principles are based on my observation of the use of slurs in connection with small notes in the
primary source facsimiles (Parma, Essercizi and others in the Johnson reprint volumes).  This particular graphic
feature is not retained in any of the modern editions I have seen; editors tend to add slurs to all the small notes
regardless of their presence or absence in the sources.  But in the primary sources, the small notes which are
normally regarded as appoggiature (they occur on full cadences at the ends of parts and elsewhere) almost never
have slurs, whereas those which have slurs are most frequently what Neumann Performance p314-315, with
Scarlatti examples, calls pre-beat grace notes.  I have expanded these unambiguous cases into some general
principles for interpreting all slurs on small notes, which I will now explain and try to justify.

Parma 15 is an exception to these conventions, since it lacks slurs on small notes throughout (after P15:2 C); it
may have been copied after Scarlatti’s death, or at least before he had had a chance to add the slurs to the
sources used by the scribe.

Small notes without slurs should be treated as appoggiature (Neumann Ornamentation p578): the small note is
stressed on the beat; the principal note is delayed for at least as long as the value of the small note and is weaker. 

If the principal note has a ~~~ , tr or tre on it, the shake is delayed also, not combined with the small note.  This
applies to all small notes without slurs, not just those on cadences.  Since Fadini and other editors have added
slurs throughout their editions to all or most small notes, it is necessary to consult the original manuscripts, or
facsimiles such as the Kirkpatrick Johnson reprint, to make this distinction.  I indicate many of the more unusual
cases in the notes for individual sonatas in the Catalogue.

The instruction Cantabile è appoggiato in the two Adaggio movements of Alessandro Scarlatti’s Toccata 7 (d
minor; Napoli ms 9478) seems to indicate a slowing-down type of rubato (by leaning on the downbeats) (see
Contemporaries: A Scarlatti). There is only one small note, in m11 of the first Adaggio.

Small notes with slurs can have one of several meanings depending on the context:

They are usually acciaccature in the traditional sense of a crushed tone: that is, struck almost simultaneously

with the principal tone but slightly before the beat.  In the Parma mss, the small notes before a series of four Å ’s



or triplet Ä ’s and similar situations almost always have a slur above or below them: clearly these small notes
would be played before the beat, not convert the four or three notes series to five or four notes.  In the case of
Essercizi it is possible that the engraver added slurs to the small notes indiscriminately, but I have assumed that
they originate with the composer unless other sources provide better versions; see E21 D for an example, m56. 
In most cases the use of slurs is consistent with the Parma practice.

Infrequently a situation arises when there is no bass note to define the beat and the small note is Ä  or larger, with
a slur on it: these are still crushed tones, but the small note is held longer than usual while the large note is
stressed.  See Parma 5:15 c and 6:30 C ornaments and 13:15 F graphics for examples of these and of slurs on

large notes indicating the opposite of an appoggiatura: the stress is shifted to the following ° or  ±.

Also there are cases when crushing the tones makes too harsh a sound and a more delicate approach before the

beat is called for (example: Parma 7:8 A)  A slash through a small note Ä  in Scarlatti is apparently just a variant

way of indicating Å  (2 slashes indicate Æ ).  See Parma 14:23 F however where the slashed Ä may indicate a fast
appoggiatura, as well as in Parma 15 (which lacks slurs throughout except in P15:2 C; the Venezia version of

this sonata substitutes slashed Ä small notes without slurs not just for Parma’s slurred Å ’s but also for the
unslurred ones, and Parma uses slashed small notes as well for appoggiature, so I don’t draw the conclusion that
a slash is equivalent to a slur).

Another common case occurs when the slurred small note is the same pitch as the previous large note (usually in
the previous measure); this I take to mean that the small note is tied rather than struck, somewhat like
Couperin’s special symbol for a suspension (Neumann Ornamentation p603).  P9:8 D has obvious examples. 
This interpretation of the slur also makes sense when the slurred small note is followed by a shake or trill, which
is then delayed for the length of the small note.  Fadini’s endnote for Venezia 1742:9 E= m47 shows that she
agrees with this interpretation (there the small note appears before the measure line, but I don’t think that’s a
determining factor; both small note and slur can be after the measure line and still tie to the note in the previous
measure) See also E28 E, V49:4 g and P2:8 E graphics which offer evidence that this device originated with the
composer, not the scribe or printer.  Perhaps this use of small notes arose because Scarlatti wished or needed to
avoid double dotting, and then became a habit, since it also appears in cases when double dotting would not
have been needed.  I give numerous examples of slurred small notes below in the Catalogue, since this graphic
feature is largely unavailable to users of modern editions, but I have not tried to indicate all cases.

E10 d & V42:42 d are examples of sonatas which use a dotted slur or fermata under the small note

See P2:9 E, P4:9 b, P4:26 E and P9:8 D for examples  of varied small notes within the same or in parallel
passages which benefit by varied treatment.  I think of such passages as different texts sung to the same melody. 
P5:26 C is an example of a sonata with different ornaments occurring in the right hand and left hand at the same
time, as well as a variety of small notes with and without slurs (in the Parma manuscript)  P7:11 D has an
example of slurs on small notes to avoid double dotting, as well as an expected slur omitted within the same
passage so that identical pitches would not be treated as tied.

I don’t mean this as a rigid system; but it does work, and it seems to be a good starting point for figuring out
what Scarlatti’s intentions might have been.

graphics: details of the musical writing I have noticed in the facsimile sources cited in editions used, or
described by Sheveloff, Choi, Fadini and others.  For information about scribes (and the authors who have
identified them) see the Collections file for specific source collections.  For my conclusions about Scarlatti’s
handwriting see the Cogito file, graphics section.



similar sonatas: general similarities among Scarlatti’s sonatas, or specific passages; typical features which occur
in different sonatas.

influences: similarities between Scarlatti’s sonatas and works of his contemporaries or predictions of music
produced after his death.  The contemporary influences could have worked either way: for example, did Rameau
in 1724 know Scarlatti’s music in manuscript or hear him play it or know of its features by word of mouth?  Or
did the similar features show up in Scarlatti’s music only after Rameau’s publications?  Or is there no direct
influence, just a general use of similar features throughout Europe at the same time?   As for the predictions,
these are valuable for many reasons, not the least being the usefulness of Scarlatti’s music as a teaching device
for some of the more demanding techniques of keyboard playing.  See Clementi (and Schumann) in  the
Contemporaries file.

metaphors: descriptions of sonatas which go beyond the surface physical attributes.  People who deny that
music has the same sort of meaning as poetry or other arts do so because they cannot find the words to express
musical meanings, but feel they must limit themselves to abstract symbols and numerical formulae.  But people
who love music do so because it expresses thought and feelings where words fail.  A way out of this paradox is
to use metaphors, so that the ideas expressed by music are paralleled by images from other arts.  A listener uses
words common to other arts in order to convey the thoughts produced by a musical experience to other listeners. 
A simple but universal example is major keys expressed as light and minor keys as shadows.

Some types of metaphors used by writers on Scarlatti and usually cited in the see also section:
• imitations of other instruments and whole orchestras:
Kirkpatrick and Sitwell, among others, suggest several, cited in the Catalogue below.  These metaphors are
more useful for indicating tone colors that might be attempted by modern performers, than for proving that
Scarlatti might have been transcribing literal instrumental sounds
• national characteristics:
Sutcliffe discusses these throughout his book; see folk and popular music in his index.  They are metaphors in
the sense that they have to be deduced from the harmonies and rhythms and compared to other music written at
the same time, or thought to have been performed then if not written down. Scarlatti is often as much the creator
of national styles as the product of them because he did in fact write down these idioms.

 neapolitan: includes repeated notes and ostinato chords; harmonies familiar from the music of Pergolesi
(or his near contemporaries) as used by Stravinsky in Pulcinella (1920) and Prokofiev in his more classical
works (Prelude opus 12:7 in C, 1913; Symphony and Violin concerto, both in D, 1917)  Compare Scarlatti’s
P12:24 F for an example both 20th-century composers could have known from the Ricordi edition, 1906-1910.

spanish: should often be translated to iberian to include both España and Portugal.  Jane Clark (see
P3:14 c and P14:7-9 D) attempts to identify specific andalusian folk influences; Pestelli and others point out
some  portuguese ones; compare P5:22 f).  Chase and Sitwell are cited here but Sitwell is particularly
self-contradicting, a stopgap until something more comprehensive comes along.  Walter Aaron Clark, Enrique
Granados: poet of the piano, 2006, endnote p221, says “Sutcliffe makes the common mistake of conflating
Andalusian flamenco with spanish folk music in general”

french: in addition to features under form such as dotted rhythms and rondos, see influences for technical
innovations, some of which Rameau claimed he was the first to publish: hand crossing, batteries, two against
three rhythms, dotted rhythms, fanfares (Pestelli mentions others)  There are several sonatas with birdsong
motifs which are closer to Couperin and Rameau than to earlier italian composers, P1:1 a for example
• attempts to portray or categorize the emotions conveyed by the music, and whole programs such as Landowska
and Dale.  I have added my own, including several portrayals of commedia dell’arte characters such as
Arlecchino leaping about in a simple-minded way in P12:20 B=.
• among other metaphors of my own are reminders of specific occasions: religious feasts such as easter and
christmas, processions, dances, hunts.  These often  fit in with the number 30 corresponding to the average
number of days in a month and the fact that the Parma and Venezia sources have more than 12 libri each, with at
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least 30 sonatas in each libro.  See for example P12:25 F which is a pastorale, the appropriate genre for
Christmas, December 25: coincidence or happy accident?  And see name days in the Capriccio file (January 22
for example is the name day for Domenico: the placement of P1:22 G without a companion seems to have had a
special significance)
• see the Capriccio file for other ideas which might be worth investigating.

editions used:  these are sources I have purchased or downloaded and actually consulted, even if briefly, for the
notes, not ones that might otherwise be available to me.  I have used chiefly the facsimiles which were made
under Ralph Kirkpatrick’s supervision and published by the Johnson Reprint Corporation, 1972, in 18 volumes,
from at least one primary source, for 555 sonatas (as Kirkpatrick numbered them; there are actually closer to
565 including some variant versions).  There are some mixed up pages in the reprint, such as the switched
second parts of Parma 2:24 and 2:26; in addition to the corrections indicated in Kirkpatrick’s own “Notes on
Texts”.  See the Citations file for more complete bibliographic information on this and other works cited below. 

I have also used Fadini's edition of 457 sonatas for measure numbers in the maps and comments, and her
individual endnotes for each sonata to identify important variants (supplemented by my own observations), as
well as some other facsimiles, such as the Lisboa facsimile, the Venezia facsimile, the Roseingrave facsimile
and a microfilm of the Münster volumes available at the Boston University library, which Joel Sheveloff called
to my attention.  There are also transcriptions of doubtful sonatas in Sheveloff (1970 thesis), Boyd (1986
biogaphy), Johnsson (Henle edition), Pestelli (1967 book and 1990 article), and elsewhere, cited where used. If I
don’t mention an available edition, it is because I haven’t used it myself.

A few works which combine more than one piece or movement under a single number in their source have been
broken down further by a small letter; for example V42:37a, b, and c (a three-movement work)

see also: Most of the citations are at the end of the notes for each sonata.  I usually do not discuss whether I
agree or disagree with the author.  If the topic cited is particularly relevant to my own concerns or if the author’s
statement needs arguments for or against it,  I place it among the notes arranged by topic.



Catalogue :  sonatas by primary source

Ávila: Son.ta de d.n Dom.o Escarlati: D -- 3/8
 1 1 "1 á ¶¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶¶¶± | ' | ' | ççç± ççç± Ä  D  2v 6\10 lh x rh 12>A  14 G

17 "2 ("1 variant) 23 D  25 A  27>E  30 e  32 E  34,36,38 lh x rh  36 e  38 E
42 "3 ("2 variant) A  49 a (F> pedal) > A  56 :|Ú

 2 57 "1 A N? 62\64 lh x rh w/leaps
66 "2  75 D &d  alternate as in part 1 [82\83 added by editor?]
85\86 "3 d  87> D [86\90 %] 95 [100 or 98?] |Ú

source: see Ávila in Collections
date: about 1720-25 if by Scarlatti; 1794
instruments: cembalo with range Cc (actual D1 to B4)
themes: 123:123.  cellular, one theme with close variants.  Only part 1 is repeated.
keys: 15415222555: 5111.
similar sonatas: CF13:5 D
edition used: transcription in Rosario Álvarez, Una nueva sonata atribuida a Domenico Scarlatti, Revista de
musicología, vol.11:3, 1988, p889-893.  She has made several changes to her source text (some of them
confessed on p888) including apparently adding two measures and changing the repeat signs for another five.
see also:  Sutcliffe p70: “quite unlikely”

Avison: TWELVE Concerto’s in Seven Parts for Four Violins, one Alto Viola, a Violoncello,
& a Thorough Bass, done from two Books of Lessons for the Harpsicord. Composed by Sig.r

Domenico Scarlatti with additional Slow Movements from Manuscript Solo Pieces. by the
same Author.  Dedicated to M.rs Bowes BY Charles Avison ... London : 1744
source collections: see Avison in Collections for full contents. Contains the following pieces not known from
other Scarlatti sources:
Avison 4c C major Largo 3/4

Avison 5a d minor Largo ¡
Avison 6a D major Largo ¡
Avison 9a C major Largo ¡
Avison 9c a minor Siciliana 6/8

Avison 10a D major Gratioso ¡
Avison 10c d minor Adagio ¡
Avison 11a G major Con Affetto ¡
Avison 12a D major Grave. Tempo Regiato ¡
Avison 12c d minor Lentemente 2/4; D Tempo regiato ¡
editions: Sheveloff p554-563: [texts of these reduced to skeletal melodies and figured bass, to show whether they
might be adapted from Scarlatti sonatas for solo instrument and bc; he omits 9a which he had listed on p 127 as
a transcription of V42:56b, but that seems to be incorrect and stems from Kirkpatrick p468: see Boyd p228]
p439-443: [Sheveloff concludes that they are all likely to be the work of Avison himself, but that 4c, 9c, and 11a
are possible Scarlatti compositions.  The maps below for these three are based on Sheveloff’s transcriptions,
therefore I have not gone into much detail]

Avison 4c C major  Largo 3/4
  1 1 "1 ± ± ± | tr ±.  ÖÖ± | ± C  2v 8:1\7 % varied G  13 "2 19 "3 g>G 25 :||:
  2 26 "3 developed a  n33>C  35 "1 developed 42 "4 C/G 47 "5(<"3) >C  54 :||:
dates: about 1715-20; 1744
themes: 123:3145: cellular; short (one- or two-measure) cells are combined in different orders; the downward



chromatic scale of m47-48 echoes the downward g minor scale of m19-20
keys 1555:6111:
see also: Sheveloff p443 [authenticity]

Avison 9c a minor  Siciliana 6/8
  1 1 "1 Ö.ê± ± Ä | ± Ä £ a  2v 3>e

5 "2 (<"1) a  6 >e  8 :||:
  2 9 "2 developed d  12>C
n 15 "1 developed a/E

20 "2 developed a  24 :||:
dates: about 1715-20; 1744
themes: 12:212: cellular; continuous development of short  cells, like Avison 4c, but the themes have more
recognizable identity and are partially repeated
keys 1515:4311:
similar sonatas: somewhat like two other possibly authentic sonatas: Clementi 2 F and Milano-Noseda Giga A. 
Compare Pestelli’s comments on Zipoli’s influence, cited at RC9 d
see also: Sheveloff p442-3: [possibly authentic but displays features which are characteristic of Avison himself]

Avison 11a G major  Con Affetto ¡
  1 1 " ± Ä ¶.î¶.ì Ö trµ | ± £ G  2v 2 >D 3 á ¶¶± ¶±¶±¶±¶± | Ä Ö± (rhythms of m1&3 alternate) 12 :||:
  2 13 " varied D  14 >e  n16>D  17> G  24 :||:
dates: about 1715-20; 1744.  This movement has perhaps too english or handelian a sound to be a work of
Domenico Scarlatti, but similar dotted rhythms do occur in the second Grave of V42:56 G.
themes: 1:1: cellular; continuous development of short thematic and rhythmic cells
keys 15:5651:

Barcelona, Biblioteca de Catalunya, ms M1964: (39) Tocatas de Scarlati 
see Collections for full contents

Barcelona 31 E major \\ 3/8
   1 1 "1 ÖÖ± | Ä Ö¶Ö± | ¶¶¶¶¶± | Ä ± ~~~ E 2v
, 11 "2 B 15 b  19> F<

21 "3 B  30 :|Ú:
   2 31 $ lh �á � | rh: á ¶¶µµ | E/B 39 F#+\ (w/A>) 45 C#
N 48 "2 E/B 54 e [58]>E/B

[60] "3 [66]>E  [77] ~~~ ±. :|Ú
source collections: Barcelona 31; Granados 13: free transcription
dates & authenticity: about 1730-35 if by Scarlatti.  Like Barcelona 34, this sonata has few characteristics which
are undeniably individual to Scarlatti and some features which are very unlike his: the chords at m4, 8 and 30
for example.  Both 31 and 34 are almost certainly the work of a single composer, whoever that might be;
compare the â theme of 31 with the á4 theme of 34, both divided by the hands 
instruments: cembalo with range Cc (actual E1 to b4; Pedrero-Encabo’s editing at m[58] adds a C<5)
themes: 123:423: cellular; first theme replaced by new material in part 2; ö at start of second theme in part 2
keys: 15525:1261111: As in Barc 34, key changes are usually sudden and unprepared, some of them unusual for
Scarlatti, such as a suggestion of F< major at m19-20 or the broken chords from m45 to m48, the ö point
ornaments: has a few small-note appoggiature (m4, 8, 27)  and shakes (m4, 77)
similar sonatas: the first part key structure (ignoring m19) is found in a large number of Scarlatti sonatas, E28 E
for example; that in the second part is not very close to any others
edition used: Pedrero-Encabo 2011; her edition omits m57 and changes the lh part in m56 (see her comments



p20 and critical notes p33, and compare the Granados edition, which has G>BE for the left hand here); she also
alters m40 rh.  My map adds +1 to her measure numbers above 56
see also: Pedrero-Encabo 2011 p19-20 [her table of themes and keys differs in many ways from my map; she
also discusses some of the graphic features of her source]

Barcelona 34 A major \\ 3/8
   1 1 "1 ¶¶¶¶¶± |' | '|' | (broken chords) A 2v  5> E  10 lh x rh 

22 "2 E/B pedals
34 "3 ("1 variant) e  lh x rh   39 lh 3rds w/A#  41 E  45 :|Ú: [2:  can elide 45 to link pt 2]

   2 46 "1 varied E  51 f#  53 b  55 e  N57 a  59 d  61> A  69 (as at 10) lh x rh
75 "4 ("2 variant) lh: Ä á ¶¶± | rh: ¶Ö± à |
82 "3 a  lh x rh [85] lh 3rds w/ D# [87] A [92] :|Ú

source collections: Barcelona 34; Tenerife (attributed to Corselli); Granados 10: free transcription
dates & authenticity: about 1730-35 if by Scarlatti.  See Collections and Boyd p 193 for attribution to Francesco
Corselli, whom Scarlatti may have known by 1733.  The manuscript as a whole is attributed to Scarlatti and 37
of the sonatas are known to be his from other sources. This sonata is not a work of Scarlatti’s own however in
my opinion.  A few of my reasons: the textures are very thin (a few thirds and octaves in the bass but otherwise
a bare two voices without any counterpoint); the thematic figures, basses and harmonies are of little
individuality; it hardly ever modulates or prepares a new key but jumps from one key to another (Scarlatti does
this too of course but makes some kind of rhetorical point in doing so, not from incompetence or
absent-mindedness)  It completely lacks ornaments, which is another rarity in Scarlatti (compare P2:28 b
however).  Compare similar sonatas below.  I include it here because it has an interest of its own and seems to
have been directly influenced by a knowledge of Scarlatti’s style.  The attribution to Corselli has been
questioned by Pedrero-Encabo.
instruments: cembalo with range Cc (actual E1 to b4)
themes: 123:143: cellular: one theme group with variants.  The broken chords in m1-7 each lead to the following
measure with a minor second (G<| A ... D | C< etc)
keys: 15555:562514111: long-short golden ratio ö m57 at change from dominant minor to tonic minor
links: since the sole note in m45 is E1, which is also the bass of m46, and the right-hand figures continue the
broken chords of m43-44, m45 can be omitted at the end of the repeat of part 1
similar sonatas: P3:20 a has an opening theme which uses seconds as part of a broken chord
P3:24 G has a similar part 1 key structure
P6:27 D & E13 G: similar part 2 key structures
edition used: Pedrero-Encabo 2011; her edition has 94 measures because she repeats m82-83 to make it parallel
to m36-7.  My map subtracts -2 from her measure numbers above 84.
see also: Pedrero-Encabo 2011 p20-21 [her table of themes and keys differs in several ways from my map]

Boivin-LeClerc 1-6: see Collections for full contents.  Sonatas not in other sources are listed below:

Boivin-LeClerc 2: (15, later 17) Pieces Pour le CLAVECIN.  Composées Par Dom.co Scarlatti. 
Maître de Clavecin du Prince des Asturies. Paris : Chez M.e Boivin ... [1737? additions 1742?]
[Sheveloff p132, 218-9; hands: G&D] See Collections for full contents.

Boivin\LeClerc 2:16 C major  Vivace  12/8
  1 0 " ± £ | tr ±. ±. ±. tr ± ¶±¯ | ±. C  2v broken chord (alberti) bass  rh x lh 4 C/G ±. ±. ±. :||:
  2 (4) " developed F   bass rises by steps 7>G  n^9 3rds; G1 pedals 13: 5\8 % 18>C  23 :||:
source collections: Boivin-LeClerc 2:16; Wien G 40; Wien Q15119:3
dates: about 1725-30; 1742?  The presence of this sonata in two different Wien sources as well as in the
Boivin-LeClerc edition is sufficient to confirm its acceptance as a Scarlatti work by his contemporaries, and no



other composer has been proposed.  The right-hand-over-left crossing is a useful exercise; and the sonata is
amusing.  Calling this sonata inauthentic because of its extreme simplicity would be like objecting to Chopin’s
Mazurka in C major opus 7:5 on the same grounds
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: moderate, level 3; hands cross: rh over lh throughout, as in P2:24 c
themes: 1:1: one theme; developed in part 2; the top voice is in thirds at the ö point, short-long ratio
keys 11:451:
tempo: this is the only sonata in a primary source which has the tempo marking Vivace, and it occurs rarely in
secondary versions (E2:RC and P2:4:WQ are the only two authentic sonatas I have found); Scarlatti prefers the
term Vivo
graphics: the repeat of the first 4 measures doesn’t necessarily mean that this sonata is in binary form and
therefore lopsided; see P2:3 G and P3:27 A for examples of repeats of the opening measures of sonatas
similar sonatas: P10:4 D, P12:2 G
P3:28 C has a part 2 more than twice as long as the first part
influences: J S Bach, Clavierübung 1, Partia 1 B=, Giga (1726): hand-crossing (BL 2:16 is also a gigue); either
the Bach work or the Scarlatti work may have been known to the other composer, and there is a certain amount
of evidence that Scarlatti could have visited Bach in Leipzig, possibly in 1727 (see Curriculum file for that year)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k95
see also: Pestelli p207, p231 [excluded from his list]
Sheveloff p446: [possibly by Scarlatti but unlikely] 
Benton (Sheveloff p531-3)
Foster p41

Boivin\LeClerc 5: (10) PIECES Pour le CLAVECIN Composées PAR D.omco SCARLATTI Maitre de
Clavecin du Prince des Asturies. TROISIEME VOLUME. Paris : Chez Madame, Boivin  [etc] [1746?]
See Collections for full contents.  I think doubtful works attributed to Scarlatti in early sources should be
included when considering collections as a whole and not be confined to a limbo of unidentified corpses. See
note with New Haven 30.  Sheveloff p131 [hands: G&D for gauche & droite]

Boivin\LeClerc 5:1 C major Allegro 3/8
 1 1 "1 á ¶¶¶¶± | ' | ' | ' | ¶¶¶± Ä µ | C  2v

21 "2 [3] ¶¶± rh 25>D  28 broken\chord triplets lh 30>d>G
36 "3 (<"2) 41\45 broken\chord triplets rh, 8ve G pedals 47 :ÚÚ:

 2 48 "1 G  N^ 55>a
56 "2 developed 68 d/A 69 G/D 70 C/G 71 F/C 72>a
81 "1 C  92>F  96>G 
99 "3 developed & extended g 110>C 115 a/E 116 d/A 117 G/D 118 C/G 119 F/C

120>C/G 121\133 8ve G pedals 126 c/G 133>C 135\139 8ve C pedals  141 ÚÚ
source collection: Boivin-LeClerc 5:1
dates: about 1715-20 at latest if by Scarlatti, and it just might be, given the whimsical features (passages in
which the key changes every measure, long passages with ostinato pedals and broken chords); not every
composer could parody the venetian concerto style so outrageously; 1746?
companions: •BL5:1; 2=P3:5
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; solo instrument with bass
themes: 123:1213.  The first theme is restated in the tonic after a long development of the second theme
keys: 1225:56251461455162514111.  short-long ö at first key change in part 2 (from dominant major to relative
minor)
graphics: m141 end: no double dots for repeat of part 2 and none needed, in spite of the double dots before m48
similar sonatas: Montserrat 2786 C has extremely lengthy passages of ostinato pedals



V42:47 F m117-130 and 138-160: the lh part is like m61-73 and m112-120 in this sonata
edition used: Sheveloff p619-622: transcription of full text
see also: Kirkpatrick p425-6: [spurious but composer unidentified]
Pestelli p105: “nate dal terreno del concerto veneto”; p106: “grande vicinanza tra le sonate [BL 5:1, 3 & 10]... e
la [V 1742:36]... noi propendiamo tuttavia per l’attribuzione a Domenico...” [he doesn’t accept BL5:8 however]

Boivin\LeClerc 5:3 F major Allegro ¡
  1 0 "1 Ä | ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± ¶¶± à F  2v rh broken 8ves, lh walking bass 3 C  5½g  6½ C

8½ "2 3çç± rh 12 :ÚÚ:
   2 (12\)13 "1 developed C 18 d 

19 $ (based on elements from "1&2) C  20 d  21 g 
22 "2 inverted & developed >d/A  24 d  N27>C >B=  29 F 
31 "1
38 "2  42 :ÚÚ

source collection: Boivin-LeClerc 5:3
dates: about 1715-20 if by Scarlatti, and surely by the same composer as BL5:1; 1746?
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; solo instrument with bass
themes: 12:13212:  First theme restated in home key after a long development
keys: 1525:5656266541: long-short ö at change to subdominant before the final return to the home key
similar sonatas: V 42:36 C (Pestelli; see BL 5:1)
Of BL 5:1, 3 & 10, BL 5:3 seems to be the closest in style to Domenico Scarlatti
edition used: Sheveloff p623-625: transcription of full text
see also: Kirkpatrick p425-6: [spurious but composer unidentified]

Boivin-LeClerc 5:5 D major: see Parma 3:29 variant

Boivin\LeClerc 5:6 g minor  Allegro  3/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± | ± Ä | ¯¶¶±[3] Ö± | ÖÖ± g  2v  2 lh imitates first 4 notes

6 "2 B@  13\20&23\8 bass falls by steps; rh ties x m\lines
28 "3 à ¶¶± Ä¯|Ä
38 "4 à ¶Ö±  42\45 B@ pedals
54 $1 b@+\
68 $2 B@  rh 3rds, bass< "1m1 in 8ves 81 rh 7ths 83 6ths  85 disjunct 8ves
87 $3  91 h change on same note ü 96 broken chords ú  99 D1  100 :||:

  2 N^ 101 "1 B@
106 "2 c  109 E@5

134 "3 146\154 C pedals
150 $1 varied  165> d
170 $2
183 "4 developed g
202 $1  217 $2  235 $3  248 || (no double dots for repeat)

source collections: Boivin-LeClerc 5:6
dates: about 1725-30 if by Scarlatti, assuming that he was already well-acquainted with iberian music, but later
if not by him; 1746?  Authenticity discussed in similar sonatas;  see also Pestelli & Sheveloff below
companions: •BL 5:6 g; 7=P3.1 G
instruments: cembalo with range Ce (actual D1 to E=5; Rousset: Ae, perhaps using an edition that added B=-1 in
m100?)
difficulty: moderate, level 3; figured bass style (frequently just one left-hand note per measure)



themes: 1234567:123564567 two groups, variants; part 2 mixes order.  Themes are fragmentary without being
cellular: they are juxtaposed mosaic-like, but there is a certain amount of rhythmic continuity and forward
impetus.  Short-long ö (mathematically m95) is so close to the double bar between parts, and the sonata is so
long, that it might as well be there, whether by accident or design
keys: 133*3:3451  part 1 ends & part 2 begins in relative major
ornaments, graphics: m6, 106: two-note slides are indicated by small notes without slurs: played on the beat
m36: slurred small note followed by a large note with a trill sign (+): if this was printed from a Scarlatti
autograph, the small note should be before the beat and the trill begin with the principal note on the beat
similar sonatas: does not resemble any other Scarlatti sonata very closely.  The key structure is fairly close to
that of P10:26 in a.  The section beginning at m54 hints at passages typical of Scarlatti’s sonatas in B= such as
Essercizi 16.  The figure in thirds at m23 resembles Johnsson v1:24 C, from Montserrat ms AM2786.  The
doubling of left-hand octaves by the right hand at m99 is found in Essercizi 26 A. The rhythm at m38+ (and
especially at m195+) suggests the buleria rhythm of P14:9 D.  I can believe Scarlatti composed this work if I
imagine him trying to imitate (more closely than usual) some folk dance he might have heard in the streets of
Lisboa.  But Scarlatti’s music is full of surprises and anomalies.  This work is at least part of his musical world
and not unworthy of it.
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k97
see also: Pestelli p115 [V42:30 E= & this sonata are not far from the venetian period; they can be enjoyed for
their own sakes]
Sheveloff p446-7: “far more likely to be authentic” [than BL 2:16]

Boivin\LeClerc 5:8 C major Allegro 3/8
map not made; I have not seen a facsimile of the source
source collections: Boivin-LeClerc 5:8; Galuppi, Sonate per cembalo, 1: 3rd mvt, Walsh ed  [presumably opus
1, 1756]; incipit in Gerstenberg p154 ex 5
companions: •BL5:8 C; 9 c=P2:24
see also: Kirkpatrick p426: [spurious; composer is Galuppi according to Walsh edition][but Walsh could be
mistaken]

Boivin\LeClerc 5:10 F major Vivace 2/4
 1 0 "1 Ä | ÖÖÖ± | ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± | ' | ' | +Ö± F  2v lh ostinato 3rds & 4ths

17 "2> C  (25\26: "1 echoed) 28 coda 30  ±. :ÚÚ:
 2 N^  (30)\31 "1 C  40 F : 1\7 % & extended 48 d  54 F : 1\9 % 

63 "2 varied  64 B=  66 C  69 bridge: ¶¶± rh triplets F
71 "1 79 coda as at 28\30  81 ±. [? :ÚÚ]

source collection: Boivin-LeClerc 5:10
dates: about 1715-20 if by Scarlatti; might be considered a parody, with its many literal repeats of the opening
theme, but more pedantic than BL5:1 C; 1746?
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; solo instrument with bass
themes: 12:1201[:] cellular: most of the elements of the sonata are found in m1-2; short-long ö at start of part 2
keys: 15:5161451[:]
graphics: uses + as a trill sign in m5 etc (according to Sheveloff’s transcription)
m81: final double bar missing from Sheveloff’s transcription; may not contain double dots for repeat of part 2
similar sonatas: V 42:36 C (Pestelli; see BL 5:1)
influences: the opening theme is that of I am the monarch of the sea, Arthur Sullivan, HMS Pinafore, 1878
edition used: Sheveloff p626-627: transcription of full text
see also: Kirkpatrick p426: [spurious but composer unidentified]



Bologna 1: Due Opere diverse La prima del Sig.r Domenico Scarlatti, e la seconda del Sigr Federico
Handel ... Per Studio di Francesco Gasparini.  [Bologna ms FF232] [by 1727?]
Sheveloff p102-4 & 615-8; see Collections for full contents.  See Münster 2:51 for note on handwriting of this
and other mss].  See also Pagano p386-7 (english ed.  2006 p281) and Boyd p163 on the significance of
Gasparini’s name for dating.
The following two pieces are not known from other Scarlatti collections:

Bologna 1:1 d minor (=) Fuga ¡
map of Roseingrave version:

1 " ± à Ä ± à Ä | Ö¶± Öµ ° | d  3v cp; answers at 22 (F), 5 (a); 8 developed d
12 $ ±.  ¶± ±.  Ä | ±.  a  15 " development continues g  19 > F  22 >g>d  24 $ 26 >a

n 29 " g 32 $ developed F  34 >d  36>g 39½ " restated d 43 ¬ ÚÚ||||
source collections: Bologna 1 (FF232):1; Bologna 2 (KK96):8;  Roseingrave, Voluntaries and fugues, 1728?:
Fugue 5 (43m)  Sheveloff p466 fn
The fact that Roseingrave published this fugue as his own doesn’t necessarily mean Scarlatti didn’t write it! 
The Bologna and Roseingrave versions should be collated to see how close they really are.  If they are
substantially different, it is also possible that Scarlatti and Roseingrave produced fugues on the same theme in
competition with one another.  See also E30 g, which has an RC version with several differences
dates: about 1720-25; 1727?
companions: •Bol 1:1, P 3:30 variant d; (= Bol 2: 8, 9)
instruments: cembalo or organ with range Cd
themes: 11212121 two themes; three voices throughout; the n point occurs at the return of the main theme in the
dominant, as in E30 g
keys: 135154341543151
similar sonatas: has the same dense textures as V42:10 d, P2:28 b and other arguably early Scarlatti pieces
editions used: Voluntarys and fugues made on purpose for the organ or harpsichord by Mr: Thomas
Roseingrave... New York: Performers’ facsimiles, n.d.

Bologna 1:3 g minor (=) Fuga ¡
1 " ±. Ä Ö¶± Öµ | Öµ ±. ¶± ±  g  3v cp; answers at 3 (d) , 5½ (g) , 7 (g)
9  $ ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± ¶  broken chords B=
15 " 18 F  19  B@
21 (  rh ± half\steps ú g  24½ lh  Ö¶± ¶¶¶±  scales ü  28>d
31 " (stretto) 34>g
37 (
40 " developed 42>d  45>g
49 $ developed

n 53 ( developed
63½ " restated
67  $ 
69 ( developed: rh ú, lh ü
72 coda " alternates w/ ( at 74, then combines w/ $ at 80 (m49+ echo) 84 >G  86 full chord  ||/

source collections: Bologna 1 (FF232):3; Bologna 2 (KK96):7
dates: about 1720-25; 1727?
companions: •Bol 1:3, E 30 g; (= Bol 2:10, 11)
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: scales with hands opposed m69-71
themes: 121313123123132  three themes or groups. The themes alternate as in a rondo but are connected



without breaks; the texture is frequently reduced to 2 voices
keys: 153173151511
similar sonatas: the broken chords at m9+ & 67+ are like V49:20 C
editions used: full text in Sheveloff p615-8; see also p466-470

Cambridge\Fitzwilliam 13: Libro de (24) Sonatas de Clave Para el ex.mo s.or Eñbaxador de·
Benecia.  De D.n Domingo Scarlatí. [Cambridge University, Fitzwilliam Library ms32F13/ mu
mus 148][1736?]
See Collections for full contents.
Sheveloff p451: “scribe is the most slovenly, inconsistent and untrustworthy of all those encountered...” [In my
opinion, however, the scribe seems to have copied likely characteristics of Scarlatti originals such as key
signatures confined to the beginnings of sonatas rather than added to each ledger; see Collections]

Cambridge\Fitzwilliam 13:5 D major \\  3/8 [Lisboa 36 All[egr]o non Presto]
  1 1 "1 ç±» ± ÖÖ± |[3]¶¶± ¶¶± ¶¶± | Ö  D  3v

, 7 "2 rh  á »µ.»_|¶±µ.»_|¶  lh à. »µ_|  (downbeat rest & ties middle & top v) 15 lh x rh 16>A
, 19 "3  ("2 variant) a  22>e

, 25 $1 ççç± Ö± E  lh x rh 31>a  35 (sforzato F$ ±. both h)
\n^ 36 $2  38>A  40 broken chords divided by h 43 :||:
  2 44 "1 A
, 50 "2 55>e  60 lh&rh x each other  63>D/A
, 65 "3

, 71 $1 A  75>d  78>D  83 d  (sforzato B@ ±. both h)
\ 84 $2 86 D  92 :||: fin.
source collections: Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 13:5 --; Lisboa 36 Allo non presto
dates: about 1730-35; 1736?-1746?
companions: •CF13:5,6=CF13:5 D, E10 d
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: difficult, level 6 (Rousset: très difficile); broken chords divided by hands at the end of each part are
similar to those in E27 b at the same places.
themes: 12345:12345: two groups, variants; part 2 same order.  The short-long ratio n is emphasized by the
unexpected bare octave F in m35.
keys: 1552255:52151111:
accidentals, ornaments, graphics: m1, 44: Lisboa has ç ç ¶  small notes in both hands at beginning of part 1, ¶ ç  ç 
at beginning of part 2.  In Cambridge-Fitzwilliam these are  Ó Ó Ó  part,  ç  ç  ç  part 2.  The Lisboa part 2 version is
echoed in large notes at the end of each part.  The Lisboa version distinguishes this opening arpeggio from the
smoother triplets that follow in m2 & 45 
Lisboa is missing the bass notes which are found in CF m8-10 (E2 , D2 , E2 ); the Lisboa version leaves these
measures without downbeats since the top 2 voices are tied across the measure lines.  Lisboa: dotted à. rests m7
& 50; CF: m7 only. There are further differences between the two versions; for example, Lisboa is better in m12
(placement of notes), CF in m13 (à ± D3 middle voice).
m19-24 (both CF and Lisboa): only the first C in m19-22 has a >, the second & third C’s in each measure
should revert to the < of the key signature; in m23-24 the first & third C’s have >’s, which confirms my
interpretation: the second C in each should be <.  The D[#]’s in the left hand in m24 carry over from the explict
D< at the beginning of m23 since no other pitches intervene in this voice
m26 (&m28): the rh part, according to what I said above, would be BG#EG[>] G[>]B AC> , but perhaps an
exception should be made for that second G, which is part of a turn figure in Æ ’s
m31 (CF): uses = rh & > lh to cancel F< (Lisboa both >); m32 CF rh G<, lh G [>], Lisboa both G<



m60-64: CF rather than Lisboa has the correct reading for the sudden exchange of left and right hand (another
similarity to E27 b): the B4 in m61 should be preceded by a á  rest and marked D for right hand, likewise the A4

in m63 (the left hand plays the notes on the beat, the right hand the offbeat ones)
similar sonatas: E29 D, P3:2 G, P8:12 D
E27 b has similar broken chords divided by the hand and sudden hand switches
influences: see E26 A: the Seixas Allegro in D major (Alvarenga 037) has features of this sonata as well
metaphors: Dale p120: “peals of bells”
editions used: Kirkpatrick 5: k145 (CF13:5 facsimile); Lisboa facsimile
see also: Gerstenberg p133-134. Keller p68
(authenticity): Pestelli p166; Sheveloff p451-2;  Sutcliffe p69-70

Cambridge\Fitzwilliam 13:7 G major  \\  3/8
  1 1 "1 ¶ç± Ö± |[â ] çç± Ä  G  2v 7>D
, 9 "2 h close, opposed then parallel 12>d  14>D/A
, 16 $ h change on rising broken minor 2nds 25>D  33 :||:
  2 34 "1 D 38>a  n42>G
, 44 "2  47>g >G /D
, 51 $ D  56>G  68 :||:\ fin.
source collections: Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 13:7
There is a good chance this was copied directly but uncritically from the composer’s own autograph: see the
features listed under graphics below
dates: about 1730-35; 1746?  (authenticity: Sheveloff p453)
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: difficult, level 6; chains of trills in large notes, exchanged by hands (often called batteries)
themes: 123:123: two groups, part 2 same; keys 15555:5211151:
graphics, accidentals: the key signature < on F appears in m1 only, not at the beginnings of later braces
m2&35: expected downbeats are missing, but this is acceptable as a humorous touch
m10&13: there are <’s on all the C’s even though the stems are connected under the same beams and the hands
overlap; this applies to all the notes in the batteries at m16 etc
m36: the last two notes (B C<) should probably be Ö± instead of ¶±; this may also apply to the same two notes in
m34, although there the notes add up as written
m44-47: C-clef used
similar sonatas: P1:13 D; P2:11 A; P3:11 B=; P3:26 A
influences: the batteries at m16+ are a precursor of those in Beethoven, Sonata in F< opus 78, 1809, Allegro
vivace m22+
editions used: Kirkpatrick 5: k146 (facsimile)
see also: Pestelli p166 [both this sonata and CF13:5 compared to P3:2 G]
Dale p121.  Sitwell: virtuoso sonata

Chicago-Newberry case ms 5110: see Collections and Cardgames (last section)

Clementi:  SCARLATTI’s Chefs-d’oeuvre, for the Harpsichord or Piano-Forte; Selected from an
Elegant collection of Manuscripts, in the Possession of MUZIO CLEMENTI.  London : Printed for the
Editor Muzio Clementi ... [1791]
See Collections: Clementi for full contents.  The following sonata is found only in this source:

Clementi 2 F major Andante Cantabile 6/8
  1 1  "1  Ö.ê± ± á ¶¶¶¶± | Ö.ê± ± F  2 v 5> F/C 7 @@@ % varied f   11> f/C

13  "2 à à ¶±  lh broken chords  19>c   20 G\1 21 C  lh 8ves  23 :Ú:



  2  n 24  "1 developed D@/A@ 27½ £à ß % step higher E@/B@ ...  £à ß
\ 32  "2 34 b@ 35 F5>f  37 $$@ F   39 :Ú:
source collections: Clementi 2
dates: about 1720-25 (if by Scarlatti); 1791.  Against authenticity: Gerstenberg p37; Kirkpatrick p426; Sheveloff
p474-5; Gifford p.iv-v; but see similar sonatas below, as well as influences for comparable works written
between 1732 and 1774.  And see Clementi in Collections for arguments that the Clementi publication is based
on a single Scarlatti manuscript source rather than a compilation of several sources.  There should be more
stringent criteria for authenticity than unsupported opinions about the relative merits of a work; finding a more
likely composer is one of these criteria.  This work merits closer attention than it has been given.
companions: •Clementi 1-3=P10:21 F, Clementi 2, P10:23 (version in F)
instruments: cembalo with range Gf; piano
difficulty: easy, level 1
themes: 12:1.2:  keys: 111155:67411: long-short ö at beginning of part 2 and change to lowered submediant
ornaments: there are no slurs on the small notes, which are used similarly to other Scarlatti sonatas.  However
the small note in m6 is a third below the large note which follows and marked fz (forzato) by Clementi
m3, 5, 9, 11: the turn figure ú is found in RC43 B= but not in the Parma or Venezia manuscripts as far as I
know
similar sonatas: P4:23 f; P15:12 F
P5:22 f has sforzato octaves as at m25
P6:23 C has its ö point near the start of part 2 and a change to the lowered submediant
P7:3 F has a similar galant sound (rocking broken-chord accompaniment) and a sudden brief ending with a
change of mode from minor to major at the end of part 2
influences: Giustini, Sonate op 1 1732: 3: Siciliana F; 9: Rondo c; 12: Siciliana e.  Platti, Sonata c, opus 4:2
(1746): Adagio.  There is a close resemblance to the Adagio, f minor, of Mozart’s Piano sonata in F (1774): it is
odd, if Cl 2 is not authentic, that anyone wishing to forge a Scarlatti sonata would use a Mozart sonata as a
model; on the other hand Mozart could have used this work as his own model if it were in circulation by 1774,
and several writers have pointed out resemblances between Mozart and Scarlatti sonatas; see LW44 G for
Pestelli’s comment and my comparison to the Adagio of the Sonata in E=, 1774.  See Parma 7:2 F for Mozart’s
connection to Scarlatti through Alexandre-Louis L’Augier, a friend of the Mozart family in the years
1767-1773.  This sonata (or the entire Clementi publication source?)  may have been one of the Scarlatti
manuscripts Charles Burney saw in the possession of L’Augier in 1772.  There is also a similar Adagio in f
minor from Haydn’s Sei sonate per cembalo 1773: Sonata 3 F (closer to Mozart in style than to Scarlatti
however)
editions used: Clementi facsimile
see also: Sheveloff p632-3 full text

Clementi 12 F major Allegro ¢: see New Haven 29

Coimbra: (30) Tocatas per cembalo y organo del sig.re Gioseppe Antonio Carlos di Seyxas
(Universidade de Coimbra Biblioteca Geral MM58) See Contemporaries: Seixas for full contents;
includes the following group of 4 pieces by Domenico Scarlatti:

Coimbra 10: Tocata 10a del sig:r Doming Escarlate: Allo - Fuga - Giga - Minuet (all in F major):  see Venezia
1742: 50, 47, 44a for the first three (V42:44b is an alternate Minuet, not in Coimbra); Grove music online 2006
worklist uses Coimbra 1, 2, 3, 4 as the primary source for these three works and the Minuet listed below

Coimbra 10d F major  (=) Minuet 3/8
  1 1 " ¶¶±¯3 Ö.» | Ö¶Öµ F  2v  5 c>C  8  :||:
  2 9 " variant C>d



n 17 " restated F  21 f>F  26  :||: ÚÚÚÚÚÚ...  Fine '
source collections: Coimbra ms MM58:10d (see Contemporaries file: Seixas)
dates: about 1720-25; 1742
companions: see V42:50 F (Coimbra 10d replaces V42:44b as the fourth movement of the suite)
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 1:11:  one theme, varied and restated at ö point with change to final return of home key
keys: 155:56111:
similar sonatas: V42:48b A (which also has a more advanced minuet key structure than V42:44b)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k94 (transcribed version in Kirkpatrick p150)
see also: Chambure p55

Essercizi: (30) ESSERCIZI PER GRAVICEMBALO di Don Domenico Scarlatti Cavaliero di
S. GIACOMO e Maestro de’ SERENISSIMI PRENCIPE e PRENCIPESSA delle Asturie &c.
[1739] See Collections for citations to the Essercizi as a whole.  The date 1739 is for the earliest known
advertisement (Prozhoguin 2010 p150-9 redates the advertisement to 1740 but see Essercizi: dates in
Collections for why I think he is wrong)  The engraving of most of the sonatas and other features such as the
dedication must have been ready by late 1738.  Of the sources I have chosen to include in this Catalogue, Wien
Q has been omitted from the individual sonata listings in the source collections below; all the Essercizi are
contained in Wien Q 15112&3 except E30 g: Choi p131-7 states that all were likely to have been copied from
the printed Essercizi (and not Roseingrave-Cooke or some other edition of the same sonatas) the only possible
exception being a tempo marking of Allegro for E11 c

Essercizi 1 d minor Allegro ¡
  1 1 "1 H1 ¶¶¶» ¶¶¶» ±.  scale ü, broken 3rds d  (w/B@) 2v 1½lh imitates

2½ "1 H2 µ ± ~~~¯|¶  repeated notes, scale ú; lh ostinato F  3,4,5 % each a step lower
 6½ "2 H6 lh Ä  scale ü, rh broken 3rds (<m2), h overlap d/A (modal: B$,G$)

8½ "2 H8 ±  ~~~± | ± (w/B@)
10 "2 H10 broken 3rds & scale bits alternate (w/B$) 12 A1 13 A or a (w/ G#, C#) ... £ß :ÚÚ:

   2 14 "1 H1 d/A (B$, C#, F$)
15 "2 H6&8 developed >g +\ 17>F

n 19 "2 H19 Öµ Öµ (w/3rds) 19½ rh broken 3rds; lh broken 8ves >g>a
22½"1 H2 : m 2\6 % same pitches but w/lh leaps F  25 D1  26>d
26½ "2 H6; ostinato D3 pedal added
28 coda:  "2 H19 extended 29½ "2 continues as at 11 ¨1234|5(45\51)  31 ... £ß ÚÚÚÚÚÚ... [no :]

source collections: Boivin-LeClerc 2:7; BL 3:13; Essercizi 1; Roseingrave-Cooke10; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam
13:23 Allegro vivo; Wien G 54; arrangement: Avison 3d
dates: about 1720-25; 1737
companions: •BL2:5-9 = RC9, E 29, 1, 10, 5
•BL 3:11-18 = RC9, E 29, 1, 10, 9, RC 6, E 5, V42:43 variant (RC7)
•RC 6-10 = RC 6, V42:43 variant, E 9, RC 9, E 1 (all d\D)
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; double keyboard m6 etc (see difficulty below)

difficulty: moderate, level 3; thirds; close hands, leaps with chords. m3 etc: lh A drops out of ostinato Ä  thirds
when the right hand needs to play the same note; however in m6+ the right hand is required to strike notes
which the left hand is supposed to be holding: these two features  imply that the sonata was written for a double
keyboard, but partially revised in critical passages, likely at the time of publication. (The second case of

overlapping notes is not so crucial because the left hand can play its rising Ä  scale staccato; in the first case the
integrity of the right hand melody is important enough to cause a need for revision)
themes: 12:12120 cellular (cells within themes are indicated on the map by ò with the measure number of their



first appearance); one thematic group (with variants); developed in part 2. Material derives from the first 2m
(rising & falling scales, broken thirds, repeated notes, shake). Begins with the first five notes of a d minor scale,
then the leading tone (C<); the sixth note, B=, is delayed until the shake at the end of m2 where it is the
auxiliary note, then appears as repeated notes later in m3.  The n point in m19 introduces a new cell with two
dramatic leaps containing thirds in the right hand; these are extended to six leaps near the end of the sonata. 
Even though there are a wide variety of brief thematic ideas, continuity is provided by such devices as ties
across measure lines and rising scales in the left hand such as the long one of m6-8.
keys: 13155:1434531 tonic minor to mediant major; part 1 ends in a modal version of the dominant A; part 2
begins in tonic minor (on dominant) and moves to a modal version of the subdominant G
accidentals, ornaments, graphics: uses > to cancel = in the key signature; there is a < on C each time it is
needed, unless the notes are consecutive as in m7; the < is not canceled when a C> is to be assumed later in the
same measure, as at m15 in last beat; in the second beat of the same measure two consecutive C4’s are marked <
because they are in different voices even though written on the same ledger  (This is the usual practice in
Essercizi and Parma; see also E2 G for the cancellation of <’s) In m22 both rh G’s are marked < even though
the stems are joined under a single beam.  However in m28-29 only the first C in each group of ¶¶¶± is marked <,
perhaps because they are so close together and the engraver was running out of space at the end of the line

m2 etc: ~~~ shake preferably short and principal, upper, principal (because a longer shake or trill would blur the
rhythmic shape of the phrase)

m8-9: the shakes might be longer with turns, but again the pattern seems to call for separate groups of 2 ±’s each

ending on a ~~~ , and the last turn would be a downturn to an F rather than an upturn to an A.  (Both of the ~~~ ’s in
the similar passage in m18 are on B= preceding C)

m13: the final ~~~ ’s on ±’s ending each part are followed by ß on £ rest; this seems to confirm that the shakes are

short, otherwise the ß�s would be over the notes, and they might be °’s.   However see the discussion of similar
passages in E23 D

end: £ß , 10 vertical lines of decreasing length (no double dots for repeat but double dots at end of part 1 and
start of part 2; Roseingrave-Cooke also)
influences: the closing theme (or cell) resembles that in Rameau, L’egyptienne (1728)
editions used: Kirkpatrick (Johnson 1): k1; RC: New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also: Kirkpatrick p182 [ex m7-8]; p210; p384: [termination of trills]
Pestelli p136-7; p170 [exs; E1 and P3:6 c] “muovono da una stessa idea tematica”
Foster p41-2: “monothematic...”
Nina Key, Motivic and thematic material as determinants of form in the Scarlatti sonatas, in Morales p341-345
[her chart corresponds more closely to my cellular structure in the map above than to my larger thematic groups,
although she differs in her identification of cellular motifs; for example, she sees my new cell in the first half of
m19 as a variant of the cell beginning in the last half of m8 and defines a new cell in the last half of m19]

Essercizi 2 G major  Presto  3/8
   1 1 " ÖÖµ | ~~~ ±. | ¶¶¶±»» | ±. G  2v 2 lh imitates 7 falling broken 6ths  9: 5\8 %

13 $1 D  (2m phrases % ) 17 A
21 $2 ($1 variant) D  25 % d
29 $3 ($1 variant) D  35 coda (echoes ") D pedals 37 :ÚÚ:

   2 38 " D
n 50 $1 a  54 G

62 $2  66 % g
70 $3 varied slightly G  76 coda; G pedals 78 :ÚÚÚÚÚÚ...

source collections: Boivin-LeClerc1:5 (0<) Vivace; BL 3:7; Roseingrave-Cooke 5 (0<) Vivace; Essercizi 2;
Münster 5:17 Presto; NewYork 1:13 --; arrangement: Avison 2d
RC 5 variants (see Francis Monkman, http://www.afkm.com/download5.htm): m17-18 and 25-26 are not
repeated as in Essercizi, so there are only 33 measures in part 1; m23-24 (E m25-26) have major-key



accidentals, as do m46-49 (E m50-53); in m57 (E m61) the left hand has Ö± à : D3 D2.  Münster is like the
Essercizi version.  See graphics below for more differences.
dates: about 1725; 1737
companions: •M5:16, 17 = E2 G, P8:14 g
•BL1:1-5 g\G = E 8 variant, E 4, RC 3, E 30, E 2
•BL 3:1-10 g\G = E 8 variant, E 8, 4, 12, RC 3, E 30, E 2, 14, 13, RC 12
•RC 1-5 g\G = E 8, 4, RC 3, E 30, 2
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty : moderate, level 3;  broken chords, suspensions (see ornaments)
themes: 1234:1234: cellular; two groups, variants; part 2 in same order.  The long-short golden ratio (48:30)
occurs close to the start of the second theme in part 2: it appeared in the major mode in part 1 and is now in the
minor. This is a typical ö point for many Scarlatti sonatas (see the golden section tables in the Characteristics
file)
keys: 152555:52111: (RC version 1525:52111:) tonic major to dominant & supertonic, then dominant major and
minor alternate; part 2 begins in dominant major.  Chiaroscuro effects: same theme alternates in major and
minor modes
ornaments, graphics: in Essercizi, not Roseingrave, beams are sometimes joined for all six broken-chord ¶ ’s in
a measure, sometimes separated into two or four; compare m13-20 (all six joined) with m21-34 (lh in pairs, rh
in six or two + four) This should influence the player’s touch: separated more staccato, joined more legato.

m6 (in Essercizi): slurred ç  small note D is probably tied to the D in the previous measure (rather than an
appoggiatura or acciaccatura), and the following C is sounded a moment after the left hand’s A.  When this is

repeated in m10, there is a ~~~  on the C which makes most sense if delayed in this fashion (the previous D is

suspended over the measure line, the ~~~  begins after the beat) rather than repeating the small note or starting a
trill on the beat with the upper note first; but compare E7 a, ornaments.  m43&47 are similar to m10. 
Roseingrave has no slurs and omits the small notes in m10 & 47 (its m43)
m25 etc: uses = rather than > to cancel the < on F in the key signature.  The use of a > in m29 to cancel a = on
B in m27 is infrequent in Essercizi and Parma; m54 does not use either > or = to change the G< in m50 through
53 back to G>
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k2; RC: New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also: Kirkpatrick p272: [typical of] “sonatas in simple binary form...”
Alexander Silbiger, Scarlatti borrowings in Handel’s grand concertos, Musical times, 1984, v125:1692, p93
(Handel, opus 6:1, 1739, last movement)
Sitwell:  Neapolitan
Pestelli p145
Foster p91-93: “non-dramatic thematic contrast”
Águeda Pedrero-Encabo, La sonata para teclado: su configuración en España, Universidad de Valladolid,
1997, p219 ex m17-20: “estilo galante”; “sincopación del ritmo armónico”
Nina Key in Morales p343

Essercizi 3 a minor  Presto ¢
  1 0 "1 ¶¶¶» | ± ¶¶¶» ± ¶¶¶» | ± ± ± ± |  ± ° ± a  2v cp lh imitates +1 ±

10 "2 chromatic ±  scale ú; rh offbeat, ties G +\ 15 scale (in 3rds) ü e  19 % step lower d  23 c
27 "3 weakbeat stresses C
35 "2
43 "1 47 °. :ÚÚ: Volti [in E & V]

  2 (47) "1 developed C>g   51 d
n 58 "2 a +\ 68 g  73>a

77 "3
85  "2



91 "1 94 °. :ÚÚÚÚÚÚ... [:||: in V]
source collections: Boivin-LeClerc 2:12; BL 3:19; Roseingrave-Cooke 11; Essercizi 3; Wien G 58;Venezia
1742:31; arrangement: Avison 4b. Sheveloff p433-4 ex: “...dangers of a composite edition” [expected A2

missing at m85 in E3 but present in V42:31; he is mistaken about the C2 in m35, however; it is present in E3 &
RC 11; he probably meant m43, where it is present in V but not in E & RC]  Ogeil p9: V42:31 is longer than E3

and “clearly earlier” (V inserts an extra measure between the third & fourth ± of m52 & of m92, bringing its
total to 96m; it has many trills, in both hands, which are not present in E, but lacks the approach, shake and
upbeat in m34 & m42; it also lacks the middle voice at E’s m84 & 90).  RC is identical to E.  The additions in
V42 seem unlikely to have been deleted later by the composer; their absence in the published versions is not
accidental since they are in parallel passages; therefore I conclude that the V42 version is later than E & RC
rather than earlier
dates: about 1725-30; 1737
companions: •BL2:12, 13; BL3:19, 20 = E 3, 7
instruments: cembalo with range Cc

difficulty: moderate, level 3; starts with rapid descending Å ’s, almost glissandi but in tempo (in the Venezia
version at m52 and 93 they are accompanied by a ± in the rh)  Uses several kinds of scales, including chromatic,
and broken chords made from thirds.  Has contrary rhythms in the hands to trip up students, such as the offbeat

°’s in the rh against irregular patterns of ±±±±...°  in the lh at m10+
themes: 12321:12321: one group, variants; themes return in part 1; part 2 in same order, with ö at start of
second theme and change from dominant to tonic. This sonata, E 16 B= and V42:48 A are the only explicit uses

of alla breve 2/2 meters in Scarlatti sonata collections dated 1742 or earlier; E13 G is marked alla breve (¢),
apparently in all sources, but is in 2/4 rather than 2/2.
keys: 17*5433:3741*71: moves first from tonic minor to subtonic (seventh) major (G, which is the dominant of
the mediant C); part 1 ends, and part 2 begins, in the mediant (relative major C)

graphics, accidentals: m33: the V42:31 version begins with the rhythm Ö± ± in the rh
m51: second B is [>], first and third B= in Essercizi and Roseingrave; all three B= in Venezia (but lh different)
similar sonatas: V42:48a A, P3:21 E=, P6:9 c have similar themes using ±’s
P1:20 F and P15:36 C have similar themes using part of a rapid scale
The scale in rising thirds at m15 is like the main theme of E30 g
Similar chromatic scales and thin textures: P10:16 g, P10:29 f, P15:13 c
influences: Seixas, Coimbra MM58, Tocata 28 in a minor (see Seixas in Contemporaries file; Doderer’s Seixas
edition 29; Alvarenga 155)
Beethoven, Sonata opus 2:2 A major (1795) has a similar opening; it also includes hand-crossing and rapid
scales in triplets with missing steps among other virtuoso features which might have been derived from
Clementi, but the opening glissando could have come directly from one of the 18th century editions of Scarlatti
which included the Essercizi among their contents
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k3; Venezia facsimile; RC: New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also:  Kirkpatrick p255-6
Pestelli p137: “genere della Toccata cromatica”
Foster p134-7: “dramatic contrast” [She divides my á1 into two separate themes, A & B, and my á2 into C &
D; my á3 is her E, but the return of á2 at m35 she describes as:] “a composite...” [the rest of the sonata before
and after this section] “is constructed by association...”
Nina Key in Morales p343

Essercizi 4 g minor (@) Allegro  ¡
  1 0 "1 Å  | ¶¶¶» ¶¶¶» ±. Ä  | Öµ Öµ Ö  broken 3rds g 3v cp 1½ lh imitates  7>d

10 "2 3v offbeat stresses
13 "3 2v A pedals; lh leaps, ties
19 "2 D1 pedals; F#�s & C#�s  21 ° ± [á á á ]; final chord D :ÚÚ:  Volti



  2 (21) Å |  "1 g /D  24>c/G
n 25 "3 developed; G pedals  28>g  30 D pedals  34 8ve lower

37 "2 G pedals 39 ° ± [á á á ] :ÚÚÚÚÚÚ

source collections: Münster 5:41 Allemanda. Allegro; Boivin-LeClerc1:2 Allemanda; BL 3:3 Allemanda;
Roseingrave-Cooke 2 Allemanda; Essercizi 4 Allegro; Orfeó 17 --; arrangement: Avison 2c
dates: about 1725; 1737; french and german influences apparent, suggesting a date near 1725, since Scarlatti
traveled in those countries in the mid-1720’s
companions: •BL1:1-5 g\G = E 8 variant, E 4, RC 3, E 30, E 2
•BL3:1-10 g\G = E 8 variant, E 8, 4, 12, RC 3, E 30, E 2, 14, 13, RC 12
•RC 1-5 g\G = E 8, 4, RC 3, E 30, 2
•M5:40, 40a, 41 = E 8, V42:19, E 4
•Orfeó 17, 18 = E 4, 8
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
Sheveloff p328-9: [avoidance of tones above C5 in part 2 suggested although less certain than in E 13 G]
Van der Meer p139-140: [theme at m13-16 changed at m30-33 to avoid D5]
difficulty: moderate, level 4 (Rousset: difficile; Maxwell: advanced); right hand often has two voices in different
rhythms; lh sustained notes followed by leaps; m11+: parallel thirds & sixths.  Decker in Sala p315-316 ex
(leaps)
themes: 1232:132: cellular; one group; themes return in part 1; part 2 mixes order of themes
keys: 155:1411: tonic minor to dominant minor (final chord dominant major); part 2 begins in tonic minor (on
dominant)
accidentals, graphics, ornaments: there are usually accidentals on each note within a measure when needed (the
F<’s in m2 for example and no = on the first E but one on the last E in that measure, both Essercizi &
Roseingrave; Münster does have a > on the first E)  However in some cases the sources differ (m3 < on the first
lh F in RC & M but not in Essercizi): the literal readings should be explored and exploited.  RC 12 g has similar
ambiguities.
m19-21: the minor mode is gradually denied, with F<’s introduced, a C> in m20 followed by more C<’s and
finally a B> in m21 after an initial B= held from m20, then an unambiguous D major final chord; compare the
part 1 ending of E11 c

m21&39: the slurred small ç  before the final full chord of each part is probably tied to the previous note, and
the top note of the right hand chord then delayed very slightly.  The part 1 small note repeats the accidental (C<)

but the part 2 one doesn’t.  These ç  small notes occur frequently in Essercizi and Venezia 1742, rarely in the

Parma libri (P7:27 & 28, P8:4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12 & 15 have some small Ä  notes with two slashes: perhaps a
temporary whim of the scribe?)

m32 etc: Roseingrave has some tied notes ( µ_¶ ) where Essercizi and Münster use dotted notes ( µ. )
m39: the top voice in the last measure in RC has the rhythm ± Ö.» ± ; E: Ö.» Ä Ä ç_±; M: Ö.»  Ö.»  ±
end: double dots & decreasing verticals at end; Roseingrave-Cooke: no double dots; Münster: no double bar or
dots, squiggly line, Finis.
similar sonatas: E1 d (rising scales of broken thirds)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k4; RC 2: NY: Performers facsimiles [2003]
see also: Landowska p199: [opening similar to J S Bach, Prelude 8 d<, Wohltemperirte clavier 2, 1742]
Pestelli p142 [ex m19-21; compatible with Bach’s writing]
Pedrero-Encabo 1997 p210-3: Rodriguez, Sonatas 1 d m90-3 & 22 A (1744) m64-7 exs
Foster p48-49: “associative...”
Sutcliffe p92-93: “never really strays from its opening material...”; p316 [stylistic fingerprint: staggered voices
chase toward cadence; m1+]
Nina Key in Morales p343
Pedrero-Encabo 2012 p161-4, 166 exs [Orfeó ms compared with other sources]
Duron p145: “présente quelque air de famille avec [Rameau, Allemande in a,  1728]”



Essercizi 5 d minor Allegro  3/8
  1 1 "1 (H1,2,4)  Ä .~~~Ö.ï ì | ¶» ¶¶¶» | Ä  ~~~± |~~~ÖÖµ  d  3v
, 5 "2 broken chords & scales (<H2) , lh x rh 2v 11>F/C  21 Æ & Ç  scale ü

22 "3 (<"1 at m3:  H1 varied & developed) F
, 31 "4 (H4 developed) h 3rd apart 34:  H1  35 lh 3rds 8ve lower  39 F pedals 43 :ÚÚ: Volti
  2 44 "1 developed F  48>d
,n56 54 "2 g/D 58 a/E 61>d 68 faster scale ¯

69 "3 varied
, 78 "4 86 D pedals 90 :ÚÚÚÚÚÚ...

source collections: Essercizi 5; Boivin-LeClerc 2:9; BL 3:17; Roseingrave-Cooke14; NewYork 1:10;
arrangement: Avison 5d
dates: about 1725-30; 1737
companions:  •BL2:5-9 = RC9, E 29, 1, 10, 5
•BL 3:11-18 = RC9, E 29, 1, 10, 9, RC 6, E 5, V42:43 variant (RC7)
•NY 1:9, 10 = E 29, 5
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: difficult, level 6.  The left hand plays over the right for extended passages (the first one lasts from m5
to m21); the hands move in opposite directions.  Since the hand crossings are not really integral to the piece,

they may have been added to an earlier work to make it more difficult.  m21: rapid F major scale of 7 ç  ’s and 2

Å ’s.  In m68 the d minor scale uses 2 ç ’s & 9 Ó  ’s; since it doesn’t add up to 2 Ä ’s; that may be the reason it’s
slurred and the earlier one isn’t
themes:  1234:1234: cellular; one theme (with variants); built from cells in first 4 measures: weak-beat trill, part
of a scale up, three notes down with shake on strong beat
keys: 133:31451: tonic minor to mediant major; part 2 begins in mediant major

ornaments, accidentals, graphics: m1: a literal reading of the upturn to the ~~~  is B=C>

m16: the C is tied through to m20; there are ~~~ ’s on it in the 2d, 3d, and 4th of these measures: if an extended
trill is intended, why doesn’t it start on the first one?  perhaps short shakes are to be played at the beginning of
each measure to reinforce the sound
m28&30:  Kirkpatrick p385-6 interprets the shakes as “unmistakable evidence of [Scarlatti’s] intention to begin
the trill from above, even when the appoggiatura has been omitted” I would say however that the m28 small

note is tied to the previous large note C, both shakes are BCB, delayed ç  in m28 and on the beat in m30;
m75&77 repeat this pattern: shake delayed, then on beat
m67: the second rh C should be > (the falling scale changes its direction to rising)
similar sonatas: E 11 c has a similar opening
V42:25 a is another sonata in which the hand crossing may have been added later
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k5; RC: New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also:  Foster p71-72: “non-dramatic thematic contrast”
Nina Key in Morales p343
Decker in Sala p319-321 exs: [more about hand crossing]

Essercizi 6 F major  Allegro 3/8
  1 1 " ÖÖµ | ÖÖµ | ÖÖµ |~~~± Ä  | [3]¯çç± ç  (ççì ' Ä ) lh parallel 2 8ves lower ü, then rh scales ú F  2v
, 9 $1 ççì ~~~± B@/F  lh ostinato chords  13>C

18 $2 ($1 varied): ççì Ä . çì | ççì Öµ c  27 varied again n^29>C
, 33 " as at m5 36 B\1 37 :ÚÚ:  Volti
  2 38 " developed F/C  42 d  50 g  54 F>d>g>F/C
, 61 $2 (as at m18) f +\  66 F
, 72 " as at m5  75 ÚÚÚÚÚÚ... [no : for repeat]



source collections: Boivin-LeClerc 2:10; BL 3:22; Roseingrave-Cooke 15; Essercizi 6; Zaragoza 32:23;
arrangement: Avison 11d
dates: about 1730-35; 1737
companions: •BL3:22, 23 = E 6 F, 19 f
instruments: cembalo with range Bc.  D5 avoided in m48 compared to m40 (Ogeil in Sala p354)
difficulty: moderate, level 3; rh descends into the bass at m8, 37 and 75
themes: 12331:131 two thematic groups; themes return; part 2 develops, omits, restates.  The ostinato chords
give more weight and bite to the â group but the sonata is unified by the triplets scales in both groups.  At m54
through m60 the music becomes more intimate; this influences the character of the â2 when it is reprised at m61
with the â1 theme omitted
keys 14555:162162111 tonic major to subdominant major; short-long ö at final change to dominant in part 1;
part 2 begins in tonic on dominant pedals

graphics, accidentals: m5+: triplets are written with ç  ’s rather than Å ’s; the first two groups of m5&6 are
slurred, the rest aren’t.  This implies that the falling scales are not a smooth single impulse, and that each triplet

is closer  to 2 ç ’s + Å . Compare the triplets in V42:20 a (3 ç ’s & 3 Å ’s both = Ä  in different variations)
m61: A[>] lh, A= rh (Essercizi); Roseingrave-Cooke adds = to the lh A, but m62 has F< clashing with G>
end: no double dots (RC=)
similar sonatas: P14:23 F also opens with rapid scales
Compare E15 e for a list of sonatas in which both hands play parallel notes in the opening measures
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k6; RC: New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also: Landowska: “simple and naïve”
Sitwell: “Resembles a zapateado or cobbler’s dance...”
Kirkpatrick p158: “asymmetrical juxtaposition of irregular phrases”
Pestelli p165 [compared to V42:27 F]
Alexander Silbiger, Scarlatti borrowings in Handel’s grand concertos, Musical times, 1984, v125:1692, p94
(Handel, opus 6:6, fifth movement, 1739)
Foster p108-111: “non-dramatic thematic contrast”
Pedrero-Encabo 1997 p221, ex m18-22: [use of upper voice to create dissonances against insistent chords]
Nina Key in Morales p343
Fadini ...lo stile andaluso... in Sala, p162-163, 192-196 exs
Prozhoguin 2010 p161: “jotas castellanas” [with E17 F]

Essercizi 7 a minor  Presto 3/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖµ¯|Ç ±~~~ Ä  |~~~ÖÖ a  3v 2 lh imitates
, 9 "2 ÖÖ± | Ö¶Ö± | lh x rh throughout  2v >e>d>g  20>c  25 h parallel 6th apart

31 "1 varied C  3v lh leaps
39 $1 à Ö± | ÖÖ± |  rh 6ths, lh 8ves 47 % c
55 $2 lh broken 8ve leaps (C1 C2 C3) C  2v 61 ¨12345 63:55\61 % & extended 73 :ÚÚ:  Volti

  2 74 "1 developed C  81>d  88>e
,n 95 "2 developed G (C$ & C#); lh x rh (thru 116) 99>e 106>d  110>C  113>a

121 "1 as at 31

129 $1 shortened (no % w/key change)
137 $2 A\1 145 % 151 lh 8ves 155 ±.ß :ÚÚÚÚÚÚ...

source collections: Boivin-LeClerc 2:13; BL 3:20; Roseingrave-Cooke18; Essercizi 7; NewYork 1:14 --;
arrangement: Avison 9d
dates: about 1725-30; 1737
companions: •BL2:12, 13; BL3: 19, 20 = E 3, 7
instruments: cembalo with range Ac
difficulty: difficult, level 7; long left-over-right-hand passages, and frequent shakes in both hands, often



simultaneously.  m39+: disjunct sixth-chords in rh; m55+: single-finger octave leaps in lh (551). 
themes: 12134:12134: two groups; the first theme returns in a varied form with each part, which treat the themes
in the same order.  keys  15473333:34575431: part 1: tonic minor to dominant minor to mediant major (the key
for the varied version of the first theme) Part 2 begins in mediant major; the probatio or development of the first
theme extends it to more than twice its original length and moves from major back to the dominant minor. n is
at a change to the subtonic major (relative major of the dominant minor) and start of the second theme; when the
first theme returns in its varied form, it is in the tonic key and mode (m121).  The second theme group also
changes its mode from major (predominantly) in part 1 to minor (completely) in part 2.  The addition of thirds to
the top voice at m150-1 and octaves in the bass give emphasis to the closing.

ornaments, accidentals: m2: the small ç  D has a slur linking it to the E in the previous measure; the small note

should be played just before the beat; the following C with a ~~~  is played on the beat, or delayed slightly (as if

the small note were 2 ç ’s tied across the measure line).  This happens again in m75, but the rest of the time the

small note is the same as the previous large note, and followed by a ~~~ : these small notes should be tied to the

previous large note and the ~~~  delayed slightly after the left-hand bass note (see E2 ornaments m6+).  In the last
measure, 155, the slur also precedes the small note, crossing the measure line (as in m2): here both notes are G<
and thus tied
m10+: accidentals apparently in effect as long as the notes are connected by a single beam: thus both lh D’s
should be considered <’s, not just the first; but compare m23: both E’s are marked = (in m21 just the first E is)

m45-6&53-4: triplet ç ’s = Ä , slurred in groups of 3
m153: the right hand F=[ F>] is immediately followed by F# in the left hand
similar sonatas: V42:25 a, P3:1 G, P10:26 a
The left-hand octave leaps at m55+ are also used in P11:22 b
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k7; RC: New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]

see also: Kirkpatrick p255-6; p383-5: ex m5-6 & 1-8 (changes ~~~  to tr) [he interprets the slur as meaning the
small note D is repeated (begins the trill) rather than tied as I would interpret it; he interprets all the small notes
as appoggiature (on beat) beginning the trills from above] “quite inconsistently”
Foster p84-87: “non-dramatic thematic contrast...”
Maxwell: “pulse with one beat per measure”
Pedrero-Encabo 1997 p219-20 exs: “ritmo de carácter popolar - bajo de malagueña” (m25+)
Decker in Sala p320-321 ex
Nina Key in Morales p343

Essercizi 8 g minor (@) Allegro 3/4
  1 1 "1 ±.¯Ö.» ± | ± g  4v cp ties x m\lines  9 %  12 > d

(14\)15 "2 (< "1) çìµ.¯|Ö.»¯Ö  20 D pedals w/ çì_ small notes; F#�s 23 C$�s
 24 (transition to 1 & to  25) :ÚÚ:

  2 25 "1 d>g  27>c
n (30\)31 "2 echoed

33  "1 varied/developed g
(43\)44  "2  45 çì_G pedals  47  ± ± [Fine] :ÚÚ » Ö.» (transition back to 25) :ÚÚÚÚÚÚ...

source collections: Münster 5:40 All.o; Essercizi 8; Roseingrave-Cooke:[1a] “l’istesso Allegro. Differente”;
Boivin-LeClerc 3:2; Orfeó 18 --; Wien G 53; the RC 1 version is discussed in a separate entry below and is
probably earlier
dates: about 1725; 1737.  Shows influence of french keyboard music; Pestelli p161 [scrupulous use of dotted
rhythm could be characteristic of portuguese period, the 1720’s; compare V42:58 d]
companions: •BL 3:1-10 = E 8 variant, E 8, 4, 12, RC 3, E 30, E 2, 14, 13, RC 12
•RC 1-5 g\G = E 8, E 4, RC 3, E 30, E 2
•Orfeó 17, 18 = E 4, 8
•M5:40, 40a, 41 = E 8 , V42:19, E4 (different scribes, but possibly an intentional grouping in g minor by the



compiler of the libro)
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 12:1212: cellular; ö at a brief echo of the second theme before a long development of the first theme
keys: 15:5141: tonic minor to dominant minor; part 2 begins in dominant minor (the introduction of F<’s in
m20 makes the last measures of part 1 ambiguous; the dominant continues one more measure into part2 before
changing briefly to the tonic, reaching the subdominant, c, in m28)

ornaments, graphics: m20-24 & 45-47: slurred small ç± ’s might indicate Gasparini acciaccature: small notes
played on the beat, or slightly before the lowest bass notes, but released (the tenor notes an octave above are not
in every measure and are presumably played on the beat by the rh until m23 where they need to be played by the
lh).  The small notes are missing from the Roseingrave-Cooke 1 version below, which has a different bass line

last m (47): the second ± is followed by double dots and double bars within (underneath) the beams for Ö. and  »,
then another Ö.» leading back to the beginning of part 2 (see map above); the first double bar is therefore
intended as the second ending point, the player ignores it the first time.
similar sonatas: V42:58 d
influences: Clementi Gradus ad parnassum 48 g: two voices in rh with dotted rhythms
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k8; NY: Performers facsimiles [2003]: RC 1a is identical to E 8; variant version:
see Roseingrave-Cooke 1 at end of this entry
see also:  Sheveloff p175: [called Sarabande in Bülow edition 1864]
 Landowska: “pastoral character... rhythmic monotony... lightly veiled melancholy”
Kirkpatrick p161 [E8 only hints at the rich and irregular part writing in the andantes of Venezia 1742]; p227:
“Often in inner voices, occasional pedal points, as if played by horns or by the open strings of a guitar, gleam
like polished highlights on rough bronze”; p396 [ex m22-3 as an exceptional indication of arpeggiation;
apparently he wants a full arpeggio from the bottom of the lh to the top of the rh]
Foster p44: “associative; polyphonic... well disguised interior cadences...”
Nina Key in Morales p343

•Essercizi 8: Roseingrave\Cooke 1 version; differences include:
 1: "1 ±. Ä  ± | °.; lh (& sometimes rh) uses C\clef; different rhythmic notation throughout; no ~~~ 

or small note ornaments; part 1 ends m22, part 2 m43 (without transition back to m23)
source collections: Boivin-LeClerc 1:1; BL 3:1; Roseingrave-Cooke 1; Wien Q15117:2
companions: •BL1:1-5 g\G = E 8 variant, E 4, RC 3, E 30, E 2
•BL 3:1-10 = E 8 variant, E 8, 4, 12, RC 3, E 30, E 2, 14, 13, RC 12
•RC 1-5 g\G = E 8 variant & E 8, 4, RC 3, E 30, 2

graphics: uses C clefs.  Frequently has Ä ’s where E8 uses Å ’s.  Bass differs; sometimes has fuller chords
editions used: Kirkpatrick 2 appendix: k8²; New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also: Kirkpatrick p398 [interpretation of dotted rhythms in this variant]
Duron p144-5: [facsimile of BL 1:1 and discussion of its significance as the first sonata in BL1]

Essercizi 9 d minor Allegro 6/8
  1 0 "1 Ä  | ÖÖµ ÖÖµ | ±.~~~ ± d  3v

5 "2 F  falling in steps  8 h parallel 3rd apart
12 $ 21: 16\17 % 8ve lower  24 Öç  scale ü, F pedals  26 chord tied over double bar: ±.¯:ÚÚ: ±

  2 (26)[Ú:] Ä  "1 developed F   28>g>a>d
34 $ 36>g

n 39 "2 F   43 h parallel 3rd apart d
46 $ d/A pedals 55 A\1 57 d (D pedals)  60 chord tied over [held longer for end 2] ±.¯:ÚÚ: ±  ÚÚÚÚÚÚ...

source collections: Torino ms 15a: variant version; see below, at end of this entry; Paris Arsenal [9]; Münster
5:45 -- (no tempo); Roseingrave-Cooke 8: variant, see below after the Torino variant; Boivin-LeClerc 1:8 Presto 



(=RC 8?); BL 3:15; Essercizi 9; NewYork 1:7 -- Tocata 1.o tono; arrangement: Avison 10d Giga Allegro
dates: about 1715-20; 1737
companions: •BL1: 6-8 = RC 6, V42:43 variant: RC 7; E 9
•BL 3:11-18 = RC9, E 29, 1, 10, 9, RC 6, E 5, V42:43 variant (RC7)
•RC 6-10 = RC 6, V42:43 variant, E 9, RC 9, E 1
•E 9,10
instruments: cembalo with range Ac
difficulty: moderate, level 3; rapid scales with hands close (minor third apart); m21+: trills with notes held
above in same hand. This sonata can be played at many different tempi (see Sutcliffe p316).  A solution is to
play the repeats at different tempi: part 1 Allegretto or Andante, repeated Allegro or Presto; part 2 Allegro or
Presto, repeated Allegretto or Andante: see the Capriccio file for a justification of interpreting repeated sections
in this manner in connection with the golden ratio (A1:||:A2--B1:||:B2 with A2 linked to B1; the n point being
most accurate and having the greatest effect when it occurs in this central linked section; varying the tempi in
the outer sections would emphasize the unity of the central section)
themes: 123:1323: two groups, developed and mixed  in part 2
keys: 13:345143111:  part 1 ends in F major; The dominant (a) appears, as a key, only briefly, m30-31, during a
move from subdominant (g) to tonic, although dominant A pedals take over in the approach to the end.  ö is at
the start of a theme and a change from subdominant to mediant major (F)

graphics, accidentals: m24: slurs on the scales in m24 (8 ç ’s) and m54 (12 Å ’s) but not on others

m26: the notes tied over the double bars at the end of each part imply that the repeat of part 2 begins with the Ä 
C at the end of m26. The Torino and Roseingrave-Cooke variants below lack this link between the parts
m37, 48: the slurred small notes are played slightly before the middle beat

m43: the left-hand C and B µµ  at the end of m43 & 45 should be C> and B= (as in RC); another example of the
steps in falling scales differing from those in rising ones, and the convention of  accidentals being required on
non-adjacent tones (the earlier C< and B> are no longer in force in these measures)
metaphors: this piece has a special significance for me, since it is the first Scarlatti piece I learned.  After all
these years it still evokes the landscapes of southern Italy
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k9
see also: Landowska p205: [similarity of opening to J S Bach, Fuga 18 g<, Wohltemperirte clavier 2 (1742)]
Pestelli p147 [Pasquini... Zipoli]
Foster p49: “associative...”

•Essercizi 9: Torino 15a version: d minor (0@) 4o Allegro ¡ 12/8; differences include:
  1 0 "1 à à Ä  | ÖÖµ ÖÖµ ±.~~~ ± d  3v

3 "2 F  falls in steps;  lh ±. instead of ± Ä
6½ $1 F/C
12½ $2 F   Å  scale & turn ü; F pedals  13 ±. ±. ±. :ÚÚ:

  2 (13)  à à Ä  "1 developed F   15>g>a>d
17 $1 (lh differs from E9) 18>g

n 20 "2 F  lh ±.  22 h parallel 3rd apart d
23½ $1
27  $2  29 D pedals  30 broken chord ú divided by h ||/ (no double dot for repeat) Fine

source collections: Torino ms 15a
companions: •Torino ms 15ab = E 9 variant, Torino 15b
graphics: uses C-clefs.  See Collections: Torino for comments on the handwriting.
instruments: cembalo with range Cc (the minuet includes C<5 and D5)
editions used: facsimile in Pestelli 1990 p111-112.  The manuscript is torn at the top of the page, so parts of
m24-25 are missing (equivalent to m49-50 of the 6/8 versions).  Pestelli points out many differences from E 9
on p 115-6.  He dates the Domenico Scarlatti section of the manuscript to about 1720.  see also: Sutcliffe p71-2



•Essercizi 9: Roseingrave\Cooke 8 version: differences from E9 include:
Presto instead of Allegro; frequently uses C\clefs, both hands; separated notation (each hand

on its own clef); 18: falls to C2 rather than C1; has an extra measure between 22&23 (22 is repeated);
24 (E23): lh an octave lower; lacks many of the tied notes & ~~~�s  found in E9; 25 no slur on the scale;
27 (E26) (end part 1, begin part 2) is ±. :ÚÚ:  £ Ä ; 40\43: lh falls by steps from G3 to G2  with repeated
notes instead of the broken octaves in E9 39\42; scale in 55 (E54) lacks slur; 57 (E56) repeated; 59 (E57)

F#3, G3, E3 added to the final ÖÖ±, making thirds; scale in 60 (E58) is 1 Ä  & 8 Æ  adding two extra notes
(D4 E4) at the end & landing on F4 not D4; F4�s rather than D4 in the next measure; 62 (E60): ±.  ÚÚ Ú Ú Ú

(no tie, no repeat; rh adds F4 to D4)
instruments: cembalo with range Ac

ornaments: lacks shakes and small notes throughout; the lack of ~~~’s make the B=’s in m56&57 particularly
expressive, and in general this version is valid in its own right and shouldn’t be conflated with E9
Short-long ö for this version occurs at the beginning of the rapid scale in m25
editions used: New York : Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]

Essercizi 10 d minor  Presto 3/8
  1 1 " ¶¶¶± ¶± | ¶   lh ± Ä  | ÖÖµ | ±  d  2v 11>g >d
, 21 $ lh broken 8ves, rh ç  scales & turns d/A (w/B$) 29 rh offbeat 3rds  30  ¨123456

35 d  36 :ÚÚ: Volti
  2 37 " varied d  40>a
,n 45 $ 49 lh offbeat >g/D (w/E$) 50 % step lower 55 % F/C  úC1 60>d

69 offbeat 3rds; lh 8ves 75 :ÚÚÚÚÚÚ...

source collections: Venezia 1742:22 Mui presto: variant: see separate entry below this one; Münster 5:42
Presto; Boivin-LeClerc 2:8 Allegro; BL 3:14 Presto; Roseingrave-Cooke16 Presto; Essercizi 10; Cambridge-
Fitzwilliam 13:6 -- (no tempo); arrangement: Avison 10b.
dates: about 1725-30; 1737
companions: •BL2:5-9 = RC9, E 29, 1, 10, 5
•BL 3:11-18 = RC9, E 29, 1, 10, 9, RC 6, E 5, V42:43 variant (RC7)
•E 9,10
•CF13:5,6 = CF13:5 D, E10 d
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: moderate, level 4 (Rousset: difficile; Maxwell: advanced).  Fingering for the left-hand broken octaves
at m21-27 & 45-72 should be 141414 rather than 151515, for greater stability (compare P13:7 C m66-82 etc)
themes: 12:12: cellular; two thematic groups; the first group is half as long in part 2; the second group is twice
as long and begins at the ö point
keys: 14111:15431: tonic minor to subdominant minor; part 2 begins in tonic minor;  part 1 ends in d minor
(sometimes lands on a dominant A pedal in m18-36 but returns to D for the cadences; these measures are in the
melodic minor, with B> instead of B=)

graphics: scales and turns in ç ’s are slurred (but not always the entire grouping; RC has the same slurred and

non-slurred groupings as E)  The beams are frequently separated on groups of Å ’s throughout the sonata; this
may be idiosyncratic engraving rather than phrasing; RC often joins the beams which were separated in E
m20: both small notes are slurred and are tied to the last notes of m19, delaying the following notes slightly
beyond the lh D
m36&44: small notes have dotted slurs or fermate; compare V42:42 d; the meaning is probably to extend the
value of the small note as well as tie it to the previous large note at the same pitch; perhaps that is also the
meaning of the dots which follow the small notes in m20; the RC version of m20 has both the fermate above the
small notes and the dots following.  The M5:42 version has most of the separated beams in E but not all.  In
m44 the small notes are B> and G< as in V; E and RC have only B>
similar sonatas: V42:21 A has similar swooping scales (E10=V42:22); V42:40 g



influences: Rameau, Les Tourbillons (1724)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k10; RC: New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also: Pestelli p167: [P10:2 f] “rimane nell’ambito di quella specie di Corrente che è [E10]”
Benton (Sheveloff p531-3): “simplest binary” Foster p75-77: “non-dramatic thematic contrast”

•Essercizi 10: Venezia 1742:22 version: d minor (0@) Mui presto 3/8; differences include:
  1 1 ": similar to E; V has D4 B@3 G4 in m17 rh
, 21 $: similar, but lacks E�s repeat of m22\23 and omits E�s m29\34;

in m22 & all similar m�s with rh scales, both parts, V has Ä à à  for the lh, E ±. 28 :||:
  2 29 " varied: similar to E m37\44 but see ornaments and graphics below
,n38 37 $ (E 45\75): m46\56 are completely different from E 52\61 but use earlier cells;

scale in 57 is like E 62 but begins with A3, then E inserts m63\71; 58\60 are like E 72\74

61 rh E3A3D4 ±. chord, no ~~~, lh D1D2 (as in E) ßÚÚ:\  D.C.  ·//·

graphics,ornaments: m21 etc: tr’s on the first rh note of m21 & 23, 37 (=E m45), 42, 57 and the middle rh note
of m41&51; m36 (E44) small notes B[>] and G<

m21: the octave displacement of the final notes of many of the measures with ç  scales in both Venezia and
Essercizi undercut Ogeil’s remarks about the Venezia scribe misreading the original (see graphics under V42:39
in this Catalogue and under Venezia 1742 in Collections)
m26 only: has a slur (under the rh notes, entire measure; E m28)
m61: the E in the final chord (see map) makes a stunning “incorrect” conclusion
editions used: Venezia facsimile
see also: Ogeil p9: [V42:22 is shorter than E10 and] “clearly earlier”

Essercizi 11 c minor  (2@) \\ [no tempo marking; Roseingrave\Cooke: Allegro] ¡
  1 1 "1  ± ~~~Ö.ï ì ±. Ä  | ÖÖÖµ  ÖÖÖµ | Ö  G3 üG4, then úG2 c  3v cp

5 "2 2v lh x rh 3rd apart  7 step higher  9 scales ú rh Å , lh Ä , 6th apart >g
n^ 10 "3  14 full chords G ... £ß  :ÚÚ:
  2 15 "1&2 developed together c/G 19 ¶Ö±... 20 added\tone chord lh, çÖ±. rh

21 "2 restated (same pitches as at 7) 23>c
24 "3  28 ... ß £ ÚÚÚÚÚÚ... [no :]

source collections: Venezia 1742:18 -- (no tempo; differences discussed at end of accidentals... below);
NewYork 1:16 -- (some differences below); Essercizi 11;  Roseingrave-Cooke 29: Allegro; Boivin-LeClerc
4:15: Allegro; Münster 5:8 (lost; known from index); arrangement: Avison 5b.
dates: about 1725-30; 1738
companions: •RC 29, 30 = E 11 c, RC 30 Minuetto, c
•BL 4:14, 15, 16 = V42:41 (RC 25), E11, RC 30
•NY 1:15, 16, 17, 18 = E 22, 11, P 1:11, 12
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: moderate, level 4; some contrapuntal lines (3v counterpoint); extended crossed hands (added later?)
themes: 123:1223; one theme & its variants; developed in part 2 (particularly rich in rhythmic variations in
m15-20, measure by measure) then the earlier material is restated.  The opening theme is a rising scale: G3 then

B> with ~~~  (BCB) followed by an upturn AB then the rest of the scale up to G4; the shake should be short
(mordente) so that the A which was skipped in the rising scale can be stressed when it occurs in the upturn.
keys: 155:11;  part 1 ends abruptly in G major (E=in m13, E>in m14; compare E4 g); otherwise the sonata is
entirely in minor keys, tonic and dominant
accidentals, graphics: m9: the lh holds B= in the top v while the rh plays B>, followed two tones later by a
likely B[=]; in m22 the second B= is explicit; in m8 & 23 both B>’s are explicit; Roseingrave is the same as

Essercizi here, but in m15 Roseingrave adds a > to the lh B which was omitted in Essercizi.  The last two Å‘’s of
m9 should be E[=] and F[>].  The principle of accidentals not counting beyond intervening tones with different



pitches is followed throughout the printed Essercizi, although there are ambiguous cases, such as those in m9
where the tones are very close to one another; see also the section on accidentals at the beginning of this
catalogue for other examples and the treatment of octaves
m13: the falling scales use F> (B= in m27): examples of the denial of the leading tone (F< precedes and
follows in part 1, B> in part 2) near the ends of parts; compare E16 B= for a list of other examples in Essercizi

m14&28: final measure of each part has a £ with a ß above it in both hands. No double dots for repeat at end of
part 2 (Roseingrave also)
m19-20: see map for rh rhythms and contrast the V42:18 version below; this version intensifies the impact of
the added-tone chord in m20
m20 (Essercizi only): slurred E= small note delays the ~~~ D slightly beyond the lh G’s
m21&22: the first three beats are identical but the lh crosses the rh only in m22 (E, RC & V); Venezia makes
this explicit by placing M (for lh) under the first notes of m21
m24:  Essercizi does not indicate the return of the left hand to the bass; Roseingrave has an R above the G3 at
the beginning of the second beat, but Venezia places an M below the following F2, implying that both hands
should play the G3 (E & RC agree with this at a similar place in m10 but V lacks a hand indication there)

Venezia 1742:18: no = on the A’s in m7-8; a C4 ± has been added to the last beat of m15 and removed beneath

the offbeat E within the first beat of m16; a G3 ± has been added to the third beat with trÖÖ above it; the first Ä  in
m18 should be ± to add up, the second beat is trÖ¶± , the third beat G4 Ö of Essercizi has been replaced by à ; m19

has the rhythm ç±µ.  for the top voice all four beats; the final two chords in m28 are E3G3 and E3G3C4; there are
no fermate above the rests at the end of each part; the end graphics (following m28) are :||:||:-
NewYork 1:16: the meter is marked ¡ but is actually 2/4, with twice as many measures (56) There are variants
in almost several measures, however the underlying structure is basically the same.  The keyboard range is the
same as Essercizi, as are the hand-crossing patterns.  The middle voice is often lacking.  The right-hand rhythm
in m3 & 7 is ¶± ¶.í± Ö± with left-hand notes CDE=C.  The ending, m49-56, corresponding to m25-28 of the
Essercizi version, is more significantly varied, includes octave transpositions, and lacks the final full rh chords. 
An unusual graphic feature is the use of < to cancel = (B< and E< throughout instead of B> and E>)
similar sonatas: E5 d has a similar opening
influences: the C minor fugues in both books of the J S Bach Wohltemperirte clavier have similar rhythms
metaphors: iberian melancholy (saudade)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k11; RC: New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]; Venezia facsimile; New York
online
see also: Pestelli p169: “Il tipo liturgico, dalle dolcezze pergolesiane...” [he says P1:11 c & P4:9 b are similar to
E11, which he assumes has a Moderato tempo]; p217
Foster p41: “monothematic”
Choi p135-6: [tempo marking Allegro in Wien Q 15113:9]
Pedrero-Encabo 1997 p222-3 exs: “empfindsamkeit... tempo lento...”; opening compared to Rodriguez, Sonata
28 c (1744)
Ogeil p9: V42:18 “contains a few deliberate variants, some of which may be regarded as preferable to the
printed version [E11]” (see accidentals above; there is no good reason why any of these variants should be
regarded as later than the E version however)

Essercizi 12 g minor  (@) Presto ¡
  1 1 "1 ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± |¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± Ä  ± rising broken 4ths&2nds, falling 3rds g  2v 2½ lh imitates

4  rocking ostinato; rh overlaps lh  5½>d  (w/B@)
9 "2 (rh continues <"1) lh leaps x rh; close h
14 "3 F   3v top v repeated notes, lh alberti broken chords 17>d  (w/B$)

n^ 19 "4 (rh<"1; lh<"2, leaps)  24¯:ÚÚ:  [end 1: return>g  in m1]; 25 [end 2] :ÚÚ Volti
  2 26 [Ú:] "1 shortened g  28>B@

29½ "3  31 f  33 E@  34 g



37 "2
41½  "3
45  "4 lh leaps D4 úC1 [46 % in V] 49 :ÚÚÚÚÚÚ...  (V 50 :||:)

source collections: Boivin-LeClerc 2:3; BL 3:4; Roseingrave-Cooke 19; Essercizi 12; Venezia 1742:59 --;
NewYork 1:2 --; Zaragoza 32:29?; arrangement: Avison 4a.  Ogeil p9: V42:59 is “virtually identical” to E12
[however V42:59 has no tempo indication; it repeats m46, so is 50 measures long]
dates: about 1725-30; 1737
companions: •BL2:1-4 G\g = E 13, 14, 12, RC 12
•BL 3:1-10 g\G = E 8 variant, E 8, 4, 12, RC 3, E 30, E 2, 14, 13, RC 12
•E 12 g,13,14 G
•V42:59 = E12, V42:60 g
•NY 1:1, 2 = P 3:24 G, E 12 g
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; hands overlap, implying double keyboard (see influences: Couperin below)
difficulty: difficult, level 6; hand crossings with hands interlocked and left hand rotated (hand turns partly over
to allow the index finger to cross the thumb: f512 at m9+, but compare graphics below); rapid chords; leaps
themes: 1234:13234: one group, variants, ö at start of last theme in part 1; order of the themes mixed in part 2
keys: 1575:13761: each part moves to the subtonic: F major in part 1, f minor in part 2
ornaments, graphics, accidentals: m4, 37 (E, RC & V): slurred small notes are acciaccature (crushed with the
following note), as are probably the small note in m5 (even though it lacks a slur in Essercizi) and in m12 (even
though it is the same pitch as the previous large note)
m9-11: Roseingrave-Cooke has > on all the B’s, unlike Essercizi or Venezia
m9-11, 37-39: the lh indications in the top ledger are written only over the last notes (F4 etc) of the broken
chords, implying that the middle notes (A3 etc, also in the top ledger) might be repeated by the rh rather than
played by the lh, but the beams joining the notes contradict this

m12-13: the middle voice in Essercizi is ± with separate stems; the RC engraver has joined the stems to the

notes above, reducing the length to Å ; this happens again in m40-41
m24 is the transition back to the beginning; there are slurs above and below it in Venezia to indicate that it is to
be elided, and m25 played as the transition to part 2. However the double dots at the beginning and end of m25
are misleading; the repeat of part 2 should begin at m26 (V has no slur over either measure; in RC a single
bracket embraces both m24&25; a > has been added to the last B in m25)
influences: Couperin, Le tic-toc-choc ou les maillotins, 18ème ordre (1722), a pièce croisée, played on two
keyboards.  Leaps to a falling series of a pitches, as in m9-11, are frequent in Chopin, for example Grande valse
brillante A= opus 34:1 (1835) m33+ and Polonaise A= opus 53 (1842) m39+: high notes falling by steps;
Scherzo c< opus 39 (1839) left-hand octaves in the final con fuoco section: low notes rising by steps
metaphors: in the probatio, or development, from m26 to 36, with its insistent repetitions of the same figure in
different keys, the music moves toward a state of spiritual ecstasy, even though the result is only the return of
previously heard material, now in the home key
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k12; RC: New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]; Venezia facsimile
see also:  Kirkpatrick p227 [pedal points]
Foster p50: “associative...”
Alexander Silbiger, Scarlatti borrowings in Handel’s grand concertos, Musical times, 1984, v125:1692, p94
(Handel, opus 6:3, 1739)
Decker in Sala p316 ex

Essercizi 13 G major  Presto ¢ [2/4]
  1 0 "1 Ö± | ~~~Ö¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶± ± broken chord & scale ú G   2v  2 lh imitates 1st 5 notes (w/o ~~~)

7 "2 repeated notes both h; lh x rh
17½ $1 á ¶~~~=± | ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶± ¶ g & d  waver (F#, B@, E$, C#) close h  22>d  (F@, i.e.F$) 25 rh leaps
29 $2 D/A pedals  33 9th added\tone chord 34 added\tone chord  36 D



38 (1 Ö±.  ¶~~~=» | ¶»µ. offbeat stresses
45 (2 3v lh scale ü(broken 6ths) top v repeated notes 48 rh 3rds, offbeat  54 ± :ÚÚ: Volti

  2 (54) "1 D  (first 2 pitches D4 A4 instead of D5 A4; 56 lh imitates D3 A2...)
61 "2 69 broken 8ve A pedals

,n 71½ $1 e  75½a  78>G  81 g  84>G/D
86 $2 D  87\88 9th chords
91 $1 g  96>G
99 (1
106 (2 113 ± ÚÚÚÚÚÚ... [no : ]

source collections: Boivin-LeClerc 2:1; Boivin-LeClerc 3:9; Roseingrave-Cooke 20; Essercizi 13; NewYork 1:8
-- Tocata de 8.o tono; arrangement: Avison 2b
dates: about 1730-35; 1737
companions: •BL2:1-4 G\g = E 13, 14, 12, RC 12
•BL 3:1-10 g\G = E 8 variant, E 8, 4, 12, RC 3, E 30, E 2, 14, 13, RC 12
•E 12 g,13,14 G
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; perhaps an earlier version with range Cd existed: see also Sheveloff below
difficulty: difficult, level 6; m7+: hand crossings with repeated notes in both hands; m33-34: four-note chords
containing seconds (acciaccature in Gasparini’s sense); m33, 88, 89: ninth stretches in lh; m48: rh scale in
thirds; m25+, 75+: rh index finger over thumb.
themes: 123456:1234356  three thematic groups; the groups are closely related and continuous but differ in
rhythms and lh parts
keys: 11555:5562111511: part 1 tonic major to dominant minor then major; part 2 begins dominant major; ö at

change to relative minor (e), separated from a D major cadence on its dominant of A by a á  rest in the middle of
a measure
accidentals, graphics: RC uses > where Essercizi has = on F or C throughout
m47: RC has omitted the < on the first C
end: no double dots for repeat (RC also)
similar sonatas: P1:22 G
P5:25 C has a similar opening theme
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k13; RC: New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also: Pestelli p145; p172: [P2:4 G similar]
Sitwell: neapolitan
Sheveloff p327-8: [avoidance of D5 at beginning of part 2]; Uncertainties 1985: p159-162 [bass D in m17
missing in all early sources and rightly so]
Foster p114-116: “non-dramatic thematic contrast... suggestion of solo violin idiom in m 23-27 and 31-35...”
Pedrero-Encabo 1997 p217-8 exs: compared to Rodriguez, Sonata 16 g (1744)

Essercizi 14 G major  Presto 12/8
  1 0 "1 ¯çç± [3'Ä ?] | ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ÖÖ± Ä  G  2v 2 [à] ¯¶¶¶çì ÖÖ±

4½ "2 rh ties, lh leaps ú
7 "1 D  10 d  lh imitates +1m
12½ $ lh -± ± Ä | ± Ä ±  scale ü D/A  rh offbeat 8ve A pedals  15 rh on beat, lh broken 2nds

w/ repeated notes  17 D lh ± Ä  19 broken chord swoop ú (full m) :ÚÚ:  Volti
  2 (19+: ¯çç±)\20  "1 D  22 b  24 e
n 26 $ e/B (melodic minor w/C#) rh offbeat B pedals

28½ "1 varied G   lh leaps & ties as in "2
32 "2 lh leaps ú D1  34½lh ± Ä  g
36½ $ G/D  D pedals 41 G  43 ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ±. (' 9/8) :ÚÚÚÚÚÚ...



source collections: Boivin-LeClerc 2:2; BL 3:8; Roseingrave-Cooke 17; Essercizi 14; Zaragoza 32:32;
NewYork 1:4 -- Tocata 8.o tono
dates: about 1735; 1737
companions: •BL2:1-4 G\g = E 13, 14, 12, RC 12
•BL 3:1-10 g\G = E 8 variant, E 8, 4, 12, RC 3, E 30, E 2, 14, 13, RC 12
•E 12 g,13,14 G
instruments: cembalo with range Cc

difficulty: difficult, level 6; rapid scales combining Å ’s & ç  ’s; offbeat octaves; finger change on repeated notes
in lh; leaps
themes: 1213:13123: two groups (contrasted but continuous without breaks); themes return part 1; part 2:
themes developed; the first theme returns in the tonic in part 2 in a varied form.  The imitation of the main
theme is delayed until its later appearance in minor at m10
keys: 15555:5366*1111: tonic major to dominant major - minor - major; part 2 begins in dominant major; ö is at
a change of key from the relative minor (e) using an harmonic scale (with C>) to the relative minor using a
melodic scale (with C<) and dominant (b) pedals

graphics: m1: the first measure of each part consists of 3 ç ’s with  a slur; part 1 ends (m19) with a full 12/8

measure , the second (m43) with 9/8. All the other ç ’s are in groups of two or four; therefore it is possible the
initial ones are not triplets, and the stress should be on the second note of each group of 3.  Compare the start of

E19 f, two slurred small notes, probably to be played before the first beat rather than on it; also E24 A with a á 
and 3 Å ’s (in a fully accounted measure).

m2: the figure shown on the map lacks an initial rest throughout, as if the Ä  played by the other hand were to be
considered part of it.

m9-11: the scales should have been written Ö¶¶ççç± as in m28-31 to add up to 3 Ä ’s; however m24 is the reverse

situation: the first note should be ¶ ; Roseingrave and Essercizi have identical note lengths here
similar sonatas: P3:7 g, P8:4 G, V42:3 D, V49:5 G
influences: Rameau, Les Tourbillons (1724): swoop to bass
Schumann Kreisleriana (1838): for example the opening of no.7; see Contemporaries file
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k14; RC: New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also:  Sitwell: mandoline... Neapolitan Spanish
Kirkpatrick p227: m12-17, etc “dominant pedal point held high in the air while the lower part rises to meet it”
Foster p45: “associative”; “pastorale tradition”
Pedrero-Encabo 1997: opening compared to Rodriguez, Sonata 21 A (1744) exs p212&176
Decker in Sala p316-317 ex: leaps

Essercizi 15 e minor Allegro 3/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | H3: ¶± ¶± ¶± |~~~Ö¶±µ e  2v h parallel 3rd apart, 10th leap ú; H3 rh broken 3rd, 7th, 6th
, 9 "2 G  lh x rh throughout; broken 3rds 13 D 16 G/D  21\27 ±. D4 pedal (alto v)

28\39 ÖÖ± ostinato broken 8ve: D3D4D3 33\39: D2D3D2

40 "3 broken chord ü G  n^ 43: H3 inverted 44 rh downbeat 3rds, lh 8ves
52 H3; G pedals \54 :ÚÚ: Volti

  2 55 "1 developed G>D  59 % step lower a (w/ F# & G#) 63 e  ostinato extension of H3, both h ú
N 69 both h ü
, 72 "2 lh x rh throughout 79 e/B pedals

99 "3 e 104 B\1 109  ¨12345 112 ÚÚÚÚÚÚ... [no :]
source collections: Münster 5:46 -- (no tempo); Essercizi 15; Roseingrave-Cooke 32; Boivin-LeClerc 4:5;
arrangement: Avison 8d
dates: about 1725-30; 1738
companions: •BL 4:5, 6 = E 15 e, 28 E
instruments: cembalo with range Bc



difficulty: difficult, level 8; simultaneous leaps in both hands; extended crossed hands with opposing motions &
with hands close together; disjunct octaves in lh
themes: 123:123  m1-3 contain the basic cellular material of the sonata: thirds and broken thirds.  ö (short-long
ratio) occurs in part 1 at an inversion of the m3 cell (the first broken third is E C rather than C E); at the
long-short ö point in part 2 both hands change direction for one measure in the course of playing a development
of the same cell.  Other cells: the high B4’s in m1&2 are repeated at the beginning of part 2 in m55 &56 but the
notes which complete the measures are a sixth lower than in m1&2: in m1 both hands leap down a 12th, in m55
two octaves.  In the á3 theme the high B of m44 goes down a step to high A in m45; these alternate three times
through m49; the version at m103-108 is from G up a step to A.  The themes appear in the same order in each
part; they can be contrasted effectively if the second theme is played leggiero.  The ostinato D pedal in part 1
and B pedal in part 2 gradually move down the keyboard from the soprano into the bass, but the actual lowest
notes of the sonata are not reached until the end (shown on map; even measures 104-110)
keys: 13733:374111 part 1 ends in G, the mediant major
graphics: m9&72: Münster has no indication that the left hand crosses the right but does indicate its return to
the bass clef in m42 &101
m44-49 Münster: the extra rh notes making thirds on the downbeats are present, but missing in m103-108
end: Essercizi: no double dots for repeat; RC 32 same; Münster has a dot in each blank space of both ledgers
similar sonatas: E28 E; P2:30 b= (leaps with thirds, hands parallel at m13+ like m1-2 here)
Some other sonatas in which the hands play together, usually an octave or a third apart, in some or all of the
opening measures: E6 F, E17 F, E20 E, E23 D, E26 A, P1:16 E, P2:9 E, P2:11 A, P2:14 A, P3:7 g, P3:9 D,
P6:23 C, P6:27 D, P7:12 G, P7:16 a, P10:28 C, P11:30 C, P12:23 d, V42:41 c
influences: the pattern of the ostinato broken octave bass at m28, with repeated notes, 181 181, appears in J S
Bach, Suites avec leur préludes 5 e: prelude m14; Wohltemperirte clavier 2, prelude 9 E m18; and others; and
compare P14:15 b
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k15; RC: New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also: Pestelli p167 [P2:9 E similar]
Foster p78-80: “non-dramatic thematic contrast”
Alexander Silbiger, Scarlatti borrowings in Handel’s grand concertos, Musical times, 1984, v125:1692, p94
(Handel, opus 6:3, 1739)
Pedrero-Encabo 1997 p212 exs: compared to Rodriguez, Sonata 29 C (1744)
Fadini ...lo stile andaluso... in Sala, p189-190 ex: “modello di Seguidilla”
Decker in Sala p322-323 ex
Nina Key in Morales p343

Essercizi 16 B@ major  Presto ¢
  1 1 "1 ° ±. Ä  | °¯±. B@  2v 2 lh imitates

7 "2 Ö¶»µµ ¶»µ ¶»µ | ± ± ~~~°  10 lh broken 3rds & 4ths ú B=\1

14 "3 ("2 variant) F   lh index over thumb  18 % C
22 $1 F
28 $2
34 (1 offbeat stresses; ties x m\lines f  3v cp  38 2v lh imitates rh +1/2m

42 (2  broken minor 2nd scales ü; lh silent except 44,46: °  C pedal
48 $1 F
50  $2 55 coda: broken 6ths &c ü, scale ú  59 :ÚÚ: Volti

  2 60 "1 F
65 "2  N68>c   rh ~~~° ~~~° | ~~~° (F4), lh broken minor 3rds ú
71 (2 lh varied: offbeat stresses
75 $1>F
79 $2 begun but interrupted; scale ú B@  82 * (bridge) E@ / B@ pedals 87 $2 continued B@



91 (1 varied b@
97  (2 varied as at 71

101 $1 B@
103 $2 108 coda 112 ¬ß ÚÚÚÚÚÚ... [no :]

source collections: Münster 5:47; Essercizi 16; Roseingrave-Cooke 41; Boivin-LeClerc 4:7; Orfeó 21;

Cambridge- Fitzwilliam 13:24; Zaragoza 32:25; Wien G 59; Barcelona 33.  Münster adds ° B=3 to the second

beat of m6 and ± F3 to the second beat of m64; it adds a C4 to the first chord of m93 (the lh B=2 in that measure
is missing or smudged) RC adds F3 to the last chords of m35 & 37.
dates: about 1730-35; 1738
companions: •RC 41-43 = E 16 B=, P3:30 d, RC 43 B=
•BL 4:7-9 = E 16 B=, E 27 b, RC 43 B=.  E 27 b precedes E 16 B= in the Orfeó Catalá ms.  See RC 43 for 
reasons why E 16 and RC 43 might be considered companions although separated by other sonatas in RC & BL
instruments: cembalo with range Ac
difficulty: moderate, level 4; varied trills
Pestelli p147-8.
themes: 123456745:12745856745.  three groups, with a large number of themes, most of them lasting 6 to 8
measures without internal repeats. n occurs near the start of the same theme, m42 & m71, for both its short-long
and long-short ratios (it’s the last new theme in part 1, although earlier themes are briefly recalled before the
double bar repeat); in part 2 this theme appears out of order and has a new bass.  But a more dramatic event
closer to the mathematical long-short ö point, shown on the map at m68-9, is the change to the supertonic minor
(c) (this theme stayed in major in part 1) and the repeated F’s in the right hand.  The second theme group begins
in the dominant in part 2 but is interrupted by new material at m82, then continues in the tonic; in effect the
composer is saying, I have plenty of tricks left up my sleeves, and in fact he continues to vary the part 1
material.  There are no pauses between any of the themes
keys: 152555:52514111.
accidentals, graphics, ornaments: m15+: has written-out trills in Ä ’s which begin on principal note followed by
upper auxiliary.  In m19 these are slurred in two groups of four, in 21 one group of eight: I think this shows that
the slur can be used as a signal to speed up (as well as, in other contexts, for phrasing or grouping notes)
m18 etc: uses ~~~ throughout, which start on the principal note when approached from above or on the upper
auxiliary if approached from the same pitch; RC 41 uses tr throughout.  They may long trills, but since many of
them are followed by a wide leap without an upturn, short shakes are better, and the addition of one to the
opening theme when it appears at the start of part 2, m60, cannot be a long trill without destroying its shape

m57-58: Ä ’s, then Å ’s with slur, falling scale C5 to C3: Essercizi has E[=] in both measures, RC: E> m58 only. 
E11 c, E22 c, E25 f<, E26 A, E27 b, E28 E, E29 D also deny the leading tone near the end of one or both parts
m59, 112: the last measure of each part is a whole note with a ß above each ledger; ~~~  beneath rh note in part 1. 
No double dots at end of part 2. (Roseingrave-Cooke: part 1 rh tr & Ü  beneath; lh Ü  beneath; part 2: rh ß
above, lh Ü beneath; no double dots at end)
m68-69: the three shakes (tr in RC) are not one long trill (there are no ties) but three long notes with sharp
accents (mordents) on each, which occur here for the only time (see themes above)
similar sonatas: P6:25 B=; P11:23 B=; P12:20 B=
NH 29 F (change to minor at m14 is like the passage at m34 here)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k16; RC: New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also:  Kirkpatrick p274; p304: slurs [m19, 21; see ornaments above]
Foster p142-144: “dramatic contrast”
Alexander Silbiger, Scarlatti borrowings in Handel’s grand concertos, Musical times, 1984, v125:1692, p94
(Handel, opus 6:4, 1st movement, 1739)

Essercizi 17 F major  Presto 3/8
  1 1 intro ÖÖµ | ÖÖµ | ÖÖµ broken chords ú, lh parallel 8ve lower F   2v



4 "1 Å Å Å Å Å Å  (h change on same note ü) |~~~Ö¶¶¶± |¶» _Æ ~~~±  7'3<intro 8: 4\6 % 8ve higher
, 12 "2 ççì¯ ['Ä ] (CDC) Ä Ä  16 % (rh 8ve lower in 19)
, 20 "3 ("1 variant) ççì ççì ççì (scale ü) | ÖÖµ |¶» ±µ |_Æ ~~~Ä  ±; lh F B@EA ü 24 %

28 "4 Æ ççì Öµ | ÖÖµ  c  3v 32 %
, 36 "3  39 intro echoed  40: 36\38 % & extended >C
, 45 "5 ççì¯ scale broken 2nds ú CBC&c 49 çççççççì scale ü

50: 45 % 51 coda(<intro)  55 :ÚÚ: Volti [V: Volti. // ; not in RC]
  2 56 "1 (w/o intro & w/ 57'56 8ve higher) C   60 % 8ve higher
, 65 "2  69 % 3rd lower a

73 "4 varied
n 80 "2 C  85>c 

91 "3 varied ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ¶± Ö±  rh 3rds & 6ths >F/C
, 96 "4 varied again f  100 %
, 104 "3 F  108 %

112  "2
119 "5 & coda 128 :ÚÚÚÚÚÚ...  (RC same; ||:ß in V)

source collections: Paris arsenal ms [2; & 13:] “1735" (Sheveloff p100); Essercizi 17; Roseingrave-Cooke 35;
Boivin-LeClerc 4:12; Venezia 1742:33 (no =); Münster 5:43; Zaragoza 32:31; Barcelona 37; arrangement:
Avison 7d.  Some differences among E, RC, M and V are discussed in graphics & ornaments below; this is not
meant to be a complete collation
dates: about 1730-35; 1735
companions: •BL4:10-12 = V42:27 (RC 26) F, RC 27 (Alessandro Scarlatti fuga) f, E 17 (RC 35) F
•V42:32,33 = P2:27 f, E17 F
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: moderate, level 4; triplets; hands parallel an octave apart, then close; leaps with thirds; rapid change
of hands on same note (batteries); sixths

themes:  01234350:1242343250: cellular; entire sonata is built from two cells: the first (m1) 3 Ä ’s & the second

(m12) 3 ç ’s which replace one or all of the Ä ’s; themes return within each part; the order of the themes is mixed
in part 2.  The á4 theme undergoes slight variations in the intervals which make it up; at m73 it achieves its
most aphoristic (memorable) form; this is followed at the ö point by a return of the á2 theme and the key
changes from the mediant minor to the dominant major (in part 1 the á3 theme returned after á4) There is a
significant change of rhythm in m91-95 (based on the tail of the á3 theme in m21-22) then á4 returns with
different intervals, followed by á3 in its full form for the first time in part 2, and á2 once again.  The opening
three measures are repeated at the end of the sonata in the same pitches.  All of this is a very abstract way of
stating that the sonata gains both unity and variety from minimal materials
keys: 155:5355111: ö at change from mediant minor to dominant major
graphics, ornaments: m4&8: Venezia has A3 as the last note (lh) instead of C4 as in Essercizi, RC & Münster
m6&10: the slur on the small note causes it to be played slightly before the beat; I don’t think it means to start
the ~~~ on the auxiliary note, but to play prinicpal-auxiliary-principal (a short shake) as usual; compare m23 with
m27.  In m11 the small note is tied to the previous large note and the shake is delayed slightly; a similar use of
slurs occurs throughout Essercizi and Roseingrave; Münster and Venezia lack slurs on all their small notes

m12-18: Münster uses çç± for the triplets but ¶¶± in m20+ through the rest of the sonata; in m31 the shake is on
the B>. Venezia lacks many of the small notes, as well as the slurs on the groups of triplets in m45-48; there is a
suggestion of slurs on the first two triplets of m119; V adds shakes or trills in m93, 99 & 103
m20-21: the bass in Venezia is F B= D | E - F, rather than F B= E | A G F; the similar place at m104-5 is like

the Essercizi version but m22 & 106 have A3 rather than G4 for the second Å , the variation making the similar
measures with the G4, 26 & 110, more effective
m23: Münster has the ~~~ on the G, but on the A in m27; m31 on the B>, m37 on the C.  Venezia has a small
note before the A but no tr in m23, no ornament in m31; in m27 & 37 there is a fermata ß above the tr and



further differences in part 2

m45-48, 119-121: in Essercizi the falling groups of ç  triplets (= Ä ) with slurs on each group are like pincés. 

(Venezia lacks slurs throughout, even on its occasional small notes)  The slurs are used on groups of ç  triplets

only when there are no Ä ’s in the left hand.  The ç  scale in m49 has a slur, but not the one in m122.  The scale

or slide leading to the shake in m44 has identical note-lengths in E & RC: ¶çÓÓ±; RC repeats this in m50 but E

changes the lengths to  ¶ççç±; RC & E both have the latter version in m123; V has this version at all three places;

to add up to Ä  the note lengths should be ¶ÓÓÓ±, which is the version in M.  Likewise RC uses 4 Æ ’s & 4 Ó ’s for

the scale in m49; the 8 Æ ’s in the E, M & V versions add up correctly; in m122 (which is m123 in V because of

its extra measure; see m120 below) all four sources have the 8 Æ  version although V uses ± for the first note in

the bass with a â  rest in the right hand in both cases.  Since the lh holds its note for the full length of m45 and
122, it is unlikely that the hands are supposed to alternate playing the triplets and the graphics do not support
this (the beams might have been inverted for alternate triplets but aren’t) However the wide leap in the scales at
m49 & 122 (two octaves between the first and second notes) implies that the lh took over when the triplets
reached its ledger, and the rh continues the scale after the lh plays the first note (the slur begins on the second
note in m49)

m63: the slurred small note E followed by a ~~~ on D indicates an EDED... trill but the final D apparently ties to
the small note D in m64: the large note C is played on the beat by the left hand, with the right hand E  delayed
m74: Roseingrave, Münster & Venezia have C4 as the top right-hand note; Essercizi has E4

Venezia repeats m120 with a Ä  flag added to the first F3 and two à rests in the resulting top voice; this causes the
falling scale of triplets to be interrupted and transposed up an octave before reaching F1.  Ogeil (see also below)
ignores this octave displacement, but since it must have come from the composer, not a scribe, it weakens her
case for other octave displacements in Venezia 1742 being to due to the incompetence of a scribe
The order of the versions is perhaps not so “clear” as Ogeil thinks.  Admittedly, V’s lack of a = in the key
signature is more archaic, but corrections may have been added to its source after E & RC had been printed from
some other original. Assuming these four sources were derived from originals at different stages of editing by
the composer: if the composer were aiming for greater expression in the ornaments, the order would be V, E, M,
RC; but if he were aiming for greater simplicity and correctness in the notation, along with more variety in the
ornaments, the order would be RC, E, V, M
m128, the last: in V (m129 because of the repeat of m120 mentioned above) it crosses into the margin and
interrupts the vertical border; see Venezia 1742 in Collections for the significance of this in regard to the order
in which music and decoration were probably written.  Because of the crowding, some of the measure lines have
also been omitted
metaphors: a dance for two commedia dell’arte characters; the steadier left hand supports the flights of the right
hand and sometimes joins in; leaps to thirds at m12+ & m80+: one of the partners is lifted by the other; in the
passages with sixths at m28+ & m96+ the left-hand partner has one foot on the ground but mocks the other
partner’s more elaborate movements.  The minor key passages suggest a more melancholy acrobat like
Pedrolino
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k17; Münster microfilm; Venezia facsimile; New York: Performers’ facsimiles,
[2003] (for RC)
see also: Landowska: “bantering dialogues... interrupted by the ringing of bells...”
Chase p114: “replete with guitaristic effects... brusque rhythmic punctuations, and with chromatic inflections
peculiar to Andalusian folk music”
Sitwell: Neapolitan... [disagrees with Chase:] “this is a matter of personal taste... it sound[s]  Italian and not
Spanish...”
Pestelli p143: [ex m20-21] “Scarlatti non può non aver preso gusto per la condotta della mano sinistra che sale
in modo così poco ortodosso per intervalli di quarta; vi ritroviamo quello spirito di fronda, incurante di buone
maniere, che, specie nei movimenti di danza... doveva suonare inaudito”.
Foster p137-141: “dramatic contrast”
Sutcliffe p227: “piled-up fourths [m]20-21 [compare P15:38 B=]” (see graphics & ornaments above; the V42



version differs in m20-22)
Ogeil p9: V42:33 “is clearly an earlier version [than E17], though except for the addition of a bar the differences
are slight” [but see graphics... above]
Prozhoguin 2010 p161: “jotas castellanas” [with E6 F]

Essercizi 18 d minor  Presto ¡
  1 1 "1 ¶¶¶± ±¯¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± | Ö.» Ö.»...  d  3v

5 "2 rh ¶¶¶± broken 2nds then Ö.»< "1; lh Ä  ostinato 3rds &c 6>F  11>a  16 broken 5ths
18 "3 lh ¶» trill figure, rh 3rds ü&ú 21 rh broken 2nds ü

25 A pedals ÚÚß 26\27¯ [end1: return to m1] :ÚÚ  28 [end2: transition to m29] ßÚÚ:  Volti
  2 29 "1 developed d/A A pedals continue; broken 3rds ú 31>g 32½ as at m2

n 34½ broken 3rds ú with lh ostinato 7ths 35½ % step lower
36½ "2 (as at  8½) c  40>d  41 rocking ostinato (rh Ö.» , lh 3rds)
44½ "3  52 coda  Ö.» ¶¶¶±  53 lh Ö± Ö± ±(' D1) [Fine] ÚÚß ¶¶¶± [back to m29 or m1 da capo] :ÚÚÚÚÚÚ...

source collections: Münster 5:48; Essercizi 18; Roseingrave-Cooke 39; Boivin-LeClerc 4:18; Orfeó 28 --
dates: about 1720-25; 1738
companions: •RC 39-40 = E 18, 23
•BL 4:17-20 d/D = E 21, 18, 23, RC 42
•Orfeó 28, 29 = E 18 d, E 29 D
•M5: 48-50 d/D = E 18, 21, 23 (but a different scribe for E21 & 23 in M5)
instruments: cembalo with range Cc

difficulty: moderate, level 5; written out trills; broken seconds & thirds; continuous Å ’s divided between hands. 
The dotted rhythms of the top voice occur within unfolded broken chords

themes: 123:1230:  cellular; built up from three rhythmic ideas: a dotted rhythm Ö.»  (m2), repeated or stepwise
thirds (m5-6), written-out trills or broken seconds (m8).  The probatio (see rhetoric in introduction to this file)
at the beginning of part 2 develops falling broken thirds from the first measure of the theme.  The n point occurs
at the start of a sequence leading to the second theme group and the most distant key of the sonata (c minor, the
subtonic); it also marks the change from dotted rhythm and unfolded chords to smoother falling broken thirds
keys: 135:1471:
link between parts (compare m26+ graphics below): the ostinato A pedals at the end of part 1 continue into part
2 but more widely spaced; when part 2 is repeated, they become a motto of three repeated notes, which occurs
frequently in Scarlatti sonatas at the beginning of part 2 or other structural event; a partial list is at P7:7 D

graphics, accidentals: m2+: Roseingrave splits beams which are joined in groups of 4 Ä ’s or 8 Å ’s in Essercizi;
E’s version implies alla breve stresses are to be used in these passages and is clearly superior (Münster close to
E in this respect)

m15 in Münster:  the A4 at the beginning is a ±; in E & RC Å .
m18-20 in Essercizi & Münster: the right hand plays D[>] against the left hand’s D<’s (RC adds > to the rh
D’s); in the similar passage at m44-47 all three sources omit > on the right-hand G’s.

m25 in Essercizi is followed by a double bar with ß-like signs (curve with three dots) above & below (RC is
similar but only one dot)
m26+: slurs over m26-27 indicate a transition to the beginning for the repeat, which is elided the second time as
in E12; m28, the transition to part 2, has (correctly) no double dots at the beginning and double dots outside the

double bar at the end; the ß over that double bar has to be considered decoration, since the transition leads
directly into the next measure without pause.  The Münster version has better graphics, with the first slur taking
in the entire m26-27 (E & RC start the slur in mid m26) but its m28 is fitted into too cramped a space, so the lh
and rh notes don’t line up; it does have slurs above and below m28 however (unlike E & RC) extending into
m29 (on the same page) with no fermata over the double bar
m33: Münster omits this measure (this occurs at the break between its two pages); m33 = the first half of m34
plus the last half of m32



m47: Münster adds F4 to the fourth rh Ä, followed by a Å  third consisting of C<4 and E4 before the rh drops to
the bass clef: this alone is proof that M wasn’t copied from either E or RC.

m53: the final measure in Essercizi has a double bar after the left-hand third ± with a ß (indicating fine)

followed by ¶¶¶± as the first time transition back to the beginning of part 2; the right hand part here has a ß on its

third ± followed by a blank space (RC & M have essentially the same graphics here).  The graphics are complex
but the intent is clear; compare E19 f
similar sonatas: ending of each part similar to E1 d
V42:25 a, P2:5 d
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k18; RC: New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also:  Kirkpatrick p215 [ex m53]; p225-6 [ex m16-7];  p255; p276; p287; p291; p295-6
Foster p95-98: “non-dramatic thematic contrast...”
Sutcliffe p88-89
Pedrero-Encabo 2012 p164 [Orfeó ms omits m26-7 slurs]

Essercizi 19 f minor  (3@) Allegro 2/4
  1 1 "1 ç±_± Ö¶± | Ç ±. Ä  | ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± |Ç _± ± f  3v 5 % varied

9 "2 2v lh x rh  13 A@  broken 2nds ú
16 "3 (scale üthen:) 18 rh ¶» ¶± ... broken 6ths, lh ÖÖÖ±  broken 4ths ú  H23\24 scale&turnú
25 "4 rh ¶¶¶± groups w/ 1st 2 notes repeated, rises by steps; lh Ö± 3rds, 6ths, 8ves
29 "5 (<H23\24) turns&scales ú  36 A@ pedals 38 ± £ ß [end 1; 2: elide] :ÚÚ: Volti

  2 39 ± ÚÚ[:] á ¶¶± | "4 developed; falls by 3rds, then 4ths, then  steps E@  44>f   48>c
52 "2 lh crossings includes 3rds

n 58 "3 (w/scale as at 16)
66 $ (<H23\24) lh ostinato chords; C1 67>f
72 "2
75 "4 varied;  lh x rh
81 "3 (as at 18)
87 "5  93  ± :ÚÚ: á ¶¶± [redundant if m39 used] ÚÚ ±  [repeats first 8ve chord of m93] ÚÚÚÚÚÚ...

source collections: Boivin-LeClerc 2:15; BL 3:23; Roseingrave-Cooke 22; Essercizi 19; Orfeó 19; Barcelona
39; NewYork 1:3 -- Tocata; arrangement: Avison 7b
dates: about 1725-30; 1737
companions: •BL3:22, 23 = E 6 F, 19 f
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; m40+: close hands; both hands play same note (double keyboard)
difficulty: moderate, level 5; broken sixths; finger change on repeated notes
themes: 12345:42362435: one theme with variants; part 2 first theme missing, order of rest mixed, new material
added.  ö is at a change from prevailing falling motion to a scale rising over two octaves
keys: 13:7151: tonic minor to mediant major; part 1 ends in A= major (mediant or relative major); part 2 begins
in E= major (dominant of mediant).  The frequent use of thirds in the lh, starting in m1, and especially at m40+
give a warmer harmonic base than in some of the other minor key sonatas

ornaments, accidentals, graphics: m1&5: the groups of two slurred small Ó  notes may indicate acciaccatura
chords (as described by Gasparini; see the section on ornaments at the beginning of this catalogue), the small
notes played on or slightly before the beat but released; compare m20-2 in E8 g, but also the beginning of E14 G
m4, 41, 43, 51: slurred small notes are suspensions: tied to the previous large notes and not sounded.  When an
appoggiatura is wanted, it is written in large notes, as in m45, 46 and 71
m15 etc: explicit  D=’s in m15, 24, 30 & 72 may be followed by D>’s; B> in m52, 54 &57 by B=; E> in m69,
72 & 76 by E=.  Even when the notes are connected under the same beam in these cases (in Essercizi), it occurs
so often and makes enough sense (to me anyway) that it can be considered a valid alternative way to play the
sonata; compare E11 c for similar ambiguities where the accidental should have been indicated on each note
which departed from the key signature.  Roseingrave has  D=4 in m74 and 81; both E4’s in m79 are marked >;



the beams are not joined for the two B’s in m52 and 54; I detected no other differences of accidentals between
Roseingrave and Essercizi in this part of their scores (m69-81).  An explicit cancellation of a D= by a D>
occurs in m75 (both E and RC).  In m80 the first four notes are divided into pairs in both scores, and E[=]
seems highly likely in the second pair, beginning a falling scale after the long rise which began in m75. This
passage is highly chromatic, so in the absence of any other principles at work, and since neither source has been
proven superior to the other, the final choice of a source for the accidentals is up to the performer.  As implied
earlier, Esssercizi and Roseingrave-Cooke differ in the way beams are joined: for example at m18 on the map
above illustrating the E version, RC has four notes joined in the rh, 2 in the lh.  At m52 & 54 at least this makes
a difference in how the accidentals could be interpreted, as discussed earlier in this paragraph
m38-39: the beginning and ending of part 2 are shown on the map above (E and RC are the same); the extra
notes at the end of m93 beyond the double dots are unnecessary, but Scarlatti’s system of first and second
endings was unusual for the time; this was an attempt to get the player to return immediately to the beginning of

the part without a break, and then to end the sonata abruptly, without prolonging the final ±
m41-47: m41 & 43 have slurred small-note Ó ’s which are the same pitch as, and therefore probably tied to, the

last note of the previous measures; the following ±’s being delayed slightly beyond the beat and between the lh

notes.  In m45 & 47 these are written out as large-note Ä ’s followed by dotted Ä ’s, and therefore probably
intended to be treated quite differently, as well as sounded with the lh notes
similar sonatas: E23 D (figure at m17+  with repeated notes is the same one used here at m25+)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k19; RC: New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also: Dale p118: “serene and expressive works...”
Kirkpatrick p198: “...instrumental sound”; p268; p372 [ex m42-45]: “inconsistent” treatment of “long
appoggiatura” [but see ornaments above, m41-47]
Pestelli p172: [P2:12 f similar]
Foster p88-90: “non-dramatic thematic contrast...”
Sutcliffe p302 [ex m40-54];  p362-363 [ex m65-74]
Pedrero-Encabo 2012 p165, 168, 170 exs [Orfeó ms compared with other sources]

Essercizi 20 E major  (3#) Presto 2/4
  1 1 "1 ± ~~~± | Ç ¯± [£] [' ± ±¯| Ç  ±.. ] lh 2 8ves ú E  2v (3rds & 6ths)  5 %
, 9 "2 Ó±¯±. Ä  | ÖÖÖµ  (w/ D$;14 D#) 17 %  3rd lower, varied e
, 25 "3 ("2 variant) b  29 a
, 37 $1 Ä  then Å  scales & turns h 3rd apart E&e/B pedal

47 $2 a>e &b (waver); lh ostinato 3rds
55 $3 ¶¶¶± ~~~Ö.ï ì  b  59 B  scale ú h 3rd apart 62 B\1 pedals 64 ± (1/ 2m) :ÚÚ:  Volti

  2 n 65 (full m) "1 variant E/B drumbeat bass 71>a
, 73 $1
, 79 "2 variant  ¶± ±. e

82 ( lh ostinato, falls by steps; rh  ¶»µ.  »µ¯|¶  scales üw/ minor 2nd steps, weakbeat stresses
88 $1 E  102  ± (1/2m) :ÚÚÚÚÚÚ...

source collections: Boivin-LeClerc 2:11; BL 3:24; Roseingrave-Cooke 21; Essercizi 20; Orfeó 16; arrangement:
Avison 8b
dates: about 1730-35; 1737
instruments: cembalo with range Bc

difficulty: difficult, level 6 (Rousset: moyennement difficile; Maxwell: advanced); rapid scales combining Å ’s &

ç ’s; close hands; bass leaps requiring finger changes; right hand syncopation m82+
themes: 123456:14274: two thematic groups part 1; ö at beginning of part 2; part 2 varies/develops, adds a new
theme and omits others..  Each part begins with a full measure, but ends with a half measure.  From m25
through 61 and 79 through 98 the left hand stays in or near the upper ledger, making the low notes at the ends of
parts more effective.  Although there are a large number of contrasting themes, they follow convincingly one



after another, being mostly based on rising or falling scales or parts of scales
keys: 1154141555:1411:

ornaments, accidentals: m2 etc: the slurred ç ’s in m2, 4, 6, 8 & 72 can be interpreted as tied to the preceding ~~~ 
and delaying the following ±
m9-21: the group of two slurred Ó  ’s should be played before the beat as in E19; as contrasted with the

large-note Å ’s in m79-82, played on the beat, then with ties across measure lines through m87
m26, 28: ambiguous accidentals can be treated literally: < only on the first A in each; also m31 C=[=>] ... C[<]
-- however Roseingrave does provide a > for the second C; Essercizi m33 C= ... C=: why is the second
accidental provided in this measure but not in the others if literal treatment is not the intention? (assuming that
Rosingrave might have made unwanted corrections to his score); m44-46: only the first D in each measure has a
<: playing the others as D> creates a dramatic approach to the B’s in m47, the listener asks where and when is
this going to come out -- RC does provide extra <’s in m46, perhaps because the measure is split between two
braces in RC.  m51: A< rh against A[>] lh; m53: G< against G> (specified this time)  m59-63: both E & RC
have < on all the D’s--and tonal stability is usually greater at the end of a part.  m92-97: D[>] in lh follows D<
in rh; m97: last D< (in lh) is explicit--RC has < on the last D in m93&95 also.  Both sources have nearly
adjacent D “<” ’s in m98, further evidence that the previous lacks of <’s were intentional.  Literal scales with
intermingled D<’s and D>’s are altogether more interesting than conventional E major scales played parallel a
third apart; see also Kirkpatrick’s small-town orchestra metaphor below
similar sonatas: P4:21 e (theme in dotted rhythm as at m82+ of this sonata)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k20; RC: New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also: Landowska: “...whirlwind of luminous sonorities”
Kirkpatrick p160: “...orchestras of small Spanish towns...”; [opening = woodwinds: ex p201]; p 377: ex:
m15-16 &78: long (written-out) appoggiature
Sitwell: Neapolitan...  Spanish...  “the mood of Callot’s Balli di Sfessania...”
Foster p80-84: “non-dramatic thematic contrast”
Pedrero-Encabo 1997 p221-2 ex: “efectos armónicos...”
Channan Willner, 2010: http://www.channanwillner.com/pdf/scarlatti.pdf & /scarlatti-examples.pdf: ... “the
hidden voice exchange”
Pedrero-Encabo 2012 p163 ex: [Orfeó uses unslurred Ä for small notes]; p166; p172 [refers to m14 but that
doesn’t seem to fit, and Orfeó does have the A<4 in m51] 

Essercizi 21 D major Allegro 3/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖµ | ¶¶¶± Ä | D  2v 2 lh imitates m1 +\
, 7 "2 leaps w/3rds both h 14 lh x rh
, 19 "3  hands x each other  25>A
, 27 $1 ç¶± ¶¶¶± a  31 %
, 35 $2 rh rocking ostinato triplets (¶¶± ' Ä ); lh x rh throughout 39 %

43 $3 ("3 variant); leaps A
54 $2 varied , (62\) 63 % (69 h uncrossed) 70 extended; ¨12345  74 :ÚÚ: volti

  2 75 "1 76 lh imitates +\ D/A
, 83 "3 D

87 $1  n93 d
99  $2 developed
119 $3 D

, 130 $2 as at 54 150  :ÚÚÚÚÚÚ...

source collections: Münster 5:49; Essercizi 21; Roseingrave-Cooke 33; Boivin-LeClerc 4:17; Orfeó 25 --;
NewYork 1:19 --; arrangement: Avison 6d
dates: about 1730-35; 1738
companions: •M5: 48-50 d/D = E 18, 21, 23



•BL 4:17-20 d/D = E 21, 18, 23, P3:30 (RC 42)
•Orfeó 24, 25 = E 23, 21
In New York this sonata is followed by three pieces in d which I have not yet mapped
instruments: cembalo with range Cc  Kirkpatrick p181: “...whole piece lends itself to being performed
throughout on two keyboards...”
difficulty: difficult, level 7; has frequent dissonances, long passages of left hand over right or crossing in
opposite directions, combined with leaps & thirds; hand changes on same note m20; phrasing of triplets at m35+
& m54+ needs to create larger units so that the rh coordinates with the lh’s four- or six- measure phrases:
¶, »» ¶  rather than just ¶¶±, ¶¶±
themes: 1234565:134565: two groups.  The event at ö, the golden ratio, often calls attention to something of
structural significance which might otherwise not be noticed; in this case the â1 theme in part 2 is divided into
major and minor presentations at long-short ö, in part 1 it was only in the minor mode
keys: 1555:1111: tonic major to dominant major-minor-major; part 2 begins in tonic major on its dominant and
stays in the tonic for the rest of the part
accidentals, ornaments: Essercizi uses = to cancel <, Münster & Roseingrave-Cooke use>
All three sources use ¶¶± to represent triplets (m35 on map) unlike çç± in E 6, 7, 14, 17 and 28

m10, 23 etc: slurred ç ’s which can best be interpreted as on the beat, but perhaps with the stress on the delayed
large note
m18-19: ties and appoggiature using large notes
m26: appoggiatura followed by shake

m27-33 slide figure: Münster uses ¶ç±, Essercizi & RC use ç¶±; all three sources use the latter version in m87-97
m27-34: M & RC cancel only the first rh C< in each measure; E cancels the second C as well in all but m27, 31
and 33, implying that the second C in those measures should be C<.  Strict adherence to a literal interpretation
of the accidentals will help give the â2 theme which follows its full effect, especially its development in part 2
m29-30, 33-34: lh D’s tied and held across measure lines to created a combined appoggiatura and suspension
m42: the upbeat to the next measure is C[<]; compare m118 where it is F=(=>)
m56 (E & RC): the only small note is clearly an appoggiatura, even though it is slurred; why it was not written
in large notes like the other appoggiature, m42 for example, is a puzzle, unless just to avoid double dotting the
large note.  Münster uses a small Ä and lacks the slur.  Perhaps this is a rare slip by the Essercizi engraver
m62, 138: here the slurred small note must mean a fast appoggiatura rather than a suspension, although the start
of the last triplet in the previous measure could be held over the measure line for each
m74, 150: four-note chordal appoggiature at end of each part; compare large-note lower appoggiature in m114
& 118 with slurred small-note ç  in m138.  For the four-large-note chord appoggiature in m74 & 150, Münster
substitutes three small notes repeating the last broken chord in the previous measure; in m74 the top two notes
are clearly tied across the m-line to the notes of the broken chord
m94, 96: the second rh F in each measure is, literally interpreted, <, to prepare the exotic passage coming at
m99+; compare discussion of m27-34 above
m99 in Münster has a figure like § at the beginning and end in both clefs calling for the measure to be repeated
(compare m103-104); this is ignored in Essercizi & Roseingrave-Cooke (the measure is not repeated)
m113-114: yet another version of tied suspension and large-note appoggiatura

m114&118: E & RC have Ä ± in the top voice, ± Ä in the middle voice; M has Ä ± in both voices

m129: M uses ç¶± for the anomalous çç± in E & RC (¶¶± are used for triplets = Ä  everywhere else in this sonata)
similar sonatas: V42:43 D; and see also Pestelli below
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k21; RC: New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also:   Kirkpatrick p375-6
Pestelli p139; p167: “La prima idea...ritorna nella [P3:14 c]”; p171: “l’idea tematica di [P3:25 D m11] è già
apparsa nell’E...21”
Decker in Sala p326-327 ex
Pedrero-Encabo 2012 p164-5 exs [Orfeó ms compared with other sources]



Essercizi 22 c minor  (2=) Allegro 2/4
  1 1 " ¶¶¶± ¶ ...  broken chord divided by h; leaps c  2v 5 scale ú 8 rh x lh 12 h 3rd apart 16>g

17 rh ¶± overlaps lh Ä
19 $ Ö.» Ö± | Ö± 3v 26 G pedals 32\35>c>G ÚÚ ¯36 [end1, return to m1] :ÚÚ: 37 [end2] :ÚÚ: Volti

  2 38 " partly inverted G > c
43 ( (<" at 5&14) E@  n49>f  52 lh x rh (h exchange Ä  & Å  phrases) 56>c
63 $ varied 72\79 C pedals (one per m; two per m in 78\79)  78½C  79 ÚÚÚÚÚÚ... [no :]

source collections: Boivin-LeClerc 2:14; BL 3:21; Roseingrave-Cooke 23; Essercizi 22; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam
13:8; Zaragoza 2:10; NewYork 1:15 -- Tocata 1.o tono punto bao

dates: about 1725-30; 1737
companions: •CF13:8,9 = E22, P1:27
•Za 2:10-12 = E22, P1:11,12
•NY 1:15-18 = E 22, 11, P 1:11, 12
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; double keyboard (overlapping hands)
difficulty: difficult, level 6; m1-4 broken chords with leaps (lh fingering 321 | 5, the thumb crossing under the
middle finger for greater stability in the two-octave leasp); m9: hands cross with opposing motions; m12: close

hands; m17 hands overlap; m22 right hand sustains top notes while playing Å ’s. The hand crossings at m9+ and
m52+ are a precursor of Beethoven’s sonata in A= opus 110, last movement, m168-174
themes: 12:132 two themes; much of part 2 is new material, loosely based on short figures introduced in part 1
keys: 1515:513411 tonic minor to dominant minor; part 1 ends in g minor (m35 G major); part 2 begins in
dominant major; ö occurs at change from relative major to subdominant minor (moving stepwise from E= to f).
The sonata ends in C major (final 1½ measures)
graphics: m36-7:  || (first ending slurred) :||: (second ending) :||: Volti (the double dots within the second ending,
m37, are unnecessary)
m79: there are no double dots at the end of part 2 (RC also; the two endings to part 1 are under a single bracket)

In Essercizi the C3 at the beginning of m78 is written as simultaneous ±. top v and ¶ middle v; RC just has the ¶
similar sonatas: P2:26 c (hand-crossing figures)
influences: Rameau, Les trois mains (1728)
metaphors: the sonata ends with nine insistent C pedals, the last three increasing in frequency as shown on the
map, analogous to portuguese fado or fate
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k22; RC: New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also:  Foster p48: “associative”
Pedrero-Encabo 1997 p218-9 exs: “estilo galante”; opening compared to Rodriguez, Sonata 18 G (1744)
Decker in Sala p316-317 ex: leaps

Essercizi 23 D major Allegro ¡
  1 1 "1 Ö± (falling 8ve) ~~~± Ö± ~~~± | Ö± ~~~± Ö± ~~~± |¶¶¶± ¶  D  2v lh parallel 3rd below

6 "2 Ö± ~~~±¯Ö  (rising 8ves) lh continues ¶¶¶± ¶ < m3

8 "3 A/E pedals; rh leaps
12  "4 lh down by steps
14 "2
16½$1 ¶¶¶± both h; rh: 1st 2 are repeated notes a  18½ h opposed 22> A
25½ $2 ~~~Ä ± Ä  |~~~Ä ± lh turn figure, f2x1 32 :ÚÚ:  Volti

  2 33 "1 A  36 e  (C# & C$)
38 "3 B pedals 41>b

n 42½ "4
44½ "2 developed  45 >f#  lower voices: Ä | ± ± ±.  46>e  47>D/A
49 "4



51½ "2  53>d
54½ $1 59> D
62 $2 70 :ÚÚÚÚÚÚ...

source collections: Münster 5:50; Essercizi 23; Roseingrave-Cooke 40; Boivin-LeClerc 4:19; Orfeó 24 --;
Zaragoza 32:30; Barcelona 32; arrangement: Avison 12b
dates: about 1730-35; 1738
companions: •RC 39-40 = E 18, 23
•BL 4:17-20 d/D = E 21, 18, 23, RC 42
•Orfeó 24, 25 = E 23, 21
•M5: 48-50 d/D = E 18, 21, 23
See the Collections file: Essercizi: companions for a discussion of E23-29 as a suite in related keys
instruments: cembalo with range Cc

difficulty: difficult, level 6; close hands, ± ’s sustained against Å ’s in same hand.  m25+ implies rotating the left
hand index finger (sometimes the middle finger) over the thumb (Rameau’s reversed hand technique) until the
hand is upside down at m28 (similar passage m62+; Kirkpatrick p191 ex: “incipient principle of wrist rotation”)
themes: 1234256:13424256: two groups; cellular; themes return within part 1 and out of order in part 2.   The â1
theme at m16+ and m54+ is a dog-chasing-tail passage, circling obstinately around the same notes
keys: 1555:522632111: the first group of themes appear in minor keys in part 2; n occurs near the start of a
move from the relative minor (b) leading to the mediant minor (f<) and a lyrical moment or peroratio in
adfectibus (see rhetoric in introduction to this file) in m45-48, where two voices are added, as shown on the
map, to the cell from m3, landing in the home key but on its dominant (an A pedal at the beginning of m49)
ornaments, accidentals, graphics:  the shakes which are approached from above (m1 etc)  probably begin on the
principal note; those which are approached from the same note (m6 etc) could begin on the upper auxiliary, but I
think they ought also to begin on the principal note to emphasize it
Essercizi uses = on F and C to cancel the <’s in the key signature; Roseingrave-Cooke uses >

m6+: shakes (~~~ ) tied across measure lines: may be long but are better short as in E1 d
m11, 27, 29, 49, 61, 63, 65, 68: Essercizi joins all eight notes of the falling scales under a single beam; Münster
is somewhat similar; Roseingrave keeps a four and four division throughout.  I think the Essercizi version calls
for a speeding-up of these scales; note that their frequency increases at the end of the sonata. Note also the
differences between the scales in the similar but not identical measures 23, 27 and 29.  Elsewhere Scarlatti will
use curves over scales to imply acceleration; compare the discussion under graphics at E10 d
m16-18: there are <’s on every G, both hands, through the first half of m18 in Essercizi and Roseingrave-Cooke
(Münster has fewer) so the third and fourth lh G’s in m18 should be >; in fact Münster has a > on the third G

m26+: ~~~  on Ä  C: may be shakes with turns (CDCBC), or just turns (DCBC); compare E1 d (m8+)

m52 has no downbeat, since the A3 is tied from the previous measure; this could be an indication that the ~~~ 
extends from m51 into this note; or else the left hand may continue its Å ’s on top of the right hand’s A (double
keyboard likely; similar case in E24 A)
m70: Essercizi: double dots & descending verticals at end; Münster: double dots; Roseingrave-Cooke: no
double dots.  M lacks some of the ornaments; it uses the §-like sign to repeat m33 (which is repeated in full in
RC & E; compare E21 D graphics)
similar sonatas: P13:30 D (reversed hands)
E19 f (figure at m25 with repeated notes is the same one used here at m17+)
metaphors: the joy of physical movement, ranging from childlike play to daring acrobatics
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k23; RC: New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]; Münster microfilm
see also:  Chambure p65: [P2:30 b=similar]
Foster p49: “associative...”
Alexander Silbiger, Scarlatti borrowings in Handel’s grand concertos, Musical times, 1984, v125:1692, p93
(Handel, opus 6:5, 5th movement, 1739)
Pedrero-Encabo 1997 p214-5 exs: compared to Rodriguez, Sonata 5 D (1744)
Pedrero-Encabo 2012 p157-8 ex [Orfeó ms contains a marginal insertion of m48 which she believes may be in



Scarlatti’s own handwriting]; p162, 168-170 exs [Orfeó ms compared with other sources]

Essercizi 24 A major (2#) Presto ¡
  1 0 "H1 á ¶¶± |Å Å  lh, rh on same note A  2v

2½ "H2 ¶¶¶± close h
4  "H4 Æ  scales ü E
6 "H1

, 7 $1 rh broken 2nds w/ repeated notes, lh repeated 3rds úby steps e  10>b  12 rh ¶» 3rds ü&ú
, (13\)14 "H1 inverted, rh before lh, falls by steps 17 B\1 18 (extension/bridge)

20 $2  ("2 variant) lh leaps x rh E
, 25½ ( çì» ± Ä  | çì» ± lh as in "2 e  31>E

32 "H4 ú&ü
34½ "H1 lh before rh 36 ± ± ± full chords :ÚÚ

  2 (36) "H1 rh before lh E
, 38½ $1 A
,n 41½ $2
, 46 ( a

52 "H1 as at 14

57½ $2 A
62 "H4&H1 as at 32+  66 full chords :ÚÚÚÚÚÚ...

source collections: Münster 5:53 (2<); Essercizi 24 (2<); Orfeó 27 (2<) --; Roseingrave-Cooke 31 (3<);
Boivin-LeClerc 4:3 (3<); arrangement: Avison 1b
dates: about 1730-35; 1738
companions: •BL4:1-4 = V42:25 (RC 24), RC 28, E 24, E 26
See the Collections file: Essercizi: companions for a discussion of E23-29 as a suite in related keys
instruments: cembalo with range Bc (actual range B-1- b4)  In m5&35, the E’s tied in the right hand should be
sounded by the left (double keyboard implied).
difficulty: exceptional, level 9; hands cross, with three-octave leaps; thick chords in lh, rapid thirds in rh, rapid
scales in both.  Left hand and right alternate on same note; sometimes the left is first (m1 etc) sometimes the
right (m13 etc); influences: these passages are similar to Rameau, Gavotte in a minor (1728), double 4.
themes: 1231415631:14561531: three groups, cellular, themes return within parts, order mixed in part 2
keys: 1552555:5111:
Foster p114-120: “non-dramatic thematic contrast...”
accidentals, graphics: Essercizi uses = to cancel C<& F<; Roseingrave-Cooke uses >
Each part (in E & RC) begins with a 1/4 measure and ends with a 3/4 measure.  (In Münster part 2 begins and
ends with 1/4 measures)  Part 1 ends without the external double dots, but perhaps the brace was too crowded
and there was no room for them (they are present in the Münster version)

m4: the first ç  of the fourth beat (E2) needs to be ¶  upper flag  (± lower) as in the second beat of m5. RC is the
same as Essercizi here
m7 etc: slurred small notes are used for acciaccature

m13: the scales are not slurred, but later ones sometimes are, especially those which consist of groups of 8 ç  ’s
and no tied notes in m33-4 & 62-3

m34&35: RC has Ä  (Essercizi Å ) as the first note on the fourth beat of m34 and first & second beats of m35; the

± E4 at the start of the second beat of m35 in E is a ç  at the end of the first beat in RC (the Essercizi readings are
correct note lengths, Roseingrave-Cooke’s don’t add up)
m56: the C at the end of the third beat is C[<] (the C=’s earlier in the measure are no longer in force)

m63&64: the first ç  of the third beat in m63 needs to be Å  as in the fourth beat, the ç  A3 tied to m64 should be ±
like the second beat of m64.  RC is slightly different, there is a lower ± stem on the last ç  of the third beat, but



that’s still not correct, nor is Münster
The problem of the half-measure: m40 (in Essercizi) is only ½m at the end of a line with no vertical bar;
Roseingrave-Cooke shifts the measure-lines for m40-42 (RC’s measure 41 begins in the middle of E’s m 41 and
repeats the last half of Essercizi’s m42; from then on the measure lines are the same as Essercizi.  Münster has
the same full measure 40 as RC but the measure-line shift continues all the way to the end without the repeated

½ m found in RC (m66 in M is ± only).  This proves that M is not copied from E or RC. I think it was copied
later, but from a version earlier than both (M5:53 is copied by Sheveloff’s scribe M2 , who also copied the
sonatas dated 1754 in both M4 and M5, but the M5 versions are quite often early ones, like Venezia 1742’s
versions of E & RC sonatas).  The measure-line shift in E and RC must be deliberate (it continues all the way to
the end), so the E ½ measure must also be deliberate (even though the Essercizi printer shows it as incomplete);
RC (or BL if it is the same) could be an intermediate version with no half measures, its awkward last half of
m42 later eliminated in Essercizi.  But the three-sharp key signature would seem to be later. If RC is later, the
question of the half-measure in E is unresolved.  Eiji Hashimoto, Domenico Scarlatti 100 sonatas, G Schirmer,
1975: the filling-out of m40 is his own emendation, as he explains in a note, v.1 p137.  Decker in Sala p338-340
discusses some of the later editions of this passage, with examples; see also Pedrero-Encabo below.  It may also
have something to do with the half-measure being near the n point of the piece: Scarlatti may have wished to
emphasize or protect the golden ratio
similar sonatas: E29 D; V42:43 D; V42:49 c; P5:3 A; P13:5 D; see also below for RC28 A
P1:15 E (lombard slide rh, ostinato chords lh)
influences: Rameau: see difficulty above
The sonata appears (with P3:7 g and P3:19 e) in a late 18th century manuscript collection of portuguese
keyboard music, Paris Bibliothèque nationale VM7 4874 p67-69; see Alvarenga in Sala p56, fn164.  Features of
a Seixas Allegro in D major also appear in this sonata; see E26 A influences for more information.
Leaps at m21+: compare Schubert, Sonata in A major 1828: first movement, end of development section
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k24; RC: New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]; Münster microfilm
see also:  Kirkpatrick p155: [RC28 A similar]; p160: “...the harpsichord... is made to imitate the whole
orchestra of a Spanish popular fair...”; p195
Sutcliffe p9 fn [RC28 A:] “... it is only the opening and closings of the halves that are so similar”; p297-298 ex
[refers to Valabrega: E major scale(s) m32-4] “forms a series of rainbow spirals”
Pestelli p140: [contrary to Burke’s ideal of beauty in music]; p152 [Seixas]; p158 [compared to RC28 A; see
that sonata for further comments on this] “tutto è in movemento e ogni idea ne tira con sé una nuova”
Sitwell: Spanish... “the language of the guitar”
Fadini ...lo stile andaluso... in Sala, p167-168 ex
Decker in Sala p327-328 ex: “cross-hand... leaping between single notes”
Pedrero-Encabo 2012 p162 [m40: Orfeó ms like Essercizi], 164, 169-171 exs [compared with other sources]

Essercizi 25 f# minor  Presto 2/4
  1 1 "1 ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± |'|' | ±. f#  2v 4 lh imitates

6 "2 broken 5ths ú...çì»  lh ÖÖÖµ
12 "3  lh x rh 16>c#  19 çì»
23 "2
30 "3
35 "4 36 >g#  41>c#  42 coda: broken 3rds ú... çì» Ö±  45 °ß [end 1; 2: can elide] :ÚÚ: Volti

  2 46 "1 c#  48>f#
50 "2 52 >b

n 54 "3 58 d# +\ (w/ D# & D$ 'C* written enharmonically)
62 "2 developed (bridge) g# +\ (w/G# & G$ 'F*) 66 ç±»»» ¶  f#  71 "2 restated
75 "3  80 "2 84 new coda çì» çì» ...  87 ~~~°  ÚÚÚÚÚÚ... [no :]

source collections: Münster 5:39 --; Essercizi 25; Boivin-LeClerc 4:13 Allegro; Roseingrave-Cooke 38 Allegro;



Orfeó 23 --; Barcelona 35; NewYork 1:11 --; arrangement: Avison 11c
companions: See the Collections file: Essercizi: companions for a discussion of E23-29 as a suite in related keys
dates: about 1725-30 ; 1738
instruments: cembalo with range Cc

difficulty: moderate, level 5; hands cross; continuous Å ’s rh, Ä ’s lh (m6 to end of each part)
themes: 1232340:1232230 one group with variants; themes return; part 2 develops and omits
keys: 1525:5146+21;  part 1 ends and part 2 begins in the dominant, c< minor; sonata is entirely in minor keys

accidentals, graphics: m37-40: < on F plus < in key signature = F* (double sharp); m58 G< = maybe G double
sharp or just correcting the G> in m57 (followed by A<; but the following G has no <); m59:  D>=C double
sharp; m62: G>=F double sharp (see map).  György Balla, Domenico Scarlatti 200 sonate per clavicembalo, 
Editio Musica Budapest, 1977, v1:6, and Eiji Hashimoto, Domenico Scarlatti 100 sonatas, G Schirmer, 1975,

vl:4 have F* in m37-40; Hashimoto has G< in m58; Balla rewrites the lh part as F< G< F< in m58 but doesn’t

confess this in his Revisionsbericht.  Münster is difficult to read here but it may indeed have a * on the first G.
The problem in m58 is whether there should be a major second here, or minor seconds throughout m54-61: 
Rövenstrunck p3-4 ex; Fadini ...lo stile andaluso... in Sala, p169-171 ex
m43: B[>]; compare the explicit E> in m85 discussed below

m45: the last measure of part 1 consists of a ° C # 3 (and a ~~~ ) in the rh, with ß in both hands;  however since

the first note of part 2 is a C<3 Å  (left hand silent) this could mean that m45 is to be elided rather than prolonged

(a slur over the notes was intended rather than a ß).  The lighter texture of m46 makes a link between the two
parts effective, and the lack of a landing place for the lower voices of m45 is not surprising in Scarlatti
m85: E “>”; compare other examples of leading-tone denial at E16 B=; E< returns in m86
end (after m87): no double dots for repeat or da capo (RC & M also; M has a thin double bar)
similar sonatas: E27 b; V42:29 f<; RC 28 A
influences: J S Bach, Praeludium 14 f<, Wohltemperirte clavier 1 (1722): generic resemblances, such as italian
style, moto perpetuo and hands in opposition
Czerny, Sonate im style des Domenico Scarlatti, f<, opus 788 (1847) is an attempt to bring this sonata
(Czerny’s edition 31) into the 19th century, with help from E23 D (leaps and opposed motion; Cz 29) and
Chopin’s Etude in c< opus 10:4
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k25; RC: New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also: Foster p112-114: “non-dramatic thematic contrast...”
Pedrero-Encabo 1997 p216 exs: opening compared to Rodriguez, Sonata 15 f< (1744)
Pedrero-Encabo 2012 p165, 169, 170 exs [Orfeó ms compared with other sources]

Essercizi 26 A major (2#) Presto 3/8
  1 1 "1 ¶¶¶± ~~~Ä  | ÖÖµ  lh broken chords in 8ves, rh parallel 8ve above A  2v
, 15 "2 a lh x rh 20>G/D 28>e/B (w/A# & A$) rh offbeat 3rds

36 $1 (still e/B ) rh broken chords ü, scales ú; lh added\tone chords   H43  lh 8ves
48 $2 e  lh leaps x rh; repeated notes; E1 úG\1 by steps  54: H43  56: 48\55 % & extended

 68 :ÚÚ: Volti
  2 69 "1 A/E  74 A

80 "2 d/A  84>C/G  n91 a/E
99 $1variant; lh broken 8ves a
103 "2 A  varied/extended; rh 10th leaps
120 $2 lh A1 úA\1 by steps 129 % varied 141 extension varied 148  ÚÚÚÚÚÚ... [no :]

source collections: Münster 5:51; Essercizi 26; Roseingrave-Cooke 34; Boivin-LeClerc 4:4; Orfeó 22;
NewYork 1:5 -- Tocata; arrangement: Avison 1d
dates: about 1730-35; 1738
companions: •BL4:1-4 = V42:25 (RC 24), RC 28, E 24, E 26
See the Collections file: Essercizi: companions for a discussion of E23-29 as a suite in related keys



instruments: cembalo with range Gc (Gd in Münster: see graphics below)
difficulty: difficult, level 8; hands cross, with 3-octave leaps; offbeat thirds; disjunct octaves, finger change on
same note (rh 123212 works at m49+ and m121+), five-note chords with thumb on two notes
themes: 1234:12324 two groups; cellular.  The left hand is silent in the odd measures of the openings in each
part and doubles the right hand in the even ones, but then its emphatic octaves continue; the left hand performs
all the heavy work in the rest of the sonata, although the right hand is continuously in motion and executes a few
graceful leaps in m110-116
keys: 11755:1143-111; part 1 ends in e minor (dominant minor); ö occurs in m91 at a change from lowered
mediant major (C instead of C<) to tonic minor (a) both on dominant pedals; this is also the beginning of one of
the most outrageous passages where the crossed hands move in opposite directions, with offbeat thirds in the rh
graphics, accidentals: m41: Münster has the rh notes F[<]4C[<]5BAGF[<]; this has been changed in Essercizi
& Roseingrave-Cooke to C>5BAGF[<]E, presumably to stay within the Gc range of the publication; M’s jump
from the last F<4 to D<4 in the next measure (and elsewhere in this sonata) is also more typical of Scarlatti than
the step-by-step falling scale version in E & RC.  The scribe in Münster was M2, so the copying was likely done
in 1754 (see Münster in Collections) but presumably from a source copy that was earlier than E & RC
m68: silent (slurred) small note used to delay the rh E beyond the lh; not slurred in Münster however
m76-79 in E are replaced in M by a version which consists of the text of m78, m76, m76’s rh part with m78’s lh
part, m78, m79, thus adding an extra measure (m76 & m77 are identical in the E & RC version).  In
m122&131, M has a <, missing in E & RC, on both the bottom and top G’s; the E & RC versions may be
deliberate revisions since G< clashes with A more than G> in those measures; each version has different merits
m143: both rh G’s are <, so the second G in m145 must be [>], a typical delaying of the full major until the
very end (RC & Münster agree with Essercizi in m145 but don’t have the second G< in m143); compare E16
B= for a list of other Essercizi with leading-tone denial near ends of parts
end: no double dots for repeat (RC & M also)
similar sonatas: E24 A; P13:5 D; P1:28 a
At E15 e there is a list of sonatas with openings in which the hands are parallel; that happens in the
even-numbered measures 2-10 here; see also Pestelli below
influences: Seixas, Lisboa Biblioteca nacional MM338 and other sources:  Allegro D major (Kastner 1965:19;
Doderer 1982:18; Alvarenga 1995:10; see Seixas in Contemporaries: this is movement 037 in the Alvarenga
catalogue of Seixas keyboard works cited there)
metaphors: commedia dell’arte: Brighella, the cleverer, more malicious, guitar-playing brother of Arlecchino
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k26; RC: New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also: Kirkpatrick p205: “octave basses merely represent the overtones of the deep strings of the guitar”;
p227 “... pedal points...”
Pestelli p172: “la prima idea della [P2:14 A] discende dall’inizio dell’E...26”
Sitwell: Spanish...  “suggests a guitar band...”
Alexander Silbiger, Scarlatti borrowings in Handel’s grand concertos, Musical times, 1984, v125:1692, p93
(Handel, opus 6:5, 2nd movement, 1739)
Foster p73-75: “non-dramatic thematic contrast”
Sutcliffe p168-171 ex [m1-40; ambiguous phrase rhythms which Avison tries to smooth out in his transcription]
Decker in Sala p323-324 ex; p328 ex: “stepwise descending leaps...”
Pedrero-Encabo 2012 p171 [Orfeó ms compared with other sources]

Essercizi 27 b minor  Allegro 3/4
  1 1 "1 à [Ú:] ¶± Ä ± Ä | ± 3 or 4v cp b

4 "2 2v lh x rh
7 "1 e  9>D

, 11 "2 extended D/A lh x rh, then rh x lh; A1&A4 ± pedals
21 "3 D 3v rh scales & turns, lh ±  29 1v divided by h; scale úw/repeated notes 32 Ä  :ÚÚ:  Volti

  2 (32) "1 as at 7 D>e  35>f#



37 "2 developed; C# pedals  n44 >b   47 F# pedals  56 A# \1

58 "3  68 Ä  :ÚÚÚÚÚÚ...

source collections: Essercizi 27; Roseingrave-Cooke 37; Boivin-LeClerc 4:8; Orfeó 20; -- Münster 5:44
Allegretto; Barcelona 36
companions: see the Collections file: Essercizi: companions for a discussion of E23-29 as a suite in related keys
dates: about 1725-30; 1738
instruments: cembalo with range Ac (actual range A<-1- b4)
difficulty: moderate, level 5; the left and right hand crossings call for the notes to be held, not staccato; there are

also sudden switches from left to right hand and back in the continuous Å ’s (m13, 15, 49, 51)  Implied change of
hands on same note, m29 etc; the beams aren’t split in either Essercizi or Münster but there are no rests written
into the clef for the opposite hand; the last 3 notes in m31 and m67 have their beams switched as if to indicate a
change of hands (in E & M but not RC); see also influences below.  Note that the tempo in Münster is Allegretto
themes: 12123:123: one group with variants.  The presentation of the first theme is interrupted by the second
theme for three measures; in part 2 the first theme contracts to 5 measures and the second theme increases to 20
keys: 14333:3455111 tonic minor to subdominant minor; part 1 ends and part 2 begins in D (mediant major).  ö
occurs at the final return of the tonic key.  Although the sonata is dominated by the flowing broken chords in the
hand-crossing passages, it travels through a variety of moods and textures which change every three or four
measures.  The bass notes used by the second theme create the impression that the sonata is traveling through
many distant keys when in fact this theme stays in the mediant (relative major) in part 1 and moves only from
the dominant to tonic minor in part 2

graphics: the first measure is full, beginning with a rest, à, but since the last measure of this part is one Ä  note,
the repeat should elide the rest.  The part 2 opening and close are precisely counted
m10: there is a single beam for the eight notes of the downward scale in the right hand, which skips the
downbeat (played by the left hand two octaves lower) then drops an octave for its first note: a dramatic moment
with a visual counterpart

m23:  Roseingrave-Cooke has ±  stems for the top voice in m23 but omits them in m24-25 and m59-61. 
Münster is closer to Essercizi in this respect; it also has the same switch from left hand over right to right over
left in m13-15 and 49-51 as in E & RC
m64 contains the last A<; the final falling scales use A> even though the final note is a B.  A list of Essercizi
which deny the leading tone at the ends of parts is at E16 B=
similar sonatas: E25 f<; P7:23 b; P8:13 G
P11:22 b: key structure; ostinati
P4:4 g, V42:3 D: openings
CF 13:5 D: ends of parts
influences: divided hands implied at m29: Rameau, Les tricotets (1728); also the Gavotte (3eme double),
Allemande and Les trois mains in the same livre. 
Rodriguez: see also Pedrero-Encabo and Sutcliffe below
metaphors: portuguese saudade (melancholy)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k27; RC: New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also: Pestelli p145-7: “...una delle più originali creazioni di Scarlatti, anche se ottenuta con i mezzi
linguisitici più tradizionali [detailed description follows] ... indica anche bene la natura del virtuosismo
scarlattiano, nella felice invenzione di una melodia che non esiste di per sè, ma che è implicata nella figurazione
tecnica, in questo caso nell’ accordo spezzato, e viene liberata nell’esecuzione...”; p172: [P6:13 D similar]
Chase p112: popular guitar style...
Sitwell: “a reflective piece... Spanish...  underlying melancholy”
Foster p150-152: “dramatic contrast...”
Pedrero-Encabo 1997 p210&213 exs: Rodriguez, Sonatas 1 d (1744) m49-52
Sutcliffe p152-156 ex=part 1 [continues Pestelli’s discussion, with more details; also compares it to Rodriguez];
p318 [stylistic fingerprint: sonorous withdrawal at cadence; m68]
Pedrero-Encabo 2012 p164 [Orfeó ms missing some lh notes in m12-16]



Essercizi 28 E major  (3#) Presto 3/8
  1 1 "1 ±. | ¶¶¶±»» | ' | ' |  ±. broken 2nds &c ú E   2 or 3v 5 lh imitates, rh ties
 10 "2 ¯ççì [' Ä ] Ä  � | ±. lh x rh, leaps (14 B4\F#1) 15 weakbeat stresses 21>B  23 inverted rh x lh

33 $1 b
40 $2 B  4v 47 "1 echoed
51 $3 ¯ççìì ¶±»»  57 ... Ä  (links to both 1 & 58 w/o pause) :ÚÚ:  Volti

  2 58 "1 inverted/developed; broken 2nds ü& 3rds ú B  62 E  scales ú h 3rd apart
66 c#  rh offbeat, chromatic >f#

74 "2 as at 23 79>c#   n80 as at 10, varied  85>b   91 A/E  97 downbeat chords >E>b
102 $1 e
109 $2 variant E  119 "1 echoed
123 $3 129 ...ß Ä  :ÚÚ:ÚÚÚ...

source collections: Münster 5:52 All.o; Essercizi 28; Roseingrave-Cooke 36; Boivin-LeClerc 4:6; Orfeó 26 --;
arrangement: Avison 11b
dates: about 1730-35; 1738
companions: •BL 4:5, 6 = E 15 e, 28 E
See the Collections file: Essercizi: companions for a discussion of E23-29 as a suite in related keys
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; m5: rh strikes note held by lh; double keyboard implied; in the
hand-crossing passages, such as at m23 where the right hand crosses the left, the left hand needs to play more
accidentals than the right: on a single keyboard instrument the right hand would move under the left and be
closer to the player and the front of the keyboard; this implies that if the sonata was written with two keyboards
in mind, the left hand used the upper manual

difficulty: difficult, level 7; hands cross, switch suddenly; ç  triplets & four-note slides; sustained notes against
rapid ones in rh, weak-beat stresses and ties (staggered voices m66+)
themes: 123415:123415: two groups, themes in same order in first & second parts; however cells within the
themes sometimes appear in a different order.  The sustained notes vary from measure to measure, for example
in m14-16 the middle voice gets a stress on the second beat, then is held on the second beat within a turn figure,
then appears on a downbeat, while the upper voice is tied across measure lines, then delayed slightly after the
downbeat (see graphics below) and the left hand crosses above and below these voices.  In m60 & 78 the held
note appears on the third beat.  The n point, m80, occurs at a change to the relative minor (c<) with other
changes to the á2 theme; but perhaps the most dramatic moment in the sonata is later within the same theme
group, at m97, when full chords are added to the right-hand part , the left hand continuing its leaps above the
right.  keys 1555:51626541511:

graphics,accidentals: m10-27: Essercizi & Roseingrave-Cooke have çç± for the triplets, Münster has ¶ç± but
switches to the former version for part 2, which E & RC also use; compare E17 F
m16, 18, 20: small-note C<’s with slurs indicate that they are tied to the notes of the same pitch in the previous
measures and the following D<’s are delayed slightly after the beat
m100&126: <’s are omitted on D in m100 & 126 (in Essercizi) making the D<’s in the following measures
more effective; Roseingrave & Münster add the <’s however.  Compare E16 B=.  
m102-3 (E, RC & M): the > is on the first G in each measure only; the second G in each should be <

end: ß over Ä , then :||: shorter vertical, six equal but even shorter verticals in Essercizi: this may indicate a full

da capo repeat; Roseingrave similar; Münster has only || followed by a squiggle and no fermata on the final Ä
similar sonatas: P1:16 E
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k28; RC: New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also: Sitwell: Guitar effect... Spanish...
Kirkpatrick p276; p278: “...in the manner of the classic Gigue”
Pestelli p167; p143-4
Foster p48: “associative”
Sutcliffe p304 ex [m41-46]



Willis p247-250 exs; “devot[es] about half its length to an expression of the joyous, excessively exuberant and
completely playful celebration of arrival on the tonic”
Pedrero-Encabo 2012 p165, 169-171 exs [Orfeó ms compared with other sources]

Essercizi 29 D major  Presto ¡
  1 0 "1 á ¶¶± | ±»»» ¶  [lh] scale ü, turns ú D  2v  (2\)3  rh imitates x lh  6>A  ±»»» divided by h
 10½"2 broken chords divided by h, ü by steps  14 turns<"1 ú, h 3rd apart (lh over rh)
, (15\)16 $1 µ | ¶» ± Ä  Å_Ä ± a  lh ostinato acciaccatura chords 19>e
, 21 $2 lh (x rh) offbeat chromatic scale üa>A
 24½"1 (as at  6)

29 $1 d>a
n^ 33½ "2 varied & extended A  47 A pedals  49[ ± ±] ± :ÚÚ: Volti
  2 (49) "1 partly inverted D/A  51 Ç  scale ü

53 "2 ú then ü lh 3rds
, 57½ $1 d
, 62  $2
 65½"1 (as at  24½) D
, 70 $1 d  73 A pedals

75½ "2 (as at  33½) D  86 D pedals 87 rh ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± ± lh ± ä  ÚÚÚÚÚ... [no :]
source collections: Boivin-LeClerc 2:6; BL3:12; Roseingrave-Cooke 13; Essercizi 29; Orfeó 29 --; NewYork
1:9 --; arrangement: Avison 6b: Con furia
dates: about 1730-35; 1737
companions: •BL2:5-9 = RC9, E 29, 1, 10, 5
•BL 3:11-18 = RC9, E 29, 1, 10, 9, RC 6, E 5, V42:43 variant (RC7)
•Orfeó 28, 29 = E 18 d, E29 D
•NY 1:9, 10 = E 29 D, E 5 d
See the Collections file: Essercizi: companions for a discussion of E23-29 as a suite in related keys
instruments: cembalo with range Cd  Kirkpatrick p180 [two keyboards but notated to be played on one]
difficulty: exceptional, level 9; long passages of left hand over right; rapid alternation of hands in confined
spaces; repeated four-note chords; more difficulties mentioned below in graphics and metaphors
themes: 1234132:1234132  two groups; keys: 155255155:111111.  The first theme is in D major and begins and
ends on A (dominant pedal) at the beginning of both part 1 and part 2, so the part 2 version is not really “in” A
as Pestelli implies below.  The themes (two in major followed by two in minor) return within each part with
variations; same order in part 2 but the first two shortened.  The short-long ratio n occurs in m33 at the start of
the last theme of part 1; the long-short n at m54 is near the start of the same theme early in part 2 but with the
hands going down the keyboard rather than up
rhythms: the insistent pedals at the end of each part are tied like those in E30 g
accidentals, graphics: uses = to cancel <.  Accidentals remain in force when the notes are repeated; they do not
cross measure lines however, for example at m30-31, the lh F= is repeated.  When other pitches intervene, they
remain in force when the stems are connected under the same beam: for example at m6 the last G can safely be
considered a G[<]
m3-10: the lh, marked M., has the top voice in these measures; the rh , D., descends deep into the bass
m15 has D followed by D< (slurred small note to E)  This is probably a conventional appoggiatura from below
on the E, in spite of the slur; but it could also be interpreted ¶¶¶ç± ± as in  E14 G m2 and many others
m20: D[>] small note, no slur (crushed-note acciaccatura to C[>] so D< unlikely) against  D<in left hand.  The
slur shouldn’t have crossed the measure line from m19 here; it belongs in m20 under the small note
m29: the fourth rh note is F[#], preceded and immediately followed by F=’s (F>’s in Roseingrave).  The Orfeó
ms has =’s before the first and second F’s, not the third
m43-46: in keeping with the upside-down metaphor begun in m3, the lh should continue to play above the rh,



which doesn’t cross the lh until the middle of m46, or, since the switch isn’t marked in the score, until m49
m46: the second and third G’s in the rh are not marked< even though a G< intervenes in the lh, not joined under
the same beam (Essercizi; Roseingrave also lacks the intervening lh < and more in m45) This is consistent with
other examples of leading-tone denial near ends of parts listed at E16 B=
m49end-51 could be divided between the hands but I think should be played by one hand alone: the rh is
specified at the end of m51, there is no marking for the lh until the middle of m52, where it is above the right
hand.  Whichever hand is chosen has a little moment of triumph in the slurred ç  scale of m51, the slur implying
quasi glissando, although the scale contains accidentals
m60: the small note at the the start  is clearly, for a change, tied to the large note in m59
m60-61: pincés are written in large notes; perhaps they are sarcastic comments by the rh to the grumbling of the
lh (see metaphors below)
m61 end: slurred small note is used for an acciaccatura
m84-85: as in part 1, the left hand plays a third above the right hand; it either crosses the rh in the middle of
m86 or stays above it until the end
end: no double dots for repeat; RC also
similar sonatas: V42:43 D, E24 A, CF13:5 D
influences: see E26 A for the Seixas Allegro in D major, which has features of this sonata as well.  These two
Scarlatti sonatas may be developments of the Seixas work, which is as a whole more primitive, but on the other
hand much more in Scarlatti’s style than in Seixas’, as far as I can tell
metaphors: player standing on head or looking at hands through a mirror. The hands compete with each other
throughout.  If the right hand takes over in m85 (see graphics above) it descends into the bass for the final note,
as in several sonatas where this feature symbolizes a triumph of right over left (see P2:27 f) The subject matter
of this sonata is the pupil’s difficulty in playing it, the themes directly expressing the emotions of the player
trying to master the work: the diligent precision required to play the opening gives way to joy in the easier
exchanges of m10-13, discomfort at the hands being so close together in m14-15, resentful grumbling at the
teacher in m16-20, renewed resolve in m21-24 and so on, the themes being abstract enough for each to allow a
variety of feelings to surface from it as the pupil experiences any of them at different stages of learning.  This
might be true of many Scarlatti sonatas, but seems particularly apt here.
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k29; RC: New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also: Laurence Sterne The life and opinions of Tristram Shandy gentleman 1759-1766: vol 3, chapter 5: 
“the whole piece, madam, must have been played off like the sixth of Avison Scarlatti -- con furia, -- like mad”
(Kirkpatrick p404-5)
Kirkpatrick p213: “use of the Neapolitan sixth...”; p267; p270; p300-302
Sitwell: “Neapolitan...”  [I think it could just as well be iberian: highly contrasted sun and shadow]
Foster p152-157: “dramatic contrast...”
Pestelli p137-8; p141 [each part comprises three contrasting key areas: D a A :||: A d D]
Jackson p108 ex m33-34 “...Tonally this emphatic dissonance is associated with the parallel key of A minor,
which appears prior to an abrupt transition to A major... the key that concludes part one of the sonata”
Sutcliffe p335-336
Decker in Sala p323-325 exs
Pedrero-Encabo 2012 p164, 167, 169, 171 exs [Orfeó ms compared with other sources]

Essercizi 30 g minor (@) Fuga.  Moderato 6/8
1 " ±. ±.| ±. ±.| ±. ±.| ÖÖµ ÖÖµ |Ö  rising: G2 B@ E@ F#  B@ C# D4... g  4v; answers at 6, 12, 17, 27, 34, 45

5 $ (alto v) Ö± ÖÖµ | ÖÖµ¯ÖÖµ |Ö± ± d   entries at 11,16,24... combined with " (34\40 B@; rest mostly g)
54 "& $ combined/developed c  63 f>g
66 (1 (episode) bass falling C3>D2

74 "& $ together g
79 (2 (resembles (1 or perhaps a development of "& $)

n 94 " d   96 " & $ together; bass&tenor: 8ves, alto&soprano: 6ths  99>g  107>f   113>c>g



119 "& $ together g
128 (1 bass falling A2>D2

133 * (resembles $) D1 pedals; bass&tenor 8ve Ä �s; alto&soprano 6ths  142½ \145 " in alto
149 " in tenor above G1 pedal) 151\2 (1/2m) G  ÚÚÚÚÚÚ... Fine.

source collections: Bologna [1 FF232]:4; Bol [2 KK96]: 11; Boivin-LeClerc 1:4; BL 3:6; Roseingrave-Cooke 4
Fuga Allegro; Essercizi 30; Orfeó 30 --; NewYork 1:6 -- Fuga 2.o  tono; Münster 5:13 (lost)
dates: about 1720-25; 1727 (1737)
companions: •Bol 1:3, E 30 g; (= Bol 2: 10, 11)
•BL1:1-5 g\G = E 8 variant, E 4, RC 3, E 30, E 2
•BL 3:1-10 g\G = E 8 variant, E 8, 4, 12, RC 3, E 30, E 2, 14, 13, RC 12
•RC 1-5 g\G = E 8, 4, RC 3, E 30, 2
instruments: cembalo with range Cc.  D5 avoided in m8 (Ogeil in Sala p354-355 ex)
difficulty: difficult, level 6; syncopations; disjunct octaves; sixths in right hand alone; continuous motion
(divided between the hands); rh voices move in opposite directions in m133-138
themes: 12123124123511 two themes alternate (the second theme is characterized by notes tied across the
strong beats) interrupted by episodes in which variant themes appear.  The n point (m94) occurs at the return of
the main theme in the dominant following a long development
keys: 151314715174111 tonic minor to dominant and back to tonic minor (briefly to mediant major); mostly in
minor keys; avoids the supertonic (a) and submediant (e); last 2 measures are in G major.
accidentals, graphics: m146: Essercizi has G F> E= D E> F< in the lowest rh voice; Roseingrave G F E> D E
F (there is a < on the F above the D but none in this voice)
m147: E[>] in the right hand (alto voice) followed by E= in the top voice; Roseingrave places the = on the first
E
end: no double dots and no internal repeats.  “Fine.” and “B.Fortier sculp” in Essercizi apply to the entire
volume, not just this sonata
similar sonatas: P4:13 d: opening theme
E3 a: a later theme also built from a broken chord in thirds
P4:4 g: sixths over pedals
NY 1:21 d: unusual theme, triplets, thirds, sixths, octaves
influences: Handel: see also Keller and Silbiger citations below; Pestelli for earlier italian influences
Francesco Durante, Studio primo g minor, 1732: similar chromatic theme

J S Bach, Fuga 18 g< minor, Wohltemperirte clavier 2, 1742: 6/8 meter and continuous Ä ’s divided by hands
Antonin Reicha, Fugue 9 in g minor opus 36, 1803,  “thème de Domenico Scarlatti”.  Fugue 16 in c minor also
has a theme in thirds and is perhaps closer to Scarlatti in style
metaphors: theme is sol si mi fa si do re; rises in thirds, moving towards d minor at the end of m3, then back to
g minor in m4.  The indice to Münster 5 marks this sonata “Sonata detta del Gatto” (this annotation could be a
very late addition to the index however)  Clementi’s selection of practical harmony for the organ or piano forte...
v2  (1802): [called Cat fugue or Fuga del gatto; I haven’t seen the precise reference or the Clementi work itself]
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k30; Johnsson (Henle 1985) 1; RC 4: NY: Performers facsimiles [2003]
Johnsson points out several differences between Essercizi & Roseingrave-Cooke which show that RC must have
derived from some other, probably earlier, source: they include, for example, different note lengths which are

highly unlikely to be the work of an editor other than the composer himself (Ö_µ in E, Ä à in RC occurs
frequently, the E version creating greater continuity).  Prozhoguin 2010 p155-6: [RC differences are] “riscritture
interpretive” [however E30 was probably known to Roseingrave when he published his Voluntaries and fugues,
1728, which contains a work also included in the Bologna manuscripts along with E30: see Bologna 1:1 d in
this Catalogue]
see also: Gerstenberg p93-94 exs: [more like a fugato than a fugue]
Keller p82 exs... [key not clear until the fourth measure]...; influences: [Handel, Belshazzar, 1745, theme of
Thou God most high, Act 1, no.2 in e minor]
Kirkpatrick p154



Pestelli p131 “...la tradizione delle «Toccate di durezze e legature» e delle  «Stravaganze» da Frescobaldi sino a
Zipoli ... [including Trabaci]”.
Alexander Silbiger, Scarlatti borrowings in Handel’s grand concertos, Musical times, 1984, v125:1692, p93-94
(Handel, opus 6:3, 1739)
Sutcliffe p182-183
Pedrero-Encabo 2012 p163, 168, 171 exs [Orfeó ms compared with other sources]

Haffner 1 [1754]: see Collections; all 6 sonatas are listed as Parma 2 primary sources

Haffner 2: Sonata 5ta C major Allegro ¡
   1 1 "1 trÖ¶± Ö± tr° | ¶¶¶± trÄ à ¶¶¶± trÄ à | à ÖÖ± tr° | C 2v h often parallel 3rd apart 9>G

13 "2 ("1 variant) 16>A>b>a>G  19 lh x rh  25 :|Ú|: 
   2 26 "1 G  27 d+\ (B$, C#) N32>F  36>G  38>C

41½ "2 45 lh x rh  51 ... ° (full tonic chord mid\measure) :|Ú
source collection: Haffner 2:5 [1757]; see Collections for fuller description of the source publication; the other 5
sonatas are by different composers
dates: about 1720-25 if by Scarlatti; 1757.  Has many features typical of Scarlatti; I don’t think the low opinions
of the experts (see also citations below) are sufficient grounds for rejecting it as long as another composer hasn’t
been found.  The chains of trills at m13+ (second theme) are an innovative technical feature; the shift of the start
and end of this theme to the middles of measures in part 2 is a peculiarity found in many Domenico Scarlatti
sonatas which I call early works (by which I mean before 1725)
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 4; chains of trills
themes: 12:12:
keys: 1567+65:52*451: long-short ö at change to subdominant
similar sonatas: P10:26 a (theme with trills)
edition used: Sheveloff p 628-631 [full text; his pages 630 and 629 are switched]
see also: Kirkpatrick sp.4 p426 [cites Gerstenberg’ s rejection of the work on stylistic grounds; source refers to
Scarlatti as ] “Cavalliero dell’ Habito di Cristo, in Madrid”
Sheveloff p473-4 [not by Scarlatti on grounds of its very low quality]

Johnson: see Collections: Johnson 1752 and Johnson 1754

Lisboa:  Libro di [61] Tocate Per Cembalo, e Tutti del Sig:re Cavaliero D. Domenico Scarlatti.
[1751-1752?] Lisboa, Instituto Nacional de Investigação Cientifica; facsimile, ed.. Gerhard Doderer 1991.
See Collections for full contents and discussion of date.  see also:  Sutcliffe p369-70 etc
The following sonata is found only in this source:

Lisboa 25 A major Allegro ¡
  1 0 "1 Ä  | tr ± Ä  tr ±. Ä  | ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± Ö A 2 or 3v lh 3rds
 5 "2 broken chord divided by h  9 broken 3rds & 6ths>E
 112 "3 e 132 E

14½ "4 E  lh leaps 162  e  182 E  20 ¶¶¶± Ä tr (1/2m, w/m0) :Ú:
  2 (20) "1  Ä  ±.tr Ä | ±.tr (m\line shifted) E   24  A extended n252 f# broken chords inverted

26½ "2 developed  28>b >A/E
33 "3 a>A
36 "4>a >A w/A\1 41 ± à (full m w/ end m20) :Ú:Ú : ú  Fine

source collections: Lisboa 25; New York 1:49 -- (no tempo marking)
companions: •NY 1:49-50 = Lisboa 25 A, P3:4 a



dates: about 1720-25; 1751.  The presence of this sonata in the New York manuscript and its companionship
there with an undoubted Scarlatti sonata help confirm its authenticity.  The similarity to RC 28 and works of
Carlos Seixas support a date in the portuguese period
instruments: cembalo with range Ac; Van der Meer p140: [m11-14 is changed at m33-36 so as not to exceed C5;
he thinks this proves it was written in Italy; he also says the low A’s at the end would not have been available on
portuguese instruments in the 1720’s; of course all this assumes Scarlatti wrote only for his court patrons and
didn’t own an italian harpsichord himself.  It cannot be known for certain whether the sonata was originally
composed for an instrument with a limited range, or changed later to accommodate one.  The New York version
has the same range]
difficulty: moderate, level 4
themes: 1234:1234: cellular; one group with variants; part 2 in same order; sonata built from material in the first
two measures.  
keys 155555:516211111: The n point in m25 occurs at a change to the relative minor (f<)
accidentals, graphics: repeats accidentals within the same measure when other notes intervene, as in m12-15,
38; therefore the last C in m39 should revert to the C< of the key signature (after two earlier C>’s); this note is
part of the falling thirds closing the sonata--the key should be change to major here
Compare P3:26 A for a discussion of the graphics for the  left-hand thirds
similar sonatas: RC 28 A
influences: close in style to Seixas, Sonata in A, Lisboa Biblioteca Nacional MM338:B2, Doderer Seixas edition
26, 3rd movement, Allegro (Alvarenga 141) which also begins with trills on repeated A’s
metaphors: The opening theme with marching thirds in the left hand is epigrammatic in character: let’s get
down to work
editions used: Lisboa facsimile; New York online
see also: Sutcliffe p69-70: “has been accepted without reservation by Boyd & Van der Meer”

Lisboa 36 D major: see Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 13:5

London 14248: Del Sig.r Dom.co Scarlatti, [Fuga] A major (2<) Allegro ¢
1 " à ÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± Ö¶± Ö± | tr° A 3v; answers (w/parallel ± countersubject 10th above) at 3, 6, 9

12 $ top v offbeat 14 top 2v parallel 6th apart  16> b
17 " A
22 $ varied > f#  25 top 2v parallel 3rd apart
28 " developed 31>b  33 episode w/ full chords rh, unfolded chords lh 38>E  40 C#5 

N43 " recto A
48 $ developed; rh offbeat stresses, lh chords > E  50 top 2v 6th apart

52>B  54 lh & rh switched >A
59 " restated  62 coda  68\70 (E broken chord úE1) ... Ä added\tone chord | 71 ± ± ± full tonic 

chords A £ß || Siegue
\ 72 Spiritoso  3/8 ( à Ö± | 3¶¶± Ö± | 3¶¶± Ö± | ¶¶¶¶¶± | A/E3 pedal) 3v 74>E  86\87 lh 3¶¶± | Ä £ß ||
\ 88 lh ostinato 3rds b  93>f#  101>E middle v offbeat & tied x m\lines N109 > f#

112>A new lh figure 123 middle v as at 101  127 E1 130\131 (as at 86\87): lh 3¶¶± | Ä à à ß ÚÚ
source collection:  British Library ms Add 14248, folio 15v-6v (see Collections for fuller description of source)
dates: about 1715-20 if by Domenico Scarlatti, which is certainly possible
instruments: cembalo with range Cd (actual E1 to c<5; to b4 in the Spiritoso)
difficulty: moderate level 5; three-against-two cross rhythms
themes: [Fuga]: 12121210.  The structure, with two alternating themes, is similar to other Domenico Scarlatti
fugues (although some of these, like Bologna 1:1 in d, are doubtful works) and is believably an exercise in fugue
writing under Alessandro Scarlatti’s supervision; if Alessandro himself didn’t write it, he may have provided the
main theme.  ö is at return of main theme after a development: compare V42:16 c.  Spiritoso: 11 cellular; entire



movement built from variations of cells in the first four measures, repeated in units of two or three measures.  
The endings at the double bars in m87 and 131 are unusual; the lh echoes the rh, unaccompanied, an octave
lower at m87, two octaves lower at m131
keys: [Fuga]: 121625152151.  Spiritoso: 1526561. begins with a dominant pedal and avoids the tonic until the
final 20 measures; ö m109 (38 of 60) at change to relative minor immediately preceding the change to the tonic
influences: Alessandro Scarlatti wrote fugues with similar themes and rhythms, and movements marked
Spiritoso; see for example the fugue of  Toccata 2 in A from Primo e secondo libro di Toccate and the piece
marked Spiritoso on folio 37v from Sonate antiche per studio: both works listed in the Contemporaries file
edition used: Sheveloff p605-9: transcription of full text; he numbers the measures in the two movements
separately, totals 71 & 60; the map and notes above use continuous numbers.
see also: Sheveloff p464 “admissible as early works, though the handling of tonal motion is extremely
amateurish”
Willis p 75-94 [discusses the Alessandro Scarlatti toccata mentioned in influences above and similar works]
recording: for Erato by Soné Mayako 1993: track 10

London 35018: Sonata.  Per il Cembalo, Domco Scarlatti, F major Andante ¡
  1 1 "1 ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ' | ± ± ° | ° F  2v 
, 9 "2 h exchange ÖÖ± (triplet) broken chords
, 17 $ lh x rh E= 23 c  30 C

35 "2 varied 41>G
43 ( g&c waver; 4v; ties x beats & m\lines 51: 43\48 % & extended 55 c

N^ 62 coda: broken\chord triplets w/ repeated notes divided between h C  65 :ÚÚ: 
  2 66 "1 inverted & varied C  71>F  76> B@

77 $ 79>g 84>d/A
87 ( a&d waver 93 lhú by steps >g>d

, 102 "1 varied g
110 $ f  126>F
128 "2 134>c

, 136 (  f&c waver 144: 136\141 % 8ve higher & extended 150 f  155 coda F  (as at 62) 158 :|Ú
source collection: British Library ms Add 35018 folio 55v-63r (see Collections for fuller description of source)
dates: about 1725-30 if by Scarlatti.  If not, it is still a significant example of his influence and deserves to be
preserved, perhaps as “by a follower of Scarlatti” so it doesn’t disappear back into the trash heap of history.  It is
much more accomplished than the A Tempo di Gavott of Sonata 5 in E= from 6 sonatas 1769 by John Worgan,
to which it bears a slight resemblance
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate level 5; hand crossing; broken chords exchanged over the full range of the keyboard
themes: 12324:1341324: themes return in both parts; order in part 2 mixed.  Long-short ö is closest to the
beginning of the coda and change to dominant major of part 1 (m62 on map; mathematically m60)
keys: 175522555:51426362621151511:
similar sonatas: E27 b: hand-crossing passages; ends of parts with repeated notes
P7:23 b: overlapping voices
P8:30 B=: wavering keys, themes return in both parts
P14:30 C: part 1 moves first to the subtonic
P15:18 E: sudden change to major at end
edition used: Sheveloff p610-4; p107: marginal note “from the m.script of Dr. John Worgan” [1724-1790]
see also: Kirkpatrick, p426 “a conscious imitation of certain more obvious features of Scarlatti style by someone
steeped in Italian music of the later eighteenth century.  Passages such as measures 9 to 16, and the handling of
dominant and secondary sevenths render it paricularly suspect” [This seems to me a reasonable assessment of
the authenticity of the work; nevertheless the Scarlatti resemblances are numerous, especially the hand crossing



and wavering key passages, and it is an attractive work.  The â sections and other features which Kirkpatrick
turns his nose up at are particularly evocative.  Worgan’s ownership of the manuscript and attribution to
Scarlatti carries more weight than expert opinion in this case]

London\Worgan: Libro de 44 sonatas modernas, para clavicordio. compuestas por...Domingo
Scarlati... [London, British Library Add 31553, known as the Worgan ms; 1748\1752]
See Collections for full contents.

London-Worgan 27 c minor: see Parma 3:6

London-Worgan 37 D major: see Parma 3:25

London\Worgan 41 d minor Allegro  3/8
  1 1 "1 ¶¶¶¶¶± d  2v repeated notes, added\tone chords 10 % rh 8ve lower

19 "2 broken chords both h 37 swoop ú A\1

40 "1 variant  a  3v 52 || åß ||
\ 53 $1 f +\  3v  n^61>D  64 e  67 a  69 d

72 $2 a  lh&rh x each other; leaps  85 :||: Volti
  2 86 "1 developed; lh ostinato chords d/A  91 f +\  95>c>g>a 102>d 

113 "1 restated as at 40  123 || åß ||
\ 124 $1 b@+\ B@\1 pedals  128 F/C 131 g  136  a  138 d

143 $2  158 :||:   Finís. ÚÚÚÚÚÚ...

source collections: Münster 5:20 Toccata per cembalo -- (no tempo): variant version, see separate entry below;
London-Worgan 41; Zaragoza 32:56; Za 31:26 (versions of these last two not known)
dates: about 1735-40; 1748
companions: •Za31:26, 27 =  LW 41, P12:5
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: difficult, level 7.  The repeated notes should be articulated (and not blurred by use of a damper pedal
if played on the piano)
themes: 12134:1134: two groups, each divided into two contrasting themes; a variant of the first theme appears
out of order in part 1, but is restated immediately after its developed version in part 2 when the second theme is
omitted
keys: 153*12515:13*74516*3451: mostly in minor keys; n (short-long ratio) m61, at brief change to tonic
major in part 1.  The dissonant clashes created by held notes in the top voice at m56, 60, 64, 127, 131, 135 are
always major seconds
similar sonatas: P5:12 g has similar right-over-left hand crossing
P7:26 D: repeated notes
influences: Ravel, Le tombeau de Couperin (1917), toccata
editions used: Kirkpatrick 5: k141 [photocopy of Worgan ms].  Rövenstrunck p71 provides a facsimile of the
same ms, part 1 only; a microfiche copy was used for the Münster version below
see also: Gerstenberg p89 ex: [m53+]
Keller p8
Pestelli p217: “è la Sonata... in cui viene trattata con maggiore cura la tecnica delle note ribattute...”
Sitwell: “reiterated, woodpecker hammering... breaking after that into wonderful depth of sentiment...”

•London\Worgan 41: Münster 5:20 version: Toccata d minor \\ 3/8; differences include:
  1 10,11: LW G1 in bass chord, M F1

12: LW D2, M C#2; 14: LW D2, M C[>]2

34, 36: LW çç± , M ç¶±



46 last Ä : LW C3, M C#3

50: LW lacks the E4 ±.  tied to the previous measure in M
65: LW has A3 Ä at the beginning of the measure, which M lacks; 65\66 LW: B>1, M: B[@]1;

both have B[@]2 in the rh in 65, B$3 in 66

82, 84 both have ¶ç±
85 M :||: Siegue

  2 91: LW F3, M G3

113\122 in LW are replaced by a somewhat similar 113\124 in M in which 113\118 are repeated 
an octave higher as 119\124, making the M version 2m longer; the rh part in both rises 
by steps or thirds from A2 to G4 (broken in M at 118) but LW doesn�t repeat any lh m

126 LW: last µ is C1; 128 M: B[@]\1; LW repeats the @ on the A3�s in this and the next m,
M has only the first @ in 128

144 LW: C#4 at beginning of m; 146 M: C4

153, 155, 157 LW: ç¶± ; 155, 157, 159 M: ¶ç±
160 M :||: Fine

The number 30 has been lined out before the first brace in the Münster manuscript and replaced by 20.
The obviously revised m113-122 in LW make it likely to be the later version of these two.  Some other features
in LW seem like deliberate corrections, but it is hard to be sure about still others.  LW’s dissonant chords in
m10-12 are countered by M’s m65-66 which are so extreme that on balance LW was probably a revision by the
composer.

London\Worgan 42 f# minor Allegro  12/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ± (broken chord) Ä  | Æ _ÖÖ± Æ _ÖÖ± Æ _±. f#  3v  7>E>A

12 "2 a/E pedals
17½ "3 A  ties in tenor & bass v
21½ "4  ties in all v  26  ...£ à ß :||: Volti.

  2 27 "1 developed D  31>e  n34>f# /C#
36 "2  C# pedals
41½ "3  44 (bridge) rising minor 2nds w/ repeated notes
48 "4 varied f#   54½ Å ¯ scale ú  55  £ à :||:  Finís. ÚÚÚÚÚÚ...

source collections: London-Worgan 42; New Haven 23; Zaragoza 32:57
dates: about 1735-40; 1748
companions: •NH 22-24 = P3:4 a, LW 42 f<, P2:10 A
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: difficult, level 6; 7th chords with added tones (m33, m54); left hand plays two parts unaccompanied
(mano sola) (m15)
themes: 1234:12304: one group; part 2 in same order but with changes.  A motto of three repeated bass notes is
heard in isolation (rests preceding and following) in m13, but becomes important in part 2 at m36-38, just after
the ö point at m34, which brings back the home key but on dominant pedals
keys: 17333:6711:
ornaments, graphics: the sonata is a study in ties and suspensions.  In m2 the first two slurred small notes are
crushed notes but the third, a G<, is tied to the previous large note, while the fourth, not slurred, is a fast
appoggiatura.  The ties on large notes vary throughout, so sometimes all three voices sound together, sometimes
either the right or the left hand is alone (as in m12-14); this is a way of keeping the lower voices, which are
often parallel, distinct from one another. The small note in m49 and the first one in m50 are unslurred, but the
second small note in m50, a B, has a slur beneath from the large B preceding to the large A following, creating a
suspension when the bass is vacant; this last case is repeated in m51.  I hope the other sources will be published
some day, for comparison with London-Worgan, which however is usually a reliable source for the composer’s



intentions for other sonatas when Parma, Venezia 1-13 and Münster 1-3 are available

m54: slur on Å  scale probably means the scale should be played faster than the actual note values
similar sonatas: P2:29 b= (key structure); P6:18 B
editions used: Kirkpatrick 5: k142
see also: Sheveloff p448-9: “second subject m12-14, 35-37 goes one step beyond the harmonic limits set by
Gerstenberg” [apparently interprets the key to be defined by the pedals rather than the scale used; E major is the
dominant of the relative major (A); at least nine other Scarlatti sonatas move to a subtonic or leading-tone key
from the tonic: see first part key structures in Characteristics file]

London\Worgan 43 C major  Allegro 3/8
  1 1 "1 Å  broken chord ú C  3  à Ä.tr  ç± | ¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶± a  7>C  2v 13 lh broken chord

15 "2 (<"1 part inverted) 26 broken chord ú G\1  28 ±.ß ||29 ß||
\ 30 $ c +\ (B@&B$)  35>g >d

41 ( leaps both h opposed, rh 3rds G   48 %
55 "1 (as at 3, varied) 60 rh 3rds then 6ths  63 :||: Voltí

  2 64 $ developed c/G h 3rd apart; rh 3rds 68>d  n73>a  77 rh 8ves  80>G  83>C
87 ( 92 %  99 extended (bridge) >g  103>f>C  106 Ç  scale¯ ü
108 "1 (as at 55) ¨ varied: 12345 dotted rhythm 116 :||:   Finís. ÚÚÚÚÚÚ...

source collections: London-Worgan 43; Zaragoza 32:58; New Haven 18
dates: about 1745; 1748
companions: •NH 17-19 =  P3:6 c, NH 18 C, P2:24 c
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: difficult, level 8; rapid scales in octaves, thirds and sixths
themes: 12341:3401: three groups; keys: 1611*525:12651541: ö occurs at the change to the relative minor in
m73; the previous measure has no downbeat in either hand

ornaments: m7 etc: tr on Ä  in rising chains
m21, 38: slurred small note delaying the following large note slightly beyond the beat
similar sonatas: P7:27 D; P14:3 C; P15:35 C
P1:10 C, P15:10 G, NH30 C (leaps)
NH31 C (opening; measure with no downbeat near ö)
P3:6 c (rising chains of trills or shakes)
influences: (m41+): Brahms Waltz in C sharp major opus 39:6 (1865)
metaphors: at m41 the hands leap apart and back together, bumping noses (or knuckles rather) but at m87 the
right hand turns away from the left, the glissando in m105 a final snub and sneer.  Playing these passages with a 
strong downbeat in each measure of 3/8 is better, I think, in part 1, where they appear in groups of five
measures, treating them as hemiolas, as if 2m = 1 m of 3/4, in part 2, where they appear in groups of four
measures, even delaying that treatment until the repeat of part 2 for a peroratio in rebus or final return to sanity
editions used: Kirkpatrick 5: k143
see also: Kirkpatrick p203: “mandolin...”
Sheveloff p448-9 [his reasoning against authenticity seems particularly foolish in this case]

London\Worgan 44 G major  Cantabile ¢
  1 0 " ± | ± ± ± Æ _¶Ö± | tr °. tr ± | ¶Ö± Ö± ÖÖ Æ _µµ |tr  ° G  2v 5>a>b >e>d
, 12 $ tr °¯¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± | ç±»µ. D   lh ostinato chords  falling broken 2nds, 18 ± [± ±]Ä [2:] Ä¯ :||: Voltí
  2 n 19 $ developed D>a  22>e  24>a>d>g>c>C
, 28 " varied G   33 ± ± ± Ä [1: return to last Ä of m18] :||:   Finís. ÚÚÚÚÚÚ...  *L*D*B*M*V*
source collections: London-Worgan 44; New Haven 20; Zaragoza 32:39 & 31:13
dates: about 1745; 1748
instruments: cembalo with range Cd



difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 12:21: two groups; part 2 develops, changes order.  ö occurs at the start of part 2; the lh changes
suddenly and briefly from a slow march of ± ’s to more urgent Ö ’s for a single measure
keys: 123655:526251441:
ornaments, graphics: m1, 3, 5 etc: slurred small notes are acciaccature (crushed notes)

m18 (LW): the last measure of part 1 consists of a broken chord down to D1 which makes 3½ beats (a final Ä 
instead of ± ).  At the end of this measure there is also an A3 Ä in the rh with a slur, which links it to part 2 as an

upbeat to m19; it should be omitted from the return to the ± upbeat at the beginning of part 1 even though the

double bar and double dots are placed after it.  The last measure of part 2 is also short by one Ä, so the slurred A3

at the end of m18 should be included in the part 2 repeat as an upbeat to m19.  Perhaps one of the other sources
(New Haven or Zaragoza) confirms or clarifies this; I haven’t seen them.
similar sonatas: P5:5 C, opening of part 2 (melismas throughout this sonata)
influences: compare especially the closing of part 1 and opening of part 2 of LW44 with the same place in the
first movement (Adagio) of the Mozart piano sonata in E= major 1774
editions used: Kirkpatrick 5: k144 (facsimile of LW)
see also:: Pestelli p234: [P4:1 A; Mozart, slow movements of early sonatas].
Sheveloff p449: [unlikely traits]
Halton p27-32

Madrid\Ayerbe: Libro Di (30) Sonate Dil Sigr Domenico Scarlatti Per la Sig.ra D.a Ygnacia
Ayerbe [1754?]  Madrid, Real Conservatorio de Musica, ms 3/1408: see Collections for full contents

Madrid\Ayerbe 11 (Albero 1) C major  All[egr]o 2/4
1 "1 ± ± | trÖ.»  Ö± | Ö.»  ¶¶¶± | Ö±  C  2v lh parallel 8ve lower 1st 5 notes
9 "2 ¶¶¶± Ö± 13>G/D
14 "3 ostinato 8ve D pedals 17>G 27>D

\ 31 "4 à ÖÖ± BAC lh x rh G  35 % g
39 "5 G  47 ± £ :Ú:

  2 48 "3 developed C/G lh ostinato 5ths & 6ths 52 >a/E
N 56 "2 varied a  59>G
\ 61 "4 inverted EFD lh x rh, rh ü by steps C  63 d  65 e  67 F  70 > G  75  c 79  C 

81 "5 88 ± £ :Ú
edition used: Sebastian Albero, (30) Sonatas para clavicordio (no. 1) Genoveva Galvez, Madrid: Union musical
ediciones, 1978; see Albero in Contemporaries file
dates: about 1725-30 if by Scarlatti, about 1745-50 if by Albero.  Both this sonata and Ma 12 below are most
easily explained as early works of Albero’s after some lessons in composition and advice by Scarlatti or else a
very close study of his sonatas.  Like other Albero works, they have their own individual charm, and should be
accepted and enjoyed for what they are.  I include both Ma 11 & 12 here and map them for the sake of
comparison with undoubted Scarlatti sonatas, but I have omitted both from the Characteristics file.  But if
Albero had nothing to do with the preparation of the Madrid-Ayerbe libro, it is hard to understand how his
sonatas got into it.  See tribute sonatas in Collections (near end): perhaps he was the teacher of doña Ygnacia?
instruments: cembalo or piano with range Cc
themes: 12345:3245: cellular; opening theme omitted in part 2, other themes developed\varied in different order
keys: 1552555:16651234511:  ö at start of second theme in part 2; see Albero in Contemporaries file
similar sonatas: P5:25 C (opening theme)

Madrid\Ayerbe 12 (Albero 2) C major  All[egr]o 3/8
1 "1 ÖÖ± | Ä± Ä | Ä± Ä | C  4>C/G  11 d/A 14>G
(18\)19 "2 Ä | ¶¶¶±µ | £



29 "3 Ö¶¶¶± lh 8ves  39 :Ú:
  2 40 "1 developed F  45 a/E N53 d/A 57>C

(68\)69 "2
77 "3 87 :|Ú

edition used: Sebastian Albero, (30) Sonatas para clavicordio (no.  2) Genoveva Galvez, Madrid: Union musical
ediciones, 1978; see Albero in Contemporaries file
dates: about 1725-30 if by Scarlatti, about 1745-50 if by Albero.  See Ma11 above.
instruments: cembalo or piano with range Cd
themes: 123:123: cellular; themes in same order in part 1 & 2
keys: 1125:4621: After a sudden change to d minor on an A pedal in m11, an F< in m14 starts a long move
toward G major through the entire second theme group, landing for the first time on a bass octave G in m29, the
start of the third theme group.  ö occurs at a change to the supertonic minor (d), as in many Scarlatti sonatas

Madrid\Roda [1] Scarlati. Sonata D major \\ 12/8
1 "1 à Ö± ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ± à | ' | à Ö±_ÖÖ±_ÖÖ±_ÖÖ± | ±.  D  2v  4 lh imitates 1\2 H6: rh ± à , lh à Ö± >A 

8: H6 w/ h reversed  9 >D
10 "2 12: H6>A  17>A/E 20 ... £ß |

\ 21 "3 A lh broken chords, rh offbeat repeated 3rds etc 25\26 rh<H6

28 "2 33: H6

\ 36 "4 (A continues) 37>d  40 e  43 f#  46 b+\ N48\49 enharmonic E@>D#
51 "2 developed (b continues) 53 a  55 D/A

\ 61 "3 D  65\66: H6 as at 25\26

68 "2 b  73: H6 D  77 |Ú
source collection: Quaderno de sonatas sin gusto para el uso de Antonio Navarro [1818].  Madrid: Real
Conservatorio Superior de Musica, ms. Roda Leg. 35/504, pp51-56
dates: this doesn’t sound at all like a Domenico Scarlatti sonata to me, but perhaps it is by a spanish composer
who admired his work from a certain distance of time if not place.  The ideas aren’t bad; they just lack
Scarlatti’s sense of purpose, his knowing from moment to moment what he was doing and why
instruments: cembalo with range Cd (after Boyd’s transpositions removed; actual lowest note D1)
themes: 12324232.  cellular; themes are derived from elements found in the opening measures; themes return
(Boyd has tried to make this into a piece in two parts but there are no internal repeats and it behaves like a rondo
even though the opening measures are not repeated in their original form)  Uses a recurring one-measure cell
(the rhythm shown at m6 on the map) usually when approaching a new key or theme
keys: 155551123651161.  The key from m46 to 49 is unclear to me; there is a strange use of an E= major or c
minor chord and Boyd has meddled with the text; at m50 the music is clearly back in b minor
graphics: m35, 77: no double dots for repeats; Boyd has added a double bar after m35
edition used: transcription in Boyd p240-246; he adds tempo Allegro; other editorial changes p239: these are
unnecessary octave transpositions and other changes of the “I know better than the composer” type

Madrid\Roda [2] Scarlati. Sonata A major \\ ¡
 1 "1 ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ¬ |  ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ¬ | A 2v

12 "2 rh 3rds & 6ths 17 rh offbeat 23 rh broken 8ves ± Ö± ± ...
30 "3 >E  39 ... £ß

\ 40 "4 ± Ö.»  Ö.»  ± Ö¶± ±_Ö¶± ±_|Ö  e/B  46 h exchange falling broken chords >f#  48>E  63 ... £ ÚÚ
 64 "5 (E continues) 69>c#  73>g#  N77 B/F#  84>A

90 "3  98 £ß
\ 99 "4 e 105 b 107>A 124 Finis |Ú
source collection: with Madrid-Roda 1



dates: see Madrid-Roda 1: almost certainly by the same composer.  I don’t find anything which would convince
me it was by Domenico Scarlatti.  However both sonatas should remain with their foster parent until the actual
composer can be identified
instruments: cembalo with range Cc (after Boyd’s changes to m100&103 removed; actual compass E1 to B4)
themes: 1234534.  the theme groups on the map contain possible but ill-defined sub-themes; the material
changes shape every several measures.  Some repetition of broken-chord patterns and somewhat consistent
textures glue things together in a patchwork way.  The á4 theme is an attractive one, at least before being soiled
by Boyd’s editing in m100 & 103, but it receives no development and its rhythm is not used elsewhere
keys: 1556537+21521.  ö m77 at change from leading-tone key (g<) to supertonic (B, relative major of g<)
graphics: m63, 124: no double dots for repeat of part 1 or 2; Boyd implies that a thick double bar after m63 was
in the source.  Repeating the parts is a mistake: it implies that the sonata has a more formal structure than is
actually present
edition used: transcription in Boyd p246-252; he adds tempo Allegro moderato; other editorial changes p239

Milano\Noseda: Milano, Biblioteca del Conservatorio, ms Noseda L 22: [8] Toccata, A
source collections: see Milano-Noseda in Collections file

Milano\Noseda page 7 A major (2#) Gi[g]a 12/8
1 "1 ÖÖ± ± Ä ±. ±  Ä  | ±. A  2v 1½ lh imitates 4 tr both h >E>A/E

, 8½ "2 e 12 >E  E pedals  14  ±.±.±. || (no double dots)
n (14) $ ÖÖ± |ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ÖÖ±. b  16>a
, 17½ "2  21 >A A pedals  23  ±.±.±. £à  ||/ Fine
source collection: Noseda ms L22:8 Toccata A: Giga
dates: about 1715-20; 1725?; compare P3:30 d for another Milano-Noseda ms in which a piece known to be by
Domenico is attributed to Alessandro (Pestelli p86-7 fn, p124 “margini della suite”, p129-130).  I agree with
Pestelli that this is an authentic and characteristic work by Domenico
themes: 12.32. cellular; long-short ö at start of part 2; new material in part 2; keys: 15155.211
accidentals: m9-11: some but not all of the rh D’s have <’s; the later rh & lh D’s in each measure should be
interpreted as > since the bass changes with each beat; the situation is similar for the G’s in m17-20 and note
especially the left-hand G[>]’s in m17 and 19
similar sonatas: P10:4 D; M2:52 A
editions used:  Pestelli tavola 1-2 (p274-5): facsimile; transcription in Sheveloff p295-6; Alessandro Scarlatti,
Toccate e composizioni varie v5, Bologna: Ut Orpheus, 2009 p58 (not examined by me)

Montserrat: Monasterio de Santa Maria, Archivo [sonatas from different mss]
See Collections file for further information on the sources

Montserrat AM 1770 Tocata de Scarlati C major Andantino 2/4
  1 0 "1 Ä | ± à 3¶¶± | Ä ± à ¶¶± | Ä Ö¶± ¶¶¶± | Ä ±  C  2v 12>D 

18 "2 G/D lh ostinato chords 21 G  27 ± à :|Ú|:
  2 (27\)28 "1 G

36 $ d  N40 C  43 F/C pedals(\50) 53>C/G 
55 "2  58 C  67 :|Ú

source collections: Montserrat mss AM 1770 & 2158
dates: about 1720-25 at latest if by Domenico Scarlatti
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
themes: 12:132: the new material in part 2 uses some of the rhythms already introduced
keys: 1255:521411: At the ö point the second theme of part 2, in d minor, is repeated a step lower in C major
(some of the notes are a half-step lower, others a full step); compare Montserrat AM 2786



edition used: Johnsson, Bengt, Ausgewählte klaviersonaten, G. Henle Verlag, 1985 v.1 number 21; Johnsson
adds an extra measure at 25 (omitted from the numbering on the map above)
see also: Boyd p191: “headed ‘Tocata de Scarlati’... might best be regarded as a doubtful Scarlatti work”

Montserrat AM1881:11 Sonata de Escarlatti F major \\ 3/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ¶.ì | Ö.»µ | ¶¶¶¶¶± F  2v
, 7 "2 3¶¶± ú lh ostinato 3rds 11>c  lh ostinato 7ths&6ths 17>C/G
, 18 "3 3¶¶± ü C

25 "4 tr ¶.í± ¶¶¶± (rhythm from "1 at 5) 38 :|Ú: [end1; 2:elide]
   2 39 "1 varied C  43>a
,N47 49 "4 varied 53>F

54 "1 restated 60 f
, 64 "4 varied again F  76 :|Ú
souce collections: Montserrat AM1881:11; AM1665:11
dates: about 1730-35 if by Domenico Scarlatti.  Called “Sonata de Escarlatti” in both mss; it is an attractive
work, worth investigating for its own sake
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
themes: 1234:1414: cellular; most of the material derives from the rhythms of m3, 5 and 7; two themes omitted
in part2; first theme restated in home key; short-long ö is close to the start of the second theme in part2, but that
is less significant than in most authentic Scarlatti sonatas since there is no key change here
keys: 1555:53111:  The modulation in m53 with a scale in the left hand is unlike Scarlatti, I think, a cliché from
later in the century (although this type of return to a main theme is often used by Scarlatti, as in V42:20 a at
m54, 105 & 115, but without a key change, which is the part which sounds incongruent or inconsequential in
the Montserrat sonata, a shortcut rather than a planned event)
accidentals: m19, 21, 44-50: Pedrero-Encabo changes the B[=]’s to B>’s, which I think is incorrect; for one
thing, steps down often differ from steps up in Scarlatti scales; and for another, this type of editorial interference
is deplorable
influences: the opening theme sounds familiar from another 18th century work, but I haven’t been able to place
it yet
editions used: Pedrero-Encabo 2011 p42-44; p21: AM1881 copied in mid-18th century, AM1665 is apparently
later and has a variant version of m37-38 which adds an extra measure

Montserrat AM 2158 [1] Sonata G major Allegro 3/8
  1 1 "1 ¶¶¶¶¶± broken 3rds G 2v 8>D
, 11 "2 lh broken chords 13 d 15 D
N^ 17 "3 (<"1&2)  24 :|Ú|:
  2 25 "1 (theme in lh, long trill in rh "Sigue" ) G/D
, 31 "2 G  33 g 35 G

37 "3  44 :|Ú 
source collection: Montserrat ms AM 2158; this and the following sonata in g are paired according to Johnsson.
Both could easily have been written by Scarlatti; this one is too uninteresting to cause much concern
dates: about 1720-25; this is a simple exercise for a beginning pupil
instruments: cembalo with range Cc (actual A1 to B4)
themes: 123:123:  short-long ö at start of the last theme of part 1; part 2 in same order with minimal changes
keys: 1555:1111:
ornaments: Johnsson places the word Sigue above m25 and says it means continue the trill (~~~) through m29, but
that depends on the layout of the manuscript source, which he doesn’t reproduce; in Scarlatti sonatas siegue
(etc) usually means continue part 2 when there is a page turn at the end of part 1.  In any case the long trill
makes sense, whether or not Johnsson has reproduced the slurs and shakes exactly as they were in his source



similar sonatas: E2 G
edition used: Johnsson, Bengt, Ausgewählte klaviersonaten, G. Henle Verlag, 1985 v.1 number 22 

Montserrat AM 2158 [2] Sonata g minor Largo ¡
  1 1 "1 Ö±_¶¶¶± Ö± ¶¶¶± | ~~~Ö±_ g 2v 3 B@

(4\)5 "2 rh offbeat 3rds (6\)7 % 8ve lower 8 :|Ú|:
  2 9 "1 (as at m3) varied; rh 3rds B@  N10>g

(12\)13 "2; % 8ve lower 16 :|Ú
source collection: Montserrat ms AM 2158
dates: about 1715-20.  Like the grave’s in V42:53-56, but divided into two parts and with more internal repeats
instruments: cembalo with range Cc (actual D1 to B=4)
themes: 12:12:
keys: 13:31: long-short ö at final return to home key (after only one measure in the mediant major in part 2)
influences: the offbeat thirds in the second theme (á2) have a french sound; Rameau, Les soupirs (1724) is one
not very close example
edition used: Johnsson, Bengt, Ausgewählte klaviersonaten, G. Henle Verlag, 1985 v.1 number 23

Montserrat AM 2786 Sonata C major Allegro 2/4
  1 0 "1 Ä | 3¶¶± ¶¶± Ö± | ÅÖ¶± ÅÖ¶± | ¶Ö± à C 2v lh 8ves 7\9 ¨ ostinato broken 8ves w/ repeated notes

(10\)11 "2 ("1 variant) G  17 rh offbeat chords 
26 "3 g 28 G  30\46 C/G ¨ as at 7\9 47>C 48 ± à  Fine :|Ú 49 ÖÖ± [link to part 2]

  2 (49)\50 "1 varied a 
60 "2 d  N62 C 
81 "3 a/E  81\98 ¨ ostinato as in part 1 99>a 100 Da capo :|Ú

source collection: Montserrat ms AM 2786
dates: about 1715-20 if by Scarlatti: a big if; but compare BL 5:1 C (also doubtful) for the long ostinato pedal. 
It could just as well be from the 1760’s by a composer with low standards and meager abililties.  Attributing it
to Domenico Scarlatti is an unforgivable insult, but it shows the wide range of quality in works which some of
his contemporaries could believe were his; see the New Haven sonatas for the high end of the spectrum of
doubtful works
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
themes: 123:123.123.  In da capo aria form (ABA) rather than binary, but with all the themes repeated in the B
section and no new ones
keys: 155511:62166.15...1.  At m62, ö, a cell in d minor, m60-61, is repeated in C major, m62-63; compare
Montserrat AM 1770
graphics: m100: I think the double dots must apply to the Da Capo repeat, m0-48, not a repeat of part 2
edition used: Johnsson, Bengt, Ausgewählte klaviersonaten, G. Henle Verlag, 1985 v.1 number 24; he inserts a
measure between m19-20, omitted from the numbering on the map, which also adds an extra number for the
second ending to part 1

Münster 2 [part B]: (34) Sonate p Cembalo Del Sig.r D: Domenico Scarlatti [1755-6]
See Collections for full contents.

Münster 2:51 A major (2#) And[ant]e  Allegro ¢
  1 1 cutoff downbeat "1 £ Ö± °¯|± Ö± ± ± | ± A  2v 2 lh ± in pairs (G#G#EE etc)  5:1\4 % a  9 A

13 "2 lh 4± ostinato; rh ties x m\lines continue 16>E
22 "3 2v cp 28 % e

 32 "1 variant
40 "4 E  45 e  (w/ G>) 46 ¬¯:||:  Segue [end1; 2: elide]



  2 47 "1 E
51 "2 52>b  n58>a  61>D/A+\ 65 ¬ (E1 & E3) || åß ||

\ 67 "2 inverted a  73 ¬ß (E1 & E3)  || [± B$2 misplaced; upbeat to next m]  74: 67\71 %  79>A
80 "4 varied
84 "5 rh ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± lh £ ± ± ±  88 % 92:||: Fine /

source collections: Münster 2:51
dates: about 1720-25; 1756
companions: •M2: 49-52 = P13:3, 4, M2: 51, 52
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: easy, level 1
themes: 12314:12245:  cellular.  keys: 1115555:5214*11:
accidentals, graphics: m45 etc: there is no < on G where expected in m45 (rh), 50 and 87.  The G[>] in m45
creates a sudden change to e minor for the end of part 1; the other two are equally effective.  This is common in
Scarlatti: compare P1:18 C m29, V42:51 C m20 for two more examples of many.
m73: the B is misplaced at the beginning instead of the end of the measure, as indicated on the map above,
compare m13 where there is a similar upbeat to m14.  I admit this is a peculiar error if Scarlatti himself was the
scribe (see Collections), but not an impossible one (the notes in different voices often do not line up in Parma as
well as in Münster).  Sheveloff’s transcription, p589, omits the B in m73
similar sonatas: P7:14 A
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k452
see also: Sheveloff p455-6 [with M2:52]: “their authenticity can hardly be doubted”

Münster 2:52 A major (2#) Andante 3/4
  1 1 "1 3ÖÖ± ± ±  | ¶¶±°. A  2v 11 rh ties x m\lines; lh £ £ ± | ± ± ± 16>E

19 "2 lh imitates rh +1beat  30 :||:  Segue ||
  2 31 "1 developed E  33>A/E  36>b  n41 initial triplet inverted 43 A  45 D  50>A

53 "2  64 :||:  ||/  Fine
source collections: Münster 2:52
dates: about 1725; 1756 (authenticity: Sheveloff p455)
companions: •M2: 49-52 = P13:3, 4, M2: 51, 52
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
Rousset p73 [tessiture]: [both M2:51&52 limited to AA-d3 (A-1 - D5); when m23 & m57 are compared, M 2:52
seems to be avoiding g3 (G5)]
difficulty: easy, level 1
themes: 12:12: one group with variants, part 2 in same order; minuet (4/6/8;4/4/4||4/6/4/8;4/4/4)
keys: 15:512141:
rhythms: avoids strong downbeats; the á2 theme has a strong accent on the second beat, creating a significant
amount of ambiguity
ornaments, graphics: m2&4: grupetti (turns) of 3 small notes without slurs: on the beat; m32&34 with slurs:
before the beat
m7: the slur on the small note clearly crosses the measure line to the preceding large note in m6 as a tied
suspension.  In m8 there is no slur, so the small note is an appoggiatura

m35&42: slurs mean the ± ’s rubato?
similar sonatas: V42:48b A; P7:6 D; P8:19 A; P12:1 D
P9:23 F: broken chords alternating between the hands, as at m19+ of this sonata
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k453

Münster 5: [70] Sonate DEL Sig.r D.n Domenico Scarlatti 1754.
See Collections for full contents.



Münster 5:20 d minor: see London-Worgan 41

Münster 5:21a C major \\ ¡
incipit: ± ¶¶¶± Ä ° | ± ¶¶¶± Ä±.  Ä | ±; lh alberti broken chords; pt1: 23m; pt2: 24m
source collection: Münster 5 but not in index and pasted over by the next piece; full text of this one in Sheveloff
p592-4.  Kirkpatrick p441: “obviously not by Scarlatti” [but not otherwise identified; the alberti bass occurs in
most of the piece, 36 measures out of 47]

Münster 5:22  e minor \\ ¡
  1 1 "1 Ö± Ö± Ö± ±_|± Ö± °_|± e  4v

8 "2 rh 3rds & 6ths; offbeat stresses; ties  10>a>D>G
15 Ä | ÖÖÖ± Ä ± developed; lh leaps 18 a  20  e

, 28½ $1 e/B (w/C#: melodic minor) broken 6ths
33 $2 e (C$ ) lh x (interlocks) rh
36  $3 e /B (C# ) alberti bass  42 B (A# added) 43 ± £ ä ß :||:

  2 44 "1 developed e/B>a
n 48½ "2 D/A lh as at 15

54½ $3 b  56>e/B  59 "2
61 $2 G
65  $3 varied/extended e/B (G$) 69 rh ÖÖÖ± lh ¶¶¶± e   72 E +\ (w/G# but not C#) 76 :||:/ Fine.

source collections: Münster 5:22; Paris Arsenal ms [4]: variant version: see below at end of this entry
dates: about 1725-30; 1735?
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: moderate, level 5; thirds and sixths in a moderate 4/4 tempo
themes: 122345:125245: two groups; strong beats in the middle of most measures as if each assembled from
two 2/4 measures (compare V42:41 c)
keys: 14734115:14751311*; part 1 ends in B major (A< not added until m42); part 2 ends in E major (C< not
added)
graphics: Münster uses C-clefs, separated hands (even when the lh crosses above the rh, its notes stay in its own
clef); Paris integrated hands, no C-clefs; therefore from a later source? M sometimes uses =, sometimes >, to

cancel F<; in m75 there is a < on each G except the last.  Flags are sometimes joined in groups of four ÖÖÖ±, but

more often split in half, in both hands: Ö± Ö±; this is significant for the phrasing (compare m1 and m15-16 on the
map above for example); in the Paris version below I rely on Sheveloff’s transcription; I have not seen the
original
similar sonatas: the á theme group is like V42:58 d, the â group like P4:20 e and P6:14 D
influences: Seixas, Tocatta in d minor, Lisboa, Biblioteca nacional MM5015:6 (Alvarenga 041)
Rameau, Les trois mains (1728)
metaphors: right hand leaps down to bass E (descendit de coelis; compare P2:27 f=M5:23)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 5: k147 (facsimile from Münster); Eiji Hashimoto, Domenico Scarlatti 100 sonatas,
G Schirmer, 1975, v1:19 (includes a slightly better facsimile of the first page from Münster on p5); Münster
microfilm
see also:  Sitwell: “Virtuoso...  Slow and profound. Wonderfully Spanish in instrumentation, if not in idiom”
Gerstenberg p123 ex m72-3 [authenticity]
Pestelli p160
Sheveloff p454-5: “large number of textual divergences [between Münster and Paris sources]... must be placed
in the “likely” column”

•Münster 5:22: Paris Arsenal version: e minor \\ ¡; differences include:
  1 1 "1 ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± ¶¶¶± Ö± | ±. 3v



8 "2 (numerous small variants  16 ° pedals w/ lh leaps
28½ $1 broken 6ths written as staggered voices ( ÖÖÖ± against á Ö ... »)
33 $2 lh Å 's to avoid overlapping rh
(36 as in M omitted) 36 (M's 37)  $3 42 ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶±  ± £ :||: Volti per la 2.a parte

  2 43 "1 development changed; 1/2m omitted
n 47 "2 A pedals w/ lh leaps as at 16

52 $3 b  57½  "2  59½ $2 extended
65½  $3  69½ both h ¶¶¶± 75½\77 M version extended 78 (short m: 3 ±'s) ÚÚ (no : for repeat)

source collection: Paris Arsenal ms [4]   The Paris version might be later than the Münster one; for example
m29+ is written as staggered voices in Paris.  On the other hand m69-71 have ¶ ’s throughout in both hands in
Paris, but  Ö ’s in the right hand for much of the passage in Münster, which might be considered a revision

instruments: numerous pedals (° held while left-hand leaps): likely to be for organ
graphics: Sheveloff p454: “... a long winding line drawn between the tones played by the right and left hands...”
[compare the Lisboa version of Parma 1:28 a]
editions used: full text Sheveloff p583-6; he discusses the two versions p453-5

New Haven: Yale University School of Music Library [ms. sonatas attributed to Scarlatti]
New Haven: Yale: 19 manuscript sonatas appended to a print copy of Libro de 12 sonatas modernas    para
clavicordio compuestas por...Domingo Scarlati... Libro 2 [Worgan, ed]. London: Wm.Owen, 1771; see
Sheveloff p110-111 and 146-147; see Collections for full contents of the New Haven ms; includes 16 sonatas
found in the Parma libri and other Scarlatti sources and the following three:

New Haven 29 F major Andante ¢
  1 1 "1 ± Å_3ÖÖ± ± ± | tr ±. Ä ÖÖÖ± | ° F  2v 3 lh imitates 8 lh ÖÖÖ± broken chords w/6ths, 7ths

12 "2 lh triplets 14>c
20 "3 rh ± 3rds legati  28 ° ß°

 29 "1 varied (rh<m1, lh<m8) C  33 lh<"2; leaps 37 rh triplet 3rds 40 G\1

41 "4 1231 bass 8ves  44 % rh 8ve lower  47 :Ú: [end1; 2: can elide]
  2 48 cutoff downbeat  "1 developed C  50>d  n63>c   66>F 61\65 + (lyrical sequence)

67 "2 69>f
75 "3  83 ° ß°

 84 "1 as at 29 F
96 "4 F5 99 % rh 8ve lower (lh varied) 102 :Ú:

source collections: New Haven 29; attributed to Soler in 27 sonatas para clave 1772, 5 Allegro; attributed to
Scarlatti in Scarlatti’s chefs-d’oeuvre for the harpsichord or piano-forte... London ... editor Muzio Clementi
[1791], 12 Allegro.
dates: about 1730-35; 1772.  I believe this is a genuine Domenico Scarlatti composition.  Although it could be a
sonata composed by Soler under Scarlatti’s supervision, I think it is Scarlatti’s own composition included with
Soler’s works.  Two manuscripts attribute it to Scarlatti as opposed to one for Soler.  See discussion of tribute
sonatas at end of Collections file.  This sonata fits even better with Scarlatti’s harmonic profiles than the other
two NH attributions below.  Although Soler’s sonatas have many features in common with Scarlatti’s,
especially those involving technical displays such as leaps, scales in thirds and rapid hand-crossing, they are as a
general rule painted with much broader strokes; keys change less frequently and with less preparation in Soler;
there are fewer rhythmic complexities; the same material moves up or down by steps more often.
companions: •Clementi 10-12 = P 13:9-10 f, NH 29 F
instruments: cembalo with range Gf

difficulty: cross-rhythms (m29+: rh ÖÖ± triplets preceded by crushed-note acciaccatura, against lh Ö±)
themes: 12314:12314: two groups.  Aphoristic style.  If n is calculated for the Clementi version (total 94



measures) it occurs at the start of the sequence (Clementi m57, m61 on the map) rather than 2 measures later. 
keys: 155:565111:
ornaments: m3, 8-11 etc: the Clementi edition has no slurs on the small notes, but the ones before triplets or
mordents are presumably acciaccature (crushed notes) The small note at the beginning of m11, 21 etc before
trills are appoggiature (or suspensions if there were slurs in the manuscript)
similar sonatas: P7:27 D (leaps)
E 16 B= (change to minor at m34 is like the passage at m14 here)
P11:23 B= (especially the themes in minor keys)
P13:13 f (cross-rhythms)
P13:22 E= (triplets and fours alternate)
P15:27 F (leaps, triplets)
editions used: Samuel Rubio, editor, [Soler] Sonatas para instrumentos de tecla, vol. 1, Madrid 1957, no.12. A.
Soler, Urtext, Ausgewählte klaviersonaten; G. Henle verlag, [preface by Frederick Marvin dated 1993] no.17
[with many perverse editorial changes].  Clementi facsimile; Gifford: introduction p v [assumes it is by Soler
and discusses it as if its differences from Rubio’s edition of Soler’s works were Clementi’s changes]
The Clementi version has many variants from the Soler 1772 version (the New Haven ms has not been
published or collated as far as I know).  Clementi omits m37-40 in part 1 (Henle measure numbers), and the
corresponding section in part 2 is also omitted, m92-95.  The two-octave leaps in the preceding measures have
been reduced to one octave, so Clementi’s is an altogether easier version.  In addition there are a large number
of ornamental variations to the top voice in Clementi.  see also William S. Newman, The sonata in the classic
era... second edition.  New York: W.W.Norton & co., 1972, p280-285; and Sheveloff, p461-464.

New Haven 30 C major  Presto 3/4
  1 1 " Ö.» ± ± | Ä°  close h C  3v 6 lh imitates 8 rh 1\3 %, lh 8ves 14>G>d

18 @@ $1 B@  33 $$ >G
41 $2 8ves, 3rds, 6ths both h  51 (coda) " echoed  55 G\1 :Ú:

  2 56 " developed G  66>D/A
n 70 ## $1 D  79 $$  80 @@ E@  84>B@ 89 $$ >C

91 $2 100 F5 112 :Ú:
source collections: New Haven 30
dates: about 1745-50.  The passages at m33+ & 80+ might sound at first far from Scarlatti’s usual stylistic
manners,  but have more of his harmonic and rhythmic daring than the usually more lethargic Soler.  The whole
work shows an inventive mind constantly at work, with no padding
companions: •NH 30, 31
instruments: cembalo with range Gf
difficulty: difficult, level 8.  Presto, as used in later 18th century music, is probably too fast for the tempo
themes: 123:123: two groups; keys: 15275:5223-71:
similar sonatas: LW 43 C, especially the â themes (see the maps of each)
The endings to each part, with both hands parallel, are unlike most Scarlatti endings, although P12:12 C uses a
similar dotted rhythm for its endings and has offbeat thirds (m51+ both sonatas)
P15:35 C also changes the key signature to 2=’s for its second theme (g minor there, B= major here)
editions used: full text in Sheveloff p599-601; p460-464: “The two extra pieces in the NEW HAVEN
manuscript... are almost certainly by Soler”  [he gives several examples of passages in sonatas 30 & 31 which
are in the style of Soler but not that of Scarlatti; he doesn’t discuss sonata 29.  Nevertheless all three ought to be
included in considerations of collections which contain music by Scarlatti; most of the collections have an
organizing validity of their own. Works of disputed authorship shouldn’t be consigned to some limbo from
which they are never resurrected;  whoever composed them, these works are of value]

New Haven 31 C major  Prestissimo 9/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± ÖÖ±  ÖÖ± | ÖÖ±  ±. ±.  falling broken chord divided by h; full chords C  2v



9 "2 18>G  rh leaps
22 "3 rh offbeat, ties 28 %
34 "4 rh 3rds & 6ths 40 G\1  42 :Ú: [end1; 2: can elide]

  2 43 $ rh 3rds G>D>A>E
n 49 "2 varied G   50>F   53>C +: 49\52

58 "3  64 %
70 "4 73 F5  76 :Ú:

source collections: New Haven 31
dates: about 1740-45.  This sonata and NH30 are characterized by sudden changes of rhythms and frequent
changes of keys, which make both unlike most Soler or Albero sonatas.  The handling of the offbeat rhythms in
the á3 theme of this sonata is especially convincing (compare P13:25 D at m21-25)
companions: •NH 30, 31
instruments: cembalo with range Gf
difficulty: difficult, level 8
themes: 1234:5234: one group with variants; new material in part 2 replaces first theme
keys: 15:5263541:  major keys throughout.  The brief sequence which starts at the n point m49 (the music
moves down a step at m51) is typical of Scarlatti, an example of the rhetorical device of peroratio in adfectibus;
compare the ö point in LW43 C which is preceded by a measure with no downbeat; that happens here in m47
similar sonatas: several C major sonatas have a similar aggressive, military character: P9:13, P14:4, P15:35,
LW43 (which also has a similar opening)
P13:25 D has a similar offbeat rising scale
editions used: full text in Sheveloff p602-604; see NH30 C

New Jersey: see Venezia 1742:30 (version owned by private collector in New Jersey)

New York (Morgan library Cary ms 703): see Collections for full contents; full reproduction online at
http://www.themorgan.org/music/manuscript/316355.  [Section 1] (71) Sonatas del S.r D.n Domingo Escar-lati...

New York [1:12] A major \\ 3/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶Ö± |  A 2v 5 %

9 "2 rh x lh  14 broken 3rds ú h 1/3 apart
17 "3 e  21  8ve higher  24  scale ú h 1/3 apart
28 "4 à Ö± rh 3rds
35 "3 varied  37  E  40 rh triplets 42\45: 38\39 echoed 8ve lower 46 triplets continue 54 ||

  2 55 "1 E  59 b  63 D  65>A
N 67 "2

75 "3 a
84 "4
91 "3 varied as at m35\54  A  110 :|Ú

source collections: New York [1:12]
dates: about 1730-35; 1756?.  I have no doubt this is an authentic Domenico Scarlatti work
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
themes: 12343.12343: cellular, one group; continuous development of simple figures especially the thirds in m1
and the broken chord in m3.  The á3 theme returns within each part in minor- and major-key versions.  Themes
are repeated in part 2 in the same order with very little change.  Long-short ö is at the start of the second theme
in part 2, just after a return to the home key 
keys: 155.524111:
graphics: uses = for >
m46-48 are repeated by the use of § as part of the measure lines in both ledgers before m46 and after m48



m54: double bar but no double dots for repeat
similar sonatas: P2:11 A: similar opening
CF13:5 D: opening; triplets used in same manner as in the NY1:12 closing theme
edition used: New York online: folio 12v-13r

New York [1:20] Sonata d minor (0@) \\ 2/4
  1 0 "1 ççç± | ÖÖÖ± | Ö± ¶¶¶± | Ö± ¶¶¶± | Ö± d 2v

17 "2 broken 2nds ú 20 > a (but w/ B@ & C# as well as G#)  25  A (tonic chord w/ C#)||
  2 N^ (25\)26 "1 a (w/ B$, C#)  29 d

33½ "2 developed F  37 >C  38 >g (w/ E$) 40 d/A
N 43½ "1 d

48 "3 ¶¶± ¶¶± ¶¶± ¶¶± |  ¶¶¶±  ¶¶¶± |
54 "2 developed further 68 A\1 69 full chord D1\D3 |Ú

source collections:  New York [1:20]
dates: about 1720-25; 1756?
companions: •NY 1:19-22 = E21 D, NY 1:20, 21, 22 (NY 1:23=P12:1 D but is separated by a blank page and
copied by a different scribe from the others; it is probably not part of the suite even though it balances the D
major of NY 1:19=E21; also NY 1:22 is incomplete)
instruments: cembalo with range Ac
themes: 12.12132.  two themes, with a new but related theme in part 2.  Short-long ö occurs at the start of part
2, long-short ö at the return of the first theme in the tonic 
keys: 155.5137511.  The change to the dominant at the end of part 1 begins with the introduction of G< in m20
but is not established until m25 with a single tonic major chord on A.  The second theme passes through a circle
of fifths in part 2
graphics: m25 & 69: double bars, but no double dots for repeats
edition used: New York online: folio 20v-21r

New York [1:21] Fuga d minor \\ [12/8]
1 " £ à ±. ±. ±. | ±. ±. ±. ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± ÖÖ± °. |  d  4v cp exposition, then 3v (w/ 8ve doubling);

answers at 3½ a (alto) 7 d (tenor) 10 a (bass)
12 " ÖÖ± developed; E pedal, then continues in a; 6ths & 3rds in both h  22>d  lh 8ves 
30 " restated (stretto: voices overlap)  35 B@  39 c   41 d  43 a  45 B@  47>D>d 

N (48\)49 $ (episode) lh 8ves:  à Ö± | ±.  59 d/A1 pedals 62 A2 pedals 66>d  67 1/2m  
69 (coda)  lh augmented °. variant of " in 8ves; rh offbeat full chords

73 Adaxio 74 full chord (1/2m) Ú�
source collections: New York [1:21]
dates: about 1720-25; 1756?  All of Domenico’s fugues are unorthodox and different from one another; I don’t
see any reason why he couldn’t have written this one
companions: •NY 1:19-22 = E21 D, NY 1:20, 21, 22
instruments: cembalo with range Ac; pedals (especially the one tied from m62-4) imply organ performance also
themes: 11120.  The main theme is D3 C< G | F B= A3 , three falling seconds, with a tail consisting of a scale in
triplets falling from F4 to E3, landing up a half-step on F3.  The development concentrates on the triplets,
primarily as falling figures.  The episode and coda beginning at the end of m48 are derived from the theme & its
tail but there is no full statement of the theme before the end: the augmented variant m69-72 is D C< |  C> B<
[=B>] | G F< | E D |  which moves the beginning of each falling second to a strong beat
keys:  15151341531111.  keys are treated modally rather than as in their more modern major and minor forms.  
Some of the key changes shown on the map are my haphazard interpretation of the accidentals.  Long-short ö if
strictly measured would be m46, but this is only one measure away from the final return to the home key and
only two from new thematic material



graphics: no meter given but it’s in 12/8 throughout except m67 and m74; presumably the measure-line was
shifted at the beginning of m68 to accommodate the strong beat shift of the augmented theme described above
Unlike NY 1:20 & 22 there is a = for the key signature at the beginning of each ledger.  Uses < on B for B>.
similar sonatas: E30 g: unusual theme, use of triplets, and use of thirds, sixths and octaves
edition used: New York online: folio 21v-22v

New York 1:22 d minor (0@) \\ 2/4 (incomplete)
0 "1 Ä | Ö.» ¶¶¶± | Ö± Ö± |  Ö.» ¶¶¶± | Ö  d 2v  2  lh broken 3rds  8>F  14 rh ± �|, lh ÖÖ± �|
14½  "2 lh à , rh à ¶± | Å¶¶¶± Å¶¶¶± | Å¶¶¶± Å¶¶¶± >d (16: end of page & of copy)

source collections: New York [1:22]
dates: about 1720-25; 1756?  
companions: •NY 1:19-22 = E21 D, NY 1:20, 21, 22
instruments: cembalo
graphics: there are repeat signs in the middle of m14: that in the rh ledger should have been placed after the rest
to allow for a return to the beginning Ä upbeat;  the lh includes the last note of its ÖÖ± broken chord.  Apparently
there is one theme, repeated in its entirety, then two measures from the start of a second theme.  I don’t think the
repeat sign marks the end of a full part 1.  There is not enough of this incomplete piece available to allow for
guesses about its range, key structure or other features; I have omitted it from most of the Characteristics file
edition used: New York online: folio 22v (last 2 braces on last page of NY1:21)

Newberry: see Chicago-Newberry ms 5110 in Collections and Cardgames

Orfeó Catalá, Barcelona: Sonate, Per Cembalo / del Sig.r  D.n  Domenico, / Scarlatti, d, / 1740: see Collections
for full contents, which are 15 of the Essercizi, listed in this Catalogue for each under its source collections 

Paris Arsenal ms 6.784.343: Musique italienne.
24 sonatas attributed to Scarlatti in a collection of the works of many composers, some of which are known to
be his from other sources; only 13 pieces preserved; described by Sheveloff p97-100; see Collections for list; the
numbering of the pieces below is his.

Paris Arsenal [4] e minor: see Münster 5:22 (variant)

Paris Arsenal [8] [Minuet] D major \\ 3[/4]
  1 1 "  +± ÖÖÖ± | Ö± ± | ÖÖÖÖ+µµ | ÖÖÖ± ± | Ö¶± ° | D  2v cp  12 |�| 13 [2: replace 12 with this m]  |�|
  2 N^ 14 $ D 15>A [23: 20\22 %] 27 b  34>D  39 °. fin |||||| 40 [1: return to 14; 2: ?]
source collection: Paris [8]
dates: probably about 1720-25 at latest
instruments: cembalo with range B-b
themes: 1:2: short-long ö is close to the start of part 2.  There are no themes in the sense of ideas which are
repeated and developed, just a continuous unfolding of a vocal line in the rh, with occasional doubling in thirds,
against a slower moving lh counterpoint. 
keys: 1:1561:
graphics: m1, 3, 7: the + sign above a note corresponds to Scarlatti’s usual shake (~~~); compare Neumann
Ornamentation p597
m20-22: symbols for repeating these measures appear preceding m20 and following m22, with the word bis in
the center of m21; three measures have been added to the count on the map.
m39-40: it is unclear from Sheveloff’s transcription what the final note should be; perhaps his m40 lower ledger
is intended to be in the treble clef, which would provide a D for the final note.  Or else the lh °.  at the beginning
of m39 should be D1, not F<.  But D major hasn’t been established in any clear way; if it weren’t for the word
“fin” a return to part 1, ending the sonata at m12, would be a more satisfying conclusion.



edition used: full text in Sheveloff p 598; he considers it unlikely to be by Scarlatti, p459-60; “text... confused
and corrupt...”

Paris Arsenal [12a]  c minor (2=) Capricho ¡
  1 0 "1 à ççç± | Ö.ïç± Ö.ïç± Ö.ïç± Ö.ïç± | Ö.ïç± Ö.ïç± Ö.»  Ö± | ¶± ± c 3v

(6\)7 "2>d ties x m\lines 9>g
N^ 12 "1 (m3\6 varied) 15 ± ± ± :Ú:
  2 (15) [±] | "1 developed B@/F  19 B@  21 E@

(23\)24 "2 >g>c
26 "1 (as at 12) 29 ± ± ± [:|Ú]

source collection: Paris [12a]
dates: probably about 1725-30 if by Domenico Scarlatti.  This is an attractive work, in an iberian style.
instruments: cembalo with range Cc (lowest note is D1); solo instrument with bass
themes: 121:121: cellular; short-long ö at start of last theme in part 1; part 2 in same order with no new themes
keys: 15:77351:
graphics: slurs over groups of fast notes are frequent.  The final double bar (and perhaps a final note or
measure?)  is missing in Sheveloff’s transcription, at least in the photocopy I own of his dissertation
similar sonatas: V42:42 d: violin figuration of opening
P4:27 a: opening theme, which Boyd p188 calls a “gesture toward the French style”
E 19 f has a somewhat similar key structure, with part 2 beginning in the subtonic
edition used: Sheveloff p 595-6; he considers it possibly to be by Scarlatti, p459

Paris Arsenal [12b] c minor (2@) Minuet 3/8
  1 1 " ± Ä | ¶± Ö± | ¶± Ö± | Ä. [ç±] Ä | c 2v  8 :Ú:
  2 9 " varied g  N17>c  30 :|Ú
source collection: [Paris 12b]
dates: probably about 1720-25 at latest
instruments: cembalo with range Cc (lowest note D1); solo instrument with bass (octave leaps within the rh part,
a 10th at m6-7)
themes: 1:1: cellular; continuous development of the first 4 measures
keys: 1:51: long-short ö (mathematically m19) near the return of the home key
graphics: uses both dots and ties across measure-lines; Sheveloff’s transcription has ¶± following the dotted Ä .’s
in m4-6 instead of the ç± shown in the map above for m4; the correct values (ç± ) are used in part 2, m17-21 &
26-27
edition used: Sheveloff p596-7

Parma [Biblioteca Palatina ms; 15 libri; complete contents below; summaries of each libro in Collections]
See Cogito:  source collections for reasons justifying the choice of the Parma versions as primary sources; see
also Boyd p150

Parma: Libro 1º... (30) Tocatas... [1751/1752?]
The title line above (and for the rest of the Parma libri entries) combines information from both the title-page
and the index.  Sheveloff p35-49 has exact transcriptions of both.  See Collections and Cardgames files for
dating of Parma 1.
graphics at end of each part given as :Ú: in the maps unless exceptional; Parma 1 usually has :||: Volti presto at
end of part 1 of each sonata when a page turn is required and :||: ß / Fin at the end of each sonata; Venezia 1
has a heavier first bar :Ú|: and  Fin “al termine di ogni due sonate di uguale tonalità” (Fadini) that is after the
even sonatas 2-14 and the odd sonatas 19, 21 & 25, which are all the second of pairs, as well as 23 & 28, which
are not one of a pair, and not after 16, which is; those usual graphics are not included on the maps below.  The



clearer indication of pairs in Venezia than in Parma is evidence that Parma was copied first, although not
necessarily that V was copied directly from P.  See the Parma and Venezia section in the Cardgames file for a
further discussion of this (and for the copying order of the rest of the libri)

Parma 1:1 a minor And[an]te  3/8
  1 1 " ±. | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | Ö.ï±µ | a 2v cp

17 $ à Ö± | ~~~±. | ~~~±. | ±.  | 3v lh ostinato  8ves, 7ths, 6ths ü by steps 23>e
29 " varied  3v cp 37 %  8ve lower & extended 52 :Ú:

  2 53 " developed e>d  n64>G
73 $ varied, rh ±. 8ves üby 1/2 steps  77 E5 78>a
81 " as at 29  89 % & extended 104 :Ú:

source collections: Bologna [1]:12 Andante amoroso, [2]:7; Napoli 5 Andante amoroso; Parma 1:1; Venezia 1:1
(tempo as in Parma); Zaragoza 2:39
dates: about 1725; 1727? (1751)
companions: •Bol1:11, 12; Bol2:6, 7 = P1:2, 1
•V1:1, 2 = P1:1, 2
instruments: cembalo with range Ce; Venezia : Cc; piano
Rousset p73 [tessiture]: “[in m77-78 Venezia avoids passing d3 (D5); Parma] qui semble une amélioration plus
tardive du texte se permettant l’usage du e3” [E5; P1 is thought by other scholars to be earlier than V1 however;
see Sheveloff p330-2, who says the two Bologna and the Napoli versions are like V1 and who thinks P1:1 must
be the earliest version; see also P1:16 E graphics and P3:27 A ornaments for more about the order of versions.
The Venezia variant is more poignant, the Parma version more emphatic at this point, and both valid]
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 121:121: two groups; the brief second theme is march-like in spite of the triple meter; part 2 begins with
3 repeated  ±.’s: see other sonatas that use this motto at P7:7 D
keys: 15:5471: ö  at change to subtonic major (G)
similar sonatas: the opening theme’s slurs on falling broken chords, followed by a dotted figure with a turn, are
also found in the V49:4 g opening theme
ornaments: m98 & 102 (Parma & Venezia): tied small notes are suspensions, tied to the large notes in the
previous measures and delaying the shakes beyond the beat; Parma uses ç  (Ä  with 2 slashes) Venezia just Ä  for
the small notes
influences: Couperin, Le rossignol en amour (1722) and Rameau, Le rappel des oiseaux (1724) (both have
repetitive short motifs)
Seixas, Sonata in g minor (Lisboa MM337:25; Kastner 49) has the heading Amoroso for one of its movements
(Alvarenga 108) (see Contemporaries file)
metaphors: the “amoroso” in the Bologna and Napoli mss could be related to Scarlatti’s courtship of Maria
Catarina Gentili, whom he married in Roma May 15 1728 (Kirkpatrick p76); he may have met her soon after his
arrival in Roma Mar 8 1727; she was born Nov 13 1712: see Curriculum.  That’s cutting it pretty close; only
two weeks elapsed between his arrival in Roma and Gasparini’s death.  But the sonata is the last one in the
Bologna ms (FF232) which was apparently intended for Gasparini, and the first one in both Parma and Venezia.  
If he weren’t already in love with Catarina Gentili or had even met her, perhaps he came to Roma on purpose to
find a wife and was in an amorous mood.  If the Bologna ms were already completed, the “amoroso” could have
been added to the tempo indication under a momentary whim.  See P3:3&4, also in a minor, which have similar
romantic analogies and are the opening works in the Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 13 and London-Worgan mss.  The
birdsong motif at m4 resembles that in P12:16 g, another sonata which is in the Bologna mss
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k148; Fadini 3:98 (collates P&V); Venezia online
see also: Pestelli p220: [with P3:3 a: slow movements ushering in a period of sensibilismo]
Chambure p68: basso continuo style; p71



Parma 1:2 a minor All[egr]o  ¡
  1 0 "1 Ä  | ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± ~~~Ö.»  Ö± | ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± ± à  H3 Ä  | Å _¶±µ à (lh à ÖÖ± ) a  2v 4>C

6 "2 d  repeated notes (marked staccato); rises by steps 7>e  (9\)10:  H3  11: H3 inverted 12: 8\9 %
13½ "1 varied  16 ± £ ß [end1 ¯] :Ú: 17 [end2]

  2 (17) ± à Ä  [Ú: ] ¶±µ à Ä |  "1 (H3) developed a/E  20>C
n 21½"2  23 H3 transformed (à Ä | Ä ± , offbeat stress); rh 8ves d>e  25½:  H3 inverted

27½"2 restated a
29 "1 as at 13  32 [± ± ] ± [end 1&2; full chord] :Ú: ß  à Ä ¯ [upbeat to 17½] Fin :Ú: ß

source collections: Bologna [1]:11, [2]:6); Parma 1:2; Venezia 1:2; Zaragoza 2:34
dates: about 1725; 1727? (1751)
companions: •Bol1:11, 12; Bol2:6, 7 = P1:2, 1
•V1:1, 2 = P1:1, 2
instruments: cembalo with range Bd; piano
difficulty: easy, level 1.  Staccato marks on repeated Å ’s in m6, 7&12 but not elsewhere; finger change not
indicated but would be useful (rh 4321). Last 3 chords in rh (m32 2nd & 3rd beats) probably to be arpeggiated:
right hand lowest note with lh? or after?
themes:121:1221: one group; a cell figure in m3 alternates with contrasting first & second themes and is
developed.  Has the character of an opera aria, but the left-hand part is often a contrapuntal voice in its own
right 
keys: 1345:13451: ö at the start of the second theme in part 2 after a change to the relative major (C) leading to a
transformation of the important cell from measure 3, then a restatement of the second theme in its part 1 form
graphics, ornaments: Venezia is spread onto four pages, whereas Parma takes only two
m3 etc (Parma): slurred small notes are used for acciaccature.  Venezia has some differences, especially an
unslurred ± appoggiatura in m14, and slurred ones in m29 & 30
m32: the graphics for the return to the beginning of part 2 in m17 are different in Parma & Venezia, but
confusing in both.  The intent seems to be to skip the first half of m17, as shown on the map, but the repeat of
all of m17 is also possible.
similar sonatas: P7:16 a
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k149; Fadini 3:99 (collates P&V); Venezia online
see also: Pestelli p217
Kirkpatrick p184: “the first eight sonatas of [Parma 1 and] Venice 1... are quite different in character from
Scarlatti’s usual harpsichord writing.  The basses... remain inert and without overtones like a bare unharmonized
continuo [ex=this sonata m0-9]... these sonatas might represent experiments in writing for the early piano...”

Parma 1:3 F major All[egr]o  3/8
  1 1 "1  ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | Ö tr¶.ìµ |' | ¶¶¶±=± | F  2 or 3v 8 lh imitates

16 "2 Ö.»  ÖÖ trµ | Ö  21>C
24 $ (C# & G#  appoggiature) 27 ¶± ¶±Ö.» weakbeat stresses; lh ties 46 :Ú:

  2 47 "1 (as at 4) developed f  4v 49 lh imitates 5th lower
n 59 ( F/C  62 ~~~¶¶± ¶¶± ¶±  67 ¶¶± extended

72 $ (as at 27; C# & F#  appoggiature) F  92 :Ú:
source collections: Bologna [1]:7, [2]:3, Napoli 7; Parma 1:3; Venezia 1:3; Münster 4:24; Zaragoza 2:18
dates: about 1725; 1727? (1751)
companions: •V1:3, 4; M4:24, 25 = P1:3, 4
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; the C1 to D5 range was common for portuguese pianos (pianos de
martelos) & harpsichords (cravos) in the eighteenth century; see Doderer p38-42; Van der Meer p142.
difficulty: easy, level 2; complex rhythms; left-hand trills with note held below
themes: 123:143: two thematic groups part 1, part 2 adds new material (at the n point).  The themes are
aphoristic in character: short, simple, clearly distinguishable from one another and memorable, particularly the



one developed from of the á1 theme in part 2, the only section of the sonata in a minor key.  This uses the
rhetorical device of refutatio: a theme in major appears in minor; the same device at the same place occurs again
in P1:4.  There is considerable rhythmic ambiguity, with stresses on the second or third beats and ties across
measure lines.  The â theme at m27 and m72 uses a motto frequent in Scarlatti: three long repeated notes in the
left hand; here the motto is offbeat.
keys: 15:111: tonic major to dominant major; part 2 begins in tonic minor
ornaments, accidentals: m15 etc: slurred small notes for acciaccature (Venezia lacks some of the slurs)
m27 etc: Fadini adds slurs to the two-small-note slides but they are unslurred in both Parma and Venezia,
therefore to be played on the beat; contrast P1:4 F ornaments
m31: > on small note B (not in m29 however, but large note B> an octave lower earlier in m29)
metaphors: commedia dell’arte of a mild-mannered type, with graceful leaps
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k150; Fadini 3:100 (collates P V & M)); Venezia online
see also: Jackson p114fn: [discusses chords in m57-59, with reference to Sutcliffe p239 & ex]
Sheveloff  p377-8: [notation of triplets in Napoli 7]

Parma 1:4 F major  And[an]te All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1  ÖÖ± | ~~~ÖÖ± | ±._|Ö  F  2v 3 lh imitates  H6: minor 2nd appoggiature (w/C#, B$)

14 "2 ("1 variant)  17 h opposed  21: H6  23>C
36 "3 ("2 variant) 3v but top 2 parallel; inner v tr  46  % varied
54 "4  (<H6 inverted) 60 %  66 coda: broken chord ú 70 :Ú:

  2 71 "1 developed c  73 lh imitates  83: H6 g  (ostinato) 88 e  91>a
93 "2 developed  96 >d  n99 Å¯±. rises in steps 104 F   109: 99\102 % 8ve lower

 113 F/C pedals  120 || ßå ||
\ 121 "1 (in lh) f  123 rh imitates

129 "3 varied F  rh downbeat rests 137 % 8ve lower
145 "4 varied  151 %   157 coda 159  ±.ß :Ú:

source collections: Parma 1:4; Venezia 1:4; Zaragoza 2:60; Münster 4:25 Allo

dates: about 1725; 1751
companions: •V1:3, 4; M4:24, 25 = P1:3, 4
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; piano
difficulty: easy, level 2
themes: 1234:12134: cellular; derives from material in first 6 measures.  The full-measure rest with a fermata in
part 2 is well-calculated: the á1 theme returns unexpectedly; both of its appearances use the rhetorical device of
refutatio: a theme in a major key is changed to minor, as in P1:3.  Otherwise part 2 is in the same order as part 1,
but all themes are varied significantly.  
keys: 15:527361111  tonic major to dominant major; part 2 begins in dominant minor.  The change from g
minor to e minor near the beginning of part 2 is sudden and enharmonic: with E= in m87, D< in m88
graphics, ornaments: m16, 41, 51 (Parma): slurs on two-small-note slides are acciaccature, played slightly
before the large note on the beat or crushed with it and then released.  In Venezia they are unslurred and that in
m16 has a shake (~~~) on the large note.  Therefore the slides begin on the beat in Venezia
m66-70: the slurs in the empty ledgers could be signs to speed up the falling broken chord, rather than
full-measure rests for one of the hands (å is used in m120)
m78-80: the small notes lack slurs, to be interpreted as fast appoggiature on the beat 
m99-102: (starting at the ö point) the slurs on small notes in the rising scale could be ties to the notes in the
previous measure, delaying the ±.’s a fraction beyond the left hand downbeats.  (Parma has E for the small note
in m102, but both Venezia and Münster have F)  When these measures are repeated an octave lower, m109-112,
the small notes are changed to ~~~’s
m149&155:  written-out approaches to ~~~’s
similar sonatas: P6:2 B= & 10 C (“oytabado” figure: m129+ in P1:4); P12:16 g; P13:3 A; P15:30 F



metaphors: commedia dell’arte, with graceful acrobatics as in P1:3 F
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k151; Fadini 3:101; Venezia online; Münster microfilm

Parma 1:5 G major All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 ±. | á ¶¶±=± | ÖÖ±  G  2v  9 12345 bass

12 "2  lh ostinato chords D & d waver
24 "3 repeated notes; lh ostinato continues D  29 falling broken 2nds  32: 24\31  % & extended

39 12345 bass  45 :Ú: [end1; 2: can elide]
  2 46 "3 developed (part inverted) G/D 8ves, 7ths, 6ths  n52>a/E

56 "3 restated a  60>D  64G  6ths instead of 3\note chords  68 5ths 72: 64\71 % & extended  85 :Ú:
source collections: Parma 1:5; Venezia 1:5; Zaragoza 2:40
dates: about 1720-25; 1751
companions: •V1:5, 6 = P1:5, 6
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; piano
difficulty: moderate, level 3; repeated rh Å ’s imply a finger change on same note, for example in m24: 43212,
with the fifth finger available for the leap in the following measure; m29-30 (broken 2nds): 32|32; etc.
themes: 123:33: one group & variants; first theme omitted in part 2, others developed and restated
keys: 1555:12251.  ö at change to supertonic minor (a)
ornaments: m13 etc: large-note appoggiature, sometimes varied with shakes on the first note, or the second note
being lower rather than higher, or the first note being small and shorter as at m31 (the phrase here has increased
from two to four measures) or the second note having the shake as at m55 (the end of the phrase at the ö point)
m63 (Parma & Venezia): slurred small note delaying the following shake beyond the beat
similar sonatas: P3:24 G (opening theme)
metaphors: commedia dell’arte (a character such as Tartaglia, a stutterer) One of several relatively easy studies
written in an almost naive style appropriate to a younger pupil (P8:8 C and P8:21 A for example)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k152; Fadini 3:102; Venezia online
see also: Pestelli p167 ex [m24-25, compared to Rameau, La poule]; p189 [also in P12:6 D at m19+]
Sitwell: “A Spanish dance...  Probably a fandango”

Parma 1:6 G major Vivo 12/8
  1 1 "1 ±. ~~~±. ÖÖ± ÖÖ±; lh ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ±.  ±.  G  2v 5 ~~~±.  D4 repeated

6 "2 3v: lh chords, rh ÖÖ± Ö repeated notes D
8½ "3 (<"1 at m5: D5 repeated) ±.| ±. ±. ±. ; lh broken 3rd<m1 inverted, ü by steps 14 :Ú:

  2 15 "1 developed G/D ±. ~~~±.  16>a
n 18 "2 developed; rh ÖÖ± ÖÖ± Å¯ÖÖ± ÖÖ±  20>G

(23\)24 "3 varied 28 rh broken chord ú  29 :Ú:
source collections: Parma 1:6; Venezia 1:6; Zaragoza 2:44
dates: about 1725-30; 1751
companions: •V1:5, 6 = P1:5, 6
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; piano
difficulty: moderate, level 3; implied finger change on repeated notes
themes: 123:123: cellular, three groups; continuous development of material in first measure.  The
transformation at m21-23 has an aphoristic character (see rhetoric in introduction to this file)
keys: 15:121: tonic major to dominant major through end part 1; part 2 begins in tonic major; the n point at m18
could be considered the start of new material but both hands continue figures and rhythms already used; this
section also acts as a bridge from the supertonic minor to the final return of the tonic key
rhythms: 12/8 might be considered the equivalent of common time (¡) with triplets, 4 strong beats to each
measure, rather than alla breve (¢) two strong beats, which in that case could have been written as two measures
of 6/8.  This sonata fits better into the latter category; perhaps the 12/8 signature was chosen in order to get the



student to recognize larger phrase groupings of ±.’s, many of which are the same pitch repeated.  Compare P10:4
D, which is a more obvious candidate for 12/8 rhythm and falls into one long phrase for the entire first part and
two for the second
graphics, ornament, accidentals: Parma is on two pages, Venezia on four
m1, 2, 15, 16: ~~~ �s might be interpreted as 3 Ä ’s leading smoothly to the next dotted ± with a turn; m5 ~~~ on
repeated ±. ’s however should be faster and mordente.  Parma omits the shake on the first rh note in m1 & m2,
which is the pattern also used in m15 & m16
m9-13: there are <’s on all the C’s even when the note stems are joined by the same beam (Parma; Venezia
misses one in m9); part 2: F> & G< are treated similarly (Scarlatti’s usual practice)
m18, 20: the slurred small notes precede triplets so are crushed acciaccature rather than ties (Parma & Venezia)
m24, 26: two-small-note slides with slurs: also before the beat or crushed acciaccature; however Venezia lacks
the slurs in this case
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k153; Fadini 3:103; Venezia online

Parma 1:7 B@ major (@) All[egr]o  ¢
  1 1 cutoff downbeat "1 £ ± ± ± | ° £ ± |± ± °~~~ | °  B@  2v 15 >F

(19\)20 "2 ± | ~~~±. Ä  ~~~±. Ä | ~~~±. rises by 1/2 steps (lh continues <"1)
24½ "3 £ ± | ° ± | ~~~± ± £ f
(35\)36 "2 F   43 [return to 1 & forward to 44] :Ú:

  2 44 "1 B@ >c
46 "2 developed (inverted)  51 g  n53 d  60>c  62>B=/ F
(67\)68 "3 b@
(77\)78 "2 B@ 84 ¨ walking  87 lh ±ß [Fin; rh °ß] :Ú [return to 44]Ú: ß  [can elide 87 to link P1:8]

source collections: Parma 1:7; Venezia 1:7; Zaragoza 2:28; Wien A:8 (copied from lost Münster 5:10)
dates: about 1720-25; 1751
companions: •WA 8-9 [M5:10-11 lost] = P1:7, P3:23 variant
•V1:7-8 = P1:7-8
links: both parts have returns to an initial B= downbeat.  Part 2 has a first ending; the ß over the second ending
can be considered an elision into the first measure of P1:8
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; piano (according to Kirkpatrick; see P1:2 a)
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 1232:1232: one group, variants; themes return; part 2 in same order
keys: 1555:12632111: ; the n point m53 is at a change from the relative minor (g) to the mediant minor (d)  and
is emphasized by a brief triplet figure, with thirds in the left hand (three-voice texture for two measures)
ornaments: m30 (Parma & Venezia): slurred small note ties the end of the shake in the previous measure
similar sonatas: P11:5 B=, P7:5 B=, P7:14 A, V42:30 E=
P8:19 A (walking bass second ending)
P6:9 c, P8:26 C and P10:17 G also have passages in which a dotted rhythm in the rh is opposed to a steady bass
(á2 theme in this sonata)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k154; Fadini 3:104 (collates P, V and W; no variants listed); Venezia online

Parma 1:8 B@ major  (@) All[egr]o  3/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± |'|'|Å_ÖÖ± |'|'|¶¶=± (broken chord) Ä  B= 2v 13 >g

14 "2 ¶¶=± (scale) | ~~~ÖÖ± |Ö  g &d waver 22>F   Å  scales, h 8ve apart
34 "3 ¶¶=± (broken 3rds) | Ä
50 "4  (< "2)  58 �� [return to 1; 2: elide] :Ú:

  2 59  �� ÖÖ± 60 [Ú: ] "1 developed B@>E=
67 "2 developed g  69 scales, h 8ve apart

n 75 $ (< "3)  c  lh ostinato chords



81 "2 varied B=
93 "3
109 "4 varied 117 coda ¨ 12345 123 Ä  [Fine] :Ú ��  Ö±¯ [return to 60] :Ú:

source collections: Bologna [1]:6, [2]:2; Napoli 6; Lisboa 44; Parma 1:8; Venezia 1:8; Zaragoza 2:46
dates: about 1720-25; 1727? (1751)
companions: •V1:7-8 = P1:7-8
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; piano
difficulty: easy, level 1; has parallel scales in both hands m26-33 etc.
themes: 1234:125234: one group with variants in part 1; part 2 adds new material, derived from the part 1, at the
ö point (m75) and a change of key to the supertonic minor (c) briefly interrupting a development of the second
theme, then continues with material from part 1 in the same order.  The coda m117-122 is a hemiola: it can be
played as 3 measures of 3/4
keys: 16635:14621:  tonic major to relative minor; part 2 begins in tonic major
similar sonatas: resembles P3:23 B= (Lisboa 39) which is P1:7’s companion in Münster 5
graphics, ornaments: m4 etc (Lisboa, Parma & Venezia): slurs on small notes for acciaccature
m58, 59, 123: Parma uses �� above lower or upper ledgers to indicate first ending elisions in both parts (the first
ending of part 2 is redundant however, or else there should be double dots at the beginning of m60). Lisboa
omits the �� above the last measure in each part; Lisboa’s solution for handling first and second endings is
different from Parma’s in the 1752 libri and could be earlier (or a little later): it’s somewhat clearer in Lisboa,
but the composer didn’t use this system again after 1752 as far as I can tell; the elision curves adopted in later
Parma libri appear sometimes in Lisboa, but generally there is a first ending measure (when needed) surrounded
by :||: on each side; this appears after the second ending measure or notes.
Lisboa has more ornaments than P or V; the slurs in 37-39, 45-47, 96-98 are on the last two rh notes of each
measure only, but in m104-106 they are above all three notes as in P; these slurs may mean that the rh notes
aren’t played simultaneously with the lh but are delayed a fraction.
m69, 72: upward parallel scales have E[>]’s both hands but E= in m70&73: the tonic has not yet been reached
m89: Lisboa is missing the = on the rh E, a happy accident which makes a tiny joke on the ambiguity in m69+
m94: both E’s have =’s even though beneath the same beam; elsewhere the beams seem to call for =’s to be
assumed even when the second E is separated from the first by different pitches
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k155; Fadini 3:105 (collates P & V only); Lisboa facsimile; Venezia online

Parma 1:9 C major All[egr]o ¡
  1 1 " à ¶± Ö± ÖÖÖ± | Ö  C  3v cp 1½ lh imitates 1st 5 notes; rh ties  6>g

9 $1 ççÖ±._ ± G  rh 10th leaps, lh falling 3rds à Ä Ö±
14½ $2 Ö± çÖ±.çÖ±.lh rising 3rds 18 lh 8ves 19 ÖÖÖ± Ö  :Ú ¯¶± Ö± [return to missing downbeat in 1] Ú:

  2 20  [short m: Ä Ä Ä ] "&$1 developed together a  4v  n25 e  28>d  30>C
32 $1 varied
36 $2 40 [short m: ÖÖÖ± Ä ] lh disjunct 8ves :Ú:

source collections: Parma 1:9; Venezia 1:9; Zaragoza 2:17; Münster 5:54
dates: about 1730-35; 1751
companions: •V1:9-12 = P1:9-12; however Venezia implies two pairs by having the word Fin at the end of both
V1:10 and V:12 (Parma has it at the end of each and in any case Venezia is inconsistent in this usage; see
graphics above for Parma 1 as a whole libro and see metaphors below)
•Za2:15-17 = P1:18, 19, 9
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 4; tenth leaps within ç  triplets, m10 & 33, should be played with reversed hand
technique (rh fingers 1251, the index finger passing below the thumb)
themes: 123:1223: two groups
keys: 155:6321: tonic major to dominant minor; part 2 begins in relative minor; ö at change to mediant minor



graphics, accidentals, ornaments: m9+: triplet ç ’s = Å , joined to a dotted Ä  and tied to a ± (double dotted notes
not found in Parma)  The lower voices are lined up with the top voice (shown on the map) throughout the sonata
in Parma, Venezia and Münster but should have been drawn further to the right; the rh ççÖ±. ends before the first
lh Ä  begins
m11 (Parma): the two small Å ’s with a slur are apparently different from large ç ’s used everywhere else in the
sonata: acciacciatura with the D5 after the leap from G3?  Münster has a long slur which includes part of the
following scale figure but splits the beams; Venezia has no slurs in this part of the measure.  The reason for a
slur above the falling scales in ¶ç±»»ì  rhythm is probably to speed them up (there are no bass notes with them) 
Venezia & Münster have the slur in m31 but again splits the beams
m19: first ending is a partial measure with a slur above each ledger; there is no downbeat in m1 however.  This
is a fine comic effect, because the right hand in m1, after a rest, is now imitating the left hand in m19 and the
left hand takes up the phrase again, twice, in m1-2, as though it had been interrupted by the right hand, not just
imitating it.  Münster has volti per la 2a parte at end of part 1
m20+: triplet Å ’s = Ä ; m20 is short by 5 Ä ’s, the length of m19 before the return to m1; they are picked up again
in m40 to make a full measure in the repeat
m21&22: the = on F is unnecessary but perhaps due to the < on G creating an expectation of F<
m28:  F= is used  to cancel an F< earlier in the same measure
similar sonatas: P1:23 C, P2:1 g, P2:2 G
metaphors: P1:9-12 work as a group of four sonatas, with hunting and bird-call metaphors ; all are mostly in 3v. 
This one is the entry of the hunting party (á on the map) followed by insistent figures (â1): the prancing of the
horses in full ornamental regalia; the hunting party then moves forward (â2) in pursuit of its prey
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k156; Fadini 3:106; Venezia online
see also: Chambure p71: “Avec [P1:9], si l’intention didactique demeure, la volonté d’écrire «facile» semble
s’estomper...”

Parma 1:10 C major All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1  ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ±._|Ö  (fanfare) C  2v 4 lh imitates

8 "2 opposed h, leaps in both 18 >G
22 "3 >a  4v; ties 30>e  33>b 39>a  46>G
51 "2
58 "4 3v 65 12345 bass, ostinato 66  rh downbeat rests, top v rises by steps  81 :Ú:

  2 82 "1 C/G 88 d
90 "3
98 "2
106 "3&4 developed together g  3v  n109 c  111,119: middle v ties 113 f  117>b@

125 top v weakbeat stresses & ties 130  c  134>g  136>G
138 "2 C
145 "4 varied 149 lowest v offbeat & tied 153 middle v falls by steps

162: 152\161 % & extended 176 :Ú:
source collections: Parma 1:10; Venezia 1:10; Zaragoza 2:31
dates: about 1730-35; 1751
companions: •V1:9-12 = P1:9-12
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 4; wide leaps in both hands (compare LW43 C & P15:10 G)
themes: 12324:1323424: one groups with variants, themes return within each part; continuous motion, often in
both hands; each part is a single long sentence
keys: 1563765:1251471551: tonic major to dominant major then other keys; part 2 begins in tonic major; ö at
change to tonic minor
rhythms: frequent hemiolas created by offbeat stresses and notes tied across measure lines (see map above)



ornaments, accidentals, graphics: ~~~  or tr are used differently in similar phrases, with or without slurred or
unslurred small notes (probably all acciaccature even when the previous large note is the same pitch)
m34-52 (Parma &Venezia): accidentals are repeated within measures when needed (A< m39, G< m44, F<
m50&52)  The last F & A in m34&36, the last G in m40&42, the last F in m46&48 are all repeated in the left
hand without intervening pitches, so the <’s are still in force for each
m77, 79: F[>] in Parma, F< in Venezia; m80 F< in both; therefore P not copied from V and probably earlier
m90: both C’s are marked < even though their stems are joined by the same beam
m116 (Parma): slurred small note has an accidental (E=); the slur is not a tie because the preceding pitch is F;
the small note should precede the shake, which should be played on the beat; the similar slurred small note and
shake in m115 should be treated the same way, with the shake on the beat, even though the preceding pitch, B=,
is the same (the = remains in force over the measure-line in this case); m106-7 small notes similar whether
slurred or not and whether or not followed by shakes (Venezia lacks slurs on all these small notes)
m121: B[>] in rh against B= in lh; compare m124 where B[>] is followed by B=(Fadini agrees in both cases)
m176 (last measure): rh has D & B small notes a sixth apart, without slurs, followed by octave C’s
influences, similar sonatas: the á2 theme, with its opposed broken chords and leaps greater than an octave, is a
close precursor of Chopin’s Prelude opus 28:19 E= (1836); compare P8:16 F which is a precursor of the same
prelude in a different way, and has a part 1 key structure similar to this sonata.  The comparisons might justify
the allegation that Chopin lacked much of a sense of humor however, which the Mazurka in b minor opus 33:4
would immediately contradict
P15:10 G; LW 43 C
metaphors: hunting fanfares.  m66+ is similar to P6:10 C, where there are also birds & hunting contexts
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k157; Fadini 3:107; Venezia online
see also: Pestelli p190: “tema del cuccù”; p241-2; p243: [m8+] “un elemento tematico che... ha le sue fonti nel
genere della Toccata tutta de salti...”
Willis p141-143 exs: “going off the rails... tonally unstable areas...”

Parma 1:11 c minor And[an]te 3/8
  1 1 "1  ÖÖ± | ~~~ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | Ä ±. | c  3v

7 "2 à ¶ï±µ_|Ö  rh downbeat rests & ties 13>E@
19 "3 lh broken triads w/lowest note held  27 %
35 "4 rh tr  w/ held notes above; 2nd\beat stresses 40 rh 8ves [41 % in P] 50 :Ú:

  2 51 $ lh tr ± Ä , rh á Å ±¯|¶  6ths  E@  53>f   57: 51\52 %  step higher  59>c
n 63 "2  rh&lh switched  66 rh as at 7, lh Ä  3rds scale ú

72 "3  78 %
84 "4  89 % 8ve lower  94 rh 8ves  98 % 8ve higher 103 :Ú:

source collections: Bologna [1]:8, [2]:1; Lisboa 29; Parma 1:11; Venezia 1:11; Zaragoza 2:11; Madrid-Ayerbe
2; Münster 4:29; NewYork 1:17 (2=)
dates: about 1725; 1727? (1751)
companions: •V1:9-12 = P1:9-12
•M4:29, 30; Li 29,30 = P1:11,12
•Za2:10-12 = E22, P1:11,12
•NY 1:15, 16, 17, 18 = E 22, 11, P 1:11, 12
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 4 (Rousset: facile, Maxwell: advancing intermediate) The Ä ’s should be played slowly,
almost adagio
themes: 1234:5234: one group with variants; part 2 replaces first theme with new material;  ö occurs shortly
after the final return to the tonic and to the rest of part 1 material, which is in its original order but varied and
transposed from major to minor  keys: 13:341:
graphics, ornaments: small notes in Lisboa, Parma & Venezia are mostly unslurred: full-value appoggiature



(exceptions discussed at m88 below)
m16: ç + 6 Ó  = Ä
m35-36, 84-86, 89-91: rh trills with sustained notes above
m41 is repeated in Parma only (of the sources examined by Fadini, to which I add Lisboa) The Parma version is
more interesting (and poignant) than the others, another felix culpa
m51&57: lh trills coordinate with the rh figure (see map) if they begin on the upper note and are played as four 
Å ’s; those in m51&57 are approached from below: if they begin on the principal note, their motion (second note
down to third rather than up, 2+3 Å ’s to end on the principal note) is opposed to the right hand for contrast
m52 omitted in Madrid only
m88&93:  slurred small-note thirds confirm that slurred small notes can be tied rather than appoggiatura or
acciaccatura; those in m88 cross the m-line from the same notes in m87.  Elsewhere the slurs are omitted,
presumably to prevent interpretation as ties.  Lisboa omits the ties in m88 & 93
similar sonatas: m35 is a variant of the “oytabado” figure in P6:10 C
P12:16 g; P15:33 g
ornaments at m51+: P6:8 E=
metaphors: contains a variety of birdsong figures and written-out ornaments; the rapid scale in m16, not used
again, is particularly dramatic
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k158; Fadini 3:108 (collates P, V, M, Ma; +1 added on the map to her m42-102
because she omits the repeat of m41 in Parma); Lisboa facsimile; Venezia online
see also: Pestelli p169: “vicino all’ [E11 c]”

Parma 1:12 C major All[egr]o  6/8
  1 0 "1 Ö± | ÖÖ±  ÖÖ± | ~~~± Ä Ö  hunting\horn calls,  close h 2v C  9 >G

(12\)13 "2 Ä | ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ± Ä_ÖÖ± | ±   rh 3rds 3v 18\19 rh 10th leaps  25 (1/2m) :Ú:
  2 (25½ à Ö± ) "1 developed; 6th chords w/added tones c  30>f  35>c
n 41[4/8] Æ & Ó  scale ú g (E@ F#  B$)  42  ±. à Ö±
\ (42\)43  "1 restated C

51 "2 63 (1/2m) :Ú:
source collections: Napoli 1; Lisboa 30; Parma 1:12;  Venezia 1:12; Zaragoza 2:12; Münster 4:30; Wien
Q15118:6; NewYork 1:18
dates: about 1725-30; 1751
companions: •V1:9-12 = P1:9-12
•M4:29-30, Li 29-30 = P1:11-12
•Za2:10-12 = E22, P1:11,12
•NY 1:15, 16, 17, 18 = E 22, 11, P 1:11, 12
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 4; reversed hand m14+
themes: 12:112: two themes; the first theme is developed and then restated in part 2 (following the dramatic
rapid scale of the n point at m41)
keys 15:14151:
ornaments, graphics: small notes (Lisboa, Parma and Venezia) are almost all slurred: acciaccature.  Lisboa and
Venezia use Å ’s, Parma Ä ’s with a slash.  Münster has the latter kind of small note but no slurs.
m6 & 48: tr should differ from ~~~  in similar contexts
m41: dotted ±, no rest in lh and 15 ç ’s + 2 Ó ’s =4/8 in rh, no overall slur (see metaphors below)
similar sonatas: P13:24 G; V49:5 G
P3:29 D has a similar opening theme, which also returns in the tonic in part 2 after a development section
P9:13 C quotes the opening of this sonata
metaphors: the pastoral style is strong in the development, m25+.  In keeping with the hunting metaphors of
P1:9-12, the scale in m41 could be played rapidly the first time (bird plummets to ground); more slowly and
rubato the second (wounded bird circles and flutters before falling); this is also the n point of the sonata, which



often signals a passage of particular expressive significance (see P3:5 C for one of numerous examples)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k159; Fadini 3:109; Venezia online; Münster microfilm; Lisboa facsimile
see also: Landowska: “...a dance rhythm as much in the nature of a gigue as of a Siciliano”
Gerstenberg p83
Kirkpatrick p266
Sheveloff p341: “occasional acciaccaturas” [added-tone chords]
Vignal: “...really neither a siciliana or a jig. Its beginning evokes a horn flourish. Strictly monothematic...”
Chase p111: “A particularly interesting example of the jota style, which happens to be in 6/8 time...”
Sitwell: “...very Spanish in feeling...”

Parma 1:13 D major All[egr]o  3/8
  1 1 " ±. | Ä_±. |Ä_ÖÖ±  |Ä_ÖÖ± |~~~Ä ±¯|¶. ï± ~~~± | [3]¶=± ¶  D  3v
, 14 $ ±._|¶¶± ¶¶± ¶¶± | ¶¶± ¶¶± Ä  lh 3rds; rises by steps  31>A/E  33 ||åß||
\ 34 ( ¶¶± ¶¶± Ä | ±.  a 4v 38 A ¨ 12345 etc w/ middle v in lh 49  :Ú:
  2 50 " developed; rises by steps D/A
n 59 $ D  63, 67 falls by 3rds 71>A  75 ||åß||
\ 76 ( d  80 extended 84 D  95 :Ú:
source collections: Lisboa 2; Parma 1:13; Venezia 1:14; Zaragoza 2:21
dates: about 1730-35; 1751
companions: •V1:13,14 =  P1:14,13
•Lisboa 1-2 = P3:9, 1:13
•Za 2:19-21 = P4:15, 1:14, 13
instruments: cembalo with range Cd.
difficulty: moderate, level 5.  Fingering rh m34-5 (shown on map): 532 121 5 | 43 allows for a change of fingers
on the B at the end of m34, beginning of m35; 4 | 54 is more awkward
themes: 123:123:  three groups; all combine triplets with longer held notes; the third group has two parts, at m34
and at m38, but these are really just minor- and major-mode variants of the same idea.  All three groups are
varied or developed in part 2 and appear in the same order; ö is at the start of the second theme and a peroratio
in adfectibus or sequence, leading to the only departure from the tonic in part 2, at m71  keys: 1555:11511:
ornaments: slashed small-note Ä ’s; Lisboa uses small Å
graphics: Lisboa is missing m20 and has an incorrect ± for the last beat of m23 right hand, instead of the triplet
similar sonatas: CF13:7 G; P2:3 G
P6:3 D: themes in thirds in left hand
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k161; Fadini 3:111 (collates P&V); Lisboa facsimile; Venezia online
see also: Sitwell: “Spanish, but in gentle mood with guitar strumming”

Parma 1:14 D major All[egr]o  ¡
  1 1 "1 rh Ö± ±¯Ö± ±¯|¶¶=± ¶¶=±  lh ± á ¶¶± ± á ¶¶± | ± D  2v cp; h overlap

4½ "2 lh imitates 9th lower; A# & E# appoggiature
10 "3 lh broken chord ü, rh ú 12>A/E 14 E pedals 16 ||åß||

\ 17 "2 varied a  (wavers w/e) 4v 19 ä ß 19½ %
21½ "3 A
26  "4 28½ lh E&A pedals alternate; broken 6ths  32 ... £ß :Ú:

  2 33 "2 developed b/F#  37  £ ß  37½ % step higher (varied, as at 17) 39>f# /C#  42...  £ ß
\n 43 "5 (<"3) rh turn figure, lh broken 3rds f#   45>e  47>D /A 52...  £ ß
\ 53 "2 (as at 17) d +\ 55  %

57 "3 D  62  "4 68 :Ú:
source collections: Parma 1:14; Venezia 1:13; Zaragoza 2:20; Madrid-Ayerbe 7; Münster 4:28
The Madrid version has several differences involving missing ± ’s in the left hand part (if it’s a later version, the



somewhat extraneous lh notes were removed on purpose).  Its companion, P9:1 D, is a double sonata like P1:15
E and P1:30 d.  Münster is closer to P&V than to Madrid.
dates: about 1730-35; 1751; 1754?
companions: •V1:13,14 =  P1:14,13
•Za 2:19-21 = P4:15, 1:14, 13
•Ma 7-8 = P1:14, P9:1
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; avoids using A-1 in final measures; hands overlap in m1: double keyboard?
difficulty: moderate, level 5
themes: 123234:25234: one group,  variants; themes return; first theme missing in part 2.  Measures divide in
half as if assembled from two in 2/4 (compare V42:41 c)  The n point is signaled at m43 in several ways: the
mediant minor key (f<) is established after being approached from its dominant version on C< pedals and an
intervening rest with a fermata; then a new theme is started in which materials already heard are varied in both
hands.  This theme is repeated several times, then lowered a step to the supertonic minor (e), repeated and
lowered again until the tonic major is reached on its dominant A pedal.  After another fermata an earlier theme
starts again in the tonic minor (d)
keys: 15525:633211*1: tonic major to dominant major-minor-major, with suggestions of the supertonic (E,
dominant of the dominant) which is never quite reached; part 2 begins in submediant (relative minor)
graphics: uses ß over full-measure (m16) and half-measure (m19) rests; m32, 37, 42 & 52: over ±’s.  The ß
over groups of Ä ’s in m54&56 in Parma ( Ö± ß Ö± ; the fermata curve is not long and the degree of curvature is
like the fermata in m32 for example) should be considered ritenuti for the final four Ä ’s in each measure. 
Münster clearly has Ü beneath the final Ö± D<E of both measures.  Venezia has a dotted ± for the previous offbeat
F> but no slur (the F> is just ± in P and M, no dot)  Fadini’s interpretation of separate dot and long slur seems to
be combining V & P.  The P version could also be an attempt to hold the F> to the end of the measure, but Ä_°
would have accomplished that more efficiently. Compare passages labeled arbitri in P14:25 E= and P15:31 B=
similar sonatas: P10:9 A; P6:14 D
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k160; Fadini 3:110 (revised edition 1987 collates P V M and Ma); Venezia online;
Münster microfilm

Parma 1:15 E major And[an]te 3/4
  1 1 "1 ± ± ± | [3]ÖÖ± ± ± | ± E  3v (lower 2 parallel)  2 lh imitates  13>B || 15 ßå ||
\ 16 "2 ÖÖ± ± ± (ostinato; "1 triplets at m4+ inverted) B&b  waver 29 ||
, 30 All.o ¡  $ Ä ± Ä ¯Ö± ¶±=± | Ä  offbeat stresses B   41 [± ± ] ±  £ ß :Ú:
  2 42  $ variant  (à Ä ¯¶±=±) E/B

44½ ( ostinato lh chords c#  46 çÖ±. ... 47 lh 8ves >b  55>E  57 e +\ n59 E/B 61 ||
, 62 And.e 3/4 "1 developed e  78 ||
, 79 All.o ¡  $ varied E  94 ± :Ú:
source collections: Parma 1:15; Venezia 1:15; Zaragoza 2:45; Münster 4:26
dates: about 1730-35; 1751
companions: •V1:15, 16; M4:26, 27 = P1:15, 16
instruments: cembalo with range Bd
difficulty: moderate, level 4
themes: 123:3413: two groups; themes varied/developed in part 2, new material.  Rondo with binary repeats. 
Themes have a naive, childlike quality (compare P14:29 D with somewhat similar key structure)
keys: 15555:16511*111:  the Allegro starts in B major at m30 in part 1 and continues into part 2 (with new
material), then the Andante 3/4 returns (in E minor), then the Allegro in E major and common time until the
end.  (Repeating the parts gives a different pattern of slow and fast, especially the effect of returning to the
opening slow section after the end of part 1)  The n point is close enough to the meter change in m62 to make
that the effective beginning of the shorter golden section for the whole sonata.  If a measure of 4/4 is taken as
equivalent to 2 measures of 3/4 (otherwise ignoring the indicated change of tempo), the longer golden section
starts at the double bar



ornaments, accidentals, graphics: Venezia spreads the sonata over 6 pages; Parma and Münster use 4.  The final
measures extend into the margin in Münster; half of m93 and all of m94 were cut off when bound
m2 etc: triplet Ä ’s = ±; the ~~~ ’s on ±’s m7+ are possibly smooth triplets rather than rapid accents
m46-50: lombard slides are written on the beats in large notes (see map above) The >’s on the D’s apply only to
the downward slides, the upward ones should use D< (Fadini apparently disagrees or didn’t notice)
m57: D[<] in both hands creates augmented sevenths (Parma and Venezia; Fadini changes both to D>, the
Münster reading for the lh only, but doesn’t provide an endnote)
m60-61: the first three rh A3’s are all marked < in both measures, the fourth A3 (even though joined to third one
by its beam in a trill like figure) the A4 and all the lh A2’s are [>]
m62: Münster has the meter change but omits the tempo; it has both meter & tempo changes at m30 & 79
similar sonatas: E24 A & P2:10 A (lombard slides and ostinati)
P6:17 B (scale in octaves)
P8:8 C
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k162; Fadini 3:112; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Chambure p73: [P1:30 d & P1:23 C similar]
Pestelli p199: “...gusto per le pastorellerie...”; p219 [with P1:17 D]
Benton (Sheveloff p531-3): “almost true sonata form but with varied recapitulation”
Newman Sonata in classic era p270
Keller p66-67 ex [dance character: triplets on strong beat]
Sutcliffe pl33: “similar plan... in Albero’s Sonata no.22 in F minor” [Adagio followed by Vivo, which continues
into part 2, where the Adagio returns briefly and Vivo concludes; the Adagio sections are in minor keys, Vivo
major, and there are no meter changes]
Willis p128-130 exs

Parma 1:16 E major \\ 3/8 [Venezia & Münster: Allegro]
  1 1 " ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± |... 8 ~~~±.  E  2v h parallel or opposed

17  $ ç¶± Ö±¯|ÖÖ±  B  3v top v ties 25 %  32 lh ÖÖ± links to both 1 & 33 w/o pause) :Ú:
  2 33 " E /B  n41>E

49  $ varied (¶ï± Ö± inverted) 57 % begun but varied  64 ±. ß :Ú:
source collections: Parma 1:16; Münster 4:27 Allo; Venezia 1:16 Allo

dates: about 1730-35; 1751
companions: •V1:15, 16; M4:26, 27 = P1:15, 16
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 12:12: two groups; a minuet.  The pleasures of this sonata come from small details, such as the left hand
playing F< F< D< in m10&12 instead of the more predictable F<E D<, and the dialogue between the hands,
sometimes agreeing, sometimes commenting upon each other, the right hand attempting to establish a new
meter (3/4) by tying the last note in every other measure to the first note in the next, a middle voice inserting a
monotonous ho-hum at m17-32, forcing agreement from the top voice at the cadence m24-25 & m31-32. 
Things get better in part 2, when the middle voice takes up more of the top voice’s figures at m49, then is finally
forced to shut up by the top voice leap to a high D> in m61, an ingenious exploitation of the limits of the
keyboard range (and an example of the leading tone denied near the end: compare E16 B= m57-58)
keys: 15:11:  ö is at the final return to the tonic
graphics: The ç¶± figure in m17, 19, 25 & 27 in Parma is preferable to Fadini’s ¶ç± reversal (from Münster and
later in Parma, m21, 23, 29 & part 2; Venezia has triplet  ¶¶±  throughout, not just these measures). Münster 4
seems to be based on another original than Parma, and both Münster & Parma before Venezia.
similar sonatas: E28 E (rhythmic figures)
P2:9 E (opening)
metaphors: commedia dell’arte innamorati with troublesome chaperone (compare P5:2 E)



editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k163; Fadini 3:113; Venezia online

Parma 1:17 D major And[ant]e  Moder[a]to 3/4
  1 1 cutoff downbeat " £ ± ± | ÖÖ± ± ± | ± ± D  2v (lh  continuous ±  w/ occasional  parallel 3rd v)

2 lh imitates 1st 2 notes (both A) only H12 ¯± ± ±>A  19\20: H12  21 >a  29 >A
H38(\44): triplets extended; repeated notes; 3rds in lh; rh ties 45 ±. [ä] :Ú:[end1?; 2: ± ? ]

  2 (45) ± ±  " (varied) D   49>b  54>e  58>a  n61\63:  H12>G   68>A  69\72: H38  73 °.ß  74 d  82 D
88\97: H38 varied & extended; lh 6ths  98 ± (full chord) :Ú:

source collections: Parma 1:17; Venezia 1:17; Zaragoza 2:38
dates: about 1720-25; 1751.  This is likely to be an early work (portuguese  period or with the Venezia 1742
solo & figured bass sonatas, which are probably roman period in origin). It  may not have had any repeat sign in
the middle in its earliest form: the present part 2 begins (m45-46) with an almost exact repetition of m1&2
(same pitches),  then continues the evolving sentence.  The full chords at the end are also rare in later Scarlatti
endings; and uncertainties described in graphics below confirm this to be an early sonata
companions: •Za 2:37, 38 = P4:14, 1:17
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; piano
difficulty: easy, level 0; repeated notes and phrasing: see themes below
themes: 1:1:  cellular, one theme; varied in part 2; keys 1555:16254511:
Part 1 is one long constantly evolving sentence which continues into part 2 until a ß in m73. The left hand is
continuous ±’s with occasional doublings. The right hand is frequently a triplet with or without a slurred small
note (acciaccatura before beat surely) followed by two repeated ±’s. These can be phrased in different ways,
sometimes a phrase begins with the two repeated ±’s , sometimes the first ± ends a phrase and the second ± begins
a new one.  The measure lines should be ignored whenever possible in shaping the phrases (avoid | ± ± ± | as
complete phrases in other words) The continuous triplets from end m37 to begin m45 create a much longer unit,
varied at m88 to 98. The cell at m12 (see graphics below) occurs when the key is changing and at the n point
(m61) dividing the sonata into golden sections
graphics, accidentals: m1: the D1 should be omitted when part 1 is repeated (m45 replaces the first beat even
though written as ±.)
m6 etc: Parma and Venezia are inconsistent about which small notes preceding triplets have slurs; presumably
all are to be treated as fast appoggiature or acciaccature, rather than tied to previous large notes when the pitch is
the same
m12, 19, 20: slurs on first 2 ±’s: appoggiature, with second ±  perhaps preceding the second beat. In m61-63, at
the ö point, the slur is on all three ±’s for three successive measures, so perhaps the 2nd and 3rd precede their
corresponding bass notes slightly (rubato); the right hand following the left hand also works
m45: A half measure in both Parma & Venezia.  P has V.ti p.to [Volti presto] after the double bar, V doesn’t
m75&m77: <’s on the C’s in m75 and m77 which are not strictly necessary, and are not intended as double
sharps; perhaps they were added because of the earlier F>’s and the small note C at the beginning of m75 which
needs to be interpreted as C>, as Fadini does in her edition
similar sonatas: opening of P1:18 C; the Parma libri usually do not have such similar sonatas next to each other
P7:6 D: key structure both parts
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k164; Fadini 3:114; Venezia online
see also:  Gerstenberg p101 ex m1+ [beginning based on old canzone; compare P15:38 B=]
Pestelli p218-219: “andanti... gusto per la pastorelleria” [protoype for this group]

Parma 1:18 C major \\ 3/4 [V: Andante]
  1 1 " ÖÖ± ° | Ä_ÖÖ± ± ±~~~ | ÖÖ± ° C  2v 11 d  14 C
, 18 $1 à ÖÖÖÖ± | Ö   g  21>a>G

26 $2 ¯Ä ± Ä ¶±=± offbeat  stress  38 ± :Ú lh ¯ÖÖÖ± :Ú: [return to 1; no lh downbeat; 2: elide 38] (x39)
  2 39 " (as at m4) à ÖÖ± ~~~Ö¶±  lh ostinato 3rds &c  g  n42>d>a (45 lh 7ths)



47 $1 developed >G>C
56 $2  68 rh Ö  [Fine];lh ± :Ú| (rest of m):  ¯ [return to 39] Ú: [end2: can elide  68 to link  P1:19]

source collections: Parma 1:18; Venezia 1:18 Ande; Zaragoza 2:15
dates: about 1720-25; 1751
companions: •V1:18, 19 = P1:18,19
•Za2:15-17 = P1:18, 19, 9
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 123:123: two groups; part 2 in same order
keys: 121565:52651: part 1 ends in dominant major, part 2 begins in dominant minor; short-long ö could be at
m26, start of the last theme in part 1, but I mapped the long-short ö m42, at a change from the dominant minor
(g) to the supertonic minor (d, dominant of g); this is also the first key moved to in part 1
accidentals, graphics: m26-31 & 56-61: slurs over the first three rh notes in each measure indicate a slight
rubato (speeding up of the tempo) or just point out that they don’t line up with the lh.  In m41 however the slur
over a trill figure could mean either speeding up or a slight dotting of the rhythm.  Venezia omits the slurs in
m56 &57; neither source has slurs on the similar trill figure in m43
m29: the F[>] at the end of this measure is startling but effective.  Compare V42:51 C m20 etc.  The F> here
could be taken as a false return to the tonic, the real one not occurring until m38 first ending, or forecasting the
similar change from F< in m49 to F> in m50, the final return to the tonic
m39: the right hand G is delayed by an à : the return from m68 does not land on it; therefore the trill in m38
could end in mid-air for a direct link between parts 1 &2, rather than repeating the bass G’s in m38&39 The
final measure (68) can be elided to attach P1:19 (no ß or slurs however)
m56 is repeated in Parma by the use of § at the beginning and end of the measure; Venezia has m57 written out
similar sonatas: the á section is similar to P1:17 D
P14:23 F: key structure both parts
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k165; Fadini 3:115 (she invents m39 and 70 endings which are not in the sources; 
part 2 has been renumbered by me, from her m40 onward, to the numbers on the map above); Venezia online
see also: Pestelli p220: [with P3:3: introducing sensibilismo into slow movements]

Parma 1:19 C major  All[egr]o  mà no[n] molto ¢
  1 1 cutoff downbeat "1 £ ± ± ± | °.  Ö± | ~~~ ±. ¶± ~~~±. ¶± | ~~~±. ...C  2v

8 "2 11 broken 7th chord in falling 3rds >d  19>G
23 $ rh rising 2nds, falling 3rds; lh ostinato 5ths, 4ths &c  43 :Ú [¯ return to downbeat in 1 ]Ú:

  2 44 "1 C/ G  48>a
n 49 "2 developed  52>C  54: 52\53 % step lower 56: like m11 58: 56\57 % step higher

62 $ 67>F  69>C  81 rh Ö  [Fine]; lh ° :Ú _(rest of m) [end 1: return to 44] Ú:
source collections: Napoli 3: Allegro n molto; Parma 1:19; Venezia 1:19; Zaragoza 2:16
dates: about 1720-25; 1751
companions: •V1:18, 19 = P1:18,19
•Za2:15-17 = P1:18, 19, 9
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 123:123: two groups; keys: 125:16141: ö at start of development of second theme after change to
relative minor (a), leading to sequences
ornaments: ~~~ ’s could be either short or long (depending on the interpretation of the following up- or down-
turns) and start on the principal or upper note (depending whether the approach is from above, below or same
note).  The turns following a dotted ± are in Å ’s, but ç ’s following a dotted Ä  (m7); perhaps both cases are equal
(double dots not used)
m11-18 & 56-59: slurs over the rh hand part: Fadini places them as if most of them covered their entire measure



but Parma and Venezia start them after the downbeat, which implies to me that the following notes are rubato,
not lined up with the lh part (except m16, which has no slur); compare V42:23 G
similar sonatas: P8:8 C; P7:29 A
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k166; Fadini 3:116; Venezia online
see also: Gerstenberg p102 ex m1+
Sutcliffe p356: “The phrase that opens each half... is strikingly like that found at the start of the second half of
[P5:1 E] ... patently quite different in expressive character... case for a shared external model...”

Parma 1:20 F major Vivo ¢
  1 1 cutoff downbeat "1 £ Ö± ÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± Ä  ± rh offbeat stresses, lh 3rds F  2 or 3v 6>F/C
, (8\)9 "2 ±  | ¶¶=± ± C  lh 3rds, strongbeat rests 13 g   17 F   23 >C/G
, 26 "3 ("1 variant; broken 2nds, 3rds &c) C  34 coda ¨ 3454 :Ú 38¯ [return to downbeat in 1] Ú:
  2 39 ± [Ú:] Ö± ÖÖÖ± "1&"2 developed together C>d  n52>g>F /C  58 rising 3rds&2nds, C pedals

(61\)62 "2 lh ° on strong beats F
71 "3  79 coda varied  84 ° ä  :Ú: [can elide & link P1:21]

source collections: Parma 1:20; Venezia 1:21; Zaragoza 2:58
dates: about 1720-25; 1751
companions: •V1:21, 20; Z2:58, 57  =  P1:20,21
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: easy, level 0.  Finger changes should be used on left-hand thirds, especially when they are repeated in
pairs, as at m26: | 24, 13, 24, 13 | etc
themes: 1230:12230: one group with three themes.  The themes are aphoristic in style: clearly defined, witty,
memorable; the third theme is a variant of the first and resolves some of the uncertainty caused by the offbeat
accents.  Part 2 develops the themes but keeps them in the same order 
keys: 1152155:56211: a passage starting at m48-49 with an enigmatic egressus (unexpected new material but
still in the relative minor) leads through the offbeat stresses of the opening with increasing excitement:  n (m52)
occurs at the high point, marked by an octave leap in the right hand, and a change to the supertonic minor
rhythms: walking bass m34+.  At m62-69, the left hand, which supported the right hand’s offbeat ±’s in m9-22,
now supports the ¶¶¶± figure on the strong beats (the change was hinted in m41-42 when the rests between the
lh’s notes were removed)
links: the final measure can be elided to attach P1:21: ß on final double bar; order of the pair reversed in
Venezia, but both sonatas begin with a bass F downbeat, so the sonatas could also be linked by elision in the
Venezia order
similar sonatas: E3 a; P7:2 F; P7:10 D
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k168; Fadini 3:118; Venezia online
see also: Chambure p75: “...semble proposer l’étude des contretemps”
Sutcliffe p326-328 exs [different uses of figure which first appears in m9]

Parma 1:21 F major  All[egr]o 3/4
  1 1 cutoff downbeat "1 £ [3]ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ÖÖ±  |' |' |~~~ ±.  Ä  ± F  2v lh 3rds

13 "2 ÖÖ± ~~~° lh downbeat rest, 5th & 4th chords a
, 24 "3 rh downbeat rest; lh answer w/ downbeat rest g   28 % step lower F   33>C
, 36 "4 rh downbeat rest  42 ßå
\n^ 43 c  & C  alternate 49\55: 3v  53 C   59 ¯± ÖÖÖ± [1: return to downbeat in m1; 2: elide] :Ú:
  2 60 "1&3 developed together; lh ostinato F  64 d  69 a  75 g  79 c  84>E@  87>d>F /C
, 92 "4 F  98 ßå f  & F  alternate 104\108 3v  109 F   115 ± £ £ [can elide & link V1:21] :Ú:
source collections: Parma 1:21; Venezia 1:20; Zaragoza 2:57; Münster 4:31
dates: about 1720-25; 1751.
companions: •V1:21, 20; Za2:58, 57 = P1:20,21



instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: easy, level 1
themes: 1234:134: one group; themes are variants of one another, using the basic triplet rhythm, and are further
varied or developed in part 2 (the second theme is omitted)
keys: 1321555:16325761111: tonic major to mediant minor; chiaroscuro: theme in major changes to minor at
m43+, ö point for the short-long golden ratio; preceded by a full measure rest; no new themes in part 2.  Hollow
chords; parallel fifths m16-17 are “corrected” in Münster (the M2 scribe); compare P7:29 A
rhythms: triplets dominate almost every measure (except the cadences and the return to m1 at the end of part 1);
otherwise the sonata could just as well have been in 9/8.  m112&114 change the triplets used in m56&58 to Å_ç±µ.
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k167; Fadini 3:117.  m4 (a repetition of m3) is present in P & M, but missing in V
(Fadini adopts the V version; her measure numbers are one less than those given in the map above); Venezia
online
see also: Keller p72 ex [m8-9]

Parma 1:22 G major All[egr]
o con spirito ¡

  1 1 "1 ÖÖÖ± ~~~Ö¶± Ö± | ÖÖÖ± ~~~Ö¶± Ö± |± ~~~± ± G  2v 3 lh imitates
(6\)7 "2 µ | ÖÖÖ± ¶±µ à  D lh ostinato 2nds etc
(11\)12 "3 Ä  | _¶±µ lh Ä  scale ü; walking bass
16  "1 part inverted
20 "4 ¶¶=± ~~~±  h trade same figure
24 "3 varied (same bass) 32 ÖÖÖ± ±  :Ú  £ ß Ú: 

  2 33 "1 developed G/D 34 lh imitates 35 lh ostinato >A>b 39 e :ú by steps n43 d  45 E@  49>g
53 "3 developed G  64\66 rh double ~~~ , lh 8ves
67½ "4 echoed (coda)  69 ± ± ± :Ú  £ ß [can elide & start upbeat of P1: 23]Ú:  Fin.

source collections: Parma 1:22; Venezia 1:22; Zaragoza 2:48; Münster 4:32
dates: about 1730-35; 1751
companions: •V1:22 G, 23 C, 24 G = P1:22-24
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 123143::134: one group, variants, themes return within part 1.  Themes are epigrammatic (witty and
memorable) Scales and repeated notes in the bass act as unifying devices.  A good example of Scarlatti’s
story-telling impulse: themes follow each other naturally and create expectations of new surprises
keys: 15:123656-11: the sudden switch from d minor to the very distant key of E= major just after the ö point
may be part of the metaphors below (E==mi bemolle=Mimo, Scarlatti’s nickname); and see graphics below
graphics, accidentals: m12+: slurred figure ¶±µ  perhaps to be played rubato: the Ä  to precede the second Ä  in the
bass.  The slurs are omitted in part 2 (m53+; Parma, Venezia and Münster)
m28+: the slurs belong with the small note, they don’t tie the two large notes; crushing the small note with the
next large note works best, even for the first beat of m59
m32&69: the end graphics shown on the map for each part are strange (Parma, Venezia & Münster are the
same) since if interpreted literally only three beats would be played before returning to the beginning of each
part (which are each a full measure of four beats)  Perhaps the fermata over the rest after the double bar means
that the length of the rest to make up the fourth beat is left to the player to decide.  Or else the rest is there for
the count but should be elided each time, as a rhythmic joke.  The last elision would lead directly into P1:23,
which starts with a short measure, a single upbeat ± 
m45-47 have both explicit F>’s, and uncanceled F<’s; these measures are part of a modulation: e minor - d 
minor - E= major - g minor (Fadini changes all the <’s to >’s).  Compare P13:2 G m71
similar sonatas: P10:19 b; E13 G
P5:9 C has a theme similar to the opening theme of this sonata and a passage similar to m45-7 at its m72
influences: m20+: Couperin, 17ème ordre (1722): Les petits moulins à vent, opening.



metaphors: January 22 was Scarlatti’s name day (san Domenico \ saint Dominic); see this topic in the Capriccio
file.  P3:22 f and P5:11 b, corresponding to the name days of Scarlatti’s first and second wife, Catarina March
22 and Anastasia May 11, also do not have companions in any source.  Why he would have celebrated his own
name day with this particular sonata is rather a puzzle, even though it is delightfully humorous; P10:26 D for his
birthday is rather more appropriate in character.  But there is another Couperin connection with P1:1 a and its
indication amoroso in the Bologna ms (1727?) which I think was prepared the year before his marriage to
Catarina Gentili (1728)  Chambure p75: “Cette sonate aux rythmes de tango espagnol pourrait former une
couple avec [P1:24] par le style et les contrastes” However P1:23 C might be the middle movement of a group
of three, even though in a different but closely related key.  Scarlatti may have considered P1:22-24 as a
three-day celebration for his name day.  The two G major works have similar long-short ö ratios at a change to
the dominant minor (d).  The C major work in the middle is itself divided into two distinct parts with different
tempi and meters: see the similarly divided P5:11 b, a tribute to both his wives.
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k169; Fadini 3:119; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Vignal: “...has been likened to an operatic overture”

Parma 1:23 C major  And[ant]e Moderato è Cantabile ¢
  1 0 "1 ± | ¶±µ ° ± | °  ±. ¶± | ± ± ~~~° | ° C  2v 15: 1\5 % varied c

(20\)21  "2 ± |[3]ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ± ± | ~~~± °  (motion increases); lh ostinato G
n 29 "3 Å  scales ü(motion increases) 33 g 3v  37 G   38: 29\32 %+\ 46 °.ß :Ú: L
  2 47 Allo 3/8 $1 ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ¶¶¶±=± | ÖÖ± broken 2nds ú G  2v  51\52'49\50 (xP)  55: 47\52 % 4th higher C

63 $2 à  ¶¶=± | ÖÖ±   E@  3v  71 g
n^ 85 $3 Ö¶¶=± |_ÄÖ

94 $2 B@   98 c/G
117 $3 c  125 varied  C ;  lh ostinato 132: 125\131 %  139 coda ¨ 12345 145 :Ú:

source collections: Parma 1:23; Venezia 1:23; Zaragoza 2:53
dates: about 1720-25; 1751. Parts of two different sonatas spliced together? part 2 has fuller chords than the
easier part 1
companions: •V1:22 G, 23 C, 24 G = P1:22-24.  See P1:22 graphics for a link joining it to this sonata
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 123:4565660: one group part 1; part 2 completely new material; the n’s on the map are calculated for
each part separately; however compare P9:1 D which also has a completely new part 2, but its n point appears
to apply to the entire sonata.  Part 1 speeds up internally: it begins in ± ’s, adds triplet Ä ’s m21, then slurred Å ’s
m29.  Since the two parts are so different, the sonata lacks the usual rhetorical peroratio in rebus (return to
familiar material) but makes up for it by a particularly charming final section of new-sounding material at m125,
which uses the right-hand rhythm of the minor-key â3 theme but transforms it into major
keys: 11555:513-57111:  part 1 ends, and part 2 begins, in G.  As in P1:22 G (see keys, graphics, and metaphors
in its entry) the change to E= at m63 is quite sudden and unprepared
ornaments, graphics: m46-47: drawings of hands (L) at the end of part 1 and start of part 2 in Parma alert the
player to the fact that part 2 continues the same sonata, not a new one; the hands do not occur in Venezia
m49-50 are repeated in Venezia but not in Parma; measure numbers on the map are for the Venezia version
m78, 85+ etc: uses slurred small notes as ties to same large note in previous measure
similar sonatas: P1:9 C; P5:11 b; P9:24 B=
P8:7 C resembles part 1
P8:8 C: hollow fifths like part 2
P7:2 F: theme with rapid scales as at m29 in this sonata
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k170; Fadini 3:120; Venezia online
see also: Pestelli p200; elsewhere he compares its 2/2 + 3/8 form to V42:48 A (a&b parts)
Chambure p75: “...les séquences lentes et rapides étant séparées à la charnière des deux parties de la sonate”



Parma 1:24 G major All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 Ö¶¶¶± | Ö¶¶¶± | ç¶± ~~~± G  2v

7 "2 á ç± ±¯|¶ç± ±¯|¶  (BED...) lh:  Ö.é¶± 11 lh ÖÖ± | Ä  12 >D 15 broken 2nds ü 19 lh as at 7
23 "3 ("2 variant:  DBA...) 26 12345 bass 35 :Ú:

  2 36 "3&"2 developed together a  39>e  n41>d  43 a rh as at 15, lh ostinato 46>G
51 "3 varied 65 lh 8ves 67 ±.ß :Ú: Fin.

source collections: Parma 1:24; Venezia 1:24; Zaragoza 2:51
dates: about 1730-35; 1751
companions: •V1:22 G, 23 C, 24 G = P1:22-24
instruments: cembalo with range Cd (avoids A-1 in m34)
difficulty: moderate, level 3; weakbeat stresses (rh downbeat rests & ties); varied ornaments
themes: 123:323: one group: themes are variants of one another; first theme missing in part 2, others developed
(compare P1:5 G).  Themes are epigrammatic in character (memorable and witty) The speed and style are more
of a tempo di menuetto than part 2 of P1:23, which is also in 2/8 and marked Allegro
keys: 15:26561: tonic major to dominant major; part 2 begins in supertonic minor (a, dominant of dominant),
then moves through the relative minor (e, dominant of a) to the dominant minor (d, subdominant of a) at the ö
point (as in P1:22 G), then the supertonic minor again, reaching the final tonic, G, all in just 10 measures
graphics: m3: the figure on the map (this rhythm is used in Parma in m3-5) is the basis for the whole sonata. 
The Venezia version of m3 ( ¶ç± ~~~ ± ) is not introduced in Parma until measure 7, the start of the thematic group
which is developed throughout the rest of the sonata (the first six measures are not repeated in part 2).  The
Parma version is more interesting.  P & V also differ in the writing of the shake-plus-turn-plus-final-note figure
at the end of each part; either could be a revision of the other
metaphors: commedia dell’arte character portrait, more playful than acrobatic
similar sonatas: P1:9 C; P2:4 G
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k171; Fadini 3:121; Venezia online
see also: Chambure p75: “cellule rythmique: [ex m7]”

Parma 1:25 B@ major All[egr]o  6/8
  1 1 "1 à Ö±¯ÖÖ± | ÖÖ±¯ÖÖ±  B@  2v rocking motion

8½ "2 13>g  19>F  20 Ä ±.ß
, 20½ "3 E@ 24½ % step higher F , 28½ g

32½ "2 F  37>d  41>F /C lh ± Ä ± Ä
44½ $1 F  trem.lo, rh 3rds; then 6ths ú
52½ $2 f
60½ $1: 44\52 % F
68½ $3 close h
74 $4 ±.¯ÖÖ±  rising broken 2nd  80 :Ú:

  2 81 "1 developed F  84>g  90>a
n 91½ $4 developed; lh falling broken 7th chords d  97>c

102½ $2 C pedals 109>F
110½ $1 varied (broken chords instead of 3rds) B@ 
118½ $2 b@ 
126½ $1: 110\118 % B@
134½ $3
140  $4 146 :Ú:

source collections: Parma 1:25; Venezia  1:25; Zaragoza 2:54; Münster 5:28 (Toccate)
dates: about 1745-50; 1751
instruments: cembalo with range Ad; double keyboard



difficulty: thirds and sixths in rh; difficult, level 6; see ornaments for tremolo. Close hands (m68+, 134+): the
player has to move each hand back and forth to make room (would be different with a double keyboard)
themes: 123245467:17545467: two groups, themes return within each part.  The n point at m91 occurs after a
change to a distant key (a, the leading-tone minor) and at the start of a theme based on ostinato repetitions of the
right-hand rhythm of the last theme of part 1 but with a new and unstable sounding left-hand part.
keys: 16545653555:567+325111:  Keys down by steps in part 1, up by steps in part 2
rhythms: the left-hand part at m41 (see map) is an example of trochaic rhythm
ornaments, accidentals:  m44+: “trem.lo ”= Pasquali tremolato (Sachs Early music,1991, p91-93; see P3:29 D);
the top note is repeated with different fingers three or four times then held; the lower third is held throughout its
length.  (Or, optionally, the thirds are repeated, but observe that the last lower note of each group is tied to the
following triplet) There are no slurs when there are two consecutive “tre” in the same measure or across
m-lines: each tremolo should stop before the next one begins, or even before the next lh Ä  (3¶¶± ± )
m69&72: only the first rh E has a > sign, the second one should be considered E= (no endnote in Fadini)
similar sonatas: P4:11 B=; P15:30 F
P4:18 F: tremuli on bottom or top note of thirds held across measure lines
P8:29 B=: similar key scheme, rocking motion
P15:28 F has a theme which is varied in part 2 by using broken chords (as at m110+ in this sonata)
metaphors: has the thematic richness and comic effects typical of Scarlatti’s pieces in B=
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k172; Fadini 3:122; Venezia online
see also:  Sitwell: “...a sonata of Neapolitan kind, comrade to the Balli di Sfessania, and the tarantella is never
far away”  Chambure p75

Parma 1:26 b minor \\ 2/4 [V: Allegro]
  1 1 "1 ±_¶¶=±|¯Ä  ± ±~~~ | b  3v cp

11 "2 D & b  (falls by steps)  22 A\1

23 "3 d
, 312 $1 á ¶¶± | ¶¶¶± ¶ µ[.]| Ö±  D lh imitates +1m 2v

39 $2 3v lh leaps; D pedals 48 :Ú:
  2 49 "1 developed e/B  lh imitates 1st 5 notes one beat later

56 ( (<"3) á ¶ ~~~= » | ±  B2 pedals n60>G>D
622 $1 68>b
70 "3 76 melodic minor (w/G#) scales ü
792 * Ä | ± ± | ± ¶¶¶± |  h alternate 8ves, lh offbeat
852 $2 varied  B\1 pedals 87 4v  95 :Ú:

source collections: Parma 1:26; Venezia 1: 26 All.o; Zaragoza 2:4; Münster 3a: 9 --
dates: about 1725-30; 1751
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: difficult, level 6; thirds & octaves; sometimes 4 voices (m87+)
themes: 12345:164375: two groups, but most of the material derives from the first 3 measures; the second theme
group makes increasing use of offbeat accents; order of themes mixed in part 2, with new material added
keys: 13133:4631: tonic minor to mediant major; part 2 begins in subdominant minor; ö at change to
submediant major (G) prepared by insistent B pedals
ornaments, accidentals:  m2+: slurred slashed Ä  small notes are likely to be suspensions: tied to an equal
previous large note and delaying the following large note by Å  after the beat (preparing the more radical
suspension described below at m41-42)  When they’re not the same pitch as a previous large note, in m62-9 for
example, they sound better before the beat than on it
m41-42: slurred small notes in thirds create an offbeat accent in the right hand, with the expected left-hand note
which appeared in m38-39 absent here
m51-2: C> in Venezia & Münster,  C[<] in Parma



m88-89: full chords in the right hand can be treated as rapid arpeggi (or perhaps the m89 chord netto to create a
more emphatic sforzato)
similar sonatas: P5:11 b; V42:3 D: similar offbeat octaves
influences: Rameau, Allemande, a minor, 1728; J S Bach, 6 suites pour le clavecin 1722, 3 b minor, Allemande
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k173; Fadini 3:123; Venezia online
see also: Pestelli p161: “... il «duetto» di [m]23 sgg, che denota un certo assorbimento vocale: [ex] e ci fa
ricordare di appartenere alla stessa penna onde uscì quel gioiellino che è il terzetto per l’opera Tetide in Sciro,
«Amando, tacendo»...”
Sheveloff p176: [called Gavotte in Bülow edition 1864]
Rövenstrunck p12 ex1-10 [different interpretation from mine (ornaments above); he ignores the slurs]

Parma 1:27 c minor  (2=) All[egr]o 6/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± Ä_ÖÖ± | ±.¯± c  2v 2 lh imitates

10½ "2 f  lh x rh, 8ves & 3rds  15>E@  18>g  21½ <"1 lh chords  26½ "2  30\34 rh x lh 34½ <"1
38 "3 lh chords, then leaps 3v 38 G  43 added\tone 7th chord 52 G\1

:Ú 54¯ [return to 1] || 55¯ [end2] £ à  Ú:
  2 56 "1 E@   57 lh imitates  60½ f  64>A@

68½ "2 72>b@  76>c
80 "4 (<"1; rocking ostinato) n84>b@   89>c
92 derived<"1
97  "2 rh x lh
117 "3 varied C  3v rh 3rds, offbeat G3 pedals  133 :Ú:

source collections: Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 13:9; Parma 1:27; Venezia 1:27; Zaragoza 31:21 & 32:8; NewYork
1:44 --
dates: about 1735; 1746
companions: •CF13:8, 9 = E22, P1:27
•NY 1:43, 44 = P3:13, 1:27
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: difficult, level 6; left and right hands cross over each other and play thirds
themes: 1213:124123: one theme group, variants derived from first theme, part 2 new material also derived from
first theme
keys: 14355:346714711: part 1 ends in dominant major (G); part 2 begins in mediant (relative) major, E=; ö at
change to subtonic minor (b=); part 2 also ends in major (C)
ornaments, accidentals, graphics:  ~~~  is used in part 1 in P (above notes, top voices), tr most frequently in part 2
(inner voices) (Venezia uses ~~~  there also, above the notes). tr is generally to the left of the note in Parma, but in
m83 it is above (there is a = to the left of the note); a ~~~  occurs uniquely in this part in m89 (top voice but
similar to m83). Unlike P1:26 b, the slurred slashed Ä  small notes are more likely to be traditional crushed-note
acciaccature than suspensions, even though at the same pitch as the previous note (triplet motion predominates
here)
m125, 127, 129: some of the E’s lack a >, perhaps intentionally to delay the full C major until the last two
measures; this occurs in both Parma & Venezia (where the notes are less crowded than in Parma, an indication
that Parma might have been earlier)
similar sonatas: hand crossing like P2:26 c, which also has a similar key structure
P4:24 F
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k174; Fadini 3:124; Venezia online
see also: Gerstenberg p134fn: [orchestral effects of hand-crossing]

Parma 1:28 a minor All[egr]o  2/4
  1 1 " ¶¶=± ¶¶=± | Ö±¯¶¶=± | ¶  a  2v  added\tone chords  9 ~~~± £ || 10: 1\4 % E  (varied; lighter chords)



16½ $1 Ä  | [3]¶¶± ±  Ä  | Ö± à  a  3v ostinato cluster chords  21 d  middle v: E G B@ C# E ü
25 $2 lh downbeat rests; trem[oli] 28 e
32½(1 Ä  | Ö± Ö± | Ö± Ö± | ¶¶¶±  E  2v lh leaps, rh 3rds
41 (2 (lh<" rh)  :Ú| 51¯(1: Ö.»  ¶¶¶±) [lh, return to m1]

  2 (51 [2nd ending, rh] ±. Ú|:) 52 (Ä ) \53 * b/F#  3v (middle v <21 inverted: B G E C# B A# ú) 62 e
n (66\)67 $1&2 varied & developed  70 >a  74>d  78 falling broken 2nds>A>E

84½ (1 A  lh leaps x rh w/ 6ths; A\1

96 (2  103 ± à :Ú:
source collections: Lisboa 19 --; Parma 1:28; Venezia 1:28; Zaragoza 32:16; Münster 3a:10
dates: about 1735-40; 1751
companions: •Za 32:16-18 = P1:28, 2:11, 10
instruments: cembalo with range Ad; see also Pollens, below
difficulty: exceptional, level 9. Thick chords (the lh thumb strikes two notes in m22 & 24); hand-crossings; the
left hand probably intended to play the sixths at m84+ while crossed over the right hand.  m25-32  ~~~ , tr &
tremulo alternate in each measure on the first of two joined Ä ’s (Lisboa has just Tremolo every other measure,
no tr). See P3:29 D for Pasquali tremolato. tre reappears in m68, 72, 76.  Double trills in right hand at m55-6. 
In m66-73 the right hand fourth finger needs to slide from F< to G
themes: 12345:62345:  three groups; part 2 replaces first theme with new material; ö occurs following the new
material, when the second and third theme groups return in order but are varied and developed.  The contrasts
between the groups are extreme.  The passage at m78-84 acts as an attempt to reconcile these extremes;
however, instead of moving to A major as expected, it lands on an E major chord, which makes the entrance of
the next theme in A major more dramatic and final 
keys: 151455:2514151:  part 1 ends in the dominant major, the second in the tonic major, but see below for the
ambiguous accidentals in m98-102
ornaments, graphics, accidentals: m17: Lisboa has a small Ä  G before the ± F but not in m19
m38: in the second ¶¶¶± all sources have F[>]; Lisboa also has G[>] (Zaragoza not examined)
m51 (Parma, Venezia and Münster) has the first and second endings for part 1 written together in the same
measure; both endings are in the lower ledger with slurs above and below; m52 is only one Ä ; it completes the
second ending in m51 (±.) and also m103 (± à) for the part 2 repeat; I indicated m51 twice on the map to try to
make this a little clearer.  Lisboa sensibly has the two endings as two separate measures, and Fadini uses that
version even though Lisboa wasn’t available to her
m66-78: Lisboa uses a wavy line to separate the hands; compare M5:22 e: Paris version
m78-79: Lisboa has F[>] at end of m78 and beginning of m79
m80&82: the left-hand F[>] is present in all sources (Za not examined)
m98: the first rh note is ± C[>] in Lisboa, Ä  C< in Parma; the second & third lh C’s in the same measure both
are # in Lisboa, but only the third one is < in P
m102: the third rh note is F[>] (P, V & M, but not Lisboa, which has F<; the last four notes in the rh (bass
ledger) in Lisboa’s m102 are ¶¶¶± EADG<, with the lh as in the other sources, including a C< suggesting A
major; however the last chord (m103) is bare octave A’s with the G< as a tied suspension (unslurred
appoggiatura in M and Lis) to make an ending in major less certain.  Lisboa also lacks the A-1 in m103’s other
sources but adds a small note B1 to its appoggiatura
similar sonatas: E26 A; P2:7 E
P2:17 D: cluster chords
P2:10-11 A are preparatory studies for this sonata.  All three are companions in Zaragoza 32
metaphors: the rhetorical implications are both ciceronian and subversive.  After pointing out the outrageous
atrocities committed in the name of the portuguese and spanish monarchs, Scarlatti tells Maria Barbara at m85
to forget it all and go back to her complacent oblivion of her subjects’ needs; reserving those C and F>’s in
m98-102 as his own private judgment on her and her father’s reigns 
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k175; Fadini 3:125 (collates P, V, M); Lisboa facsimile; Venezia online
see also: Pestelli p171; p173-4: [too difficult to have been included in Essercizi]; p252: “spirito di fronda”



Kirkpatrick p255fn
Chase p113: [compares m66-68 to a passage in Turina’s Andaluza sentimental]
Jackson p114-119 exs: “... contains enchainments of delayed cadences in acciaccatura passages similar to those
in [P2:17 D]... tonal scheme [151455:25141]”
Fadini ...lo stile andaluso... in Sala, p179 ex
Stewart Pollens, The pianoforte in the performance of Scarlatti’s sonatas, in Morales, p306-307 [dynamic range
played on italian harpsichord c1730; compare P10:22 F and V42:49 c]
Maria-Alexandra Francou-Desrochers, Resituating Scarlatti in a nationalist context: Spanish identity in the
Goyescas of Granados, digitool.library.mcgill.ca/thesisfile66645.pdf, master of arts thesis, Montreal: McGill
University, 2009, p58-59, ex m22-29 [guitar effects, compared to Granados, Goyescas: Epilogo m107-112] 

Parma 1:29 c minor  \\ 6/8 [V: Allegro]
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ±.¯Ö c  2v 2 lh imitates  3: lh ± Ä ± Ä  11 lh added\tone chords  13 >E@

18 "2 à Ö± ~~~Ä ± [sigh\motif] 20>g  lh as at 3, w/ leaps  32 Ä Ö±ß à ...
, 32½"3 (<"1 at 11; rh ties) 3v 39 lh as at 3

42 "4 close h, lh as at 3 46 % & extended 56 upper ledger ß £ ;
lower ledger: rh Ä ±¯ à [end2?] lh Ä _:Ú Ö± ÖÖ±¯ [return to m1 (no downbeat)]:Ú:

  2 [can tie G�s in 56, elide rest of 56] 57 cutoff downbeat "1developed c/G  n60>f  65>g
68½"2 70>c   74  Ä Ö± à ... (no ß in P&V)

\ 74½ "3 varied  81 rh 3rds
85 "4 89 % extension varied 97 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 1749:32 Allegro; Parma 1:29 --; Venezia 1:29 Allegro; Zaragoza 32:11; Za 31:20
P & V1 are usually like each other; not many changes from V49, but purposeful corrections, primarily adding
middle voice notes (and removing a few). The original source copy for P was perhaps different from that used
for V49 and got included in the stack used to prepare V1 even though the same sonata had already appeared in
V49.  However in m23-28 P’s lack of > on the A’s is like V49 rather than V1 (see accidentals below). The
tempo (Allegro) was omitted in P but reappears in V1.
dates: about 1735-40; 1749
companions: •V49:29-34: group in A=, b= & c (programmatic connections? mixed-up pairs?)
•Za 32:10, 11 = P2:26, 1:29
•Za 31:20-23 = P1:29, 27, 3:13, 2:25
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; thirds; scales containing repeated notes
themes: 1234:1234: one group, variants
keys: 135:1451: ö at change to subdominant (f)
accidentals, graphics: m23-28: the A[=] s in Parma (and sometimes in Venezia 1749 but not in Venezia 1) give
an exotic sound to this passage, completely in keeping with its iberian character; compare P2:24 c at m31-36.
m32: there is a ß on the third Ä , however none in m75 of the Parma copy; it is present in the Venezia 1749
version only.  The themes overlap in m32; they are split in m75 only.
m56-57 (Parma, shown on map): if m56 is a return to m1, there is no C2 in m1 for a landing; this happens in
other sonatas and can be effective.  If the fermata above the first part of m56 means to treat it as a full measure,
the G1 and G2 can be tied directly to the ones in m57, eliding all the rest of m56; if all of m56 is the link to part
2, the F< small note and G2 ± must be omitted, the F2 Ö  is [>]. Venezia 1749: m56 is similar but without the
fermata; the G1 in m57 is missing. Venezia 1: m56 upper ledger is blank, lower ledger has Ä Ä  £ rh, Ä  lh, no slurs
above or below the ledger; the rest of m56 beyond the :|| and m57 are like Parma. The graphics are ambiguous in
all three sources
m58: Venezia 1749 has a large sign in paler ink above the E=4 which looks somewhat like “H.”  Fadini
transcribes it as tr, but it is unlike that sign in m59 and elsewhere: the first stroke curves outward to the left (the
tr throughout V49 always has a vertical first stroke), it is larger, it adds a dot at the end, and it is written in paler



ink.  Neither Parma nor Venezia 1 has the sign nor any other ornament in this measure.  P2:29 b=, the previous
sonata in V49, has a similar sign in m2&4, as do the following later sonatas in V49: 35 (P 5:5 C m39&40), 37
(P 2:7 E m21), 40 (P2:6 D m29&31): all three of these, but not P2:29, replace the sign with ~~~ or tr in their
Parma versions.  The most likely explanation is that the sign was intended for a trill but was added by a different
scribe; nevertheless I have recorded it in case some other meaning can be discovered 
m97:  DC at end in V49
metaphors: easter sequence: see P2:26 c
editions used: Kirkpatrick 5: k129; Fadini 2:88 (she treats m56 as two measures but neither adds up to a full
measure of 6/8; my part 2 measure numbers are 1 less than hers); Venezia facsimile (V49); Venezia online (V1)
see also: Chambure p65

Parma 1:30 d minor  (0@) Cantabile And[an]te  ¢
  1 1 cutoff downbeat "1 £ ± ±  ± | ° ¶± ±.¯  d  2v 8 a

11 "2 ± ± ±.¶±¯
, 21 || ##  Allegrissimo 3/8  $1 ÖÖ± (w/repeated notes) A

34  $2  ÖÖ± |'|'| Ö± à (D# appoggiature) | ~~~ÖÖ± (lh) A/E   45 %
55 $3  ÖÖ±¯|ÖÖ± (w/ties)

,n^ 71 || $$  Cantabile come prima. ¢  "2 a  81 rh ° ä ß lh ± ° (end2) || ± ± ± (return to 1) :Ú:
  2 82  ±ß || (can elide all of 81 or tie its  ° before ||) [Ú:] 3 ± | "1 developed d/A
, 109 || ##  [V: Allegrissimo] 3/8  $1 D

123 $2 G# appoggiature; ~~~ÖÖ±ß  133 G  ostinato lh 7ths 137 A  141 D  148: 124\132 % 8ve lower
157  $3 varied&extended 165 h parallel two\8ves apart 169 ostinato lh 7ths 193 :Ú:

source collections: Parma 1:30; Venezia 1:30; Zaragoza 2:55; Münster 5:30 (Toccate)
dates: about 1725-30; 1751
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 4
themes: 123452:1345: two groups; second theme of first group returns at end of part 1 but is omitted in part 2;
binary rondo.  Hollow seventh chords become an important feature in part 2: introduced as °’s in m105-106,
they become ostinato ±.’s in m133-144 (rising in parallel steps) and m169-176
keys: 15555:11451; part 1 ends in a minor, part 2 in D major.  Allegrissimo begins in m21; m71 Cantabile come
prima; continues into part 2 (d minor), until the final return of 3/8, m109.  As in many of the other sonatas in
mixed meters, the n point occurs near a change of meter (mathematically in m74 of 193 total for the short-long
ratio)  If the alla breve ±’s are taken as equivalent to the 3/8 ±.’s and double speed, m73 would become m141 in
the recalculated new total 368)
similar sonatas:  P9:24 B=
graphics, ornaments: the slide figure shown on the map at m2 is written ç±µ. in m6-9 & 79 (Parma, Venezia and
Münster) and the difference should be respected.  The m2 figure is preceded by a slurred small note in m14-16
& 74, which translates to a crushed-note acciaccatura, not a triplet appoggiatura.
m81-82: Parma version is given on map above; in m81 the rh has a ß (which is probably an elision curve rather
than rallentare) above two ä  (° rests); then :||: (both ledgers) and Volti p[res]to.  Fadini says the m81 ß , as well
as those in m126, 128, 150& 152 (my numbering) “indicano il rallentare della battuta” (as in P1:14 D); but the
case of m81-82 is different; Münster is similar to Parma, Venezia less so (no ß ’s)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 6: k176; Fadini 3:126 [her m82 not in P, V, M; part 2 measure numbers are mine];
Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Pestelli p200 [compares P1:15 E]; [Pergolesi] “l’Aria di Serpina, nella Serva Padrona, «Stizzoso, mio
stizzoso»”

Parma:  Libro 2º 1752 (30) Sonatas.
graphics at end of each part are given in the maps as :Ú: unless unusual (:||:  after part 1 & :||:ß/ at the end are



usual)

Parma 2:1 g minor  (=) All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 intro: broken chord ú 3 "1 ¶.ìµµ | ¶.ìµµtr | [3]¶¶±  Ö±  lh ÖÖ±  g  2v 8  á ¶¶¶¶» broken chord ü
, 14 "2 rh falling broken 4ths&5ths then broken chord; lh ÖÖ± | ± à  20 >d

26 "3 ... Å  á  Å  á ~~~ ¶.í± | Ä ± (rh <"1, lh< "2 rh) 34 chromatic scale h 8ve apart 35: 26\33 % 
43 ¨ 12345 :Ú 45¯ [end1]Ú: Vti pto

  2 46 [elide 45] "2 varied d>c  47 lh imitates+\
n 52 $ ¶¶± [3] ±;  lh ostinato chords >g

57 "3 65 as at 34 66: 57\64 %  74 coda: falling scales (as at 44, extended), added\tone 7th chord
80 :Ú: Fin

source collections: Lisboa 34 --; Parma 2:1; Venezia 2:3; Zaragoza 32:20; Madrid-Ayerbe 16; Münster 5:9 (in
index but lost); Wien Q15117:21 (2=); Haffner 1:6 (2=)
dates: about 1725-30; 1742.  The shape of the rh broken chord in m15 is a prominent feature in several sonatas
with similar simple key structures which I have placed together in this period; see the Chart of sonatas by date
and key
companions: •P2:1-4
•V2:3, 4 = P2:1, 2
•Za 32:19, 20 = P2:2, 1
•Madrid 15-18 = P8:14, 2:1, 12:14&15
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3; see P2:2 G graphics for division of broken chord in m2
themes: 0123:243: one group with three related themes; part 2 omits introductory broken chord and first theme;
rest varied; new material: four insistent, dramatic measures beginning at the n point m52, leading from the
subdominant to the final tonic
keys: 15:541:
similar sonatas: V49:4 g; P2:5 d; P5:22 f
P2:2 G has similar passages soon after the start of part 2 (offbeat stresses)
metaphors: iberian (could be portuguese just as well as spanish)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k179; Fadini 3:129; Lisboa facsimile

Parma 2:2 G major  All[egr]o  vivo ¢
  1 1 "1 ± ± Å ±~~~  Ö±  | ° °tr   G  2v 2 lh imitates

11 "2 falls by steps 15 >D 18 lh leaps D1 \ D3

24 "3 ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | £ Ö± ± ±  35 A\1 36 :Ú: Vti pto

  2 37 "1 D  38 lh imitates 39\41: broken chord< 24&26

42 $  £ Ö± °  e  falls by steps; ostinato  47 B  49 c#  n52 >e  55 added\tones>G/D
61 "2 G
67 "3 79 coda: rh broken chords ü, lh pedals 82 :Ú:

source collections: Napoli 2 Allegro vivo; Münster 5: 29 (Toccate) Allo; Parma 2:2; Venezia 2:4; Zaragoza
32:19; Za 31:2; Wien Q19:8 Allegro spiritoso; Wien G 43 Allegro spiritoso
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •P2:1-4
•V2:3, 4 = P2:1, 2
•Za 32:19, 20 = P2:2, 1
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: difficult, level 7.  The left hand uses all five fingers for the added-tone cluster repeated 8 times in
m57-58, implying that the same fingers remain in place for the alternating chords in m59-60: 532 5421 (the
index finger moves back and forth from B to A)



themes: 123:14230: one group; new material in part 2 (rhetorical egressus)  The themes are epigrammatic in
character, a continuous unfolding of surprises.  The three repeated notes which begin part 2 also appear in P2:8
E (slow) and P2:20 F (rapid, as here) and many other sonatas at similar points of structural significance.
keys: 15:5634+611: tonic major to dominant major through end part 1; part 2 begins in dominant major.  At the
n point m52, the key changes to the relative minor (e) and the left-hand chords become fuller: see also Dale
below: the music from the street comes closer
accidentals, graphics: m24 etc: as in P2:1 g at m2, the composer indicates how he wants the broken chord
divided by placing an M (mano manca, left hand) in the lower ledger before the last two notes; in part 2 at m67
and m69 this is made slightly easier by having the lh play the last three notes, which are within the compass of
an octave.  Often Scarlatti will have the right hand play the entire broken chord deep into the left-hand ledger
m32: no < on C, contrary to m30 (in all sources according to Fadini, although she seems to hate it); C> at this
point is just the right touch to knock that heard-it-all smirk off the player’s\listener’s face and prepare the
outrageous egressus in part 2
m82: D:C: at end in Münster
similar sonatas: P2:1 g (see its entry above); P3:12 B=; P4:7 A; P4:17 E=; P4:23 f; P12:14 G; P15:20 A
P8:3 G opens with a theme similar to that developed in m42-60
The á1 theme is echoed in P13:2 G
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k180; Fadini 3:130
see also: Dale p120: “street scene.. some itinerant musicians are to be heard and one may be permitted to
imagine a mouth-organ in full cry at [m] 59-60”
Keller p73 ex [same example as the one discussed by Boyd & Sutcliffe]
Boyd p174-5; [m42-58];  p221: [compared to Brahms, Handel variations opus 24, 1861, fugue m66-72 ]
Sutcliffe p289 (290 ex m13-46)

Parma 2:3 G major All[egr]o  3/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± | ¶¶± Å_¶¶± ¶¶±  lh broken chord triplets G  2v 10 Æ & Ç  slurred turns & scales ú 13 ±ß à ||
\ 14 "2 ("1 variant) rh broken chord triplets, lh ostinato chords  20 D

23 "3 ("1 intensified; h opposed) 32 ¨ 12345 w/ middle v above
, 35 "4 Å_¶¶± ¶¶± ~~~¶.ï± | ÖÖ± ("1 variant) ostinato chords w/ some added\tones d

47  "3 D
, 55 "5 ("1 as at m1 ostinato) 3v, then 4v  67 :Ú:
  2 68 "3 developed; lh leaps d  76 D  82 ||åß||
\n(79) 83 "6 à ¶±±¯|Ä ¶¶± ¶¶± ("4 variant) c  87 %+\ f   91 à Ö± minor 6ths & 3rds d &g  waver  102 úG/D
, 104 "3 G
, 112 "5 varied (w/ à Ö±  as at 91 inverted)  128 :Ú:
source collections: Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 13:16; Venezia 1749:27; Münster 5:27 (Toccate); Lisboa 15; Parma
2:3; Zaragoza 32:1; Wien G 18; Wien Q15114:16
dates: about 1735; 1746
companions: •P2:1-4
•CF13:15-16 = P2:4, 3
•V49: 27, 28 = P2:3, 4
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 7 (Rousset: très difficile); study for broken chords in both hands extending over the
whole keyboard; see also ornaments below; triplets in both hands, with and without ornaments, coordinated; the
ending of each part, at m55+ & 112+, has the hands playing four voices, two voices each, which move in
different directions; the special difficulty of m126 is discussed below
themes: 12345:3635: cellular; one group with variant themes; part 2 omits some themes and adds new ones.
Each part progresses from 2 to 4 voices. Most of the elements of the sonata are contained in the first two
measures (triplet broken chords & scales,  repeated notes, fast small notes).  If the first 13 measures are repeated



(see graphics below) the n point occurs at the change to D major at the present m76; perhaps Scarlatti removed
the internal repeat to bring the golden ratio closer to the operatic passage beginning at m83
keys: 1555:55475111: tonic major to dominant major & other keys; part 2 begins in dominant minor
graphics, accidentals, ornaments: m13: Lisboa has :ÚÚ: after m13 for a repeat of the first 13 measures; Venezia
& Parma both have || here.  The Lisboa graphics imply that the repeat at the end of the part 1 (m67) goes back to
m14 rather than m1; compare P3:27 A
m66, 102, 127: broken chord divided between hands: see P2:2 graphics m24
m82 (full-measure pause with fermata in Parma & Venezia) is missing from Lisboa as well as from Cambridge,
Wien G & Münster
m85-94: F3 is repeated in all the lh chords; Venezia omits most of the >’s on this F after m85 since accidentals
continue to be in effect on repeated notes even over measure lines according to Scarlatti’s usual practice and 
even though the rest of the notes in the chords change; however the > is added on the first F in most of these
measures in Parma and all these measures in Lisboa.  In m88  Parma, Venezia & Münster have F[<]4 in the right
hand; this may be intentional since all the F4's in m83-87&89-94 are marked >; Lisboa does have the F>4 in
m88 however.  Fadini has no endnote here for the other sources.
m99-101:  Parma uses tr, like Venezia & Lisboa, and there is an upturn afterwards.  Rousset p74: [trill in m101
shouldn’t begin on principal note]  Apparently Rousset means that m101’s trill should be different from those in
m99&100 where it is approached from below.  In m101 it is approached from the same pitch as the principal
note
m126:  tr on the last rh F<4 (in Parma & Lisboa but not in V49; not in Fadini’s edition or endnotes) requires use
of 5th and 4th fingers: probably ççççç±, beginning on the upper note G. An easier version, acceptable at the speed,
would be ¶¶±, F<GF<, played with fingers 454, while the lower notes AGA are played with 121
similar sonatas: P3:24 G
the opening of this sonata is echoed in the end of each part of P12:13 C
P1:13 D: similar triplet figures
metaphors: the  passage at m83-103 is a scene that goes beyond operatic violence, especially the defiant
dissonances of m91-99
editions used: Kirkpatrick 5: k124; Venezia facsimile; Fadini 2:83 (facsimile of V49:27 first page at front of
vol; another facsimile of the same page is provided by Rövenstrunck p68); Lisboa facsimile
see also: Landowska: “...conjures up visions of a dance with guitars, castanets, and clapping”
Sitwell: “...seemingly both Neapolitan and Spanish in effect”
Kirkpatrick p231 [ex m97-98]
Pestelli p166-7 [ex m81-84]
Chambure p63
Sutcliffe p213-4; p263: “Lisbon copy... features many extra grace-note ornaments at the exotic minor enclave
[m35+], which seem perfectly idiomatic...”
Willis p190-192 [exs m43-58, 83-95, 118-128]
Rövenstrunck p11 ex m3-6 [crushed notes played as seconds rather than slightly separate]

Parma 2:4 G major  Vivo  3/8
  1 1 "1 ±. | Å_ÖÖ± | Å_ÖÖ± | Å_¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶  G  2v cp

8 "2 rising broken 3rds  12>D  20 h switch 28 falling broken 6ths
34 $ rh ties, repeated notes; lh leaps  42 % varied, rh 8ve lower  50 ¨12345 56 :Ú:

  2 57 "1 developed D  61 % step higher e
n 65 "2 developed a  69 % step lower g  73 d  77 C  81>G

86 $ varied; rh 8ve leaps ú w/ ~~~  103 :Ú:
source collections: Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 13:15; Venezia 1749:28; Lisboa 45 Allegro; Parma 2:4; Münster
3a:11; Wien Q15117:17 Vivace; Haffner 1:1 Vivace
dates: about 1730-35; 1746
companions: •P2:1-4



 •CF13:15-16 = P2:4, 3
•V49: 27, 28 = P2:3, 4
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: difficult, level 6; here the broken chords in the lh include leaps of an octave
themes: 123:123: two groups; the continuous motion of Å ’s in either hand gives the impression that each part is
a single long sentence; part 2 in same order but all themes developed or varied
keys: 15:5621545: ö at start of second theme in part 2 and change to supertonic minor
ornaments: m2-4: in Venezia 1749 the small notes at the beginning of each measure are clearly tied by slurs to
the large notes at the same pitch in the previous measures: they even cross the measure-lines; in Parma the slurs
are isolated above (in Lisboa under) the small notes and do not cross the measure lines
m15: C[>] followed by C< (Lisboa specifies the> for the first C); m18 C[>] in the falling scale followed by C<
in m19.  Fadini accepts the literal readings in both cases
m57...63 & 86...96: Parma has ~~~ instead of tr; if these are treated as short and sharp mordents rather than long
trills, they let the right hand offer a contrast to the continuous motion of both hands which has prevailed; in any
case there are no downturns written in for the falling chains in m57-59 and 61-63; m61 has a slur on a small
note before the shake, which I interpret as tied to the last note of m60, delaying the rh shake slightly after the lh.
In m86.-87, 88-89 (except Parma) & 94-95 the shake or trill is tied across the measure line, so a long trill may
be called for, but in m90 and 96 it is not and it is not clear where the trill would stop if it were long: the move to
the following measure of each calls for a two-octave leap.  The introduction to V42:43 D, m9, has a similar long
trill in the rh with a rapid up-and-down broken chord in the lh
similar sonatas: P12:16 g & P4:3 G have rh octave leaps like those at m86+; see also Pestelli below
editions used: Kirkpatrick 5: k125; Fadini 2:84; Venezia facsimile; Lisboa facsimile
see also: Pestelli p172 [E13 G similar]; [P1:24 G: neighbor in the group on p170, sfera dello studio]
Sitwell: “Spanish... I have transferred this from the Neapolitan section, because despite its early number and
Neapolitan affinity it has guitar-like terminations and declensions”
Kirkpatrick p265
Sheveloff p415-430 [analysis of phrase structure measure by measure]; p428: “the most astounding difference
[between m34+ and m86+] is the complete elimination of the melody found in the first half ”; p429 “Phrases [in
18th century music] seem to have been treated as short units...” [this disagrees with my impression, stated above
in themes, of a single long sentence for each part; see P8:22 A for another example]

Parma 2:5 d minor  \\  3/8 [V: Allegro]
  1 1 " á  ¶¶¶¶~~~ » |¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶  d  2v 8 ¨ 12345 12 ±~~~ à |
, 13 $ á  ¶¶¶¶» | ÖÖ± lh ostinato chords w/added tones  21>a

28 ( broken chord batteries w/h change on same note 33 %  44: 38\43 %
50 * chromatic scales 52 ¨ 12345 55 % 8ve lower 58 :Ú:

  2 59 " a  63 d  69>g
, 73 $  N75 >d

85 " echoed & extended 90 echo of $ inverted
94 (
115 *  123 :Ú:  Fin. [can elide 123 & link P2:6] (V :||:\\D.C.   Fine � for end of libro)

source collections: Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 13:17 Allo; Venezia 1749:41 Allo (last sonata in libro); Parma 2:5 --;
Zaragoza 32:21; Za 31:3
dates: about 1725-30; 1746.  Has unfolded broken chord figures (â theme and an inverted version m90-93) and
the same simple key structure found in several sonatas which I have placed in this period (Chart of sonatas by
date and key)
companions: •V49:41, 40 = P5, 6
•Za 32:21, 22 = P2:5, 6:13
instruments: cembalo with range Ad



difficulty: moderate, level 4; overlapping hands
themes: 1234:12134: cellular; one- or two-measure units in four thematic groups; themes are contrasted but
usually not separated by rests
keys: 15:5141: in minor keys throughout; ö m75 at final return of tonic, just after start of second theme in part 2
accidentals: are repeated within measures when other pitches intervene, even when the stems are joined under a
single beam
similar sonatas: E18 d; P2:1 g
influences: Rameau Les cyclopes (1724): batteries
metaphors: strong iberian character; example of portuguese fado (fate) and saudade (melancholy); portrait of the
king as part of the easter sequences in V49 & CF 13: see P2:26 c (and compare P2:17 D)  Numerous paintings
of new testament scenes have portraits of modern patrons standing at the edges or even taking part.  (See Paolo
Veronese, Marriage at Cana and Feast in the house of Levi for two over-the-top examples)  Since this sonata has
a very iberian character, and P2:6 a more italian one, the royal couple portrayed could be Felipe 5 and his
second consort Isabella Farnese.  I think the sequence was assembled by choosing appropriate sonatas, not
specially composed ones.  The CF 13 components might have been compiled as early as 1736, if the venetian
ambassador who arrived that year with Domenico Alberti as his page is the one for whom the libro was copied:
see Collections.  Both pieces have a dance-like character, so they may also have been used in different contexts
editions used: Kirkpatrick 5: k138; Fadini 2:97; Venezia facsimile
see also: Chambure p67

Parma 2:6 D major  All[egr]o  6/8
  1 1 cutoff downbeat; intro: falling broken chord)

3 "1 à Ö±_ÖÖ±_|ÖÖ± Ö tr Ö± | Ö  D  3v top v ties; lh rises; ¨ chords shared by h
 11 "2
 21 "1 varied; lh falls A  24>a

29 "3 tr±.¯ÖÖ±  32>A
44 "4 ("2 variant) lh leaps 49 coda: rh 6ths; broken chord ú  52 A\1 (1/2m) :Ú:

  2 53 (full m) "1 (as at 21) D  55>b
59 "3 developed tr±. à Ö±  62 e  65  rh tre[molo]; falls by 3rds G 

n 68 lh f2 x f1>D/A  75 ... £  àß
 76 "1 lh ostinato d

85 "3 88>D
99 "4 106 coda  109 ±. £ à :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 1749:40; Parma 2:6; Zaragoza 32:2
dates: about 1730-35; 1749
companions: •V49:41, 40 = P2:5, 6
instruments: cembalo with range Ad; m65: perhaps transposed from G5 E5 to accommodate a more restricted
range: the falling thirds continue with C5 in m66-67
difficulty: difficult, level 6; reversed hand; rh 4th & 5th fingers play with thumb held; lh: broken 10th chords;
index crosses thumb as shown on map at m68; tremuli: see ornaments below.  Many of the chords are so widely
spaced they need to be shared by both hands; in m5&9 the first A3 needs to be played by the lh, but the second
by the rh, to avoid 9th or 10th stretches; at m11+ the top note appears above the rh melody; at m76+ the chords
are compact, but the rh is told to participate
themes: 012134:13134: one group; themes return within each part
keys: 1555:1624111:  ö at final return to tonic, although major and minor alternate as in part 1.  The music
preceding ö is a broken chord falling by thirds (compare P9:9 D and 15:24 A where this happens at the opening)
and that following is an example of chiasmus: B E F< B in m68-69 followed by E F< B E in m70-71, with trills
on each E
links: cutoff downbeat at beginning can serve as link if last measure of P2:5 elided (V49 has the downbeat but



the order of the pair is reversed)
accidentals, ornaments: m29: rh part in Venezia 1749: tr ±._±  ¶± is changed to tr ±._ÖÖ± in Parma (m30, 31
similar)  The sign used in V49 in m29 & 31 is actually the larger sign which looks somewhat like an “H.”
discussed at P1:29 c m58, but this could be “tr” added to the score later by a different scribe; the usual V49
scribe writes tr with an initial straight vertical line and no dot following, and places it to the left of the note in
m30
m42: last rh note in both V & P is G[>]
m59-61: the tr’s in are approached from below and followed by rests, so should begin on principal note, or land
on it with upper auxiliary trill delayed Ä ; no turn at end; m68+  tr: begin on principal note, slower, no upturn
provided at end:  ¶¶¶Ö± = dotted ±.
m65-67&85-87:  tre (P; V has tr): see P3:29 D for Pasquali tremolato: repeated notes (12 ç ’s = dotted ± if the
extended tremolo is used)
m81: the first rh note in both Venezia and Parma is F<4 , m83 has F>4; the second chord in both measures is
F>3A3C>4 lh in Venezia, F<2C>3D3 lh C>4 rh in Parma
influences: Rameau, Les niais de Sologne, 1er double (1724)
metaphors: portrait of the queen (Isabella Farnese: see P2:5 d) as part of the easter sequence in V49: see P2:26
c; and note the use of chiasmus at the ö point in keys above, a frequent metaphor for Christ’s cross in 18th
century music
editions used: Kirkpatrick 5: k137; Fadini 2:96; Venezia facsimile; Venezia online
see also: Sitwell: “Dances (not of Spanish character)”

Parma 2:7 E major  All[egr]o  2/4
  1 1 "1 Å_Ö¶±  ¶¶¶± | ' | E  3v 5 lh imitates 8 falling broken 2nds w/ repeated notes

9 "2 rising broken 2nds w/ repeated notes; lh ¨ 1231 13>B 17 rh trill figure, lh broken 6ths
\ 21 "1 b
, 28½ "3 (<"2) lh x rh 34 lh 8ves
n^ 43 "4 lh 8ves B  53 :Ú:
  2 54 "1 B

61 "2
, 65½ "1& "2 developed together b  74 E

80½ "3 e/B
91 "2 E

\ 96 "1 e  added\tone chords
101½ "3 inverted
106 "4 varied: rh 3rds, disjunct 8ves E  119 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 1749:37; Lisboa 23; Parma 2:7; Zaragoza 2:41; Münster 5:59; Wien Q15114:13
dates: about 1735-40; 1749
companions: •V49:37-39 = P2:7-9
•Lisboa 22-23 = P3:19 e, P2:7 E
instruments: cembalo with range Bd
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 12134:121232134: one group, variants, themes return; part 2 in different order.  The placing of the
short-long golden section division point (n) for the whole sonata at the start of the last theme in part 1 often
signals that all the important themes have been introduced and from here on will appear out of order (compare
P3:2 G).  Note that the á4 theme does not reappear again until the end of part 2 where it is significantly varied. 
The long-short n occurs at m74, the start of a repeat of the á2 theme in the final tonic, but this leads to or is
interrupted by what is perhaps the emotional peak of the sonata at m80-90, seeming to move back to the
dominant again, but ending in the tonic instead.  keys: 1555:5511111:
graphics, ornaments, accidentals: m1-3: the right hand has a slurred small note used as a crushed note (at least



in m1); however in m6 the slurred small note in the right hand ties it to the large note of the same pitch at the
end of m5, so perhaps the slurs in m2&3 rh and m6 &7 lh should be interpreted as ties also.  This would leave
m6 briefly without a downbeat and give different sounds to the same figure (the first four lh notes in m1 top
voice) depending on what goes on in the other voices.  The right hand is accompanied by chords in m1-4, so the
opening is not fugal in character
m21: in Venezia 1749 a large sign somewhat like an H is written above the first rh note: see discussion at P1:29
c m58. This might just be the ~~~ sign found at this place in Parma, but added later in a different hand
m49,51: the first E in each measure is < but the second (separated by intervening pitches) should be interpreted
as > even though the earlier < is not canceled
m62: < is repeated on two non-consecutive A’s in the same measure
m102-105: Parma has > on every lh C even though the staves in each measure are joined under a single beam;
Venezia has just one > on the first C in each measure and omits the > on the first C in m105
m115,117: the <on the first A in is not repeated or canceled on the second: A> is the intended note.  The
subtonic pitch (D) and leading tone (D<) are not used in the last six measures (114-119); the small-note
suspension in m119 uses F<, the supertonic, rather than the more usual leading tone; compare P2:9 E
similar sonatas: P1:28 a; P2:10 A
metaphors: three sonatas in E major follow a group of eight sonatas, centered on c minor, with easter metaphors,
in Venezia 1749 (see P2:26 c); the triptych may be a trinity: P2:7 God & justice (doesn’t stray from tonic and
dominant; n at the final dominant major of part 1), P2:8 Holy Spirit & grace (falling & rising, rocking figures),
P2:9 Christ & mercy (figures such as broken seconds derived from the other two, descent into bass at end of
each part).  The ambiguities of the opening described in graphics above are also appropriate to God’s justice.  In
the m102-5 passage mentioned above, the lh has a clumsy inverted version of the rh trill-like figure: Satan
attempting to imitate God.  The disjunct octaves at the end of each part bring in a sterner aspect (or a bolder
challenge from Satan) which the addition of thirds to the right hand at the end of part 2 attempts to soften.  The
avoidance of the leading tone at the end of this sonata and of both parts of P2:9 E is also significant: God and
Christ are of one mind.
editions used: Kirkpatrick 5: k134; Fadini 2:93 (collates V, P & M); Lisboa facsimile; Venezia facsimile;
Venezia online.  Lisboa lacks the top voice in m43-45 P, V & M.   Rövenstrunck p70 provides a facsimile of
V49:37, part 1
see also: Chambure p65

Parma 2:8 E major  (3#) All[egr]o  6/8
  1 1 " ÖÖ±  ÖÖ± | ±. E  2v 2 lh imitates x rh step lower 17>B/F#

19 $ 3v top v offbeat; lh&rh share inner v à Ö± 3rd apart  25  8ve higher b  (C#5; 30 D5) 33: 25\31 %
40 ( B  2v 48 coda (3v 49\50) 52 :Ú:

  2 53 * (derived<coda) E/B   57 A/E  61>c#
n 72 $ developed f#  76>E/B  78 (bridge) ostinato offbeat B4 ~~~ , lh ÖÖ± f2xf1, falls by steps

85½\87 B\1 ±._|°._|±ß ; rh Æ  & Ç  scale ú tr ±ß à £ à  88 $ varied e  top v 3rds  94 ties
102 ( E  110 coda varied; 2v 114 :Ú: [M: can elide to link P2:15]

source collections: Venezia 1749:38; Lisboa 14 --; Parma 2:8; Wien Q15116:37 “1752 ”; Wien G 37 “1752 ”;
Münster 3a:12
dates: about 1735-40; 1749
companions: •V49: 37-39 = P2:7-9
•M3a:12-13 = P2:8,15
•WG 37-38 = P2:8, 4:25
instruments: cembalo with range Bd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; m40+: reversed-hand broken chords as in P6:22 A for example
themes: 1230:425230: three groups; first group is replaced in part 2 by new material derived from the end of
part 1, and three long repeated octaves in the bass, a frequent motto at this point
keys: 1555:1462111:



accidentals, graphics, ornaments: m13: E< followed by E[>]’s  later in same measure
m17: Lisboa lacks the < on the third (last) D (all three are < in Venezia, Parma & Münster); playing D> there
produces an interesting contrast with m23 which has <’s on both of its D’s.  Neither measure has slurs to the
small notes in the next measure:
m18&24: in Venezia the small notes are tied to the large notes in the previous measure by slurs which cross the
measure-lines (Münster is the same for m23-24 but has no slurs for m17-18)
m19-37: the question is whether the thirds (shown on map) are to be divided between the hands or played by
one hand alone, whichever has its upper (rh) or lower (lh) held-note closer.  Fadini has divided all the thirds into
separate ledgers for each hand.  But in m88-92 all the thirds must be played by the right hand.  Lisboa uses
single beams for the thirds in both part 1 & 2; Parma, Venezia and Münster have separate beams for the upper
and lower notes of each group of thirds.  See P3:26 A for a further discussion of this graphics anomaly in Lisboa
m47: Parma omits the left-hand notes found in Venezia, Lisboa & Münster (evidence that M was not copied
from P)
m49: the D2 is [>] in Venezia, Parma and Münster, a typical delaying of the full dominant major at the end of
part 1; Lisboa has D< here however
m53: Lisboa (only) lacks a < on the D3

m55: Parma, Venezia and Münster lack a < on the first D3

m62: tr (above top voice note), m64 ~~~  same context, m66 tr (left of  top v note, same context; step lower each
time); m78 tr twice, then 79-85 ~~~  on same ± B’s (each preceded by a rest): presumably the two signs are
interchangeable in these cases and all begin on the principal (lower note). m18: Lisboa has unslurred B&D small
notes followed by  C<+A<; Parma: small notes slurred (tied to previous measure) & no A<
similar sonatas: m19 +  same rhythm as P6:10 C m36+ “oytabado”
P4:25 E: repeated chords opening part 2 dissolve in a trill-like figure
P6:22 A: broken chords played by reversed hand
metaphors: follows sonatas with easter metaphors in V49 (see P2:7 E & P2:26 c).  In P2:7 the n point was at the
short-long ratio and a change to the dominant; in this sonata it occurs at the long-short ratio and a change to a
distant key, the supertonic minor (f<), in keeping with the Holy Spirit metaphor. The three repeated notes motto
which begins part 2, first in the dominant (octave B’s in the bass m53-55) then the tonic (E’s m57-58) stands for
the trinity.  Each of these groups is followed by a measure which should be called mysterious rather than
dissonant since the lh is so far apart from the rh: E1 against D<F<3 in m56, A1 against G<B3 in m59.  In the
passage at m78-87 the rh has an insistent short trill on a high B with rests on the downbeat of each measure,
while the lh’s reversed-hand broken chords fall deeper and deeper until they reach the B four octaves below, the
lowest point of the sonata, symbolizing the steadfastness of the Holy Spirit against ever-retreating challenges.
The leading tone is prominent in the final measures of each part and is used for the appoggiatura on the final
note of each, in contrast to P2:7 and P2:9, where neither leading tone or subtonic is used in the final measures:
the hope for mercy of the Holy Spirit contrasts with the stricter justice of God and Christ
editions used: Kirkpatrick 5: k135; Fadini 2:94; Lisboa facsimile; Venezia facsimile; Münster microfilm
see also: Gerstenberg p103 ex m1+: [motif containing both triads and scales]
Sitwell: “Spanish...  Another zapateado...”

Parma 2:9 E major  (3#) All[egr]o   3/8
  1 1 " ÖÖ± |ÖÖ± |ÖÖ± |á ¶¶¶¶» |¶¶¶¶¶» E  2 or 3v lh parallel 3rd lower  15>E/B  B3 pedals

20 $1 b/F# (w/A$) offbeat 8ves, ties  26 6ths (w/A#)
30 $2 B/F#  falling broken 2nds exchanged by h
42 $1 b  (w/A#)
48 (1 falling broken 4ths, then 3rds
60 (2 B  broken chords ú 68 rh swoop ú 70 B\1 :Ú:

  2 71 " E/B  76>f#
80 $1 developed A  4v offbeat stresses, ties x m\lines



n 91 $2 developed E & B waver
99 (1 e added\tones
103 $2 restated E
117 $1 varied e ; rh tre[molo], lh 3rds
123 (1 varied; offbeat 3rds
135 (2 E  143 swoop divided by h 145 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 1749:39; Münster 5:32 (Toccate); Parma 2:9
dates: about 1735-40; 1749
companions: •V49: 37-39 = P2:7-9
instruments: cembalo with range Bd
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 123245:12343245: three groups; themes return within both parts.  The last theme in each part (ã2) does
not use the subtonic or leading tone: see metaphors below
keys: 115555:124151111
graphics, accidentals, ornaments: m1-3, 6-9 etc: both hands are written in the upper ledger in parallel thirds; M
for the left hand appears before or beneath the second note in each measure (all three sources; also at the
beginning of part 2 except in Münster) implying that the right hand plays the first third alone in each measure,
then the second and third are split between the hands
m30-34: an example of accidentals remaining in effect across measure lines when there are no intervening
pitches: the < on the last left-hand D in a measure carries over to the D at the beginning of the next measure (all
sources)
m42+: unslurred small notes in octaves (both played by rh)
m57-59:  » | Ä ±~~~  Ä | ¶ç± ; parallel passage m132-134 : » |_Ä ±~~~  Ä | ¶¶± (the small note is slurred in the second version
and the next measure begins with a triplet); I would play the first version as » | Öç¶± Ä | ¶ç± , the second as »_|_Ö¶¶±µ |
¶¶± ; the point being to give expressive variety to the phrase, as if it were set to different words
m61 etc: ~~~  is probably short without a turn to the next measure, which calls for a wide leap; there is a
written-out turn in m67 & 142 where there are no leaps
m81-89: right hand has a novel version of an anschlag: ¶± Å_± (the last two notes crushed since slurred together)
m117-122: tre on tied notes; extended repeated notes do not work well here, but the short version of the
Pasquali tremolato does (see P 3:29 D)
end: (Münster) ||: ~~ Da Capo (followed by a flourish)
similar sonatas: P5:2 E; P1:16 E
E23 D & P2:11 A have similar openings; see also Pestelli below
metaphors: follows sonatas with easter metaphors in V49 (see P2:7 E, 8 E & 26 c); tremulo has specific
expressive significance (trembling) in this interpretation.  The broken-chord descent to the bass at the end of
part 1 could be intended for the right hand alone (as in P2:25 c, 27 f & 28 b); that at the end of part 2 is
specifically divided between the right and left hands, symbolizing, perhaps, that the left hand no longer has an
independent identity.  At the n point tonic & dominant keys waver: Christ between earth and heaven.  There is
no leading tone or subtonic in the last eleven measures of each part and no appoggiatura on the final note of
each: a six-note scale symbolizing a double trinity and the unity of Christ and God
editions used: Kirkpatrick 5: k136; Fadini 2:95: [few variants among P, V & M]; Venezia facsimile; Venezia
online
see also:  Kirkpatrick p 390-1 ex: “some evidence that the indication tr is synonymous with the tremulo”
[differences between V & P at m116+, 41+, 57+]
Pestelli p167: “[E15 e] muove dalla stessa idea tematica [as P2:9 E]”
Sutcliffe p319 [stylistic fingerprint: fretting inner parts: m20+]

Parma 2:10 A major All[egr]o  2/4
  1 0 "1 Ä  | Ö± ~~~Ö.ï± | Å ±. (appoggiatura from below) lh ÖÖÖ± A  3v  5 % varied



(8\)9 "2 Ä  | Ä ±  (< "1 m2:  rh offbeat stress, lh ¶¶¶±)
, 15½ $1 Ä | Ä ± Ä  | ¶± ± (rh< "1; lh ostinato chords) e & E waver (C$ , G#) 20>c#   22 3rd lower

25>e/B added\tones
29½ $2 Ä  | Ö± à  (< "2) E/B  35 B\1 pedal

, 36½ $1 b   H41  (Ä |) çÖ±. çÖ±. E  45: 37\43 % & extended 56 ± à :Ú: Vti pto

  2 (56) "1 variant a
, 65 ( tr ±. ççç± | Ö± tr Öççç± | Ö± ~~~Ö  C  n71>G  added\note chords 74 swoop ú G\1

, 76½ $1 g & G waver  82: H41 inverted>e >A/ E
, 84½ $2
, 91½ $1 a +\ (F $ , C#) 96:  H41>A  101: 92\99 % (extension somewhat varied)  115 ± à :Ú:
source collections: Parma 2:10; Venezia 2:5 --; Zaragoza 32:18; Za 31:1; Münster 4:33 Allo; New Haven 24
(see also Parma 3:4)
dates: about 1735-40; 1752
companions: •V2:5-6 & M4:33-34 = P2:10-11
•Za 32:16-18 = P1:28, 2:11, 10
instruments: cembalo with range Gc
difficulty: moderate, level 4
themes: 12343:15343: cellular; two groups; the second group alternates highly contrasted themes or sections in
minor and major.  Part 2 varies first theme & adds new. The material of the sonata is derived from the first three
measures: small note appoggiatura from below, falling broken chord, chords with minor seconds
keys: 15*35525:13-77*511*1:  The n point, m71, occurs at the change to the subtonic (G major) and the
beginning of a particulary dramatic, and perhaps problematic, passage: see below under accidentals
rhythms: the â1 section (m36+) contrasts the ¶Ö± rhythm at the beginning of m38 & 40 (also used elsewhere in
the sonata) with çÖ±.  (twice per measure in m41&42); see Neumann Ornamentation, p584: lombard slide
accidentals: m70: the last G3 is marked >; this carries over to the first G3 of m71.  However there are no >’s in
Parma on the G2 &G3 ±’s in m72-75, but there is a > on the top voice G4’s (& the G3 within the falling broken
chord in m74).  Venezia and Münster are like Parma in m72, but their G3 in m73 has a >, only V has G3 in m74. 
V, P & M do not have > on the last G-1 of m75 and first of m76.  Fadini doesn’t list these ambiguities in her
endnotes; she has all as G> and avoids the anarchy which would result from playing the literal version with
G[<] in the left hand against G> in the right.  I prefer the literal version: compare the similar sonata P1:28 a,
which brings tonal anarchy to the foreground.  Other sonatas within this Parma libro, P2:3 G and P2:13 f contain
highly dissonant passages. I’m also influenced by the fact that this passage starts the short-ratio golden section:
the final tonic is in sight (or within hearing) but will be reached through the relative minor of G (e); e is the
dominant minor of the home key, A major: G> belongs with G major, but G< is the defining pitch of a minor. 
Play the wicked version first, then a more pious version for the seconda volta if you can’t take it
similar sonatas: P4:23 f; P1:15 E
P1:28 a (P2:10 is a preparation for playing its added-tone chords)
P4:7 A (section beginning at m99 inverts the lombard slide heard at m41+ of P2:10)
P6:17 B (opening theme)
influences: J S Bach Duetto 2 F (Clavierübung 3 1739) has a theme at m39 which is similar to the one at m15 in
this sonata (â1 on the map above) consisting of a scale which begins with a ½ step followed by a 1½ step; this
type of scale is not rare in Scarlatti; P6:14 D is another example among several
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k181; Fadini 3:131 (collates V, P, M)
see also: Pestelli p217: “[può] discendere dall’E...11”
Chambure p79 ex: “caractère oriental” [of the â1 theme]
Rövenstrunck p12-13 ex m0-4 [omits slurred small note E4 at beginning of m3: it should be a crushed note; and
omits the slur on the small note at the beginning of m4: it should be a tied suspension rather than his
interpretation as an appoggiatura]



Parma 2:11 A major \\ 3/8 [V: Allegro]
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ¶¶¶± Ä  A  2v lh [à] Ö± 3rd lower 6 %

11 "2 lh Ö. é¶± | Å   rh downbeat rest
15  "3 h overlap broken 2nds 17>d  23 a  rh 6ths 30 e/B  added\tones 34 B\1

, 35 $ (<"3 w/ stresses on beats ) b  38>e   H39: rh sforzato, lh leaps 44: 35\42 %
50  ¨12345 56 :||: Vti p.to

  2 57 "1 A/E  63 varied D  lh< H39 varied
67 "2 developed  n71>A/E  75 lh falling broken 6ths
79 ( e  3v weakbeat stresses; ties x m\lines

, 88 $ varied  92 >a :  H39 varied, rh Å ±., lh as at 63  100: 88\98 %  113 :Ú:  Fin.
source collections: Lisboa 21 Allegro; Parma 2:11; Venezia 2: 6 All.o ; Zaragoza 31:6, 32:17; Münster 4:34;
Wien Q15117:20; Haffner 1:5
dates: about 1730-35; 1751
companions: •V2:5-6 & M4:33-34 = P2:10-11
•Za 32:16-18 = P1:28, 2:11, 10
instruments: cembalo with range Bd
difficulty: difficult, level 7; hand-crossings serve as an introduction to the difficulties of P1:28 a
themes: 1234:1254: two groups; cells; new material in part 2
keys: 141525:14151: tonic major to subdominant minor; part 1 ends in e minor; part 2 ends in a minor.  At the n
point the music changes to the tonic major on its dominant but moves to a new theme in the dominant minor (e)
rather than going directly to the final tonic; it stays in the minor mode until the end
ornaments: m67-74: tr on Ä  ’s probably ABAB, 4-ç ’s, etc (start each on principal note)
m83, 87: Parma has small unslurred D Å ’s followed by ~~~ ’s on the large C>; Lisboa has small slurred Ä ’s and no
shake or trill signs: the small notes in the Parma version should be short appoggiature, before the beat in Lisboa
similar sonatas: P9:17 A
P2:9 E (opening)
The sforzato chord at m39 & the appoggiatura variant at m92+ are also used in P2:13 f and P4:26 E
CF13:7 G & P12:7 D have similar batteries (rising or falling broken seconds)
P3:25 D (change to minor at ends of parts)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k182; Fadini 3:132 (collates V, P, M, WQ); Lisboa facsimile
see also: Pestelli p190: “il tratto di carillon che conclude le due parti”
Chambure p79: “Le chant flamenco apparaît dans la deuxième partie de la sonate, et jusqu’à sa fin. Les
conclusions sont différentes” [the part 2 ending is a variant of the first]

Parma 2:12 f minor  (3=) All[egr]o  2/4
  1 0 "1 Å  | ±¯¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶± ¶±µ¯|¶  f   2 or 3v 11\12 tre [molo]: short, off beat
, 15 "2 ("1 variant) rh 3rds; ties both h; ~~~ & tr  vary same phrase 18 falls by steps >E@  21>c

24 "3 ("2 variant)  rh 3rds & top v ties, lh broken 8ves, then 6ths
31  "4 (<"2)  h parallel 6th apart; C&G pedals alternate 36 % 8ve lower
41  "5 rh off beat stresses, slides/turns w/ çç± & ±ôôô  45 :Ú: [end 2. can elide]

  2 46 cutoff downbeat "2 developed f/C  49 step lower e@>b@
n 56 lh falling broken 3rds, rh offbeat 60>f   61 as at 15

, 64 "3 varied/developed (69\70 A@)
75  "4
85  "5  89 :Ú:

source collections: Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 13:13; Münster 5:26 (Toccate) --; Parma 2:12; Venezia  2:7;
Zaragoza 32:14; Za 31:19; Madrid-Ayerbe 1; NewYork 1:31
dates: about 1725-30; 1746
companions: •V2:7-11 in f =  P2:12, 13, 18, 19 & 23



•Za 32:14, 15 = P2:12, 13
•CF13:10-14 = P2:13 f, P2:22 A=, P2:29 b=, P2:12 f, P2:21 A= (compare this grouping of keys in V49:30-33
in Collections and the discussion at P2:26 c in this Catalogue)
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; ornament groups m41+
themes: 12345:22345: one group (one theme with variants); cellular.  First theme omitted in part 2. The two part
are of equal length if m45 is elided.  n occurs at the start of a unique passage which acts as a bridge from the
subdominant to the tonic
keys: 175:174131:  predominantly in minor keys except for a few measures in each part
ornaments: m11-12: tre on dotted Ä , Ä , 3 Å ’s, all followed by rests, therefore the tremoli need to be Ó  ’s: rapid
repeated notes (see P3:29)
m17, 48, 51 ~~~  & tr; 20 tr & tr; 23, 63  ~~~  & ~~~  on the same figure: differences intentional: maybe ~~~  is triplet ç ,
tr is longer and/or Ó  like the previous tremolo?
metaphors: has a melodramatic character, especially the sliding figure which closes each part
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k183; Fadini 3:133
see also: Pestelli p172: “è una pagina parallela all’E...19”
Chambure p79: “...une Allemande...”
Sutcliffe p299-300 [m31 etc] “bell sounds...”

Parma 2:13 f minor  (3=) \\ 3/8 [V, M, CF: Allegro]
  1 1 "1 ±. | ±. | trÖÖ± | Ö ; lh  à  Ö± | ¶¶¶µµ | ÖÖ± | Ö  f  3v
, 9 "2 á ¶¶¶¶± | Ö ~~~ µµ  lh ostinato chords 13 b@ 17 A@
, 22 "3 rh weakbeat stress, ties; h exchange scales

29 "4 ("2 variant)  2m % twice  34... Å ß á  |
\ 35  $1 Å ± Ä dissonant appoggiature; ú by steps; lh downbeat rests; ± 3rds both h f 

37 d  40  g  43 c
48 $2 á ¶¶¶¶± |¶¶¶¶¶±  54 % 8ve lower  60  $1 68  $2  70 ¨12345 75 G\1  76 :Ú:

  2 77 "4 developed; lh ostinato sforzato chords f/ C  83 B@  89 E@>c   92 D5  n98>b@
, 101 "2 A@ 105  f
, 111 "4 varied;  2m % twice 116... Å ß á |

117  $1 b@ 120  g   123  c  126  f  131  $2  143  $1 151  $2  157 :Ú:
source collections: Parma 2:13; Venezia 2:8; Münster 4:35; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 13:10; Zaragoza 32:15;
Johnson 1754:2
dates: about 1730-35; 1746
companions: •V2:7-11 in f =  P2:12, 13, 18, 19 & 23; this would be the corrente in the suite of 5
•Za 32:14, 15 = P2:12, 13
•CF13:10-14 = P2:13 f, P2:22 A=, P2:29 b=, P2:12 f, P2:21 A= (see P2:26 c about the mixed keys)
instruments: range Gd; double keyboard: m89 & 95 right hand plays note being held (repeated) by left hand
difficulty: difficult, level 6.  Fingering for broken chords landing on 6ths: rh m29-30 (etc): 12352|412452; in
part 2 m111+ this is simplified, so that the broken chords are not unfolded and the landing is on a single note
themes: 12345656:42456: two groups separated by a fermata and rest, each group subdivided into two or more
themes, developed in part 2, but some themes missing.  Using the rhetorical terms laid out in the introduction to
this file: the sonata begins with an exordium, an idea which is not used in part 2 but which proposes the basic
idea of the sonata: a falling motion as its highest notes move downward from C5 to A=3 and the left hand falls
parallel to it, often a third below.  At m9 the narratio or exposition begins (material which will be developed or
repeated in part 2) By contrast this theme strives upward, with repeated (ostinato) chords in the left hand as
support, and moves quickly from the tonic through the subdominant minor to the mediant major.  This leads to
another falling idea, m22, which will not be repeated, then to one in which the upward striving only manages a
repeat of the same final chord, m29-34.  The music has moved as far as it can in the mediant major and stops



briefly, to begin over in the tonic minor with a new  idea which lasts only one measure and repeats itself
stubbornly, the top voice moving slowly down stepwise  until it reaches the dominant minor in which the part
will close.  At m48 the forward motion of the first group attempts to reassert itself but the stubborn idea returns. 
Part 2 opens with a probatio, an expansion of the idea at m29-34 to four times its original length, eventually
reaching the highest notes of the sonata D=5 and ending with a change to the subdominant minor at the ö point
m98.  A return to the second theme of part 1 is almost a literal restatement but reverses the keys, moving from
the mediant major to the tonic minor; it now skips ahead to the fourth theme, the one which was expanded, but
this time it is considerably weakened, both hands reduced to a minimum of notes, and again stops with a brief
pause at m115.  The peroratio in rebus, or recapitulation of material in its original form, starts with the stubborn
idea in the subdominant, the top voice moving down by steps as in part 1 until it reaches the tonic (and adding
one measure to its part 1 length) then again interrupting the idea with greater motion, which however concludes
the sonata as it did in part 1, as if the drama of the probatio had changed nothing after all
keys: 14316+25:14754314251: (discussion included in themes above)
ornaments, accidentals: m35-45: Å  small-notes w/o slurs: appoggiature w/ top note of chord delayed and
stressed; probably A=’s in m43-5; > on large & small A’s in each previous measure (37-42); a slur across the
measure-line in m45-46 (P, V & M) is written below the notes it is apparently meant to tie (if m128-9 is
parallel): it might make more sense to tie the two B>’s below it ; the m128-129 case doesn’t have this middle
voice.  Enharmonic changes are used: m36 D=, m37 C<; m119 G=, m120 F<
m46-57: > is repeated on non-adjacent B’s even when joined under the same beam; this applies also to the E’s
in m132-140
m74: B[=] preceded and followed by B>, m155 explicit E= by E>: examples of the denial of the leading tone
near ends of parts
similar sonatas: P7:13 G; P10:7 F
P2:11 A, P3:24 G, P4:26 E, P5:22 f (sforzato chords, appoggiature on thirds)
metaphors: easter symbolism: crown of thorns, torments, “Pro peccatis...” and other strophes of Stabat mater;
m35-47 (and later occurrences of this idea): the hammering of nails into the cross
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k184; Fadini 3:134; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Chambure p79: ...danses, claquements de mains, de talons, castagnettes...
Fadini ...lo stile andaluso... in Sala, p176 ex; p196
Sutcliffe p227: [m20: mismatched scales; compare P15:38 B=]

Parma 2:14 A major Vivo ¢
  1 1 "1  £ Ö± ± ± | ± ± ± ± | ±  rh 3rds, then parallel to lh�s 8ves A  2v (3v doubling) 5 A\1 (m3 in V)

9 "2 (<"1)  broken 3rds, A pedals 20 >E  26>a
30 "3 ("2 broken 3rds inverted, broken 6ths) lh x rh twice per m ± �± � 34>E 

41>e  lh x rh once per m ± ��±
48 "4 ("3 variant; lh x rh twice per m)
59 "5 E  lh wider leaps x rh once per m ± �° (60\61 B4 ú B\1) 63  % 68 :Ú: [2: can elide or tie]

  2 69 cutoff downbeat  $ A/E pedals  73 % D/A pedals
n 77 "5  80>A

82 ( a  scalesú; falling broken 6ths 88 scales overlap (canonic imitation)
95 "4 C  100>a  102  %
109 "5 A  113  %  118 coda: broken chords ú then ü; A pedals 121 full chord :Ú:

source collections: London-Worgan 30 (2<) Allegro e presto; Venezia 1749:16 (2<) Allo; Münster 5:34
(Toccate) (3<) --; Parma 2:14; Zaragoza 32:13; Wien Q15120:1 --; Johnson 1754:4 --; NewYork 1:40 (2<) All.o

Fadini (see editions below) collates V, P, LW, M; many variants among all four. V & LW with 2< key signature
and P & M with 3< may be from different originals.  Fadini uses ¡ for the meter but doesn’t say why: it’s ¢ in
all her sources.  Münster has the numbers 14 & 44 lined out in the upper left-hand corner of the first page; 34.



has been added by a later hand, the one that provided the final page or sonata numbering throughout M; see
Collections: Münster.  Sheveloff p247-8 mentions the likelihood that different versions of the copy-text originals
co-existed.  Compare P3:19 e, P3:27 A, P4:20 e
dates: about 1730-35; 1748
companions: •V49:16, 17 = P2:14, 3:27
•NY 1:39, 40 = P3:3, 2:14
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: difficult, level 7; m60+: 4-octave leaps in lh; m118+: rh fingers 5432 1234 (another way is 5321
1234, sliding the thumb on the A B)  For the tempo designation Vivo in Parma, compare the table of tempi in
the Characteristics file; I believe the majority of sonatas listed under Vivo could be faster than Allegro but not
as fast as most Presto sonatas; London-Worgan says as much (liveliness is being emphasized more than speed) 
There is a discussion of Vivo in the entry for P6:26 B= where it seems to be more of an indication of character
themes: 12345:657450: one group, variant themes; part 2 omits first three themes, adds new ones
keys: 151555:14113-11:  discussion of themes and keys combined with metaphors below
accidentals, graphics, ornaments: m26+: uses = to cancel F< & C< (although sometimes >, for example in
m27); > to cancel G<
m88-91: uses dots across m-lines: ± | .  (instead of ±_|Ä ) This passage is a simple canon, in which the rh imitates
the lh ½-measure later an octave above
m121: the slurred small-note G< is tied to the large note of the same pitch at the end of m120, implying that the
top A of the final chord is suspended Å , followed by the rest of the notes of the chord in a downward arpeggio
similar sonatas: V49:20 C; P13:3 A; P10:9 A
E26 A (opening with answer in bass)
P3:29 D (three- and four-octave leaps)
P6:13 D (hand crossing; next sonata in Pestelli group p170)
metaphors:  The opening is orchestral: a street fair is announced by trumpets and drums, building in excitement
(crowds gather) until the change to minor at m26 relaxes the tension.  Acrobats arrive: the left hand, crossing
rapidly back and forth over continuous right-hand broken chords in a somersaulting pattern, creates a dialogue
between high and low voices, again with mounting excitement.  Hand-crossing leaps continue in the last theme
but come to rest more often.  Part 2 starts with material which is similar to the part 1 opening (but not directly
derived from it) and seems to be moving in a new direction; however the last theme of part 1 returns out of
order at the ö point for a brief interruption and move toward the tonic minor.  Another new section begins in
which tension builds in a stretto of scale imitations moving upward: leapfrogs by the troupe.  Then material
from late in part 1 returns (skipping ahead to the more heated part of the hand-crossing dialogue) in the relative
major of the tonic minor: a change of costume (in part 1 this theme stayed in the dominant minor); it moves
through tonic minor to major to end with some parting flourishes and applause.
editions used: Kirkpatrick 4: k113; Fadini 2:72.  Rövenstrunck p66 provides a complete facsimile of V49:16.
see also: Chambure p61: Après une ouverture héroïque... déroule un système continu de croches, en majeur et
mineur, dans les tonalités voisines de la tonique.
Sara Gross Ceballos, Scarlatti and María Bárbara... in Sala, p209-211 ex: “fandangismo”

Parma 2:15 E major  (3<) All[egr]o  ¢
  1 1 cutoff downbeat "1  £ Ö± ± ± | ±  E  3v 2 lh imitates  H7: broken chord swoop ú

8½ "2 B & F#  waver; rocking ostinato  16:   H7 extended;  úB\1  18 ° ä ß ||
\ 19 "3 £ Ö± ± Ö± | ± f< 25 ° ä ß || 26: 19\24 % e  31:  H7

32  "2 b & f# waver  37>B
44 "4 b  rh 8ves, lh parallel 6th below
54 $1 B  (w/A$) lh leaps to low notesú by steps  61 %
68 $2 (w/A#) 74:  H7 extended; broken chord divided by h 76 ° ä :Ú:

  2 77 "3 c< 83 ° ä ß || 84: 77\831  % step lower b



,n 90½"2 & "4 developed together f< & c<  94>a/E
103 $1 e

, 116 "4 varied, opposed h, both 8ves, chromatic steps a & e
122 $1 E
136  $2 w/rh 6ths 144 ° ä ß :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 1742:4 Presto; London-Worgan 34 Presto; Parma 2:15; Zaragoza 32:28; Münster
3a:13 All:o (see editions below); NewYork 1:45 --
dates: about 1735-40; 1742 (1748; 1752; 1755)
companions: •M3a:12, 13 = P2:8, 15
•NY 1:45, 46 = P2:15 E, 3:19 e
instruments: cembalo with range Bc
difficulty: difficult, level 6 (Rousset: très difficile); hand crossing not indicated but implied in the falling broken
chords in m16-18 and similar places, where alternating the hands is the best way to play them
themes: 1232456:3245456: two groups with variants, themes return, cells; begins with an isolated downbeat E,
perhaps to link from P2:8 in the Münster pairing (the downbeat is in all sources however)
keys: 152252555:652641411:  The bass at m54-59 falls from F< to B and the passage is clearly in B major, but
A< is avoided throughout, with A[>] in the rh at m59.  ö, m90, is at a change to supertonic minor and the start
of the second theme of part 2
ornament, accidentals, graphics: m21-23 and similar places throughout: the sources differ on whether or not
one or both of the two right-hand notes at the end of a measure should be tied to the chord at the beginning of
the following measure.  I think following a single source such as Parma gives more expressive variety and
possibilities of inner voices than changing every occurrence to be identical (both notes tied) as Fadini does. 
Silencing the right hand on every downbeat makes the left-hand pedals too prominent and the passages too
monotonous
m44 (Venezia): + at begin, also m68, and after m91 (blank at end of brace): meaning unknown
m83: Venezia has double dots in the rh as if the first 7 measures of part 2 should be repeated, but the lh has a
fermata, as in Parma, over three vertical dots, so I think it’s safe to ignore this and go directly to the repeat a step
lower in m84.  V’s m83 is at the bottom of the second page, which may explain how London-Worgan delayed
the part 1 repeat until m83 (no double dots at m76) V also has no double dots at the end and no DC. Perhaps at
some point the sonata was in rondo form with a few internal repeats (see also m18 & 25 on the map) rather than
in binary form
m95: rh A< against lh A[>] in Parma
m103-115: accidentals appear to be in force for the notes tied by the same beam; for example in m106 the first
and third rh G’s are marked > but not the second and fourth rh G’s
m116+: Venezia and Parma use = to cancel C<, but Parma uses =then>then = in the lh C octaves of m116-121
(as well as B in its own right). C* (double sharp) at end of 117 and 120 before D< in 118 and 121 is possible
here; D> would be much clearer but it would make the D<’s ambiguous; the movement is in half-steps from

upbeats to downbeats so C* is appropriate. See notes to P5:1 E (accidentals). 
similar sonatas: P4:25 E; P4:26 E; P6:21 A
P14:25 E=: octaves in both hands
influences: the left-hand trills at m54+, are like those in Chopin, Concerto e minor, first mvt m621+ (1830)
metaphors: In 1752, February 15 would have been martedì grasso (mardi gras), the last day of carnevale before
quaresima (lent), if the calendar or easter metaphors for the rest of Parma 2 are significant, and I believe they
are.  The addition of sixths to the part 2 ending has the effect of softening the first: mercy shown for indulgence.
editions used: Kirkpatrick 2: k46; Fadini 1:4: numerous differences of detail between V & P;  M usually closer
to P than to V but sometimes differs from both; LW close to V, so P apparently from a new or corrected original
made by 1752; M’s independent differences not preferred by Fadini but they could reflect additions by 1755;
Venezia facsimile; Münster microfilm
see also: Kirkpatrick p249; p298
Sitwell: “Spanish in mood and dignity...”.



Foster p126-130: “dramatic contrast” [defined p126; she assigns ABCD and closing to the themes of part 1; C
(my á3) is her theme of dramatic contrast] “...The beginning of the D material... is quite similar to the beginning
of B, but the resemblance disappears as this section grows by the associative process...”
Chambure p37 [dynamics]
Pedrero-Encabo 1997 p220-1 ex m19-25: “juego rítmico en disposición sincopada de los acordes... desviación
del sistema compositivo propio del barocco”
Sutcliffe p295 ex [Scarlatti’s writing exploits the possibilities of a keyboard instrument, as opposed to typical
orchestral or choral writing; lh upward scales in m68 &71 left hanging, sudden plunge down 2 octaves to F<1]

Parma 2:16 d minor  \\  12/8 [V: Allegrissimo; M&LW: Allegro]
  1 1 "1 à [Ú:] Ö± ÖÖ±  ±. ±. | d  3v 1½ lh imitates

(3\)4 "2 rh 6ths; lh&rh leap x each other
11 "1 a
14 "3 lh leaps & ~~~  x rh 3rds
19 "4 à Ö±  ±. (only break  in continuous Ä �s) rh leaps & ~~~  x lh

n^ 22 "5 rh 3rds & 6ths  27 Ä  :Ú: Vti pto

  2 (27) "1 developed A  3rds both h 28½>D
31 "3 developed g lh stays x rh, close h, opposed 33  rh 3rds 34>a  37 lh leaps C>F  41>d/A
43 "2  developed F   46>d
50 "3
52 "5  57 ¬ ß :Ú:

source collections: London-Worgan 28 Allegro; Venezia 1749:23 Allegriss.mo; Parma 2:16 --; Zaragoza 32:12;
Münster 3a:14 Allo; Wien Q15119:7; Wien G 42 (WQ, WG: Allegro)
dates: about 1735-40; 1748
companions: •V49:21-23 = P3:9 D, 2:17 D, 16 d
•M3a:14-15 = P2:16 d, 17 D
•WQ 6-7 = P7:26 D, 2:16 d
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: exceptional, level 9
themes: 121345:13235:  cellular; one group; themes return; ö at start of last theme in part 1, no new themes in
part 2.  keys: 15:514573131:
similar sonatas: V42:3 D, P3:20 a
metaphors: Ash Wednesday was on February 16 in 1752; see easter sequences at P2:18 f and P2:26 c.  Since the
P2:26 (V49:29) sequence ends with P2:6 D and P2:5 d, the P2:18 sequence might begin even earlier, with P2:16
d and P2:17 D (see also Gross Ceballos citation under the latter)  The extravagant difficulties of these two
sonatas are appropriate for the beginning of lent as examples of penance.  On the other hand, their difficulties
are also extremely erotic, a musical ecstasy of Saint Theresa.  Unlike the auto-erotic music of Liszt, Scarlatti’s
works challenge the mind as much as the genitals (male and female) and fingers, and leave player and listening
partner with a feeling of joy, rather than guilt at self-indulgence.  Very few women have made a career out of
performing Liszt, against the many accomplished women who have performed Scarlatti, beginning with his
primary pupil.
editions used: Kirkpatrick 4: k120; Fadini 2:79
see also: Gerstenberg p134&fn
Kirkpatrick p162; p191-2
Pestelli p173: [excluded from Essercizi because of] “difficoltà quasi esoterica”
Sutcliffe p173-175 ex=pt 1 [elisions and joining of parts]; 180, 182 [subverts the usual roles of cadences and
sequences]



Parma 2:17 D major  All[egr]o  3/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± fanfares w/ leaps; lh ostinato chords D  3v 7 lh Å  scales ü

18 "2 Ö¶¶¶± | Ö  repeated notes  28 A  tremulo  H31 broken 3rds ü  34\5 ¡ Veloce Ç  scale ú ¬ß
\ 36 3/8 [V&L: il tempo primo] $ à Ö±_|ÖÖ±_|ÖÖ±|ÖÖ±|Ö a  top v weakbeats&ties; lh ostinato chords

56 rh (V): tremulo [on A3]
73 "2 A
79 "3 (<"2) lh x rh, then rh x lh 85: H31  95 :Ú: Vti p.to

  2 96 $ developed d/A 106>A  rh tr  w/in lh chords 112 b  116 e  121 clusters 126 D
N 130 "2:H31 inverted & extended 134 D1 pedals 137 A\1 pedals
\ 143 $ restated d  162 10&11\note clusters

176 "2 D
186 "3  207 :Ú: ß

source collections: London-Worgan 39; Venezia 1749:22; Parma 2:17; Wien Q15116:38 “1752”; Wien G 9
“1752”; Münster 3a:15
dates: about 1735-40; 1748
companions: •V49:21-23 = P3:9 D, 2:17 D, 16 d
•M3a:14-15 = P2:16 d, 17 D
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: exceptional, level 9; lesson in using rh fingers 3,4, &5 rapidly while sustaining notes with thumb &
index, as in m19-30.  m28: tremulo: repeated notes with rh fingers 3&4, probably extended to m30 and played
as Ó ’s to increase the speed of the repeated notes which started in m18; m34-5: meter changed to ¡ “veloce” -
falling A major scale of 27 Ó ’s, therefore as 9 triplets?  Parma, Venezia & Münster have the beams divided
between the first 16 and last 11, but V has a single slur over all 27 implying they are played by the right hand
alone, quasi glissando. m107-115: all notes on one ledger, but the rh should play the trill and the lh the notes
above and below it (Fadini & Balla editions put the hands on separate ledgers); Parma uses tr on inner-voice
notes only; the rest are ~~~ . m163-4: both hands have their thumbs on two keys.  The M (for left hand on lower
ledger top notes) in m177 (Parma, Venezia and Münster) is barely possible: the thumb has to hold a dotted ±
while the second & fifth fingers play Ä ’s an octave apart below it; rh thumb on the held notes (Parma and
Münster but not Venezia indicate D for rh in m16, both Parma & Venezia in m74; Münster microfilm smudged
here) would allow them to be held their full length while fingers 2345 change on the repeated notes above, but
as usual the composer may be trying for different sounds and techniques for similar passages, so he really did
want the left hand to stretch in m177-180.
themes: 12324:32324: two groups; themes return within both parts; cells; part 2: first theme omitted and others
developed.  The ö point occurs at the start of the second theme in part 2, an inversion of a cell which appeared
in different sections of part 1, and at a change to the tonic which began a few measures earlier but is confirmed
here.  However, instead of the rapid repeated rh notes which characterized this theme in part 1, the inverted cell
leads first to three repeated bass D’s (one per measure) then three repeated A’s, the lowest notes in the sonata. 
See P7:7 D for a partial list of  other sonatas with significant repeated long notes.
keys: 1555:15621111:
rhetoric: the D major sonatas P2:17, P3:10, P3:25, P3:29, P10:11 and V42:43 all have extended introductions
with fanfares or similar orchestral features, corresponding to the rhetorical device of exordium (see introduction
to this file)
ornaments: m28: tremulo on dotted  ±  D3, tied to one in m29 in Parma (through m30 in Venezia and Münster)
could be a continuation of the repeated notes in the previous measures, but faster (see difficulty above)  Over the
D in 28, V has a small Tre., M just the word tenuta above the whole measure
m56-60:  Parma:  tr on the lowest note of the offbeat rh chords except m59: E3 or F3; Venezia: “Tremulo nell’
Amirie.” above rh ledger through m58 (emended to “dell’ A la mi re” by Fadini; A la mi re means a (&) a’ (=A3

& A4  in Fadini’s system) according to Grove music online.  An octave tremolo on both A3 & A4 would be
impossible because of the E3 & C4 being held simultaneously by the right hand.  Therefore “tremulo” means an



extended rapid repeat of the center A3 continuing into the next measure (see P3:29 D for Pasquali tremolato,
which also provides for a short tremolo, repeating the same note with different fingers three or four times and
holding the last).  Parma lacks the tremulo indication. Venezia also has tr to the left of the middle A3’s in the
chords in m57, 58 &60: perhaps the tremulo in m56 was supposed to evolve into a trill?  To add to the
confusion, Venezia’s tremulo indication is written in very large letters, the tr’s in small letters.  Münster lacks
ornaments in this group of measures
similar sonatas: V42:3 D, P3:5 C, and see rhetoric above
P1:28 a (cluster chords)
metaphors: see P2:16 d in this file and the Capriccio file: keys: sonatas in d or D (= re) sonatas can sometimes
be associated with Fernando 6 (d) and with Maria Barbara (D) as here; for the previous reign, I associated
P12:22 D with Felipe 5, P12:23 d with Isabella Farnese.  I think these associations might have been made, not at
the time of composing the works, but at the time of compiling the libri, by Scarlatti choosing works composed
earlier which seemed appropriate for specific calendar dates.  A brief fanfare occurs at the beginning of P13:30
D, which is headed Del Rey don Fernando 6 in the New York manuscript
editions used: Kirkpatrick 4: k119; Fadini 2:78; Venezia facsimile; Münster microfilm; György Balla,
Domenico Scarlatti 200 sonate per clavicembalo,  Editio Musica Budapest, 1977, v1:30. Choi p152-3 gives
some WQ variants
see also: Kirkpatrick p189: “trills on internal pedal points”; p193: “reaches of ninths and tenths”; p197:
“underlines accents with thickenings of texture or with sudden sforzatos”; p204: “castanets... directly imitated
m18-30”; p231-34 [ex m143+] “dissonances”; p291: “imperceptible gradations from smaller to larger masses of
sound”
Dale p120: “Among these street scenes there is one which could be claimed as nocturnal in character...”
Sitwell: “Unashamedly flamenco in approach and action...”
Pestelli p214-5: [see also P5:6 C; interior passages anticipate Sturm und Drang, Mozart of the 1773 g minor
sinfonia; ex m143-148]
Sutcliffe p236-237; p313-315 exs
Jackson p109-114 exs: “chains of delayed cadences... rasgado guitar strumming” [tonal scheme 1555:1562111]
Fadini ...lo stile andaluso... in Sala, p178 ex
Sara Gross Ceballos, Scarlatti and María Bárbara... in Sala, p216-220 ex

Parma 2:18 f minor  (3@) And[ant]e  ¢
  1 1 "1 lh ¨ ± ±. ÖÖ± | ±  f   3v  rising rh 3rds & 6ths on weakbeats (top v rises by steps)  9 %

11>A@  16 c/ G 20 rocking motion of rh chords
n^ 26 "2 ÖÖÖ±_°_|Ö  c  30 %  35 rh °; lh  ± :Ú  ±. ÖÖ±¯ [return to 1]Ú: [2: can elide all 35 or just lh part]
  2 36 (full m) "1 f/C >b@  40: as at 20  44 >A@

45 "2 extended & developed 47>f   57: 53\56 %  63 ¬ß :Ú:
source collections: Parma 2:18; Venezia 2:9
dates: about 1720-25; 1752
companions: •P2:18, 19 f, 20 F
•V2:7-11 in f =  P2:12, 13, 18, 19 & 23
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: easy, level 0; in 3 voices throughout
themes: 12:12: one group, two related themes.  The melody of the first theme is in the lh, but since the rhythm of
one measure is repeated over and over, the activity of the rh gains increasing melodic importance: its ä ° in each
measure develops into a complete phrase at m20-24.  When the rh takes over a version of the lh’s figure at m26,
the lh’s part becomes correspondingly more important.  In part 2, the first theme is shortened and the second
theme expanded
keys: 1355:1431:  Short-long ö at start of last theme and final dominant of part 1
metaphors: easter symbolism: chiasmus in m7-8 (A= B= D= C in lh, C D= B= A= in rh with faster notes) and
in the chord patterns of m45-63 (end)   P2:18-30 form an easter sequence of 13 sonatas, a keyboard version of a



stabat mater or a stations of the cross.  My easter metaphors for the sonatas below don’t work too well as a
single narrative sequence, more as a meditation on the crucifixion.  See P2:26 c for the contents of a different
V49:29-41 easter group which includes 5 sonatas from this P2:18-30 group.  Ash Wednesday was on February
16 in 1752, so P2:16 d & P2:17 D might be part of the group, symbolizing the patronage of the king and queen
(d\D=re=rey\reina=king\queen) as with the V49 set which ends with sonatas in D & d; more about patron
portraits at P2:5 d
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k185; Fadini 3:135 (her m36 is not in P or V, but derived from m35; I have
subtracted -1 from her part 2 measure numbers); Venezia online
see also: Kirkpatrick p311: “based on the breath phrase... [the phrases] take place during the holding or
exhalation of a single breath”
Pestelli p169: “Il tipo liturgico, dalle dolcezze pergolesiane...”
Chambure p79: ... Chaconne... [would be the sarabande in V2:7-11 suite of 5; see Chambure under P2:19]
Sutcliffe p360-361: “initially suggests a chaconne, a lyrical climax arrives at [m]51-2”

Parma 2:19 f minor  (3@) All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | Ö¶¶¶± |¯Ç ±. |Ö¶±µ |ÖÖµ~~~  f   2v cp  11>c

13 "2 (< "1 m6 inverted)
, 20  "1 developed 30 %  41 coda ¶± ¶¶¶± | Ä ±~~~  47 :Ú: V.ti pto

  2 48 "1 f/C  52 F
n 55 "2 b@  59>f/C  (w/D$)
, 64 "1  70> f   73 %  83 coda  89 :Ú:
source collections: Parma 2:19; Venezia 2:10; Zaragoza 31:49
dates: about 1725-30; 1752
companions: •P2:18, 19 f, 20 F
•V2:7-11 in f =  P2:12, 13, 18, 19 & 23
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: easy, level 0; 2 voices throughout
themes: 121:121: cellular; first theme returns within both parts.
keys: 15:11411: ö at start of second theme in part 2 and change to subdominant
accidentals: m25, 26: literal treatment of A[=] is better than changing it to A>, though odd-sounding at first
metaphors: easter symbolism: nailing to cross; the form implies Christ between two thieves (perhaps Christ
should be represented by the more significant á1 theme between á2 and the coda in that case); see P2:18 f
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k186; Fadini 3:136
see also: Chambure p79: “Ce sont les diverses cellules rythmiques des sonates [P2:19 & 23] qui leur donnent
une parenté, parenté que l’on serait tenté de généraliser en considérant toutes les pièces depuis [V2:7=P2:12]
comme une suite en Fa mineur [in V2; see V2:7-11 in companions above]”

Parma 2:20 F major  All[egr]o   3/8
  1 1 "1 Ä ±¯|¶¶¶¶¶±|¯Ç Ä ±¯|¶  F   2v  9 % varied: Ç   slides ü
, 17 "2 lh leaps  21> C  lh ostinato chords  31: 17\20 % 4th lower  35: 28\30 % twice, varied
, 43 $1 c  rh downbeat rest
, 51 $2 lh x rh  59 %
, 66 ( C  rh downbeat rests & ties, 3rds&6ths; lh 8ves w/8ve leaps 79 coda; ¨12345 83 :Ú:
  2 84 "1 varied/developed ÖÖ± | ¶¶¶± Å_Ä | ¶  f/C  3v 86 lh imitates m84 only
,n95 92 * broken 2nds  f   96 lh echoes rh scale at m86, same pitches 8ve lower 97: 92\95 %
, 102 "2 developed c  110 >b@ >f   118 çÖ» [ë] scale ü
, 122 $2
, 137 ( varied F  150 new coda, echoes "1 at m9; ¨12345 153 :Ú: ß
source collections: Venezia 1742:2; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 13:18; London-Worgan 14; Lisboa 43; Parma 2:20;



Johnson 1752:5; Zaragoza 31:7, 32:27; Münster 3b:68
In m66 Lisboa has the first Å  in the rh, both G&E$, not tied to the following ± (same notes); apparently London,
Cambridge & Münster have just the E, not tied; Parma &Venezia have just the G, tied; in m137 Lisboa has just
the C like the other sources, but no tie, as in Venezia & Cambridge.  Lisboa lacks m84. Cambridge has several
unique readings which could make it the earliest source, even before 1742.
dates: about 1735; 1736? 1742
companions: •P2:18-20 f&F; although P2:20 is much more difficult than the other two, it is an appropriate
companion to them in continuing some of the characteristics of their themes
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
Sheveloff p330 [uses D=5 but avoids D5]
difficulty: difficult, level 7 (Rousset: très difficile); rapid scales in thirds & sixths; rapid disjunct left-hand
octaves
themes: 123450:162450:  three groups.  Themes are epigrammatic in character; beguiling statements alternate
with stern ones. The first group is developed in minor keys in part 2 and includes new material (rhetorical
devices of refutatio & egressus).  Part 2 opens with three repeated notes, as in P2:8 E and many other sonatas,
but this time they are rapid, as in P2:3 G.  The n point follows the start of the new material by 3 measures but is
perhaps close enough given the length of the sonata.  Or perhaps the real n event is the curious joke of the
imitation started at m86 but not taken up until m96 and then dropped again?
keys: 1555:115411:  extended sections in minor keys
ornaments, graphics: m83 is ±.  C2&4, m84 is ÖÖ± C4, so m83 could be elided to link part 1 & 2, although none of
the sources I examined suggest this, but it may have something to do with the omission of m84 in Lisboa
m118-120:  Kirkpatrick p393: “written out mordents” (pincés)  Lisboa has ¶¶± triplets in this passage unlike the
other sources collated by Fadini, which are ç±»
m153 (Venezia): ±.ß ||:· ú D.C. (no internal double dots but m83 is like Parma on the map)
similar sonatas: P15:6 f; P4:22 f; P5:6 C; P14:4 C
metaphors: I won’t belabor the easter symbolism here, but the sonata clearly belongs with the P2:18-30 group
editions used: Kirkpatrick 2: k44; Fadini 1:2 (collates V, P, M, LW, CF); Lisboa facsimile; Venezia facsimile;
Johnson 1752 pdf; Münster microfilm
see also: Kirkpatrick  p141: [P3:22 f has the] “same thematic formula in certain sections”; p191; p197-8; p258;
p260; p286
Pestelli p168: “non presenta che alcune inezie ritmiche che possono ricordare il tempo di Suite; anzi, con
l’innocente arietta delle prime battute, ci sembra perfino di sentire la voce di Galuppi, di Platti e dei loro simili. 
Ma è l’analogia con Seixas che emerge in modo predominante; quel «galantismo» ante litteram che fioriva
nell’ambiente portoghese...” [exs m92-93 & Seixas Sonata “5” in f minor, Alvarenga 092]
Foster p101-104: “non-dramatic thematic contrast...”
Nina Key in Morales p345

Parma 2:21 A= major (3@) All[egr]o ¢
  1 1 "1 [3]ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ± ± | ' | ' |_Ä ±.~~~  Ä  ±° | A=  3 or 4v
, 5 "2 lh ostinato 6ths & 7ths  9>E=
, 11 "1
, 15 "3 A@/E@ (lh 8ve E= pedals) 19 % (lh 1232 3rds)
, 23 "4 f /C  25>b=
, 37 "3 E= B=\1 then E@ 8ve pedals
, 41 "5 g  rh rocking 3rds  43>E= 45:41\43 % varied: broken 3rds 48  scalesú  51 :Ú: Vti p.to

  2 52 "4 b@  56 c/G
,n 61 "3 >c  65 f
, 69 $ ("5 variant; almost a cadenza) A@+\ 75>E= 80 °~~~ß
\ 81 "3 A@  lh 8ves then 3rds



85 "5 (91 7th chords)  95 :Ú:
source collections: Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 13:14; Venezia 1749:30; Parma 2:21; Wien Q15116:39 “1752”;
Zaragoza 32:4; Münster 4:36; Haffner 1:3
dates: about 1735; 1746
companions: •Za32:4, 5 = P2:21, 22
•CF13:10-14 = P2:13 f, P2:22 A=, P2:29 b=, P2:12 f, P2:21 A= (see P2:26 c for groups in mixed keys)
instruments: cembalo with range Ad (B= is lowest note)
difficulty: difficult, level 6.  Suggested fingering of the rh broken-chord triplets at m15: 524 525 424 524 | 5.
There are leaps of over two octaves at the ends of the rapid rh scales in m48-50 and m92-94
themes: 1213435:43635: one group with variants; themes return; first two themes omitted in part 2; new
material; order of other themes mixed
keys: 1516257+5:23361*51: ö at start of second theme in part 2 and establishment of mediant minor (c)
ornaments, accidentals: Parma uses both ± & Ä  small notes, slurred (tied) and not slurred (appoggiatura)  In
some cases the slurs cross the previous m-line (m3-4) or include the previous note if in the middle of a measure
(m62,  82).  Treating the slurred small notes literally as tied suspensions and the unslurred ones as appoggiature
may seem awkward at first but fits with the idea of stumbling (see metaphors below)  Venezia generally uses
shorter values for the small notes but differentiates between slurred and unslurred ones much like Parma.

Parma also uses both ~~~  & tr; as a rule tr is written within the ledger lines to the left of a middle-voice
note, ~~~  above or below the ledger and the note. m18 has ~~~  on the top-voice note but tr in m22 when the same
passage is repeated. Both tr and ~~~  are approached from the tone above or below and are followed by a lower
note upbeat which is repeated by, or tied to, the following strong beat, so should begin and end on principal note
(given the speed of the passages)  Venezia 1749 uses tr throughout the libro
m9: D> lh against D= rh is explicit in Venezia, Parma and Münster
m51 (end of part 1): the slur is apparently a ß over the small note and could be a tie implying a suspension
greater than a ± but less than a ° ; Münster has ± with a slur rather than ß; Venezia uses Å  for the small note here
and no other sign, however there appears to be dot following the last » in the previous measure, perhaps meaning
a short suspension over the measure line; in m95 M, P and V use Ä  for the small note but only V has a slur
under it: in effect the part 1 ending lingers over the appoggiatura, the part 2 ending abandons it rudely
m79-80: a considerable slowing-down is implied so that the faster note values in the rh at the end of the cadenza
can be heard clearly and expressively
similar sonatas: P2:29 b=; P3:12 B=; P5:30 c<
P4:14 D (similar key scheme in both parts; broken-chord opening)
P7:26 D (the new material in part 2)
metaphors: easter symbolism: march with cross to place of execution, mocking crowd and soldiers.  The rh
figure in m4 is repeated throughout (6-7, 10, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22 etc) with many variations: delayed ~~~  and ±
appoggiatura (Christ stumbling, leaning on cross); 12 triplet Ä ’s for the 12 apostles with the tied small note as
13th for Judas; m41+: trill-like thirds repeated in broken form: mocking and beating by soldiers.  See P2:26 c
for the Venezia 1749 set treated as a passion narrative; if the Parma 2 set is a stabat mater, this would be the Pro
peccatis suae gentis section.

The work has a full orchestral sound and in some ways is far in advance of its time, as if heralding the
late 18th or early 19th century
editions used: Kirkpatrick 5: k127; Fadini 2:86; Venezia facsimile; Münster microfilm
see also: Gerstenberg p102 ex m1+
Kirkpatrick: exs: p368, 383, 389
Pestelli p211
Sutcliffe, Temporality... in Sala p381-382 exs: [P5:5 C and P 11:24 B= have similar openings]
Willis p164 ex m85-91: “stretched-out cadential formulas of” [italian galant composers; CPE & JC?\WF? Bach]

Parma 2:22 A= major (3@) All[egr]o   3/8
  1 1 "1 ±. ±. | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± |̄Ö A@  3v cp Kirkpatrick p275: opening, not used again



, 10 "2 b@>f   14>c transition
18 "3  c/G 4v, inner v G3 pedals 22 à Ö.ï± | Ö pre\crux [†: 26 lst\2nd beat]
26 "4 à Ö± |Ö± à rh 3rds c  33 % (w/ small\note suspensions) post\crux
40 "5 ("4 extended; lh  ~~~; still in c )  46 :Ú: Vti p.to extension

  2 47 "4 varied A@   55>E@ excursion...freely extended
60 "2 e@>b@  64 f transition;'1

n 68 "3 f/C inner v C4 pedals pre\crux;'1 [†: 76 lst\2nd beat]
76 "4 f   83 % as at 33 post\crux;'1
89 "5 altered w/ sigh figure (major 2nds) >b@>A@ extension & modulation
96 "4 varied; rh 3rds, lh 8ves (still in A@ ) 112 :Ú: ß  Fin. paraphrase & extension of post\crux

source collections: Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 13:11; Venezia 1749:33; Lisboa 38; Parma 2:22; Zaragoza 32:5;
Münster 3a:16; Valladolid
dates: about 1730-35; 1746 (1736 if CF13 can be dated that early)
companions: •Za 32:4,5 = P2:21-22
•CF13:10-14 = P2:13 f, P2:22 A=, P2:29 b=, P2:12 f, P2:21 A= (see P2:26 c for groups in mixed keys)
•M3a:16-18 = P2:22 A=, P2:26 c, P2:29 b=
instruments: cembalo with range Gc (A=is lowest note)
difficulty: difficult, level 6; trills & shakes both hands.  The alternation between sixths and octaves in the left
hand at m27-29 and m77-79 requires a wide stretch between the 2nd and 4th fingers for the sixths; using the 5th
finger for the low note in both chords is less satisfactory.
themes: 12345:423454: one group with five related themes; first theme omitted in part 2; order mixed
Kirkpatrick p274-5 “...the whole central part is built like a symmetrical closed Essercizi form”  His chart
incorporated into the map above; see rhetoric in the introduction to this catalogue for some of my objections to
his concept of a crux as he has defined it.  Note that the ö point is at the start of the theme he calls the pre-crux.
keys: 126333:155266621:  tonic major to supertonic; part 2 begins in tonic.  The â1 section in each part moves
through a circle of fifths; the â2 section is on the dominant of the last key reached in â1.
graphics, ornaments: m46: both Parma & Lisboa show the small note tied across the measure-line to the large
note of the same pitch in m45
m112: Venezia 1749: Dacapo at end
similar sonatas: P11:28 F; P5:12 g; P5:13 B=; P5:29 c<; P8:2 c; P9:26 B=; P5:6 C
metaphors: easter sequence, also in V49:33 & CF13:11: see P2:26 c
editions used: Kirkpatrick 5: k130; Fadini 2:89 (collates V, P, M, CF; her endnotes give few textual
differences); Lisboa facsimile; Venezia facsimile

Parma 2:23 f minor  (3@) \\ 3/8 [Venezia: Allegro]
  1 1 " ±.~~~ |' |'|'|' |~~~ ¶¶¶¶¶± |¶¶¶¶¶± |¯ Å ±. falling f   2v 9 % varied 17: 1\16 % 3rd higher A@
, 33  $1 á ¶¶¶¶± | trÖÖ. » | ¶  lh ostinato chords 35>E@  39>c
, 45 "
, 52  $2 rocking ostinato 3v: top v " variant; middle v ¶¶¶¶¶± trills, lh< $1
, 67 " varied, rh 8ves 74 % & extended 79 ¨ 12345 part 8ves lh 85 :Ú:
  2 86 (1 g  tremulo  n91 weakbeat added\tones w/ tr   95 f /C  101\2 B=\1 compare P2:13 f ($1)

103 (2 ($1 variant) A@  sforzato rh full chords rise by steps every 2m, lh ostinato
110 rh 8ves w/ ties  113>f>b@ compare P2:13 f ("4 developed)

117 $2 f
128 " varied as at 67  147 :Ú: Fin.

source collections: Parma 2:23; Venezia 2:11 Allo; Zaragoza 32:9
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •V2:7-11 =  P2:12, 13, 18, 19 & 23; all f



In Parma it is an appropriate companion to the two preceding sonatas in A= since it has significant passages in
that key; P2:22 also has long passages in f minor
instruments: cembalo with range Ad (B= is lowest, D= highest); limits of keyboard range illustrated by m128-9
& 135-6 in which F & E= are not doubled at the octave above.  This probably indicates that the high notes were
removed from an earlier version rather than that the sonata was composed for a limited instrument
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 12131:4521: two groups part 1; themes return varied, part 2 adds new themes.  Binary and rondo forms
combined: the á theme returns twice in part 1; in part 2 it is saved for the end.  The new material in part 2 uses
enough of the part 1 material, such as the lh broken and ostinato chords, to count as a rhetorical probatio or
development, rather than as an egressus or complete departure
keys: 1375:213141: tonic minor to mediant major; part 2 begins in supertonic minor
ornaments: m1+: ~~~  on rh dotted ± &  lh Å : both should be the same since played simultaneously: short and very
crisp; perhaps 2a.volta the dotted ±’s could be longer trills (starting on principal notes) in falling chains
m34+: tr on top v, preceded by same note as principal, so should begin on upper auxiliary
m52+: trills written in large notes beginning on upper auxiliary with sustained note above
m86: “tremulo” see Pasquali tremolato, P3:29 D: it could be the short version with last note held, since the note
is tied into m87; extended repeated notes do not work well here: they interfere with the left-hand figure
m91 : double tr on C & D> ±’s in rh (Fadini: on D &  B=)
m91-94: (the ö point, a particularly unusual and dramatic passage, although m103+ might be considered the
rhetorical high point of the piece) tr on clusters of 3 Ä ’s (B=, C, D>); the tr is to the left of the lowest note in
Parma as I read it (Fadini has changed note lengths and which notes are connected by beams in Venezia; see the
score reproduced in Venezia online); the top note has its beam connected to the following Ä  G4 .  I think what
makes most sense here is to trill CB=CB= (4 ç ’s) while holding the D until the G is sounded (in m92-94; m91
has E= and D above the C&B= in the trill and continues for 8 ç ’s); m97 repeats m91 a step lower with tr clearly
on the middle ± only; m98 is like m92 a step lower
similar sonatas: P1:28 a, P2:21 A=; P9:22 F
P2:13 f: sforzato chords
P10:1 f: similar opening
metaphors: flamboyant.  Falling scale in dotted ± ’s in the right hand (m1-8): metaphor for descent from cross;
m6-7: rapid notes fill in the scale notes as the body falls to the ground.  This theme returns at the end of each
part and in varied forms in the middle of each part (trinity; three crosses)  The scale rises at m104-110: a
triumphant resurrection
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k187; Fadini 3:137; Venezia online
see also: Chambure p79: [P2:19 f similar]
Sutcliffe p363: “... [m]103... clearing into full-throated folksy openness...” [full-throated is good, folksy is way
off the mark]

Parma 2:24 c minor  (2@) Presto 3/8
  1 1 "1 ¶¶¶± Ä  | ±~~~  Ä | c  2v 2 lh imitates

15 "2 E@  lh broken 3rds ü&ú; rh leaps x lh; rh 2\m units: Ö± | ÖÖ± | Ö  21 lh 3¶¶±  28> g
49 "3 3v lh 3rd below rh 57 2\m figure ú by 8ves   63 :Ú: V.ti pto

  2 64 "1 c/G  74>f
n 77 "2 92>c

110 "3 124 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 1742:6; London-Worgan 29; Boivin-LeClerc [5]:9; Parma 2:24; Zaragoza 32:24;
Za 31:11; New Haven 19; Barcelona 26
dates: about 1735-40; 1742
companions: •V42:6, 7 =  P2:24 c, 3:5 C
•P2:24, 25, 26
•NH 17-19 = P3:6, LW 43, P2:24



•Barc 25, 26 = P3:6, P2:24
•BL5:8,9 = BL5:8 C, P2:24 c
instruments: cembalo with range Cc  Kirkpatrick p181: “intended for a two-manual harpsichord”
Rousset, p73: “évite constamment le A... bémol [-1] ...n’existe donc pas sur un clavecin à octave courte au C”
difficulty: difficult, level 7.  Although the opening measure could be split between left and right hand, the
left-hand imitation in m2 implies that the right hand alone should execute the leap in m1; both hands play the
same note (A@) at the beginning of m3, so each hand has been using a separate keyboard.  The stretch of the
right hand two octaves below the left hand in m100-106 must be quite uncomfortable for most people
themes: 123:123: one group, three themes; part 2 in same order; ö at start of second theme in part 2
keys: 135:141: three-key exposition (tonic to mediant to dominant)
rhythms: the right hand has several passages (see á2 on the map above for example) in 2-measure units, with a
weak downbeat in the second measure, played against (often across and below) the left hand’s insistent three
beats per measure; eventually (at m37+) the right hand plays parallel to the left, but its slower notes dominate
accidentals, ornaments: m8-10 (Parma): the A’s are all [>] in spite of the explicit A=’s in m7 &11.  Playing
them literally makes the ostinato repetition in m70-72, with A= in all three measures, more effective
m31-36: F< and E>, F[>] and E[=] in alternate measures without accidentals being canceled
m49-55: there are <’s on two of the rh F’s in m49-50, but only on the first F in each measure 51-55; however
since this is a large-note trill with the stems joined by the same beam, the < should probably apply to all the rh
F’s; the lh F’s in m51&55 should be >; compare the rh B>’s in m110-116, with lh B[=] in m112 &116
m58 etc: shakes (~~~) could be mordente (ç¶±) or smoother triplets, ¶¶± against ¶± in lh
m106: Venezia adds B=1 to the C1 in the bass clef at the beginning of the measure
end (Venezia) ||:· D.C.
similar sonatas: P3:18 c
metaphors: Christ (right hand) versus Satan (left hand): obstinate lh, rh leaps below it, lh third below rh at m49,
then driven back to bass through m63
editions used: Kirkpatrick k48 (Johnson 2: part 1; part 2 switched, in 5,126); Fadini 1:6: V, LW & BL all use çç±
instead of ¶¶± for triplets throughout; Venezia facsimile
see also: Gerstenberg p122 ex m49+
Pestelli p164: [prototype for group] “tempo ternario, vaga idea di danze; verso scherzo in uno” [see p138]; p207
[belongs with the older Essercizi]
Benton (Sheveloff p531-3): transition in major between 1st & 2nd theme in minor
Foster p47: “associative...  closing section [m49+]... does not seem to function as a real contrasting theme”

Parma 2:25 c minor  (2@) All[egr].o. Con  spiritu. 12/8
  1 1 "1 Ö¶¶¶ç± ÖÖ± Ö  c  3v

6 "2>g  lh x rh; rh lowest note tied
, 13 $1 16  rh: tied as in "1, D3 pedal; lh leaps x rh B@4 \ D1 &c

22½ $2 8ves both h, rh offbeat
26½ $1 variant; lh : reversed h (f2xf1)  301 :Ú 30½ [end1]¯ Ú:

  2 30½ [end2] $2 developed (rh 3rds, offbeat & ties,  lh as at 22) c/G 34>E@
n 35 $1 (as at 16 but without rh pedals) 38>f>g  40 rh 3rds >c

45 $2 development continues, lh as at 22, G pedals) 47 ¶çççç±... scales ú divided by h
49½ $2 restated as at 22½

 53½ $1 as at 26½  58 rh leaps C5 \ C1 (1/2m) :Ú:  [Venezia&Wien: D.C.]
source collections: Venezia 1742:14 Con spirito; London-Worgan 22 Con spiritu; Parma 2:25 Allo. Con spiritu;
Wien Q15116:40 “1752” Allegro con spiritu; Zaragoza 32:35; Za 31:23
dates: about 1735 (Pestelli group: pre-essercizi p159 would be about 1725) 1742
companions: •LW 22-24 = P2:25, 3:13, 14
•P2:24, 25, 26



•Za 31:20-23 = P1:29, 27, 3:13, 2:25
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; m16+: D tied and struck by right hand: double keyboard? perhaps the
thumb holds the D and the index finger strikes it on a different keyboard and continues the broken chord above?
difficulty: difficult, level 7; right hand bass notes are often held for three or four measures, requiring the little
fingers to play thirds and the left hand to cross above to play sixths.  m26+: left hand index finger over thumb: 
reversed-hand broken chords as in P2:8 E.  m45-49: lh 5th finger holds the bass notes while fingers 1-4 play
scales starting a ninth above, by sometimes passing the thumb under the index finger or sliding from accidentals
to naturals; if f2 lands on the C’s in 47-&48 it can be replaced by f5 while the key remains depressed; see
graphics below for the rapid scales divided between rh &lh.  m58: the “D” [dritta=right hand] on the bass C in
the last measure calls for a four-octave leap by the rh; compare the right hand descents in P2:27 f & 28 b, M5:22
e
themes: 12343:4343:: two groups, omits first group in part 2 and varies the second group considerably.  The
rapid upward scale in m1 does not reappear until m47-49, when it is inverted, extended and repeated three
times. This is a sonata in which Kirkpatrick’s concept of crux would be more useful in understanding the
structure of a piece if it were not associated with the closing key of each part, but solely with the point in part 2
when themes begin to be repeated in a form familiar from part 1, the peroratio in rebus (see rhetoric in the
introduction to this file); that is, the middle of m49. 
keys: 15:13451:  The relative major (E=) is established at the n point m35; the three measures which follow are
the only section of the work in a major key (compare P3:18 c); the texture is also lightened, since the internal
pedals in the part 1 version of the theme have been removed
graphics: m45&46:  ¬.  (dotted whole notes) are placed in the middle of measures rather than at the beginning. 
The scales in m47-49 are shown in Venezia to add up to 4/16 (rather than 3/8): 1 ¶ + 9 ç ’s divided into 3 triplets
= 3 ¶ ’s; Parma is the same except in m48 which is shown as 10 ç ’s.  Scarlatti’s scales are often drawn as
speeding up at the end; here a slight stress on the first note is appropriate
end (Venezia)  :||: D.C. =|=
similar sonatas:  P3:17 g has the same key structure
P3:20 a; V42:3 D
metaphors: the measure- or half-measure-long repeated G’s in m45-49 have a particularly ominous sound in the
context of speed and unceasing activity which surrounds them
editions used: Kirkpatrick 2: k56; Fadini 1:14; Venezia facsimile.  The numerous variants given by Fadini for
two different versions in Wien2 (this and the later Q11432 raccolta copy) might be the result of careless copying
by the Wien scribe, but may be early versions; Q15116:40 has DC (da capo) at end as in V42:14
see also:  Sitwell: “Spanish...  A transcendental, firework sonata, with very distinct development into a
zapateado...”
Chambure p41: [P3:20 a similar]
Foster p45: “associative”; “pastorale tradition”
Sutcliffe p248-249 ex: [m37-9] “crudity of voice-leading”; p318-319 [stylistic fingerprints: chains of falling
thirds: ?m4, 8, 31 etc]; “...offers a wealth of... solitary, short-lived pedal points... found mostly in the middle
voices... They act thematically, which is especially clear when they occur off the strong beats... [m]6-10, 13-15,
16-18, 19-21, 26-7, 45-7, and 53-4” [quotes Kirkpatrick p227, which refers to E8 g]
Prozhoguin in Sala p123-124 compares and contrasts P2:25 (V42:14) with V42:16 c

Parma 2:26 c minor  \\ 3/8
  1 1 "1 ~~~ ±. |~~~¶.í±_± |  ~~~¶.í±_± | ~~~¶.í±_±  falls in steps c  3v
, 17 "2 lh ostinato chords 21>f   24>c/G
, 32 "3 rh&lh x each other w/ same broken chord ú 42 parallel scales ú 6th apart 47>g>G/D
, 54 $ ¶í± ±  lh ostinato g  ¨ 12345  60 rh 6ths, 3rds 65 chromatic scale ü

69: 59\61, 64 %  (64 8ve higher) 73 >c/G  rh Å  broken 3rds w/ Ä  6th above; tied G pedal
:Ú 77¯ [return to m1; 2: elide] Ú:

  2 78 $ c/G>f



n 82 "3 C  87>b@ (w/G$)
95 parts of $ developed: chromatic scales as at 65; lh clusters (still b@ ) 101 as at 73 g>c  105 f

107 offbeat stresses 110 3rds both h >c  116: rh echoes 101 (or 73), lh echoes 100 (or  96)

117 $ (as at 63\72) varied 123 varied again ¨ 12345 replaces pedal  128 G\1 129 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 1749:29; Parma 2:26; Zaragoza 32:10; Madrid-Ayerbe 9; Münster 3a:17; Wien
Q15117:18 Allegro; Haffner 1:2 Allegro (no tempo indications in V, P, M; Za and Ma tempi not given in source
descriptions)
dates: about 1735-40; 1749
companions: •P2:24, 25, 26
•Za 32:10, 11 = P2:26, 1:29
•M3a:16-18 = P2:22 A=, P2:26 c, P2:29 b=
•V49:29-41: see metaphors below
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: difficult, level 7; “Mano sola” at begin: rh only m1-8 (Gerstenberg p137 fn)
themes: 1234:4344: two groups; cells; omits first two themes in part 2;  keys: 1415551:14175141:
The n point, m82, signals a brief 4 measures of C major in simple broken chords with the hands overlapping,
the only section  unambiguously in the major mode in the sonata; in part 1 the similar passages at m32+ and
m49+ could have been in the minor mode within their contexts (E is avoided so it could be either an E= or an
E> if the chords were filled out; the passage at m82 contains E>’s)  The expressive peak is later, at the start of
chromatic scales in m95; compare P3:13 c
graphics, accidentals: m1-2: in Venezia the Mano Sola instruction in large letters is followed by a flourish
somewhat like ú; it may be just decorative--I don’t find it in Neumann Ornamentation... symbols p593-604. 
m2-4: the ç  upturns following the dotted Å  ~~~  should be Ó  ’s to add up, but a turn figure of 5 ç  ’s = Ä  is the
intention here
m5: slur on small note E= crosses previous m-line, clearly tying it to the large E= in m4; this is also true of the
small-note slurs crossing m5-6 and 7-8 in Venezia
m54: the A lacks a > in Parma & Münster but has one in Venezia; the < on the F should be in force through
m58 but is repeated at the beginning of m55 & 58 in P & M, and in m 55, 56 & 58 in V
m69: both Parma and Venezia have A> rh, A[=] lh
m73: the return to c minor begins here, but only m77 is elided to begin part 2.
similar sonatas: E 22 c (hand-crossing figures)
P1:27 c (hand-crossing & key structure)
P15:13 c (opening)
metaphors: The sequence of sonatas 29-41 in Venezia 1749 can be interpreted as a keyboard version of the
easter passion narrative: I list a brief summary here in the Venezia order with the corresponding Parma numbers:
29 (P2:26 c) judgment (Pilate);
30 (P2:21 A=) mocking crowd\soldiers (Judas);
31 (P2:29 b=) comfort in sorrow (Mary);
32 (P1:29 c) flight, confusion of apostles;
33 (P2:22 A=) calmer anguish of mother;
34 (P2:30 b=) nailing to cross;
35-36 (P5:5-6 C) burial & resurrection;
37-39 (P2:7-9 E) trinity: 37 God as judge (compare 29), 38 Holy Spirit (wings of the dove), 39 merciful Christ;
40 (P2:6 D) queen, 41 (P2:5 d) king
P2:18-30 also consists of thirteen sonatas with similar easter symbolism, but only five are from the V49 group;
rather than as the passion narrative given above, they could be interpreted as a  stabat mater or stations of the
cross.  Recurring themes\motifs in the V49 group: parallel octave scales; “mano solo” in 29 has various
transformations in other sonatas; leaps in sixths in 33 become thirds in 34 & 39; fast descending scales for
judgment in 29 & 38; meters: all triple meters (6/8 for 38 & 40, 12/8 for P2:25) except 30, 31 (alla breve), 37
(2/4).  Both the V49 & P2 versions contain 13 sonatas: 12 at the last supper + Judas=13, suits of 13 in the whist



deck; major keys predominate in the Venezia 49 set, minor keys in Parma.  The intensity of emotions evident in
these sonatas encourages extreme metaphors; the juxtaposition of three very fast violent sonatas in c minor, P
2:24-26, followed by two slow meditative ones, P2:27 & 28 needs a corresponding level of involvement on the
part of the player 
editions used: Kirkpatrick k126 (Johnson 5: part 1; part 2 switched, printed in Johnson 2 as part 2 of k48);
Fadini 2:85 (collates V, P, M); Venezia facsimile; Münster microfilm
see also: Pestelli p174: “l’immissione dell’elemento popolare iberico, anche se fondato sulla consueta relazione
accordale IV-V, avviene con una immedesimazione infinitamente superiore a quella che si può trovare in
Seixas...”
Rousset p73: ~~~  & tr sont équivalents...  m78=m119
Chambure p63
Sutcliffe p288-289: “long sequence of matching arpeggios heard in alternating hands from [m]32... suggest a
quite clear generic parallel, with a double violin concerto...”

Parma 2:27 f minor  (3@) \\  3/4
  1 0 " ¥: á Å  Ú:  Ö± ±. Ä  | ± ±. Ä |̄ Ö± ±.; ¨ ±. Ä  ±  f  4v cp  5 A@   10>c

16 $ 19 added\tone 6th chords  28\29 f/C (see links below in notes) :Ú: V.ti pto [V: Volti:]
  2 30 " developed b@/F  34>f
n 40 $ varied 59 F pedals  62 çç± ± £ (arpeggiated chords) 63 rh ú F1 F  :Ú: [V: D.C.]
source collections: Venezia 1742:32; Parma 2:27; Zaragoza 32:60; Münster 5: 23 (no tempo indication in V, P
or M; Za tempi not listed by González Valle)
dates: about 1720-25; 1742
companions: •V42:32, 33 = P2:27 f, E17 F
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: moderate, level 3; each part begins in 4 separate voices, later 3 or 2v with doubling
themes: 12:12:: cellular; two themes; keys: 1351:411: (changes to major in last measure)
links: m28-29 are a broken chord in f (it rises by thirds from C to D= to make a ninth, beginning again then
reversing direction); this modulates back to the f minor of m1.  The two measures should perhaps be omitted as
the second ending to part 1, going directly from m27 to m30, although there is no evidence of a slur for this
(Münster & Venezia have  ß over the lh rest in m29, probably to indicate rallentare for the rh notes)
graphics, accidentals: V42:32 does not use C clefs; Parma & Münster do. Münster has enough differences to
indicate that it is unlikely to have been copied from the same original as Parma
m1-2 (and elsewhere) ± with dot across measure line, but m4-5 (and elsewhere in Parma) ± with tie to Ä  across
measure line.  Venezia has a dot in the margin after m4, which occurs at the end of a brace of ledgers, and
repeats it in m5 at the beginning of the next brace, but the C4 has been drawn on the beat with the lower notes so
the fact that it should be delayed is obscured  
m63 (last): A[=] in the left-hand small notes (arpeggiated upward) chord, A>in the right-hand downward
broken chord (both Parma & Venezia); Venezia has ß on the final ± & above and beneath the double bars; D.C.
is on another ledger below (due to lack of space after the double bar)
similar sonatas: M5:22 e; P12:5 d; P2:28 b
metaphors: the right hand descends to the bass in the last measure and the key changes to major: descendit de
coelis...[qui] sedet ad dexteram patris.  See P2:26 c for the place of this sonata as a meditative movement in an
easter sequence such as strophes of a stabat mater
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k69; Fadini 1:29; Venezia facsimile; Münster microfilm
see also: Foster p44: “associative”; “polyphonic’
Pestelli p133-4: “è forse l’unica Sonata di Scarlatti che riveli di appartenere alla stessa mano dello Stabat mater 
[exs]; ....[V42:58 d has] certe penetranti cadenze melodiche, che affiorano nella [P2:27] quando il tessuto
polifonico si dissipa, ci dicono che siamo ormai vicini ai Trenta Esercizi”
Sheveloff p175: [called Courante in Bülow edition 1864]
Sheveloff p201: V42 “mixed notation”



Chambure p43: “... cellule rythmique unique” [ex]
Stewart-MacDonald, The minor mode as archaic signifier... in Sala p416-418 ex [complete Fadini edition but
without the notes]

Parma 2:28 b minor  \\  3/4
  1 1 "1  ± Ö± ±¯|± ÖÖÖ± | °; ¨ ±. Ä  ± | °  b  4v cp  5>f#   8>b  10>e

14 "2 3rds & 6ths D  18>b  24>e>b
(26\)27 $ ± ±.  Ä  | ±  3v 30 >F#  (A#, D$) 32  F# pedals  34  :Ú: V.ti pto

  2 35 "1 developed f# & b  waver
n 42 "2 developed b & e waver 51 b

61 $ varied (w/G# & G$ 66+ G$)  70 :Ú:[V: D.C.P. (da capo primo?)]
source collections: Venezia 1742:52; Parma 2:28 (see editions below)
dates: about 1720-25; 1742 (1752)
instruments: cembalo with range Bc
difficulty: moderate, level 3.  Sheveloff in Sala p248-251 argues convincingly for a very slow tempo
themes: 123:123:: two groups. Each part begins in 4v, later 3v
keys: 151431415:51 14 111:
accidentals, graphics: the Venezia copy starts with a 3= key signature (it did not follow P2:27 in that source)
perhaps a clue that the source might have been a transposition from b flat minor (as well as c minor or f minor
but less likely); P2:18-30 may have originated as a single suite in different but related keys, composed together,
or else was put together for this libro from pieces composed at different dates; see P2:26 c metaphors.  
Parma uses C clefs frequently, Venezia not at all.  Both sources lack ornaments throughout.
m2 etc: joined beams are not a reliable guide to accidentals being in effect: Venezia has both rh A’s < in m2 but
Parma only the first; the last rh E in m7, the last lh A in m8 and the last rh D in m12 should probably be < but
neither V nor P indicate this; however the second A (middle voice) in m32 and the last rh D in m48 should be >
as both V & P allow and as Fadini indicates
m41: Sheveloff in Sala, p262-3: “startling moment”: lh D> against rh D<; the left hand is finishing one idea
while the right hand is beginning a new one and moving toward e minor; this is also the n point of the sonata in
my opinion. Sheveloff doesn’t mention ö but alludes to the upward striving sequences which follow; they are a
characteristic event at n points in Scarlatti and another argument for retaining the clash
end:  D.C.P. at end in Venezia may mean da capo primo: repeat the whole sonata from the beginning (or an
earlier sonata of which this was once a central movement?  and had 3=’s in its key signature?  As stated above,
P2:27 f is not nearby in V42: there it’s number 32)
similar sonatas: P4:9 b; P2:27 f; V42:51 C; V42:58 d
influences: Frescobaldi, Fiori musicali 1635, Tocata avanti la messa delli apostoli.
Zipoli, Sonate d’intavolatura, 1716, Preludio in b minor.
metaphors: The rh descends to the bass in the last measure of each part (like P2:27 f, but this sonata ends in
minor; both of these sonatas are meditative movements after the intense drama of P2:24-26 in c)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k87; Fadini 1:48; Venezia facsimile
Fadini adopts P readings rather than V, but neither in m37-38
Sheveloff in Sala, p241-269, exs, discusses the textual problems in detail; on p261 he agrees with the changes
made to m37-38 by Fadini and other editors (transposing the top notes a third lower); however the original is
satisfactory in my opinion after repeated playing
see also: Dale p118 & Chambure p51: [V42:51 C similar]
Pestelli p133: [with P2:27] “...sentimento liturgico di Pergolesi”
Foster p44: “associative”; “polyphonic”
Sutcliffe p93-95 [cites Edwards: m27-9 siguiriya gitana; Puyana: portuguese...melancholy...saudade]
Sheveloff, Tercentenary frustrations... 1985 p416 [appears to be arranged from an ensemble of homogeneous
instruments such as strings (see also Sala p251)]; 1986 p104-106 ex [Sheveloff’s additions to the first half for
playing a second time]



Stewart-MacDonald, The minor mode as archaic signifier... in Sala p411-413 ex

Parma 2:29 b= minor (4@) Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1 [3]ÖÖ± ÖÖ± (broken chord ú) ± ± | Ö¶± Ö± ±° b= 3v 5 % varied; lh: triplets inverted (ü)
, 9 "2 Å_ÖÖ± Å_ÖÖ± ... 11>A@
, 13 "1 developed 15>D@  17 tre[molo] on ± �s, lh inverted (ü)
\ 23 "2 variant A=2 ostinato pedals; rh falls by steps every 2m  29 extended (derived <m14)

33 "1 varied; lh leaps x rh  39 :Ú: Vti p.to

  2 40 "1 developed D@  43>e= 44 % rh 4th higher +\
, 48 "2 A@  53>f /C
,n 56 "1 developed further

60 "2 developed
65 "1 (56\59 % 4th higher) b=
69 "2 (60\64 % 5th higher) 72 lh varied 73 7th chord (FB@CE@)
75 "2 variant as at 23 f   77 E@  79 D@  81>b= extension varied; Ç ¯Ö±  instead of triplets
85 "1 as at 33  91 :Ú: ß

source collections: Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 13:12; Venezia 1749:31; Parma 2:29; Zaragoza 32:6; Münster 3a:18
dates: about 1735; 1746
companions: •Za 32:6,7 = P2:29-30
•CF13:10-14 = P2:13 f, P2:22 A=, P2:29 b=, P2:12 f, P2:21 A= (see P2:26 c about groups with mixed keys)
•M3a:16-18 = P2:22 A=, P2:26 c, P2:29 b=
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 12121:121221: cellular; built from materials in first two measures; two themes (with their variant
versions) alter, like a rondo but in binary form.  ö is at the start of one of the developments of the first theme
keys: 173:347515431:  part 1 ends, and part 2 begins, in D= major
rhetoric: m40-47 are a good example of the rhetoric device of peroratio in adfectibus (as well as probatio and
refutatio; see introduction page 6 above): the first theme is expanded and stated in a major key, then repeated
with a few variants in a minor key
ornaments: m2: Venezia has a large sign which looks like “H.” above the second rh B3  Ö, and another above the
second D4 in m4.  They may be a sign for a trill or mordent but no ornaments appear there in Parma or Münster;
compare the discussion at P1:29 c m58.  A pincé type mordent (ë) is also a possibility here
m17-19 Parma “tre” Münster “tre:” tremolo: rapid repeated notes; see P3:29 D; Venezia has tr here
similar sonatas: P2:21 A= (see metaphors below)
in P13:10 f two themes also alternate and return within each part
metaphors: stabat mater: Fac ut portem Christi mortem; passion sequence in V49 & CF13: see P2:26 c.  A bitter
commentary on P2:21 A=, with which it shares many features, including the rhythm of the opening theme; this
is the answer of the apostles to the mocking crowd who followed Christ to the place of execution.  The change
from the pervasive triplet rhythm to Ö± ’s in m80-84 is particularly poignant
editions used: Kirkpatrick 5: k128; Fadini 2:87; Venezia facsimile; Münster microfilm.  Rövenstrunck p69:
facsimile of V49:31, pt 1
see also: Rousset p74: [m12: trill can’t begin on upper note according to him]
Sutcliffe p231 ex

Parma 2:30 b= minor (4@) Allegro  3/8
  1 1 "1 Å  scale ú 5 �Ö± (rh leap ü, 3rds) | �Ö± |_Ä Ö¶¶¶± | ~~~Ö.»µ  b= 3v  9 lh leaps ú x rh

14 h parallel 3rd apart, leaps ú  18 >f
22 "2  falling broken 3rds w/ repeated notes, lh ostinato chords  29 C pedals, leaps ü

, 34 "3 c (<"1 at 14: h parallel then lh leaps x rh)  39>f  rh ¶¶± against lh ¶±  41: 34\39  % c>f



n^(44) 47 "4 (f  continues) lh: ±. full chord | ±. 7th chord  51 %
55 "5 (<"1) 62 :Ú: Vti p.to

  2 63 "1 ( as at 14) b@  67 % 4th higher e@
75 "2 b@  82  F pedals

, 87 "3  94 % varied: leaps are 8ve shorter
100 "4
108 "5 varied 110\111 intro  scale echoed in lh  116 :Ú: ß  Fin [of libro]

source collections: Venezia 1749: 34; Lisboa 26; Parma 2:30; Zaragoza 32:7; Wien Q15117:19 (5=); Haffner
1:4 (5=)
dates: about 1735-40; 1749
companions: •Za32:6,7 =  P2:29-30
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6 (Rousset: très difficile); differentiates between leaps with both hands parallel and
with hands crossing (see map)
themes: 12345:12345: one group (one theme & its variants); short-long ratio ö is near the start of a dramatic
theme, introduced by one of Scarlatti’s rare full tonic chords; part 2 themes are in the same order.  The opening
scale establishes the key but omits the leading tone A>, which appears for the first time in the theme proper at
m5.  Similar scales with a missing second step appear within the closing theme in each part but the leading tone
follows immediately in the continuation of the theme (E> part 1, A> part 2)
keys: 152525:141: part 1 ends in f minor, the  dominant; sonata stays in minor keys throughout
graphics: m39, 46, 92, 99: rh has a triplet ¶¶± against lh ¶±
m55 Parma: lh notes missing, perhaps intentionally, they are present in Venezia and Lisboa however.  The
Parma version gives greater emphasis to the falling scale, which echoes the opening measures
similar sonatas: P12:21 B=; E15 e; P3:23 B=
In P2:24 c and P7:27 D the cross-rhythm described at m39 above is expressed by using a ~~~ (shake) rather than
the large-note triplet here, but it appears similarly before cadences
P3:4 a, P3:26 A (broken chords with repeated notes as at m22 here(
P5:30 c< has a similar part 1 key structure and is also mostly in minor keys.
metaphors: the numerous leaps up & down the keyboard with hands crossing or both parallel in thirds cry out
for a metaphorical interpretation: Christ taken down from the cross and buried; compare the last strophes of the
stabat mater: Flammis ne urar succensus, through the end; see also P2:26 c metaphors for the Venezia 1749
easter sequence, of which this is the sixth sonata, and P2:18 f for the beginning of the Parma libro 2 sequence,
of which this is the last sonata. 1752 was a leap year, so there would have been a February 29 though no
February 30; likewise see P3:30 d: Good Friday was on March 31 in 1752, but there are only 30 sonatas in
Parma libro 3.  P2:30 therefore stands outside of human time.
editions used: Kirkpatrick 5: k131; Fadini 2:90 (her measures 93 to end misnumbered +1)
see also: Chambure p65: [E23 D & P2:9 E]
Fadini ...lo stile andaluso... in Sala, p186 ex [m44-62 compared to P7:31 F]: “la stessa accentuazione”

Parma: Libro 3º (30) sonatas.1752

Parma 3:1 G major  Presto  3/8
  1 1 "1  ÖÖ± | ÖÖ±  | ÖÖ± | ¶¶¶¶¶± | ±. G  2v
, 12 "2 ± Ä | ~~~± Ä  rh 3rds, double ~~~

20 "3 á ¶¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶¶¶±  d &a waver
30 "4 ~~~±._|¶¶¶¶¶±  35>D
39 "5 rocking ostinato;  lh f5 8ve leaps, f2 x f1; A\1  45\46  ¨12345 (& 53\58)   59 :Ú:  Siégue

  2 60 "1 developed D  63>e (w/C#) 69>d
75 "4 developed, lh inverted g  79>c



n 84 "3 developed g & d waver  88 ¨ broken chords (similar to alberti\bass)
103 "4  109>G
114 "5 134 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 1742:13 Allegro; London-Worgan 5 =; Boivin-LeClerc [5]:7 Presto; Lisboa 58 Allo;
Parma 3:1 Presto; Johnson 1752:3 Allegro; Zaragoza 31:33; Münster 3b:67 Allegro ; NewYork 1:52 --. 
Venezia omits m113, which is a repeat of m112, and is present in Parma, Lisboa, Johnson and Münster (no
endnote in Fadini for this; other sources not seen by me).  Lisboa has some variants: a rh note omitted in m15 &
19; m21 & 23: rh ¶¶¶±µ with some extra notes in the lh chords in m20-29; m59 appoggiatura rh, D2 not D1 lh. 
Lisboa also omits m96; there may be other variants I didn’t notice.  Perhaps Scarlatti began a revision after the
time of LW, then reverted to the earlier version but changed the tempo for Parma, or else the Lisboa version is
even earlier than Venezia
dates: about 1730-35; 1742 (1752)
companions: •Lisboa 57-58 = P3:7 g, P3:1 G
•P3:1-2
•Za31:33-36 = P3:1, 5:19, 20, 23
•NY 1:51, 52 = V49:5, P3:1
all these companions combined form a suite of 6 sonatas in g/G: P3:7, 1, 2, P5:19, 20, 23
instruments: cembalo with range Ac
difficulty: difficult, level 6; rh ~~~ ’s in thirds m13-19 (Lisboa does not have any trills in m13-19).  Lisboa &
Boivin-LeClerc have tr in m104, 106, 108, Parma ~~~ m106 only.  m39+ lh octave leaps imply both reversed hand
and same finger leaps: f512 on D1D2A2 in m39, f551 on A-1A1A2 in m40 etc
themes: 12345:14345: one group, variants; cellular: built from brief ideas lasting one or two measures.  Each
part begins with a motto in the left hand: three long repeated notes; part 2 omits one theme and develops others
out of order. At m84, the n point, there is a G octave pedal in the bass which starts the move toward the final
return of the tonic major
keys: 1525:56514151:
graphics: Parma uses = to cancel F<throughout (Lisboa >); ~~~  above, below and to left of notes, inside and
outside ledger lines; tr not used
Parma alone divides the beams in m36, 39-44, 56-57, 65, 67, 118, 124, 131 &132 into ¶± and ¶¶¶±, m110,
114-117, 119, 122, 123 into ¶¶¶± and ¶± (the other sources I examined have all six notes under a single beam
throughout, with a few exceptions such as a two-four division in Münster m116 & 118 and Venezia 114, 116,
118)   Whether or not this is an idiosyncracy of the scribe, a slight stress on the note following the split is a
useful idea.  Since the beams don’t cross measure lines, other clues are needed for larger phrase units. Note for
example the contrast between m39-44 and m47-52, which can be treated differently effectively: a stress on the
second beat of each measure in m39+ opposed to a stress on the first beat of each in m47+
end (Venezia) ||:· D.C. (m59 has :||: Volti,)
similar sonatas: E2 G (similar use of short cells)
P13:23 g (opening)
P7:5 B=; P3:29 D
editions used: Kirkpatrick 2: k55;  Fadini 1:13 (her measure numbers 113-133 are -1 those on the map); Venezia
facsimile; Johnson 1752:3 (LW); Lisboa facsimile
see also: Kirkpatrick  p141: “same thematic formula... in certain sections of sonatas [P3:1 m39+, m12+ & P3:29
D m165+, m11+ lh]...”
Foster p67-70: “non-dramatic thematic contrast...”
Chambure p41&p57: E 7 a & V49:4 g similar 
Sutcliffe p114-115 ex

Parma 3:2 G major  Allegro  3/8
   1 1 "1 ¶¶± ¶¶± | Å Å Å Å Å Å  |¶  G  2v  lh & rh alternate Å  broken 3rds 5 lh 3rds 8 weakbeat ~~~

12\14 broken chord ú G\1



, 15 "2 (<"1 at m 2) 23: 12\14 %
, 26 "3 à  ~~Ö.ìì | Ä ± rh weakbeat stresses, lh ostinato chords g  30 step lower c

34 "4 g  rh falling broken 2nds w/repeated notes, lh ostinato continues 41>g/D
43 "2 G/D  51\52 [3/4 meter]
54 $1 ¶¶¶± ¶± | Ä ±  g   58 d
62 $2 3v lh Ö±  leaps x rh (every other m) 70 D lh: Ä  � Ä  x rh (every m)

n^ 81 $3 ¶¶¶± Ä_|Ä  ~~~± | rh leaps, ties [3/4 meter]; ¨ 5\1 8ves
89 $2 varied;  ¨12345 99 :Ú:

  2 100 "2 varied; rh precedes lh G /D
, 109 $2 varied; rh ostinato D4 a
, 119 "4 121>e

127 "2 rh 3rds at end of each 4m group  132>d  139 "4
, 144 "3 developed g  148 c  152 d  $1 echoed  (rh) , 4\note ostinato chords

156  "4 g
162 $3 w/o hemiola in rh G
177 $2 as at 62 +\
190 "4 varied; 3v:  lh different
200 $2 as at 89  206 8ves  210 :Ú:

source collections: London-Worgan 18; Venezia 1749:7; Münster 5:21 Toccata per cembalo...; Lisboa 17;
Parma 3:2; Johnson 1752:6; Zaragoza 2:5.  Parma has a G1 Ä  in m12 which is missing from the other sources
including Lisboa.
dates: about 1735-40; 1748 (1752)
companions: •V49:7-8 = P3:2, 24
•LW 17-18 = P3:17, 2
•P 3:1-2
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: exceptional, level 9; hands change on same note (batteries): the passages where the right hand is on
the beat and the left off are tricky, especially m126-138; crossed hands with leaps and thirds
themes: 123425676:264243547646: two groups; themes return in both parts; first theme omitted in part 2; order
mixed; cellular.  The opening through m14 sounds like an introduction to something more substantial but turns
out to be the chief material of the sonata.  Elements found in the first 9 measures: broken chords, rapid
alternation of thirds between hands, trills (with turns) on weak beats, are used throughout the sonata.  A sudden
change to the tonic minor, m26, seems to be getting down to business, but this dissolves into scales of falling
seconds by m34.  The hemiola briefly introduced at m51-52 is expanded at the n point m81 (short-long ratio);
the purpose of having the longer golden section begin in part 1 may be to signal that all the themes have been
introduced and from here on they will be treated out of order.  When the â3 section reappears at m162, the
right-hand hemiola is gone and the sonata continues smoothly in 3/8, an example of the rhetorical device of
peroratio in rebus: everything is all right now (see introduction to this file for rhetorical terms)
keys: 114111155:126514511:
accidentals, ornaments, graphics: Parma uses = to cancel F< (Lisboa >; Venezia both)
Parma alone uses different forms of Å ’s to distinguish the rh from the lh in m2-22 etc; compare P5:15 c
m26&28 are ~~~  in Parma, m30&32 are tr in Parma; all four are the same figure, dotted Ä ’s followed by ç  turns
(shown on map); m144&146: the figure is repeated, both ~~~; varying the coloration of the notes, short ~~~  shake
vs longer tr trill. In m30 the tr on A=ought to have B= as its auxiliary note (B> makes an ugly trill), but the lh
is playing B[>] throughout this measure.  Venezia and Lisboa omit the tr’s in m28, 30 & 32; V has it in m144
but not 146.
m51-52: implied 3/4 meter; tr on first ±, none on second (Ä |_Ä ), ~~~  on 3d (and on dotted ± in m53) (Lisboa has tr
only on the first ± ; Venezia tr on all 4)
m157: lh E[>] follows rh E= without cancellation; m160 lh F=\>: rh F[<] (Lisboa and Venezia are like Parma



in these two measures; V has > on the lh F in m160 although elsewhere it uses = like P; in m156 it has the
second lh octave F>2 and F=3!)
similar sonatas: V42:49 c (batteries)
influences: Rameau, Les trois mains, 1728
editions used: Kirkpatrick 4: k104; Fadini 2:63 (V, M, LW, P); Lisboa facsimile; Venezia facsimile; Johnson
1752:6 (LW)
see also:  Kirkpatrick p441: [followed in Münster by] “a short unnumbered movement obviously not by
Scarlatti” [that piece was pasted over by the next Scarlatti work in the M5 volume: Sheveloff p457-8].
Pestelli p166 [CF13:5 D & 7 G similar]
Chambure p59

Parma 3:3 a minor  And[ant]e Adagio ¢
  1 1 " ± (A1 cutoff downbeat)  ± ± ± | Å_±  ° (A3 C E | GF E) a  3 or 4v, alto v ties x m\lines

12 $ ... ± ± ± | ± ± ± ~~~Ö.ï± | ± lh&rh x each other 3rd apart 19>e
29 (... [3]ÖÖ± ± ÖÖ± | ± both h, ostinato  39 :Ú ¯[return to A1 in m1] :Ú: Vti p.to

  2 40 ± [ Ú: ]* ± °¯|± Ö.» ~~~± a/E   44 % varied d   48 a>C  51>G + (lyric interlude)
n 52 $ developed; lh&rh x each other 6th then (m64) 3rd apart  58 g >d>a  68 " echoed

72 ( middle v tr both h, 6th apart 82 lh ± rh Ö [end 1?] :Ú [rest of 82&83: end 2? or return to 40?]Ú:
source collections: Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 13:1 Adagio; London-Worgan 1 Cantabile; Venezia 1749:12
Adagio; Parma 3:3; Zaragoza 32:34; Za 31:25; New Haven 15 --; Barcelona 27; NewYork 1:39 49v And,te

Adagio
dates: about 1725-30; 1746
companions: •V49:12, 13; CF13:1, 2; LW1:1,2 =  P3:3, 4
•NH 15, 16 = P3:3, 20
•Barc 27-29 =  P3:3, 4, 4:6
•NY 1:39, 40 = P3:3, 2:14
instruments: cembalo with range Cd  Kirkpatrick  p181 (ex m12+) “There can be no doubt that the paired
sonatas [P3:3&4] were intended for two keyboards”
difficulty: difficult, level 6; hands cross & recross descending in thirds; parallel sixths leading to trills in both
hands m72-3
themes: 123:4213: three groups; part 2 includes new material, order mixed; keys 15:14137741: At the ö point,
following a new, lyrical theme, the key changes to the subtonic major (G) and a development of the second
theme group starts: the hands which in part 1 had been crossing each other a third apart, are now a sixth apart,
but return to being a third apart (see the metaphors at P3:4 a)
graphics, ornaments, accidentals: m1: the first lh A1 is an isolated downbeat but written as if part of the rh
melody, which starts two octaves above on A3 (no rest in rh ledger)
m7: wavy line on high B is probably shorthand for rests to fill out measure, but possibly a trill (Kirkpatrick
p398) misinterpreted by the scribe (compare discussion in P6:13 D: V42:11 variant). Kirkpatrick p387 ex [the
small note in m7 is ç  in V, Å  in P]  Note that the slurred small note causes it to be tied to the A in the previous
measure, delaying the following B, so there is no downbeat in this measure and simple  £ right-hand rests
wouldn’t fill out the measure
m26: Venezia has < on both the D3 ± & the D3 at the end of the triplet ÖÖ±, Parma on the second D only; London
omits the first D
m36: the last F3 has no < in front of it in Parma, a nice dissonance, better than the Venezia version
m48: tr begins on upper auxiliary note, but short even though tied across next measure line.  Those in both
hands in m72-73 begin on the principal notes but are also short (they stop before the following triplets)  Venezia
places the lh tr’s above the °’s in m72-73 rather than with the ±’s as in Parma, but the Parma version must be the
correct one
m82: double bar & double dots after first ± (lh ledger only, both P & V) are apparently the first ending; the
following notes in m82 and m83, are the second ending  (Fadini interprets the following notes as the first ending



but omits the lh double bar & dots).  The D< does signal a move toward e minor, but part 2 actually begins in a
minor (the E’s at the beginning of m40 are the ending to part 1)  I think my interpretation provides a better
conclusion to the sonata, as if the composer has still more to say, but changes his mind
similar sonatas: P13:27 f; P5:1 E; P3:20 a
P13:18 G (exchange of hands down the keyboard)
influences: the third theme group, m29+, resembles the beginning of the Sarabande of Partia 3 in a (1728) from
J S Bach, Clavir ubung 1
metaphors: see its companion, P3:4 a
editions used: Kirkpatrick 4: k109; Fadini 2:68 (collates V, CF, LW, & P; CF differs the most from these other
sources; Za & NH differences not known); Venezia facsimile
see also: Dale p120: “impressions of country life... sad and plaintive like the song of unhappy birds...
Schumann*s ‘Vogel als Prophet*... [from Waldscenen, 1849]”
Sitwell: “Spanish...  A pastoral sonata”
Pestelli p220: “...ci instrada verso la miglior stagione del movimento lento scarlattiano, quella in cui entrerà in
gioco il «sensibilismo»”
Halton omits P3:3 from her discussion of Cantabile sonatas (the tempo marking Cantabile is in LW1 only; but
she includes LW44); Ogeil p76-77, following Halton, also misses it.  P9:12 C has a similar use of chords to link
part 1 to part 2.

Parma 3:4 a minor  All[egr]o  3/8
  1 1 intro: broken chord ú (2\)3 " Ä  | ¶¶¶¶¶± |¯Å  ± a 2v 11 parallel scales h 3rd apart A

19 $1 Ö-.» | ¶» Ö.» e  rh weakbeat stresses; lh ostinato 3rds
, 29 $2 (" variant) E  h change on same note
, 45 (1 broken 2nds & 8ves w/repeated notes e  49  ¨12345 51:45\50 % lh 8ves, 8ve lower

57 (2 mutai deti (V: muta i detti) (finger change on repeated notes) 65 :Ú:
  2 66 *1 lh ostinato chords A/E  73  % d
n 80 *2 3v rh ~~~ &tr  ±.¯|±. w/ notes held above; lh leaps C  85>a   90 ±.ß + (lyric interlude)
\ 91 $2 varied A; h alternate broken 3rds; lh leaps ú A\1 pedals

107 (1 a  

123 (2 mutandi deti  131 :Ú:
source collections: Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 13:2, London-Worgan 2; Venezia 1749:13; Parma 3:4; Zaragoza
32:41; Za 31:15; New Haven 22; Barcelona 28; New York 1:50 --
dates: about 1730-35; 1746
companions: •V49:12, 13; CF13:1, 2; LW1:1,2 =  P3:3, 4
•NH 22-24 = P3:4 a, LW 42 f<, P2:10 A
•Barc 27-29 =  P3:3, 4, 4:6
•NY 1:49, 50 = Lisboa 25 A, P3:4 a
instruments: cembalo with range Ad.  Kirkpatrick p181 “...the passage in m29-44 and its parallel are intended
for two manuals, even though notated so as to be possible on one keyboard, albeit with difficulty” [See also
graphics below for provisions for changing stops]
difficulty: difficult, level 6; batteries
themes: 012345:67345: three groups; first themes replaced with new material in part 2
keys: 11555:143111: At the n point, m80, the motion slows down considerably; there are tied ±.’s with
suspensions in the right hand as in P3:20 a; the music falls by steps every two measures from d down to a.  The
notes in both hands could be parts of an  a minor scale, but the feeling is closer to C major, with a G> in m81
graphics, accidentals: m19: Venezia, Cambridge & London have the rh rhythm á ¶ -.»; the Parma version shown
on the map could be a revision rather than a scribal error
m36, 44, 98, & 105 are all present in Parma; all are missing in Cambridge; 44 &105 are missing in London; 98
is missing in Venezia.  Sheveloff  Uncertainties 1985 p151-154: [slurs are used to indicate omission of m44 &



105 in Venezia, which has double bars before and after each of these measures in addition to slurs above both
ledgers]  Each of the four measures consists of a single ±. in each hand.  I take this to mean that Cambridge is the
earliest version, and that Scarlatti gradually changed his mind in later versions, giving the player time to change
stops, but made the resulting long notes optional in Venezia 1749
m109: last G should be > because separated by intervening pitches from the first two G’s which are consecutive
therefore both < (Parma and Venezia)
similar sonatas: P3:27 A
metaphors: The musical symbolism in this pair (P3:3&4) could represent a tribute to Scarlatti’s first or second
marriages (he married Catarina Gentili Mar 15 1728, Anastasia Ximénez Nov 18 1741): close hands, crossing
and recrossing hands, parallel thirds & sixths leading to trills in both hands, new material marked as lyric
interludes on the maps in part 2 of each (compare Sutcliffe p358+ “lyrical breakthrough” although he doesn’t
mention these two sonatas).  Note the resemblance in P3:3 to a piece that J S Bach published in Leipzig 1728, a
year when Scarlatti is supposed to have been in nearby Halle, the year of his first marriage.  I have dated P3:4
somewhat later than that however; passages like m19-25 and m80-85 were almost certainly written after
Scarlatti’s arrival in España with his new wife and at least one child.  The pair is kept together in four different
sources and is the opening music of two of them.  In Zaragoza 32 this is sonata 41; sonata 40 is P3:22 f, a sonata
associated with the name day of Catarina Gentili (P3:3 and 4 are split in Zaragoza) See P1:1-2, also in a minor:
it is pleasant to believe that Scarlatti expressed his feelings of love in his music at least twice!
editions used: Kirkpatrick 4: k110; Venezia facsimile;  Fadini 2:69 (collates V, CF, LW, P; in her edition m34
through m131 are one number too low (33-130), but her endnotes refer to the correct number, given on my map)
see also: Keller p70: [parallel fifths]
Kirkpatrick p392 ex m80-85 [tr in passage similar to those marked tremulo elsewhere]
Chambure p59

Parma 3:5 C major  Presto ¢
  1 1 cutoff downbeat C2  "1 £ Ö±  ± Ö± | ± Ö± ÖÖÖ±  C  2v broken chord úthen ü

(6\)7  "2 3v rh triplets ú  8 lh imitates 14>G  15 Ö¶¶¶¶± ± ±
, (17\)18 "3  ± | ÖÖÖ± ± (lh ú x rh ü)  ± | ÖÖ± (DCB) ÖÖ± (CBA) Ö  (etc)  24 % g

29 "4 ±. ¶± ±¯¶¶¶± |±_¶ G  3v 32 rh triplets as at 7  34 % varied ~~~±. Ä ~~~±. Ä |~~~±. 39 £ ß  41 g  £ ß
43 G £ ß (& £ on downbeat of m44)

\ 44 "5 rh triplets as at 19 then as broken chords  :Ú 49\50 ¯ Ú:  [end1: return to m1; 2: elide]
  2 51 "1 developed G   56>a +\  61>e/B
, (64\)65 "3 e  69 % 4th higher a
n (72\)73 "2 as at 15 developed; lh ostinato 7ths&6ths C/G 86 ...trillo ...veloce G 88 G\1  ± ß £
\ (88\)9 "3 C  95 % c

100 "4 C  110 as at 39\43 varied>c>C 
\ 113 "5 120 lh ± [Fine] ||¯[rest of m: return to 51] :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 1742:7;  London-Worgan 11;  Boivin-LeClerc 5:2 [Allegro assai  4/4]; Parma 3:5;
Venezia 2:12; Zaragoza 32:44; Za 31:5.  Fadini’s endnotes on differences imply the order V42, BL5, LW, V2,
P2.  Taken as a whole the evidence favors the V2-P2 order, although he situation in m114 might contradict that. 
If however more than one original copy source was involved, Scarlatti would sometimes be making parallel
revisions to the different originals and sometimes not.  BL5 interprets D (destra or right hand) in m17 as “doux”
(dolce or softly).  The ambiguous lh ± A[>] at the beginning of m60 clashes with the rh A<Ä in P & both V’s,
LW makes the A< into one note with two stems pointing up & down, eliminating the clash;  BL5 changes the
left-hand part to a £ rest.  All five versions treat the G in m61 the same way each did the A in m60.  The LW &
BL5 differences could be due to the LW scribe and BL5 printer trying to interpret the graphic ambiguities and
coming up with different solutions which eliminated dissonances.   LW & V2 have ¶¶¶± at the end of the broken
chord in m110; V42, BL5 and P2 have ¶çÖ±. When the same broken chord is repeated in m114, only V2 has the 
¶çÖ± version; the other four have ççç±.  LW has differences in m9 & 14 which are unique to it.  V42 & LW use Ä 



for the small-note scale in m87; BL5 uses Å ; P2 & V2 use ç  (see also accidentals below).
dates: about 1735-40; 1742
Pestelli p209-211;  p223-4: “insidia in modo molto serio l’ipotesi del Kirkpatrick che la sorte dello stile
scarlattiano si sia giocata tutta negli ultimi cinque anni del compositore...” [in other words, this sonata and
V49:20 C are highly developed ones, closer to Haydn and Mozart in style than many with K numbers above
200, which Kirkpatrick believed were composed at the time of their compiling, 1752-1757]
companions: •V42: 6, 7 = P2:24 c, 3:5 C (the bass C in m1 of P3:5 forms a link if the last m of P2:24 is elided)
•P3:5 C , 6 c
•V2:12-14 = P3:5 C, 6 c, 18 c
•BL5:1, 2 = BL5:1 C, P3:5 C
•Za31:4,5 = P3:6 c, 5 C
See P2:24 c companions for contents of a larger suite in c & C in which the components of the smaller groups of
companions in the above sources overlap
instruments: cembalo with range Gc.  Requires two keyboards in m86-87 if the left-hand trill continues while
the right-hand scale crosses over and below it
Gerstenberg p127-8 exs m17+, 88+: [reprise altered to be playable on one keyboard; also avoids E5]
difficulty: difficult, level 7; hands cross with ±’s & Ä ’s moving in opposed directions in each hand
themes: 12345:132345: one group with variants, cells; develops or varies all themes in part 2.  The treatment of
the first three themes in part 2 doubles their length, a true probatio (development) with late 18th century
proportions. The n point is at the start of a particularly expressive passage in the sonata, a peroratio in
adfectibus (rhetorical terms are listed in the introduction to this file)  Falling triplets at m7 return in varying
guises as part of each thematic group.  Both parts start with solitary bass downbeats; the measures at the end of
each part calling for a return and repeat lead to a soprano note which isn’t there, implying a leap to the bass
keys 155555:56*3361511111
accidentals, ornaments, graphics: m39, 41, 43 & 110, 112, 114: slurs on groups of Å ’s; stems are grouped
differently in m110-114; Venezia 1742 has the slur on the m43 & m114 broken chords but Parma and Venezia 2
don’t (V2 also lacks the slur in m39).  The broken chords are divided between the hands; Venezia 2 is the most
complete in its use of D (dritta\destra) for the point at which the right hand takes over in the six instances.  For
more on m114 see sources above.  Each of these measures ends with a fermata over a rest, and each of the
following measures has another rest on the downbeat in both hands: the suspensions of sound can be varied in
length to create dramatic or comic pauses
m56: Parma uses = to cancel F<; m71 F<in rh, F[>] continues in lh
m60-61, discussed above under sources (Parma and both Venezia versions): the left-hand part is written on the
upper ledger with the right-hand part; the lh A[>] in m60 & G[>] in m61 ± follow the right-hand A< & G<Ä in
each  Although the > isn’t explicit, Hashimoto and Fadini are surely right in their similar interpretations of the
separated stems; the graphics of the Parma ms make this clearer by putting the first A well above the second
one.  This confirms Scarlatti’s usual practice: the accidentals continue on adjacent notes in the same voice (even
across measure lines) unless explicitly corrected; different voices are treated horizontally not vertically.  The
only interpretive difficulty occurs when two notes an octave part don’t have the same accidental.  If the context
is already one of harmonic ambiguity, the interpretation which creates the greatest dissonance is probably the
best one (see P2:10 A, accidentals, for example)
m73-79: slurs on the scales in Venezia 1742 except m75; no slurs in Parma; stems connected in both (Fadini:
smaller groups)
m86-88 Venezia 1742: lh G1 ° ß~~ ; rh G3 «ß~~ | mantiene il Trillo~~~ (with slur above these words) �
Carriera veloce (with a long Ö  scale above continuing to end of measure with M for lh on the last 4 notes) | ± [£]
ß: ± |  Parma: lh G1 °.ß ~~~ ; rh G3 ¬ ß | (rh tied across m-line to G3 ç   at beginning of next measure; the
following starts in m86 between the ledgers and continues beneath the scale in m87:)  Mantiene il Trillo con
carriera  (rh scales in ç �s interrupt, first up to D4 then down] veloce”; the rh crosses below the lh G1, with M (lh)
below the last three notes to G-1 (bottom of keyboard).  Presumably trills in both hands, but the lh continues
beyond the end of m86 while the rh continues into the scales (both Venezia 1742 & Parma imply with their



different graphics that the lh stops at the end of m86, but “mantiene il trillo” makes sense only if the lh
continues) Venezia 2 is similar to Parma but doesn’t interrupt the instruction.  see also: at end of this entry
m120 (Venezia 1742) || after first C in both h as in Parma, rh continues as in Parma (shown on map), lh ~~~~ß
||||| (no double dots, no da capo) The interpretation is clear: the first C in each hand serves double duty: as the
final notes of the sonata, and with the rest of the measure as a transition back to m51 for the repeat of part 2
similar sonatas: P9:12 C; P3:15 F; P8:15 F
V49:20 C has a similar opening
P5:17 e has a similar peroratio in adfectibus
P2:17 D has a similar scale marked veloce -- influences: this internal marking for scales shows up again in
Chopin (if not sooner), for example with a fortissimo falling scale in b= near the beginnng of the Introduction et
rondo, E=, opus 16 (1832); in the Variations brillantes sur le rondeau favori... de Ludovic, opus 12 (1833) the
rising C=scale near the end is also marked rf (rinforzato) plus a hairpin crescendo marking.
editions used: Kirkpatrick 2: k49; Fadini 1:7 (P, V42, V2, LW, BL5); Eiji Hashimoto, Domenico Scarlatti 100
sonatas, G Schirmer, 1975, v1:7 (V42, LW, P); Venezia facsimile; Venezia online.  
see also: Gerstenberg p106-7 ex m42-3 [chiaroscuro effect; forecasts Schubert]
Foster p63-66: “non-dramatic thematic contrast...”; Chambure p39.
Willis p122 ex: “...we hear the gaps between musical utterances, ‘non-music’ even, as part of a movement’s
makeup”
For the m86-8 instruction: Hashimoto (notes v1: p137-8); Kirkpatrick p392; Ogeil p55

Parma 3:6 c minor  (2=) Presto ¢
  1 1 "1  ÖÖ±µ ÖÖ±µ | °. c  2v cp 2 lh imitates 4th lower

10½ "2 lh x rh throughout, opposed motion 13>g
23 $1 µ_Ä ±.~~~ Ö±µ | Ö  3v rocking ostinato  27 % 8ve lower
30 $2 rh ~~~± rises by chromatic steps; lh ú  36 falling broken 3rds (2v) 40 :Ú:

  2 n^ 41 lh "1 developed c/G  42 rh imitates  43>E@  46 echoes "2 at 16

50 ( ± ± ±¯|Ö  3v lh ostinato 3rds, 4ths 55>d added\tone chords, G4 pedals  58>e  65>a +\ 69>f
71 $2 lh 8ves ú
77½ "2 81>c
99 $2 109 :Ú:

source collections: London-Worgan 27; Parma 3:6; Venezia 2:13; Zaragoza 32:54; Za 31:4; Madrid-Ayerbe 19;
New Haven 17; Barcelona 25.  LW has the most differences from the other three sonatas collated by Fadini (see
editions below; Zaragoza, New Haven and Barcelona are not included)  Some differences revealed by Fadini’s
endnotes are that the lh plays over the rh in m14-20 & 84-89 in London, Parma & Venezia, whereas in Madrid
the rh returns to the top position at m16 &85. In m60-62 the rhythm in the alto voice is ± ± Ö± ± | ° Ö± ± | ° Ö± ± in
Parma & Madrid, ± ± ± Ö± | ° Ö± ± | ° Ö± ±  in London & ± ± ± Ö± |° ± Ö± | ° ± Ö± in Venezia.  To me this (along with the rest of
Fadini’s endnotes) implies revisions to a single original source in the order LW, V, P, Ma (LW has to be earlier
than V2 & P3, Ma is likely to be after them).  See also commentary to Card games file,  Parma and Venezia
(after the discussion of V2 & P2-4): there I put V2 after P3.  This is too small a detail to be conclusive.
dates: about 1735-40; 1748
companions:•P3:5, 6
•V2:12-14 = P3:5, 6, 18
•Za 32:54, 55 = P3:6, 28
•Ma 19, 20 = P3:6, 14
•NH 17-19 = P3:6, LW 43, P2:24
•Barc 25, 26 = P3:6, P2:24
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: extended hand crossings; difficult, level 7
themes: 1234:15424: two groups; part 2 develops, adds a new theme, and omits one.  keys 15:1323-6*41:



short-long ö is at the double bar separating the parts, and the return of the tonic, leading to the relative major
ornaments, accidentals: m30+: ~~~  on each ± in ascending, partly chromatic, scales could be short or long (or both
if repeat varied); a quintuplet ¶¶¶¶± , principal-upper-principal-lower-principal, is a smoothly flowing solution.
m36, 38: the second F in each measure should be >, as Fadini shows in her edition, even though the previous
F<’s are not canceled in Parma and Venezia. Compare E16 B=, P2:2 G & P2:13 f for some other examples of
the denial of the leading tone near the end of a part
similar sonatas: the theme introduced at m50 has similarities to P3:5 C at m73+
P15:13 c (figures near ends of  parts)
LW43 C (chains of trills or shakes as at m30 here)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 5: k139; Fadini 3:138 (collates LW, V, P & Ma); Venezia online. 
see also: Malipiero p479 ex m33-34: “...crescendos and chromatic accents that greatly resemble [those] in
Beethoven”
Vignal: “...harmonically unstable episode [m58-68]...”
Chambure p67: [P2:25 c]
Pestelli p170: “[exs; E1 d and P3:6] muovono da una stessa idea tematica”; p172: “il primitivo gruppo di
Allegri alla breve”

Parma 3:7 g minor  (=) Allegrissimo 12/8
  1 0 " á ¶¶± (V: çç±) | ÖÖ± ±. g  3v 4 h parallel 8ve apart

8½ $ lh ¶¶¶¶ççç± scales ü 11>B@  13>d
(14\)15  ( rocking ostinato; lh leaps  18 %  22 ±. ±. ±. :Ú ¯á¶¶± ['0]Ú: [2: elide last ±.& á¶¶± ]

  2 23 (1/2m)  $ (scales both h) &" (as at 4) developed together d  n25>B@  27>F>c>d  32>g
34 ( (w/ B@\1)
40 $&" combined  42 (full m) :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 1742:1 Allegro assai; London-Worgan 13 Allegro; Lisboa 57 --; Parma 3:7;
Zaragoza 31:17; Za 32:45. The sonata also appears (with P3:19 e and E24 A) in a late 18th century manuscript
collection of portuguese keyboard music, Paris Bibliothèque nationale VM7 4874 p67-69; see Alvarenga in Sala
p56, fn164
dates: about 1735-40; 1742
companions: •Lisboa 57-58 = P3:7 g, P3:1 G
•P3:7-8 g
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: difficult, level 6; parallel octaves divided between hands; scales which speed up at their ends
themes: 123:21321: three groups; part 2 combines and develops themes
keys: 135:537451: ö at change to relative major: the parallel scales are briefly a tenth apart, then return to an
octave apart, a tenth apart again at m93 and at the end with thirds added to relieve the harshness of the sound
graphics, accidentals: V, LW & Li have â çç± upbeat opening, P has á ¶¶±
m5: Lisboa has = on the first lh A (which should apply to the next A as well and will clash with the A[>] in the
right hand)
m13-14: Venezia has a + sign between the ledgers at the lines dividing these two measures
m22: third beat dotted ± D (4th beat, after :|| with an elision slur, is a redundant first ending since it = the
opening upbeat) can be elided the second time to form a link to m23, which is a  ½-m
end (in Venezia): vertical lines & squiggle; no double bar for repeat
similar sonatas: P5:14 B=; P9:20 g; E14 G; P12:4 G; RC 3 g
metaphors: savage g minor (as in P4:4)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 2: k43; Fadini 1:1; Venezia facsimile
see also: Chambure p37
Sheveloff, Uncertainties 1985, p157-159.
Foster p45: “associative”; “pastorale tradition”



Parma 3:8 g minor  (=) Allegr[issi]mo 3/8
  1 1 "1  Ö : added\tone chord, then µµ | ÖÖ± | ±.~~~ : broken chord ú  g  2v H8\9: Ä |Å_¶±µµ
\ 14 "2 ("1 variant: broken chord ü) 22>B@  29 lh leaps ú B@\1
\ 34 "3 (<"2; rh ostinato, lh rocking 3rds) c  40 % step higher d

(47\)48 "4 (<H8\9; rh ties, lh rocking, w/ 6ths) F  3v  54>d
66 $1 rh leaps:  f5 by steps D4üD5, f1 ostinato D3  79 % w/ 3rds (f3&5)
90 $2 ($1 variant) 3v rh 3rds, ties, then 6ths, lh leaps ú A\1

110 "1 varied; lh full chords  119 :Ú:
  2 120 "1 developed F  ||128 ¡ Æ  scale úB@ || 129 3/8 120\128 % step higher c/G

137 ¡ (128 step higher)
\n 138 3/8 "2 developed g

150 "2 as at m14

166 "4
185 $1
199 $2
219 "1 as at 110  227 :Ú:

source collections: London-Worgan 35; Venezia 1749:24; Parma 3:8; Zaragoza 2:7; New Haven 14 --
dates: about 1735-40; 1748
companions: •LW 35, 36; Za 2:7, 8 = P 3:8 g, P 3:24 G
•P 3:7-8 g
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: difficult, level 7; m67+: widening leaps in rh, from one to two octaves at m73; at m80+ thirds are
added for the little fingers
themes: 1234561:124561: two groups; cellular: material in the first 13 measures reappears throughout in
different guises.  The opening full chord with a dissonant C is not repeated, but standard full chords appear at
the beginning of part 2 and the ends of both parts.  The á2&3 themes begin with a downbeat rest; this is picked
up by the á1 theme when it is developed (and also at the ö point: see keys below) The passages at m123-127 &
m132-136 are examples of a dog- chasing-its-tail obstinately repetitive figure (compare P15:11 F)
keys: 134575:7341: part 1 ends in dominant minor; part 2 begins in the subtonic (dominant of relative major). 
The n point, m138, occurs at the final return to the home key, following a dramatic downward scale in the
subdominant, then a downbeat rest
ornaments, accidentals, graphics: m9-12: slurred small notes work best slightly before the beat, the following
large-note Å on the beat (almost a crushed-note acciaccatura).  Fast appoggiature on the beat are unlikely:
Scarlatti uses ç±» in large notes for these in other sonatas; small notes tied to a preceding Ä  are also unlikely here
since the preceding note isn’t always the same pitch as the small note.  The sonata also has other combinations
of small  Å ’s preceding large notes with and without ~~~ ’s in successive measures in Parma; Venezia uses small Æ
’s & tr but has slurs as in Parma.  I believe the slurred small notes are always before the beat: Å | ç¶± (for the ~~~ in
m18 etc) or Å | ¶Ö±µ (m9 etc) or Å | ÖÖ± (m35 etc); rather than on the beat, which would make them sometimes the
upper auxiliary note for a trill: (| ççç± m18) and sometimes a fast appoggiatura: ( | ç¶Öµµ m9 or | Æ Å. Ä Ä  m35)--none
of these on-the-beat interpretations is correct in my opinion
m20 etc: the = on the first E probably applies to the last one as well; compare P5:12 g
m128&137: meter changes to ¡ (4/4) for a downward scale grouped as 8 ç ’s then 4 ç ’s+ 2 Å ’s landing on °:
presumably to indicate precise speed equivalent to 8 Ä ’s, rather than using a ß sign if the speed were arbitrary. 
The lh has ±_± rather than ° under the two fast-note groups, further implying a precise speed (in Venezia the
placing of the rh and lh notes makes the intention clearer although the note values are not as correct) The meter
change for rapid scales also occurs in P2:17 D, but there they are explicitly speeded up with the direction veloce
and a slur written over the entire scale; a final trill is extended with a ß The meter change doesn’t move the
location of n to any more significant event than the one shown on the map, m138
similar sonatas: LW 41 d & P1:28 a also begin with added-tone chords in the left hand



editions used: Kirkpatrick 4: k121; Fadini 2:80; Venezia facsimile
see also: Pestelli p164 [P5:12 g, the previous sonata in his group; both are what I call “savage” g minor]; p165
[V42:24]
Rövenstrunck p10-11 ex m158-165 [which are like m35+; he wants crushed notes played together as seconds
rather than slightly separate; this won’t work very well for the m9 or m18 cases however]

Parma 3:9 D major  Non presto ¢
  1 1 "1 £ ± °¯|[Ú:¯]± ± [3]ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ±  D  2v  2 lh parallel 3rd below rh

5½"2 tremulo: rising ± scale [chains] 9 %
12 "3 (<"1) d  lh stays x rh; groups of 2m  % twice, step higher >g >a
18½ "4 A lh then rh leap x each other  20 A\1 broken chord triplets
22 "5 ... ¯¶±± Å _± ÖÖ± | ± ("3 echoed) a  lh 3rds
24 "2 A  28 %
31 "4  triplets inverted &c 36  ± :Ú  ± °  return to m2; elide m1] Ú:  37 ± [end2; elide all 36] Ú: Vti p.to

  2 (37 ± ± ± ) "5 developed; lh chords d
n 42 "4 triplets unfolded 44 triplets as at 20

47 "5 added\tone chords  50 rh rocking triplets (bridge)
54 "4 D  triplets as at 42, then inverted as at 31  56: as at 20

58 "2 62½ %
66 "4 (as at 31) 70 (± ± ± ) :Ú: [V: D.C.]

source collections: London-Worgan 25; Venezia  1749:21; Lisboa 1 Allegro; Parma 3:9 D; Zaragoza 31:18
dates: about 1735-40; 1748
companions: •LW 25,26 = P3:9,10
•V49:21,22 = P3:9, P2:17
•Lisboa 1-2 = P3:9, P1:13
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: exceptional, level 9.  Hand crossing in different patterns: m12+ ±���|�... ; m18+ ±�|±�±±|±; m55+ ±��±|± ;
sudden changes from left over right to right over left; leaps of 3½ octaves
themes: 1234524:545424: one group, variants, cells, themes return in part 1; part 2 varied, order of themes
mixed, first & third themes missing; the repeats of several passages involve shifts of the measure-lines relative
to the strong beat.  The opening is not strictly imitative: the rh plays D4 A4, a fifth, followed by the lh A2 D3, a
fourth, then the two hands are parallel a third apart.  Moderate tempo (see also Keller’s metaphor below)
keys:1145555:11:  part 2 is entirely in the tonic key: d minor then D major.
accidentals, ornaments, graphics: accidentals on small notes in Parma: m37 (F=), 47 (F=), 48 (F<). 49 (F=);
Venezia lacks them in m 47 and 49; Lisboa is like Parma but with >.  Parma and Venezia use = to cancel F< on
large notes, but in m13-17 = to cancel C< in the left hand and > to cancel it in the right hand (the hands are also
crossed here); Lisboa uses > on both C and F throughout.
m5 etc: should be read as ~~~  on the first ± (or °  in m27), then tremulo on the next ±  (Tremulo is written after the
first beat in m58&62 in Parma)  Tremulo probably applies to the rising scales of ± ’s rather than just the first in
all these cases.  In Venezia 1749 it is written in very large letters with a slur above as if to extend it over several
±’s, though not the entire scale. Lisboa: “tremolo” is replaced by “tr” on each rh note in m62 through the end of
m63 (Sutcliffe p263)
(Lisboa) m36: ± (dotted?) :||: ± ° :||: Siegue. After m70: :||:   ||:- ú Fine.
similar sonatas: P15:30 F also has chains of tremuli on rising scales
E27 b has sudden switching of crossed hands
influences: Du Phly: Second livre de pieces de clavecin (1746?), La victoire
editions used: Kirkpatrick 4: k118; Fadini 2:77; Lisboa facsimile; Venezia facsimile
see also: Keller p65: “glaubt man junge Prinzessen zu sehen die sich im Garten zu haschen versuchen: [ex
m1-4]”



Pestelli p216 [prototype for the group:] “studi; quasi tutti distinti da grandi difficoltà”

Parma 3:10 D major  All[egr]o   3/8
  1 1 "1 ç±» Ö± |ÖÖ±  D  2 or 3v lh 3rds  ||12\13 ¡ D/A rh 3rds w/ double ~~~ ||

14 3/8 "2 (rh<"1 ç±» Ö± |ÖÖ± but different pitches; lh ostinato chords) a +\ (D#\E & B@\A appog)
28 "3 lh ± Ä  | ±; ç±» & ~~~  on weakbeats
41 $1 A  lh leaps  49 A\1 50 ç±» Ö±  51 rh leaps n^55 rh leaps inverted  59\60 ç±» Ö±,  ¨12345

61 rh as at 41  66 ç±» Ö±  67: 61\66 %
73 $2 (ç±» Ö± rhythm more frequent; lh rhythm like "3)  83 :Ú:  Vti p.to

  2 84 "1& "2 developed together d/A
103 $1 developed 111 D/A 123&129 ç±» ç±» Ä ,  ¨12345
131 $2 varied d  138 (coda) D  lh 8ve broken chord ü 143: 138\142 % & extended 150 :Ú:

source collections: London-Worgan 26; Venezia 1749:25; Parma 3:10; Zaragoza 32:53; NewYork 1:48 --
dates: about 1735-40; 1748
companions: •LW 25, 26 = P3:9-10
•NY 1:47, 48 = P6:13, 3:10
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: exceptional, level 9--primarily for the two-octave leaps in both hands and traversal of the keyboard by
disjunct octaves in the left hand near the end; but see metaphors below for the value of a slower tempo
themes: 12345:12450: two groups, variants; entire sonata uses rhythms from first two measures, but in highly
contrasted contexts.  The opening theme leading to a theatrical fanfare at m12-13 is similar to the rhetorical
device of exordium, used in several D major sonatas (partial list at P2:17 D).  The short-long ratio n occurs
closest to the inversion of the rh figure at m55, whether or not m12-13 are counted as equal to 8 measures of
3/8.  A coda in which the left hand alone plays broken chords in octaves, rising into the upper ledger then
suddenly dropping two and a half octaves, balances the power of the opening fanfares
keys: 115*5:1111 part 2 entirely in tonic key, major or minor
accidentals, ornaments, graphics: Parma and Venezia usually use = to cancel C< & F< (Parma only: F> in
m84; both Parma & Venezia: C> in m131&133 however)
m51-54 (both Parma & Venezia) slurs might mean the last two right-hand notes in each measure are played
offbeat, after the left-hand ones; see ornaments in introduction to this file for the interpretation of slurs as rubato
m75+&98+ etc: pincés are written out, so presumably they are different from the ~~~ ’s.  Because of the basic
rhythm of the sonata (ç¶± ), the Parma ~~~  & Venezia tr on Ä ’s must be equivalent signs; the context consistently
requires principal-upper-principal note order and the  ç¶±  rhythm (rather than 4 ç ’s or triplet Å ’s)
similar sonatas: P3:29 D
V42:43 D: change of meter in opening section
metaphors: since the passage at m41+ and m103+ (â1) is the type of music which first comes into the mind of
an anglo-saxon when the word “spanish” is mentioned, it is surprising that so little has been made of it in the
Scarlatti literature.  But portuguese fado or melodramatic fatalism works just as well as a metaphor
editions used: Kirkpatrick 4: k122; Fadini 2:81; Venezia facsimile
see also: Chambure p63: “cellule rythmique...”; [cadence at m12-13 resembles m16 of V42:43 D]

Parma 3:11 B@ major (@) Presto ¡
  1 1 " Ä  � ±. ÖÖ± | Ö±  ±.  B@  3v 3rds both h 5 lh ¶¶¶¶ççç±... scales ü 7 rh scale then 6ths & 3rds

9 $1 lh index over thumb F   12 f/C
15 $2 f  lh x rh throughout
22 (1 F  24 broken minor 2nds 27 rhythm varied; rh offbeat

n^ 29½ (2 lh Å  scale ü, leap ú (compare P2:15 E $2 m68); rh 6ths & 3rds  36 :Ú:  Vti presto
  2 37 " developed F   rh leaps  42>g

44 $2 developed  48 lh leaps x rh >F>d   51 $1 echoed 52>B@/F



54 $2 restated b@   57  e@  59>f
62 (1 B@  69 (2  75 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 1742:5; London-Worgan 19; Parma 3:11; Zaragoza 32:48; Za 31:16
dates: about 1735-40; 1742
companions: •LW 19, 20; Za32:48, 49 = P3:11, 12
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; double keyboard: m29: lh plays A being held by rh
difficulty: difficult, level 8; rapid scales increasing in speed; left hand over right for long passages in opposed
motion; right-hand scales in thirds
themes: 12345:132345: three groups.  Short-long ö occurs at the start of the last theme in part 1 with a dramatic
leap in the left hand from F4 to C1, 3½ octaves; no new themes are introduced in part 2
keys: 15555:565311451:
graphics: m25-26 etc: uses dots over measure lines (rather than ±|_Ä )
end (V42)  ||: ~~ D.C.
similar sonatas: P3:12 B=; P9:26 B=
editions used: Kirkpatrick 2: k47; Fadini 1:5; Venezia facsimile
see also:  Foster p46-7: “associative...”
Pestelli p168: “conserva una forte eco di un tempo di Gavotta”

Parma 3:12 B@ major (@) All[egr]o   3/8
  1 1 "1 Ä ± | [à] ± |[à] ± | Ä  ± | [à]  ¶¶¶±  | ¶ ; lh [à ] Ö± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | Ä [£] | ±. B@  2v weak\beat stresses

14 "2 Ö¶±µ¯|Ö  3v ties in top 2 v 18>F
, 23 "3  lh broken 3rds, rh x lh

37 $1 á ÖÖ.» | ¶± ±_|¶¶¶¶¶± | ± ç¶± | ~~~Ö.»µ | d  rh offbeat, ties; lh 3rds  42  g  lh 6ths 47  å ß
\ 48 $2 c   à ±¯|Ä ç±» ç±» Ä ± rh weak\beat stress, ties, rh voices overlap; lh downbeat rest

56 $1 varied f/C (melodic minor w/ D$)
65 (1 (<"3) F  lh alberti broken 3rds & 5ths; rh x lh, rh ties Ä_|Ö± � Ä | Ö±  74 %
81 (2 (< $1) rh 3rds & ties  93  ¨12345  95 :Ú: Vti presto

  2 96 "1 developed F  (G# & C# appoggiature) 109 å ß
,n 110 $2 developed F &a waver  117 d  120 g

124 * à ~~~ Ö.ï± | á ¶¶± Ä ; lh ± Ä  | ±  rh x lh ("3 echoed) 130 chromatic scale ú>F
132:124\131 % step lower 138>g rh ties, both h ostinato 143>c  146>B@  (bridge)

155 (1 162 %
170 (2 varied 180 ¨1345 182 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 1742:15; London-Worgan 20; Parma 3:12; Zaragoza 32:49
dates: about 1735-40; 1742
companions: •LW 19, 20; Za 32:48, 49 = P3:11, 12
instruments: cembalo with range Ac; single manual: see graphics below
difficulty: difficult, level 8
themes: 12345467:158067: three groups; omits some themes in part 2 and adds new; ö, m110, follows a rest
with a fermata and a downbeat rest at the start of the second theme in part 2; the top voice has the three repeated
long notes motif common in Scarlatti sonatas, but here the notes are all offbeat.  The probatio or developement
continues with dramatic new material, m110+, containing echoes of materials from the first and second groups,
leading to a peroratio in adfectibus: the sighing chromatic scale at m130 which moves the music from g minor
to F major; the same passage is repeated moving from F major back to g minor, insisting on that key for several
measures and only gradually calming itself until the peroratio in rebus and the home key are reached with the
return of the third thematic group at m155; even this becomes calmer at the end by the omission of the ç¶± slide
figure which had appeared in m92&94
keys: 1536255:557+365621: tonic major to dominant major & other keys; part 2 begins in dominant major
accidentals, graphics, ornaments: both Parma & Venezia  repeat accidentals within a measure when the flags



are not joined by beams, for example E= in the rh figures on the second and third beats of m49-55 (separated in
P & V but joined in Fadini) but not when the flags are joined: for example the trill figures in m85-91 have only
the first < on G or C.  In m86: C[>] in lh between C<’s in rh; in m91, the last rh note is explicitly C> (flag
joined to the previous trill containing C<)
m1-6: both Parma & Venezia are in agreement about the disposition of the hands (shown on map above, m96+
is similar; Fadini’s edition destroys this by removing the beam connecting the three lh ÖÖ± in m2 & 3 as well as
m97 & 98 and by adding rests to the lower ledger rather than the upper)
m23-36: Parma & Venezia also agree: since the left hand is supposed to play both the Ä  and Å  at the beginning
of the even measures 24 through 36, a single keyboard is implied and the right hand crosses over the left hand,
using fingers 3212 for its broken chord (the index finger leaping over the thumb, reversed hand, for maximum
stability when landing on the lowest note).  This is varied in m124-135: the left hand finishes a trill with turn in
the right hand, confirming that a single keyboard is intended; the same fingering can be used for the rh broken
chords in the bass
m128: London-Worgan (only) has “tremulo” on high B=
m182, end (Venezia) :||:·~~ D.C.
similar sonatas (see also Foster below): P3:16 F; P2:2 G; P6:2 B=
P2:21 A= (similar thirds)
P15:15 B= (rh over lh leaps)
P5:27 B, P14:24 E=, P8:5 E= (change to mediant minor, relative minor of the dominant, occurs at the start of
the second theme group in part 1, and at or near the ö point in part 2)
metaphors: comic B= (like E16)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 2: k57; Fadini 1:15; Venezia facsimile
see also: Boyd p189
Kirkpatrick p200; p255; p269
Sitwell: “Spanish...  Tapping and drumming, and smashing of the hand on the back of the guitar. On the whole,
though, melancholy and sad...”
Chambure p41
Foster p123-125: “non-dramatic thematic contrast...  The adaptability of the thematic ideas in regard to order is
somewhat similar to [P2:20 F] and [E24 A]”
Sutcliffe p239-40

Parma 3:13 c minor  (2=) All[egr]o  3/4
  1 1 "1 ¶¶¶± ±.  Ä   c  3v  H4: broken chord swoop ú (3 8ves +)  5 %

9 "2 rh chromatic scales ü lh ostinato 3rds then chords 17>c/G  19: H4  20 åß
21 $ á  ¶ççç± ±¯¶¶¶± | ¶  G  lh 3rds & 5ths
32 (1 à ¶± ±. Ä | ± g  rh downbeat rest, 2nd beat stress; lh added\tone chords  38 rh broken 3rds
40 (2 G  lh leaps x rh ú G\1  46 :Ú:  Vti p.to

  2 47 "2 transformed c/G  rh tremulo Å_°._|± ~~~± lh<"2 51: H4  52: 47\51 %  57 åß
58 $ developed E@  61>b@>f  64>c

n 65 "2 developed 79: H4  80 °. ß G\1

81 $ C
92 (1 varied  c
99 (2 varied 107: H4   108 : ¯°. :Ú:

source collections: London-Worgan 23; Venezia 1749:18; Parma 3:13; Zaragoza 32:51; Za 31:22; Münster
4:37; Wien Q15115:6; Wien G 7; NewYork 1:43 --.  Fadini lists a number of variants among these sources
(except Zaragoza) chiefly in the makeup of the left-hand chords
dates: about 1735-40; 1748
companions: •LW 22-24 = P2:25, 3:13, 14
•V49:18-20 = P13,14 c, V49:20 C



•M4:37, 38; Za32:51, 52 = P3:13, 14
•Za31:20-23 = P1:29, 27, 3:13, 2:25
•NY 1:43, 44 = P3:13, 1:27
•WG 6, 7 = RC30 (minuet), P3:13 (these are a pair in the bound order, not the earlier roman numeral order)
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: difficult, level 7; rapid chromatic scales; three- & four-octave leaps; extended tremolo
themes: 12345:232345: three groups; cells; motivic development.  The first theme is omitted in part 2; the
second theme spins a new, highly ornamented, rh melody above its ostinato chords; the second group theme
appears (m58) in the relative major and moves into minor keys but then the second theme reappears in its part 1
form for further changes at the n point (m65): its chromatic scales extended to 3 measures from their part 1
version and their accompaniment simplified to bare  ± ’s.  The final tonic also starts here, although minor and
major modes alternate until the end, minor-major-minor instead of major-minor-major as in part 1
keys: 11555:1374111:  part 1 ends in dominant major (G)
graphics, ornaments: ·§· (roughly) = repeat sign used before & after m24-7 & m99-101 in Parma (instead of
writing out m28-31 & 102-4); Münster uses a different sign, more like ææ , for the same purpose; Venezia writes
out the measures
m26, 30: slurs on the small notes imply that they are not appoggiature: the stresses fall on the large notes which
follow, somewhat like the ¶± ±.  figure in m32-37, perhaps »ì | ±.  combining the small note with the last note of
the previous measure or delaying the ±.  slightly beyond the beat but still stressing it rather than the small note. 
In Venezia the slurs have been drawn across the measure lines.  m86 &90 are similar.
m47 etc: tremulo is an extended repeated note (extended implied by ties across m-lines; preceded by a slurred
small Å  on the minor second below the principal note).  In Venezia the word is written in very large letters with
a slur above, as if to emphasize it applying to the entire measure.  The ~~~ ’s which follow could be chained trills;
compare P3:9 D
m48, 53: uses tr instead of ~~~  on inner voices
editions used: Kirkpatrick 4: k115; Fadini 2:74; Venezia facsimile; Münster microfilm.  Rövenstrunck p67
provides a facsimile of V49:18, part 1
see also: Sitwell: “Grand and sad, with Spanish thrumming and drumming”
Kirkpatrick p163; p209; p261; p315; p258-9); p398: m36, “dots... are used to prolong the note instead of the
wavy line”
Chambure p61
Jackson p108-9 ex m62-63
Sutcliffe p310-313 [fn: compared to first movement of Haydn, Sonata in E=, 1794, which, he says, “features a
very similar second subject based on horn calls...”]; p316 [stylistic fingerprint: repeated notes with falling steps:
m23]

Parma 3:14 c minor  (2=) All[egr]o   3/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± | Å Ö¶¶¶± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | Ö  c  2v 3 lh imitates 5 rh falling broken 2nds w repeated notes, lh x rh

11 "2 rh scales üú, broken 8ves; lh ostinato 16, 18, 20  ú by steps  18>E@/B@
21 "3 rh falling broken 3rds, lh continues "2  27\34 ~~~±_|±_|±... (f12 trill w/ f345: ÖÖ± above,

lh parallel or opposed) || 35 ¡ Å  scale ü 36 ~~~ ±.  Ä  ° ||
\ 37 3/8 "4 e@  à ¶¶¶± | Ö ~~Ö.ìì |Ö  (<"1) 44 falling broken 3rds, lh ostinato <"3 E@

48 "5 lh x rh < "1  52  ¨ 12345; rh<44  54: 48\53 % & extended 62 :Ú: V.ti pto.
  2 63 "4 & "1 developed together b@  69 f

75 "2  n80 g  83\91 ú by steps  86 E@  90>c
92 "4 (96\7 Venezia only: ' 94\5 %)

104 "5&"4 combined, lh leaps ú G\1  108 falling broken 2nds <"1 111: 104\110  %
118: as at 52 (<"3) varied  122: 118\121 %  126 :Ú:

source collections: London-Worgan  24; Venezia 1749:19; Lisboa 42; Parma 3:14; Johnson 1752:12; Zaragoza



32:52, Za 31:14; Madrid-Ayerbe 20; Münster 4:38; Wien Q15116:34 “1752”; Wien G 35.  The total number of
measures on the map includes the two which are only in Venezia 1749 (of the sources examined by Fadini)
dates: about 1735-40; 1748
companions: •LW 22-24 = P2:25, 3:13, 14
•V49:18-20 = P3:13&14 c, V49:20 C
•M4:37,38; Za32:51, 52 = P3:13,14
•Ma 19,20 = P3:6,14
•WG 35-36 = P3:14, 5:5
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: difficult, level 7; m27: B=2 with ~~~  is held through m34; probably an extended trill (rh thumb and
index finger, with fingers 3, 4, and 5 playing the notes above, requiring finger changes and slides on adjacent
top keys)  In Lisboa, a tr appears above the tied B=2 in both m27&28; the ties end in m34 and there is no tr in
m35 on the B=2.  The ties also end at m34 in Parma, but the B=2 in m35 has a shake tied into the beginning of
the rapid upward scale which follows.  Perhaps the trill is supposed to stop at the beginning of m34, then start
again in m35.  In Venezia the ties continue over the double bar and change of meter into m35 but “tr” is
repeated over the m35 B=2.  The B=1 ± in m35 is followed by a long slur over no notes (Parma & Venezia, not
Lisboa), the graphics meaning perhaps hold this note beyond the beginning of the scale.  See P9:30 C and
P15:36 C for even more difficult trills of this type.  Kirkpatrick p188: “trills within chords”
themes: 12345:4124543: one group; cellular; motivic development: most of the sonata is built from elements in
the first 10 measures.  At the n point, m80, the broken octave figure changes to broken 4ths, 5ths and 6ths for
the only time, with a suggestion of g minor (the dominant); this changes to E= major (the mediant and relative
major), delaying the final turn to the tonic.  The downward sequence here extends the similar passage in part 1
and becomes a peroratio in adfectibus through the extra repetition.  See accidentals below and Fadini’s edition
for some of the variants in this passage.   If the two extra measures in Venezia are substracted, short-long ö at
m48 and the start of the last theme in part 1 becomes more relevant
keys: 1333:74531: part 1 ends in E= major (mediant and relative major of c, the home key); part 2 begins in
b=minor (subtonic minor of c and dominant minor of E=)
accidentals, graphics: m26: A=1 F=2 A=2 in lh in Parma: the = for the F is above it, on the ledger line for the
last A, which has its own = however; it is not in the other sources examined which all have F[>] and Fadini
ignores it; in this context it would be equivalent to E>
m35-36 changes to ¡ (4/4) for two measures, including a scale of 1 Ä  &13 Å ’s in Parma (Venezia, London, Wien
G: 14 Å ’s; Lisboa & Münster: 10 Å ’s & 4 ç ’s)
m38: Lisboa: the = on A in the lh chord is in effect through m43 because there are no intervening pitches; in
m44, A is missing from the first chord, so the = appears again on the A in the second chord (Scarlatti’s usual
practice)  Parma & Münster have a = on the first A in each of these measures; Venezia omits it in m41&43,
Johnson in m43.  Lisboa also omits the = on C in m38, 40 & 42, which makes the G=’s in the rh ambiguous:
are we switching back and forth from minor to major measure to measure?
m84: London and Lisboa have A=4, second ¶  (Lisboa lacks m82, which is a repeat of m81); in m85 Lisboa uses
A[>]4 as the top note of broken sevenths, unlike the B= broken octaves of the other sources
similar sonatas: P3:22 f; P2:26 c
influences: trills with sustained notes in the same hand occur in J S Bach, Clementi and Beethoven: see P9:30 C
editions used: Kirkpatrick 4: k116; Fadini 2:75 (collates V, LW, WQ, WG, M, P); Lisboa facsimile; Johnson
1752:12 (based on LW); Venezia facsimile; Münster microfilm
see also: Kirkpatrick  p243
Pestelli p167: “la prima idea dell’ E...21 [D] ritorna”
Jane Clark, in Domenico Scarlatti: 13 recherches 1986: p66 [ex m37-41]: “Cet extrait... est du flamenco pur, et
au 18e siècle, Scarlatti ne pouvait l’avoir entendu qu’en Andalousie.... sentiment d’angoisse solitaire qui est
prédominant dans le genre cante hondo que les gitans ont particulièrement fait leur...”



Parma 3:15 F major And[an]te  ¢  [Venezia: All.o]
  1 1 " à Ö± ÖÖ± ±.~~~ ±» | Ö  F   2v  5  rh downbeat rest, weakbeat stress, Å  scale ü; falls by steps  9>G

11 $ C/G  lh&rh opposed  ±  leaps, then  Ä  scale ü h 3rd apart
17 C  fanfare broken chords ü, C pedals 18 coda  20 8ve lower 22 ¬ß :Ú:

  2 23 " developed (part inverted) A@  26>b@  30>c
n 33\35  Ö.» ±¯¶   scale ú (lyrical sequence) >F/C

36 $ varied  42 c  Ö.»  ° (compare  33) 44>F   47 coda as at 18+  51 ¬ :Ú:
source collections: London-Worgan 3 Andante; Münster 5:35 Andante; Venezia 1749:9 All.o; Parma 3:15;
Johnson 1752:1 
Small differences among all sources; LW & M are closest to one another (for P3:16 also).
dates: about 1735-40; 1748
companions: •LW 3-4; M5:35-36; V49:9-10 = P3:15-16
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; m3: both hands on the same note (F3) implies use of double keyboard
difficulty: moderate, level 4
themes: 12:12: two groups; the n point on the map corresponds to the peroratio in adfectibus (see rhetoric in
introduction to this file)
keys: 1255:3-45151: tonic major first to supertonic (dominant of dominant) then to dominant; part 2 begins in
A= major: mediant of tonic minor
accidentals, ornaments: m29: ...A[>] B> C B[=] A=... (rises and falls in whole steps, like m26 (A[>}4

precedes A=4); yet another example of the composer finding no need to cancel accidentals when another pitch
intervenes); likewise m33: C<... C[>], m34: B>... B[=]; Fadini agrees on all of these
m43: tr is used instead of the ~~~  everywhere else in the Parma source, probably because there is no room above
the note (tr is almost always placed to the left of a note, ~~~  usually but not always directly above or below it)
similar sonatas: P1:10 C: opposed leaps
P3:5 C (same Pestelli group, p209)
P4:7 A has a similar unusual key structure in both parts
P5:5 C; P6:23 C
editions used: Kirkpatrick 4: k106; Fadini 2:65 [has ¡ for meter]; Johnson 1752:1 (based on London-Worgan)
see also:  Kirkpatrick p143; p181: “intended for a two-manual harpsichord”

Parma 3:16 F major  All[egr]o  3/8
  1 1 "1 ¶¶¶¶¶± | ~~~¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶¶¶± | ~~~± F   3v
, 9 "2 C/F  á ¶¶¶¶± ú| â çççççç± Ä  ü ostinato lh 3rds &c 13 >d

17 "3 g+\(E$) broken 2nds w/repeated notes úthen ü22>G  rising trill chains 30 swoop ú G\1

, 33 $1 á ¶¶¶¶± | ~~~Ö.»µ | â çç± ...  c  lh ostinato chords 35&37 rh ç  (varies 33) 39\42: 33 rh inverted
, 45 $2 rh 3rds; lh leaps úG\1  53 % 60 extended:  ¨12345  66 ±. [end2: can elide to link 67]:Ú:
  2 67 cutoff downbeat "2 developed F/C  73 a  77 g   81 d/A
,n 85 $1 developed 90>F   97>C   104 swoop ú
, 107 $1 restated (shortened) f

116 $2  137 :Ú:
source collections: London-Worgan 4; Venezia 1749:10; Parma 3:16; Johnson 1752:2; Münster 5:36
dates: about 1735-40; 1748
companions: •V49:9-10; LW 3-4; M5:35-36 = P3:15-16
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: moderate, level 4 (Rousset: difficile)
themes: 12345:2445: two groups; the second group has similar rhythms to the first but the themes are quite
different and entirely in minor keys.  ö is at the start of the second theme in part 2: in the subsequent
development it moves to major keys but then is restated in the tonic minor
keys: 15462*25:1326151: both parts end in minor keys



ornaments, accidentals: m24-29: written out ç  trills (CDCD etc) within a context of ç ’s & ~~~ ’s (in Parma) could
be an indication that they are different from both tr (DCDC) & from ~~~  (CDC.)
m34-38: ~~~ ’s on A= imply use of B=4 as the auxiliary note; lh has B>3 in its chords
m39: F[>] in lh, F< in rh; m60: E[>] (Parma only; other sources have E= according to Fadini); m64: E[>] in
Venezia, E= in other sources; m107-112: E[>] in lh, E= in rh, including the auxiliary note of the trills.
m109 & 111: the second A in each is [>]; however the beams for all the rh notes are tied in Venezia and
Münster so perhaps Fadini is correct to leave it an assumed =.  Nevertheless I prefer the A> implied by the
beams being split in Parma
similar sonatas: P3:12 B=; P4:17 E=; P4:23 f (trills); P5:5 C; P5:30 c< (scales)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 4: k107; Fadini 2:66; Venezia facsimile; Johnson 1752:2 (based on London-Worgan)
see also: Gerstenberg p85 [he combines my á2&3 as a “fortspinnung” of á1, and divides my â1&2 into two
themes each at m39 &60]
Landowska: “a dance which maintains a rocking rhythm in triple time. The alternation between major and minor
underlines its sensuous and provoking nonchalance”
Sitwell: Spanish...  “Grinding effect like a hurdy-gurdy. Very full of feeling and expression”
Pestelli p174: “l’immissione dell’elemento popolare iberico [see P2:26]... ex [m33-36]”
Rousset p74: [m25: trill shouldn’t begin on principal note; Parma has ~~~  rather than tr]
Sutcliffe p114-116 ex; “flamenco vocal effects...” [see introduction, page 15 above, for a criticism of Sutcliffe’s
use of the word flamenco]
Willis p188-189 exs: “exoticism”

Parma 3:17 g minor  (=) All[egr]o   12/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ±. ±.~~~  falling broken chord g  2v

5 "2 £ à à ±_ ±. ±.  rh offbeat added\tone chords
11 "3 ("1 variant) d  3v 15 £ à ß
16 "2 d  & a waver
20  "3 d  24 :Ú:  Vti p.to

  2 25 "1 g/D rises by steps 27>B@
30 "2 rises by steps 32 c  n34 d
36 "3  37>g
42 "2 varied lh ú G\1 
52½ "3  55 :Ú:

source collections: London-Worgan 17; Venezia 1749:14; Parma 3:17; Zaragoza 32:47
dates: about 1725-30; 1748
companions: •LW 17, 18 = P3:17 g, 2 G
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: moderate, level 5
themes: 12323:12323: one group, variants, themes return; part 2 in same order, but at m42 the pattern of the left
hand is varied, its broken chords continue downward instead of rising with the offbeat right-hand chords
keys: 15525:13451: minor keys predominate; ö occurs (m34) when the dominant (d) is reached in a passage
rising by steps before the final return of the home key
ornaments: since the chords vary between 3 & 4 notes, arpeggiation should be rapid (not measured broken
chords) if used at all
m12&13: suspensions use tied large notes: the appoggiatura is written  µ_±.  for exact measurement; small notes
would have been ambiguous; m38&39 are similar
similar sonatas: P2:25 c has a similar key structure (both parts)
P13:10 f (offbeat rh chords)
metaphors: savage g minor (as in P4:4); portuguese fado: relentlessness
editions used: Kirkpatrick 4: k111; Fadini 2:70



see also: Pestelli p165-166 [exs m1-2, Seixas Toccata 6 Minuetto in f (Alvarenga 094, Doderer edition 24)]
Chambure p59
Sutcliffe p192-193

Parma 3:18 c minor  (2=) All[egr]o   3/4
  1 1 "1 á  ¶¶± ¶¶¶± ~~Ö.ï± | ¶  c  3v 8 rh..£ß
\ 9 "2 ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± ±_|ÖÖÖÖÖ± | broken chord ú then ü then scale ú

13 "3 lh x rh throughout, opposed motions
25 $1 g/D broken 6ths, lh ostinato chords, some w/added tones
31 $2 lh leaps x rh
(36\)37 $3  ("1 variant) g 43 [end2: can elide] :Ú:

  2 44 "1 shortened c/G  chromatic scales
49 $1 shortened f   51>E@

n 52 $2 lh leaps w/ 3rds & 8ves; 2\m groups % 57 F & f  waver 61>c
64 ( rh 6ths & 3rds c/G
68 $2 as at 31

75  "3 varied lh (x rh) C5 ú G3 by steps of 3rds 78 %  w/ leap ú G1  80 rh  £ß £ ...
(80 ± \)81 $3 c  86  :Ú:  [V49]: volti subito [to P3:28, can elide 86]

source collections: London-Worgan 31; Venezia 1749: 2a; Parma 3:18; Venezia 2:14; Münster 3a:19
dates: about 1735-40; 1748
companions: •LW 31, 32; V49:2ab = P3:18, 28
• V2:12-14 = P3:5, 6, 18
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: difficult, level 7
themes: 123456:1457536: two groups; part 2 mixes order and adds new
keys: 155:14344111: n occurs at the establishment of the relative major (E=) and the start of the only section of
the work in major keys; thirds are added to the left-hand leaps
links: can link Venezia 1749:2a to 2b by eliding last measure of 2a (this sonata); Venezia 2, Parma and Münster
abandon this pairing and double the last three bass notes; otherwise there are few differences among the sources
accidentals, ornaments: m1-3: the approach (with a repeated B>) to the ~~~  and downturn after it offer evidence
that principal-upper-principal is the intended interpretation for the ~~~ : GAB BCBC  ~~~ [CDC]BC | D...
m4, 6, 27, 29: slurs on large notes: speeded up appoggiature; these are from the lower note to the upper note; the
small-note appoggiature (without slurs) are usually upper to lower note
m38 & 40: slurs below three notes probably indicate a rubato for inexact note values (top voice is offbeat)
m41: F< in lh, F[>] in rh; m84: B> in lh, B[=] in rh: leading tone denied near ends of parts
similar sonatas: P2:24 c; P2:26 c
P15:2 C & P15:41 F: broken chord falling by thirds as at m75 here: see metaphors below
P2:21 A= similar new material in part 2
metaphors: the opening conveys a sadness approaching hopelessness; the high theme, in slower ±’s which the
left hand plays when it crosses the right at m13+, is striving for a way out of the gloom, and becomes even more
hopeful when these become thirds in the only major key section at m52+, but all returns to despair at m65. 
After a slow broken ninth chord in the upper voice, m75-77, repeated m78-80, in steps falling by thirds: C A= F
D B G, played by the left hand crossing the right hand, there is a dramatic leap by the left hand into the bass at
m80 (so perhaps symbolizing satan ejected from heaven, as in several sonatas in the easter sequences of Parma
2); rests with a fermata are followed by an unbroken seventh chord and then the final theme returns
editions used: Kirkpatrick 4: k99; Fadini 2:57; Venezia 1749 facsimile; Venezia 2 online
see also: Sitwell: Spanish...  “A zapateado, if only rather more than less; or, maybe, a fandango”
Chambure p57 [V49 companions]
Sutcliffe, p141-144: [uses battle metaphors]



Nina Key in Morales p345

Parma 3:19 e minor  Allegriss[i]mo   3/8
  1 1 " ±. | ¶¶¶¶¶± | ± Ä  e  2v lh ostinato 3rds &c
, 14 $ [á ] ¶¶¶¶± | ¶   both h ostinato 3rd apart; lh 1st note in each m falls by steps  29>G

44 (  ¨ Ä | ± Ä  | ±  Ä  | ÖÖ± | ±  3v top v weakbeats, ties  52  ¨12345  54 :Ú:  Vti presto
  2 55 " developed D  60>b  chords w/2nds 65>A  added\tone 6th chords 69>b  n72>e
, 81 $

103 (  113 :Ú:
source collections: London-Worgan 9; Venezia 1749:1; Venezia 2:15; Lisboa 22 --; Parma 3:19; Münster 3a:20;
NewYork 1:46 --; Valladolid (not examined and not included in the notes below)
London-Worgan omits 4 measures near end.  Lisboa has differences in m48-50 & 59-63 which are unlike the
other sources collated by Fadini; its m69 & 71 are like LW. In m59 the left-hand plays B and F< in all the
sources except Lisboa and Venezia 2 where it plays B and G.  Since Lisboa has other changes to the LW text
that don’t appear in V2, I have placed V2 earlier. See also m47-53 in graphics below. Fadini’s measure numbers
91 through 114 (the last) are misnumbered; they should be 90 through 113 as given on the map and in these
notes.
The sonata appears (with P3:7 g and E24 A) in a late 18th century manuscript collection of portuguese keyboard
music, Paris Bibliothèque nationale VM7 4874 p67-69; see Alvarenga in Sala p56, fn164.
companions: •Lisboa 22-23 = P3:19 e, P2:7 E
•NY 1:45, 46 = P2:15 E, 3:19 e
dates: about 1725-30; 1748 (1752)
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: moderate, level 4; m14+ index over thumb both h, left hand leaps increase each measure
themes: 123:123: three groups or themes; both parts in same order, but the first theme is expanded and the
second theme contracted in part 2.  The themes are contrasted by simple differences: the first a vocal line with
repeated chord accompaniment, the second both hands parallel, the third contrapuntal with accents on different
beats and slowing down the insistent forward motion of the other two themes.  This is an exciting work, which
communicates in a direct manner; the brief softening of the first theme by the change to major at the beginning
of part 2 is particularly moving
keys: 13:75451: n occurs at the final return to the tonic, but several measures before the parallel thematic
material begins; as in many similar cases, Kirkpatrick definition of crux, p255, is of little use toward revealing
the structure of the work
graphics, accidentals, ornaments: m3&5: Lisboa omits the < which Parma has on the first lh D
m31: Venezia 1749 has tr on the tied C, whereas in Venezia 2 and Parma  ~~~ is on the following B.  In m80 the
same ornament follows a tied small note from below (V49 & P, not V2)
m47 has the rhythm Å¶ç± in Venezia 1749, Münster & Parma; in London, Venezia 2 & Lisboa it’s Å¶¶±3. m51 &53:
Venezia 1749 & Münster use their m47 rhythm but without the small note; Parma has Ö¶±  without a small note;
Lisboa continues its m47 version, with the small note; Venezia 2 & London also use that version (triplets) but
without the small note. In m102-110 the rhythm is used four times (except London which has only two uses of
it; the other two are in measures missing in that source); all the sources use ¶ç±, without small notes, except
Venezia 2 which has ¶¶±.  Since London-Worgan reached London and was published by 1750, the only way to
reconcile all these differences and the ones in m48-50 (below) and  m59-71 (mentioned above under sources) is
to suppose that there were (at least) three different source copies of this and some of the other Parma 2, 3 & 4
sonatas. One source copy of this sonata was used for V49, P3 and M3 in that order, another was used for LW
and V2, and a third for Lisboa.  There are other reasons to believe that Lisboa was compiled before P3, so I
would say the V49-P3-M3 source copy is the latest, even though P’s rhythm in m51 & 53 is incorrect
m48-50: Lisboa has rh á ¶¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶¶¶± | = : G3 G4 B3 C<4 E4 | E4 D4 A4 B3 C>4 A3 | A3 B3 B4 G4 D4 G3.  The lh is like
other sources except the last Ä  in m49 is F<3 instead of D3 and the G3 ± at the start of m50 is omitted
m61-71 (odd measures) use either ~~~ or tr on dotted ±’s; both are written above the notes and above the ledger



lines; treating the tr as longer and starting on the upper auxiliary makes an effective contrast. Lisboa uses tr &
has additional ones in m55, 57, 59
m86 & 97: there is no > on the lh D even though the rh plays D< in the surrounding measures in most of the
sources (Münster does have D> on both lh D’s)  D> is unquestionably correct; I just point it out as an example
of the independence of accidentals in different voices
similar sonatas: P5:2 E; P 5:8 D; P6:28 D; P9:22 F; P11:8 E; V42:45a G
influences: the figure at m14+ is similar to the one used throughout J S Bach, Prelude 2 c, from Wohltemperirte
clavier 1 (1722); see P3:3 a & P10:8 d for growing evidence of Scarlatti’s contact with Bach in 1728
metaphors: March 19 1661 was the birth date of Francesco Gasparini; March 22 1727 was his death date: see
P3:22 f metaphors.  March 19 is also the feast day of St Joseph, but Domenico did not use his baptismal name
of Giuseppe as far as I have noticed in any of the documents that have been preserved
editions used: Kirkpatrick 4: k98; Fadini 2:56 (collates V49, V2, P, LW, M); Lisboa facsimile; Venezia
facsimile (1749); Venezia online (V2); Münster microfilm
see also: Nina Key in Morales p345

Parma 3:20 a minor All[egr]o  12/8
  1 1 "1  ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ± Ä ±  a  3v  3 lh imitates 8 a/E

9 "2 e/B  lh x rh; opposed motion; D5   20: A\1

n^ 21 "3 e  8ves both h, downbeat rest, ties  27 :Ú lh E1 ±.  rh¯ [1.end] Ú: [end2: elide entire m]
  2 28 "4 ... Ä  | ±.¯ÖÖ± _Å °. (lh<" inverted) a/E  31 a/D  32 C +

33 "2 developed G  35>d   38>a   45 lh leaps x rh; rh ties 45\50: +
51 "3 58 ±. £ à ß (1/2m) :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 1742:12; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 13:22; London-Worgan 12; Münster 5:57; Lisboa
28; Parma 3:20; Zaragoza 2:9; Wien Q15116:24; Wien G 4&55; New Haven 16.  CF has several unique
readings which might make it the earliest source, even before V42. M has E3 °. in m49, absent in P,V, LW, WG
& WQ; Li has it and also D3 °. in the middle of the measure.  WQ15116 is an important source, see Collections;
the version of this sonata in it has many variants and might derive from a missing L’Augier libro dated 1756.
dates: about 1735-40; 1742
companions: •M5:57-58 = P3:20, P4:28
•NH 15-16 = P3:3, 20
•WG 4,5 = P3:20, RC28 (these are a pair in the bound order, not the earlier roman numeral order)
instruments: cembalo with range Ac
difficulty: difficult, level 7; rapid conjunct sixths and octaves in both hands; left hand stays above right for long
passages in which the fingers are moving in opposed directions.  The octaves at m21+ should be played legato,
sliding fingers on the naturals and using fingers 3&4, either hand, on accidentals when possible
themes: 123:423: three groups or themes; first theme replaced by new material in part 2 derived from it. 
Short-long ö at the start of the last theme and final dominant of part 1, is the likeliest event, even though there
are new material and lyrical passages in part 2; compare the importance of  contrasting sections in the rhetorical
narratio below.  The material is very simple, almost all of it either broken chords or up-and-down scale
segments moving at a steady pace, but resulting in original, expressive and memorable ideas
keys: 1155:1143741:
rhetoric: see the introduction to this Catalogue, page 6-7 above, under form; the following terms are taken from
Quintilian, Institutio oratoria, as applied to the overall form of J S Bach’s Clavier-übung 4, Aria with 30
variations, by Alan Street, Music analysis, 1987, vol 6: p 89-131.  m1: exordium (a call to attention); m9-20 &
21-27: narratio (the material of the sonata is set forth in two contrasting sections); exordium and narratio
repeated; m28-32: egressus (a diversion with new and more lyrical material, underlaid by reference to the
exordium); m33-44: argumentatio with probatio (the first theme of the narratio is developed) and refutatio (the
material has been in minor keys so far, it now moves to major keys); peroratio (climax and conclusion divided
into two parts): m45-50, in adfectibus (an emotional climax to the argumentatio in the mood of the egressus);
m51-58, in rebus (a restatement of the second theme of the narratio, offering reassurance; a return to everyday



familiar things); egressus, argumentatio and peroratio repeated.  The piece is expressed as a dialogue between
the two hands, representing different speakers.  In the exordium (á1), the stage is set: the key and meter are
clearly established by the right hand, then imitated by the left hand while the right hand introduces a new idea
moving downward in thirds; the left hand then moves downward in thirds toward the dominant of a new key, e
minor, in which the rest of part 1 will be presented.  The material of the exordium will not be openly developed
or repeated in part 2 (although its rhythms are the basic material of the entire sonata) but it establishes the mood,
serious as well as lyrical, of what follows.  The two parts of the narratio are contrasted by technical means: the
first (á2) uses hand-crossing and low note pedals to give the impression of three voices, with the highest note of
the piece occurring in the first measure and the lowest note in the last; the second (á3) has octave doubling in
both hands, as if four voices were speaking in pairs. Unlike speech, musical rhetoric needs literal repetition,
since the language in which the ideas are expressed will be unfamiliar on first hearing; Scarlatti is careful to
provide an ending to part 1 which leads back to the beginning of the exordium, obliging the performer to play
the repeat.  The repeat also establishes that part 1 is in closely related keys, whereas part 2 will move to more
distant ones. The part 2 repeat emphasizes the distance traveled, the return to the home key, and balances the
entire composition; the parts are nearly of equal length.
accidentals, graphics, ornaments: m11 etc: C< D<...D[>] C[>]; assumes it is unnecessary for the scribe to
cancel accidentals in the same measure when other pitches intervene (minor scales have different steps rising
and falling) (Lisboa is the same as Parma in this respect)
m27: the number of curves for elision, and their placement above and below the rh and lh ledgers, differ in
Münster, Venezia, Parma & Lisboa; however the lh E1 ±.  is not repeated at the beginning of m28 in any of them
m30: slurred Å  (& m32 : slurred ç ) small note probably tied to preceding large note of same value; m31 in
Parma lacks the first ç  small note in the alto; the second one, in the soprano is an unslurred Å : treat this as an
appoggiatura for variety; compare the large-note suspensions in m45-49 & small slurred Å  in m48) Lisboa has
unslurred Ä  small notes only in m30 and 32, so is closer to Münster than to Parma; there is a small unslurred Å 
in m45 but none in m48
end (Venezia) :||:· D.C,
similar sonatas: P2:16 d; P3:3 a; P4:28 a (its companion in M5); P11:14 D; V42:3 D
P3:4 a has a similar lyrical passage
influences: Chopin, Etude in b minor opus 25:10, 1836 (opposed octaves in both hands)
metaphors: barcarolle rhythm; m30-32 & 38...50 are particularly expressive
editions used: Kirkpatrick 2: k54; Fadini 1:12 (collates V, M, CF, P, WQ, WG); Lisboa facsimile; Venezia
facsimile.  
see also: Gerstenberg p123 ex m21+
Kirkpatrick p193; p198; p276: “based throughout on a germinal rhythmic pattern”; p295: “the fast tarantella
movement of eighths in 12/8 time is meaningless without relation to the slower progressions of harmony and
fundamental basses, two or four to the bar. A tempo conceived too exclusively in terms of fast notes tends to
lose all possibility of rhythmic freedom in the details...”
Foster p45: “associative”; “pastorale tradition”
Sitwell: Spanish...  “Opening in tarantella rhythm, with lovely and heart-warming later section...”
Chambure p41: [P2:25 c similar]

Parma 3:21 E@ major All[egr]o  ¢
  1 1 intro: ± full chord, ± broken chord ú (3\)4 "1 ± | ± ± ± ± | ± ± ± ± | ±¬~~~  E@  2 or 3v cp

(11\)12 "2 ± | ± ° ± | ~~~± °; lh ± ± ° : broken chord ü 16>f
(19\)20 "3 (20\)21 lh imitates
26 "4 f/C 3v rh °  scale üthen ú
(30\)31 "2 variant b@  3v lh £ ± ± ± | °  35>e@  39>B@
42½$1 ±[.] ÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± ... turn figure rising by steps, lh staggered °
48 $2 £ ± ± ± | ± ± °  rh 3rds, then 6ths  59 ¬ß :Ú:

  2 60 "3 developed (part inverted) 60½ lh imitates c/G 72>A@  77 "4 (w/~~~ )>E@/B@



n (81\)82 "3 restated e@
88 "4 (w/~~~) E@
93 $1 B@
98 $2 (part inverted)
(102\)103 "2 e@  106>a@
110½ $1 varied E@  lh voices together rather than staggered
117 $2 varied £ ± ± ± | °  °  128 ¬~~~ ¯ :Ú:

source collections: London-Worgan 15; Venezia 1749:26; Parma 3:21; Zaragoza 32:46
dates: about 1730-35; 1748
companions: no same-key companion in any source
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3; thirds, sixths; leaps landing on thirds (a two-octave jump at m53)
themes: 01234256:343456256: two groups, themes return; first two themes omitted in part 2; order mixed
keys: 122515:641115141: part 2 begins in the relative minor (c); ö at start of second theme and tonic minor
ornaments, accidentals: m1: the opening chord should be arpeggiated, the right hand following the left hand’s
low E=.  Venezia and London add an E=3 ° in the middle of m3, but the complete break between the
introduction and first theme in Parma is more dramatic
m42-47 (Parma and Venezia 1749): A> seems to be in force as long as the notes are under the same beam; the
second rh A in m46 and the first rh A in m47 should be A=.  However a literal reading also works: the second
rh A in m43 can read as A=; ambiguity in this passage can contrast with clarity in m110-116
similar sonatas: V42:48 A and E3 a are also constructed from themes mostly in ±’s
P4:16 E=; P10:13 E=; P10:21 F
metaphors: commedia dell’arte: Pantalone, the stern old-fashioned father; “I mean business” ending.
E==mi bemolle=Mimo, Scarlatti’s nickname: see P3:22 f, next.  I thought of the Pantalone portrayal before I
discovered Scarlatti’s first wife Catarina Gentili’s connection with P3:22; perhaps P3:21 reveals Scarlatti’s
sense of humor about himself: compare the metaphors of P15:30 F, another self-portrait?
editions used: Kirkpatrick 4: k123; Fadini 2:82; Venezia facsimile
see also: Pestelli p211 [ex m19-23]
Chambure p63: “...cette sonate serait presque archaïque si ce n’était son plan tonal original”
Sutcliffe p230: “screeching dissonances, involving parallel major sevenths (at [m]31-8)” [compares this passage
to P10:1 f m57 & P1:7 B= m25+ in a footnote]

Parma 3:22 f minor (3@) All[egr]o   3/8
  1 1 "1 ±. | ±. |  ¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶  f  2v lh broken chords, rh scale ú 6: 1\4 %  9>f/C 11||å ß|| (V :||:)
\ 12 "2 â çç± ~~Ö.» |Ö   17>c
, 22 "3 ÖÖ± |~~~ ÖÖ± lh leaps 30 % w/leaps ú C1

(37\)38 $1 Ä | Ö¶¶¶±|_Å ±  3v  lh ostinato 4ths & 3rds
, 47 $2 lh x rh 57 % & extended 71 :Ú: Vti p.to

  2 72 "1 developed f/C 79>b@
83 "2 A@
(89\)90  $2  n98>b@  103>c
(107\)108 "2 f
115 $2 126 %
136 $1 varied
145 ( (derived partly<"3)  lh leaps x rh 152 % w/ leaps C5 ú C1 160 :Ú: (V ||: Dacapo)

source collections: Venezia 1742:8; London-Worgan 38; Parma 3:22; Zaragoza 32:40; Münster 3a:21; New
Haven 21.  V & LW repeat the first 10 measures and do not have the full-measure rest at m11
dates: about 1735-40; 1742
companions: no same-key companion in any source



instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: difficult, level 6 (Rousset: très difficile); the left hand leaps over the right in ever-widening jumps, 
four octaves (the full keyboard range) in m152-156 near the end
themes: 12345:1252546: two groups; mixes order of themes in part 2 and adds a new one at end
keys: 115:143451: primarily in minor keys; the only major key section, m83-97, precedes the ö point at m98
ornaments, graphics: m10: Venezia graphics imply that the first 10 measures are repeated, no m11, and that at
the end of part 1 only m12-71 are repeated, not the entire first part.  Recalculating ö brings the short-long ratio
close to the start of part 2
m12-18: ~~~ ’s (Parma; Venezia 1742 always uses tr) should be short if the following notes are to be treated as
upbeats to the next measure; since most of the shakes are approached from the note above, they are likely to
begin on the principal note
m29, 37 etc: slurred small notes are tied to the previous large note at the same pitch; example on map at m39
m116 (Parma): the shake appears on the second beat, a significant detail, since in m83-115 the shake has usually
appeared on the second beat (except the cadence points m107 and 115) and will appear on the first beat in m118
to m135, its last appearance in the sonata.
m138: lh chords are B[=] D E= in Parma, B[=] D E> in Venezia, Münster B[=] D= E>. Fadini doesn’t
endnote these and uses Münster, another case where Münster was not copied from either of the other sources
end: (Venezia) ||:· Dacapo, ··//·
similar sonatas: P3:14 c
metaphors: easter symbolism: m1-5 slow rising third then rapid falling scale without a landing point in m6; m9
treacherous B> in left hand with B[=] in right hand; m12-18: twisting (torturous?) turns & ~~~
March 22 is the name day of Scarlatti’s first wife Catarina Gentili.  V3:22 = P5:11 b, another stand-alone sonata
without a companion: May 11 is the name day in España of Scarlatti’s second wife Anastasia Ximénez.  In V42
this sonata is followed by V42:9 E=, another stand-alone sonata; E= = mi bemolle, a pun for Scarlatti’s
nickname Mimo.  You still don’t believe me?  Look at the previous sonata in Parma, 3:21: it’s in E= and also
has no same-key companion in any other source.
In Zaragoza 32, P3:22 f is followed by P3:4 a, another sonata associated with Catarina.  I think P3:22 was
composed later, towards 1740, possibly even at the time of Catarina’s death (May 6 1739) but also possibly not
associated with her until Scarlatti compiled Parma libro 3 in 1752.
In the year of Scarlatti’s engagement to Catarina, 1727, March 22 was the death date of Francesco Gasparini; it
is possible (likely, I think) that Scarlatti had already prepared the Bologna FF232 ms, marked “per studio di
Francesco Gasparini” as a gift to the older master when he arrived in Roma two weeks before Gasparini’s death. 
Gasparini was reported to have been Domenico’s teacher as well as a friend of his father.  Charles Burney, A
general history of music, v4, 1789, p175-6: “During the residence of [Alessandro] Scarlatti at Naples, he had so
high an opinion of Francesco Gasparini, then a composer and a harpsichord master of great eminence at Rome,
that he placed his son Domenico, while a youth, to study under him in that city.”  The years when Domenico
could have studied with Gasparini in Roma as a youth are in doubt; Gasparini was in Venezia 1701-1713: Grove
music online
editions used: Kirkpatrick 2: k50; Fadini 1:8 (collates V, LW, M, P); Venezia facsimile; Münster microfilm
see also:  Kirkpatrick  p141: “same thematic formula... in certain sections of sonatas [P2:20 F & 3:22]”
Foster p145-150: “dramatic contrast”
Chambure p39

Parma 3:23 B@ major (@) All[egr]o   3/8
  1 1 cutoff downbeat  "1 [à]  3¶¶± 3¶¶± (V&L: çç±) | ± Ä  | ÖÖ± | Ö¶¶¶± |Å Ö.é¶± B@  2v 2 lh imitates  7 %

13 "2 ¶¶± Ö± | ÖÖ± lh leaps x rh, parallel 6th apart  17 rh 3rds & 6ths d & g waver
21 E@  24>B@/F  32>F

33 "3 ("2 variant) ¶¶± Ö± | ¶¶± Ö± B@\139 % 45 C$&C#5  51 :Ú ¯[return] || 52 [end.2, omit 51] Ú: V.ti p.to

  2 53 [Ú:] "1 varied/inverted B@/F
57 "2 g  65 c/G  n69 B@/F  74 d  80 g  84 F/C  88>B@



93 "3  99 % 105 F$&F# 109 coda: ¨12345 113 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 5:11 (lost; see separate entry for Wien A:9 variant following this entry);
London-Worgan 6; Venezia 1749:15; Lisboa 39 (2=); Parma 3:23; Wien Q15115:4; Wien G 16
dates: about 1725-30 (but see difficulty and similar sonatas below); 1748
instruments: cembalo with range Ad (Wien A: Cc)
difficulty: difficult, level 6.  This sonata appears in a large number of sources, perhaps because it features the
types of hand-crossing and leaps found in the so-called flamboyant sonatas which I have placed in the 1735-40
period,  and was useful as a teaching piece; however this work is in the simpler language and textures of what I
think are earlier sonatas
themes: 123:123: one group, variants; part 2 in same order
keys: 136415:16213651: ö is at a change from the supertonic minor to the home key
graphics: Venezia 1749 & London use 3 ç  ’s = Ä ; Parma, Lisboa, Wien-G & Wien-A use 3 Å ’s; Lisboa has 2
flats like Wien-A but otherwise is closer to Parma (there are other differences: Lisboa marks all its triplets with
a 3 under a slur and has no rh thirds in m112 for example).  Since Lisboa has an unnecessary flat on the E’s in
m92-103, it is possible the key signature change was made for the copy and was not on the original (compare
P13:22 E= Lisboa version but see also the discussion of m51-2 below)
m6: Lisboa has the second triplet played by the left hand and the third by the right hand; Venezia and Parma are
the opposite
m51-52: Münster, as reflected in the Wien A version below, with its two-flat key signature and lack of slurs and
dotted double bars, may be the earliest of the versions I have been able to examine (Fadini doesn’t give graphic
variants for these two measures).  Lisboa would be next, with its two-flat key signature; it also has an F2 Ä  at the
beginning of m51 and E[=] as the last note of m52 like Wien A but unlike Venezia and Parma, which have
one-flat key signatures and E[>] as the last note.  Lisboa has :||: between m51&52, ||: at the end of m52, and no
slurs.  Venezia has ||: at the end of m50, || in the lower ledger of m51 after the F1 Ä , :|| between m51&52, ||: Volti
after m52 (Lisboa did not have a page turn here, part 2 was on a facing page)  Parma has :|| between m50&51, ||
between m51&52, ||: V[ol]ti p[res]to after m52, with one large slur above both measures and one below them,
which implies that both measures are omitted after the first playing of part 1 and played only before the first
playing of part 2.  Parma’s graphics cause an odd jump from m50 back to m1.  I think the interpretation I give
on the map is better: play m51 at the end of part 1 the first time, but skip ahead to m52 the second time.  Lisboa
would be the least ambiguous if it had used :|| instead of :||: between m51&52: m51 is played both times.
m66+: Lisboa has the left-hand notes, when they cross the right hand, on a single stem for each chord and joined
under a single beam for each hand: compare P3:26 A.  This is very helpful for determining which hand is to play
which notes.  Fadini in fact puts all the chords in the right hand, which I think is wrong, even for the difficult
octaves in m96&102.  This, along with m6 & m51-52 as described above, may be an indication that the Lisboa
graphics reflect the composer’s autograph more directly than Parma and Venezia
similar sonatas: E6 F; P2:30 b=; P14:6 B=
P1:8 B= (passages with both hands parallel; transition to part 2 with repeated measure); since P1:8 appears in
the Bologna mss and is easier, I have dated it in the 1720-25 group; Pestelli places P3:23 earlier than P1:8
however
metaphors: the sections in g minor are “savage” g minor (as in P4:4 g)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 4: k112; Fadini 2:71 (collates V, LW, P, WG); Lisboa facsimile; Venezia facsimile
see also:  Chambure p61
Sutcliffe p287-288 exs m11-21, 102-113; p301 [m18 etc]

•Parma 3:23: Wien A 9 version [Münster 5:11] B@ major (2@) \\ 3/8
 1  "1 Ä  ¶¶± ¶¶± |_Å± Ä | ÖÖ± | Ö¶¶¶± | Ö.ïÖ±  B@  2v 2 lh imitates  7 % varied somewhat

13 "2 (has 3rds in rh, 21 3rds in lh, 28\30 differ)
33 "3 (many differences both h; avoids B@\1, C#&D5; 50 || 51 no :Ú  52  no :Ú: )
53 "1 (some differences rh)
57 "2 (rh 3rds immediately) 73\81 different; no hand\crossing; lh ±.  added\note chords;



82'80 in P3:23
95 "3 (many small differences) 101 % 107 ¨12345 begins early 111 coda 115 :Ú:

edition used: Fadini gives complete text in an endnote v2, p196; this is a variant text presumably based on
Münster 5:11 which has been lost (Sheveloff p227)  No repeats, but includes both m51&52, preceded by a
double bar (no dots) after m50.  Some other differences (see map): m45-46 are altered to avoid C<& D5; m51
has F1&2 Ä  as its first chord, m52 repeats the F2 Ä  with F1 ¶  starting the triplets below it; the passage at m73-81 is
very different, uses added-tone chords and extends the length of this version by 2 measures.  Fadini doesn’t like
the rh E[=]’s in m74, 76 and 78 but there they are, for better not worse I think (but of course there is the 1= vs
2= key signature problem discussed in graphics for the Parma version above)
companions: •WA 8-9[=M5:10-11, lost]=P1:7, 3:23 variant
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; earlier than V49:15 & LW6? or altered for smaller keyboard range?

Parma 3:24 G major  \\   3/8 [V&LW: Allegro]
  1 1 "1  ÖÖ± | ~~~ ± Ä  | ¶¶¶¶¶± | ±~~~ G  2v 2 lh imitates
, 11 "2 á ¶¶¶¶± |[tied suspension]_Å ±~~~ Ä
, 19 "3  á ¶¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶¶¶± rh ú&üscales; lh 3rds

27 "4(<"3) D  rh D5 ú; lh ostinato chords  35 rh falling broken 3rds 38 D/A
, 43 "5 á ¶¶¶¶± | ±. [sforzato] d  50 added\tone 6th chords  55: 43\53 % & extended  70 >D
n^(68) 71 "6 á ¶¶¶¶± | ~~~¶¶¶±µ  fanfare 3rds (disjunct 8ves in lh) 85 extended 87 ¨1345  93 :Ú: Vti p.to

  2 94 "1 varied G/D 100 lh á ¶¶¶¶±
, 106 "2 varied G
, 114 "4 varied b 120 % a 125 e 129>G 131 rising chain [3]¶¶± (V&L ç±»' ë)>D 134 swoop D5 úD1

, 137 "5 g  140 cluster chords 149:137\147  %
160 "6 G  172 new extension ¨12345 178 :Ú:

source collections: London-Worgan 36 Allegro; Venezia 1749:8 Allo; Parma 3:24 --; Johnson 1752:10 Allegro;
Zaragoza 2:8; Madrid-Ayerbe 27; Münster 4:39 --; NewYork 1:1 --.  Münster has the most differences from
other sources; it is closest to Parma, but Parma is closer to, and later than, Venezia.  Smoother rhythms for the
large-note mordents (pincés) at m131-133 are typical of later sources; Münster’s version here is like that of
Parma shown on the map.
dates: about 1730-35; 1748
companions:•LW 35, 36; Za 2:7, 8 = P 3:8 g, 3:24 G
•V49:7-8 = P3:2, 24 G
•NY 1:1, 2 = P 3:24 G, E 12 g
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 123456:12456:  cellular; many of the cells of the sonata are contained in the first 5 measures; m11-12 is
a two-measure unit (rh downbeat rest & Å ’s in first m, accented downbeat in second) which is a variant of m1-2
and forms the basis for the remaining thematic groups.  Themes appear in the same order in part 2 but with
omissions and radical changes, for examle the á2 theme appears in a more lyrical version; the sforzato octaves
in alternate measures of the á5 theme continue to rise rather than fall back.
keys: 15555:113261511: ö (short-long ratio) is off 3m mathematical exactitude, but corresponds closely enough
to the change to the final dominant and start of last theme in part 1.  Like many sonatas which use the short-long
ratio, there are no new themes in part 2
similar sonatas: P2:3 G; P3:2 G; P1:5 G
P5:22 f & P11:25 G: sforzato octaves
P2:13 f & P4:2 A have sforzati every other measure as in this sonata at m43+
metaphors: a spring sonata.   It begins like a fairy tale: a simple-minded youth, the Jack of the beanstalk or the
Red with the riding-hood, starts off on a walk in the country; gentle breezes alternate with menacing clouds. 
The ogre appears at m43: giant or wolf, with melodramatic downbeats serving as snarls.  A theme near the ö



point predicts rescue or escape.  The narrative continues into part 2 with increasing excitement (the villain’s
accompanying chords become wider and thicker at m137 for example) until all is well at the end.  These
metaphors are too silly? such extraordinary music should satisfy without a story line? Nevertheless there are
parallels among different forms of art, and Scarlatti’s music has a universal and timeless character, as well as the
ability to charm young and old
editions used: Kirkpatrick 4: k105; Fadini 2:64 (Ma & Za not collated; typo: m97 for 94); Venezia facsimile;
Münster microfilm; Johnson 1752:10 (based on LW).  
see also: Kirkpatrick p210 (ex); p221 [ex m137-148]; p234; p258 [anatomy]; p255; p263; p272; p303-304
Sitwell: “Very Spanish indeed... Perhaps... written in Portugal”
Clark 1976: “jota”
Jackson p94-98... tonal scheme [1555:132111]
Chambure p59: “...A noter, l’apparition de la structure rythmique [ex= map m11]; c’est une sorte de signature
que l’on trouve dans de nombreuses sonates”
Sutcliffe p119: “[m52-3 repeated three times m64-9] repetition is made exotic and therefore stylistically
unstable” [what on earth is he talking about?]
Willis p201-202 ex: “celebration and dance...”

Parma 3:25 D major \\ ¡  [Venezia & Münster: Allegro; London: Allegro no(n) molto]
  1 1 "1 lh ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± ± ± rh [£] ±¯Ö¶± ¶¶¶± |_Å Ö. rh 6ths & 3rds D  3v 3 A\1 >D/A  5 A\1 pedals 6  ±~~~ £ ä ||
\ 7 "2  ("1 variant) Ö¶± Ö±~~~ Ö¶± ¶¶¶± C  close h (3rd apart &c) 111 ±~~~  £ß
\ 11½ "3 ("1 variant) ç±µ.¯¶¶¶± a  rh 6ths; D5

16 "4 lh&rh leap x each other 18 _¶± µ ¶¶¶± echoes "3  19 :Ú:
  2 20 "1 developed D/A>D  22 G>A   27 ±~~~ £ ä ||
\n 28 "2 F   30 F/C  33  ±~~~  £ä ß ||
\ 34 "3  d

39½ "4 43  ± £ ä  :Ú:
source collections: London-Worgan 37 Allegro no molto; Münster 4:40 Allo; Parma 3:25 --; Venezia 2:16 Allo;
Johnson 1752:11: Allegro no molto; Zaragoza 32:37; NewYork 1:41 --. M is closer to LW than to P or V
according to Fadini’s endnotes; which show no differences between P & V.
dates: about 1745; 1748.  Pestelli puts this sonata about 10 years earlier (his group on p169; see also below);
however he places P14:8 D, which seems to me very similar to this sonata, in his group on p252, after 1746
companions: •Za 32:36, 37 = P6:13, 3:25
•NY 1:41, 42 = P3:25, 29
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: difficult, level 7; conjunct thirds and sixths in right hand alone or with both hands parallel; hands
cross each other and change suddenly as at m17; right hand leaps deep into the bass, A-1 in m41.  Fingering of
left-hand broken chords at beginning of each part can be 5321,2123,5 (index over thumb for top note)
themes: 1.2.34:1.2.34: one group, variants; part 2 same order
keys: 1175:11453-3-1: tonic major to seventh (relative major of dominant minor);  part 1 ends in dominant
minor; part 2 in tonic minor (compare P2:11 A)  ö occurs after a rest, at the start of the second theme of part 2
and a crucial key change: if the sonata were to end in D major, F major would be the lowered mediant and a
distant key from which to reach home; but F is the normal mediant of d minor.  However, just to keep things
uncertain, this becomes F on its dominant of C, with a low C in m33 and another full rest.
graphics, accidentals: m11+, 34+ etc: ç  figure, also in small note Å ’s at m18 (with slurs) & m41-42 (no slurs):
these call for different interpretations: the small notes need to be more rapid than their written value to fit either
before or after the bass note; the figure in large notes should be played on the beat at its exact value
m18: Venezia has > on all the C’s including the small notes (Parma is missing the > only on the C in the second
group of small notes)
m37: C>’s in right hand, both left hand C’s [<] in Parma, Venezia, Münster and Johnson



similar sonatas: P14:8 D
P2:11 A (change to minor at ends of parts)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 5: k140; Fadini 3:139; Johnson 1752:11 (LW); Venezia online
see also: Pestelli p171: “è un capolavoro che merita particolare attenzione:... genere...della chasse... il periodo
di composizione... non va allontanato dagli Esercizi: la scrittura clavicembalistica infatti è la stessa, e l’idea
tematica di [m]11 è già apparsa nell’E...21 [at m9]. ... un problema tecnico [see difficulty above] che è stato
trattato, con un impegno più scolastico, anche nella Sonata di Frei Jacinto e nella Toccata n.6 di Seixas”
[Alvarenga 110; in g minor]; p188-189: “il motivo della fanfara...[in P3:25 & P3:29 treated with more
independence than in] Les plaisirs de la chasse di Claude Daquin [1735], o... Les caractères de la guerre di
François Dandrieu [1718]...” [see also P2:17 D for a group of sonatas which use this rhetorical device]
Dale p120: “hunting scenes.  Lively fanfares...”  Sitwell: “Another, and better military procession of ceremonial,
not funereal effect... Spanish...  Processional in effect, with echo of distant trumpets. A splendid ending”
Sheveloff  Uncertainties 1985 p165-171 [discusses Charles Rosen’s text in Sonata forms 1980 (revised edition
1988: p133-135)]
Willis p134 ex; p180-182 ex: “...resources for evoking space...”

Parma 3:26 A major Allegro  3/8
  1 1 "1 ¶¶± (VLM: ¶±ì ) Ö±~~ |'|'| ± A  2v

5 "2 broken 2nds w/ repeated notes üthen ú  9  % 13 ¯ççç± broken chord ú (<"1 m1)
17 $1 broken 3rds & 2nds w/ repeated notes ú E  (A# appoggiatura) 21 %
25 $2 h parallel 8ve apart e/B 29 % (32 lh 8ve lower)
34 (1 (<"2) ççç± scales ú E
40 (2 lh broken chords ü , rh ú  48 % varied e  54 ¨ 12345  56 coda: (1 echoed E  60 :Ú:

  2 61 $2 a/E  65>d
68 "2 developed (part inverted); lh ostinato chords a  n74 C middle v: Ö.»µ 80>e
85 "2 restated as at 13 A  89 as at 5
93 (1
97 (2 varied 105 %  a  112>A  113 coda 117 :Ú:

source collections: Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 13:4 --; London-Worgan 10: Allegro; Münster 5:37; Venezia
1749:3; Lisboa 13; Parma 3:26; Johnson 1752:8; Zaragoza 32:26; Za 31:8; Wien Q15119:10; Wien G 33; all the
sources examined by Fadini (see editions below) have 3< in their key signature; WQ and Za key signatures and
tempi not known.  M & LW have the same variant version of m66 which would require a two-octave leap in the
left hand to the D2 in the next measure; the CF, V, P & Lisboa version might be an emendation; but CF at
m98-110 differs from all the others with what might be the earliest version; V, M, P & Lisboa all have C[<]’s in
m106-110 between explicit C>’s (C= in V49) but Fadini doesn’t catch this so I’m not sure what the other
sources do here; in any case the literal version (with C< between the C>’s) is the correct one to play
dates: about 1730-35; 1746
companions: •Za31:8, 9 = P3:26, 27
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 123456:42256:  three groups; lst theme omitted in part 2
keys: 155555:1413-5111:  chiaroscuro major-minor changes.  The n point occurs at a sudden change to C major
(relative major of tonic minor) in the midst of minor keys, with a change of rhythm underscored by a dotted
middle voice emphasizing the special nature of the passage.  The change back to major occurs close to the end
of each part
links: since part 1 ends with the same pitches (E2 and E3) with which part 2 begins, m60 can be elided (although
this is not indicated by a slur in any of the sources I have seen)
graphics: m13 etc: ç  arpeggi & scales slurred or not in different groupings (4,4&4, 8&4, 12 less clear) in
Parma; Lisboa and usually Venezaa have these & add slurs to most of Parma’s non-slurred groups as well, with



the 12-note slurs carefully drawn from end to end, and the others always in 4-note groups, no 8-noters in Lisboa;
Venezia and Lisboa join all the 12-noters under a single beam unlike Parma and Münster where they are divided
into 3 groups of 4 notes: m34 etc.  In Münster’s m93, 95, 113, 115 the slurs cover all 12 notes as in Venezia and
Lisboa; there are no slurs in Parma in these measures
m68-82: Lisboa joins the notes of the left-hand chords under a single beam (as long as they are in the same
ledger) whereas in Parma and Venezia each of the vertical components of the chords are joined under separate
beams; Parma even uses flags instead of beams for the middle notes of the chords.  In other Lisboa sonatas the
separate beams method is used; Lisboa 25 A has single beams for the chords in m1-4, even when divided
between ledgers, but separate beams in m21-23.  Fadini mentions this on page XI of the prefazione to each of
her volumes: she says the separation is characteristic of 17-18th century notation; perhaps the Lisboa anomalies
are peculiar to its scribe rather than the composer, but I will try to remember to indicate some of them  in these
notes; there is another case at P2:8 E.  The offbeat notes of the alto voice in m76-79 are lined up correctly with
the other voices in Lisboa, poorly in Parma and Johnson, and incorrectly in Venezia and Münster
m98-110: accidentals discussed in source collections above
similar sonatas: CF 13:7 G; P 4:7 A (in same Pestelli group p170)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 4: k101; Fadini 2:59 (CF, LW, V, P, M); Lisboa facsimile; Venezia facsimile;
Münster microfilm; Johnson 1752:8 (based on LW)
see also: Chambure p57: [slurs in Parma 3:26, Venezia 49:4 g and 5 G; discussed together because they are
together in Venezia, not particularly similar otherwise; slurs are quite frequent actually; see Rousset p74]
Willis p202-203: “celebration and dance...”; p250-259 exs: “the unruly keyboardist...”

Parma 3:27 A major  Con spirito è presto 3/8
  1 1 "1 á Å Ö.» | ¶± Ö. A  3v 9 || > [1\9 %?  see graphics in notes below]
, 10 "2 á ¶¶¶¶±  2v  lh ostinato 3rds, 4ths &c  20\24  weakbeat ~~~�s w/upturns: continuous chain
, 25 "3 ("2 variant; part inverted; lh ostinato as in "2) a

37 "4 falling broken 4ths then trill figure e
44 "5 broken chords ü&ú; ties x m\lines; lh ostinato (chords) 60 B\1

, 61 "6 E  rh trem.lo  ±. B4 [\66]; lh <"3 (rh)  69 % & extended  77  ¨12345 81 :Ú:
   2 82  $ ¶±_Ä_± | ~~~±. | ... scale ú a/E 88 ~~~ on weakbeat as at 20  90: 82\89  % varied: ¶± Ö± (LW lacks 97)
, 98 "2  n105 > d

112  $ varied again: rh ~~~ , lh Æ  scales ü C  119 a
, 123 "4 130 new extension

135 "5 varied 140 D5 (tr: L only, w/ E5)
, 146 "6 A trem.lo  ±. (E4) [\154] 157\160:  ~~~Ä  à  (E4) as if 3/4 meter (lh & extension varied) 168 :Ú:
source collections: London-Worgan 21 (2<); Venezia 1749:17 (2<); Parma 3:27 A (3<); Zaragoza 32:50 &
31:9; Münster 4:41 Con spirito (3<)
dates: about 1730-35; 1748 (1752)
companions: •V49:16-17 = P2:14, 3:27
•Za31:8, 9 = P3:26, 27
•M4:41-45 = P3:27, 4:1, 2, 29, 5.  This suite of 5 alternates fast-slow-fast-slow-fast tempi.  Although these five
appear together, M4:41, 42, 44 & 45 have Scarlatti’s name at the beginning of each, which implies that only 42
& 43 (P4:1-2) were paired in the source copy; see Sheveloff p60; in the index to M4, 41-44 in A major  are
together but 45 in a minor (P4:5) is separate.  Whether by intention or accident, they are convincing as a suite
instruments: cembalo with range Bd; LW: Be
difficulty: difficult, level 6; use of rh fingers 4&5 in broken chords (compare P4:21 e)
themes: 123456:727456: one group with variants; two themes replaced by new ones in part 2, rest in same order. 
keys: 1155:14311: ö near change to subdominant minor (m105 on map)
graphics, accidentals, ornaments: m9 V49: double bar :|| (repeat first 9 measures).  In many sonatas the thin
double bar without dots apparently does not mean repeat.  But the Lisboa version of P2:3 has a thick double bar



with dots on both sides after its m13; Parma has just a thin double bar in this sonata
m13&17: B< in rh sounded against B[>] in lh
m54: G> rh, G[<] lh (in Parma and Münster at least, which have G< in key signature)
m61: “Trem.lo” on B: see P3:29 D; here it could mean the short version çç± ± on each ± m61-66 (& m146-154 on
E); however in Parma it is in small letters before the m61 B only; “.Tremulo.” in Venezia is in large letters over
m60 and 61 with a slur over all ending before the m70 measure line, “Tremulo”, with a slur, over m146-147;
Münster has “tremolo” over m60 in small letters before the m61 B, and over the m146 E.  It is also in m69
according to Fadini but not in P V or M, and she has no endnote for any of these.  With exception of m146-7 in
V, there is no slur tying the notes over the measure lines if a long trill were intended (as Dale would have it; see
also below)  Compare the ~~~  on Ä ’s separated by rests in m157-160.  London has tr in m135-40; the one in
m140 on D5 would require an E5, evidence (along with the 2< key signature) that LW might be earlier than V49,
P & M, and that the autograph or whatever source(s) the scribes used was (were) later corrected for instruments
with shorter ranges.  For repeated notes lasting several measures compare P6:1 B= m78-88
m112-117: the rapid scales contain accidentals (C< in m112, G<’s in m114 and 116) so shouldn’t be played as
one-finger glissandi
similar sonatas: P3:4 a; P3:19 e; P4:21 e
P15:19 a has rapid scales like those at m112-117 here
editions used: Kirkpatrick 4: k114; Fadini 2:73; Venezia facsimile; Münster microfilm
see also: Keller p68 ex [m157+]: “Geradezu atemberaubend sind die Synkopen...”
Chambure p61: “contraste par la variété de ses rythmes; tout évoque la musique populaire espagnole...”
Dale p121: “gives the impression of a swarm of bees at work, particularly in the section where the right hand
executes a trill lasting for six or more bars while the left hand runs busily beneath; and, even more, in the few
bars between 132and 144, where humming is suggested by a compressed chromatic passage in the middle
register of the keyboard”
Sitwell: Pastoral or bucolic sonatas [he is copying Dale’s overall category without paying attention to her
details]
Nina Key in Morales p345

Parma 3:28 C major  All[egr]o subb[it]o   12/8 [V,L,M: Allegrissimo ]
  1 1 "1 à Ö± ÖÖ±; ¨ ±.[cutoff downbeat; link from V49:2a/P3:18] ±.�[à à] ±.| � C  2v  3 lh � rh Ö± ü

6 "2 G  lh leaps x rh
12 "3 ("1 variant ) rh 3rds 16 :Ú: Vti p.to

  2 17 "3 developed G>a  lh added\tone 6th chords
N^ 20 "2 developed; 3rds & 8ves in lh leaps  22>G (compare P3:18 c m52)

25 "3 developed d  29>G
N 32 "2 C/G  bass falls by steps

39½ "1 (as at m3\5) C
44 "3  50 :Ú:  [V: D.C.]

source collections: Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 13:3 Allegro; London-Worgan 32 Allmo; Venezia 1749: 2b All,mo ,
Münster 5:38=; Parma 3:28 C Allo subbo; Johnson 1752:9 Allmo; Zaragoza 32:55
dates: about 1725-30; 1746
companions: •LW 31, 32; V49:2ab = P3:18, 28 (V49:2a has “Volti subbito” at the end to link 2b)
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: moderate, level 4 (Rousset: difficile; Maxwell: intermediate); left hand crosses right with leaps; the
thirds can best be played with reversed-hand technique (thumb passing under the index finger), for example
m12&13 with the fingering 2 13 24, 35 24 13, 1 24 13, 24 13 24; the broken chord swoops at the end of each
part are not indicated to be divided by the hands, therefore the right hand descends into the lowest register, as in
several other sonatas, such as V42:51 C.
themes: 123:323213:: one group, variants; developed and restated in part 2.  The unequal lengths of the parts are



perhaps influenced by the short-long golden section (see n^ on the map above; a mathematically exact location
would be m19; the long-short ratio ö would occur at m31)
keys: 15:5652511
rhythms: the pulse is two strong beats per measure, as if written in alla breve, with triplets.  The left hand in
m1-2, only, however has ±. on the weak beats and Ä  on the strong beats; the hand-crossing passages particularly
emphasize the two strong beats per measure with octaves in the bass, and high thirds on the weak beats, as at
m20+
graphics: Venezia 1749 has a double bar following m16 but the double dots on either side of it are very faint
and appear in the top ledger only; perhaps an internal repeat was not originally intended at this unusual point so
far from the center.  The left and right hand indications for handcrossing (M and D) are in red ink in V49,
although those in m20 & 24 are in a much lighter gray ink, much less complete than in Parma for this group of
measures and possibly by a different scribe from the red ones (compare P3:29 D graphics for different colors
used for the handcrossings in V49)
similar sonatas: P3:18 c; P8:27 C
editions used: Kirkpatrick 4: k100; Fadini 2:58; Johnson 1752:9 (LW); Venezia facsimile; Venezia online
see also: Dale p120: street scenes
Benton (Sheveloff p531-3): binary form with rudimentary second theme
Pestelli p215: “con [P4:28 a] contrastano la chiarezza e la facilità galuppiane della [P3:28]”

Parma 3:29 D major Allegriss[im]o  3/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± |ÖÖ± |ÖÖ± |ÖÖ± | ~~~ ±. [fanfare] D  11 tremulo di sopra 3v 19 rh chords, lh 8ves
, 26 "2 ~~~Ö.ç±»» (slide ü) | ÖÖ± A

33 $1  Mutandi i detti: finger change on repeated notes 41>E
49  $2 a/E rh ties; E pedals 57 parallel 5ths rocking on D & E 65 a/D pedals 72: 65\70 %
78 (1 ÖÖ±_|Ö¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶±µ_|Ö  A/E lh x rh; rh ties, E3 pedals  86 %
94 (2 a  rh offbeat 8ves, ties  98 A 103\108 tied A2 pedal 109 coda <"1 112\113 as if 3/4 114 :Ú:

  2 115 cutoff downbeat [can tie to 114] "1 developed D/A  119>e>a  127>g>d  n131>A  137 ±.ß
, 138 "2

145 $1 varied D  151 lh 8ves
157 "1 variant
165 (1 varied 173 %
181 (2 d  199 D (w/o ties)  207 coda as at 109  211 :Ú:  (V: D.C.)

source collections: London-Worgan 33; Venezia 1749:6; Lisboa 40; Parma 3:29; Zaragoza 2:6; Wien
Q15116:36 “1752”; New Haven 13 ; NewYork 1:42 All.o.  Boivin-LeClerc [5]:5 (shorter, and probably earlier,
version) is treated separately at the end of this entry.  Lisboa has the same readings in m1,13, 114 & 46 as LW;
in m168 it has an A for the third Å  where V, P, & LW have a G (Fadini emends to A perhaps based on BL?); in
m171 Lisboa has lh octaves unlike any of the others
dates: about 1730-35; 1748
companions: •Lisboa 40-41 = P 3:29, 13:5 D
•P3:29 D, 30 d
•NY 1:41, 42 = P3:25, 29
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: exceptional, level 9; see notes below for some of the technical demands
themes: 123456:123156:: three groups; first theme developed in part 2 & later restated in the home key but in an
altered form
keys: 152554555:125415111: ö m131 at change of key from tonic minor to dominant major (compare BL5:5
variant in the separate entry below)
accidentals, graphics, ornaments: Venezia uses = instead of > to cancel F< and C<; however > in m72 to
cancel the G< in m71.  M for the left hand is in pale gray ink in part 1 but red ink in part 2



m11: “Tremulo di sopra” on tied D with other notes above through m17: Sachs Early music, 1991, p91-93:
“Pasquali tremolato”: rapidly repeated top notes as they arrive: basic version: switch fingers 321 or 432 on the
same note, then stop while holding the note; the number of repeats can be extended by more skilled players; see
her Example 2 p92.  Her explanation is convincing; the short version works well in all the Scarlatti sonatas
where tremolo is used, and the extended version can be adopted when appropriate.  This is better than an
extended shake or trill in these places. The added notes in m13 & 15 could be double then triple repeated chords
similar to m17-24 but faster; however “di sopra” most likely means the top note only is repeated (a few times, 
not the entire duration of the ties) while the lower one or two notes continue to be held, as in Sachs’ “Ex. 2
contd” p93 for this specific sonata.  The tie on the F< is broken in m15, so perhaps the new F< and A are a
tremolo in thirds, but then with just fingers 3&5 while the thumb continues to hold the tied D; finger-changes on
the top two would be extremely awkward.  The note values for the tremulo are probably Æ ’s; if they were Å ’s
they presumably would have been written in large notes as in m33+
m26-32: the shakes could be either short or long, depending on whether the player wants to create separate
right-hand phrases which land over the measure lines in m28, 30 and 32, or one continuous phrase throughout.
m33&m145: “Mutando i deti”: change fingers on repeated notes
m43-46: finger change (5 4) on the first two repeated notes in each measure should be used to make the
phrasing clear: a break between the first and second note; one phrase ends, another begins
m46 (Parma & Venezia): lh G [>] shouldn’t be changed to < even though Lisboa does; m59&63 (Parma) has >
on both rh F’s even though joined by a single beam, implying the second one in each measure would otherwise
be interpreted as < if it were not marked; m77 (Parma) lh C>, rh C[<]; I won’t point out all these ambiguities. 
An intelligent performer would pick a single source to play from., not collate different ones.  Parma makes
sense to me when the dissonances are seen within the context of the whole sonata: look at and listen to what
happens before and after the ö point m131 as a starting place to re-examine the accidentals
m112-113 & m209-210: implied change to 3/4 preceding a shake (~~~) which is probably double, begins on both
lower notes and continues the double sixths & fifths of the previous measures
similar sonatas: P2:17 D; P3:10 D; P2:14 A
P1:12 C has a similar opening theme, which also returns in the tonic in part 2 after a development section
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k96; Fadini 2:62 (V, P, LW); Lisboa facsimile; Venezia facsimile; Venezia online
see also: Kirkpatrick  p141: “same thematic formula... in certain sections of sonatas [P3:1 G] and [P3:29]”;
p163; p200: “trumpets” (see also p261; p291); p205: “...trumpets, horns, strings, woodwinds, and drums merge
into a grand muddle at the finale of a sonata, with the addition of bells, guitars, and castanets”; p210 (ex
m181+); p213: “use of the Neapolitan sixth...”; p234 [ex m61-71] “consecutive fifths...” p255
Pestelli p174-177 [see BL 5:5 variant below; exs m11-18 in both versions:] “Il nuovo e audace problema
tecnico del trillo «composto» [see also P9:30] vienne cioè addomesticato in una versione che anche un mediocre
dilettante avrebbe saputo realizzare.  È quindi probabile che Scarlatti tendesse a tenere per sé le grandi
«stregonesche» difficoltà [kept his most difficult and revolutionary pieces for himself, but compromised when
releasing pieces to the general public]”;  p187 [french influence; compared to Duphly]; p188 [see P3:25]; p213:
“...oscilli entro due fuochi sentimentali: uno, quello francese, tutto esteriorità e clangore; l’altro, intimo e
meditativo, colorato delle calde tinte della musica popolare spagnola...”
Sitwell: “Spanish, but with flourishes of hunting horns...”
Foster p104-108: “non-dramatic thematic contrast...”; p158-163 [conclusions: she discusses chronology and
considers this sonata to be the latest of the 93 she studied, which, following Kirkpatrick, she considers to be all
those composed by 1746, excluding three not included in the 1906 Ricordi edition, P3:30 d, V42:45b G and
Coimbra 10d F]. 
Carl Sloane, Early music, 2002, v30:158 and 2007, v35:607: [tremulo means a trill with the lower auxiliary]
Sutcliffe p123-124; p175-177 ex=m1-30; p319 [stylistic fingerprint: fretting inner parts: m115+]
Prozhoguin in Sala p123: [compares and contrasts P3:29 with P3:30]

•Parma 3:29: Boivin\LeClerc 5:5 version: D major Allegro 3/8; differences include:
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± |ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± |ÖÖ± | tr ±.  rh [mano sola], lh D2 pedals  D  3v 6 drumbeat A1's 11 tr



, 22 "2 ¶±»» | ÖÖ± A
29 $1 repeated notes  31>E
41  $2 a/E rh ties; no pedals  49 parallel 5ths rocking on D & E  57 a/D pedals 49\62 not  %
63 (1 A/E lh x rh; rh ties 69 A  71: 63\70  %  79 :Ú: no (2

  2 80 cutoff downbeat [can elide 79] "1 developed D/A  84>e  n89>a  92>g  95>A  98 ±. no ß
, 99 "2

106 $1 varied D no "1 variant or $2
118 (1 varied 124 ¨12345 126: 118\125 %
134 (2 d  rh offbeat 8ves, ties  138 % D 142 :Ú: no coda

source collections: Boivin-LeClerc livre “3” [5], tentatively dated 1742-46 by Kirkpatrick, may not have been
published until around 1752; Sheveloff p212 lists a Scarlatti privilege issued to C-N LeClerc in 1751
companions: •BL 5:4, 5 = V42:43, P3:29
themes: 12345:12356: three groups, develops first theme, new theme in part 2; BL 5:5 is “facilitata e anche
abbreviata” to 143m according to Fadini, who doesn’t collate it in her vol 2:62; Kirkpatrick lists it but doesn’t
include it in his reprint. Pestelli p174-176 exs [m11-16; trill; describes some of the differences and concludes
this must be a reduction of a pre-existing version, not an earlier version; says it has 126m as opposed to 211m
for P3:29;  Johnsson (Henle) ed. has 142m.]  I believe this is an earlier version, not a revision; why would the
composer add  older  features like drumbeat pedals and 12345 basses in the process of making it somewhat
easier?  Rather P3:29 is an update of this earlier version: improved, lengthened, made more difficult, and the
range extended.  Both versions have an identifiable and similar ö point, at a change of key within the
development of the first theme in part 2; BL5:5’s change is from supertonic minor to dominant minor
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
keys:15255455:12545111:
edition used: Johnsson (Henle) v2 appendix

Parma 3:30 d minor (0@) Fuga.  And[ant].e Moder[a].to ¡
1 " ° ° |Ö± Ö¶±  ÖÖµµ | ± ° ± | °  falling: D4 A F D3... d  3v cp answers at  5, 9, 13, 19, 25...

3 $ Ä Ö± Ö¶±  Ö± | ÖÖµµ | ± ± |° entries of $ at 7, 11, 15, 21... 5 a  8>d  13 a  16>d
33 $ developed alone a  38>d
43 " & $ restated
47 " & $ developed>g  54 c  58  d   62  a

n 65 " & $ restated 69 d  80>g >a>c>d>e   86 a  89>e >d
90 (coda) d/A pedals
100 " expanded D4 ú D1 & $ d  (D pedals) 106\7 D   full chord Ú: ß /  Fin [of libro]

source collections: Milano-Noseda (see Pestelli below); Bologna [1 FF232]:2; Bol [2 KK96]:9;
Roseingrave-Cooke 42 (listed separately at the end of this entry); Boivin-LeClerc 4:20; Wien Q15117:12; Wien
G:51&57; Münster 5:12 (lost); Parma 3:30; arrangement: Avison 5c.  The differences between P & RC are
small; the other sources have not been collated so I won’t assume that BL was copied from RC or vice versa;
compare E30 g for differences between the E & RC versions of that fugue.
dates: about 1720-25; 1725? (1739; 1752)
companions: •Bol 1:1, P 3:30 d; (= Bol 2: 8, 9)
•P3:29 D, 30 d
•BL 4:17-20 = E21 D, 18 d, 23 D, P3:30 d
instruments: cembalo with range Cc.  Kirkpatrick p153&185: [has both organ and harpsichord features]
difficulty: moderate, level 4
themes: 1221212012.  Countersubject starts m3, before main theme second entry (m5); n occurs at the
restatement of the subjects in the tonic key
keys: 15151471514572121111; tonic minor to dominant minor (one part only); last two measures are in D major
graphics: end: double bar & four shorter verticals, no double dots. See RC 42 variant below for its differences



(chiefly graphic) from this version
similar sonatas: V42:10 d (Pestelli p132); P7:17 D
metaphors: comparison to Scarlatti’s Stabat mater in c: see also Clapton below; Good Friday was on March 31
in 1752 (there are only 30 sonatas in P3); see entry for P2:16 d (February had 29 days in 1752; the extra day for
P2:30 b= could be added to March and bring it to 31 days; both P2:30 and P3:30 stand outside of time as the
calendar is defined by the Scarlatti libri, appropriately to the easter metaphor of Christ changing from temporal
to eternal)
edition used: Kirkpatrick 2: k41²
see also:  Pestelli p86-7 fn; p129-30: “[Milano, Biblioteca del Conservatorio, fondo Noseda R 11 4, f19,
Andante in d minor, attributed to Alessandro, but must be by Domenico].  Questa pagina rivela un sodissimo
mestiere contrappuntistico...” 
Nicholas Clapton, liner notes to Hyperion CD H55172, 1985: “Like the Stabat mater, the little Salve regina in A
minor is a work of Scarlatti’s first Italian period, having many similarities with the early keyboard fugue
[P3:30]...”

•Parma 3:30: Roseingrave\Cooke 42 version:  d minor (0=) Fuga. And[an]te Moderato C
source collections: essentially the same as Parma 3:30 (Johnson 2 appendix: k412) but numerous graphic
differences such as whether notes are tied or not; RC uses ± tied to Ä  when P uses dotted ±  (over measure lines
also) etc.  The only other difference I found was the switching of the soprano and bass voices in m14-16.
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k41; New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]

Parma:  Libro [4] 1752. (30) Sonatas

Parma 4:1 A major (2#) Ad[agi]o  è Cantabile ¡
  1 1 "1 ± ± Å ±. ¶± | Ä ± Å_± Å_± Ä  | Ä ±  2v, rh offbeat, lh ostinato ± A  5>E

8½"2 e
10½"3 E  13 cluster chord 14 :Ú:

  2 n 15 "1 developed b >f#>b  18>a
19½"3 developed D  20>E  22>A  25 :Ú

source collections: Parma 4:1; Venezia 3 (1753): 3 (facsimile of first half in Kirkpatrick fig.43); Münster 4:42
Adagio
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •V3:3,4 =  P4:1, 2
•M4:41-45 in A\a = P3:27, P4:1, 2, 29, 5 (see note with P3:27)
instruments: cembalo with range Cd: the most common range in Parma libri 4 through 9; and see P1:3 F
difficulty: easy, level 1
themes: 123:13: one group; continuous spinning out of a single vocal line in both parts; rhythms repeated, and a
few short motifs, but longer phrases not repeated.  The left hand begins in part 1 with single repeated notes but
gradually adds more notes to form chords, including consecutive fifths (DA, EB) in m4 and a 7-note chord
containing two seconds in m13.  The left-hand part is really separate voices moving forward horizontally rather
than a seemingly uncommitted vertical support for the right-hand melody (compare m17-18 to m78-90 of P5:28
B for example)
keys: 1555:2621451:  part 2 begins at the n point (long-short ratio) and a change to the supertonic minor
ornaments, accidentals: m11: ~~~  & upturn should be treated as a smooth 5-note gruppetto beginning on the
principal note (Å ’s -- but is this too slow? for the 2a volta it could be played as a longer trill with a turn in ç ’s)
m12, 24: a literal interpretation of missing accidentals doesn’t always work: in m4 the second G needs to be <:
and here it is joined under the same beam as the first G<.  But playing the notes> which are not marked < in the
original sources, not tied to a previous < note and not joined by its beam, is proper in m12: second G[>], last
A[>] and in m24: second D4 [>]--the following D5 is certainly >--to make the m4 figure change direction. 



Parma, Venezia and Münster are the same in these measures.
m15: “Tremulo” apparently applies to the ±  B3 , the first rh note, after a £ rest: it is centered above this note in
Parma, but above the first two notes in Venezia; it does not appear in the Münster source. The following dotted
±. B3 is probably not to be included, since there is no slur tying the two B’s; in other words, this is the short
version of the Pasquali tremolato (see P4:18 F and P3:29 D) three or four rapid repeated B’s, not a long trill
with a downturn at the end of the measure. The two rh B’s thus get equal weight, the first reinforced by another
B in the lh and the brief tremolo, the second because it is on a strong beat in alla breve and held longer; a long
trill would obliterate that second rh B.  The context calls for maximum expressive intensity, which can best be
accomplished by a concentrated ornament, not an extended one.
m23&25: different written-out approaches to m11-type shakes (~~~ ); the Münster version beginning with Ä  adds
up correctly (rather than dotted Å  in Parma & Venezia)
similar sonatas: LW44 G, P15:31 B=
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k208; Fadini 4:156; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Rousset p73 [tessiture]: “d3 [D5] est clairement le climax mélodique et on ne l’atteint...que m22”;
p74: [m23: R says ~~~  can’t begin on upper note; but the ~~~  in m25 might begin on the upper note using
Rousset’s reasoning]
Kirkpatrick p167: “...courtly flamenco music”; p239-240.
Pestelli p157-158: [exs: Seixas Toccata 4, Minuetto in a minor (probably movement 167 in Alvarenga’s
catalogue of Seixas keyboard works; see Seixas, Coimbra ms MM57:12 in the Contemporaries file); Scarlatti
P4:1 m13-14]
Chambure p87: “merveille... mélancolie...”
Jackson p105-6 ex [compares cluster chord in cadence at m13-14 with Giustini Sonata 1 g m12]
Willis p240-242 exs: “stream-of-consciousness”
Halton p27 “one of the most familiar... a concise but impassioned aria...”; ex p28-29 [complete Gilbert edition
with, as usual for him, transcription errors]; p32-33

Parma 4:2 A major (2#) All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± |±~~~  2v 5 lh imitates A  18>E/B

21 "2 rh ties
33 "3 h parallel 3rd apart

, 46 $ ±. | ¶¶¶¶¶± | B &E  waver; sforzato chords 61 ß ±.
\ 62 (1 lh ...Ä | ± Ä | ±  e  n^65

, 78 (2 ((1 variant) E  84 % & extended 92 ¨12345
 ¯ 94 ¶  :Ú [1.] rest of m: return to m1 Ú: [ 2: elide 94 (all)]

  2 95 "1 (begins in lh) & "2 developed together A/E 102>b  108>f#>e>D
115 "3 A
123 $ E &A waver 137 ß ±.

\ 138 (1 a
154  (2 A 160 % & extended 170 :Ú

source collections: Parma 4:2; Venezia 3:4; Münster 4:43
Some variants in M, but inconclusive evidence for sequence of P, V & M; Fadini (see editions below) uses none
of the M versions she cites; the treatment of the first ending (see graphics below) indicates that M may come
from an earlier source than V (1753), and perhaps also earlier than P
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •V3:3,4 = P4:1, 2
•M4:41-45 in A\a = P3:27, P4:1, 2, 29, 5 (see note with P3:27)
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3.  Left-hand fingering for broken chords at m37-39: 432415
themes: 123456:123456: three groups; short-long ö near m62, at a pause and start of a new theme, in minor for



the first time; as in P10:10 A this change to minor lowers the ebullient temperature considerably but not as
ominously as in that sonata; however the theme which follows at m78, to close the part in major, has a more
subdued character than the opening themes; part 2 themes are in the same order but the first two are combined
and developed.  The themes are epigrammatic in character
keys: 152555:1265415111:  Long-short ö is at m105 during a change from the supertonic minor (b) to the
relative minor (f<); however the short-long ö at m65 seems more significant and is the one shown on the map
graphics, ornaments: m69 and similar: good example of a staggered cadence: is the bass B1 just part of the
cadence or a wide-leaping upbeat to the E4 in the next measure?
m93: right-hand part leads toward an E3 which is present only in the Venezia source; m94, the ending of part 1
is written peculiarly: a falling scale in the bass leads back to the initial A3 in the soprano; there is no bass A1; the
slur over the entire measure indicates elision the second time, going directly into part 2, but the repeat sign is
written after the first Å  (E2 ) rather than at the end of the measure; E3 & E2 appear at the beginning of m95, the
first measure of part 2
similar sonatas: P7:9 A, P13:4 A
P3:24 G: sforzato chords every other measure as at m46+ here
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k209; Fadini 4:157
see also: Kirkpatrick p167 “jota”; p261; p271
Sitwell: “A jota on vigorous, emphatic lines. Courante and galante as well; a dance, more than a jota, with
pleasing second section which may have lost its meaning in the passing of time, as has happened with much of
Couperin. Not particularly Spanish...”
Halton p33-4: “...explodes with energy, showing the hallmarks of Tartini’s ‘suonabile’ style...”

Parma 4:3 G major And[ant]e  3/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± | ± ¶¶±3 | Å± Ä  | ÖÖ ¶± µ | Å± 2v 3 lh imitates G  10>D

14 "2 ¶¶± Ö±  stress on 2nd beat, h 3rd apart 18 h switch
22 "3 d+\ (w/A# ) ¨123445  28 D  rh leaps  ¨1345 32 :Ú:

  2 33 "1 developed d  35 lh imitates  43>a
45 "2 developed 47>d  n50 G/D
55 "2 restated G  66: 59\64 %
72 "3 e  78 G  82 :Ú:

source collections: Parma 4:3; Venezia 3:5
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •P4:3-4
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 123:1223: one group; themes in same order in part 2, but second theme restated after being developed
keys: 155*5:5251161: ö m50 at change from dominant minor to tonic major on a dominant pedal
ornaments: m10 & elsewhere: ~~~  on ± ’s: probably the short-and-sharp version ç±µ.  (in m8 the small note without
a slur is an appoggiatura and delays the shake by Ä )
m14+: the ¶¶± triplets need to be smooth: three notes of equal length leading to the slower notes Ö± which follow
in increasing leaps, an exercise to strengthen fingers 4&5 of each hand (rh 454 21, lh at m18+ 212 45)
m54: tr’s on ± in both hands are probably long: ççççç±» (beginning and ending on the principal note, since the
previous large note in each hand is the upper auxiliary)
m62, 69 & 70: ~~~  on Ä ’s should be short-and-sharp as at m10, not smooth Å  triplets, which would make them
the same figure as the large-note triplets which begin these measures (as at m14 above)  Compare V42:30 E=,
which converts ë mordents to a ç±» Ö± rhythm throughout
similar sonatas: P12:16 g (birdsongs; rh leaps at end)
Several sonatas in 3/8 begin with the first note repeated, such as P4:2 A, P15:19 a and V42:45 G; this one is
unusual in that the repeated pitch is the dominant not the tonic.  In P15:8 G the repeated opening D’s are not on
a downbeat



editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k210; Fadini 4:158; Venezia online
see also: Chambure p87 [should be paired with P4:4 g even though separated in Venezia]
Sheveloff  Uncertainties 1985: p162-165 [bass G1 in m65 missing in P; that in V added by a later hand]
Sutcliffe p305-306 ex: “absent bass note in [m]65 [has been put in by Gilbert & Fadini]”
Sheveloff’s claim (that the bass note in V is a later addition) cannot be seen clearly in the Venezia online
photograph of this sonata, so must be taken on faith.  The part of his reasoning about Venezia being copied
directly from Parma rather than both from a common source seems faulty to me.  But his “intentions are well
meant” (Pirates of Penzance).  In any case the authority of Parma is excuse enough for omitting the note.

Parma 4:4 g minor All[egr]o  2/4
  1 0 "1 (alto v) ¶±  | ÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± | Ö±  ± | ± g  3v cp [rh 2v, mano sola] 4 lh imitates alto v

8 "2 lh 3rds & 8ves 9>c>d
18 "3 d/A rh 3rds, weakbeats & ties; lh leaps 21>d  rh 6ths  27:  22\26 %

n^ 32 "4 2v 36 % 40 ±. :Ú: Vti p.to

  2 (40) "1 developed 3v g/D 45 rh offbeat, ties 48 Å  scales ú exchanged by h; D pedals  54 6ths
62 "3  6ths  67 g  3rds; G pedals  71: 67\70 %
75 "4 2v 79 %  83 ± à  :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 2:25; Parma 4:4; Zaragoza 31:52
dates: about 1720-25; 1752
companions: •P4:3-4
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3; scales of falling sixths in both hands
themes: 1234:134: one group with variants; the upbeat measure at the beginning introduces an anapest rhythm
which becomes an important unifying feature later on (in the dramatic leaps at m18+ for example); short-long ö
at start of last theme in part 1; develops first theme & omits second theme in part 2 but otherwise in same order,
no new themes (m48-61 develops cells, such as the fragment of a scale in m26 from the third theme; in
rhetorical terms this is a probatio or expansion of the first theme: see introduction to this file)
keys: 14555:11: in minor keys throughout
ornaments: m77 ~~~ -78 tr; m81 tr-82 ~~~  same phrase
similar sonatas: opening theme is like that of E27 b
V42:19 g
E 30 g (sixths)
V42:45 G (ostinato lh leaps)
influences, metaphors: insistent pedals, especially m52-57, and dramatic leaps make this an example of
“savage” g minor, as in Rameau, Les sauvages (published in Pièces de clavecin, 1728, but composed for a 1725
stage work).  In other ways the musical language is not very far from J S Bach, Wohltemperirte clavier l, Fuga
16 in g (1722)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k196; Fadini 3:148

Parma 4:5 a minor All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 intro: lh broken chord ü (3\)4 "1 Ä  |[3]¶¶± ± | Ä  ± | ¶¶± ± | trÖÖ± |  2v a  12 ¶¶± Ö± | trÖÖ±

20 á ¶¶¶¶±¯6 Ä  fall by 3rds >C
26 "2 F/C unfolded 6ths 30 ¶¶± broken 2nds<"1 at 12 extended; C pedals  32 %G/D pedals

38 % a/E pedals  44 echoes m1

45 "3 (< "1 at 12) e  3v
57 "4 (< "1 at 4) 3v 65 %  H72:  ¶¶± ±. (turn, on beat) 73 top v offbeat  74 rh 8ve lower 75 B\1 76 :Ú:

  2 77 "2 (as at 30) a/E pedals
81  "1 (as at 12)  a
89 $ (<H72; lh ostinato 3rds) G  93>a



97  "1 (as at 12)  101 C  105>d
n 109 "2 (as at 30) & "4 developed C/F  111 3v F +\ (w/ G# appoggiature) 119> a/E

136 echoes m3 137 "1 a  ¶¶± as at  5 varied; rh then lh, falling  149: 141\148 %
156 "4 ¨ varied; 2v 163 %  8ve lower 169 echoes m73 174 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 2:17; Parma 4:5; Zaragoza 2:47; Münster 4:45
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •M4:41-45 in A\a = P3:27, P4:1, 2, 29, 5  (see note with P3:27)
• P4:5-7 (P4:6 & 7 are in A major but have long sections in a minor)
instruments: cembalo with range Bd
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 01234:21512414: one theme with variants; cells; part 2 adds new material. Figures in the first few
measures are repeated throughout the sonata, especially the triplet in m4.
keys: 136715:11713436*11:  part 1 moves to the mediant but ends in the dominant (called a three-key
exposition by some writers) n occurs at an odd moment when parts of two themes are developed together and
the key wavers between the relative major (C) and its subdominant (F), the submediant of the tonic, and soon
moves to the establishment of the final tonic (a)
ornaments, accidentals: shakes: usually ~~~ , sometimes tr (within ledger lines but not always): possibly triplet    
Å ’s (rather than 2 ç and 1 Å ) to conform with the large-note triplet figure which appears throughout the sonata;
but more likely short & sharp as discussed under ornaments at P4:3 G m14+
m20-25: sextuplet Å ’s with slurs: I think “6” over a group of notes is rare in Scarlatti, so he ought to mean
something unusual here and consecutive triplets appear elsewhere in the sonata without their beams being
joined, therefore probably á Å ¶± ¶± rather than consecutive triplets á ¶± ¶¶± , adding up to 2/8 (±) in either case.  The
slurs would mean they are very rapid, possibly one-finger glissandi intended (they are entirely on white keys) IN
P5:11 b there are groups of six notes joined by the same beam; the first three in m24 are marked “3” rather than
“6” for the whole group, so the 3+3 division is clear 
m62: F< is followed by two F[>]’s in m63 without the < being canceled (Parma, Venezia and Münster); this
wavering of the key is a typical iberian feature, in a very iberian-sounding sonata
m72&74: triplet Å ’s written as small notes (unslurred, so on beat as appoggiature); in the latter case the first B
in the right hand is played on top of a B being held down by the left hand, implying two manuals.  I’m not
certain how this small-note triplet differs from the large-note one in m57 & 65; perhaps the small-note version is
faster because there is no left-hand downbeat
m89-92: accidentals (F<) on small notes (triplets again; those in m72&74 do not add <’s to the D’s)
similar sonatas: P15:19 a (scales)
P5:11 b (part 1 key structure)
metaphors: anyone who could listen to this sonata and deny that Scarlatti single-handedly invented “spanish”
music lacks two sides of a brain
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k188; Fadini 3:140; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Keller p67 ex [dance character: triplets on strong beats].
Kirkpatrick  p371: “(ex m55-64: different kinds of appoggiature)”; p395: “(ex m71-72) Scarlatti always writes
out his 2, 3, and 4-note slides in small notes”
Chambure p79: “une série de triolets de doubles croches identiques à ceux du deuxième trio de Beethoven...”
[he probably means opus 1:2, G major, 1795]
Sutcliffe p246-247 ex [m109-118]; p316 [stylistic fingerprint: pattern of unfolded sixths: m26+]

Parma 4:6 A major \\ ¢  [M: Allegro, V: Andantino]
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ±3 °  ± | ÖÖ± °  ± | ±.Ä  ± ± |Å_± A  2v 3 lh imitates

7 "2  ° ° | ° °  3v (middle v ÖÖ±3; lh offbeat 3rds £ ±  ) A/E (w/ minor 2nd passing tones)
13 "3 ± ± ± ± (< "2 ° ° ° ° ) lh f2x1 16>E  22 £ ß |

\ 23 $1 e  mutandi i detti (finger change on repeated notes); lh downbeat rest £ °. �� | 29: 23\27 %



34 $2 rh offbeat £ ± £ ± | E  38 % & extended 45 repeated notes, E pedals  46 :Ú:
  2 47 $1 developed a/E 50>a   54: 47\53 % d  both h 5th lower 60 >a
n 63 "3  developed D  65>E  67 >A  75 £ ß |
\ 76 $1 a  84 %

91 $2 (rh varied) A  (% &c as before) 99 ¨ 1 5|1 (8ves) 103 :Ú:
source collections: Parma 4:6 --; Venezia 3 (1753):6 Andantino; Zaragoza 2:25; Münster 5:24; Wien G 17;
Wien Q15114:14; Wien Q15117:22; Barcelona 29 (M, WG, WQ, Barc: Allegro)
dates: about 1735-40; 1752
companions: •P4:5-7
•V3:6, 7 = P4:6, 7
•Za2:23-26 = P4:27, 7, 6, 28
•Barc 27-29 =  P3:3, 4, 4:6
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6;  reversed hand; leaps; finger change on repeated notes: “Mutandi i detti” etc is used
differently in the sources; it occurs at m23 in P, M, WQ; m47: V, M, WG; m76 P, V, M, WG; m84 V only
themes: 12345:4345: two groups; first two themes omitted in part 2; the chief elements of the sonata are
contained in m1: triplet broken chord, offbeat stress on second ±, repeated note.   Motifs introduced in the
various sections of the sonata are echoed in later sections.  Smooth triplets are contrasted with staccato
repeated-note ones
keys: 11555:114145111: ö at start of second theme in part 2 and change from tonic minor to subdominant major
rhythms: the meter could have been marked 12/8 since the triplets occur throughout, but two strong beats per
measure was an overriding factor, thus the alla breve sign was used; compare similar sonatas below
accidentals, graphics, ornaments: Münster has the key signature (three <’s) only at the beginning
m6: an example of a staggered cadence, found in many Scarlatti sonatas (the rh and lh don’t play their chord
notes together)
m17 (Parma, Venezia & Münster) & m20 rh (P & V): D[>] between earlier and later D<’s, delaying the move
to a full E major until the low E1 is reached later in m20
m61: left hand has B1 in Parma as well as Venezia at the start (only V is indicated in Fadini’s endnote)
m137: ~~~ on the first note of a triplet ÖÖ± would be played ¶¶ÖÖ±; those in the similar passage m91-97 ¶¶¶ç±, creating
a cross-rhythm against the left-hand triplets
similar sonatas: P4:28 a and P6:22 A (reversed hand broken chords)
P14:16 A (many similarities including alla breve meter divided into triplets as if 12/8, Andantino tempo)
influences: the beginning of part 2 (repeated notes rh, falling thirds lh) is typical of Vivaldi (third movement of
Concerto in G opus 7:8, 1717, for example) and is also found in Prokofiev, Prelude opus 12:7 C (1913) and
similar neoclassic works by him: Scarlatti’s version is considerably more inventive than the Prelude.
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k211; Fadini 4:159; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Kirkpatrick p203: “The strumming repeated notes... suggest the mandolin...”
Sitwell: “An even more remarkable and exceptional work of art was sonata [P4:6] of which it could be said, in
brief, that it does for the mandoline of the Bay of Naples what [E]26 does for the Sevillan guitar...”

Parma 4:7 A major All[egr]o molto 3/8
  1 1 " ¶¶¶¶¶± |±.¯| ¶¶¶¶¶± | ÖÖ± A  2v 2 lh imitates 7 falling broken 6ths 14>B  17>E  30 close h

34 $1 á Å  á Å  á Å   rh offbeat; 36: 8ves 40 %
46 $2 rh broken 8ves 50 % 8ve lower & extended ¨1345  60 :Ú:

  2 61 $$$ ( lh ostinato, falls by steps C   72 >d  79 7th & 9th chords w/added\tones
84 " developed A  88>D  n92 (w/D5) falling broken 6ths as at 7 rh then lh  98 A ß ±.

, 99 * | ¯ç± ±.|; lh ostinato ÖÖ± d  105 % e  111 % a
, 117 $1 123 %

129 $2 135  %  141 ###  varied extension A  147 :Ú:



source collections: Parma 4:7; Venezia 3:7; Zaragoza 2:24; Münster 3a:23
dates: about 1735-40; 1752
companions: •P4:5-7
•V3:6, 7 = P4:6, 7
•Za2:23-26 = P4:27, 7, 6, 28
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; continuous Å ’s in part 1
themes:123:41523: two groups.  Part 1 is one long sentence; new material is included in part 2 but all the part 1
themes reoccur
keys: 125:3-41514511: moves first to the supertonic major (B, dominant of dominant) then to the dominant (E)
for the rest of part 1.  Part 2 begins with new material in the lowered mediant (C, the mediant of the tonic
minor); there is a varied repeat of this material in the subdominant minor (d), after which the part 1 opening
theme returns, m84, in the tonic key (A), moving soon to the subdominant major (D).  A figure from this theme
at m7 in part 1 reappears at the ö point, m92, and the highest pitch, D5, leading down over six measures to a
bare tonic-dominant chord (A major lasts one measure only). This is followed (m99)  by more new material in
the subdominant minor (d); the second group material from part 1 returns in the tonic minor (a).  A major does
not return until the last 7 measures
rhythms: In  part 1 the left and right hands vie for control: the right hand’s offbeat notes at m34 become octaves,
attempting to upset the stresses, so that at m46 the left hand’s role is reduced to ± Ä ; when this recurs in part 2 at
m129 the left hand uses octaves, sixths and full chords to re-establish its dominance.  The passage at m78-83
can be treated as a hemiola: each group of two measures played as one measure of 3/4 in the right hand, the left
hand attempting to continue 3/8 with its emphatic added-tone chords
ornaments: m99-113: 2 falling slurred ç ’s (not small) are followed by dotted ±’s; since the measures now add up
to more than a full 3/8, the slurred notes are likely before the beat, a kind of top-to-bottom acciaccatura with the
dissonant left-hand chords
similar sonatas: P2:2 G has a passage similar to the ostinato at m99
P3:15 F has a similar unusual key structure in both parts
P3:26 A is together with this sonata in Pestelli group p170
metaphors: part 2 opens with a complete surprise, like stepping outdoors on the first day of spring; after a
shortened recall of the part 1 opening, another new theme (m99+) brings the biting chill of winter; the clouds do
not disperse (or the door is not closed) until m141.
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k212; Fadini 4:160
see also: Pestelli p174: “lo spagnolismo”
Keller p71 ex [m61+]
Rosen Sonata forms 1988 p135-6 [return to A buried in D minor-major passage; ex: m78-94]
Chambure p87: “...un développement héroïque, des enchaînements qui font penser à Beethoven...”
Sutcliffe p261 ex; p316 [stylistic fingerprint: sonorous withdrawal at final chords]

Parma 4:8 G major  Vivo 3/4
  1 1 "1 ¶¶¶± ÖÖÖ± | ¶  G  3v rh 3rdsú  4 lh imitates (rh 3rdsü) H7:  [£ à] ± Ä  | ±  rh offbeat  12 ± £ £

13 "2  ¨ à ÖÖ±  | ±  rh broken chords ú&ü  15 lh imitates, rh H7

17 "3 >D  2v, rising broken 3rds in rh then lh  21 >A
23 "4 falling broken chords divided between h; H7  25>b
29 "5 h broken 3rds, 8ves &c, lh  rhythm from "2 >G>e>a>d>F  38 lh ostinato>a
40 "4 inverted D/A
44 "2 varied D  49 as at 15, w/H7  :Ú 56¯ D5 Ú: [1: returns to 1; 2: elide]

  2n(52) 57 $1 g  3v blocked intervals 61 % c  65 % d
68 $2 (< "1 inverted) G/D
72 "2 as at 13 G  77 as at 49 83 G\1  84  ± £ £ :Ú:



source collections: Venezia 2:30; Parma 4:8; Zaragoza 2:59; Münster 3a:4
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •M3a:1-5 in g\G = P9:11, 20, 21; P4:8; P5:20 (see note with P5:20 G for discussion of this suite)
•? P4:8 G, 5:12 g : see note with P4:9
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: difficult, level 7; see influences below; the imitation at m4-6 causes the hands to play short scales of
thirds in opposite directions
themes: 1234542:672: one group, variants, themes return within part 1, cells; part 2 mostly new, one theme
returns from part 1 at end; ö is 5 measures off the beginning of part 2, but that is the most likely event..  The
themes are contrasted but there is a constant forward impulse, without breaks
keys: 152316257255:14511: tonic major to dominant major; part 2 begins in tonic minor
graphics: m55 bass B (Parma only) should be D (Venezia & Münster)
m56 has curves for elision (the top one is a ß in V but not in P or M); the measure is enclosed between repeat
signs (:|| & ||:) as usual in Parma for first endings of this type.
end: “Fin”  in Venezia 2 (with an elaborate, almost phallic, flourish; last sonata in the libro)
similar sonatas: P6:15 G; P12:17 G; P13:5 D
influences: italian concerto style, especially Vivaldi, such as the first movement of opus 4:1 in G (1713);
Giustini, Suonata 7 G, Corrente, 1732.  Broken chords in both hands with index finger passing over thumb:
Clementi, Gradus ad parnassum 81 (1826), which in turn influenced Chopin, Prelude in G major opus 28:3
(1836).  The blocked intervals at m57+ (rapidly changing seconds, thirds, fourths, fifths and sixths in this case,
used for their sonority rather than as coinciding but separate voices) are a frequent feature in 19th century music,
for example Clementi, Gradus ad parnassum 68 (1826); Chopin, Etude opus 10:3 (1832), Nocturne opus 37:2
(1839), Prelude opus 45 (1841).  See also P7:27 D for a more extreme example of blocked intervals
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k201; Fadini 3:153; Venezia online
see also: Sitwell: “Spanish... exceptionally beautiful”

Parma 4:9 b minor Andante ¡
  1 1 "1 à � Å_±¯Ö± Å_±¯|¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± Å_±¯|Ö  b 2v; weakbeat stresses, ties 3½¶¶¶± ¶ µ »  4>D  7 rh as at 3½

8 "2 b  ¶ µ» ¶¶¶±  (3½ rhythm reversed) lh ostinato 3rds, h overlap; rises by steps>c# >f#
11 $ Ä±_¶¶¶± ¶Ö±_¶  f#/C# lh ostinato falling broken chords (<"1 at 4)

16½coda (rhythm < 7) f#  :Ú 18¯ [2: elide] Ú:  Vti p.to

  2n 19 $ developed b/F#   22>e +\ (24 G\1  in M. only)  25 b &f#  waver
31½ coda b  34...ß:Ú ¯return to 19 Ú:  Fin. [end 2:  retain rh B2 from the part of 34 after :Ú ]

source collections: Venezia 2:26; Parma 4:9; Zaragoza 2:35; Münster 4:46
The variants in M given by Fadini (m3, 9, 10, 24) are plausible composer’s corrections and later than V&P; they
could not have been added by a scribe who used the P libri rather than separate originals.
dates: about 1725-30; 1752
companions: may have been paired with (and preceded?) P5:11 at one time?  All the sonatas in Parma libri 4&5
have companions in the same tonic key except P4:8 G & 9 b and P5:11 b & 12 g
Münster 4:41 through 57 consists entirely of sonatas with same-key companions, mostly in the usual Parma
pairings but with some unusual longer suites (see Collections file for complete Münster contents in order).  The
sequence  •M4:46-49 = P4:9 b, P10:23 E, P10:24 E, P6:17 B could be considered one of the suites in related
keys (see P1:22-24 G C G for another); P6:17 uses some of the same broken chord figures as P4:9
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3; rh strikes notes being held by lh in m8; in m9&10 the lh part is adjusted so this
won’t happen; lh falling broken chords with octave leap at end: 12315 fingering (the lh thumb passes under the
third finger; compare P6:22 A for a discussion of the use of the thumb on accidentals)
themes: 123:3: cellular; two thematic groups (related by some of the lh figures); ö at beginning of part 2, which
develops the second group and omits the first group.   keys: 1312555:14*151:
links: the last measure of part 1, in Parma, has the slur which indicates elision; another slur in the last half of



m34 at the end of part 2 follows a repeat sign and indicates a first ending; the second ending should be
interpreted as just the first B’s (both hands, the rh is delayed by the tied A<) of this measure.  The links are
handled well: the connections are convincing and seamless.  The elision slurs are less clear in Münster, absent in
Venezia
ornaments, accidentals: m1-6: the slurred small notes should contrast with the large-note appoggiature in m8
and elsewhere.  There is a continuously evolving vocal line, as though words were being sung with different
accents and stresses.  In m1-3 the tied ±’s should be played on their beat with the small notes slightly before but
not crushed: m1 top v: à ¶.ì ± _Ö¶.ì ±_|   In m4-6 the small note is the same pitch as the previous Å ; the two can be
treated as tied and the ± delayed just beyond the first note of the left-hand broken chord: m42: _±»»»_ç µ.._|¶  The
second small note in m5 is an unslurred Ä  (in Parma), which would be a full-value appoggiatura in my system:
m52: _±»»» Öµ_|¶  (the small note on the beat in this case and stressed).  The more traditional approach, playing all
the small notes on the beat as Æ ’s and stressed, is much less expressive.  (I assume that players are at least a little
interested in finding out what Scarlatti may have intended before they let their own egos take over)
m9 second half: D[>] continues in the lh while the rh has D< (Parma and Venezia; Münster adds < to the lh)
similar sonatas: P4:20 e (it’s the next sonata in Venezia 2)
metaphors: pervasive melancholy: in minor keys throughout, except 4 measures near the beginning; the
repetitions within m21 could be interpreted as either resignation or despair; portuguese saudade
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k197; Fadini 3:149; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Pestelli p169: “vicino all’ [E11 c]”

Parma 4:10 B@ major All[egr]o 3/4
  1 1 " ± ± ± | Ö¶± Å °  B@  2v  6 lh imitates 15>F

19 $ ¶¶¶± (lst 2 are repeated notes) b@  21>e@  23>b@  25>F  26\34 mano sola: rh, lh; rh, lh
36 ( 3v  45 :Ú:

  2 n 46 " developed; lh chords f   50>E@
53 $ c  (w/A$: melodic minor) 57>B@
69 ( 78 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 2:18; Parma 4:10; Zaragoza 2:13
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •V2:18, 19; Z2:13, 14 = P4:10, 11
•P4:10-12
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; in m6 the lh imitation starts above the end of the rh part, although hand-crossing not
explicit here; m26 “Mano D. sola”, m28 “Mano M. sola” (the rh and lh each play 2 voices, unaccompanied by
the other hand, in succession).  The repeated notes at m18+ need a finger change, such as right hand 2345
(rather than 2234) or 2145 when there are wide stretches between the 3rd and fourth note as in m25; at m26+ the
thumb is held while the other fingers move about rapidly.  The lh plays a simple but lyrical falling scale in ±’s
m23-25: this is a warning that the ±’s in the mano sola section m26-34, falling by thirds, should be held for their
full length and played as legato as possible (an advantage the piano has over the cembalo) perhaps not just with
the rh thumb or lh 5th finger but alternating 1&2 in the rh, 5&4 in the lh; this provides quite a challenge for the
remaining fingers to navigate the ¶¶¶±’s with their repeated notes however.  In spite of difficulties, the sonata is
fun to play, but that applies to most Scarlatti sonatas.
themes: 123:123: three groups; ö at beginning of part 2, an example of rhetorical refutatio, since the theme is
changed to minor and accompanied by chords rather than imitated; part 2 in same order; keys: 151415:5421:
metaphors: like other comic B flat major sonatas, but here tinged with bitterness in the chiaroscuro sections
(sudden changes to minor); commedia dell’arte but sardonic, more like Gozzi than Goldoni
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k189; Fadini 3:141
see also: Chambure p81



Parma 4:11 B@ major Vivo 12/8
  1 1 "1 Å_ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ± Ä  ±.¯|Ö  B@  2v 1½ lh imitates  3 broken chords ú divided by h

10 "2 ("1 variant) C  added\tone 6th chords; lh leaps  15½ ß ± à £ à |
\ 16 $1 weakbeat stress  4v f
n^ (19)\20 $2 ("2 variant) b@   21 F   22 "1 at  7 echoed 26 :Ú:
  2 27 "1&2 developed together; bass falls by steps  C /F >c  31>d  33>F    38½ ß ± à £ à |
\ 39 $1 b@

42\43 $2  e@  44>B@   51 :Ú: Fin
source collections: Münster 5:25 (Toccate) --; Venezia 2:19 --; Parma 4:11 Vivo; Zaragoza 2:14;
Madrid-Ayerbe 14 Vivo; Barcelona 30 Vivo.  Münster has a few variants, especially in m31-32; the versions
(for other sonatas)  in the Münster 5 sections labeled Toccate are usually close to those in LW (1748) and
V1749.  Madrid has a large number of variant readings.
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •V2:18, 19; Za2:13, 14 = P4:10, 11
•P4:10-12. 
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: moderate, level 5
themes: 1234:1234: two groups, part 2 in same order; the groups are separated rhetorically by full rests and a
thickening of the texture, but all themes use the same gigue-like triplet rhythm.  The â1 theme comments on the
aphoristic á1 theme with several upward leaps like a quizzical raising of the eyebrows: “is that really so?”   The
power of the pause is illustrated by the full stops at m15 and 38 before changing to a new theme and the minor
mode.  In the probatio (development) m29-35 the top voice moving by steps in ±.’s creates lyrical patterns; this
idea is taken up again at m42-43 when the â2 theme returns, which earlier and later just repeats a single repeated
note as its top voice
keys: 12515:24235141: the tonic key is not firmly established until m3; tonic major to supertonic (dominant of
dominant) to dominant minor.  The ö point (short-long ratio) occurs at the start of the final theme of part 1 and a
change to the tonic minor, then part 1 ends in the dominant major.  This theme introduces clashes of seconds in
the upper voices; in the development of the first theme group the intervals are more widely separated and less
dissonant.  Part 2 begins in the supertonic, C major, but with pedals on its subdominant (F, the dominant of the
home key) and, typical of sonatas with short-long golden sections, no new themes are introduced
graphics: Münster has volti che segue at the end of part 1
similar sonatas: P4:17 E=: similar opening; P1:25 B=
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k190; Fadini 3:142
see also: Dale p120: “street scenes...where everybody and everything is in a tearing hurry”
Kirkpatrick p220; p264
Chambure p81

Parma 4:12 B@ major (@) All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ¶¶¶¶¶± |Å_ÖÖ± |Å ±.¯|Ö  B@  2v 6 lh imitates

18 "2 h divide Å  scales E@  20>F  22>g  24 h alternate Å s  27>f  32>c
35 "3 Ö 3¶¶±µ (2m hemiola) F ;  ¨ 12345  :Ú 47 ¯ [return to missing B@1 in 1; 2: elide] Ú: Vti p.to

  2 48 6/8 $1 ± Ä  Ö.ê± | Ö.ê± Ö.ê± | ± Ä  ±  lh 3rds &c F  54 d  59 g  66 c  added\tone 6th chords 69 a  72 c>d
75 >e/B  82 a  n86 c  91>f 95\97 +

98 $2 ± Ä ~~~± Ä | ~~~±  F   h alternate ostinato B@�s  101 B@  104: 98\103 %+\
110 3/8 Vivo "1 varied
120 (1 rh 3rds; lh broken chords F3 ú F1  124>E@ 128>B@ 141 ±  [end1: elide 1st ± of 48] :Ú:

source collections: Münster 5:31 (Toccate); Parma 4:12; Zaragoza 2:56
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •P4:10-12



instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 123:4516: one group with variants in part 1, two groups with variants in part 2; the first theme is
restated in the tonic key at m110 (see Characteristics file for other examples).  In the context Vivo is likely to
mean slightly faster than the opening Allegro (compare P2:2 G Allegro vivo: surely that does not mean slower
than the usual Allegro); however the textures are thicker so playing it faster makes it more difficult.  There was
no new tempo marking for the pastoral â section, so Vivo may also just mean “risvegliato”--reawakened--as at
the end of Chopin Mazurka in b minor opus 33:4.  See more on Vivo at P6:26 B=. The sonata opens with a
somewhat pedestrian theme, like that of P9:7 C (which I date about 1720-25) treated contrapuntally.  This is
perhaps an older sonata with a new section inserted in the middle (like P11:7 e for example). A short-long ratio
n for part 1 alone occurs at m18.  If the 6/8 section is counted as each measure being equivalent to 2 measures
of 3/8, a long-short ratio n occurs near m86, the change to the supertonic minor (c).  The slightly later passage at
m95 is the emotional climax of the piece, then there is a lightening of texture and mood at m98
keys: 1456525:53647+234+7+25515141: The key change at m69 is almost but not quite enharmonic; the A=’s
of m67 become G<’s in m69 (G> in m68 is implied by the shake on the high F)
accidentals, graphics, links:  m47: part 1 first ending: slurred measure after a repeat sign; scale in Å ’s descends
toward a bass B= which however is absent from the first measure.  Compare P4:16 E=. 
m74: Münster has volti che segue after the end of the text here, which is followed by several blank ledgers, then
m75 continues on a new page (part 1 ended and part 2 through m53 began on the first page of this source; m54
through 74 are the second page; it is very unlikely that it would have been copied from the Parma manuscript
and introduce such awkward page divisions)
m78: the > on the first B stays in force across the measure lines through m82 (in Münster also)
m99 (Parma & Münster): E[>] lh; when the passage is repeated there is an E= in m105, both sources
m103, 109 (Parma & Münster): lh E= followed by  rh E[>], E= continues in the lh
m110: Münster lacks the Vivo tempo indication found in Parma
similar sonatas: in addition to the sonatas mentioned elsewhere in these notes, it also resembles P6:26 B= in the
same Pestelli group, p202, “pastorali”
P4:14 D at m45-46 & 51-52 resembles this sonata at m98-109
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k202; Münster microfilm (I have collated only a few spots)
see also: Chase p111: “replete with Catalonian popular rhythms... these rhythms in turn show an analogy to the
popular music of Sicily, with which Catalonia long had the closest relations”
Sitwell: “Spanish... It is certainly true that the Sicilienne section in the middle of it is rather different from the
bagpipe music of the zampognari in [P14:30 C]. But where are the ‘Catalonian dance rhythms’? There is no
sign of the Sardana”
Pestelli p203: [with P5:20 G] “sono ancora strettamente legate al mondo degli Esercizi”
Chambure p83: [see also P5:20 G]
Sutcliffe p134-136: “very calculated registral plan, which helps build the tension towards a climax at [m]85”
[see discussion of the n point in themes above]

Parma 4:13 d minor  (0@) And[ant]e  ¡
  1 1 "1 ± ± ± ±_|¶±µ_¶±µ_¶± Å_ µ_¶± ¶± µ_|¶  d  2v

6 "2 a  rh 6ths & 3rds; falls by steps 7 g  8 d  9 part inverted a
11 $1  á ¶¶± Å_Ö.»_ ¶¶¶± ÅÖ.» |¶Ö  rocking ostinato d/A 3v 12 rh offbeat 13 a/E  15 a  17 rh offbeat
19 $2 á ¶¶± á ¶¶±  20 lh á ¶ µ_¶±µ_  26 :Ú: Vti p.to

  2 27 $1 developed A>G
n 30½ "2 a  31½>g  32½>F  35½>C  37½d

39½ $2
42  $1
43½ $2 continues as at  20 48½coda<$1 50... Å± full chord £ :Ú:  [2: can elide Å±  £ to link P4:14]



source collections: Parma 4:13; Venezia 3:8; Zaragoza 2:32
dates: about 1725-30; 1752.  The lack of a flat in the key signature, the full chord ending, the measure-line
shifts and the predominance of minor keys are typical early features.
companions: •P4:13-15
•V3:8-9 = P4:13-14
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3; m11+: left-hand broken chords with first note held
themes: 1234:3243: two groups; omits first theme in part 2 and mixes order of other themes.  A coda derived
from m12, adding octaves to both hands, provides a forceful ending.  Measure lines are shifted in part 2
keys: 15415155:5454371: only 7 measures of the total 50 are in major keys; ö occurs at the start of the second
theme in part 2 (in the middle of a measure but otherwise an exact repeat of the á2 theme of part 1); the theme
again falls by steps measure by measure but this time goes a step further to the relative major (F) then its
dominant (C; the subtonic of the home key) then up a step to the final return of the home key
ornaments: small notes occur with or without slurs in the same passages (these differences are not preserved in
Fadini’s edition however); interpreting slurred as before beat (or tied to previous large note if it is the same
pitch), non-slurred as on beat, adds expressive variety to repeated phrases
m36&39 (Parma only): tr in the repeated lh figure replaces the ~~~ in m37&38 (compare P4:14 D m28)
similar sonatas: E30 g (opening theme)
P4:1 A, especially m19+ in this sonata
P5:19 g; P7:24 d
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k213; Fadini 4:161
see also: Kirkpatrick p269
Sitwell: “Spanish...  A transcendental piece of heavenly length...”
Sutcliffe p251

Parma 4:14 D major All[egr]o 12/8
  1 1 cutoff downbeat; intro: falling broken chord  2 "1 à à Ä ~~~Ö±µ ± Ä ~~~Ö±µ | ± D 3v 6 h parallel

10 "2 A  ostinato; lh & rh alternate, rise by steps>b>c#>f#
13 "3 ("1 varied) lh: Ä ± Ä ± Ä ± Ä | ± 16 % e
19 "4 ("1 part inverted) a  25 A
31 "5 lh 8ves (rhythm<"3) 33 A\1  35 rh 6ths 36 Ä± à £ à ä  :Ú: [2: can elide]

  2 n 37 cutoff downbeat ±  [Ú:] "3 developed d/A  39 F  42>g +\  44>A
45½ "4 varied D
53 "5  varied; rh 3rds  59 ±. £ à ä  :Ú:

source collections: Parma 4:14; Venezia 3:9; Zaragoza 2:37
dates: about 1745-50; 1752
companions: •P4:13-15
•V3:8-9 = P4:13-14
•Za2:37, 38 = P4:14, 1:17
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: moderate, level 3; added-tone chords
themes: 012345:345: cellular; introduction and first two themes do not return in part 2; pastorale rhythms
throughout; motifs continuously developed or varied; ö at double bar and start of part 2, where the development
of the theme has an aphoristic character, the wisdom of the common person, but the pervasive rustic rhythms
reach great heights of expression throughout the sonata.  The motion is also continuous; there are no points of
rest until the end of each part.  The lh has identical octave A’s at the beginning of m36 and 37, which seem to
call for the elision of m36 after part 1 has been repeated, even though there is no slur over the measure and the
rh part will be left hanging in mid-air (not unusual in Scarlatti).  When part 2 is repeated the octave A1&2 should
be omitted: the rh part has its own A3 lowest note
keys: 1567+3255:13-4*51:



links: the last appoggiatura and chord in P4:13 d can be elided to segue into this sonata dramatically
accidentals, ornaments: m19-23 in Parma and Venezia have >’s on some of the C’s and none on others
(sometimes > is on both C’s under a single beam as in m20) but both sources are the same. Fadini makes them
all > (by implication) and provides no endnote for this; since she splits the hands onto separate ledgers she
creates new ambiguities, as at the end of m21 where she doesn’t provide >’s for the G3 or C4.  At least the last
C4 in m19 and 21 should be C< in my opinion.  Scarlatti’s usual practice can be seen in m26, 29 & 35, where all
the G’s have a < unless there is no intervening different pitch
m28: tr to the left of both lh & rh notes at the beginning of the ÖÖ±, then ~~~ above and below these notes later in
the same measure
similar sonatas: P2:21 A= has a similar part 1 key structure and also opens with a broken chord
P5:20 G & P4:12 B= have passages at the end of their pastorale sections that are like m45-46 and 51-52 here
P11:11 C
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k214; Fadini 4:162; Venezia online
see also: Sitwell: “A sad and stately Sicilienne of slight Spanish accent...” [Sitwell should do something about
his lisp]

Parma 4:15 d minor  (0@) All[egr]o  3/4
  1 1 "1 ÖÖÖ± Ö± | ±° ± | á ¶¶± ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶±  d  2v 2 lh imitates  12>a

14 "2 lh broken 3rds
21 "3 à ÖÖ± |~~~± lh scales (melodic minor w/F#)
28 "4 lh 7th & added\tone 6th chords; rh offbeat 3rds :Ú 36 ¯ [return to m1 >d ]Ú: [ 2: elide]

  2 37 "2 developed d/A  42>F  n46>d 41\48 +
51 "3 developed 59  à Ä ~~~¶±µ
66 "4 74 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 2:20 --; Parma 4:15; Zaragoza 2:19
dates: about 1725-30; 1752 see also Pestelli below
companions: •P4:13-15
•Za2:19-21 = P4:15, 1:14, 13
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 1234:234: one group; first theme omitted in part 2
keys: 15:131: ö at final return to home key
similar sonatas: P4:13 d: opening (DFAD) and later Å  pattern at a faster tempo
P12:17 G; V42:24 d; P5:22 f
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k191; Fadini 3, 143
see also:  Pestelli p122: [ex: m16-17 compared to Presto section of J S Bach, Wohltemperirte clavier 1, prelude
2 (1722)] “Ciò poteva ancora avvenire in un periodo intorno al 1720... sul fondo liscio e scorrevole
dell’Allemanda haendeliana, appare talvolta il gusto per l’abnorme, l’estroso: è un piccolo vezzo sonoro che
ritorna su se stesso: [ex m59-60]”

Parma 4:16 E@ major All[egr]o  ¢
  1 1 "1 ¨ ° ~~~±. ¶± | ± ± ± ± | Å_± Ö±  Å_± Ö± | ±  E@  2v 4 rh imitates

7 "2 ÖÖÖ± ± ~~~± | Ö  16>B@
23 "3 £ ± | ~~~±. ¶± ± ±  | °  lh broken chords (alberti figuration) F &B@ waver 31 %

n^ 39 "4 B@   :Ú 49 ¯ [return to 1 >E@ ] Ú: [2: elide] Vti p.to

  2 50 "1 developed (2v cp: 51 rh follows lh 9th above) E@/B@  54>A@ +
56 "2 developed 58>b@  71>A@
75 "3 E@ &B@  waver
89 "4 (rh: variant) E@  103 ß ° [fine] Ú: ¯return to 50 Ú:  Fin



source collections: Venezia 2:21 --; Parma 4:16; Zaragoza 2:33; Münster 5:56 Allo

dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •V2:21-22 = P4:16-17
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 4 (Rousset: difficile; Maxwell: advancing intermediate)
themes: 1234:1234: one group; short-long ö at final theme of part 1 and dominant established; part 2 in same
order but varied/developed, no new themes.  The theme introduced at the ö point is varied when it reappears at
the end of part 2: the part 1 version strives upward while the part 2 version tends to fall back down to earth
keys: 15255:1454151:  part 2 opens with imitation at the ninth: B= - C
ornaments, accidentals, graphics: m3, 6, 23: the slurred small notes are probably fast appoggiature, almost
crushed notes, even though some of them are the same pitch as the previous large notes.  Venezia omits the slur
in m6; Münster omits all the slurs, uses Å instead of Ä  for the small notes in m6 and m23 and adds a small note
before the second A= in m6
m7 & similar: the shake is short, begins on the principal note and has no downturn to the next note; m24 &
similar: the shake is a longer but measured trill, begins on the upper auxiliary note, and is followed by an upturn
(written into the score in large notes)
m24-34: E> followed by E[=] later in same measure: assumes that an accidental doesn’t require canceling on a
non-adjacent note; m76-86 A> & A[=]   See introduction page 8-9 above for the principle, which is
uncontroversial here; Fadini in fact adds =’s in all these measures to the second note, so she agrees
m49: part 1 first ending (slurred measure after a repeat sign) leads back to the bass E= of the opening measure
m103: the ½ measure before the repeat sign has ß above both the right and left hand ° ’s and is also the second
ending; m1032  (slurred ½ measure following :|| ) leads to the bass B=1 of m50 (the B=2 should be omitted; it’s
just there for the second ending of part 1)
similar sonatas: P8:5 E=
The opening of part 2 resembles the first measures of P6:19 e
metaphors: commedia dell’arte characteristics without acrobatics or slapstick; a dialogue: the lower-voiced
character begins with a rather stern pronouncement, which is repeated by the upper voice but turned into
mockery (as if saying “etc, etc, etc”) and turned into high-pitched nagging; the first voice moves into the upper
ledger with short phrases, as if trying to be reasonable or reassuring.  The opening of part 2 is in the
mock-serious character of a commedia dottore; the dialogue becomes more heated and convoluted, with the two
voices twisting around chromatic intervals.  In the ends of each part, the two voices exchange some of their
figures, as if reaching an agreement or at least a compromise.  But I admit the sonata can be played just as well
with sentiment as with satire
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k192; Fadini 3:144; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Gerstenberg p126 ex m23+
Pestelli p234: “espliciti rimandi al mondo sonoro dei primitivi della sonata moderna [ex m31-33]”

Parma 4:17 E@ major All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1Å_¶¶±3 Ö± | ÖÖ± 2v 3 lh imitates +\ E@

6 "2 ¶¶± Ö±  | ~~~Ö. »µ | lh ostinato chords b@ (w/G$)>A@ 10 E@/B@>B@ 
14: 6\13  % 4th lower f>E@>B@>F

22 "3 á ¶± ¶¶± ¶¶± üthen ú, lh ostinato continues b@/F  H34: á ¶± ¶¶± ¶¶± ú,lh 7ths E@
37 "4 B@  3v  49 :Ú: Vti p.to

   2 50 $ á Å ±¯| ¶. ì à à  rh weakbeat stress, ties, lh ostinato 3rds &c F  54>c 
58: 50\57 % step higher g>D

n69 66 "3 varied, G & g  waver 69 %  72:  H34 developed E@  74 F   76  B@  78 e@
(85\)86 $ developed: lh chords (added\tone 6ths &c), both h ostinato B@  & F  waver  97>e@
100 "4 varied, w/offbeat stresses E@  112 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 2:22 --; Parma 4:17; Zaragoza 2:36



dates: about 1735-40; 1752
companions: •V2:21-22 = P4:16-17
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: moderate, level 3; seconds and sevenths throughout
themes: 1234:5354: one group, variants, cells; part 2 adds new material and omits first two themes
keys: 154152152515:26373312515211:  The tonic pitch is avoided on downbeats until m5.  ö is slightly off, a
strictly measured ö occurs not at the start of the second theme (the third theme of part 1) but its repeat three
measures later; this consists of a scale up in G major, then down in g minor (the mediant of the home key)
ornaments, accidentals: m7 etc: example of a short shake (~~~  rather than trill) on dotted Ä ; m38+: tied Ä 
m63 (P&V): the rh A[=] against lh A>’s, and the E[=] in m65, should remain as written in this highly colored
passage approaching the ö point
similar sonatas: P3:16 F; P5:30 c<
P4:11 B=: similar opening
m86+: P2:2 G
predictions: see P6:19 e (Carl Maria von Weber)
metaphors: a commedia dell’arte narrative.  Almost every phrase ends with a sigh (appoggiatura or feminine
ending) until the final note of each part; part 2 uses offbeat stresses throughout
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k193; Fadini 3:145; Venezia online
see also: Landowska: “...begins with a dance. Light and coquettish at first, it suddenly takes on a passionate
character. Sobs and supplications alternate with the nonchalant accents of the beginning”
Sitwell: “Spanish... Wonderful opening, like a pushing off from shore into the ‘trembling of the lute string’”
Keller p68 ex [rhythms]
Pestelli p217
Sutcliffe p18-25 exs [discusses the andalusian elements found by other authors]
Willis p193-195 exs
Fadini ...lo stile andaluso... in Sala, p163-164 exs; p196

Parma 4:18 F major  And[an]te 3/8
  1 1 "1 ~~~¶. ì=. ì»µ |ÖÖ±¯|Ö ~~~¶. ìµ  F   2v 4 lh imitates

7 "2 Å_¶¶± Ö±¯| ± Ä  3v F/C (2\m units) 15 c
, 26 "3 g  30 % c   34 % f
, 38 "4 E@/B@ 2v rises in steps 42 f/C  46 g/D>c/G  51 ± à |
, 52 $1 à tre ±_|¶¶± ¶¶± Ä  C  3v: rh 3rds; alto v trem[olo]; weakbeats, ties; lh 8ves   62: 56\61  %

68 $2  78 :Ú:
  2 79 "2 developed into 4\m units a 4v 87 d  n91 6\m unit

97 "3  101 % g  105 extended B@  118>F
121 $1
137 $2  147 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 2:23; Parma 4:18; Zaragoza 2:42
dates: about 1745-50; 1752
companions: •V2:23. 24; Z2:42, 43 = P4:18, 19
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; overlapping hands, requiring two manuals if notes are held for their full
value, for example at m43 or m72-75; left hand is frequently in the upper ledger
difficulty: moderate, level 4
themes: 123456:2356: two groups; omits themes in part 2, rest in same order.  Themes are built from short
phrases which are given continuity by overlapping voices.  The â1 theme starts a 2-measure phrase (shown on
map) 3 times before completing a full 4-measure statement on the fourth try, then repeats the third and fourth
statements. At the ö point m91 the length of the á2 phrase is expanded to six measures
keys: 11525171255:36241:  part 2 begins in the relative minor



ornaments, accidentals: m27+ tr (inner voice Ä ); m52-64 tre\trem (on the lower note of a C-E third ± tied over
the following measure-line); m123 tr on F (with A), m127 tre on F (on A in Venezia), m133 tre on A. For the
tremolo, Nicolò Pasquali’s repeated note with finger-change (see P3:29 D); the speed should be at least ¶¶±�s (but
ççç± ’s probably better) f232 on C in the m52+ passage, f454 on A at m133, would work here; the tremoli can be
extended over measure-lines. The passages marked just tr would be upper, principal; inner-voice trills beginning
on the upper note are usually more dissonant and therefore preferable in highly expressive passages
m76 omits the > expected on B1; treat the B= as a “felix culpa”--if it is a mistake, take advantage of the extra
expressiveness it provides (Fadini apparently agrees since she doesn’t add a > or provide an endnote here)  And
compare many other examples of leading-tone denial near ends of parts, starting with E16 B=
m99-100: >on E’s (lh & rh) even though no E=’s to cancel and the key here is d minor (the E>’s in m103-120,
rh only, follow E=’s, usually in the same measures, sometimes the upper auxiliaries of trills)
similar sonatas: P6:11 F, P6:23 C (similar openings and lyricism; see also Pestelli below)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k194; Fadini 3:146; Venezia online
see also:  Kirkpatrick p392 [exs m52+, 123+; says this is conclusive evidence that tremolo=trill; however
according to the Parma differences noted above, the m123+ passage varies the ornament each time]; p389 [ex
m61: prefix to trill written out in small notes]
Pestelli p252 “iniziano con villanella” [prototype for this group]

Parma 4:19 F major  Vivo ¢
  1 1 "1 °  Å± Ö± | ± ± ± ± | ± ± ÖÖÖ±  F   2v 4 lh imitates

7½ "2 ± | ÖÖÖ± ± 14>C  19>d  22 e  24 a
28 $1 C  rh ± scale, lh broken 2nds ú
33 $2 3,then 2, v 36  h close & overlap
44 $3 ± ± ~~~° : leaps to ~~~ , both h (3rd apart) 54 coda w/A@\A$ 1/2 step 56 8ve lower 58 :Ú:

  2 59 "1 variant F/C  61>d
(62\)63 "2  67 g

n 72 $2 developed; lh offbeat B@  75>g  76 part inverted; h switch 79 c   81 d
84 $1variant: lh falling broken 3rds; rh 3rds offbeat F
94 $2 varied:  h further apart; B@\1

103 $3 varied: leaps & ~~~  rh only 111 coda (D@\D$) 113 8ve higher 115 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 2:24; Parma 4:19; Zaragoza 2:43
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •V2:23. 24; Za2:42, 43 = P4:18, 19
instruments: cembalo with range Ad; two manuals?  see themes below
difficulty: moderate, level 4
themes: 12345:124345: two groups; themes as first stated are aphoristic in character, but in a country rather than
a courtly way.  Long-short ö, m76,  occurs at the start of a development of the â2 theme out of order and a
change to the subdominant; the rh figure now overlaps the lh, which has moved its slow, staccato, downward,
scale from on the beat to off, so closely that both hands occupy the same keys.  The descent is interrupted at
m76 by an inversion and unfolding of the figures switched between lh & rh: these move back upward, then the
scale starts downward again from an even higher level than before, the offbeat stresses now thirds in the rh
keys: 1567+35:16242561:
graphics, accidentals: a wavy line before the brace in the first lh ledger perhaps just indicates that the lh is silent
for a few measures (the scribe’s way of saying no notes have been omitted)  Substantial portions of the sonata
have both hands playing in the upper ledger
m22: both Parma and Venezia have B[=] (Fadini’s endnote is inaccurate)
The repeat of >’s on non-adjacent B’s even when under a single beam is clear at m28, 30, 34 etc throughout
similar sonatas: the figure at m36+ in which the hands overlap is similar to one in V49:20 C at m75+
metaphors: children’s games: nursery rhymes and chants at m7-24, running and chasing m28-32 (the younger



children trying to keep up with the older ones at m84-93), blind man’s buff whirling movements m33-43, and
leap-frogging m44-53; compare Goya’s La gallina ciega (1789) for a visual counterpart
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k195; Fadini 3:147; Venezia online

Parma 4:20 e minor  All[egr]o 3/4
  1 1 "1 à ÖÖ± ¶¶¶± | ± Ä ± | á ¶¶± ¶   e  2v cp  2 lh imitates m1  5 lh imitates m3\4  10>G

12 "2 rh&lh alternate rising & falling broken chords; rh ties 14 >D  16 >b
17 "3
25 "1 as at m3  28 ±. :Ú Ä ¶¶¶± ¯ return to missing downbeat in m1 Ú: [2:  elide all of 28]

  2 29 "1 developed (part inverted) e/B  n34 a/E
38 "2  40>e
43 "3
52 "1 as at m3 lh: full chords 55 ± £ £ :Ú:

source collections: Lisboa 32; Zaragoza 2:30; Venezia 2:27; Parma 4:20
m31-35: Li, like P,  lacks the dotted ° ’s found in V at m32, 34 & 35.  Since there are good reasons to believe
that V2 is after Li but before P4 (see Card games file) this may be another case where two different originals
coexisted.  Other examples: P3:19 e, P3:27 A, P2:14 A (the last example is mentioned by Sheveloff p247-8)
dates: about 1725-30; 1751.  Chambure p83: “...Le style rigoureux de cette pièce l’apparente aux sonates
[Venezia 1742: 34, 35, 36], son plan tonal est peu développé, ses cadences très sonores” Although it has a
similar key structure to P4:21 e and is paired with it in three of the sources, I think it belongs to an earlier period
companions: •P4:20,21
•Li 31,32; Za 2:29,30 = P4:21,20
instruments: cembalo with range Bc
difficulty: moderate, level 4; continuous Å
themes: 1231:1231: one group with variants, first theme returns; part 2 in same order
keys: 1375:141:
links: the last half of m28 in Parma and Lisboa follows a :|| repeat sign and is slurred, indicating second-time
elision; the falling scale leads to no downbeat in m1 and should be left hanging as if this were intentional.  For
the second ending and link to part 2 the entire measure up to the ||: should be omitted; m29’s B1 replaces the B1

and B2 with A<2 appoggiatura of m28.  Venezia’s m28 differs in that there is a ß over the first half and no slur
over the second half, but the position of :|| after the first half and ||: at the end is the same as in Parma & Lisboa. 
Note also that second half of m28 is echoed exactly in m2 (left hand)
similar sonatas: M5:22 e, P4:9 b, P4:21 e
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k198; Fadini 3:150 (collates P & V); Lisboa facsimile; Venezia online
A measure “29” duplicating m281 is in Fadini’s edition only, not in Parma, Venezia or Lisboa; the measure
numbers in part 2 on the map and in these notes have been corrected; see links above
see also: Dale p117: “perpetuo sonatas...  possess the accepted characteristics of that form— swiftness and
irresistible continuity... [P4:20] is particularly representative of the group. It abounds in interesting passages and
contains a figure incorporating the broken chord of the minor ninth [m15+], which is noteworthy for its musical
as well as its pianistic effect...” [she lists sonatas of the perpetuo type on p122; see also Sheveloff p534]

Parma 4:21 e minor Vivo nõ[n] molto 3/8
  1 1 "1 ~~~±. |~~~±. |~~~±. | ±. | á ¶¶¶¶± | ¶   e  2v 10 % varied 12>G

19 "2 e  3v, lowest: £ ± (2nd beat stress) 36 ±.ß B\1

\ 37 $ trem.lo Ö.»µ_|¶¶Ö.» | Ö.»µ_|¶± ±¯ G  scale ü; as if 3/4; 2v, lh imitates 1 beat later  43>D
46 "2 60 b  68 ±.ß

\ 69 (1 á ¶¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶Ö± | lh falling ostinato 3rds &c
84 (2 unfolded broken 8ves 89 falling broken 3rds  91: 84\90 % & extended 98  ¨12345  102 :Ú:

  2 n 103 (1 e/B 107 G  111 a  119 $ rhythm echoed (as if 3/4; falling broken 6ths) >G



122 "2 4v, lowest: ÖÖ± 127 a  130 e  $ as at 119 varied 132 falling broken 3rds as at 89; lh 8ves
135 $ restated as at 37

145 (2 152 % & extended 163 :Ú:  Fin.
source collections: Lisboa 31 --; Zaragoza 2:29 ; Parma 4:21; Münster 3a:24 Vivo non molto
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •P4:20-21
•Li 31-32 & Za 2:29-30 = P4:21, 20
instruments: cembalo with range Bd
difficulty: difficult, level 6.  Staggered voices (left hand dotted rhythm lags behind right hand) m37+ &135+;
offbeat left hand hemiola m119-122; right-hand finger stretches in m69+ & 103+ (f3 to 4), involving 9ths and
10ths, f1 to 5, at m84+ & 152+; see also ornaments below
themes: 123245:4235: three groups; first theme omitted in part 2; order of rest mixed; m119-121 implicit
change to 3/4; ö at double bar and start of part 2
keys: 131375:134341:  the tonic pitch is avoided on downbeats until m9
ornaments: m37 “tremlo” (M: “trem:”) presumably applies to the first dotted Ä  only (Lisboa has tr, this measure
only); the Pasquali tremolato (see P3:29 D) makes sense here; it could also apply to some or all of the longer
(right-hand) notes in m37-45.  Li has ç± GF< in the lh at the end of m42, instead of  » F< in P and M.
similar sonatas: P4:20 e, P5:18 e, P9:4 D, P9:9 D
The theme at m69+ is similar to one in P3:27 A at m44+
P11:15 e has broken chords played on accidentals only, as in m65-66 of this sonata
influences: Vicente Rodriguez, Tocata 1 in d minor, 1744, has a similar opening and figurations (as well as
extensive hand-crossing borrowed from E27 b); see Rodriguez in the Contemporaries file
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k203; Lisboa facsimile
see also: Dale p117
Sitwell: “...Spanish... A ‘question and answer’ start...”

Parma 4:22 f minor  (3@) All[egr]o  ¢
  1 1 " °¯± Ö± | ± ± ± ±  f  2v 3 lh imitates  9\12 tre[molo] on offbeat ±�s

19 3/8 Allo $1 Å ¯ÖÖ± | ± Ä  25>c
30 $2 rh ties, lh 8ves  32 B\1

57 6/8 $$$ Allegrissimo ( C  4v 61 rh pastoral rhythm; lh rising broken 3rds 65 h switch
n77 broken chords ú, lh octaves 90 coda; C pedals  92 :Ú: [2: can elide]

  2 93 @@@ ( developed f/C  lh falls by steps 103 c   D5 107 g  n110 >c  rh ±.  scale úF#\G
114 3/8 $1 118>f  133 Å  scale D@ 5 ú; lh 8ves avoid B@\1

138 $2 (rh varied)
165 6/8 [@]$$  ( varied F  187 lh offbeat stresses  201 new coda Å  scale¯ ú 203 Ú

source collections: Parma 4:22; Zaragoza 2:49
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •Za2: 49, 50 = P4:22, 23
•P4:22 f-F, 23 f, 24 F
instruments: cembalo with range Bd
difficulty: difficult, level 7 (Rousset: moyennement difficile; Maxwell: advanced); rapid conjunct & disjunct
octaves; offbeat rhythms at ends of each part
themes: 12340:42340: three groups; omits first theme in part 2.  Part 2 is 6/8; 3/8; 6/8, without the part 1 tempo
indications.  Organized on an unusually large scale for Scarlatti.  Has sudden changes of mode, meant to startle,
as at the change from c minor to C major, with a new meter and tempo, at m57.  Includes an example of the
rhetorical device of refutatio (see introduction to this file): the group in major at the end of part 1 begins part 2
in minor.  The simple key structure in a very long work, the changes of meter and tempi, and the very different
endings to the two parts, relate this work to rondos and binary rondos such as P 7:16 a and P1:30 d.  The



sections in 6/8 are in pastorale style.  The n values (long-short ratio) for each part considered separately occur
near m57 & 165, which are the beginnings of the sections in 6/8.  However, as in other works where there are
meter changes, such as P14:30 C, n can also be positioned by counting the alla breve 18 measures opening as
each equivalent to four measures of 3/8 (= 72 m), the 95m in 6/8 as two measures each of 3/8 (= 190m) and 89
m of 3/8: this gives a total of 351 measures with n at m217, which translates back to m110 on the map.  The
passage which begins there is an effective slowing of motion without changing the tempo; the hands move down
from g minor (the supertonic) through c minor (the dominant); f minor, the tonic, is delayed four measures after
the return of the 3/8 meter section.
keys: 155:152511:  part 1 begins in tonic minor ends in dominant major; part 2 begins in tonic minor on its
dominant, ends in tonic major; the major key sections at the end of each part are in high contrast to the
predominant minor keys of what precedes
ornaments, graphics: m9-12: tre on isolated ± ’s, some the higher or lower note of thirds, one (m12) on the
middle note of a chord; the Pasquali tremolato is a good choice here (see P4:18 F)
end: no double dots, but margins crowded in Parma at this point
similar sonatas: P2:20 F (leaping octaves)
P13:10 f (opening)
P11:7 e (passage similar to that at m110+)
P15:12 F (offbeat accents in part 2 codas of both sonatas)
edition used: Kirkpatrick 7: k204a
see also: Pestelli p202: [with P4:24, not far from Essercizi in style]

Parma 4:23 f minor  (3@) All[egr]o  3/8
  1 1 "1Å_¶¶±3 Ö±¯|ÖÖ± | f  2v  lh 3rds

9 "2 lh has m1 rhythm in every m (w/o ties) 15>c
, 17 "3 Å_¶¶± Ö± | Å± Ä | falls by steps, f/C  25 Ä ~~~  ü (w/ half\ steps) 29>c/G
, 33 "4 lh Å_¶¶± Ö± |¶¶± ¶¶± ¶¶±  E@  37 h switch c/G
, 41 "5 lh Å_¶¶± Ö± | ÖÖ±  f   rh downbeat rest 49 %  54>c  55  Å_¶¶± Ö± | Ä ±  60   à  ±  full chord 64 :Ú:
  2 65 "3 developed f/C 73  à ~~~Ö.ï± | ççç± ~~~¶.ï± Ä , lh ostinato chords including 7ths
n 81 b@  84 ties, falls by steps every 2m (lyrical sequence) 91>f/C
, 97 "4
, 105 "5 b@  110 f  113:105\111 %+\ 8ve lower b@>f  119 as at 55; offbeat full chords 128 :Ú:
source collections: Parma 4:23; Zaragoza 2:50
dates: about 1735-40; 1752
companions: •Za2: 49, 50 = P4:22, 23
•P4:22 f-F, 23 f, 24 F
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 12345:345:  cellular; one group, variants of a basic cell in m1-2; first two themes missing in part 2 (the
á1 version of the cell has ties across measure lines; á3, with its rising half-steps, is the version developed at
m65+); remaining themes in same order; second part equal in length to first.  The emphatic offbeat chords at the
end of part 1 (m60 & 62) get fainter echoes at the beginning of part 2 (m66 offbeat F & 70 offbeat C), leading to
downbeat rests in the rh m75-83. 
keys: 15157515:1414141: n occurs in m81 at a change to the subdominant and the start of a peroratio in
adfectibus or lyrical sequence leading to the tonic (on its dominant of C at m91, then back to the subdominant
briefly but emphatically at m105 and again at m113, the tonic not fully established until the cadence in f at
m120; a similar procedure ended part 1)  Since the tonic is not fully established with the return of the á4 theme
in m97, Kirkpatrick’s concept of a crux cannot be meaningfully applied to this sonata; the rhetorical term
peroratio in rebus, or return to familiar material, is more appropriate for the last 10 measures
ornaments, accidentals: m74-84: the figure at beginning of measures is sometimes four large ç ’s followed by a



~~~  on a dotted Å , sometimes 3 small Å ’s followed by a ~~~  on a dotted Ä  (which should be a dotted Å  if the small
notes are interpreted as a triplet on the beat)
m86: both rh D’s are “=” even though the stems are joined under the same beam; the lh D= continues into m87 
similar sonatas: P2:2 G; P6:20 E; P2:30 b=
metaphors: andalusian gypsies or flamenco
edition used: Kirkpatrick 7: k204b
see also: Pestelli p217: [associated with E11 c, P2:10 A & P4:17 E=]
Sutcliffe p24: [castanet rhythm]

Parma 4:24 F major Vivo ¢
  1 1 (1/2m) "1 ~~~± Ö± | ± ± ~~~± Ö± | ± ± ~~~± Ö± | ±  F   2v  5½ lh imitates  H10: broken 2nds w/repeated notes

11½ "2  13½ lh imitates 15:  H10 extended; lh ostinato 3rds 17>C  21 as at 11, developed  30 c
33½ "3  rh repeated notes, lh ostinato chords f
41 @@@ 12/8  $1 Ä ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | 44 lh imitates
47 $2 Ä ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ± Ä  C pedals c >f/C  51>b@>A@

, 54 $3 repeated notes mutandi i detti >f>c  57 3v
65½(1 rh offbeat stresses, ties
72 (2 rh leaps; lh ± Ä ±
77 $$@ (3 ((1 variant) rh 3rds, offbeat ties  C   79 rh scales ü 81 h switch 83 (full m; w/ rests) :Ú:

   2 84 $1&2 developed together F>d  92>g>B@
n 96 @@@ ¢  "2 varied b@>E@  102>A@ >b@  106  f  & c alternate

116 12/8 $1&2 together as at 84  f
132 $3
147½ (2 lh ±. chords
152½ $$@ (3 F  154½ scales varied 159 (full m; w/ rests) :Ú: Fin

source collections: Parma 4:24; Zaragoza 2:52; Münster 3a:25
dates: about 1745-50; 1752
companions: •P4:22 f-F, 23 f, 24 F
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 7; difficult rhythms (m126-132 for example); right-hand finger change on repeated
notes with other fingers held; disjunct thirds (m77+); extended passages in rapid triplet scales
themes: 123456789:45245689: three groups; cells; omits themes in part 2 and mixes order; somewhat like a
rondo, with changes of meter and return of themes within part 2.  If  ± in the ¢ sections is equivalent to ±.  in the
¹¾ sections, no adjustment is necessary in calculating the golden ratio; n occurs (within two measures) of the
change of meter, key signature and key at m96.  The first two themes are aphoristic in character; the second
returns in part 2 at the ö point just calculated, in the subdominant minor, b=, but quickly moving to the subtonic
major, E= (the subdominant of B=)
keys: 15515143-155:1624473-41511: This sonata uses 8 pages in the Parma & Münster manuscripts.  The 12/8
section begins in f minor (3=) at m41, switches to C major (1=) at m77, continues in part 2  m84 (in d minor)
for 12 m; m96 switches back to alla breve  (3=, but starting in B flat major) for 20 m.; then back to 12/8 (m116)
for the rest of the sonata (f minor, to F major in middle of m152).  Presumably there is no change of tempo from
the alla breve section to12/8, played as four triplets.  Because the measure line has shifted (in relation to the part
1 material) by the beginning of the last group, the sonata ends in the middle of m159.
graphics, accidentals: there are many slight differences between Parma & Münster; some of them are: m35, 37
&101: M uses Ä  for the small notes, P ±; the identical measures 39 and 40 are present in both sources; in m41 M
has £ à ä for the rests whereas P uses £ à £ à £ à; m54 in M is labeled Mutando i deti (see map for P); m77 key
signature change: M has 3 >’s to cancel the 3 =’ s then adds a = to reinstate the B= (some of the >’s are written
on the wrong spaces) but P just has >’s on E & A; m82 M has ties between the 2nd & 3rd rh chords, P omits
them; m98 has A> in both sources, M has A= in m99 but P omits the =; m105 both have > on all 3 lh A’s (they



are not consecutive); in m109 P adds an unnecessary > on a repeated lh B (M follows the usual Scarlatti practice
of not repeating the accidental when the tone is repeated); m152 has a key signature change in mid-measure
which is identical in both sources: E>A>.  On balance I think the Münster source is closer to the composer’s
practices and idiosyncracies (even the weird placement of >’s in m79), and not copied from Parma
m47+, 119+: nearby but not consecutive accidentals are repeated whether or not under the same beam (P & M)
similar sonatas: P15:42 f; P13:28 F; P1:27 c
P8:15 F has a similar opening theme
P13:7 C is similarly conceived on a large scale and mixes the order of themes in its part 2
P14:20 B= has a passage similar to the one with minor second clashes on the beat at m17 & 19 of this sonata
LW41 d has passages similar to m54-64
metaphors: P4:22-24 are a strong group of companions; the dramatic tension between minor and major keys in
the outer pieces could invite  liturgical metaphors for all three such as those outlined at P2:26 c; but here the
tragedy is more secular, reminding me that Scarlatti also wrote an opera on Hamlet--now lost, and not based on
Shakespeare, but the Gasparini version, Ambleto 1705, survives for possible plot comparison: Boyd p26.  In any
case this is opera seria, not opera buffa
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k205; Münster microfilm
see also: Dale: p117: “might have been composed expressly to serve as the musical accompaniment to puppet
plays... [P11:17 & 15 & P4:24] give the impression of following an entire scenario, complete with several acts,
changes of scene and moments of climax”
Chambure p85: “...n’est pas sans parenté avec [P4:6 A] (notes répétées) ou [P4:14 D] (syncopes)...”

Parma 4:25 E major  And[an]te 3/4
  1 1 cutoff downbeat  "1 £ çÖ±. Å_çÖ±. | Å_çÖ±. Å_çÖ±.  E  2v 23 % 8ve lower
, 4 "2 ± Ö±µ ±_|± Ö±µ 3v rocking ostinato; ties x m\lines  6>B  13 ±ß £ £
\ 14 "3 ("2 variant) b
, (24\)25 "4 e>a  28>B>F#

31 "1 echoed Å °¯Ö±µ¯|Ö±µ¯Ö >B
34  "5 rh downbeat rests  43  :Ú:

  2 44 $ cluster chords both h c#  (w/E#)  48 $$$$@@@@ % e@ (w/G$)  52 % f  (w/A$)
\n 56 $$$$#### "2 C#   58>B  65 B\1 ±ß £ £
\ 66 "4 e  69>a (a&A waver in P&V, just a in M&W)
, 77  "1 echoed as at 31 in lh, rh offbeat 3rds etc. E   80  rh as at 31

84  "5 varied  91 :Ú:  [can elide to link P4: 26]
source collections: Münster 5:19 (Sonata per cimbalo); Lisboa 10 --; Parma 4:25; Venezia 3:10; Zaragoza 2:27;
Wien Q15115:5; Wien G 38 Allegro
V 3:10 omits m16-17 found in the other sources; these measures are partially a repeat of m14-15
dates: about 1750; 1751
companions: •Li 10,11; V3:10,11 = P4:25,26
•M5:18,19 = P4: 26,25
•WG 37,38 = P2:8, 4:25
instruments: cembalo with range Bd; see also Ogeil below
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 123415:62415: one group, variants; part 2 begins with new material, following which, at the ö point
and a change of key to the submediant major C< (tonic major of relative minor), themes from part 1 are
repeated out of order.  This luminous change, following an extraordinary passage in distant minor keys, is
something to hear rather than analyze
keys: 15514525:61-2-651441:
links: isolated downbeat, as also in P4:26; these two sonatas can link by elision of their final measures in either
the Parma, Venezia & Lisboa order or the Münster reverse order



accidentals, graphics: m22:  Lisboa and Parma both have D> in lh, D< in rh; in other cases Parma often adds
<’s missing in Lisboa
Lisboa often lacks ties found in Parma, for example on the B and A< from m34 to m35; the slurs in m36&37
are placed above the middle ÖÖ± in Lisboa and are missing in m84&85
m44-55: 4 measures each of c< minor, e= minor and f minor; each section relates to the next enharmonically:
for example, the c< chords contain the E< which belongs to f<\g=, the mediant of e=; m56-57 are in C< major
with the chords broken but with internal sustained notes; m58: moves to B major; m66: starts in e minor after a
ß & rests in m65
m71-76: F>’s (both hands) are canceled by explicit F<’s (lh); the rh has C>, the lh C[<] in m72, 74, 76 in
Parma, Venezia & Lisboa; Münster has C= (for C>) in the lh part only (Fadini adopts that reading, incorrectly I
think.  Münster book 5’s versions are often earlier than Parma’s: see M5 in Collections)
end: Münster: :ÚÚ: �ß (flourish)  Dacapo=
similar sonatas: P2:15 E; P4:29 A; P6:21 A
P2:8 E (repeated chords opening part 2 dissolve in a trill-like figure)
P5:1 E (ö events)
P14:6 B= (part 2 key structure)
influences: enharmonic change (m56): Rameau Traité de l’harmonie 1722 / Nouveau système... 1726; Nouvelles
suites de pièces de clavecin 1728: L’enharmonique
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k215; Fadini 4:163 (collates P V M WG WQ); Münster microfilm; Lisboa
facsimile
Fadini also collates the later Raccolta copy of WQ...15 which has the most variants, including m69 spread over
two measures (I have not included the WQ Raccolta in this catalogue because it consists of copies of other
known collections, often other parts of WQ in the same order, and dates from the 1780’s; see Choi p76-89 etc)
see also: Dale p120: “bell effects... a solemn, almost eerie tolling”
Sitwell: “Spanish...  Suggestive of an outside guitar with deep notes of almost bloodhound baying”
Kirkpatrick p236 [ex m42-46]; p241; p376 ex m27-9
Chambure p89: “...Dans [P4:25], une série de ponctuations, chargées d’acciaccature [9-note chords containing
minor seconds]... répétées trois fois (Ut - Mi - Fa) illustre bien ces modulations abruptes dont  parle Antonio
Soler dans son «Llave de la modulation»”
Jackson p106-7 ex m33-34: “...Within the general tonal scheme, this acciaccatura chord... underscores a turn to
the dominant...shortly before the close of part one”; p119-121 ex [m44-55]: [acciaccatura chords appear within
a modulatory passage; tonal scheme: 155145:24-5-251411; he interprets the keys at the beginning of pt 2
differently from me: he gives  f<, a=, b=, F<, B; my interpretation (see map above) is based on the lowest notes
of the chords]
Sutcliffe p337-339 (&343) exs [openings & closes; rhythms]
Jacqueline Ogeil in Sala p363-364 ex [m44-55]: “[rhetorical device of gradatio] ...perhaps the piano’s
capabilities more effectively allow the performer to build the sequence dynamically...”; Ogeil (thesis) p82 ex;
p106-7 ex
Nina Key in Morales p345

Parma 4:26 E major  All[egr]o 3/4
  1 1 cutoff downbeat "1 ±  ± | ±. ÖÖ± |  Å±. E  3v lh downbeat rest 11 c#  15 B 18>F#  21 ±  ±  £ |
\ 22 "2 b &e  waver

27 "3 e &f#  waver  33 >b
38 $1 Å_Ö¶± ÖÖÖ± |
46 $2 B  2v, h exchange scales ü&ú

,n^ 54 $3 rh rising broken 8ves; 3rds ú 67 B\1 ±  £ £ :Ú: [2: can elide]
  2 68 "1 developed E/B lh à ±. falls by steps&1/2 steps 73 c#  77 e 79 b  84>a

87>f#  90>B  94 ± £ £ |



\ 95 "2 e & a
98 "3 a & b  106>e
109 $1
117 $2 E

, 121  $3 varied: falling broken 8ves
129 $2  variant (<"1: ÖÖ± | ±. ) 134 % & extended 141 ± £ £ :Ú:  [can elide to link M5:19' P4: 25]

source collections: Lisboa 11; Parma 4:26; Venezia 3:11; Zaragoza 2:22; Münster 5:18 (Sonata per cimbalo);
Wien Q15118:1; Wien G 8
dates: about 1745-50; 1751
companions: •Li 10,11; V3:10,11 = P4:25,26
•M5:18,19 = P4:26, 25
instruments: cembalo with range Bd; piano: see Ogeil in Sala p365.
difficulty: difficult, level 6; conjunct thirds and octaves
themes: 123456:124564: two groups; begins with a three-note motto in thirds which is repeated only once, in
m68 at the start of part 2; this is answered by a figure in the rh shown on the map at m2-3 which underlies much
of the rest of the work.  Short-long ö is at start of last theme (â3) in part 1.  No new themes in part 2 but ends
with a variant of the â2 theme, rather than with the â3 theme which ended part 1, and uses the figure from m2-3
in a more assertive way (leaping upward rather than falling)
keys: 165251255:161542514511:
links: isolated downbeat: can link from P4:25 (in Parma, Venezia and Lisboa) In Münster, M5:18 has V.S. at the
end (volti subito); P4:25 (M5:19) follows and has Da capo at the end, which may mean that P4:26 should be
played through again to its end (without repeats)
ornaments, accidentals, graphics: m46 etc: groups of eight ¶ ’s in the left hand part always have their beams
joined in Lisboa, rather than groups of four as in the right hand part and in Parma; this implies that the right
hand swoops into the bass in groups of four in m93-94 if the graphic symbolism is taken seriously, as I think it
should be: elsewhere the left hand ignores the three-beat structure with its groups of eight, whereas the right
hand always respects it; compare P2:27 f metaphors
m69-89: several examples of varied small-note treatment: Å  or Ä  small notes, single large notes or chords, slurs,
no slurs, slurs which may be ties, no small note: the phrase is otherwise identical in each measure (both hands)
(Lisboa has slurs on all the small notes in m70-86, and all are Ä )  Kirkpatrick p368 calls these inconsistent (ex
m72-77, with differences between Venezia & Parma)  The implication in Lisboa at least is that the bottom large
note and the small note are on the beat; the top large note is delayed 1/8 and stressed; I can’t find an exact 
discussion of this situation in Neumann Performance, but p314-315 discusses Scarlatti and comes close; the
small notes could be pre-beat and the two notes of the chord on the beat.  Typically, Parma’s graphic variations
offer an excuse for varying the solutions: the slurred notes slightly before the beat and faster than their value
with the large notes played together on the beat; non-slurred: on beat with low note of chord and full value
m95-97: ~~~ ’s on C>, implying use of D>, follow D[<]’s in m 95&96; in m97 D< is explicit, m98 D>.  Lisboa
has D> in m96, unlike Parma
m122&126: (Parma & Lisboa) rh A< against lh A[>]
similar sonatas: P2:15 E, P5:29 c<
P2:11 A & P2:13 f: sforzato chords with small notes
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k216; Fadini 4:164 (many variants in Münster & Wien); Lisboa facsimile
see also:  Sitwell: “... most brilliant and exciting... Gloriously beautiful and inimitably Spanish. Grinding
hurdy-gurdy effect and Catherine-wheel ornaments, but whirling, not whirring in effect...”
Kirkpatrick p235 ex m22-27: “we find contractions of two Phrygian cadences, concealed by omissions,
inversion, and superpositions...”; p258: “the Excursion...resembles the development section of the classical
sonata”
Chambure p89: “...c’est un développement presque statique du motif de l’ouverture qui fait osciller l’harmonie,
comme plus tard le fera Schubert dans certaines sonates...”
Sutcliffe p210-213 ex [m68-94][compared to Albero Recercata 5 in c; bass falls in chromatic steps: modeled on



passacaglia or regola dell’ottava]
Willis p113: [binary forms of younger italian composers such as Alberti, Platti and Giustini; in this sonata]
“Scarlatti does nothing to highlight rhetorically the fact that he is discarding material, and in which the whole of
each half forms a more or less unbroken stream of information”

Parma 4:27 a minor And[ant]e 3/4
  1 1 "1 ± ~~~Ö.ï± ~~~Ö.ï±  | Ö â çç± Ö  a 2v 3  lh imitates
, 7 "2 rh weak beats & tied
, 12 "3 e/A 4v; falls by steps: 14>d  16>C
, 20 $1 ("3 variant) 2v but w/full chords; rh x lh, then lh x rh

27 $2 µ 3¶¶±µ Ö¶. ì |Ö  33 % w/ rh 3rds, 7th&9th leaps
39 $3 ("2 variant) 3v  44 :Ú: Vti p.to

  2 45 (1 (derived< $1) C>d  50>a
52 (2 ¶¶¶± ¶¶ççç± Ö_ççç±  56 e

, 59 $1 n62 >d  65 % step lower, varied, w/ tr�s 67>a
68 "2

, 72 $1 varied; D5  79: 72\74 %+\
83 $2  89 % w/ rh 3rds; 10th leaps
95 $3; A\1  100 ±. (° in V) :Ú:

source collections: Parma 4:27; Venezia 3:12 (1753); Zaragoza 2:23
dates: about 1735-40; 1752
companions: •P4:27-30 in a\A: tempi slow, fast, slow, fast
•V3:12-17 in a\A = P4:27-30, P5:3-4; adds two more fast tempi
•Za 2:23-26 = P4:27, 7, 6, 28: tempi slow, fast, moderate, fast
instruments: cembalo with range Ad;  m14 both hands play same note, implying two keyboards.
difficulty: difficult, level 6; switches back and forth between left hand crossing over right and right over left
themes: 123456:7842456: two groups of themes in part 1, but the second group consists largely of variants of
motifs from the first group; most of the first group replaced with new material in part 2: the first group is of
such extraordinary expressive power that it could be borne only as an echo.  As in the whole of P4:1 A, this first
group (m1-19) unfolds a continuous vocal line, belying the charge that Scarlatti did not write melodies
keys: 1543:341541: the entire second group stays in the relative major (C) to the end of part 1; part 2 continues
in that key for only one measure before changing to the subdominant minor (d);  ö m62 is at a change from the
dominant (e) to the subdominant again
accidentals, ornaments: m8: left-hand D[>] immediately follows right-hand D<; similar C’s in m9, m57-8; F’s
in m52-4; these confirm the usual principle, that accidentals apply only to the voice in which they occur
m67 has tr on Å ’s within the ledger lines (top voice); this is a case when the trill should begin on the upper note
and be 4 Ó ’s to flow smoothly. Venezia, compiled a year later in 1753, has ~~~ ’s here, which should begin on the
principal note; a different effect, since in each of the three cases within the same measure it repeats the previous
pitch.  Parma: the tr in m81 and slurred small Å  in m82 (both on Ä  ’s) would be for variety in a frequently
repeated figure; Venezia has ~~~ in m81 and an unslurred small Å  in m82.
similar sonatas: P4:7 A; P5:5 C; P7:30 F
P15:33 g (key structure both parts)
metaphors: spanish.  The opening of part 2 has the stateliness of a sarabande.
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k217; Fadini 4:165; Venezia online
see also: Gerstenberg p77-80 exs: “...Sein Hauptcharakteristikum ist Buntheit und Vielfalt der motivischen
Substanz, d.h., die diesem Form typus zugehörigen Sonaten reinen Motivgruppen, die in höherem oder
geringerem Grade”
Newman Sonata in classic era p269: (Gerstenberg’s divisions of binary designs:) “polymotivic (chains of
motives) & asymmetrical”



Pestelli p220: “contiene nella sua parte centrale uno dei più bei «poemetti spagnoli» di Scarlatti...  [ex m1-4;
compared to theme of J S Bach, Fuga 20 of Wohltemperirte clavier 2 (1742)]”
Boyd p188 ex: “...noteworthy for the jerky rhythms and scalic upbeats of its opening bars, which constitute a
rare but confident gesture towards the French style”
Chambure p89

Parma 4:28 a minor Vivo 6/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ±._± Ä  | ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ± Ä ±.  a  2v 2 lh imitates  6 lh rocking broken chords
, (10\)11 "2 15>d  18: 15\17 % step higher >e

26 "3 rh  H29: rh ÖÖ± ÖÖ± 3rds, lh ± Ä ± Ä  30: 26\29 %
34 "4 3v; ties; lh<"1 at 6: f2xf1 38\39 rh ±.  ú by 3rds  39 B\1 40: H29 42: 38\41 %

49: H29 (coda) 53 :Ú ¯return to missing A1Ú:V
ti p.to

  2 n 54 ± [elide 53; Ú: Ä ÖÖ± ] "1 (m3+)  developed (2v cp) a  57>d  59>a  61: D5

66 "3 varied C  (begins w/ same pitches as 26) 69>a
75 "4 varied 84: H29 extended as a coda 88 :Ú: [can elide or tie to link P4:29]

source collections: Parma 4:28; Venezia 3:13; Zaragoza 2:26; Münster 5:58
dates: about 1725-30; 1752
companions: •P4:27-30 in a\A
•V3:12-17 in a\A = P4:27-30, P5:3-4
•Za2:23-26 = P4:27, 7, 6, 28
•M5:57-58 = P3:20, 4:28
instruments: cembalo with range Bd; m2 left hand C struck on C held by right hand implies use of two manuals.
difficulty: moderate, level 5; continuous Ä ’s divided between hands; leaps; left-hand index over thumb m38-43
themes: 1234:134: one group, variants, cells.   At m38-39 both right and left hands play parallel seventh chords
broken into falling thirds (C A | F< D< in the rh); this is transformed at m78-83 into three voices moving in
opposed directions; the right hand voices form unbroken sixths and fourths, a long-delayed resolution.  ö is at
the double bar and beginning of part 2, which echoes P3:20 a at the same place (rhythm rather than pitches;
P3:20 is paired with this sonata in Münster 5)  keys: 145:14131:
links: the first ending of part 1 is an example of a scale leading nowhere (slur over m53 following a repeat sign;
an A1 can be added to m1 but the effect is better without it and occurs elsewhere, P5:1 E for example)
similar sonatas: P5:24 G rhythms and continuous Ä ’s (moto perpetuo)
P15:41 F opens with a theme in falling thirds, as at m38 in this sonata
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k218; Fadini 4:166
see also:  Pestelli p215
Chambure p89: “...un perpetuum mobile particulièrement volubile”
Rosen Sonata forms 1988 p136: “something like a slow-movement or aria-sonata form and begins part 2 with a
return to [m]3 of the opening;] ...continuing.. by a turn to the subdominant [d minor] and a return to I [a minor]”
Sutcliffe p117-118 ex [m] 79-82: “Phrygian progression”

Parma 4:29 A major And[an]te  ¢
  1 1 cutoff downbeat A1 " £ ± ~~~±. ¶± |± ± ±. ¶± |± Ö± Å_°¯|± çÖ±.çÖ±.çÖ±.| ± A  2v   H5: offbeat full chord

7 $  ÖÖ± ± ± | £ rh downbeat rest  9>b  12>f#   14>b  rh ties  17>c#   20>f#  23 E/B
26 ( ± ± Å_ÖÖ± | ~~~± broken chords lh ú then rh ü; B\1 pedals; H5 30>E 

31 % varied 37 :Ú ± ¯return Ú: [2: elide]
  2 38 " varied A/E
n 44 * b 4v; rises then falls by steps  47 c#   49 d#   51 c#  53  b  55 A/E

56 ( E pedals 60>A  61 % varied as at 31; 66 % again 8ve lower  68 :Ú [can elide to link P4:30]
source collections: Parma 4:29; Venezia 3:14; Zaragoza 2:63; Münster 4:44
dates: about 1750; 1752



companions: •P4:27-30 in a\A
•V3:12-17 in a\A = P4:27-30, P5:3-4
•M4:41-45 = P3:27, 4:1, 2, 29, 5 (see note with P3:27)
instruments: cembalo with range Bd
difficulty: moderate, level 5
themes: 123:143: three groups, cells, second group omitted in part 2.  The opening theme with its wide
non-vocal intervals, moving from A4 down to B2 in 4 measures, is particularly sensuous; when it is repeated in
part 2, the first two measures are changed but it continues in the same pitches as in part 1.  This is followed in
part 2 at the ö point by a new theme which moves up and down by steps, the top voice remaining within a
octave, B4 to B3.
keys: 12623655:1234+3211:
links: the A1 downbeat in m1 can be used as a link from P4:28\V3:13  or P4:2\M4:43; likewise m68 can be
elided to link the A1 downbeat of P4:30\V3:15
ornaments, accidentals: m44-48: see P7:8A for the interpretation of similar slurred small notes before the beat
m49 (in d< minor) uses both D<&D> rather than C*
similar sonatas: P4:25 E
P12:10 B= (lombard slides)
P11:17 A (echo of opening idea of this sonata)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k219; Fadini 4:167
see also: Malipiero p480fn: [Beethoven resemblance] m33-34
Keller p72 ex [m17-8 G>(=F* and G[<] played together]

Parma 4:30 A major All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 cutoff downbeat Ä  | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ±  A  3v rh 3rds  5 lh imitates  6  hemiola, ties x m\lines
, 22 $$$ "2 rh weakbeat, ties lh ÖÖ±: 8ves, 7th, 6th, 5th, 4ths, 3rd, 8ve a/E  25 % d  28 % e  31>a/E
, 36 "3  ("1 developed) 42 lh ostinato chords  49>C

52 "4 ("2 variant) >G>a>b   57>E/B
,n^ 63 ### "5 downbeat rest, rising triplets >E  2v 71 % 78 extension  ¨1345  82 % 86 :Ú:
  2 87 $$$ "2 developed a/E  90 d  93 "1 at m9+ echoed  98 "2&1 combined & developed together

101 >c   111>B@>F  121 C pedal
, 122 "4 >g>a>C >d>E   132 >a/E
, 137 ### "5 A  (varied at 144+) 150 %  162 new extension  ¨12345 172 :Ú
source collections: Parma 4:30; Venezia 3:15
dates: about 1745-50; 1752
companions: •P4:27-30 in a\A
•V3:12-17 in a\A = P4:27-30, P5:3-4
Switches to a minor m22-62 and m87-136 with explicit change of key signature, providing some further
corroboration for treating this group of 4 sonatas (P4:27-30) as movements in the same suite balancing major
and minor keys, or of an even larger one of 15 with all those A major & a minor sonatas brought together which
are linked as companions to one or more of these four in Venezia and Münster (adding P2:14, P3:20, 26 &27, P
4:1, 2 & 5-7, and P5:3-4): at some date a single suite in A may have existed from which Scarlatti made extracts
in different combinations in compiling later collections; the Zaragoza and New Haven manuscripts confirm
some of these companions
instruments: cembalo with range Bd
difficulty: moderate, level 5; the ties in m6-12 set up complex cross-rhythms, first in the rh then in the lh; m9-12
are echoed withim the development of the á2 theme, at m93-98 and later
themes: 12345:2145: one group, variants; short-long ö (m66 mathematically) near start of last theme in part 1
and establishment of dominant; part 2 omits opening measures of first theme and its variant (á3) but does not
introduce any new themes



rhetoric: the themes are highly contrasted but flow into one another without complete breaks between them. The
music moves down by steps every two measures in m111 to 121, a peroratio in adfectibus passage which ends
the probatio or development section and brings back more familiar versions of the last two themes (peroratio in
rebus)
keys: 114513-71255:143-2-6-713-4511:
similar sonatas: P14:11 G
P7:9 A and P15:19 a have similar openings and hemiolas
The broken seventh and ninth chords in parallel falling thirds, m144-146, are also found in P12:12 C
P12:13 C has long chains of flowing triplets as at m63+ in this sonata
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k220; Fadini 4:168
see also: Saramago Memorial do convento p167: “como uma barca florida na corrente...” [meant as a general
description of Scarlatti improvising, but the whole passage is an apt metaphor for this sonata]
Chambure p87: [P4:27-30]

Parma:  Libro 5. 1752. (30) Sonatas.

Parma 5:1 E major  And[an]te ¢
  1 1 "1 £ ± ± ± | ° ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± ± £ ± | ° E  2v 2 lh imitates
, (7\)8 "2 B  lh ostinato chords, downbeat rest 15  B pedals
, 17½ $$$$@@@ "3 e@  3v 25½ $$$#### B/F# enharmonic A@'G#; lh rocking 3rds
, 30½ $1 £ ±  | ±  °  b
, 39 $2 lh offbeat, ties
, 46 $3 chromatic ± scales rh ü lh ú >B  51: 46\50 %  56 coda

:Ú 59 lh: B1 & B\1 ¯ rh: return to missing downbeat in 1] Ú: [2: elide rh; carry lh into 60]
  2 60 ( E/B >c#   64 step higher d#  68 g#  (w/G$ ' F*) 70>e/B  72 added\tone chords
,n (75\)76 "2 E
, 84 $1 developed a  91 E  96 b
, 100 $2 e  104 % 8ve lower & extended
, 111 $3 119 new coda 122 ° £ :Ú: [can elide to link P5:2]
source collections: Parma 5:1;  Zaragoza 2:61“1752”; Wien Q15116:30 “1752”; Wien G 2; Venezia 3:1 (1753);
Münster 4:58; Clementi 8 Un poco andante ¡
dates: 1752
companions: •V3:1, 2; Za2:61, 62 = P5:1, 2
•Clementi 8,9 = P5:1, 15:18
instruments: cembalo with range Bd
difficulty: moderate, level 5; (Rousset: facile; Maxwell: advancing intermediate)  m7: lh needs to change fingers
on same note without depressing it again: 1 51 5 (slow falling broken octaves which need to be held for their
full value); m46-49: slow non-standard scales in opposed directions; m95-98: conjunct sixths
themes: 123456:72456: two groups; replaces most of first group with new material to begin part 2 (see also
Sutcliffe citation below), following which, at the ö point and a change of key from tonic minor to tonic major,
the second theme group is repeated in order but developed and varied
keys: 151-555:167+3114151: (minor 1- is the same as minor7+ but written enharmonically: e= minor in part 1,
d< minor in part 2)
ornaments are carefully notated in the Parma copy.  tr & ~~~  differentiated on dotted Ä ’s with ç  turns. 
Non-slurred small notes are full-value appoggiature.  Slurred small notes can all be played as fast appoggiature
(better before beat however), except the first one in m25 and the first one in m28, which occur above large notes
tied across the measure-lines: perhaps the large note can be struck even while held?  The fact that a slurred
small note B occurs against a B<in m62, as well as C< against C* in m66 confirms that the slurred small notes
can be played before the beat.  Venezia omits many of the slurs on small notes; Münster has none I can see



accidentals: m25: key signature change occurs before the third ± in the left hand and after it in the rh so that the
lh G< is sounded with the rh A=, illustrating the enharmonic change for the player.  m61+ B< & B>, C< & C*;
m65[-66]: C* is explicit (in Parma & Münster; Venezia uses C< with < already in the key signature, another
way of indicating double sharps. Fadini endnote to P5:29 c< m51-2: < on small note with < in signature = *). 
See Pagano 1985 p438 and Prozhoguin 2010 p184:  Soler said he saw the * sign in certain Scarlatti sonatas and
other works but his own use of it may have been improper.  Scarlatti had other methods of indicating double
sharps; in addition to the P5:29 method, see for example Essercizi 25 f<, which uses D>to represent C* in
d<minor.  The * sign appears again in P6:17 B.  This may mean that Soler was indeed the scribe and copied *’s
from the autograph
similar sonatas: P3:3 a; 5:29 c<; P11:15 e
P4:25 E has similar events at its ö
P6:27 D: rocking thirds, m34-38, as at m19-23 of this sonata
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k206; Fadini 4:154 (collates P, V, M, WQ, WG, Cl): numerous variants in W
copies; P, V & M close to one another according to Fadini’s endnotes but she doesn’t distinguish graphical
features or ornaments; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Gerstenberg p99-100.; p109fn; p121 ex 24+
Keller p73 ex
Kirkpatrick p165 “...after a sunny opening he suddenly throws a cloud [!] over the music at m17...”; p215-9: (ex
m110-1), p238 (ex m67-8); p398
Pestelli p222-3
Chambure p85
Sutcliffe p347-357 ex [material from the first 8 measures (first theme & beginning of second theme) is reworked
in the rest of the piece; comparisons from P1:19 & P13:13]
Willis p3-5 ex: “ominous shift in the discourse [at m16]... the purity of the opening never returns after this point
(except of course in the repetition of the first half)”; p186-7: “exoticism... Phrygian material [moved] onto the
tonic”
Landowska: “...no doubt, one of the most beautiful and significant of all. At first glance it appears heterogenous
because Scarlatti introduces a love theme and then interrupts it abruptly with a motive that suggests an energetic
decision...” [she continues with a long program for this sonata which should be read in its entirety; see Citations
for an english translation of her collected writings; perhaps her original notes for her french recording, 1934,
will be republished some day.  It is not important that any program be taken literally, but that it get the player to
think about the events of the sonata in different ways: for example she hears the â3 theme, I think, as footsteps,
decisive in part 1, fading away in part 2.  Last 4 measures:]  “...Does not the ending of Chopin’s Polonaise in E
F1at Minor, Op. 26, No.2 [1835] come to mind?”
Sitwell: “Spanish...  Grand and tragic, with passionate feeling. One of the most beautiful of all the sonatas...”

Parma 5:2 E major  All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 cutoff downbeat "1 à  ¶¶¶± | Ö¶¶¶± | ±._|¶  rh 3rds E  2v
, 10 "2 h alternate broken chords

22 $1 B  ¨123456
27 $2  (< "2: falling broken chords; lh chords: ± à )  31 %  35  $1 echoed
38 $3 Ö ~~~Ö. ï± |Ö  44 % varied, 8ve lower w/ tr  48  ¨12345 :Ú 52¯ (return to E1 in 1) Ú:  (2: elide)

  2 53 "1 developed (part inverted) E/B
, 62 $3 varied E  lh ostinato chords n66 rh broken 2nds w/ repeated notes (as at 48)

73 $2  82 %
91 $3 (w/tr )  97 % varied 104 B\1 105 :Ú:

source collections: Parma 5:2; Zaragoza 2:62; Venezia 3:2
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •V3:1, 2; Z2:61, 62 = P5:1, 2



instruments: cembalo with range Bd
difficulty: difficult, level 7.  The fingering of the opening thirds requires an unusual solution, perhaps 42 32 41
42 | 53, with the 4th finger sliding from the G< to the A. The falling broken chords at m10+ in the right hand
call for passing the index and/or third fingers over the thumb.  Those at m27+ are better phrased if the left hand
plays the last two Å ’s with fingers 32 (reversed hand) and then the chord with f135; this can also be done at
m73+ with the exception of m81-2 (however the fact that the rests are in the lower ledger argues for the right
hand playing all the notes)
themes: 12345:1545: two groups, variants; omits some themes in part 2.  ö occurs at a variant of the last theme
of part 1, appearing out of order; the second group continues as in part 1 but the last theme is varied again
keys: 15:11:
links: unlike its partner P5:1 E, the transition from the first ending of part 1 back to the opening actually lands
on something
ornaments: m38+: ~~~ ; m44+ same passage repeated octave lower with tr (written to the left of the notes, but
there is space above, as for the ~~~ shakes)  If the ~~~  shake is treated as short and sharp (mordente), separating the
following upturn as an upbeat to the next measure, a different phrase results than if a longer, smoother tr (trill),
perhaps starting on the upper note, is used; the second phrasing might be used in the repeats
similar sonatas: P1:16 E; P2:9 E, P5:3 A; P6:22 A
metaphors: commedia dell’arte innamorati (lovers) provided with a happing ending, in contrast to P5:1 E
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k207; Fadini 4:155

Parma 5:3 A major All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 à ±¯|Ä  ± | (middle&lower v: [£] �| � Ö± | ±. | ) A  3v  6 f#  10 D  rh weakbeats & tied

15 "2 >E  2v  h exchange broken 3rds
24 "3 e 3v 36 falling broken 3rds
38 $1 ("2 variant; rh ÖÖ± broken chords) E  2v 42  lh ¶¶¶± | Ä  leaps  48: 42\47 %
54 $2 (w/A# & A$ ) ¶± ±_|¶¶¶¶¶± ¨12345  58 % :Ú ¯64 [return to missing downbeat] Ú: [2: elide]

  2 n^ 65 "3 developed a/E 3 or 4v 73 b/F#  82 B (as at 36, h switched) 88 (development continues) D
92>e  95>f#   102>c#  109 E  rises by steps 114  f#  116>A

126 "3  restated (as at 24) a  138 >A
140 $1
156 $2 162 new extension 166 :Ú:

source collections: Parma 5:3; Venezia 3:16
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •P5:3, 4
•V3:12-17 in a\A = P4:27-30, P5:3-4
instruments: cembalo with range Bd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; wide leaps in left hand (m42+)
themes: 12345:33450: two groups; the first theme uses both hands without imitation, displaces the downbeat
and moves directly to the relative minor in m6; ö is at the double bar and start of part 2, which omits the first
two themes of the first group, develops the third theme in a large number of keys leading to the tonic major,
then restates it in the tonic minor
keys: 164555:122456356111:
rhythms, rhetoric: the sonata begins without a strong downbeat; the right hand has offbeat stresses and notes
tied across measure lines, weakening the later left hand downbeats, which occur only every two measures.  The
first strong downbeats occur in m24 at the start of the third theme, in the dominant minor: this is the most
important theme in the sonata and will become the most affecting one in its long part 2 development
accidentals, ornaments: literal treatment works well: G[<]3 in m14 (followed by G>); D[>]4 in m17, 53 & 159
(with D<’s nearby)
m54 etc: anschlag written in large notes (P12:1 D, m63, has a similar large-note anschlag)



similar sonatas: P5:2 E
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k221; Fadini 4:169

Parma 5:4 A major Vivo 6/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ±. ±. | A  2 or 3v cp; continuous Ä  6>E

11 "2  14>B
18½ "3 rocking ostinato; rh offbeat, tied E & e  waver 25½%
32 "4 E  39 B\1  40 ±. :Ú:

  2 (40) "1 A/E
n 45½ "2 c#  49 b  51>B

54½ "3 A & a  61½% 8ve lower
68 "4 A  76 ±. :Ú:

source collections: Parma 5:4; Venezia 3:17
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •P5:3, 4
•V3:12-17 in a\A = P4:27-30, P5:3-4
instruments: cembalo with range Bc
difficulty: difficult, level 6.  Right hand (m11+) holds notes with thumb while fingers 3 4 5 play falling seconds
with repeated notes: 4 5143 | 5143... (the stretches are too large to use the index finger on the accidentals)
themes: 1234:1234: one group; part 2 in same order.  Continuous motion in Ä ’s; each part is one long sentence. 
The ÖÖ± of m1 & ±. of m3 are combined at the start of part 2 but the material is not otherwise changed enough to
be called developed.  ö at start of second theme in part 2 and change to mediant minor
keys: 152555:1322111: chiaroscuro major-minor contrasts m18+
similar sonatas: P4:2 A has a similar opening
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k222; Fadini 4:170
see also: Gerstenberg p110 ex m18+: “Die SM [Seitenmotivgruppe] Scarlattis bezeugen die Nähe der
neapolitanischen Opernsinfonie.  Hier wie dort is die Melodik „kurzatmig”, werden synkopierte und
chromatische Bildungen bevorzugt”
Kirkpatrick p223 (ex m32-35)
Sitwell: “Spanish in battery and percussion of guitar notes”
Sutcliffe p228-230 ex

Parma 5:5 C major And[ant]e  3/4
  1 1 "1 Ö_ïçç± ± ±~~~  C   2v rh falls, lh rises, to meet 3rd apart 6 %
, 11 "2 3v broken 6ths; 2m phrase % twice, each step lower >G
, 17 "3 g  rh 8ves then scale ú (20 scale in 3rds) 21 % rh 5th lower c
, 25 $1 à á ç± Ö.  9th chords w/added\tones (c>d>g)

29 $2 G  tremulo broken chord ü
33 $3 rh ostinato ¶¶¶± lh Ä  à  :Ú 37 [end1¯]||38 [end2¯] Ú:

  2 39 $1 developed f  added\tone 6th chords  43  lh trem >g>d/A
,n 49 "1 developed, lh falls by steps  54 g  57 ± ± £
\ 58 "1 restated c  61 new extension, broken 2nds; lh ú by steps each m
, 65 $1 restated (f>g>c)

69 $2 C  73 $3  77 :Ú:
source collections: Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 13:20; Venezia 1749:35 Cantabile; Parma 5:5; Wien Q15116:31
“1752”; Wien G 36  “1752”; Zaragoza 2:2; Münster 4:54 (CF, P, W, & M all Andante; Za tempo not known)
dates: about 1735-40; 1746
companions: •V49: 35-36, CF 13: 20-21; M 4: 54-55; WQ 16:31-32; Za2:2,3 = P5:5-6
•Wien G 35-36 = P3:14 c, P5:5 C



instruments: cembalo with range Cd. Overlapping hands in m21&23 imply double keyboard.
difficulty: difficult, level 6; m20 etc: scales in thirds
keys: 1551255:452514511:
themes: 123456:411456: two groups.  The first group (á on the map) has a five-measure theme repeated once,
then a two-measure theme repeated twice at varied pitches, then a two-measure theme repeated once but varied,
all four measures then repeated at a lower pitch.  The second group (â) first theme has two measures repeated
once, a second theme of two measures repeated once, and a final theme of two measures, repeated an octave
lower, with a final fifth measure linking back to the opening.  Part 2 has a full development of the first theme in
each group, in reverse order: the second group first theme (â1, rh part elaborately ornamented) begins in the
subdominant minor (f), then moves through the dominant to the supertonic minor (d).  The golden ratio n
occurs at the start of the development of the first group first theme (á1), still in the supertonic minor on its
dominant A; after five measures it moves to the dominant minor (g) with an ornamented extension. This is
followed by a restatement of the first group first theme in the tonic minor, first three measures only, with its
concluding measures and second and third themes replaced by an abbreviated bridge-like passage.  The second
group then gets a completed restatement, moving from minor to major as in part 1; the closing theme again has
five measures.  In spite of the foregoing mechanical-seeming measure by measure construction, the piece has a
completely unified feeling, each measure flowing smoothly from the preceding one, helped by the continuous
steady ± left-hand pulse.  Among many expressive passages the á2 theme, m11-16, is special
ornaments: m29 etc: tremulo: rapid repeated notes with finger changes, Pasquali tremolato; see P3:29 D. 
m29&31 (beneath 4 Ä ’s, but no slur; wavy line beneath the word), m69&71 (with slurs above the word and/or
the first 4 Ä ’s of each measure): applies to all four Ä ’s?  and also the last two Ä ’s  not included under the slur? 
m43:  the trem (in Parma) may refer to the Ä ’s (written in the treble clef but played by the left hand) rather than
to the G4 above them. Venezia has Tremulo., in large letters above the first half of m43, only in this measure,
nowhere else in the sonata. In both Parma and Venezia the G4 is held through to the start of m45.  The ~~~  on A at
the end of m28 can use either the current value of the auxiliary B=or B> in anticipation of m29  (m68 similar)
m39-48: Venezia 1749 has a large sign somewhat like “H.” in m39&40 (see discussion at P1:29 c m58) but uses
tr elsewhere; either short or long could be intended if this is just a trill or mordent sign added by a different
scribe. The ~~~ ’s (Parma) starting in m39 can be either short, breaking up the phrases, or long, creating one
continuous ornamental phrase through m48, starting in f minor and moving through g minor to d minor on A
m57: Venezia has tr Ö.ï± Æ ± £ in the rh; Parma has ±. ¶± ± with no ornament
similar sonatas: P3:15 F; P10:27 C
P8:28 C (alternating 135,146 broken chords)
influences, predictions: the start of part 2, m39-46, resembles J S Bach, Prelude 8 in e= minor, Wohltemperirte
clavier 1, 1722.  The rh broken fourths & thirds with lh staccato Ä ’s at m33+ &73+ resemble the last page of
Schubert’s Sonata in G major opus 78 (1826)
metaphors: burial (P5:5&6 continue the easter sequence in V49: see P2:26 c; long sections of both 5 & 6 are in
minor keys)  Other metaphors: water, fountains (compare Kirkpatrick p89: Aranjuez; Chambure p65)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 5: k132; Fadini 2:91 (collates V P M CF WG); Venezia facsimile; Venezia online. 
Choi p146-152 discusses several WQ variants and gives examples
see also: Keller p71 ex: [same comparison to Schumann Vogel als Prophet as Pestelli below]
Pestelli p221: “[ex m25-27] ...un annuncio, nemmeno troppo remoto [of Schumann’s Vogel als prophet from
Waldscenen 1849]”
Sitwell: “Siciliennes ...Spanish...  Opens in the guitar language”
Kirkpatrick p89 [mentioned in metaphors above]; p255; p266; p294
Jackson p107 ex m25-26 [acciaccatura versus resolved appoggiatura]
Halton p34-35 [P4:1 A and LW 44 G]; ex p36-7 [ m39-77]
Sutcliffe, Temporality... in Sala p377-389 exs; p381-382 exs: [P2:21 A= & P 11:24 B= have similar openings]

Parma 5:6 C major All[egr]o  3/8
  1 1 "1 ±. | ±. | ± Ä  | ÖÖ± | ±.  ̄| ±.¯| Ö  C  4v, inner v tr both h  9 % 5th higher >G m13: in P only



17 "2 c/G G2 pedal held 12m 30>B@
36 $1 à Ö± |Å _ÖÖ± lh 8ves  42>g  44: 36\43 % both h 8ve higher 48 D5

51 $2 rh downbeat rest & ties G/D D3 pedal (C$ & C#)
n^ 59 G  8ves both h 65 ¨12345 68 coda 71 :Ú:
  2 72 "1 E@ 80 d

84 $1 developed F >d   91 rh 3rds lh, 8ves  95>a/E
 98 "2 varied/developed 102 % step lower G  106>C M: 106 c ; 111 C
117 $1 E@  123>c  125: 117\124 % rh 8ve lower
132 $2 varied C  (G2 pedal: 133\138 held, 141\145 %) 148 coda varied; rh 3rds 154 :Ú: Fin.

source collections: Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 13:21; Venezia 1749:36; Parma 5:6; Zaragoza 2:3; Wien Q15116:32
“1752”; NewYork 1:54 --; Münster 4:55 (has m106-110  in c minor, unlike the other sources)
dates: about 1735-40; 1746
companions: •CF 13: 20-21; V49: 35-36; M 4: 54-55; WQ 16:31-32; Za2:2, 3 = P5:5-6
•NY 1:53, 54 = V49:20, P5:6
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; m127&128 avoid notes below C1 in all Fadini’s sources
difficulty: difficult, level 7;  m1 etc trills (tr) in thirds divided between hands (tr usually within ledgers, ~~~ above
them); 4 voices, but 2 or 3 of the voices usually parallel; disjunct and conjunct octaves
themes: 1234:13234: two groups
keys: 1517555:3-2426513-111: part 1 ends in dominant major (established at short-long ö point); part 2 begins
in lowered mediant (mediant major of tonic minor); when the ö theme is restated in part 2, the left hand no
longer plays octaves but includes a dominant pedal.  Themes alternate between minor and major modes; for
example a variant of the á2 theme is in a minor at m98 but in G major when repeated a step lower at m102
ornaments, graphics, accidentals: the trills with notes held above (as at the opening of the sonata) are more
harmonious if played beginning on the principal note (as four ç ’s).  The shake (~~~ ) followed by a turn becomes
¶¶¶ç± or a smoother quintuplet
m51 etc: pedals in internal voices are sometimes tied from measure to measure, sometimes not
m106-109: Münster has E=3 throughout these measures, with E>3 in m110
similar sonatas: P3:20 a has a similar treatment of octaves
m30-35 are like P2:22 A= m10+
the passage at m36-50 which moves from B= major to g minor is like P5:12 g and other “savage” g minor
influences: Clementi: see Leon Plantinga, “Clementi, virtuosity and the ‘german manner’ ” in Journal of the
American Musicological Society, 1972, vol.25: p313 ex m58-70; opposed octaves
metaphors: resurrection (following P5:5) a rather uncertain jubilation on the part of the disciples, finding the
grave open and the body gone; compare P2:20 F for a possible symbolism of the part 1 ending (leaps in parallel
octaves)
editions used:  Kirkpatrick 5: k133; Fadini 2:92 (her measure numbers are -1 those on the map above because
she includes Parma’s m13 only in an endnote; collates V P M CF; V & CF usually close to each other, likewise
P & M; M has the most differences from the other sources. Fadini adopts most of V’s readings over those in M
& P); Münster microfilm; Venezia facsimile; Venezia online
see also:  Kirkpatrick p255
Pestelli p214: [with P2:17 D] “...alcuni sviluppi all’interno di esse, e, in genere, tutto il kosmos espresso dalle
tonalità minori, sono mossi da una inquietudine che non è facile far rientrare nella coscienza settecentesca....
[until the Sturm und drang period]”
Sitwell: “Unagressively Spanish...”

Parma 5:7 D major All[egr]o ¢
  1 1 "1 ± ± ± ± | ±~~~ Ö± ÖÖÖ± | °  D  2v  3 lh imitates H8: ÖÖÖ± ± ± | ± (closing figure; 3v)

9 "2 rh broken chord ú (<"1 m2) lands on added\tone 6th chord &c
13 lh broken chord, rh offbeat stresses 15 A H19 (turn&scale figure) 20: as at 9 23: H8



24 $ ±_ÖÖÖ± | Ö±  a  3v; offbeat stresses, ties  26 lh falls by steps, middle v offbeat
31 "2 (as at 9) A 36: H8 37: as at 13 40: H19 41: 37\40 %

44 coda (derived<H8) :Ú ¯49 [return to missing D2 in m1; 2. elide] Ú:
  2 50 "2 developed D/A lh ¬ full chords ú in steps  53>G  60>e
n 69 $ developed 71>G  73>a  77>d  79>F +\

84 "2 D  89: H9 varied 97: H19 varied 110 :Ú:
source collections: Parma 5:7; Venezia 3:18; Münster 2a:15
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •V3:18-19, M2a:15-16 = P5:7-8
instruments: cembalo with range Bd
difficulty: difficult, level 7; fingering of broken chords, especially the ones landing on full added-tone 6th & 7th
chords (m9-10 & 32-33: rh 53 2132 | 1234)  The passage at m13+ should be divided into short units in the rh
across measure lines: ± | ± ° etc, overlapping the lh broken chords.  At m55 this becomes ° ± | ± (fingers 534, so
that the fingers change on the note at the end this unit which is repeated at the start of the next one); these units
no longer overlap the lh broken chords
themes: 1232:232: cellular; two groups; themes return within each part; first theme omitted in part 2.  Most of
the material in the sonata is derived from the first two measures
keys: 1555:1424513-1: ö occurs at the start of the development of the second group, and alternates minor with
major, changing key every few measures, unlike part 1 where this group was all in the dominant minor (a)
accidentals, graphics: m79: Münster has an offbeat B=3 ° which is implied by the stepwise movement but is
missing in both Parma and Venezia; therefore the version in M must come from the composer or another source,
not P or V
similar sonatas: P6:13 D
P13:30 D: fanfare opening, in that sonata associated with Fernando 6 (New York ms source)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k223; Fadini 4:171.
see also:  Kirkpatrick p197; p210-1 (ex m51-5)
Chambure p91
Boyd p220: “Brahms... setting of Goethe’s humorous Unüberwindlich... Hab ich tausendmal geschworen...”
[Opus 72 n° 5, 1876; quotes the opening of this sonata (m1-4; Brahms labels the 11 notes in m1-2 on the map
above “D. Scarlatti”, transposes them to A major, shifts the measure lines, adds staccato and legato markings
and doubles them at the octave).  The text of the song, Invincible, states that though he has a thousand times
sworn against her falsehood, Samson continues to be seduced by Dalilah’s charms.  Perhaps Brahms felt the
obsessive repetitions in Scarlatti’s sonata were relevant to this text; certainly the aphoristic character of the first
theme appealed to him as appropriate to the text]

Parma 5:8 D major  Vivo 3/8
  1 1 "1 ¶¶¶¶¶± |¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶¶¶± |Å ±~~~  Ä  (m 1\3 fall by 3rds) D  2v 5 lh imitates & extends 15 h 3rd apart

18 $ Ö¶±µ a  4v cp top 2 v: major 2nds on downbeat; rises by steps compare P1:3 F m5+
37 (1 ("1 varied) A  2v 42 h 3rd apart
50 (2 3v broken chords w/ 3rds on beats  60 lh 8ves  64  ¨12345 68 :Ú:

  2 69 * unfolded 6ths a 72  e  75>d  80>C
n 85 (2 developed a/E   91 3rds & 2nds offbeat

96 $ e  101>A
103 (1 D
112 (2 133 A\1 134 :Ú:

source collections: Parma 5:8; Venezia 3:19; Zaragoza 31:54; Münster 2a:16
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •V3:18-19, M2a:15-16 = P5:7-8
instruments: cembalo with range Ad



difficulty: difficult, level 6; m51etc: (staccato) thirds on each beat changed to thirds & seconds offbeat in m91-4
themes: 1234:54234: three groups; replaces first theme by new material in part 2 (with a motto of three repeated
long notes in the left hand); ö follows the new material with the development of the last theme of part 1 out of
order
keys 155:52175251: the opening scales land on the subdominant in m4; the first strong tonic cadence does not
occur until m17 and the music changes immediately--to the dominant minor in the next measure
graphics: m127: Parma is incorrect at the beginning:  ¶ ì. should be ç ». like the rest of the measure and m63
similar sonatas: P3:19 e
metaphors: commedia dell’arte: Pedrolino, less agile than Arlecchino, alternately happy and sad
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k224; Fadini 4:172
see also: Keller p70: [parallel fifths]
Pestelli p215: “...un vero furor contrappuntistico: [ex m17-22]”
Chambure p91: “...séquences polyphoniques...ont déjà été entendues dans [P1:3 F]”
Sutcliffe p232-233; [also makes same comparison to P1:3 F opening as Chambure]

Parma 5:9 C major All[egr]o 3/4
  1 1 "1 Ö¶± Ö¶± Ö¶± | ° C  2 or 3 v 2 lh imitates  H7 ¶¶¶± broken chord ú exchanged by h G
, 10 "2 à ÖÖ±  ~~~Ö.ï± | Ö± Å ±. Ä | Ö  bass rises by1/2 steps  14>c/G  18:  H7 g +\ (w/C#)
, 21 "3 ("2 variant) 4v  29 %  37:  H7>G

40 "4 (another "2 variant)  :Ú ¯48 [return to missing C2 in m1;  2: elide] Ú:
  2 49 "1 in lh; rh ties G>a  54:  H7

,n 56 "2 developed 60>C  66:  H7>G
, 69 "3 c/G 77 %

83 "5 C  (mostly new; 89\91 turns & ~~~ �s <"4 at  43)  92 :Ú:
source collections: Parma 5:9; Venezia 3:20; Zaragoza 32:3; Za31:46
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •V3:20-21 = P5:9-10
•Za 31:44-47 = P5:16, 6:6, 5:9, 6:9
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 1234:12354: one group, variants; part 2 develops themes and adds new material near end; cells: a
falling broken chord in m7-9 serves as a modulating bridge between later sections of the work, for example
before the ö point at which the second theme in part 2 starts, m56. 
keys: 1515*5:561511: The new material at the end creates a feeling of relief after minor key predominance 
ornaments, graphics: m22-25: a high voice is added to create a 4-voice texture briefly and varied rhythmically
somewhat (as if setting new words) when it reappears in m70-73
m57-61:  Kirkpatrick p380: ex m59-61 (from Venezia) “beginnings of trills which repeat the previous note” 
These are ~~~ ’s in both Parma & Venezia, and clearly begin on the principal note (they are approached from a
step above); the slurred small-notes in m57-59 are the same pitch as the previous large note and are probably
tied to it, delaying the next large note to after the beat; the small note in m60, V only, not P, is an unslurred Å , so
it’s an appoggiatura, sounded but also delaying the ~~~.  Most of the rest of the shakes (m10, 12, 41-43, 45-47,
89-91, both P&V) lack small notes, are approached from the same pitch as the principal note and followed by
upturns: a reading like EDEDEDCD for m10 could apply to all of them, but a DEDCD turn would work just as
well--better I think, because it keeps the outline of the phrase without blurring it; over and over again in Scarlatti
a bare phrase is contrasted with a slightly accented version, not transformed beyond recognition; when Scarlatti
wants melismas he writes them out in large notes, as in P3:16 F.   Likewise, the shakes in m24, 72, and 80 could
all be short principal-upper-principal ones, not long upper-note trills connected to the downturns at the end of
the measures: compare the shakes in m20 and 22 which have no up- or down- turns, and clearly cannot be long
trills (the E= in m22 is held by the right hand into the next measure with the little fingers required to play a



five-note phrase above it (even the extended trill with notes above in P3:14 c, though longer, would not be that
difficult).  See Neumann Ornamentation p340: “the alternations [repetitions of the trill notes] ... will often stop
before the end of the note’s value to form a ‘rest point.’  Its insertion and its length are matters of individual
judgment...”; p341: “In very rare cases [in Bach], the suffix [upturn] is separated from the trill by a rest.”  I
would say that cases of short trills stopping before the upturn are common, not rare, in Scarlatti, again based on
my view of the importance of having phrases without ornaments sound similar to phrases with them; the music
is being applied to different (imagined) texts, but the clarity of the underlying phrase, not the scope for the
performer’s whims, remains paramount
m82-83: Venezia has a large slur, which Parma lacks, tying the high A=’s.  The = remains in force across the
measure line because there are no intervening pitches in this voice.  Parma and Venezia both have the smaller
slur above the small note C at the start of m83; Parma’s slur actually crosses the measure line tying it to the C at
the end of m82.  The almost identical m74-75 lacks the slur on the C in both P & V; I think the difference
should be taken seriously and the C at the beginning of m75 treated as an appoggiatura rather than a suspension
m89-91: the shake is approached and followed three different ways
similar sonatas: P4:27 a and P5:5 C are somewhat similar
The á2 theme, at m10, is a cousin of the opening theme of P1:22 G; the á3 theme is reminiscent, especially the
E=-F< chords at m72, of the passage at m45-47 of the same sonata
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k225; Fadini 4:173; Venezia online
see also: Morales p325 fn20: [no longer identified as a bolero by her]

Parma 5:10 c minor (2@) All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 ± Ä ¯|ÖÖ tr µ |~~~ ÖÖ± | à  c  3v cp  9 rh downbeat rests 19 c/G pedals

21  "2 ÖÖ± | Ö tr.µ. ï± | Ö  g  G pedals continue 33 g/D pedals
, 42 $1 ¶¶¶¶¶± |Å ±  lh imitates rh 1m later 46>g

50 $2 h opposed  53 ¨12345  59 coda: rh offbeat  65 :Ú:
  2 66 $$ $1 developed G  70>C
,n 74 "2  developed a  Æ  scales  81 ±.ß   82@@ % step lower g   89 ±.ß   90: 82\84 % step lower f

95 $1 c
103  $2  111 coda varied (rh downbeat rest, ~~~ & upturn<"2 at 22)  117 :Ú:

source collections: Parma 5:10; Venezia 3:21; Zaragoza 31:29
dates: about 1725-30; 1752; the sonata has a strongly portuguese character (see metaphors) and relatively
simple key structure somewhat like that of E22, also in c
companions: •V3:20-21 = P5:9-10
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; contrary motion in the hands at m51+: fingering rh 254315 lh 154232, m104+similar
themes: 12340:32340: two groups; first theme omitted in part 2.  The opening of part 2 is based on the second
theme group, but the use of a major key for the only time in the sonata (8 measures) gives it a new character. 
The part 2 coda has a new right-hand part (see ornaments below): the rhetorical peroratio in rebus, which begins
strongly with the â1 theme at m95 is given a surprise ending, or at least an unexpected one
keys: 11555:516+541: ö at start of second theme in part 2 and change from tonic major to raised submediant a
minor (relative minor of the tonic major)
ornaments: m111-116: the shake & turn moves up and down by octaves and stays in mid-air (the upturns are
followed by rests) not landing until the last measure (metaphor: Sancho Panza tossed in a blanket)
similar sonatas: P8:1 c, P8:2 c
metaphors: saudade (portuguese melancholy, even in the major key section at the beginning of part 2)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k226; Fadini 4:174 (adds an extra measure between 108 & 109, so her total is 118)
see also: Chambure p91: “...la fin de la sonate se termine sur une strette nerveuse” [P5:9 C varies its codas also]



Parma 5:11 b minor All[egr]o 2/4
  1 1 "1 à ÖÖ± | ~~~Ö.ï± Ö± | ±  ± | à ÖÖ± | Å _ Ö¶± Ö± | b  2v cp 3 lh imitates

H6 rh Ö± | Ö± lh ¶¶¶±: 1st 2 repeated notes  8 ¶¶¶± in rh 13 >D  ¶¶¶± exchanged by both h
23 "2  Ö± ¶¶¶¶¶± [3+3] (< H6 rh)  28 h switch
32 "3 Ö± ¶¶±µ  40 >G lh ostinato 7ths, 5ths, &c  42>A  45>f#

, 46 "4 (<"3) Ä |¶¶±µ Ö± 4v  52 %
n^ 57½ "3 varied   62 continuous ¶¶¶¶¶± (2 triplets) rh then lh then rh  70 ± £ :Ú: V.ti p.to

  2 71 3/8 $1 ¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶¶¶±  | ±  (<H6) repeated notes b  2v 73 lh imitates  78 >D/A
83 $2 rh ties every 2m, ¨ alberti ü by steps every 6m  89 e  95 f#  100 b

117 3¶¶± ¶¶¶± 119: 112\117 %
125 $3 4v weakbeat stresses, ties  ¨123456  137 coda 2v rh echoes $1,  ¨12345 143 :Ú:  Fin.

source collections: Parma 5:11; Venezia 3:22; Zaragoza 31:51
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: may have been paired with and followed P4:9 b at one time?  All the sonatas in Parma libri 4&5
have companions in the same tonic key except 4:8 G, 9 b and 5:11 b, 12 g.  Scarlatti may have rejected the
pairings for other reasons such as specific technical features or the degree of difficulty (P4:9 is easier than
P5:11; P4:8 is more difficult than P5:12).  This sonata has two contrasting parts, so is already a pair within itself
instruments: cembalo with range Bd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; much of part 1 and the opening of part 2 use repeated notes in different contexts;
minimal hand-crossing m12: the rh should play both bass notes at the beginning of the measure
themes: 12343:567: one group in each part; part 2 is new but derives from a cell in part 1. The n on the map
above is for the entire sonata; a short-long ratio for part 1 alone occurs at about m28, a long-short ratio for part 2
alone at m125.  The parts have nearly equal numbers of measures, but if the 3 Ä ’s per measure of part 2 are
recalculated to equal those of part 1, part 2 has only 55 m; ö in that case occurs at m76, close enough to the start
of the major key section at m78
keys: 13675:13451:  part 2 begins and ends in the tonic minor as if a complete sonata in itself; see metaphors
below.  Part 1 has 32 of its 70 measures in major keys, part 2 has only 11 of its 73, beginning near the ö point
calculated above by adjusting the measure numbers to make both parts equivalent
similar sonatas (see also citations below): P3:19 e
P6:17 B (opening theme)
P10:24 E (part 2 of both)
influences: somewhat like a french overture, such as J S Bach Ouverture b, Clavierübung 2 (1735) or Variatio
16 from Clavierübung 4 (1742)
metaphors: May 11 is the name day in España of Scarlatti’s second wife Anastasia Ximénez.  The Venezia
version of this sonata is V3:22; March 22 is the name day in Italia of Scarlatti’s first wife Catarina Gentili. 
P5:11 b and P3:22 f are both stand-alone sonatas, without companions in any source.  Since Scarlatti honored
Anastasia with this sonata in 1752 in Parma and Catarina in 1753 in Venezia, the symbolism may mean that the
two women were equal in his affection.  For Anastasia’s 1753 Venezia sonata see P7:3 F.  Other oddities of this
sonata described above in themes and keys might be interpreted as contrasting the characters of the two wives
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k227; Fadini 4:175; Venezia online
see also: Pestelli p161: “[P1:26 b] ...presenta anche notevoli affinità, quali ad esempio il «duetto»”
Chambure p91: [P1:23 C similar]
Willis p163 ex [false endings; three-key expositions: minor tonic can go both to mediant and dominant]
Stewart-MacDonald, The minor mode as archaic signifier... in Sala p426-427 ex [Scarlatti’s use of three-key
expositions compared to Clementi’s]

Parma 5:12 g minor  (@) \\  3/8 [V&LW: Allegro]
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± | Å ÖÖ± |ÖÖ± | ~~~Ö   lh 8ves g  3v  5 rh 6ths
, 12 "2 broken 8ve D5\4\3 16 rh 3rds, D3 pedals, lh leaps x rh D5\2\1  22>c>B@  28>g



32 Ö Å Ö± Å _ÖÖ± >d/A  lh added\tone 7ths
, 38 "3 ("2 varied) d  42 6ths, lh x rh  H 47\48: m1+ Å  scale ú 50 rh x lh 57:  H 47\48 61 :Ú:V.ti presto
  2 62 "2 as at 16 B@
, 70 "1 varied; lh 3rds f
, 75 "3 as at 42  n79 step lower E@  83 A@  rh 3rds  87>B@>c>d>g/D
, 96 "1 (lh part) developed B@  rh&lh 8ves overlap/interlock 111>g

113 "2 12\19 % , same pitches 122:  H 47\48  128 :Ú:
source collections: London-Worgan 8 Allegro; Venezia 1749:11 Allo; Parma 5:12; Zaragoza 32:43; Za 31:24;
Madrid-Ayerbe 30; Münster 4:51 Allo; New Haven 26 Allegro
dates: about 1735-40; 1748
companions: •M 4:50-53 = P5:19, 12 g, P10:15 G, P10:16 g
•NH 25-26 g = P9:20, P5:12
see also P4:8 in G
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; double keyboard: overlapping hands
difficulty: difficult, level 7; m97-102: octaves in the lh overlap those in the rh
themes: 1203:21312: one group, variants, cells; themes mixed in part 2.  The passage at m32+, not repeated
when the á2 theme returns in part 2, is an example of a dog chasing its tail, as in P15:11 F and several other
sonatas.  The most important event in the sonata occurs at m96-112, a peroratio in adfectibus, but more brutal
than lyrical 
keys: 1143155:3762-345131: ö at change from subtonic minor to submediant major (a step apart)
ornaments, accidentals: ornaments are varied in several places, for example m1-2 are repeated as m3-4 but with
a mordent in place of the unslurred small note (shown on the map above)
m32-36: Vemezia lacks slurs on the small notes; Parma adds slurs in m33-35; the notes with slurs are
crushed-note acciaccature, those withou are appoggiature
m90: E> is used explicitly to cancel the first E= even though a different pitch intervenes, so the =’s on the first
D’s in m83 & 85 and on the first A’s in m84 & 86 can be assumed to apply to both D’s and A’s in each measure
similar sonatas: P3:8 g; P5:13 B=
LW41 d has similar right-over-left hand-crossing
influence, metaphors: Rameau, Les sauvages (1728) in g minor (savageness of this sort is a feature of several
Scarlatti sonatas in g minor)
editions used:  Kirkpatrick 4: k108; Fadini 2:67 (collates LM, M4, V, P; lists few differences among these
sources); Venezia facsimile
see also: Kirkpatrick p201: “Drums... explode like cannon shots through the sounds of oboes and horns... the
left hand comes crashing like a bomb down through four octaves [ex m16-19]”; p375 [ex m10 & 48, different
appoggiature in Parma & Venezia; Parma uses Å  small notes, distinguishes slurred and non-slurred]

Parma 5:13 B@ major All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | Å ± Ä | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± |Ö¶±µ | Å ± Ä  lh parallel B@  2v 11 >F
, 13 "2 3v weakbeat stresses, ties 17 f  21 enharmonic change D@'C#  >d  & g  waver

30 "3 2v cp  40 F  & C  waver 46 F  4v
,n^48 51 "4 ¶¶¶± | Ä ± | Ä  2v 5\f broken chords both h, opposed

 60 coda: Å  scale ú,  ¨12345 65 :Ú:V.ti p.to

  2 66 "2 developed f  71>c  74 E@
82 "3 developed g>d>c   91>B@

, 106 "4  116 D5; coda varied  ¨1234567 121 rh 8ve lower 125 :Ú:
source collections: Parma 5:13; Venezia 3:23; Münster 3a:22
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •V3:23, 24 = P5:13, 14
instruments: cembalo with range Cd



difficulty: moderate, level 5; m51+: coordination of fingers: the short-long ö occurs near the start of this section
themes: 12340:2340: one group with variants, coda, omits first theme in part 2, develops others
keys: 15536 525:5246321:
accidentals: m85: Parma has E= in the rh part against E> in the lh part (both are on the same ledger); Münster
and Venezia do have a > on both E’s. The Parma version works well however: the rh part is moving up by half
steps, then whole steps; the lh moves down by half steps then whole steps with E= in the following measure
similar sonatas: P2:22 A=; P14:6 B=; P5:12 g
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k228; Fadini 4:176; Münster microfilm; Venezia online
see also: Roberto Pagano, Piena utilizzazione delle dieci dita, Chigiana 40, 1985, p81-107: p101+: [five fingers
create quintuple units which quarrel with the triple metre; rationale for phrases in use of hand & fingers]
Sutcliffe p296-7: [quotes from and discusses Pagano’s passage] “...digital gratification” [although Sutcliffe
ignores the erotic implication of what he is saying here]

Parma 5:14 B@ major All[egr]o  v[iv]o  2/4
  1 1 "1 Å _¶¶¶± Ö± | ÖÖÖ± | B@  2v 2 lh imitates
, 7 "2 Æ  scales ü rh then lh 12 >g >d/A
, 19 "3 ("1 variant) 4v A pedals 23 %

27 "4 ("2 scales  extended) d  37 broken 4ths ú :Ú 40 [return to missing B@1 in m1 Ú: V.ti p.to

  2 41 [elide 40]  "2 g/D 44 c/G
47 "3

n 55 "4 c
58 "1 developed; ¶¶± triplets f   62>b@

, 66 "3 f  68>b@  70: 66\69 % (f>b@)
74 "4 B@ 82 ¨ varied (walking 3454) 85 :Ú: Fin.

source collections: Parma 5:14; Venezia 3:24 Allo vivo; Zaragoza 35:34; Münster 2a:19 Andante
dates: about 1740-45; 1752
companions: •V3:23, 24 = P5:13, 14
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: moderate, level 5.  The change of tempo in Münster to Andante makes a certain amount of sense and
brings the rapid scales into greater contrast
themes: 1234:234134: one group, variants; mixes order of themes in part 2.  The opening theme is aphoristic in
character (see rhetoric in introduction to this file).  At the n point the closing theme begins as if the sonata were
about to end, but a development of the opening theme interrupts it
keys: 1633:622411: tonic major to submediant minor, part 1 ends in mediant minor (dominant of relative
minor); part 2 begins in relative minor.  The sonata is primarily in minor keys; only the opening and the part 2
closing are in major
accidentals: m19: all four E’s have a > before them (in Parma) even though the stems of the second and third
are joined under a single beam; in m21, the first two B’s have the > but the last implicitly reverts to the = of the
key signature. This leaves some ambiguous situations, such as the third E in m23, which has no accidental so
might be =; Münster and Venezia are less consistent than Parma in providing accidentals
similar sonatas:  P14:5 B=; P3:7 g
metaphors: commedia dell’arte; twins: the hands copy each other throughout, either playing together or one
chasing the other; the change of the second ending to a walking bass is a final joke after all the running scales
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k229; Fadini 4:177.  Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Chambure p93: “l’enchaînement des gammes... à l’image de celui de [P3:7 g]”
Sitwell: “Much grinding of guitar... Very exciting, if sombre, and very Spanish indeed”

Parma 5:15 c minor  (2=) All[egr]o  ¢
  1 1 " £ Ö± ± ± | °. ç±µ. |ç±µ. £ £ c  3v cp top v offbeat stresses, ties  8 >g



, 18  $ 2v ostinato, rises by 4ths every 2m  22 c   24  B@   29 >g  rh offbeat, lh 3rds &4ths ú
,n^ 33½ ( h alternate Å   ü then ú 39 echoes " 41:  35\40 % [48a] :Ú ¯±  [replaces £ in m1] Ú:
  2 48[b; elide 48a] " developed c/G  G pedals  52>c

57  $ 59>F>B@ >A@  66>c
70½ ( 78:  72\77 %  85 :Ú:

source collections: Parma 5:15; Venezia 3:25; Zaragoza 35:8
dates: about 1725-30; 1752
companions: •V3:25, 26 = P5:15 c, 16 C
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: exceptional, level 9 (Rousset: moyennement difficile); difficult batteries
themes: 123:123: three groups; part 2 in same order.  Each part builds in speed and sonority like a concerto
movement; the second theme group especially calls for a dynamic crescendo.  Short-long ratio ö occurs at the
start of the last theme group in part 1; there are no new themes in part 2
keys: 15175:114761:
graphics, ornaments, accidentals: m33+: the rh notes have straight stems with flags, the lh curved stems with a
diagonal slash.  This is a more efficient way of showing the division of the hands than the forest of M’s and D’s
that appear in the printed versions of E24 A and E29 D for example
m39 etc: slurs on small-note Ä (± in m82 according to Parma ms): the small note and the following large note are
played together (acciaccature in the sense of crushed) with the small note released according to its value, the
large note held and stressed
m68: Venezia’s last lh note is B[=], but Parma’s A[>] followed by A= in m69 is a nice effect, balanced by the
rh F< | G in m69-70
similar sonatas: V42:49 c
metaphors: Scarlatti’s marriage to Catarina Gentili took place in Roma on May 15 1728: for sonatas which
might be a more appropriate tribute to that event, see P1:1-2 a and P3:3-4 a; in any case she had died in 1739,
long before this libro was prepared
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k230; Fadini 4:178
see also: Pestelli p160: “la contrapposizione di due organismi come nel concerto è molto evidente in tutto
l’episodio che da [m]33 in poi costituisce la seconda zona delle due parti di sonata; l’attacco invece, ricorda un
massiccio passo di danza”
Dale p120-1: “impressions of country life... the pattering finger-work suggesting snow-flakes flying hither and
thither”
Chambure p93: “... le jeu des notes alternées... à l’image de[E] 29 [D]...”

Parma 5:16 C major All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ.tr ç±  |3¶¶± ¶¶± Ä   C  2v  h together but opposed 5 % 8ve lower

9 "2 rh repeated notes 3v 12>d  H13: lh Å _ ¶¶± Ö±  17: 9\16 % G>e
25 "3 a   29 % G
33 "2 developed; H13 in rh  40  H13 in lh, rh downbeat rests
46 "3 developed c/G  51>d  53 G

n^ 57 "2 as at 33; lh leaps  63 coda ¶ç± ±~~~ (< "1 m3) ¨12345 70 :Ú:
  2 71 $ 3v e 73 rh (top v) imitates 75: 71\74 % d

79 "2 developed E@/B@  rh ostinato 8ves (pedals); lh rocking; rises by steps 86 f/C  92 G/D
96 "3 varied C/G  100>C
101 "2 as at 33 108 as at 40

114 "3 as at 46  f/C  118>g  122 C
125 "2 as at 57, wider lh leaps 131 % 137 coda varied & extended 144\5 hemiola (as if 3/4) 147 :Ú:

source collections: Parma 5:16; Venezia 3:26; Zaragoza 31:44; Münster 3b:70
dates: about 1730-35; 1752



companions: •V3:25, 26 = P5:15 c, 16 C
•Za 31:44-47 = P5:16, 6:6, 5:9, 6:9
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 123232:423232: one group, themes return;  ö occurs at the last return of the second theme in part 1,
shortly after the final dominant is established; first theme replaced in part 2 by a new theme, rest in same order;
cellular: develops motifs or rhythms found in first 4m; rondo with binary repeats.  The repeated notes of the á2
theme receive a full probatio or development in part 2: three B= Ä ’s in the lh are echoed as octaves in the rh,
then continue as full-measure ±.’s: five B=’s, six C’s, four D’s, while the lh plays its down and up figure with
mounting excitement; relief occurs at m96 with the return of the á3 theme, but the lh calms down more slowly
with four repeated G’s as its bass
keys: 125365125:323-4511451:
ornaments: tr is always written to the left of the note (usually within the ledgers); ~~~  above or below the note &
outside the ledgers; there is room for either, so the differentiation must be intentional. The ~~~  can be seen as
rhythmically equivalent to the three Å  large-note triplets, the tr as 4 ç  ’s (typically beginning on the upper
auxiliary, for example in m143, 145-146).  The triplets with a slurred small note (for example m13) are still
triplets, with the small note before the beat; the triplets with the small note unslurred (for example m21) can be
treated as a 4 ç  turn
m63-65: Parma rhythm shown on map; Venezia and Münster have a smooth triplet ¶¶±
m140-147: Parma (only) distinguishes between ~~~ & tr in the extended coda; Venezia has ~~~ throughout this
passage and lacks an ornament (tr in Parma) on the F4 at the beginning of m146  (Fadini uses the Venezia
version); Münster substitutes a small note E4 before D4 in m144 and has no ornaments in m145.  The Parma
version can be realized by playing the tr’s in m145 &146 as ççç± beginning on the upper auxiliary for each and
slowing down slightly.
similar sonatas: P1:10 C (Pestelli group p241)
P5:18 e (repeated notes at m9+)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k231; Fadini 4:179; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also:  Sitwell: “Pastoral or bucolic”
Chambure p93: “..cellule rythmique... [ex = m13 lh]”

Parma 5:17 e minor And[an]te ¢
  1 1 cutoff downbeat E1 ,E2 rh upbeat "1 [±] ± ± ± | ± ± ÖÖÖ± | ±°. ± |¶±°. e  2v cp  H7 broken 2nds ú 8>G

12 "2 lh broken chord ü then rh ú
17 $  h opposed 19: H7 extended 24 as at 17 b  27 B +\(w/G$ ) h parallel 6th apart  31: 27\30 %
35 (1 b  lh offbeat: £ °, rh offbeat stresses: Ä ±., ties
39 (2 ($ at 24 echoed & inverted) :Ú 47 return to 1>e; 2: elide [whole m]Ú:

  2 48 $ developed e  3v  53>b  N54>D  57 lh ostinato 7ths&6ths >a >G   63>a >e 57\64: +
 75 (1 79 (2   86 B\1  87 :Ú:
source collections: Parma 5:17; Venezia 3:27; Zaragoza 31:39
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •V3:27, 28 = P5:17,18
instruments: cembalo with range Bc
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 12345:345: three groups; cellular; built from figures (scales, broken seconds) in the first 7 m; first
theme group omitted in part 2
keys: 1355*5:1574341:  wavers between G> & G<in the B major &  b minor sections, m27-42. Fadini wants to
change the last one to a G<, but the version in the sources is typical of Scarlatti (Sutcliffe p229: rogue notes; see
p272-3 also).  The long-short ö at m54 is at the change to the most distant key, D, the subtonic major, and leads
to a peroratio in adfectibus, a long sequence falling by steps over slow ostinato two-note chords
links: the second ending of part 1 should cease in mid-air, omitting all of m47 (see map) including the B1 and



start m48 with the brief  à  rest, then Ö  B3 as a delayed ending (P10:27 C has a similar first-2nd part link)
graphics, accidentals: °’s written across measure lines 35-6, 37-8 & 75-6 but as tied ±’s 77-8
m42: both hands change from m41: the last lh G in m42 is > not < (of course Fadini would like it <’d)
similar sonatas: P3:5 C has a similar peroratio in adfectibus
P4:9 b has a similar first-part key structure
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k232; Fadini 4:180

Parma 5:18 e minor All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± | Å _Ö¶¶¶± | ± Ä  |Å _ ±_|Ö¶¶¶± | ±  e  2v cp  3 lh imitates 4th lower 5\6  h exchange short scales

7\8 rh offbeat 15  scales<m5\6 extended
27 "2 (<"1) b  lh ostinato chords 33>B/F#

, 38  $1 à  à á  Å  | ÖÖ± b 3v lh ostinato w/ middle v ties  49 % varied w/ rh broken 2nds
59 $2 (<"1 at m7\8) e & b  waver;  hemiola (as if 3/4)
66 $3 b 2v rh as if 2/4: Å  scales in groups of 8, lh stays in 3/8  76 coda: echoes $1 ¨12345 82 :Ú:

  2 83 "1 shortened e/B 84  rh imitates lh 4th higher  86>a   95>C
n 97 "2 developed c>b>a  104>e  101 scales as at 22 extended  116 B\1

, 117 $1 e/B  128 % 8ve higher, varied
135 $2 C  & e waver 138\142 as if 2/4
143 $3 e  150 coda varied 158 :Ú:

source collections: Parma 5:18; Venezia 3:28; Münster 2a:20; Zaragoza 31:50
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •V3:27, 28 = P5:17,18.  Broken seconds are one feature common to both sonatas, and there are
several other points of resemblance, such as the cellular construction discussed under themes
instruments: cembalo with range Bd
difficulty: moderate, level 4; m35-37: broken chord on notes with accidentals only (compare P6:22 A); hemiolas
themes: 12345:12345: two groups;  cellular; built from elements in the first 8 measures (repeated notes, slurred
small note, turn figure, scale, offbeat phrase in both hands m7-8) The three repeated Ä ’s of m1 become octave
±.’s m33-35, then ±._|±.  in m38-41 (see graphics below)  Part 2 is in the same order but themes are developed or
varied; n at a lyrical transformation of the second theme in rapidly changing keys (rhetorical device: peroratio in
adfectibus).  The final section (â3) of each part brings back a clear 3/8 rhythm after frequent hemiolas (see map)
There are thirds on each of the three beats in m157 instead of the more typical offbeat-thirds ending.
keys: 1555155:14665411611:
graphics: isolated Å ’s sometimes written with two flags, sometimes inverted Ä  with a slash: significant? the
slashed ones faster, like before-beat acciaccature to first note in next measure? why inverted?
m38-43: the bass F<’s are tied in Parma and Venezia: m38-39 and m40-41 but not 42-43; at the varied repeat
m49+ only the m49-50 F<’s are tied; in Münster none of the bass notes are tied.  In the part 2 version of this
passage, P & V have ties to the bass B’s in m117-118 & 121-122, none in m128-133; M none (Fadini is
sometimes inaccurate here; but she is wrong in any case to make them all conform to one pattern)
m57: the slur is clearly beneath the small note A in Parma and above it in Münster (no slur in Venezia), so the
larger slur from m135 to 136 in Parma which seems to tie the C<’s should belong with the small note D. 
Venezia and Münster lack the small note in m136; Venezia has the slur in m135 at the end of a brace but lacks it
in m136 at the beginning of the next brace. 
m59-62, 138-142: Parma, Venezia and Münster differ on whether the small notes have slurs or not; this is
probably due to the fact that the previous large notes could be interpreted as tied.  The rhythm is complex here
(the left hand is playing in 2/4) Tying any of the small notes would make it even more so.  A combination of
slurred small notes (acciaccature), and unslurred ones (appoggiature) results in both part 1 & 2 no matter which
source is used
similar sonatas: P4:21 e
P5:16 C (repeated notes at m79+)



metaphors: the sonata contrasts the brain and the heart: the abstractions of the opening and closing themes with
the passions which intervene, especially the all-too-brief peroratio m97-107 beginning at the ö point, its pathos
more effective because understated
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k233; Fadini 4:181; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Pestelli p256-7 “linguaggio di Frescobaldi” [prototype for this group]
Willis p152-156 ex
Boyd p188-9 ex m59-75: “One of the most rhythmically inventive of the sonatas.... includes examples of
syncopation... and hemiola... as well as passages of cross-rhythm almost worthy of Brahms... note also in this
example the five-bar phrases, typical of both composers” [he meant to say Brahms is sometimes almost worthy
of Scarlatti]

Parma 5:19 g minor  And[ant]e 3/4
  1 1 "1 Ö± ÖÖÖ± |±° ± |Ä  ± Ä  ±~~~ | ¶   g  2v 2 lh imitates  5:1\4 % varied 8 ° £
\ 9 "2 (rh Å  broken 2nds) 11 % 13 (lh imitates Å )>d/A  15 % 18 ° £
\ 19 "3 ("1 variant)  20 lh imitates 21 rh offbeat stresses

24 "4 lh ostinato chords, rh offbeat c  26  g  29  a
n^ 30 "3: 19\23 % d/A (31 extra;'30 w/ lh 8ve higher) 36 d  (w/D5)  38 ± £ £ :Ú: [end1; 2: can elide]
  2 39 cutoff downbeat  "3 & "2 developed together d >g  45 >c  51 >g/D  56 ° £
, 57 "3 restated

62 "4 f>c>g >d  
68 "3 (% as at 57\61) g/D  70\73 8ve lower 74 g  coda:  scales & turns ú 78 ± £ £ :Ú:

source collections: Parma 5:19; Venezia 3:29; Zaragoza 31:34; Münster 4:50
dates: about 1725-30; 1752
companions: •V3:29 g, 30 G = P5:19, 20
•Za31:33-36 = P3:1, 5:19, 20, 23
•M 4:50-53 = P5:19, 12 g, P10:15 G, P10:16 g
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 12343:323430: one group, variants; themes return within each part.  The narratio unfolds its ideas
gradually without major contrasts but with increasing tension; the offbeat rhythms in m3, for example, predict
the climactic statement at m24-29.  The first theme is omitted in part 2, but its variant version, á3, had returned
out of order in part 1 at the short-long ö point and becomes the center of attention for the argumentatio.  When
the poignant á4 theme returns at m62, it begins at the most distant key (f) from the home key and a fourth higher
than its part 1 appearance; it also omits the leap of a sixth that occurred at m26-27, as if no longer capable of
proclaiming the same degree of emotion.  After the á3 theme returns a final time, there is a new ending or coda,
m74+, the peroratio in rebus: a resolving of the issues or at least a relaxing of the tensions created earlier
keys: 1541255:5141741511: in minor keys throughout
ornaments, graphics: m18, 56: Parma has ± for the small-note appoggiature, Venezia has Ä , no slurs in either P
or V; m8 and m18 end with £ rests in both hands, but in m46 the right hand has Ä  à against the left hand’s ±,
while in m56 the right-hand note is held for the full measure
m76: F> between F<’s: explicit leading-tone denial near end; see E16B= for other examples
similar sonatas: P13:19 B= & P15:14 C (offbeat rh against ostinato lh as at m24+&62+ of this sonata)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k234; Fadini 4:182; Venezia online
see also: Chambure p93
Sutcliffe p361 ex [m]24-9
Halton p34: “[ex p32-33  m21-38, 59-78]... cantabile style characteristics... [in] two notable passages of sinuous
melodic line and chordal accompaniment.. [m]24-9... [and] 62-7”



Parma 5:20 G major All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 ±. |Å _±.| Å ¯±. | ±. | ±. | ±. | ±. | ± à  (GF# EDCB;DEAG) 2v 9 G  % (w/ Ä ± appoggiature thru 14)
, 17 "2 Å  scale ü H19 unfolded 6ths  21 8ve lower H23 rh offbeat á Å
, 25 "3 D  rh broken 4ths&3rds ú 33 h switch, rh weakbeats, tied
, 41 "4 d  4\8ve broken chord swoop ú 45 %
, 49 "5  H19 extended 53 %
, 57 "2 varied D  scales in lh, rh à ~~~±; H23  61 %
, 65 "5  varied ¨ 5|1|5|1 chords 69 h switch 72  ¨12345  76 ± à :Ú: [end 1; 2: can elide]
  2 77 6/8 $1 ± Ä  trÖ.»µ | trÖ.»µ trÖ.»µ | ± Ä  ostinato; lh chords w/2nds G/D 79 D  81 b  84 d  86  a

87 C   89 >G
n 93½  $2 lh weakbeats (<"2)  97½ varied; lh strong beat; rh echoes "1: Ä  |Å _± Ä ...
, 101 3/8 "3 varied 109 lh leaps
, 117 "5 as at 65  128 ±. :Ú:
source collections: Parma 5:20; Venezia 3:30; Zaragoza 31:35; Münster 3a:5
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •V3:29 g, 30 G = P19, 20
•Za31:33-36 = P3:1, 5:19, 20, 23
•M3a:1-5 G = P9:11, 20, 21; P4:8; P5:20.  These work well as a suite of 5, with contrasting tempi and meters
and with this sonata and its pastorale section an effective conclusion.
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 4.  The 6/8 section is not at a different speed; ±. has the same value before & after
themes: 1234525:6735: one group, variants, cells; part 2 adds new material then echoes some themes from part
1 and omits others.  Short and long offbeat notes are another unifying feature of the sonata (for example m56-58
right hand off beat notes compared to m93-95 left hand ones; m33-40 both hands compared to m109-116)  The
siciliano or pastorale 6/8 section derives from the opening 7ths & 2nds described by Kirkpatrick below, even
though the rhythm is entirely different.  If the 6/8 section is counted as each measure being equivalent to two
measures of 3/8, then n (long-short golden ratio) occurs in m93 (= m110 of 178 total; compare P14:30 C); if
not, it occurs just after the start of part 2 (m79 of 128)
keys:1555:1535241:
ornaments: m1-16: the lh part repeats m1-4 while the rh varies its ornaments: slurred small-notes in m2&3
(before the beat adds greater contrast than fast appoggiature would) , large-note appoggiature in m9-14, shake in
m15, partly disguising the fact that the underlying outline of rh m1-8 is the same as m9-16 and giving it the
close-to-spoken quality of an exordium (see rhetoric in introduction to this file)
m77+:  tr in part 2 is carefully distinguished from ~~~ in part 1 in Parma (although not by Fadini); trills mostly
appear to want to start on the principal note as Ö. = ççç¶±
m93-95: the rh has no ornaments and the lh is offbeat; this is repeated in m97-99 with slurred small notes (to be
played before the strong beats as in m2-3) and the lh on the strong beats
similar sonatas: P7:20 G (similar opening)
influences: see P6:26 B= and P14:30 C (french and italian christmas pastorales)
metaphors: the pastorale section is a true idyll, a summer day in a meadow
editions used: Kirkpatrick 8: k235; Fadini 4:183
see also: Kirkpatrick p378 (ex m1-16) “...writing of the appoggiaturas to form consecutive sevenths and seconds
with the bass...” [I think the slurred small notes in m2&3 are acciaccature however, unlike the large-note
appoggiature in m9-14]
Pestelli p202 “variato stile: pastorali” [prototype for this group]; p203 [with P4:12 B=]: “sono ancora
strettamente legate al mondo degli Esercizi”
Chambure p93: [P4:12 B=]
Sutcliffe p316 [stylistic fingerprint: pattern of unfolded sixths: m49+]



Parma 5:21 f minor  (3@) And[an]te ¡
  1 1 "1 à ÖÖ.» Ö.»-.» | °. f  3v cp  2 lh imitates  5 lh 3rds  6>c

8½"2 lh 6ths continue dotted rhythm 12  rh 2nds fall by  steps
13½"3 6ths both h, dotted rhythm  H18½  ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ± ±  20 ± ± ± C1 £ :Ú:

  2 21 cutoff downbeat "2 developed f/C  3rds both h  23>A@  n26 rh 3rds fall by steps >f/C
30 "3 varied 35: H18½>f  36 dotted rhythm 40 D@ 5  41: H18½ 42 dotted rhythm 43: H18½ 44 :Ú:

source collections: Parma 5:21; Venezia 4:3; Zaragoza 31:42; Münster 4:56
dates: about 1725-30; 1752
companions: •V4:3, 4; M4:56, 57 = P5:21, 22
•Za31:41-43 = P6:12, 5:21, 22
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3
rhythms:  the question is whether any or all of the à ÖÖ. figures should be played  à á Å Ö. as indicated by Kirkpatrick
p398 and others in the see also citations below.  Compare m24, 34, 40 where rh & lh play different values
together  presumably to make chords.  In m34&40 Ö ’s are lined up vertically with  »’s but in m24 the longer
value is staggered to the left. However the rhythms can be played literally just as well, with the » following the Ö 
if they occur in different voices.  The first note of m1 shown on the map, calls for a stress of its own rather than
being just an upbeat to the second note. In m14 and 21 the short value is echoed by the long value, giving
expressive contrast. And the source mss contain many examples of double rests: à á could have been used to
begin m1 and elsewhere if that were the intent; P14.19 C uses a dotted á rest before ç ’s.
themes: 123:23: cellular, one group, omits first theme in part 2.  Although the dotted rhythm of the opening is
repeated throughout the sonata, it is organized into long phrases which alternate between the hands and
sometimes overlap; see also Kirkpatrick p398 below.  A falling scale of ±’s in m12 creates clashes of seconds in
the right hand: compare P7:22 e at m56-59.  The cell marked on the map at m18 introduces a contrasting rhythm
of triplets for the first time: this appears as the last half of m18&19; it appears as the first half of m41, then
extends in m43 for the full measure and an effective close
keys: 15:1311: The n point occurs during the move from the relative major to the final tonic and at the start of
the peroratio in adfectibus (see rhetoric in introduction to this file and metaphors below): a poignant use of
thirds and the dotted rhythm
links: part 1 ends with C123 ± followed by a £ rest; part 2 begins with C2 ± C3 Ö ; the part 1 ending and part 2
beginning are each full measures: an elision to link the two parts is not intended
ornaments: some of the small notes are not slurred, therefore they are full-value appoggiature (m15 for
example); the slurred ones (as at m17) may mean the small note is before the beat this time, or else they’re faster
appoggiature; m35 has the only slurred small note which could be tied to the previous large one, but that would
be awkward in the middle of two triplets: a crushed note is appropriate here
metaphors: easter processional, stations of the cross: stumbling, faltering steps; seconds in part 1 at m12, thirds
in part 2 at m26 (trinity: Christ & Holy Spirit without God, then with); triplets at endings of parts and at return
to f minor in m35
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k238; Fadini 4:186
see also:  Kirkpatrick p167: “...resembles a folksong from the Estremadura.  One can easily imagine it executed
out of doors by wind instruments, by flutes, oboes and oboes da caccia, and bassoons”; p255fn; p256; p276:
“based throughout on a germinal rhythmic pattern”; p294; p398 [Ä ’s following a rest and followed by a dotted Ä 
are treated as Å ’s]
Chambure p95: “...Dans le même contexte, [V42:58 d] avait une notation plus précise”
Pestelli p161: “l’analogia (per l’applicazione scrupolosa del tempo puntato [ex])  con «l’antica» [V42:58 d & E8
g] rendono verosimile la sua appartenenza al periodo lusitano”
Neumann Performance p95-134: Artistic license... notes inégales [exhaustive discussion but no examples from
Scarlatti]
Sutcliffe p80-81 ex: [different authors assign different national identities, including italian baroque and
portuguese folk music]... [quotes Jane Clark:] “well-known tune from Segovia sung to the romance ‘Camina la



virgen pura’...” [Sutcliffe concludes that different executions are in order] “if one reads the piece as French
dotted style... [or if] they are felt to be vocal exclamations...”; p262
Stewart-MacDonald, The minor mode as archaic signifier... in Sala p413-414 exs

Parma 5:22 f minor  (3@) Allegro 3/4
  1 1 "1 Ö¶± ÖÖÖ± | °  f  2v 2&3 lh imitates twice H4\5 scales ú exchanged by h 8>f/C

10 "2 à ¶± ÖÖÖ± broken 8ves & 9ths üby steps  13\14: H4\5 A@  15 rh offbeat 3rds 19>c
22 "3 ("2 variant: rh downbeat 8ve stress, ostinato) 25  h switch
30 "4 3v  scales<H4\5 & turns; rh ties x m\lines  37 :Ú:

  2 38 "2 f/C >A@
42\4 "3 D@ 5  45\6:  H4\5 e@>b@

n 47 "2  49>f/C
55 "3
66 "4 f   74 :Ú: Fin.

source collections: Parma 5:22; Venezia 4:4; Zaragoza 31:43; Münster 4:57
dates: about 1720-25; 1752
companions: •V4:3, 4; M4:56, 57 = P5:21, 22
•Za31:41-43 = P6:12, 5:21, 22
instruments: cembalo with range Cd  Rousset p73 [tessiture]: [avoids f3 m67+: compare m31; therefore Rousset
assigns it to his type 2b clavecin]; Sheveloff p538: C-c3 [= C1-C5; there’s a D=5 in m44 however]
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 1234:23234: one group cellular; built from rhythms in the first four measures; first theme omitted in
part 2.  At the n point, m47, the upward-striving broken chords of the á2 theme are extended beyond the usual
three or four measures to six
keys: 1135:137411:
accidentals, ornaments: m8: D=3 followed by D[>]3 in different voices
m20, 54: uses tr for a long trill beginning on the principal note, followed by an upturn
m25-26+: appoggiature in thirds written with large notes; compare P2:13 f m35+
similar sonatas: P10:2 f; P4:18 F; V42:49 c; P10:19 b; P7:19 G
P2:13 f (similar sforzato on strong beats)
P15:14 C (offbeat thirds at m21+, as at m15+ of this sonata)
metaphors: auto-da-fè procession as in Saramago Memorial do convento p27+; burning of heretics (the broken
chords at m10-12: flames reaching upward; m22: sforzato chords of flagellants striking themselves and others)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k239; Fadini 4:187
see also: Kirkpatrick p 168: “recalls wind instruments, with overblown sforzatos (m30 etc) and drums marking
the basses and underlining the dominant rhythmic figure... processions of gigantes y cabezas in Segovia”;
p255fn; p258-9; p263; p276-7
Pestelli p161: “Poniamo in questa zona di immediata adiacenza con gli Esercizi anche [the pair P5:21-22]... una
certa ovvietà di scrittura rende [P5:22] più simile alle meno felici sonate di Seixas che non agli Esercizi”
Chambure p95: “cellule rythmique”
Morales p325 fn20: [no longer identified as a bolero by her]

Parma 5:23 G major  All[egr]o ¢
1 "1 ~~~±. ¶± ± ± |~~~±. ¶± ± ± | ±  Ö± ÖÖÖ±  G  2v 4 lh imitates
13 "2 D
(22\)23 "3 3 ÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | Å ° ± A pedals (drumbeats/slow march rhythm) 34 °ß ä

\ 35 $  $1 à  ÖÖ± Ö± ± | ±. c  37>b@  40>A@
(42\)43 $2 ± | ±. ¶± ±. ¶± | °  D@  lh ostinato chords change each m, fall by chromatic steps

  45 enharmonic/bitonal: rh>c#  47>b  (both h) 52 a  56 e & f#  waver 62 d & g  waver



65 d/A lh 9ths  67 Å  scale ú D  68...  Ä ß  à
\ 68½ #  ± |  $3 ("3 variant) D/A pedals 76 D   83: m75 inverted & extended

[no :Ú:  after 87 in P; m88: Münster only] 891 ° D 123 (bare 8ves)
89½ "1 developed (ostinato chords change each 1/2 m)  G/D  93½ a
97½ "2 developed e

n 107½"3 E  119 ±ß  £ ä
\ 120 $  $1 d  122>c  125>f

128 $2 b@  133 A@  136  c &E= waver 145 >d  151 >g/D 153\4 Å &Æ  scale ü D ... ± ß
\ 154½ # ± |  $3 G/D pedals 160 G  161: as at m83 170 varied extension 174 ±  £ ä  :Ú: [da capo]
source collections: Münster 2a:21 --; Parma 5:23; Venezia 4:5; Zaragoza 31:36; Za 35:21
dates: about 1750; 1752
companions: •V4:5, 6; M2a:21, 22 = P5:23, 24
•Za31:33-36 = P3:1, P5:19, 20, 23
instruments: cembalo with range Ad. m42: A=-1 avoided.
difficulty: moderate, level 4
themes: 123456.123456  two groups of three themes each; after all the themes have been fully stated, they are
repeated in the same order but developed and varied. The sonata has a large-scale organization, with long and
individually characterized themes following one another convincingly (the listener is made to agree: yes, this is
what should come next)   Even though there is no internal repeat sign in Parma, there is a full cadence on the
dominant in m89 (see below under graphics) which effectively divides the sonata into the usual two parts
keys: 1543-2-5-4+3267+ 5155 12665473-2-46-51511 six major (G A= D= D E= E) and ten minor keys (g a b=
b c c< d e f f<) are passed through, eleven steps of a chromatic scale by the end of the narratio (exposition), the
twelfth step, E=, appearing ambiguously in m143-144 near the end of the argumentatio (development).  From
m40 through m46 there is an elaborate and effective enharmonic modulation from D= major to c< minor; in
m45 the rh plays a G< over the lh’s A=.   ö is at the start of a theme and a change from submediant minor to
major (e to E).  F>’s in m170 and 172 delay a full G major until the last two measures
ornaments, graphics, accidentals: m43-44 etc: anschlags (D= F E= etc) written in large notes before the beat,
with (sometimes) small-note appoggiature (not slurred) on the beat (m44: [E>]E=); that at the end of m55 &
start of m56 contains an octave leap (B3 B4 | B4C3 A4)
m58-63: the leaps in the right-hand part, sometimes down in sixths, sometimes up in broken chord sevenths,
have the effect of questions; this section is not repeated when the rest of the â2 theme reappears at m128+
m66: ß on lh ° slows down the end of the measure; m67 slurred scale speeds up entire measure; m68
non-slurred scale in tempo followed by Ä  w/ ß & à.  m153 ß on lh °; slurred scales 153-4, ± with ß.
m82: the first C is <: the accidental carries over from the last C in the previous measure, but the next C,
following an intervening D, should be > and is much more dramatic that way; all the sources lack an accidental
here, but there are <’s on all C’s in m77-81, so the player is justified in treating this one literally for variety
m87: the Parma ms has no repeat sign.  This measure is close to the margin at the bottom of p46 in P but not cut
off.  m88 is also lacking in Venezia according to Fadini (Venezia libro 4 online not available yet), but m89 has
the expected D’s and no elision slur. Given the length of the sonata, Scarlatti may have decided to dispense with
the internal repeat.  (V42:51 C is another example). The Münster version takes 8 pages; it does (in spite of what
Fadini says in her endnote) have a m88: D123 ° ä followed by a double bar and repeat marks then Segue; m89 on
the next page begins with a slur between the ledgers to indicate elision.  M also has Volti presto for the page
turns within the two parts.  Although this section of Münster book 2 contains sonatas which first appear in
Parma libro 10 (1754) its version of P5:23 may be earlier than P & V; in any case it is unlikely to have been
copied from either
m170, 172: F>: explicit denial of the leading tone near the end; compare E16 B=
metaphors: the music precedes at a steady, almost solemn, walking pace, like a promenade by the court bigwigs
through an idealized landscape: formal gardens with classical statues.  There are terraces with views: the music
comes to complete halts at several places, including the cadenza-like scales at m67 & 153: is the king or queen



impatient to proceed?  The composer’s own key, E= (mi bemolle, a pun on Scarlatti’s nickname Mimo) is
delayed until a token, perhaps uninvited, appearance near the end (see keys above): a cat can look at a queen
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k240; Fadini 4:188; Münster microfilm 
see also: Malipiero p480fn: Beethoven resemblance (whole sonata)
Pestelli p240: “allegri alla breve amplificati” [prototype for this group]
Sutcliffe p16n: [opening two measures similar to P6:9 c & P13:10 f]
Willis p165-169 exs: “false endings”

Parma 5:24 G major All[egr]o  6/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± ÖÖ± |' | ±._± Ä  | ±._±  broken chords úüG  2v 3 lh imitates

(4\)5 "2 rh  Ä  | ± Ä ± Ä  | ±  lh unfolded ÖÖ± chords 9 h switch 11 >D  17 h switch 21: 12\15 %
26  "3... à Ö± | Å ±  lh rocking broken chords b  32 %
36½ "2 (variant) (still in b)  45 ±  à £ à ¯ [1. end; 2. elide all of 45] Ú:

  2 46 ± [Ú: ] Ä ÖÖ± |  "2 developed G  lh as at  5, same pitches 47 rh imitates  48>e>a
n 52  "3 developed 59 >G  62 "3 restated as at 26 (but still in G )

72½ "2 (begins as at 36½) 74:  5\8 % rh same pitches, lh 8ve lower  78 coda rh 6ths 81 :Ú:
source collections: Parma 5:24, Venezia 4:6; Zaragoza 31:40; Münster 2a:22
dates: about 1725-30; 1752
companions: •V4:5, 6; M2a:21, 22 = P5:23, 24
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 4; fingering of opening: rh 421 245, lh (m3) 245 421 works and is stable; but 532 135
for m1 (only; 421... in m2) might be more expressive (thumb turning under index)
themes: 1232:23320: one group, variants; rondo in binary form built from material in the first four measures; the
theme at m5+ is repeated in its original pitches at the beginning and end of part 2
keys: 153:1621: three-key exposition: tonic major to dominant major, part 1 ends in mediant minor (b); part 2
begins in tonic, G major.  ö at start of second theme of part 2 and establishment of supertonic minor (a)
ornaments: m29, 31, 42, 43 & 54 have slurs on the small notes (Parma; Venezia online not available yet &
Münster microfilm too difficult to read) Those in m29& 31 are probably crushed notes rather than ties, those in
m42&43 surely are.  In m54 the slur moves the small note before the beat and brings the stress to the large note 
similar sonatas: P4:28 a rhythms and continuous Ä ’s (moto perpetuo)
P7:13 G
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k241; Fadini 4:189
see also: Chambure p95: “gigue au mouvement continu de croches”

Parma 5:25 C major  Vivo 2/4
  1 0 " Ö± | ~~~± Ö± | Ö± Ö¶± | ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± | Å ±  C  2v 4 lh imitates

(12\)13 $ µ|Ö± Ö¶±|Å_¶± ± lh ostinato chords w/ downbeat rest: à ÖÖ± a 17 d  21 F   23 C  25>e>d  33 g
36 (1G  rh broken chords, D pedals  39 lh imitates , rh offbeat, ties 43 % rh varied, lh 8ve lower
47 (2 ± ±_|¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± lh leap  55 ±  :Ú:

  2 (55 Ö± | ) " developed C/G  60>a
63 (1 developed (lh offbeat)  67>d   n73 B@  77>c
79 $ 83 f
86 (1 as at 63  90 >c/G
93  $ varied/developed f  & c waver
100 (1 varied C  lh offbeat as at 63, then rh ties as at 43

107 (2  115 ± :Ú:
source collections: Parma 5:25; Venezia 4:7
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •V4:7, 8 = P5:25, 26



instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: moderate, level 4
themes: 1234:1323234: three groups. The opening theme has a formal, fugal character, the lh does not begin its
imitation (omitting the shake in m1) until it has been fully stated by the rh.  Later themes are epigrammatic in
character; the â group contains some particularly witty ideas.  Although the themes are contrasted, they follow
logically one from another, as if telling a single story (although without any evident program)--this, then this: if
this happens, then next this event will follow--accomplished not by the typical transformation of cells so much
as the echoing of common elements such as thirds, broken chords or repeated notes in each new theme.  The
story-telling character is confirmed by the treatment in part 2, where the themes alternate and return in
developed versions--the further adventures of the protagonists
keys:162413255:1627141411: ö at change to subtonic (B=)
accidentals: m51&53: D< & C< followed by D[>] & C[>] in same measure; m111&113: G< and F< by G[>]
and F[>]: accidentals are repeated elsewhere if there are intervening pitches even when the note-stems are
joined under a single beam (m63-76) in Parma.  Fadini agrees (although she misses the second D in m53;
Venezia online not yet available for libro 4, 2012)
similar sonatas: P6:30 C (previous sonata in same Pestelli group, p216)
The opening is like that of E13 G
The passage beginning at m36 is close to one in V42:34 B=, m9+
influences: Albero, Sonata 1 C has a similar opening theme and other resemblances; see Contemporaries file;
that sonata appears under Scarlatti’s name as Madrid-Ayerbe 11
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k242; Fadini 4:190
see also: Chambure p95: “La suppression du premier temps des accompagnements... est l’une des «signatures»
de Scarlatti” [see map at m13]

Parma 5:26 C major  All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1  Å _ Ö¶±µ | Å _ Ö¶±µ | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ±  C  2v 6 lh imitates m1 only  22\33 C pedals 33 >G

35 "2 Å _¶±µµ  (later 3¶¶± Ö±) close h ~~~ & tr in both; rh leaps x lh 43 % & extended 50  ¨12345 56 :Ú:
  2 57 "1 G   n63>d >e >a/E

69 "2 developed a  75  e  78 d  80 C/ G  85 "2 restated C 92: 85\91% 105 :Ú:
source collections: Parma 5:26; Venezia 4:8; Zaragoza 31:56
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •V4:7, 8 = P5:25, 26
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 7; m35-47, 69-96 different ornaments in each hand varied for same phrases, including
shake or trill against slurred small note, trill in lh against slurred small note followed by shake in rh, trills
together in both hands, etc.
themes: 12:122: one group, second theme is rhythmic variant of first; second theme restated after development. 
Themes are aphoristic, short memorable phrases, mostly light-hearted in character but transformed to a more
serious-sounding version at m75+
keys: 15:523663211: ö at change to supertonic minor (d)
ornaments: m1-2: slurred small Å ’s could be before the beat or crushed on the beat; playing the A in m6 on the
beat creates a second with the rh B; in m9 the unslurred small Ä  D creates a ninth with the lh C (compare the
opening of P5:20 G)
m34: slurred small note is tied to the previous measure, delaying the following shake: in effect ±_|_¶ç¶¶± Ä |
m35+&m69+: differing ornaments (mentioned in difficulty above) should be played literally according to the
Parma ms: slurred small notes before the beat, then ~~ as ç¶± : principal, upper, principal note, tr as ççç± : upper,
principal, upper, principal, both shake and trill starting on the beat, even if the right hand and left hand differ. 
Most of the Parma ornaments are retained in the Fadini edition, except m35-37 and 43-45, where her left-hand
tr is ~~  in Parma; there is no left-hand ornament in m96 in Parma
m51: the F is [>], at least in Parma (Venezia online for libro 4 not yet available; no Fadini endnote here)



similar sonatas: P10:28 C; P11:12 C
metaphors: m40 etc: rh leaps down to bass (descendit de coelis)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k243; Fadini 4:191
see also: Pestelli p243: “...una specie di Musette...”
Chambure p95: [rhythms]

Parma 5:27 B major  (4#) All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 " à Ö± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | Ö  B  2v 2 lh imitates  13 >F#
, 15 $ á  ¶¶¶¶± | ÖÖ±  lh ostinato chords 19 d#  31 f#   H35 broken 2nds ú

39½ (1 lh  ¶¶± | ¶¶¶¶¶± broken 3rds ü9ths  44 %
47½ (2 F#   52 % (A$ in 55)
56 (3  scales ú, broken 2nds <H35  ¨ 12345 64 :Ú: Volti presto

  2 65 * à ~~~Ö.» | ÖÖ± | (lh like $; 2m units, each %) F#  69 $$$$ c  73 f   77A@  n81 c  84>d  89>e/B
, 93 ##  $ 99 b  102: H35

106½ (1 (melodic minor, w/G#  in rh)  111: 107\110 %
115 #### (2 B  (A$\A#) 119 % (A#)
123 (3 129 :Ú:

source collections: Wien G 34 (variant; listed separately below); Parma 5:27; Venezia 4:9; Münster 2a:17
dates: about 1745-50; 1752
companions: •V4:9, 10 = P5:27, 28
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; Wien: Fd (actual range is F<-1 to C<5; see separate listing below).  The left
hand remains frequently in the upper ledger
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 12345:62345: three groups, cells; new material replaces first theme in part 2
keys: 15355:52-5-75-62-3-411: possibly a transposition from B= major; the part 1 key structure (tonic to
dominant major then mediant minor ... dominant major) is used in B= and E= major sonatas only (other than
this one; see first-part key structures in the Characteristics file).  n, m81, occurs at a change to the lowered
supertonic minor (compare Wien version below)
rhythms: m1 upbeat (pause & 2 Ä ’s; stress on right-hand second beat throughout; bass changes in m55-65 to
weaken the 2d beat; part 2 similar
accidentals: m37: Parma’s D=3 (against D>4) may be a holdover from an earlier manuscript in which =’s were
used to cancel <’s
similar sonatas: P5:30 c<, P6:20 E, P7:9 A; P8:18 F<
P3:12 B=, P14:24 E=, P8:5 E= (change to mediant minor, relative minor of the dominant, occurs near the start
of the second theme group in part 1, and at or near the ö point in part 2)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k244; Fadini 4:192
see also: Sheveloff 1985-6...frustrations  p435-6: [strong pair relationships]
Flannery p183-4; his group 11
Sutcliffe p200: “[similarities between m15-34 and m65-92; return of 15+ in m93-102 becomes] much more
clearly directed and contained harmonically...”

•Parma 5:27: Wien G 34 version B major (5#) Allegro 3/8; some of the differences:
10\14 bass different, small notes added to scale in 13

19 (enharmonic) e@  21 $$$$$  27\28 rh 3rds, 27\30 lh chords thicker 29 #####
37\40 both h different
60\64 bass 8ve lower; small notes added to scale in 63; 64 F#\1 :Ú:
69\83 many different notes & accidentals in both h; tonalities less clearly defined
88\92 no lh part; rh >g? 93 #  97 #####
103\106 bass different, as in 10\14



123\128 % [as 129\134], bass 8ve lower;  [134] F#\1; [135] :Ú:
editions: Fadini 4:192 provides endnotes on the differences but not a complete text; her numbering of Wien G is
one lower than Sheveloff’s, so she gives Wien G “33” as her source.  I am not certain whether I have interpreted
all the readings given in her endnotes correctly.
instruments: cembalo with range Fd (actual F<-1 to C<5)
dates: This appears to be an earlier version even though Wien G was apparently copied long after Scarlatti’s
death. The very low lh part descends to F<-1 in m64 & 115-128 (variants with wider ranges are more likely to be
earlier, which are then later altered to accommodate more restricted keyboards: see E13 G and P1:1 a for two
examples accepted by scholars)  The scales containing appoggiature in m59 & 63 (this version only) are similar
to one in V42:28 B= m24; another hint that this sonata may have been transposed from B= major.  The greater
number of chords with added tones or acciaccature in this version could also mean it’s earlier (see keys:
added-tone chords in the Characteristics file; also Sheveloff p341)
keys: the larger number of measures in this version due to the internal repeat at the end provides a long-short
ratio n close to m84 and the change to the lowered mediant minor (d).  The rh variant preceding ö in m79-82 is
particularly effective: à Ö.» | ±. | à Ö.» | ±. | (instead of ÖÖ± in m80 and 82; although this could just be a graphical
accident)

Parma 5:28 B major  (4#) All[egr]o 6/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± ÖÖ±  rh broken chords, lh chords w/ostinato B2 B  2v

6 lh imitates rh 1\5  12>F#
, 19½ "2 rh falling broken 2nds w/ repeated notes, lh 3rds  25>C#   28>F#
, (39\)40 "3 falling broken 3rds rh then lh  n^44 ~~~±._|±. ü H48 rh 3rds  49: 40\48 %

57 coda: H48 extended; lh leaps 61 :Ú:
  2 62 "1 developed B/F#  65>c#

69 "3  n73 (theme as at 44)  77: H48

78 "1 development continues; lh  ±. scale ú >G  84\89 3v ostinato G$�s both h 88>b
(95\)96 "3 B  (98 lh A> 104 rh A$) 105 % & extended (107 lh A$) 116 new coda: H48 varied 119 :Ú:

source collections: Parma 5:28; Venezia 4:10
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •V4:9, 10 = P5:27, 28
instruments: cembalo with range Cd (actual C<1-c<5)
difficulty: difficult, level 6; rapid series of thirds; minimal hand-crossing: left hand crosses over the end of the
right hand’s phrase m43, 72, 109 (as in J S Bach Sinfonia b 1723 and several other Scarlatti sonatas)
themes: 1230:13130: one group, variants, cells.  The first theme has two phrases, m1-5 and 6-11 (in which the
first phrase moves to the left hand to accompany the second phrase) both aphoristic (familiar-sounding) in
character.  Both the short-long (m44) and long-short (m73; more exactly m75) n’s occur at the same event, as
shown on the map above, a short upward scale in long notes emphasized by shakes; this reappears near the end
of each part, m53-5 & 109-11.  A downward scale in long notes begins in the left hand at C<3 in m78; when it
reaches B1 in m82, an overlapping scale begins again an octave above on B2; as this continues downward, a G>2

pedal starts in m84 and persists even as the lower scale starts upward in m86, then down again in m88; if
nothing else, this illustrates that Scarlatti thinks just as much horizontally (the forward motion) as vertically (the
chords which are being formed along the way).  The iambic rhythm in the left hand which ends part 1, m56-61,
includes some wide leaps; the intervals are changed at the end of part 2--and doubled at the octave m116-7 only
(the rhythm was turned into trochaic by the repeat of the low F< in the middle of 112) to end part 2 somewhat
more emphatically
keys: 1525:126-11:
accidentals, graphics: frequent ambiguous A<-or-> may indicate an earlier version with 5<’s or be intentional
delaying of major-key conclusions to each part; the same sorts of ambiguities and delays occur in P5:27 as well. 
I think a literal interpretation of the Parma ms  sounds right when all the occurrences are observed, not changed



here or there.  In m21 an A>, for example, brings a revealing light to the music. Venezia is identical in this
respect according to Fadini’s endnotes (Venezia 4 not available in Venezia online yet as of 2011) but she misses
some that are present at least in Parma: she mentions the lh A[>]’s in m8-12 but not in m13 nor the rh A[>]’s in
m31 & m104 for example.  Thus the A> in m104 makes the one in m107 (lh; a repeat of m98) work well, and
vice versa, and the shake on G< in m109 can be played with A> as its upper note, making the A< shake in
m110 more effective.  Another kind of ambiguity occurs in m102 & 111 in the falling broken thirds of the left
hand: the first two A’s, under the same beam, would be A<, while the third, under a separate beam in each
measure, would be A>. Note also that in m75 a rh G> is played against a lh G[<], which can’t be explained by
key-signature problems (Fadini doesn’t say anything about this case, but leaves the two notes as written,
correctly I think).  In m19 and elsewhere, smaller <’s have been squeezed in next to some notes in the Parma
ms, which looks like conscious proofreading by the composer directing the scribe
m83-86: The first lh G is marked > in each measure , so the lack of a > in m87-89 (lh only) could mean a return
to G<’s, but I think even I would continue the G>’s, given that all the rh G’s are >; there are limits to
acceptable dissonance
similar sonatas: P6:18 B; P15:18 E
P9:23 F (ends of parts)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k245; Fadini 4:193

Parma 5:29 c# minor All[egr]o ¢
  1 0 "1 Ö± | ÖÖÖ±  ÖÖÖ± | ± ± £ c#  3v cp 2 lh imitates (downbeat shift) 11 B

13 "2 rh weak\beats (A#\A$ 13&14)>E/B 17½ $$$$@@@@ a@ (enharmonic modulation, F#¯G@)
n^ 24 "3 upbeat\downbeat 8ves ( Ä  | ± )  31 ± ± ±  :Ú: $$$$#### V.ti p.to

  2 (31) "1 developed c#  36 >B
37½"2 developed  N40 a  rh ties, lh °  43>B   48 C#  (B#\B$ 48\49) 50>g#  (w/F ##)
53 "3 developed à Ä Ä ± Ä | ±  rh 6ths c#   62  coda (A#\A$) top v offbeat ties  66 °. :Ú:

source collections: Parma 5:29; Venezia 4:11; Münster 2a:18; Zaragoza 35:32; Wien Q15119:5, 20:2; Johnson
1754:3
dates: about 1745-50; 1752
companions: •V4:11, 12; WQ20:2,3 = P5:29, 30
instruments: cembalo with range Bd
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 123:1230: one group; short-long ö at start of last theme in part 1; part 2: same themes developed in
same order; 3 voices, imitative\fugal
keys: 1736-:1767151: (6- = 5); part 1 ends in a= minor (with G>); a= minor is the dominant, g<, written
enharmonically.  At m40, midway between passages in B major, there is a sudden and effective change to a
minor and a homophonic texture (an offbeat upper voice accompanied by bare chords); this also corresponds to
long-short ö
accidentals, graphics: in m45-52 there are continuing clashes between A< and A>, then B< and B[>] , then F*
and F< , finally resolved in m53 with the return of the home key.  The >’s are explicit in m45, assumed in the
rest; F* is written as an extra < added to the F’s while the < in the key signature is in force
similar sonatas: P2:22 A=, P4:26 E, P5:1 E
influences: spanish works with unusual keys: Soler, sonatas 20-24 c< & D=, 90 F<, 88 D=;  Rodriguez, 1744,
tocatas 19 A=, 26 B, 30 D= (see both composers in the Contemporaries file, both more likely to have been
influenced by Scarlatti rather than the other way around).  If Scarlatti traveled through Leipzig in 1728, possibly
to acquire a Silbermann piano in Freiberg (see that year in the Curriculum file) and met J S Bach, a knowledge
of certain themes in the Wohltemperirte clavier (book 1) which show up in a few Scarlatti sonatas, and an
interest in exploring unusual keys, might be satisfactorily explained, as well as Bach’s seeming awareness of
some of Scarlatti’s keyboard techniques when he was preparing book 2 of the Wohltemperirte clavier and the
Aria with 30 variations of Claver übung 4
Chopin’s Mazurka in c< opus 50:3 (1842) has a similar opening, which also imitates its theme in the same



pitches an octave lower.  This sonata could have been to known to Chopin through the Johnson edition listed
above or Czerny’s edition, number 88.
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k246; Fadini 4:194
see also: Kirkpatrick p195; p215; p373: “(ex m21 & 25) the appoggiatura takes half the value of the main note”
Pestelli p221 “tonalità lontane” [prototype of this group; by distant keys, Pestelli and other writers mean
unusual keys with large numbers of sharps or flats, rather than keys at a distance from the tonic key]
Fadini: m51-2: < on small note F w/ < in signature = F*
Chambure p97
Sheveloff 1985-6 [see P5:27 B: strong pair relationships]
Sutcliffe p316 [stylistic fingerprint: staggered voices chase each other]; p373-374 [&P5:30] “... strong
compatibility... [but] they lack any fundamental complementarity... [P5:29] could just as easily follow [P5:30]
as precede it” [so what--it’s up to the performer to make the complementarity work]

Parma 5:30 c# minor All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± | Å ¯Ö.»»» | Ö.»µ_|Ö.»µ  c#  3v cp  2 lh imitates 1st m
, 12 "2 á Å ±¯|¶¶¶¶¶± |¶ (m2&3 rhythms in lower voices) g#  & d#  waver  19 lh thirds

(21\)22 "3 á Å Å ¯ç±µ »  (lh m2&3 rhythms) 25>g#  (B#&B$)
, 32 "4 (lh m3 rhythms) 41 B$  45 coda Æ  scales & turns  ¨12345  49 :Ú:
  2 50 "2 developed c#/G#  56 $$$$@@@@ b@/F (enharmonic change F#\G@)
,n 60 "3 f  66>b@  69 A@  Æ  broken chords

72 $$$$#### "2 c#  76>f#
80 "3  g#  (B#&B$)  83>c#

, 87 "4 (w/A# ' melodic minor)  95 coda (w/A$) 99 :Ú:
source collections: Parma 5:30; Venezia 4:12; Wien G 39; Wien Q15119:1, 20:3; Johnson 1754:5
dates: about 1735-40; 1752
companions: •V4:11, 12; WQ20:2,3 = P5:29, 30
instruments: cembalo with range Cd.  Keller p81: Echotechnik [implies two manuals]
difficulty: difficult, level 6; hand equal partners
themes: 1234:23234: one group, variants; omits first theme in part 2
keys: 1525:17-4-7-6-1451: (6- = 5, the dominant major written enharmonically as A=); part 1 ends in g< minor
(uses G> for F*).  The n point occurs at the change to a distant key, f minor, the lowered subdominant, which
has been reached in a logical manner from its subdominant, b= minor, which is the relative minor of the tonic
major D=. Almost entirely in minor keys, with A= major cadence m69-71
ornaments, accidentals, graphics: m32-42, 87-92 (in Parma; Venezia online for libro 4 not available yet, 2012):
distinguishes between tr and ~~~ on the same rh figure (and no ornament in m42 & 88)
m49, 99: the small-note appoggiatura at the end of each part carries over the accidental from the large note in
the previous measure: m49 rh G[>] (enharmonic F*; the > continues from the previous measure) is played with
the lh G[<]1, the right hand G<2 is delayed; similarly in m99, rh B< against lh C[<]1&2

m84-85: there is a large slur over the measure line following the last G< of m84 but another slur above the
small B in m85; perhaps the beginning of the run should be delayed slightly beyond the beat
m96-97: B[>]’s preceded and followed by B<’s: leading tone denial near end
similar sonatas: P2:21 A=, P3:16 F; P4:17 E=; P7:27 D
P13:9 f & P2:30 b= (key structure)
P10:26 a (left-hand rhythms)
metaphors: May 30 is Fernando 6’s name day; this sonata perhaps placed here when Scarlatti compiled the libro
as something Maria Barbara might play for the king. See also P7:25 d = V 5:30
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k247; Fadini 4:195
see also: Landowska: “Veiled and meditative in its expression, transparent and precise in its writing... Listen at
the beginning of the part 2 to the beguiling Moorish echoes”



Gerstenberg p120-1
Keller p70 ex [m89-91]: “Quintparallelen, wie das erst wieder zu Ende des 19. Jahrhunderts üblich geworden ist
(bei Puccini, R. Strauss, Debussy u.a.)”
Pestelli p222: “si spinge addirittura al modello degli Esercizi [more than the other sonatas with large numbers of
accidentals in their key signatures and experimental modulations]”
Chambure p97: “... superpose à une cellule de base [ex=m3 on map]”
Sutcliffe p316 [stylistic fingerprint: sudden open fifths: m50-53]; p224 ex [parallel fifths m89-92]

Parma: Libro 6º. (30) Sonatas. 1753.

Parma 6:1 B@ major Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1 ÖÖÖ± ± ± | ° £ ± | Ä  ±  B@  2v 2 lh imitates

8 "2 b@  h divide scales  15>F
16 $1 à Ä ±. rh weak\beats, lh strong\beats  H25\30:  Å  scale ü Ä  broken chord ú F/C
32 $2 lh ostinato (w/7th chords) f  42: H25\30 %
49 $3 lh rocking, rh offbeat chords, 3rds F   57 :Ú:

  2 58 $2 developed f
69  $1 A@ (D$ & D@)
73 $2 development continued: rh ostinato repeated notes n79>b@  89 B@  93 H25\30  variant
99 $2 restated (as at  32) b@  106 H25\30 variant (as at 93) 109>B@
115 $3  125 :Ú: [2: can elide to link P6:2]

source collections: Venezia 4:13; Parma 6:1
dates: about 1730-35; 1753
companions: •V4:13, 14 = P6:1, 2
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: moderate, level 5; repeated notes with finger change, wide leaps at ends of broken chords
themes: 12345:43445: two groups, cells; omits first group in part 2, which has a very long probatio or
development of the ostinato lh chords from the â2 theme.  The rapid scales in part 1 at m25 and m42 are
replaced in part 2 by much calmer scales at m93 and 106: peroratio in rebus (see rhetoric in the introduction to
this file) or return to normality after a particularly excited passage.  The excitement is relieved gradually rather
than suddenly: the repeated notes dissolve in the right hand into a chain of short trills, m88-91 (see ornaments
below), but the left-hand change from ±’s to °’s doesn’t start until m92
keys: 115555:571111: n occurs almost imperceptibly in a passage of Ä  E=’s repeated for several measures when
the key changes at m79 from the subtonic (A=) to the home key, although in the minor mode; b= minor and
major continue to alternate until the end of the piece
links: can link to P6:2 by eliding the last measure
accidentals, ornaments: m25: E>3 B>3 E>4 B[=]4, m42: E[=]3 B>3 E>4 B=4 in the rh scales (in Parma; Venezia
online is not available yet for this libro)
m88: the ~~~  on a dotted ± with a ¶±  downturn could be the intended realization of the following rising-scale chain
of  ~~~ ’s on ° ’s in m89-91, which however would be followed by upturns; that interpretation could be used in the
reprise, with short ~~~ ’s the first time.  Long trills seems the best way to dissolve the steady repetition of E=’s
begun in m78: disappointing the listener’s expectation of them will have a comic effect
m102: distinguishes between the small note B= with a slur (tied to the B= in the previous measure; the C is
played on the beat and the A delayed) and small notes B= and D without slurs in m106 (both are played on the
beat and the A and C delayed)
m117, 120, 124: small notes with slurs: crushed-note acciaccature; m122: small note without slur: appoggiatura
similar sonatas: P7:5 B= (rocking rhythm)
P12:21 B= (broken-chord leaps and repeated notes)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k248; Fadini 4:196



see also: Chambure p97: “...inspiration espagnole...référence à la guitare”

Parma 6:2 B@ major All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 intro: falling Ä  broken chord 4 "1 ¶¶¶± | ~~~ÖÖ± | Ä  B@ 3v cp 6 lh imitates 12 F pedals  17... Ä ¯ [ß]
, 18 "2 added\tone/cluster chords both h g  24 % a

29 "3 d/A  35 h switch
41 "4  H52\53 scale ú & turn  55: 41\53  %

n^ 68 "5 d  78  ¨12345 80 :Ú:
  2 81 (intro echoed, Å ) "1 developed g/D rh 6ths 97 ±ß
, 98 "2 a  104 % d
, 110 $ rh à Ö± ostinato c  124 b@  131: H52\53 extended B@/F
, 136 "3

144 "4 (w/ H52\53) 158 % & extended 171 B@ 176  Ä ±  179: H52\53 as coda 183 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 4:14; Parma 6:2; Zaragoza 31:55
dates: about 1730-35; 1753
companions: •V4:13, 14 = P6:1, 2
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; the left-hand chords in m18 etc require the index finger to play two notes together,
or the fifth finger to slide on adjacent keys; disjunct and conjunct sixths; m89&91: lh plays ninths
themes: 012345:126340:  one group, cells.  New material in part 2, a passage of increasingly complex dramatic
expression, which starts at m110 with the conjunct sixths of m82-85 now made disjunct: they leap up a third in
the rh and are the same pitches in all four measures, through m113, the lh playing a single note which falls by
steps; then a conjunct falling scale of sixths in m114-115; next conjunct sixths m116-123, still rising after a
downbeat rest, but starting at higher or lower pitches from meausre to measure, the lh now playing chords on the
downbeats instead of single notes; m124-130 alternates seconds and fifths with the rh sixths and there are fuller
chords in the lh; all dissolves into single-note rh scales at m131-136 in the same rhythm and shape as the ones
that had appeared late in part 1 and will appear again to close the sonata
keys 1167+33:67+32111:  the short-long n ratio, m68, is at the start of a theme (with intricately knitted
counterpoint in the top two voices) in the mediant minor (d) which ends part 1 but does not reappear in part 2. 
The long-short n (m113) is close to the start of the new material in part 2, which begins in the supertonic minor
(c).   About two-thirds of the sonata is in minor keys
graphics, accidentals: m17: Fadini treats the slur (in Parma) as a fermata over the Ä F1, which is reasonable: m97
has a fermata over the ± D1 .  In m23 & elsewhere the low note occupies the full measure so a fermata is not
necessary.  Venezia online libro 4 not yet available for comparison
m21, 26 (lh): accidentals are repeated even when the notes are under a single beam
m31: the first rh E is [=]
similar sonatas: the offbeat rhythm at m176-8 echoes the opening of P3:12 B=
The passage at m18+ resembles the “savage” g minor sonatas P5:12 etc
P12:21 B= has a similar key structure
Compare P6:26 B=, influences, for a discussion of broken chords with the first note held; in this sonata the held
note is often the high note of a falling chord as at m42-44 rather than the more usual low note of a rising chord
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k249; Fadini 4:197
see also: Kirkpatrick p274
Chambure p97: “...Oytabado [m110+] que l’on retrouvera dans [P6:10 m37+]...” [the oytabado metaphor may
apply as much to the biting seconds at m124+ as to the offbeat rhythm shown on the map; compare P6:10 C]
Sutcliffe p341
Willis p202-204 exs: “Conflicting downbeats...”



Parma 6:3 D major All[egr]o  ¡
  1 1 "1 lh £ Ö± ÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ± Ö± ±  D  3v 2 rh imitates

9 "2 lh 3rds 13 A  rh 6ths 19 a/E  23 lh 6ths, h opposed  n^28 offbeat A4 °.
31 "3 A  33 lh 8ves  37 :Ú: [end 2: can elide]

  2 38 $ h alternate Å  scales D/A 2v 42 lh ú by steps each m 51 A\1

53 "2 (as at 23+) d  61 offbeat D5 ±
64 "3 D  70 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 4:1; Parma 6:3; Zaragoza 31:38; Münster 3a:26; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12:8
dates: about 1730-35; 1753
companions: •V4:1, 2; CF12:8, 9 = P6:3, 4
•Za31:37, 38 = P6:14, 3
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: moderate, level 5; thirds & sixths: implied legato; rapid Å  scales in part 2; octaves
themes: 123:423: one group of three closely related themes; the left hand plays a leading role in all three.  At the
n point (short-long ratio, m28) there is a sforzato addition to the theme; it is made less emphatic when it comes
up again in part 2.  I’m not sure what structural significance this has, if any, but I record it since something
worth mentioning happens at Scarlatti’s n points.  There is also a long-short n event in m42 when a change
occurs in the left-hand part; this is a rhetorical peroratio in adfectibus or lyrical sequence.  The first theme of
part 1 is omitted in part 2; the new material is a refutatio as well as an egressus rhetorically, since one voice is
speeded up and the other slowed down.  When the second theme appears, in minor rather than major, it skips
ahead to the middle part of the theme (the rh part appears alone in m53 then m54 takes up the theme as it
appeared in both hands at m23).  The third theme has few changes other than its key, although it starts in a
higher register than part 1 and ends in a lower one.
keys: 1555:111:
influences: the new material in part 2, m38-52, is like standard 19th century piano exercises, such as Clementi’s
Gradus ad parnassum 16 and 17 (1817), in which rapid scales in one hand are accompanied by widely spaced
single notes or chords in the other which form a melody if the scales are played rapidly enough
similar sonatas: P1:13 D (themes in thirds in left hand)
P7:26 D (first theme; passage at m61+ is somewhat like the passage at m38+ of this sonata)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k236; Fadini 4:184
see also: Pestelli p76
Sutcliffe p134

Parma 6:4 D major All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ¶¶¶¶¶± | ± Ä  | ±  D  2v 5 lh imitates

13 "2 h alternate Å  scales  21 >A  25: 13\20 % 5th higher  33 varied w/ turns, lh leaps,
broken 3rds & 6ths  H42 lh ¶¶¶¶¶± | Ä  ±

48 "3 lh broken 3rds 54 & extended 60  ¨12345 64 :Ú:
  2 65 "2 developed b  70>e   n74 (C$) 78>e/B 80 G/C  83 >D  90 restated +\ as at 35  97: H42 twice

103 "3  119 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 4:2; Parma 6:4; Zaragoza 31:30; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12:9
dates: about 1730-35; 1753
companions: •V4:1, 2; CF12:8, 9 = P6:3, 4
•Za31:30, 31 = P6:4, 14:29
instruments: cembalo with range Bd
difficulty: moderate, level 3; continuous Å ’s divided by hands (from m8 onward, except last note of each part) 
themes: 1223:223: one group, variants, cells; omits first theme in part 2. The Å  scale landing on a ±, m4-5, is
transformed in various ways m13-47; at m42-43, lh, it resembles a folk or nursery-rhyme tune; at m97-100 this
appears twice



keys: 15:62241: the last tones of part 1 are A1&2, part 2 begins with A<3 in the rh (and F<2 in the lh); Haydn uses
a similar device in his Piano sonata in E= 1794: the final chord of the second movement contains a G< and the
third movement begins with repeated G>’s.  The change from b minor to e minor starts at m70 but C< doesn’t
change to C> until m74, the n point for the sonata.  The change from e minor to G major at m80 is sudden since
the lowest tone is B in m79 and C in m80; P14:11 G has a similarly abrupt change of key at m73
graphics, accidentals: m50-51: slurs mean speed up?  they are not full measure rests: m56-57 omits them
m77: C[<] lh, C> rh: steps up differ from steps down.  The auxiliary note of the shake in m79 would be C>
since that is the current value of C before and after, but using C< would make the surprise of m80 even greater
similar sonatas: P14:1 D; P8:24 G
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k237; Fadini 4:185
see also: Kirkpatrick p249
Sitwell: Spanish...
Pestelli group p246: “affievolamento dell spagnolismo”

Parma 6:5 C major  All[egr]o 2/4
  1 1 "1 ~~~Ö.ï±  ~~~Ö.ï± | ~~~Ö.ï± ~~~Ö.ï± | Ä ±._|Ä  C  3v

7½ "2 ¶¶±  ¶¶± | Ö± lh leaps 10>G
20½ "3 ¶¶± ¶¶± | Ö± ¶¶±  ~~~Ö.ï± | ± ("2 & "1 combined) g  24>B@>c >g  32: 24\31 %
40 "4 rh broken 2nds w/ repeated notes G  44 broken 138 chords; ¨ 15  46 :Ú:[2: can elide]

  2 47 "2 developed C/G  n52 ¨ by steps> C
56½ "3 c  60>E@>f >c  66 G\1 C  68: 60\67 %
76 "4 varied  82 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 4:15; Parma 6:5
dates: about 1735-40; 1753
companions: •V4:15, 16 = P6:5, 6
instruments: cembalo with range Gd; see also Chambure below (single keyboard)
difficulty: difficult, level 6; rapid triplets containing repeated notes; at m40+ this has a comic stumbling effect
themes: 1234:234: one group, variants; first theme omitted in part 2; m2 repeats m1 but divided by hands, not a
typical imitation
keys: 1557155:1113-411: part 1 ends in G major w/ F>appoggiatura and other foreign accidentals; both F>&
F< in m40-44 (if played as written this passage has a modal flavor, enhanced by the drone-like bass) The change
to g minor at m20 is sudden; a chiaroscuro effect.  At the ö point, m52, the left-hand moves by steps to get to
bare C octaves in m56, establishing C major for the first time in part 2; the key then immediately switches to c
minor
graphics, ornaments: m56-74: the small notes mostly lack slurs in Parma (Venezia libro 4 online not available);
they can be interpreted as appoggiature. When the large note is a chord as in the second beat of m62, the small
note is played with the bottom note of the chord and the top note is delayed by the value of the small note.  The
slur with the small note in m73 could mean than both of the large notes are delayed as a way to emphasize the
ending of the passage
similar sonatas: P12:13 C
influences: the broken chords in m44-45, part 1 ending only, are the subject of an entire etude by Clementi,
Gradus ad parnassum 30 in e (1819).  The triplets with repeated notes, m40-42 & 76-78, show up in Chopin, for
example the Grande polonaise in E= opus 22 (1831) at m97+
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k250; Fadini 4:198
see also:  Pestelli p205: “Pastorale di Couperin” [m4-5 (which derives from m1-2); used as a cell for m21, 35,
etc; see P15:28 F]; p247 ex: [triplets with repeated notes as in V42:20 a]
Rousset p74: [m39: trill shouldn’t begin on principal note (A); has a preliminary turn which ends on A; however
it’s ~~~  not tr and may just be a Å  triplet like the preceding and following ones, which contain repeated notes]
Chambure p97: “...des liaisons dont l’aboutissement semble destiner cette sonate à un instrument ne possédant
qu’un seul clavier”



Parma 6:6 C major All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ¶¶¶¶¶± | ± Ä  | ± C  2 or 3v 4 lh imitates

10 "2 á ¶¶¶¶± | ± Ä  lh ÖÖ± broken chords w/1st note held as 3rd v ±. 12>G
29 "3 á ¶¶± Ä (<"2 inverted) lh echoes, w/ leaps 35 %

n^ 41 "4 ¶¶¶¶± | ¶± Ä ±~~   ("2 variant) 43 ¨12345 w/middle v 49 :Ú:
  2 50 "2 developed G>e  54 a  58 d  62 F  lh ú by steps 66 B@  72 c/F  76 G , G pedals +

85 "3 C
97 "4 varied, rh w/ 10th leaps 105 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 4:16; Parma 6:6; Zaragoza 31:45
dates: about 1730-35; 1753
companions: •V4:15, 16 = P6:5, 6
•Za 31:44-47 = P5:16, 6:6, 5:9, 6:9
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6.  In the left-hand leaps at m30+ the lh thumb lands on a note which the rh thumb then
plays
themes: 1234:234: one group, four themes; the second and third themes are particularly contrasted: dolce vs
brillante; short-long ö at start of last theme in part 1; no new themes in part 2 and first theme omitted; cellular:
most of the material in the sonata is derived from m10-11: the development repeats this two-measure version of
the second theme over and over: at m62 its highest note is D5 and it falls by thirds through major and minor keys
(the left hand falling one step per measure) reaching C1 in m74, the entire compass of the chosen keyboard
keys: 15:5362471451:
graphics, accidentals: m9-17: appoggiature alternate every other measure: m9: Ä ±.  (unslurred small note ülarge
note)  m11:  ±  Ä (both large notes, ú)
m77, 81&82 all have F< followed by F[>], the > sign is unnecessary because the F’s are not adjacent; in m77
the first F is played by the rh, the second by the lh
similar sonatas: P3:3 a: similar ornaments, overlapping hands
P11:30 C: identical opening
metaphors: hunting fanfares; birds; descent into a deep forest and re-emergence into light (m62-76)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k251; Fadini 4:199
see also: Sitwell: “Virtuoso... Spanish... A marvellous work of art with a sort of shutter of guitar sounds coming
down upon and cutting off its mood of melancholy and introspection...”
Pestelli p233-234
Chambure p97: “...une allure de valse populaire...”

Parma 6:7 E@ major All[egr]o 3/4
  1 1 cutoff downbeat  "1 ÖÖÖ± | ± ÖÖÖ± | ±  E@  2v 6 lh imitates
, 16 "2 b@  20  f/C
, 28 "3 c/F 3v 33+ lh 7ths  37>b@
, 47 $ à ¶± Ä ± Ä  | B@  (A@ & A$) rh offbeat; 3rds  49 lh imitates 59 extension 63 :Ú:
  2 n 64 "3 developed E@/B@ pedals; rh falls by steps every 2m  71>B@/F

73 "3 restated (as at 28\35) f
, 80 ( ... | à Ä ± ± | 6ths; rh downbeat rest; lh ±.  ÖÖ±   81>b@ >e@
, 89 $ varied E@  3rds & 6ths  97 D@ & D$  102 extension varied in rh  105 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 4:17; Parma 6:7; Münster 3a:27
dates: about 1745-50; 1753
companions: •V4:17, 18 = P6:7, 8
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: moderate, level 3; scales in thirds & sixths
themes: 1234:3354: two groups; omits the first two themes of the first group in part 2 and inserts new material. 



The long-short n ratio occurs at the double bar and the start of a lyrical sequence based on the third theme, now
in a major key, which is then restated in its original form in minor.
keys: 1526455:152511: The sudden change from minor to major at the start of the â theme (m47, m89) brings a
much lighter, scherzo-like, mood to the work, but the seventh degree continues to alternate between =
(subtonic) & > (leading tone).  In part 2 the last D= occurs in m101; extra measures before the end emphasize
D[>] 
ornaments: m85: tr before & ~~~ above the same note, m86 just ~~~ above, m87 just tr above; all are approached
and followed by the same upturn (approach upturn Ö± DE=, end upturn ¶± DE=).  This is the Parma version at
least; Fadini has no endnotes here and uses the m86 version for all three measures (which is true of Münster). 
Possible interpretations: m85 Ö± ççççççç± çç¶¶± DE= FE=FE=...FE= ’ E=FE=DE=; m86 Ö± ÖÖµ»» DE= E=FE=DE=;
m87 Ö± ¶¶¶±¶¶¶± DE= FE=FE= FE=DE=.  Putting this into words: the first measure (85) a slow (within the allegro
context) approach to a very fast trill followed by fast shake with slower upturn; the second (86) a slow, even
approach and shake with faster upturn; the third (87) a slow approach with a measured (not so fast) trill and
upturn.  m88 starts with a small note ± E= appoggiatura (Fadini’s slur is not in Parma); so I think the m87 trill
should be slowish rather than very fast.  Whatever the interpretation, I think the desire for an expressive contrast
is quite deliberate on the composer’s part, as though he were setting a text and telling a singer how to ornament
each syllable
metaphors: the sudden change to major at m47 is sunlight bursting through clouds; in spite of the higher pitches
involved at m89, the effect is more subdued because of the new material which precedes
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k252; Fadini 4:200; Münster microfilm (Venezia libro 4 not available online 2012)
see also: Chambure p97: “... motif [ex] aux allures de fandango...”

Parma 6:8 E@ major All[egr]o 12/8
  1 1 " à Ö± ÖÖ± ±._± Ä  | Ö  E@  2v 1½lh imitates

5  $ B@   rh à tr ±  (offbeat) lh 3rds 8 lh ~~~   rh 3rds 12  rh 6ths
14½( ÖÖ± ÖÖ±| ±. ±. 3v 17 % & extended :Ú 21¯ (1/2m; return to missing downbeat in 1; 2.: elide) Ú:

  2 n^ 22 * E@/B@ lh ostinato 7th & 6th chords, rh broken chords 23>c  24>a  27 lh 8ves E pedals
28>e  32>d  D pedals  38>c  C pedals  41 >b@   B@\1&1 pedals

43 " at m2 echoed B@ >E@
45½ (  48½ %  50½ extension varied  52 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 4:18; Parma 6:8; Zaragoza 31:32
dates: about 1730-35; 1753
companions: •V4:17, 18 = P6:7, 8
instruments: cembalo with range Ad (actual range: B=- b=)
difficulty: moderate, level 3.  The long egressus in part 2 provides opportunities to vary the tone color and bring
out inner voices by variations in phrasing
themes: 123:413: three groups; short-long ö at the start of part 2; replaces first two groups with new material in
part 2; part of first theme echoed at return to tonic near end of part 2
keys: 15:164-1+7+6551:
ornaments, accidentals: m8-9: if the lh ~~~  is interpreted as ¶± ± (FGF), the right hand thirds can be heard as
reinforcements of the last two of those notes (m13-14 similar) The tr in m5-7 should then be ¶¶¶± (upper, lower,
upper, lower; no turns)
m9, 17 & 20: the A[=]’s  should not be changed to A>; that in m20 continues in m21 which leads back to m1
and continues in m22 when m21 is elided in the link to part 2.  Some other examples of leading-tone denial are
listed at E16 B=.  At the end of part 2 there is no ambiguity, in keeping with the peroratio in rebus: return to
normality
m21: there are three slurs in Parma; the top and bottom ones cover the whole measure, but the middle one
begins after a B=2 Ä  with a fermata (ß) above it at the beginning of the measure, implying that this note alone is
to be the second ending; the B=1 and the rest of the measure is used for the transition back to m1 but omitted the
second time.  However it is more exciting if the entire measure is elided the second time and the falling broken



chord in m20 lands on the A=2 in m22
m27: the >’s on the E1&2 octave in the left hand stay in force across measure-lines through m32 (they are
repeated in Parma only at m30, the start of a new brace)
similar sonatas: P13:3 A: ostinato passage in unstable keys
P1:11 c: similar ornaments
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k253; Fadini 4:201
see also: Malipiero p480fn: [Beethoven resemblance] m14-20, 46-52
Kirkpatrick p264: m2[2]-4[3]: “...diatonic movement of the bass takes place at varying speed...”
Chambure p97
Sutcliffe p214-215: [m22-43] “strong Baroque flavor... Vivaldian descent...”

Parma 6:9 c minor (2@) All[egr]o  ¢
  1 1 "1  ~~~±. ¶± ± ± | ~~~±. ¶± ± ± |°.  ± | °.  c  2v cp 3 lh imitates

(9\)10 "2 rh steady ± , lh dotted ±. Ä ,  ü&ú h opposed  16>B@
, (17\)18 "3 rh ú,  20 lh imitates  f   22: 18\21 % step higher g

(28\)29 "2 varied; rh offbeat stresses, ties  46 coda 51 :Ú:
  2 52 "1 developed c  (w/A>) 54 lh imitates tr ±.... 57>A@

61 "2  n63 ± ± ~~~±. ¶± | ± (derived from "1) 67 "2 continues
, (69\)70  "3 b@   74 % c

81 "2 as at 29 but varied further  94 new coda: rh 6ths 101 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 4:19; Parma 6:9; Zaragoza 31:47
dates: about 1725-30; 1753
companions: •V4:19, 20 = P6:9, 10
•Za 31:44-47 = P5:16, 6:6, 5:9, 6:9
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 5
themes: 12320:121320: one group, variants; two voices throughout but with imitative counterpoint; sonata is
built from elements found in the first six measures.  n occurs at a unique transformation of the first theme
interrupting the progress of the second theme within the argumentatio (development) section.  Has a surprise
ending (m94-101) as if the composer had thought of something new to say but then changed his mind; compare
P5:10 c
keys: 1745:1671:  mostly in minor keys; two brief moves through major keys go by practically unnoticed
accidentals: m47-48: F[>] in right hand, F< in left; F’s are then avoided in m49-51.  At the end of part 2 there
is a new coda in which the leading tone, now B>, occurs in every measure except m97, which has a B[=];
however B= is also a more likely auxiliary note for the shakes in m98-100.
similar sonatas: E 3 a (close in several ways such as key and theme structures)
E20 E (staggered hands, but more elementary in P6:9)
P1:7 B=(smooth rhythm in one hand against dotted rhythm in the other)
P8:2 c (opening)
P8:26 C
P12:29 g (part 1 key structure)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k254; Fadini 4:202
see also: Chambure p99
Rousset p73: ~~~  & tr sont équivalents...  m52=m54 [but a different treatment of the imitating lh ornament is
more interesting]
Sutcliffe p15-18: “examination of various types of counterpoint, mostly of a fairly bizarre sort...”; p16 fn: [same
opening theme as P13:10 f & P5:23 G]; p227: [compare P15:38 B=: conflicts caused by parallel scales at
different speeds]



Parma 6:10 C major All[egr]o  3/8
  1 1 "1 ±. | ±. | ±.¯|¶¶¶¶¶± | ÖÖ± | ¶  2 or 3v C
, 9 "2 lh ± Ä | ±  rh à Ö± 3rds (top v broken 6ths ü) 13 8ves (top v ú)  20 G
, 37 Oytabado. "3 g  rh rhythm< "2, lh rocking; rh 3rds w/top v 2nd above 49 6ths  51 %

64 Tortorilla. "4 G   rh à ¶µµ  ¨12345\7  72 %  80 :Ú:
  2 81 $ ÖÖ± |Å ± Ä  C/G 82 middle v imitates; G2 pedals
, 88 "2 (Ö± ú as at 13) developed >d  93 e>a  n96 (Ö± üas at 9)

103 $&"3 developed together; 7th chords 107 d  114 >F
, 122 "2 rh w/ 7ths &  "3 lh combined c

128 "3 as at 103 132: as at  37  138: 128\130 %
141 "4 C  157 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 4:20; Parma 6:10
dates: about 1730-35; 1753
companions: •V4:19, 20 = P6:9, 10
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 1234:52532334: one group, variants, replaces first theme with new material in part 2, combines themes
and mixes order.  The á2 theme can be divided into two sections: the Ö± figure rises at m9 then falls at m13 in
part 1; in part 2, the falling section is first at m88, then the rising section starts at the n point m96.  At the end
the á4 theme (tortorilla birdcall) shown on the map switches from the top voice to the middle voice
keys: 1555:12362411:
similar sonatas: P1:10 C; P6:2 B=; P8:2 c, P14:19 C; P2:8 E
metaphors: in spite of much discussion in various sources, there is no precise explanation of the word oytabado,
or oitavado in modern portuguese, beyond “a baroque dance” of which I can find no examples.  The example (in
tablature) in the Galvao manuscript cited below has a completely different rhythm. Recent meanings of the word
seem to imply something eight-sided; so perhaps the offbeat chords in the rh can be any intervals between two
to eight, but that would not explain why the word didn’t appear beneath m9 rather than m37; I think it may have
more to do with the increasingly dissonant chords which begin at m43; compare the rhythmically similar
passage at m110-130 of P6:2 B=.  The association of tortorilla (m64) with birdcalls is much easier to hear
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k255; Fadini 4:203
see also: Dale p121: “a great contrast [to P3:3 a], conveys the chirruping of a company of happier birds vying
with each other in song while one of their number gives an occasional mocking laugh [m] 65-80 and 142-end”
Chambure p99: “oytabado... danse populaire; tortorilla... cri de la tourterelle [turtle-dove]”
Paulo Galvao: Polyhymnion 2001 (http://www.polyhymnion.org/adc/index-eng.html): Um Manuscrito do Porto
[attributed to Antonio da Costa]: “Este manuscrito para guitarra barroca consiste numa colectânea de peças de
autores anónimos. A maior parte do repertório é composto por danças em voga na Península Ibérica de
setecentos; tais como passacaglia, oitavado, rojão, chacoina, chacara, etc...” [According to wikipedia, this
manuscript is apparently a musical hoax perpetrated by the modern composer Paulo Galvao; the point however
is that the oitavado is a recognized portuguese dance of the 17th century]

Parma 6:11 F major  And[an]te 3/4
  1 1 "1 trÖ.î¶.ì ÖÖÖ± | 3v F  [1\3 rh sola] 4 lh imitates  H7 Ö.î¶.ì extended 9 °  £
\ 10 "2 (dotted rhythm in all 3 beats divided between h) >d>a 13 >C
, 15 "1 varied 16 lh imitates  18:  H7   H20\22:  Ä  scale ü, turn figure, Å  broken chord swoop úC1

, 23 "3  trÖ.î¶.ì Ö± ±¯| Ö  27 % varied, step higher d  29>a/E
, 31 "4  a  h together parallel or opposed 41 :Ú:
  2 42 "4 d/A
,n 47 "1 as at 15 (w/H7 as at 18) developed d  52>g>F>C

56 "1 restated F  (as at m1, 8ve higher)



, 61 $1 (derived< H20\22) 65  %
69 $2 Ö é± Ä ± Ä  | Ö  lh tr on 3d beat  71: rh includes turn figure < H21 as at 60&64 78 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 4:21; Parma 6:11; Zaragoza 31:28; Münster 2a:23
dates: about 1740-45; 1753
companions: •V4:21, 22; M2a: 23, 24 = P6:11, 12
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 4; expressive left-hand trills (see ornaments below)
themes: 12134:41156: cellular; continuous development of the figure in m1; part 2 begins with the last theme,
develops the first theme (transformed into something exotic merely by new chords to follow the dotted rhythm)
restates it in its original part 1 form and in the home key, then adds new material derived from cells in part 1
keys: 1635633:662151:  Part 1 ends in mediant minor (a), part 2 begins in relative minor, d, on A basses; ö m47
at establishment of d minor in its own right and the á1 theme transformed; this leads to a particularly fine
passage (among many beautiful ones in this sonata) at m52, a rhetorical peroratio in adfectibus
ornaments, accidentals: the Parma manuscript distinguishes between ~~~ & tr on the frequent repetitions of the
opening dotted figure (the Parma readings often differ from Fadini’s choices and she doesn’t give sources for
them; for example m1, 2 & 5 all have tr on the first note of this figure, whether rh or lh, in Parma).  Both must
be very fast and sharp to keep the dotted rhythm from being blurred.  If ~~~ on F is interpreted as FGF Ó Ó ¶  and tr
on F as GFGF ÓÓÓ 3 ¶, the distinction can be preserved without destroying the melodic and rhythmic outline
m29: B>1 in lh against B[=]3 in rh, apparently in all the sources since Fadini adds a small > to emend it; the rh
has to stretch a ninth to reach the B>4 & C5 which follow while the B= is held by the thumb, adding to the fun
m42: tr in lh against ~~~ in rh
m54: B>2 in lh against tr with B=3 in rh (the shakes in m12, 37 & 39 could also be played with B= rather than
B> as the upper auxiliary note)
m69-73: the lh tr makes a powerful statement; it should begin on the upper auxiliary note since an F pedal is
being repeated throughout these measures, and should be simply FE 4 times, without an upturn
m71: rh tr on G is preceded by a large-note turn ending on G and followed by FG in ç  ’s; therefore the tr is
AGAGAG in ç ’s. m69-73: tr is to the left of the left-hand notes in Parma (Fadini puts it as a shake above)
m77: 2nd beat: Münster rhythm seems best: ¶¶ççç± (Parma, Venezia & Münster all have DEDEFG: end of
discussion); last beat: 3 Å  small notes (no slur; EFG in Münster, FGA in Parma & Venezia) leading to ~~~  on
dotted Ä  G followed by ç± as a downturn makes sense if  ~~~  is interpreted as GAG in ç ’s and the small notes as   
ç ’s also, giving a total of 8 ç ’s = ±
similar sonatas: P4:18 F
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k256; Fadini 4:204; Münster microfilm; (Venezia libro 4 online not yet available)
see also: Dale: hunting scenes
Kirkpatrick p215-6; p385 (ex m8-9): “last note of a termination repeated as an appoggiatura.  This furnishes
additional evidence that Scarlatti had no repugnance to repeating a note to begin a trill”; p395 [ex m13: slides]
Pestelli p252: “villanella”
Chambure p99
Sutcliffe p266-268 ex m60-78; [his discussion of m77 is among his silliest]
Sara Gross Ceballos, Scarlatti and María Bárbara... in Sala, p213-216 ex

Parma 6:12 F major  All[egr]o  2/4
  1 1 "1 Ö± ~~~± | ¶¶¶±  ¶¶¶± |~~~± Ä à  rh 9th leaps  F  2v cp  2 lh imitates  4 lh ± Ö±  6>C  (11\12 3v)

15 "2 Ö.» Ö± | Ö.ï± Ö±  lh:  turn figure & broken 8ves<"1 m1 19 c
23 "3 rh  Ö± Ö± | Ö± Ö± (scales ú); lh broken 8ves<"2
25 "2 C  32 coda 37 ±¯£ (or ß ?) :Ú: [end 2: elide]

  2 38 "2 developed F/ C  45 d
n 52 "3 developed; rh scales extended g  54>f>b@  57 f

60 "2  66 F   77 coda varied 82 :Ú:



source collections: Venezia 4:22; Parma 6:12; Zaragoza 31:41; Münster 2a:24
dates: about 1730-35; 1753
companions: •V4:21, 22; M2a: 23, 24 = P6:11, 12
•Za31:41-43 = P6:12, 5:21, 22
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 12320:2320: cellular, one group; themes return; first theme omitted part 2.  Much of the left-hand part
derives from or is predicted by the rhythm and broken octave of m1.  The á3 theme, which was barely a
two-measure episode in part 1, becomes a full-fledged theme at the n point in part 2
keys: 1555:16214511:
ornaments graphics: differentiates tr & ~~ (and unornamented long notes followed by an upturn: m25-31).
m1: the ~~ on the ± should be short, without an upturn -- it’s more dramatic if m2 starts a new phrase; also the
left-hand imitation lacks the ~~ , but 2a.volta the turn could be added
m37: slur (or ß?) over whole measure for first ending elision; m38 begins with same C’s (minus lowest one)
m39 &65: tr is a 5-ç  turn (FGFEF)
similar sonatas: V42:9 E=
metaphors: written as a duet for the right and left hands; commedia dell’arte characters Colombina and
Arlecchino; compare P10:7 F
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k257; Fadini 4:205

Parma 6:13 D major  Presto ¢
  1 1 " ± ± ± Ö± D  3v rh leaps 14>A

19 $1 2v h interlock
23 $2 lh leaps x rh a  34 A  39 coda A pedals  41 ¬ ß [2: elide] :Ú:

  2 42 " A  (A pedals continue 42\44) 51> D
n 64 $2 d  85 A\1 94 D 100 :Ú:
in Parma: Antes de esta sonata se debe Tañer la q[ue] sigue, que es compañera, y 1.a de esta [Before this sonata
one should play that which follows (P6:14), which is its companion, and precedes this one]
source collections: Venezia 1742:11; London-Worgan 16;  Lisboa 24 ¡ instead of ¢; Parma 6:13; Johnson
1752:7; Zaragoza 32:22 & 36; Münster 3b:69; NewYork 1:47 -- (see graphics below for some differences
among the sources)
dates: about 1730-35; 1742 (1753)
companions: •V42:10 d; 11 D (P6:13)
•P6:14, 13
•Za 32:21, 22 = P2:5, 6:13
•Za 32:36, 37 = P6:13, 3:25
instruments: cembalo with range Ac [b4 is highest note]; earliest version intended for organ?
difficulty: moderate, level 5.  The occasional scales, broken chords, and hand crossing with leaps in the left hand
represent an intermediate stage of difficulty between the easy sonatas with minimal left-hand parts and those
like E27 which require more agile leaps of both hands crossing each other.  The graphics imply that the rh and
lh often play the same note simultaneously on different keyboards (first note in m 7 & 9 for example)
themes: 123:13: two groups; first theme of second group omitted in part 2; ö at start of second theme of second
group in part 2 and change of key to tonic minor
keys: 1555:5111: The part 2 opening transposes the part 1 rh theme down a fourth and the lh up a fifth, bringing
the voices closer together, an illustration of Scarlatti’s effective use of keyboard space to gain different effects
graphics, ornaments:  •Venezia 1742:11: different treatment of rests; m1-7 wavy lines follow the ° in the lh;
m11-18 have ± in the rh followed by a wavy line (instead of a rest) then ° on the middle beat.  m41: ¬tr with
curve above which could be interpreted as an elision rather than a fermata, however the left hand ¬ has a
fermata. Dacapo at end (thin double bar, no dots); Kirkpatrick 2: k53 is a facsimile of this version; see also
Sheveloff p396-402



•London-Worgan 16 lacks the low A but apparently has the wavy lines, like V&M
•Lisboa 24; wavy lines; this source has more ornamentation than any of the others, including small notes before
the rh tr in m1-7; in m11-18 tr is on the weak-beat dotted °; in m17 this is tied to m18 and tr is repeated.;
m42-48 are like m1-7; in m50-58 there are tr’s on all the tied middle-beat ° ’s.
•Parma 6:13 has ½ measure rests instead of wavy lines in m1-3 & 5-7; there are no ~~~ ’s in m11-18 nor in
m42-58.
•Münster 3:69 is closer to Venezia than to Parma, but has several differences from either, such as a low A-1 in
m97 (the other sources have one in m85 but not here).  The text Siegue la 2.a parte appears at the end of the
second page.
m1-7 etc: unslurred small notes preceding trills in Lisboa, mentioned above,  see Neumann Ornamentation
p588: supported appoggiatura trill (the first upper note is lengthened)  I think the different graphics in Parma
and Venezia imply different interpretations in each of these three sources: Parma: principal-upper-principal as
smooth triplet; Venezia: upper-principal-upper-principal; Lisboa: upper held, then principal-upper-principal but
more rapid than Parma
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k53² (=P6:13); 2: k53 (=V42:11); Fadini 1:11 (P & V versions collated together,
with LW & M); Lisboa facsimile; Venezia facsimile; Johnson 1752:7 (LW)
see also: Pestelli p172: “l’episodio delle mani incrociate ([m]23-34) è legato strettissimamente all’ E...27” [also
P2:14, the previous sonata in Pestelli’s group, p170]
Foster p48: “associative...”
Sutcliffe p184-187 ex=m72-95

Parma 6:14 D major And[an]te 3/4
  1 1 cutoff downbeat "1 Ö± Ö± ~~~Ö¶± | ° D 2v cp rises by steps every 2m

 9 % varied; h switch; lh leaps
, 19 "2 3v tr  in alto v, notes held above [as if 2/4 meter] 20 A  22 b>D>A/E  25 Å  scale ú

28 $1 2v broken 2nds & 3rds 30  lh imitates +2m
n^ 32 $2 á ¶¶± Ö± ±¯|¶  a & e  waver 36 %

40  $3 A  48 :Ú:
  2 49 $2 developed d   52 >F

56 $1 developed;  rh ostinato ~~~± F/C  rises by steps every 3m  58>g/D  61>a/E
64 $2 begins in same pitches as m32 65 Å  scale ú>d/A 68 $2 continues a & d  waver 72: 68\71 %
76  $3 D  86 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 4:23; Parma 6:14; Zaragoza 31:37
dates: about 1745-50; 1753
companions: •P6:14, 13 (see note to P6:13: P6:14 should be played before P6:13, which is its companion)
•Za31:37, 38 = P6:14, 3 (not P6:13, which has other companions in its two Za32 versions)
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 12345:4345: two groups; the first group establishes a mood of seriousness which gradually becomes
more uncertain at m19, dissolving into a rapid scale at the end of m25; the whole group is omitted in part 2.  But
the music is prevented from running away completely by the continued accompaniment of slow ± ’s in either
hand.  The theme which starts at the short-long n ratio m32 in part 1, begins in part2 at m64 as an exact
repetition, but then is interrupted by a scale which brings the music closer to the final home key (D), although
still in minor.  keys: 15615525:13-3-451511:
accidentals, ornaments: m56 etc: ~~~ is repeated on each ± and there are no ties between them, so short shakes are
intended, not one continuous long trill
Accidentals are carefully provided on each note when needed (and when the pitch isn’t repeated, measure lines
ignored) throughout the Parma ms, whether or not the beams are connected; Fadini fails to notice that the last
right-hand C4 in m58 should therefore be C< (as well as the second  ±  C2 in the left hand)



m59: the ~~~ on D should be played with E=, implied by the previous measure, although lh has E>; the same
thing happens in m62: F> rh, F< lh
similar sonatas: P6:15 G
P2:10 A (scales with 1½ steps as at m32 of this sonata; see also n above in themes)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k258; Fadini 4:206 (Venezia 4 not available online as of 2012)
see also: Sitwell: “...almost a clog dance, surely not of Italian or Andalucian inspiration...”
Pestelli p254: “contrappunto in stile medio” [prototype for this group]; p255
Sutcliffe p344: “first two ideas... completely abandoned [in part 2]. Only the rising sequence of [m] 56-63 recalls
the opening gesturally... connotes a strong sense of progressive form”

Parma 6:15 G major And[an]te 3/4
  1 1 "1 Å_¶¶¶± ±. Ä  |  G  2v 5 lh imitates
, 9 "2 a/ E pedals; blocked intervals 13 % step higher b/ F# pedals

17 $1 á ¶¶± ¶¶¶±... broken 2nds; lh ±.  ÖÖ± |  21 >D/A
23 $2 D  33 coda: falling broken 2nds w/ repeated notes ú, broken 3rds ü  38 :Ú:

  2 39 "2 g/D pedals  n44 % 3rd lower c/G pedals
, 48 $1 e>a  51>G

54 $2  64 coda  69 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 4:24; Parma 6:15; Zaragoza 31:48; Münster 2a:25; Wien Q15116:28 “1753”
dates: about 1730-35; 1753
companions: •V4:24, 25; M2a: 25, 26; WQ16:28,29 = P6:15, 16
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 1234:234: two groups; omits first theme in part 2; rest in same order.  As in P6:14 D the motion speeds
up at m17 (in one hand, with the other hand holding back) but here the faster note values were present in the
first measure
keys: 12355:14621:  ö m44 at a repetition of the second theme (now the first in part 2) and change of key from
tonic minor to subdominant minor, both on their dominant pedal
accidentals: are usually indicated for each non-adjacent occurence whether or not tied under a single beam. 
Therefore the second rh B in m41 should be interpreted as B> in Parma; there may be a = on it in Münster but
the microfilm is too difficult to read; Venezia online for libro 4 not available (2013)
similar sonatas: the blocked intervals in m10-15 & 39-46 are like those in P4:8 G (start of part 2)
There is a kinship among P6:14 D, 15 G, 19 e & M5:22 e (treatment of repetitious Å  figures against steady ±’s) 
influences: the theme at m23+ has a more than galant but not quite romantic expressiveness which Mozart
would find congenial: compare, for example, some sections of the Adagio of the Sonata in c minor (1784) or the
Rondo in a minor (1787); see also Pestelli below, who calls this a carillon theme, showing french influence
metaphors: June 15 is Saint Vitus day (San Vito), a sicilian and the patron of actors, comedians and of course
dancers.  Since I have shown many calendar relationships between birthdays, name days (and other events) and
the corresponding libro and sonata numbers in Parma and Venezia (Capriccio file), performers not finding a
particular relationship helpful, and not being fond of catholic iconography, might consider adopting a sonata
which corresponds to their own birthday: or is that too much like opening a book at random?
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k259; Fadini 4:207; Münster microfilm
see also: Kirkpatrick 165; p258
Pestelli p190: “il tratto da carillon che conclude le due parti della Sonata”; p251: “andanti amplificati,
dilatazione delle strutture, elementi dialogici” [prototype for this group]
Sitwell: Neapolitan...
Sheveloff p175: [called Minuetto in Bülow edition 1864]
Chambure p99
Sutcliffe p251-252
Nina Key in Morales p345



Parma 6:16 G major  All[egr]o  3/4
  1 1 "1 ÖÖÖÖÖ± | °.¯|Ö   G  2v 2 lh imitates  m1 only  11>D  15>A

20 "2 rh broken 8ves, scales; lh 7th&6th chords,  ú by steps, groups 2m  22 $@@ >f>e@
29 rh broken 7ths ú3rds, out of line w/lh changes >b@  36>C  40 $$# D

, 47 "3 unfolded broken chords  50 lh imitates  53 chromatic scales ü
61 $@@ "2 varied c  69\71>a (enharmonic change A@\G#) 72 $$# 74>d/A 77 trÖ±ß

\n^ (77 à �\)78 "3 varied; chromatic scales exchanged by h  D  83 % & extended 96 :Ú:[2: can elide]
  2 97 cutoff D3 "1 varied G/D>G

107 "2 lh 3m groups fall by steps C/G  113>F  116 $@@  f  119 A@  126 f  131 d  137 g/D
, 141 $$# "3 G  close h

155 $@@ "2 g 159 c  166 f  169\70>g (enharmonic change G@\F#) 180 ±ß $$#  £
\ (180 à Ä )\181 "3 (as at 78) G  195 new coda: parallel 6ths divided between h 203 :Ú:
source collections: Wien Q15116:29 “1752”; Wien G 1; Venezia 4:25; Parma 6:16; Münster 2a:26
dates: about 1750; 1752
companions: •V4:24, 25; M2a: 25, 26; WQ16:28, 29 = P6:15, 16
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; m141: rh strikes the note held by lh:  implies double keyboard.
difficulty: moderate, level 4
themes: 12323:123230: one group, variants, themes return within each part (binary rondo).  The ö point,
short-long ratio, occurs after a fermata, with chromatic scales expanded from an earlier theme and at the change
to the final dominant of part 1; no new themes are introduced in part 2
keys: 15276-3-454255:114772-751114711:  The sonata passes through 6 major keys (G  A= A  C  D  F) and 7
minor keys (g a  b= c d  e= f)
rhythms: in the ostinato (á2) passages, the right hand and left hand often have different rhythmic stresses from
each other.  The left hand bass chords change tonic, dominant, and subdominant lowest notes underlying the key
of the right hand broken chords (I haven’t reflected this degree of complexity in the map file).  The lowest notes
of the bass start downward in m21 but stresses fall most naturally in the even measures, continuing down to
m34 and back up to m42 (in other words the left hand gets a stress every other measure, the right hand creates
cross rhythms depending on whether its notes or repeated or not, the ones which aren’t repeated tending to stand
out anyway) In part 2, the basses appear in patterns of three, with stresses at each change: m107, 110, 113... 128;
at m131 the same bass appears for 5 measures, with stresses falling in m131, 133 and 136
accidentals, ornaments: m20-21: the broken octaves start on the upper note, as in most of the rest of the sonata;
however in m25-29 they start on the lower note.  Different intervals are used from m30 onward; these have a
repeated offbeat note at the top with different notes on the beats at the bottom; this is reversed at m107 onward. 
These differences can be exploited for varying tone-colors (compare influences below)
m33, 38, 39 etc: accidentals are repeated on non-adjacent notes of the same pitch in the same measure in spite
of the beams being joined
m185, 190, 194, 200, 202: a series of trill-like figures on similar cadences have different approaches and up- or
down-turns; the fact that tr is reserved for the last measure (~~~ on the others and neither in m198) is an indication
that tr is longer and faster than ~~~
similar sonatas: P7:30 F (next in Pestelli group p221)
P8:13 G & P10:5 D (ostinati)
influences: Chopin, Sonate, b, opus 58 (1844): the sostenuto section in E of the Largo; the á2 sections of this
Scarlatti sonata, especially m107+, benefit from notes of the broken chords being sustained as in the Chopin
work
metaphors: intense expression from simple materials.  This sonata is one of Scarlatti’s finest achievements  Its
two hundred measures make Der Ring des Nibelungen a waste of time.
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k260; Fadini 4:208
see also:  Kirkpatrick p89: “may well have [been] composed at Aranjuez”; p165-6; p247: “Surely Scarlatti has
written nothing more poetically evocative or mysterious than the modulations in [this] Sonata...”; p271; p287;



p320
Pestelli p222
Sutcliffe p156-158 [quotes Kathleen Dale, Domenico Scarlatti: his unique contribution to keyboard literature
(1948 article) p43]; p209 [quotes Massimo Bogianckino, The harpsichord music of Domenico Scarlatti, 1967,
p101-2]
Willis p143-144 ex; [includes more from the Bogianckino passage listed above]

Parma 6:17 B major All[egr]o 2/4
  1 1 " Ö¶± Ö± | Ö± ~~~Ö.ï± | Ö± trÖ.ï± | Ö± ¶±± B  2v

9 $1 lh rising broken 4ths, rh falling broken 2nds with repeated notes b  15 D  3v 20>f#
23 $2 ($1 variant) F#
28 $3 rh á ±ì»» | Ö± repeated notes, lh scales ü&ú 35 coda (<$2)  38 :Ú:

  2 39 $$$$$ ( ($3 variant) full & 7th chords, ¶¶± repeated notes d/A (w/ C#) 47 ## e/B 57 [##]# f#/C#
n 67 $1 developed 72 b  75 #####  c#   78>g#  81>B  85 F# pedals  90>F#
, 93 $2 varied b

99 $3 B  106 coda varied 111 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 4:26; Parma 6:17; Münster 4:49
dates: about 1745-50; 1753
companions: •V4:26, 27 = P6:17, 18
•M4:46-49: see note with P4:9 companions
instruments: cembalo with range Bd
difficulty: difficult, level 7
themes: 12340:52340: two groups part 1, part 2 replaces first theme with new material rhythmically related to
the last theme of part 1; ö follows, at start of second theme
keys: 113-55:3-451261511: tonic major to minor to mediant major
accidentals: m78&79 (all sources):  F* (double sharp accidentals; see P5:1 E)
similar sonatas: P15:18 E
The opening theme is similar to that of P5:11 b, almost a variant of it
P2:10 A has another version of this theme
metaphors: a portrait of a military commander, in which an elegant uniform has to stand in for the actual
exploits, even though a lively battle scene is narrated in part 2.  The left-scales at the end of each part (m28+ &
m99+) are an ironic comment on the right-hand’s sword-brandishing
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k261; Fadini 4:209
see also: Gerstenberg p114 fn
Kirkpatrick p249
Chambure p123 [with P9:13 C]
Sheveloff ...frustrations p436: [strong pair relationship]
Sutcliffe p344-346
Willis p1-3 exs; “[beginning of part 2 is] ... a dramatic rupture of the highest order, an almost extra-musical
intrusion of one sonorous world into another”

Parma 6:18 B major Vivo 12/8
  1 1 "1 à Ö± ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | Ö  B  2v broken chords w/repeated notes; Å  scales ú 3 m1\2 % varied:

lh ostinato repeated notes  5  3v f# >c# >b  repeated notes in middle & top v; lh 7ths &c
, (10\)11 "2 f#/B lh scalesú [see influences
, (17\)18 "3

22½ "4 (<"1) F#   25 :Ú:
  2 26 $1 (<"1 at 5 & "2) à Ö±¯ÖÖ± ±.¯± Ä  lh ostinato chords in 2�s b/F#  28 a 30 D 32 e 34 f#  36 B/F#
n 39 $2 (<$1) à Ö± ± Ä  b   40>e  41>a  43>b



, (44\)45  "2 rh 3rds
, (52\)53 "3

57½ "4 varied B   62 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia  4:27; Parma 6:18; Münster 3a:6
dates: about 1745-50; 1753
companions: •V4:26, 27 = P6:17, 18
instruments: cembalo with range Bd
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 1230:45230: one group, variants;  cellular; develops material found in first three measures; replaces first
theme in part 2 with material partly derived from it; ö at start of second theme and change to tonic minor
keys: 152155:173-45114711:
accidentals: m10-11: the last E in each measure is marked > in Münster
m43: has A< in rh, B=in lh
similar sonatas: P11:16 E (similar unusual scales, m18+ both sonatas)
influences: Vicente Rodriguez, Tocata 26 B, 1744, is also in 12/8 (see Contemporaries file)
The falling scales in the á2 theme, m12-17, end in the rhythm ¶¶¶Ö± ±.: a slight hesitation before the final step, as
contrasted with the smoothly running scales in m3-5; the same rhythm and contrasting effects are used in J S
Bach, Duetto 3 G from Clavierübung 3 (1739)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k262; Fadini 4:210
see also: Dale p120: “peals of bells”
Chambure p101: “une sorte de tarentelle...”

Parma 6:19 e minor And[an]te ¢
  1 1 "1 ° ° | ÖÖÖ±  ÖÖÖ± | °  e  3v cp  2½ rh imitates  6 3rds rh then lh

12 "2 G  rh Å  scales ü, offbeat stresses
16 "3 chromatic Ä  scales ú both h
20½ "4 ("2 variant: Å  scales ü both h)
27½ "2  33 rh  à Ö Å Ö±; lh added\tone 6th chords
35½ "5 turns w/ falling broken 3rds: rh then lh  40 (w/ full 7th chord) :Ú:

  2 41 "5 developed G  42>a
n 47 "2  49>B  51 e

53 "4
58 "3 developed; scales overlap
64 "2 as at 32\33;  67 as at 27

69 "5 varied 75 extended; added\tone chords 76 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 4:28; Parma 6:19
dates: about 1725-30; 1753
companions: •V4:28, 29 = P6:19, 20
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 123425:524325: one group, variants, themes return; first theme omitted in part 2 & order of rest mixed:
last theme first then second theme at ö; 4th, 3rd, part of 2nd again: in reverse order; last theme returns but in a
varied form.  The emotional high point of the sonata is the development of the third theme at m58-63, the hands
crowding upon each other with urgent chromatic scales
keys: 13:3451:
graphics, ornaments: measures can be split down the middle as if each were assembled from 2 measures of 2/4
m57: the ~~~ °, if the mordent is played short, not extended into a long trill, creates a still point before the change
of texture to the contrapuntal and chromatic á3 theme
similar sonatas: M5:22 e; P6:15 G; P4:16 E=



influences: Carl Maria von Weber, Sonata in e minor opus 70 (1822) opens with a slow falling scale, which also
appears in overlapping imitation as in this sonata at m58; there is a similar increase in motion from Ä ’s to Å ’s
within the first parts of both movements; the Weber sonata includes several other scarlattian echoes such as
parallel scales in the trio of the menuetto (compare E20 in E major m41+) and ostinato left-hand chords; the
rhythm at the beginning of the Prestissimo tarantella finale also begins P4:17 E=
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k263; Fadini 4:211
see also: Gerstenberg p102 fn; p110 ex m16+: [influence of neapolitan opera sinfonia: short-breathed,
chromatic secondary theme]
Kirkpatrick p278; p298; p302
Sitwell: Spanish...
Pestelli p220: [with P7:21 e] “sembrano una resipiscenza delle vecchie sonate violinistiche”
Sutcliffe p89-92 ex=m1-34 [compared to P11:15 e and Miserere in e minor circa 1715]; p317 [stylistic
fingerprint: sudden open fifth: m41]

Parma 6:20 E major  Vivo 3/8
  1 1 "1 rh ±.|±.|±.|±.  (lower v ÖÖ± ...  also in rh) E  3v 5 lh imitates both voices <1\4

14 "2 B  20 % (varied) step higher c#  26>g#
, 30 "3 rh 6ths d#, 38 % step lower, rh 3rds  a#  (i.e. enharmonic b@ )  46 % step lower F#
, 54 $1 ostinato both h f#  58: 54\57 %, 62: 54\61 % 4th higher b , 70  step lower a , 78 step lower C

87 $2 D  89 E   91 F#  93 Å  scale ú>b
, (96\)97 (1 Ä  | ¶¶¶±µ_|ÖÖ± B  109 b  (' 97\100, 105\107 varied)

116 (2 B  broken chord ú 126 :Ú:
  2 127 "1 B>F#  131 $$$$@@@@ >D@ (enharmonic change) 136>b@ (w/G$, melodic minor)

140 "3 >f/C
,n 147 $1 f  155 b@  163 A@

172 $2 extended E@ 174 c  176 g  181 lh 8ves,  9ths, 7ths
, 190 $1 194 brought to climax:  197 $$$$ e added\tone chords
, 208 (no upbeat this time) #### (1 E   220 e

227  (2 extended E  241 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 4:29; Parma 6:20; Münster 3a:28 (lh F<2 ±. in m53 is lacking in Parma & Venezia
mss; the passage at m97-108, ã1 on the map, is in b minor not major)
dates: about 1750; 1753 (1754?)
companions: •V4:28, 29 = P6:19, 20
instruments: cembalo with range Bd; the left hand is frequently in the upper ledger
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 1234567:1345467: three groups, highly contrasted: the first moving up and down in thirds, sixths and
blocked intervals, the second thick repeated chords, the third faster and lighter broken chords.  In part 2 the first
group is reduced from 53 measures to 20; ö occurs at the start of the second group and the establishment of the
lowered supertonic minor (f; this theme began in f< minor in part 1) and its length is extended from 43
measures to 62; the third group is extended slightly from 30 measures to 35.  The use of a short rest between
ideas is a distinctive rhetorical device in this sonata, like the catching of breath before going on, at m26, m54,
m147, the ö point, and m194, where the chords build and spread up & down the keyboard
keys: 15637+4+22546-7125555:527-5-2-2-5-4-1-6-3-1111:  Passes through (for at least two measures) 8 major
keys (A= B C D= D E= E F<) and 11 minor keys (g g< a a</b= b c c< d< e f f<) which together include all
the steps of the chromatic scale.  m38-45 are in b=minor written enharmonically as a< minor; m136+ and 155+
are in b= minor written with =’s (m136+ uses G> for the melodic minor scale)
accidentals: m179: since the rh & lh are on the same ledger (in Parma, unlike Fadini’s edition), the rh D[>]
continues from the explicit D> in the left hand m177+.
similar sonatas: P4:23 f; P5:27 B



P5:23 G and P7:8 A also pass through large numbers of keys
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k264; Fadini 4:212.
see also: Kirkpatrick p270: “false Crux... m53” [crux as a meaningful way to explain form goes into meltdown]
Sitwell: “Another jota, with melancholy, ringing start. The jota is in the second section [does he mean á3 at
m30+ or somewhere in part 2?], but not very marked in rhythm”
Chambure p101

Parma 6:21 A major All[egr]o  ¢
  1 1 " £ ± ~~~± ± | ÖÖÖ±  ÖÖÖ± | ± A  2 or 3v  3 lh imitates +\  8 ÖÖÖ± | ¶±µ  10>E/B
\ 15½$  h parallel, both offbeat 3v e  17>G  19 G\1 °ß £ % e  21>a  23 A\1 ° £ % e  26>B  27 B\1 °ß ä
\ 28 ( ÖÖ± ÖÖ±... E  32 offbeat stresses with ties across middle beat  44 °. :Ú:
  2 (44)\45  $ developed f#

53 " (as at 8) developed c# >f# >D [M: G>in m56]  n57 scales, h opposed >A/E
\ 62½ $ a>C  66 % a>d  70 % a>E   74 E1 °ß ä
\ 75 ( A  92 °. :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 5:3; Parma 6:21; Münster 3a:7 (m26: has a lh B octave ° which is in neither P or V;
in m32 & 87 it doubles the downbeats an octave lower)
dates: about 1750; 1753
companions: •V5:3, 4; M3a: 7, 8 = P6:21, 22
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 123:2123: three groups.  This sonata uses longer and more melodramatic (rhetorical) rests between
ideas than P6:20 E, often with fermate on the preceding cadence notes: compare m15 and m19; - in the left
margin of the map indicates full pauses between theme groups, as explained in the introduction: Symbols...
keys: 155754525:6364113-14151:  The sonata opens tentatively (á group) and moves to the dominant (on its
dominant) without establishing a clear theme.  The second group (â) begins in the dominant minor and features
heavily accented material (offbeat stresses) leading (in three different attempts as Kirkpatrick points out in the
citation below) to a cadence in the supertonic major (dominant of the dominant) This is followed by more
flowing triplets in the dominant, then a return of offbeat stresses, making up the third group (ã), which closes
part 1.  Part 2 begins in the relative minor of the home key: the second group is developed but this time does not
move anywhere. Then a phrase or cell from the last half of the first group is repeated at different pitches but is
interrupted at the ö point by a bridge-like passage that leads to the tonic major on its dominant.  The second
group reappears again, in the tonic minor, but moves, in separate attempts as in part 1, to the dominant major,
with the third group following as in part 1 but in the tonic major
similar sonatas: P2:15 E
metaphors: an impassioned orator, who emphasizes his points with repetition and sweeping gestures
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k268; Fadini 5:216
see also: Kirkpatrick p250 “m...15-27.  The phrase always begins on the same note, but ends each time a tone
higher”
Chambure p103 [works up Kirkpatrick’s point a little, but his example stupidly makes the middle-voice dotted
rhythm start on the downbeat; it should be: £ Ö.» | ±]

Parma 6:22 A major  All[egr]o 6/8
  1 1 "1 Å±. Å±.¯|ÖÖ± ÖÖ± |Ö  A  2v 8 E pedals
, 11½ "2 rh ties, lh broken 10th chords & leaps E
, 17½ "3 e  221>b
, 22½ "2 E  29½: 22½\28 % & extended 39 :Ú:
  2 40 $$$  $ a/E h parallel , then rh ÖÖ± broken chords w/ lh ±.(<"3) a & e waver 46 % varied a & d
n 52 % varied E@  & f waver  58  g  60 a



63 ###  "2 A  74: 66\73 % w/ new extension  85 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 5:4;  Parma 6:22; Münster 3a:8
dates: about 1730-35; 1753
companions: •V5:3, 4; M3a: 7, 8 = P6:21, 22
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3; the broken tenth chords in m11+ could be either 521 or 512 fingering (lh): placing
the thumb on accidentals was apparently a problem for Scarlatti’s contemporaries--see C P E Bach, Versuch
über die wahre Art das Clavier zu spielen, 1753: Von der Finger-setzen, p33-35, §61-64: the rule in scales is
“der Daumen niemals auf einen halben Ton gesetzt wird” (the thumb is never placed on a semi-tone) and he
goes on to say how to avoid doing it.  However he reportedly provided examples in the probe-stücken with
fingerings where the thumb is on a black key.  In this Scarlatti case it is a broken chord containing an octave
leap, not a scale, that is involved, and using the thumb on the black keys is the best way to play some of them. 
See P5:18 e, P7:19 G, P14:12 E and P15:18 E for other examples.  At m31+ & 69+ the leaps are wider than an
octave, so 521 is unquestionably the better fingering there; the thumb on one of the notes can’t be avoided and
reversing the hand is less stable after a wide leap; the acrobat will fall from the trapeze.  For a counter-example
see P3:1 G, where passing the index finger over the thumb works better (usually all white keys)
themes: 12320:420: one group, variants; replaces first theme with new material in part 2
keys: 115525:115 14 5-6-711:  n is at the change to a remote key, the lowered dominant (E=) which alternates
with another remote key, the lowered submediant minor (f)
graphics: m65: small note F< in Parma & Münster, E in Venezia; no slur
m71 ends with E, m72 begins with E<; m78 to m79 are the same but a slur has been added in all three sources;
the composer probably added an incorrect tie when adding ties in the surrounding measures in his autograph 
similar sonatas: P4:6 A (reversed hand broken chords)
P5:2 E
P11:18 A (ties; same Pestelli group p244)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k269; Fadini 5:217

Parma 6:23 C major \\ ¢
  1 1 "1 trÖ.»µµ ± ± | trÖ.»µµ ± ± |± ± ± ± |Ö.êÖ.» Ä° C  3v h parallel; lh 2\8ve leaps; 4\m units 11F>a>d

16>G
, 17 "2 ("1 variant) 20 C  lh leaps extended, fall by steps; rh ~~~± ±  26 ±ß £
\ 27 @@@ "1 varied E@  36 c  39 g>G   43 $$$ lh leaps reversed
, 47 "2

55 "3 (<"1 at 12\16)  Ö.»  ççç±µ_ÖÖ±3 ÖÖ± | Ö.  59 downbeat rests; ties; triplets  69 °.G\1 :Ú:
  2 70 "2 developed G  N72 @@@ A@ 75 D@ 78 f  84>c/G  87 triplets ( "3 echoed) 90 ...£ |
, 91 $$$  "2 restated C  (rh tr ± ±)

102 "3 116 ± £ ä  :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 5:5 --; Parma 6:23; Münster 3a:29 -- (no tempo indication in any)
dates: about 1750; 1753
companions: •V5:5, 6; M3a: 29, 30 = P6:23, 24
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; two-octave leaps in lh, sometimes moving by steps, sometimes by thirds, sometimes
repeating the same notes
themes: 12123:223: cellular, one group, variants, themes return; first theme omitted in part 2.  The middle voice
is sometimes parallel, sometimes opposed to the upper voice (m5 then m6 for example) At m36-42 these two
voices take on contrasting expressive characters
keys: 1462513-155:56-2-411: ö occurs at m72, two measures after the beginning of part 2, at a sudden change to
the lowered submediant; note also the rhythmic change in m71 (Parma) discussed below
accidentals, ornaments, graphics: tr (trill) wants to start on principal note, but could start on upper note when it



begins a new phrase (so that it is not “approached”); compare m97+ (Parma) discussed below.  Compare P6:11
F: ornaments for interpretations of trills and shakes which preserve dotted rhythms
m41: A[=] in bass against A>& G in upper voices (all three sources)
m43-44: lh ± ’s reverse direction for two measures: D3 D1 instead of the expected D1 D3 (in Parma & Venezia;
Münster has an odd extra ± D3 at the end of each measure and perhaps an attempt to cancel the first ± D3 in each,
which may be corrections by a later owner of the ms; the first four ±’s are positioned under rh notes as in P & V;
Fadini jumps to adopt what she concludes is the intended Münster version but I think wrongly; this overturning
of expectations is just the sort of thing I want to happen in Scarlatti.  In any case, if we have to put up with
editors, they’ve got to learn to present us with a faithful rendition of a single source as their basic text)
m71: rhythm in Parma (only; both hands) is Ö.êÖ.»; see under influences below
m97-104: Parma (only) uses tr instead of ~~~  on alternate ± ’s to contrast with m22-25 & 50-54; the difference
needs to be obeyed; the m97 trills can be longer and begin on the upper auxiliary but no upturns at the ends. 
The fact that the rh is attacking a note that the lh has just abandoned in this passage may be significant in
determining how to play the trills, as well as the rapid upward slides at the ends of the trills in m102&103
similar sonatas: P3:15 F
P4:18 F; moderate march tempo (compare P7:12 G “andante allegro”)
P11:17 A & P12:20 B= (leaps)
influences: m3, 21 etc: the middle section (sostenuto) of Chopin’s Impromptu in A= major opus 29 (1837) is a
typical early 19th-century example of alternating low- and high-note march-like basses: a goose-step perhaps.
The change of rhythm from Ö.»µµ in m1 & 2 to Ö.êÖ.»  in m4 (see map) and elsewhere (also m70 vs m71 in Parma)
is also found in, for example, Chopin Mazurka in G (1835, opus posthumous 67:1) m30-37
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k270; Fadini 5:218; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Dale p117: “... musical accompaniment to puppet plays... the artificial life and the archaic customs of
the early eighteenth-century court of España”
Keller p65: “In der schwebenden Anmut von 502 [his example = this sonata, but it is incorrectly identified by
Keller as P14:19 C] könnte man eine „Pavane für eine junge Infanten” sehen”
Nina Key in Morales p345

Parma 6:24 C major  Vivo 3/8
  1 1 "1 ¶¶¶¶¶± |¶¶¶¶¶± |¶¶¶¶¶± | ±  à | rising broken 2nds C  2v 4 lh imitates
, 14 "2 h 3rd apart; lh leaps  22 G  26 ¨12345  29: 22\27 %

35 "3  39 broken 2nds w/ repeated notes ú G &a waver 45 G
47 rh broken 6ths, lh ostinato 8ves  50 :Ú: Volti p.to

  2 51 "1 G
, 58 $ rh ¶± ± , lh Ö.é¶±: falls by steps C/G  60 a  62 d  n66>C
, 71 "2  86: 79\84 %

92 "3 (104 rh varied: broken 3rds & 6ths) 107 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 5:6; Parma 6:24; Zaragoza 31:53; Münster 3a:30
m81-2 are missing from Venezia; these 2m repeat m79-80 in P&M; V gives all 4 when they are repeated m86+
dates: about 1730-35; 1753
companions: •V5:5, 6; M3a: 29, 30 = P6:23, 24
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 123:1423: one group, variants, new material inserted in part 2
keys: 15565:51641: ö at final return to home key
graphics, ornaments: the tempo marking Vivo has been placed within m2, in Parma only, to allow the m1 notes
to be placed between the ledgers.  This might be an opportunity, as a joke, to play m1 slowly the first time
around.  In any case the Vivo tempo implies something more rapid than Allegro in this sonata, given its
character of short and long bursts of moto perpetuo phrases.  Compare P6:26 B= for a different Vivo



m72, 73, 86, 88 (as well as throughout part 1): slurs on small notes at beginning of measures: slightly before the
beat or crushed as a second; m75-81: no slurs: on the beat but fast (in Parma but not Venezia or Münster; M
also differs in m71-72: unslurred small notes, P & V have ~~~ in m71 rather than a small note)
similar sonatas: P11:12 C(scales with turns which ignore measure lines)
P13:8 C (scales in both hands in opposed directions
P9:22 F & P14:23 F (prominent role of broken seconds; P9:22 F also has a part 1 ending with ostinato octaves)
P14:30 C (broken 6ths for its part 2 ending)
metaphors: June 24 is Saint John the Baptist’s day and was celebrated in Portugal as the name day of João 5
(see Alvarenga in Sala p27) who died in 1750 however.  P8:18 F< (=V6:24) is another possibility for the day
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k271; Fadini 5:219; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Sitwell: Spanish...
Pestelli group p246: “...affievolamento dello spagnolismo” [in other words, very italian in style]
Chambure p103: “Toccata à deux voix”
Sutcliffe p272-275 ex=m33-72 [F> in G major passage]

Parma 6:25 B@ major All[egr]o  ¢
  1 1 cutoff downbeat ° "1 £ Ö± ± Ö± | ± Ö± ± Ö± | °¯ÖÖÖ± |±¬~~~ B@ 2v cp 3 lh Ä  scales ú 11 h switch 16>F

18>d   19  h parallel, rh imitates lh 1/2m later
(21\)22 "2 2 or 3v (not cp) broken chords ú&ü 24 C  28>F/C
31 "3 (lh rhythm <"1;  rh 3rds, tre[molo]) 37 B@/F  41 >F
43 "4 (rh rhythm <"1)   50 ±°  ä  :Ú: [2: can elide]

  2 51 "1 developed f   lh ¬ F pedals
55 "3 developed n57>D@/A@ pedals; ± chords lh  61>c  67 rh scales < "1 at 3
71 "3 restated E@  rh 6ths; tre  shifted against lh ~~~  74> B@   77:71\76 % E@>B@
83 "4  90  ±° (B@\1,1,2) ä  :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 5:7; Parma 6:25
dates: about 1730-35; 1753
companions: •V5:7, 8 = P6:25, 26
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 1234:1334:  cellular, one group; built from two contrasting rhythms in first 4 measures; one theme
omitted in part 2, another restated after development
keys: 1532515:53-24141:  ö, m57, is at a change to a distant key, the lowered mediant
ornaments, accidentals: m32: tre[mulo] on rh ± with note held 3rd or 4th below; m72+ tre on rh Ä  against ~~~  in
lh: see P3:29 D for the interpretation of tremolo as repeated notes with finger changes.  Parma replaces most of
the rh ~~~ in Venezia with tre; it leaves ~~~ in the lh part.  In m72, 74, 78 the rh tre is on the penultimate Ö  in Parma
(Fadini’s endnote mentions this placement for Venezia’s ~~~  only)
m53: the A4[>] ± at the beginning of the measure in Parma is superior to Venezia’s A= here: the fanfare begins
again and this time lands on A= in m55, held longer as a ° , while the F2 in the lh is tied to the one in m54,
weakening the bass F1 so that the corrected note in the rh can have its full effect
m70: both sources have A[>], which is surely a clever and unobjectionable way to move to the home key
similar sonatas: E16 B=, P14:5 B=, P15:15 B=
metaphors: a processional, with fanfares; perhaps a hunting party
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k272; Fadini 5:220
see also: Pestelli p260: [with P8:30 B= & P9:25 B=] “hanno la comune caratteristica di ricalcare nelle battute
di apertura, l’inizio di certe antiche Canzoni per strumento a tastiera”
Chambure p103: “Il n’y a guère de mesure où la cellule rythmique [ex like m1] ne donne le mouvement qui
parcourt toute la sonate, mouvement somme toute monotone” [this is inaccurate; the Ö± ± rhythm alternates with
smooths Ä ’s & shakes, tremoli] “et qui contraste avec ceux de [P6:26] avec qui elle forme une couple”



Parma 6:26 B@ major Vivo 3/8
  1 1 "1 ±. | Ä ±. | ±.| Ä ±. | ±. | ¶ï± ¶¶¶± |Ä  Ä ±~~~  |Ä ±. | 3v B@ lh broken chord w/ 1st note held  9 % 17  % varied

25 "2 lh like "1, rh weakbeat ornaments f
47 $ F  turn & falling Å  broken chords, n^57 rising Æ &Ç  scales 62 turns 71 :Ú: [2: can elide]

  2 72 6/8 Moderato ( Ä ± Ä | Å_ÖÖ± ± Ä | ± F  76 % step higher d  81 g  88 d  90 B@  93 c  96 g>b@
, 104 3/8 $ (begins w/ scales as at  57) B@ 111 as at 47 114 as at 62 123 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 5:8; Parma 6:26
dates: about 1730-35; 1753
companions: •V5:7, 8 = P6:25, 26
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 123:43: two groups; new material replaces first group in part 2; order of elements in the second group
rearranged at the end.  If the 6/8 section is counted as 2 measures of 3/8, the total measures are 146 and n
(short-long golden ratio) occurs at m57, the start of the part of the â theme which is restated in part 2.  The á and
â themes are strongly contrasted; the ã could be considered a development, of the mood at least, of the á theme
(compare metaphors below) The sonata has to start at a somewhat leisurely pace if the rapid scales at the ö point
are going to be accommodated; the use of “Vivo” may be a warning that the pace is nevertheless lively. 
Compare P4:12 B= which also has a pastorale middle section; its opening Allegro returns as Vivo at the end. 
The use of Vivo as a tempo indication occurs mostly in Parma libri 1-6 (see tempi in the Characteristics file)  In
spite of Flannery p140-144’s opinion, the concentration of its use is more likely due to Scarlatti adding or
changing tempi at the time of compiling the sonatas than assigning it at the time of composing them: compare
P2:14 A for example, which is Allegro in Venezia 1749 but Vivo in Parms 2 (1752); P2:4 G was already Vivo
in Venezia 1749 however.  The variety of situations in which Vivo is used shows that its meaning leans toward
the character of the piece (as does Cantabile for example and the use of vivo as an adjective in Allegro vivo)
rather than a strict speed somewhere between Allegro and Presto
keys: 155:536312611:
ornaments, graphics: m59, 65, 69: note values add up correctly in Parma but not in Venezia
m62+: pincé (principal-lower-principal mordent) written in large notes
m96-7: F< in bass, F[>] in treble
similar sonatas: P4:12 B=; P5:20 G; P14:30 C (all have pastorale sections)
influences: broken chords with the first note held are common in french music, for example Couperin, La douce
et piquante, from 15ème ordre, 1722, and the bourdon of Les vergers fleuris, the next piece in the same ordre;
they also appear in J S Bach, Ouverture, b, from Clavierübung 2, 1735.
Rossini, Échantillon du chant de noël à l’italienne (tempo marking Andantino pastorale), from Pechés de
vieillesse album 9:6 (about 1860) has similar rhythms in similarly contrasting sections, one of which is labeled
Zampogna (bagpipes).
metaphors: the á1 theme has a quality of innocence: such as a carefree party arriving in an arcadian landscape
for a picnic; á2: bird calls; â: rapid scales in unequal values (ç ’s and Ó ’s) depicting flight; interrupted by ã: a
pastoral scene (compare P6:25’s metaphor: hunting processional); then â returns and the flight continues (with
some of the birds plummeting to the ground in both parts).  The ã section is also a long improvisation: a group
of musical shepherds searching for the right combination of notes on their instruments.
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k273; Fadini 5:221
see also: Kirkpatrick p269
Pestelli p203: “l’inizio... quasi un’Arietta così singolarmente vicino ai primitivi della sonata moderna: [ex
m1-5]”

Parma 6:27 D major And[an]te Moderato ¢
  1 1 "  ¨ ±  ¥ ± Ö± ± | ± ± ~~~Ö± ± | ± D  2 or 3v lh parallel 3rd or 5th below

13 $ A  h opposed



22 ( ± Ä_± Ä_± | (H23) ¶±µ Ä  ~~~°  24 ostinato lh 3rds n^27 ±.  ¶± ±. ¶±
30: H23 varied 33 ± (incomplete m) :Ú: [2: can elide]Volti presto

  2 34 " developed;  lh rocking 3rds A>b  38: H23  39>e  41>D
47 $ developed; tr  both h w/ sustained notes A  51>G  55>D
63 ( shortened 69 ± £ ä  :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 2:1; Parma 6:27; Münster 5:14
dates: about 1725-30; 1752
companions: •V2:1, 2; M5:14, 15 = P6:27, 28
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; piano (high tessitura throughout)
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 123:123: three groups, cells.  At m24 are three march-like measures of an epigrammatic character
(memorable and witty; the other themes are more generic) following which at the n point (short-long ratio) m27,
a new idea and rhythm are introduced which are not repeated in part 2.  However part 2 develops the rest of the
material in the same order as part 1
links: isolated downbeat in m1 may be a link from the last measure of part 2 for a complete da capo
keys: 15:5621541:
ornaments: m22 &c: Ä  small notes have slurs, therefore played before the beat (short but not crushed when they
are Ä ’s) In m65 & 67 there are no slurs on the small notes however: they should be played on the beat for
contrast and to highlight the fact that this path leads to the close
m27-33: short ~~~’s are justified by the fact that the following up- or downturn figure also occurs after notes in
m27 that have no shakes; the seven measures, occuring at the ö point, needs careful enunciation to gain their
full rhetorical effect; long trills leading into the turns would blur the vocal outline and the different statement to
be made at m63-69 (mentioned above)
similar sonatas: P12:1 D; P8:3 G
P5:1 E: rocking thirds
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k177; Fadini 3:127
see also: Pestelli p73 [exs: opening compared to A. Scarlatti, Telemaco, Coro di Minerva]; p221fn [tempo
might be Allegro]
Dale p120: hunting scenes  Sitwell: High speed ‘velocity’ sonatas ... ‘Hunting’ Sonatas [these interpretations are
due to the 1906-1910 Ricordi edition change of the tempo; see also Pestelli above]
Chambure p77: “...une harmonie de trompettes”
Sutcliffe p319 [stylistic fingerprint: fretting inner parts: m19-22]

Parma 6:28 D major Vivo 3/8
  1 1 " ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± |  ÖÖ± | ~~~ÖÖ± | ±.  D  2 or 3v 5 lh imitates  18>a

20  $ ostinato lh chords
26 ( á ¶¶¶¶±  A  30 ¨ 15 ± à  8ve drones & Ä | ÖÖ± (3|455) alternate 40 ± à :Ú: [2: can elide]

  2 41 " varied; theme in lh D/A  46>b
n 49 * rh weakbeat stress, tied  55>e  59>D

63 ( 78 ±. :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 2 (1752): 2; Parma 6:28; Münster 5:15
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •V2:1, 2; M5:14, 15 = P6:27, 28
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 123:143: three groups; part 2: new material replaces second group at ö point
keys: 155:1621:
similar sonatas: P9:4 D
P3:19 e at m44+ has a passage similar to the one at the ö point here



editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k178; Fadini 3:128
see also: Sutcliffe p225-226 exs [parallel fifths]
Willis p145-146 ex

Parma 6:29 C major  And[an]te Moderato 12/8
  1 1 "1  ¨ ÖÖ± ÖÖ±  ~~~ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ± 2v 2 rh imitates C  9 >e/B 10 ±.ß à

10½ "2 rh repeated notes, lh ostinato chords d  15>c>C 18>G
20½ "3 ("1 variant) 28 coda rh Å  scale ú, leap ü 32 :Ú: [2: can elide]

  2 n 33 "2 c/G >a  34>e  38>a 39>C
41½ "3 43>G  45>C   49 coda  53 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 2 (1752): 28; Parma 6:29
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •V2:28, 29 = P6:29, 30
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 4; weakbeat stresses; the repeated notes imply finger changes and careful phrasing so
that the ÖÖ±’s don’t become isolated triplets, four to a measure; they can be thought of as µ ÖÖ for example and
organized into larger units, as when the high notes are varied at m17-20
themes: 123:23: one group, variants; ö at double bar & start of part 2; first theme omitted in part 2
keys: 132115:1636151:
similar sonatas: the scales of m28-29 are like those in P14:30 C at m13-15, rapid only within the context
influences: the rh part at m13+ is like the lh part of the opening of Chopin, Nocturne in F opus 15:1 (1831)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k199; Fadini 3:151
see also: Pestelli p218 [includes this sonata in a group of slow movements exhibiting pastoral, arcadian and
nostalgic characteristics]
Chambure p83 [form]

Parma 6:30 C major All[egr]o 2/4
  1 1 "  ~~~Ö¶± ¶¶¶± | Ö± ±_|¶  C  2v
, 12½ $1 d  lh à ÖÖ± 16½% step higher e

20  $2 a  27½ % step lower G  3v
, 36 ( rh à  Ä | ççç±µ Ö± lh downbeat rest, 8ves  50 :Ú:
  2 51 *1 (" variant) C/G lh ostinato 8ves, 7ths, 6ths, 5ths, 4ths, 3rds
n 59  *2 (( variant) F  ... ççç± ± Ä  63>d   66:59\65 % step higher & varied G>e
, 72 *3 ±¯°  a/E dissonant appoggiature 76 d
, 84 ( C  98 :Ú: Fin.
source collections: Venezia 2 (1752): 29; Parma 6:30 (1753)
dates: about 1730-35; 1752
companions: •V2:28, 29 = P6:29, 30
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 1234:5674: three groups; part 2 replaces first two groups with new material derived from themes in part
1; ö at the start of the second of these new themes and change to subdominant.  Themes are epigrammatic (see
rhetoric in introduction to this file and influences below)
keys: 12365:14253621:
rhythms: m13-19: rests in the bass at the beginning of measures create a hemiola at m18-19: the rh third is tied
across the measure-line and the lh has no downbeat, an effective transition to m20 through 36, where the strong
beat could be in the middle of measures
accidentals, ornaments: m13, 17 etc: accidentals are repeated within measures on non-adjacent notes even when
the stems are joined by a single beam



m72-78: slurred small ±’s (in Parma) followed by ° chords:  ± ’s are usually unslurred in Scarlatti and therefore to
be treated as appoggiature with full value (or nearly full) with the small note taking the stress (as in m78, which
has no slur in Parma).  I think the best solution is to play these small notes before the beat, as stressed Ä ’s (not
quite ± ’s). If however the small note is played on  the beat with the lower note of the chord, the higher note may
be delayed somewhat less than the full ± value of the small note and stressed.  Since the general meaning of a
Scarlatti slur, I think, is some kind of rubato, here it could (also) mean a call for some or all of the rh notes to be
offbeat (compare Neumann Performance 1993 on notes inégales, esp. p124, and appoggiature p312-317).  The
different ornament (slurred Å ) in m75 has occurred in other contexts (m71 etc) where it is more clearly a crushed
note.  Venezia has all the slurred small notes in m72-78 as Å ’s; since Venezia 2 was copied the year before
Parma 6, the Parma version is clearly a revision and clearly calls for something more expressive than crushing
the small notes with the ° chords.  Another possible solution is to play the slurred small notes at their full value
of ± but in the previous measure as a weak (unstressed) upbeat to the °’s, which are played together as sforzato
chrods; the unslurred small ± in m78 still a traditional appoggiatura played for contrast on the beat with the E °
and the G delayed ± ; P2:13 f has many appoggiature of this type but with faster small-note values; P7:2 F has
the long slurred and unslurred values contrasted at m70 & m72
similar sonatas: P5:25 C: next sonata in same Pestelli group, p216
P1:9 C & P2:13 f: appoggiature
P8:12 & P9:11 G: turn figure at start of measures as at m36 in this sonata
influences: Haydn Fantasia in C major 1789
editions used: Kirkpatrick 7: k200 (p2&4 switched in Johnson 7, not mentioned in notes on text); Fadini 3:152;
Venezia online

Parma: Libro 7º (31) Sonatas. 1753.

Parma 7:1 F major  And[an]te ¢
  1 1 cutoff downbeat ±  "1 Ö± ± ± | ± ± ± ± | ÖÖÖ± ± ± |± ± °~~~ | ° F  2v  5 lh imitates

11 "2 h 3rd apart 14 opposed ± scales  17>C/G
18 "3 3v h 10th, then 6th, apart 24 %  30  coda (echoes "1 at m2) C  32 :Ú: [2: can elide]

  2 33 "2 developed C >a  2v cp 37 opposed scales  41>d  n44  52>F/C
53 "3  61:53\60 %  69 coda F  71 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 5:9; Parma 7:1; Münster 5:5
dates: about 1720-25; 1753
companions: •V5:9, 10, 11; M5:5, 5a, 5b = P7:1, 2, 3
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; piano
difficulty: easy, level 1
themes: 123:23: one group, variants, cellular; first theme omitted in part 2
keys: 155:53611:  The move toward the relative minor (d) begins in m41, but is established at the n point, m44
rhythms: the sonata has some of the character of the slow marches which I consider to have been composed
much later, such as P7:8 A, but respect for the alla breve time signature here changes it into something more
delicate than a march, with two strong beats per measure rather than four (P7:8 A is also alla breve, but there the
weak beats are much closer to the strong beats in weight)
similar sonatas: P5:1 E has slow scales with the hands moving in opposite directions
metaphors: commedia dell’arte innamorati: lovers drifting apart and coming back together
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k274; Fadini 5:222
see also: Keller p66 ex “Tanzrhythmus”
Pestelli p253: “rifanno al genere pastorale” [prototype for this group]

Parma 7:2 F major  All[egr]o  3/4
  1 1 "1 ± ~~~±. ¶± |±°. |Å_±µµ ° F  2v lh 3rds



, 11 "2 f  Ä  scales ú exchanged by h  16 >c/G
20 $ C  rh Å  scales ü, offbeat stresses, lh 3rds 28 scales in lh; rh offbeat 3rds 35 ¨12345 39 :Ú:

  2 40 "1 varied C  43>d
, 46 $ developed  n50  53>a/E  56>G/D 60 >C
, 62 $ restated F  79 rh varied  81 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 5:10; Parma 7:2; Münster 5:5a
dates: about 1720-25; 1753
companions: •V5:9, 10, 11; M5:5, 5a, 5b = P7:1, 2, 3
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; piano
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 123:133: two groups; themes varied and developed in part 2.  The n point (m50) appears near the start
of a lyrical sequence (m53-58), the rhetorical peroratio in adfectibus
keys: 1155:563251:
ornaments: m28 (Parma): the slurred small Å  followed by a right hand chord can be interpreted as coming
before the beat (both large notes played together on the beat) rather than as an appoggiatura on the beat as in
m30; but the similar passage at m70 (Parma) has a small ± with a slur: perhaps this intends to add a full beat to
the measure? or to be played as a full beat in the previous measure, which already has a cadence-type
appoggiatura? or shift stress to the second beat of this measure and delay both large notes, or just the top one? 
m72 has no slur but is otherwise identical: appoggiatura on the upper large note (compare P7:7 D and P6:30 C)
similar sonatas: P1:20 F; P12:11 B=; P1:23 C
The â theme, a rapid scale followed by offbeat stresses, m20+, has a counterpart in P1:23 C at m29+
influences: Mozart, Piano Sonata in F major (1781-3): the beginning of the first movement development,
m94-108 Neue Mozart-ausgabe online, is similar to the opening of part 2 of this sonata in its simplicity and
purity.  Other Scarlatti features in this Mozart sonata: m5-6 imitated in m7-8 of the first movement; the
transition to the recapitulation in trill-like thirds at m124-133 (P12:26 f<); the opening of the third movement,
Allegro assai, 6/8, with an isolated downbeat and a swooping scale passage (P14:23 F, P15:40 d).  The last
movement also resembles the last movement, Allegro assai, 3/8, of Clementi Sonata in B= major opus 10:3
(1783), but isolated downbeats are rare in Clementi I think (I checked piano solo sonatas he published through
1783; no imitation near openings either), and other features such as ostinato and broken chord triplet basses,
common enough in 18th century music, when used in conjunction bring the Mozart closer to Scarlatti than to
Clementi here (but other kinds of Scarlatti resemblances show up in Clementi in 1783: see P15:11 F) Mozart
had several contacts between 1767 and 1773 with Alexandre-Louis L’Augier, a collector of Scarlatti sonatas
(see Wien Q15116 in Collections); hand crossings show up in Mozart’s sonatas and variations at an early date,
for example Variations on a minuet by Fischer 1774 and Sonata in D 1775.
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k275; Fadini 5:223
see also: Sitwell: “Spanish...  Grinding hurdy-gurdy effect with glissandos as well” [Sitwell uses glissando in the
sense of a rapid scale, not one played with a single finger]
Pestelli p236 [grouped with minuetti in Parma libri 11-12]
Chambure p105: “...les nombreuses ruptures de rythme...”
Sutcliffe p336-337 ex

Parma 7:3 F major  Allegro 3/8
  1 1 "1 ±._|±µµ | ~~~±µµ | ±µµ | ±µµ |~~~±µµ | F  2 or 3 v  7 %

13 "2 Ä ±   9ths 15>C
21 "3  rh 3rds, ties

, 33 "4 c
41 "5 ("2&"4 combined) lh broken chords w/ 1st note held 53 % (50\51 % 3 times) 68 :Ú:

  2 69 @@@ "4 developed E@  79>A@
81 "5 varied e@  n89 % step higher f



, 99 "5 restated (as at 41) 107 varied 119: 107\117 %
130 @$$ "3 variant  F  142 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 5:11; Parma 7:3; Münster 5:5b
dates: about 1720-25; 1753
companions: •V5:9, 10, 11; M5:5, 5a, 5b = P7:1, 2, 3
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; piano
difficulty: easy, level 1
themes: 12345:4553: one group, themes are variants; first two themes omitted in part 2
keys: 155:73-711:  part 1 ends in c minor, part 2 begins in E= major with the last two themes in varied form; ö
at change to home key but in the minor mode; the closing theme is then restated in its part 1 form; a variant
form of the third theme comes back to close the sonata in F major
accidentals: m49 has E= in the lh in Münster only, but E[>] to F in the next measure is the same half-step as the
rh’s G to A= (the hands play a tenth apart in m49) The Münster scribe (M2) may have made an unauthorized
change here
similar sonatas: P7:13 G; P7:31 F; P11:28 F; P7:7 D
metaphors: the placement of this sonata in Venezia (V5:11) could honor the name day of Scarlatti’s second wife
Anastasia; see P5:11 b
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k276; Fadini 5:224; Münster microform; Venezia onlin
see also: Landowska: “...obstinacy of tempo ...minute rubati”
Kirkpatrick p269
Chambure p105

Parma 7:4 B@ major And[an]te  ¡
  1 1 " Ö¶± Ö± Ä ± |Ö  B@  2v 5  h 3rd apart  6>d  8>g  11\12 falling broken 3rds ... £ |
\ 13 $ á ¶¶± ±_¶¶¶± ±~~~  rh broken chord ü, answered by lh ú; leaps both h 16½ % 22 ± ± ± £ :Ú:
  2 23  $ developed c/G 26 f
n 28½ " (as at 5) developed 29½>D@  32 >b@  (bridge)  35  ... £ |
\ 36 $ B@  39½rh varied  45 B@\1 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 5:1; Parma 7:4; Münster 4:9; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12:19
dates: about 1740-45; 1753
companions: •V5:1, 2; M4: 9, 10; CF12: 19, 20 = P7:4, 5
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: moderate, level 4
themes: 12:2102: two groups; each group ends with a full break (£ in both hands): therefore the mid-measure
G’s in m22 at the end of part 1 should not be elided into the G’s at the beginning of m23 in part 2; gruops
developed in reverse order in part 2 (á follows â at the ö point)  The sonata opens with a leap of a tenth, which
becomes an integral part of the second theme, in both hands; the leaps are reduced to thirds at the start of part 2,
and at m32-33 they are reduced to minor seconds.  Somewhat wider leaps return at m36 but landing on thirds as
if on cushions.  A deliberately slow tempo will enhance these effects
keys: 136:253-11: part 1 ends in g minor (submediant or relative minor); part 2 begins c minor (supertonic
minor; on its dominant of G); second group restated in tonic major
accidentals, ornaments: m11, 19 (Parma and Venezia): the last F in each measure is [>] since their stems are
not joined under the same beam as the previous F<’s and other pitches intervene.  The Münster microfilm is
hard to read in m11, and Fadini doesn’t provide an endnote, but agrees anyway that both cases are F>
m29: ~~~ rh against tr lh (Parma only; Venezia & Münster have ~~~ in both h; in m30-31 there are shakes in the rh
only).  In m30 the shake moves to the second note in the measure but in m31 it is back on the first, which
persaudes the ear to believe the measure line has moved, leading to offbeat stresses in m32-35
similar sonatas: P12:10 B= (unusual key schemes)
the development of the â theme in part 2 resembles P13:21 E=
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k266; Fadini 5:214; Venezia online; Münster microfilm



see also: Gerstenberg p119: “Die Tonika-Dominant-spannung wird oft durch längeres Ausspinnen verschärft”
[fn: compare P7:4 m36+]

Parma 7:5 B@ major All[egr]o 3/4
  1 1 "1  ± ±. Ä | ~~~°_Ö  B@  2v lh ± scale ú

4 "2 ÖÖÖÖÖ± | Ö  rh broken chords ü, scales ú; lh continues ü, then in 3rds;  H7 (rh) à  ÖÖÖÖ±
13  "3 (<"1+\) ~~~°. | ~~~°. | ~~~°. |  ÖÖÖÖÖ± | Ä ±  ÖÖ± |̄ Ö  lh: H7  17>C  offbeat stresses & ties

, 20 $ à Ä ±. Ä |Ö± ±. lh ±. Ä ±| 3v weakbeats, ties F, C &B@  waver 25>F  "3 echoed ¨12345
28:20\26 % & (35) extended 38 3rds ú  39 :Ú:ß [2: elide]V.ti presto

  2 40 "4 (<end "3 at 17 , part inverted; lh melody, rh ties) f   44 %
, 48 $ developed c , f  & g  waver n54 f  58>F

60 $ restated B@/F  65 B@  70: 60\69 % & extended; "3& "2 echoed  87 B@\1 :Ú:ß /
source collections: Venezia 5:2; Parma 7:5; Münster 4:10; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12:20
dates: about 1720-25; 1753
companions: •V5:1, 2; M4: 9, 10; CF12: 19, 20 = P7:4, 5
difficulty: easy, level 0
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
themes: 1234:5440: two groups, variants, cells; first group replaced in part 2 by new material derived from it;
the part 2 ending is completely different from the first.  The opening has a speaking-voice quality: see exordium
in introduction to this file: rhetoric.  The argumentatio (beginning of part 2) explores intervals and tied rhythms
suggested in part 1 and creates something more substantial from them
keys: 125125:52565511: ö m54: the key settles in the dominant minor (f) after wavering among it and two
others
rhythms: the turn and scale followed by an offbeat stress at m16-17 has a folktune quality (compare P 6:4 D)
accidentals, graphics: m20-35: ambiguous keys are created by accidentals wavering between B[=] & B>.
Parma & Venezia also have E[=] through m31; Münster changes two of these to E>; > on E occurs elsewhere,
so its lack here should be taken as intentional and the rather weird sound (hovering around F, C & B= major)
accepted for what it is; this also affords evidence that M was not copied from either P or V (m48+ & m61+ are
also ambiguous though not quite the same; the last passage resolves the tensions, another sign that the
differences were created on purpose and Münster should be respected as a variant version; see also P6:7 E=)
m39: the double bar at the end of part 1 has a ß on it (the usual double bar for the end of part 2); this may be a
mistake for an elision slur
similar sonatas: P6:1 B=; P1:7 B=; P12:8 F: P3:1 G; P1:6 G
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k267; Fadini 5:215 (Fadini collates P V M and Birchall, which is based on CF12
but edited; see Sheveloff p158)
see also: Gerstenberg p119: “Die Tonika-Dominant-spannung wird oft durch längeres Ausspinnen verschärft”
[fn: compare P7:4 m36+]

Parma 7:6 D major  Cantabile And[anti]no ¢
  1 1 "1 ±µµ[3] ° ± | ±µµ ° ± | ¶ µ. ¶ µ. Å_±. ¶± | Å ± Å ° D  2v 7 A

15 "2 (<"1)  ± | ±µµ Å_±µµ ± ~~~± | 17 a  20 A  23 ¬ß :Ú:
  2 n 24 "1 (m1\2 ) developed (w/o m3 ¶ µ. figure) D>b  27 ± chords e>a/E>G  32 D  33 ' 24

34 "2 varied; rh continuous triplets, large\note appoggiature 40 ¬ß :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 5:12 Cantabile And.e; Parma 7:6; Münster 4:7 And.o; New York 3:31 Cantabile
dates: about 1720-25; 1753.  This is closer in style to obviously early “Cantabile” sonatas like V42:42 d and
P1:30 d than to, say, P14:7 D or P15:21 D.  Listed but not discussed by Halton
companions: •V5:12, 13; M4: 7, 8; NY 3:31, 32 = P7:6, 7
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: easy, level 1



themes: 12:12: one group, variants; ö at start of part 2; part 2 develops or varies all; keys :1555:162541:
ornaments: contains large-note appoggiature as well as slurred & non-slurred small notes
m5: slurred Å  small note precedes a large-note appoggiatura (¶ µ.) which occurs in m3-13 but not at all in part 2,
where it is replaced by triplets; the m5 small note is therefore a crushed note as in m15 etc.  with the triplets
m14: in Parma, the slurred small-note G< before a large-note G< is followed by another slurred small-note G<
before an A: the rh G< large note is to be played slightly before the lh downbeat, held, then the rh A played a
fraction beyond the second lh note. Venezia has A< for the first small note and both unslurred, so both small
notes are appoggiature, on the beats; Münster is less clear and not authoritative since the scribe is M2
m22: Fadini objects to the ~~~ on the B3 (in Parma & Venezia) since the rh must also play B2, but a short shake
with C< is possible, even if awkward, for fingers 4&5.  There are other examples of shakes (or trills) on the top
notes of octaves: P12:25 F m38 for example; P15:13 c m94 has one on a 7th, which would also involve using
f4&5
similar sonatas: M2:52 A
The key structure and other features are very close to P1:17 D (previous sonata in Pestelli group p218)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k277; Fadini 5:225; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Sutcliffe p11-15; p360

Parma 7:7 D major  Con Velocita 6/8
  1 1 " ±µµ ±µµ | ' | ' | ' | D  2v cp  5\9 >A  ± Ä_Ä  ~~~± (as if 3/4; 12\14 similar) 9>E  17 ±. £àß | £àß

18½ $ a  2 or 4m units % 222 rocking broken chords w/7ths  32 coda A ¨1234,43,645
(32&34 rh tied as in m12) 36 °. :Ú:

  2 37 " developed D/A 39 b  41 3v, lh 3rds >e >G  n46>a  50 D/A  58 ±.ß £à | £àß
59½ $ d   69 coda D  73 ¬ß [V: °.] :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 5:13; Parma 7:7; Münster 4:8; NewYork 3:32 All.o

dates: about 1720-25; 1753
companions: •V5:12, 13; M4: 7, 8; NY 3:31, 32 = P7:6, 7
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: easy, level 1; cross-rhythms m5-14 (rh 3/4, lh 6/8 but note against note so not too difficult)
themes: 12:12: two groups, part 2 in same order; keys: 15255:16245111: the ö point occurs at a change to the
dominant minor (a); this leads to the return of the home key at m50, signaled by ±.  ±. | ±.  (three G4’s) in the right
hand; compare E16 B=, P2:17 D, P8:8 C, P12:24 F for similar uses of repeated long notes at or near ö; other
sonatas use them at the start of part 2 (E18 d, P1:1 a, P3:1 G, P8:19 A, P8:24 G, P12:15 G, P12:30 a,V42:24 d
are just a few examples)
accidentals, ornaments: m18: the lh C2 is [<] in Parma, Venezia and Münster; in m20 it is marked > in Parma
and Venezia but not Münster.  This type of self-correction for the sake of variety is so frequent in Scarlatti that it
ought to be left as stands.  Fadini apparently agrees, although since she didn’t add an endnote for the m20
difference perhaps she didn’t notice it.
m23-31: slurred small Å ’s followed by right-hand chords in m23-24; the slurs are missing at m28 & 29 when the
phrase is repeated; the ~~~  on G< at m26 is missing at m31, supporting my belief that the changes are intentional,
to vary the otherwise identical repetition of 5 measures. The slurred small notes could be played: (1) before the
beat; (2) with the beat, but shifting the stress to and delaying the top large note; (3) with the beat, but delaying
both right-hand large notes and shifting the stress to them.  The unslurred small notes would be played as
appoggiature: on beat and stressed, with only the top notes of the chords delayed by one Å   The slurred small
notes in m59-61 are all omitted when the phrase is repeated at m64-66
similar sonatas: P7:3 F
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k278; Fadini 5:226
see also: Chambure p105
Sutcliffe p363



Parma 7:8 A major (2#) And[an]te ¢
  1 1 "1  ~~~Ö±µµ ± ± |± ± ± ± A  2v 5 % 3rd lower varied; 9: 5\6 varied 11 % a

13 "2 ("1 varied) C  16>G  17 % step higher d  20>a  21 % step higher e  24>b
25 $1 ("1 varant, w/ rising triplets) E
30 $2 3v e  38 coda 40 E  44 :Ú:

  2 45 "2 E>c#>g#  49 @@@ % step lower e@ (D#\E@) 52>b@
53 (1 ±µµ ° ± | ± ± ± ± falling triplet; lh 3rds e@  N56>D@
59 ##  (2 (<(1 w/ downbeat shift, lh ostinato 3rds in  pairs) F#  (enharmonic A@\G#) 62 b

65 e >G
68 "2 varied D  70 ° ÖÖÖ± | °  >A (w/D5) 73\74 offbeat ostinato E4

77 $2 a  86 coda varied A  91 ¬ß :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 5:14; Parma 7:8
dates: about 1750; 1753
companions: •V5:14, 15 = P7:8, 9
instruments: cembalo with range Cd (the lowest note, E1, is not used until m90; the left hand is in the upper
ledger, or often at least above E2, for much of the sonata)
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 12340:256240: two groups, variants, part 2 omits first theme and adds new material
keys: 113-74152555:537+5-2-5-4-62574111: (see also Chambure below; P5:23 G and P6:20 E actually pass
through more keys than this sonata)  ö, m56, occurs at a change from the lowered dominant minor (e=) to the
lowered subdominant major (D=) ending the section which has flats in the key signature.  The return to the
home key at m70 is emphasized with new (and very expressive) material, including the highest notes of the
sonata; as in part 1 the last theme begins in minor; the major mode is delayed until the final five measures
ornaments: m14-15 (Parma): slurred Å small notes here (and later: m18-19, 22, 28, 46-47, 60, 62, 68-69) could
be interpreted: ± Ö.. ì Ö.. ì Ö.. ì | ±., the ~~~ (shake, with turn) which follows in m15 as Ä ÖÖÖ¶± ; a long trill is unnecessary
and might have been indicated tr if intended.  Venezia omits some of the slurs, uses Ä  with two slashes for the
small notes (=Æ ) and has no ornament on the C> in m15
m38-42: the slurred large notes have a different meaning from those just described; they are somewhere
between on-the-beat appoggiature and a rubato hurrying-up of the notes beneath the slurs in relation to the
others without slurs; the slurs are omitted in m87-90 (both P & V): typically things should be more orderly at
the end of a Scarlatti sonata, and he probably wouldn’t have approved of one of those grinding-to-a-halt
ritardandi that retarded keyboard players are so fond of 
similar sonatas: P4:18 F
metaphors: the sonata has the character of a slow march.  In spite of the alla breve time signature, each of the 4
±’s in a measure has near equal weight and their pulse is nearly continuous.  More typically march-like ostinato
chords do not show up until part 2 in the new material at m59
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k279; Fadini 5:227; Venezia online
see also: Kirkpatrick p269: “do[es] not strictly follow the conventions of restatement in the Tonal Section”
Pestelli p223: “unisce alla richezza delle relazioni armoniche una inconsueta meditazione di natura formale:
ciascuna esposizione del primo tema, infatti, è governata da un cosciente, seppure appena abbozzato, principio
di variazione”; p252: villanella
Chambure p105: “Véritable labyrinthe harmonique... A/a/C/G[/d]/A/B[?]/b[/E&e]/G[g] dièse - A bémol[?]/B
bémol/e bémol/d [D] bémol - c dièse/F dièse/b/e/D/G/A” [my map differs somewhat from this; I don’t hear the
B major or the a= minor for example, and he has omitted d minor & E major in part 1; some of the keys last
only a single measure; 7 major and 7 minor keys are passed through], “passant tout naturellement par des
enharmonies” [circles of fifths and fourths are used to change keys, but there is only one point in the sonata
when two adjacent keys are a step part: the ö point m56 when the music moves from e= minor to D= major]
Sutcliffe p360 [with P5:1 E, P4:1 A and P7:6 D] “...well-defined lyrical voice is present from the start”; p317
[stylistic fingerprint: suspension syncopation figure in tenor: m30-31, 34-35]



Parma 7:9 A major (2#) All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 " ±µµ | ±µµ | ±µµ | ± Ä  (2\9 as if 6/8) A  2v 10\11,14\15  rh ± Ä_Ä ± (as if 3/4) 17 >E  31 å ß
\ 32 $ ostinato chords (rh ±. lh ±µµ) b>d+\>A 46>f#  53 broken 3rds
n^ 56 3vb & f#  waver 61 as at 53  65: 56\64 % 72 coda (<") f#   (w/ E$) 76 % varied 80 :Ú:
  2 81 $ developed b  87 % 3rd higher d  93 % step higher e

98 ( (<") C  3v
, 104 $ varied (still in C )  116 % 3rd lower a  123 d>a, 131: 123\130 % 139 coda A 147 ±.ß :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 5:15; Parma 7:9
dates: about 1745-50; 1753
companions: •V5:14, 15 = P7:8, 9
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 4
themes: 12:232: two groups; part 2 omits first group but adds new material derived from it.  Written with a
strong beat only every two measures, as if in 6/8 (beginning m2, with m1 an upbeat to the rest), and hemiolas
(3/4) at m10-11,14-15; 74-75, 78-79; 98-99; 141-142, 145-146.  The right- and left-hand chords of the second
theme group are continuously varied with added or subtracted notes; in this group (m32+; m81+; m104+), the
strong beat is likewise on the first of 2 measures: m32 should be considered an upbeat to m33 and m44 to m45;
the most natural stresses fall on the odd-numbered measures through m71.  This creates a spondee at m41 to 42:
the rh chord of m42 is in fact tied to m43 so the meter adjusts itself at m45.  Stong stresses could be avoided in
m72-80 to make them different (more tentative) from the final ending described below, m139-147.  In part 2
some of the upbeat measures are lacking; I would place stresses on m81, m105, m118, m132 and usually every
second measure following each of these: the odd-numbered ones through m115, then the even ones through
m138 with a sudden switch to a strong stress on the first beat of m139 and every measure until the end (at least
the lh when the rh is tied across the measure-line) 
keys: 1524*1626:2453-1411: Short-long ö is at a change from relative minor (f<) to supertonic minor (b) which
waver back and forth until the end of part 1 (bare F< octaves in m80); even then f< minor isn’t clearly
established because F< as a bass note has been avoided and the leading tone E< is avoided in the last five
measures; in part 2 this ambiguity is resolved at the end when a minor is followed by A major, but there are only
nine measures of this closing key in the major mode
similar sonatas: P4:2 A; P4:30 A; P5:27 B
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k280; Fadini 5:228
see also: Chambure p105
Willis p147-149 ex

Parma 7:10 D major And[an]te 3/4
  1 1 "1 ± Ö±µµ | Ö±µµµµ  | ± D  lh D pedals 3v 5  %

9 "2 ±.Ä | Å_±µ lh broken 3rds 2v
13 "3 rh broken 3rds A

 21 "4 Ö.» ±¯|± ±. ~~~¶ » |   lh broken 4ths & 3rds
29 "3
35 "2 extended (rh offbeat stresses) 39 ¨12345 :Ú 43¯ [1. returns>D m1; 2. elide] Ú: Volti pto

  2 44 ± [Ú:] ± ± "3 developed D/A>e  n52 a  3v  55>G
 58 "4 ± ±¯|± ~~~±.  ¶± | 65>D

68 "2 (as at 35) 82 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 5:16; Parma 7:10; Münster 4:3
dates: about 1725-30; 1753
companions: •V5:16, 17; M4: 3, 4 = P7:10, 11
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; m13&15 etc require two manuals (if notes held for their full values);
opens with long pedals like an organ piece and is somewhat similar to P8:25 G in its circling around a single



note; compare the pedal in P7:18 D at m92-100
difficulty: easy, level 2
themes: 123432:342: one group, variants, themes return, first theme omitted in part 2.  n occurs at a change of
key to the dominant minor and to 3-voice texture, a peroratio in adfectibus passage (see rhetoric in introduction
to this file)  keys: 15:12541:
ornaments: m22, 24: Parma & Venezia have the ~~~ on the ¶  as shown on the map, Münster has it on the ±., as
shown at m59; m59 & 61 are the same in P, V & M.  Surely the P&V version is acceptable in m22&24, but
Fadini felt compelled to change it.  Note that the approach to this theme in m20-21 is different from m57-58.  
Compare P10:26 a, which has shakes on Å ’s in a similar dotted figure m15+, which is also varied in part 2
similar sonatas: the passage beginning at m35 echoes m3-7 of P1:20 F
P7:24 d has a similar opening
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k281; Fadini 5:229

Parma 7:11 D major Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1 Ö±µµ Öµµµ  | °. ± D  2v cp 2\7: lh imitates 1\6

8 "2 [£] Öµ Öµµµ | ÖÖ  10 lh imitates 13 >A 14  µ äß
\ 15 $ Å±µ ° ± | ± ± ± ± e  rh up by steps every 2 m; lh ostinato chords, lowest note down by steps

19 % 3rd higher a ; 23 % 3rd higher C  29>A 31 ± £äß
\ 32 "2 extended 34 lh imitates  52 :Ú:
  2 n^ 53 "1&"2 combined D/A 62 °ß ä ||
\ 63 $$ 3/4 Ande  (1 Ö.» ± ± |±°~~~ ± | ¶±° ± | d  64 lh imitates 71: 63\70 % (varied slightly)  78 ±°.£|

79 (2 g  3v  85 c (w/A$) 90 E@  95 F/B@  100>d  111 ±°.£ß |
\ 112 Allegro ¢ ##  "2 extended D  135 ° ä  :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 5:17; Parma 7:11; Münster 4:4
V&P have ¬ D3 in m8, M doesn’t.  M indicates the meter and key signature changes at m63 and m112 but not
the tempi
dates: about 1745-50; 1753
companions: •V5:16, 17; M4: 3, 4 = P7:10, 11
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; m5 requires two manuals (if notes held for their full values)
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 1232:12452: two groups, new material in part 2; a rondo in binary form.  The n on the map, at the start
of part 2, is for the short-long golden ratio based on the number of measures recorded on the map;  however if
one ± in the 3/4 Andante is taken as equivalent to one ° in the Allegro, the short-long n should be moved to the
rest-with-fermata in m62 just before the start of the Andante.  The Andante is a refutatio (see rhetoric in the
introduction) since it changes the speed, meter and mode of part 1.  The section beginning at m79 is particularly
moving, a peroratio in adfectibus.  The peroratio in rebus, or return to the norm, pretends to be totally unaffected
by what has just happened, as if denial were the only socially acceptable response to a public laying-bare of
emotion.  Another way of thinking about the contrasting parts: the Allegro sections are public statements, the
player addressing no one in particular, whereas the Andante is directed to the individual members of the
audience as if for their ears alone
keys: 152575:11472-3-11:
ornaments: m65-6&73-4: small-note slides without slurs in all sources would be played on the beat
m104-7: Venezia has slurs on the small notes in m105 & 107 Parma also in m104, Münster on none as far as
can be seen from the microfilm; the small notes would be played before the beat (to avoid double dotting the
previous large note or rest); they are not standard appoggiature, but create a rising chromatic scale; the slur is
omitted in m106 because both the small note and the previous large note are the same pitch and not to be
interpreted as tied.  But a change to an appoggiatura for this one measure is also acceptable (analogy to speech:
a differently accented word disrupts the meter slightly)
similar sonatas: P3:29 D; see also Pestelli below



metaphors: commedia dell’arte innamorati (duet of contrasted characters)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k282; Fadini 5:230; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Kirkpatrick p269: “suddenly interpolates a D minor minuet... in much the same way that Mozart
inserts minuets into the finales of some of his violin or piano concertos”
Pestelli p201: “la «commedia» dello stile antico, è recitata da una specie di compassato Minuetto (Andante),
incastonato fra due Allegri alla breve, e la stessa cosa  si ha nella [P13:6 d]”
Chambure p107.

Parma 7:12 G major  And[an]te All[egr]o  ¢
  1 1 "1 tr Ö.êµµ ± ± |± ± ± ± | ±. ¶±  G  2v lh parallel 3rd lower 5 % 7>D 11 % 5th higher

19 "2 (triplets on 2nd or 4th ±)  e  21>d/A
n^ 28½ $ ± | ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ± (triplets on 1st 2 ±�s) D 38 3v (A# in 39&41 as if >b)  42 :Ú:
  2 43 "1 developed D  46>C   51>d>E@>f>b@

57 ( (bridge) 4v, ties x m\lines f  60 g  62 D
63½ $ G  73 3v (F$ & D# in 73\76 as if >e)  77 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 5:18; Parma 7:12; Münster 5: 4
dates: about 1750; 1753
companions: •V5:18, 19; M5: 4, 4a = P7:12, 13
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: easy, level 2
themes: 123:143: two groups; ö at start of last group and final dominant of part 1; a duet in which the two
voices are usually in agreement with each other.  One theme is omitted and replaced by new material in part 2 (a
brief section which expands to 4 voices and reaches an emotional peak)
keys: 1565535:5456-73-715161:
ornaments: tr (trill) in both hands together a third apart are approached from adjacent notes (above or below the
written note) throughout, so should begin on the principal note, like the ~~~ ’s but with more notes and faster (the
~~~ ’s in m49 would be slower)  Converting the opening measure to a simple turn ¶¶¶ÖÖ± ± ± is inadequate; ççç¶¶»µµ ± ±  
is perhaps better, with the fourth and fifth notes articulated to bring out the dotted rhythm
m68: slur over small A4 ties it to the A4 at the end of m67 (Parma only; Venezia and Münster have unslurred
small notes of different lengths here)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k283; Fadini 5:231; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Chambure p107: “...reprend les motifs rythmiques sur lesquels était basée la sonate [P6:23 C]...”
Pestelli p252: [villanella group, with P6:23 C]
Keller p65 [also compared to P6:23 C]

Parma 7:13 G major Allegro 3/8
 1 "1 ±µµ | ±µµ | ±µµ |  ±µµ G  3v rh 3rds, lh 8ve G pedals
 9 "2 2v lh inverts rh< "1h
 17 "3 2v lh uses "1 rh (+\) restated  25 %

33 $@@ "1 g
 41 "2 extended 3v  53 %

65 $$# "1 G
n^ 73 "4 (<"2 as at 41) e 3v 77 %

81 "1 inverted
 89 "5 a  93 G   97 C  101 G
 105 "3  113 %

121 $@@ "5 c  125 B@
 129 "2 (as at 41) g  141 %

153 $$# "1 G



161 "5 varied; lh broken chord w/1st note held 165 %
 169 "3  177 %  184 coda based on "1 188 ßÚ:/
source collections: Venezia 5:19; Parma 7:13; Münster 5: 4a
dates: about 1725-30; 1753
companions: •V5:18, 19; M5: 4, 4a = P7:12, 13
instruments: cembalo with range Bd (has ~~~ on C5 in m20 etc); piano
difficulty: easy, level 2; fingering of thirds: f2&4 pass over thumb
themes: 1231214153521530  rondo with three main themes which are variants of one another and return in
varied form; further themes or episodes in minor keys appear later; chiaroscuro effects: major and minor
versions of same themes.  The middle voice of the á5 theme, m89+, consists of three repeated ±.’s, a motto at
important structural points in several Scarlatti sonatas: see P7.7 D for a list of some of them.  The
transformation of this theme at m161 to begin in the home key and major mode, with the three repeated notes
now in the top voice, becomes the most important event of the sonata
keys: 1116214143-11 short-long ö is at the start of a four-measure phrase in the relative minor (e) which is
repeated immediately but does not reappear later
ornaments: m134+: appoggiatura with held note; compare P2:13 f
similar sonatas: P7:3 F (broken chords with first note held)
influences: Rameau, 2ème gigue en rondeau in E, Pièces de clavecin, 1724
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k284; Fadini 5:232
see also: Kirkpatrick p168: “a kind of modified rondo ... limited thematic material ... drone basses ... French
harpsichord rondos, especially those of Couperin...”
Pestelli p201: [with P7:16 a]; p202: “...presenta una evidente analogia con l’attacco del concerto «Alla rustica»
di Vivaldi...”
Chambure p107; see also P7:25 d

Parma 7:14 A major And[ant]e All[egr]o  ¢
  1 1 "1 Ö±µµ ± ± | ° °¯|Öµ ±¯Ö±µµ | Ö±µµ ±° A  3v falling broken 3rds  13 >E   21 B   ¨¬ B3 pedals  27 B\1

, (27)\28 "2 Öµ | ± ± ± ± | ¬  ¨¬ 3rds b  31 e  33 E  36 rh offbeat 39: 28\37  % & extended (b>e>E) 52 :Ú:
  2 53 "1 developed A/E  lh ú by steps every 2m  57 D &A waver (G$ & G#) N61 A1  67>E
, (72\)73 "2 e  76 a  78 A  84:73\82 % & extended (e>a>A)  97 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 5:20 Allo; Parma 7:14; Münster 5:6
dates: about 1720-25; 1753
•M5: 6, 6a, 6b = P7:14, 15, 16
companions: •V5:20, 21 = P7:14, 15
instruments: cembalo with range Bc; piano: see Ogeil in Sala p365-366 ex m27-32; Ogeil (thesis) p85
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 12:12: cellular; part 2 in same order; keys: 152255255:1415511511:  The A1 reached at the ö point m61,
after the bass has fallen slowly by step from E2 at the beginnng of part 2, is the lowest note for several measures;
from m62 to 67 A2 is the low note in each measure, although the key continues to waver between D & A major;
then the bass begins to fall again, and the key moves unambiguously to E major, until the E1 in m71 at the end
of the development of this theme group
graphics, ornaments: m13-14: in Parma & Venezia there is a slur over the measure line, preceded by an E4 and
followed by a small note F<4 , then another E4 as if the two E’s were tied; Münster lacks the small note; if the
Parma version is used, the slur should be treated as belonging with the small note, not a tie, thus it is played
before the beat as in m16 (at the beginning of a brace in Parma); m17-18 are similar but the slur in Parma is
clearly under the small note in m18 (Venezi has small notes but lacks slurs in m15-18)
m19: shake with upturn in rh against trill with slower downturn in lh: perhaps ¶± ± ¶± rh beginning on E, ¶¶¶± Ö± lh
beginning on A
similar sonatas: M2:51 A; P1:7 B=
P7:21 e (opening similar but inverted)



P8:21 A (theme at m22+ is like theme at m27+ of this sonata)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k285; Fadini 5:233; Venezia online; Münster microfilm

Parma 7:15 A major All[egr]o  6/8
  1 0 "1 ±µµ | ±µµ¯±µµ | ±µµ A  2v  4 lh ±. 3rds
, 8½ "2 (<"1 w/o ties) E   12½:  % 16½e  20½E    24½: 16\24 % (e>E)
n^ 32 "3 3rd&4th Ä  tied as in m1 lh 5ths rh, 3rds 39 ±. :Ú:
  2 39½ "2 A/E lh ±. 7th, 6th, 5th, 8ve &c (4m units continue) 43½b  45½A  55½e  59½A 63½: 55\63 %
 71 "3 78 ±. :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 5:21; Parma 7:15; Münster 5:6a
V & P repeat m32 and 71 twice, M repeats each only once; the M version is more symmetrical and routine, but
must have been copied later (the date 1754 occurs in that section of the M5 libro, while V5 & P7 are both dated
1753; see Collections).  M also omits some of the middle voice notes in m39-42.  The lh G[<] in m58 in M
makes sense because of the move from minor to major at this point; the rh has G[<] later in the same measure
dates: about 1720-25; 1753
companions: •V5:20, 21 = P7:14, 15
•M5: 6, 6a, 6b = P7:14, 15, 16
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; piano (see also Chambure below about echo effects)
difficulty: easy, level 1
themes: 123:23: cellular; one group, variants; short-long ö at start of last theme in part 1; first theme omitted in
part 2 but rest in order and no new themes.  keys: 155555:1215151:
rhythms: since the sonata begins with a half measure, there is a certain tension about where strong beats should
fall: the phrases imply | ±.  ±. | ±.  ±. | rather than what is shown on the map, but there is a strong accent at the
beginning of m6, 8 and 12 etc.  This continues throughout the sonata until the end: octave A’s create strong first
beats at m71-73, but in  m75&76 the octave E’s are in the middle of the measures
accidentals: m4 etc: Venezia uses small note Ä ’s with double slashes (=ç ’s) which aren’t in Parma (Å ) or
Münster (Ä  with one slash)
similar sonatas: P9:2 B= in 6/8 has mid-measure ties and leaps within the right-hand part (but less dramatic
than in this sonata)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k286; Fadini 5:234; Venezia online
see also: Chambure p107: “...une gigue accentuée de syncopes et d’acciaccature ...plusieurs séquences se
répètent identiquement, permettant un écho sur deux claviers”
Sutcliffe p105

Parma 7:16 a minor All[egr]o ¡
 1 " à  ¶± Ö±» Ö±» ~~~± | a  2v lh parallel 8ve apart

5 3/8 $1 ± Ä |± Ä |±._|± Ä   11 ±._|±µµ
20  $2  Å_±µµ falling w/ repeated notes C
36  $3 ±µµ | ±.

  41 ¡  " a
45 3/8 $1&2 developed together 3v >e  70 a  78 G & e  alternate

  107 ¡  " a
111 3/8 ##  ( ± Ä |ÖÖ± |ÖÖ± | Å ± Ä  A  H119 Ö.ïÖ±

n 124  $2 inverted & rising  129: H119 130 step higher b  (melodic minor w/G#)
136 ( varied  140 D   H119 twice
152  $2 restated as at 20 A  158:  H119 twice 162 $2 inverted& rising as at 124 (w/o  H119)

 170  $3 extended
  185 ¡ $$  " a 189 coda 193 walking bass 195 ¬ß Ú:/
source collections: Venezia 4:30; Parma 7:16; Münster 5:6b; Zaragoza 35:25



dates: about 1725-30; 1753
companions: •M5: 6, 6a, 6b = P7:14, 15, 16
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: easy, level 2
themes: 1234123153533410 rondo; continuous development of small motifs (the seeds are in m1&5).  Meter
changes (4/4 to 3/8 and back) at m5, 41, 45, 107, 111 & 185, shown on map above.  If one measure of 4/4 = four
measures of 3/8, the ö point is at m124 (it would be m121 without the adjustment).
keys: 1315175112411
accidentals: m53: there is a <on the rh small note F4 but none on the lh F3; this makes a nice effect
similar sonatas: P1:2 a
P7:29 A (opening theme)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 9: k265; Fadini 4:213
see also: Kirkpatrick p199-200: “The sound of the string orchestra of the Vivaldi concertos is clearly to be
detected...”
Pestelli p201-2: [see P7:14 A] “...stile concertante...”

Parma 7:17 D major And[ant]e All[egr]o ¡
[above ledger lines:] Per organo da Camera con due Tastatura Flautato,  è Trombone.

   0 " lh Ä  | Ö±µµ Öµµµ  | Ö±µµ ± ± |. Ö±» ± ° | D  3v answers at 3½(in A) & 6½
9 $ ± ± ±¯|±
17½ "
25½ ( ±µ | ± ~~~± ± lh  ± | ÖÖÖ±» ± e  n35 >b

   42 "&$ stretto D
47½ * (coda) Ö±» | Ä ± Ä ±  56 Ú:/

source collections: Venezia 5:22; Parma 7:17
dates: about 1720-25; 1753
companions: •V5:22, 23 = P7:17, 18
instruments: chamber organ with two keyboards;  range Cd
difficulty: easy, level 0
graphics: uses a hand (L) to indicate change of keyboard
themes: 1213124  fugue; themes frequently ignore measure lines and downbeats: m3 for example lacks a
downbeat and carries over a dotted ± from m2 (rather than ± _|Ö ) 
keys: 1515261 the n point (m35) is at a move to the relative minor (b) before the final return of the home key
similar sonatas: P3:30 d
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k287; Fadini 5:235
see also: Benton p265: “... [although] not marked as a fugue and does not appear so described in any of the
literature, seems to contain all the general features ascribed to the other five fugues,  except that the appearances
of the subject are confined to tonic and dominant. Like the others, it is one section, is contrapuntal in texture,
uses stretto and has the eight entrances of the subject distributed among the four voices...”
Dale p119: “...sonatas written throughout in two-part counterpoint” [which she lists on p122; see also Sheveloff
p534] “would lend themselves to [being played on the organ]...”
Kirkpatrick p185: “Sonatas [P7:17&18] ... a pair of organ voluntaries without double bar;... the changes of
manual are almost completely indicated” [tables p363-364]; p277; [see also P8:25 G].
Pestelli p223
Chambure p109

Parma 7:18 D major All[egr]o 3/8
 1 "1 Ö¶¶¶± | Ö¶¶¶± | ±µµ | Ö  D  2v

8 "2 ¶¶¶±µ | ¶¶¶±µ | 3v



16 "1&2 % varied A
 32 "1&2 varied again (developed) >D  48 b

59 "3 ±µµ |Ä ±¯|Ö  > e
64 "2  n68

71 "3 varied >A
74 "2 80 >D

 92 "3&2 varied again; 8ve D1&2 pedal tied thru 100 108 ¨ 12345 110  ±. ß Ú:/
source collections: Venezia 5:23; Parma 7:18
dates: about 1720-25; 1753
companions: •V5:22, 23 = P7:17, 18
instruments: organ; range Cd.  The octave pedal at m92 is held for 9 measures
graphics: uses a hand (L) to indicate change of keyboard.  At the ö point m68, a hand points downward (a hand
pointed upward at the beginning of the theme, m64, in the supertonic minor, e) ; the theme begins again, with a
B4 ±.  added above, but moves toward a new theme at m71 and the dominant major, A (no new hand)
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 1212 12323232  rondo, three themes
keys: 1516251
rhythms, graphics: both P7:17 & 18 have rhythms which ignore the measure lines
m94: an expected alto voice D4 is missing in both Parma & Venezia, perhaps intentionally
similar sonatas: V42:45a G
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k288; Fadini 5:236
see also: Pestelli p223: “...il ricordo di qualche zufolata alla Zipoli”
Chase p112: “kinship with the classical guitar style”
Sitwell: “Only slightly Spanish”

Parma 7:19 G major All[egr]o  2/4
   1 1 "1 Ö±» Öµ  | Ö±µµ | ± G  2v cp 3 lh imitates

11 "2>a  17>b
23 "3 rh ties; sforzato chords 31: 23\26  % , m 27\30 varied

39 Ö :Ú¯±» Öµ Ú: [1 return to missing G1 m1; 2 elide all of 39]
   2 40 "1&2 developed together 3v b>e  47>D  n52>e  56>C  59 G

64 "3 varied 72 % varied 82 ± £ :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 5:24; Parma 7:19
dates: about 1720-25; 1753
companions: •V5:24, 25 = P7:19, 20
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; piano
difficulty: easy, level 0; m23-24 & 31-32: broken chords using accidentals only: discussed at P6:22 A
themes: 123:123: one group; part 2 in same order.  Themes are aphoristic in character, self-sufficient statements
but capable of argument
keys: 123:365641: part 1 ends in mediant minor (b) ö at change to relative minor (e)
ornaments: m79-80: ~~~ ’s are followed by  different upturns, Ö¶± and Ö.ï±: presumably the first shake is shorter than
the second; the second also appears in m70&71 and could be interpreted as 8 Æ ’s.  That in m81 has a written-out
turning approach but no downturn
similar sonatas: P10:19 b (opening rhythms)
P5:22 f (sforzato chords)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k289; Fadini 5:237
see also: Chambure p109 [P7:19-22]: “Quatre sonates en Sol majeur [P7:21&22 are in e minor] forment aussi
bien deux couples qu’une petite Suite. Chacune d’elles est mise en mouvement par une cellule rythmique que
l’on trouve tout au long de la sonate. Cette cellule est présentée dès l’ouverture (pour [P7:20] où il faut attendre



quelques mesures avant de l’entendre). Il faut reconnaître une économie de moyens dans ces pièces, mais leur
simplicité n’a d’égale que la parfaite maîtrise de leur écriture”

Parma 7:20 G major  All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 ±. | ±. | ±._|Ö¶¶¶± | G  2v
, 12 "2 à ~~~¶¶¶± | Ö
, 20 "3 á ¶¶¶¶±  >D  lh ±. scale ü
, 36 "4  á ¶¶¶¶± | ÖÖ±  d  lh 7ths & 8ves alternate, rh 6ths & 3rds 48 %
, 59 "5  à ¶¶¶± ("3 variant) D  63 % & extended 71 :Ú:
  2 72 "3 developed e  n81>G
, 85 "2
, 93 "4 g  105 %
, 116 "5 G  120 % & extended 128 :Ú:
source collections: Parma 7:20; Venezia 5:25
dates: about 1720-25; 1753
companions: •V5:24, 25 = P7:19, 20
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; piano
difficulty: easy, level 1 (Rousset: moyennement facile; Maxwell: advancing intermediate) Shakes within rapid
turn figures (m12+); chords requiring finger changes in both hands (m36+)
themes: 12345:3245: one group, variants; part 2 omits first theme and changes order of rest
keys: 1555:6111: ö at change from relative minor to tonic major; the home key continues to the end, alternating
major and minor
rhythms: has only one stress per measure, but should be closer to a minuet tempo than very fast
accidentals: are repeated throughout even when the notes are tied together by beams; the last E[>] in m94,
repeated at m106, is the only exception I found (both sources; both have two E=’s in the similar m98&110)  It’s
not worthwhile to try to find reasons for these things in Scarlatti; just obey the sources and enjoy the variety
similar sonatas: P5:20 G, P12:15 G
P8:4 G: turn figure with leap as in á2 here
P7:22 e at m19+: m36 here
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k290; Fadini 5:238

Parma 7:21 e minor And[an]te ¢
   1 1 "1 Ö±µµ ± ± | ± ± ± ± | e  2v rising broken 3rds 13>D  20>b
, 21 "2 same rhythm as "1, falling broken chords

34 "3  36 tre[molo] on weak beats  44 :Ú:
   2 45 "1 developed e/B >a  n53 a/E>G  60>e

61 "2
74 "3  84 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 5:26; Parma 7:21; Münster 4:1 -- (no tempo)
dates: about 1720-25; 1753
companions: •V5:26, 27; M4:1, 2 = P7:21, 22
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; piano
difficulty: easy, level 0 (Maxwell: intermediate)  Very easy except for the tremolo; see ornaments below;
phrasing should cross measure-lines, for example the F< which begins m9 is the end of the falling scale in m8
themes: 123:123: one group, variants, part 2 in same order
keys: 175:14431 moves from dominant minor to relative major at ö point (m53)
ornaments, accidentals: ~~~ ’s frequently follow non-slurred small notes
m26, 34: A[>] follows A<; m66, 74: D[>] follows D< (Fadini agrees with these interpretations)
m36 etc: tre[molo] on ° ’s; the Pasquali tremolato (see P3:29 D) works very well here (rapidly repeat the same



note with different fingers); since it starts after an octave leap by the right hand, it could be fingers 5432 (stop)
similar sonatas: begins with the same rhythm as P7:14 A (both hands) but with the broken thirds inverted
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k291; Fadini 5:239
see also: Pestelli p220: [with P6:19] “sembrano una resipiscenza delle vecchie sonate violinistiche”
Chase p113: “Of frequent occurrence is the typically Andalusian melodic descent A-G-F-E; [P7:21] offers an
interesting example of this melodic descent in the bass” [m61-68]
Sitwell: “...imperceptibly Hispanicised, and suggestive of a game of musical ‘nap’ with purposeful slowing
down, and then the sudden pounce and collecting of the hand of cards” [I think he means the tremoli as the
sudden pounce; not a very lively card game however; must be getting late at night]

Parma 7:22 e minor All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 ¶¶¶± Ä | ¶¶¶± Ä | ¶¶¶± Ä | ¶¶¶± Ä |¶ïì ¶¶¶± | Ä ±. e  2v lh ±.

19 "2 ¶¶¶± Ä  | ~~~±µµ  21>b
27 $ ± Ä | ± Ä | ± Ä | ~~~Ö.ïÖ± | 4v both h ostinato  35 "1  39: 27\38 % & extended 54 :Ú:

  2 55 "1 varied  à Öµ  | Ö¶¶¶± G
61 "2 developed C/G>d  n69 a  73 e
81 $ & "1 alternate & % as in part 1 108 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 5:27; Parma 7:22; Münster 4:2
dates: about 1725-30; 1753
companions: •V5:26, 27; M4:1, 2 = P7:21, 22
instruments: cembalo with range Bd
difficulty: easy, level 1; rh fingering in m1 should be 54321 to change on the repeated E; in m56 fingering
should be rh 5 on the held note, 43212 on the lower notes.
themes: 12313:12313: two groups, first theme returns within part 1, part 2 in same order; part 2 begins with a
rising scale in ±.’s which creates clashes of seconds in the right hand (compare P5:21 f m12)
keys: 15:36741: at ö moves from subtonic minor (d) to its dominant (a), the subdominant minor of the home key
metaphors: very iberian (ostinati & repetitions of each measure)
similar sonatas: P3:19 e; P5:21 f
m19+ resembles P7:20 G at m36 but is simpler
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k292; Fadini 5:240
see also: Pestelli p214: [exs m55-59 compared to V42:55d in d minor m194-196]

Parma 7:23 b minor All[egr]o  ¢
  1 1 cutoff downbeat  "1 Öµµ °¯|Öµµµ Ö  b  1½ lh imitates (1 only) 2v cp

11½ "2 falling scales beginning on beat D 3v 22 f#
35 "3 falling scales beginning off beat A  42>f#  43:35\42 % (A>f#)
52 "4 à ±µµ Å_ÖÖ Å_µµ | ± ~~~°   59 :Ú ± £ [1/2m; 2: elide] Ú:

   2 60 (full m) "1 developed b/F#
65½ "2 (64\68: 10\14 literal % but moves 3rd lower at 69) D  n73>A  81>b
91 "3  99:91\98 %

  107 "4 extended 118 ° ä  :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 5:28; Parma 7:23
dates: about 1725-30; 1753
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3; the chief difficulty, other than speed, is to distribute the overlapping voices and °
octaves etc between the two hands, as indicated at m14&15, which implies that the left hand should continue to
play the lower ° ’s in the right hand ledger as well at the Ä ’s.  It may have been inserted at this point in Venezia
& Parma  as a preliminary technical study for P7:24 d, and has no appropriate same-key companion of its own
themes: 1234:1234: one group, variants, part 2 in same order



keys: 1357575:1371: ö m73 at change to subtonic major
ornaments: m51-57: the ~~~’s on F< sound better with G> rather than G<(the current value); can  be varied 2a
volta.  However at m56 the last note is G[>] rather than the G< of m52 which is otherwise identical but an
octabe higher; so if the auxiliary notes in m51, 53 and 55 are G<, changing to G> just in m57 can be effective.
In m107-113 C< is the appropriate auxiliary and provides the typical resolution of ambiguities in the peroratio
in rebus section (see rhetoric in the introduction to this file) The wavering between A> and A< in m83-106 is
also resolved in favor of A< in these final measures
similar sonatas: P8:13 G; P10:8 d, P14:14 b; V42:60 g; see also Pestelli below
metaphors: the connection of P7:23 with Scarlatti’s death date, July 23, is entirely fortuitous of course, but it is
strange that Scarlatti’s name day, January 22, and the name days of both of his wives, Catarina March 22 and
Anastasia May 11, all correspond to sonatas which stand alone (no same-key companions) in all the sources
when there are so few of those  statistically (see the companions section in the Characteristics file and name
days in the Capriccio file, as well as the Catalogue entries for P1:22 G, P3:22 f and P5:11 b under metaphors)
Strange also that this sonata appears at this point in the only Parma libro which doesn’t contain just 30 sonatas. 
The choice of key is intriguing: P5:11 b combines both wives, the sonata for saint Cecilia’s day is P11:22 b
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k293; Fadini 5:241; Venezia online
see also: Pestelli p172: “sembra rispondere ad un intento pedagogico [ex m83-85] ... uno sbiadito riflesso
dell’E...27” [in b; also close to E16 B=, he thinks, but that’s hard for me to see or hear]
Sutcliffe p183-184 ex; p316 [stylistic fingerprint: staggered (overlapping) voices chase each other]

Parma 7:24 d minor And[ant]e 3/4
  1 1 "1 °.¯|Ö±µµµµ  d  2v leaps both h 3 lh inverts rh broken chord F  rises by steps>g>a

9 "2 ±_|Ä ± ÖÖ± | Ö± ±   d  3v rh ties
, 14 $##  $1  ¶¶¶±  falling broken 3rds exchanged by h D  2v

22 $2 à Ä ±.  Ä  | ("2 variant, rh weak beats) 3v e>a  26 $$@ 28>d  30>a  (P&M: 30 %)
, 37 $3 ($1 variant, falling broken 2nds) 2v 50 :Ú: [2: can elide]
  2 51 $## "1& "2 developed together D/A 3v 52 lh imitates n55>b  59>e

61 $3 G
66 $2 D  68>g  69 $$@ 70>d
71 $3 varied 87 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 5:29; Parma 7:24; Münster 4:12
dates: about 1725-30; 1753
companions: •P7:24-27 d & D
•V5:29, 30; M4: 12, 13 = P7:24, 25 d
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 4
themes: 12345:12545: two groups; variants of highly contrasted themes alternate as in a rondo.  The opening
broken chords land on a rising scale of °.’s every other measure; this is echoed at m38+ and reaches a climax in
the rising sixths in the right hand of m71+
keys: 1345112515:16+24141: the opening modulates immediately: tonic minor to mediant major to
subdominant minor to dominant then back to the home key; at m14 there is a sudden change to the major mode
and a doubling of the note values.  n (long-short ratio) occurs in m55 at the change to the submediant: the
relative minor (b) of the tonic major (D) with which part 2 began.  Parma 7:24-27 are a suite of four; note the
balancing of major and minor keys if all four are considered together.  This sonata contains long passages in D
major and A major.  Part 1 ends in a minor, as it does in P7:27 D
graphic, accidentals: m30 is the last measure on the first page in Parma, with a direct (cue or guide for start of
next line) <~~ for the G in m[32], but then the whole m30 is repeated on the top of the second page before m32;
Venezia omits this repeated measure but Münster doesn’t, perhaps confirming Sheveloff p230: “The most likely
source for M... appears to be P...”  However Münster book 4 alone contains sonatas spread through all of the



first 11 Parma libri; see Cardgames file.  Another possibility is that the repeated measure was indeed in the
source copy and got eliminated from Venezia but not the other two; there are other exactly repeated measures in
this sonata: m22=m23, m32-33=m34-35, m57=m58 (except the first C4 in 57)
m33-48, 63: accidentals are repeated even when the stems are tied by the same beam; so the second rh C in m65
should be interpreted as C< in spite of the lh C>’s; note that an unmarked reversion to the C< of the key
signature occurs just after the start of m66.
m61-74: the falling scales of broken seconds sometimes introduce a broken third as their last element; the
Münster source misses this difference at m71-74
m78: four measures between this and m79 have been pasted over in the Parma ms; presumably the scribe had
repeated measures in error; in all three sources (P, V, M) m78 occurs at the end of a brace
similar sonatas: P4:13 d; P7:10 D; P12:24 F
P6:15 G, the previous sonata in its Pestelli group p251
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k294; Fadini 5:242 (her measure numbers do not account for the repeated m30,
after which they are -1 those on the map; see also graphics above)
see also: Gerstenberg p84 ex
Chambure p111

Parma 7:25 d minor All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 " ±µµ | ±µµ | ±µµ | ±µµ |±. |̄±.¯|± Ä  d  2v 5 lh imitates 16 F  22>d
, 30  $ g  D pedals  (41: V åß, M å, x P)  43: 30\40 % step higher a  E pedals
, 55 (1 E pedals  67 %

80 (2 rh weakbeats&ties  92 :Ú:
  2 93 " d  (but step lower than at m1)  97  lh imitates 103 F
,n 110  (1 C  C pedals 118 F/C  123>C  133 d  134 A pedals 146: 134\144 %

159 (2  173 full chord :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 5:30; Parma 7:25; Münster 4:13
dates: about 1725-30; 1753
companions: •P7:24-27 d & D
•V5:29, 30; M4: 12, 13 = P7:24, 25 d
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 1234:134: three groups; second group omitted in part 2; the characters of the themes are very close to
those in the two rondos listed below in similar sonatas but they are not treated in rondo-fashion here
keys: 131455:1373711: mostly in minor keys; part 1 ends in dominant (a minor).  The n point occurs at a
change to the subtonic major (C; in context the dominant of the relative major); compare V42:41 c which has a
similar key structure and a similar placement of n
rhythms: insistent pedals (see metaphors below)
graphics, ornaments: m39-40, a falling broken chord, is followed in Münster and Venezia, but not Parma, by a
full-measure rest, then all three sources have a single E1 as the next measure; when m30-40 are repeated a step
higher, the falling broken chord is changed slightly in m53 and lands on E1 in m54 without an intervening empty
measure  
m155: the slurred small note is tied to the large note of the same pitch at the end of m154 and the ~~~ is delayed
for its value (Å ): compare m159-160 and 163-164 where a similar effect is handled with large notes; m156: the
same slurred small note is an acciaccatura, slightly before the beat or crushed on the beat with the following
large note
similar sonatas:  P7:13 G and P7:16 a (both rondos); P14:27 d
V42:41 c (key structure & ö)
metaphors: this sonata is Venezia 5:30; May 30 was the name day of Fernando 6 (see also P10:18 G for more
about the importance of his name day); the key (d=re) is appropriate for a king.  I don’t say this sonata was
composed specifically with the king in mind; Scarlatti is choosing a much earlier work and dedicating it to the



king in a symbolic way.  It may just have been a sonata which pleased the king, or an impression of Scarlatti’s
after meeting him (as Maria Barbara’s consort and future king) in 1729.  The insistent use of pedals within the
minor mode strike me as more portuguese than spanish (an example of fado)  It is unusual for Scarlatti to end a
libro with relatively easy sonatas; when Parma 7 was compiled (probably after Venezia according to my
discussion of this in the Card games file page 33) the difficult sonatas which follow were moved here from
Venezia 6 and the order changed to end Parma 7 more effectively
editions used: Kirkpatrick 10: k295; Fadini 5:243
see also: Chambure p111: “[P7:25] reprend les motifs de [P7:13 G]...”

Parma 7:26 D major All[egr]o  ¢
  1 1 "1 £ Öµ Ö±µµ | ± Ö±µµ | ± D  2v 3 lh imitates  H5: ¶¶¶± Ö¶± ÖÖÖ¶± lh scale ü

 9 broken 3rds&2nds w/ repeated notes
13½"2 lh Öµ scale ú w/ repeated notes, rh ± scale 10th above 17: H5 >A
23  $1 rh Å  repeated in groups of 4 or 8
40 $2 lh broken chords & leaps, rh notes repeated in 2's  46 :Ú: [2: can elide]

   2 47 "1 developed (w/ repeated notes< $1) A  55>f#
n 61 ( Å  rh broken chords; falls by steps 62>c#  64>b  67>D/A +

70 "2 developed; rh 6ths; H5

78  $1 D
90 $2 varied; scalesú 95 offbeat 3rds 98 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 6:3; Parma 7:26; Münster 3a:31; Wien Q15119:6; Wien G 25; Johnson 1754:1
dates: about 1730-35; 1753
companions: •P7:24-27 d & D
•V6:3, 4; M3a:31, 32 = P7:26, 27 D
•WQ19:6, 7 = P7:26 D, P2:16 d
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: exceptional, level 9 (Rousset: moyennement difficile; Maxwell: advanced) Finger changes on repeated
notes: the finger can change on every note or every group of four notes (two notes at end of each part)
depending on the skill of the player and the tone-color desired
themes: 1234:15234: two groups, cells; a motto of three repeated long notes comes in m49-50, just after the start
of part 2; new material inserted in part 2 at the n point
keys: 15:537+611:  primarily in major keys, but stays in minor for 13 measures in part 2
graphics: m5 etc: slurs for lh scales with mixed note-values (Ä ’s & Å ’s): speed up; distinguishes full-measure
slur in m5 from ½m in m7,19,74,76; no slur in m17.  In m91, 93 the full-m slurs on the rh Å  scales also likely
mean speed up; the full-m slurs correspond to � in the other hand, the ½-m ones to °.
similar sonatas: P6:3 D; P10:11 D; P12:6 D
P12:18 A (opening)
P13:26 D (opening theme)
P13:19 B= (key structure both parts)
P2:21 A= (similar new material in part 2)
P8:5 E= (broken seconds with repeated notes)
LW41 d (repeated notes)
metaphors: commedia dell’arte: innamorati (lovers) play musical instruments with somewhat stiff gestures
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k298; Fadini 5:246
see also:  Kirkpatrick p269: “do[es] not strictly follow the conventions of restatement in the Tonal Section”;
p203 (ex m22-26): “The strumming repeated notes... suggest the mandolin”
Chambure p111: “Les notes répétées... font chanter une mandoline, sans doute plus napolitaine qu’espagnole”



Parma 7:27 D major All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 intro: falling broken chord (3\)4 "1 Ä  | ¶¶±=¶± | ÖÖ±  D  3v leaps w/ offbeat 3rds both h
, 10 "2 d  rh Å  7ths, 5ths, 3rds, 6ths, ¶¶ççç± scales ü  lh ostinato  14 h switch; rh offbeat, ties
, 18 "3 á Ö¶¶± | ¶± Æ ççç± ... falls by steps  20 >F   24>a/E
, 27 "1 varied a  33 6ths

36 "3 varied 42 :Ú:
   2 43 "1 varied further D/A  45>e/B
n 49 "2 b  55>f#
, 57 "3 echoed (m19; falls by steps) >A +

61 "1 D  67  6ths 70 3rds
74 "3 80 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 6:4; Parma 7:27; Münster 3a:32; Wien Q15119:2 Presto; Wien G 22 Presto;
Johnson 1754:6 --
dates: about 1735-40; 1753
companions: •P7:24-27 d & D; passages in d minor in P7:27 D balance P7:24 d in this suite of four sonatas
•V6:3, 4; M3a:31, 32 = P7:26, 27 D
•WG 22, 23 = P7:27 D, RC6 d (roman numeral order: 30, 31)
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty, influences: exceptional, level 9; see also Kirkpatrick below for the resemblance to Chopin Etude opus
25:4.  These leaping basses (alternating low and high notes or chords) are a common feature of early
19th-century piano music and could be called skipping (as opposed to walking) basses or goose-steps (in
march-like pieces; see P6:23 C for a slower example). The blocked intervals of m10+ look forward to the
Chopin Fantaisie opus 49 (1841); this Scarlatti sonata was published in London by John Johnson around 1756
or later, and by Czerny in Wien, 1839, his v.1:11:82 (see under Schumann in the Contemporaries file) so there
is no doubt that Chopin could have known it.  For a tamer example of blocked intervals see P4:8 G.  The
three-against-two cross-rhythm which is a prominent feature of P7:28 A &  P13:13 f appears here in m76 (the
shakes at the end of m76 and in m26 might be interpreted as 3 against 2 also; compare P2:30 b=)
themes: 12313:12313: one group, variants, themes return; part 2 in same order.  Bravura passages are contrasted
with more lyrical ones as at m18+ (compare LW41 d for similar contrasts): the one at m57-60 is particularly
ingratiating, a reward for navigating all the difficulties, as in many Chopin etudes
keys: 113-55:126351:  part 1 ends in a minor.  ö is at start of second theme in part 2 and change to relative
minor (b)
ornaments, accidentals: ç  small notes (first time in Parma libri?) slurred & unslurred
m21: C[<] in rh follows C> in lh and precedes C> in rh (P, V & M; not mentioned by Fadini so presumably in
the other sources as well)
similar sonatas: in addition to those mentioned in other notes above, P5:30 in c< (previous in WQ19)
P3:9 D; P7:31 F
LW 43 C (previous in Pestelli group p216, studi distinti da grandi difficoltà)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k299; Fadini 5:247; Venezia online
see also: Kirkpatrick p191: “presents one of Scarlatti’s most extreme examples of rapid leaps in both hands [ex
m27-31]. It recalls the Chopin A minor étude [opus 25:4]”

Parma 7:28 A major (2#) And[an]te 3/4
  1 1 "1 ± ± ± |± ° | ÖÖÖÖÖ± |° 3¯ÖÖ± | ÖÖÖÖÖ± |° A  2v cp 2 lh imitates 1st 4 notes

4 cross\rhythms (rh 3ÖÖ± against lh Ö±) 10>A/E
11 "2  15> E
21 "3 (< "1 m4, w/ alberti rocking bass)
26 "4 b   29 step lower >e

n^ 36 "3 E  45 :Ú:



  2 46 "1 developed E  47 lh imitates 1st 4 notes 52 A  56>b  62 rh offbeat  63>A
69 "3
74 "4 a 
81 "3 A  86 coda: rh 3ÖÖ± ; ¨12345:  ±  90 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 6:5; Parma 7:28; Münster 4:5
dates: about 1730-35; 1753
companions: •V6:5, 6; M4: 5, 6 = P7:28, 29
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty & graphics: moderate, level 3.  The triplet Ä ’s must be played smoothly for the three-against- two
cross-rhythms to be effective.  Some of them are slurred (m4, m25 etc; many more in part 2): these may be less
smooth? rubato? or phrasing: do not glide into the following note?  or speeded up?  Are the slurs in 27-31 etc
(2-m groups of 12 or 1-m groups of 6) to be interpreted similarly: smooth or rubato? phrased to glide over
measure-line or not?  The wavy lines in m27 etc are probably shorthand for full-measure or two-beat rests. 
Violinistic slurs and the wavy lines are both archaic graphic features in Scarlatti, in spite of what Pestelli says
below about it’s being one of the most “modern” of the sonatas. Also the lh basses may be albertian but they are
treated as a contrapuntal voice, crossing measure-lines to complete phrases.  All of these considerations demand
a slow basic tempo, especially for an occasional rubato or stretto to have any effect
themes: 12343:13430: one group, variants; short-long ö at start of last theme of part 1, an earlier theme which
returns in the final dominant; second theme omitted in part 2; no new themes, but the sonata ends with a
5-measure coda in which the triplet figure used throughout is extended in continuous motion
keys: 115255:512111:
ornaments: m11: small note has one slash in Parma, two slashes in Venezia, no slur in either; m68 similar but
slurs in both; similar differences elsewhere in both sources (and Münster different from either but a less reliable
scribe, M2)
similar sonatas: P10:22 F; P12:4 G
P13:13 f (cross-rhythms)
P9:9 D has a similar frequently repeated motif but with the rhythm ÖÖ.ï± rather than ±±ÖÖ±
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k300; Fadini 5:248; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Pestelli p227: “una delle sonate di Domenico più «moderne» e vicine al gusto nuovo [exs: opening
compared to opening of Albero Sonata 13 in B=]”; p233  [ex m21-25]; p238: “la più galuppiana delle sonate di
Scarlatti”; p240: “il punto di massima vicinanza alla forma-sonata”
Sutcliffe p326 [compared to P9:9 D]

Parma 7:29 A major (2#) All[egr]o ¡
  1 1 " ~~~±. ¶± Ö±» Ö±» | Ö A 2v 7>b 10>A 13\14 rh offbeat stresses w/ slurs >E

(17\)18 $ E/B 22 % w/insistent pedals
25 " varied E  32 :Ú:

   2 33 " A/E 35>c#   n38>B  42\43 as at 13\14 but w/o slurs 41>f#  >A
(46\)47 $ E  lh varied  53>A

 54 " varied again  62 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 6:6; Parma 7:29; Münster 4:6
dates: about 1720-25; 1753.  Hollow left-hand chords are a feature of many sonatas which I consider to be early
Scarlatti; there are even parallel fifths, in m42 (see also Sutcliffe below). 
companions: •V6:5, 6; M4: 5, 6 = P7:28, 29
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 121:121: two themes, first theme returns varied; part 2 in same order.  Themes are of an aphoristic,
high-profile kind. The opening measures make use of the same dactyl rhythm as the following sonata, P7:30 F,
at m13, but what a difference!--of course the slower speed of the latter is an important factor; this sonata calls



for a very light and carefree interpretation (carefree seeming: more complicated moods are usually present
beneath the surface in Scarlatti)
keys: 121555:1326151:  ö m38 at change from mediant minor (c<) to supertonic major (B)
ornaments: I think the ~~~ on the first note of m1 should be short; it is followed by what might be an upturn, but is
actually part of the following phrase in Ö¶± rhythm which occurs throughout the piece and shouldn’t be absorbed
into a long trill.  In any case the shake is omitted in several similar places, such as m20-21 & 46-47
similar sonatas: P1:19 C
first theme resembles those of P7:16 a and P10:19 b (all three have a similar rhythm; but see themes above)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k301; Fadini 5:249
see also:  Pestelli p239: [has a much fuller texture than P8:21 A]
Sutcliffe p225, ex m39-44 [attempt to rationalize parallel fifths in m42 as stylistic ploys; compared to Albero
Sonatas 3 &12 (ex m20-24)]

Parma 7:30 F major  And[an]te 3/4
  1 1 "1 ° ± | ± ± ± | ¶¶¶± ¶  lh ± Ö.êÖ.» |Ö.êÖ.» Ö.» | ±. F  3v 8>C

9 "2 lh broken chords, rh on 3rd beat
13 $1 £ Ö±» Ö±» | ± >d  16>a 18>C/G 25 ° £

, 26 @@@@ $2 ¶±µ à ±µµ | Å_¶±µ A@  29>D@
38 $1b@  40>a@  42 $$$$#### B (enharmonic change: B@'A#) N^47 $$$$ a  51 rh 8ves 54 ° £

, 55 ( °_¶¶¶± | °_¶  lh broken chords ("2 variant) 65 rh unfolded 8ves  69 :Ú:
   2 70 @  "1 d   tre[molo]

75 (  79 g  82>F   84>B@
85 $1 87>g   93 c  95 b@  99 D= 101 E@>f  104 unfolded 8ves F/C pedals 107 ° £

, 108 ( F  118 rh figures varied 124 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 6:1; Parma 7:30
dates: about 1750; 1753.  The distance Scarlatti traveled in his composing career can be seen by comparing this
sonata with P2:27 f, the earlier sonata still a fine achievement
companions: •V6:1, 2 = P7:30, 31
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; m9-12: lh broken chords with full octave leaps upward and finger change on
repeated notes, followed by a wider downward leap: 5321 5321 2.; m51-52: rh conjunct octaves, which would
be enhanced by finger changes, perhaps 51 52 51 with the fifth finger sliding from B= to A on the last two;
m65-68: rh unfolded broken octaves: fingers 5125 4125...
themes: 123435:1535: three groups; themes omitted in part 2; other themes return within both parts.  The sonata
is unified by repetition of a few simple rhythms (shown on the map) in different contexts, accompanied by a
mostly steady pulse of ± ’s, but continually creating a sense of the unexpected about to happen.  Such unified
slow movements of this length are a rarity in music I think; even Beethoven’s long adagios, early or late, depend
on greater contrasts of mood and materials 
keys: 156353-6-43-4+3:62142546-7111:  part 1 ends in mediant minor (change occurs at the short-long ratio ö
point m47); part 2 begins in submediant (relative) minor.  Passes through 7 major and 7 minor keys: g  A= a= a
B= b= B C c D= d E= F f
graphics, accidentals, ornaments: m24: the last part of the falling broken chord is transposed up an octave,
presumably to avoid landing on G-1 in m25; compare m53-54, and also the discussion of octave displacements
in Collections: Venezia 1742: graphics 
m41: F>4 against F=3 (enharmonic E)
m70&72 “tre” for tremuli: Pasqali tremolato (see P3:29 D) very effective here (perhaps 4 or 5 rapid repeated
E’s with finger changes: 43232.; the C< held by the thumb, and with damper pedal if played on piano.  The
expression aimed for could be the literal meaning of tremolo: trembling or shuddering. 
similar sonatas: P4:27 A; P5:1 E



P10:26 a (unfolded octaves)
P15:5 F (similar ö point and final key of part 1)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k296; Fadini 5:244
see also: Benton p268
Pestelli p222: “L’equivalente, nel tempo moderato, di [P6:16]...”
Dale: p121: “remarkable not only for its unusual length... but also for its many modulations and its four changes
of key-signature. The music portrays both the coldness and the radiance of moonlight, just as does Debussy*s
piece of that name”
Sitwell: “pastoral or bucolic sonatas”
Sutcliffe p253-254: “...The only really sharp edge...is encountered in the building up to and climax of
[m]51-2....one of the most frankly Spanish passages in Scarlatti”

Parma 7:31 F major  Allegro 3/8
  1 1 "1 à Öµ | à Öµ | à Öµ |  Ö  Å -  Å µ  | Ä ± F  2v h 10th apart 8 % 8ve lower 13>C
, 15 "2 á Å  Öµ¯|¶¶¶±  lh Ö.é»» 19 % 4th higher F
, 23 $1 C  rh broken 6ths, lh 3rds opposed 26 %

29 $2 ($1 variant) c  3v h 3rd apart  33 %  H37 top v: Å  | Ö.ê µ¯| ¶± Ö.» | ¶  [hemiola as if 38\9 3/4]
41 $1 extended to 6m (still in c )  47 %

n^ 52 ( ¶± ±_|Å  (still in c) (derived<"2 & H37 lh) 3 or 4v 8ves both h 60 ¨12345 62 :Ú:
  2 63 "1 C  h 3rd apart 68 % step higher d
, 73 $1&$2 combined 77 %

81 "2 varied  83>G  87>F
90 $1 as at 23 extended to 4m  94 % 
98  $2 varied f  102 % 106: H37

110: $1 as at 41 116 %
121 ( 129 ¨ rhythm varied: Ö.»µ ±µ 133 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 6:2; Parma 7:31
dates: about 1730-35; 1753
companions: •V6:1, 2 = P7:30, 31
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; hands simultaneous, with opposed motion
themes: 123435:13423435: three groups, variants,  cells; themes return within both parts.  n applies best to the
short-long ratio, when the last theme of part 1 is introduced at m52: there are no new themes in part 2, although
their order of appearance is somewhat changed; however a long-short n applies to m83 when the key changes to
the supertonic (G)
keys:15155:56211: tonic major to dominant minor; part 2 dominant major to tonic minor.  Most of the sonata is
in minor keys: 34 measures minor to 28 major in part 1, 51 to 20 in part 2
ornament, accidentals: the small-note appoggiature in m4 (see map) & 11, without slurs, are echoed near the
end in m130 & 132, but with slurs, therefore crushed-note acciaccature
m29-31: accidentals on every note where needed, even though the stems are joined under the same beam, rh&lh
m42-49, 109-112: the E[>]’s and E=’s should be treated literally; Fadini wants them all changed to E=, but
wavering between major and minor is more typical of Scarlatti’s writing; Parma and Venezia do not always
agree here however, so one or the other source must be chosen, not both combined
similar sonatas: P7:3 F (minor ending to part 1)
P7:27 D; P10:7 F
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k297; Fadini 5:245; Venezia online
see also: Fadini, Integrazione tra lo stile andaluso e lo stile italiano, in Sala, p185-186 ex: “inizia con un ritmo
simile al Fandango de Huelva, veloce, caratterizzato dalla sincopazione, per poi passare alla Soleá...”



Parma:  Libro 8º. 1753. (30) Sonatas

Parma 8:1 c minor  (2=) And[an]te 3/4
  1 1 " lh 3ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | °.  rh ± ± ±¯|ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ±  c  3v
, 12 $1 g  16 lh imitates w/  rh: downbeat rests  20>E@
, 24 $2 28 lh imitates w/ rh as in $1

32 $3 ($2 extended) 34 >f  36>g
, 42 $$# ( broken chords ú G/D>G  50 %  57 coda: Å &Æ  scales ú & turns 61 :Ú:
  2 n 62 $1 developed G  63>a  68>d  69 $@ F
, 73 $2

81 $3 g  83 c
, 86 ( shortened C  92 %  98 coda:  Å  scales ú 102 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 6:7; Parma 8:1; Münster 4:20
dates: about 1745-50; 1753
companions: •V6:7, 8 = P8:1, 2
•M4:20-23 = P8:1, 2 c, P10:27=, 28 C
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3; m42+: rh leaps a ninth (a tenth in part 2) to play thirds: 1 53 | 42 fingering
themes: 12345:2345: three groups; first theme omitted in part 2
keys: 1534555:56+24511:  part 1 moves to the mediant E= then the dominant g (so-called three-key
exposition); it ends in G major (key signature changes to < at m42).  The n point occurs one measure past the
double bar: the key moves to the raised submediant a, the relative minor of the tonic major. At m69 the key
signature changes to = but this is not canceled even though page 4 of the Parma ms. is entirely in C major
(Fadini’s > at m86 is not in the sources).  The change occurs one measure too early in Venezia, creating some
incorrect accidentals in m68.  The falling C major scales in m98-101 have > on all the B’s except in m99:
leading-tone denial as in P5:19 g (and others) or an elaborate joke set up by the unchanged key signature?  The
corresponding part 1 ending, m57+ has much faster scales with a twist at the end; the part 2 ending is an
example of peroratio in rebus, things calming down after some heated rhetorical flourishes
rhythms: the sonata is really in 9/8 rather than 3/4 (continuous triplets)
similar sonatas: P5:10 c has a similar but simpler key structure
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k302; Fadini 5:250; Venezia facsimile
see also: Gerstenberg p129-130 exs m42+ & 86+
Pestelli p190: “tema del cuccù”
Chambure p113
Sutcliffe p343 ex [m42-45, m84-87]: retention of pitch [the latter passage starts a falling broken chord a step
lower than in the first passage, but moves to the same pitch at the point where the right hand jumps upward and
the left hand takes over; this is the same example used by Gerstenberg above]

Parma 8:2 c minor  (2=) All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 ~~~Ö.ïÖµ (' H1) |~~~Ö.ïÖµ | Ö¶¶¶± | Ö  c   3v 4 lh imitates
, 10 "2 E@ (H1 less frequent, still top v only)  13>f  middle v ties  19>g
, 25 "3 H1 in lh, falls by steps; rh downbeat rests c  3v 28>g
, 38 "4 H1 in top v, middle v imitates 1m later 46 %

53 "5 ± Ä  | [3]¶¶± ±  ¨ 712345 61 coda D5 , G\1 65 :Ú:
  2 66 "1,2&3 developed together c/G  broken chord bass w/1st note held  n72>f   74 E@

85 $ ¶¶± Ö± | Ä ± Ä  | (derived <"2&"5) f   88>g   90 c
97 "4  105 %  112 coda (rest of  "5 omitted) 116 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 6:8; Parma 8:2; Münster 4:21



dates: about 1725-30; 1753
companions: •V6:7, 8 = P8:1, 2
•M4:20-23 = P8:1, 2 c, P10:27, 28 C
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 123450:123640:  cellular, one group; part 2 develops themes together and adds new material derived
from part 1
keys: 134515:143451: The ö point occurs as the key changes to the subdominant (f) and the cell figure from m1
drops to its deepest point in the bass, then suddenly rises by thirds in the mediant major (E=); when it passes
from the left hand to the right hand again in m81, it is at its highest point
rhythms: m1: birdsong motif exchanged among soprano, alto and bass voices and varied with trills, ~~~ ’s, or
neither; the ornament is sometimes on the first beat, sometimes on the second; see also Chambure below
ornaments: the shake figure in m1 (and its many repetitions) is most effective if kept short, with the upturn
isolated after the second Ä in the left hand, rather than a long trill leading into the upturn.  In m97-100 however
the shake, ~~~, in the upper voice is imitated by a trill, tr, in the alto voice: here tr should be interpreted as a long
trill beginning on the upper auxiliary note: A=GA=GA=GFGA= (m106 has ~~~ and m108 neither, for further
contrast)
similar sonatas: P5:10 c; P6:9 c; P12:16 g; V42:30 E=
influences: see P6:26 B= for the type of bass which opens part 2
metaphors: portuguese melancholy or saudade; only about 15 measures of the total 116 are in a major key
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k303; Fadini 5:251
see also: Sitwell: “Spanish sonatas...  Trills resembling bird-songs and gentle guitar strummings”
Chambure p113: “...en quelque sorte mise en mouvement par la cellule rythmique”: [ex; he means the figure in
m1 on the map above but adds an non-existent Å  to the end of it]

Parma 8:3 G major  And[ant]e  Cantabile ¢
  1 1  downbeat °. G1  "1 £ Öµ ± ± | ± G  2 or 3v lh... £ ± | ± ±  6 Ä  scale w/ 1/2 steps ü>D

15½ "2 £ ± | Öµ Å çÖµ. 25 ± Öµ ± ± (return to m1 & link to pt 2) :Ú://
  2 26 ° G2  "1 developed >d/G (w/B$'melodic minor) 29>e  n31>a  36>G

39½ "2 47 coda 51 ± G1&3  [1: replaces £ & lh °  at start of 26] :Ú: [2: can elide 51 & link P8:4]
source collections: Venezia 6:9; Parma 8:3
dates: about 1725-30; 1753
companions: •V6:9, 10 = P8:3, 4
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: easy, level 1
themes: 12:120: one group, part 2 in same order; a slower tempo than is usual for alla breve is preferable
keys: 15:5621:  n occurs at a change to the supertonic minor (a) on the way to the final home key
links: m25: double slash (//) between ledgers at the double bars at the end of part 1 is sometimes used for joining
measures (compare P1:8 B=); therefore the last measure of part 1 is both a return to the G1 in m1 and, after part
1 has been repeated, goes forward smoothly to the G2 of m26. Fadini takes it to mean a transition to part 2,
invents a new m25 out of the first beat with rests added and renumbers the old m25 to 26 and all of part 2.
Venezia also shows a single measure but | ±  :||  Ö± ± ± ||:  If the first ±  is the first ending it replaces the first lh °
downbeat & rh £ in m1 when repeated, the remainder is the second ending leading to m26 as in Parma; I think
this shows the Parma version is a revision of the Venezia version.  The first ± of m25 in Venezia could also be
interpreted as the secondnd ending, and the remainder as the first ending leading back to m1 only, not forward,
but then rests would have to be supplied to make up the deficiency
m51 is also only one ± in both Parma and Venezia; I think that again the idea is to omit the beginning of m26, as
shown on the map.  After the repeat of part 2, elide m51 to link P8:4
ornaments: m13: the slur over the scale may mean that this measure should be played somewhat faster, out of
tempo; the left-hand part is only ° ä  (there is no slur on the scale in m45 and the context is entirely different)



similar sonatas: the opening theme is similar to the one developed in P2:2 G at m42-60
metaphors: an example of epigrammatic themes: short and memorable, in a style which is recognizable as
Scarlatti’s own.  The gradual measure-by-measure change of the first theme at the start of part 2 give a wistful
sound to it, more characteristic of early 19th century music, perhaps Schubert on a miniature scale
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k304; Fadini 5:252 (her m25 not in P or V: her part 2 numbers are +1 those on the
map; see links above); Venezia online
see also: Pestelli p253-4: “topos del genere pastorale... appena l’inizio può ricordare il colore delle cornamuse”

Parma 8:4 G major  All[egr]o 6/8
  1 1 cutoff downbeat; 1/2m  "1 à Öµ |Öµ µ Öµ µ |Ö  Öµ Öµµ | Ä  G  3v 4 lh imitates; rh ties  6  G pedals

 9 D  10  D pedals
13 "2 2v lh ± Ä ± Ä | ±
23 $1 ¶¶¶±=± Öµµ d  (A pedals)
27 $2 ¶¶¶± Ä ¶¶¶± Ä  D
34½ $3  39 ± Ä :Ú ±.¯ (1.end; 2: elide last 1/2 of m)Ú:

  2 40 (1/2m) ( ±. | ± Ä ±. lh Öµµ drumbeat, falls by steps a/D  n47 % step higher b
51½ $1 e/B (B pedals) 53>b
55½ $2 G  +
61½ $1 d  & g  waver (D pedals)  65½G
73 $3 (downbeat shifted; varied) 78 (1/2m) G\1 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 6:10; Parma 8:4
dates: about 1720-25; 1753
companions: •V6:9, 10 = P8:3, 4
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 12345:63435: two groups; first group replaced by new material in part 2
keys: 1555:23631511: ö m47 at change to mediant minor (b)
ornaments: m30-39: small notes lack slurs (in Parma); those in m68-77 have them (except the Ä appoggiatura in
m69) and make an effective contrast if tied to the previous large note, with the following large note delayed
after the beat (see slurred small notes in introduction to this file, ornaments)  Venezia often uses Ä  small notes
with two slashes on the flag (=Æ ) and has differences in the slurs which can be seen in Venezia online
m37: the rapid scale uses different note values in Parma & Venezia; neither version adds up to 3 Ä ’s
links: m39-40 (Parma): even though there is an elision slur over the last half of m39, the D’s which begin m40
are at different pitches (D123 in m39, D2&4 in m40) Venezia lacks the link: no curves or divisions in m39
similar sonatas: E14 G (extended octave pedals)
P7:20 G (turn figure with leap as in â2 of this sonata)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k305; Fadini 5:253; Venezia online
see also: Chambure p113: “...la cellule rythmique finale... [ex=m27]  Scarlatti reprendra ce rythme avec des
arpèges descendants dans [P8:10]...”
Sutcliffe p84-85 [different rhythmic fragments in this sonata are also present in P8:10, P7:13, P11:26 & P10:15. 
P7:20 and P12:15 could also be added to his list]

Parma 8:5 E= major  (2=) All[egr]o  ¢
  1 1 "1 ±. ¶± °¯|ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | Ö  E@  2v falling broken 2nds w/ repeated notes, lh 3rds 11>B@

13 "2 (like "1, but rh rising ± scale, lh broken 4ths) 17>g  19>d  25>F  30>B@/F  36 °. ß £
\ 37 "3 ("2 variant w/ falling patterns; 3 then 2v) f   41>b@

51 "4 B@  63 °. £ :Ú:
  2 64 "2 developed c  drumbeat bass n70>g >B@  83½ ° ß
\ 84 "3 b@  88>e@



98 "4 E@  110 °. £ :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 6:11; Parma 8:5; Madrid-Ayerbe 13
dates: about 1745-50; 1753
companions: •V6:11, 12 = P8:5, 6
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty. difficult, level 6; m14+: lh pattern can be treated two different ways: as rising and falling broken
fourths, for example| F F-B= B=-|F ... across beat, or as staccato (bouncing) repeated notes in pairs  | F-F
 B=-B=... on beat; the second way fits in with the groups of 4 repeated notes at m30 etc, but the first way offers
better contrast.  Likewise fingering can change on the repeated notes (lh 41 up, 25 down for the broken fourths)
or increase the bouncing effect by not changing (44 11).  At m64-66 the repeated notes become a drumbeat
briefly
themes: 1234:234: one group, variants, first theme omitted in part 2
keys: 1537+25255:635511: ö at change from relative minor (c) to mediant minor (g, its dominant)
similar sonatas: P4:16 E=, P7:26 D; P10:13 E=; P13:2 G, P13:22 E=
P5:27 B, P14:24 E=, P3:12 B= (change to mediant minor, relative minor of the dominant, occurs at  or near the
start of the second theme group in part 1, and at or near the ö point in part 2)
metaphors: commedia dell’arte: the character Tartaglia (stutterer; see difficulty above: the fingering would affect
the interpretation)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k306; Fadini 5:254
see also: Pestelli p247-248 [grouped with sonatas which deal chiefly with a particular fingering problem:] “la
cosidetta legatura a due: [ex m2-4; taken up by Clementi in Gradus ad Parnassum 63, Canone in E=, 1826, &
Beethoven in first movement of Sonata opus 31:2, 1802]”
Benton (Sheveloff p531-3): 2nd or closing theme derived from 1st theme
Sutcliffe p316 [stylistic fingerprint: repeated notes with falling step]

Parma 8:6 E=major (2=) All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 á ¶¶¶¶± | ¶   lh ±. E@  2v 5 lh imitates 9: 1\8 % varied 16>B@/F

19 "2
, 32 "3 ("1 variant) B@  40: 32\36  % varied, 3v, lh 8ve lower & extended  55 [2: can elide] :Ú:
  2 56 "1 developed g  60  lh imitates  64 scales ú >d  n67 >c   71 E@
, 78 "3 varied; rh chords w/2nds  85 rh 3rds  93: 85\91 % varied 100 extended 107 B@\1 108 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 6:12; Parma 8:6
dates: about 1730-35; 1753
companions: •V6:11, 12 = P8:5, 6
instruments: cembalo with range Ac; maybe avoids D5 in m100
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 123:13: cellular; one group, variants; omits second theme in part 2, develops/varies rest.  The rh at m6-8
gives prominence to three repeated notes (E=4), a common Scarlatti motto, appearing again at m14-16 but not in
part 2 as the same note three times.  The other themes are variants of this idea (chords and ornaments added,
different pitches but same note lengths) played against a rapid turn figure in the other hand (rh m1-2 shown in
map above)
keys: 155:37+61: ö at change from subtonic minor (d) to relative minor (c)
ornaments: m31, 55 & 84: shakes (~~~) provide breaks in the continuous flow of Å ’s; it is likely therefore that
they are short (mordente) not long (long trills would call for awkward turns at their ends).  m55 can be elided to
make a seamless transition to part 2 (the lh retains its B=2 but omits B=1

m40, 42 & 44: small notes on the same seventh chord have different values in the Parma version, implying
increasing speed: slashed Ä  without slur, then with slur, then Ä  with two slashes & slur; in Venezia it’s Ä 
without slash or slur, with slash, with slash & slur
similar sonatas: V42:9 E=
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k307; Fadini 5:255; Venezia online



see also: Chambure p113 [rhythms]

Parma 8:7 C major  Cantabbile ¢
  1 1 " ±¯¶¶¶± ±¯¶¶¶± | ~~~° ± | ÖÖÖ± Ä °~~~ | °  C  2v lh 3rds 7 lh downbeat rest 12 a  14 G  

20 ¯¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± ±±   21½ ä ß
\ 22 $ rh downbeat rest  26 %  30 coda: short Å  scales ü 35 :Ú:
  2 36 " developed C/G  38>F
n 41 $ developed>a +\  49>G  echoes " at  20   50½ ä ß
\ 51 $ restated C  (F#&F$) 55 % 59 coda 64 :Ú: (can elide 64 & link P8:8)
source collections: Venezia 6:13; Parma 8:7; Münster 4:14
dates: about 1720-25; 1753
companions: •V6:13, 14; M4:14, 15 = P8:7, 8
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; piano
difficulty: easy, level 1.  The alla breve meter calls for the first or third ± to be stressed, emphasizing the frequent
places where one of these beats has been replaced by a £ rest, making the rhythm flexible and unpredicable
themes: 12:122: two groups; both developed in part 2; second theme restated; keys: 165:146*51: ö occurs at the
most lyrical moment of the sonata (the peroratio in adfectibus; m43 repeats m42 a step lower); the key here is
basically the relative minor (a) but is somewhat ambiguous: C< appears in m41 and a D< in m44 as if the key
were going elsewhere but falls back to a minor. Hollow chords; parallel fifths m12-14, 42-43, 47-48; the
parallel fifths surely contribute to the great charm of this sonata and its companion P8:8
ornaments: both sonatas of this pair contain slurred and unslurred small notes in otherwise similar phrases: Ä
with 1 slash across stem & flag and Ä  with 2 slashes in Parma, implying four different speeds and stresses:
slurred: before beat or acciaccatura (crushed),  non-slurred: on beat appoggiatura or fast appoggiatura.  Parma
8:7 has Ä (no slur therefore appoggiatura in this case) in m3, Ä  with 2 slashes in rest of part 1, the first one in
m51 and the second one in m52, and all in m62; the rest of the small notes in part 2 are Ä  with 1 slash.  Still in
Parma, there are slurs on the small notes in m5,  the first one in m22, the second one in m27 through m28,
m33-34 & m62; no slur on the rest.  In Venezia 6:13 there is a small ± with no slur in m3 and a small Ä  with a
slur in m5; otherwise there are two kinds of small notes: Ä  with 2 slashes across stem & flag part 1 (m21-34) &
m51, Å  rest of part 2 (before & after m51); Venezia has slurs on all the small notes in part 1, none on those in
m46-48; Münster usually has Ä  with l slash only and lacks most of the small-note slurs; m3 is like Parma not
Venezia
m7+ (all sources): there are also slurs on groups of ¶¶¶± large notes in pt 1 m7-15, but not m16-19 or 30-32 and
none in part 2; there are slurs however on 4 groups of ÖÖÖ±  in pt 2, m41-42. The slur in m20 (see map) stops in
the middle of the second group of ¶ ’s in all 3 sources.  See P8:18 F< & 19 A for discussion of the possible
interpretation of this.  See also Neumann Performance p207-8. The use of slurs for groups of large notes may
have been provided to a specific player for whom the easier sonatas were written; V42:42 d has a Cantabile
tempo designation and similarly unusual ornaments; it may have been intended for two stringed instruments
originally however, and unlike P8:7 & 8, has no chords in the bass part, just single note ± and Ä ’s
similar sonatas: P10:27 C; P1:23 C
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k308; Fadini 5:256; Münster microfilm; Venezia online
see also: Kirkpatrick p169: “delicately molded vocal line...”; p197; p263;  p264.
Sutcliffe p99-100: “preponderance of sigh figures... stylized eroticism”

Parma 8:8 C major All[egr]o  ¢
  1 1 cutoff downbeat "1 £ ± Æ _Öµ ± | £ ± Æ Öµ ± | à Öµµ Öµµµ |± ± °~~~¯|Ö  C  2v
\ 10 "2 d  rh ¬, lh ostinato 5ths, 6ths, downbeat rests 14 "1 echoed 

16 "2: 10\13  varied & extended a  21>G
, 28 "3 lh ¬ G pedals 34 "2 echoed d  38 "3 continues G  47 walking bass  51 :Ú: [2: can elide]
  2 52 "1 C/G  54>a



,n 61 "2 developed >g  65>e  68>d  74>c  75 C  77  "1 at 21\27 echoed
, 82 "3 86 "2 echoed c  90 "3 continues C  102 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 6:14; Parma 8:8; Münster 4:15
dates: about 1720-25; 1753.  Hollow chords; parallel fifths m69-70; walking bass: all early features
companions: •V6:13, 14; M4:14, 15 = P8:7, 8
difficulty: easy, level 0; alla breve, with stresses on the third ± as in P8:7 (the ostinato lh chords do not all have
equal weight)
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; piano
themes: 1212323:121323: one group, themes return in both parts (binary rondo).  The á2 theme in ¬ ’s, one per
measure, is a different set of pitches in each of its appearances, one of which is near the ö point (mathematically
m63) and a change to the dominant minor (g); shortly afterwards, m72-74, it begins with three repeated F4’s
signaling a return to the tonic: compare a similar use of repeated long notes at important structural points in
several other sonatas; a partial list is given in the notes to P7:7 D
keys: 126525:165321111:
ornaments, accidentals: small notes (compare P8:7): Venezia has Ä  with 2 slashes m1-15, ± m35-37, Å  m52-60;
slurs on all except m2 and 35-37.  Parma has Ä  with 2 slashes m1, 2, 9, 35, 36; with 1 slash m 8, 14, 15, 37 &
52-60; slurs on all except m2, 37, and 52-60.  Münster has all Ä  with 1 slash and no slurs
m38: the first F is “<”, the second F is [>] (all sources; Fadini is mistaken here)
similar sonatas: somewhat like P1:15 E & P13:7 C
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k309; Fadini 5:257; Münster microfilm, Venezia online
see also:  Kirkpatrick p169: “orchestral variety of timbre...”; p263; p264-5; p277
Pestelli p238: “...problemi strumentali convertiti nella creazione di una nuova realtà sonora... [ex m10-14]... 
Siamo al polo opposto della finitezza della [P7:28 A]”
Sutcliffe p100-104
Sitwell: Spanish...

Parma 8:9 B= major  (=) And[ant]e  ¢
  1 1 "1 ± Öµ  ± Öµ | ± ± °~~~ B@  2v cp

5 "2 Öµ ± ± | ±  lh ° 8>F  11 rh triplets  30 ° (C1) ä ß
\ 31 "3 ÖÖ± Ö± ° F &C  waver 38 £ ß  39: 31\36 % 46 coda d>F  51 :Ú:
  2 52 "1 developed f  n58>c

60 "2 developed>g >E@   67>B@  70 £ ß
\ 71 "3 B@ &F  waver 78 £ ß 79: 71\76 % 86 coda varied & extended g>B@  93 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 6:15; Parma 8:9; Münster 4:16
dates: about 1720-25; 1753
companions: •V6:15, 16; M4:16, 17 = P8:9, 10
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: easy, level 2; 3+2 quintuplet rhythm (shown on map at m31); repeated notes; use of rh fingers 4&5.  If
the Andante tempo marking is taken to apply to the lh °’s, the piece changes, the rh ornamental rather than
melodic.  However the opening and the á3 are somewhat contrapuntal in nature: the lh echoes figures from the
rh, rather than just accompanying with single notes
themes: 1230:1230: one group, part 2 in same order.  The á3 theme is isolated by rests with fermate before and
after; when it is repeated, it does not proceed all the way to a full stop, but moves in a new direction before the
end of its sentence.  In its final variant at m91 a complete downward scale, B=4 to B=3, provides closure.
keys: 155235:526411561: ö m58 at change to supertonic minor (c)
rhythms: a climax of sorts is reached at m68-70, where the obsessive halting rhythms are made to flow
graphics: triplets with slurs: faster than non-slurred ones? or rubato in the sense of being played as ¶Ö± or Ö¶±?  
The ~~~  on ± [m8 etc] might be a smooth ÖÖ± triplet also (and perhaps on °, m2 etc).  This rhythm (3+2) is
Scarlatti’s version of a quintuplet, but the version in the last half of m37 and in m76-77 without slurs or
repeated notes is as close as it comes to being five equal notes.



m47&90: triplet Ä  approaches to ~~~ ’s are slurred (not in m50, and the approach in m92 is different): such
approaches are usually written in fast-value notes; the slur over m49 probably means speed up this measure
similar sonatas: P9:25 B=
metaphors: V6:15 corresponds to St Vitus feast day: see Parma 6:15 G
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k310; Fadini 5:258
see also: Pestelli p220: “conserva nel suo inizio qualcosa del carattere liturgico delle antiche sonate polifoniche”

Parma 8:10 B= major (=) All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 Öµµ | Öµµ | Öµµ | Öµµ |Æ _Öµµ |Æ _Öµ  B@  2v  9>c

16 "2 ¶¶¶± � (rising broken 3rds) 18>E@  23>B@
, 27 "3 ç¶±  ç¶± Ä  (related to "2 but scale ú, lh ±.) F 31\33 á ç± ç¶± Ä
, 35 $ (C1 ±. pedals) 47 ¨ 12345  50: 35\48 % 64 extended (coda but same material) 73 :Ú:
  2 74 "1 variant F>a>d
, 82 "2 developed 86 c  n90 E@  94>F

98 $ (F ±. pedals) 102 B@
112 "2 interrupts c>F

, 121 $:  98\111  % (125 B@ ) 135 extension varied 142 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 6:16; Parma 8:10; Münster 4:17
dates: about 1725-30; 1753
companions: •V6:15, 16; M4:16, 17 = P8:9, 10
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3; use of all 5 lh fingers in broken chords m44+ (compare P5:13 B=)
themes: 12340:124240: two groups; one theme is omitted in part 2 and others return out of order
keys: 12415:57+32451251:
graphics, accidentals: m27: the stumbling scale figure becomes smoother at m31 (see map above)
m82&84: only the first C is < in each measure
m86&88: the second B should be =, the second E in m90 (the ö point) should be >: compare m91 where both
E’s have =’s and m99 where the > on the second E is explicit; Venezia and Münster agree with Parma except in
m91 where only the first E is = in them
metaphors: the change from the supertonic minor (c) to the subdominant major (E=, its relative major) at the n
point is like entering a different part of the same room: everything is familiar but seen in new light and colors
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k311; Fadini 5:259
see also: Chambure p113 [with P8:4; rhythms]

Parma 8:11 D major  Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1 ± Öµ ± ± | ± ± Öµµµ | ± ± Öµµµ | ° D  3v [2v rh sola]: 4 lh imitates both rh v
, 9 "2 £ ± ~~~±. ¶± | ± b

16 "3 rh broken 2nds w/ repeated notes, lh ostinato chords f# >b>e 19>D  23>A
, 26 $1 ~~~Ö.ï± ± ("2 variant) E  30 A (turn motif now in lh)

36 $2 µµµ Ö.ï± ¶¶¶± | Ö  h opposed 45 ¬ [end 1; end 2: can elide] :Ú:
  2 46 "1 developed A 48>b

50 (  n54 % 4th higher e
58 "3 >b  61>D
65 $1 A  69 D
75 $2 bass varied  87 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 6:17; Parma 8:11
dates: about 1730-35; 1753
companions: •V6:17, 18 = P8:11, 12 (strong pair: see similar sonatas in notes for P8:12)



instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 4.  Ornamental figure at m26+ played in either hand against steady figure in other
hand; rapid scales at m36+ played by both hands in opposite directions
themes: 12345:16345: two groups, variants, cells; new material in part 2; themes are aphoristic (see rhetoric in
introduction to this file)
keys: 163621525:5626151: ö m54 at change from relative minor (b) to supertonic minor (e, its subdominant)
ornaments, accidentals, graphics: rapid, varied ornaments in both P8:11 & 12
m75-76: the rh G[>]’s against the lh G<’s, in scales going in opposite directions, are clearly intentional
m75 (only): the slurs call for the scales to be speeded up
similar sonatas: P9:10 G; P13:30 D
metaphors: the mock-serious, pompous opening fits with the commedia dell’arte character of the Dottore
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k312; Fadini 5:260
see also: Dale p120: “a street dancer turns up to give two [each part is one?] short displays of prowess”
Pestelli p188: “motivo della fanfara [in both P8:11 &12]”

Parma 8:12 D major All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 ççç± Öµ | Öµµ | Ö  D w/3rds & 5ths  6 lh imitates; 2v (sometimes 3v)
, 19 "2 ("1 variant, lh turn figure, falls by 3rds) b  23>D/A pedals (turn: 27 rh w/6ths, 35 lh)

37>E  39>A
41 "3  42 ¨123|45  43 ¶ç± ~~~Ö.»  45: 43\44 %  46 >a  47,49: 43\44 % (in a)
51 "4 A  55 %  8ve lower  58 :Ú:

  2 59 "2 developed A  3v falls by steps  67>b  n69 turn in rh as at 27  71\2 &75\6 "3 echoed
77 "2 continues as at 35 2v 78>D  81 D & G  waver, D pedals 87 D

95 "3 2m phrase % w/ varied ornaments  101 d
105 "4 D  112 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 6:18; Parma 8:12; Münster 5:7 (missing but copied as Wien A:7)
dates: about 1730-35; 1753
companions: •V6:17, 18 = P8:11, 12 (strong pair; see similar sonatas below)
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 4; rapid turn figure in both hands; conjunct sixths and thirds.  m41-50 & 95-104: a
2-measure phrase is varied five different ways  (by sometimes adding small notes, with or without slurs, and
changing from major to minor.  m59-65: lh plays a group of 4 ç ’s in which it is supposed to strike a note it is
already holding; is the left hand supposed to play on two manuals at the same time, thumb on front manual and
2345 on rear?  This can be resolved by holding the last ç  note of the turn rather than the first
themes: 1234:23234: one group, variants, cells; the first theme is stated in full (in 2 voices) by the right hand
before it is imitated (both voices) by the left hand, the right hand adding a third voice in counterpoint; this theme
is omitted in part 2 (the rhythm of m1 is an integral part of the second theme however) but the rest appears in
the same order.  The sonata uses chiaroscuro (same theme played in major and minor modes)
keys: 1612555:56114111: ö m69 at the return of an earlier cell, enriched by thirds & full chords, shortly after a
change to the relative minor (b)
similar sonatas: CF13:5 D
P6:30 C: turn figure at start of measures
The opening is similar to P8:11 D, its companion, with a full statement of the theme by the rh using chords,
imitated with the same chords by the lh; the key structures are also somewhat similar, both sonatas moving first
to the relative minor, and going to that key again after closing part 1 and starting part 2 in the dominant major
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k313; Fadini 5:261 (collates P V W)
see also: Dale p120: “hunting scenes. Lively fanfares”
Keller p67 exs: [with P9:11 G: dance character of 4-note turn on strong beat] “ebenso in [P8:12], deren
Oktavensprung sich in verblüffend ähnlicher Weise wieder bei Beethoven findet (Violoncellosonate opus 102[:2



D 1815])”
Pestelli p205: “Pastorale di Couperin [motif hinted at in m66-68]”
Chambure p115
Sutcliffe p116 ex: “marked Spanish coloration in [m] 71-2... Phrygian progression or cadence...”
Francou-Desrochers [see full citation at P1:28 a] p62-63, ex m71-76 [rapid turn figure: influence on Granados]

Parma 8:13 G major All[egr]o ¢
  1 1 "1 ~~~±.Ä ÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ± ± broken chords G  2v 3 lh imitates
\ 17½ "2 falling broken 2nds w/ repeated notes d  27 broken 8ves, 7ths, 6ths
, 33½ $1 rh sustains ° 3rd above broken chords, lh ° 3v D  41½: 34½\40 %
n^ 48 $2 scales & broken chords 58 :Ú:
  2 59 "1 developed D  63>b

70 $1 developed , lh rising ° 8ves b &f#  waver 76 a  82 e  90>G
, 100½ $1 restated 107½ %
, 114½ $1 variant/coda: lh unfolded broken 6ths w/ ° held 3rd above) 119½ %  127 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 6:19; Parma 8:13; Münster 4:11
dates: about 1730-35; 1753
companions: •V6:19, 20 = P8:13, 14
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 5; needs unusual fingerings with held notes: rh m33+ (f5 held & 4121 etc), lh m114+
(thumb held & 2453 etc); finger stretches
themes: 1234:1333: two groups; short-long ö is at the start of the last theme in part 1; this theme does not return
in part 2, which is largely concerned with the development of an earlier idea, â1 on the map: the broken chords
are allowed free play without the sustaining notes above, gradually rising to their most lyrical expression at
m90-100 and the return of the home key; then â1 is restated in its part 1 form and the sonata ends with a variant
of it.  keys: 155:5337+261:
accidentals: can sometimes be in effect for a whole measure when the notes are in a single line, even though
other pitches intervene in the broken chords, as at m33-37 and m42-44 in the repeat of the passage.  At m38 and
m45 the C’s are further apart so each has its own <.  In any case the broken chords throughout the â section are
too uniform, and the part 1 key structure too basic, to allow a literal interpretation with C>’s to be helpful.  In
part 2 m59-89 accidentals are repeated within each measure when the stems are not joined under the same beam. 
Therefore in m86 the rh notes should be read D< C> A C[>]  E C[<] A C[<]
similar sonatas: E27 b; P6:13 D; P7:23 b
P6:16 G (broken chord ostinati are somewhat like the more elementary m70-100 here)
P10:9 A (next in Pestelli group p258)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k314; Fadini 5:262; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Pestelli p258: “richiamo al sensibilismo”
Sutcliffe p184 ex

Parma 8:14 g minor  (=) All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 lh à Öµ |Öµµ | ±. g  3v cp 3 rh imitates 29>d

33 "2  6ths rh then lh; h opposed
n^ 49 "1 (rh) 51 lh imitates; ties x m\lines

55 "2 63 3/4 coda: rh double 3rd ~~~�s  ¨ 12345 67 °. :Ú:
  2 68 [3/8] "1 developed g/D (w/E$) 73>g   83 d

86 "2 g
102 "1 restated 104 lh imitates 
108 "2 116 3/4 coda 118 3/8 122 ±. :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 6:20; Parma 8:14; Münster 5:16; Madrid-Ayerbe 15



dates: about 1725-30; 1753
companions: •V6:19, 20 = P8:13, 14
•M5:16, 17 = P8:14 g, E2 G
•Ma 15, 16 = P8:14, 2:1 g
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 4 (Rousset: difficile).  Scales in sixths both hands; shakes in thirds; the graphics of the
opening of part 2 implies that the left hand plays both voices while the right hand is silent (mano sola)
themes: 1212:1212: one group; first theme returns at the short-long ö point, part 1 m49; part 2 in same order;
first theme restated in home key
keys: 15:1151:  in minor keys throughout
similar sonatas: P12:16 g (obsessive)
influences: J S Bach, Fuga 16 g, Wohltemperirte clavier 1 (1722); Francesco Durante, Studio terzo c (1732)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k315; Fadini 5:263
see also: Sheveloff 1985 Uncertainties... (Chigiana 40) p145-151: “...approaches the classification of clandestine
fugue... integrity of shape of subject [is violated in m9 & m29]”; [original ms readings justified p149-150]

Parma 8:15 F major  Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1 ± Öµ ± ± | ± ± ± ± | ± ± ± ± | °~~~ F  2v 4 lh imitates

7 "2 falling broken chords exchanged by h
11 "3 Öµµµ Æ ¯Öµµµ rh broken 3rds & 2nds C  13 >d
18 "4 ("2 variant) falling triplets then broken chords in lh 19>a  30>C  37 ± ± ±. ¶±  40 ° ä ß

\n^ 41 "5 (<"2) 3v  46\48 offbeat rh full 7th chords (GBDF)  57 triplets & C pedals  59 :Ú:
  2 60 "5 F/C

(63\)64 $ ± | ~~~±. ¶± ~~~±. ¶± | ± ± ± ± | 3v 65>A>b >D
70 "4 developed>a  76>d  lh ostinato 7ths, 6ths 79 added\tone 6th chord

80>F  85 C pedals 88 ° ä ß 80\84: +
\ 89 "5  F   96 varied extension, w/ some E@�s  103 F pedals  105 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 6:21; Parma 8:15; Madrid-Ayerbe 3
dates: about 1725-30; 1753
companions: •V6:21, 22; Ma 3, 4 = P8:15, 16
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; Chambure p115
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 12345:5645: one group, variants.  The opening theme is an aphoristic exordium, not repeated in part 2. 
Short-long ö follows a rest with a fermata in m40, at the start of the last theme in part 1, which derives from an
earlier theme; the first three themes are omitted in part 2, which adds new material.  The long-short ö would be
at m65 in part 2 just after the start of the new material and at a change to the mediant major.  In the á4 sections
(see map above) the phrases and final cadences circle within tight spaces, like a dog chasing its tail; compare the
next sonata, P8:16 F
keys: 15635:134-636111:
ornaments, graphics: small notes are Ä  with 2 slashes throughout in Parma: only the first has a slur, but all
probably ç  acciaccature; the slurs may have been omitted to avoid them being treated as ties to a previous note
at same pitch.  Venezia uses Å  for all the small notes, and all have slurs
m5 etc: the shakes (~~~) on ±’s work best as smooth triplets (ÖÖ±) especially in the variation of the final theme at
m98+.  The version shown on the map at m64 (and also in m45, 85-86, 96 & 100) can be realized as ÖÖÖ¶±
m63 (Fadini endnote): Madrid has G1 G1 instead of A1 A2 at the end of the measure: see Madrid-Ayerbe in
Collections, where most of the Madrid differences tend to be later than 1753 Parma and Venezia libri but earlier
than 1755 ones
similar sonatas: P3:5 C (the lyrical passage at m80 here)
P4:24 F (opening theme)



P8:30 Bb (comic figures)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k316; Fadini 5:264

Parma 8:16 F major Allegrissimo 3/4
  1 1 "1 Öµ Öµµµ |  Öµ Öµµµ | ÖÖÖµµµ | ÖÖÖµµµ | ° ±  lh ° ± | ° ±  | ± ± ± | ° F  2v 7>C

13 "2 rh Ä  broken 7th chords; lh rocking chords 15>a 17>d  21>a  23 e  25 a 26 7ths end 28>d
35 "3 ("1 inverted)  42 % 49 variant F>d  54: 49\53 % >d  & extended 62 °.¯ :Ú: (end.1; 2: elide)

  2 63 "2 (as at 26+) g/D 71>E@  n75 (\80) broken 7th chords c>f>b@  81>c  84>F
91 "3 (%  as in pt 1) 118 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 6:22 Allo; Parma 8:16; Madrid-Ayerbe 4 Allegrissimo
dates: about 1730-35; 1753
companions: •V6:21, 22; Ma 3, 4 = P8:15, 16
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 4; unfolded octaves throughout call for frequent use of fingers 4&5 and index over
thumb in both hands
themes: 123:23: one group, variants; first theme omitted in part 2.  The dog-chasing-tail stylistic trait described
in P8:15 F above occurs throughout this sonata.  The movement of the left-hand chords and the continuous
broken chords in the right hand turn the á2 theme into a single long sentence in each part (m13-34 and m63-90)
Here again Kirkpatrick’s concept of a crux does not explain the structure: the á3 theme begins several measures
after the final key of each part has been reached; at m91 the idea of a peroratio in adfectibus (clear sailing after
the storm which preceded) is a more useful tool (see rhetoric in the introduction) and the mordents have been
removed from the part 1 version, leaving the water even more untroubled.  The offbeat thirds in the last
measures of each part are a frequent occurence in many early-sounding Scarlatti sonatas; here a dissonant B= is
added to the last CE before the final bare octave F in m117-118
keys: 153637+3616:2751451: part 1 ends in d minor.  The n point occurs at m75 when the key changes
suddenly from the subtonic (E=) to its relative minor (c), the dominant minor of the home key; a ±.  Ä ±  dotted
rhythm occurs for the first and only time in the sonata in the measure before
graphics: beams are sometimes split into groups of two and four (shown on map for m1-2).  This might be just
for the convenience of the scribe, but that reason doesn’t apply to m20&21 or m27&28 for example.  Patterns
which cross measure lines are more important in this sonata in any case.
similar sonatas: P15:32 B=
influences: another radical sonata for the next century, since it consists primarily of shifting harmonies without
any prominent thematic material.  Chopin, Prelude opus 28:19 in E= (1836) is perhaps an example from the
future; compare P1:10 C, which also has a similar part 1 key structure
metaphors: a mad scene from opera or poetry; Astolfo finds the wits of Orlando on the moon: “Era come un
liquor suttile e molle, atto a esalar, se non si tien ben chiuso...” Ariosto, Orlando furioso (1532) canto 34, stanza
83
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k317; Fadini 5:265; Venezia online

Parma 8:17 F# major  (5#) And[ant]e ¢
  1 1 "1 £ Öµ ± Öµ | ± Öµ ± Öµ | ±  scale ú F#  2 or 3v 3 lh imitates, rh scale ü

(5\)6 "2 falling broken 2nds 7 C#5 (highest pitch in sonata) 13>C#
16 "3  scales  ú both h >G< [' enharmonic A=] 21 rh broken 3rds; short scales ü ú >C<
25 "2 variant  lh 8ves, 7ths, 6ths
33 "3 variant  ¨ 3454 (ostinato walking bass)  39 :Ú: [end.1; 2: can elide]

  2 40 $$$$$@@@@ cutoff downbeat D@2 ' C#2 in 39 $1 £ ± ±¯¶¶¶± |Ä¬¯|± b@  44½>e@
n47 B$4[C@] (highest pitch in part 2) 49 E@ pedals 50>b@

55 $$$$##### $2 F#  (C# pedals; enharmonic change G@_F#) 57\61 ¶¶¶± scales  62 rh offbeat
64 $3 rh offbeat stresses, lh middle v ties  68 "1 echoed



71 "3 (as at 33) 76 F#1 (lowest pitch in sonata) :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 6:23; Parma 8:17; Münster 3[B]:33 And.e Allegro (1st sonata in M3B; numbering
continues from 3A)
dates: about 1750; 1753
companions: •V6:23, 24; M3b:33, 34 = P8:17, 18 (see also Agmon under P8:18)
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3; scales with notes held by same hand
themes: 12323:4563: one group, themes return with variants; part 2 mostly new material, of a vocal arioso
character (note for example the odd right-hand rhythm in m62, as if a text demanded this treatment)
keys: 1525:4-7-4-(=363)1:  lst part ends in dominant, C<; part 2 begins in mediant minor, b= (a<, the relative
minor of C<, written enharmonically; ö occurs soon after a change to e= minor, which is d<, the relative minor
of the home key, written enharmonically)
ornaments, accidentals, graphics: m9 etc: the ~~~ ’s on ± ’s might call for smooth ÖÖ± triplets, but those in m14 on Ö 
and m15 on ° show that a çÖ µ.  interpretation throughout is better
m18, 20: F< with < in key signature = F* (double sharp) (in all three sources but missed by Fadini), causing a
brief but significant move to the supertonic key (dominant of dominant); significant because the key structure of
the whole sonata is made to visit all the steps of a diatonic scale (some in ambiguously enharmonic versions)
m39-40: although there is no slur over m39 and the rh begins with a rest in m40, the lh C< becoming D= makes
the elision of m39 effective in the part 1 to part 2 transition
similar sonatas: P5:1 E
P11:7 e also has an early-sounding part 1 with a simple key structure, walking basses, and a thematically
elaborate part 2 which reaches distant keys (although the keys in the case of P8:17 are only distant in their
enharmonic versions)
metaphors: August 17 is the name day of Carlo Broschi (Farinelli) The key, F sharp = fa diesis, is perhaps a sly
pun on Farinelli being a castrato, with a pitch higher than usual, and to his ambiguous sexual nature, with
enharmonic keys being not quite right--though surely Farinelli would have been flattered to be dedicated this
beautiful cantabile aria.  See also P10:17 G (=V8:17)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k318; Fadini 5:266
see also: citations with P8:18 below

Parma 8:18 F# major  (5#) All[egr]o 6/8
  1 1 intro: scale ü, 3 lh imitates  5 "1 Öµ Öµµ | ± Ä  F#  2v lh ±. 3rds

7½$$$$$@@@@ e@ (enharmonic change E#>F $) 11 D@ 13 b@ 15 A@  17½ ##### C# /G# (A@> G#)
25½ "2 c#/G# pedals (w/ A# : melodic minor) 3v 34>f#
37 "3 C#  & a#  waver 41>E

n^ 45½ "2 c#
55 "4 rh Å  scales üú, lh rocking rhythm C#  2v  61 :Ú: [end.1; 2: elide, ¯_ on next p]

  2 62 "1 developed F# /C# 67 $$$$$@@@@ c  69>E@  72>c  75 $$$ C  77>a  79>f#
80 ##### "2 f# & F#  waver 88 D#5  
90  "3 
98  "2  
108 "4 F#  114 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 6:24; Parma 8:18; Madrid-Ayerbe 10 (4<); Münster 3b:34
dates: about 1745-50; 1753
companions: •V6:23, 24; M3b:33, 34 = P8:17, 18
instruments: cembalo with range Ae (Rousset clavecin type Cd is wrong here I think; the actual highest note is
d[<] in m88; Fadini changes it to d> based on Münster, but the other sources also have d[<] an octave lower in
m87-88)
difficulty: difficult, level 6



themes: 012324:12324: one group, variants, short-long ö at return of a theme in part 1; part 2 omits opening
scales but otherwise is in same order including the theme which returns (á2 á3 á2).  Each part is a single
sentence, the speaker spilling out extra syllables in a hurry to wind up at the ends
keys: 17-6-4-3-(=6532)55153755:15-7-5-5-3-1111:  lst part ends in dominant major (C<)
accidentals, ornaments, graphics: m41: accidentals are a problem in several passages in this sonata.  Parma has
> only on the first right-hand A in m41; Münster has it in both hands.  If Münster had all the needed >’s in
m41-42 it would be the preferred version, but it’s also possible Scarlatti is moving through B major before E
major to get to c< minor in m45.  Since P & M have no accidentals on the A’s in m39, why do they add
unnecessary <’s to both A’s in m40?  (A* is not intended because they are immediately followed by B’s).
Madrid neglects many necessary <’s on its A’s according to Fadini’s endnotes (no < on A in its key signature)
m55 etc: slurs on some but not all groups of 6 Å ’s (slurs often don’t include the full groups of 6 in Parma;
Fadini extends all to 6): perhaps imply a speeding up of the tempo for the slurred, normal tempo for the
non-slurred groups; because of the speed of the Å ’s (& ç  ’s) here it is unlikely but still possible that the slurs
intend a change of phrasing (lifting the hand after each group?) or rubato (dotted rhythms?) Or perhaps a
combination of all meanings: the slurred Å ’s are speeded up so that they end before or with the bass Ä ’s, then the
rh lifts before starting the next group on the beat with the bass ±’s?  clues in Neumann Performance p207-8?
m83-88: Münster has A>’s in m83-85 and D>’s in m87-88, unlike Parma & Venezia, another indication that M
is not copied from P.  When the passage is repeated in m98-107, P & V do add the >’s (m98-102 are an octave
higher than m82-86 but there are other differences in m103-105)  I think the composer is changing his own
mind here, not the scribe changing it for him.  And it is possible adjustments were made for a more restricted
keyboard range: see instruments above
similar sonatas: P5:27 B; P15:18 E
predictions: Chopin, Impromptu in F< major, opus 36, 1839 (rapid scale runs near end); Barcarolle F< major
opus 60, 1846 (similar scales and left-hand rhythm near end; compare P12:19 A)
metaphors: the V6:24 version of this sonata might be a tribute to João 5 of Portugal on St John’s day: compare
P6:24 C
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k319; Fadini 5:267; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Chambure 117: “Pour «assurer» cette tonalité si peu usitée à l’époque, Scarlatti, en guise d’ouverture,
parcourt d’une gamme l’étendue du clavier: de haut en bas [P8:17] et de bas en haut [P8:18]...”
Agmon, Equal division of the octave in a Scarlatti sonata, In theory only, v5:11, 1990, p1-8 [the keys in m62-82
fall by minor thirds; the lowest note of the bass falls by steps; P8:17 is appropriate as a companion because of
similar harmonic expectations and resolutions]
Sutcliffe p374

Parma 8:19 A major (2#) Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1 ~~~±.Ä ±.Ä | ÖÖÖ± Ö  broken chords (3&6: dominant 7ths) A 2 or 3v 4 lh imitates

H9\10 offbeat stresses ± | ± °  12 E  14\17:H9 varied
, 20½ "2 e

29 "3
37 "4 (<H9 but on beat) rh ties x m\lines 41 offbeat stresses E  46 :Ú:

  2 47 $ ¬ | ° ° | Ö  b/E  lh Ä  scales ú 2v  falls by steps  50>A n53>G  56>a unfolded 6ths
59 "3 a/E (w/ D#) 63½ a
67 "2
74 "4 varied 75>A  77:H9 varied again 80 ¨ 3454 (walking bass ostinato) 84 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 6:25; Parma 8:19
dates: about 1720-25; 1753.  The chords and offbeat thirds in the part 1 ending and the walking bass in the part
2 ending (compare P1:7 B=) are typical early features
companions: •V6:25-28 = P8:19-22 (or two pairs; 19-20 are difficult, 21-22 are easier)
instruments: cembalo with range Cd



difficulty: difficult, level 6; conjunct sixths both hand
themes: 1234:5324: one group; replaces first theme with new material in part 2, mixes order of rest.  The new
material in part 2 is derived from the opening of part 1 in that both themes repeat their highest pitches three
times (| A EA E|AE... in part 1, | E | E E | D... in part 2) The part 2 ending has considerable differences from that
of part 1 but uses the same material
keys: 1555:2171111:  ö m53 at change to subtonic; an upward scale in the left hand, broken thirds in the right,
begin in minor in m74 but continue in major in m75
rhythms: I think m14-17 are best played as a hemiola, with stresses on the °’s: 3/4, 2/4, 3/4, 3/4, 2/4, 3/4
graphics: m41-42: slurs on groups of Ä ’s and offbeat ± ’s: to show that rh & lh don’t line up? or both measures
played faster?  A similar passage at m79 lacks slurs: different phrasing? rh strictly on beat with lh? played at
steady tempo?
similar sonatas: P11:1 G (similar opening theme)
P15:20 A
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k320; Fadini 5:268
see also: Chambure p117: “...un travail sur les sixtes”
Sutcliffe p316 [stylistic fingerprint: pattern of unfolded sixths: m57+]
Nina Key in Morales p345

Parma 8:20 A major (2#) \\ 3/8 [V:  Allegro]
  1 1 "1 ±.¯|¶¶¶± ¶± | ¶¶¶¶¶± | ÖÖ± A  2v 5 %
, 9 "2 19>E

29 "3 á ¶¶¶¶±  lh ostinato  ±. chords b   33 e/B
38 "4 ("2 variant) E  47 :Ú:

  2 48 "1 developed D  52 % 3rd lower b  n57>D
60 "2 developed 69>A
72 "3 e  76 a
80 "4 varied A  91 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 6:26 Allegro; Parma 8:20 --
dates: about 1730-35; 1753
companions: •V6:25-28 = P8:19-22
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 1234:1234: cellular, one group; part 2 in same order.  The á3 theme with its falling broken seconds
contrasts with the first 2, but the á4 theme returns to wide-ranging rising and falling broken full chords 
keys: 15255:4241511: ö m57 at move from supertonic minor (b) to subdominant major (D, relative major of b)
ornaments: m9&13: slurred & unslurred small-note slides: before beat, then on beat (see Neumann Performance
p357-9); they could also both be played on the beat with the m9 one fast, the m13 one with measured Å ’s lined
up with the bass Å ’s
m40&60: unslurred slides call for this last treatment since they are preceded by full measures of Å ’s
m86-88: large-note variant: ¶ç± against ¶±  in the bass
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k321; Fadini 5:269
see also: Kirkpatrick p227-8
Chambure p117: “... la signature rythmique chère à Scarlatti” [as at m29 on map]

Parma 8:21 A major (2#) All[egr]o ¢
  1 1 "1 ° ° | °. Öµ | Ç ¯± Öµ ± ± | Öµ ± £  lh ° A  2v

7½ "2 (develops motif in m2\4) 17>E
22½ "3 £ Ö± | ±±±± | Æ ¯Ö± ± ("2 variant) e
36 "4 ("2 variant) E  44 °  :Ú:



  2 (44) "3 A/E 47>b
48½ "2 varied/developed n52>D  58>A
60½ "3 a
73 "4 A  81 °  :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 6:27; Parma 8:21
dates: about 1720-25; 1753
companions: •V6:25-28 = P8:19-22 (21 & 22 are much easier than 19 & 20 however)
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; piano
difficulty: easy, level 0.  This sonata seems to have been written for a player with minimal skills and a weak left
hand, nevertheless it has great deal of charm in its simplicity; there are many kinds of perfection in Scarlatti.
themes: 1234:3234: one group, cellular; third theme begins part 2, first theme omitted, rest return in order.  A
good example of the aphoristic style (witty and memorable themes)
keys: 1555:124111: ö m54 at move from supertonic minor (b) to subdominant major (D)
similar sonatas: P9:15 A
P7:14 A (theme at m27+ like theme at m22+ of this sonata)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k322; Fadini 5:270
see also: Pestelli p195; p239
Sutcliffe p105-107; p309-310 [tension between space and confinement]

Parma 8:22 A major (2#) All[egr]o 6/8
  1 1 "1 Öµµ Öµµ |± Ä  Öµµ |± A  2v
, 6½ "2 rh 3rds, lh broken 3rds 12>E

19 "3 broken chords, scales, rh ties, lh ±.  20>B  24 E  33 ±. :Ú:
  2 (33) "2&3 developed together b  (melodic minor w/G#) 36>A n41>E

45 "3 E  & A waver  53 A  63 ±. :Ú:
source collections: Parma 8:22; Venezia 6:28
dates: about 1720-25; 1753
companions: •V6:25-28 = P8:19-22
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; piano
difficulty: easy, level 0.  This sonata has a slightly more advanced left-hand part than P8:21; ties across
measure-lines add some rhythmic complexity
themes: 123:233: one group; omits first theme in part 2; keys: 1525:215511: ö m41 at change to dominant
similar sonatas: P9:2 B= (next in Pestelli group p242)
P15:18 E
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k323; Fadini 5:271
see also: Sitwell: “Tarantellas... sheer cantering and galloping.... ‘Hunting’”
Gerstenberg p121 [fn: m43+]
Sutcliffe p192 [irregular, overlapping phrase lengths; entire sonata is really one phrase with no rests; half
measure at end of part one confirms this]

Parma 8:23 G major Andante ¢
  1 1 "1 ~~~±¯¶¶¶± ~~~±¯¶¶¶± |¬¯|± ± ± Öµ | ± G  2v  2 lh imitates

11 "2 C  3v rh rising 6ths, falling 3rds 16 % step higher D
20 $1 2v falls by steps, rh then lh; offbeat stresses

n^ 30 $2 3v 32 2v 42 :Ú:
  2 43 ( ± Ö± ± ± | ' (+F#4) | '  e/B

46 "2 developed e  48 4th lower b  52 step lower a  55 step lower G
57 $1 (w/o offbeat stresses)
67 $2 (slightly varied) 79 :Ú:



source collections: Venezia 6:29; Parma 8:23; Münster 4:18
dates: about 1725-30; 1753
companions: •P8:23-25
•V6:29, 30; M4:18,19 = P8:23, 24
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; perhaps piano or organ (resembles the organ sonatas P7:17 D & P8:25 G;
the thirds & sixths should be played legato)
difficulty: moderate, level 4 (Rousset: difficile; Maxwell: early advanced); sixths (right hand) and thirds (either
hand) but at a slow tempo; fingers 25 14 alternating for the sixths in m10 for example, so that the right hand
lands with f25 on the first ° of m11 and can use 13 for the next ° (a third); finger changes on repeated notes (rh
f45 in m20, m57 etc, lh f12 in m62+)
themes: 1234:5234: two groups; short-long ö at start of last theme in part 1; first theme omitted in part 2, but the
rest are in order after an odd interruption in which the same measure appears three times (m43-45); m43 omits
the F< from the top of the chord so that the D< gains the maximum contrast with the D’s in m42
keys: 145:66321:
graphics: dots cross m-lines for ±. (rather than ±|_Ä )
similar sonatas: m43 is echoed in P9:10 G, m18, 20, 22 (marked Allegro)
P10:16 g (scales falling by steps)
P15:24 A (passages of thirds and sixths but at a Prestissimo tempo)
P12:30 a (thirds & sixths)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k324; Fadini 5:272
see also: Sutcliffe p335

Parma 8:24 G major  Con velocità  3/8
  1 1 "1 ±. | ±. | ±. | ¶¶¶±=±  G  2v

19 "2 Ö¶¶=± | ¶± D  lh ü by steps  32 theme in lh  40 coda: broken 3rds & 6ths ú ¨ 12345 44 :Ú:
  2 45 "1 varied G/D
n 50 "2 developed e  60>G 3v rh weakbeats, ties 60\63: +

64 "2 restated as at 32  74 coda varied & extended 84 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 6:30 All.o; Parma 8:24; Münster 4:19
dates: about 1730-35; 1753
companions: •P8:23-25
•V6:29, 30; M4:18,19 = P8:23, 24
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; rapid thirds in right hand
themes: 120:1220: cellular, two themes; in part 2 the first theme of three repeated notes is contracted to two and
shortened to 5 measures, leading immediately into a development of the second theme at the ö point and a
change to the relative minor (e)  A peroratio in adfectibus comes at m60 with offbeat and overlapping voices  
keys: 15:161:
similar sonatas: P6:4 D
P10:11 D has a similar form, with the first theme contracted in part 2, and a similar key structure
editions used: Kirkpatrick 11: k325; Fadini 5:273; Venezia online

Parma 8:25 G major  And[ant]e Comodo 6/8
  1 1 "1 [lh] ±. Öµµ | ±..Öµµ | Öµµ Öµµ |Ö  G  2v cp 5 rh imitates 5th higher D  9 8ve higher than 1G
, 13½"2 fl.o 3rds divided by h

17½ "3 (<"1) org.o D
, 25½ "4 (<"2) fl.o echoed by org.o 8ve lower; echoes continue (3v)

43½ "2 varied
47 "3 varied 50½coda ±. chords both h 56 :Ú:



  2 57 "1 D  59>e
,n 62½"2 68½D

70½"4 b  74>D
78½ "3
83 "2>G
92½ "3 3v 96 coda 102 :Ú:

source collections: Parma 8:25; Venezia 7:3 (1754)
dates: about 1715-20; 1753
companions: •P8:23-25
instruments: organ; range Cd  Kirkpatrick p185; p284; [table of registrations] p364
difficulty: moderate, level 3; thirds can be divided between hands (no rests to indicate that left hand is supposed
to be silent) or played by right hand alone (required at m33-35 & m95).  Has indications for fl[aut]º and org[an]º
stops which could be translated to piano and forte.
themes: 123423:124323: cellular; short themes (2&4 measures in length) evolve from the rhythm of the first
measure and are echoed in different registers; themes return in both parts; ö at start of second theme in part 2
keys: 1515:565351:
similar sonatas: P9:29 C (echo effects; theme at m54)
V42:45a G (theme at m31 is like á2 of P8:25)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k328; Fadini 6:276
see also: Landowska: “Belllike sounds, large and small, weave, note by note, a light melodic web which vibrates
and disperses in the clear blue sky”

Parma 8:26 C major  All[egr]o  ¢
  [1] 1 "1 ~~~±.Ä ± ± | ~~~±.Ä ± ± |± Öµ ÖÖÖ± |± C  2v 5 theme starts in lh
, 13 "2 ("1 variant) lh ostinato, downbeat rests

21 "3 3ÖÖ± ± ÖÖ± ± | offbeat stresses both h 25 % 28 ¬ß ||
\ 29 "1 varied c
, 37 "2 varied C

45  "3 G  49 % 52 ¬ß ||
\n^ 53 "1 as at 29 g
, 61 "2 varied G

65  "1 as at 1
72 "4 79 ¬  :Ú: [no :|: in P]

  [2] 80 "1 developed C/G 82 a  85 e  90 b   92 a  96>F
100 "3 developed 104 C  109 Ç ¬ß ||

\ 110 "1 varied f  115>C
126  "1 as at 1
133 "4 141 ¬ß :Ú:ß

source collections: Parma 8:26; Venezia 7:4 (1754)
dates: about 1720-25; 1753; has many early stylistic features such as staggered cadences: m36 is a good
example
companions: •P8:26-28
•V7:4, 5 = P8:26, 9:7
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; piano
difficulty:  easy, level 1; steady notes in one hand against dotted rhythm in the other; finger change on repeated
notes; 2v counterpoint (Dale)
themes: 1231231214[:]13114: one group; themes return, like a rondo.  This work can have the maddening sound
of a beginner struggling to play the same notes over and over (m1 as shown on the map in the rh, and a single,



or repeated single, note in the lh)  Gradually the many variations to which these simple ideas are treated become
apparent: the hands change parts, the key and mode changes, the repeated notes are expanded or contracted and
move up and down by small or large steps, the hands come close together or stay far apart.  The final effect is
soothing rather than monotonous. There is no internal repeat for part 1 in Parma, but the margin has been cut off
at the beginning of m79.  Even though the repeat is present in Venezia, the sonata is better off without it. 
Short-long ö is at start of return of first theme in a varied form, in the dominant minor
keys: 111555[:]1637+64141: chiaroscuro major-minor changes (same theme in opposite modes)
graphics: m53-56 are repeated in Parma by the use of § before and after the group of 4 measures; the repeated
measures are written out in full in Venezia
similar sonatas:  P6:9 c, P1:7 B=
influences: the opening eight measures of Haydn, Sonata in C major, from 6 sonate 1780 opus 30:1, contain
ideas similar to the á1 and á3 themes of this work
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k329; Fadini 6:277; Venezia online
see also: Chambure p119

Parma 8:27 C major  All[egr]o  ¢
  1 1 "1 ° ° | ±. Ä  ÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ± ± °~~~ rh falling scale, then lh rising, then 6th apart C  2v

11 "2 ÖÖÖ± ° | °¯ÖÖÖ±   12 lh imitates 15>G
17 "3 24 % 31 coda 38 :Ú: [end.1; 2: can elide]

  2 39 "2 developed G >a>e  n47>a
50 "3 54>C   57 % varied 63 restated as at 17  71 new coda 74 :Ú:

source collections: Parma 8:27; Venezia 7:1 (1754); Münster 2a:3
dates: about 1725-30; 1753
companions: •P8:26-28
•V7:1, 2; M2a: 3, 4 = P8:27, 28
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; piano
difficulty: easy, level 1; unlike many of the sonatas with easy left-hand parts, this one has the left and right hands
as equal partners
themes: 1230:2330: one group of related themes; first theme omitted in part 2.  The lh imitates m1 only at m4
then continues with a rising scale, as if inverting the theme
keys: 15:56361: ö at m47 and move from mediant minor to relative minor
accidentals, ornaments: m17-20&m24-27: <’s appear on every F in the right- and left-hand figures except the
second F of m24 (P, V and M; not endnoted by Fadini); there is no need to make m242 like m172 and there are
other small differences in the two passages anyway; note also the play between F< and F[>] in m39-40
m19-20 etc: the  ~~~ ’s on repeated ° ’s are apparently short
similar sonatas: P13:11 C has a similar opening
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k326; Fadini 6:274; Venezia online
see also: Chambure p119: “...Les modulations... suivent souvent le cycle des quintes et tiennent plus à l’école
allemande qu’aux habitudes de Scarlatti” [wrong; this sonata modulates from the dominant to the relative minor
of the tonic, then to its dominant, then back to the relative minor; other Scarlatti sonatas use a more extensive
circle of fifths: see that topic in the Characteristics file]

Parma 8:28 C major  Allegro 3/8
  1 1 "1 ¶¶¶± Ä  | ± Ä  (lower v: [ à ] ± | Öµµ ) C  3v

5 "2 ("1 variant) ± Ä_|Öµµ thirds, lh ¶¶¶± Ä  | ±.:  ú 2 8ves 7 %
9 "1>G
17 "2   25 developed (¶¶¶± Ä  in rh) c  29>d   37>g   42 "2 restated G
49 "3 ("2 variant)  61 ¨12345  63 :Ú:

  2 n 64 "2 as at 25 c/G pedals  68 C pedals 72>B@ >E@  80>c



84 "2 as at 5 restated C
91 "3 varied in rh; 2v  105 :Ú:

source collections: Parma 8:28; Venezia 7:2; Münster 2a:4
dates: about 1730-35; 1753
companions: •P8:26-28
•V7:1, 2; M2a: 3, 4 = P8:27, 28
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: moderate, level 3.  The left-hand falling broken chords at m42+ can be played with fingers 12315
themes: 1212223:223: cellular; continuous development of motif in first two measures.  Written as 3 voices but
two of the voices are often parallel.  ö at start of part 2; first theme omitted.  keys: 151255:1173-11:
graphics, accidentals: m79:  Münster has Ö. C3 (not in Parma or Venezia) at the beginning; since it is written
below the beam (the rest of the chord is above the beam) it is unlikely to be just a scribal mistake
m82: no = on the 2nd E4 (Parma, Venezia & Münster); however the staves of the two E’s are joined under a
single beam, the ~~~ in m83 should use E= as its auxiliary note and m85 has E“>” as if canceling an earlier =
m104 (P & V): the falling sixths in the rh have split beams, separating them to give each a particular emphasis
similar sonatas: P5:5 C: alternating 135,146 broken chords as at m49+ of this sonata
P12:19 A: similar barcarolle rhythm at the beginning of both
The theme in thirds at m5+ is like that at m34+ of P9:5 F
metaphors: commedia dell’arte: Arlecchino (simple-minded athletics); see graphics above: m104 is his bow to
the audience 
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k327; Fadini 6:275; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Chambure p119: “... danse ancienne...”
Sutcliffe p285: “...gestures that enact the physical movements needed  for dance itself”; p319 [stylistic
fingerprint: fretting inner parts; m76-83]

Parma 8:29 B@ major And[an]te 3/4
  1 1 "1 ± ± ± | ÖÖÖÖ± B@  2v cp 3 rh offbeat

9 "2 3v rh continues offbeat
13 "3 ±.  Ä Æ_Ö¶± lh Ö± ° leaps 15>c  [m16 xParma]
21 "4 rh continues lh<13 w/ wider leaps C  23 c  25 f
31 "3 34>F
38 "4 2v 43 coda 48 :Ú:

  2 49 "1 developed, starts in lh B@/F  50  rh imitates 53 g
n 58 "3 developed  d &g  waver

62 "4 (rh Ö± ° )  64 >c
70 "3 A@  75>D@ >f   80>B@
83 "4 restated (as at 38) 2v 88 coda varied 94 :Ú:

source collections: Parma 8:29; Venezia 7:6; Madrid-Ayerbe 5  
The measure numbers on the map above are those in Fadini, not changed to reflect Parma’s missing m16. 
Madrid omits m4 & adds m16 (a repeat of m15; in Venezia also)
dates: about 1745-50; 1753
companions: •V7:6, 7; Ma 5, 6 = P8:29, 30
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 5
themes: 1234340:134340: one group, themes return, second theme omitted in part 2; often in 3 voices.  The
themes receive a probatio (extended deveopment) in part 2, beginning with a canon in which the rh follows the
lh a measure later and an octave higher
keys: 122255:1636273-51: ö in part 2 at start of second theme (á3) the top two voices of which are transformed
from their part 1 version; mediant & relative minor waver (the bass remains a D pedal but F< and C< alternate



in the rh)
accidentals, ornaments: m18&m20: B> followed by B[=] (as in Fadini)
m45-47: the ~~~ ’s don’t necessarily need downturns; the turns in m92-93 are written out because they are to be
played differently
m83: the last note is B=1 in Parma and Madrid, C2 in Venezia; Fadini chooses the Venezia version
similar sonatas: P1:25 B= (key structure; rocking motion)
metaphors: unlike its companion P8:30, this is not one of the comic B= sonatas; the calmer, almost melancholy
mood is closer to that of a night journey, in a boat being rowed on the water as in P13:21 E=
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k331; Fadini 6:279; Venezia online
see also:  Benton (Sheveloff p531-3): diatonic first theme, chromatic second
Chambure p119: “...les sauts répétés de trois notes [m13+ lh, m21+ rh]... comme des Pizzicati ou une
percussion...”

Parma 8:30 B@ major  Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1 ° ± Öµ | ± Öµ ± Öµ | ° B@  2v 3 lh imitates

5½ "2 ÖÖÖ± | ± ± 3v 8>F  14 ¬ß || Ä  scale ú h parallel A@  17>D@  21>f
25½$ ~~° | ~~° ~~° | ~~ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ~~°  F/C >F   2v 32½ %
39½ "2  47 ¬ß :Ú: [end.1; 2: can elide]

  2 48 cutoff downbeat (or link from 47)  "1 varied & developed F   50 g  54 a & d  waver
n 60½ "2 d   63 F   64  a  66 C  68 F  70 g  73>B@ /F

77½ $ varied>B@  84½%
91½ "2  99 :Ú:

source collections: Parma 8:30; Venezia 7:7; Madrid-Ayerbe 6
dates: about 1725-30; 1753
companions: •V7:6, 7; Ma 5, 6 = P8:29, 30
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 5; repeated thirds: both of the fingers used for each should be changed, for example
m9-10: rh f31 | 42 53
themes: 1232:1232: two groups, themes return.  The second theme promises to go on for a quite a while, so the
cadenza-like flourish at m13-14, followed by a pause and sudden switch of key to the subtonic (A=), has a
comic effect, especially when the same theme keeps on going in new keys; then a more definitive approach to
the dominant (F) and a new â theme is attempted m23-26, but the second theme returns to close part 1.  Part 2 is
in the same order, but the themes are altered and intensified, for example the stuttering effect of the shakes on
repeated notes (not a continuous trill) of the â theme is picked up in the more rapid repeated notes of the á1
development at m49-56
keys: 1573-555:567+3357+25611: ö at start of second theme in part 2; mediant minor (d) established after
wavering with leading-tone key (a, dominant of d)
ornaments, graphics, accidentals: ~~~ ’s on repeated ° ’s probably short; those on ±’s may be triplet Ä ’s however
m14: Parma has all ç ’s in the turn figure, Venezia & Madrid have ¶¶  for the first two notes, the rest ç ; ÖÖ for the
first two notes would add up properly
m48 begins with the same two pitches, F1&3, as m47; the fermata over these notes in m47 (Parma, not Venezia)
might have been intended as an elision slur
m56, 58: E[=], m57, 59 E> in both Parma & Venezia: there may have been an earlier version with one = in key
signature, but the accident, if it is one, is better left alone
similar sonatas: P14:11 G (abrupt key change, also to A=, as at m15 of this sonata)
P8:15 F (comic figures, such as emphatic ± ± | ° pedals)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k332; Fadini 6:280; Venezia online
see also: Pestelli p260 [see also P6:25]: “Abbiamo ricordato prima (p104), parlando dell’ambiente veneziano,
l’inizio della «Capricciosa» di Vincenzo Pellegrini [1599] a proposito [di questa] Sonata” [exs of both on p104]



Chambure p119: “...une impression orchestrale très particulière”

Parma: libro 9º. 1754 (30) Sonatas

Parma 9:1 D major Allegro ¢
  1 1 cutoff downbeat "1 £ ± ± ± | ± ± ÖÖÖ± | ° D  2v 3 lh imitates

13 "2 £ ± ± ± , lh ° A (18\19 E)
23 "3 £ Öµ  ± ±, w/°. held;  lh ° 41 ¬ :Ú: [end1; 2: can elide]

  2 42 6/8 Allegrmo ±.[Ú:] $1 Öµµ | Öµµ Öµµ | Öµµ Öµµ | Öµµ Öµµ | ±. D/A>D  2v 46>e  3v n49b  56>e>D
59½ $2 ($1variant) A pedals 72 D  78 ±. (1/2m) :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 7:8; Parma 9:1; Madrid-Ayerbe 8.  The Madrid version has two small differences
from Parma in m29 & 32, in a section which repeats m23-28; Parma &Venezia don’t repeat the sections exactly
either
dates: about 1720-25; 1754
companions: •Ma 7, 8 = P1:14, 9:1
instruments: cembalo with range Cc (actual range D1 - A4); piano
difficulty: easy, level 0 (P9:1 through 9 mostly have simple one-note basses; fingers should be changed when the
notes are repeated, occasionaly in the right hand as well; discussed in more detail at P9:2 B=)
themes: 123:45: one group, variants, part 1; entirely new group part 2.  Appears to be two short single sonatas
which have been joined together, the first half of one sonata spliced to the second half of another one. Part 2 acts
like a typical second part rather than a typical first part: it begins in D, but with an A pedal, and immediately
modulates to different keys.  The cutoff downbeat in the first measure could be used as a link if the last measure
of this sonata is elided after part 2 for a complete da capo, which might be desirable since the two parts are so
different.  n for the entire sonata occurs at a change to the relative minor key (b) in m49, a typical division point
for golden sections in several Scarlatti sonatas which I have given the same about date, 1720-25 (see the n
tables in the Characteristics file; P9:2 B= and P9:3 D below are two nearby examples) If two part 2 measures
are taken as equivalent to one part 1 measure (±. = ± approximate speed), part 2 would have 19 measures and
short-long ö occurs at m23, the start of the last theme in part 1.
keys: 1525:1126211:
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k333; Fadini 6:281
see also: Pestelli p238

Parma 9:2 B@ major All[egr]o 6/8
  1 0 "1 Öµµ | Öµµ Öµµ | ±. ±. |̄±. ±.| ±. B@  2v  2½ lh imitates
, 8½ "2 lh ±.| ±. (ü or ú by steps)  10>g>c  12>C

14 "3 rh ties; lh as in "2 C  & F  waver; groups of 2\6 m %
29 "4 F  41 ±. :Ú:

  2 (41) "2 varied B@/F >c
48 "3 developed  n52>g
58 "3 restated (as at 14\28) F &B@ waver
73 "4 B@  85 ±. :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 7:9; Parma 9:2
dates: about 1720-25; 1754
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: easy, level 0; opening theme is an exercise for fingering, such as right hand f234, 234, 234, 5 (triplets
with repeated notes); two-voice counterpoint; after imitating the right hand’s opening, the left hand settles down
to single-note ±.’s, two per measure, which also benefit from finger changes when the pitch is repeated, the trick
for the student being to judge whether the movement is upward or downward in choosing which fingers to use
(the left-hand part of J S Bach Praeludium 1 in C, Wohltemperirte clavier 1, is similar in this regard but its



motion is almost always downward by steps); offbeat stresses with ties across the strong beats
themes: 1234:2334: one group, first theme omitted in part 2
keys: 1622255:126511  n (m52) occurs at a move from the supertonic minor (c) to the relative minor (g)
similar sonatas: P 8:22 A (previous sonata in Pestelli group p242)
P7:15 A
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k334; Fadini 6:282
see also: Chambure p121: “...une sorte de buleria...”

Parma 9:3 D major All[egr]o  ¢
  1 1 " ~~~± Ö± ± ± | ± Ö± ± ± | ± D  2v 2 lh imitates 1\2 13 >D/A 17 ~~~¬ ||
, 18 $1 a  £ Ö± ± Ö± | ± lh ¬ 5ths, 6ths &c; falls by steps  27>e  30 ~~~¬ß ||
\ 31 $2 A  à Öµµ °  exchanged by both h; lh x rh  38 $1 echoed 47 :Ú:
  2 48 " varied D/A  49 lh imitates 48 only

53 $1&2 developed together 56 e  n60 b  65>G  69>D  75>D/A  77 ¬ß ||
\ 78 $1 varied d & a  84>D

89½ $2 varied 101 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 7:27; Parma 9:3
dates: about 1720-25; 1754
companions: •V7:27, 28 = P9:3, 4
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3; has minimal but effective use of hand-crossing (left over right for a short phrase
with a leap back to the bass at the end) at m34+ & 89+; see P9:2 B= for discussion of repeated notes)
themes: 123:12323: two groups; all themes varied/developed in part 2; uses simple cells, such as two repeated
±’s in m6 accompanied by a falling scale fragment and leading to a turn figure; in m13 this becomes three
repeated ±’s accompanied by and leading to full scales, and eventually at m85-86 six repeated ±’s
keys: 11525:126411151: n (m60) occurs at a move from the supertonic minor (e) to the relative minor (b)
similar sonatas: P9:8 D; P9:18 D
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k352; Fadini 6:300

Parma 9:4 D major All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1  ±. |~~~±. | ±. | ±. | ¶¶¶¶¶±  D  2v 9 % 8ve lower
, 19 "2 (derived <"1) a  & A
, 31 "3 ± á Å  |±   sixths, lh á ¶¶¶¶± A  38 lh 8ve lower; rh 3rds with ostinato E3 pedal

43 "4 rh weakbeat stress  ¨ 12345 50 :Ú:
  2 51 "2 D  55 G

59 "3 varied e
n 63 "5 ("2&3 combined)  67 a  72>D
, 81 "3

93 "4 100 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 7:28; Parma 9:4
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •V7:27, 28 = P9:3, 4
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3; the Å | ± chords of the á3 theme require a rapid and light touch for the Å ’s
themes: 1234:23534: one group; part 2 omits first theme, combines & restates others at ö point
keys: 1555:14251:
similar sonatas: P6:28 D
P4:21 e (opening)
P12:14 G contains scales which include a leap followed by a minor second, as at m43-44 of this sonata



metaphors: drunken joy, conveyed by the fifths of the opening against the ostinato broken chord in the left hand,
and the ostinato repetitions of the á3 theme (m31 is repeated 4 times with slight variations in the left hand) 
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k353; Fadini 6:301

Parma 9:5 F major And[an]te 3/8
  1 1 "1  ±.¯|¶± ¶¶¶± | Öµµ Öµµ | ~~~±. F   2v
, 6 "2 ¶¶¶± ¶± | Öéï±µ lh ostinato 10 B@  14 C  18>G
, 22 "3 ¯ç±±.| ¶¶¶¶¶± C/G ornament: slide ú; lh ostinato continues 26 F  29 anschlag  34 C/G
, 35 "4 C  lh broken chords & leaps 49 coda w/ turn figure & scales  57 ß±. :Ú:
  2 58 "1 C>d  64>a/E
, 66 "3 68 d  N69 slide ornament ü (inverted)
, 74 "4 81>F
, 86 "3 w/ inverted slide & other varied ornaments
, 92 "4 107 coda 112 scale extended ú 115 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 7:29; Parma 9:5; Münster 2a:5
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •V7:29, 30; M2a:5, 6 = P9:5, 6
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 1234:13434: one group; themes return within part 2; ö (m71 mathematically) is close to the inversion of
an unusual ornament in the middle of a phrase, just after the key changes from mediant minor (a) to relative
minor (d, the subdominant of a)  keys: 14525151:56361:
ornaments: this sonata is a study for unusual & varied ornaments:
m7&9: written-out mordent (pincé) with the rhythm ¶ç± rather than the more usual ç±»
m21 etc: small note with slur tied to large note with same pitch in previous measure and delaying a shake
m22 etc: two-small-note slides with slurs; inverted at m69 etc; large-note lombard slides are usually written
without slurs and performed on the beat; these could be dissonant downward (later upward) arpeggi with the
small notes almost crushed but not held
m29 etc: large-note anschlags followed by shakes with turns
m33, m88-90: large-note appoggiature followed by shakes with turns
m36-37 etc: slurred small note between two thirds: appoggiatura with the small note tied to the top note in the
previous measure, the following top note delayed by the value of the small note, the lower note on the beat
m41 etc: large-note appoggiatura with a leap of a ninth down to a shake
m51-52 etc: fast turn before measure-line followed by a triplet turn into a shake
m98 etc: large-note turn before a shake
similar sonatas: P2:20 F; P7:31 F; P8:28C
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k354; Fadini 6:302; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Pestelli p253 “andanti arcadici [compare p213] nell’ampliata realtà sonora” [prototype for this group]
Chambure p127 [spanish characteristics]

Parma 9:6 F major  All[egr]o  ¢
  1 1 "1 ° ±.~~~¶± | ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ~~~° ° F  2v lh °  H4 lh ÖÖÖ± ° (broken triad) 5: 1\2 % 7>C  8 H4

, 9 "2 g  lh ° 12>C/G
, 17 $ C  rh ties x middle beat;  lh ÖÖÖ± ° (H4 variant: broken triad w/7th) | ± ± ± ±  26: 17\24 % 34 H4 :Ú:
  2 35 "2 developed c  38 H4  41 E@  45>F  46 H4  48>C  n53>F  57>C  58 H4

, 59 $ F   lh  H4 varied: ends w/ two\8ve leap ú  68: 59\67 % 77 extended 80: 76\79 %  84 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 7:30; Parma 9:6; Münster 2a:6
dates: about 1720-25; 1754
companions: •V7:29, 30; M2a:5, 6 = P9:5, 6



instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: easy, level 2.  As in other sonatas with a minimal left-hand part, there should be a finger change on
the ° ’s when the pitch is repeated, to help the phrasing cross the measure-lines; compare P9:2 B=
themes: 123:230: two groups, cells; first theme omitted in part 2; keys: 15255:5715151:
accidentals: m3: unnecessary>on the left-hand E in all the sources
graphics: The ß ’s over rests in the left hand at m25, 67, 76 &77 (Parma; Venezia m25 only; Münster none)
imply a corresponding slowing down of the right-hand part above them; neither of the two fermate at m76-77 is
used when the passage is repeated in m80-81: the notes should stay in tempo nearing the end of the sonata
m84 (end): Münster ends with segue but P9:7 in a different key, C, follows; Münster usually has Segue after
part 1 and Fine at the end
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k355; Fadini 6:303; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Chambure p127

Parma 9:7 C major Allegro 3/8
  1 1 " Öµµ | Öµµ | Öµµ | Öµµ | ¶¶¶¶¶± | Öµµ C  2v 7  lh imitates 1st 3m 11 3v lh ostinato  21>G

29 $ (w/ Å  scale < m5) 2v 36 ¨12345 41: 32\40 %  49 [end.1] ±.¯:Ú: 50  Öµµ [end 2] :Ú:
  2 n 51 " C/G  2v 60 ÖÖ.~~~ ç± ( % 61&62)

63 $ varied/developed C  85 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 7:5; Parma 9:7; Münster 2a:7
dates: about 1720-25; 1754; must certainly have been composed in the same period as V42:45a G and V42:50 F
companions: •V7:4, 5 = P8:26, 9:7
•M2a:7, 8 = P9:7, 12
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: easy, level 2; repeated notes: compare P9:2 B=
themes: 12:12: two themes; ö at start of part 2, which is in same order; each part is in one long sentence
(continuous Ä ’s) although there is a petite reprise at m41 after a full-stop (±.) in m40 
keys: 15:11: part 2 is in C major throughout with no accidentals
similar sonatas: P4:12 B= (opening theme only)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k330; Fadini 6:278; Venezia online.  Fadini has the repeat for part 2 begin at
m50: but in Parma, Venezia & Münster the double bar and dots follow m50, and m51 begins on a new page;
there is no particular reason the three left-hand notes of m50 should be considered anything but a linking device
between part 1 and 2, omitted when part 2 is repeated; her version creates an expectation of imitation which is
not integral to part 2
see also: Chambure p119

Parma 9:8 D major Allegro ¢
  1 1 " £ Ö± ± ± | ± D  2v  5 lh imitates (& varies)  H15 rh ostinato broken 4ths, A pedals 17 ¬ ||
, 18 $1 lh ± ± ± ± | ° d  24 % step lower C  28<H15 (broken 6ths) 29>a  32: H15 E pedals 34 ¬ß ||
\ 35 $1 varied a  39 rh offbeat stress, lh °
n^40 43 $2 lh ° A  51 echoes $1 as at 39 (D#&D$)  55 coda 59 :Ú:
  2 60 " D/A N63 lh imitates (& varies) 9th lower b  67 H15 developed D+\ lh ° 78 A pedals  80 ¬ß ||
\ 81 $1 d  85 as at 39 (G#&G$) but varied

89 $2 D  97 H15  98 coda varied & extended 104 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 7:10; Parma 9:8
dates: about 1720-25; 1754; part of a group of sonatas in the Chart file which are typical of beginner’s pieces,
with simple left-hand parts and repetitive right-hand figures but tuneful throughout.  This is perhaps the point
when Scarlatti started writing studies specifically for Maria Barbara, earlier pieces being written for his own use
or for don Antonio
companions: •V7:10, 11 = P9:8, 9



instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: easy, level 0; fingers should change on single-note lh °’s when they are repeated; compare P9:2 B=
themes: 122320:1230: two groups, cells; short-long ö is close to start of last theme and final dominant of part 1
but long-short ö is perhaps a better choice, at the change to the relative minor just after the start of part 2;
themes appear in the same order in the shorter part 2 but with fewer repetitions; rondo-like
keys:11175555:161*111:  internal double bar divisions: m18 d minor; m35 a minor; m81 d minor.  Chiaroscuro:
sudden major-minor contrasts
graphics, ornaments, accidentals: m17 lacks a fermata in both sources.  This makes the delaying of the start of
the â1 theme after m34 and m80 increasingly dramatic
m20, 22, 24, 37, 83 (both sources): the slur on the small note acts as a tie to the last note of the previous
measure and delays the following large note beyond the beat by the value of the small note, creating a subtle
dissonance with the bass note.  Sounding the small note on the beat is also frequent in Scarlatti, signified by
omitting the slur (as in m26, Parma only) The difference is like setting a text when an extra syllable is needed or
a syllable needs special emphasis; using small notes with or without slurs gives the composer a simple means of
varying the expression
m23 (both sources) has > on the first & third F but not on the second one, which therefore reverts to F<.  I
admit my principle of treating accidentals literally is harder to accept in m25-30, where all the C’s should, in a
rational world, be > even though only the first rh C in each measure is so marked.  The lh C2 in m28 also lacks a
> in both sources, so at least it matches the rh C if both are treated as reverting to C<.  Observe that when the
passage returns with variants at m35+ D> & D<, then at m81+ G> and G< alternate.  Lliteral C<’s in m25-30
will work once the ear becomes accustomed to them...
similar sonatas: P9:3 D
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k335; Fadini 6:283; Venezia online
see also: Malipiero p479 ex m18-22: “And themes of true Beethovenian savour abound” [for example â1 m18+
and the opening theme of Sonata in f opus 2:1, 1795]

Parma 9:9 D major All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 ±. | ±. | ±. | ±. | ¶¶¶¶¶± D  2v ú by 3rds, lh broken 3rds

7 "2 Ä  ¶¶¶± | ÖÖ.ï± | Ö  lh broken 5th, 6th, 8ve
12 "3 rh<"2 lh inverted, 6th, 5th, 7th e
16 "4 b  Å  trill  21 % step higher A
26 "2 (cell <m8 is first)
32 "5 ("2 variant; unfolded 2nds)

n^ 36 "2  ¨12345 38 cell < m8  41: 36\40 % 46: 36\37 %  48 :Ú: [end.1; 2: can elide]
  2 49 "1 developed d/A pedals; rh 6ths  3v ú by steps 56 % 6th higher F/C  62 % varied a

69 "5 (still in a) 73 % rh 4th higher, lh 4th lower D/A
77 "3
81 "2 varied (order of cells changed) G  84>D  98 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 7:11; Parma 9:9
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •V7:10, 11 = P9:8, 9
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3; single-note basses m49+: change fingers when note repeated as in P9:2 B=
themes: 1234252:1532: one group, variants, cells; very fast tempo implied by written out trill figure in m16-19
(compare P3:19 e Allegrissimo). Each part is a single sentence (each phrase leads directly into the next).  The
opening rh part falls by thirds to form a ninth chord. The repetition of the motif or cell at m8 turns the sonata
into a rondo with binary repeats; the m8 figure is repeated twice again and is preceded or followed  on its later
appearances by two measures of varying materials: for example when it appears in m38-40 it is preceded by 2
measures containing the 12345 bass formula, then these 5 measures are repeated, then m36-37 are repeated



again to close part 1; m86-88 repeat m8-10 at the same pitches (in D) followed by m36-37 transposed up a
fourth to be in D also, then m86-88  are repeated an octave lower, followed by a variant of m36-37 extended to
4 measures, to close part 2.  Within this structure, the occurrence of the short-long ratio n at m36 is particularly
significant
keys: 1265:135141:
ornaments, accidentals: m8: (see m7-9 on map; see also Sutcliffe and Chambure below) the motif contains no ~~~
but is typical of those which do.  If there were a  ~~~ , it would be short in order to emphasize this type of rhythm,
rather than an extended trill leading into a turn; the turn occurs here without any trill preceding it
m17-18, 22-23: the < appears only on the first A or G in a measure, but since this is a trill-like figure it can be
taken to apply throughout the measure (or not if the performer wants)  Literal treatment of accidentals produces
some interesting clashes in m54-72: m54 lh A B> C<; m55 second F:<; m66 second C:<; m69-71 second lh
C:<, making the repeat of these measures in the home key at m73 even more effective with the clashes removed
similar sonatas: P4:21 e
P3:19 e (see themes above)
P10:1 f & P15:24 A (opening falls by thirds in both)
P7:28 A (motif like that at m8 on map but in different rhythm)
P11:4 D & P13:4 A (multiple repetitions of measures)
metaphors: naive, childlike themes, appropriate for (and consequently gently mocking) a young student
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k336; Fadini 6:284
see also: Chambure p121: “cellule rythmique” [ex=m8]; Sutcliffe p326.

Parma 9:10 G major All[egr]o  ¢
  1 1 " ± Ö± ÖÖÖ± | ± G  2v broken 2nds, 3rds&6ths  H5: broken chords ú divided by h 10>D/A 17 ¬ ||
\ 18 $ ± Ö± ± ± rh added\tone 6th chords e/B  20 % 23>e  rh broken chords ú, leaps  25>G >D
n^ 34 ( ...Ä ± Ö± | ± 3v lh rocking, f2xf1 38 % & extended  44 ¬ß  :Ú:¯ [end1; 2: elide]
  2 45 * Ä  scales ü&ú h 3rd apart G  54>C  55: H5 61 ||å ||
\ 62 $ a/E

73 ( varied e  75>C   77 G  78 rh 7th 79 Ä ~~~Ö.ï±  83 restated as at 37\44 87 offbeat 89 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 7:12; Parma 9:10; Münster 4:59
dates: about 1725-30; 1754.  The full chord ending each part and the offbeat thirds leading to the part 2 ending
are early characteristics
companions: •V7:12, 13 = P9:10, 11
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 4, broken chords, with reversed hand m34+; thirds; ornament group m79.  The thirds
at m45+ are written to be played by both hands, but the opportunity to play them with one hand is too good to be
resisted: perhaps the left hand alone, then the right hand alone when part 2 is repeated, with the goal of making
them sound as smooth as if they had been played with both hands together
themes: 123:423: three groups; first replaced by new material in part 2
keys: 156615:142641: short-long n shown on map for start of last theme in part 1 but could also be the
long-short ratio at m55 with change to subdominant
graphics:  the full-measure rest at m61 does not appear at the corresponding place in part 1 (m17-18)
Parma has F< as the 2nd top note in m74; both Venezia & Münster have G, which Fadini prefers
similar sonatas: P8:11 D (especially the figure at m79: see map)
E1 d & E12 g (the closing measures of each part)
P10:9 A (key structure, scales with hands a third apart)
P15:26 G (scales in thirds)
E20 E (scales with hands a third apart)
m18-22 echo P8:23 G (marked Andante) m43-45
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k337 (Johnson reprint mislabeled 338; not corrected in notes on text); Fadini
6:285; Venezia online; Münster microfilm 



see also: Kirkpatrick p169: “irresistible”
Chambure p121: “...véritablement concertante...”
Sutcliffe p141: “[m]18... very flamboyant flamenco material... [m]23... more obviously violin writing... [m]34
we return to more folk-like material, but now with an Italian accent.... similar turns of phrase in incompatible
idioms...”; p316 [stylistic fingerprint: staggered voices chase each other toward cadence point: m41+?]

Parma 9:11 G major All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 ¯ççç± ± | Öµµ | ±.  3rds & 6ths ú G  3v 3 alto v imitates

10 "2 ± Ä  | Öµµ lh  ¶¶¶¶¶± 13>D  22 rh Ä  ú, lh Å  ú 3rd apart 25>A added\note chords 30 ||å ß ||
\ 31 "1 varied, 6ths & 3rds ü d  40 % 48 varied again>D  52 %, lh 8ves

 56 :Ú:¯ [end1; 2: elide]
  2 57 "1 developed G  61>e>a/E  n72 lh ostinato 7ths 76>e

77 "2 as at 19+ but varied 84>D  89 ||å ß ||
\ 90 "1 varied g  (2 or 4m units %) 106>G  115 rh double 3rd ~~~  116 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia  7:13; Parma 9:11; Münster 3a:1
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •V7:12, 13 = P9:10, 11
•M3a:1-5 in g\G = P9:11, 20, 21; 4:8, 5:20 (see P5:20 for discussion of these companions)
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 5; ornament group: held notes above or below the turns require different fingerings:
m3: 512321; m5: 134543; rapid scales
themes: 121:121: one group; first theme returns; part 2 same order but varied;  keys: 15255:1626511:
ornaments, accidentals: m1: the slur on the first 4 ç ’s & ± probably meant to apply throughout and to be treated
as if a small-note turn, with the ± slightly before the second beat
m33, 42 (all three sources): since the second C in m15, 17, 31 & 40 repeats the < on the first C, even though the
stems are joined by a single beam, the second C in m33 & 42 should be >
m48: the < preceding F cannot be considered a double sharp because the following note is a G; instead it
restores the key signature’s < after the F> in m47
similar sonatas: P8:12 D; P6:30 C
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k338; Fadini 6:286
see also: Keller p67 ex [dance character of the four-note turn on the strong beat; juxtaposed with P8:12 D];
p80: phrasenbau [opening theme is 9 measures long]
Chambure p121
Willis p134-140 exs; [Scarlatti compared to Haydn]

Parma 9:12 C major All[egr]o  ¢
  1 1 "  £ ± ± ± | ÖÖÖ± ± ± | ° C  2v 3 lh imitates (cp) 10 >G/D
, 16½ $1 c   20½% step higher d  24 Å  scales ú w/ slurs G/D
,N^ 26½ $2 ($1 variant)

31 $3 ± | ~~~±¯±=ççç± ±¯¶  G  38 Å  scales ü w/ slurs 41 :Ú:¯ [end1; 2: elide]
  2 n 42  [Ú:] 43 $1&2 developed a  46 scales ü&ú 48 d  50>C   55&59 £ ± ~~~° (echoes $3)

63 $3 69 ± [fine] :Ú ± ° [returns to 43, replacing 42]:Ú:
source collections: Venezia 7:14; Parma 9:12; Münster 2a:8; Zaragoza 35:22
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •V7:14, 15 = P9:12, 13
•M2a:7, 8 = P9:7, 12
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 1234:234: two groups; short-long ö, m26, is at the start of a new theme in part 1, the same theme



developed in part 2 after the double bar, at the long-short ö.  The first theme is omitted in part 2
keys: 151255:621:
accidentals, ornaments, graphics: m28&30: there is no < on the second F in either measure; compare P9:11 G
m33; for contrary examples, see P11:20 C.  In this case the notes are not joined under a single beam and a
change to F> seems reasonable: there is an explicit > on the lower C after the C< in m27 & 29, so that though
the graphics are inconsistent, the ear will accept the flat F
m31-36: ~~~ ‘s appear on some but not all tied ± ’s or ±.’s in different patterns, a good indication that the mordent
is short, not a long trill leading into an upturn (Münster, Venezia & Parma sometimes differ from one another)
m55 etc: the Å  scales with slurs should be played faster than those without (m56 etc); the contrast when m55 has
been speeded up but is repeated an octave higher in tempo in m56 (again m59-60) should be made effective
similar sonatas: P3:3 a, P3:5 C
P13:7 C (m12-15 of this sonata)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k339; Fadini 6:287; Münster microfilm; Venezia online

Parma 9:13 C major All[egr]o 6/8
  1 0 "1 Ä [£] | Ä [£] Ä [£] | ± Ä  ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± Ä ±~~~ C  3v leaps w/ 3rds both h
, 8½ "2 lh ostinato c+\ (A@, B@) 13>a (enharmonic: A@'G#) added\tone 6th chords 15>G/D
, 17½ "1  H21 lh drumbeat figure GGGBG~~~

22  "3 G  2v
, 25 2 "4 ±._|ÖÖ± ±.  g  4v, then 3v
, 31½ "1: 17\21% (same pitches) G/D

36 "3 G  39 coda (fanfare w/ H21) 42 ±. :Ú:
  2 (42) "2 G>e>a>d
, 49½ "1 53 2>C  (4\7 %, same pitches)
n 57½ "2 f/ C lh ostinato drumbeats  64>b@ >f  67>G

69  "4 echoed >C/G
, 73½ "1 C  (4\7 % w/ H21: CCCEC)

78 "3  81: 73\80 % 89 coda 92 ±. :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 7:15; Parma 9:13; Münster 4:60 “1754” (at end)
dates: about 1735-40; 1754 (see dates under P9:30 C)
companions: •M4:60-62 = P9:13, 29, 30  (see note with P9:29 C)
•V7:14, 15 = P9:12, 13
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 7. Chief difficulties: rapid leaps in lh, sometimes three octaves, requiring the same
finger or a finger change on one note; fingering for thirds; drumbeat figure finger changes as in m77: lh 5453
545~~~
themes: 1213413:212413: one group, cells; has four themes which alternate as in a rondo.  Variants of the
opening theme appear in the home key in part 2 (m53 & 73)
keys: 11*655555:53621474511:
accidentals: m57: small note Å  B[>] lh against B= in rh; this begins a new theme in the middle of a measure at
the ö point: the rh has a falling scale of 6th chords in the subdominant minor (f) while the lh plays a steady
drumbeat pedal of C’s.  This is one of Scarlatti’s Beethoven-predicting moments; it brings to my mind the
emphatic small note at the return of the main theme of Diabelli variation 32, the Fuga (near the middle); the
Scarlatti small note here is unusually below the principal note rather than above it (Parma & Venezia; Münster
unclear here)
m66: Parma: B[>] lh, B= rh third note; Münster: B[>] both hands; Venezia: B= both hands; Fadini uses the
Venezia version but doesn’t provided an endnote for the others.  In the Johnson reprint of Parma there appears
to be a manuscript correction preceding the first F in the rh ledger; perhaps the scribe removed a = next to the F
but forgot to add one to the B?



similar sonatas: P1:12 C (quoted at the end of each part)
P9:30 C; P15:1 C; P15:25 G
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k340; Fadini 6:288; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Gerstenberg p113 [fn: m5+ and 55+]
Pestelli p243: “il ricordo della Tarantella... sentito solo in modo un po’ meno generico che negli altri movimenti
in 6/8”

Parma 9:14 a minor All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 " ±. | ¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶¶¶± | Ä ±~~~  a  2v 15>C

25 $ Öµµ | Ä ±~~~  lh alberti\like bass 35 ¨12345 37 ±. | ±.  ±. | ¶¶¶± ¶±  41:37\40  % 45 :Ú:
  2 46 ( C  rh ¶¶¶¶¶± |¶± ±  (<3\4 combined w/ lh at 37) lh Ö.»»» |±.  n49>a  57 staggered h

65 $  71 as at 39  79 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 7:16; Parma 9:14
dates: about 1725-30; 1754
companions: •V7:16-19 = P9:14-17
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; piano
difficulty: moderate, level 3. This sonata could also be played either moderato or presto (or both, by varying the
speed of the repeats)
themes: 12:32: two groups; first group replaced by new material in part 2.  Themes are aphoristic in style (see
rhetoric in introduction to this file).  Three repeated ±.’s in octaves (four counting the first note of the final tail)
near the ends of each part are particularly emphatic
keys: 13:31:   part 1 ends in the mediant major (C); ö m49 for final return of home key
graphics: m63: slur for offbeat (rubato) figure in rh (a similar passage in P9:16 A m33-34 lacks slurs however)
similar sonatas: P9:16 A; V42:25 a
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k341; Fadini 6:289
see also: Gerstenberg p126fn m25+: [relationship of melody to alberti-basses compared to m23+ of P4:16]

Parma 9:15 A major (2#) All[egr]o  ¢
  1 1 "1 ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ° ° | à ÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ° A  2v 5 lh ° °

10 "2 rising broken 2nds, 14 rising broken 3rds; lh ± ± ± ± 15>E/B  16 ° ä
\ 17 "1 as at 3 e

25 "2 as at 10 E   29 %  33 as at 14  37 %  41 :Ú:
  2 42 "1 developed a  3v 45 %  48 as at 14 n50>D/A  53>A/E  56 ° ~~~  ä
\ 57 "1 as at 17 restated a

65 "2 as at 25 A  69 %  73 as at 33  75 % lh 8ve lower 77 extended 81 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 7:17; Parma 9:15
dates: about 1720-25; 1754
companions: •V7:16-19 = P9:14-17
instruments: cembalo with range Cc (actual range E1-B4); piano
difficulty: easy, level 2; dialogue between hands at beginning of each part, otherwise left hand usually minimal
(two or four notes per measure); compare P9:2 B= for changing fingers on repeated notes
themes: 1212:112: one group, cellular; the first 15 measures state the main figures as parts of a single sentence;
these are then split up and repeated in more extended sections.  The leap within the first measure divides it into
two cells which should be split and contrasted in performance: a turn and a downward scale; this forecasts the
later sudden changes of register, such as at m26
keys: 1555:14111:
similar sonatas: P9:18 D
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k342; Fadini 6:290



Parma 9:16 A major (2#) All[egr]o And[ant]e  ¡
  1 1 "1 ~~~ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± Ä ± Ä  | Ö A  3v cp

7 "2  8 >E  11>B  top v offbeat ties
15 $1 E/B top v ties 18 e  21 ties in all v
25 $2 E 2v  33 coda: Ä ± Ä  rhythm<"1 [ µ ± Ä Ä ± Ä | Ä   register changes]  35 :Ú:_ [end1; 2: elide]

  2 36 $1 developed A/E >b  (38 G# 39 C#[#]'C* )
n 42 "2 developed e  45 D  49A  51a

56 $2 varied A unfolded 8ves  63½ coda 65 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 7:18; Parma 9:16; Münster 4:63
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •V7:16-19 = P9:14-17
•M4:63-64 = P9: 16-17
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 1234:324: two groups, first theme omitted in part 2, order of rest mixed.  The sonata uses counterpoint
to a greater extent than the earlier sonatas in Parma libro 9.  With the â2 theme at the end of each part, two
voices emerge effectively from the preceding tangled webs (see also Pestelli below)
keys: 152555:12*54111: ö at start of second theme in part 2 and change to dominant minor
accidentals:  m39: the extra < on the lh C3 implies C* (double sharp); it precedes D< (the C<in m56 is in a
different context and there is a C> in the previous measure).  The < in m38 on G followed by A< is not double;
there is no < on G in the key signature
similar sonatas: P9:14 a, P9:17 A
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k343; Fadini 6:291
see also: Pestelli p254: “Degna della massima attenzione...tutta tramata di giochi imitativi, che si riposano solo
nei tratti a eco delle code.  Pagina dalle cento voci, va raffrontata alle antiche sonate polifoniche, per vedere fin
dove Scarlatti portò la libera circolazione del principio contrappuntistico nella semplice pagina della sonata per
clavicembalo... [would have pleased padre Martini who insisted on the importance of counterpoint in music of
all styles]”
Sutcliffe p262 ex: [trill/shake in m53]

Parma 9:17 A major (2#) All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 ¶¶¶± ¶± | ±~~~  Ä | ¶¶¶¶¶± |~~~ Ö.ê±  A  2v
, 9 "2 ("1 variant) a
, 21 "3 lh unfolded 8ves, 6ths &c >C  26>d>e
, 32 "4 ¨12345  40 %  varied à  ¶¶¶¶± lh

47 "5 E  lh 2\8ve leaps 49 ¨ 12345  53 :Ú:
  2 54 "1 developed A/E (theme in lh) n58 (theme in rh as at m1)

, 70 "4 a 78 % varied
85 "5 A  89 %  95 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 7:19; Parma 9:17; Münster 4:64
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions:•M4:63-64 = P9:16-17
•V7:16-19 = P9:14-17; justification for suite of 4: P9:17 includes sections in minor keys; recalls P9:14 in mood.
instruments: cembalo with range Cd (highest note is C<5; m50 avoids B-1)
difficulty: moderate, level 4.  The unfolded broken chords in the lh at m21+ require the use of fingers 4&5 after
a wide leap from finger 2; at m54+ they can be executed more smoothly by starting with the index finger
followed by the thumb (reversed hand technique); m47 etc: two-octaves leaps in left hand
themes: 12345:145: one group; cellular; motivic development of material in first 4 measures; ö at change to first
theme in development shortly after start of part 2; themes omitted in part 2, rest in same order



keys: 113-455:111: uses chiaroscuro: themes appear in both major and minor mode versions.  Part 2  is almost
entirely in the home key; at m63 the key starts to move to the supertonic minor (b) but is back in A by m65
accidentals, graphics: m48-49: each G is marked < even though the note stems are connected by the same
beam; this implies that the second C in m40&42 and the second G in m41&43 should revert to their key
signature values of C< and G>; likewise the second F in m70,72,78&80 to F< and the second C in m75&83 to
C<; similarly exploitable ambiguities occur in P9:9 D (to mention only one other case)
m94 Münster: ¶ç±; Venezia & Parma: ¶¶±3
similar sonatas: P2:11 A
P3:13 c opens with a similar downward broken chord followed by an upward leap
metaphors: m32+: spanish character
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k344; Fadini 6:292

Parma 9:18 D major Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1(intro)  ° ° | ± Ö± ± ± | ± ± ± ± ±  rh alone D  1v
, 6½ "2 rh 8ve ° A pedals, lh ÖÖÖ± broken 3rds ü D/A  2v  14½ rh ÖÖÖ± lh °  2nds, 3rds
, 22½ "3 lh ° ; major 2nd downbeats  26>e 31 ± _ ± appoggiature 33>A
, 38½ "2
,n^ 46½ "4 ("3 variant) lh °  53 ± ± appoggiature (w/o slurs) 66 ° :Ú:
  2 (66) "3 developed A lh 2nds 69>b  78>D>A
, 82½ "2 varied; rh 7ths & 6ths D/A
, 103½ "4 D 119 ° :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 7:20; Parma 9:18; Münster 4:65
dates: about 1720-25; 1754
companions: •V7:20, 21; M4:65, 66 = P9:18, 19
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: easy, level 1; the left-hand part is minimal, with occasional scales in broken thirds.  The phrasing can
avoid isolating each broken third as Ö± Ö± with larger units such as Ä ÖÖÖ | µ and longer groupings at the end of each
part.  The single-note basses found in P9:1 through 9 alternate with passages using hollow chords, intervals
ranging from seconds up to octaves
themes: 12324:324: one group, variants; ö at start of last theme in part 1; omits first theme in part 2, mixes order
of rest.  The major 2nds heard frequently on downbeats in part 1 become a minor second (within a third) at m71,
followed by a build to an expressive climax in m79-80 where the lowest voice is ± ± ° for the first and only time
keys: 1125:561511:
accidentals: the change from G< in m74 lh to G[>] in m76 is intentional: the music is moving from b to A
through D: there is an F< at the beginning of m74 but a B at the beginning of m77. Münster does have both as
G<, but the Münster M2 scribe of books 4&5 is often less reliable than the M1 scribe of books 1-3
similar sonatas: P9:3 D
P9:15 A (previous in Pestelli group p237)
P9:25 B= (similar opening)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k345; Fadini 6:293; Münster microfilm; Venezia online
see also: Vignal: “... trumpet calls: the repeated notes of extended lengths in the right hand are typical in this
respect, but when they appear in the left hand, one thinks more of a drum.”
Chambure p123 [P9:18, 19]: “... cellules rythmiques répétées: [exs: P9:18 m22-23; P9:19 m9-10] et celles-ci
procèdent on le voit d’un alignement de notes assez voisin. C’est le jeu répété des quatre croches [Ä  in P9:18, Å 
in P9:19] qui met en mouvement les séquences où elles se trouvent”

Parma 9:19 D major Allegro 3/8
  1 1 "1 ±. | ±. | ¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶¶¶± | Öµµ _|¶  D  2v 5 lh imitates 10th lower

9 "2 ¶¶¶± | Ö  13>A



21 "3 A & D
, 32 "4  á ¶¶¶¶± A  38  ¨12345: ostinato  51 :Ú:
  2 52 "1 shortened b
, 57 "2 n61 e

66\68 "4 echoed>D/A
69 "3 (in different order: as at  26\27, 21\23, 29\31) G & D

, 77 "4 D  98 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 7:21; Parma 9:19; Münster 4:66
dates: about 1720-25; 1754
companions: •V7:20, 21; M4:65, 66 = P9:18, 19
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: easy, level 1
themes: 1234:12434: one group, changes order in part 2.
keys: 15155:621411: ö m61 at change from relative minor (b) to supertonic minor (e, the subdominant of b)
accidentals: probably in effect when notes are under the same beam, such as at m20 and 61: the lh D’s are
separated by intervening pitches but the second D should also be < in each measure.  This is confirmed by the
trill-like figure in the rh beginning in m32, where surely both A’s need to be <, like the C’s in m33 which rely
on the <’s in the key signature
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k346; Fadini 6:294
see also: Vignal: “The first two notes ... played open and in long note values, are a belated echo of this [trumpet
/ drum effect in P9:18, which see]”

Parma 9:20 g minor (@) Moderato è Cantabbile ¢
  1 1 "1 ± £ ± £ | 3Öµµ Öµµ Öµµ ±  g  2v full chords; broken chords ú 3 Æ ¯Öµµ Æ ¯Öµµ ü

6 "2 broken chords ü 3 or 4v 10 Æ ¯Öµµ ú 13 D äß
\ 14 "3  ("2 variant) d  Å & Æ   chromatic scales ü both h  18 A äß  19 % 5th higher d  27 :Ú:
  2 n 28 "1&2 shortened c/G 33 äß
\ 34 "3 g>g/D  38 äß  39 % 4th lower g 47 L¬ß :Ú: [end.1; 2: elide, & link P9:21]
source collections: Münster 3a:2; Venezia 7:22; Parma 9:20; New Haven 25 Moderato e cantabile
dates: about 1725-30; 1754
companions:•M3a:1-5 in g\G = P9:11, 20, 21; 4:8, 5:20 (see note with P5:20 for discussion of this suite)
•V7:22, 23 = P9:20 g, 21 G
•NH 25-26 g = P9:20, P5:12 g
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 5; chords with added seconds; m1: the second chord in the rh has 5 notes, requiring
all 5 fingers
themes: 123:123: one group, variants; long-short ö at start of part 2, which has the themes in the same order but
contracted; motivic development of material which appeared in the first 3 measures
links: linked to P9:21: “Al cader dell’ ultimo termino di questa Sonata, atacca subbito la Seguente, Come avisa
la Mano. L ”  This instruction, with the hand, occurs in Venezia also. Münster has the drawing of the hand at
the end of P9:20 and again at the beginning of P9:21 but without the explanatory note added to the copies
intended for the queen (if that includes Parma as well as Venezia)  The fact that the two sonatas are part of a
large suite of five that opens Münster book 3 is also an indication that M could be earlier than P or V.  See
Münster in the Collections and Cardgames files.
keys: 15525:4111: tonic minor to dominant minor; part 2 begins in subdominant minor; minor keys predominate
but there are cadences in the dominant D major in m13 and its dominant A major in m18 followed by
half-measure rests with fermate, as if the composer were moving toward major keys but changed his mind
rhythms, tempo: resembles many of the 12/8 sonatas; written in triplets throughout.  Moderato in Scarlatti
implies a slower than usual tempo, in this case slower even than andante 



accidentals: m41: Parma & Venezia have unnecessary >’s on the lh E, Münster has the required =
similar sonatas: P3:7 g; P3:17 g; P15:4 d; P14:24 E=; P14:2 C
P13:27 f (single ambiguous major cadence)
RC 3 g (similar opening)
metaphors: could be one of the “savage” g minor sonatas, in spite of the Cantabile designation, but if taken at a
very slow tempo, it can convey an opera seria character; exaggerated gestures are called for
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k347; Fadini 6:295 (collates P, V, M)
see also: Pestelli p220-221.  Kirkpatrick p142.  Sutcliffe p375
Listed by Halton as a cantabile sonata but not discussed by her

Parma 9:21 G major  (0#) Prestissimo 3/4
  1 L1 [link<P9:20] "1 ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± | ±  rising broken 3rds G  2v  3 lh imitates

5 "2  rh falling broken chord, lh ° ±   7 h switch
9 "3 rh turn figure, lh ° ±  12 D  rh ± ± ± , lh turn figure
15 "4 rh ± ± ± | ± : 3rds; lh rising broken chord  18 lh x rh  21: 15\19 % & extended 29 °. :Ú:

  2 30 [can elide 29] "4 inverted & developed D 32>e
n 36 "3 at m12 echoed w/ turn figure in rh

40 "1 echoed: falling broken 3rds >G
42 "4 rh inverted, chords 48: 42\45 % & extended  56 ¬ (instead of °.):Ú:

source collections: Venezia 7:23; Parma 9:21; Münster 3a:3
dates: about 1730; 1754
companions: •V7:22, 23 = P9:20 g, 21 G
•M3a:1-5 in g\G = P9:11, 20, 21; 4:8, 5:20
instruments: cembalo with range Bd; m42-43: both hands on same note: double keyboard?
difficulty: difficult, level 6; minimal hand crossing but within very fast tempo
themes: 1234:4314: one group, cellular; motivic development; 2- or 3-measure phrases with lh or rh continuing
into the next phrase. ö at start of second theme in part 2: no key change but in relative minor  keys: 15:561:
graphics, ornaments, accidentals: m1, 56: � basses even though the meter, and the rh part in m1, is 3/4
m1: ~~~ in Parma on bass ¬ G (which replaces the last measure of P9:20), but Fadini interprets it as a long wavy
line indicating the note is to be held for 2m; Ogeil p57-58 says, rightly I think, that the wavy line is to be
interpreted as a rest when part 1 is repeated: the ¬ is not a trill and is to be played the first time only to link
P9:20 which is in 2/2.  See also P9:22 F below. The lack of < (or of > to cancel the = in P9:20) in the key
signature is an early feature.  Münster also has the hand & no-< key signature (see P9:20 under links); it lacks
the initial wavy line
m12, 14: no < on the last rh F, all three sources; elsewhere <’s are repeated within measures unless the notes
are joined under a single beam
m36: first rh F has no accidental in Parma only; Venezia and Münster have F<; the lh F in the last beat of this
measure as well as the second rh have<’s; the rh F at the end of the measure is joined to an F< by its beam
similar sonatas: P 12:17 G; P12:24 F; P9:22 F
influences: the figures at m5+ are almost identical to those in J S Bach, Partia 5 in G, Praeambulum m8+ (Clavir
ubung, 1730): Bach divides the figures between the hands while Scarlatti requires the players to use the right
hand alone, then later the left hand; measures 9+ are also like J S Bach, Prelude 5 in D, Wohltemperirte clavier
1 (1722) right-hand part
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k348; Fadini 6:296
see also: Landowska p199: [opening similar to J S Bach, Prelude 8 in d<, Wohltemperirte clavier 2, 1742]
Kirkpatrick p141 [P12:24 F similar]
Pestelli p77: “resipiscenza di umori toccatistici”; p248 “studi [senza] problemi specifici; aggiornamenti ai
Esercizi” [prototype for this group]; p250 [see P12:24 F]



Parma 9:22 F major Allegro 3/8
  1 1 "1 ¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶¶¶± | Öµµ | Ä ±  rising broken 2nds F   2v 3 lh imitates 1st 2m

5 "2  ¶ ¶¶¶¶± 5th jump ü & turn (6 6th jump ú)  lh 6ths&5ths  9 h switch: lh leap ü, rh ±. 3rds
17 "1 continues C  27 lh 2\8ve leap C1 ü C3; "1 developed  29 f  38>c
43 "2 g  47>C  48 rh chords  64 coda:rh broken 6ths, ¨12345; 345 8ves 69 :Ú:¯ [end1; 2: elide]

  2 70 "1 developed c  80>g  85>a  88>d
n 90 "2  developed; rh chords include 2nds & 7ths 98 >c

108  ¶ ¶¶¶ ~~~ =±  (as at 6: rh jump ú; lh 6ths&5ths)>E@>B@  112>F
122 "2 restated as at 48 138: 108 echoed; new coda ¨ varied (845...145) 144 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 7:24; Parma 9:22
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •V7:24, 25 = P9: 22, 23
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; reversed hand technique (left hand index finger crosses thumb: the leaps at m9+, for
example, are more stable if they land on the thumb rather than some other finger) The broken seconds need a
more lyrical treatment than the broken thirds in P9:21 G; here the tempo is Allegro, there Prestissimo.
themes: 12120:1220: one group; cellular; built from material in first 5 measures.  Close to a rondo in form, but
binary repeated sections.  ö at start of second theme in part 2, shortly after change to relative minor.  The part 2
ending softens the effect of the insistent octaves of the part 1 ending
keys: 151525:52365741:
accidentals, graphics: m28 & 71: wavy line indicates full-measure rest; Fadini says it indicates prolongation of
lh notes in the previous measures, but m28 ends with Å ’s.  Scarlatti avoids dotted rests, so the wavy line is
shorthand for the £ & à rests that would be necessary to indicate a full measure in 3/8; Ogeil p57 agrees
m114: the first B is > but the next, non-adjacent, B in the same measure should return to the key signature =;
steps down differ from steps up, and the passage is moving through different keys back to the tonic
similar sonatas: m5+ is like P3:19 e
broken seconds are important in P6:24 C & P14:23 F
the ostinato octaves of the part 1 ending also occur in P6:24 C & P14:17 A
scales in full chords at m49+ & m91+: compare P2:23 f
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k349; Fadini 6:297
see also: Pestelli p247

Parma 9:23 F major  All[egr]o  6/8
  1 1 "1 Öµµ ±. rising broken chords  F   2v cp 1½ lh imitates 6 falling broken 7th chords>C  10>G

13 "2 rh ties C  3v 16 rh 3rds, lh leaps C  & G  waver 24 C  34 :Ú:¯ [end1; 2: elide]
  2 35 ¯±.[Ú:] Öµµ "1 developed c  3v 37 E@  39 f  41 g
n 43 "2 g & d  waver  50 F & C  waver  59 F  68 ±. (1/2m) :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 7:25; Parma 9:23
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •V7:24, 25 = P9: 22, 23
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 5; reversed hand; moto perpetuo (continuous Ä ’s divided by the hands)
themes: 12:12: two themes; part 2 in same order
keys: 152525:571262 151: ö m43 at start of second theme of part 2, supertonic and relative minor waver
graphics, accidentals: m34-35: the end of part 1 has E1 and C3 in m34 (Fadini’s endnote: both Parma and
Venezia) but C1 and C3 in m35, which replaces m34 after the repeat of part 1.  Part 2 ends with a half measure,
therefore the repeat of part 2 should start in the middle of m35
m37: E= D E[>] is justified for the first three notes in the rh and makes more sense with what follows than a
second E= would



similar sonatas: P15:28 F
left-hand rhythms at ends of parts are like those in P5:28 B
broken chords alternating between rh & lh: M2:52 A
metaphors: September 23 is Fernando 6’s birthday; see also P11:23 B= = V9:23
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k350; Fadini 6:298
see also: Chambure p125
Kirkpatrick p172

Parma 9:24 B@ major (@) And[an]te  ¢
1 " £ ± ± ± | ± Æ ¯Öµµ ± ± | ± B@  2v
13 || 3/8 Allegrissimo $ lh ± Ä | ± Ä | ± Ä | Öµµ | ± 30>F
51 || ¢  " % B@
63 || 3/8  $ varied 70>c  80>g  96>d>B@

n 119 || ¢  " % B@
131 || ¢ Allegrissimo ( (<") 139>c  142 d>g (w/ E$) 150>c>F  156>d  168 B@  183 coda 191 Ú:

source collections: Venezia 7:26; Parma 9:24
Venezia omits Parma’s m185, a repeat of m184
dates: about 1725-30; 1754
companions: •P9: 24-26
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; 2v cp (Dale); single-note basses with finger change on repeated notes to help split
phrases as in P9:2 B=
themes: 121213; rondo; two groups in different meters which alternate; ö at the last change from 3/8 to alla
breve; the last Allegrissimo is a new theme (or variant of the Andante) with the alla breve sign repeated at its
start although that is already the current meter.  This group is one long patter-song sentence with continuous Ä’s
or ±’s in both hands, offbeat thirds in the right and scales in the left coming as welcome relief in a coda at m183
keys: 1512631,12362531
graphics: m191: the double bars after the last measure in Parma have internal double dots on the bass clef only;
external double dots and squiggle on both; Venezia has internal double dots on both clefs
similar sonatas: P1:30 d
RC43 B= (Minuetto) inhabits the same stylistic world as the Andante sections of this sonata
metaphors: July 26, St Anne’s day, was celebrated in Portugal as the name day of queen Maria Anna, Maria
Barbara’s mother (Alvarenga in Sala p27); she died August 14, 1754.  It is fitting that this sonata was placed in
Venezia libro 7 as number 26 and without a companion there: she had been a widow since 1750.
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k351; Fadini 6:299
see also: Gerstenberg p99
Pestelli p200-201 exs: “[last section is variation of first] per cui rappresenta l’unico timido tentativo di
Domenico sulla via della forma ciclica, che abbiamo visto già usata, con una certa disinvoltura, da Seixas
[Sonata “3”, discussed on p156; it is Sonata 26 in the Doderer Seixas edition, Alvarenga 139-141] e dal
parmigiano abate Sertori.  Questo finale... è.. la pagina più vicina allo stile dell’ouverture d’opera nel
movimento veloce”

Parma 9:25 B@ major (@) Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1  ° ° | ° ± Ö± | ± B@  2v cp  5 lh imitates

9 "2 Ö± ± Ö± | ± Ö± ÖÖÖ± | ± 13 lh imitates 18>F  24>C   29 C5  29 C1 °ß£
\ 29½ $1 ("2 variant) Ö± | ± Ö± ± Ö± | ± ± £ lh ° f  3v

41 $2 (another "2 variant) F  45 leaps in rh (then lh) 54 ¬ß :Ú:¯ [end1; 2: elide]
  2 55 ¯° [Ú:] £ Öµ | ± Ö± | ± ± £  $1 developed F  3v 58>d

63 "2 developed  n69>F  72 >B@



73  "2 restated 75 lh imitates  79 F5  81 F1 °ß£
\ 81½ $1b@

93 $2 varied B@ 97 h reversed (leaps in lh, rh ° 6ths ú) 101:97\100 % 108 °ß (1/2m):Ú:
source collections: Venezia 8:3; Parma 9:25; Münster 2a:9 Allegretto
m18&68: P&M differ from V and are probably later than V
dates: about 1720-25; 1754
companions: •P9: 24-26
•V8:3, 4; M2a:9, 10 = P9: 25, 26
instruments: cembalo with range Cf; piano?
difficulty: moderate, level 4; the left-hand part is usually minimal (°’s) but has some wide leaps
themes: 1234:32234: two groups; first theme omitted in part 2; all the themes use the same Ö± ± rhythm, in which
the second and third notes are often the same pitch, and which becomes increasingly lyrical as the sonata
progresses.  Themes are of the aphoristic type (see rhetoric in introduction to this file) memorable and witty,
especially the â1&2 themes with their contrasting modes. The version of the â1 theme that occurs at the
beginning of part 2 has a specially jaunty, hummable quality, timeless as so much of Scarlatti’s music.  And the
falling sixths in m97-8 are another nice touch, signaling that the end is near
keys: 15255:565111: ö m69 at move from mediant minor (d) to dominant major (F, relative major of d)
accidentals, graphics: m18: > on the lh E (unnecessary in a strict sense, since there is no = on E in the key
signature in the sources); m97-102 have some rh E=’s near the lh E>’s; these may indicate that the source had 2
=’s in the key signature but one was removed to conform to P9:24 and 26
end: a half measure, therefore repeat of part 2 should start in middle of m55, as in P9:23 F
similar sonatas: P8:9 B=; P9:18 D
metaphors: commedia dell’arte or comic opera scene; the changes to minor are typical of the “comic” B=
sonatas like E16
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k360; Fadini 6:306
see also: Chase p112: “kinship with the classical guitar style”
Sitwell: Military... Spanish...;  “trills and simultaneous touching of notes, indeed triphthongs, so called”
Pestelli p260 [see P6:25 B= tema del cuccù]
Chambure p129: “les croches doublées”; Sitwell:

Parma 9:26 B@ major (@) Allegrissimo 3/8
  1 1 "1 � ± | ~~~Öµµ¯|� ± |3¶¶± ¯Æ ± B@  2v H7: ¶¶± Öµ  9 b@

14 "2>D@ >e@  24>f
29 $1 broken chords ú divided between h F/C
35 $2 (< H7) F  43 Æ  scales ú 47 :Ú:

  2 48 "1 developed F/C  53>d  n56 Æ  scales ú >g>F   64>B@
72 $1
76 $2 88 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 8:4; Parma 9:26; Münster 2a:10
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •P9: 24-26
•V8:3, 4; M2a:9, 10 = P9: 25, 26
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 1234:134: two groups, part 2 in same order but omits some of first group
keys: 113-4555:53651: ö m56 at move from mediant minor to relative minor, emphasized by the rh scale being
repeated an octave lower in the lh in the next measure
ornaments, graphics: m4, 28, 71: slurred small notes are tied suspensions (see introduction to this catalogue):
the small note is silent (not struck again) but delays the following large note by the length of the small note, a



way of avoiding double dotting
m29-34: the falling broken chord is repeated twice in part 1, but only once in part 2, m72-75
m43, m56 &c: rapid scales: slurred or not, different groupings of beams: the slurs are more likely to indicate
rubato (speed up, quasi glissando) than phrasing; the beams divided into two groups of 4 ç ’s perhaps require a
different phrasing from the 8 ç  ’s groups
similar sonatas: the theme at m14+ is similar to parts of P2:22 A=
P10:22 F (similar use of rapid scales)
metaphors: commedia dell’arte acrobatics and miming gestures
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k361; Fadini 6:307
see also: Gerstenberg p100-1
Chambure p129

Parma 9:27 c minor  (2@) Allegro ¢
  1 1 intro ° °  |  2  "1 £ ± Æ ¯± Ö± | Öµµµ ÖÖÖµ | Ö   lh °  c  2v

6 "2 rh £ ±  (offbeat); lh ÖÖÖµ ostinato broken chords
10 "3 ("1 variant; lh ° chords)
12 "2
18 "1
21 "3 g
24 "2
28 "3 extended; lh 6ths, 7ths &c  36 G\1 :Ú:

  2 37 "1 c/G  39 "2  41 "3
n 43 "2 f   47 "3 49>c

52 "2 varied  57 "3  59 "2
62 "3 extended 68 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 8:5; Parma 9:27
dates: about 1725-30; 1754
companions: •P9:27-28 c, 29-30 C (see note with P9:29)
•V8:5-6 =  P9:27-28 c
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: moderate, level 5
themes: 12321323:123232323: one group,  cellular; built from four-note rocking figure in m3; short themes of 2
or 3 measures each alternate (binary rondo); however these can be organized into longer phrase groups to turn
each part into a single sentence.  At m52 the right-hand rhythm changes suddenly to ± °  ± ; m53 repeats m52
exactly.  The rhythm of the rh at m32-3 and 64-5: ° | ± ±.  (the last two notes falling a sixth) is also significant, as
a change from the very regular figures which appear everywhere else, and announces the close of each part  
keys: 15:141:  in minor keys throughout.  ö at start of second theme in part 2 and change to subdominant
accidentals: m34: F[>] between F<’s in m33&35: example of leading-tone denial near end of part 1, as in E16
B= 
similar sonatas: P10:1 f
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k362; Fadini 6:308
see also: Keller p72 ex: [juxtaposed with P1:21 F]
Pestelli p172: [descends from E16 B=]; p174: “elemento popolare iberico, anche se fondato sulla consueta
relazione accordale IV-V...”

Parma 9:28 c minor (2@) Presto 3/8
  1 1 "1 ±. | ±. | ±. | ¶¶¶¶¶±  falling (unfolded) 6ths &c c  2v 7 % 11>E@

13 "2 rh weakbeats; lh falling broken 3rds 16 f  19 g  21 rh ties
25 "3 lh rising broken 3rds, rocking broken 8ves, 6ths, 7ths &c



46 "4 ("1 variant) 54 swoop ú G\1 56 :Ú:
  2 57 "1 E@  63 % F
n 69 "2 f

72 "3 developed 84>c  (lh as at 25, rh development continues)
104 "4 114 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 8:6; Parma 9:28
dates: about 1725-30; 1754
companions: •P9:27-28 c, 29-30 C
•V8:5-6 =  P9:27-28 c
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 1234:1234: one group, variants, part 2 in same order.  Short and long phrases alternate, with irregular
stresses, left to the player to determine: compare m21-29 with m30-39 for example;  parts 1 & 2 each add up to
a single sentence
keys: 1345:3441: ö at start of second theme in part 2 and change to subdominant
rhythms: continuous Å ’s divided by the hands following the opening of each part; m31-32, 40-41, 89-90 &
98-99 hemiola (as if one measure of 3/4; compare P12:3 G) supported by the broken thirds & sixths in the lh
graphics: the beams are connected in groups of two, four or six: ¶±, ¶¶¶±, ¶¶¶¶¶± implying changes in phrasing (or
emphasis at least) since the splits are unnecessary just for placing the notes; otherwise the lh parts in m37-39
would be identical for example; compare P10:5 D at m8+
similar sonatas: P2:24 c; P10:30 f opening
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k363; Fadini 6:309
see also: Sitwell: “... decidedly Spanish in intent and purpose...”
Chambure p129: “...motifs en contretemps... directement issus des danses espagnoles...”

Parma 9:29 C major  Con spirito And[an].te. Per cembalo expresso ¢
  1 1 "1 ä  ±.~~~¶± | ± ± ±.~~~¶± | ± ± ±.~~~¶± |3ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ± ± C  3v h 3rd apart  5½ % (lh varied) 2\8ves lower

9 "2 ("1 variant) £ ± ±.~~~¶± |ÖÖ± ±¯Ö  lh ostinato 3rds & 4ths 13 % 2\8ves lower (lh varied) 
17½ "3 ÖÖ± ± | ÖÖ± ° 19 G5 
22 "2 G  
26 "1 varied & extended 32>D

, (33\)34 $1 ÖÖ±_|ÖÖ± ÖÖ±_ÖÖ± ÖÖ±  a  H36: rh falling ÖÖ± unfolded 3rds & 2nds, lh conjunct 8ves
, 38 "2 varied, lh 3rds 41>G  42 varied, in a low register, lh disjunct 8ves

45 varied & extended, high register, lh 3rds
, 50 $2 (<H36) (G\1) lh disjunct 8ves
, 54 $3 ("3 variant) broken ÖÖ± chords ú  61 ° :Ú:
  2 (61) "1 developed (w/elements of "2&3) C >a  67 F  71 g 
n 75 E@  H79: falling ÖÖ± unfolded 8ves (lh alone)>C/G  83>C (H79)
, 85 "2 (as at 45) a>G   89: H 79

, 91 "1 (<extension at m30, w/ 8ve leaps) development continues C/G 97: H36  99 d  
101>G  103: H36 C

, 105 $3 varied & extended 108: H79 both h 112: H79 (rh 8ves) 114 $3 as at 57\61 but varied 120 ° :Ú:
source collections: Münster 4:61 (heading does not include Per cembalo expresso); Parma 9:29
See the discussion in the Collections file, introduction page 3-4 concerning for whom the Parma libri might
have been prepared and why this pair was not included in Venezia
dates: 1754 (see dates under P9:30).  One of Scarlatti’s most highly organized and intricate sonatas.  It could
have been written specifically to show off an instrument like the one described by Pagano, cited below
companions: • P9:27-28 c, 29-30 C (27 & 28 are unlike 29 & 30 however)



•M4:60-62 = P9:13, 29, 30 (all three are also together in the Münster indice; see Collections)
instruments: cembalo with range Gg; Per cembalo expresso [Expresso may mean an extended keyboard, but see
also Pagano citation below for interpretation as an expressive keyboard instrument]
difficulty: difficult, level 7; close hands; tricky score reading (see graphics below); sevenths in the lh at m97+. 
Fingering: triplet broken octaves in m79+ should be left hand 152, 152 (index over thumb); this is better than
151, 251, etc.  However the right-hand in m108+ should be 515, 415: rh 4 over 5 would be too awkward
themes: 123214256:1216: two groups, cells; close to a rondo but much freer in form, with alternating short
phrases\cells continuously developed, basses interchanged between the two groups. The first theme has two
components: a repeated shake with an upturn and a scale in triplets.  Near and more distant variants are played
up and down the keyboard, with the hands sometimes close and parallel, sometimes far apart. As this continues
the triplets gradually take over: the second theme group (â) uses triplets only.  Further developments of the first
theme group dominate part 2 until the final 16 measures.  Scarlatti’s usual rhetorical divisions (exordium,
narratio, argumentatio, peroratio) are not much in evidence. There are no full rests between themes.  The á
group themes in part 1 end with °’s so there is some overlap of sound with the beginning of the next theme;
however with the arrival of the â group at the end of m33, the themes end with ±’s and the next theme begins
immediately, usually in a distant register.  None of the themes is repeated exactly, nevertheless the work is a
complex but unified organism
keys: 15465:16453-11651251: ö m75 at change to lowered mediant (E=, relative major of tonic minor)
graphics: written on four ledgers in both Parma and Münster, which have the same distributions of the parts and
page divisions; however P splits m59 & m110 overleaf into two halves each and M does not. In m44 P has a
wrong B-1 (with D2 for the left hand alone), M has the correct D1; m110&114 (both P & M): treble clef A4’s
should be bass clef C3’s; m119-120: the last three notes on the bottom ledger are correctly an octave lower in M
than in P.  See also P9:30 C graphics for more problems caused by the way in which the four ledgers are used
ornaments: ~~~  is better when played short & mordente rather than as a trill, even when followed by an upturn:
the varied bass patterns are clearer when they are not overlaid by a longer trill in the right hand
similar sonatas: m54 contains a hint of P8:25 G (both sonatas are alike in the use of echo effects)
the same measure is an exact quote of P11:2 G m46-47
P12:12 C (transposition by octaves)
P14:2 C
metaphors: the use of the entire keyboard and frequent changes of register give an extraordinary orchestral
effect to this sonata.  Outdoor urban spaces with contrasting bright sun and deep shadow, church bells and
fountains, are other metaphors that come to my mind.  The change to E= for the only time in the sonata at the ö
point could be a pun on Scarlatti’s nickname Mimo; compare other sonatas where this may be significant, such
as P1:22 G and P5:23 G
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k356; Münster microfilm
see also: Kirkpatrick p198
Pestelli p227: [ex: m103 but without the B2 in the last ± ; probably 1906 Ricordi edition; compared to similar
passage in Albero Sonata 7] “Il passo scarlattiano, aperto com’è ai quattro venti, è intriso di reale sensibilità
romantica; Albero ne ha colto solo la qualità timbrica” [Albero just repeats the same unfolded broken chord
three times]
Rousset p72: [this is the first sonata to go up to G5, meaning the first in the Parma and Venezia libri]
Chambure p127
Roberto Pagano article in Grove music online (2000-2005): Domenico Scarlatti, section on clavicordio, suggests
expresso means expressivo, and is the instrument Farinelli had specially made for Maria Barbara.  Sandro
Cappelletto, La voce perduta... 1995, p209: (Farinelli inventory 1783) “...Questo Cembalo è di invenzione del
Sig:r Testatore [Farinelli], suona li piani e forti a penna, è raro, e vien denominato il Correggio...” [continues
with a detailed description of the ten foot-operated stops hidden below the pedal which bring into play the
different registers]
Halton p43: “... the 5-octave range rules out... cembalo con piano e forte”



Parma 9:30 C Major Allegro 3/8
  1 1 "1 ¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶± Ä  | Öµµ | ¶¶¶± Ä  C  rising broken chords 2v 2 G5

9 "2 rh downbeat rests/ties; lh 8ves 16 G\1 17 åß
\ 18 "3 ostinato c  22 åß % & extended d/A  33 åß g  38 åß >e>E  49 åß
\ 50 $1 C  3v lh 8ve chords 55>G  H56: ¶¶¶¶¶± falling broken 2nds w/ repeated notes
, 58 $2 ¶¶¶çì ~~~¶±
, 62 $3 trillo continuato 4v; rocking bass 70 % 8ve higher

77 $4 (< H56)
86 $2  99 coda (< $3 rocking bass) 105 :Ú:

  2 106 "3 G>a  110 åß 111 % & extended G>b  115>e
n 119 $4 varied

125 ( (<"3)
133 "3 (still in e) 137 D 141 C
145 $1 varied
153 $3 161 % 8ve higher
168 $4
177  $2 190 new coda 194 :Ú: Fin. [of libro 9]

source collections: Münster 4:62 “1754” (at end); Parma 9:30. Münster is laid out the same way as Parma and
has the same page divisions. Trillo continuato in m62 (see ornaments below) is not followed by the full Parma
text; the word trillo is missing from m161. At m125-132 the right-hand part is spread over three of the ledgers
in both P & M
dates: 1754.  All ten sonatas dated 1754 (the date may also apply to their companions) in Münster 4&5 could be
earlier works revised in that year; the purpose of the date, if it was on the composer’s original, could have been
to distinguish it from earlier versions.  If not, it could be the date of the copy (see Münster in Collections; the
scribe has been identified and might have been in attendance at the spanish court in that year)   For P9:30, it is
appropriate as a composition date; if there are any late Scarlatti sonatas, this and P9:29 are two of them
companions: •M4:60-62 = P9:13, 29, 30
•P9:27-28 c, 29-30 C
instruments: cembalo with range Gg; see P9:29
difficulty: exceptional, level 9; has sevenths and ninths in the left hand (m126+); right-hand trills played with
thumb and index finger while higher fingers play the melody
themes: 123456750:378346750: two groups, cells; first two themes omitted in part 2; order of rest mixed and
new material added.  Unlike P9:29, the themes and their internal repetitions are often separated by full-measure
rests with fermate; themes are more highly contrasted; some have their own characteristic register (high, middle
or low: á1, á3, á2) but in others (â1) the hands are spread far apart on the keyboard 
keys: 11253315:5657+321:   ö occurs when the mediant minor (e) is firmly established, although the move
toward it began a few measures earlier
graphics: spread out on four ledgers as in P9:29 but not to make things any easier for the player.  Some of the
problems occur because the top two ledgers are assigned strictly to ¥ and the bottom two to ¨ . Just a few of the
oddities: m50-57 use the top and bottom ledgers but leave the middle two blank; the last two notes in the
bottom ledger at m60 should be played an octave lower; the rh uses the top two ledgers for m62-69 with the lh
in the third, but in m70-75 when the passage moves up an octave, the lh moves into the second ledger but the rh
stays there as well instead of moving its trill into the top ledger where it would be easier to read.  For the most
part the graphics look right for someone reading the score but wrong for someone trying to play it 
ornaments, accidentals: m16: the ~~~ is on the small note in Parma but on the following large note in Münster
m20 etc: slides consisting of two small notes usually lack slurs and could be interpreted, with the following
large note, as triplet ¶¶±�s on the beat, however they are slurred in Parma m41, 108, 113: perhaps the triplet
should be on the last beat of the previous measure
m21: slurred small note before the beat, the large note with a ~~~ played on the beat with the two lh notes; 



(Münster: no slur on the small note, which then is an appoggiatura delaying the rh ~~~ beyond the lh)
m62: Trillo continuato assumes that trills are normally short; this one is to be continued across the measure
lines. The ~~~  at m70 could be treated similarly; or slower or more measured; m70-77 are the same as  m62-69
but an octave higher; m153 has Trillo continuato; m161 just Trillo but is a similar octave-higher repeat. m62
continues  e dove non arriva la mano si cambiano i deti che lo formano: where the hand [upper fingers] can’t
reach [the notes above the trill], change the trill fingers [from 2 3 to 1 2].  Münster differences are described in
source collections above; since M lacks the added m62 instruction about changing fingers, the Parma version
could be intended for a performer with a small hand
m113: left hand E< against right hand E[>] in both Parma & Münster
m152: slurred small note: tied to the last note of the previous measure, delaying the D5 beyond the lh G1; m160
similar, with C1 on beat, C4 delayed
similar sonatas: P9:13 C; it is also dated 1754 in the Münster copy and is a companion there to P9:29&30, but
is written for a shorter keyboard range
P15:40 d: ends of parts
P3:14 c and P15:36 C have similar trills (less-used fingers required in either hand with a legato melody above or
below in the same hand).  influences: This type of trill shows up in Clementi (Sonata E= opus 7 no.1, 1782 &
Gradus ad parnassum v2 no.32, 1819 for example) and in various Beethoven works such as the Sonatas in C
opus 53 (1804), E opus 109 (1820) & c opus 111 (1822)  The trills in J S Bach, Suite avec prélude 6, d, gigue
(1737) and Clavier übung 4, Variatio 28 (1742) are somewhat less demanding, since the upper-finger notes are
separated by rests; however Scarlatti’s trills in this sonata are all for the right hand
editions used: Kirkpatrick 12: k357; Münster microfilm
see also: Malipiero p480fn: [Beethoven resemblance] m1-17..
Kirkpatrick p374 (ex) [he thinks small-note appoggiatura in m16 should be given a value of ± even though
written as Ä , based on m128, which he calls a parallel passage; similarly he thinks, p381, the ~~~ ’s in m21 &
m109 are to be played identically as upper-note trills; he apparently doesn’t think the small note in m21 is an
appoggiatura delaying the start of the ~~~ ]
Pestelli p190: “atteggiamenti che richiamano l’arte francese... abbellimenti dopo l’inizio della seconda parte”
[Pestelli places this sonata in one of his groups before 1746, p216]

Parma: libro 10. 1754. (30) Sonatas

Parma 10:1 f minor  (3@) Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1 ° ° | ° [ä] | £ Ö± ± ± | ± Ö± ° | ° 2v f  ú by 3rds

11 "2 falling broken 2nds w/ repeated notes, rising broken chords  21>g
25 $ rising broken 3rds, lh 8ves c  (B$\1) 29 % 8ve higher 33: 25\32 %  41 coda (<"2 m20+) 45 :Ú:

  2 46 "1 echoed & extended, both h parallel f/C
49 $ A@  53 % D@

,n 57½ ( £ ± | ± ± b@  62>f  632 
Å_¶± ± offbeat stresses  +

70 $ 78 %  86 coda (F5) 92 :Ú:
source collections: Madrid-Ayerbe 28; Venezia 8:7; Parma 10:1; Münster 2a:1 -- (no tempo indication)
dates: about 1725-30; 1754
companions: •Ma 28, 29; M2a:1, 2 = P10:1, 2
•V8:7-10 = P10:1, 2 f, 6, 7 F
Madrid omits m86-87, repeated an octave lower in m88-89: Madrid has differences there from the other three
sources, in which m86 has a high F5: so Madrid may be an earlier version for a more limited keyboard range,
which was revised when the queen’s extended keyboard was available to Scarlatti.  Or -- but the differences in
m88-89 make this less likely? -- Madrid is later than the others and the measures were removed because señora
Ayerbe’s instrument had a limited range; Madrid 23 (P11:12 C) has high E5's however.
instruments: cembalo with range Bf (Madrid Bd)



difficulty: moderate, level 5
themes: 123:1343: two groups; the second group is transformed into major keys in part 2, leading to the n 
point, which introduces a change to new, more affecting material: compare the rhetorical device of peroratio in
adfectibus (see introduction to this file); the second group is then restated in the tonic minor: peroratio in rebus.
keys: 125:13641: moves first from tonic minor to supertonic (g)
ornaments: m7 etc: many of the ~~~’s could be closer to triplet ÖÖ± flowing smoothly into the following Ö± than the
more usual short & sharp (mordente) version; long trills are inappropriate
m31, 63-65: the slurred small notes are acciaccature.  However in m66-67 they are ties, delaying the following
rh large notes.  m66 also has a slur over the first three large notes in the rh, which I suspect means a rubato: the
first rh note is to be played after the lh chord
similar sonatas: P2:23 f, P9:9 D & P10:30 f have similar openings, falling in long notes; that in P9:9 also falls
by thirds (forming a ninth chord)
metaphors: the opening notes in the rh fall in thirds, C A F are followed by a chiasmus figure in the bass, F
D=C E>F; at m21-23 the bass is chromatic: F F<G A=G.  At the beginning of part 2 the falling thirds of the
opening are extended in octaves to the 13th degree, G3&4 down to C2&3; then upward broken thirds in the rh
(prayers or supplications) are contrasted with falling octave scales in the lh (descent from cross)  See P10:29-30
f for further examples of easter symbolism.  The sonata is also an example of portuguese fado or relentless fate
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k364; Fadini 6:310
see also: Chambure p129

Parma 10:2 f minor  (3=) Allegro 3/8
  1 1 "1 á ¶¶¶¶± | ¶± ¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶¶¶± | Öµµ f  2v cp
, 20 "2  23 % & extended  27>c
, 34 "3 rh offbeat (staggered h)
,n^ 42 "4 ("2 variant)  50 % & extended 55 ¨1345 57 falling broken 8ves 63 :Ú:
  2 64 "2 f/C   67 %  70 new extension/development f  3v 76 A= 80 f 74\79 + (lyrical sequence)
, 82 "3
, 90 "4  98 % & extended 105 rising broken 8ves 109 ¨12345 111 :Ú:
source collections: Madrid-Ayerbe 29; Venezia 8:8; Parma 10:2; Münster 2a: 2
dates: about 1725-30; 1754
companions: •Ma 28, 29; M2a:1, 2 = P10:1, 2
•V8:7-10 = P10:1, 2 f, 6, 7 F
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; disjunct broken octaves m57: compare E10 d difficulty; rh fingering here could be
either 515151 or 514141; the latter makes the leap to the following measure more stable I think
themes: 1234:234: one group, variants; short-long ö at start of last theme in part 1; first theme omitted from part
2, but no new themes; an expressive third voice is added briefly in m106 & 108, which reinforces the sense of
reaching a conclusion
keys: 15:1131:
ornaments, accidentals: m33, 43, 45 etc: slurred small notes are suspensions, each tied to a large note at the
same pitch in the previous measure; compare the suspension with all large notes in m36-37. 
The exotic-sounding A=’s in m37& 41 (the latter preceding the ö point) should not be tampered with
similar sonatas: P5:22 f
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k365; Fadini 6:311
see also: Pestelli p167: “rimane nell’ambito di quella  specie di Corrente che è [E10 d]”
Sutcliffe p316 [stylistic fingerprint: staggered voices chase each other]

Parma 10:3 D major Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1 ± Ö± ± ± | ° £ D  2v 2 lh imitates  3 broken 3rds  5 lh imitates 11 ¬ß



\ 12 "2 (begins w/ broken 6th) 14 lh imitates 20 rh falling ± scale  21>A  27 lh rising ± scale
37 "3 broken 8ve, 7th, 9th 52 :Ú:

  2 53 "1 varied/developed; small note arpeggi b & f#  57 %+\ 61 G  63>C  66 3v 67>a  69: 65\68 %
73 "2 echoed, w/broken 4ths  n77>F  80 ° äß

\ 81 "1 continues, as at 65 (still in F) 83>d  85: 81\84 % (F>d)
89 "2 (begins w/broken 4ths) D
110 "3 125 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 9:27; Parma 10:3
See note with P10:5 companions on the likelihood that P10 followed V9 (more in cardgames file)
dates: about 1740-45; 1754; difficult to date: seems like an about 1730 sonata with a later part 2; see also
Chambure’s comment below
companions: •P10:3-5
•V9:27-30 =  P10:3-5 D, 8 d
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: moderate, level 5
themes: 123:12123: one group; part 2 begins with the rhetorical device of refutatio: the first theme is changed to
minor and greatly altered, retaining only its distinctive rhythm
keys: 15:63475753-11: part 1 travels simply from the tonic to the dominant, reaching it about halfway, free of
complications.  At the beginning of part 2, the movement back and forth between related keys (b & its dominant
f#, which are also the relative and mediant minors of the home key D) gives a modal or antique sound to the
music; this continues at m64 (C alternates with its relative minor a, the dominant minor of D) to the n point
m77, where there is a more distant change to the lowered mediant major (F): the music turns a corner and enters
into a bright open space
ornaments: m53-69: slurred arpeggi: compare E8 g as well as P11:7 e.  At m81 & 85 there are no slurs on the
small notes; if the graphics are taken literally, these should begin with the lh chords, whereas the m53+ group
should have their highest note coincide with the lh chords (Venezia libro 9 not available online for comparison)
similar sonatas: P5:7 D; P13:17 G
P 13:30 D: similar left-hand figurations and use of reversed-hand technique
P11:7 e: part 2 development with arpeggi
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k 414; Fadini 7:360
see also: Dale p122: “street scenes’
Chase p112: “kinship with the classical guitar style”
Gerstenberg p120 ex m53+; p121 ex m68-9.
Chambure p141: “La première partie... a le style quelque peu archaïque des Toccate; rien ne laisse prévoir
l’étonnant développement où le rythme des saetas est ponctué par des harmonies chargées d’acciacatures. La
surprise est renforcée par le changement de tonalité à la double barre [A major to B minor]”

Parma 10:4 D major  Pastoral. Allegro 12/8
  1 1 " lh ±. (3rds), rh à Ö± (continuous) D  3v 6>A 8 lh rising 6ths 14 rh ties 17 ...£ à :Ú:
  2 n 18 " varied: rh ±. (3rds then other chords), lh à Ö± D/A 23 D  29 rh ÖÖ± 30 ...£ à ß :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 9:28; Parma 10:4
dates: about 1725-30; 1754
companions: •P10:3-5
•V9:27-30 =  P10:3-5 D, 8 d
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 1:1: one theme; ö at start of part 2; theme varied in part 2; each of the two parts is a single sentence. 
The right hand two-note chords in part 2 are separate but simultaneous voices, forming all the chords from
seconds to octaves; the long sentence also divides naturally into clauses, for example between the rh third and



sixth in m20, between the repeated thirds in m22, between the third and octave in m26.  keys: 15:11:
similar sonatas: Milano-Noseda: Giga in A
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k415; Fadini 7:361
see also: Chambure p141: “...Rien dans son écriture ou dans sa forme ne la rapproche des œuvres de Scarlatti,
sauf peut-être d’une pièce en forme d’étude ([BL2:16 C, P3:28 C])”

Parma 10:5 D major  Presto 3/8
  1 1 " ¶¶¶¶¶± |¶¶¶¶¶± |¶¶¶¶¶± falling scales D  2v 4 lh imitates (m1 only); lh x rh

8 $ ¶± ¶¶¶± | ¶± ¶¶¶± rh stresses on 2nd beat 18>A
40 " 54 $ 60 :Ú:

  2 61 (1 rh ostinato, lh added\tone 6th&7th chords a  70 G  74 e ¶¶¶± ¶±
80 "

n 86 (2 rh ostinato broken 6ths & 5ths 91 d  96>b  103>a
104 (3 ( (1 inverted) a & D +\  wavers

, 124 " >D 136 ¨12345 140 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 9:29; Parma 10:5
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •P10:3-5
•V9:27-30 =  P10:3-5 D, 8 d
The V9:27-30 grouping makes a suite of four;  all four sonatas have characteristics of early works. All four are
absent from Münster, a sign that M2a had been compiled earlier, V added the four to finish its volume and P
split the fugue from the other three when it was compiled, later than V.
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; has hand-crossings in m4 etc; continuous Å ’s (except at ends of parts and m123)
divided by the hands
themes: 1212:31451: two groups, themes return as in a rondo; part 2 adds new material; the â theme with
displaced downbeats is omitted. At the n point the left hand has single notes tied across m-lines, while the right
hand changes only every 2 measures (and not at all between m90 and 96); for the effect of the changes at m104,
see metaphors below.  keys: 15:142165511:
accidentals, ornaments, graphics: using G> as the upper note of the shakes on F<, for example at m29, 37, 44
& 51, makes the G<’s in the following measures more dramatic
m8+, 20+: the beams are split in patterns (shown on map) not always prescribed by scribal necessity and so
probably indicating phrasing patterns; this becomes even more apparent in m74-80; compare P9:28 c graphics
m62: the F3 has no > and could be left F<, even though the first and third (but not the second) F4 in the same
measure are marked > (all the F’s in m65 are marked >).  There are similar ambiguities throughout, until:
m110: the last F4 should be <; m111 has < on both G4’s; m112 has >on the first and last C4, so the middle one
should be C<; m114-115 has > on all the C5’s (Parma only checked; Venezia online not yet available for libro
9; literal readings may be perverse, but they make a certain amount of sense in Scarlatti’s alternate universe and
they shouldn’t just be swept under the carpet as Fadini’s edition does)
similar sonatas: P6:16 G, especially similar to m61-123 in this sonata
P10:16 g
P14:1 D has a similar opening, in which the left hand crosses the right hand at the last note of a downward scale
metaphors: hall of mirrors: themes are heard in inversions, in distorted shapes, and at peculiar angles to the
measure lines
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k416; Fadini 7:362
see also: Chambure p141: “Toccata,... prélude à la longue fugue [P10:8 d; it follows in the Venezia libro only]”
Sutcliffe, Temporality... in Sala p389-399 exs



Parma 10:6 F major  Allegro 2/4
  1 1 intro Ö¶± ÖÖÖ± | ~~~± [£] F  2v 2 lh imitates

5 "1 à ¶± ¶¶¶± | Ä  rising broken 6ths&3rds both h; 4v textures 11 lh leaps
15 "2 ("1 varied:  lh repeated notes; unfolded 7ths) 19>C
20 "3 ("2 variant)  25 lh broken 8ves >a
27 "4 ("3 variant) 31 falling 6ths rh 35: 27\34 %
41 "5 ("2 variant) drumbeat bass 50 :Ú:¯ [end1; 2: elide]

  2 51 "1 developed d/A  58 rising 6ths >g  61>B@
n 62 "3 developed 66>f  71>C  (C pedals) 74 broken 8ves >F/C

76 "4 80 broken 8ves 83: 76\79 % 87 F
89 "5  99 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 8:9; Parma 10:6; Münster 2a:11; Wien Q15115:3; Wien G 27;
Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12:21
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •M2a:11, 12; CF12: 21, 22 = P10: 6, 7
•V8:7-10 = P10:1, 2 f, 6, 7 F
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: exceptional, level 9; repeated notes, with finger changes: m15: only when the note changes (lh f555
33 22 | 1); or m20: changed on same note (rh holds f5 with f4121 21423 or similar); rapid falling sixths (m31:
f52 41 52 41).  The lh broken octaves in m25-26 are disjunct but rise and fall, unlike those of P10:10 A for
example, which fall only, by wider intervals: therefore f15 best here, but with f14 for the last one to reserve f5
for the E1 at the beginning of m27.  see also Boulanger below
themes: 012345:1345: one group, variants, cells
keys: 153:6241511: Part 1 ends in mediant minor, part 2 begins in submediant minor.  An example of a
three-key exposition, although the section in the dominant is rather brief (m19-25)
similar sonatas: P7:26 D, P7:27 D, P12:6 D, P12:24 F, P13:15 F
P3:25 D ends part 1 in minor
metaphors: orchestral (wind band) with fanfares and drumbeats
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k366; Fadini 6:312
see also:  Kirkpatrick p271; p277
Richard Boulanger, Les innovations de Domenico Scarlatti dans la technique du clavier, Béziers : Société de
musicologie de Languedoc, 1988, p202-208: “notes répétées [m1, 3, 22, 27, 37], sixtes et tierces brisées [m5, 8],
trait arpégé suivi d’un saut de plus de deux octaves [m11], arpèges de septième de dominante [m12], arpèges en
notes répétées (suivi d’un saut de deux octaves) [m15-17, 41], trait brisé à la main gauche, constitué par une
alternance d’intervalles de septièmes et de secondes [m18], octaves brisées [m25, 33], traits de sixtes parallèles
[m31,39]”

Parma 10:7 F major  Presto 3/8
  1 1 intro ±.|±.|~~~±. F  2v 5 "1  ¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶¶¶± |~~~±. | á ¶¶¶¶± | ~~~±.   lh broken chords & leaps

H8\9 lh: ¶¶¶¶¶± | Ä ± broken chord ü leap ú   17>B@
20 "2 E@  lh&rh opposed scales, rh offbeat stresses 24>F>G  32>C/G
35 "3 ("2 variant: continuous opposed scales & leaps) C  37 E5  41 ¨ 12345
49 "1 H8\9 varied & extended 52 ¨12345  59 :Ú:

  2 60 "3 developed F  n64>d  71>g  76>F/C
81 "1 H8\9 echoed
85 "3 F
93 "1 varied & extended as at m49 (¨ rhythm changed) 103 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 8:10; Parma 10:7; Münster 2a:12; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12: 22



dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •M2a:11, 12; CF12: 21, 22 = P10: 6, 7
•V8:7-10 = P10:1, 2 f, 6, 7 F
instruments: cembalo with range Ce
difficulty: difficult, level 7.  The hands frequently play rapid scales in opposite directions. The broken sixths
landing on a sixth chord in m53-55 etc can be fingered rh 14|251425|14
themes: 01231:3131: one group, variants, first theme (especially a cell in the lh at m8-9) returns within each part
varied
keys: 1471255:16211: ö m64 at change to relative minor (d)
ornaments, accidentals: m34, 66: the small notes are slurred, therefore each tied to the large note of the same
pitch at the end of the previous measure and delaying the following ~~~ beyond the beat
m68&70: the last C in each perhaps [>] even though joined under the same beam to a previous C<
similar sonatas: m8-9 etc: lh nursery-rhyme or folk tune rhythm: compare P7:5 B=
P6:4 D (same Pestelli group p246)  
P2:13 f also has broken chords landing on sixths (see difficulty above)
influences: J S Bach, Wohltemperirte clavier 2 (1742), Prelude 10 e minor
metaphors: a quarrel between the right and left hands in which the left hand gives up; commedia dell’arte
characters Colombina and Arlecchino; compare P6:12 F
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k367; Fadini 6:313
see also:  Kirkpatrick  p188: “scales... in contrary motion”; p276: “dominated almost throughout by the contrast
between scales and arpeggios”
Sitwell: “...guitars...”

Parma 10:8 d minor Fuga. All[egr]o  Moderato ¢ [4/2]
1 " lh ° ° ° ± ± | ° ± ± ± ± £ falling scale; broken 3rds ü then  ú d  3v cp; answers 4, 8, 11½, 12>a
15 $ ± ± ± ± (turn figure: DEFD etc) d
19 " developed 26 F  30 >a  36 $ d  41 "  51 a  52 $ 58>C>d
62½ ", w/ ÖÖÖ± countersubject 70 broken 8ves, 3rds & 6ths in bass 66  $ 72>F

73 " (ü by steps every 2m) N75 g  77 a
(78\)79 ( ± | ± ° (EED etc); bass as at 70 continues 80>d  83>F>B@>g  88 " echoed (w/o tail)

93 c  94>d  97 ( 100 $ C>a>g  107 " varied d
111½ " restated, w/ ÖÖÖ± bass 116 $ diminished (ÖÖÖ±) 118 coda 120 D  D pedals 121 ¬~~~ß :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 9:30; Parma 10:8; NewYork 1:58 ¢ (this version is written in 2/2 per measure so
presumably has twice as many measures; I have not counted them yet)
dates: about 1725-30; 1754. In spite of Pestelli’s and Kirkpatrick’s opinions (see also below), this fugue is less
densely textured and more advanced in form than the others, approaching rondo form.  It is absent from the
Bologna mss (1727?), so is likely to be later than the five fugues included there (see Bologna in Collections). 
Perhaps a result of the 1728 visit to Halle discussed below
companions: •V9:27-30 =  P10:3-5 D, 8 d
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; organ; piano (see influences below); m13 etc: rh plays a note the lh is
holding, implying a double keyboard; the large number of long notes, including breves in m22 etc, in inner
voices throughout implies a sustaining instrument such as the organ or piano
difficulty: moderate, level 5; m115+: reversed hand (lh index over thumb)
themes: 12121212131321120; three groups; first theme is a falling scale, DCB=AGFED, then C< & A; this last
falling broken third is transformed to rising broken thirds in a tail (or countersubject for the next entry of the
theme)  At the ö point (m75 if calculated exactly) the main theme receives three nearly complete statements in
m73-74, 75-76, 77-78 but moves at the end of each statement to the next key up a step: in m72-73 to F, m74-75
to g, m76-77 to a, staying in the last key, the dominant, for a new theme (end of m78) which is like a sigh motif:
E | E D etc: 7th suspensions resolved to 6ths, appoggiature in large notes. Compare the passage in La Dirindina
(1715), mentioned in the Cogito file at the end of the graphics section, in which the word scarlatti (scarlet



fabrics) is set to the notes D E E, with a stress on the first E (p83 of the score edited by Francesco Degrada for
Ricordi 1985).  The double E is also a pun for Domenico’s nickname Mimo.  Coming as it does just after the ö
point, how could this not be Scarlatti’s answer to Bach, who used the letters of his last name as the main theme
of his fuga 24 discussed below?  And compare Bach’s own use of golden sections, for example: Wohltemperirte
clavier 1 Fuga 4 c<, long-short ö at m71 of 115, where the pitches of the theme spell BACH, and book 2 Fuga 4
c<, short-long ö at m27 of 71, the first announcement of the chromatic second subject (fully stated at m35, the
midpoint of the fugue).
keys: 15135157134513647175611
accidentals, graphics: m11 etc: < on C< is repeated when it occurs later in the same measure; therefore in m15
etc the second and third occurence of C should be > (Fadini changes the third one but not the second) In the
faster notes of m63 onward the accidentals may or may not be in force when under joined beams; for example
the first, third and fourth E’s in m93 are all marked =, so the second E could be = since it is joined to the first;
however the last two lh B’s are joined but both are marked >.  The player should at least investigate the
expressive possibilites of literal readings (the second E in this measure read as > on the grounds that steps up
can differ from steps down as the left hand twists and turns in its running course)
m22, 24, 25, 44: «’s (breves or double whole notes) are written in the middle of the measure rather than at the
beginning where they are to be played.  As in some of the graphics used in P9:30 C, the placement in the
manuscript is more convenient for someone reading the score than for a player
similar sonatas: P15:3 d (left-hand broken-chord figures, pedals near end)
influences: the episode beginning at m15 was also used by J S Bach in Wohltemperirte clavier 1, fuga 24 in b
minor (1722), m17+ (see also Keller and Pestelli below)  Does that theme have a common source which both
composers borrowed independently?  There is evidence that Scarlatti was in Halle in 1728, perhaps to purchase
a piano for dom Antonio from Gottfried Silbermann in Freiberg--he would have passed through Leipzig, the
home of J S Bach, to get there (see Cogito file under instruments) and had contact with german composers
(Hasse, Quantz) in Roma by about 1727.  Compare P12:17 G, which contains an echo of this theme, and P10:20
b, where the left-hand part resembles that in Bach’s prelude 24 in b, same book.  And see tribute sonatas at the
end of the Collections file
Chaikovskii, Nezhnye upreki, opus 72:3, 1893 begins with the same sigh motif and pitches E | E D(<) as m78-9
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k417; Fadini 7:363
see also: Gerstenberg p92 exs
Keller p82 exs: “...fällt durch den ungewöhnlichen Umfang des Themas (fast zwei Oktaven) auf... noch mehr
aber in ihren Zwischenspielen durch eine merkwürdige Parallele mit der h moll-Fuges des Wohtemperierten
Klaviers...”
Pestelli p130-131: “sembra modellarsi su una Fuga di Alessandro, quella della II delle Tre Toccate di Napoli
(1716): presenta infatti lo stesso taglio di struttura, con una prima parte di severo impegno contrappuntistico e
una seconda di scioglimento, attraverso le veloci quartine di sedicesimi”
Kirkpatrick p154: “To the earlier fugues it adds nothing new; in fact it even reverts to the Alberti-like broken
basses of Alessandro Scarlatti’s fugues”
Ogeil p96: “one of the most powerful pieces of writing in Scarlatti’s output”

Parma 10:9 A major (2#) All[egr]o ¢
  1 1 " ¨ ± Ö± ÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ° A  2v 3  rh imitates 12>E 16 ¬ß ||
\ 17 $ ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ° ° ostinato (this 2m rhythm %); lh ¬ chords f# >B  33 e  36,38,40: 9th chords
, 47 (1 both h third apart then split; 4m phrases w repeats E   55  rh scales

68 (2 3v texture ¨15 8ves (drone)  72 etc B\1 75 codetta: broken chords ü divided by h 77 :Ú:
  2 78 * (codetta echoed) A/E>D  84¬||
\ 85 $ developed >b  n89>D  95>f#  102 a
, 113 (1 A

134 (2 142 codetta 144 :Ú:



source collections: Venezia 8:11; Parma 10:9; Münster 2a:13
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •V8:11, 12; M2a:13, 14 = P10: 9, 10
instruments: cembalo with range Ad; use of two manuals is implied in m50, 54 etc: lh strikes notes held by rh
difficulty: moderate, level 3; added-tone chords in both hands, often with minor seconds
themes: 1234:5234: three groups; in part 2 first theme replaced with new one derived from end of part 1
keys: 156255:1424611: ö at move from supertonic minor (b) to subdominant major (D, relative major of b)
similar sonatas: P8:13 G (same Pestelli group p258)
P9:10 G (key structure; scales with hands a third apart)
influences: Rameau, La triomphante (1728) (also in A major)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k368; Fadini 6:314
see also: Gerstenberg p113 fn.
Kirkpatrick p378
Pestelli p258
Chambure p129

Parma 10:10 A major (2#) Allegro 3/8
  1 1 "1 ¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶¶¶± |~~~±.| ~~~±.  A  2v  3 lh imitates

 5  "2 broken chord ú 6 rh ¶ ÖÖ »¯, lh broken 8ves 7: 5\6 %  
, 13 "1 varied, lh ±. chords >E/B

24 "2 varied, lh conjunct 8ves  31||å ||
\ 32 $ ÖÖ±| ÖÖ± | e  rh leaps (39\41 E3 to E5), lh ±. 8ves, 7ths, 6ths 42\44 broken chord swoop E5 ú B\1

, 45 ( ÖÖ±| ~~~¶¶¶± Ä | E  rh rising 3rds, lh broken 8ves
52 $ varied e

, 61 ( E
65 "2 varied 66 ¨123|45 84 ¨ à 31|45 86 :Ú:¯ [end1; 2: elide]

  2 87 $ & "1 developed together a/E 93>d  94||å ||  n95 f  3v
, 102 ( rh falling 3rds F
, 106 $ developed c/F lh ÖÖ± 7ths, 6ths, 5ths, fuller chords 113>a/E (A@>G#, E@>D#)
, 118 ( restated A

125 $ developed d/A 129>a
, 134 ( restated A

139 "2 varied (as at m65+) 153 rh as at m5 ¨123|45 155 A\1,1,2 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 8:12; Parma 10:10; Münster 2a:14
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •V8:11, 12; M2a:13, 14 = P10: 9, 10
instruments: cembalo with range Ae
difficulty: difficult, level 6.  m32+: finger change on repeated notes, then rh 5th finger making ever-higher leaps,
up to two octaves in m39-41.  m45+: lh disjunct broken octaves, perhaps with thumb and fourth finger (rather
than 5th) for greater stability
themes: 121234342:31434342:  three theme groups alternate and are varied (binary rondo)
keys: 155555:146-6-3-11411:  There is a full-measure rest before the n point m95 and a change to a distant key,
the lowered submediant minor (f)
graphics: slur on syncopated motif in m6 etc: probably rubato to show that the right hand need not synchronize
its notes exactly with the left’s, which are either six broken octave Å ’s or three Ä ’s. However it could also mean
that each of these measures is speeded up.  The slur is omitted at m76: significant?  The motif is usually only
one measure long; however at m25-28 it is extended for four measures; each measure has its own slur however
similar sonatas: the widely spaced falling broken octaves at m45+ are like those in P13:7 C at m74+
metaphors: the sonata begins cheerfully and innocently with repeated two-measure units which gradually



become more irregular in length (and introduce offbeat accents) until a phrase lasting seven measures brings the
music to a halt at m30.  After a complete measure of silence a more ominous theme intrudes, building up to
two-octave leaps in the right hand, followed by an echo (in minor) of the falling broken chord from m5.  A
nonchalant theme in major begins in m45 but this is interrupted by the ominous theme in m52.  The nonchalant
theme returns and then the offbeat phrase (from m6 on the map) of the innocent theme is introduced and
followed by one-measure scales rather than broken chords; this is repeated several times with the left-hand
broken octaves transposed lower and lower as if trying to occupy the full range of the keyboard.  In part 2 the
menacing theme struggles against the naive ones with increasingly insistent chords but fails to regain mastery of
the full range of the keyboard it had at m39-44, until it finally gives up at m133.  The cheerful themes return,
still mostly unchanged by their ordeal, but manage to reach the lowest note of the keyboard range in the final
measure
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k369; Fadini 6:315.  Rövenstrunck p72: facsimile of V8:12, part 1.
see also: Keller p74 ex [m106-114]: “Auch von der Enharmonik, die nach 1700 wieder anfing, die Geister zu
beschäftigen... macht Scarlatti Gebrauch.  Er beschränkt sich dabei (wie Bach in der g moll-Fantasie für Orgel
[by 1723?]) auf die Undeutung der verminderten Septakkords. So befinden wir uns in [P10:10] vier Takte lang
in einem Schwebezustand, ehe die Umdeutung [A== G<] vollzogen wird”
Chambure p129: “percussions”
Sitwell: [apparently quoting someone else] “ ‘A minuet, really a jota aragonesa’. Very Spanish...”

Parma 10:11 D major Allegro 3/4
  1 1 " à ¶± ÖÖÖ± | Ö¶± ÖÖÖ± | ± [rh sola 2v; fanfare] D  3v  3 lh imitates both rh v 6 >A

7 $1 falling broken 2nds w/ repeated notes  2v lh ±. ÖÖ± |Ä ±
26 $2 falling broken 2nds 32 A\1 pedals 33 :Ú:

  2 34 " D/A
36 $1 developed >b  n41 lh ostinato ± chords; ú by steps >A  43>G >D
47 $1 restated (as at 15+)
57 $2 64 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 8:1; Parma 10:11
companions: •V8:1, 2 = P10: 11, 12
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 123:1223: two groups; part 2 in same order.  Themes are similar to one another, but the differences are
richly developed.  A motto of three repeated long notes begins part 2 (bass)
keys: 15:16541: n m41 is at the beginning of a sequence falling every two measures from the relative minor to
the final tonic
accidentals: m12: G< rh, G[>] lh; m11, 13-14, < on G each time it is not repeating the previous note.
similar sonatas: P7:26 D; P8:24 G
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k358; Fadini 6:304
see also: Kirkpatrick p200 (ex m1-4): “trumpets”
Pestelli p188: “motivo della fanfara” [see also P2:17 D, rhetorical device of exordium]
Chambure p129: “...cellules rythmiques qui mettent en mouvement des sonates entières, telles les doubles notes
[m7+] de [P10:11] (comme autrefois celles de [P8:5 E=])”
Willis p172-173 ex [fanfares have different cultural functions]

Parma 10:12 D major Allegrissimo 3/8
  1 1 " ~~~± Ä  | ± Ä  | ± Ä  | ± Ä  | ¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶¶¶± |~~~± D  2v 7 rh ü by 1/2 steps  12 >A/E

14 rh Å  scale & turn 16 lh imitates & extends 20 ||å ||
\ 21 $ strong beat every 2m (lh rocking, falls by steps) a  27>g  31d>D  42>A  Å  scale



45 (1 (" variant, as at 7\12) 51 rh Å  scale & turn  53: 45\52 %
61 (2 lh leaps  67 Å  scales & turns 71 :Ú:

  2 72 " developed A 76 >D  82>b  n87 rh ü as at 7\12  90>f#  rh chords
99 Å  scale & turn (lands on C#) 102 ||åß ||

\ 103 $ 108 e  114 >D/A 119 Å  scale
123 (2 126 A\1 135 Å  scales & turns varied D  139 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 8:2; Parma 10:12
companions: •V8:1, 2 = P10: 11, 12
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 1234:124: three groups, cells.  Part 1 is divided into two long sentences with a full-measure break
between them, the â and ã groups joined by a scale; in part 2 the scale is longer and creates a third sentence by
landing deep in the bass, with the first part of the ã group being omitted.  The version of the á theme which
opens part 2 is aphoristic: a familiar- sounding tune
keys: 1554115:5163211: ö is at the return of a cell within a theme and a move from the relative minor (b) to the
mediant minor (f<, the dominant of b)
similar sonatas: P12:23 d (rhythms & key structure)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k359; Fadini 6:305
see also: Kirkpatrick p230 (ex m21-41)...

Parma 10:13 E@ major (2@) Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1 ± ± ± ± | °. ± | ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | Ö [rh sola 2v] E@  3v 2 lh imitates  3: broken 2nds w/ repeated notes

9 "2 c  2v rh ostinato repeated notes, lh ± falling broken 3rds
15½ "3 B@  4v cp; top v weakbeats, ties; low voices overlapping ° �s
24 "4 3rds both h
28 "5 (variant of "1 at m3) 35 ¬ß :Ú:

  2 36 "4 developed 3v rh downbeat rest, top v offbeat E@/B@ pedals  41>c  42 % varied; G pedals
n 49 "1 at m3 developed 51>A@  53>E@

54½ "3
62 "4
70 "4& "3 combined (coda) rh weakbeats, lh 3rds 77 B=\1  78 ¬ß :Ú: [2: can elide to link

P10:14]
source collections: Venezia 8:13; Parma 10:13; Münster 3b:35
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •V8:13, 14; M3b:35, 36 = P10: 13, 14
instruments: cembalo with range Ac
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 12345:413443: one group; part 2 combines, omits, mixes.  The first two measures do not appear again
but introduce the thirds divided between the hands which show up in a later theme and are prominent in the part
2 development and at the close of the work.  ö at start of second theme in part 2.  The reiterated offbeat B=’s of
the á3 theme at m54-58 occasionally clash with A=’s; this is resolved in m70-75 when the insistent B= octaves,
still offbeat, always occur at intervals consonant with the lower voices (G’s or F’s)  keys: 165:16641:
similar sonatas: m3-7: compare P8:5 E=
m15-23: compare P14:24 E= & P3:21 E=
metaphors: commedia dell’arte duet between innamorati, with comments by their servants
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k370; Fadini 6:316
see also: Chambure p131: “Orchestrale... mais derrière les tutti, c’est une mandoline...”



Parma 10:14 E@ major (2@) Allegro 3/8
  1 1 cutoff downbeat "1  à Ö± |Ö¶±»» |Ö~~~ »»»» |¶±»» Ä  | ± E@  2v

10 ## "2 F#  (enharmonic change B@'A#)13>g#  18 || @@@ b@  (rises by steps)
22 $1 »µ- »_|»  rh offbeat  29 rh weak beats B@  H31: lh Ö.¶±» 35 lh offbeat
37 $2 ¶± Ö±~~~; lh'H31 45  ¨12345 w/ dotted rhythm
47 $3 lh repeated notes (drumbeat); still B@ but A@�s in m47&52  59 ±.~~~ ß :Ú: [2: can elide]

  2 60 ( à Ö± | ÖÖ± | Ö (loosely related to both "1& $3)>E@ n66 % third lower c
72 $1  80 E@/B@
86 $2 E@
96 $3 (D@�s in m96&101) 104: 55\59 varied  107 ±.~~~ :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 8:14; Parma 10:14; Münster 3b:36
dates: about 1745-50; 1754
companions: •V8:13, 14; M3b:35, 36 = P10: 13, 14
instruments: cembalo with range Ae
difficulty: difficult, level 6; anschlag figure, with 10th and 14th leaps (m38-39 etc); drumbeat figure (m47 etc)
implying rapid change of lh fingers (though not required by the score, this is a good opportunity for lh practice)
themes: 12345:6345: two groups; part 2 replaces first group with new material (which echoes the rhythms of
P10:13 at the same place)
keys: 12+3+555*:1611:  2+ & 3+ are 3 (G=) & 4 (a=) but written enharmonically as F< and g<.  Long-short ö
m66 at change to relative minor (c)
accidentals: m14 & 17 have < on F with F# in key signature: = F* (double sharp)
metaphors: strong folk-dance (iberian) elements, especially the sections beginning at m22 & 72
For a symbolic meaning of the enharmonic change at m10 (2= key signature changed to a 2< one, although it
turns out to be F< major not b minor) compare the metaphorical associations of sonatas in E= (=mi
bemolle=Mimo, Scarlatti’s nickname) with P5:11 b, which served as a tribute to both his wives in different
Parma and Venezia libri
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k371; Fadini 6:317
see also: Chambure p131
Nina Key in Morales p345

Parma 10:15 G major Allegro 6/8
  1 1 "  à Ö± ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± Ö  (continuous Ä ) G  2 or 3v 4 lh imitates

15 $1>D  3v rh answers lh 19 % fourth lower
n^ 24 $2 3rds 26 6ths 30 ¨ ±. 3451 etc 36 :Ú:¯ [end1; 2: elide]
  2 37 $1&2 developed together; rh ties x beats D  40 e  43 a  50>G

54 bridge: rh offbeat, lh broken 8ves & 7ths
58 $2 (as at 26) varied 66 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 8:15; Parma 10:15; Münster 4:52; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12:6; NewYork 1:60
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •M 4:50-53 = P5:19, 12 g, P10:15 G, P10:16 g
•V8:15-18 = P10:15-18
•CF12:6-7 = P10:15-16
•NY 1:60-63 = P10: 15, 16, 15:7, 8
instruments: range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; rapid thirds and sixths both hands; m15+: each hand plays two voices while the
other hand remains silent; m54: lh broken chords with fingers 145
themes: 123:2303: two groups; short-long ö at start of last theme in part 1, part 2 omits first theme.  An offbeat
upward scale in the right hand at m54-56 slows down the continuous forward impulse briefly
keys: 15:5621:



similar sonatas: P13:24 G; P11:26 G; P15:8 G
metaphors: P10:15-18 work well as a set of four sonatas, unified by hunting metaphors and perhaps a program
such as: 15: the hunters arrive; 16: flight and pursuit of the prey; 17: dialogue of birds in their nest (with
chirping sounds); 18: peace restored
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k372; Fadini 6:318
see also: Chambure p131: “Orchestrale...”

Parma 10:16 g minor (@) Presto è fugato ¢
  1 1 "1 ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | °  falling scales g  2v 3 lh imitates x rh

5 "2 £ Ö± ÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± |¬ |̄± ± ± ± | ±  7 lh imitates 13>B@  15 "1
19 "3 ("2 variant; lh ostinato chords) c+\ 23 % step higher d+\ 27 d/A

n^ 29 "4 ("1&2 variant, falling chromatic  scales) d  45 Ö :Ú¯Ú: [1:  return toward missing G2 in 1;
2: elide entire m]

  2 46 $1 g (w/ E$) /D pedals, scales ü (middle v ú by steps) lh ¬  51 lh imitates, rh ¬ ú by steps
55 $2 (bridge) g (w/ E@)
61 "4 77 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 4:53 Presto “1754”; Venezia 8:16 Presto è fugato; Parma 10:16;
Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12:7; NewYork 1:61.  I think fugato, as a tempo indication, must mean the same thing
as fugace: fleeting; fuga and fugato are from the same latin root in any case.  The word fugato is also used as the
only tempo indication of the last movement of Scarlatti’s Motetto in festo omnium sanctorum, Te gloriosus a 4,
which is preserved by the patriarchal church of Lisboa, so could be dated to about 1721 when Scarlatti was
actively composing for them (see Alvarenga in Sala p47-58; 68).  The fugato movement, Beata trinitas unus
deus, has an alla breve time signature and fugal-style entries by the chorus.  See also a variety of other opinions
below
dates: about 1725-30; 1754
companions: •M 4:50-53 = P5:19, 12 g, P10:15 G, P10:16 g
•V8:15-18 = P10:15-18
•CF12:6-7 = P10:15-16
•NY 1:60-63 = P10: 15, 16, 15:7, 8
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; chromatic scales (with missing steps)
themes: 1234:564: one group, variants; replaces first three themes with new material in part 2; n (short-long
ratio) at the start of the part 1 last theme, as here, often indicates that part 2 will be unusual in form
keys: 134*5*55:1*1:
graphics: m45: first ending leads toward a downbeat which is missing from m1; this happens in several sonatas
similar sonatas: P8:23 G (passages with scales falling by steps)
P10:29 f (chromatic scales)
P10:30 f (marked veloce e fugato)
P15:3 d
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k373; Fadini 6:319
see also: Pestelli p172: [grouped with P3:6 c, P9:27 c, P2:14 A & P6:13 D as descending from E16 B=] “il
primitivo gruppo di Allegri alla breve”
Kirkpatrick p293: “bears the superscription Presto è fugato, perhaps in allusion to the alla breve time signature
and its association with a severer style”; p277: “resembles a fugato only in the sense that it contains between the
two voices an unusual number of extremely brief imitative passages that are never treated in the manner of
genuine sustained linear counterpoint.  In many of them only one voice sounds at a time”
Grove music online 5/2006 Paul Walker: fugato [2nd meaning] “...a loosely fugal passage within a
predominantly non-fugal movement... proposed in the treatise L’arte armonica (1760) by Giorgio Antoniotto”
Chambure p131: “...porte l’indication Presto e fugato. De fait à part les marches harmoniques par ton entier



dans les deux zones modulantes, tous les motifs sont repris en imitation à l’octave”

Parma 10:17 G major Andante ¢
  1 1 " ÖÖÖ± ± ± | ° G  2v cp 2 lh imitates 4 lh £ ± | ± ±

(12\)13 $1 ÖÖÖ± ~~~± ±; lh £ ± ± ± | 15>D  H17:Æ ¯¶± ±. 18 d  22>D
24 unfolded broken chords w/ repeated notes; turn & shake

27 $2 Ä | ´Å ¶± ±. ´Å ¶± ± Ä | (H17 extended) 31: % & extended (coda)  40 :Ú:¯ [end1; 2: elide]
  2 41 " G/D  46>C
n 47 $1 (as at 18\23) a  53 A  55 bridge: H17 varied: rising ÖÖ± triplets (lh falling ±) >D>G 

59 $1 (as at 13\14)
61 $2 65 part % 8ve lower; coda varied at 71\2  74 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 5:3; Venezia 8:17; Parma 10:17
dates: about 1720-25; 1754 (see P10:18 G)
companions: •V8:15-18 = P10: 15-18
•M5:3, 3a = P10: 17, 18
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; piano
difficulty: easy, level 2
themes: 123:1223: two groups, cells; the cell at m17 recurs as a refrain within the themes of its group; part 2 in
same order but with a new rhythm of smoother triplets  introduced at m55 leading back to the home key
keys: 1555:142251:  ö at start of second theme in part 2, and change to supertonic minor (a)
ornaments: m6: unslurred small note: appoggiatura; the ~~~ begins on its principal note after the beat and is short
m12, 21: the slurred small note is a tied suspension, which means m21 has no downbeat.  Most of the rest of the
small notes in the sonata are tied and are crushed notes, but there are some without slurs: fast appoggiature? 
(m38&39 for example)
m18: unslurred two-small-note slide: the small G played with the lh A1; this has the effect of leading into the
falling scale of four notes at the end of the measure.  The slide in m20 is slurred: notes crushed with the
following F>, then immediately released: different because here the bass is also an F>: the accent created by the
F’s tends to leave the four notes isolated when the last B= is tied across the measure line into m21, with no
downbeat, as described above.  At the ö point m47 as well as m49&51, playing the rh & lh notes together and
the slurred small notes slightly before them has the effect of ending the phrase in mid-measure: a resolution of
the earlier ambiguity
m67-68: ~~~ ’s are best short (mordente): a more concise ending than long trills, which however could be used
prima volta for a transition back to m41
similar sonatas: P1:7 B=
influences: Prozhoguin 2010 p173-4 ex2 [Giuseppe Bonno, L’isola disabitata, 1753, performed at Aranjuez on
May 30, 1754, Fernando 6’s name day; its overture contains possible echoes of this sonata, m61-64]
metaphors: August 17 is the name day of Carlo Broschi (Farinelli) corresponding to the number of this sonata in
Venezia libro 8; see also P8:17 F<
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k374; Fadini 6:320
see also: Chambure p131

Parma 10:18 G major Allegro 6/8
  1 1 "1  à Ö± ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ± Ä  | ± Ä  | ± w/ repeated notes (continuous Ä ) G  2v 3 lh imitates 10>D

17 3v suggested, middle & top v alternate 2nds & 3rds
n^ 25 "2 rh ~~~±. ~~~±. lh ÖÖ± ÖÖ± 35 :Ú:
  2 36 "1 developed; lh ±. d  40>c  42>g  47 (as at 17)>D  50>G  51 "1 restated but varied

56 "2 67 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 5:3[a]: 1754 in Aranjuez (at end); Venezia 8:18; Parma 10:18
dates: about 1725-30; 1754:  P10:18, 20, and 22 have this date on the Münster manuscript copies but 18 and 20,



at least, and their companions, have characteristics of sonatas placed by Pestelli (and me) in the portuguese
period (1720’s).  The Münster date could be explained if Scarlatti revised the sonatas and gave them a new date. 
Or if the scribe (Antonino Reggio, who could have been in attendance in 1754--see below and Münster in
Collections and Anthony Hart, http://www.monsignor-reggio.com/Biography.html) had noted the date and place
of his copying rather than of Scarlatti’s composition. Prozhoguin 2010 p165-176 gives a carefully researched
picture of musical activities at the spanish court in Aranjuez in 1754.  He finds resemblances between P10:17,
20 & 22 and three pieces in an opera, L’isola disabitata, performed under Farinelli’s direction at Aranjuez, May
30, 1754, in honor of Fernando 6’s name day (and 40th birthday which had occurred on Sep 23, 1753) The
opera was perhaps composed in 1752, since a version was performed in Wien that year, to a libretto by
Metastasio (Grove music online: first performance was at Aranjuez May 31, 1753; Prozhoguin’s fn 183 on
p171-2 of his article is the source for these other dates)  He concludes that all six sonatas in P10:17-22 (M5:3, 2,
1; two sonatas under each number) were “effettivamente composte per, o durante, la Jornada de Aranjuez del
1754”  But isn’t it just as possible that the composer of the opera (Giuseppe Bonno 1711-1788) included a
tribute to Scarlatti by echoing pieces that had been sent to him by Farinelli to illustrate the king’s taste in music? 
Or that Scarlatti put together earlier compositions, to be performed at the same festivities by the king himself,
and that the scribe recorded this event, not the date of composition? (p172: Farinelli sang an aria accompanied
by the queen and another by the king during the jornada)  Or that both Bonno and Scarlatti provided works in a
style that was in fashion at the court that year, and that in Scarlatti’s case had been composed much earlier but
revived for his ongoing retrospective “collected keyboard works”, maybe even revised somewhat in 1754?  See
entries for many of the sonatas in Parma 1, 1751, and Parma 7, 1753, in this Catalogue for examples in the same
“più facile” style; Münster 5:4-6, eight more sonatas copied by the same scribe which immediately follow the
three 1754 pairs, had in fact already appeared in Parma 7 & Venezia 4-5, all 1753.  The similarity to one another
of Scarlatti’s own sonatas of different compilation dates are usually greater than those of the same compilation
date.  In any case, the resemblances to Bonno are not quotations, therefore not tributes which anyone in the
audience would understand, and why would Scarlatti imitate odds and ends of measures in the work of the
younger composer?  The Münster scribe could have attended, if not the royal nameday itself, the confirmation,
in the presence of Fernando 6, of the son of his cousin Stefano Reggio e Gravina, ambassador to España from
the kingdom of Napoli, in Aranjuez on June 21, 1754 (p167); Anthony Hart, Early music 39:1 2011, p57: the
scribe traveled frequently between Lisboa and Roma as papal courier in the surrounding years.  He may have
recorded the date and place of his copying; or if this was already on the source copy, of its performance.  There
is another connection between Antonino Reggio’s family and Scarlatti: the composer Francesco Corradini,
1690?-1769, the maestro de música adscrito al real cámara of the dowager queen Isabella Farnese from
1747-1766, had earlier been the maestro de capilla of Luigi Reggio di Brancoforte, father of Stefano and uncle
of Antonino. Corradini was named in the will of Scarlatti’s widow Anastasia in 1768 to inherit the portrait of
Scarlatti now at Alpiarça, as one of her late husband’s close friends, probably at least since 1733 (Prozhoguin
p127-8 &131, Hart p61 & 64, Hanns-Bertold Dietz article on Corradini in Grove music online 2001-11)
Nowhere is the word “composto” or similar used in connection with the date 1754 in Münster 4 & 5 and no
other dates are attached to the remaining sonatas in those two libri.  The rare dates used in sources of individual
sonatas (most of them in Münster and Wien) make sense as dates of copying, not of composition; no dates
appear on sonatas in Parma or Venezia.  Scarlatti’s own presence at Aranjuez that year is assumed but not
confirmed (Prozhoguin 2010 p167-173)  See also instruments below: all six sonatas were intended to be
performed on a keyboard with a limited range; certainly the three pairings are intentional (Münster’s order is
different from Parma & Venezia’s; it is likely that the source copies were in three separate fascicles with
individual cover sheets as elsewhere in Münster 5 & 4): but as a purposeful compilation, not new works, in a
style appropriate to a specific performer on a specific instrument.  Parma and Venezia add two more sonatas to
the G major pair to make a suite of four: those two sonatas are combined in Münster 4 with two different
sonatas for a different suite of 4, one of which had appeared in Venezia 1749, the other 1752.  I stand stubbornly
by my beliefs: the simple key structures and other Characteristics of most of these six sonatas indicate that they
are early works
companions: •V8:15-18 = P10: 15-18



•M5:3, 3a = P10: 17, 18
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; piano.  The Münster dating for P10:17-22 could imply that Aranjuez had
an instrument with a limited range, and not the “cembalo expresso” for which P9:29-30 were composed and also
dated “1754”; some other sonatas with Gg ranges are dated 1754, but not marked “in Aranjuez”
difficulty: easy, level 2; finger changes on repeated notes not explicit but useful in phrasing: à Ö± Ö  Ö± | Ö
themes: 12:112: one group, cellular; ö at start of last theme in part 1; lst theme restated in tonic key after
development  keys: 15:54151:
similar sonatas: P10:15 G: opening theme with identical rhythm, continuous Ä ’s in each part
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k375; Fadini 6:321
see also: Pestelli p189-90: “la cellula tematica imitante il verso del cuccù (l’intervallo di terza minore
discendente) ... la concezione che sta alla base della Sonata è quella di un Ricercare sull’ intervallo di terza
minore; che vuol dire l’antitesi della ricerca di piacevole evidenza che guidava chiunque, dei contemporanei di
Scarlatti, coltivasse il genere a programma” [see P10:15 however for a program for P10:15-18]

Parma 10:19 b minor Allegro 3/4
  1 1 "1 Ö¶± ~~~Ö¶± Ö¶± | ~~~Ö  b  2v 3 lh imitates m1 11th lower

5 "2 Ö¶± Ö± ~~~± lh à ÖÖ± | ±  7>D/A
11 "3 Ö¶± Ö± Ö¶± (begins w/ lh broken 8ves) 14>D (echoes "2)
19 "1 varied (lh ±)
23 "2  27 coda: rh ties x beats 31 :Ú:¯ [end1; 2: elide]

  2 32 "1 D
n 36 "3  37 e  39>b

47 "2  49 varied;  rh repeated notes, lh falling Ä  scale  53: 49\52 %  57 coda  61 °. ß :Ú:
source collections: Münster 5:2; Venezia 8:19; Parma 10:19
dates: about 1725-30; 1754
companions: •V8:19, 20; M5:2, 2a = P10: 19, 20
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; piano
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 12312:132: one group; themes return within part 1 and are out of order in part 2; both P10:19&20 are
close to rondos in binary form.
keys: 133:341: ö at start of second theme in part 2 and move from relative major (D) to subdominant minor (e). 
At the final move to the home key in m39, the left hand repeats its E ±’s 6 times; at m49-50 and 53-53 B Ä ’s are
repeated 10 times, followed by sforzato hollow sevenths
similar sonatas: P1:22 G; P 5:22 f; P7:29 A
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k376; Fadini 6:322

Parma 10:20 b minor Allegrissimo 2/4
  1 0 "1 à ¶± | ÖÖÖ± | ± à Ä  | Ö¶± Ö± | Ä ± b 2v lh ÖÖÖ±

7 "2 rh Å   scales, turns & broken 2nd trills
(12\)13 "3 ("1 variant:  rh repeated notes)
19 "2
24 "4 rh broken 8ves & scales ¨1231 (walking bass) 25>D  28 scales both h; lh x rh H33: Ö± ~~~±

n^ 34 "5 ("1 variant)  40 %  47 ± :Ú:
  2 (47) "1&3 combined & developed G>A n54>b  57\59: H33

60 "4 (as at 28)
66 "2
71 "4 (as at 24)
75 "5  81 %  88 ± :Ú:



source collections: Münster 5:2[a]  Allo: 1754 in Aranjuez (at end; a later hand has added “Maison de plaisance
du Roi d’Espagne dans la nouvelle Castille sur le Tago”); Venezia 8:20; Parma 10:20
dates: about 1725-30; 1754 (see P10:18 G)
companions: •V8:19, 20; M5:2, 2a = P10:19, 20
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; piano
difficulty: moderate, level 3.  This sonata could also be played Andante, perhaps in the repeat of part 1 and the
first playing of part 2, the repeat of part 2 Allegrissimo again, or perhaps just Allegro now since the mood has
been influenced by the slower tempo (compare E9 d)
themes: 123245:134245: one group, variants, cells, themes return (binary rondo); short-long ö m34 is at start of
last theme in part 1; there are no new themes in part 2 but the order is mixed; long-short ö m54 is at the final
return to the home key, very early in part 2.  A three-repeated-notes motto appears at m30-31; in part 2 it
appears in the earlier occurence of the á4 theme, m63-64, not the later one.  When it appears, it emphasizes the
tonic notes of the key which has just been established and with which the part will end, D in part 1, b in part 2
keys: 13:671:
accidentals: m8, 10, 20 etc: the A< is in effect for the entire measure, since this is a trill-like figure
similar sonatas: trills written in large notes (m8 etc) are like P3:19 e (where the similar figure is a turn)
The walking bass occurs most often in early sonatas like V42:46 e and a few presumably advanced ones like
P11:7 e (which has an early-sounding part 1; the late-sounding section is the startling development): see basses
in Characteristics file for a date distribution
influences: J S Bach, Prelude 24 in b minor, Wohltemperirte clavier 1 (1722), especially the left-hand part
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k377; Fadini 6:323
see also: Gerstenberg p104
Landowska: “...although not polyphonic, it surprises us by its animated dialogue”
Chase p111: “Essentially cosmopolitan in form, but with a Spanish touch that has caused it to be called the
Bourée d’Aranjuez” [The title Bourée shows up at least by the time of Bülow’s edition 1864, which gives
usually stupid titles to its 18 sonatas; Sheveloff p176; p167: in Czerny 1839 but not as a bourrée]
Sitwell: “...To my instinct more Italian than Spanish...”
Prozhoguin 2010 p173-5 ex1 [Giuseppe Bonno, L’isola disabitata, 1752, performed at Aranjuez in 1754, Fra un
dolce deliro contains possible echoes of this sonata, m34-40]; ex4 [Francisco Manalt, 6 sonatas de camara 1757:
Allegro vivo d has an opening similar to the opening of this sonata; probably, I think, inspired by Manalt
hearing Scarlatti’s work rather than Scarlatti inspired by Manalt]

Parma 10:21 F major  Allegro ¢
  1 1 cutoff downbeat " £ Ö± ± ± | ± ± °~~~  | ± F  2v cp 5 lh echoes m1\2

9 rh weak beat stresses, ties x m\lines (10\12 3v) 19 ¬~~~ß ||
\ 20 $... Ö± | ± ° c/F  37: 31\36 %

43 ( °.~~~ Ö± |°.~~~ C  ¨1231 4564 (walking bass)  47 lh 8ves 51 :Ú:
  2 52 " developed C/F>d  n61 stresses as at m9+  65>F   h parallel 10th apart  69>C  75 ¬~~~ß ||
\ 76 $ varied f  (80\81 3v) 82 D@5  83: 76\82 %

90 ( F   97 B@\1 98 :Ú:
source collections: Lisboa 56 --, Münster 5:1; Venezia 8:21; Parma 10:21; Clementi 1 Allegro Assai 2/4
Lisboa lacks a trill in m53; it has the middle voice C’s in m81&88 which are missing in Münster.  Clementi’s
version has faster note values throughout (± for ° etc) but the same total number of measures in each part
dates: about 1730; 1751
companions: •M5:1, 1a; V8:21, 22 = P10:21,22
•Clementi 1-3 = P10:21 F, Clementi 2 F-f, P10:23 F
instruments: cembalo with range Ad; piano
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 123:123: three groups; part 2 in same order.  The first theme is aphoristic in character (compare P1:3 F)
but here treated contrapuntally  keys: 155:561511:



rhythms: walking bass: see Characteristics file for other examples, also  P10:20 b above: similar sonatas
ornaments, accidentals: m36: the second rh E is [>] (Lisboa, Münster and Parma; Venezia online not available
for libro 8 and not noticed by Fadini)
m61&63 have > on E’s for no apparent reason; the key here is d minor with no previous E=’s since m42!  m61
is also the n point, so there may be a structural significance (the offbeat E’s develop an idea which first occurred
in m9)
Short shakes are more effective than long trills, except in m75 which has ß over ~~~ ’s on both ¬’s
links: the cutoff downbeat in m1 may be to contrast with the b minor ending of P10:20 and make a strong
statement on F; but why use short note-values if that’s the case? The C’s at the end of  part 1 are ¬’s with ß’s
similar sonatas: P14:22 F (opening)
metaphors: commedia dell’arte character Pantalone; like P3:21 E= with an “I mean business” ending to its parts
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k378; Fadini 6:324 (collates P V M Cl); Lisboa facsimile
see also: Chambure p133: “...cellule rythmique...”

Parma 10:22 F major \\ 3/8 [Venezia: Minuet]
  1 1 " ~~~¶ç± ± | Öµµ F  2v H7:¶ç± Öµ | Å ±  9 rh ties x m\lines 17>d  22>a  27>G >C/G
, 33 $ rising Æ  & Ç  rh C scales: Con dedo solo.; 3rds  41C/F  48 C  51: H7 56 :Ú: M: con un deto
  2 57 " developed F/C>d  n61 % 4th higher B@/F 65 d 69 F
, 77 $ varied; F scales (w/ B@�s) 100 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 5:1[a] Minué stravagante: 1754 in Aranjuez; Venezia 8:22 Minuet; Parma 10:22 --;
NewYork 1:57 Minueto
The title Minué stravagante in Münster appears to have been added later than the rest of the text, in a different
handwriting
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •M5:1, 1a; V8:21, 22 = P10:21,22
•NY 1:55-57 = RC 27, P 10:29, 22
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; piano? (see also Pollens below; his point seems to be that Scarlatti built a
considerable dynamic range into his music, not that he necessarily intended it to be played on a pianoforte)
difficulty: moderate, level 5
themes: 12:12: two groups, cells; part 2 in same order but varied; keys: 16325545:16461:
graphics: the scales in both parts are 8  ç  = ± in the bass, then ç  + 6 Ó  = Ä , then (in part 1 only at m45) 3 ç  + 6 Ó 
=± (this one has no slur, the rest are all marked with slurs; the slurs perhaps mean that those scales are to be
speeded up, or that the right hand does not have to synchronize with the left).  Venezia has all ç ’s in the last
three scales of each part: either the V copy is earlier than Parma (in which the scales have been corrected so that
the note values add up), or else V is a careless copy of a correct autograph.  Münster has differences from Parma
in the last three scales of part 2 and may be the earliest of the three.  See also P15:4 d graphics
ornaments: small notes are slurred and are acciaccature
similar sonatas: P7:28 A; P9:26 B=; P12:4 G; P15:19 a
P13:15 F also has scales for one finger which include accidentals
V42:30 E=: obsessive use of a brief figure containing a mordent
metaphors: the many repetitions of short phrases have a nagging and scolding effect; the mordents on the last
two notes in the right hand, m99-100, translate to “I told you so”
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k379; Fadini 6:325.  Rövenstrunck p73 provides a facsimile of V8:22, part 1
see also: Kirkpatrick p188 (ex m33-34): “...use of one finger... to make a glissando out of a scale passage”
Chambure p133: “est marquée Minuet, mais l’organisation des différentes séquences qui la composent, est loin
de la coupe par quatre mesures qu’impose la tradition...”
Sutcliffe p87-88 [believes part 2 scales should be played one-finger glissando also, substituting B>for B=; but
B= could be played if the black keys were not raised too high above the white on the intended instrument
However surely the part 2 scales should be played with all five fingers and include B=’s; see graphics above]
Stewart Pollens, The pianoforte in the performance of Scarlatti’s sonatas, in Morales, p308-310 [dynamic range



played on Cristofori piano 1720; compare P1:28 a and V42:49 c]
Prozhoguin 2010 p173-5 ex3 [Giuseppe Bonno, L’isola disabitata, 1752, performed at Aranjuez in 1754,
opening of quartet Allor che il ciel contains possible echoes of this sonata]

Parma 10:23 E major (3 #) And[an]te Commodo 3/4

  1 1 "1 ¶.ìµ ÖÖÖ± | ± ± ± E/B  2v 5 lh imitates  9 scales ú
12 "2 E 3v, rh offbeat stresses 13>B  17 >B/F#  18 ± ± £ß

\ 19 $1 Ö¶± ÖÖÖ± B  21 lh imitates  22 rising broken 2nds w/repeated notes 27: 19\25 %
n^30 34 $2 ($1 variant) 40 B\1 °. :Ú: [end1; 2: can elide]
  2 41 $1 developed E/B (B2 pedals) 45>c#/G#  (G# pedals) 52>f#  54>b  & B (G[#]5)

57 $1 restated E/B (B\1 pedals) 65:  57\63 %
72 $2 varied E  78 :Ú:[end.1; 2: can elide, & link P10:24]

source collections: Münster 4:47; Venezia 8:23; Parma 10:23; New Haven 27; Clementi 3 (transposed to F):
Allegro Commodo: this version has some differences which are more likely to stem from an earlier Scarlatti
version than from revision by Clementi himself: the ties across measure lines are missing in m41-44; m44 is
different; m72-73 are repeated between m75 and 76.
dates: about 1740-45 (based on my dating of the similar sonatas below; however the relatively simple key
structure could imply a much earlier date); 1754
companions: •M4:47, 48; NH:27, 28; V8:23, 24 = P10:23, 24 (M46-49 in related keys: see P4:9 b companions)
•Clementi 1-3 = P10:21 F, Clementi 2 F-f, P10:23 F 
instruments: cembalo with range Gg< (Rousset etc Gg)  In m55, a high G<5 is implied, but Fadini & other
editors change it to G>, perhaps because G<5 is not available on known harpsichords from the early 18th
century; m54 has an explicit > on its second G4 but lacks > on the first, third and fourth G4 (the third G makes
an octave with an explicit G>3); m56 begins with an implied G<4.  All of these ambiguities are in the Parma ms;
Fadini doesn’t note them or the other sources, except to indicate that Münster has G> to begin m56, which she
adopts.  Venezia online did not include libro 8 as of 2011, and I don’t own this volume of the Alvini reprint.
Gifford p iv: “[Clementi’s] transposition of [this] Sonata... into F major... would seemingly have been made to
further exploit the upper register of the keyboard”   However the Clementi version does not go above F5 and
m55 is altered so that neither G5 or A5 is needed; all of these circumstances, along with the specific choice of
companions  tend to confirm that the F major version is Scarlatti’s own, not Clementi’s.  See the Clementi
source in the Collections file for the puzzle of the interlocking transposed companions; see also Gifford’s
comment on P10:24 E below
difficulty: moderate, level 5
themes: 1234:334: two groups; first group omitted in part 2. The n on the map above is calculated for the entire
sonata, short-long ratio, but it is off by four measures from the start of the last theme in part 1--adding the extra
two measures in the Clementi edition brings it a little closer.  The long-short n, m48, is halfway between key
changes to the relative minor (c<) and the supertonic minor (f<).  See also Harper below and rhetoric in the 
introduction to this file above for some of my thoughts about golden sections (ö)
keys: 11555:1625511: the sonata begins in E major, but on its dominant of B; the first downbeat on the tonic
does not occur until m12, and the music moves to B major in the next measure.  The sonata is almost entirely in
major keys, tonic and dominant; only about ten measures in part 2 are unambiguously in minor keys
similar sonatas: P13:1 G (march rhythm in 3/4)
P14:7 D
P14:8 D (only other sonata in Pestelli group p252)
P15:23 A (shakes on repeated notes)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k380; Fadini 6:326 (P, V, M & Cl collated); Clementi facsimile.
see also: Landowska: “...magnificent and martial procession...”
Dale: p117: [P10:23 & P14:7 D] “may represent only one scene from a puppet play” [in contrast to P11:15 e]
Kirkpatrick p294



Pestelli p188: “motivo della fanfara... il più personale e poetico ripensamento di quel motivo”; p253:
“ariostesca” [like Lodovico Ariosto’s knightly epic Orlando furioso]
Sitwell: Military... Spanish... Cortège...
Chambure p133
Sutcliffe p363-367 ex=m19-58
Morales p318-322: “... betray[s] the structure of the bolero dance...” [and can be danced in the traditional
choreography, which she gives in a chart]
Nancy Lee Harper and Tomás Henriques, Performing musical structure: crux-phi perceptions in Domenico
Scarlatti’s sonata K380, 2009, http://cim08.web.auth.gr/cim08_papers/Harper-Henriques/Harper-Henriques.pdf
[I don’t understand their claim that cruxes occur at m25 & m63, the locations of n points based on the number
of measures within each part.  see themes above for my discussion of ö for the whole sonata]

Parma 10:24 E major (3 #) All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 ±. | ¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶¶¶± E  (E5) 2v
, 10 "2 broken 3rds 15 % B 19 extended (developed) 30 echoes falling scales<"1 26 B\1 33>F#
, 38 "3 (rh 3rds, lh <"2) B  3v 46: 38\44 % b
n^ 53 "4 ("1 variant) ±. | ±. | ±. | ¶  B   ¨12345 65 :Ú:
  2 66 "2 developed; ostinato: rh downbeat rest, lh alberti broken chords E/B 70 c#  73 b

77 f#  86 g#  89 f#  93>E/B
, 107 "3 E  114: 107\112 % e
, 122 "4 E  134 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 4:48 “1754” (at end); Venezia 8:24; Parma 10:24; New Haven 28; Clementi 7 E=
dates: about 1730-35; 1754.  Clementi’s source is unknown (see Collections file and Gifford in Citations), but
the pair in E major of which this sonata is part is found in four sources, the pair in E= in only one, Clementi 6-7. 
P13:22 (Clementi 6) has its otherwise earliest known version in the Lisboa manuscript, which may have been
compiled in 1751, where it is already paired with P13:21, and that pairing continues in three other sources.  If
these and other factors are taken together, it looks like Clementi may have owned a manuscript which had been
compiled from the earliest known versions of its contents, and no later than 1751.
companions: •M4:47, 48; NH:27, 28; V8:23, 24 = P10:23, 24 (M46-49 in related keys: see P4:9 b companions)
•Clementi 6,7 = P13:22, 10:24 E=.  Gifford p iv: “It is less clear, however, why Clementi should have decided
to transpose [this] Sonata... down into Eb major... and thereby to form a pair of works [with P13:22]... Maybe
they existed in this form in his manuscript source anyway”
instruments: cembalo with range Be
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 1234:234: one group, variants, first theme omitted in part 2; the development of the second theme in
part 2 is an example of the rhetorical devices of paranomasia (musical puns resulting from the repetition of a
short phrase with changing harmonies; see Ogeil in Sala p355) or egressus, since the repetitions add up to a new
theme; it is also and example of peroratio in adfectibus which doesn’t depend on sequences (at least the
sequences are on a very large scale, not measure to measure) and keeps up the emotional pitch for a long time
(41 m)  The closing theme of part 1 starts at the n point (short-long ratio); the high notes in the right hand are B
and D<: when this theme returns at the end of part 2, all the high notes are E.  At the long-short ö point m82-84
there are three repeated G<4’s : (Ä ) ± | ±. | ±.  See P 7:7 D for some other examples of repeated long notes used as
structural events
keys: 152555:1652321111:
accidentals: treatment of accidentals is inconsistent; in m3&8 for example the < on D is probably in force for
the whole measure, given that there is a < on the unslurred small note appoggiatura in m9; however in m34&35
there are <’s on both E’s lh and both A’s rh; in m36 just on the first E lh.  Not much would be gained by a
literal treatment of the notes missing accidentals anyway, but see a possible reason for doing it in m126&131
below
m86-87: <on F with < in key signature = F* (double sharp)



m126&131 lack < on their second rh D; m133 has < on both (a deliberate delaying of the full major key until
the very end)
similar sonatas: P5:11 b (similar part 2)
P13:8 C (next in Pestelli’s group p232)
influences: Clementi echoed the opening of this sonata, thirty years after he edited it, on the last page of his
Capriccio in e minor opus 47:1, 1821
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k381; Fadini 6:327 (P, V, M & Cl collated); Clementi facsimile
see also:  Pestelli p235: “... si spiega un canto ampio, passionato, melodrammatico; ma, forse, nemmeno in
teatro si era ancora mai sentito qualcosa del genere”
Fadini ...lo stile andaluso... in Sala, p187-188, 194-195 exs: “utilizza le cellula ritmica della Soleá in punti
circonscritti... [m19-21]”

Parma 10:25 a minor All[egr]o  ¢
  1 1 intro ¨ ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ° a  (rising scale, falling broken 2nds; F#,G#) 2v 3 rh imitates

5 "1 ¨ ÖÖÖ± ± ± (rising broken chord, falling second; rh rest on middle beat) (9 F$) 15>C
17 "2 ("1 developed) lh leaps  H 22½\23 broken 6ths & 5ths w/ repeated notes 28½:  H 22

30 "3 ("1 variant, lh & rh switched; 3v) 33 coda based on H 22 2v ¨3454 (walking) 36 :Ú:
  2 37 "1 developed; rh 3rds C  39>d  n44 e

46 "2 a  53 incorporates H 22

65 "3 68 coda varied 71 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 8:25; Parma 10:25
dates: about 1725-30; 1754
companions: •V8:25, 26 = P10:25, 26
instruments: cembalo with range Ae
difficulty: moderate, level 5; reversed hand.  The left-hand broken chords at m5+ can use the reversed hand
technique, index over thumb, fingers 5421 2 1, but those at m17+ end with an octave leap up and two octaves
down, so the fingering 5315 1 5 is probably the best, on the principle that the hands position themselves to
encompass octaves as a general rule (as if they were going to play two chords with minimal movement rather
than five broken notes).  Right-hand broken chords, as at m22+, contain repeated notes: f451 | 2451...
themes: 01230:1230: one group, variants, cellular: continuous development of material which appears in the
first two measures; part 2 omits the introductory scales, rest in same order but varied
keys: 13:3451:  keys rise by steps at the beginning of part 2 to the n point, where the dominant lasts a brief two
measures before the final return to the tonic
accidentals: m13-16: varied treatment of same figure; m13: small slurred ¶ : tied to previous measure and silent,
the following large note delayed but no ~~~; m14 unslurred small Ö : apoggiatura (sounded), ~~~ on the following
large note; m15 like m14 but the unslurred small note is ¶ , so the appoggiatura is faster, m16: no small note, the
~~~ on the large note begins on the beat
m39&42: slurred small note is tied and delays the top note of the third, the bottom note is played on the beat 
similar sonatas: V42:51 C
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k382; Fadini 6:328
see also: Kirkpatrick p387 (ex)
Pestelli p77: “resipiscenza di umori toccatistici...”
Vignal: “...Rameau’s grandiose Coranto in the same key” [the one from the Nouvelles suites, 1728, not the
earlier one 1706]...
Chambure p133: “...polyrythmie...”

Parma 10:26 a minor All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 Ö ~~~Ö.ç± |Ö ~~~Ö.ç± |Ö ~~~Ö.ç± | ¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶± Ä  a  2v h wide then close 3rd apart, falling by 3rds 6 %

10 "2 3v textures 13 rising&falling broken 8ves >C/G



, 20 "3 rh offbeat c/G
, 32 "4 rh downbeat rests, minor 2nds; lh falling 8ve scales C  35: G5 41 coda; G\1 44 :Ú:
  2 45 "1 varied, rising by steps C  49 % step higher d
,n 53 "2 varied 56 F  60 a
, 64 "3

76 "4 84: A\1 85 coda varied ¨12345 (Ö.»µ | Ö±) 88 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 8:26; Parma 10:26
dates: about 1725-30; 1754
companions: •V8:25, 26 = P10:25, 26
instruments: cembalo with range Gg
difficulty: difficult, level 6; opposed motions and rhythms, conjunct octave scales in left hand
themes: 12340:12340: one group, variants, part 2 in same order; ö at start of second theme in part 2 and move
from subdominant (d) to submediant major (F, the relative major of d)
keys: 1333:3461:
ornaments, accidentals: m1-3&6: short ~~~; m7&8: no ~~~ ’s on same figure (ç  turn separated: I treat this as an
upbeat to next measure in all six instances and later m45-51); there are no ~~~’s in the parallel lh part for any of
these.  Fadini’s endnote indicates the ~~~’s appear in m49-51 in Venezia but not in Parma
m15-17: Ö.~~~ê± in lh contrasts with m18&19: ~~~Ö.ê± in rh
m77-83: the lh ignores the accidentals in the rh: C< rh, C[>] lh etc
similar sonatas: P5:30 c< (rhythms); Haffner 2:5 C (theme with trills)
influences: the passages at m10+ & 53+ are similar to m21+ in J S Bach, Sinfonia 13, also in a minor (1723)
Unfolded octaves, as at m14-17, are used in the Non troppo presto section of Brahms, Intermezzo in a opus
116:2 (1892) where they seem to have been considered technically difficult because an easier “Ossia” version is
provided.  Some other Scarlatti examples are in P7:30 F m65+ and P15:9 G m39+
Part 2, m45-47 begins like Couperin, La muse victorieuse, C, ordre 25:4 (1730) even with the same notes in the
right hand, but Scarlatti has an octave leap downward between the first and second note in each measure
metaphors: October 26 was Scarlatti’s birthday; see P1:22 G for Scarlatti’s name day and another near quote
from Couperin.   For V10:26 see P12:22 D
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k383; Fadini 6:329.  Rövenstrunck p74 provides a facsimile of V8:26, part 1
see also:  Sitwell: “Dramatic, high tension Spanish”
Vignal: “in the two concluding periods, the two hands come together and separate at once, the right escaping
towards the treble, and the left (in parallel octaves) towards the bass”

Parma 10:27 C major  Cantabbile And[an]te  ¢
  1 1 "1 3ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ± ±; lh downbeat rest C  2v 4 lh imitates

11 "2 Æ çççÖ µ ÖÖ± ~~~±; rh downbeat rest
, 15 $1 rh triplet repeated notes; lh downbeat rest £ ± ± ±  G  3v

20 $2 ("2 variant) 25 ¬¯ :Ú: [end1; 2: elide]
  2 n 26 (£ ± ± ±) "2 developed g  28>E@>c

33 $1 C
34 $2 41 ¬ß(¯?):Ú: [end1; 2: can elide 41 to link P10:28]

source collections: Münster 4:22 And.e Cantabile; Venezia 8:27; Parma 10:27
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •V8:27, 28 = P10:27,28:  Chambure p133
•M4:20-23 = P8:1, 2 c, P10:27, 28 C; the c minor and C major pairs are separated in the Münster 4 index
however
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; compare P10:17-22 “in Aranjuez” with restricted ranges; not necessarily
early works
Gerstenberg p129: [rh part at m15+ covers two octaves, uses a more constricted range in the reprise m32+]



Kirkpatrick p171 “...some evidence (m35) to show that it was written for an instrument lacking a low B1”
difficulty: moderate, level 5; repeated notes (implying finger changes, such as 123, on the triplets)
themes: 1234:234: two groups, first theme omitted in part 2
keys: 15:53-11: ö occurs at the beginning of part 2 (which is shorter than part 1) in the dominant minor and at
the most expressive moment (see below in graphics, m26); the following measures, through m31, are the only
minor key section of the sonata
accidentals, ornaments, graphics: m11-14 (Parma; Venezia online for libro 8 not yet available): the turn figure
in m11 & 13 is approached by a small note below the principal note, in m12&14 the small note is above it.  m11
has a Å  small note, no slur,m12-13 Æ  no slur, finally m14 Æ  with a slur, increasing the speed and urgency by
small degrees.  In the first half of m21 there is a group with an unslurred small note followed by a group with a
slurred one; the rest of the m20-24 groups have no small notes.  Slurs on groups of large ç  ’s (turns) may mean
speeded-up tempo compared to the groups which don’t have them: for example m11 slur, m12-14 no slur; m23
rh: 2 groups no slur then lh: 2 groups with slurs (Münster is discussed below after m34-38)
m26: part 2 begins with a rest instead of the expected G which is the first-part first ending (slur over repeat sign
means elide that measure 2a volta); this is a very dramatic effect and occurs at the n point (compare P5:17 e part
2 beginning and P12:16 g which has an empty measure at its similarly dramatic n point)
m28 in Parma & Venezia has B[>], an effective change from the B=’s in m26, 27 & 29; although the figure is
the same in all four measures, there are other small changes in each.  Small notes m26-36 have either slurs or no
slurs with the same figures.  The basic idea in m26-31 is to crush the small note with the top note of the chord
then release it immediately (acciaccatura); m29 lacks a slur on the small Å , contrasting with the surrounding
measures if played on the beat (appoggiatura) and delaying the top note rather than before it or crushed with it. 
For m34-38 compare m11-14 & 20-24 above; there are slurred small notes before some of the turn groups but
no slurs on the groups themselves.  Münster differs from Parma &Venezia: it has Å ’s in the large-note turns
rather than ç  ’s; in other words M is treating them as part of a triplet ¶¶¶Ö± = ÖÖ± = ±, whereas P & V treat them as
equivalent to one Ä  of two ( Ö± ) for each ± in the bass.  There are no slurs on the small notes in M, but there are
on some of the turn groups in part 2
m41 has C1 in the left hand ledger and C3 in the right hand ledger with a ß over each; fermate are rare on final
notes in Scarlatti, so these might be scribal errors for elisions of the entire measure, going straight to the C1

which begins P10:28: see discussion of links there
similar sonatas: P5:5 C (another Cantabile sonata)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k384; Fadini 6:330; Münster microfilm
see also: Vignal: [P8:7 C similar]

Parma 10:28 C major All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 à Ö± | ÖÖ± lh C1\ C3 leap: Ö Ö± | ÖÖ± |Ö  C  2v (h 10th apart) 9 %
, 16 "2 broken 2nds ü  H17: ¶ç± Öµ (alternate measures) 24>G  (H17 each m, wider intervals)
, 31 "2 varied 3v 39 %
, 47 "3 (<"1; h parallel, 8ve apart) 2v 56 ¨3445 60 (G\1 &G2) ±. ß(¯?):Ú: [end1; 2: can elide]
  2 61 ¯Ö  (G1) "1 developed C/G  67>F  n69 >d  rh ties x m\lines  H70 ('H17 but ç±» Öµ) 75>C

76 "2 (w/ H70; lh as at 16)  84 (lh as at 31) 89: F5  92: 84\90 %
101 "3 114 ±.ß :Ú:

source collections: Münster 4:23 “1754”; Venezia 8:28; Parma 10:28
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •V8:27, 28 = P10:27,28
•M4:20-23 = P8:1, 2 c, P10:27, 28 C
instruments: cembalo with range Gf. Kirkpatrick p171: “...calls for a range of fifty-nine notes...”
difficulty: moderate, level 5; finger exercise, especially change of finger on repeated notes within rising broken
seconds m16+, 31+, 76+; precise rhythms and varied touch required for the different versions of the figure in
m17+ and m70+ (Parma version; see also graphics)



themes: 1223:123: one group, variants, cells; part 2 in same order; themes are aphoristic in character, but more
like folk tunes which might be hummed (as in Byrd’s “carman’s whistle”)
keys: 15:1421: ö is at a change to the supertonic minor (d), the start of the only minor-key section of the sonata
graphics: m17 etc: Venezia has triplet Å ’s where Parma has 1 Å  & 2 ç ’s in part 1, 2 ç ’s & 1 Å  in part 2; Münster
has  2 ç ’s & 1 Å  throughout except m24-27 (not 28) where it is like Parma.  Venezia also 2 ç  ’s & 1 Å  in m113
(according to Fadini).  Parma is therefore the most organized, but not necessarily the last, version
links: the lh C1 in m1 is both the beginning of the rh phrase and its ending in m3 & 11; an isolated left-hand bass
note begins the á3 theme at m47+, where it clearly serves also as the end to the falling broken chord in m46. 
Therefore it makes sense to use m1 as a link from the end of P10:27, joining the two sonatas; the loss of the C3

at the end of P10:27 is not at all unusual in Scarlatti’s more unequivocal links.  The same logic can be applied to
joining the end of part 1 to the beginning of part 2 in m60-61 of this sonata, shown on map, and even taking the
fermata over m114 to mean eliding that measure when beginning the repeat of part 2, G-1 in m113 followed by
the G1 of m61
similar sonatas: P5:26 C
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k385; Fadini 6:331
see also: Sitwell: Spanish...

Parma 10:29 f minor  (3@) Presto ¢
  1 1 "1 ±. Ä  ÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | Ö  falling broken 3rds f  2v cp 4 lh imitates

8 "2 lh ± 14>b@  16>c
20 "3 lh rising chromatic  scale 22 rh imitates 26:20\24 %
32 "4 rh middle\beat rest or weak   40½ coda<"  44 :Ú:¯ [end1; 2: elide]

  2 45 "1 developed A@ (45\46 chromatic scales echoed)
n 55 "2 varied >b@>f/C

61 "3 67 % 73 new extension
75 "4 f  79\81 lh ° ° C, D@ 82 B=\1 83 coda 87 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 4:67; Venezia 8:29; Parma 10:29; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12:15; NewYork 1:56
dates: about 1725-30; l754
companions: •M4:67, 68; V8:29, 30 = P10:29, 30
•NY 1:55-57 = RC 27, P 10:29, 22
instruments: cembalo with range Ac.  In m22, 28, 63 & 69 the lh and rh exchange the same note, which is then
held by the lh; this may have been altered from a version for a keyboard with two manuals; this version is
awkward to play at a Presto speed
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 1234:1234: one group, part 2 in same order; the opening theme is echoed in the right hand at the end of
each part (more of a coda than a new theme)
keys: 145:3411: ö at start of second theme in part 2 and move from relative major to subdominant minor
rhythms: when ±’s are repeated in the left hand they create phrase divisions in opposition to the Ä  scales of the
right hand; for example the two C’s in m23, or the two F’s in m64 and two B=’s in m65, occur in the left hand
later than the splits in the right hand in the same measures
ornaments: m33, 37, 76: slurred small notes are tied suspensions
similar sonatas: P10:16 g; P15:13 c, P15:32 B=
metaphors: f minor may have been a preferred key for sonatas played at or inspired by easter; Scarlatti’s own
Stabat mater is in c minor, but his father’s and Pergolesi’s are in f minor.  P10:29&30  have chromatic scales
and chiasmus figures; in any case they are more dramatic than the usual study sonatas that use continuous
motion and a similarly limited number of figurations
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k386; Fadini 6:332 (collates P, V, M, & Birchall, based on CF 12 but edited;
there are differences in m35, 78)
see also: Sitwell: “Of Spanish descent beyond argument...”



Pestelli p171-2: “...Gavotta in si minore di Zipoli (II,6) ...si ricollega in alcuni tratti al «genere cromatico» ”
Chambure p135
Sutcliffe p140: “fusion” [of toccata and dance styles at m32+]; p194-195 [micro-analysis of m8-20]; p263:
“ornamental variants found in the Cambridge copy...”

Parma 10:30 f minor  (3@) Veloce e fugato 6/8
  1 0 " lh ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ±. falling broken 3rds & 8ves; leaps; G\1 (M: F\1) f  2v 2½ % 13>c
, 20½ $1 (1st 4 D4 repeated) ±. | ±.  ±. | ±.  ±._|ÖÖ±_ÖÖ± | ±.  H23: rh 3rds  24½ %
n^ 28 $2 h exchange 8ves  31&35: H23  36 ±. :Ú:
  2 (36) " developed c>E@  40½ rh chords rise by steps >c   45>f  (48\52 C pedals)
, 52½ $1 (w/ F5) 56½ %

60 $2 68 ±. :Ú:
source collections: Münster 4:68 Veloce “1754”; Venezia 8:30 Veloce è fugato; Parma 10:30;
Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12:18
dates: about 1725-30; 1754
companions: •M4:67, 68; V8:29, 30 = P10:29, 30
instruments: cembalo with range Ff or Gf.  The dissonant low G-1  in m2 & 4  (both Parma & Venezia) used
because F-1 not available on the instrument for which this sonata was written?  or the lowest note could be tuned
even lower on occasion? or scribal error?  but see metaphors below, and the shake (FGF) on the rh F3 in m4
supports the lh G and approaches a resolution of the dissonance. The low F-1 is in the Münster copy; the high
one (f5) is in all sources (m60-63). The sonata benefits from the wide dynamic range of modern pianos, pp to ff
difficulty: difficult, level 6.  fugato: see P10:16 g; I think it means fugace (fleeting); this sonata has almost no
imitative passages, even fewer than its companion P10:29, and is not in alla breve, so lacks two of the features
of the traditional meaning of the word fugato.  But the frequent echoing of voices an octave lower could be
considered a kind of counterpoint
themes: 123:123: two groups, cells; ö at start of last theme in part 1; part 2 in same order and no new themes
keys: 15:5751:   Themes begin and end in mid-measure throughout, unlike several sonatas in which the measure
line shifts as if added later wherever it fell; the positions of the downbeat stresses are important enough here that
Scarlatti was careful to maintain them
metaphors: If the low G’s of m2 & m4 are not changed to F’s, they could symbolize left-hand = Satan, chased to
hell by an avenging angel and not quite making it. The first triplet is inverted in m2&4, the third triplet is
inverted in m5&7: Satan somersaulting through the air as the right hand gets closer to the left and the left hand
only makes it down to A=-1

similar sonatas: P9:28 c opening; P10:1 f
editions used: Kirkpatrick 13: k387; Fadini 6:333 (collates V, P, M & Birchall which is based on CF 12 but
edited)
see also: Kirkpatrick p183: “the repeated phrases of the opening are varied by the addition of trills... to take the
place of actual changes of stops... it was impossible for the player to change hand stops during a piece except
where the music left one or both hands free...”; p198
Sitwell: “...a ‘jeu de notes’...”
Sheveloff p175: [called Capriccio in Bülow edition 1864]

Parma: libro 11º. 1754. (30) Sonatas.

Parma 11:1 G major Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1 ~~~±. Ä  ±. Ä  | ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | °  broken 6ths G  2v 4 lh imitates
, 9½"2 £ Ö± | ± ± rh 6ths&3rds  H17: h 3rd apart, weak\beat stress;>D  22 disjunct lh 8ves úA\1

26 $1 A  30 lh imitates 33>D/A  38:  H17 44: 28\37 %
51 $2 Ö¶± ± ±_|± ± ± ± | ± rh ties x m\lines  D  59 ¬ß :Ú:



  2 60 "1 G/D>e  63 lh imitates 7th lower 66 step higher >a
69 "2  n73:  H17 extended >D  81 lh 8ves (G\1)
84 $1 91>G  96:  H17 101: 86\89 % D (104>G)
109 $2 117 ¬ :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 9:3; Parma 11:1; Münster 3b:39
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •M3b:39, 40; V9:3, 4 = P11:1, 2
instruments: cembalo with range Gd; double keyboard implied m101: rh plays a note the lh is holding
difficulty: difficult, level 6; the disjunct octaves at m22+ fall by thirds and the left hand leaps up two octaves in
m24; the fingering of sixths, whether broken or not can usually alternate 14 and 25 in the right hand (the start on
f4 being dictated by the shake for f4&5 on the first note); the left hand can also start with f1&4 in m4, passing
the index finger over the thumb when necessary
themes: 1234:1234: two groups, cells, part 2 in same order; the cell in m17 acts as a refrain in the midst of
different themes and is extended an additional 4 measures at the n point, m73 when it first appears in part 2
keys: 15255:1625151:
similar sonatas: P8:19 A has a similar opening theme
P14:10 G (at m10+) & P14:12 E (m6+) have similar overlapping scales in ± ’s (the cell at m17 and later,
indicated on the map above for this sonata)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k390; Fadini 7:336
see also: Sitwell: “...difficult to define as more than a little ‘Spanish’...” [Sitwell was misled by Kirkpatrick’s
numbering system, so worried a lot how very italian sonatas such as this one could have such high k numbers]

Parma 11:2 G major  Minuet. Allegro 3/4
  1 1 "1 3ÖÖ± ±± ¯ | ÖÖ± ±± ¯ | ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ± | G  2v 5 %
, 9 "2 D  13 %
, 17 "3 3ÖÖ± ± £ Tacet. (lh silent; 20 lh 8ves)  n^ 23:17\21 % & extended 32 :Ú:
  2 33 "2 varied G/D  37 %
, 41 "1 (D pedals)
, 45 "3 G  51:45\55 % & extended 60 G\1 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 9:4 Allegro; Parma 11:2; Münster 3b:40 Allegro; NewYork 1:59 Minuetto se a de
tocar punto alto por G sol re ut (transposed to F) 3/8 (but in 3/4 throughout)
dates: about 1725-30; 1754.  Resembles the minuets in RC and V42, which are probably early works
companions: •M3b:39, 40; V9:3, 4 = P11:1, 2
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: easy, level 1; use of rh fingers 4&5, especially m33-39
themes: 123:213: one group, mixes order of themes in part 2.  Both short-long and long-short ö (m23 & m37)
occur at repeats of themes
keys: 15:11:
graphics: Münster and Venezia have Tace in m17 bass ledger, Parma Tacet.  V & M also both omit the word
Minuet in their incipits, but the order of P11:1-4 is the same in M and P not V, so it is difficult to establish the
order of the three sources on the basis of any one resemblance in this case; see Card games file
similar sonatas: P12:2 G (next in Pestelli group p238)
m46-47 are quoted exactly in P9:29 C m54-55, including the fall by octaves
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k391; Fadini 7:337; Münster microfilm
see also: Pestelli p190: “presenta atteggiamenti che richiamano l’arte francese...  i campanellini di qualche
réveille-matin...”
Sara Gross Ceballos, Scarlatti and María Bárbara... in Sala, p211-212 ex



Parma 11:3 D major  Presto ¢
  1 1 "1 lh £ Ö± ± ± | ± ± ÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ± D  2v 4 rh imitates 7 h 3rd apart 17 ¬ß ||
\ 18 "2 ("1 variant; h begin 8ve apart) d  26 a  H31: broken 2nds
, 35 "3 (built<H31; % & varied 7 times; h often 6th apart) A

51 "4 lh broken chords ü& leapsú, rh downbeat rest or tied 59 (A\1) ¬ß¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]
  2 60 ¯± [Ú:] Ö± ± ± | "1 developed A 61\63 rh stretto imitation each m 63>f#
,n 66 "2 (as at 31\34) 69>c#

70 $ [å] | £ ± Å °; lh ostinato ± chords >b>e>a  77 d  80>D
, 83 "3

99 "4 (leaps úA\1) 107 ¬ß¯:Ú:
source collections: Venezia 9:1; Parma 11:3; Münster 3b:41
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •M3b:41, 42; V9:1, 2 = P11:3, 4
instruments: cembalo with range Ae.  One hand is often required to play a note being held by the other hand,
which implies a double keyboard: m4+, 36+, m61+, m81+ etc
difficulty: moderate, level 5; thirds & sixths split between hands, which are often parallel (hands are further
apart at the ends of parts, á4 theme); some wide leaps, such as 3½ octaves m52 & 54
themes: 1234:12534: one group, variants, cells; part 2 in same order but new material inserted
keys: 1155:537+62511: ö is at the start of the second theme in part 2 in the move from the mediant minor (f<)
to the leading-tone minor (c<, the dominant of f<) just before the new material
ornaments, accidentals, graphics: m18+: the shakes on A, both hands, should probably use B= as the upper
auxiliary note and those on B= at m22+ should use C>; however the first C in m24 and m26 is not marked > so
reverts to the C< of the key signature; C> is explicit in m28 & 30
m70-79: increasing emphasis is placed on the rh beat in the middle of each measure: the music is heading
toward the home key of D, but its subdominant pitch G is being hammered into place until relief comes with the
lh D in m81.  The Parma version uses Å  small notes, unslurred in m71 (appoggiatura), slurred in m73 & 74
(before the beat); Münster has unslurred small Ä ’s in each; Venezia libro 9 not available online yet (2012)  A
careful detail: the rh moves into the lh ledger in m69 and lands on C<3 in m70; both Münster and Parma add M
above the next B2 to indicate that the left hand picks up the top notes of the chords from here on
similar sonatas: P13:19 B= (key structure both parts)
P14:26 D (the imitation also begins in m4)
The passage at m70+ was perhaps inserted into an early sonata; compare the similar passage in P11:7 e m 76+
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k388; Fadini 7:334; Münster microfilm
see also: Sitwell: “Neapolitan”
Willis p243-244 ex: “improvisation as theatre... work in progress...”

Parma 11:4 D major Allegro 3/4
  1 1 "1 Ö± ° | Ö± ° | Ö± ° | ÖÖÖÖÖ±_|± ~~~Ö± ± |   2v D  6 %
, 11 "2 ("1 variant) D/A 18 úA\1

, 19 $ Ö± Ä ± Ä  A 28: 19\26 % 36 coda 40 :Ú:
  2 41 "1 developed; lh ostinato ± chords D/A>b
n 48 "2 varied D/A  50: 13\18 % exactly (same pitches)úA\1

, 56 $ D  65: 56\59, 61\63 % 72 coda  75 varied 76 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 9:2; Parma 11:4; Münster 3b:42
dates: about 1725-30; 1754
companions: •M3b:41, 42; V9:1, 2 = P11:3, 4
instruments: cembalo with range Ae
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 123:123: two groups, variants; part 2 in same order.  In m19-23 & 28-32 each measure is identical in



the right hand and almost identical in the left hand.  When this happens again in part 2, m56-60 could gradually
slow down, like a mechanical clock running down, then m65+ resume strict tempo (see influences below)
keys: 115:1611: ö at start of second theme of part 2 and move from relative minor to home key on its dominant
accidentals: m24 has < on both lh G’s, m33 only on the first one in Parma; Münster only on the first G in both
measures; Venezia online not available for libro 9.
similar sonatas: P9:9 D, P9:10 G & P13:4 A (obsessive repetition of a single measure)
influences: Couperin, Les tours de passe-passe, 22ème ordre (1730) (the P11:4 â section is similarly obsessive)
metaphors: Colombina in commedia dell’arte, the clever servant who scolds Arlecchino
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k389; Fadini 7:335 (her m69 not in any primary source; higher numbers on map
are 1 less than hers); Münster microfilm
see also: Pestelli p236: “...[ex m15-18] ci fa sentire già molto vicini i Minuetti delle Sinfonie di Haydn e di
Mozart”

Parma 11:5 B@ major Allegro ¢
  1 1 " ~~~° ~~~° |~~~° ~~~° | ± ± °¯|± ± °¯|ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± (3 lh °¯ÖÖÖ± | ° ) B@  2v H 9 : broken 8ve & repeated notes

13>g  H 9 in lh 16>B@/F
22 $1 f  lh falling ± scale  25 %  28:25\26 varied % >d  32: H 9

39 $2 ($1 varied) rh ostinato D4 , lh as at 22+ >c  45>a  47 lh ostinato ± chords 48 d
 50 varied % >c>a 60 d extension 65 ¬¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]

  2 66 " developed; opposed scales: rh ülh ú g/D 70 % c/G  n74 % E=
78 $1(&2) developed; lh ostinato chords throughout f  84 g & d  89 F>B@/F  95 f  3v 102>B@
105 ( new section based on H 9 & $2 extension at 60  119 :Ú:

source collections: Madrid-Ayerbe 24; Münster 4:69; Venezia 9:5; Parma 11:5
Madrid has several differences; it seems like an earlier version; Münster differs from Parma & Venezia in three
places; at m28 it agrees with Madrid however.  The differences often involve specified accidentals
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •M4:69, 70; V9:5, 6 = P11:5, 6
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; fingering of left-hand broken chord & leap m51+: 3213 2132 | 1 (E4) 3 (A1) 5 (E1) 4
(E1) | 3...  An exercise in changing fingers on repeated notes, with jokes: for example, the figures in Ä ’s with
leaps, repeated notes and scales in both hands, beginning as a simple cell of four notes in m9, are expanded in
m32-38, then repeated more slowly in ±’s, m39-58, as if giving the player time to practice them more carefully;
in m109-113 the slow and fast versions are played against each other in counterpoint
themes: 123:1234:  cellular; continuous development; new motifs introduced along the way.  The n point in
m74 begins an exact repeat of the previous four measures at the same pitches but with B= rather than B>,
transforming the music from the supertonic minor (c) to its relative major (E=, the subdominant of the home
key) The end ornament of the á development in m77 evolves into a melodic line through m84, as if it were a
single vocal phrase, and is then further extended beyond a vocal range (C5 to F2) through m104, the left-hand
chords at a steady marching pace throughout the section.
keys: 161527+327+3:6245635151:  part 1 ends in mediant minor, d, part 2 begins in submediant (relative)
minor, g; ö m74 at a change to the subdominant major, E=, in a series of repeats of a development of the first
theme in minor keys
similar sonatas: P15:38 B=; P1:7 B=
metaphors: commedia dell’arte (compare the stuttering figures in P13:20 B=) The â2 section has a menacing,
relentless character, the beginning of part 2 that of a futile attempt to escape, as in a nightmare
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k392; Fadini 7:338
see also: Kirkpatrick p395 [ex m19 two-note slide]
Dale p119: “...its reiterated figures giving the effect of persistent street cries”



Parma 11:6 B@ major Minuet 3/4
  1 1 " Ö± ± ± | Ö± ± ± | ÖÖÖÖÖ± | ~~~±.  Ä ± | 2v B@  5 % (rh 3rd higher)  9 varied % >c
, 13 $ lh rising broken chord, rh offbeat: ... | à Ä  ~~~± ± |  F/C 17\18 lh leap ú  21:13\19 %
n^ 28 ( rh dotted rhythm Ö.é -.é -.» | ' | ±  ~~~° | F  34 :Ú:
  2 35 " (as at 9) developed F>g  3v  43>B@/F  2v
, 49 $ varied B@  57:49\55 %

64 ( 70 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 4:70 1754; Venezia 9:6; Parma 11:6; NewYork 1:26 All.o

dates: about 1720-25; 1754
companions: •M4:69, 70; V9:5, 6 = P11:5, 6
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 123:123: three groups; short-long ö m28 at the start of the last theme and final dominant of part 1: this
theme avoids the earlier strong downbeats in every measure and stresses the offbeat ° in m30.  Part 2 is in the
same order.  This is the last sonata of Münster 4; Roseingrave-Cooke also ends with a minuet (RC 43 B=)
keys: 1255:5611:
ornaments: m50-62: the turns can be realized as ççç¶¶± (GAGFGA)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k393; Fadini 7:339
see also: Chambure p135: [form] “A (4/4/4) B (8/6[7]) C (4[3]/4) || A' (4/4/6) B' (8/6[7]) C' (4[3]/4)” [with my
differences inserted]
Willis p160-162 exs: “cadential material takes over before earlier material resolved” [P13:19 B=similar]

Parma 11:7 e minor Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1 ± Ö± ± ± | ± ± ± ± e  2v 6 lh imitates
, 16 "2 Ä  scale (w/C#) ü divided by h, broken 2nd ±�s w/ repeated notes ú 18>G

21>b  (w/G #) 23>A  24>b
39 "3 walking bass   47 % 8ve lower; extended  63 B\1 :Ú:

  2 64 $ Å  arpeggi both h (P: &Æ  lh) D/A úA\1 69 || åß || 70 % (Å &Æ ) F  ú[F]\1  75 || å ||
\ 76 ( £ ± °~~~ lh ostinato ± chords f  79 b@ (lh enharmonic) >B@  n85>c  89>f

94 "2 varied/developed (lh ostinato chords continue) c  98>a >D/A>b  104 E5>e
114 "3  122 % 8ve lower; extended w/ fuller lh chords  137 B\1 138 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 9:7; Parma 11:7; Münster 3b:43
dates: about 1745-50; 1754 (perhaps using material from about 1725-30 but completely revised and expanded)
companions: •M3b:43, 44; V9:7, 8 = P11:7, 8
instruments: cembalo with range Ee (Rousset: Ff type clavecin]; m74: the E “>”-1 in P, V, & M is unexpected;
in a rational world it should be F> as it is the end of a falling F major broken chord and “>” applies to an F not
an E; the added ledger lines in the source copy could have been wrong or unclear.  But compare P10:30 f, which
has a G-1 where F is expected.  This is another felix culpa (James Joyce, Finnegans wake p411: “freudful
mistake”) which might be put to advantage on a modern instrument.  Why not end the broken chord with a
surprise? After a full measure rest in m75 to absorb the shock, the music starts in a new key, f minor.  Note that
the highest note is also an E.  Beethoven announces his new hammerklavier range with the words “Contra E” in
m190 of the finale of the Sonata in A major opus 101 (1816), certainly a dramatic moment in that sonata, and a
Scarlattian one
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 123:4523: part 1 one group with variants; first theme replaced with new material in part 2.  Part 1 has
the characteristics of early works, part 2 those of harmonically advanced works.  The seconda volta part 2 repeat
can be very effective if played at a slower tempo, especially the return of the á group
keys: 13545:72-2-5-5-62-64751: The C<’s in m16+, G<’s in m21-31 are parts of melodic minor scales: <
rising,> falling.  The significance of ö in m85 at a change to the submediant (c) is perhaps that the motion



which has been downward for several measures now starts to rise, as if beginning to exit from the depths but
still thickly encumbered until the highest note of the piece in m105 at the return of the home key
graphics: m64-74: curves over the Å ’s and ç ’s may indicate disjointed phrasing, but more likely call for the
notes to be even faster than their values or some kind of rubato, not an even tempo.  Fadini & others put curves
over the entire measures.  Venezia, Parma and Münster also differ in the lh/rh small notes in these measures
similar sonatas: P10:3 D; P10:20 b & 21 F; P11:15 e
P4:22 f has a passage like m76+ in which the motion slows down without the tempo changing
influences: Lodovico Giustini, Sonata 5 D (1732): Preludio: Adagio, e arpeggiato nell’acciaccature
metaphors: the division of the piece into three strongly contrasting sections, of which only parts of the first are
repeated at the end, suggests a narrative without a program, as in the Schumann Novelletten opus 21 (1838).  Or
three kinds of formal landscapes: promenades, fountains, and terraces with stairs leading to different levels
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k394; Fadini 7:340; Münster microfilm
see also: Gerstenberg p104 ex; p 113-4.
Kirkpatrick p241: “enharmonic modulation”; p225 (ex m76-84); p396 [playing of acciaccaturas at m70 etc]
Keller p70 [ex m76-83]
Boyd p171-172 [quotes comments by Elizabeth von Herzogenberg in a letter to Brahms Jan 11, 1885]
Chambure p137
Sutcliffe p220; p237-8 [Giustini]; p290-2 ex m64-86; p318 [stylistic fingerprint: chains of falling thirds: m64+]
Willis p262-264 exs
Fadini ...lo stile andaluso... in Sala, p180 ex

Parma 11:8 E major (3#) All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 " lh ¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶¶¶±  scales ü& ú; rh ±. E  2v
, 14 $ lh ostinato chords B  18 % f#   22 varied % E
, 32 (1 (" variant) rising broken 3rds; close h B

47 (2 rh ties b &e  waver; added\tone 6th chords 56>B  ¨123454321 64 B\1 ±.¯:Ú: [2: elide]
  2 65 ">E
, 76 $&(2 developed together: rh ties, lh ostinato ü by steps C  81 c
n 86 C  89 d  91>a>e  94>E  102 B\1

, 103 (1
118 (2 d>e>b 128 E   ¨ varied 139 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 9:8; Parma 11:8; Münster 3b:44
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •M3b:43, 44; V9:7, 8 = P11:7, 8
instruments: cembalo with range Bd
difficulty: moderate, level 3 (Maxwell: advancing intermediate; “terraced dynamics”)
themes: 1234:12434: three groups, variants.  The opening is really just an exordium (call to attention) by the
rapid scales in the left hand; the right hand ±.’s do not constitute much of a theme.  Part 2 is in the same order
but develops different themes together; see also Vignal below
keys: 15215515:16-6-6-74117151:   The section beginning in m76 combines elements from two different theme
groups and is in the lowered submediant, C, major and minor, but ambiguously founded on ostinato chords
rising by steps and half-steps and avoiding the pitch of C, until C major is clearly established at the n point; then
chords continue upward by half-steps and minor keys by fifths until the tonic major (E) is finally reached at m94
similar sonatas: P3:19 e
P14:23 F (opening with rapid scales)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k395; Fadini 7:341
see also: Sitwell: “...A second section opening almost like a Spanish cavatina is followed at once by fireworks
and high spirits”
Kirkpatrick p255; p258 [anatomy]



Vignal: “Its two sections run into each other, in their respective second halves, with 15 bars of virtuosity
[m32-46], 10 [11] bars of instability [m47-57], harmonically speaking, and 7 bars ending in an atmosphere of
false naivety [m58-64]” [poorly translated record liner notes; I think he means the themes (the ã group on my
map) run into each other but are highly contrasted]
Chambure p137

Parma 11:9 d minor And[an]te ¢
  1 1 intro  ~~~±.  Ä ±.  Ä | Ö.ê µ.»  ±°_|Ö.ê µ.»  ± ± | 6/8 Allegro  ±.  d  2v 2 lh imitates

4½ "1 ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± ±.¯|±.  9th leap 8 g  16>F
, 20½ "2 f  27>b@  33 F/C
, 38½ "3 ("1 variant) 3v textures; rh thirds, weak beat & ties x m\lines; lh leaps ú C pedals

50 "4 repeated notes F
62 "5 ("1 variant) 70 °. ¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]

  2 71 ¯±. (1/2m) "2 developed F   76>C  81 B@  86 d  n90>a
97 "1 101 d 105 g  107>d/A

, 110½ "3 A pedals (117 A\1)
122 "4 d
134 "5 140 extended as coda 144 :Ú: [end1; 2: can link P11:10]

source collections: Lisboa 48; Venezia 9:9; Parma 11:9
dates: about 1745-50; 1751
companions: •V9:9, 10 = P11:9,10
•Li 47, 48 = P11:10, 9; in this order the slow introduction to P11:9 becomes a brief middle movement
instruments: cembalo with range Ad; left hand is frequently in the upper ledger
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 012345:213450: one group, variants; omits introduction and mixes order in part 2  At m101 the first
theme from the allegro returns in d minor, after a development of the second theme
keys: 1433633:376151411: Part 1 ends and part 2 begins in F major, part 2 ends in d minor (the á3, á4 and á5
themes all transposed from major keys to minor keys)
graphics:  Lisboa has an A as the rh 5th note in m114; which both Parma & Venezia give as G; Fadini changes
it to A, although she did not have the Lisboa text to consult (her vol 7 was published in 1989).  I did not check
Lisboa measure for measure, but I didn’t notice other differences; the elision curves at the end of part 1 and
beginning of part 2 are the same in Parma & Lisboa (just over the double bar, but the rh has F3 in m70, F4 in
m71, so elision is intended, not a tie
similar sonatas: P15:18 E; P15:4 d (Pestelli)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k 396; Fadini 7:342 (collates V&P); Lisboa facsimile
see also: Pestelli p17-18 [discussing Bogianckino 1957] “...relazioni armoniche...” [ex m71-93: descending F
major scale from F to G, with half-steps inserted, leads to variants in F-C-B=-d-a (my interpretation of Pestelli’s
chart)]

Parma 11:10 D major  Minuet 3/8
  1 1 cutoff  D3  "1 lh  ¶¶± ¶»» | Ä; rh repeated Ä �s D  2v 7 varied %

13 "2 3v top v ties x m\lines 18>A
20 "1 varied 3v (E5 in top v; repeated Ä �s in middle v) 26 %

n^ 32 "2 úA\1 36 lh 8ves ¨12345 38 :Ú:
  2 39 "2 developed D/A 3v  43: 39\42 %  47 C  51 a  55: 47\50 %  59 e  63>D/A

70 "1 D  3v (repeated Ä �s in top v) 76 %
82 "2 89 úA\1 (no lh 8ves but leap in rh D5 úE3) 90 :Ú:

source collections: Lisboa 47; Allegro; Parma 11:10; Venezia 9:10
dates: about 1730-35; 1751



companions: •Li 47, 48 = P11:10, 9 (see P11:9 for comment)
•V9:9, 10 = P11:9, 10
instruments: cembalo with range Ae
difficulty: moderate, level 4. The right-hand part begins with steady beats against the left hand’s varied rhythms
and should be phrased differently from it whenever possible. At m13 the left hand takes over the steady beats
and an offbeat internal pedal is added to the right-hand part.  The first low bass note, D1, does not appear until
m15.  At m20 the steady beats begin to split into two voices: the notes are usually parallel but different
intervals: octaves, sevenths, sixths etc; seconds are reserved until part 2 at m71; the left-hand triplets start to
flow into longer phrases
themes: 1212:212: one group; two themes alternate and are varied; short-long ö is at the start of last appearance
of the second theme in part 1.  The transformations in part 2 turn the second theme into three different, more
memorable and epigrammatic versions at m39, m47 and m62, gradually intensifying until the release at m62-69. 
At m70 the first theme returns in the home key, D major, with a middle voice added and changes of register in
the lowest voice (almost all the notes played by both hands in m1-13 were in the rh ledger)
keys: 15:175211:
rhythms: m6 etc: there are strong accents on the second beat of cadence measures, with weak downbeats.  This
makes the next to last measure, 89, particularly effective with its wide leap from the first to second beat
links: the cutoff D3 in m1 establishes the tonic D, which doesn’t appear again until m5.  It’s still the end of a
phrase as well as the beginning of one (compare m20&26) so can serve as a link from the previous sonata
(played by either the right or left hand)
graphics, accidentals: m32-34: the middle voice E’s are tied in Parma (and in Venezia: Fadini endnote) but not
in Lisboa
m45: Parma has ¶± for the upturn, Lisboa ç± (and Fadini; no endnote: Venezia 9 online unavailable 2012)
m51: Parma has <’s on both G’s; Lisboa puts the second < on the second F
similar sonatas: P11:13 D
metaphors: ticking of a clock; dancing master beating time
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k397; Fadini 7:343 (collates P&V); Lisboa facsimile
see also: Landowska: “...a light and ethereal dance...”
Chase p111: “though editorially labeled a minuet, is in reality a jota aragonesa, in lively 3/8 time, with the
characteristic triplets”
Sitwell: “...perhaps Spanish more in shape than substance”
Chambure p137: “intitulée Minuet, mais, comme les pièces similaires [P11:4, 2, 6], sa structure est loin d’être
traditionnelle: A (6/6) B (7) A' (6/6) B (7) || C ([=B] développé) [31] A (6/6) B (7) [9]” [with my corrections]

Parma 11:11 C major Andante 6/8
  1 1 "1 ± � ± �| ± � ± �| ± � ~~~@±.¯|Ö  both h C  3v  5 %  9 Ä  ÖÖ± | ±

13 "2 ties x m\lines & middle beats both h G  21... µß ||
, 22 "3 d  26 % ½  step lower e

29 "1 (as at  9) a  33>G/D
38 "2 G  41 rh ±. ±.  45: 38\44 %
52 "4 Ä  ±.¯|±  (broken 4th ú); lh answers (5th&3rd ú, then ü) 56 extended 60 :Ú:

  2 61 "1 shortened C/G úG\1 65½ F  67½ B@
,n 69½$ (<"2 rh at 41) both h ±. ±. , rh ostinato B@4, lh 3rds ú by steps 74>c  (lh 7ths)

77 % 3rd lower (rh G, lh 6ths ú by steps) f>g>G
82 "2 (as at  38\44) C/G (F$&#) 87>C  92: 84\91 %
100 "4 (105 G5) 108 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 9:11; Parma 11:11; Münster 3b:37; Wien Q15118:4
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •M3b:37, 38; V9:11, 12 = P11:11, 12



instruments: cembalo with range Gg
difficulty: moderate, level 4.  The opening is written so that each hand alternates playing a single note and drops
by octaves; this is more difficult (and more enjoyable) than if each hand played two notes (rh ± Ä  lh � � etc)
themes: 123124:1524: one group, themes or cells return; new material in part 2 derives from part 1.  The repeat
of the opening a fourth lower at the beginning of pt2 builds an expectation of an E= in the middle of m63,
instead the music skips ahead to the exact pitches of the last half of m9, the figure rising steadily (instead of
falling as at m10 & 12) to the ö point and the calm of much of the rest of part 2
keys: 1523655:147145511: The n point introduces a new theme in the subtonic major, which repeats the B= ±.
of m3 for several measures.  The full range of the sonata appears in part 2: lowest pitch near the start and
highest near the end
ornaments: m69-73 & 76-80: the ~~~’s could continue on the top repeated ±. but compare P4:22 f (at m110+) for
the slowing-down effect of the bare chords; these also start at the n point and create a dramatic contrast with
their surroundings
similar sonatas: P4:14 D
P15:15 B= (opening)
metaphors: m52: variant of cuckoo motif (falling 4th instead of minor 3rd); m69: surroundings of peace and
vast views are achieved as the mountain-top is reached
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k398; Fadini 7:344
see also: Gerstenberg p135 fn
Chambure p137: “...Un rythme de canari [1st beat dotted m4+] relance la basse”
Pestelli p254: “...un arguto racconto calato nella consueta forma bipartita”
Sutcliffe p86-88 ex: “the topical basis is the pastorale... one scarcely notices the disruptive wit that underpins it”
Dale p120: “bell effects... a distant, rather melancholy chime”; Willis p179-180 exs
Sitwell: “Sicilienne...”

Parma 11:12 C major All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "  ÖÖ± | ¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶  rising&falling broken 2nds C  2v 7 % & extended

21 $1 rh Ö é µé±, lh á ¶¶±µ G
35 $2 rh scales úw/offbeat stresses, lh 8ves ±. 43 rh broken 2nds w/ rep. notes  47: 43\46 % 51 :Ú:

  2 52 $1 C  57 % step higher d
, 62 $2 (as at 43) developed; lh ostinato chords  n66 % step lower c  70 f
, 78 $1 F  81>C

94 $2 (E5; 109 G\1) 110 :Ú:
source collections: Madrid-Ayerbe 23; Venezia 9:12; Parma 11:12; Münster 3b:38; NewYork 1:25
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •M3b:37, 38; V9:11, 12 = P11:11, 12
Madrid has several differences from Parma & Venezia, Münster fewer
instruments: cembalo with range Ge.  See P10:1 f concerning Ayerbe keyboard range
difficulty: difficult, level 7; m21+ lh against rh: rhythms differ; m35+ hemiola, lh against rh cross-rhythms (the
irregular patterns of the falling scales in the rh do not match the slowly rising octaves in the lh)
themes: 123:2323: two groups; first theme omitted in part 2; second group developed then restated
keys: 15:121441: ö m66 at change from supertonic minor (d) to tonic minor (c)
similar sonatas: P6:24 C (scales with turns which ignore measure lines)
P10:28 C (broken seconds with repeated notes)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k399; Fadini 7:345
see also: Gerstenberg p137
Chambure p137 [rhythms]



Parma 11:13 D major Allegro 3/8
  1 1 cutoff downbeat Ä  "1 ¶¶¶± | ÖÖ± | Ö  D  2v

9 "2 rising broken chords both h 17>A
21 "3 (lh: ¶¶¶± | Ö <"1)
34 "4 ... | à à Ä |±. rh 8ves  40 ¨12345 50 ±.¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]

  2 51 Ö [Ú:]Ö± "3 D/A >e>f#
60 $ ÖÖ± | ÖÖ±  lh ostinato 3v 64 a  n67 b  71 D
77 "3
90 "4 (E5) 102 extended & rh varied 107 A\1  108 ±.ß :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 9:13; Parma 11:13; Münster 3b:45; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12:16; Clementi 5:
Allegro molto. Fadini adds a m31 (which repeats m28) not in any of her listed sources; Clementi contains a m31
similar to Fadini’s although she doesn’t list Clementi as a source for this sonata; she does collate Clementi in
other sonatas.  Numbering on map follows Fadini’s
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •M3b:45, 46; V9:13, 14; CF12:16, 17 = P11:13, 14
•Clementi 4,5 = P14:7, 11:13
instruments: cembalo with range Ae
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 1234:3534: one group, variants; omits first two themes in part 2 and inserts new material
keys: 15:123561: long-short ö m67 at change from dominant minor (a) to relative minor (b) about halfway
through the section of new material
links: the cutoff downbeat D1 in m1 forms a link from P14:7 D in the Clementi edition
graphics: patterns of tied and split beams can indicate phrasing, for example in m34 the lh  ¶¶¶± ends the phrase
in m32 and the following ¶± is an upbeat to the phrase in m35-36
similar sonatas: the á3 theme is like P11:10 D, contrasting a steady beat in one hand with a more varied rhythm
in the other
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k400; Fadini 7:346 (collates P,V, M); Clementi facsimile
see also: Chambure p137: “...une cellule de sept notes [8 notes including the end of the phrase in m3]...”
Sitwell: “...Typically and nostalgically Spanish...”

Parma 11:14 D major Allegro 6/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | °.¯|Ö  D  2v 2 lh imitates/varies 12th below (w/ G#, as if >A)
, 8½ "2 rh ostinato ±. D4; lh rising broken chords (leaps; index x thumb)

12 "3 rh ties over middle beats
18 "4 ("3 variant; lh ostinato & rocking chords) a

, 24½ "5 c (G pedals) 29>a/E (w/G# & D# ) (E pedals)
, 34½ "2 extended A/E 38>A  44 úA\1; 40\43 %
, 48 "6 close h (related to "3&4 w/o ties) 56 ±.£ à ¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]
  2 57 ¯±. [Ú:] ±. "2 developed f#  3v 60 b  62 e  63½G  both h falling by steps  n67½C 57\62  +
, 76 "5 f /C (C pedals) 81>d  (pedals rise by steps each m) 86 a (w/G# & C# )  (A pedals; 88 A\1)
, 90½ "2 w/varied extension D/A 94>D ; 100: 96\99 %
, 104 "6 112 ±. £ à ß :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 9:14; Parma 11:14; Münster 3b:46; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12:17
dates: about 1745-50; 1754
companions: •M3b:45, 46; V9:13, 14; CF12:16, 17 = P11:13, 14
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: difficult, level 6; m8+ reversed hand technique: keys with accidentals need different fingering.
themes: 1234526:2526: one group, variants; omits three themes in part 2
keys: 157555:362473-1511: Short-long ratio ö m44 is at the lowest pitch reached in the left hand while the right



hand resolves the frequent repeated ±.’s (seven D’s in the highest voice at m8-11; twelve G octave pedals at
m24-28 etc) into a motto of just three; this event occurs again in part 2 with the highest pitches of the sonata,
m96+. The long-short ö mid-m67 (shown on map) at change to subtonic (C)
similar sonatas: the lyrical sequence at m57+ is like those in P3:20 a
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k401; Fadini 7:347

Parma 11:15 e minor And[an]te ¢
  1 1 " £ ± Ö± ± | ° e  3v cp (rh sola top 2 v) 5 lh imitates/varies 15>b  H22 ~~~±. Ä  ~~~±. Ä  | ± ±  25 ± ± äß
\ 26 $1 D  rh falling broken chords; lh leaps úA\1  30 lh rising broken chords  37 ° äß
\ 38 $2 £ ± ± ± |~~~ÖÖÖ± ± ± |° lh sola B@ 41>c  42 % step higher C  44 d  46 lh ostinato chords 49 e  52 b

55: H22 (lh ostinato continues) 58 ± ± £ß ±
\ 59 $3 (<$1 at 30) 65: 60\64 %
, 69 $4 rh ties x m\lines 77 h parallel 8ve apart 81 :Ú:
  2 82 " developed C  86 d  91>a   n96 G  100 ± ± äß
\ 101 $1 varied slightly 112 G\1 ° äß
\ 113 $2 E@>f>F  119>g  124>a 128>e  131: H22

, 135 $3
145 $4 157 :Ú:

source collections: Venezia 9:15; Parma 11:15; Münster 3b:47 All:o  And:e

Münster is missing m122; this occurs at the break between p3 & 4 of the score, whereas in Parma it is 3
measures before the break.  Since m123 begins with the same notes as m122, it is easy to see how its omission
might have occurred when M’s source was copied.  Since M has an unusual tempo indication (the only other
occurrence of Allegro Andante in Scarlatti is in P9:16 A, all three sources, although the form Andante Allegro is
more frequent), it obviously wasn’t copied from P or V.  See also Keller p71 below on the unconventionality of
this measure
dates: about 1750; 1754
companions: •M3b:47, 48; V9:15, 16 = P11:15, 16
instruments: cembalo with range Gf
difficulty: difficult, level 6; m1-8: rh plays two voices unaccompanied by lh, then lh imitates varied versions of
both voices and rh adds a third voice; m59-61: both hands entirely on keys with accidentals
themes: 12345:12345: two groups, cells; part 2 in same order.  Themes are developed as they are presented, not
waiting for an argumentatio section in part 2.  Two basic devices are used to contrast themes: repeated chords
and broken chords, which also provide the basis for contrasting moods, one despairing, the other more hopeful
keys:1575-66715:674*31-2-2-341: At the ö point m96, m91-95, which were in the subdominant minor (a), are
repeated with variations a step lower in the relative major (G) of the home key
accidentals: m88-92: rh G[>] at end of all these measures; in m89,91&92 it follows G< at the beginning of the
measure but with an intervening different pitch; in m93 both G’s are explicitly marked < (Parma & Münster;
Venezia online not available for libro 9)
m151-155: D> throughout instead of D<: the leading tone is avoided until the next to last note of the sonata;
this was not the case at the end of part 1, where an A< is added to the middle voice in m76 & 78 (and Münster,
though not Parma, uses explicit  A>’s in m77 & 79)
similar sonatas: P4:21 e (broken chord with accidentals only)
P5:1 E; P5:23 G, P6:16 G; P11:7 e
metaphors: as in Landowska’s scenario for P5:1 E, this sonata could be another duet for lovers, the more serious
type of innamorati found in Goldoni’s Servitore di due padroni (see the Capriccio file) and other classic,
renaissance and baroque comedies.  The sudden change to C major at the beginning of part 2 gives m82-100 the
effect of an oracular statement, the arrival of a messenger from Delphi with comforting but somewhat
ambiguous news
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k402; Fadini 7:348; Münster microfilm



see also: Dale p117: “might have been composed expressly to serve as the musical accompaniment to puppet
plays... [P.11:17 A & 15 e & P4:24 F each] give the impression of following an entire scenario, complete with
several acts, changes of scene and moments of climax”
Keller p71 ex [m121-2]: “Da sind Auflösungen eines Vorhalts nach oben”; p74 [m38: B= major follows D
major without transition, as was to become common in Schubert]; p79-80 exs [form; he describes the first half
as ABC, three contrasting themes, with B & C in highly unconventional keys (through m58); references to A &
B follow C, closing at m81 in the conventional dominant] “...Das stellt ihn eher in die Nähe der Romantiker, als
deren frühesten wir Ph.Em. Bach ansehen dürfen”
Sutcliffe p124-133 ex(=m1-102) [detailed harmonic analysis]: “...as a whole drives towards greater coherence of
its very disparate elements” [see also P6:19.  Sutcliffe comments on Keller’s p71 remark only, footnote p129]
Kirkpatrick p173: “[one] of the most elaborate and highly developed of all the sonatas”; p265; p270
Pestelli p255 [with P6:14 D]: “... si mostra già saldamente avviata verso quella «riunione di dotto e galante» 
che celebrò poco più tardi... Mozart”.
Chambure p139: “L’opposition des séquences soli et tutti n’implique-t-elle pas l’orchestre...?”

Parma 11:16 E major (3#) All[egr]o 6/8
  1 1 " lh ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ±. ±. | ±. rising broken chords lh then rh E  2v 2 major 2nd 4 % & extended 7>B

11 % & extended 18 minor 2nd b  22 % 8ve higher
\ 26 $1 opposed broken 3rds w/ repeated notes, lh leaps (B\1 ü) B
\ 32 $2 rh falling broken chords f#/C# (B4 follows C#1) 36 % e/B  40 % & extended b/F#
\ 47 $1 B   52 % & extended 60 :Ú:
  2 61 " B>G  62 minor 2nd  66 % begins 3rd lower 69>D  n71>G>e/B
\ 81 $1 E  (w/E1 &E5)
\ 87 $2 b/F#  91 % a/E  95 % & extended e/B
, 103 $1 E   108 % & extended 116 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 9:16; Parma 11:16; Münster 3b:48
dates: about 1745-50; 1754
companions: •M3b:47, 48; V9:15, 16 = P11:15, 16
instruments: cembalo with range Ae
difficulty: difficult, level 6.  The left hand leaps 2½ octaves for several measures (â1 theme on map)
themes: 1232:1232: two groups, themes return; part 2 in same order.  The broken chords forming the basis for
two of themes continue the more hopeful of P11:15’s contrasting moods
keys:15552155:53-73-115411: ö at move from subtonic (D) to lowered mediant (G, submediant of D)
similar sonatas: P15:18 E (similar left-hand minimalism)
P6:18 B (similar unusual scales, m18+ both works)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k403; Fadini 7:349
see also: Dale p120: “hunting scenes. Lively fanfares”
Kirkpatrick p263
Keller p80-81 ex
Chambure p139: “...cloches...”

Parma 11:17 A major And[an]te  ¢
  1 1 "1 ± ± ± Ö± | ± ± Æ ± Ö± | ° A  2v 3 rh imitates 5:1\4 %
, 9½ "2 E/A  4v texture; ostinato A s&t v 13½ % d/G  17½ % & extended A 24 °ß
\ 24½ $ lh Ö± | ± ± ± ± | ° ("2 variant; 2v) G/C 28½ % a/D  32½ % & extended b/E>E

37 falls by steps both h close (rh leaps) 44½: 32\44 % varied 60 ° ä ||
\ 61 (1 £ Ö± ± ± | ° b 3v 66 % step lower a  71 % 4th lower e
, 76 (2 ("2 variant) E  2v 83 rh ostinato E4 &E5 ±;  lh leaps 92  scale E5úE1  96 :Ú:
  2 97 "1 developed e >b  100>D>E



, 106½ "2 n110½>a
, 118½ $ as at 37 A 126 °ß;  $ continues as at 44 G/D 130 A 142 ° ä ||
\ 143 (1 e  148 % step lower d  153 % 5th higher a
, 158 (2 A 165 rh ostinato A4 °  178 °. A\1 :Ú: [can begin P11:18 w/o pause]
source collections: Venezia 9:17; Parma 11:17; Münster 3b:49
dates: about 1750; 1754
companions: •M3b:49, 50; V9:17, 18 = P11:17, 18
instruments: cembalo with range Ae
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 12345:12345: three groups separated by full rests, but themes in each group closely related; part 2 in
same order.  A duet between the hands.  The right hand begins but the theme drops into the left hand, then the
right hand imitates the full theme.  Next both hands play together with repeated A’s as their top notes, their
lower notes moving upward; this is repeated a step lower in a minor key, then the right hand another step lower
with the left hand closer, in the original major but stated more briefly and coming to a full stop on a dominant
pedal in m24.  There is a sudden switch to the subtonic (G);  the hands are further apart, the left hand sinking
lower to question, the right hand rising higher to answer.  At m37 the left hand rises to follow a simple slow
scale a third below the right hand, which continues to repeat a high B, causing it to leap at wider intervals
reaching close to two octaves at m42.  After another exchange with the hands far apart then close together the
dominant (E) is reached and firmly established, but at m61 the right hand interrupts with new questions or
doubts in the supertonic minor (b, the dominant of E).  At m76 the hands exchange versions of the leaping idea,
the right hand restricted to broken octaves, the left hand’s leaps reaching a full two octaves; then the right hand
travels down five octaves almost the full length of the keyboard with a slightly faster scale, the left hand picking
up the last four notes to balance the exchange of hands at the start, which is now repeated.  The leap from E1 (lh)
to E5 (rh) in m83 shows Scarlatti’s ability to use the registers of his keyboard for full dramatic effect.   At the
start of part 2, the left hand’s questions become stronger, the right hand’s answers weaker.  ö (m110) occurs at a
brief change to the tonic minor between sections in major keys: the music takes a dark turn: ° ° | ° (E E | E) in the
bass becomes an ominous E E D (compare P10:8 d themes for these pitches at ö) At m116 the opening idea of
P4:29 A is briefly echoed.  The dramatic leap of m83 is repeated in m118 with completely different effect due to
the darkness of what just occurred.  The music resumes as in part 1, the only large change occurring at m165,
where the right hand repeats a single note instead of broken octaves, the left hand’s leaps widening to two
octaves as before.  The music is transformed into a more tranquil and reassuring state by the act of repetition
itself and by the movement of keys being restricted to the dominant (e) and subdominant (d)
keys: 154171252155:524511715411: Although the mediant (C or 3-) is absent from this list, it is present as the
dominant of the subtonic (G or 7) and appears significantly at the start of the â group in m24, the left hand
leading the way, not just offering the bass support of a pedal (the key here is not strictly C, but G on a bass of C)
links: ends with a 3/4 measure; since P11:18 has 6/8 measures, it can be linked and begin without pause
ornaments, accidentals: m2-8: small notes are unslurred appoggiature; m13-20: slurred acciaccature (Parma; no
slurs in Münster; Venezia libro 9 not available online as of 2012)
m21+: the phrasing calls for the ~~~  to be divided from the following upturn and therefore short (mordente) rather
than an extended smooth trill (the downturn at the cadence in m65 etc is just the opposite, because it ends the
phrase)
m63: G< in the first chord follows the last G> in m62 in Parma; however in Münster the < is on the C5 above,
cancelling the C> in m61, so the Parma < is probably misplaced (it is written slightly above the G and could
have belonged with the C if the scribe had been more precise; therefore G> continues as in m64)  Venezia lacks
the entire m63 as well as m89
m97&100 (lh): slurred acciaccatura small notes; m99-115 (rh) unslurred appoggiatura small notes (Münster has
a different pattern of slurs, and fewer small notes than Parma, but adds some mordents in this passage)
m143: G[<] in all sources should remain as written, not changed to G>
similar sonatas: ±  leaps as in P6:23 C
± scales as in P5:1 E but falling



other sonatas in themes above
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k404; Fadini 7:350; Münster microfilm.  Rövenstrunck p75 provides a facsimile
of V9:17, part 1
see also: Gerstenberg p108fn
Dale: [see P11:15 e]
Sutcliffe p120-121: “... Everything seems to happen in slow motion...”

Parma 11:18 A major All[egr]o 6/8
  1 1 "1 lh ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± ± Ä  | ±. ± Ä  broken 2nds w/repeated notes A  2v 2½ rh imitates; continuous Ä;

 lh ú, rh ü 11>E
22 "2 ("1 variant; lh ±.) 3v B+\
29 "3 à Ö±_|ÖÖ±_Ö  (rh ties; lh<"1; both h ú) 2v E  40 coda  44 ±. £ à :Ú:

  2 45 "1 developed e  47 lh imitates  50>b  53>a/E  58>G/D
n 61 "2 developed c/G 66>E@  71>g  75>d>e  80>A

83 "1  88 %  93 coda (<"3) varied (w/2nds)  97 ±. £ à :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 9:18; Parma 11:18; Münster 3b:50
dates: about 1745-50; 1754
companions: •M3b:49, 50; V9:17, 18 = P11:17, 18
instruments: cembalo with range Ac
difficulty: difficult, level 6; finger change on broken seconds with held notes in same hand; continuous Ä ’s
divided between the hands (moto perpetuo with breaks at end of each part)
themes: 1230:1210: one group, variants.  Uses simple but continuously changing elements and contrasts: for
example at m4+ the rh moves up with scales in iambic rhythm while the lh moves down with repeated notes; at
m29+ both hands move down but the rh has tied notes over the strong beats; in part 2 the rh has a motto of three
long repeated notes at m49-50 but at m51+ the lh answers with four notes, then the hands alternately repeat four
±.’s, changing to chords in the lh at m61, two per measure, seven repeated C>’s in the rh ending this dialogue
m70-74; broken octaves in the left hand then lead to the restatment of the first theme in the tonic key.  Minor
seconds appear for the first time in m93-94 to vary the ending which had appeared in part 1
keys: 152*5:52173-5-7451: ö at start of second theme part 2 and change from the supertonic (G) to the lowered
mediant minor (c, the subdominant of G); this leads to the lowered dominant (E=) at m66, the most distant key
of the sonata, emphasized by the repetition of m68 as m69, which puts a temporary brake on the forward motion
similar sonatas: P11:26 G, P15:12 F, P8:5 E= (broken 2nds with repeated notes)
P6:22 A (ties as at m29+ here, same Pestelli group p244)
influences: J S Bach, Wohltemperirte clavier 1 (1722): fuga 19 in A; 2 (1742): praeludium 19 in A
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k405; Fadini 7:351
see also: Chambure p139
Sutcliffe p316 [stylistic fingerprint: repeated notes with falling steps]

Parma 11:19 C major Allegro ¢
  1 1 intro falling broken chord 2½ " £ Ö± | ±  Ö±  ± Ö± | ÖÖÖ± ° |̄± ° C  2v 4½ lh imitates first 1\1/2 m
, 10 $1 ± ~~~±. ¶± | ± G  falls by steps
, 15 $2 close h scales ü: Ä  3rds; lh leaps ú 16 rh 3rds; G\1  25 falling
n^ 30 $3 rh Æ  scales üG5 33 % 37 coda (<$2 m16 but 6ths) G\1 pedals  39 :Ú:
  2 40 " developed/varied C/G>a>F
, 45 $2 falls by 3rds >d>B@

51 $1 52>C
, 58 $2

67 $3 varied; rh Å  scales üB@ 4 71 %  75 coda varied C1 pedals  79 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 9:19; Parma 11:19; Münster 3b:51



dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •M3b:51, 52; V9:19, 20 = P11:19, 20
instruments: cembalo with range Gg
difficulty: difficult, level 6.  The figure shown on the map at m2-3 is smoother with 51|2 rh fingering than 52|1;
15|4 lh
themes: 012340:132340: two groups; aphoristic themes; ö at start of last theme in part 1; omits introduction in
part 2.  The rapid scales in the last theme are altered in part 2 to a slower version, which lands on B=, as if
moving to F major, but immediately returning to C major, then the false move is repeated
keys: 15:164271:
graphics, accidentals: m10: Münster has C1 °, missing from Parma; Fadini uses a ± (Venezia online for libro 9
not available yet 2012)
m51 B=, m53 B>: this implies that the ~ü in m52 uses B= as its auxiliary note
m78: the change from ~~~ above the note to tr at the left of it in Parma may be due to crowding from the notes in
the ledger above
similar sonatas: P3:5 C & P15:1 C also have passages in which the hands alter between being close together
and far apart
metaphors: aggressive and military; commedia dell’arte: il Capitano (braggart soldier)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k406; Fadini 7:352; Münster microfilm
see also: Gerstenberg p136 ex [figures shared by both hands]
Dale: “puppet plays” [see P6:23 C; this is as much a study as a theater piece however]
Kirkpatrick p202: “...squealing wind instruments of a marching band punctuated by two trumpets and timpani
alone [ex=m6-17]...”
Sutcliffe p301
Nina Key in Morales p345

Parma 11:20 C major Allegro 3/8
  1 0  "  Ä  | ÖÖ± | Æ ±. C  (C# appog)  2v 2 lh imitates 1st 4 notes (in G ) 7 %  varied 11>G
, 16 $1 ¶±±.¯|±. |¶±¯±.¯|±. |¶±¯±.¯|±. | ¶± ± | ¶± ± | ÖÖ± | Æ ±. lh 3rds  25 %  varied D  29>G  34: 25\33 %

43 $2 (" variant) 50 ± G\1 :Ú:
  2 (50) $1 developed d/G 3v 58 a  n63 F   71>C/G
, 73 $1 restated as at 25  (lh changed)>F>C  82: 73\81 %

91 $2 98 ±ß :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 9:20; Parma 11:20; Münster 3b:52
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •M3b:51, 52; V9:19, 20 = P11:19, 20
instruments: cembalo with range Gg
difficulty: moderate, level 5
themes: 123:223: two groups; first theme omitted in part 2; second theme developed, then restated
keys: 1525:264141: ö m63 at change from relative minor (a) to subdominant major (F)
ornaments, accidentals: m16 etc: the figure shown on the map is indicated three different ways: as small Å ’s
without slurs and with slurs, and as large Å ’s, implying three different speeds: appoggiature, fast appoggiature or
slightly before beat, and in tempo.  They are analogous to birdsongs repeated with slight variations
m25, 27, 29, 34, 36, 38: only the first lh F in each is “<”; likewise the second B in m63 & 65 lacks the = on the
first one; and only the first G in m59 is <.  The second F etc could be interpreted literally as F> etc for a comic
reading.  But since the three Ä ’s in each measure have their flags joined under a single beam (ÖÖ±)  the accidental
can be assumed to remain in effect in spite of intervening pitches.  For contrary examples see P9:11 G and 9:12
C.  In m61 both the first and last G are “<” because they are in separate voices and not connected by the same
beams.  But see P13:9 f m45 & m47
similar sonatas: P15:38 B=; P14:11 G
metaphors: the rude noises at the opening of part 2: the hee-haws of Sancho Panza’s donkey, and the whole



sonata representing the stubbornness of Sancho’s folk wisdom.  Too fast a tempo ruins the humor in this sonata
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k407; Fadini 7:353
see also: Dale p122: “street scenes”
Kirkpatrick p202: “...out-of-tune bugles [ex=m17-25]”; Keller p71 [same ex]
Pestelli: p263: “cosciente archaism” [prototype for this group].
Sutcliffe p240-245 [detailed harmonic analysis]

Parma 11:21 b minor And[an]te ¢
  1 1 " £ Ö± ± ± | ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | °. broken 2nds w/repeated notes b  2v 3 lh imitates  9>D  13 >A>D

15 $1 17 lh imitates
, 19 $2 falling triplets D (G# & G$) 20 lh imitates  29 °ä¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]
  2 30 ± [Ú:]ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ± $2 developed rh ülh octaves ú D>e  33>f# .>b
n 36 $1 developed; lh middle v £ ± | ± ±  f#/C# pedals  38>b  42: 13\14 echoed

45 restated 47 lh imitates
, 49 $2 59 ° ä :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 9:21; Parma 11:21
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •V9:21, 22 = P11:21, 22
P11:23&24 are in B= major; b minor is sometimes used as a substitute for b= minor in cycles of works
arranged by key signature (compare BL4:7-9 in Collections file for the placing of E27 in b between 2 sonatas in
B=; J S Bach Inventions & Sinfonias 14&15, 1723)
instruments: cembalo with range Bd
difficulty: moderate, level 3.  The triplets at m19-28 & 49-58 should be phrased so that each leads smoothly into
the next: ÖÖ  - Ö± µ -Ö  etc, not disjunct ÖÖ±’s
themes: 123:3223: two groups, first theme omitted in part 2; other themes developed in reverse order and
restated in part 1 order
keys: 1373:345151: ö at start of second theme group in part 2 and the dominant (f<) on its dominant pedals; the
rhythm also changes here from ÖÖ± triplets back to ÖÖÖ±
accidentals: m46: the < on the first A doesn’t conform to Scarlatti’s usual practice, since the last note in m45 is
an A< and the value carries over to the next measure as in m47-48 lh 
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k408; Fadini 7:354
see also: Chambure p139
Nina Key in Morales p345

Parma 11:22 b minor All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 ±.| ±.| ±.|ÖÖ±|ÖÖ± |Æ ¯~~~ ÖÖ±|¶¶± Ö±|Æ ±. b 2v lh ÖÖ±: B1 B2 B3;ú by steps 8 B\1  9 %+\ 25>e 28>D  30 A\1

, 33 "2 ("1 variant) 3v 40 lh 8ves 45 %+\ 56 rh ties x m\lines 70 :Ú:
  2 n^ 71 $ 4m ostinato both h úorü by 1/2 steps D  75 d  79 e  83 a  87 A  91 f#   95 b/E

103 g# /D# (G$'F*) 107 g# /C#  111 b   115 D  119 d  131 a  135 b
, 148 "1 varied 156 % varied again 168+ as at 17+ 183 :Ú:
source collections: Venezia 9:22; Parma 11:22
dates: about 1725-30; 1754
companions: •V9:21, 22 = P11:21, 22
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: difficult, level 6 (Rousset: difficile; Maxwell: advanced); m1+ the left-hand fifth finger should leap an
octave in order for the thumb to be in a stable position for the next octave leap and for the hand to leap down
two octaves and a step for the next measure
themes: 12:31: one group, variants; ö at start of part 2 and new material; first theme returns varied in home key;
the second theme, which offered considerable contrast in part 1 just by being in a major key, especially the



lyrical sequence at m33-44, is completely missing in part 2, which ends relentlessly in the tonic minor
keys: 143:3347751466413371:
graphics, accidentals: small notes are typical: slurred acciaccature throughout except unslurred appoggiature in
m8 and 171, slurred suspensions in 167 and 175
m71-147: this passage is in groups of four repeated measures, as if each group were one measure of 12/8; the
last measure of a group of four is an upbeat to the next group; see also Kirkpatrick below
m102-110: m102 has G< followed immediately by G>in m103; m104 starts with G=which should mean G>=
F*; m103-110 appear to be in g< minor with basses on D# , then (m107) C#, the dominant and subdominant of
g<
similar sonatas: E7 a (left-hand octave leaps at m55+)
E27 b (key structure; ostinati)
metaphors: November 22 is the feast day of Cecilia, the patron saint of music, particularly appropriate for the
large number of keys traversed in part 2 and a work that sounds about 150 years ahead of its time. Another
example of relentless fado.  The raw power of this work makes Scarlatti’s contemporaries, Bach and Handel
included, seem gutless in comparison
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k409; Fadini 7:355
see also: Gerstenberg p144 & fn
Benton p273:” (in a rapid corrente type of motion in 3/8) may... be classified as da capo or “rounded binary”
...comes close to the classical development section in its nature...”
Kirkpatrick p214: “Scarlatti seems to stay on the surface of his seventh chords, as if to avoid losing the volatility
of his frequently shifting tonal currents, as if to avoid encumbering the leanness and muscularity of his lines and
figurations (ex m71-147)”
Chambure p139: “...propose au début de la deuxième partie un long développement dont la couleur se modifie
toutes les quatre mesures par de légers déplacements chromatiques” [it doesn’t develop anything however]
Sutcliffe p201-209 ex=m1-86: “The principal strain in the argument of this piece may be said to concern
hypermetrical manipulation and a concomitant struggle between regularity and irregularity of internal
organization...” [language which W S Gilbert would have put into the mouth of Ralph Rackstraw; continues in
this vein through the whole discussion]

Parma 11:23 B@ major Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1 ~~~± Ö± ± ± | ° B@  2v 2 lh imitates

7½ "2~~~±.¶± |± ± ° 10 F5  H12 b@  3v
, 17½ $1 lh; triplets F  (E$ &E@)  19 rh imitates 25: H12 f  31 opposed broken chords F

35 $2 ~~~Ö.ï± | ± ±  ("2 variant; F5) 39 % 43 coda 47 ¬ ¯:Ú: [tied to next m]
  2 48 _± [Ú:] ± ± ±  $2 developed B@/F >g  52\3 F# 5, G5  55>c
n 56 "2 developed (mostly< H12)>E@>e@ 64 3v 69>b@ 71>B@

73 $2 77 % rh 5th higher E@ 79 varied B@\1 80>B@  82: 77\81 % E@  85>B@ (coda omitted) 88 ¬ :Ú:
source collections: Lisboa 46 --; Venezia 9:23; Parma 11:23
dates: about 1730-35; 1751
companions: •V9:23, 24 = P11: 23, 24
•Li 46-49 = P11:23 B=, 10  D, 9 d , 24 B= (suite in different keys?)
instruments: cembalo with range Gg (actual range B=- g)
difficulty: difficult, level 6.  Broken octave leaps in m48&52 should use lh 551 fingering for greater stability
themes: 12340:424: two groups, cells; two themes omitted in part 2, rest developed; last theme restated
keys: 11555:162441141: ö m56 is at the start of the second theme in the part 2 and a move from supertonic
minor (c) to subdominant major (E=, the relative major of c).  This leads to scales in overlapping imitation, an
unstable passage, and relief in the form of a brief sequence or peroratio in adfectibus at m69-71 leading to the
return of the â2 theme in the home key, which continues however to alternate with the subdominant
accidentals: m18, 22: the first E in each measure is >, but the second should be = (compare m64 & 66, which
have =’s on both C’s); steps up differ from steps down



m35...41: the E’s in the upturns could all be = since the > on the first E is not repeated (compare m52 in which
the < on F is repeated for the upturn, but is not in m53 or 54) This interpretation is supported by the chromatic
bent of m31-33 and especially m59-60 with its play between E=, C=, E>, C>.  The upturns are more
conventional beginning at m73 in the peroratio in rebus (return to the familiar) when no accidentals are needed
m47-48: curves appear over and under the double bar (Parma and Lisboa) and mean that the notes in both hands
of m47 are tied to the notes of the same pitch in m48, rather than that m47 is elided, but elision works also
m60: Lisboa has lh D= C  B[=] A= (Venezia: A for the 4th note; Fadini suggests C=for the second note); m62:
D & C  lh (Parma & Venezia: D & C=; Fadini suggests D=for the first note); m64: B= top voice 4th note
(P&V: G).  Lisboa has all the highest and lowest notes found in P & V (I used Fadini for V; libro 9 not available
in Venezia online yet)
similar sonatas: E16 (comic B=; no pauses between themes)
NH29 F (triplets in major alternate with opposed broken chords in minor)
metaphors: September 23 was Fernando 6’s birthday (Venezia 9:23); this sonata might be appropriate to the day
if Scarlatti placed it in the Venezia libro in this position as something Maria Barbara would play for him; see
also P7:29 d = V 5:30 and P5:30 c# for Fernando’s name day, May 30
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k410; Fadini 7:356 (collates P & V); Lisboa facsimile.

Parma 11:24 B@ major Allegro 3/4
  1 1 "  ÖÖÖ± Ö± | ± ± ± |Ä ±  ̄± Ä | ÖÖÖ± ± rh ú lh üB@  2v 4 or 2m units 13 F 5

24 $ (coda) rh rising Æ ,Å &Ä  scale F  27 % rh 8ve higher  30 °.ß  :Ú:
  2 31 " lh: ÖÖÖÖÖ±  g  35 %  step lower F  n39>B@  43 F5  46 B@\1

54 $ 60 °.~~~  :Ú:
source collections: Lisboa 49;  Parma 11:24; Venezia 9:24
dates: about 1725-30; 1754
companions: •V9:23, 24 = P11: 23, 24
•Li 46-49: see P11:23
instruments: cembalo with range Gf (actual range B=- f) In m40, 42, 48 & 50 both thumbs land on F3; these last
notes in the m39-51 act as a springboard for the wide leap to the first notes of the next measures, so I suspect a
double keyboard was intended although not strictly necessary
difficulty: difficult, level 6; rapid scales with mixed note values; broken chords with hands opposed
themes: 12:12: cellular; two themes (the second theme is really just a coda); part 2 in same order
keys: 15:651: part 2 begins in g (relative minor) The return to home key is at long-short ö in m39 and the start of
a passage of heightened intensity in which the opposed broken chords in each hand appear every measure
instead of every other, reaching in succession the highest then the lowest note of the sonata
graphics: m3, 18 etc: slurs: phrasing? rubato syncopation? speed up?; no slurs in m10&12: in strict tempo?
m31 etc: (Parma) changes in patterns of beams connecting Ö ’s in part 2 perhaps intentional: 4+2 (usually), 2+4
(rh m44&52)  or 6 Ä ’s (compare map at m1 & m31; lh m31...37, 43, 47, 51; the rh has the 6-note grouping in
m43 only; Venezia online not available for libro 9; Lisboa has 4+2 throughout both hands except rh 2+4 in
m44&52, 6 in m51)
similar sonatas: P11:6 & P12:11 (both minuets in B= with short closing themes)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k411; Fadini 7:357; Lisboa facsimile
see also: Sutcliffe, Temporality... in Sala p381-382 exs: [P5:5 and P 11:24 have similar openings]
Nina Key in Morales p345

Parma 11:25 G major Allegro 2/4
  1 1 "1 Ö¶± Ö±  lh à � ± G  3v 7 G\1

8 "2 lh à  ¶± Ö± | ÖÖÖ±  2m units % (different pitches)  13 >A>b>D
20 "1 varied D &A waver 23 offbeat A pedal 27 ± £

\ 28 "3 d  offbeat pedal continues 32 sforzato 8ve B@3&4 35 å  36: 32\35 % 40 C#5 added to sforzato



42 "4 Ö.ï± Ö±  47: 43\46 % but in D  51 ± £ ¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]
  2 52 "1 developed G  theme in lh 54 rh imitates >e>a n63>b  lh ostinato ± chords 66>D  69>G

73 "2 G/D  falls by 8ves; trill w/ E5  81 ± £
\ 82 "3 g 86  sforzato 8ve E@4&5 89 å  90: 86\89 % 8ve lower 94 sforzato F#3&4 8ve w/ added E@4

96 "4 101: 97\100 % G  105 ± £ :Ú: [end1; 2: can link P11:26]
source collections: Venezia 9:25; Parma 11:25; Münster 3b 53; Zaragoza 35:24
Münster adds a D2 to both lh chords in m70, which argues in favor of its not being copied from either P or V;
M’s B3 instead of G3 in the final chord is a superior reading; more indications in ornaments etc below
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •M3b:53, 54; V9:25, 26 = P11:25, 26
instruments: cembalo with range Ge
difficulty: moderate, level 3; the rh chord in m94, shown on map, is a difficult stretch but has a full measure rest
to prepare
themes: 12134:1234: one group, cells.  Continuous development or unfolding of ideas; for example, a repeat or
development of the opening begins (after ½ measure rest) at m28 leading into a three-measure phrase at m32,
which is repeated at m36 after a silent measure; a third repeat begins in m40 but leads into a new section which
varies the opening right-hand rhythm; this new rhythm had been introduced in m34.  Several full-measure rests,
sometimes but not always followed by a sforzato dissonant chord, are an example of Scarlatti’s sense of comic
timing (and a challenge to the player to get the timing just right)
keys: 12355255:162351111: ö m63 at move from supertonic minor (a) to mediant minor (b)
ornaments, accidentals: m8: there is no ~~~ or tr on the D4 in Parma but it is held to the beginning of m12;
Münster has the shake sign but no slur between m9&10.  Adding a long trill for four measures to Parma seems
appropriate, as well as on the D5,4,3 &1 in m73-81, with the short shake on the rh D2 in m81 another sly joke
m17: < on the lh C continues across the measure-line to m18
m19: Parma lacks a < on the last lh C but Münster has one 
m104: tr in alto voice with held note third above creates a dissonant clash when played with a major second
auxiliary note (perhaps using F> prima volta and F< seconda could bring out this clash even more).  Fadini
includes a similar trill in m50 but it is in neither Parma nor Münster (Venezia online not available for libro 9)
similar sonatas: P3:24 G (sforzato octaves)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k412; Fadini 7:358; Münster microfilm
see also: Dale: p122: “street scenes”
Kirkpatrick p383 [ex m34: slur with shake (¯~~~ ) in V, not M or P: in Kirkpatrick’s interpretation of it indicates
a tied trill; following Couperin, the D is held longer than its value and then the C<trill begins slightly after the
alto E beneath the C<; however Fadini shows the slur (in an endnote) to be just over the shake sign on C<, not
including the previous D.  In any case, I would interpret most slurs that aren’t ties as indicating some kind of
rubato, usually speeding up but perhaps delaying.  Kirkpatrick implies that m38 is a parallel passage to be
interpreted in the same way as m34 even though it has no slur in V, M or P]
Pestelli p249: “...novellina ....tutta vivente di richiami, di interruzioni a sorpresa, di ammiccanti allusioni. [ex
m28-30]”.
Chambure p141: “...cellule rythmique...”
van der Meer p148 [range]

Parma 11:26 G major Allegro 6/8
  1 1 cutoff downbeat "  à Ö± ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ±._± rising broken 2nds w/repeated notes G

3 lh imitates; 3v 8>D
11 $ h opposed, ostinato broken chords  2v lh leaps úA\1; rh 3rds 18 %  27 ±. £à ¯:Ú: [ 2: elide]

  2 28 Ä  [Ú:]  " developed G  30>C  33>D  35>e
n 36 $ developed; rh ±.  39 lh ±.  40>G

43 $ restated 50:43\47 %  59 G\1 ±. £ à :Ú:



source collections: Venezia 9:26; Parma 11:26; Münster 3b:54
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •M3b:53, 54; V9:25, 26 = P11:25, 26
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 12:122: two groups.  At the n point first the right-hand then the left-hand motion slows down for
several measures in the relative minor  key (e) approaching the final return to the home key.  keys: 15:14561:
similar sonatas: P13:24 G; P10:15 G
editions used: Kirkpatrick 14: k413; Fadini 7:359
see also: Sitwell: “begins in tarantella rhythm and almost immediately hunting-calls begin and cantering and
galloping of horses...”
Chambure p141
Sutcliffe p316 [stylistic fingerprint: repeated notes with rising/falling steps: m1-10]

Parma 11:27 F major  Allegro ¢
  1 1 cutoff downbeat " £ Ö± ÖÖÖ± |ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ±  | ° F  2v 3 lh imitates
, 10 $1 close h, rh offbeat & staccato à ± ± ± Ä | £ ° ± |

16 $2 rh ÖÖÖ± turn figure, lh ° ú by steps >C/G (F$ &F#)  25 rh ° lh ÖÖÖ± >C
, 30½ $1 varied +\

46 $2 varied (F$ &F#)  52 ¬¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]
  2 53 " C  56>d
, 61½ $1 varied again; both h staccato  66>a
n 68  $2 77>d>g  81>F
, 85½ $1 as at 30½; both h staccato (95\96 only lh)

101 $2 107 ¬  :Ú: [end1; 2: can link P11:28]
source collections: Parma 11:27; Münster 3b:55; Venezia 10 (1755):1; Zaragoza 35:26
dates: about 1720-25; 1754
companions: •M3b:55, 56; V10:1, 2; Za35:26, 27 = P11:27, 28
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; piano
difficulty: moderate, level 3; contrasts staccato notes with held ones in the other hand
themes: 12323:12323: two groups, part 2 in same order
keys: 155:563621: ö at start of a theme and establishment of mediant minor (a)
rhythms: the â1 sections (see map above and graphics below) have a variety of ways of overlapping phrases
between the two hands and of beginning new phrases on different beats or offbeats within a measure
graphics: (Parma; other sources not consistent) staccato marks on ±’s: right hand m10+ etc; both hands m61+;
left hand alone m95-96 (in Paarma; both hands in Venezia, neither hand in Münster); neither hand m97-98 (all 3
sources).  Fadini transcribes these “trattini” as vertical wedges but they are slanted in P and V, vertical in M
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k418; Fadini 7:364; Münster microfilm, Venezia online
see also: Gerstenberg p84&fn
Keller p67

Parma 11:28 F major  Più tosto presto che Allegro 3/8
  1 1 cutoff downbeat "1  à Ö± | Ä ±  F  3v; top 2v offbeat  (throughout) 2 lh imitates +\

17 "2 C/G ties x m\lines top 2v 21>d  26>G>C/G
, 31 "3 c  36\39 [3/4] 41: 31\39 %
, 50 "4 C  bass rises by ±. steps (12345); middle v chromatic  55 %  60 :Ú:
  2 61 "1 C  62 lh imitates +\ 63>d  71>g
,n 79 "2 83>F/C
, 89 "3 f  104 || 3/4 b@>f  106 | 3/8 F5   109: 99\107 %



, 118 "4 F  123 %  128 :Ú:
source collections: Parma 11:28; Münster 3b:56; Venezia 10:2; Zaragoza 35:27
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •M3b:55, 56; V10:1, 2; Za35:26, 27 = P11:27, 28
instruments: cembalo with range Gf
Rousset p73 tessiture: [f3 (F5 in Fadini’s system) saved until m106 as a climax]
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 1234:1234: one group; part 2 same order; ö at start of second theme in part 2 but no key change
keys: 1562555:56211411:
rhythms: implicit change to 3/4 in m36-37 & 46-47 is made explicit in m104-105 & 114-115
ornaments: m30: ~~~  on Å  D followed by Å  C, Ä  D; m4&59: double ~~~  on ± D & B>; similarly at m122&127.
m68&78: large-note (written-out) examples of mordents (principal note, lower auxiliary, principal) in thirds.
They may have been written out because they include accidentals not implied in the current measures, or to
ensure they are executed in Å ’s rather than ç  ’s. This kind of mordent (pincé) is usually written out in large notes
in the Parma manuscripts (compare P12:12 C).  The last C in m68 and the last F in m78 don’t have <’s (Parma,
Venezia and Münster): a literal interpretation is also possible here
similar sonatas: P12:28 G (opening theme)
metaphors: Sitwell’s melancholy characterization (see also below) could apply to the Pierrot or sad clown
character in commedia dell’arte; about half the sonata is in minor keys
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k419; Fadini 7:365
see also: Sitwell: “Spanish...”; “melancholy”

Parma 11:29 C major All[egr]o  ¢
  1 1 " ± Ö± ± ± | ± C  2 or 3v fanfare w/ repeated notes, downbeat chords; lh ± then ° then ¬ chords

7 %  13 c>f   21 % step lower b@>e@  25>D@  30>G  (enharmonic G@'F#) 33åß
\ 34 $1 rh rising broken 3rds ÖÖÖ± ü E5, lh ¬ a  2v 38 % step lower G

42 lh broken 3rds, rh à Ä ± ä  52:42\51 %
62 $2 rh broken chords w/ leaps, lh ¬ 72\3 G\1 73 :Ú:

  2 74 " (as at 13) G>g >c  80>g  C5 ostinato 84>e  86>a  n88  90>d
, 94 $1 varied & extended C/F  100>d  104 C/F  108 (as at 42) C  118:108\117  %

128 $2 141 :Ú:
source collections: Parma 11:29; Münster 3b:57; Venezia 10:3
dates: about 1745-50; 1754
companions: •M3b:57, 58 = P11:29, 30
• V10:3-6 = P11:29, 30, 12:12, 13
instruments: cembalo with range Gf; piano: see Ogeil in Sala p365.
difficulty: difficult, level 7
themes: 123:123: two groups; part 2 same order
keys: 11473-2-565:5515362146141: the opening fanfare (hunting processional?) is mocked in minor keys starting
at m13, moving through f minor to a cadence in e= minor at m24, then to G major at m30 (enharmonic
G=against F<).  Part 2 opens with this version moving quickly to tonic minor (c).  then through dominant minor
(g) to mediant minor (e), reaching relative minor (a) just before the ö point m87, ending in supertonic minor (d)
at m93. The second theme switches immediately to C major but on its subdominant of F (the relative major of
d); the addition of thirds in the left hand and other changes give the theme a more old-fashioned modal sound
(m94-107 compared to m34-41)
graphic, accidentals: m38: Münster has a < on the last rh F4 which is missing in Parma & Venezia (the lh F3 is
< in all)
m42+&m52+: staccato marks; lacking in m48-50 and throughout part 2
m43, 45, 53, 55: <’s on F’s are in force when the notes are under the same beam; this is an ambiguity that gets



resolved in part 2, at m108+.  Note however that the similar figure in P13:7 C at m23+ puts =’s on all the A’s
even when the flags are joined
similar sonatas: P8:22 A, P12:22 D; P13:7 C; P13:17 G
influences: Clementi Gradus ad parnassum 1817 v1:20 D (finger change on repeated notes)
metaphors: birdsongs; at the end of each part, the right hand swoops up and down in broken chords over a drone
bass then falls to the lowest note alone (as in several other sonatas; see metaphors for P2:27 f and P 2:28 b); the
bird imagery in this sonata implying the Holy Spirit rather than Christ
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k420; Fadini 7:366
see also:  Kirkpatrick p247; p261; p272-3; p277
Keller p68
Sitwell: “Spanish, with military overtones”
Pestelli p190: “l’autonomia linguistica di Domenico arriva al punto che il suo cuccù talvolta non rispetta la
prassi dell’intervallo di terza minor; e sono i casi più vivi... [ex m42-46]”
Chambure p143: “... les deux séquences... sont extraordinairement contrastées; elles présentent séparément les
éléments des saetas: le rythme, affirmé dès la première mesure, et l’incantation mélodique”
Willis p178: “massive sonority and pomp are scarcely ever presented without the dramatic contrast of thin
textures to offset them and give a sense of scale. Obvious examples which demonstrate this include [this
sonata], with its bold soloistic c[3], which is importantly not at the top but in the middle of the range of the huge
chords which surround it”

Parma 11:30 C major All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ¶¶¶¶¶± | ±~~~  fanfare C  2v both h parallel
, 9 "2 d 3v broken minor 2nds w/repeated notes; lh<2 inverted 13>e>a  21>G  25 E5 

27 lh disjunct 8ves 30åß
\ 31 "3 G/D 3v("2 varied: top v ostinato A4 ±. , lh leaps F#3 úD1 etc) 36>G  ¨12345 39: 31\38 %

47 "4 e  2v (2nds<"2 w/4ths; lh leaps G1üF#3) 51>G  53:47\52 % (e>G )
59  coda: ostinato D4 Å  63:59\62 %  67 :Ú:

  2 68 "1 (varied) g  72 varied %
76 "2 (lh varied) 84 % step higher a (C#&G#) n88>d  92: 17\24 % w/same pitches +\ 8ve a

100>C  106 úG\1 107åß
\ 108 "3 116 %

123 "4 a 127>C 129 % (a>C)  135 coda  139 % 8ve lower 143 :Ú:
source collections: Parma 11:30; Münster 3b:58 --; Venezia 10:4
dates: about 1730-35; 1754
companions: •M3b:57, 58 = P11:29, 30
• V10:3-6 = P11:29, 30, 12:12, 13
instruments: cembalo with range Gf
difficulty: exceptional, level 9.  Hands treated as equal partners.  Each hand holds notes with one finger while
the other fingers move.  Rapid right-hand passages containing repeated notes change their pattern from measure
to measure, for example m17-18: DCCBBB | DCCBBA, and require attentive and inventive fingering as well as
phrasing that brings out cross-rhythms (m47+ in particular).  This sonata makes a brilliant conclusion to Parma
libro 11 (not last in the other sources)
themes: 1234:1234: cellular, one group, variants, part 2 same order.  Variations to the themes insure that the
tension mounts in part 2 from m68 until the empty measure 107
keys: 12365553535:56*2616161: ö, m88, is at a move from the relative minor (a) to the supertonic minor (d,
subdominant of a)
rhythms: m71 & m74 are examples of staggered cadences; in m71 the D2 is clearly an upbeat to the next
measure, but not so clearly in m74
similar sonatas:  P6:6 C: identical opening, but here doubled by the left hand



P12:6 D: varying patterns of repeated notes and their development with mounting tension in part 2
metaphors: continues hunting metaphors from P11:29: the confident opening fanfare in major is varied (or
mocked) in minor at the beginning of part 2.  The dotted ±’s with agitated Å ’s at m9+ become like gunshots
when the same pitch (A4) is repeated several times at m31+ (the Ä ’s leaping suddenly deep into the bass are like
a recoil after taking aim and discharging)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k421; Fadini 7:367
see also: Kirkpatrick p203: “...the dubious intonation of a Spanish or southern Italian village band...”; p255;
p258 [anatomy]; p262; p276; p302-3 [performance].
Clark 1976: “contains chromatic passages present in many flamenco pieces”
Maxwell: “curious sonata with quite blatant dissonances...”

Parma:  libro 12. 1755. (30) Sonatas

Parma 12:1 D major  Non presto mà a tempo di ballo. 3/8
  1 1 "1  ¶± Ö± | ÖÖ± | ¶± ± (�) | ~~~ÖÖ± D 3v (2v often parallel 3rds/6ths) 5 % 9 triplets extended

9 "2 H11: Ä  | Ö± 17>A
(19)\20  "3 (<H11) rh f1xf2, leaps; lh 8ves reinforce rh 28 echoes "1 m3 30: 19\27 %
42 "4 (<"1) lh: rising&falling 6ths  52 ¨12345  54 A\1 :Ú:

  2 55 "1 developed A  60 >a  dissonant G# tied x m\lines; 4v 64>A  n67>D  68 "2 echoed
72  "3 (w/ % etc as in part 1)
96 "4 bass varied 108 :Ú:

source collections: Bologna mss KK96 [1], FF232 [10]: Non presto (these two sources only; tempo indication in
the rest is like Parma); Lisboa 53 (...Ballo); Madrid-Ayerbe 22; Münster 3b:59; Parma 12:1; Venezia 10:13;
Wien Q15114:15; NewYork 1:23.  The similarity of the handwriting in Bologna FF232:10 and Münster 3:59 is
quite close.  See Bologna 1 and Münster in Collections, and also Cogito: graphics, for discussions of this in
relation to surviving examples of Scarlatti’s own handwriting
•Bologna FF232 [10] has several differences (photocopy from Bologna Museo internazionale e biblioteca della
musica) including: the key signature is in the first measure of each part only; no ~~~ ’s throughout; it lacks the A-1

in m54, but has those in m95 &107; m27 D3 not tied to m28; m28 G2 instead of F<2; m38-39 E3 tied; m59 C<3 ±
with A3 Å; m63 last beat Ä  C<3 instead of D3; the lh ± ’s in m3, 7, 98-102 are written under the second beat in the
rh rather than on the downbeat where they belong; :=||=: Volti after m54; no double dots at end.
•Madrid has several differences and lacks A-1 in m54 & 95 but apparently not in m107.
•Lisboa is very like P but has G4 instead of A4 m88 last 
dates: about 1725-30; 1727? (1751; 1755)
companions: no same key companion in any source (but see NY1:20 d, copied by a different scribe)
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: moderate, level 3; consecutive (legato) thirds and sixths.  Right-hand index over thumb in m19-20 &
25-26 etc.  Finger change on repeated notes within chords possibly intended.
themes: 1234:1234: one group, variants, cells; part 2 in same order
keys: 15:5551: ö at final return to home key
accidentals, ornaments: m51: Münster has G[>]; Parma, Bologna, and Lisboa, at least, all have G<
m63: anschlag in large notes (F>A G<); compare P14:20 B=, P5:3 A, P5:23 G
m88: Lisboa has G4 instead of the expected A4, another happy accident
influences: Schumann, Novelletten opus 21:4 Ballmässig, 1838
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k430; Fadini 7:376 (collates Ma, M, V, P); Lisboa facsimile
see also: Landowska: “...obstinate... final bars recall the echo of a hunting horn fading in the distance”
Keller p65: “mit seiner gelassenen Grazie hat fast die Berühmtheit des Bildes der jungen spanischen Prinzessin
erlangt, die Velazquez gemalt hat: [ex]”
Sitwell: “Neapolitan...”



Pestelli p190: “tema del cuccù... ne ha dato l’interpretazione più tradizionale e riconoscibile, inserendola però
nel metro di un Tempo di ballo”; p236: “è massima l’aderenza alla metrica del Minuetto”.
Sutcliffe p318 [stylistic fingerprint: fretting inner parts: m59-67]

Parma 12:2 G major  Allegro 3/4
  1 1 " 3ÖÖ± 3ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | Ö  G  2v 5 D  8 :Ú:
  2 9 " varied G/D  n11 added\tone chord  13 full chords 14 G\1 >G  16 :Ú:
source collections: Parma 12:2; Venezia 10:14
dates: about 1725-30; 1755
companions: •V10:14-16 =  P12:2-4
instruments: cembalo with range Gd; double keyboard (right hand plays G3 held by left in m1-2)
difficulty: easy, level 1
themes: 1:1: one theme; cellular; the n point is an added-tone chord, the only one in the sonata, F<CD, which
divides the sonata into 10- and 6-measure golden sections
keys: 15:11:
similar sonatas: lh chords at m13 like P12:17 G
P13:18 G
P11:2 G (previous in Pestelli group p238)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k431; Fadini 7:377
see also: Pestelli p239: “...ha qualcosa di incompiuto nel senso meccanico e materiale del termine:
l’impressione più forte che lascia, è di essere l’unica superstite di una serie di varizaioni su un tema anch’esso
mancante”
Kirkpatrick p271-2
Sheveloff p412-415 [formal analysis;] “somewhat unusual in its lack of absolute symmetry”

Parma 12:3 G major  All[egr]o 3/4
  1 1 "1 lh ÖÖÖÖÖ± | Ö  rh £ ± ± | ± ± £ G  2v
, 5 "2 9 %
, 13 "3 rh broken 6ths&3rds

17 "4 ° ±¯|± ± ± |~~~± ± ±  (lh<"3 rh) 22>D
, 26 "3 rh ties

30 "5 (<"4 m17 w/ different continuation) lh leaps úA\1 34 % & extended 38 ¨± 12345 40 :Ú:
  2 41 $@ "1&4 developed together g  48 d  53\55 rh ± 3rds; hemiola, as if 3/2
,n 57 "3 developed  61>a/D 3v ostinato D4

64 "4 as at 18+ 68 $# G
73 "2
77 "5 81 %
85 "3  93 :Ú:

source collections: Madrid-Ayerbe 21; Münster 3b:60; Parma 12:3; Venezia 10:15; New York 1:24
dates: about 1725-30; 1755
companions: •V10:14-16 =  P12:2-4
•M3b:60, 61 =  P12:3, 4
instruments: cembalo with range Gd; piano
difficulty: moto perpetuo; leaps; easy, level 2; broken sixths
themes: 123435:1434253: cellular, one group, themes return within parts; 2-measure units which repeat and
interlock in various ways; ö at start of second theme in part 2: the preceding measures, 52-53, are a short
hemiola (as if one measure of 3/2; suggested earlier at m17-18 and 30-31 and later at m77-78 and 81-82, each
time varied); measures 61-63 introduce an ostinato dotted rhythm in the middle voice. Themes are aphoristic
keys: 15:1521:



similar sonatas: P9:28 c (similar rhythms and hemiolas)
P13:8 C (opening of part 2 in both)
metaphors: an intricate dance for a large number of people circling around each other in complex patterns
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k432; Fadini 7:378

Parma 12:4 G major Vivo 6/8
  1 1 "1  ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± Å ¯ÖÖ± | Ö  lh: ±. (GBCD) G  2v 5 lh ÖÖ± 10>e  15>d  20>C  28>G/D

29 "2 (bridge) Å & Æ  scales üboth h 32 Å  scales ú rh>D
33 "1 varied

, 40 $1 ±.  ±._|± Ä  ÅÖÖ± | ±. d  4v close h; lh tr  44 Å  scales ü&úboth h 48: 40\46 %
, 55 $2 Å & Æ  scales ú rh, leaps D  2\m units %, then % 8ve lower (P&V not ' M)  64 :Ú:
  2 65 "1 (m1 lh  ±.  ±. echoed: DF#A) G/D 66 lh imitates 67 % 5th higher (ACE)
,n 69 $1 developed a  75>G

84 "1 variant>G/D
, 91 $1 g  99 % 105 E5

 106 $2 G  108 %  110: 106\109 % 8ve lower (PV&M')  114 G\1 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 3b:61; Parma 12:4; Venezia 10:16; Zaragoza 35:5
dates: about 1730-35; 1755
companions: •V10:14-16 =  P12:2-4
•M3b:60, 61 =  P12:3, 4
instruments: cembalo with range Ge
difficulty: moderate, level 5; thirds divided between hands; internal right & left hand trills;  rapid Å  scales with  
ç  ’s at end, leaping up 2 octaves or more to start another one immediately.
themes: 12134:13134: two groups; first theme returns varied within each part
keys: 16541555:121111: ö at start of second theme in part 2 and change to supertonic minor (a); this is only five
measures after the start of part 2, which is merely an echo of the m1 bass, but given significant weight 
similar sonatas: P7:28 A; P10:22 F; P13:1 G; P14:9 D, P15:30 F
opening of part 2 is like the start of P4:21 e
metaphors: this sonata may be honoring Maria Barbara’s birthday (December 4, the feast of Saint Barbara) not
so much a portrait of her as a sonata she might have particularly enjoyed playing.  Compare P15:30 F, which has
a figure at m9+ very much like the figure at 75+ of this, and also has a metaphorical association with Maria
Barbara to my mind; for the calendar, compare P14:4 C = V12:4
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k433; Fadini 7:379 (her 61-113 renumbered +1 on map); Venezia online
m61, a repeat of m58, is not included in Münster, which is  Fadini’s preferred (more symmetrical) version; the
repeats in Parma & Venezia are accomplished by § signs on m58-60 which may have been part of the original
autograph; however the page is nearly full in the Parma & Venezia mss, so the signs may have been initiated by
the scribe; it is hard to draw any conclusion about purposeful revision in this case

Parma 12:5 d minor Andante 3/4
  1 1 "1 °. | °. | ÖÖÖÖÖ± |ÖÖÖÖÖ± | Ö  d  3v cp  4 lh imitates H7: ± ±. Ä  | Ö± ±. Ä_|Ö

H10 parallel falling Ä  scales 6th apart
11 "2 lh à ÖÖÖÖ± | Ö  12 rh imitates; then H10 3rd apart 14>C  16: 11\14 % step lower 19>a
20 "3 (derived <H7) 21 lh echoes  H10 (falling broken 6ths)
25 "2 varied/developed

n^ 37 "4 (related to "3) 45 coda (<H10)  49 :Ú:
  2 50 "1(H7) & "2 developed together ±. ± Ä  | ± £ £ F/C 52>g+\ (w/ E$) 56>a  62>d
, 66 "2 restated (as at 25) begins

70 "5 (H10 8ve apart, then 6th apart)  74 varied %



78 "6 (H7 & H10 combined)  86: 82\85 % & extended 94 :Ú:
source collections: Madrid-Ayerbe 25; Münster 3b:62; Parma 12:5; Venezia 10:17; Zaragoza 31:27; New York
1:27
dates: about 1720-25; 1755
companions: •V10:17-19; M3:62-64 = P12:5-7
•Za31:26, 27 =  LW 41, P12:5
•NY 1:27, 28 = P 12:5, 6
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: moderate, level 3; legato thirds and sixths; legato octaves m70+
themes: 12324:12256: one group, variants, cells; ö at start of last theme in part 1; new themes in part 2 are
derived from part 1 cells; keys: 175:34*51:
ornaments, accidentals: m41-48, m86-93: the subtonic and leading tone alternate at the end of each part
(G>\G< part 1, C>\C< part 2) to emphasize the finality of the bare octaves in m49 & 94 (the lack of a
leading-tone appoggiatura in m94 even more emphatic)

m70-76: small-note figure increases in speed:  ±>Å , Ä>Å; no ¯>¯
similar sonatas: P2:27 f ; P12:30 a
P12:8 F (next in Pestelli group p256, linguaggio di Frescobaldi)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k434; Fadini 7:380; Münster microfilm; Venezia online
see also:  Sheveloff p176: [called Courante in Bülow edition 1864]
Sutcliffe p361: [m70+ compared to P14:7 start of part 2] “...reiterated long notes and upper appoggiaturas
suggest a flamenco style...” [see introduction to this file page 15 above for Sutcliffe’s misuse of the term
flamenco according to Walter Aaron Clark]
Stewart-MacDonald, The minor mode as archaic signifier... in Sala p416

Parma 12:6 D major  All[egr]o ¡
  1 1 intro ~~~Ö¶± Ö± ÖÖÖ± 2,3: %+\  4 "1 ¶¶¶± repeated notes, ÖÖÖ± broken 3rds; rh&lh alternate D  2v

8>E  9 scales & broken chords  11>f# >e>D 16>A>E
n^ 19 "2 à Ä ç±µ.  A  scales; repeated notes as in "1 but extended  30 :Ú:
  2 31 "1 developed D/A 3v close h 34 >b  2v 36 e>a  39 d  40½>D

42 "2 53 :Ú:
source collections: Lisboa 59; Münster 3b:63; Parma 12:6; Venezia 10:18; NewYork 1:28
Lisboa has C<as last Ä  in m5 like M, unlike P&V; lh Ä ’s usually in pairs (Ö± Ö± ) unlike P: ÖÖÖ±
dates: about 1730-35; 1751 (1755)
companions: •V10:17-19, M3:62-64 = P12:5-7
•NY 1:27, 28 = P 12:5, 6
instruments: cembalo with range Ae (Rousset: clavecin type 6; actual range D1 - e5)
difficulty: difficult, level 6; implied finger change on repeated notes.
themes: 012:12 one group; short-long ratio ö at start of last theme and final dominant of part 1; part 2 omits
introduction, rest in same order; built from two cells (m4 & m19 on the map).  The probatio (development) in
part 2 adds a middle voice and changes the patterns of the repeated notes, building in tension until the home key
is reached (middle of m40) and the second theme is stated in its part 1 form (m42)
keys: 12321525:162511:
rhetoric: a brief opening exordium occurs in several other D major sonatas; see P2:17 D for some examples. 
The themes are epigrammatic, especially the opening bars of each main theme, m1-3 & m19-20 (ornamental
flourishes add an individual sound to otherwise standard ideas)
accidentals: m21: G[>]2 in the falling scale is the perfect way to upset the apple cart before A major is fully
established to end part 1; it’s in all sources, including Lisboa, and gives a fresh sound to the á2 theme when it is
repeated in m22
similar sonatas: P7:26 D; P10:6 F; P11:30 C
influences: see also Pestelli and Sutcliffe below



editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k435; Fadini 7:381; Lisboa facsimile; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Kirkpatrick p204 (ex m23-5, 31-4): “castanets... appear to be directly imitated”
Sitwell: “Cited by Kirkpatrick for its counterfeit of castanets and their ‘dry clattering’. I would have thought it
more Neapolitan than Spanish in feeling, and to be grouped with the Italian sonatas; but its companion...[see
below, P12:7]”
Pestelli p189 [m19+ similar to P1:5 G m24+ and Rameau, La poule 1728]; p249-250: “... il mondo dei
clavicembalisti francesi, sia per una tipologia comune ad una pagina di ... François Dandrieu [exs: Le Caquet
(2nd livre 1728 5:1) & P12:6 D m15] ...”
Sutcliffe p81: “The material at [m 4-5] also finds a counterpart in an untitled piece in D major (47v) by Santiago
de Murcia from his Passacalles y obras (1732), the most extensive collection of Spanish guitar music of the
time”

Parma 12:7 D major  Allegro 3/8
  1 1 "1  à Ö± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± |... ~~~±. fanfare; 3rds&6ths w/repeated notes D  3v 7 lh bass imitates +\

15 "2 rh ostinato F#; lh falling Å   scales b   20>f#>c#  24>B  31>A
37 "3 broken 2nds exchanged by both h E

, 42 "4 ostinato 6ths, broken chords & scales üboth h A  48 %  54 lh broken 8ves úA\1 62 ±.¯:Ú: 
[end1; 2: elide]

  2 63 "1 developed D/A
n 69 "2 A  75>f#  78>b  81>D

83 "3 A
, 94 "4 D  (D5) 100 %+\ 106 as at 54 114 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 3b:64; Parma 12:7; Venezia 10:19
dates: about 1730-35; 1755
companions: •V10:17-19, M3:62-64 = P12:5-7
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: difficult, level 6; repeated thirds and sixths, broken octaves; batteries: hands cross, close hands
themes: 1234:1234 one group; part 2 in same order, ö at start of second theme  keys: 1637+6525:1536151:
accidentals: m21: the last G4 is not <, nor is the last G3 in m34 in all the sources.  Why change them?
similar sonatas: m37+ like P2:11 A (hands cross on falling broken seconds)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k436; Fadini 7:382; Venezia facsimile; Münster microfilm
see also: Kirkpatrick p204 (ex m1-7, 106-110): “...its mate responds with a battery of trumpets”
Chambure p147: “...une fanfare populaire avec ses tambours et ses trompettes”
Sitwell: [continues from P12:6] “Spanish ... does strongly suggest a band of guitars, though with no
accompanying castanets”

Parma 12:8 F major  And[an]te commodo 3/4
  1 1 "1 ~~~°. | ÖÖÖÖÖ± |ÖÖÖÖÖ± | ±. ÖÖ± | Ö± ±. F  3v cp 3 lh imitates  H7: Å ¯ÖÖÖÖÖ± broken 2nds ú 11>d 17>G

20 "2 C /G (G2 & G4 °.) 23: H7  24:20\23 %
n^ 28 "3 (<H7) C  30,32,34 lh ±. Ä  ±  33 rh falling 3rds, then 6ths; lh 8ves 36 :Ú:
  2 37 "1 variant F/C lh rises by 1/2 steps >d  40>e

41 "2 developed a/E  44: H7 w/downbeat rest  46>d  48>F  49\50 echoes m2 +
52 "2 restated but varied (C1 & C5 °.)
58 "3 developed 60\66 rh top v: ±. ± Ä  70 :Ú:

source collections: Lisboa 50; Parma 12:8; Venezia 10:20; Münster 2b: 27 (first sonata in 2b; numbers continue
from 2a);  Zaragoza 35:2; Montserrat ms654
dates: about 1720-25; 1751
companions: •Li 50,51 = P 12:8, 25
•V10:21,22; M2:27, 28 = P12:8, 9



•Za35:1-4 = P12:9, 8, 24, 25: these companions make a convincing suite with tempi fast, slow, fast, very fast
with gigue rhythm
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: easy, level 2; thirds & sixths; m60-66: weakbeat stresses & hemiola
themes: 123:1223: one group, variants; cellular; similar to P12:5 d; compare m50+ in P12:5 with m60+ in
P12:8.  Motivic development of elements which appear in m1-8.  The falling broken seconds of the cell in m7
are repeated in two-measure imitative groups m43-48, each a fourth higher (landing on C m44&45, F m46&47,
B= m49), the peroratio in adfectibus of the sonata (see rhetoric in introduction to this file).  m43 is also the n
point for the long-short golden ratio of the sonata, but I have preferred to mark the short-long ratio indicated on
the map at m28, the start of the last theme and final dominant of part 1.  The changes to this theme when it
reappears at the end of part 2 are quite substantial: no peroratio in rebus, although the material is mostly
familiar, but even a detail like the bass ± ° of m69 is something new at the very end.
keys: 16255:167+361:
ornaments, graphics: small notes are mostly slurred (played before beat, not quite crushed notes) except
unlsurred appoggiature in m6 and m55 (Parma and Lisboa; Venezia has a slur in m55; Münster lacks some of
the other slurs)
m36: Lisboa has fermate on both the lh & rh dotted ° (see also Sutcliffe below)
similar sonatas: P7:5 B=; P13:3 A
P12:5 d: see themes above
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k437; Fadini 7:383 (collates P, V, M); Lisboa facsimile
see also: Kirkpatrick p203 (ex m56-60): “Bells...”.
Pestelli p256&fn: “[ex m1-5; influence of Frescobaldi:] non pare possibile che il riferimento ad un distinguibile
linguaggio modale sia stato un ricordo incosciente”
Sutcliffe p233-235 exs: “Giorgio Pestelli cites the opening... for its evocation of a Frescobaldian canzona...
[final m of part 1 is same C (right-hand) dotted half as opening m; opening of part 2 consists of series of dotted
halves in rising chromatic progression]... two-bar opening theme...last three rising quavers [m2] are also found
in the reworking at [m]20... It is Scarlatti’s triumph so completely to disguise a polyphonic entry, turning
counterpoint into colour”

Parma 12:9 F major  Allegro ¢
  1 0  "1  ±  | ± Ö± ± ± | ± Ö± ± ± | ± Ö± ± ± | ~~~± ± ä  F   3v 5 lh imitates 8\9 £ ± | ± ±

12½"2  16>C  H20: lh µµµ ÖÖÖ± | Ö  (GAGGFEDC)
25 "3 rh<H20:  µµµ ± ± | (GAGGG), lh leaps 35 úG\1

35½ "2 varied/developed 41: H20  52 ¬ :Ú: [end1; 2: can elide]
  2 53 "2 (H20) developed in rh w/repeated notes; lh °, both h ostinato C  55>a 59>d
n 66 "3 rh: H20 (as at 53, not as at 25) 71>F

87 "2 as at 35 +\  99 F5 104 ¬ :Ú:
source collections: Lisboa 54; Parma 12:9; Venezia 10:21; Münster 2b:28; Zaragoza 35:1; 
Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12:10 
According to Fadini’s endnote (see editions below) the 2nd & 3rd page  (41r&v) of V10:21 were switched with
the 2nd & 3rd page (46r&v) of V10:24 (=P12:20 B=).  Since V10:24 is written with one flat in key signature, it
is easy to see how this could happen if the scribe were working from loose sheets which fell to the floor and
were hastily reassembled; but not if the scribe were copying directly from the assembled Parma libro, in which
the sonatas are widely separated.  The online Venezia (see Citations file) has the pages in the proper order.
Lisboa has E in lh at the beginning of m47 as in Münster, the reading adopted by Fadini. A B=-1 in Lisboa m29
has been corrected to G-1 in Parma; both mss have G-1 in m35.
dates: about 1730-35; 1751
companions: •V10:21,22; M2:27, 28 = P12:8, 9
•Za35:1-4 = P12:9, 8, 24, 25
•CF12: 10, 11 = P12:9, 25



Since P12:8, 9, 24 & 25 are also close to each other in Zaragoza & Lisboa (& the last three in Cambridge) all
four sonatas could be parts of an earlier suite in F
instruments: cembalo with range Gf
difficulty: difficult, level 6; repeated notes in both hands calling for varied fingering solutions.  At m53+ for
example the small unit ÖÖ± Ö (f3432) is repeated over and over again, gradually building into a larger unit lasting
until m66; the proper light and rapid touch will make this cohere as a single sentence, the right hand then barely
pausing to regain balance as the left hand joins in and both hands continue on the same course to the end of the
sonata
themes: 1232:232: one group, variants, cells which are shared between themes in varied ways; first theme
omitted in part 2, ö at start of second theme; keys: 15:5361: there is no change of key at the ö point, but the
theme is stated in the minor before changing back to its original major
similar sonatas: P13:16 F; P14:28 D (Sutcliffe p210)
metaphors: commedia dell’arte character Tartaglia (stuttering); a comic opera aria, almost a patter song
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k438; Fadini 7:384 (collates P, V, M & Birchall); Lisboa facsimile; Venezia
online
see also: Gerstenberg p112
Pestelli p249: [follows discussion of P12:17 G]

Parma 12:10  B@ major (@) Moderato ¡
  1 1 "1 lh ± 3ÖÖ±  ± ± ± ± | °. B@  3v 3 rh imitates 5 çÖ±. h together & separate  9>F>g>a>d
, 15 "2 3ÖÖ± both h; then rh ties x beats
, (19\)20 "3 (variant of "1 ~~~Ö.ï± |ÖÖÖ± Ö±) 26 úG\1

, (27\)28 "4 (variant of "2: Ö¶±)  32½ ± £ :Ú: [end1; 2:  elide]
  2 (32½) _ ± [Ú:]~~~Ö.ï± |  "1&3 developed together c +\ 39>g
n 43 "2 47>b@ (bitonal: rh F#&G#, lh G@&A@) 51>B@

52 "3 varied 59 B@4 pedals
, (62\)63 "4 67 ± ± ± [:Ú end 1; return to last beat of 32; end 2:]  £ :Ú:
source collections: Münster 3b:65; Parma 12:10; Venezia 10:22; Zaragoza 35:28
dates: about 1730-35; 1755
companions: •M3:65, 66; Za35:28, 29 = P12:10, 11
•V10:22-25 = P12 :10, 11, 20, 21
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: moderate, level 4.  Hands are equal partners.
themes: 1234:13234: one group, variants; ö at start of second theme in part 2, after a development which mixes
elements of the first and third themes but then continues in the same order as part 1. The moderato marking
combined with a 4/4 meter calls for a slow tempo
keys: 1567+3:2*611: part 1 is almost entirely in minor keys after the first 8 measures; the next clear appearance
of a major key is in part 2 at the return of the tonic for the final 17 measures, certainly a less than joyous
sounding conclusion
ornaments, graphics, accidentals: m9: tr on ° within ledger lines; ~~~  on dotted Ä ’s followed by turns m23-25 &
55-57 (left hand within right-hand ledger lines)
m32 (Parma, Venezia, Münster) is a full measure at the end of part 1, but part 2 begins with a half measure and
elision slurs, which indicate that it replaces the last half of part 1’s m32.  The repeat of part 2 should begin with
the last beat (rather than both beats) of the half-measure, as shown on map
m36, 38, 40 (and elsewhere): three different versions of turns after ~~~  on last beat of measure: 1 Å , 2 ç , 2 Å
m46-49: enharmonic (bitonal) passage: right-hand G< F< against left-hand A=& G=
similar sonatas: P4:25 E; P7:4 B=; P13:21 E=; P15:31 B= and other Cantabile sonatas
P4:29 A (lombard slides as in m5)
The rhythm at the end of each part is similar to that used throughout P 7:30 F



editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k439; Fadini 7:385; Venezia onlin; Münster microfilm
see also: Rousset p74: [m23: trill shouldn’t begin on principal note]
Chambure p147
Vignal: “...especially interesting from a rhythmic standpoint, with its opposition of eighth notes, triplets,
sixteenth notes, and groups of collected notes. In the second section, one should note the parallel sixths of the
right hand and the syncopation”
Sutcliffe p262 ex: [m38-43] “How many of these ‘neutral’ trill signs... might be executed in a popular or even
flamenco manner? [compare P9:16 A]”

Parma 12:11 B@ major (@) Minuet 3/4
  1 1 " Ö± ± |  Ö± ± | ¯Ö± ± ...;  lh ° ± | ° ± etc B@ (F#&E$ appoggiature)  2v  9 % (m15 varied) 16 :Ú:
  2 17 $ á ¶¶± ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± | Ä ± ± Ä | B@/F>F  21 % 25 varied 29: 25\28 %
, 33 " varied B@  n38 ÖÖÖÖÖ± chromatic scale ü
, 41 $  45 %  49 varied as at 25  53:49\52 % 8ve higher üF5  56 °.¯:Ú: 

[end1; 2: elide] 57 coda 59: 57\58 % 61ßÚ [see graphics below]
source collections: Münster 3b:66; Parma 12:11; Venezia 10:23; Zaragoza 35:29
dates: about 1720-25; 1755
companions: •M3:65, 66; Za35:28, 29 =  P12:10, 11
•V10:22-25 = P12 :10, 11, 20, 21
instruments: cembalo with range Gf
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 1:212:0  one theme in part 1; new material added in part 2; coda after second repeat
keys: 1:151: ö m38 is at a unique moment, a chromatic scale after the final return to the home key
graphics, accidentals: m3-5 & 7 etc: slurs on two consecutive Ä ’s are presumably for a rubato which is similar
to but freer than the Å  & dotted Ä  figure in m6
m3, 7&11: unrequired > on A
m17&21: both have = on the first E but none on the E in the last beat, which should therefore be E>: steps
down differ from steps up in scales
m55-57:  between top & bottom clefs (with slurs above the top & below the bottom clef): Parma: “2de
Lcompas se omite”: on the second playing omit m56 (hand points at the high B= in m56). Venezia adds the
words “para concluyr” Münster has the drawing of the hand but no text (compare P9:20 g); beneath the °. in
m56 it also has an inverted fermata Ü in addition to the elision curve
similar sonatas: P7:2 F
the á theme group is like RC43 B=
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k440; Fadini 7:386; Münster microfilm; Venezia online
see also: Chambure p147: “Le menuet... est d’une coupe régulière. A (4x4), A (2x4), B (4x4),” [he apparently
means part 2, but this is still inaccurate] “il se termine par une «petite reprise» de cinq mesures, seul hommage
de Scarlatti à une habitude chère aux clavecinistes français.  Aurait-il eu connaissance des pièces de Couperin? 
Son quatrième livre de pièces pour clavecin était en tous cas publié depuis 1730” [this coda however is not a
petite reprise; it’s an extension, nothing is repeated]

Parma 12:12 C major Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1 ~~~°_.Ö.» ¶¶¶± | ± ± ± ± C  2v 7 lh imitates +\ (rh silent)
, 20½ "2 G  Æ ¶± ±. |¶± ±.'ë G4; lh ostinato G3; added\tone 6th chords 22>d>e  26>d>G/D 34 ° äß
\ 35 $1 °_± ~~~Ö.ï± | ± G ü by 8ves; 38 close h 3rd apart ú 40 %  45\46 Å  scale G1 üG5

n^ 47 $2 rh offbeat 3v 50 rh ±&Ä 3rds  57 G\1 ¬¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]
  2 58 "1 developed G>D>d  67 a  76 e  79>C

81½ "2 (ú & ë C4)  83½ g  85½a  87½ g  89½F  91½C/G 93 ° äß
\ 94 $1 C  99 %  104\105 scales; rh x lh



106 $2 varied 117 :Ú:
source collections: Parma 12:12; Venezia 10:5; Münster 2b:29
dates: about 1745-50; 1755
companions: •M2b:29, 30 = P12:12, 13
• V10:3-6 = P11:29, 30, 12:12, 13
instruments: cembalo with range Gg; piano: see Ogeil in Sala p365.
difficulty: difficult, level 6; m5: unfolded sixths; disjunct thirds divided between hands m38&43; (legato) thirds
in rh m50-53
themes: 1234:1234: two groups; short-long ö at start of last theme in part 1; part 2 in same order
keys: 1523255:522631565411:
ornaments, accidentalss: m20-30 (see map): figure is a written-out pincé/mordent (compare P11:28 F).  These
become more complicated in part 2, m81-91, when a ~~~ is added to some of them: probably CDCBC played very
fast with the last C still before the next beat.  In m110 the figure is third-fifth-third, in m112 thirds
m29 (all sources): rh F< against lh F[>]
m76&79: slurs imply that the right-hand ±’s are syncopated (probably to be played just after the left hand ±’s)
similar sonatas: P9:29 C (transposition of themes by octaves)
P13:7 C
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k422; Fadini 7:368; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Gerstenberg p135-136 ex m35+: “...Registerwechsel... eine Variante des Echoprinzips”
Kirkpatrick 247-8
Chambure p143: “...le chant tendu d’une incantation flamenco [m20-34]”
Sutcliffe p293; p318: “...stylistic fingerprint... chains of falling thirds” [m38-39 and later: each hand forms
broken 7th and 9th chords; similar ones occur in P4:30 A]

Parma 12:13 C major  Presto 3/8
  1 1 "1  ¶¶± Ö± | ¶¶± ¶»» Ä | à Ö±_|ÖÖ± |  C  3v 5 varied % 9 triplets extended 17>G

25 "2 continuous triplets divided between h; rh ostinato D octaves; lh leaps 35 %
n^ 44 "3 (G#&D# appoggiature) 56 úG\1  58 :Ú:
  2 59 "1 (as at 9) developed; 2\m units %, rising by steps C/G  63 D  67 e (w/C#) 71 a (w/F#)

77 lh triplets, falling by steps 79 G  81 C
85 "2 varied; falls by steps as if continuing development  95 %
104 "3 (G#&C# appoggiature) 117 úG\1  118 :Ú:

source collections: Parma 12:13; Venezia 10:6; Münster 2b:30
dates: about 1730-35; 1755
companions: •M2b:29, 30 = P12:12, 13
• V10:3-6 = P11:29, 30, 12:12, 13
instruments: cembalo with range Gf
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 123:123: one group, cells.  The opening presents two contrasting ideas (see map above): the rhythm of
m1-2 becomes the basis for most of the rest of the sonata; the offbeat rhythm of m3-4 emphasizes the
importance of the last two beats (a spondee) of each measure and gets brief echoes at transition points, such as
m76 (an example of a staggered cadence) and in the last two measures.  Short-long ö is at start of last theme in
part 1; part 2 in same order; m59-103 are a development of m2; part 2 thus consists almost entirely of
development
keys: 15:123651:
accidentals, graphics: > or = signs are used nowhere in the Parma ms of this sonata, perhaps an indication that
< accidentals are applied  to every note where needed and not canceled
m50-52: slurs on Ä ’s probably mean the notes are syncopated, rh after lh as in P12:12; but perhaps both hands
play together with the three measures speeded up



m63-78 (Parma & Venezia): some but not all of the F’s, C’s & G’s have <’s; Fadini’s endnotes do not indicate
these, but a literal interpretation, interspersing >’s, is preferable to her smoothed-out version.  Münster appears
to be nearly identical to P & V in this passage, but the microfilm is too smudged to read accurately.  This is an
important consideration: the music is striving upward by small steps every two measures, so changing the
accidentals to conform to a previous passage will make it lose its upward momentum; example: P,V & M: lh
has E F[>] G< in m71, E F< G< in m73. P & V have more <’s squeezed into spaces next to the notes than M;
this may mean the composer proofread the copies and ordered additional accidentals
end: Münster has Segue rather than Fine
similar sonatas: the end of each part echoes the opening of P2:3 G
P10:5 D (previous in Pestelli group p246)
metaphors: fountains and watercourses as in renaissance or baroque gardens such as the Villa d’Este at Tivoli
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k423; Fadini 7:369; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Landowska: “...presents striking affinities with certain mazurkas of Chopin. Because of that, should
one launch into research to establish proof that Chopin might have known Scarlatti’s works? After all, it could
be perfectly possible, were it only through Czerny’s edition or Tausig’s transcriptions. Yet is it absolutely
conditional for Chopin to have known Scarlatti in order to write certain phrases which, by their curve, harmony,
or modulations, compel a Scarlatinian vision? Aren’t there more subtle encounters?” [This sonata is no.143 in
Czerny’s edition, which was ready for publication in 1839 (Sheveloff p162+); Czerny met Clementi in 1810 and
Chopin in 1829; however Tausig was only 6 when Chopin died.  Perhaps Chopin’s opus 33:2 in D major, 1838,
is the type of mazurka she is thinking of.  His opus 56:2 in C major, 1843, has some Scarlatti characteristics but
is unlike this sonata]
Chambure p143: [P11:10 D Minuet similar]

Parma 12:14 G major  Allegro ¢
  1 1 " ±  Ö± ± ± | ± ± ± ± | ¬_|± G  2v 3 rh imitates; ties x beats & m\lines  9>d

19 $1 £ Ö± ± ± | ° D  rh 3rds, lh 8ves 28 lh £  ± | ± ± (G G F#) 34: 28\33 %
40 $2 (C$ in m 40) 44 % 49 :Ú:

  2 50 " developed G/D 3v 52>g>d>a
59 $1 developed  n62>d>C   72 G  77 as at 28, varied
89 $2 G\1 (F$ in m 89) 93 % 98 :Ú:

source collections: Lisboa 52; Madrid-Ayerbe 17; Parma 12:14; Venezia 10:7; Münster 2b:31
Madrid is missing five measures in different parts of the sonata (11-13, 23, 61); Lisboa has all five of them
dates: about 1730-35; 1751
companions: •Madrid 15-18 = P8:14, 2:1, 12:14-15
•V10:7-10; M2b:31-34 = P12:14-17
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 123:123: two groups; part 2 in same order
keys: 155:1152541: ö m62 at move from supertonic minor (a) to dominant minor (d, subdominant of a)
accidentals: m69&71 (Parma only): > is omitted on the lowest F’s but these are straightforward octaves 
similar sonatas: P9:4 D (scales with leap followed by minor second as in m24-26 of this sonata)
metaphors: this sonata conveys clearly the sense of a narrative: this happened, then this; the opening a setting
out upon a journey, moving through space and time in which events continuously unfold, even if the ending
returns to familiar landscapes (compare the argument in P5:25 C themes)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k424; Fadini 7:370 (collates P, V, M, Ma); Lisboa facsimile
see also: Chambure p143

Parma 12:15 G major  Allegro molto 3/8
  1 1 "1 ±.| ~~~±. | ~~~±. | ÖÖ± (falling); lh à Ö± G  2v 5 %  9 3v 16>D  28åß



\ 29 "2 (<"1 but rising) d  3v 35 A\1 37: 29\34 % & extended
49 $  ¶¶¶± | Ä  D  2v 65 :Ú:

  2 66 "1 developed G/D>a  74 % step higher>b  n87>e  89  92 G  99\105 D pedals 103>D  106 åß
\ 107 "2 g 115 % & extended

127 $ G  143 G\1 :Ú:
source collections: Lisboa 55; Madrid-Ayerbe 18;  Parma 12:15; Venezia 10:8; Münster 2b:32
Lisboa, Parma and Venezia all have G4 as the first rh note of m138; Münster and Madrid have D5

dates: about 1730-35; 1751
companions: •V10:7-10;  M2b:31-34 = P12:14-17
•Ma 15-18 = P8:14, 2:1, 12:14-15
instruments: cembalo with range Gd; Madrid: Cd
A-1 & G-1 in Parma, Venezia, Münster & Lisboa: octave higher in Madrid, which also omits B=1 in m124
difficulty: moderate, level 4
themes: 123:123: two groups; part 2 same order
keys: 1555:123611511: ö m87 at move from mediant minor (b) to relative minor (e, the subdominant of b)
similar sonatas: opening & other features resemble P4:21 e
P5:20 G starts with similar repeated 4-measure phrases and broken-chord triplet lh
the rhythm at m49+ is also a feature of P7:20 G
the rising theme at m29-33 is like the main theme of E30 g
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k425; Fadini 7:371 collates P, V, M, Ma); Lisboa facsimile.
see also: Chambure p143: “bâtie sur deux cellules [m1 lh; m49-50]...”

Parma 12:16 g minor (@) And[an]te 3/8
  1 1 "1 lh ±.| ±. | ÖÖ±¯ | ÖÖ± | ±. g  2v 3 rh imitates  14åß
\ 15 "2 A@  3v 21>B@  26åß  27 c/G  34åß  35: 15\33 % step higher B@/F  40>C  46åß  47 d

54 $1 ... Ä_|Ö¶Ö±  3v 2\m phrases % ostinato; ¨12345 63 lh 8ves
71 $2 Ö.ï± Ä | Ä  £ £ | 2\m ostinato & ¨12345 continue (thru m88) 83 rh leaps ú 89 :Ú:

  2 90 $2 developed g >a>d/A 101åß
\ 102 "2 F  107>C 112 úG\1  113åß  114 f  n121åß  122: 102\108 % 3rd lower D@  128>E@  133åß

134 "2 developed & extended; 2\m ostinato c  146 a (A@\G#) 150 g  156 D pedals 158\9 as if 3/4
, 161 $1 172 G5

178 $2 196 G\1 :Ú:
source collections: (1= key signature in all) Bologna 1:9 (FF232); 2:4 (KK96); Lisboa 9 --; Parma 12:16;
Venezia 10:9; Münster 2b:33; Wien Q15114:9; NewYork 3:33 Tempo Giusto.  Bologna 1 version discussed in
separate entry after this one
dates: about 1725; 1727? (1755)
companions: •V10:7-10, M2b:31-34 = P12:14-17
•Wien Q15114:8-9 = P12:29, 16
•NY 3:33, 34 = P12:16, 17
instruments: cembalo with range Gg.  Parma shifts the low and high notes for a more effective conclusion
difficulty: difficult, level 6; m54-59: lh index crosses thumb to play E above D held by thumb; m161+ similar
themes: 1234:42234: two groups; first theme omitted in part 2; the n point is an empty measure before a sudden
change to the most distant key in the sonata (D=);  keys: 12-34345:1257475-642111:
graphics, ornaments: m3-13: the slurs are for phrasing? or indicate rubato?  speeding up?  right hand slightly
after left?  Münster uses Ó ’s instead of ç ’s for the turns following ~~~ ’s from m22 thru 81 (part 1).  Lisboa has Ó ’s
in m32 & 52 only
m33 etc: examples of staggered cadences (rh finishes after lh).  This is varied elsewhere, for example with ties
across the measure-line at m61-62
m65&67: there are ~~~ ’s on (presumably) the lower notes of left-hand octaves (also in Venezia; no  ~~~ ’s here in



Münster; Fadini moves them to the top note of the right hand as in m163 in P&M)
m89: an effective detail is the right hand D3: the repeat returns to the solitary D3’s of the two opening measures
similar sonatas: P1:11 c
P13:20 B= (enharmonic change)
P14:11 G (change to a distant key at its n point (see maps); similar endings to its parts)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k426; Fadini 7:372 (collates P, V, M); Lisboa facsimile
see also: Kirkpatrick p197: “underlines accents with thickenings of texture or sudden sforzatos” [both P12:16 &
17]; p375 ex [m52-3, 61-2]
Chase p111-2: “Since the tonadilla was coming to the fore in Madrid during the later years of Scarlatti’s life ...
it is not surprising to find him writing sonatas that bear unmistakable reflections of the tonadilla style. Such is
the Sonata in G minor [P12:16], from which we quote a few measures of marked Hispanic character [ex
m153-160]”
Sitwell: “Spanish...  According to Gilbert Chase ‘in tonadilla style’. That seems an exaggerated statement. It
may be so, but the fact that it is a tonadilla does not obtrude”
Sutcliffe p357-358: “correspondences... [between P12:16 and P10:12... P9:13... P12:15... P14:11... P1:1...
V49:4]; Jane Clark believes [P12:16] reflects Portuguese folk music.  The bass figures and syntactical sense do
in fact suggest the music of Seixas...”; p317 [stylistic fingerprint: sudden open fifth: m21]
Willis p123-124 ex: [dramatic use of silences]

•Parma 12:16: Bologna 1:9 version
source: Bologna FF232 [9]  (photocopy from Bologna Museo internazionale e biblioteca della musica) has
numerous differences, including:
the key signature and clef signs are in the first measure of each part only; no slurs or ~~~  throughout (tr in m52)
(part 1):  m19 top v E= is ± on second beat; m73-80 (in P) are missing; P’s m85-86 are repeated, so part 1 has a
total of 83 measures instead of 89.
(part 2) (Fadini’s measure numbers are kept below to make comparison convenient)
m98 A-1 & A1 are absent (as well as in m100, which has them in the Münster copy only); m112 does have G-1;
unslurred small note Ä  replace Parma’s ~~~  in m107; m137 has E[>]4 m172-176 have F<4 | G4 (±) instead of F<5 |
G5 (dotted ±); m181 lacks the C5 (it’s present in m179).  It does have G5 in m190-194 but G1 in m196 instead of
G-1; ://||//: Volti after m89; R under the first lh note of m195; no double dots at end (m196).  There are no
missing measures in part 2 but Parma’s m195 (without the ~~~) is repeated once and has the letter R below it; a
small G3 Ä rh precedes the large ±. G3 in m196 (Bologna m191 counting from the beginning).  There are also
signs of erasures in m180-181 & a measure has been scratched out between 184 & 185.
See Bologna ms FF232 in Collections; the manuscript is marked “Per studio di Francesco Gasparini” who died
in 1727; therefore a G-g range instrument was available to Scarlatti in Lisboa, or in Roma during his 1724-5
visit or his return there two weeks before Gasparini’s death (see Curriculum).  The style of handwriting is
similar to that used for Münster 1-3: see Cogito: graphics and P12:1 D above in this Catalogue. The lack of clef
signs and key signatures on all ledgers but the first of each page is like Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 13.  The other
Bologna ms (KK96) should be examined also.  Another possibility, if I am wrong about the handwriting, is that
FF232 was copied after Gasparini’s death from an original once owned by him.

Parma 12:17 G major  Presto quanto sia possibbile ¡
  1 1 "1 ¶¶¶± ±¯¶¶¶± ± G  3v H6½ Ä ± Ä  (rh offbeat stress)

8 "2 lh ¶¶¶± broken chords, 3rds rh offbeat 10+: H6½11>D 13 sudden ostinato full chords on D1

14½: 12\14 % (m\line shifted)
n^ 16½ "3 rh broken chords, lh H6½ 19 %  21 :Ú:
  2 22 "2 developed D  rises by steps  23 e  26>G  27: H6½

29½"2 restated (as at 12)  31 chords: G\1\G5 32 % (shifted)
34½ "3 36½% 38½\39: G5úG\1 :Ú:



source collections: Lisboa 3; Madrid-Ayerbe 26; Parma 12:17; Venezia 10:10; Münster 2b:34; NewYork 3:34
Presto Assay.  Lisboa has none of the Madrid or Münster variants listed by Fadini in her edition
dates: about 1730; 1751; this work could certainly have been composed in the 1720’s; compare J S Bach
Prelude & Fugue in G Wohltemperirte clavier 1:15 (1722) and Partia in the same key, Clavir ubung 1 (1730), 
for the keyboard figuration and harmonic language.  m27-28 contain an echo of the theme which was used both
by Bach in the fugue in b, Wohltemperirte clavier 1:24 and by Scarlatti in P10:8 in d.
companions: •Madrid 26-27 = P12:17, 3:24
•V10:7-10; M2b:31-34 = P12:14-17
•NY 3:33, 34 = P12:16, 17
instruments: cembalo with range Gg; G5 & G-1  are sometimes omitted in Madrid but not always
difficulty: difficult, level 7 (Rousset: très difficile)
themes: 123:223: one group; short-long ö at start of last theme in part 1; omits first theme in part 2, develops
second theme, then restates it.  keys: 15:561:
similar sonatas: P4:8 G, P9:21 G, P12:2 G, P15:12 F
influences: Giustini, Suonata 7 G, Corrente 1732.  Schumann, Sonata in f opus 14 Prestissimo possibile 1836 (&
similar tempo indication in his Sonata in g opus 22 1839, first movement: so rasch wie möglich)
metaphors: Saramago p183-4: “... levantou-se Scarlatti do cravo... e depois disse... Se a passarola do padre
Bartolomeu de Gusmão chegar a voar um dia, gostaria de ir nela e tocar no céu, e Blimunda respondeu, Voando
a máquina, todo o céu será música...” [Not a reference to this sonata but it certainly fits] (see also Sutcliffe p53)
The sudden explosive chords at m13 etc do not bring the music to a halt; the impulse to continuous forward
motion continues through them unscathed.  The high and low notes of the sonata are reserved for the chords’
final appearance and the swoop downward of the final broken chord
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k427; Fadini 7:373; Lisboa facsimile
see also: Benton (Sheveloff p531-3): “binary with rudimentary 2nd theme”
Keller p66 ex: “wirkt der Sprung beider Hände an die Enden der Klaviatur zusammen mit dem Rhythmus Ö¶± ±
wie ein Aufstampfen in einem Überschwang von Freude”
Kirkpatrick p197: “underlines accents with thickenings of texture or sudden sforzatos” [both P12:16&17];
p297-8 [performance]
Pestelli p249: “Un vero capolavoro... la «velocità» senza gradazione, fine e non veicolo, alla maniera dei
futuristi, diviene la protagonista della Sonata...”
Sitwell: “...it is difficult indeed to think of this delightful invention with the call to arms in the middle of it as
being Spanish in intention”
Francou-Desrochers [see full citation at P1:28 a] p66-68 ex m19-21: “tightrope elements”

Parma 12:18 A major (2#) Allegro ¢
  1 1 cutoff downbeat "1  £ Ö± ÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ± ° A 2v 3 lh imitates, rh offbeat  H5: rising broken 2nds

6 lh imitates 8>E
, 12 "2 (<H5); starts h 3rd apart; lh leaps 23 coda: falling broken 3rds 26 ¬¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]
  2 27 ± [Ú:]Ö± ÖÖÖ± ±  "2 developed a  n31 C  lh leaps 33>d  36>A
, 37 "2 restated & varied; ostinato A\1 pedals  45 coda 48 ± :Ú:
source collections: Parma 12:18; Venezia 10:11; Münster 2b:35; Zaragoza 35:6&18; Wien Q15114:10; Wien G
47
dates: about 1730-35; 1755
companions: •V10:11, 12, M2b:35, 36; WQ14:10, 11; Za 35:6,7 = P12:18, 19
•Za35:18-20 = P12:18, 15:23, 15:20 (fast, slow, fast tempi)
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: moderate, level 5
themes: 12:22: one group, cells.  The first theme divides into three rising phrases due to the octave leaps within
it marking the end of one phrase and beginning of the next, like a breath in vocal music: Ö± Ö±, Ö± | Ö±, Ö± ÖÖÖ± | ± ; the
last phrase provides the shape of the second theme, which dominates the rest of the sonata: the first theme is



omitted in part 2, where the second theme is developed, then restated with several variations, including the
change of the lh broken seconds to a trill-like figure (m37; see accidentals below) and four measures of
percussive low A pedals
keys: 15:13-41:  n in m31 occurs at a change to the relative major (C) of the tonic minor (a) preceded by a
measure of staggered voices and emphasized by the return of the leaps from the start of the theme in m12
links: the downbeat A1 in m1 doesn’t link to anything; its function is to establish the key with a firm foundation
after both the G-1 at the end of P12:17 and the E1 at the end of part 1 to begin the repeat
accidentals: m9-13 (Parma & Venezia): since both rh G4’s in m11 are marked with a <, the second lh G3 in m9,
second rh G4 in m10, third lh G3 in m12 & 13 should be > (there is no G< in the key signature)  In m16-18 both
D’s are<, even though the stems are joined under the same beam.  The return of the idea at m37-39 then has
greater contrast, with all left-hand C’s being < and more of a trill figure, a joyous affirmation of the home key
similar sonatas: P12:26 f<
P7:26 D (opening)
P13:2 G (endings of each part insert a rapid falling broken chord)
metaphors: commedia dell’arte acrobats: Pedrolino or Arlecchino
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k428; Fadini 7:374; Venezia online; Münster microfilm (illegible in places)
see also: Chambure p145

Parma 12:19 A major (2#) Allegro 6/8
  1 1 "  ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ±. A  3v (lh sola 2 v) 3 rh imitates  5 varied: ¶¶¶±µ ÖÖ± 8>E  12 ~~~±. £ à ß | £ à
\ 13½ $ middle v ÖÖ± | trÖÖ± e  17½ a/E (ostinato E  ±. both h) 20>e
,n^ 23 ( rh falling Å  scale, lh ± Ä ± Ä | ±. E/B  25 % 27 lh falling Å  scale E  29 % & extended 32 A\1 33 :Ú:
  2 34 " (as at 5) developed E  37 falls by steps >C  39>a  43 ±. £ à
\ 44 $ C  C3 pedals  46 d  D3 pedals 49 (bridge) a
, 52 ( E  54 % rh 8ve higher; F#5  56 A   58 2m % & extended  62 :Ú:
source collections: Parma 12:19; Venezia 10:12; Münster 2b:36; Zaragoza 35:7; Wien Q15114:11
dates: about 1730-35; 1755
companions: •V10:11, 12, M2b:35, 36; WQ14:10, 11; Za35:6,7 = P12:18, 19
instruments: cembalo with range Gg (actual range A to f<)
difficulty: moderate, level 5.  The left hand plays the first two measures alone; the fingering 5524 1234 in each
measure provides stability for holding the D ±.  even though the fifth finger leaps an octave; 2153 4321 works
for the right hand in the next two measures.  Compare P11:23 B= difficulty for the usefulness of finger 5 leaps
themes: 123:123: three groups; short-long ö at start of last theme and final dominant of part 1; part 2 in same
order; keys: 1551555:53-13-4151: the use of the lowered mediant (C major) in sudden contrast to sections in the
dominant, tonic and subdominant is particularly effective (and romantic: see influences below)
ornaments: m14: tr within ledger lines on inner voice, but m40 uses ~~~  within ledger also, so the difference
between the two signs is not always just for graphical clarity
m38, 40: slurs tie small notes to the previous measure and delay the following rh large note beyond the beat
m49-50  (Parma, Venezia & Münster): slurs on ÖÖ± groups (but not m51): a stretto (noticeable speeding up but
not exaggerated) makes sense here
similar sonatas: several A major and minor sonatas are barcarolles in character, P3:20 a, P4:30 A, P5:3 A and
others, although perhaps not on such smooth waters as this one
P8:28 C opens with the rhythm at m5 of this sonata, also divided between the hands
influences: Chopin, Barcarolle F< opus 60 (1846) may have used Scarlatti as a model for an italian style; the
left-hand rhythm shown at m5 on the map is not very far from Chopin’s ÖÖ± ¶Ö± (in 12/8) and his bass after the
change to poco più mosso and A major uses the same rhythm as Scarlatti at m23 on the map.  Many of the other
technical features of that Chopin work are already present elsewhere in Scarlatti, such as blocked intervals,
scales in thirds and sixths, double trills in thirds, chains of trills, chiaroscuro (themes alternating in major and
minor keys), leggiero ending with rapid scales (compare P8:18 F<); of course all these features appear
elsewhere in Chopin, but their concentration here is telling.  P12:19 appeared in both the Bureau d’Arts (1805)



and Czerny (1839) editions of Scarlatti sonatas (Sheveloff p162, 165)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k429; Fadini 7:375; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Landowska: “glides suavely like a barcarolle, momentarily interrupted by the ringing of bells”
Dale p121: “a charming barcarolle...”
Sitwell: “Pastoral or bucolic sonatas”

Parma 12:20 B@ major (@) Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1 £ Ö± ± ± | ± B@  2v

7 "2 Ö± ± Ö± | ±  lh leaps 12 % 4th lower & extended F  20 ¬ß
\ 21 "3 b@ 3v 24>A= 26>G= 28>e= 31>b=/ F

36 "2 F  42 % shortened 48 coda: rh Ä  trill in 6ths; F pedals  50 :Ú:
  2 51 "3 developed c/F 57>d
n 59 "2 F  64>B@  65 B@\1

70 "3 varied b@ (begins 8ve lower than 21) 74 e=&b= waver 78 lh ± chromatic scale ü
81 "2 B@  87 %  93 coda (w/B@ pedals) 95 :Ú:

source collections: Lisboa 5; Parma 12:20; Venezia 10:24; Münster 2b:37; New York 1:29
dates: about 1730-35; 1751
companions: •Li 5, 6; M2:37, 38; NY 1:29, 30 = P12:20, 21
•V10:22-25 = P12 :10, 11, 20, 21
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: difficult, level 6; trills in sixths (like P3:29 D & V42:43 D); leaping goose-step basses
themes: 1232:3232: one group; first theme omitted in part 2. 
keys: 15176415:243511411: ö at start of second theme in part 2 and change from mediant minor (d) to dominant
major (F, relative major of d)
accidentals, ornaments: Lisboa has lh D>3 (both ° ’s) against  rh D=5; the other sources have C>3.  D> also
works in this context (moving from e= to b= minor) but Lisboa is probably an early version which was changed
later
m48-50: written-out right-hand trill in sixths (principal notes before upper auxiliaries) and ~~~  on top F only in
final measure, with the implication, however,  that the shake is to continue in sixths; m93-95 similar
similar sonatas: E16 B=
use of chromatic scale in lh: P13:14 f
goose-step bass at m7+: P6:23 C; P15:15 B=
metaphors: themes are epigrammatic, even flippant; commedia dell’arte: Arlecchino leaps about (athletic but
simple-minded); thematic material has a mocking character (popular theater, music-hall style)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k441; Fadini 7:387; Lisboa facsimile; Venezia online
Fadini endnote: 2nd&3rd page of Venezia ms switched with V10:21=P12:9; see P12:9 F for discussion; the
online Venezia pages are in the correct  order
see also: Malipiero p481-482 ex: “...the rhythm reaches the very paroxysm of joyfulness, and in the end gaining
the ascendency over mere matter, transcends it and transforms it into one unique expression of frenetic
motion...” [quotes Dante, Inferno, canto 3:52-57, 64-66]
Chambure p149: “Le motif en croches de l’ouverture est répété jusqu’à l’obsession... Il déplace ces motifs en
croches dans des régions tonales éloignées... la main gauche se balance jusqu’à franchir trois octaves”  [Perhaps
he means m80-83, where the overall descent is 3 octaves; the widest single leap is at m64-69, C3 - B=-1, just
over two octaves]
Sutcliffe p317 [stylistic fingerprint: suspension/syncopation figure in tenor: m51-56]

Parma 12:21 B@ major (@) Allegro 3/8
  1 1 "1 ~~~� Ö± | � Ö± | � Ö± | ¶¶¶¶¶± B@  2v 5 %

12 "2 rh downbeat rest & weak beat stress g 16 % 20: 12\19 % step higher a



, 28 "3 >d/A
, 33 "4 lh leaps úA\1 41 %

48 "5 rh broken 8ves, leap üD5 tied x m\line d  52 % 56 ¨12|345 58 :Ú:
  2 59 "3 developed g/D 62>c/G
,n 67 "4 c úG\1

71 "3 as at 28 73>B@
, 78 "4 varied; rh ostinato  Å  repeated C�s  86 % 91 ¨12345; continues thru m104

93 "5 varied 98 % 105 :Ú:
source collections: Lisboa 6; Parma 12:21, Venezia 10:25; Münster 2b:38; New York 1:30
dates: about 1730-35; 1751
companions: •Li 5, 6; M2:37, 38; NY 1:29, 30  = P12:20, 21
•V10:22-25 = P12 :10, 11, 20, 21
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; m33+: lh falling broken chords: fingers 123525 (the hand suddenly drops two
octaves); in m49 the last of a series of broken octaves becomes a tenth leap for the rh 5th finger; in m94 this is a
broken octave with fingers 1 & 4 stretching so that the following high C can be played with finger 5; m78+:  rh
holds C5 while playing repeated notes an octave lower, implying use of thumb on the repeated notes rather than
finger changes, which are possible but awkward (easier if the hand moves to the front of the keys and alternates
thumb and index fingers)
themes: 12345:34345: one group; first two themes omitted in part 2
keys: 167+33:6221: ö at start of second theme in part 2, supertonic minor established
similar sonatas: P2:30 b= (opening theme)
P6:2 B= & P8:10 B=(key structures using the leading-tone & supertonic minor)
metaphors: commedia dell’arte pantomime: Colombina (right hand) nags; Arlecchino (left hand) approaches,
then runs away
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k442; Fadini 7:388
see also: Sitwell: “Very Spanish indeed, with much syncopation...”
Chambure p149 [rhythms]

Parma 12:22 D major Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1 £ Ö± ± ± | ± Ö± ~~~± Ö± |~~~± Ö± ± Ö± |~~~¬ repeated notes D  2v 4 lh imitates

7 "2 4v bass ¬ rises by steps
11 "3 4v (S&B,A&T parallel) bass ¬ groups of 3m; falls 16>b  19>e  26>a/E
28 "2 e>a  35 % (36&38 varied)

n^ 42 "4 (<"1&"3) A 44 ~~~± Ö± ~~~± Ö±   46: 42\45 % & extended  54 A\1 :Ú:
  2 55 "1 developed A  59>c#  62>b   66>A

73 "2 2v 75>D/A  76 (bridge: lh falling broken 6ths; rh falling ±  scale)
82 "2 a>d  89 % (varied as at 36&38)
96 "4 D  100 % & extended  104 F#5 108 :Ú:

source collections: Parma 12:22; Venezia 10:26; Münster 2b:39; Zaragoza 35:13; NewYork 3:35
dates: about 1745-50; 1755
companions: •V10:26, 27; M2b:39, 40; NY 3:35, 36 = P12:22, 23
•Za35:12, 13 = P14:28, 12:22
instruments: cembalo with range Gg (actual A to f<)
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 12324:12024: one group, variants; one theme returns within each part, changing from major to minor
after another theme intervenes; in part 2 the intervening theme is replaced by a short bridge-like passage.  The
rhythm of m1, with a downbeat rest, is prominent in the middle voices of all the themes until the last theme,
starting at the short-long ö point, which is interrupted in part 1 at m44 with a falling scale (including repeated



notes) in the new rhythm shown on the map, the strong beats emphasized by shakes; but after two measures the
theme is allowed to resume, then the scale begins again and continues to the lowest pitch of the sonata.  In part 2
this scale is not allowed to interrupt, but starts at m104 with the highest pitch and ends in the middle range: the
peroratio in rebus (see rhetoric in the introduction) is in effect for only the final five measures.  The parts are of
equal length.
keys: 1625255:57+651511: part 1 moves from the tonic to the relative minor then other minor keys before
arriving at the dominant major (at the short-long n point); part 2 from the dominant major to the leading-tone
minor, then passes through both minor and major keys before the final tonic major
similar sonatas: P11:29 C
metaphors: procession with bells; re maggiore=mad king, which could apply to either Felipe 5 or Fernando  6
(in my mind only of course, and perhaps Landowska’s below, not possible as an open allusion to either king by
Scarlatti in 1755)   The Venezia version of this sonata is V10:26: October 26 is Scarlatti’s birthday
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k443; Fadini 7:389
see also: Landowska: “I am very sensitive to Scarlatti’s bucolic mood, to his rustic jauntiness... I am amused by
the brevity with which Scarlatti escapes into dreaming as, for example, at the beginning of the development
section in [this] sonata... when an E is repeated in the right hand over chords in A major. Modulating suddenly
in C sharp minor, Scarlatti surprises us with a phrase that is a glimpse into a dream world. After a few
nonchalant progressions, he brings us back quickly to the sparkling motive of the beginning.  Scarlatti has the
genuine nobility, the heroism, and the audacity of a Don Quixote...”
Sitwell: “Spanish...  Military and processional- but it is not a military funeral”
Chambure p149
Sutcliffe p317 [stylistic fingerprint: suspension/syncopation figure in tenor: m24+, 32+]
Willis: p179, 182-185 exs: “Our sense of fanfare must be coloured somehow; one obvious possibility is to
invoke distance; [high note in m104 saved for the end:] a special moment of exaltation”

Parma 12:23 d minor Allegrissimo 6/8
  1 1 "1  rh °. & à Ö± ÖÖ± lh parallel 6th lower d  3v H4: 3rds ÖÖ±ú 5 ±. £àß | $## % D 10 ±.
, 10½ $$@ "2 d>a 12½ $## %&extended D>A/E 14\15: H4 üú; ties x strong beats  16½ $$@ a  19 A\1

20 $## "3 rh ostinato 2nds ±. (AB) A  22\3: H4 24 $$@ %varied a  28 $## varied again A
32 "4 (<"1) 35: H4 36 % shortened 39: H4 extended  43 :Ú:

  2 44 $ both h ú by steps; lh repeated notes b
472 "3 developed  51 f#   n56>e  59>D/A  61\2: H4 63 ~~~°.ß | åß ||

\ 65 $$@ £ à  "2 d/G 69 $## % D  72: H4  73 $$@ as at 16 but varied d  76: H4

77 $## "3 D
81 "4  92 :Ú:

source collections: Parma 12:23; Venezia 10:27; Münster 2b:40; NewYork 3:36
dates: about 1740-45; 1755
companions: •V10:26, 27; M2b:39, 40; NY 3:35, 36=P12:22, 23
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 1234:53234: one group, variants, cells; alternates short sections of minor and major, with irregular
phrase lengths.  Part 2 begins with a brief egressus (new material); the first theme is omitted and the third theme
is developed out of order, with the seconds of m20-22 expanded within different contexts
keys: 1115155555:6+3+2114111: part 1 is entirely tonic or dominant minor or major and ends in A major, part 2
moves immediately to b minor (raised submediant); ö m56 at move from raised mediant (f<) to supertonic (e)
similar sonatas: P10:12 D; P15:39 d
The opening of part 2 is similar to that in P9:9 D, which has groups of three repeated notes in a falling pattern in
the right hand with a left-hand A pedal; P12:23 has three repeated notes falling in the left hand with a C pedal as
the top voice of the right hand.



metaphors: re minore=evil queen (to match the mad king in P12:22 D); Isabella Farnese was still queen of
España until 1746 and might have been considered a wicked stepmother to Fernando 6 according to some of the
stories. This of course would have to be a subconscious association, not a name day tribute (which could have
been Feb 22 or June 4 for Isabella’s in Italia and others for the name Elisabetta)  Although the dowager queen
was in disfavor after her stepson became king in 1746, Scarlatti was a close friend of her music master
Francesco Corradini: Prozhoguin 2010 p127, 131.  Mad king may be an even better metaphor for this sonata
than for P12:22: the constant alternation of major and minor here representing a manic depressive king
scampering through the palace corridors, reaching his apotheosis in the repeated major and minor second chords
of m53-61.  See P2:5 d, 2:6 D for another possible Felipe 5, Isabella Farnese association and P2:16 d, 2:17 D for
Fernando 6, Maria Barbara in appropriate contexts
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k444; Fadini 7:390
see also: Pestelli p245-6

Parma 12:24 F major  Allegro, o presto ¡
  1 1 "1 ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶±  ¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± ± rising broken 3rds F  2v 2½lh imitates  4 rh Å  turn figure, broken

2nds & 3rds; lh °   6 lh imitates
9 "2 rh falling broken 2nds >C  10 lh imitates 9th lower 12 rh imitates

, 142 $ h parallel 6th apart 17 % shortened 19½ turn figure<m4 (rh Å )  21 B@&B$  24 C pedals 25 :Ú:
  2 26 "2 (lh Å ) F  28>d>a  31 A\1

n 32½ "1 (as at 4; Å  in lh) developed 34½>g  Å : rh; lh; rh 38>F
, 432 $ 46 % shortened 50 E@&E$  49 F pedals; unfolded 6ths  54 :Ú:
source collections: Lisboa 60 Allo o Presto; Parma 12:24; Venezia 10:28; Münster 2b:41; Zaragoza 35:3; 
Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12:[3] Presto
dates: about 1730-35; 1751
companions: •V10:28, 29; M2b:41, 42 = P12:24, 25
•Za35:1-4 = P12:9,8,24,25
difficulty: difficult, level 6.  The hands should play the parallel (sixth apart) rapid scales in m14 etc with equal
strength
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
themes: 123:213: two groups, cells; changes order of themes in part 2.  At the ö point there are three repeated
sixths in the right hand, m33-34: ° ° | ° (and again in m36-37); see P7:7 D for a list of some other sonatas where
this occurs at a significant point 
keys: 15:16321:
accidentals: m9-25: there is a > on B the first time it occurs in each group of 4 ¶¶¶± within a measure, but not
when it occurs a second time within a group as at the end of m9, 12, 13 and elsewhere (in Lisboa and Münster
as well as Parma and presumably Venezia).  This occurs again in m29, second group of 4.  According to
Fadini’s endnotes the Birchall edition, based on CF 12, does have B= at the end of m12&13.  That the high B’s
are = in m21 & 22 is uncontroversial and Fadini accepts them as such.  Thus the full statement of C major is
delayed all the way from m9 where the move toward it begins to the ostinato unfolded broken chords in m23. 
The rest of her edition of this sonata is faithful to the main sources as far as I have noticed, for example G[>] in
the second group of m31, following G< in the first group (although she does not use [ ] square brackets)
similar sonatas: P10:6 F
P7:24 d (figuration at m11+)
influences: Paderewski, Caprice genre Scarlatti in G, opus 14:3 (1887); this has a few Scarlatti characteristics
but is not much like any one Scarlatti sonata; I thought I should mention it somewhere, so here it is.
metaphors: commedia dell’arte: right hand leads with Å ’s, left hand chases it (imitations continue beyond the
usual opening 1½  measures);  m14 both together fast (Å ’s in rh, Ä ’s & Å ’s in lh); m18: lh gives up its Å ’s until
part 2; m26-30 left hand leads the chase.  Coda at end of each part: ostinato unfolded broken 6ths with pedals
(compare P12:20 B=); ends in middle of measure, symbolizing compromise or impasse between masculine and
feminine



editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k445; Fadini 7:391
see also: Benton: binary with rudimentary 2nd theme
Landowska p199: [similarity of opening to J S Bach, Prelude 8 in d<minor, Wohltemperirte clavier 2 (1742)]
Kirkpatrick p141, Pestelli p250, Chambure p149: [P9:21 G similar]
Pestelli p72 ex [opening typical of Alessandro Scarlatti toccatas], p77: [same point]
Sitwell: Neapolitan

Parma 12:25 F major  Pastorale. Allegrissimo 12/8
  1 0  "1  Ä  | Ö.ê µ ± Ä  ± Ä  ± Ä  | ± Ä  ± Ä  ± Ä  ±  F   2v 5>d  6>C

8 "2 (Ö.ê µ on 2nd or 3rd ±. beat) C/G 3v 10 G pedals
n^ 13½ "3 C (Ö.ê µ in lh on 2nd & 4th ±. beat; leaps) 17 rh Ö.ê µ downbeat, 6ths; lh 8ves 19 [±.±.±.] :Ú:
  2 (19) à à Ä  "1 developed f /C  24 b@  26 A@

(27\)28  "2 f  29½>C ; C pedals 31>F
32½ "3  35 F5 (36 no lh 8ves) 38 (full m) :Ú:

source collections: Lisboa 51; Parma 12:25; Venezia 10:29; Münster 2b:42; Zaragoza 35:4; 
Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12:[11]; Wien Q15114:12 Allegrissimo; Wien Q15118:8 Allegro
In m21 the fourth C3 in the lh (beneath the E3 in M) is missing in P V & Li; in m23, it is missing in V & Li.  Li
is sometimes like V, sometimes like P, in the other few P&V variants listed by Fadini
dates: about 1730-35; 1751
companions: Li 50,51 = P 12:8,25
•V10:28, 29; M2b:41, 42 = P12:24, 25
•Za35:1-4 = P12:9, 8, 24, 25
•CF 12:10, 11 = P12:9, 25
•WQ18:7, 8 = P13:16, 12:25.
instruments: cembalo with range Gf (actual Cf).
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 123:123: one group; short-long ö at start of last theme and final dominant in part 1; part 2 in same order 
keys: 16555:143-151:
ornaments: m13-16: see also Sutcliffe below
m38 (last m):  ~~~  on top note of a right-hand octave
similar sonatas: P14:30 C & P4:22 f (pastorale sections)
metaphors: a pastorale for Christmas day (Parma 12-25!)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k446; Fadini 7:392 (collates V P M); Lisboa facsimile
see also: Gerstenberg p90 (ex m14+)
Benton p267: “simple binary forms [in which] a distinctive figuration occurs in a new key in the second half of
the first section [which] may be called a  second subject... [P12:25] offers a good example of the kind of
unifying motion present in them, a motion which prevents any contrasts...”
Sheveloff p176: [called Siciliano in Bülow edition 1864]
Sutcliffe p260-1 [ornaments or not on dotted figure in left hand m13-16 should be observed; Parma: m13 yes,
m14 yes yes; m15 no; m16 no yes; Lisboa: yes no yes; yes no yes]

Parma 12:26 f# minor Allegro ¢
  1 1 " ± Ö± ± ± | ± ± ± ± | ± ± ± ± | ± Ö± ± f#  3v cp lh weakbeat 8ves  5 lh imitates 1\4 13>b  17>A/E  21>c#

24 $1 2v  h 3rd apart, then leaps: rh ü, lh ú  30½ %
35 $2 rh 3rds (measured trills)  39 % & extended 47¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]

  2 48 ( (echoes ", but mostly new material) c#>B  n52>E  55>f#
60 $1 66½ %

 71 $2 75 % 8ve lower & extended 83 :Ú:
source collections: Parma 12:26; Venezia 10:30; Münster 2b:43; Zaragoza 35:15; NewYork 3:5 --



dates: about 1730-35; 1755
companions: •V10:30, 31; M2b:43, 44; NY 3:5, 6 = P12:26, 27
instruments: cembalo with range Bd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; measured trills in thirds (rh) m35 - 38 etc.
themes: 123:423: two groups; part 2 replaces first theme with new material
keys: 1435:5471: part 1 ends and part 2 begins in dominant minor (c<); ö m52 is at a move to the subtonic (E)
with a brief change to 4-voice texture through m55, the return of the home key; there is a hint of chiasmus when
the theme in the soprano at m48-49 appears in the tenor voice in m52-55 and its broken thirds are unfolded
accidentals: m24-26: the left and right hand D’s are both marked < even though close together
m35-42 (Parma): the pattern of accidentals on the trills in thirds is peculiar and must be deliberate: m35-37: the
D’s and B’s in the last ÖÖÖ± group of each measure lack <’s and should be treated as >; this applies to the lh as
well: B[>] in m35 (conforming with the rh) but D “<” in m37 (clashing with the rh)   In m39-42 the first B or D
in the rh last group has a <, which can be taken to apply to the second B or D within the group as well since they
are joined under the same beam; this time the lh B[>] clashes in m39 but the D< in m41 conforms.  I’m
convinced I’m right for both the m35-37 and the m39-42 differences--take it or leave it (Münster and Venezia
have different, less striking, patterns)
m71, 75 (Parma, Venezia & Münster): only the first rh E is <, the 2nd and 3rd and that in the lh are [>] (m75
repeats m71 an octave lower)
similar sonatas: P12:18 A; P14:14 b
P15:24 A (thirds)
influences: Mozart, Piano Sonata F 1781-3, first movement m124-133: written out trill-like thirds at transition
to recapitulation (see P7:2 F for the relevance of this comparison).  These trills in thirds are distant ancestors of
those in Chopin’s Scherzo in E opus 54 (1842) at the return of the main theme after the piú lento and later close
to the end
metaphors: mock seriousness (another commedia dell’arte pair, with P12:27)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k447; Fadini 7:393
see also: Landowska: “Passion, amplitude, and contrast of light and shade give [P12:26] the scope of an
orchestral work”
Sitwell: “Spanish...  Smooth progression into a sprightly dance. Octave leaps and other terpsichorean feats”
Pestelli p211: “è resistente nella condotta a più voci”
Sutcliffe p317-318 ex=m5-19: suspension/syncopation figure in the tenor [E tied across m-line in m13-14 etc]

Parma 12:27 f# minor Allegro 3/8
  1 1 "1 ±. | ¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶  broken 3rds, then scales f#  2v 4 lh imitates

11 "2 rh  ¶± Ö± lh Ö.é¶µ 15>E  16 echoes "1 w/ 3rds inverted
19 "3 A/E lh scales, rh downbeat rest 23 ¨12345 25 a
29 "4 rh broken 6ths, 8ves, 7ths; lh ostinato ÖÖ± chords (w/ 7ths) 32>d  35>e  40 E ±. pedals

n^ 43 "3 A  47 ¨12345  55¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]
  2 56 "4 developed A  58 d & D/A waver 60 D  62 a  67>e  70  b   79 (bridge; echoes "1)

88 "4 restated e  92 c#  94 f#
98 "3 104 % & extended as at 49 116 :Ú:

source collections: Lisboa 8 --; Parma 12:27; Venezia 10:31; Münster 2b:44; Zaragoza 35:31; NewYork 3:6
dates: about 1725-30; 1751
companions: •V10:30, 31; M2b:43, 44; NY 3:5, 6 = P12:26, 27
instruments: cembalo with range Cc (actual is C<- b; Rousset wrong here about it requiring a high d)
difficulty: difficult, level 6; continuous Å ’s (except first and last measure of part 1).
themes: 12343:4043: one group; phrases are linked (organic growth); third theme returns within part 1;
short-long ö at start of last theme in part 1 and change to mediant major; first two themes omitted in part 2; last
theme developed and restated, then third theme returns
keys: 1733673:3666374751:  minor sevenths in lh: m36+, 62+ etc.  Part 1 ends in A major (relative major)



graphics, accidentals: m25 has > on both lh F’s, which are under the same beam, so in m28 the second F,
which is unmarked, should revert to the F< of the key signature (Parma, Venezia, Münster; Lisboa lacks the
second > in both m25 and m28); compare m83-87 below
m55-6: Lisboa does not have the elision slurs found in Parma, Venezia & Münster at the end of part 1 &
beginning of part 2
m72 (this measure starts a new brace in Lisboa): Lisboa omits the < on A2; Parma, Venezia & Münster start
each of m70-72 with an explicit < on this A  even when it continues from the previous measure
m83, 85, 87: the last lh G could be < as in m28 (Parma, Venezia, Münster and Lisboa all lack a second > here)
for an interestingly exotic sound; however the music is moving from b minor to e minor
similar sonatas: LW41 d; P15:40 d
influences: Clementi, Sonata in f<, opus 25:5 (1790): see C.M.Girdlestone, Muzio Clementi, Music & letters,
1932, vol.13: p293fn
metaphors: a dialogue between rival commedia dell’arte characters, such as Scaramuccia and Corviello or
Pulcinella and Il Dottore.  A purposely obnoxious idea in m29-39 (with its obsessive back and forth intervals
including dissonant sevenths) receives a lengthy development at the start of part 2, then is interrupted by echoes
of the opening banter, then returns without reaching a settlement
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k448; Fadini 7:394; Lisboa facsimile; Venezia online; Münster microfilm

Parma 12:28 G major Allegro 3/8
  1 1 "  à Ö± | Ä ~~~± | Ö  G  3v 5 lh imitates

17 $1 >D +\ (rising Å  scales w/ extra 1/2 steps: A$ A#; G$ G#) 2v 23 lh imitates +\
29 $2 rh unfolded 6ths, lh A pedals D/A 37 D  lh imitates +\; rh à Ö± | Ä  à à (3rds)
45 $1 varied; lh leaps úA\1

53 $2  61¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]
  2 62 $2 G  68>a (" echoed) 72: 63\71 % varied; step higher (still in a); E pedals added

n77>b   81 % 1/2 step lower; F# pedals
85 $1 (lh varied) b  (w/G#, melodic minor) 89>D
95 $2 (lh varied) G
107 $1 üG5

115 $2 123 :Ú:
source collections: Parma 12:28; Venezia 10:32; Münster 2b:45; NewYork 1:37
dates: about 1730-35; 1755
companions: •V10:32, 33 = P12:28, 29
•M2b:45-48 G\g = P12:28, 29; 13:1, 2
instruments: cembalo with range Ag
difficulty: difficult, level 6; scales; broken and unbroken sixths; melodic (legato) octaves: the position of the M
for the left hand in m68&77, all sources, implies that the octaves are divided between the hands unlike those in
the next sonata, P12:29 g
themes: 12323:32323: two groups with themes in second group returning; omits first theme in part 2
keys: 15*55:12233351: ö at move from supertonic minor (a) to mediant (b)
accidentals: m27-28: the scales are moving toward D major but add A<’s and G<’s as though the composer
might change his mind and move to b minor or A major
similar sonatas: P15:8 G
P11:28 F (opening)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k449; Fadini 7:395
see also: Sutcliffe p303-304 ex: sudden use of octaves at [m 6&8]; p316 [stylistic fingerprint: pattern of
unfolded sixths: m29+]



Parma 12:29 g minor (@) Allegrissimo ¡
  1 1 "1 Ö¶± Ö±  Ö¶± Ö±  (top v ° ° ) | ~~~Ö¶± Ö¶± ~~~Ö¶± Ö¶± g  3v (4v textures) 3 %  5 lh 8ves >F/B@ 7 c  9>d

10 "2 rh ostinato 3rds; more ~~~ �s; lh 8ves continue 122  alto v Ä ±  13:10\12 %
16 "3 same rhythm as "1 but leaps in rh  21 :Ú:

  2 22 "1 developed Ö¶± Ö± Ö± Ö± g  24>e >a n27 ÖÖÖ± Ö¶± Ö± >b@  29>c  30 g
31 "2 34 % 8ve higher; E@5

37 "3 top v offbeat ± �s (w/ties) 38½ "3 restated  42 :Ú:
source collections: Parma 12:29; Venezia 10:33; Münster 2b:46; Wien Q15114:8
dates: about 1735-40; 1755
companions: •V10:32, 33 = P12:28, 29
•M2b:45-48 = P12:28, 29; 13:1, 2
•WQ14: 8, 9 = P12:29, 16
instruments: cembalo with range Ce
difficulty: exceptional, level 9; rapid chords of many types in both hands, with sustained notes.
themes: 123:1233: cellular, one group; part 2 in same order but varied. The parts are of equal length.
keys: 1745:16+2341: minor keys predominate throughout.  n occurs at a change from supertonic minor to
mediant minor m27
rhythms: the rhythms of the first two measures are repeated throughout the sonata but with considerable
variation, depending on whether notes in any of the voices are repeated or not and whether or not they are
ornamented.  The pattern is varied at the beginning of part 2 and again at the ö point (see map above) An offbeat
figure suggested briefly within the á2 theme in part 1, m15 middle voice, is expanded at the beginning of the á3
theme in part 2, m37-38 top voice
accidentals: m9-15: C< may remain in effect throughout, but Parma and Venezia differ somewhat on which C’s
have the < and which don’t; the Münster microfilm is too difficult to read.  However, the situation is somewhat
different in m31-36, where there are <’s on most of the necessary F’s, so perhaps the last 4 F’s in m34 (the
second half of the measure) should be left F[>] as written; the F4’s in m37 are surely better as F>’s, even though
there is an F<3 in the left hand in the same measure
similar sonatas: P3:19 e
influences: the insistent rhythms and added-tone chords are like those in J S Bach, Wohltemperirte clavier 1,
1722, Prelude 22, b=, although the effect is quite different
metaphors: savage g minor (see P5:12 etc)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k450; Fadini 7:396; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Landowska: “...somber and martial... we hear a distant drum roll which approaches gradually like a
storm and then fades away...”
Chase p111: “a typical dance from the province of León”
Keller p66 [exs] “...Rachmaninow” [Prelude opus 23:5 g, 1903]...
Pestelli p244: “si fonda tutta sul ritmo di una delle più tipiche danze spagnole, la jota”
Sheveloff p175: [called Burlesca in Bülow edition 1864]
Chambure p151: “...un tango...”
Sutcliffe p109-110: “identified by Jane Clark as a tango gitano... acts as if it were in its entirety a functional
flamenco dance...”

Parma 12:30 a minor Allegro 3/4
  1 1 cutoff downbeat A1  "1 £ ± ± | ±.ÖÖ± | ° ±¯|± °¯|° ± | Ö  a  3v cp 8 A\1; %

15 "2 £ ~~~±. Ä | ÖÖÖÖÖ± | ±  19>e
23 $ ± ± ± | £ ± ± | rh 8ves on weakbeats 29 % 37 (>a in m1 but leaps ú; also moves to D4 in 38) :Ú:

  2 38 "1 derivative a>d
n 42 $ developed C  44 G\1 45 rising & falling 3rds >d  49 a

50 falling & rising 6ths 56 falling 6ths 60  middle v offbeat 67 :Ú:



source collections: Münster 5:55; Parma 12:30; Venezia 10:34; Zaragoza 35:11
dates: about 1725-30 (see influences below); 1754.  The offbeat thirds at the end of part 2 are an early feature
companions: appears in a fascicle with P4:16 E=, P3:20 a, P4:28 a and P2:7 E in Münster 5
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: moderate, level 5 (Rousset: très difficile) Sets up three-voice counterpoint; the thirds and sixths in
m45-56 can be treated as separate voices, at least with the tone color and dynamics possible on the piano.  The
falling sixths can use alternating rh 52 41 fingering (with perhaps 51 42 at the change to rising sixths in m52) 
Scales in thirds and sixths appear in several sonatas which are otherwise relatively easy (P8:23 G for example);
they were probably an essential part of Scarlatti’s training program for his pupil(s) and would only be “très
difficile” if played at an excessive speed
themes: 123:13: two groups, cellular. At m16 the motion of Ä ’s, divided between the hands, becomes continuous
across the double bar to the end of the piece.   Part 2 starts with three repeated ± notes: see P7:7 D for other
examples
keys: 15:14341: ö at start of second theme in part 2 and change to relative major
accidentals: Scarlatti’s flexible use of steps in scales is shown by m21, 27, and 33, which all have D[>] when
there are D<’s in the surrounding measures and the key is e minor.  Only at the end of part 2, where the leading
tone G< is used consistently, not the subtonic G>, is there a clear sense of the piece coming to an end.
similar sonatas: P10:26 a
P5:22 f (upward striving broken chords as at m16 here)
P14:17 A (next in Pestelli group p238)
influences: J S Bach, Clavierübung 1, Partia 3 a: Fantasia (1728); Seixas Coimbra mm58 (see Contemporaries):
Tocata 24 in a (Doderer Seixas edition 28, 1st movement; Alvarenga 165)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 15: k451; Fadini 7:397

Parma: Libro 13  1756. (30) Sonatas.

Parma 13:1 G major And[ant]e Spiritoso 3/4
  1 1 "1 ~~~Ö¶± ÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ±  ~~~± G  3v  3 % H6: ÖÖÖ± Ö¶± w/ repeated notes 10: 6\9 %
, 14 "2 ("1 variant) >E>A>G  H19:  slurred swoop (scale) \20 in ¶ç± rhythm C#5úA\1 D

21 $1 broken chords (later scales) ü (later ú) in H19 rhythm 2v
,n^ 34 $2 (<H6, then H19) 3v; minor 2nds  37 % 41 :Ú:
  2 42 "1 developed (<1&6) D  ostinato ± chords  46 a  (6th chords: BDEG# this m only)

49 $1
, 58 "1 as at 42  59>g
, 63 $1 G/D, ostinato chords 66 G (G5)
, 75 $2 78 %  81 swoop (broken chords) ú \83: G\1 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 2b: 47 And:e Spiritoso; Parma 13:1; Venezia 11:1; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12:4
Andte

dates: about 1745-50; 1756
companions: •V11:1-2; CF12:4-5 = P13:1-2
•M2b:45-48 G\g = P12:28, 29, 13:1, 2
instruments: cembalo with range Gg
difficulty: exceptional, level 9. Both P13:1&2 are very difficult. m1+: ~~~  ending on a held note, later with note
held by thumb below, requires use of right hand 4th&5th fingers, including a change of these two fingers on the
repeated G (454345); m19-20: 2-measure slur on falling scale of Å ’s and ç ’s; later similar passages are not
slurred; the sense of the slur is rubato: as fast as possible but with freedom of rhythm; surely the same would
apply to m81-83 if not anywhere else (the others are usually against a measured bass so would be in strict
tempo). Ninths (requiring stretch in left-hand) occur in m34, 37 etc (the use of the lh for these stretches is
indicated in the score at m75 & 78



themes: 1234:13134: two groups, cells; ö at start of last theme in part 1 and a return to the measured pulse of the
opening after the radical change of speed (faster note-values) in the â1 section; keys: 16215:52111:
ornaments: m9: small note with slur on third beat: example of a tie to avoid double dotting of following note;
when this is repeated in m13, there is no slur, therefore appoggiatura (no bass note on the third beat in either
measure); both small notes are slashed Ä ’s (= Å ’s)
m61: the auxiliary note for the mordent is F[>] even though F< follows at the end of the turn
similar sonatas: P13:5 D
theme at m14+ (slow march rhythm in 3/4) resembles P10:23 E
P6:14 D is another Andante with a change to faster note-values kept under control by a steady pulse
metaphors: a dance, but also a march; the popular character may have a connection with the Feast of All Saints
(November 1 for V11:1; P11:1 in G seems less appropriate to that feast day)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k454; Fadini 8:398
see also: Pestelli p244: “...presenta.. il ritmo della jota nell’elemento tematico principale”
Chambure p151: “Une débauche de traits virtuoses répond...aux rythmes de seguedilla”
Sutcliffe p297-298 ex; “[quoting] Valabrega: the triplets rush towards the A in the bass, to which they seem to
be attracted  as if by a magnet... [m]19-20”
Morales p318-322: “... betray[s] the structure of the bolero dance...” [and can be danced in the traditional
choreography, which she gives in a chart]

Parma 13:2 G major Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1 ± ± à ÖÖ± | ± ± à  broken 8ves etc w/ repeated notes G  2v 6 G\1  7: 3\6 %

11 "2 broken 2nds w/ repeated notes  14>D  18 rh ± | ~~~°.  Ö± | °
24 "3 ostinato repeated notes  25 A2 ¬ pedal  44 coda: rh broken chords, lh full chords  47 :Ú:

  2 48 "1 shortened; broken 2nds<"2 G/D 52 % step higher e  55>a
59 "3 extended 63 F >B@  n68>E@  71>c  73 C3 ¬ pedal 78>g  80 G  90 G5

92: 84\91 %+\ 8ve lower  105 coda (lh bare 8ves; G\1) 108 :Ú:
source collections: Lisboa 27; Münster 2b: 48; Parma 13:2; Venezia 11:2; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12:5
dates: about 1730-35; 1756
companions: •V11:1-2; CF12:4-5 = P13:1-2
•M2b:45-48 = P12:28, 29, 13:1, 2
instruments: cembalo with range Gg; m24: A3 played by both hands: double keyboard implied?
difficulty: difficult, level 8 (Rousset: moyennement difficile; Maxwell: advanced); study for repeated notes and
falling seconds with one of the notes repeated; finger changing on same note
themes: 123:13: one group; keys: 15:16273-6-411: the n point is at the change to the most distant key (E=)
rhythms: walking bass throughout but with � held above
accidentals: m14 etc (Münster, Parma, Venezia, Lisboa): <’s are repeated in each group of ÖÖÖ±
m17: the last G ± is not < in Lisboa but it is in the other three sources
m25: Lisboa is like Münster here, and like Venezia & Parma in m28, 35, 73, 75, 87, 96 (based on Fadini’s
endnotes of differences among V, P & M; see editions below; I have ignored Birchall since CF12 would be a
better source)
m71: Lisboa has >on the first left-hand ± (unlike V, P or M).  In m73-79 (P, V, M, Lis) the = on E or > on F is
given only on the first appearance of the note in the left hand when it occurs in a given measure, the second
appearance (after intervening notes at other pitches) should be E> or F< if interpreted according to Scarlatti’s
usual practice: accidentals are repeated on later occurences of the same note in m63-70, so why not in m71-79 if
that had been the intention?  As usual, a literal reading gives the best results, with maximum dissonances and
expressive possibilities.  Compare the similar walking bass in P13:22 E= in which =’s are provided on all A’s
m80: the whole note (¬) D3  in V P & M cannot be held by the left hand for its full value, although it could be
picked up by the right hand; Lisboa has °, which is the simplest solution.  Since Lisboa is likely to be the earliest
source, it must have been copied from a different original than the others, unless the Lisboa scribe (or an
editor?) has intervened here and in m71 but not elsewhere



similar sonatas: P11:1 G
closing broken chords: P12:18 A (previous sonata in Pestelli group p237)
the left-hand F[<]’s against rh F>’s in m71 also occur in a similar passage in P1:22 G m45-46
unfolded intervals: P15:20 A at m30+
the right hand at m18-23 echoes the opening of P2:2 G
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k455; Fadini 8:399  (P V M collated by Fadini, also Birchall rather than CF12 on
which it is based); Lisboa facsimile; Münster microfilm; Venezia online
see also: Sitwell: “mandoline section of Neapolitan-Spanish inspiration...”
Gerstenberg p108 ex m7+; p113 fn; p137 ex m27+
Chambure p151

Parma 13:3 A major (2#) All[egr]o  ¢
  1 1 cutoff downbeat A1  "1 £ Ö± ± ± | ± Ö± ± ± | ° A  2v cp H3: lh £ Ö± ÖÖÖ± Ö  broken 7th chords etc;

4 rh imitates m3  11 leap ú A\1

12 "2 lh<H3 14 rh also<H3 but in opposite directions
18 "3 (<"1 ... Ö± ±. ¶± | ± ) E  23 % e
28 "4 E  3v  35¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]

  2 36 "1 developed A/E  38>f#  41>g#  44 B
n 48 "2 developed (rh has augmented version of H3: ± ± ± | ± ...) b  51 e &G  waver 57>A

60 "3  65 % a
70 "4 varied A  77 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 2b: 49; Parma 13:3; Venezia 11:3
dates: about 1730-35; 1756
companions: M2b:49-52 = P13:3, 4, M2b:51, 52
•V11:3, 4 = P13:3, 4
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 1234:1234: one group, variants, cells, part 2 in same order.  Themes are aphoristic in character and lead
into each other to form long sentences, without breaks.  Has chiaroscuro passages: themes appear in both major
and minor modes
keys: 1555:167+2257111: The n point, m48, signals the start of an extraordinary passage; the key changes from
supertonic major to minor, passing through unstable key areas in a single sentence until the tonic is reached 10
measures later; the feeling is of a new, magical, aural space, in which the notes played by the right and left
hands move at different speeds
accidentals: m41: F “<” should be interpreted as F* (double sharp) as Fadini does (there is already a <on F in
the key signature)
similar sonatas: P12:8 F: part 2 key structure
P14:28 D: ostinato passage in unstable keys
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k456; Fadini 8:400
Fadini adopts variant Münster readings in m15&67
see also: Kirkpatrick p220-1
Pestelli p241 [with P14:12 E, P14:22 F, P15:1 C]
Chambure p153

Parma 13:4 A major (2#) Allegro 6/8
  1 1 intro ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ['Ö± Ä Ö± Ä | Ö± etc] falling broken 6ths w/ repeated notes A

4 " à Ö±¯ÖÖ± | 3v A & f#  waver 8 D & b  13>c#   H16:  falling Å  scale  20 Ä ±. à à ß
\ 21 $1 à Ö± ÖÖ± |Ö  both h ostinato

27 $2 Ä Å ¯± Ä | ± E  30: H16>c#   31: 27\30 % 36¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]



  2 37 " developed f#/C# lh ostinato ±. chords  41 b/F#  44 e/B  48½B\1 ±.ß
\n 49 " restated E &c#  53 f#   54 added\tones  57: H16 extended >A/E  59½ ±.à ß
\ 60 $1A  65: H16  66 varied 69: H16  70: 66\69 %; H16 extended ú 76 A\1 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 2b: 50; Parma 13:4; Venezia 11:4
dates: about 1730-35; 1756
companions: M2b:49-52 = P13:3, 4, M2b:51, 52
•V11:3, 4 = P13:3, 4
instruments: cembalo with range Ae
difficulty: difficult, level 6; opening: finger changes on repeated notes within falling broken chords, both hands
themes: 0123:112: two groups, cells; part 2 omits introduction; the ending combines and extends earlier cells
and removes ornaments to give a sense of finality to the peroratio in rebus (return to familiar material; see
rhetoric in introduction to this file)
keys: 116 42353:62553611: part 1 ends in mediant minor (relative minor of dominant major); ö at start of
second theme in part 2: dominant major and mediant minor alternate
graphics: m56: slur may mean speed up this measure to prepare for Å  scale in m57-58; Fadini interprets it as a
tie
similar sonatas: P4:2 G (opening)
P9:9 D & P11:4 D (obsessive repetition of a single measure)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k457; Fadini 8:401.  Fadini adopts variant Münster readings in m66 only
(switching two notes in the lh so that they are not parallel to the rh)
see also: Keller p72 ex: “Septinenparallelen (die übrigen auch bei J.S. Bach stehen könnten)”
Sutcliffe p341; p319 [stylistic fingerprint: fretting inner parts: m39-44]

Parma 13:5 D major Allegro 3/4
  1 1 "1 °. | °. | ÖÖÖ± ± | °. | D  2v 4 lh x rh H6: falling broken chords in 3rds 7: 4\6 %; H6 extended úD1

, 10 "2 £ ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± | ± h 3rd apart; lh leaps úA\1 12 %
14 "3 rh repeated Ä  rises by 1/2 steps, lh Ä  scale (<lh part m4\5 ) ú>A/E  18: H6

19 $1 rh broken 3rds, lh E pedals, then h switch
, 30 $2 ¶± ± Ö ~~~µµ | ¶± ±; lh ostinato ± chords a

39 "3 A  43 % varied  47: H6  extended úA\1  50 :Ú: [end1; 2: can elide]
  2 51 "3 d
, 55 "2 interrupts, ú by steps each m
n 58 A\1 "3 continues 60>a

62 $1 d/A (A\1 pedals)
, 73 $2 (variant) d  75&79: 7th chords w/ added\tones

82 "3 D  86 % varied & extended as at m43+  93 :Ú:
source collections: Lisboa 41 --; Münster 2b: 53; Parma 13:5; Venezia 11:5; Wien Q15114:7; Wien G 28
dates: about 1735-40; 1751
companions: •Lisboa 40, 41 = P3:29 D, P13:5 D
•V11:5, 6; M2b:53, 54 = P13:5 D, 6 d
instruments: cembalo with range Ae; m43&86: both hands on same note; double keyboard implied
difficulty: difficult, level 8; hand-crossing in m3-7; m19 rising broken thirds similar to P13:1 G m21
themes: 123453:323453: two groups, cells, third theme returns within both parts (in part 2 it is also interrupted
by a development of the second theme then continues at the n point) The opening is dramatic, a slow broken
tonic chord (falling) with no accompaniment and no imitation; entire first theme omitted in part 2.  Themes are
highly contrasted.  keys: 1555:15111:
accidentals, ornaments: m34: the last G4 has no < (in Parma, Venezia, Lisboa, Münster); it is moving toward an
e minor chord in m35 and should be left as G>
m39: Fadini has < on the second A3; it should be on the G3, as in Parma



m70: Lisboa lacks the lh A1.  This should be taken advantage of, whether or not it is an accident, since it makes
the following scale, falling from A4 to a trill on A1, all the more brilliant
m80: anschlag in large notes (F>AG<)
similar sonatas: P13:1 G
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k458; Fadini 8:402 (collates P, V, M, WQ, WG); Lisboa facsimile
Lisboa sometimes has the P and\or V differences, sometimes the M ones given in Fadini’s endnotes
see also: Kirkpatrick p387: lower appoggiatura m33
Nina Key in Morales p345

Parma 13:6 d minor Allegro 3/8
  1 1 "  ÖÖ± | ± Ä |¯Å ±  Ä |¯Å ±  d  3v cp
, 20 $## ¢ Allo  è presto  $1 Ö± ± ± | ± ± ÖÖÖ± | ±  D  2v 21 lh imitates 1st 4 notes  26>A
n^ 34 $2 rh leap ü, weakbeat stresses; lh f2 over 1, leaps úA\1  39 % & extended  52 :Ú:
  2 53 $$@ Allo come supra [3/8] " varied d/A
,n 66 $## ¢ Allo  $1 varied D/A

76 $2 D  rh leap üD5  81 %  & extended  94 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 2b: 54 (m20: All.o e presto, m53: 3/8 All:o come Sopra, m66: Allegro); Parma 13:6;
Venezia 11:6 (m20 Presto; m53 & m66 tempi like Parma; only Münster provides the change of meter in m53)
dates: about 1725-30; 1756
companions: •V11:5, 6; M2b:53, 54 = P13:5, 6
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: moderate, level 5; m34+ implies use of reversed hand technique (index finger crosses over thumb)
themes: 123:123: two groups; part 2 in same order; somewhat like a rondo, with contrasting minor and major
sections in different rhythms.  I believe one Ä  in 3/8 to be equal in speed to one ± in 2/2 in this sonata, which
means the total number of measures should be adjusted in calculating the golden section; this brings the n
long-short point to m68 (=m80 of the new total 129: 19x3/8 + 44x3/4 in part 1, 14x3/8 + 52x3/4 in part 2).  If
there is no adjustment, the short-long n is at m36.  Either point is within two measures of the start of a theme
group, a typical division point for Scarlatti’s golden sections (see table in Characteristics file)
keys: 115:111
ornaments: m2-8: slurred small notes are tied suspensions delaying the rh large notes slightly beyond the beat
m18-19: written out shakes of the principal-lower-principal type (pincés) (ç±» )
m65: slurred small note is an acciaccatura played slightly before the beat
similar sonatas: P15:39 d: similar part 1 key structure; change to major at end
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k459; Fadini 8:403
see also:  Pestelli p201: [P7:11 D similar]
Willis p202 ex: “celebration and dance...”

Parma 13:7 C major  Allegro ¢ Kirkpatrick p270:
  1 1 "1 ± Ö± ± ±  | ± Ö± ± ±  | ± Ö± ÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± Ä  C  2v 5 lh imitates   H10: ~~~±.¶± |Ö  >G  13½ äß opening
\ 14 "2 (<"1) ties x m\lines 15 c  20>f   23>a/E [w/ A@ instead of G#] continuation

26½ "3 ° | Å_± Ö± ± ± |  30 A  (w/ A\1) £ß interlude
\ 31 "1 (lh octaves) D  35 lh imitates  40 H10>A  43½ äß opening restated
\ 44 "4 à Ä ±.  Ä ±|. b/E 3v 47 ± ¶Ö± ± ¶Ö±  49½ äß  50 % step higher c#  55½ äß transition; repeated
\ 56 $1 à ÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ... ±.  Ä °  E  60 a pre\crux

63½ $2 µµµ | ± ± ± ± | ±. Ä ±  (a continues) 67>G [†: 67? (73 implied by K)]
73½ $3 (' $2 varied & extended) 79 % 8ve lower; G\1 post\crux
85 $4 ÖÖÖ± ~~~° | 3v  94 ¬¯ :Ú: [end1; 2: elide] closing

  2 95 _ ° [Ú:]ß à ÖÖ± $3 C/G  97>a  from post\crux



n 99 "4 varied 108 % step higher b from transition
115½ $3 e from p[ost]\crux
119 "2 (as at 22\26)>G from end of continuation

, 123 "3  ¨ 15 chords (drone) interlude
127 $2 C>F from end of pre\crux [i.e. without $1]
132 end of "1>G , H10 from end of opening
137½ $3 C post\crux [†: 137 2nd beat]
149 $4 158 ¬ ß :Ú: closing

source collections: Münster 2b: 55; Parma 13:7; Venezia 11:7; NewYork 3:28 (at end: La collila q.e sigue es el
N.o 15: the endpiece which follows is P13:8)
dates: about 1745-50; 1756
companions: •V11:7, 8; M2b:55, 56; NY 3:28, 15 = P13:7, 8
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: difficult, level 6. The falling broken octaves in m74 etc are best played with lh thumb & middle finger
(13 13 instead of 15 15) to keep the hand stable as it stretches down the keyboard.  (Figures like these appear in
E 10 d m21+ to mention a presumed early example)
themes: 123145678:747236178: two groups; order of themes mixed in part 2; ö at start of second theme (the 4th
theme in part 1): see metaphors below.  The opening theme is stated in full before it is imitated
keys: 151466267+1+365:167+351451
ornaments, accidentals: m13, 137: written-out appoggiatura’s (Kirkpatrick p377)
m23+, 120+: non-consecutive accidentals are repeated even though the notes are joined under the same beam
m88-89: tr left of middle voice °’s; m152-155: ~~~ beneath middle voice °’s, ambiguously in Parma and Venezia -
they might rather belong with  the last ± of the lh part in each of these measures but Münster is quite clear about
it, and has the shakes close beneath the rh F’s
similar sonatas: P8:8 C; P10:10 A; P11:29 C; P12:22 D
P4:24 F also mixes themes in part 2 and is similarly conceived on a large scale
metaphors: Flannery p92-96: [P13:7 through P14:4 are discussed as a single large group of 28 sonatas:] “its
defining quality, the increasing contrast between its fast and slow tempo indications... It is as if... Scarlatti
reached for an organizational scale beyond combinations of two or three sonatas... toward semi-operatic
duration...”  Some points to add to Flannery’s discussion: the group begins and ends with sonatas in C major. 
Münster 2B:55-60, 1A:1-22 has all the sonatas in the same order as Parma; Venezia 11:7-12:4 has the same
sonatas but switches one sonata (V11:27=P13:30) to make two sets of three: V11:25-27 in D with tempi
Andante e cantabile, Allegrissimo, Presto, and V11:28-30 in f with the same three tempi in the same order.  All
28 sonatas are present in the New York manuscript but in a different order, split between two sections, and
interspersed with other sonatas.  It should be noted in connection with the next paragraph that P13:30 D and
P14:4 C have the heading Del Rey don Fernando el VI in the New York manuscript (see Collections)

The last sonata, V12:4 (=P14:4 C, see its entry) has a special significance: it corresponds to Maria Barbara’s
birthday, December 4.  But if it were Scarlatti’s intention to create such a large grouping, why weren’t all 28
sonatas placed in the same libro in any of the sources?  The Venezia split between libri is obvious if the intent
was to end on Maria Barbara’s birthday in V12.  And I don’t see any need for the entire group to have been
composed in 1756; the compilation could have been made by Scarlatti in the 1740’s, say in 1746 in honor of
Fernando and Maria Barbara’s accession to the spanish throne, as a kind of biographical tribute with sonatas
selected from different periods of the relationship of master and pupil.  In that case, the significance of
November 7 for the V11:7 version of this sonata would be that it is the anniversary both of the Peace of the
Pyrenees in 1659, which led to the house of Bourbon being established on the spanish throne in 1700, and of the
Pacto de Familia 1733 in which Louis 15 of France and Felipe 5 of España formed an alliance against the
Habsburgs (I thank Albert Mendez for his e-mails 5.20.2011 concerning the November 7 - Pacto de Familia
connection and its importance for Fernando 6)  This relates directly to the transfer of power from Felipe 5 on his
death in 1746 to his son Fernando 6 during the War of Austrian Succession 1740-48.  I had dated all these



sonatas earlier than 1750 long before even thinking about a 1746 coronation connection: see my chronological
distribution of the Parma 13 & 14 sonatas in the Characteristics file, collections section.  1733 is also the year
Scarlatti moved permanently to Madrid.  Even if the compilation was not put together until 1756, the 10th
anniversary of the coronation, the sonatas must have been composed over a wide range of dates.  For example,
low notes in each of the 28 sonatas vary from F-1 to C1, high notes from C5 to G5 (and I would say A5 in the case
of P13:17 G) making it unlikely that all were composed with a single player and instrument in mind.  The
widest-range sonatas comprise little over half of the group; the Parma and Venezia ranges differ for a few, as
well as some which appear in Lisboa, which can be dated as early as 1751 and contains nine sonatas from this
group.  See P13:15 F metaphors for the possibility of an earlier suite with easter associations containing many
of the F major and minor sonatas.

As for more specific metaphors in this sonata, P13:7, the spanish side of the pacto de familia is well represented
by the allusion to the guitar music of Gaspar Sanz (see also Chase below) while the french side could be
portrayed in the theme at m44-55 (Kirkpatrick calls it a transition) which reappears at the ö point m99 just after
the start of part 2: the frenchness satirized by the scale which rises in halting steps (dotted rhythms tied over the
measure-lines) then falls rather more rapidly, with several somersaults at the end in the part 2 version, then tries
again, starting a step higher, but failing in the same way.  The superiority of the spanish side is proclaimed by
the reappearance of motifs from earlier in part 1: the long fall of broken thirds in m120-122 and the emphatic
chords with drone bass in m123-126.  More schematically, spanish represented by major keys, french by minor.

The set as a whole falls into three subgroups according to keys: 10 sonatas in C and F P13:7-16; 8 sonatas in G,
B= and E= P13:17-24; 10 sonatas in D, F and C P13:25-14:4 (the Münster & Parma order is perhaps better than
Venezia for this last group).  I don’t want to restrict this magnificent music to too narrow an interpretation.  I
suggest looking for metaphors that open up worlds of possibilities: the first group perhaps representing
ceremonies of court and church, the second more domestic scenes in palaces and landscapes (P13:18 G a dance,
P13:21-22 E= a concert for saint Cecilia’s day, P13:24 G a hunt), the third group a series of portraits, not
restricted to the king and queen, but imagining a richer variety of court characters, like those found in the
Amigoni portrait of Farinelli and his friends: see Contemporaries file launch page; or Amigoni’s royal court of
Fernando 6, 1752: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Family_Ferdinand_VI_Spain.jpg, preserved only as
an engraving; or http://www.wga.hu/frames-e.html?/html/l/loo/louis/index.html: Van Loo royal family of Felipe
5, 1743.  And the wider human world portrayed earlier by Velazquez or later by Goya.  Even more evocative
would be the individualized characters in comedies of Goldoni such as La Locandiera (1752) and his late
comedies in venetian dialect.

editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k460; Fadini 8:404; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Keller p74 ex [m22+; enharmonic change; A= in m25, G< in m26] “wird die Umdeutung plötzlich
vollzogen, wie jauchzend vor Freude und Übermut” [This is a modulation from f minor to a minor on an E
pedal; the falling broken thirds which begin in m23 are in a minor but use A= instead of G<.  Keller sees
Scarlatti’s adherence to a tonic-dominant or relative major overall pattern with inward excursions to distant keys
as a personal rebellion against the courtly conventions of the time:] “So scheint Scarlattis Harmonik auf
merkwürdige Weise die Kontraste widerzuspiegeln, denen sein persönliches Leben unterworfen war: den
Gegensatz der Unterwerfung unter eine höfische Konvention und seiner innerne Befreiung von ihr...”
Chase p112: “Throughout Scarlatti’s sonatas there are passages that are strongly reminiscent of the style of the
early Spanish guitarists. The most striking example is probably [P13:7], especially from measure 14 onward,
which is absolutely in the punteado style, and again from measures 27—30, in which the combination of
arpeggio chords and single detached notes, and the typical cadence, might have stemmed directly from any of
the old guitar books.” [a reference to Gaspar Sanz, who published three libros of 90 pieces 1674-1697; compare
for example Fuga 1ª por 1er tono al ayre español from the first book, page 16, which has a melodic outline and
rhythm similar to the opening theme of P13:7]
Kirkpatrick p269-270: “one of the most highly extended and highly organized... rich not only in thematic



material... but also rich in inner restatement” [analysis as given on the right-hand column in the map above, but
in tabular form showing parallel passages in the 2 parts; see rhetoric in the introduction to this file, for why I
don’t think Kirkpatrick’s crux is a useful concept, at least not as he has attempted to define it]
Pestelli p240: “Come è possibile considerare una Sonata come la [P13:7] (che è uno dei più perfetti esempi di
calibrato organismo musicale, con il suo intreccio di episodi in sé autosufficienti), quale un semplice scalino
verso i primi diafanti modelli di sonate tripartite!”
Chambure p153: “Splendide sonate riche de thèmes dont l’écriture semble avoir été faite pour servir de modèle
à la présentation de la forme sonate du compositeur...” [He continues with an analysis based on that of
Kirkpatrick cited above and shown on the map]
Nina Key in Morales p348
Sitwell: “Spanish ...a beautiful, skilful and agile ending”
Willis p244-245 ex: “improvisation as theatre... work in progress...”

Parma 13:8 C major Allegro 3/8
  1 1 "1  ÖÖ± | ±. C  2v rh sola 3 lh imitates (each 2m phrase %)  H9: opposed Å  scales, rh ülh ú 13 a

17 "2 lh Ä  scale ú , rh continuous Å  turn figure; close h  21>d  26>D
, 29 "3 (<H9) G  37 %

45 "4 ¨13456  54 :Ú:
  2 55 @@ $1 (rh<"1) lh: alberti bass g 3v 64>E@  68>c  75: 55\74 % 4th higher  n84>A@  88>f
, 95 "2  97>c 

100 $2 (bridge) 4v; G & A= pedals alternate
, 107 $$  "3 C  115 %

123 "4 134 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 2b: 56; Parma 13:8; Venezia 11:8; NewYork 3:15 (note with NY 3:28=P13:7: this
piece should follow it)  M lacks m82-83, found in P&V
dates: about 1730-35; 1756
companions: •V11:7, 8; M2b:55, 56; NY 3:28, 15 = P13:7, 8
instruments: cembalo with range Gf
difficulty: difficult, level 7; rapid scales, hands in opposed directions.
themes: 1234:52634: one group, cells; the first theme (an exordium or call to attention) is  replaced in part 2 by
new material derived from it
keys: 16225:53-16-411:   At the n point m84 the music moves almost imperceptibly from the tonic minor (c) to
the most distant key of the work, the lowered submediant, A=, the relative minor of which is the next key, f, the
subdominant minor, leading easily back to the tonic minor again.  The final return to major is delayed by a
passage at m100-106 where A=’s have an important role again.
ornaments: Sutcliffe p259-260 ex; p316 [stylistic fingerprint: repeated notes with falling steps (m55+)]
similar sonatas: opening of part 2 like that in P10:24 E & P12:3 G
metaphors: the pupil begins with mechanical, monotonous exercises; at the beginning of part 2 the pupil
laments at great length (tears represented by major and minor seconds) but at m95 is persuaded to get back to
work, with a few admonishing frowns from the teacher at m100
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k461; Fadini 8:405
see also: Sitwell: “Virtuoso Sonata... like J.S. Bach...”.
Kirkpatrick  p264; p279; p200: alberti basses
Pestelli p235: [with P10:24 E]
Nina Key in Morales p346

Parma 13:9 f minor  (3@) And[an]te 3/4
  1 1 "1 °. | Ä °¯ £ | Ä °¯ £ | à ÖÖ± Ö± | ÖÖÖ± Ö  f  2v

11 "2 £ ¶Ö± ±_|¶Ö± Ä ± Ä | 3v cp c &f  waver; lh weak\beat stresses 17>g & c



21 $1 à Ö~~~-Ö~~~-± | ± ± ± c  22 lh imitates; leaps; rh 3rds & 6ths  27 % ornamented
33 $2 h parallel 8ve apart, then rh 3rds & 6ths  41 :Ú:

  2 42 $1 developed; lh ostinato chords A@ +\ 51>E@  52 lh rising 8ve scale>A@
n 54 $2 developed  60>c

66 $1 restated f  70 A@\1 78  $2 83 F5 86 :Ú:
source collections: Lisboa 35; Parma 13:9; Venezia 11:9; Münster 2b: 57; Zaragoza 35:23;  Wien G 20; Wien
Q15118:2; NewYork 3:16; Clementi 10
dates: about 1725-30; 1751
companions: •V11:9, 10; M2:57, 58; WG 20, 21; WQ18:2, 3; NY 3:16, 17 = P13:9, 10
•Clementi 10-12 = P13:9-10, NH 29
instruments: cembalo with range Gf
difficulty: difficult, level 6; thirds & sixths need legato fingering
themes: 1234:3434: two groups; omits first group in part 2; develops second group in major keys then restates
the themes in minor
keys: 151 255:3*751: a dramatic octave scale at m52 leads to ö at the start of the second theme in part 2 and a
change from the subtonic major (E=) to the relative major (A=, the subdominant of E=)
ornaments: m27 etc: uses slides (2 Å ’s leading up to Ä ) in large or small notes, with and without slurs, both
hands.  Parma: unslurred small-note Å ’s in m27-28, 30-31, 72-73, 75 can be played just like the large-note Å ’s in
m40 (which start at the beginning of the measure), only slightly faster than Å ’s in order to fit just after the first
beat of the measure rather than on the second Ä  as ç ’s; the slurred version as ç ’s (m29, 42, 46, 74 & 76). Lisboa:
all the small-notes are ç±; unslurred in m27, 72-74; slurred in m28-31, 75-76
m38-41: the omission of the bass in Lisboa is an interesting variant and shouldn’t be treated as just a scribal
error.  It echoes m21-22, which has no bass in all sources, and frees the left hand to play the lower note of the
sixths in the upper ledger.  The right hand plays sixths alone in m55, 57-8 and 79...84.  But the varied sonority
here is arresting.
m45 (Parma, Venezia, Münster): only the first rh A is >; m47: all 3 B’s are >; beams are joined in both cases;
make of this what you will, but at a slow tempo the last two A’s  in m45 as A=’s can be effective (and affective)
end: Münster has Segue rather than Fine.
similar sonatas: P5:30 c< (similar key structure in part 1)
The anapest rhythm shown at m11-12 on the map is used in a similar way in P13:14 f
metaphors: the slow scale in octaves at m52-53 has the effect of climbing stairs to enter a new room: the n
point, where a lyrical peroratio begins until the sonata moves toward a return of the opening minor mode. 
Likely many of the other sonatas in f minor, this works shows portuguese influence, in this case more saudade
than fado
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k462; Fadini 8:406 (collates V, P, M, WG, WQ, Cl); Lisboa facsimile
Lisboa is missing the ¨ part in m38-41 (discusse above); other differences in Lisboa match different sources
(sometimes Parma, sometimes Wien Q etc)
see also: Landowska: “...tells serenely a sweet and serious narrative”
Chambure p155 (with P13:10): “...ouvertures inhabituelles...”

Parma 13:10 f minor  (3@) Multo Allegro ¢
  1 1 intro ~~~±. ¶± ~~~±. ¶± | ~~~±...  f  3 lh imitates c +\ 5>f

6 "1 à ÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ±  rh: ostinato broken (rocking) chords, lh:  same chords but  ± ± ± ± | ±
8 "2 rh: off\beat chords, lh: ' rh broken chords <"1
10 "1 varied 3v 13 "2 15>c  22 "1 24: 17\23 % & extended 32 G\1 33¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]

  2 34 $ (bridge) C>A@  38 "1 (3v as at 10)
n 40 "2 41>D@>b@ lh úby steps  46>f/C (48\49 C pedals)

50 "2 restated
55 "1 varied 57: 50\55 % (still f/C) 63 extension varied f  67 :Ú:



source collections: Lisboa 37 Molto Allo; Venezia 11:10 & Parma 13:10 both Multo Allegro; Münster 2b: 58
Molto Allegro; Wien Q15118:3 & Wien G 21, both Allegro molto; NewYork 3:17 All.o; Clementi 11 Allegro
molto (see influences below)
dates: about 1725-30; 1751 (1756)
companions: •V11:9, 10; M2:57, 58; WG 20, 21; WQ18:2, 3; NY 3:16, 17 = P13:9, 10
•Clementi 10-12 = P13:9-10, NH29
instruments: cembalo with range Gf (E=5 is the actual top note) in Venezia, Münster, Lisboa, Clementi; range
Gd in Parma & Wien (D=5 is highest)
difficulty: difficult, level 6. Off-beat right hand chords in m13+; since they vary from two to four notes, it is
unlikely that arpeggi are intended, but could be used for a seconda volta variation. Broken chord basses m8+
require hand-stretches; m6+,13+ rocking broken chords rh then lh
themes: 012121:31221: two themes alternate; introduction replaced by new material in part 2
keys: 15*15:536411:
rhythms: alberti-like basses (repetitive broken chords)
accidentals: m34: broken seventh chords; B>4 leading to C in next measure; the B3 at the end of m35 leads to
D=, and has no accidental so is presumably a B=; the E’s in both measuress all have the > written in
similar sonatas: P2:29 b= has a similar theme structure
P3:17 g & P9:20 g (offbeat rh chords)
P6:9 c (similar opening; see also Sutcliffe below)
influences: Clementi: m30-33 and 76-79 of Gradus ad parnassum 15 C (1817) closely echo this sonata (m14+
for example)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k463; Fadini 8:407 (collates V, P, M, WG, WQ, Cl); Lisboa facsimile; Münster
microfilm.  Lisboa has the second rh chord in m20 as E=4 G4 E=5,  like Münster; the same in m26&27, but this
time it matches Venezia
see also: Kirkpatrick p395 [ex: Clementi’s rewriting of opening; Fadini gives other Clementi differences in her
endnotes]
Chambure p155
Sutcliffe p16fn: [P2:26 c & P5:23 G have similar openings with trills]
Fadini ...lo stile andaluso... in Sala, p167 ex; p196

Parma 13:11 C major All[egr]o  ¢
  1 1 "1 ° ° | ° °¯|ÖÖÖ± ° | ± C  2v cp

10  "2 G  ties x m\lines or middle beat; falling broken 2nds  H17: falling broken 3rds
18 "3 falling & rising broken  2nds; ¬ chords  21>D  24>G  h switch  31: H17

33 "4 rh thirds, offbeat stresses  38: H17 40 :Ú:
  2 41 "3 developed (H17 inverted 41\43 ) g  45 d  n49 a  52 e  54 d/A

56 "3 restated C/G 59>G  62>C   69: H17

71 "4 rh thirds, offbeat stresses  76: H17 77 G\1 78 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 2b: 59; Parma 13:11; Venezia 11:11; NewYork 3:18
dates: about 1720-25; 1756
companions: •V11:11, 12, M2b: 59, 60; NY 3:18, 19 = P13:11, 12
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; thirds; hands treated equally but there is often just a single note or chord per measure
in one hand while the other plays rapid figures with repeated notes
themes: 1234:334: one group, cells; first two themes omitted in part 2
keys: 1525:52632151:  part 2 begins with a circle of fifths in minor keys: m41: g, 45 d,  49 a, 52 e (see table of
sonatas with this feature in Characteristics file); the n point at m49 occurs at a change to the subdominant
minor (a) and is emphasized by the switch of single whole notes from right hand back to left , changing to
chords
graphics: � (whole note) written in middle of measure, either hand, in all three sources, throughout



similar sonatas: P8:27 C has a similar opening
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k464; Fadini 8:408
see also: Kirkpatrick p226: “the real progression of the upper voice in m28-31 is G F<E D”
Chambure p155: “...On retrouve dans cette sonate, comme du reste dans [P13:9 f], la signature: [ex: à  followed
by 5 Ä ’s=P13:9; in this sonata it’s an Ä  tied to the previous measure, followed by 7 Ä ’s] déjà entendue dans
maintes sonates”

Parma 13:12 C major All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 lh (sola) ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ± Ä | Ö  C  2v 7 rh imitates

13 "2 lh rising broken chords  16 G\1 19 %+\ G
25 "3 broken 7th chords D3 üC5 úD3 , D pedals 29 % 8ve lower, lh sola, & extended:

broken 6thsú
36 "4 ("1 variant) D pedals continue, then  ¨12345>G  44 %
51 "5 rh downbeat rest, ççç± slide;  ¨12345 continues  59¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]

  2 60 "4 developed C/G>a>b>G  n71>b>a>G
82 "3 (üF5) C/G
93 "4 C (G\1 pedals) 100 % 108 "5  116 :Ú:

source collections: Lisboa 4; Münster 2b: 60; Parma 13:12; Venezia 11:12; NewYork 3:19
See graphics below for differences between the sources; the implication is that Lisboa is the most accurate
dates: about 1730-35; 1751 (1756)
companions: •V11:11, 12, M2b: 59, 60; NY 3:18, 19 = P13:11, 12
instruments: cembalo with range Gf
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 12345:4345: one group, variants; first two themes omitted in part 2
keys: 1555:167+57+6511: ö m71 at move to leading-tone minor
graphics: m52: Lisboa lacks the slur which is in Parma & Münster but not Venezia; it has the slur in m54 (like
V) which P&M have drawn between 53&54; it has ¶ç± in m58&115, unlike  ¶¶± in P, V & M; no elision curves
over m59 in Lisboa (P has one here), but Li does have it on the next page before m60 like P; in Li m92 the last
note is F<1, as corrected by Fadini (P, V & M all have A<1 which is incorrect unless the performer wants a
really bizarre effect at this point)  The slur over m71 (P & Li) probably means this measure is to be played
stretto (a little faster); the left hand is silent; the similar measures 75 & 79 have no slurs
similar sonatas: P12:28 G (previous sonata in Pestelli group p241; two voices played with one hand)
influences: Beethoven Sonata in G opus 31:1 Allegro vivace (1802): rising and fallling broken seventh chords
formed from thirds (D F< A C) at m166-169 are predicted in this sonata at m25-33
metaphors: upward-striving themes which convey exuberant, drunken, joy, as in P15:12 F
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k465; Fadini 8:409; Lisboa facsimile
see also: Chambure p155
Sutcliffe p298-299;  ex=m24-35: “dominant-seventh arpeggios”

Parma 13:13 f minor  (3@) And[ant]e  Moderato ¡
  1 1 "1 à ÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | Ö  lh ° chords f  2v  H5: £ 3ÖÖ± |  Ä ¯ÖÖ± £ lh ÖÖÖ± 8>c  H13\15 leaps úG\1

16 "2 3v rh varies H5, lh ¬ & rising Ä  scale w/ repeated notes 20\21 lh 9ths  22: H13\15

25 "3 ("2 variant) lh broken chords;  H5 extended 28 %  32\33: 31 %  34 :Ú: [end1; 2: can elide]
  2 35 "3 developed f/C

40 "2 developed  38>A@  44>b@  rh E@4 pedals
45 "1 developed  n48>f  52: H13\15

55 "2 varied (lowest notes omitted)  61: H13\15

64 "3 E@5 67 % & extended  76 :Ú:
source collections: Lisboa 18 Ande moderato; Münster 1a:1; Parma 13:13; Venezia 11:13; NewYork 3:20



dates: about 1725-30; 1751 (1756)
companions: •V11:13-16, M1a:1-4; NY 3:20-23 = P13:13, 14 f, 15, 16 F; see comment at P13:15
instruments: cembalo with range Ge (E=5 is highest note used, m64-68, all sources)
difficulty: difficult, level 7; left-hand ninths: m20-21 etc. (Kirkpatrick p398: triplets against even eighth notes)
This would be an easy sonata, but the triplets should be treated precisely, not converted to ¶Ö±  or  Ö¶±  (the latter
rhythm is used explicitly by the lh in m35 & 37, Lisboa only) The sonata appears within a sequence of difficult
sonatas in Lisboa, confirming that separate rhythms in each hand were wanted.  ¶± ° at the start of m19 in all
sources  is more like a downward slide in large notes than a variant of the triplet figure
themes: 123:32123: one group, variants, cells; order mixed in part 2
keys: 15:1341: ö m48 at final return to home key.  Moments of extreme dissonance are reached in m21 (lh GA
against rh F<) and m60 (CD against B), preceding the repeat of an earlier cell which acts as a resolution
ornaments, graphics: m4: Lisboa has the top voice rhythm Ö± ± ÖÖÖ±; the Parma, Venezia, Münster version ±. ± ÖÖ± is
more expressive and surely later.  There are numerous variations of the figure first appearing in m5-6 (see map):
for example at m 9-10, 11-12, 18-19 &57-58.  In m58 the first three rh notes are played together with the lh
notes: Ö± ±. (not as a triplet cross-rhythm) giving them a particular emphasis; in m19 ¶± ° was used at this place in
the á2 theme.  After m58 the part 2 ending parallels the part 1 ending more closely, so the emphasis in m58
signals the beginning of the peroratio in rebus (see rhetoric in introduction to this file) even though the home
key was reached at ö 10 measures earlier
m12: the first small note is an unslurred ± in Parma; in Lisboa it’s an Ä and in Münster a Å. Münster has a 3 on
most of the triplets but no slurs; fewer slurs on the small notes than Parma. Lisboa has all the triplets marked
with a slur and a 3; no slurs on small notes, but Å  are the before-beat type, Ä  the on-beat type; in m10 Å  could be
either; compare V42:28 B= m24 falling scale with onbeat large-note ç ’s
m43: the last three rh notes are B= C D= in Lisboa and Münster (the reading used by Fadini), C D= E= in
Parma and Venezia
similar sonatas: P7:28 A & NH29 F (three-against-two cross-rhythms)
P12:16 g (previous in Pestelli group p257)
influences: 2 against 3 cross rhythms (m5+) are used by Rameau in Les niais de Sologne (1724)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k466; Fadini 8:410
see also: Kirkpatrick p234: “manages [cadences] in such a way as to form a continuous and sustained piece”
Chambure p155
Sutcliffe p228 ex [G3 expected at start of m20 delayed until m21:] “the effect of the missing note has been
precisely calculated...”; p357 [compared to P5:1 E; finds several resemblances of details]
Nina Key in Morales p347

Parma 13:14 f minor (3@) Allegrissimo 3/4
  1 1 "1 °. | °. | £ ± ± |± ± ± |~~~ ± ± ± | ±; lh à ÖÖÖÖ± |Ö  f   2v cp 12\17: ±  1/2 steps ü; Ä  scale ú >c/G
, 22 "2 ("1 variant) g  24>c  35: 22\27 %+\ (shortened); leaps úG\1

N^ 43 $ ÖÖÖ± ¶±µ | Ö  3v 51 ¨ 32145  53¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]
  2 54 $ f/C  60>b@

62 "1  72>f/C
, 81 "2  94: 81\86 % shortened 91 F5  99>f

102 $ 112 ¨ 12345 114 :Ú: [2: can elide to link P13:15]
source collections: Lisboa 7 --; Münster 1a: 2; Parma 13:14; Venezia 11:14; NewYork 3:21
dates: about 1725-30; 1751
companions: •V11:13-16, M1a:1-4; NY 3:20-23 = P13:13-16; see comment at P13:15
instruments: cembalo with range Gf
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 123:3123: two groups, variants; mixes order in part 2 but no new themes (this often happens when the
most apparent n occurs in part 1 and creates short-long golden sections, as here)
keys: 1525:1411: in minor keys throughout.  Rising chromatic scales lead to a falling scale at m17-21, setting up



a tension between the left-hand G’s and A=’s: will the sonata go to the supertonic of f, g minor? or to the
mediant, A= major?  which is resolved in favor of the supertonic, the dominant of the dominant c minor reached
in the next few measures.  This is repeated in part 2 at m72, but this time the left-hand C’s and D=’s leave no
doubt that the sonata is headed directly to the final tonic key
ornaments: ~~~ = principal note, higher note, principal note: supported by that being the best realization within the
rising chromatic ± scales in m10-16. Lisboa has fewer (they are written tr throughout) usually only one at the
beginning of a scale, where Parma, Venezia & Münster will have more later in the scale
m37: Lisboa has ¶Ö± instead of the ÖÖ± triplet of Parma, Venezia & Münster
m53-54: all sources have a slur over the double bar at the end of m53 for substituting m54 after the repeat of
part 1; the °.  C4 of part 1 is omitted in part 2
m102: B=2 F3 in Lisboa & Münster as in m103, unlike Venezia & Parma, which have only F3 in this measure
metaphors: whole steps then half steps with repeated notes & shakes (m7-17 rh): Christ carrying cross &
stumbling.  Like P10:1 f, this sonata is also an example of portuguese fado or relentless fate
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k467; Fadini 8:411
see also: Chambure p155: “enserre également des groupes de trois notes [¶Ö± as opposed to the triplets of
P13:13] dans un continu de croches...”

Parma 13:15 F major  Allegro 3/4
  1 1 cutoff downbeat "1  à ÖÖ±µé± | Ö¶± Ö¶± Ö¶± | ±. F  2v cp 3 lh imitates
, 10 "2 (develops "1) f  13 A@  17 rh offbeat  20>b@  24>c  28>d 32>g/D  35 rh offbeat  38½>E@

H40: close h broken 3rd scales ü, 41½: 38\41 % step higher>F,  then % again >G
47½ $1 à | Ä ° à | ÖÖ± ±. | C & G  waver 53 % 58: H40 ú>C  60... £ £ ß |

\ 61 $2  rh 6ths & 3rds 65 codetta: broken 6ths  66 :Ú:
  2 n 67 "2 as at 10 F/C  69>a  72 as at 16; 75 as at 20 d  80 % step lower C

84 ( (bridge) con deto solo : Æ  scales ü (w/ B@) F
89 $1 F  & C  waver 95: 90\94 % 8ve higher 100: H40 ú>F  102... £ £ ß |

\ 103 $2  107 F\1 pedals 108 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1a: 3; Parma 13:15; Venezia 11:15; Wien G 30; Wien Q15114:6; NewYork 3:22
There are many variants among the sources, with Wien G perhaps using the earliest version, although the date of
its copying is unknown (see Choi p121; part of WG may have been copied from the WQ Raccolta but some
sonatas are from unexplained sources; chart for WQ14 & WG on p200) That both M and the two W versions
have the lh octaves doubled in m59-60 is a good indication that P was not the source copy for M and vice versa.
dates: about 1745-50; 1756
companions: (f/F) •WG 29-32 = P13:29, 15, 28, 27
•WQ 3-6 = P13:27-29, 15
•V11:13-16, M1a:1-4; NY 3:20-23 = P13:13-16
instruments: cembalo with range Ff (Gf in Venezia and Münster; see graphics below; this is perhaps an example
of the instrument being tuned specially, rather than a scribal error)
difficulty: difficult, level 7; m84 [-87] “Con deto solo” on slurred scales of 12 ç ’s imply glissandi in triplets;
more precisely 4 ç ’s including the initial rest, then 3x3 ç ’s; however the partial slurs over each scale (Fadini
puts them over the entire measure) probably indicate that they don’t line up with the lh notes so precisely. There
is a B> in m83 but no further cancellation of any of the B=’s in the right and left hands until m89 (in all the
sources!); compare Sutcliffe p182: “the glissandi.. can only be realized by passing through B>”. The B= seems
intentional however, no matter how difficult (an overturned index finger can after all include black keys, it’s just
quite awkward); or else it’s a joke which the performer is allowed to rectify, justified by the B>’s which precede
and follow the bridge passage with scales; other possibilities: only the first scale is played with a single finger
and substitutes B>, the rest should be played with all the fingers as rapidly as possible and include B=; or one
finger is used but not turned over at all but moves up the keys very rapidly and staccato (the slur over the scale
does not mean legato but just that the note values are out of strict tempo).  P10:22 F & P15:4 d also have



“one-finger” scales which include black-key notes.  Accidentals in one hand play against naturals in the other in
several sonatas; it’s not a huge problem for the ear, it would just be more satisfying to know what Scarlatti
intended.  Compare also P13:21 E= which calls for the use of the technique of sliding the index finger from a
black key to a white key
themes: 1234:2534: two groups, cells; ö at start of part 2; first theme omitted in part 2, new material added
keys: 113-4562712525:13651151:
graphics, ornaments, accidentals: uses Ä  Å  Å  | Ä ... dactyl rhythms: stems joined under beams as shown on map
m33-34,38-39&41-42: the slurs on small notes are crushed notes rather than ties: there is no bass downbeat at
these points against which the right-hand large note could be delayed; the small note is released almost
immediately and the large note stressed
m48-50 etc: the slurs on large notes are (likely) rubato appoggiature with stresses on the offbeat last notes
m59 & 62: the last B is not marked > and should be = in both cases (Fadini disagrees)
m107-108: low F pedals in last two measures in Parma. Münster (like Venezia) has G-l, but the last one, m108,
has been corrected to F in a later hand. Münster has slurs over entire ç  scales; Parma over only parts of them;
neither includes the final ± under the slur (unlike Fadini)
similar sonatas: P10:6 F; P15:29 F; P15:30 F
V42:49 c (batteries; those in P13:15 are with octaves)
metaphors: includes the easter symbolism of other f minor-major works (crucifixion, descent from cross, burial,
resurrection, rejoicing); see also P13:9-10 & 27-29, and the last 8 sonatas in Parma 2. In this sonata, the hands
move in opposite directions (m17+ etc) as in P13:14 (m4+, as mentioned by Chambure p155)  P13:13 through
16 work well as a suite of 4; note the shift to f minor in this sonata at m10 Adding the Wien companions of this
sonata turn it into a suite of 7, although no source has all 7 together,  the original order might have been P13:13,
14, 29, 15, 28, 27, 16; perhaps some relationship to liturgical texts can be found (P13:27 f can be set to Stabat
mater dolorosa, so that would be first; WQ would be the earliest version in that case) Should P13: 9-10 be
included? see Sutcliffe below at P13:16; and Flannery p94-95 (table of tempo relationships; see P13:7 C themes;
I think the P13:7-P14:4 mega-suite is a later concoction for a different purpose).
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k468; Fadini 8:412
see also: Pestelli p258-9: “è pressoché interamente compromessa con il mondo spirituale di Emanuele Bach... 
Anche il terzo tema della Sonata... se è di casa nella pagina di Mozart, costituisce per Scarlatti una cosa nuova,
una voce afferata una sola volta come per caso: [ex m47-52]”
Chambure p155: “...Les formules conclusives présentent des notes alternées dont la graphie incite à une
articulation différente des exemples déjà entendus [P11:27, 5:14, 3:2, V42:49]”

Parma 13:16 F major  Allegro molto ¢
  1 1 "1 ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ° F  2v cp 3 lh imitates  8 lh then rh offbeat

13 "2 Ä ± ± | ±. 17>C
19 $1 broken 2nds w/ repeated notes ü   21 broken 8ves, 3rds, 4ths
29½ $2 lh leaps úG\1  33 rh broken 8ves, lh 8ves  38 :Ú: [end1; 2: can elide]

  2 39 ( ( $1 variant) c  lh °  44 A@  48>g  n53>c>B@
60 $1 63>d>F
75½ $2 (lh w/o 8ves) 85 ¬ß :Ú:

source collections: Lisboa 20 Allo di molto; Münster 1a: 4; Parma 13:16; Venezia 11:16; Wien G 10; Wien
Q15118:7; NewYork 3:23
dates: about 1730-35; 1751
companions: •V11:13-16, M1a:1-4; NY 3:20-23 = P13:13-16
•WQ 18:7,8 = P13:16, 12:25
instruments: cembalo with range Gf
difficulty: moderate, level 5 (Rousset: difficile; Maxwell: advancing intermediate); continuous Ä ’s except last
measure of each part.  Conjunct and disjunct octaves and broken octaves both hands
themes: 1234:534: two groups; the opening 12 measures set up a contrapuntal exchange between the hands



which carries over into the rest of the sonata: even though the hands are strictly separated, ideas and figures pass
back and forth between them.  The first group is replaced in part 2 by material (marked ã on the map) derived
from the second group, then the second group is repeated.  The themes are aphoristic in character, especially the
á2 theme at m13+ 
keys: 15:53-25461: The n point (m53) occurs at the exit from the maze-like ã section into a sunnier part of the
garden.  If there is a crux in part 2 (see rhetoric in introduction to this file) it is well disguised; a corner has been
turned without its being noticed between m66 and m72.
accidentals: m42: both rh B’s are marked > even though joined under the same beam; in m46 the last D is not
marked = so might be >, but in m47 there is an explicit D> following an earlier D=; this passage contains an
unusal modulation from A= to g so just about anything is possible which makes sense to the player.  Venezia
and Parma are identical here; Lisboa and Münster lack the > on the second rh B in m42; Münster is too
smudged to be certain about m46
similar sonatas: P12:9 F
metaphors: commedia dell’arte character of il dottore (know-it-all, busy-body): the argumentatio beginning part
2 takes the wide intervals of the broken chords of the â1 and repeats them insistently with narrower intervals
and in many keys before they are restated in their original form
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k469; Fadini 8:413; Lisboa facsimile; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Chambure p155: “...déroule une succession de motifs en croches qui établit au début de la seconde
partie un développement statique (Cf. [P12:9 F])”  [Why static? Although part 1 goes directly from F major to C
major about halfway through, part 2 modulates through several keys: c, A=, g, B=, d; compare E27 b]
Sutcliffe p374: “the reuse of certain keys may bring back certain expressive associations... cluster of F
minor-major sonatas... One of the most striking gestures in [P13:13 f], first found in [m]15, returns in [m]30 of
[P13:16 F]; [there are similarities also among P13:9,10,13&14 all in f]... they do not do a lot for the ‘intrinsic’
claims of the pairing theory”; p318 [stylistic fingerprint: chains of falling thirds: m1+?]

Parma 13:17 G major All[egr]o  ¢
  1 0  "1  ±  | ± ± ± ± |Å ¯± ± Å ¯± ± | Å ¯± ± ~~~± Ö± | ± ° G  3v 5 lh 8ves úG\1 , 8 (° £ ± |) % g ,16 (° £ ± |) varied C/G

20 (° £ ± |) % & extended c/G 24>g  27 ° ä
\ 28 "2 °. ±  | ± Ö± ± ±; lh ¬ chords D  32 %  35 ...°ß
\ 36 $1 ÖÖÖ± ÖÖ~~~-± | d  lh ¬ 44>D
, 45 $2 lh (middle v) parallel to rh 10th lower  53 %

61 $3 72 ¬ :Ú: (full m)
  2 73 £ ± | (1/2m) "1 D  81 (° £ ± |) 73\77 % d  85 (± ± £ ± |) "1 variant (ostinato) a/E  91 ° ä
\n 92 "2 E  96 % rh 8ve lower
, (99\)100 "1 variant (<m 85+) >D  103 ± ± ä
\ 104 "2 G
, 112 $1 g  120>G

121 $2 129 %
137 $3 147 rh leap G5 ú G2  148 ¬ :Ú: (full m)

source collections: Münster 1a: 5; Parma 13:17; Venezia 11:17; NewYork 3:29
Münster omits m129-136, which repeat m121-128
dates: about 1745-50; 1756
companions: •V11:17, 18; M1a:5, 6; NY 3:29, 30 = P13:17, 18.  Kirkpatrick p143
instruments: cembalo with range Ga; m112-115 A5; piano; m112-115 in V, P & M have high A’s; although
these are presumed not to have been available on the queen’s known instruments, they are playable on modern
instruments and sound even more plausible as imitations of bells when dissonant; there is also the possibility
that the low and high notes on a harpsichord could sometimes be tuned lower or higher than usual
difficulty: moderate, level 5
themes: 112345:11212345: two groups



keys: 11441555:55265111: ö at start of second theme in part 2 and change to submediant (E)
ornaments: m40: tr sign could possibly apply to the B= ¬ (whole notes are written in the middle of measures in
Parma, Venezia and Münster); the tr is to the right of it, rather than left, but below the seventh Ä  (E) in P and V,
which have ~~~  above that note in the otherwise identical right hand part of the following three measures. 
Münster has no ornaments in m40 (microfilm difficult to read however)  A trill on B= would use C> against the
C< in the right hand.  Note that each measure from 36 to 41 has a variation in the placing or number of
ornaments
m87: Parma has an unslurred Ä  small note, in m88 a slurred Å  small note (and in m89 no small note) on the
same figure; Fadini does not indicate these contrasts in her endnotes
similar sonatas: P10:3 D; P11:29 C; P15:5 F; P15:26 G; P15:39 d
metaphors: the left hand chords, m28-35 are very much like deep tolling bells; these are immediately followed
by high-pitched tinkling bell sounds, m36-58
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k470; Fadini 8:414; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Kirkpatrick p172n: “copyist... difficulties with the high G’s” [see instruments above]; p188: “trills in
thirds in one hand” [m69 etc; actually ~~~’s]; p368 [example comparing appoggiature in m76-77 & 84-85]
Chambure p157: “A noter au centre de chaque partie... les rythmes de saetas déjà entendus” [ex: dotted rhythm:
not found, but perhaps he means m28+]
Willis p206-208, 211-226 exs

Parma 13:18 G major  Minuet 3/4
  1 1 " ° ± | ± ± ± | ± ± ± |~~~° G 2v  9:1\8 % 8ve lower in lh, 3v: upper v G then D pedals
, 17 $1 rising ÖÖ± triplets; rh&lh overlap D
, 21 $2 ± ± ± | ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ± |  rh x lh; 7th chords  25 rh leap D2 ü D5  29 % w/o handcrossing

36 $3 (derived <") rh weak\beat stresses ¨ 12345 ±  42 :Ú:
  2 43 " variant a
, 47 $2
n 51 " variant; offbeat w/ tie x m\line >G/D
, 55 $1 varied; ties x m\lines
, 59 $2 G  64 G5 66 G\1  67:59\65 %

74 $3 80 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1a: 6; Parma 13:18; Venezia 11:18; Zaragoza 35:30; NewYork 3:30 tempo di
minuet
dates: about 1725-30; 1756
companions: •V11:17, 18; M1a:5, 6; NY 3:29, 30 = P13:17, 18
instruments: cembalo with range Gg; use of the full range is an essential component of this sonata.  Both hands
play the same note in m17+, implying a double keyboard.
difficulty: moderate, level 5; right hand crosses left in m21 etc (similar to P3:3 a)
themes: 1234:131234: two groups, order of themes mixed in part 2.  The ö point introduces notes tied over the
measure lines in the á and â1 themes.  keys: 115:211:
graphics: m22, 24, 26 etc: slurs over whole measure: speed up these measures?  the lh part is usually a single °.
metaphors: Both P13:17 & 18 use deep full-measure chords in the manner of tolling bells
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k471; Fadini 8:415 
see also: Pestelli p236: “non è più il «Minuetto cromatico» delle sonate antiche [see V42:45b], né quello un po’
statico di Seixas, ma qualcosa che si insinua già con una certa responsabilità nel mondo del classicismo
viennese, come si può vedere dal parallelismo di situazioni che presenta un Minuetto giovanile di Beethoven,
quello della Sonata per pianoforte op.10 n.3 [in D major; 1798]”

Parma 13:19 B@ major  (@) And[an]te 3/4
  1 1 cutoff downbeat  " £ ± ± | ± ± ± | ° B@  2v cp 3 lh à ÖÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖÖÖ± | °  9>F



15 $1 rocking motion lh ±. Ä ± , rh à Ä ±. Ä downbeat rest & weakbeat stresses 23 %
30 $2 rh offbeat, ties x m\lines  38¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]

  2 39 " varied F>d
45 $1 developed  48 a  (rh ostinato offbeat D)  n50 g  52 c  54>B@ 52\57:  +
58 $1 restated 65 %
70 $2 79 B@\1 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1a: 7; Parma 13:19; Venezia 11:19; NewYork 1:32 --
dates: about 1725-30; 1756
companions: •V11:19, 20; M1a:7, 8; NY 1:32, 33 = P13:19, 20
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: easy, level 1
themes: 123:1223: two groups; keys: 15:537+621: ö m50 at change to relative minor (g) in a section of
considerable emotional intensity, partly due to the more insistent rhythm, followed by a lyrical passage (an
egressus is followed by a peroratio in adfectibus, rhetorical terms outlined in the introduction to this file)
similar sonatas (and see also citations below): P5:19 g
P7:26 D & P11:3 D (key structures in both parts)
P15:14 C (offbeat ostinato passage at ö points)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k472; Fadini 8:416
see also: Pestelli p190: “tema del cuccù”
Chambure p157: [P7:4 B= & P6:9 c similar]
Sutcliffe p362; p343
Willis p161: [P11:6 B= similar]

Parma 13:20 B@ major (@) All[egr]o  molto ¢
  1 1 "1 £ ± ± ± |¶±_± Ö± ± ± |¶±_± Ö± ± ± | ± Ö± ± ~~~ ± | ± ± £ B@  2v

92 "2 £ Ö± | ± ± £ 13>F  23 ...°ß
\ 24 "3 (<"2 m11\13) f  3v

29 "4 C  33 g  (ostinato) 35>F   39: 29\37 % 48 coda 3¯Ö¶¶¶± ± ±   53 ¬ :Ú:
  2 54 "1 developed f  3v 55 rh imitates

59 "4 developed >c  64 a (enharmonic change: A@'G#) lh ostinato chords
n 67>g  69>B@  76 ¬ ß || 65\70:  +
\ 77 "3 b@  82 "4 F  86 c  (ostinato) 88>B@   92: 82\90 % 101 coda 107 ¬ ß :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1a: 8; Parma 13:20; Venezia 11:20 ; NewYork 1:33 --.  M repeats m51 as its m52
(as at m104-5), therefore M was not copied from P or V, which don’t have the m51 repeat
dates: about 1730-35; 1756
companions: •V11:19, 20; M1a:7, 8; NY 1:32, 33 = P13:19, 20
difficulty: moderate, level 4.  It took me a long time to get the right speed and rhythm for the Ö¶¶¶± figure in m48+
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
themes: 1234:1434: one group, variants, developed in part 2; most of the sonata derives from the opening,
especially m4-5.  Themes are epigrammatic in character (see rhetoric in introduction to this file)  The ostinato
sections at m32+ have C4 pedals (high notes in the right hand) which increase in speed from °’s to ±’s (the motto
of three repeated F3’s in the middle voice at m29-32 is extended in the top voice at m32-36
keys: 155265:527+611521:  The enharmonic change at m64 is the same as in P12:16 g m146: A= becomes G<; 
ö follows in m67 at the change to the relative minor
rhythms: walking bass; triplets divided as if sextuplets (see map at m48)
accidentals: m2&3: accidentals on small notes: (E=)
similar sonatas: P13:28 F (next in Pestelli group p237)
metaphors: commedia dell’arte: the character Tartaglia, who stutters, with a quietly mocking companion.  The
rh part dominates, showing off; the lh part is fully independent and proceeds calmly in long phrases ignoring or



commenting on the rh’s inability to get very far.  An occasional steady and quiet third voice between the other
two (the °’s at m29+) softens the lh’s sarcasm but soon becomes more insistent (m32-38)  In part 2 the rh starts
to get the point and follows the lh’s lead.
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k473; Fadini 8:417
see also: Gerstenberg p107; p112; p124 ex m65+
Chambure p157: “...le rythme de saeta...”

Parma 13:21 E@ major  (2@) And[ant]e   e  Cantab[il]e  3/4
  1 1 "1 ~~~Ö.ï± ±. Ä | � ± ÖÖ±¯|ÖÖ± ± ¶± | Å ¯¶¶¶± (lh imitates 1st 4 notes) E@  2 or 3v

rh weak\beat stresses, ties; lh 3rds & 8ves
, 8 "2 ¶±µ¯¶¶¶± ¶¶¶±  close h; lh 3rds & 5ths 10>g>F
, 13 $1 çÖ » çÖ » ¶¶¶± f &b@  waver  18: 13\16 %

22 $2 (<"1 at m4 inverted) B@  28 °.ß :Ú: [end1; 2: can elide]
  2 29 $2 varied B@>c  (w/ E@ 5) 32 echoes m1

,n 33 $1 35>g  lh falls by steps 39 E@/B@ 40 "1 at m4 echoed
, 42  $1 restated b@ (A$ 4) & e@  waver 46 falling b= broken chord  47: 42\45 % [variants listed in notes]

51 $2 shortened E@ (A$ 3 then A@ 3) 54 :Ú:
source collections: Lisboa 33[a]; Parma 13:21; Venezia 11:21; Münster 1a: 9; NewYork 3:13 And.e cantabile;
Wien Q15114:1, Wien G 46; Montserrat ms654.  Münster 1a:9 has several differences including a different four
measures for the m51-52 found in V, P, Lisboa, WQ, & WG; it has a total of 56 measures and must derive from
an alternate original by the composer (as well as being a purposeful revision), not from the Parma or Venezia
libri themselves. New York has this Münster variant m51-54 but I did not collate the rest of it.  Lisboa has a
variant m50: the third, fourth & fifth soprano notes are doubled an octave lower; the lh part is written in the bass
ledger but with ¥ for the first three notes and ¨ for the last one; this clef change rarely occurs in Parma after the
1752 libri (P2:27 f & 28 b have a variety of clefs in each ledger).  Fadini’s endnotes mention further unique
readings in Wien Q and G; these might be earlier than Parma and do not include the Münster variants. 
Montserrat source not examined.
dates: about 1745-50; 1751 (1756)
companions: •Li 33[ab]; V11:21, 22; M 1a: 9, 10; NY 3:13, 14 = P13:21, 22
instruments: cembalo with range Ae (actual range E=-e=); piano? (stays in the treble clef for long passages)
difficulty: moderate, level 4; sliding the right-hand index finger on adjacent black & white keys is implied in
m37&39 (because of the stretch involved in holding the top notes)
themes: 1234:43134: two groups, order mixed in part 2; keys: 132255:5631511:
graphics, accidentals: m5: slur on partly chromatic scale may mean speed up the entire measure
m14 (= on first & third G3, but missing on second in Parma; present on all three G’s in Lisboa).  In the similar
m19, Parma adds an A[>] above the third G=; Lisboa has =on the A, but none on the G.  This difference
between the two versions occurs again in m33-35 where > is carefully written before every B in both Parma and
Lisboa except the last one of m34 in Parma
m42&43: both Parma and Lisboa omit the = on the A4 near the end of each measure for a highly dissonant
effect; when this is repeated in m47&48 (after a fallen broken chord containing A[>]’s in m46) Lisboa again
omits the =’s but Parma adds them; I think the Parma version must be a conscious revision on the part of the
composer, and Münster contains further changes of mind
m46: Münster’s falling broken chord includes C=’s and an E=2 lh downbeat, making it an e= minor chord
m49: the fourth lh  Ä  is A[>]3 in Parma, Venezia and Münster, = in Lisboa.
m51&52: A[>]3 in middles of measures in Parma, Venezia & Lisboa, A=4 at ends of measures (Münster’s
4-measure alternate version has no A>’s).  Literal treatment of A>’s and A=’s in the closing section is justified
by the music’s wavering between the keys of b flat minor and e flat minor before E flat major is completely
established in the last two measures (53 & 54)
m54:  Lisboa 33 has Siegue at end & a new sonata (=Parma 13:22) continues on the next page without its own



number, but with a change to a 3= key signature, which turns out to be incorrect
similar sonatas: P5:30 c<; P7:4 B=; P12:10 B=
metaphors: imitations of water sounds are called for: a boat oared through a gentle current, waves rolling onto a
beach, as a backdrop to ever more passionate declarations, returning to calm at the end
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k474; Fadini 8:418 (collates P, V, M, WQ, WG); Lisboa facsimile; Münster
microfilm; Venezia online; New York online
see also: Malipiero p478 ex m4-7: “Chopin reminiscence” [perhaps he means passages similar to m21+ in the
Nocturne in B major opus 62:1, 1846]
Kirkpatrick p377 [examples of written-out appoggiaturas]
Sutcliffe p49: [needs E=5  m30; Sutcliffe discusses this in connection with the Lisboa version, which to him
seems to provide alternative notes for a more limited range instrument by lower octave doubling; this also
happens in m50 as mentioned above in source collections]; p328-334
Willis p150-151

Parma 13:22  E@ major  (2@) Allegrissimo ¢
  1 1 "1 ± Ö± ÖÖÖ± | ~~~ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± E@  3v 3 %

9 "2 11>f  rises by steps  14>g  17 falling broken 3rds, close h 22>F   25 ~~~¬ ||
, 26 $1 £ Ö± £ Ö± | rh weak\beats B@/F  30 % 34 B@  38: 34\37 % 8ve lower (41: triplets added)

42 $2 rh ÖÖ± triplets  46 %  50 :Ú:
  2 51 "1 B@  53 % 55 developed >c  n61 ~~~Ö.ï± | ÖÖÖ± ±  63>g

64 "2 varied (rh triplets <$2) 65>E@/B@   71 ¬[ß ÷]|| [ß: xP, but in V, M etc]
, 72 $1 76 %  80 as at 34 but lh leaps úB@ \1  (° pedals) 84 as at 38\41 E@

88 $2 varied; part % but 8ve lower  98 :Ú:
source collections: Lisboa 33[b] (3=: see graphics below); (rest 2=): Münster 1a: 10; Parma 13:22; Venezia
11:22; Wien Q15115:2; Wien G 26; NewYork 3:14 Alegrissimo; Clementi 6 Allegro di molto
dates: about 1745-50; 1751
companions: •Li 33[ab]; V11:21, 22; M 1a: 9,10; NY 3:13, 14 = P13:21, 22
Clementi 6,7 = P 13:22, P10:24 transposed to E= (see P10:24 E for a discussion of this pairing)
instruments: cembalo with range Ae (actual B - e=)
difficulty: difficult, level 6; the running scales in triplets at the end of each part are typical of the distant-key
sonatas in the 1752-3 libri.
themes: 1234:1234: two groups; part 2 in same order but themes varied.  The n point at m61 introduces a new
figure which leads to a combination of two of the themes.  Varying the last theme is a nice touch: when it is
repeated an octave lower at the end of part 2, the clashes of B= against A= in m92-94 are more obvious
keys: 123255:56311:
graphics, ornaments, accidentals: the three-flat key signature in Lisboa is valid only for the first measure; in
most of the rest of the sonata a = is added to A when it is needed and the = on A is not canceled when it is not
needed.  The assumption of A= in the key signature comes and goes through m14, then it is ignored for the rest
of the sonata, as if the composer started with a more modern key signature and then mentally reverted to his
earlier practice.  Compare the CF13 & Bologna mss, in which the key signature occurs only at the beginning of
a page, not at the beginning of each brace.  Anyway, it’s a good indication that the Lisboa version is the earliest
of those preserved.  However the Clementi version may derive from an even earlier manuscript and has variants
which are unlikely to have been thought up by Clementi (see Fadini’s edition endnotes)
m11&13: principal-lower-principal mordents (pincés) in large notes ( ¶Ö± )
m39, 81: slurs on small notes could indicate ties but more likely acciaccature; that in m39 precedes a large-note
appoggiatura (Parma; Venezia adds another one in m86; Lisboa & New York lack the slurs: appoggiature?)
m88-97 (Venezia, Parma, Münster): =’s on every A in every measure, both hands; Lisboa is inconsistent,
sometimes = on all A’s, sometimes on only the first A in each hand in a measure
similar sonatas: P8:5 E=; P13:28 F; P15:32 B=
metaphors: the V11:22 version corresponds to Saint Cecilia’s day, November 22, the patron saint of music.  If



Scarlatti had decided to begin a new year’s worth of monthly sonatas in P13 after completing P12 in 1755, this
would also be the January 22 sonata for Scarlatti’s name day: E= is a key associated with his nickname Mimo
(mi bemolle).  Since P13:21 and 22 count as one sonata in Lisboa, the combination of these contrasting works
would be appropriate for two sides of his personality, and would also work better for honoring Saint Cecilia
than just the slow or just the fast sonata.  Compare P5:11 b, the different halves of which stand for Scarlatti’s
two marriages.
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k475; Fadini 8:419 (collates P V M WQ WG Cl); Lisboa facsimile; New York
online
see also: Gerstenberg p80-82 exs; p105 ex [m1+; repetitions within themes]; p114 fn; p135 ex m96+.
Newman Sonata in classic era p269: (Gerstenberg’s divisions of binary designs:) “incipient classic sonata form
with a return only to the later portions of the exposition”
Pestelli p234-5: [with P4:16] “espliciti rimandi al mondo sonoro dei primitivi della sonata moderna... [ex
m26-29]”
Chambure p157 [rhythms]
Sutcliffe p221-223 exs
Willis p246-247 ex

Parma 13:23 g minor (@) Allegro 3/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ± Ä  | Ö  rh falling broken triads g  3v 6 both h ostinato 17 h opposed;

rh üG5; leaps both h 24 c  28 % step higher d
31 "2 rh ¶¶¶¶¶± broken 2nds etc around repeated D4  37 rh falling scale F  (úA1)

, 40 $1 ±.¯|¶¶¶¶¶± d/A lh broken 2nds & leap úA1; rh A4, then broken chord:
this 2m phrase % 4 more times, lh rising/falling by steps 49 rh falling scale 54: 40\52 %

67 $2 d lh rising scale & leap (73 úA\1)  83¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]
  2 84 "2 developed g/D 88 B@  92 E@
n 96 $3 ($1: m 41 developed) 100 ||åß|| 101: 96\100 % d/G, then % G/D 111 falling scale g
, 116 $1 g/D 130 %

143 $2 g 159 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1a: 11; Parma 13:23; Venezia 11:23; Wien Q15114:2; NewYork 3:3
dates: about 1730-35; 1756
companions: •V11:23, 24; M1a:11, 12; NY 3:3, 4 = P13:23, 24
instruments: cembalo with range Gg
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 1234:2534: two groups; first theme omitted in part 2, new material derived from part 1; this highly
dramatic section starts at m96 close to the long-short ö point (mathematically m98)
keys: 145755:13654111
similar sonatas: has features of the savage g minor sonatas (P3:7 etc)
m17-23 (broken chords, opposed hands) are a foretaste of P13:24 G; these measures are not repeated in part 2
P3:1 G (opening)
P12:16 g (breaks occur within a thematic group rather than separating different ones)
graphics: m145&149: in Venezia the D3 ±.’s are placed properly at the beginning of the measures; in Parma &
Münster they are placed confusingly too far to the right.  Parma also has an à  rest misplaced before the ±.  in
m145 to add to the confusion.  Note that these measures vary m69&73, in which all the rh notes are offbeat.
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k476; Fadini 8:420; Venezia online
see also: Sitwell: “Very Spanish indeed in its second section, with the crisis-making, accumulating nervous
tension of guitar-strumming that only Scarlatti can achieve in so short a spell of time”
Sutcliffe p140-141: “offers a bracing mixture of Iberian dance and Baroque idioms... An underlying coherence is
provided by a circle of fifths from [m]96... It seems to be an example of the bien parado, that moment in the
dance when the participants ‘freeze’ in their positions”



Parma 13:24 G major Allegrissimo 6/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ± Ä  ÖÖ± | ± Ä ÖÖ± | °. G  2 or 3v rh 3rds 4 lh imitates

7 "2 11 lh imitates
19 "3 20>D  24 A\1

25 "4 (related to "3) close h, falls by steps 29 % 35 lh imitates, rh ostinato D4; lh leaps
45 "2  n^49 lh imitates
53 "3 variant  59 :Ú:

  2 60 "4 inverted d  68 (as at 35 but still d) rh ostinato D4   72: 68\71 % 76 (as at 25 but lh ostinato)
85 "2 echoed  89 "4 w/lh ostinato continues 90>G

93 "4 restated 97 % 103 ostinato G4 107 both h 8ve lower 111 G\1

113 "2
123 "3 varied further 126 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1a: 12; Parma 13:24; Venezia 11:24; Wien Q15118:5 Allegro; NewYork 3:4 Allo

dates: about 1730-35; 1756
companions: •V11:23, 24; M1a:11, 12; NY 3:3, 4 = P13:23, 24
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; m25+: leaps with increasing intervals
keys: 15:51:
themes: 123423:424423: one group, variants; first theme omitted in part 2, rest in mixed order.  Imitation of the
opening theme does not start until it has been fully stated.  Several later themes use imitation by the lh of the
rh’s pitches: the short-long ö ratio occurs at one of these, m49
similar sonatas: P11:26 G; P10:15 G
P1:12 C (previous in Pestelli group p243)
the theme at m19+ is like P15:18 E at m28+ (broken chords ending with seconds against a minimal bass)
metaphors: the repeated notes are gunshots (m35-42, 103-110); the triplets and thirds horses prancing together
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k477; Fadini 8:421
see also: Dale p120: “In this there are so many horn calls, and they have a feeling of such urgency and
expectation, that one*s thoughts go flying to the introduction and opening scene of Act II of* Tristan and Isolde*,
where this same fundamental idea finds its incomparably rich fulfilment...”
Sitwell:  ‘Hunting’ [quotes Dale]....
Kirkpatrick p201: “choruses of distant hunting horns.. echo... as if they had just been heard through the palace
windows”
Pestelli p243: “...il ricordo della Tarantella, attivo al massimo...”

Parma 13:25 D major And[ant]e  e Cantabbile 3/4
  1 1 "1 Ö. » ± ~~~± |¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± ± |̄Ä ± ± Ä | Ä  D  3v

10 "2 lh falling broken 2nds
17 "3 rh offbeat 18>A/E  26 A\1 29 ||å ||

\ 30 $1 a  rh downbeat rests, lh ostinato chords 34 % d  38 a  rh offbeat stress 42>A  44 lh<10

45 $2 rh downbeat rest; lh 8ves  52 rh 3rds 61 :Ú:
  2 62 "2 developed A>e  66>D   70>A  72 ||å ||
\n 73 $1 d  77 % g  81 G5 d   86>A  lh<10  88 ||å ||
\ 89 $1 varied/developed F   94>D/A; A pedals

99 $2 D  115 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1a: 13; Parma 13: 25; Venezia 11:25; NewYork 3:24 And.te Cantabile
dates: about 1740-45; 1756
companions: •M1:13, 14; NY 3:24, 25 = P13:25, 26
•V11:25-27 = P13:25,26,30



instruments: cembalo with range Gg
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 12345:2445: two groups; omits first and third themes from the first group in  part 2.  The opening theme
is enhanced by the part 1 repeat, when the leap within m1 becomes more meaningful by not having been heard
again in the rest of the part. The bass frequently rises or falls by slow steps, giving a measured stateliness to the
themes.  Among other fine passages in the sonata, á3 with its rising offbeat scale in the rh accompanied by
falling unfolded broken chords in the lh particularly stands out for its originality, as does â1 for its aspiring
expressiveness, finally brought down to earth in m96-98; but countered by the gentle leaps within the lh octaves
at m49-50 and m104-105 and their repeats an octave lower a few measures later.  Also full of negative
capability are the full-measure rests which precede each appearance of the â1 theme.
keys: 15155:521514153-11:  ö at start of second theme of part 2 and change to tonic minor, after a full-measure
rest
ornaments, accidentals: m18-20 slurred large note G<-A (lower appoggiatura) means the A played slightly
sooner than the corresponding left hand note; example of slur as a speed-up rubato. varied treatment of small
notes, esp. m62, 65, 68 (Å  appoggiatura, Å  third  tied to third in previous measure, Ä  third appoggiatura not tied)
m22: A[>] follows A<, m24: D[>] follows D<, after other pitches intervene, with the flags joined under the
same beam but without the <’s seeming to require cancellation: support of the basic principle stated in
introduction to this file
m81: = to cancel F< (all 3 sources; > in next measure and elsewhere); m84: = to cancel C< (V only)
similar sonatas: P13:1 G also uses a slow march rhythm in 3/4
P13:26 D also has sudden changes to distant keys after full-measure breaks, making these two a strong pair
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k 478; Fadini 8:422
see also: Gerstenberg p125 ex m21+: [voices move far apart then come together]

Parma 13:26 D major Allegrissimo ¢
  1 1 "1 ± Ö± ± ± | °. ~~~Ö.ï± | ÖÖÖ± ± ± | Ö  D  2v 2 lh imitates 1st 6 notes

10 "2 rising broken chord 11>e  15 % >f#  (step higher)
20 "3 f#  & c#  22>b  27>f# +\ 30 A 35>E  37 ||å ||

\ 38 $1 C  rising & falling broken chord  42 e & a  waver 3v
n^ 48 $2 A  2v rh<"2 at 11, lh alberti (broken chord) bass, f2 x f1  54 % & extended 60 A\1

62 $3 ( $2 variant) 70 ¬ ß :Ú:
  2 71 "1& "3 developed together A  76>d+\  80>d/A  85½ äß
\ 86 $1 F   90 A & d  waver 3v

96 $2 D  2v 102 % & extended 106 G5  107 A\1

112 $3  120 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1a: 14; Parma 13:26; Venezia 11:26; NewYork 3:25
dates: about 1745-50; 1756
companions: •M1:13, 14; NY 3:24, 25 = P13:25, 26
•V11:25-27 = P13:25, 26, 30
instruments: cembalo with range Gg
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 123456:13456: two groups; short-long ö at start of a theme and change to final dominant of part 1;
second theme omitted in part 2, rest in same order
keys: 1237+63*527255:51*13-511:
ornaments, graphics: � (whole notes) are often written in or near the middle of the measure in all three sources,
causing confusion when there are other voices, as in m43 and m91-93 (this occurs frequently in other sonatas in
the Parma, Venezia and Münster sources)
small notes: m62-4: Ä  without slur; Å   with slur, Å   with slur; differs from the parallel passage, m112-4: Å 
(slashed Ä ), Ä , & Ä , all without slurs;  [see also Kirkpatrick p373 exs: m36, 84-5, 95-6: large-note appoggiature]



m71: a wavy line in the left-hand part (Parma only) is not endnoted by Fadini, nor mentioned by Ogeil p57+. 
Since a full-measure rest could have been indicated by the usual å , perhaps the wavy line intends that the A-1&1

in m70 should be held over for the first playing of part 2 but omitted in the repetition (compare P9:21 G)
similar sonatas: P7:26 D (opening theme)
P13:25 D (strong pair)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k479; Fadini 8:423
see also: Dale p122: “street scenes”
Willis p116-117 ex; p134 ex; p204-5 ex; p245
Morales p325 fn20: [no longer identified as a bolero by her]

Parma 13:27 f minor  (3@) And[ant]e  e Cantabbile ¢
  1 1 "1 ± Ö± ± ± | ± ~~~Ö± ± ± f   3v 8 (rh) Ä ±. äß
\ 9 "2 3ÖÖ± ° ± | Ä  °. lh downbeat rest 11>c 13 falling&rising broken 2nds w/repeated notes  18>g

21 "3 Ä°.  Å±_|± ° ± | ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ± ~~~±  c  2v rh ties x m\lines, lh falling broken chord  24 %
27 "4 ± Å¯ÖÖ± ± ± | Å¯± ("1 variant w/ triplets & repeated notes) 3v internal B>3 pedal 35 :Ú:

  2 36 "2 developed f/C  N40>d  (D@=C#)>g  44 G/D broken chordú
, 45 "1 g >f/C  52 % as at 1\3 f  55 b@  (sforzato A$  8ve) 56>f

58 "4 varied; internal E4 pedal 66 :Ú: [end1; 2: can elide to link P13: 28]
source collections: Münster 1a:15 Andante cantabile; Parma 13:27; Venezia 11:28 (tempo as in P); Wien G 32
(tempo as in M); Wien Q15114:3 Andante e cantabile; NewYork 1:34 And.e Cantabile
dates: about 1725-30; 1756.  Belongs in this early period as an example of portuguese saudade
companions: •WG 29-32 = P13:29, 15, 28, 27
•WQ 3-6 = P13:27-29, 15
•M1:15-17, V11:28-30; NY 1:34-36 = P13:27-29
See also discussion at P13:15
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 1234:214: one group, variants; part 2 in different order, third theme omitted; first theme returns in tonic
key (see also Benton and Kirkpatrick below; and see the Characteristics file for a table of other sonatas in
which this occurs)  Among the many beauties of this work are the constant transformation of the thematic
material, such as the contracting or expanding of the note lengths to create new versions of the basic idea (as
shown in the rhythmic outline for each theme on the map above); the gradual introduction of more and more
offbeat accents; the variety of chords in the mostly steady ± ’s of the left hand accompaniment; the way in which
the rests at the beginnings of measures in the second theme (m9+) are eliminated at the beginning of part 2, then
return with the first theme leading up to the sforzato A> octave against FG= at the start of m55; the internal
pedals on the leading tone at the beginning of the closing theme (m27 & m58), to be replaced by offbeat F4’s in
the highest voice at m61-62 
keys: 1525:162221141: long-short ö occurs at an enharmonic change (D=3 in m39 becomes C<3 in m40) from
the tonic to the submediant (d) leading to the supertonic (g)  The sonata is entirely in minor keys except for a
single measure, 44, which is a falling broken chord in G on its dominant of D (it could be just as well in g
minor, but in its context, following the A=B= upturn of the shake in the previous measure, it feels like G major) 
The return of the opening theme is first stated in the supertonic (g) at m45, then a step lower in the home key (f)
at m52, leading to the most dramatically dissonant moment in the sonata at m55 (moving to the subdominant,
b=, for one measure only)
links: can be linked to P13:28 by omitting the last measure
accidentals, ornaments: there are several differences in the placement of ornaments in the sources; either the
Johnson-Kirkpatrick Parma facsimile (which is overexposed) or Venezia online should be followed, not a
mixture of the two; the Münster microfilm version of this sonata is too badly smudged to be of much use
m2&4: ambiguous accidentals: m2 has E> ~~~F E> E[>] F; but m4 has E> F E[=] E>F... (this sequence of
pitches repeated in m53)



m19: if the last F is interpreted literally as [>], it starts the change to c minor in the right hand in m20 while the
left hand finishes the g minor chords of m18-19, an effective overlapping of two themes.  The shake is on the
preceding G in Parma and Venezia but apparently above the F< ± in Münster (microfilm difficult to read)  New
York has a < on both F’s but no shake on the first nor on the G
m34:  Parma, Venezia and New York have tr followed by a small Å B4, with a slur over both, above the A4 at the
beginning of the measure, which makes most sense played on the beat as ççç± BABA (the next note is G)  Parma
and New York have the same beginning to m33 but Venezia lacks the tr there.  Münster has only the small note,
no tr nor slur in both m33&34
m41: A>3 continues from m40, top v has A[=]4. m46 (chords): F<-C-A[=] , G-B[=],  F[>]-A[>],  F<-G, G-G. 
All of these unconventional note values seem intentional due to the careful placement of accidentals in these
passages and their repetition or deliberate variation.  The poignancy of the metaphor (see below) is increased by
a strictly literal interpretation of the text.  See also P13:29, one of this group of three sonatas, for a similar clash
of accidentals in m82-83
m44: the first four lh notes are missing their cross beam in Venezia (not noticed by Fadini) but a ritenuto here is
not such a bad idea, even though the measure would be too long by 2/4
m46:  Fadini’s editorial > below the first lh A[=] should be rejected; the second A is marked > (at least in
Parma & Venezia; Münster unclear in the microfilm) V & M have F< for the first two F’s (and the third by
implication because it is consecutive to the second F) but P has F< G F F< which makes the second F>.  Both
readings have their interest, neither should be rationalized
similar sonatas: P12:16 g (enharmonic change)
P9:20 g (ambiguous major-key cadences in an otherwise completely minor key sonata with slow tempo)
metaphors: the words “stabat mater dolorosa” can be set to the opening theme.  The varied part 2 ending
represents a descent from cross. See P10:29-30 f as well as P13:9-10, 13-16 f-F for related easter themes
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k481; Fadini 8:425; Venezia online; Münster microfilm; New York online
see also: Dale p118: “while far more conventional as to phrase-lengths and cadence-points [than V42:58], is
composed of figures built of upward-resolving suspensions and accented passing tones which, in themselves,
convey a sense of wistfulness. There is a poignant moment at [m] 21-22, when a descending diminished-seventh
arpeggio in the left hand is decorated by appoggiaturas in the right hand”
Benton: p272: “varied recapitulation, but of a different type [from V42:43 D]... only the first three measures of
the opening subject appear in the tonic before the entrance of the second subject [my á4]. Its position there is
made more noticeable by the use of a complete cadence at the end of the development, immediately before the
first subject reappears. It unmistakably opens the recapitulation”
Kirkpatrick p266: “fortuitous restatement of opening material in the tonic” [he seems put out by this, because it
contradicts his theory that the return of the tonic usually ushers in the closing material; however it also occurs in
P1:12 C, P 11:22 b and 16 other sonatas listed in the Characteristics file table “first theme returns in tonic key”,
as well as pieces in binary form by J S Bach, such as Preludes 5 D and 21 B= from Wohltemperirte clavier 2];
p377: “written-out appoggiatura’s” [ex: m1-5]
Halton p35: “... cantabile is not necessarily a part of the tempo itself, but more a way of describing the delivery
of the melodic line...” p40: “one of the most beautiful and poignant pieces of this type”.

Parma 13:28 F major  Allegrissimo ¢
  1 1 cutoff downbeat; intro: broken chord ú 2½ "1 £ Ö± | ± ° Ö± | ± ±. ÖÖ± | Ö F  2v 3 lh imitates

8 "2 Ä ÖÖÖ±_|Ä ± 10>G>A>a 14 falling broken 2nds w/repeated notes >C
19>G : as at 8 but rh 8ve higher  22>C

32 $1 Å  scale ü lh then rh
n^ 38 $2 lh ± (leap) ° Ö± | ± x rh ° ±. ¶± | °; close h  F>G>C  43 % & extended 52¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]
  2 53 ( £ ± ~~~±. ¶± | ±  (< $2 rh) F  55>g  N58>a

61 "2 d  63 g  65 (as at 14) >F  69>C : as at 61 but step lower  72>F
74 $1



80 $2 B@>C>F   85 % 8ve lower; extension varied  94 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1a: 16; Parma 13:28; Venezia 11:29; Wien Q15114:4; Wien G 31; NewYork 1:35
dates: about 1745-50; 1756
companions: •WG 29-32 = P13:29, 15, 28, 27
•WQ 3-6 = P13:27-29, 15
•M1:15-17, V11:28-30; NY 1:34-36 = P13:27-29
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 8; rhythmically difficult hand crossings: the hands close together moving in opposite
directions with different note values, and moving back to their original positions suddenly (m38-41 etc)
themes: 01234:5234: two groups, variants, cells; in part 2 the introduction and first theme are replaced with
material derived from the second group
keys: 1233525125:12362151451: At m38, near the n point short-long ratio, the right-hand theme begins in F
major, while the left hand theme, crossed above it, moves to G major; both hands reach C major, the final
dominant of part 1 in m41.  A variant of the â2 rh theme becomes a new theme to start part 2.  The long-short n
ratio occurs at m58 where this theme changes to the mediant minor (a)
ornaments, graphics: m8-9 etc: suspension are indicated by large notes tied over measure lines: µ_|Ä ±; however
at m70 a slurred small Å  is used, the difference in graphics perhaps due to it following the upturn from a trill and
a shorter or less precise note-value being required
m38: no ~~~ , 39 ~~~ , 40 no ~~~  on same figure (±. ¶± ); repeated m43-45: evidence that ~~~ ’s can be short even when
followed by a downturn (an extended ~~~  or trill would conflict with the left hand rhythm in the three-measure
groupings; hands are crossed here to complicate things even further) ~~~  is used throughout in Parma, sometimes
above,  sometimes below both top & middle voice notes; tr is not used at all. The tr sign is used in WQ
according to Fadini’s endnotes
m48-51, 90-93: subtonic (B= part 1, E= part 2) and leading tone (B>, E>) alternate near the end of each part
similar sonatas: P13:20 B= (previous in Pestelli group p237)
P13:22 E=
P15:5 F (theme at m19 is same as theme at m53 in this sonata and at m3 in P15:15 B=)
P15:41 F (hand crossing passage at m23 close to that at m38 here)
P14:15 b (lh at m55 resembles lh at m38 here)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k482; Fadini 8:426

Parma 13:29 F major  Presto 3/8
  1 1 "1 Ä ¯çççÓ± Ä  | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | Ä ¯ç  F  2 or 3v

7 "2 lh broken 3rds & 2nds (quasi alberti) 13>C  15\20: as if 2/4 21>G 28 lh leap ú G\1 ±.ß
\ 29 $ C both h: ~~~Ö.é¶± both h (~~~ & ú figure, opposed motion) 4m groups % & 45 extended 52 :Ú:
  2 53 $ developed F  57>a  61>d
n 64 "2 69>C  71\76: [2/4] 72>F  78 F/C (rh B@ , lh B$)
, 85 $ F  108 F\1 :Ú:
source collections: Wien G 29 “1752”; Münster 1a: 17;  Parma 13:29; Venezia 11:30; Wien Q15114:5;
NewYork 1:36
dates: about 1730-35; 1752 (1756)
companions: •WG 29-32 = P13:29, 15, 28, 27
•WQ 3-6 = P13:27-29, 15
•M1:15-17, V11:28-30; NY 1:34-36 = P13:27-29
instruments: cembalo with range Fc.  The upper range limit is C5; the G-1 in m28 is not in WQ, that in m51 &
the F-1 in the last measure, 108, are in all the sources; if they are transpositions from an earlier version an octave
higher, this sonata could have been played on the more limited keyboard used for P13:27&28.  If all three were
composed together as yet another easter triptych (or part of a larger suite), the composer is avoiding low notes in
the first two sonatas and avoiding high notes in all three.  m101-108 echoes the varied part 2 ending of P13:27,
which does not use the F-1; that is being saved for this very dramatic last moment.  The large number of textual



variants in all the sources, the different ordering of the companions (including P13:15), and the date 1752 in the
Wien G copy, signal that the whole group of f minor and F major sonatas underwent revisions over a long
period of time.
difficulty: difficult, level 7; shakes together in both hands followed by different turns or resolutions, with hands
in opposed motion
rhythms: hemiolas: m18-20 & 73-76: downbeats ignored? A change to 2/4 implied by the right-hand pattern of
falling broken sevenths Ä ’s (or rising sixths looked at another way; the left hand alternates broken thirds with
broken sixths Å ’s in a similar rhythm which ignores the measure lines)
themes: 123:323: two groups; omits first theme of first group in part 2 and develops second group first; ö at start
of second theme  keys: 1525:1365111:
accidentals, ornaments: ~~~  versus no ~~~, both hands, throughout (starting at m28); the Parma ms has most,
Münster fewer, Venezia fewer, Wien least (different measures are affected in each source; even conflating all
the sources, as Fadini does, leaves some missing).  This makes a big difference if the ~~~ ’s are treated as 3
smooth Å ’s or as continuous trills of 6 ç ’s.  Playing some of the trills long but omitting some sounds awkward;
omitting some is not disturbing when the ~~~ ’s are short & sharp (çÖ±)
m22&24: the left-hand F’s in each could be either both < or < then > (after the intervening G): take your
choice; a large-note trill, both F<, is funnier though
m62: Münster supplies a > to the second lh C (following the first C<), unlike Parma and unlike both for the
second rh C in m61 where it would work well; the C’s at the end of m65 & 67 should be considered > also
m82-83: the B= in rh against B> in lh is apparently intentional; Fadini doesn’t comment upon this.  The last
left-hand B’s in m78&80 could just as well be = also (as in m22&24)
metaphors: commedia dell’arte: Scaramuccia (affected language)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k483; Fadini 8:427

Parma 13:30 D major  Presto ¢
  1 1 "1 ± Ö± ± ± | ° £ ± | ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ¬ D  2v 2 lh imitates 1st 6 notes  6 úA\1 11>A  12 lh 8ves

16 "2 ¶±µ ± ± ±
22 $ [£] Ä ¯ÖÖ± ° a &A both h ostinato 30 %
38 ( A  rh ¬ A pedals, lh broken chords, f2&3 x f1; leaps  46 % & extended 58 :Ú:

  2 59 ( shortened A  62 D
65 "1 as at 12

n 68 "2 D &d  73 developed (A pedals as in (); h overlap e/A  76 d/G  81½ ä 73\78:  +
\ 82 $ d &D (not %) 87 G5

90 ( D  98 %; extension varied  112 :Ú:
source collections: Lisboa 16; Münster 1a:18; Parma 13:30; Venezia 11:27; New York 3:9 “Del Rey D. Fernand
el.VI.” (above the score)
dates: about 1730-35; 1751
companions: •M1:18-19; NY 3:9-10 = P13:30, P14:1
•V11:25-27 = P13:25, 26, 30 (see P13:7 C, under the heading  themes: ... Flannery,  for my suggestion why
Scarlatti switched the order of this sonata in the Venezia libro)
instruments: cembalo with range Ag; the high notes occur (parallel to a lower voice) in m87-88 only
difficulty: difficult, level 7; m38+ & 90+ imply left-hand second & third fingers rotate over the thumb (reversed
hand technique, described in Rameau Méthode 1724); alternatively the whole hand can leap back and forth
between the different octaves without turning over, but the first method is more stable and less accident-prone. 
in m43 and 103 the left hand will be completely upside down
m73-78: ± sixths in lh overlap whole-note octaves in rh, at least that is the implication of the graphics in Parma;
Fadini separates the hands each on its own clef of ledger lines and divides the voices between them.
graphics: the graphics in all sources of the passage just described, m73-78, with ¬ ’s in the middles of the
measures (Lisboa’s are closer to the left measure line), imply that the rh plays the ¬ octaves while the lh overlaps



it with the  ± ± ± ±  sixths.
Lisboa has all its triplets with a slurred 3 above them; each of the ones in m22-26&30-35 is preceded by an
unslurred small note instead of the slurred one in alternate measures of Parma, Venezia & Münster 22, 24, 26,
31, 33, 35 (and no 3 or overall slur for the triplets; however in M there is also no slur on the small note in 22)
m82-87: Parma, Venezia & Münster have a slur on the small note in 82; no small note 83 & 87; small note 85 in
M only, with a slur; P unslurred small note 86 (but no = on it), M slurred, V no small note; Lisboa: unslurred
small notes 82, 83, 86, 87, no small note 84, 85
m93: Lisboa lacks the D3 but has it in m101
themes: 1234:41234: three groups; part 2 begins by taking up the last theme of part 1, replacing the first two
measures of the á1 theme which were a fanfare or exordium.  Then all or part of the part 1 themes appear in the
same order but in varied forms
keys: 15555:511121111: The n point, m68, leads to the peroratio in adfectibus of the sonata (see rhetoric in
introduction to this file)
similar sonatas: E23 D: reversed hand technique; ostinato passage (â in both sonatas); n also appears at the start
of a theme changed from major to minor and leading up to the peroratio or lyrical sequence.
P5:7 D: similar opening, which is also not repeated in part 2
P8:11 D
metaphors: the inscription bearing Fernando’s name in the New York manuscript fits the frequent association of
sonatas in D (re) with royalty; compare also the opening fanfare-like theme which begins this sonata
editions used: Kirkpatrick 16: k480; Fadini 8:424; Lisboa facsimile; Venezia online
see also: Chambure p159: “une de ces pièces orchestrales où soli et tutti se répondent, comme alternent bois et
cordes.  Elle peut être accouplée avec [P14:1 D]”
Willis p176-177 ex: “...sense of a loud outdoor utterance. The fact that the ‘crowd’ of other voices are
temporarily silent, then immediately active, might even suggest some kind of festive ritual being kicked off”

Parma Libro 14. 1756.(30) Sonatas.

Parma 14:1 D major Allegro 3/8
  1 1 intro: ¶¶¶¶¶± falling scale D  3 lh x rh & imitates

5 "1 à ±¯|ÖÖ± | ÖÖ±¯|Ä ±  3v lh leaps úA1 20>A
27 "2 (lh< "1; wider leaps)  39 % & extended 63 ¨12345 65¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]

  2 66 "1 d/A 74 g  n78 a  82>A>D
86 "2  98 % & extended 124 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1a:19; Parma 14:1; Venezia 12:1; New York 3:10
dates: about 1730-35; 1756
companions: •M1:18-19; NY 3:9, 10 = P13:30, P14:1
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: difficult, level 7; has left-hand leaps throughout, up to three octaves.
themes: 012:12: one group, variants; introduction omitted from part 2 although the falling scales are echoed at
the end of each part; the left hand plays them alone, bringing them to the foreground, at m55-61 and 114-120
keys: 15:14551: ö m78 at change from subdominant minor (g) to dominant minor (a)
similar sonatas: P6:4 D
P10:5 D has a similar opening, in which the left hand crosses the right hand at the last note of a downward scale
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k484; Fadini 8:428

Parma 14:2 C major And[ant]e   è Cant[abil]e  ¢
  1 1 cutoff downbeat  "1 £ ~~~3ÖÖ± ~~~ÖÖ± ~~~ÖÖ± |ÖÖ± ÖÖ± C  2v H5: falling broken chord  9: H5úG\1 10>G

13½ "2 lh leap, rh downbeat rest, broken 8ves; falls by steps 15½ %
17½ "3 downbeat rest rh or lh, rh 6ths, lh 8ves g (w/ F$ until 20½)  21½ %



25½ "4 ("2 varied) lh leap, rh downbeat rest, Æ &Å  scales ú, falling by steps G
27½ % 8ve lower  29½: H5 as at 9 both h 30 :Ú:

  2 31 "1 G >d +\ lh ostinato 7ths&6ths
n 34 "2 developed; lh chords  a  36(only): H5  37 rises by steps >e>d  40>g  42>c >E@

46 "3 c  49 F\1

50 "4 C  (G5)  52 % 8ve lower  54: H5  55 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1a:20; Parma 14:2; Venezia 12:2; NewYork 3:2 And.te cantabile
dates: about 1735-40; 1756
companions: •V12:2-4; M1a:20-22 = P14:2-4.  The speeds are slow, fast, fast (as with P13:27-29 and P14:7-9)
instruments: cembalo with range Fg; see also Chambure, Boyd, Ogeil below
difficulty: difficult, level 6; conjunct octaves and sixths at a slow tempo requiring careful fingering
themes: 1234:1234: one group, variants, cells; part 2 in same order
keys: 1555:52632513-11: ö at start of second theme in part 2 and change to relative minor (a) At m37 the bass
begins a long rise by steps and half-steps; the answering right-hand broken chords change more slowly but move
upward by greater intervals, top notes A E G A C D; when D5 is reached in the middle of m41, it continues for
several measures while the bass starts to move down (m43), the top notes still rising to E= in m44 before they
turn down too, ending the development with the return of the tonic minor and the á3 theme in m46
rhythms: meter is in effect 12/8 but written as triplets.  The scales in m25-28 & 50-53 slow down gradually;
compare P14:30 C m13-15 where they speed up (subtly but noticeably in both cases)
ornaments: m7-16: the shakes are on long notes which are followed by rests, which imply that the shakes are
short, not long trills with upturns leading nowhere
similar sonatas: P9:20 g; P9:29 C (previous in Pestelli group p253)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k485; Fadini 8:429
see also: Pestelli p205: [m1?] “canto di natale, noto come Pastorale di Couperin” [compare P15:28 F etc].
Chambure p161: “C’est l’ambitus le plus large de toutes les sonates de Scarlatti”“gammes rapides comme des
fusées... sixtes et octaves parallèles dans les post-crux en mineur”
Boyd p288 fn23: “It appears... to exceed the range of any of the inventoried instruments... unless a special tuning
was adopted”
Sutcliffe p200-201: [role of falling arpeggio first heard at m5 and broken octaves from m13]
Ogeil p77-78 ex

Parma 14:3 C major Allegro ¢
  1 1 intro: ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ~~~± falling broken chord C  2 lh imitates

3 "1 à ÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ± ± ± ± | Ö   scales; ± repeated notes  2v falls by steps, then rises  8>G  10>a  18>D
24 "2 (derived <"1) g  32 %
40 "1 varied G  45 G\1 47: 40\46 % (in P&V, not M)
54 "3 3v Ä  repeated notes 58 % 8ve lower 62 rising broken chord; G pedals  64 :Ú:

  2 65 "1 developed (partly inverted) C/G  70 d  72 a 74>C  n79>G rh ± scale ü, lh broken 6ths
86 "2 c  94 %
102 "1 varied as at 40 C  105 E5  109 %
116 "3  120 % 8ve lower 124 G pedals  126 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1a: 21; Parma 14:3; Venezia 12:3; NewYork 3:11
dates: about 1730-35; 1756
companions: •V12:2-4; M1a:20-22 = P14:2-4
•NY 3:11, 12 = P14:3, 4
instruments: cembalo with range Ge
difficulty: moderate, level 4 (Rousset: difficile).  Reversed hand (left hand index over thumb, as at m19+ :
5121); m54+: rh fifth finger holds long notes while thumb and index alternate on repeated notes.  The tempo
should be leisurely: the scales are gently expressive, for example, not bravura displays



themes: 01213:1213: one group, variants, first theme returns varied; introduction omitted in part 2; rest in same
order.  The broken chord of m1-2 changes direction from falling to rising at the end of part 1, m62-63; the start
of part 2 has a similar inversion of the á1 theme which started at m3.
keys: 156255:1261511: The shorter Münster version (119m; see map above, graphics below) has the short-long
ö at the low note in m45, but the ö given on the map above for Parma & Venezia long-short ratio is a more
significant event (the left-hand broken sixths of m11-12 rise rather than fall here)
rhythms: the alla breve time signature, 2 beats per measure, should be obeyed; this is especially important in
allowing only one stress for the first of the repeated notes in m54+ and elsewhere
accidentals & graphics: ambiguous accidentals: B= or B> are usually specified at every occurrence in m24-39
(unless the previous one note is the same pitch and already specified) but occasionally not. Fadini wants a =
added to the B in m38, for example, to make it the same as in m30; m24-31 are repeated but not exactly; there
are other differences of detail between m24, 25, 28 & 31 and their repeated version m32-39.  In m25, 33 & 35
the second rh B lacks the = which is on the first B in those measures (m27 has = on the second B as well in
Parma & Venezia but not in Münster) The steps in the scales in these measures are not standard; why shouldn’t
the sequence B= C B> C< be just as acceptable as B= C B= C< and why do all four measures have to be the
same?  The same situation arises in m87, 89, 95 & 97, but here Münster agrees with Parma & Venezia in having
= on both rh E’s only in m89.  The fact that >’s are occasionally provided elsewhere to cancel not very recent
=’s (the B>’s in m106, 108 & m113 for example don’t even follow any B=’s) doesn’t provide a consistent
enough principle to resolve the matter.  m40-46 begin and end (in Parma and Venezia) with a repeat symbol §;
this symbol was omitted in Münster, which lacks m47-53 (the results of the repeat in Fadini’s edition)  It is
possible that m32-39 were written out in the source (or sources) for P, V & M, and that the differences within
these measures are authorial in origin.
similar sonatas: V49:20 C; P3:5 C
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k486; Fadini 8:430; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Pestelli p77: “resipiscenza di umori toccatistici”

Parma 14:4 C major  All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 lh (sola) ~~~ÖÖ± | ~~~ÖÖ± | ~~~ÖÖ± | ~~~ÖÖ± | ~~~Ö C  2v 9 rh imitates;  lh full chords w/ added 2nds

17 "2 ... à ~~~Ö±¯|Ö  rh rises by steps each m  27: 17\22 % 4th lower G
37 "3 c 3v lh 8ves 41 % step higher d  45>G
49 "2  2v lh as at 17 but 8ves; leaps  65 % & extended  89 :Ú:

  2 90 "4 (loosely derived<"1) C/G  96 g  n102 both h ostinato 106 B@
111 "3 c (same pitches as at 37) 115 % 4th higher f  120>c
125 "2 as at 49 C   141 % 8ve lower (w/ G\1) & extended 163 rh Æ & Ç  scale ü [glissando] 165 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1a:22; Parma 14:4 Venezia 12:4; New York 3:12 “Del Rey D.n Fernando el VI.”;
Wien Q15116:42 “1765” (either the date of the copy or an error for 1756).  According to Fadini’s endnotes, the
WQ version lacks an indication for the right or left hand which is found in the other three in m9 and m90-98;
the fast scale in m163 is like M rather than P or V: only the last four notes are Ó  ’s (it’s the last five notes in P &
V)
dates: about 1745-50; 1756
companions: •V12:2-4; M1a:20-22 = P14:2-4
•NY 3:11, 12 = P14:3, 4
P14:4 is the last of Flannery’s large group of 28 sonatas with increasingly contrasted tempi: see P13:7 C; and
see below under metaphors: P14:4 C is the last sonata in WQ16.
instruments: cembalo with range Gf; piano?  Sutcliffe p49 cites Keller 1957 (p37) on the use of octaves and
other peculiarities of Scarlatti’s writing as a contradiction of harpsichord style; Sutcliffe points to this sonata as
an illustration; see also Jacqueline Ogeil in Sala p364-365 ex m49-59; Ogeil (thesis) p83 ex
difficulty: difficult, level 7; disjunct octaves, conjunct thirds and sixths; m163: slurred scale of 9 ç ’s and 5 Ó  ’s
(1 ç  short of adding up to 3/8); the Münster version has 10 ç ’s & 4 Ó ’s, which add up): glissando but controlled
to speed up at end?



themes: 1232:4320: one group; first theme replaced in part 2 with material derived from it.  The opening theme
is in two voices played by the left hand; after it has been fully stated the right hand imitates both voices
(compare the opening of P13:7 C)  The n point, m102, is the start of a passage of extreme emotional intensity;
the right hand repeats the same c minor chord six times (once per measure) while the left hand insists on g
minor, then reluctantly moves toward B= major
keys: 15125:1571411:
similar sonatas: P2:20 F, P15:35 C, LW43 C
influences: the wide-leaping octave basses at m65-75 show up in Chopin Impromptu in F< opus 36, sostenuto
section in D major, which has a similar military character
metaphors: name days were apparently not celebrated in most of Portugal.  However December 4 (this sonata is
V12:4) was both Maria Barbara’s birthday and the feast day of Saint Barbara in España.  Note that this is the
last item in Wien Q15116, which may be a partial copy of the libro of 42 Scarlatti sonatas commissioned in
1756 by Alexandre-Louis L’Augier, the physician of Maria Barbara’s mother, who had died in 1754: see Wien
Q in Collections. See also P12:4 G, P13:7 C, P13:30 D, P5:30 c< and P7:25 d (the last two for Fernando 6’s
name day).  The opening, a duet with both voices in harmony played by the left hand alone, then repeated by the
right hand with the support of full added-tone chords (rocking back and forth between tonic and dominant roots)
symbolizes the union of Fernando and Maria Barbara, supported by the court and nation.  The glissando at the
end is a burst of fireworks in celebration of Maria Barbara’s birthday. The inscription “Del Rey D.n Fernando el
VI.” above this sonata in the New York manuscript confirms its earlier association with the celebration of their
coronation in 1746
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k487; Fadini 8:431
see also: Sitwell: “Military...”
Chambure p161:... “l’exécution des doubles notes par une seule main [compare P4:10 B= & P14:18 C])”
Kirkpatrick  p191: “Leaping octave passages at fast tempi... demand a technique of rebound; p199: what at one
moment may seem to evoke the guitar may at another recall the sounds of bells [ex: m9-16]”;  p242: “difficult
to imagine in any other key but C major”
Sutcliffe p300-301: “keyboard is treated in a frankly percussive manner...; four-note cluster chords... this seems
like an assault upon the instrument and upon the sensibilities”; [m]163 “glissando”
Gross Ceballos, Scarlatti and Maria Bárbara, in Sala p196-223, does not discuss this sonata, but has interesting
ideas about possible musical portraiture in Scarlatti, especially relevant here at p201-5 and p220: “as
musical-symbolic topics, martial and dance are not mutually exclusive...”

Parma 14:5 B@ major Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1 ± Ö.» ± ± | ~~~° B@  3v 2 lh imitates  3 lh ties x m\lines
, 10 "2 3ÖÖ± ± ° 12>c  15>F
, 24 $1 [3]ÖÖ± ±¯ÖÖ± ±¯|Ö; lh imitates; 2v 26 rh rising Å  scale 28 %
, 32 $2 3v (lh sola, then rh)  40 :Ú:
  2 41 "1 D@  42 lh imitates  45>b@
,n 48 "2 developed f+\  50 g+\ 53>B@/F  54 (bridge; F4 held 54\56, 56\57)

58 $1 B@  60 scale varied  62 %
, 66 $2 74 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1a:23; Parma 14:5; Venezia 12:5; NewYork 3:26
dates: about 1740-45; 1756
companions: •V12:5, 6; M1a:23, 24; NY 3:26, 27 = P14:5, 6
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 1234:1234: two groups; part 2 in same order
keys: 125:3-15611:  part 2 begins in D= major (mediant of tonic minor)  The first theme (fanfare) is
transformed: it starts a minor third higher than in part 1 but concludes on the same F’s, which were a fifth higher
in part 1 and are only a major third higher in part 2.  ö is at the start of the second theme and a change from



tonic minor to dominant minor
ornaments: m37&39: shakes (~~~ ) on G follow written out large-note Å  turns (tied F, GFE) & trills (FGFG): this
implies that the ~~~ ’s are GAGAG...; m71&73: similar but slurs over the Å ’s.  tr is used in m12 (lower voices in
thirds)
similar sonatas: P14:5 & 6 have features of sonatas in much lower-numbered libri; compare P5:14 & 13, also in
B=, for example
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k488; Fadini 8:432
see also: Gerstenberg p108fn
Kirkpatrick p201-2: “... I have been hearing from a nearby casern of carabinieri a bugle call that never fails to
remind me of the opening...”  [He doesn’t comment on m37 in his section on ornaments]

Parma 14:6 B@ major All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "  ÖÖ± |Å±  Ä |~~~ÖÖ± |ÖÖ± | ~~~ÖÖ± |ÖÖ± |ÖÖ±|_ççç±±.~~~ B@  2v  2 lh imitates ÖÖ± |Ö  9: 1\7 %  20>F/C 24 ±.ß
\ 25 $1 [3]¶¶± Ö± |ÖÖ± 3v C pedals  37 %

48 $2 F  3v offbeat 2nds  52: 48\50 %  56 :Ú:
  2 57 ( ~~~±. | ¶¶¶¶¶± | Ä ¯Å ~~~Ö.ï± | ± g  2v 61 % a  65 lh 8ves 67>d
n 70 $1 g/D pedals  76 c  78 g

83 * F   Ä  scales üw/ 1/2 steps 92 >B@
103 $2 107 % 8ve lower +\ 111 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1a:24; Parma 14:6; Venezia 12:6; NewYork 3:27
dates: about 1730-35; 1756
Münster has thirds in m110; earlier than Parma & Venezia?
companions: •V12:5, 6; M1a:23, 24; NY 3:26, 27 = P14:5, 6
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: moderate, level 5; varied ornaments and approaches to trills and shakes
themes: 123:4253: two groups; part 2 replaces first theme with new material and inserts more new material
between the others; ö at start of second theme and change to relative minor (this theme was in the major mode
in part 1)
keys: 155:67+362651: part 2 begins on E= shakes in both hands, but key is g minor
ornaments, graphics: m8 etc: ~~~ approached from below by four small notes (ç ’s in m8&24, Å ’s in m95) should
be short: the ~~~ ’s in m8 & 95 are followed by ~~~ ’s on the downbeat of the following measure; however the ~~~  in
m24 has a ß above it (and above each left-hand note) and is tied across the next m-line.  The slurs may tie the
first note of the approach to the last note of the previous measure, as in the varied repeat of the first 8 measures
at m15-16 and as in P14:5 B=; m7-8 would be µ_|ç çç± ç± ± | (A_|A, B=AB=, B=CB=)
m25-47: the before-beat type of small notes have slurs except when they are in a middle voice with a long-value
note held above them (however that in m70 does have the slur) In m25 the first slur is just over the small note in
the middle voice; Fadini treats it as a tie to the top note from the previous measure; but not in m69-70
m72, 76, 80, 82: varied ornaments using large notes
m110: Münster has thirds (=m106 but rh an octave lower) unlike Parma or Venezia.
similar sonatas: V42:30 E=
P4:25 E (similar part 2 key structure which begins in relative minor)
P5:13 B= (note also the similarity between P14:5 B= & P5:14 B=)
The theme at m25+, containing a broken octave, is close to one in P14:23 F at m22+
metaphors: a portrait of a commedia dell’arte character (extravagant, stagey gestures such as the octave leaps
within the â1 theme or the offbeat seconds in the â2 theme)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k489; Fadini 8:433
see also: Dale p121: “[contrasts to bees in P3:27]  exhibits the less pleasing attributes of the wasp. At almost
every alternate bar there is a crisp ornament, either a mordent or an acciaccatura, and the feeling throughout is
one of waspish spite” Sitwell: “Pastoral or bucolic sonatas”
Vignal: “... recalls some popular celebration...”



Parma 14:7 D major  Cant[abil]e  ¢
  1 1 "1 ~~~± Ä ± ~~~± |¶¶¶¶¶ççççç± ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± | ± Ö.» ± ± |Å±. Ä  Ä °  D  2v both h 8ve apart; rh scales ú; rh 6ths  5 %

9 varied: lh scales ü 13 lh ostinato rhythm<m3 (but w/ repeated notes) 16 ß>A
, 17 "2 ("1 variant) lh echoes rh 7th lower, varies scales  20 A\1 21 %
, 25 "3:  develops "1 (as at 13) a &d waver n^35 lh chords w/2nds e>A>D/A 40 ° ä
\ 41 "2 A  45 extended 48 :Ú:
  2 49 "3 developed A  rh ostinato, lh rises & falls by steps  52 A &b  waver

58>d/A  rh 7th chords  61 ° ± £
\ 62 "2 D  66 %
, 70 "3 d &g  waver  80 A  (G# continues in 81) 82>d>D  85 ° ä
\ 86 "2 90 extension varied 93 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1a:25 -- [Maestoso added by a different scribe]; Parma 14:7; Venezia 12:7; Wien
Q15115:1; Wien G 45; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12:13; Clementi 4 ¡; all Cantabile except Münster
dates: about 1745-50; 1756; see also Clark below for the possibility of early 1730’s as a date.  In 1741 Scarlatti
married (in Madrid) Anastasia Ximénez, who was born in Sevilla (see Curriculum) so a visit to Andalusia or
some other return of the influence of its characteristic music at a later date than Scarlatti’s residence there from
1730-33 with his first wife is also possible (if there needs to be direct correlation between dates and influences)
companions: •V12:7-9; M1a:25-27 = P14:7-9
•WG 44, 45 = V42:3, P14:7
•Clementi 4,5 = P14:7, P11:13
instruments: cembalo with range Ad; piano: see Ogeil in Sala p365; Ogeil (thesis) p84 ex
difficulty: difficult, level 6; rapid scales with mixed note-values; disjunct sixths
themes: 1232:3232: one group, variants, second theme returns; first theme omitted in part 2; continuous
development of the first 3 measures (three different cells).  The amount and variety of expression obtained by
repeating two notes in the right hand over the course of m50 through m59 and making slight changes to the
chords in the left hand is astounding
keys: 15512515:5561114511: short-long ö in part 1, m35, at change to supertonic minor (e) after a rest,
emphasized by added-tone chords in the lh
accidentals, graphics: m16: the fermate above & below the first note in each hand has the same effect as the
arbitri passages in P15:31 B=
m36-37: the G< in m36 is explicitly changed to G>in m37; m40 lacks a <on the first G in Parma, which is
present in Münster and Venezia; since the G<in m80 is not canceled, it must be assumed to carry over the
m-line into m81 (Fadini doesn’t catch this or comment upon it; the Cambridge ms does have a > on the G at the
beginning of m81, as well as an extra # on the last G of m80).  m71-72&76-77 have C[<] within the small-note
groups, then >on the following large-note C in Parma; Fadini moves the >inside the small-note group: the
Parma version is much more effective.  In Parma the E= in m72 is not canceled in m73; however Münster
changes it to E> (again no endnote for this in Fadini)
at end in Parma: S:  see also P14:30 C and P15:1 C for more about this, with citations.  Rather than a scribe’s
initial, I think it is more likely, from its prominent position between the ledgers outside the final double bar, to
be an abbreviation for segue--the next sonata should follow without a break. The last ± of m47 doesn’t add up in
the right hand (in Parma) unless the ç �s are changed to Ó ’s; there is no ß  on the lh ± to prolong it.   Part of this
measure has been canceled and rewritten in Münster (the note values in this version do add up); the scribe
(Sheveloff’s M1) uses numerous fine diagonal strokes to cancel, the same method used by the scribe of Bologna
1 in the canceled measure of P12:16, which has numerous other graphic resemblances to Münster 1-3, including

=||
= for the double bars at the end of each part:  see the graphics section in the Cogito file

similar sonatas: P10:23 E; P15:21 D
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k490; Fadini 8:434 (collates V, P, M, WQ, WG, Cl; the differences among the
sources are numerous, especially concerning the note values for both the large-note and small-note ornaments);
Venezia online; Münster microfilm



see also: Malipiero p478 ex m64-65 or 68-69: “Chopin reminiscence” [perhaps he means the Mazurka in F
major, 1829]
Dale: p117: “[P10:23 E & P14:7] may represent only one scene from a puppet play” [in contrast to P11:15 etc]
Kirkpatrick  p201: “Drums... appear to mark the basses of processionals”; p264; p270; p294: “move[s] with
contained intensity like a cat stalking its prey, and build[s] up an almost unbearable apprehension of the
inevitable outburst”; p394: [Clementi adds turns to tr in m17 & elsewhere but not always]
Pestelli p252: “spirito di fronda” [in common with V42:24 d and P1:28 a]
Clark, Jane, in Domenico Scarlatti: 13 recherches.  Société de musique ancienne de Nice, 1986 p63-65 [ex
m49-51]: “...les cortèges de la Semaine Sainte, résonnèrent des saetas...” [she says Scarlatti would have heard
these soon after his arrival in Sevilla in the winter of 1729; I continue the quote below in P14:8]
Fadini ...lo stile andaluso... in Sala, p175-176 exs
Chambure p161
Eva Badura-Skoda, Il significato dei manoscritti Scarlattiani recentemente scoperti a Vienna, Chigiana 40, 1985:
p49-52 [Wien Q15115:1 vs. V & P]
Jackson p119-124 ex m30-40: modulatory acciaccatura passages... tonal scheme [1512515:561145141]
Sutcliffe p268-272 [ex=Cambridge ms complete; he discusses several variants in this ms such as the small-note
E at start of m80 and D, m82; also m10&12, 45&47; and disagrees with Choi & Badura-Skoda on the value of
the WQ mss in m80-82]; p317 [stylistic fingerprint: sudden open fifth m49]; p361 [compares start of part 2 to
P12:5 d at m70+]
Willis p155-158 exs
Ogeil p84 ex m49-59: “a musical parallel of the orator’s paronomasia, or play on words”

Parma 14:8 D major Allegro 3/4
  1 1 "1 ~~~± ~~~± ~~~± | ¶¶¶±¶  D  2v  2 lh imitates  4 à  ¶± ÖÖÖ±  6 lh imitates

8 "2 à ¶.ì ÖÖÖ±  9 lh imitates; h alternate 6ths 13 D/A 5ths, 6ths, 8ves; A\1 pedals 15\16 [2/4] 18 åß
\ 19 $1 ¶±Ö¶± ÖÖÖ± (<"1 but w/ repeated notes) C  3v 21>a  23: 19\21 %

26 $2 falling broken chords, rh then lh A (31 G$  unslurred small note Ä )  34: 30\33 %
38 $3 (derived<"2, rhythm < "1 as at 4) rh 3rds 44 :Ú:

  2 45 "1 (as at 4) A  49  (as at 2)  50 % 4th higher D
n 56 "2: 13\17 % (same pitches & pedals) D/A 58\59 [2/4]  61 åß
\ 62 $$  $1 varied F  64>d  66: 62\64 %

69 ##  $2 D
81 $3 ("2 rhythm) 87 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1a:26 Allegro assai; Parma 14:8 Allegro; Venezia 12:8; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam
12:14
dates: about 1745-50; 1756
companions: •V12:7-9; M1a:25-27 = P14:7-9
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: difficult, level 7; fingering of fifths, sixths, octaves etc: m13 could be 41 52 41 52 41 31 51 (Ö¶.ì ÖÖÖ± )
to have finger changes on the top notes at least.
themes: 12345:12345: two groups, variants, rhythmic cells, part 2 in same order; ö at start of second theme
emphasized by insistent octave pedals on the dominant A.  keys: 11755:5113-11:
accidentals: m31 (and its repeat at m35) has G[>] in the right hand small notes; the G<for the move to A major
occurs two measures earlier (unslurred Ä s = stressed appoggiature), so this should be seen as a delaying action
like those mentioned by Kirkpatrick p270-1: “modulations... delay the final establishing of the closing tonality”
m40: G[>] near the beginning of m40 also follows G< near the end of m39 (Parma ms only)
end: S: (Parma only)
similar sonatas: P3:25 D; P10:11 D
like P5:22 f at m4+



close to P10:23 E (previous in Pestelli group p252)
metaphors: processional; see also citations below
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k491; Fadini 8:435; Münster microfilm; Venezia online
see also: Keller p74
Dale p121: “hunting scenes Lively fanfares”
Kirkpatrick  p201: “Drums often make their appearance together with trumpets”; p270-1; p295
Pestelli p188: “il motivo della fanfara” [with P10:23 E etc]
Clark (continues from P14:7): “Immédiatement après les fêtes de Pâques tous les lieux disponibles étaient
envahis par l’exubérance joyeuse de la seguidilla sevillana, mais il revêt cette mélodie d’une parure tout à fait
italienne [ex m19-22]...” Sutcliffe p110: “this [Jane Clark’s seguidilla sevillana] has been disputed by Rafael
Puyana... he believes  [P14:8]  is a Majorcan bolero...”
Morales p318-322: “... betray[s] the structure of the bolero dance...” [analyzed according to the traditional
choreography of this dance, which is included in a chart]
Willis p119 ex

Parma 14:9 D major  Presto 6/8
  1 1 "1  ±. ÖÖ± | ±. ÖÖ± |~~~ÖÖ± ~~~ÖÖ± | Ö D  2v h 3rd apart

9 "2>b  3v 13>A  H18: á  ¶¶¶ççç± ±. lh scale ü
20 $1 ÖÖ± Å_ÖÖ± |  a  falls by steps
26 $2 lh Ö¶±µ rocking; rh 6th beat  stress  31 %+\
36 (1A lh H18, rh H18 inverted 40 %
44 (2 lh ±._ÖÖ± | Ä ±_ÖÖ± | ±.  47½ lh 8ves; A\1  53¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]

  2 54 (2 echo/variant D/A
58 $1 developed (ostinato) e  62 b  65 a  n68 G
71 (2 echoed D/A  73: H18;>D
75 $1 d
81 $2 89 D5

91 (1 D  95 % 8ve lower  98 G\1

99 (2 108 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1a:27 Allo  assai; Parma 14:9 D Presto; Venezia 12:9; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam12:2
dates: about 1740-45; 1756
companions: •V12:7-9; M1a:25-27 = P14:7-9
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: difficult, level 7
themes: 123456:6363456: three groups; first group omitted in part 2
keys: 16555:126541111: ö m68 at change to subdominant
accidentals, graphics: m9-19: accidentals are in effect when the same beam joins the notes; however there is
disagreement among Münster, Parma and Venezia which groups of three should have G<’s and which G>’s. 
Following a single source will at least allow the player to include some G>’s and prevent A major from being
fully and dully established so early in the sonata
m108: S: at end in Parma
similar sonatas: P12:4 G
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k492; Fadini 8:436
see also: Gerstenberg p121 fn m15+: “vorherigem Halbschluss auf der Wechseldominante”
Pestelli p191-192: “Un vero miracolo, sul piano dell’equilibrio stilistico, è quello che riesce a Scarlatti
nell’affiancare, in stretto contatto, uno sfrenato elemento del folklore iberico, e le più consuete locuzioni
musicali del mondo internazionale centroeuropeo ...la forte analogia con lo Scherzo della II Sinfonia di
Beethoven... il più indiavolato zapateado mai scritto da Domenico: eppure l’unità stilistica non sgarra di un
centimetro” [continues for several important pages on Scarlatti’s role in integrating spanish folk music into the



international european style of the 18th century]
Clark (continues from P14:7&8): “...est basée sur une autre danse andalouse, la buleria, d’un rhythme rapide,
6/8” [ex: three prototype buleria versions followed by P14:9 m20-23 top voice without small notes; m54-58 top
voice with rhythm modified by middle voice; m86-87 left hand; m30-31 top voice “en fin de phrase”]
Sutcliffe p110: “[Puyana (in a 1985 conference paper) believes P14:9] a Portuguese fandango.  Further he
believes that many other sonatas belong to the same family of Portuguese fandangos”; p317 [stylistic
fingerprint: suspension/syncopation figure in tenor m54-57]

Parma 14:10  G major Allegro ¢
  1 1 " ~~~±. ¶± ± ~~~± | ~~~± ~~~± ± ± |¬ G  2v 3 lh imitates 5 Ä  broken 2nds w/ repeated notes

6½lh imitates +\  10 :  m2 developed 3v 16>D  20 echoes m1

22 $1 Ö.» °¯|±  3v top v on weak beats  30 %+\  38 varied; lh leaps  43 G\1 47: 38\46 %
56 $2 2v lh weak beats  62¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]

  2 63 " (as at 5) developed G/D 2 or 3v 65 lh imitates 67 e  71>a  n75>G
, 84 $1  92 % 8ve lower 100 varied as at 38 109: 100\108 %

118 $2 124 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1a:28; Parma 14:10; Venezia 12:10
dates: about 1730-35; 1756
companions: •V12:10, 11; M1a:28, 29 = P14:10, 11
instruments: cembalo with range Gg
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 11223:123: two groups, themes or cells developed and varied, part 2 in same order
keys: 15:1621: ö m75 at final return to home key
ornaments: Parma has slurs on small notes, which I interpret as tying them to the large note of the same pitch in
the previous measure and delaying the following large note, in m22, 24, 30, 32, 38, 55, 62, 86, 94 (thus only two
in part 2 that I noticed) but not in m117 or 124; Venezia has only the m55 & 62 slurs in part 1, the rest
appoggiature.  Münster also lacks most of the slurs but is harder to read.
similar sonatas: P13:2 G; P14:26 D
P15:7 G (opening)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k493; Fadini 8:437; Venezia online, Münster microfilm
see also: Kirkpatrick p278 [motivic development]
Chambure p163: “...polyphonies, désarticulées par le décalage rythmique des différentes voix, déjà rencontrées
dans [P6:9 c, P7:5 B= & P6:25 B=]”
Sutcliffe p232

Parma 14:11 G major All[egr]o  6/8
  1 1 "1 ±. £ ~~~Ä  |ÖÖ± £ ~~~Ä  |ÖÖ± G  2v lh 3rds   9 G\1 ±. £ à
\ 10 $@ g  "1 varied; rh ties 14>B@/F  22 ± à £ à
\ 23 "2 c 3v  26 rh echoes lh 3rds<"1 27 c/G  30 ± à £ à  31 % step higher d
, 38½ $#  $1 D  3v (bottom 2 v in lh, 6th apart; rh parallel at end of phrase: ~~~¶¶¶±µ, 10th above)

44½ % rh 8ve lower: 3rd above lh
50 $2 rh 6ths; leaps 54 ¨12345  58¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]

  2 59 "1G/D 2 or 3v 62>A>a  65>C 69 C/G 72 ± à £ à  n73 $@@@ A@  cutoff downbeat A@\1 78>E@
82 B@  85 ± à £ à

\ 86 "2 f  90 f/C  93 ± à £ à  94 [@@]$ % step higher g
, 101½ $1 G  102 $$#  105üG5  107½ %  both h 8ve lower

113 $2 120 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1a:29; Parma 14:11; Venezia 12:11
dates: about 1725-30; 1756.  This sonata has early characteristics, such as its symmetrical form and obsessive



repetitions; note also its close similarity to P12:16 g which is in the Bologna manuscripts, so probably by 1727
companions: •V12:10, 11; M1a:28, 29 = P14:10, 11
instruments: cembalo with range Gg
difficulty: difficult, level 6; (not listed by Rousset; Maxwell: “early advanced... tedious technical demands...”);
m38: fingering of left-hand sixths: 25 41 ... the lh needs to end m40 with f52 (the last chord is a seventh, AG,
not a sixth) to be in the right place for the m41 held note (f4) and ~~~  & turn: lh 4323 2345, rh  4 |343 4321; the
sixths in m38-39 might be divided between the hands but there are rests in the upper ledger implying the rh is
silent; note also m86+ where the rh is explicitly told to play alone; and there are rapid thirds & sixths in both
hands elsewhere
themes: 11234:1234: two groups, part 2 in same order
keys: 113-4455:122442-6-3-7711: chiaroscuro: the first theme group is played in both major and minor versions. 
The change to major (in mid-measure) for the â themes in both parts is brilliant
ornaments: uses either tr & ~~~  on inner voices (~~~ : m40, 42; tr: m46, 48, 103, 105) The upper voice has the
same ornament as the inner voice in each of these, the figure within â1 shown on the map.  The trill can be
interpreted as ÓÓÓ±, upper principal upper principal, but the figure is already ready very rapid 
similar sonatas: P4:30 A
P6:4 D & P8:30 B= have abrupt key changes as at m73, the n point of P14:11
The ends of each part with downward rh leaps are like those in P12:16 g, which also has a change to a distant
key at its n point
influences: Clementi: Gradus ad parnassum 78 (1826)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k494; Fadini 8:438
see also: Kirkpatrick p201: “distant hunting horns”; p248-9: “abrupt jump... from G major (as a dominant of C
major) to A flat at m73, in connection with the long-span whole-tone progression of tonality from B flat to C
minor to D minor- major [these are the basses in m82-101, not the keys] which actually prepares a large-scale
cadence in G minor-major [ex m71-76]”
Pestelli p245

Parma 14:12 E major Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1 ~~~° ~~~° | ~~~° ÖÖÖ± | ± Ö± ± ± | 3ÖÖ± ± E  3v 3 lh imitates  6 2m phrases % & varied  14>B  19>F# +\

21 "2 lh ÖÖ± ÖÖ± °¯|¬ rising broken chord; rh<"1 25>B  26 ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ± ~~~±
n^ 30 "3 (derived <"2 at 26)  34: 30\33 % & extended 40 B\1 :Ú:
  2 41 "2 developed c#/G# 45>f#  51>b  53 (bridge) e

57 "2 restated B +\ 61>E
62 "3 70: 66\69 % 8ve lower +\; varied extension 78 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1a:30; Parma 14:12; Venezia 12:12; NewYork 3:7
dates: about 1730-35; 1756
companions: •V12:12, 13; M1a:30, 31; NY 3:7, 8 = P14:12, 13; Chambure p163
instruments: cembalo with range Ae
difficulty: difficult, level 6; the broken chords in m21 & m23 use only accidentals (see P6:22 A for discussion)
themes: 123:2203: one group; short-long ö at start of last theme in part 1; first theme omitted in part 2; second
theme developed and then restated.  Continuous development: 2-measure phrases are repeated with variants
which move to the next phrase.  The passage called bridge on the map, m53-56, might prepare a move to the
tonic or a new theme, but instead leads to a restatement of the theme just developed.
keys: 152*5:62515*1:
accidentals:  m20: the A[>] in all sources, and m25 in Parma & Venezia, is part of a tactic of delaying the move
to B major by seeming to go to F<major or minor; this short transitional section receives a full development in
part 2
m50 (Parma only): there is apparently a > on the F at the end of the measure (as well as D> in all sources)
which would make this strange passage even stranger, but the Johnson reprint facsimile is unclear here
similar sonatas: P11:1 G & P14:10 G (slow overlapping scales as at m6+ here)



P15:23 A
metaphors: has a comic character that corresponds to the commedia dell’arte old man, Pantalone; for example
the shakes on the first three notes and the unequal pacing but insistent repetitions of what follows
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k495; Fadini 8:439; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Pestelli p241 [with P13:3 A, P14:22 F, P15:1 C]
Dale: “puppet plays” [see P6:23 C]

Parma 14:13 E major Allegro 3/4
  1 1  "1 3ÖÖ± ± ~~~± E  3v
, 8 "2 ("1 varied: theme in lh, offbeat ties; rh ostinato 6ths) 12 % 18>B  20: 8\15 % 4th lower
, 28 "3 ("1 varied/developed) F#   H32: lh ± scaleú 36>B   39 ° £
\ 40 "4 ("2 variant) b  44 %

48 "5 B  rh triplets extended; lh ± scale ü (H32) 51 % lh 8ves 52 offbeat tie in rh (<"2) 60 B\1 :Ú:
  2 61 "6 ("1 variant; lh<H32) a  65 %+\ b  (rises by steps) 69 % c#
,n 73  "1 ostinato lh: H32 f#/C# 77 b  lh chords w/ 9ths 7ths 2nds  80 D/A 85>e>b  89 lh 8ves<"5
, 92 "3 (as at 32\39) B   96>E   99 rh Ä °  £ , lh ± °
, 100 "4 e  104 %

108 "5 E  116 E5  120 ('99 8ve lower) :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1a:31; Parma 14:13; Venezia 12:13; NewYork 3:8
dates: about 1730-35; 1756
companions: •V12:12, 13; M1a:30, 31; NY 3:7, 8 = P14:12, 13
instruments: cembalo with range Ae
difficulty: difficult, level 6; steady ± ’s in one hand against offbeat accents in the other
themes: 12345:61345: one group, variants, cells, new variant in part 2.  Short cells are repeated & varied; entire
sonata derives from the first measure (triplet broken chord, repeated notes, ~~~  in rh; held note & scale fragment
in lh).  The offbeat pedals of the á2 theme, omitted in part 2, are particularly effective when they reappear in
minor keys and move up a step (á4 theme, m40+ & 100+) The parts are of equal length.  Whether are not it is a
minuet (see also citations below) the sonata should be played tempo di minuetto
keys: 152555:456257155111: ö at start of second theme in part 2 and change from relative minor (c<) to
supertonic minor (f<, the subdominant of c<)  This leads to a probatio or extended development of the á1
theme and powerful added-tone chords in the left hand
accidentals, ornaments: m18: lh is A< F< A[>] (all sources)
m64, 68, 72: the slurred small note, since the previous large note is a different pitch, can mean it belongs before
the downbeat, in the previous measure, to avoid double dotting: Ö..  ì | ~~~±.  Ä ±|
m65&69: there are accidentals on small notes in m65 (C>) & 69 (D>) even though they are preceded and
followed by notes of the same value marked >
m81: Parma has no > on the right-hand D3 (second note); it should be left as D<; the context has broken sixths
and sevenths rather than broken octaves anyway; similarly in m89 the last G in the right hand should be left as
G[<]3; the > on the earlier G’s in the measure are no longer in force here
m90: Münster has the needed >, lacking in Parma & Venezia, on the C1

similar sonatas: P14:26 D (offbeat held notes)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k496; Fadini 8:440; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Pestelli p236: “l’aderenza alla metrica del Minuetto... è meno sentita [than in P12:1 D]”
Sutcliffe p83-84 [disagrees with Pestelli that this is a minuet; but Pestelli himself says the resemblance is weak;
see above] “...embodies dance as a basic impulse rather than any particular dance form.  Suggestions of a minuet
are therefore not excluded, but they cannot be definitive either”

Parma 14:14 b minor Allegro ¢
  1 1 " alto v: ± Ö± ± ± | ° ° | ° ° b  3v cp; top v weak\beat & ties,  lh v falling 3rds  5 lh 8ves  9>e>A



, 17 leap úA\1  $1 Ö± ÖÖÖ± |Ö± >D  2v broken 2nds & 3rds divided between h  25 lh leaps, rh 3rds
31 $2 3v rh repeated notes, middle v ties; lh like $1  35 varied: broken 8ves & 9ths

43¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]
  2 44 $1 developed rh ¬ chords D>A  50>e 44\47:  +
n 52 $2 developed rh broken 8ves inverted; lh ostinato 7ths, 6ths &c falling by steps >G  58>b

60 $1 varied 63\67 top v<" echoed 68 $1 continues as at 25

76 $2 88 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1a:36;  Parma 14:14; Venezia 12:14
dates: about 1745-50; 1756
companions: •V12:14, 15; M1a:36, 37 = P14:14, 15: Chambure p163
instruments: cembalo with range Gg
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 123:2323: two groups; first theme omitted (but echoed) in part 2; second group developed and restated
keys: 1473:37461: The n point occurs near the change to the submediant G major
accidentals, graphics: m54-55: > appears only on the first high note (C5) of the broken octaves in each measure,
all sources, but in this case surely is meant to apply to all the C’s
m88: S: at end; perhaps means segue P14:15, the companion sonata; however that sonata also has an S at the
end (see P14:30 C etc for discussion)
similar sonatas: P12:26 f<
P15:7 G (thirds)
P7:23 b (overlapping voices in imitation as at m39-41 & m66-67 of this sonata)
metaphors: bell sounds
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k497; Fadini 8:441

Parma 14:15 b minor Allegro 3/4
  1 1 "1 ÖÖÖÖÖ± | ~~~°  ~~~± | à Ö± ± Ä  | Ä ± b  2 or 3v cp  2 lh imitates

6  "2 rh Ä  ~~~Ö.ï± | Å ±.  H6: lh à ÖÖÖÖ± broken 8ves &c, repeated notes
13 "3 >D  H6 lh, then rh
24 "4 27 rh 3rds 28 %  32 varied 35:32\34 % & extended  39 :Ú:

  2 40 "3 developed D/A>e  (w/C#: melodic minor)  49>e  (w/C$)
n 50 "2 (as at 9) developed; 6ths divided by h  55: H6 rh lh: ± ±.  ¶± 58>b

60 "2 restated, as at 6\12 (same pitches)
67 "4 (% & varied as in pt1) 82 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1a:37; Parma 14:15; Venezia 12:15
dates: about 1725-30; 1756
companions: •V12:14, 15; M1a:36, 37 = P14:14, 15
instruments: cembalo with range Bd
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 1234:3224: one group, cells; first theme omitted in part 2; order of rest mixed
keys: 13:34*41: ö at start of second theme in part 2 and move to subdominant minor (e); m50 consists of a
measure in which the hands play parallel a sixth apart for the only time in the sonata; m46-49 are described
below in ornaments; in rhetorical terms, this is the peroratio in adfectibus of the sonata 
ornaments, graphics: m14-22 (Parma only; Venezia lacks most of the slurs and Münster all of them): the
small-note Å ’s are usually slurred, creating tied suspensions; since there is no downbeat in the lh, the rh ° ’s act
as delayed downbeats--a highly original and effective passage
m24: unslurred small Å  appoggiatura, m25 large Ä  appoggiatura, m26 large Ä appoggiatura with shake; m28 ±
third without ornament, m29 like m25, m30 like m26
m41, 43, 46: the slurred small notes in Parma delay the top rh notes, but there are lower notes in the rh chords to
act as downbeats in each measure.  The passage is similar to P3:20 a at the same place (beginning of part 2);



unslurred small- note appoggiature within a rising scale of thirds follow at m47-49
m55-57: the lh ¶± changes in each measure; first no ornament, then ~~~, then tr
m62 (Parma): the small note is slurred, creating a delayed downbeat as in m14; those in m61 & 63 are unslurred
appoggiature
m82: S follows the double bar in Parma (discussed at P14:7, P14:14, P14:30, P15:1, P15:28)
similar sonatas: the figure in the lh at m55 (shown on the map) appears in P13:28 F at m38
influences: compare the J S Bach works mentioned in E15 e influences for patterns of broken octaves with
repeated notes; those appearing throughout this sonata are more complicated
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k498; Fadini 8:442; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Kirkpatrick  p373-4 [ex]: “writing out in a few spots of an appoggiatura...”
Sutcliffe p357 ex [m60-63]: “repeated half-cadence with Phrygian touches...  it is as much the repetition of the
device as the flavour of the harmonic inflection that gives it its folk flavour...”

Parma 14:16 A major \\ ¢ [Münster: Andantino;Venezia: Andante]
  1 1 "1 ± Ö.» ± ± | ± ± ± ± | ± Ö± ± ± |~~~±. A  2 or 3v 6 lh imitates 12  scale triplets ú
, (15\)16 "2 ± | ± °  lh broken chord triplets ú; falls by steps 18>E   20 A\1 22 lh leaps ú
, 27½ "3 £ ± | ¶ µ._°  ("2 variant; lh ostinato chords) e
, (35\)36 "2: 22(end)\27(most) % E  (same pitches)

41 "4 broken chord triplets ú&ü  51 :Ú:
  2 52 $$$ "4 developed C  end53 (lh sola) 56 g  end57\60: 53\57 % step higher d>a
n 61 ### "2 varied D/A

(65\)66 "3 a  73>A
(73\)74 "2 varied  81 varied again
86 "4 96 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1a:34 Andantino; Parma 14:16 --; Venezia 12:16 Andante
dates: about 1735-40; 1756
companions: •V12:16, 17; M1a:34, 35 = P14:16, 17
instruments: cembalo with range Ae
difficulty: difficult, level 6; left hand plays two voices alone while right hand is silent m53-59 , fingering of each
triplet: 1532; left hand makes a three octave leap downward at m91 & 93
themes: 12324:42324: one theme, variants; themes return; the march-like first theme is omitted in part 2
keys: 1555:3-741411: the last theme of part 1 begins part 2 with a sudden change from the dominant (E) to C
major (mediant of tonic minor)  Long-short ö is at start of the second theme and the change to subdominant (D);
the final appearance of this theme at m81-85 has a lyrical variation to mark the emotional high-point of the work
ornaments, accidentals: m20-34, m66-72: large-note appoggiature: the ¶ µ. rhythmic figure appears in various
guises: sometimes as a fast appoggiatura on the beat from upper to lower note; sometimes with notes held below
it; sometimes as a broken third, fourth or fifth with both notes held beyond the beat, starting with the top note;
sometimes with a slurred (crushed) small note before it; in its last appearance at the end of m72 it is a
lower-upper note fast appoggiatura
m46&48 (all sources): ~~~ ’s on first note of triplets; only the first D in each measure is <; the later ones are
D[>]; this is a fairly common denial of the leading tone near the end of a part (part 1 only in this case)
m85 (all sources): unnecessary < on G, showing that all the sources were probably copied from the same
autograph rather than from one another
similar sonatas: P4:6 A (many similarities: meter, tempo, details)
P4:7 A (part 2 begins in C major)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k499; Fadini 8:443
see also: Sitwell: “Military”
Chambure p163: “Faut-il voir dans la mélopée centrale [m16+] ... un écho du cante hondo espagnol?...”



Parma 14:17 A major All[egr]o 3/4
  1 1 "1 ° ± | ° ± | ± ± ± | ± ± ± |°. (lh sola) A 3v  5 rh imitates  7 A\1

17 "2 lh ± scale up 18 rh Ä  scale down 20 rh broken 4ths, lh broken 3rds >E/B
, 27 $1 °._|ÖÖÖÖÖ± | ± ± ±_|Ö E  rh 3rds; lh leapsú to alternating B&E drone bass notes 35 A\1  36 %
n^ 45 $2 53 lh ostinato 8ves: EABx4,E  57 :Ú:
  2 58 ( (derived<"2: broken 3rds & 6ths) A  62 rh imitates a  68>b

70 $1 developed (extended) 75 b  (melodic minor w/G#) 78>D
84 "2 86>A  91 ° £

\ 92 $1 95 F#5  101 %
110  $2 118 lh ostinato 8ves: ADE,=,=,ABC#,DEE,A (rh varied also) 123 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1a:35; Parma 14:17; Venezia 12:17
dates: about 1730-35, 1756
companions: •V12:16, 17; M1a:34, 35 = P14:16, 17
instruments: cembalo with range Ag
difficulty: moderate, level 5; the left hand plays two voices by itself in m1-4, then octaves while the right hand
imitates both voices.  Fingering is awkward for the transition from sixths to a seventh to an octave m4-5 lh: 25
12 13 | 15 is an amusing solution, turning the index finger, sliding the thumb down the keys, and stretching 
themes: 1234:53234: two groups; short-long ö at start of last theme in part 1; new material in part 2 derived
from first group; keys: 155:1122*41:
accidentals: m45&49 all sources have <only on the first D, and > only on the first G in m89; in other places the
sources differ somewhat on accidentals within groups of notes beamed together; see Fadini’s endnotes.  Since
m45 is the ö point, this ambiguity should be taken seriously: flaws in the texture which are stitched up within
the peroratio in rebus (rhetorical return to propriety) at m110 & 114, where no accidentals are called for
similar sonatas: P12:30 a (previous in Pestelli group p238)
V42:48 A has a similar opening
P15:40 d & P6:24 C have similar endings
P15:7 G has extended passages using right-hand thirds
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k500; Fadini 8:444; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Sutcliffe p346-347 exs: “the lack of end-rhyme... is clearly to be heard as such” [m118-123 do not
match m53-57]

Parma 14:18 C major Allegretto ¢
  1 1 "1 3 à Ö± 3ÖÖ± ± ± | ± ± ± ± | ° C  2 or 3v 3 lh imitates

5 "2 £ ± ~~~±. ¶± | ±
10 "3 14>d
15 "2 varied w/triplets
19 "4 falling triplet broken 2nds, lh 8ves >G  23 rh ostinato triplets  24 G\1  26 ß

\ 27 "5 (derived<"3; rh 6ths) g  ¬ G pedals  34 lh ° appoggiatura 7ths; 9ths
39 "1& "4 combined G
45 "6 falling triplet scale; rising ~~~± scale; 1,\5,12345 bass (8ves) 57 :Ú: [end1; 2: can elide]

  2 58 "1 developed G  62 %+\ step higher a  66>d  68>F
n 71 "4 C/G  75 ß
\ 76 "5 varied (developed) c  80 both h ostinato  86: 80\85 % +\

92 "5 & "3 combined F/C 99>C
100 "6 112 (C5 & C1) :Ú: [end1; 2: can elide to link P14: 19]

source collections: Münster 1a:38; Parma 14:18; Venezia 12:18
dates: about 1730-35; 1756
companions: •V12:18, 19; M1a:38, 39 = P14:18, 19



instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: moderate, level 4; trills in both hands together; chains of shakes (rising scales); trills written in large
notes as triplets
themes: 123245146:145536: one group, variants, themes return, some omitted in part 2.  At m80-89 is an
extraordinary passage, with the left hand rocking between octaves and minor sixths and the right hand playing
repeated thirds with shakes offbeat; it looks forward to a passage in Chopin’s Ballade in F major opus 38, 1839,
just before the concluding Agitato; the lh fingering can alternate 15 and 24 (somehat of a stretch) in m80&81
keys: 12555:56241141: ö is at change to the subdominant and the brief return of an earlier theme in the home
key (see accidentals below), between sections which are largely in minor keys; given Scarlatti’s many hints of
the sonata form which developed later in the 18th century, this could be taken as an example of a false reprise.
accidentals, ornaments: m19: G“<” is followed by G“>”; the second rh F in m20&21 could be > also; in
m23&24 both the first and second F’s are “<” so again the third and fourth could be >; m25 has the same bass
as m24 but only the first rh F is <, the last three [>].  These triplets could be interpreted as mordents written
with large notes, but that still wouldn’t account for all of the missing <’s, and the contrast of the change to no
accidentals at all in m71-76, the ö point, would be lost.  Similar ambiguities were just discussed in the notes for
P14:17 A and occur in P11:20 C and P15:14 C
m45-50: the “M” for the left hand on the low notes in m47 & 50 implies that the scales leading to them are to be
played by the right hand alone; there are also full-measure rests beneath the scales; m100-105 are similar
m51 etc: slurs (inexact lengths?) on successive ±�s with ~~~ ’s imply smooth chains of trills?  Parma omits the
shake at the beginning of m54 but it is present in Venezia and Münster  -- Kirkpatrick p381-2 ex; says this is an
example of trills “beginning with the upper auxiliary...  associated with the prepared and unprepared
appoggiatura” but I think he’s wrong; they are approached from the upper auxiliary so should begin on the
principal note.  They could also be just smooth quintuplet turns: GAGF<G ABAGA, etc (m50 last beat is also
ABAGA even though the last two notes turn down to G rather than up to B)   The shakes on triplets at the ends
of m18 & m72-74 imply that the m51 graphics are for a different figure perhaps GAGAGAG ABABABA etc. 
Scarlatti seems to write out his turns no matter how often they appear in succession, as in the next sonata P14:19
C m105-6; I have noticed the ú turn graphic only in RC43 B= (version printed in London; I haven’t seen the
other sources). 
similar sonatas: P3:21 E=: key structure, chains of shakes
P5:6 C: simultaneous shakes or trills in both hands
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k501; Fadini 8:445; Venezia online; Münster microfilm
see also: Keller p67: “Synkopen... einer Reihe von ostinaten Bildungen des Soprans, die für ihn besonders
charakteristisch sind” [ex m80-83]
Sutcliffe p319 [stylistic fingerprint: fretting inner parts: m27-34?]

Parma 14:19 C major  Allegro 3/8
  1 1 cutoff downbeat  C2 "1 à Ö± | ÖÖ± | Ö  C  2v 3rds & 8ves fanfare  4\7 as if 2/4

8 "2 µµ | Ö~~~Ö.ï± | Ö rh repeated notes, lh disjunct 8ves 3v H12: à 3¶¶± Ä  16>G (8\15 %+\ & extended,
rh 4th higher, lh 6th higher) 22: H12 (both h 4th lower) 27 extended

30 "3 (derived<"1) 3v cp 31>g   39 both h ostinato
45 "2:  23\29 % (same pitches) G
52 "4 á. Ç  ±¯|¶.  3v dotted rhythms; weak\beat stresses & ties x m\lines H56 rh broken 2nds ú
60 "5... | á Å Ö± |  lh 8ves; both h ostinato 70 ¨12345 72 :Ú:

  2 73 "2 developed C/G 77>a
n 81 "4:H56 developed  86>g  90>F

94 $ bridge/cadenza 2/4 lh broken 8ves; dotted rhythms as in "4; falls by steps >C/G
 99 úG\1  100 3/8 rising; lh 8ves  104 2/4 falling, leaps 108 3/8 rising

111 "4 C  115 F5

119 "5 131 :Ú:



source collections: Münster 1a:39; Parma 14:19; Venezia 12:19
dates: about 1735-40; 1756
companions: •V12:18, 19; M1a:38, 39 = P14:18, 19
instruments: cembalo with range Gf; piano: see Ogeil in Sala p366 ex m39-45; Ogeil (thesis) p85
difficulty: difficult, level 6; left-hand octaves with leaps; weak-beat notes held across measure-lines while others
are played in the same hand (m12-13, m58-59 etc).  The opening measures can be played by the rh alone or both
hands in opposed motion
themes: 123245:24645: one group, variants, cells, themes return; first and third themes omitted in part 2; ö at
start of second theme, a development of a cell; other themes developed and new material added
keys: 1555:165411:
graphics: m55: small note is not slurred; that in m112 is; both delay the ~~~ on the following large note but in the
second case it is tied to the previous ç
m70: the same pitch is written as a ¶  and ç  sharing the same stem
m94-100 & 104-107: meter changes to 2/4: this passage resembles an elaborate cadenza.  The hemiola is
predicted in m4-7, where the hands are opposed and create stresses on every other note: Ö± Ö |µ Ö± | Ö± Ö |µ Ö± |  
Presumably, since there is no change of tempo at m94, the Ä ’s are to be played at a constant speed; however it is
possible that one ±  of 2/4 could be intended to = one ±. of 3/8.  The 11 measures of 2/4 (4/8) would be
equivalent to either 15 measures of 3/8 (44/8 ÷ 3) or 22 measures of 3/8 (2/4 x 11)  The new totals, however,
keep n within the same theme group, the development of the dotted-rhythm broken-second figure at m81+
similar sonatas: P6:10 C
meter changes at m94+: like V42:43 D
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k502; Fadini 8:446
see also: Kirkpatrick p 398: dotted rests [m52, 54 etc]
Clark 1976 p20: “has unmistakeable characteristics of a peteneras”
Sutcliffe p119: “Over-repetitiveness is one recurring feature of flamenco representation... [m]39-44... [m]94[+]
straining towards something that cannot be expressed in the notation...” [see introduction page 15 above for an
objection to “flamenco”]; p119 fn: “...The closing material of each half, from [m]60 & 119 respectively, is
strongly echoed in... Sonata no. 117 in D minor by Soler, and also... in Albero’s Sonata no. 8 in F major...”

Parma 14:20 B@ major Allegretto ¢
  1 1 " ±. Ä ~~~±. Ä |~~~±. Ä ~~~±. Ä |ÖÖÖ±ÖÖÖ± |ÖÖÖ±ÖÖÖ± | ° B@  2 or 3v 2: lh imitates 1, 5\6 (rh silent): lh imitates 3\4

8 B@\1; lh ostinato 3rds (10: w/minor 2nd) >F   11 B@/F
19 $ ± | ¶ µ._± ¶ µ._± | ¶ µ._± °  >b@ +\ lh ostinato chords 25>a (enharmonic change A@:G#) 29>d

n^ 31 ( Ä° £ à Ä | Ä° lh rocking broken chords  35 % & extended 38 A\1 43¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]
  2 44 " g/D 45, 48\49 (rh as at 13\14): lh imitates 44, 46\47

50 $ developed 53>F   55>g>b@ (enharmonic change F#:G@)
63 ( B@ 67 % & extended 75 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1a:40; Parma 14:20; Venezia 12:20
dates: about 1745-50; 1756
companions: •V12:20, 21; M1a:40, 41 = P14:20, 21
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 123:123: three groups; short-long ö at start of last theme in part 1; part 2 in same order
keys: 1511*7+3:65611:
accidentals, graphics, ornaments: most of the small notes do not have slurs in Münster, Parma and Venezia and
are therefore appoggiature, with the following exceptions: Parma has slurs on all the small notes m39-42, but
Venezia only in m39; in the similar passage in m71-74 the slurs are lacking in all three sources.  I think Scarlatti
intended acciaccature here rather than appoggiature but changed his mind about using slurs because the small
notes are the same pitch as the previous large notes and might be interpreted as tied suspensions; in any case
crushing the small note with the following large note makes more sense to me than playing a triplet ¶¶±.  m52 and



m63 slurs discussed below.
m25: enharmonic changes: A= to G< m26; F< m56 to G= m58
m43&75: the letter S: following the double bars at the ends of parts 1 & 2 seems more likely to be an
abbreviation for segue than for a scribe’s initial; compare P14:30 C and P15:1 C for more on this
m51: Å  small notes D&F before an E= Rousset p74 says this is the only example of an anschlag in Scarlatti, but
compare P12:1 D m63 & P5:3 A m54; P15:28 F m44 (wider intervals)  Compare Neumann, Performance, 1993
p371-2; most of his examples are to be played before the beat; Scarlatti’s is unslurred, so I say in this sonata the
small D4 would be on the beat with the F<3, then comes the second note of the anschlag F>4, the E=4 delayed by
2 Å ’s; m52 (Parma only) slurred small note: before the beat and still F>; m53 unslurred small note:
appoggiatura on beat with the lh chords since the G3 is tied from m52; the â theme in both parts is much like the
setting of words in a recitative and should be played with appropriate freedom
m61-62: all three sources have a long slur from the A=4 in m61 to the B=&G=4 in m62.  Fadini is surely correct
to extend the slur back to the B=4 at the beginning of m61, continuing the tie on that � over the m61-2 measure
line
m63: only Parma has a slur on the small note; this ties it to the B=3 at the end of m62 and delays the A>3 Å
beyond the downbeat
similar sonatas: P15:32 B= (several similarities, but especially the third theme group, ã, of this sonata)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k503; Fadini 8:447; Münster microfilm; Venezia online
see also: Dale: p120: “bell effects”
Chambure p165: “...allusion aux chants populaires espagnols relevée dans [P14:16 A] et dans maintes sonates
après [P2:2 G]...”
Sutcliffe p293-294 ex: [m5-7: right hand silent while left hand imitates m3-4, unlike similar places at m13-14 &
48-49; Scarlatti is asserting the independence of keyboard music from other genres and mediums]

Parma 14:21 B@ major Allegro 3/8
  1 1 "1 ¶¶¶¶¶± | ±.¯|¶  B@  2v 2 lh imitates

12 "2 g &d  waver  D pedals; rh as if 2/4: ¶¶¶± ¶± ¶± [|] ¶¶¶±... 16 lh & rh switch 20>g (w/E@)
24 "3 ("2 variant; rh 2nd beat stresses) 3v>F/C
29 "2 varied % step lower than 11  (still F/C); rh & lh switch every 2m  37 lh 8ves
40 "4 rh ostinato rocking figure F  44 %  48 :Ú:

  2 49 "3 varied (downbeat & 3rd beat stresses) 3v F>d
,n 55 "2 as at 12 d & a A\1 pedals 59 lh & rh switch 63 h 6th apart, falling scales g >B@/F

69 "2 as at 29

80 "4 B@  84 % 8ve lower 88 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1a:41; Parma 14:21; Venezia 12:21
dates: about 1730-35; 1756
companions: •V12:20, 21; M1a:40, 41 = P14:20, 21
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: moderate, level 4 (Rousset: difficile)
themes: 12324:3224: one group, variants; first theme omitted part 2, order of rest mixed.
keys: 163655:5337+611: ö at start of second theme in part 2, mediant (d) and leading-tone minor (a) alternate
ornaments, graphics: m12-15 etc: split beams on groups of four and two Å ’s influence the phrasing & rhythm:
compare Chambure p165 [6 exs of divisions of beams]; hemiolas (cross-rhythms since the hands conflict with
one another) are implied here and at m40+
m16-20: if the ~~~’s are played with E= as the upper note, the E>’s in the left hand will have the effect of pulling
in the opposite direction, resolved temporarily by the rh E= at the beginning of m21; m59-61 are similar
m48&88: S: at end of first and second parts (segue even though next sonata is in a different key?)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k504; Fadini 8:448



Parma 14:22 F major All[egr]o non presto ¢
  1 1 "1 ~~~± ± ~~~± ± | ± ± ± Ö± | ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | Ä° F  2v cp 5 lh imitates 7 close h (3rd apart)

9 "2 3v 13>C
20 "3 ("2 variant; lh leaps) 2v  23 G\1

n^ 25 "4 lh 8ves w/ 1/2 steps  27 lh & rh switch  33 :Ú:
  2 34 "1 developed c  37 rh imitates 40>E@  42>B@

43 "4>F
48 "3
54 "4 62 :Ú: [end1; 2: can elide to link P14: 23]

source collections: Münster 1a:42 Allo non molto; Parma 14:22 Allo non presto; Venezia 12:22 Allegro non
presto
dates: about 1730-35; 1756
companions: •V12:22, 23; M1a:42, 43 = P14:22, 23: Chambure p165
instruments: cembalo with range Gf
difficulty: moderate, level 3 (Rousset: difficile; Maxwell: advancing intermediate); however the tempo is “non
presto”; see also Vignal below: there are conjunct octaves in both hands; they need some 14 and 13 fingering
between the usual 15’s, especially when the right hand speeds up at the end (m29 & 58)
themes: 1234:1434: one group, variants; short-long ö at start of last theme in part 1; this theme appears out of
order in part 2, replacing second theme, and then again as last theme
keys: 15:5741:
accidentals: m35-36: B[=] and A= change to B> and A[>] in the same downward scale
m37: the last lh E should be > since accidentals are repeated elsewhere (compare the E=’s in m41)
similar sonatas: P10:21 F (opening; see also Pestelli below)
metaphors: aphoristic style (easily recognizable themes of a universal character), which is also consistent with
commedia dell’arte: stock costumes and masks, in this case a somewhat menacing character
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k505; Fadini 8:449
see also: Pestelli p81-2 ex [compared to P15:27 F & Alessandro Scarlatti, Toccata 2 in A: fuga] (see Napoli ms
in contemporaries file); p241 [with P13:3 A, P14:12 E, P15:1 C]
Vignal: “...technically rather difficult, with its parallel octaves in the right hand and, in the left, its skips of a
twelfth, indeed, two and a half octaves”

Parma 14:23 F major Allegro 3/8
  1 1 cutoff downbeat "1  ¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶  rh falling scale  5 lh rising scale F  1v

8 "2 à Ö± | Ö~~~Ö.ï± | Ö  3v middle v ties x m\lines 12 g ú by steps every 2 m  15 F   17>d  21>C
22 "3 ("2 variant; lh rising broken 2nds) 2v 28 % 8ve lower
34 "4 rising Æ  scales: detto Solo (B@ & B $; both avoided m42\45); ¨12345

38 2nd beat stresses  46¯ ¶  :Ú: [1. return to m1>F; 2. elide] Ú:
  2 47 "1 C  rh falling  51 d  lh rising 1v

54 "2 developed  n61>a  63>g>d
67 (bridge) "1 scales (Ä & Å ) combined w/ broken 2nds<"3 69>F
76 "3 (D5 in P&V, F5 in M) 82: 78\79 % 8ve lower w/F4 (M: 76\79 %) 84: extension varied
86 "4  98 :Ú:

source collections: Parma 14:23; Venezia 12:23; Münster 1a:43 (100m)
dates: about 1730-35; 1756
companions: •V12:22, 23; M1a:42, 43 = P14:22, 23
instruments: cembalo with range Gf. Münster has F5 in m76&78, repeats m82-83 with initial A3 instead of F4; it
also uses D5 in m92 rather than the F5 found in Parma (according to Fadini, but the small note in Münster is
ambiguous and might be F5; small notes are commonly higher than principal notes in Scarlatti when not at
cadences)  Parma & Venezia have D5 in m76&78 and do not have the repeated measures between m83&84 in



Fadini’s numbering.  Since Parma also needs the F5 in m92 (Venezia’s highest note is E=5) change of keyboard
range cannot be taken as the sole reason for the changes, or for establishing the order of the editions; for
example, if Münster is earlier, the high F’s in its version might have been removed in Parma to make the later
appearance more effective.
difficulty: moderate, level 4; m34: detto solo C to A in ç ’s with a slur; but ends on a B= Å; m35 has a B> within
the scale, m36 repeats m34’s scale an octave higher.  The similar slurred scales in m86-88 end on E= or B=,
have B= & E> within; there is no “single finger” designation, which would need to include the accidentals. 
Scarlatti may have been telling his pupil, I let you do it with one finger before, now try all five at the same speed
themes: 1234:121334: one group, variants; part 2 in same order but with a bridge.  The opening scales are
possibly intended as a link from the previous sonata (in all the sources) but have a structural function within this
sonata as well, not only linking parts 1 & 2, but their falling then rising motion reflected in different ways in the
remaining themes
keys: 12165:563261: ö m61 at move from relative minor (d) to mediant minor (a, dominant of d)
ornaments, graphics: m38-40: small notes preceding  ±’s: Ä  no slur; Ä  slashed, slurred; Å  slurred; (m37 & 41
have slashed Ä , no slur, preceding large Ä ’s); m89-93: all small notes are normal Å ’s, with & without slurs
m46: the end of part 1 uses the graphics (repeat sign within the measure as well as slur) combining return to the
beginning and elision after second repeat found in early Parma libri (P5:17 e is the last before this?)
similar sonatas: P9:26 B=
the theme at m22+ is similar to one in P14:6 B=
P11:8 E & E 6 F have somewhat similar openings with rapid scales and similar contrasting minor-key sections
P2:30 b= & P15:40 d use the same opening idea
Broken seconds are a prominent feature of some sonatas I have placed close to one another on the Chart of
sonatas by date and key: P9:22 F & P6:24 C
influences: Mozart, Piano Sonata in F 1781-3, opening of last movement (see P7:2 F)
metaphors: has the grace (and sentimentality in the á2 theme) of light dance music
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k506; Fadini 8:450; Münster microfilm
see also: Vignal: “...no less difficult [than P14:22], with its sixteenth notes crossing from one hand to the other,
and its ‘plucked’ scales”

Parma 14:24 E@ major And[anti]no Cantabbile 2/4
  1 1 "1 ~~~± Ö.» ± ± |3ÖÖ± 3ÖÖ± | 3ÖÖ± 3ÖÖ± | ± ± |Ä ~~~±.¶± |°_|± E@  2v 7 rh imitates

13½ "2 ÖÖ± | ~~~± falling triplet broken chord H16 rising&falling triplets 17½ lh imitates +\
21>B@; H16 extended  H23: close h triplets, 3rd apart

26½ "3 ÖÖ± | ~~~ÖÖ± ... g  3v broken 2nd triplets, middle v ties  35>F   37>E@>B@
40½ "4 (<"2&"3) 3v rh 3rds, ties; F pedals  51 varied, rh Æ   scales  56: H16 extended 59: H23

63: 57\62 % 69: 57\58 % again, then %  rh 8ve lower 731 B@\1 ±.  (1/2m) :Ú:
  2 73½ (1/2m) [3] ÖÖ±  "4 developed B@/F >f  n80>g

86 "3  94>c >E@ + m94+ (compare P3:20 a)
97½ "4 (% & varied as at 41+; B@ pedals) 105 E@5  130 ±. (1/2 m) :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1a:44; Parma 14:24; Venezia 12:24
dates: about 1745-50; 1756
companions: •V12:24, 25; M1a:44, 45 = P14:24, 25
instruments: cembalo with range Ae
difficulty: moderate, level 5; m27-36: rh held-notes with shakes above or below; sometimes the held note is the
same as the auxiliary note of the shake (usually ~~~  but tr in m36); the division of the hands is difficult in this
passage and at m87-91, the inner voice moving from one hand to the other unpredictably.  The runs in m51+ can
land more smoothly on the thirds at the end if they start with rh 4th finger (tied in m51 but sounded in m52+):
they will end on the 5th finger and the thirds can be played with 42; m108-112  are similar
themes: 1234:434: one group, variants, cells; first two themes omitted in part 2.  The left hand begins the



opening theme; the right hand does not begin imitating it until after it has been fully stated (six measures)
keys: 153215:52361: ö m80 at move from supertonic minor (f) to mediant minor (g); compare similar sonatas
ornaments, accidentals, graphics: Fadini adds too many ~~~ ’s; the accents should be varied, like a spice--too
much spoils the taste. All the sources put many of the °’s in the middle of measures rather than the beginning
m41: > missing on second A ± , and first & second A ç ’s in m51 (all sources; no endnotes in Fadini about this)
m73&130: all sources have two separate half-measures on separate pages before and after the double bar in the
middle of m73 and in m130 even though (dotted) ±.’s are used; Fadini’s attempt to rationalize this by using rests
and first & second endings just makes things worse than they need to be.  My measure numbers in part 2 are one
less than hers.
similar sonatas: P9:20 g; P10:13 E=
P5:27 B, P3:12 B=, P8:5 E= (change to mediant minor, relative minor of the dominant, occurs at the start of a
theme group in part 1, and at the ö point in part 2)
metaphors: after a fanfare opening, the rest of the sonata has the character of a barcarolle: rocking triplets
alternating with longer notes, some tied across measure-lines, from m13 to the end; these are overlaid by
rippling down and up scales in a different rhythm (eight notes per beat instead of three) at m51-55 and 108-112;
the dark colors suggesting a moonlit boatride on a calm river
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k507; Fadini 8:451; Münster microfilm; Venezia online
see also: Sitwell: “...Interesting to compare with the jotas of Padre Soler”

Parma 14:25 E@ major Allegro 3/4
  1 1 " ~~~Ö¶± ~~~Ö¶± Ö¶± |±° E@  2v 2 lh imitates  5 lh ostinato 9>c/G 16 Arbitrí [9/4]>g  17 åß
\ 18 $ c/G broken chord rh\lh D5 ú G\1; lh 6th chord, rh 7th chord; 20 " echoed; opposed 8ves 

22 Arbitrí [9/4] (varied) >g  23 åß   24: 18\21 % & extended
n^ 27>c  (w/E@&E$ thru m 30)  33\35 ostinato (<m20) 36¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]
  2 37 $: 18\20 echoed C>f   41 % B@>E@

44 " (as at 5+) developed A@ & b@ waver  53 + >E@/B@  58 åß
\ 59 $: 18\20 varied 62 Arbitrí [9/4] (varied) >F  63 åß  64: 59\61 %

67 E@ (w/D@&D$ thru m 70) continues w/ opposed 8ves etc as at 27\35 68 E@5 76 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1a:45; Parma 14:25; Venezia 12:25
dates: about 1740-45; 1756
companions: •V12:24, 25; M1a:44, 45 = P14:24, 25
instruments: cembalo with range Ge
difficulty: difficult, level 6; the falling broken chords in m18-19 and five later passages are divided between the
hands in different ways; m21 etc: rapid octaves in both hands move in opposite directions; m7+: offbeat tied
notes in lh; m33 etc: the ° D held by the right hand while it plays a CDC shake (~~~ ) should perhaps be
interpreted as the D of the shake being prolonged rather than an initial CD with the D repeated and held; the tr
in m36 could be interpreted as CBCB with the second C prolonged; m62: held notes within Å  scales
themes: 10202:21202: two groups; themes return and alternate; the “0” passages in my numerical scheme
(m16-26 &59-66, including the passages associated with the arbitrí) are cadenzas or bridges which recall cells
from the beginning and foretell cells from the ending of each part (like the opening of the finale to Beethoven’s
ninth symphony in miniature).  The three arbitrí passages (m16, 22, 62: each = 9/4 followed by a silent measure
with a ß) add the equivalent of 6 additional measures to the total count.  At the short-long n ratio m27 (=m31 in
the adjusted total) the opposed octave scales, which were interrupted by the second arbitrí, start again and
establish the relative minor (c) with which part 1 ends
keys: 163636:625145121: part 1 ends in submediant (relative) minor, part 2 begins in submediant major (C)
accidentals: m37: last note is E[=]
similar sonatas: P2:15 E (opposed octaves in both hands)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k508; Fadini 8:452
see also:  Kirkpatrick p398: “The free fermata, marked arbitri makes its appearance in [this sonata and P15:31]



in exactly the same way that Soler uses it in the preludes that illustrate his Llave de la Modulacion. This is the
only way in which Scarlatti indicates a tempo rubato, or a nonmeasured pulse” [See slurs in the introduction to
this file for another way in which Scarlatti indicates rubato]
Pestelli p52 [ad libitum passages in Albero Tocatas]; p77-78: “[exs m61-62, 16-17] pare risalire lungo la
tradizione della Toccata ancora più indietro di Alessandro”; p261 [with P15:3 d]
Chambure p165: “...marqué d’artifices de rhétorique...”
Willis p227-229 ex; Soler, Llave de la modulación, preludio 1: ex; p 233-236 Albero, Recercata in a [ex]; p56
Recercata in d ex.   See also Willis, One-man show... in Sala p271-308

Parma 14:26 D major Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1 ° ~~~± Ö± | ± ± ~~~± ± | ~~~± Ö± ± ± | Ä° D  3v 4 lh imitates 7 [à ] ÖÖ± °  7½lh imitates 6th lower

13 "2 rh weak\beats & ties; lh leaps 17>G/D  22>e >A/E
25 "3 (derived<"2) Ö± ~~~± ± | ±  lh weak\beat stresses
30 "4 ("3 variant) A; lh leaps úA\1  35: 30\34 %
40 "5 ("3 w/ ± ± inverted) rocking ostinato 47¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]

  2 48 "3 developed D  49 lh imitates
53 "2 developed  n56>A>e
61 "4 e/B  65 % step lower A 68>D
70 "3 varied 76 %
82 "5 89 :Ú: [end1; 2: can elide to link P14: 27]

source collections: Münster 1a:32; Parma 14:26; Venezia 12:26
dates: about 1730-35; 1756
companions: •M1a:32, 33 = P14:26, 27
•V12:26-29 = P14:26-29 
Since Münster 1a:32 resembles M1a:28=P14:10 G, it provides possible evidence that M is earlier than P since
the two sonatas are nearer to one another in M; P’s suite of 4 is carried over into V, not M’s two separate pairs
links: the last measure can be replaced by the first measure of the following sonata for the second ending; this is
probably intentional, as shown by the cancellation of the sharps in the key signature.
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: moderate, level 4 (Rousset: difficile)
themes: 12345:32435: one group, variants; omits first theme in part 2, mixes order of rest.  The n point leads to
a brief but striking passage in the supertonic minor (e) in which both hands play octaves
keys: 14255:152251:
graphics: at m70-73&76-79 thirds are divided between the hands, the letters D & M added in each measure
similar sonatas: P11:3 D
P14:10 G: discussed in companions above
P14:13 E (offbeat held notes)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k509; Fadini 8:453
see also: Sitwell: Spanish...

Parma 14:27 d minor  ($$) Allegro molto 3/4
  1 1 $$ cutoff downbeat  "1 £ ± ± | ± ± ± | ± ± ±¯|°¯Ö¶± |± °¯|°. broken chord ú d  3 or 4v cp 8 lh úA\1

13 "2 weak\beats, ties (in all v); middle & lowest v overlap 17>F
21 "3 lh leaps 24>g  28>a
35 "4 ("2 variant)
52 "5 top v weak\beats, ties  56 ¨12345  64 :Ú: [end1; 2: can elide]

  2 65 ## cutoff downbeat;  "1 developed D/A 67 lh imitates 71>e
n 75 "3 varied 80>A Ä scales ú then ü 83 % step lower 88>D  (extended)  93 ° A\1£
\ 94 $$ ££± "4 varied d



108 ## "5 varied; different bass; D  120 :Ú:[end1; 2: can link P14: 28 by tying rh D3]
source collections: Münster 1a:33 (0=,0>) Allegro molto; Parma 14:27; Venezia 12:27 Allegro
dates: about 1725-30; 1756
companions: •M1a:32, 33 = P14:26, 27
•V12:26-29 = P14:26-29
instruments: cembalo with range Ae
difficulty: moderate, level 5
themes: 12345:1345: one group, variants; continuous ±’s divided between the hands (the only part 1 rest
occuring in m44, the only break between themes at m93-94 in part 2) building in tension and excitement.  Part 2
develops or varies most themes; ö at start of second theme.  Uses chiaroscuro (same themes appear in major and
minor modes) The  scales introduced at m80 echo those in the á2 & 3 themes of P14:26, helping to confirm the
links discussed between these two sonatas discussed below
keys: 1345:125111:  ends in D major
links: D1 in first measure links from P14:26.  Can link P14:28 by tying the last measure (120) rh D3 of P14:27 to
the first measure rh D3 of P14:28 (which is redundant in its context) rather than eliding; however this sonata
precedes P14:16 in A in Münster.  The link also works to the first measure of P14:29 D, skipping P14:28
ornaments: m21 etc: tr (on lowest v); m38 etc  tre (on highest v); m43 etc, ~~~  (on either v or m72+ both at 
once); all on ± ’s; no ornaments on middle voices
m45: one of the last slurred small notes in the Parma mss (P15:2 C has the last)
similar sonatas: P7:25 d
P15:24 A (opening theme)
metaphors: portuguese fado
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k510; Fadini 8:454

Parma 14:28 D major Allegro ¢
  1 1 intro ~~~±. ¶± ± ± ostinato D 3v 4 "1 ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | Ö  falling broken 3rds, lh 8ves 8 rh weakbeats 12>A

17 "2 ostinato a  26 e  28 d  29 a/E
n^ 32 "1 (as at 8+) varied A  36 A\1  37 % 42 coda (2m<"2, %) 46¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]
  2 47 "2 developed A  49 b  53 e (w/ B#'C$  & C# ) 55 f#   57>C  61 F  63 d

66 "1 varied again D  72 % 77 coda, % rh 8ve lower  81 :Ú: [end1; 2: can elide to link P14: 29]
source collections: Münster 1a:46; Parma 14:28; Venezia 12:28; Zaragoza 35:12; NewYork 3:1
dates: about 1730-35; 1756
companions: •M1a:46, 47 = P14:28, 29
•V12:26-29 = P14:26-29
•Za35:12, 13 = P14:28, 12:22
instruments: cembalo with range Ae
difficulty: moderate, level 4 (Rousset: difficile)
themes: 121:21: one group, two themes alternate; short-long ö at start of last theme and final dominant of part 1;
no new themes in part 2 but order reversed.  The opening idea  (the first four measures are not repeated in part
2) is a rhetorical exordium: let’s get to work.  The offbeat melody at m32, the ö point, uses wide leaps and a
compass of more than an octave, from G<3 to D5; the part 2 version at m67 is slightly more restricted, from C<4

to D5 .  keys: 1552155:562373-11:
accidentals: m53-54: has C> in lh against B< (preceded by C<) in rh; Fadini omits the < (present in the
Münster, Parma and Venezia mss) on the rh D’s in m53: the key is e minor oscillating between the harmonic
and melodic modes; the B< is being used as an enharmonic way of expressing C> next to C<; in m55 and 56
D< is followed by D> rather than C* (double sharp)
similar sonatas: P13:3 A; E27 b; P15:18 E
influences: Clementi Gradus ad parnassum 24 f< (1817) resembles the beginning of part 2, m47-66, the classic
idea of an etude: rapid repeated figures in the right hand and slowly changing chords in the left
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k511; Fadini 8:455; Venezia online; Münster microfilm



see also: Gerstenberg p113 fn
Chambure p167
Sutcliffe p210: [P12:9 F & P13:16 F similar]

Parma 14:29 D major Allegro 3/4
  1 1 cutoff downbeat; intro  £ ÖÖÖ± | ± ± ± | ~~~±  rh only D (first 5 notes are a falling scale)

5 " lh: £ ÖÖÖ± | ± (same rhythm as intro but a turn, not a scale) 2 or 3v 16>A  H21(\23): rh scale ú
24 $ rh à ÖÖÖÖ±   D&D#; later E&E#  31 A\1  H31(\32) ± ± | °. sforzato a  37: H21  40: 24\30 % A

 47 ¨ 12345 ±   49 :Ú: [end1; 2: can elide]
  2 50 $ echoed D  54: H21

57 " developed G/D 61 % step higher A  65 % step higher b
n 68 $ varied; B pedals 72>G   77: H21 shortened  79 $ restated D/A 86: H31 d  92: H21: F5úA3

95: 79\85 % D/A  102 ¨12345 D  104 % rh 8ve lower 106 :Ú:
source collections: Zaragoza 31:31; Za 35:10; Münster 1a:47; Parma 14:29; Venezia 12:29; NewYork 1:69 --
González Valle: [Za31:31] “¡versión muy diferente!” [as compared to Za 35 presumably; he doesn’t state
whether either  is closer to the standard version of P, V & M]
dates: about 1730-35; 1756 (Za31 may have been compiled in 1753, although González Valle dates the copy to
circa 1770)
companions: •M1a:46, 47 = P14:28, 29
•V12:26-29 = P14:26-29
•Za31:30,31 = P6:4, 14:29
•Za35:9,10 = P15:3, 14:29
•NY 1:68-70 = P15:40 d, 14:29 D, 15:3 d
(Münster 1a:48&49 see P15:7&8 in G)
instruments: cembalo with range Af
difficulty: moderate, level 4
themes: 012:2122: two groups, cells; themes alternate & are restated in varied form; ö at start of second group in
varied form, emphasized by pedals, before its final restatement.  keys: 1555:145641111:
accidentals: interpreting the second G’s in m62-63 and the second A’s in m66-67 literally as > is justified on
the grounds that the resulting ambiguity immediately precedes the ö point and the unambiguous establishment
of b minor with B pedals
similar sonatas: P12:3 G; V42:9 E=; V49:20 C
metaphors: has naive-sounding features appropriate for a younger pupil, for example at the beginning of part 2
the up and down scales, followed by repeated seconds
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k512; Fadini 8:456
see also: Chambure p167: “cellule initiale de cinq notes...”

Parma 14:30 C major  Pastorale. Moder[a]to 12/8
  1 1 " Ö.»µ ± Ä ±.à à Ä  | ± Ä ± Ä ± Ä Ö.»µ |~~~Ö.»µ £ C  3v 1½lh imitates +\ 3½ % step lower B@  6 f/C 8>d ;A\1

10>a  12>e>D  13½ rh Æ  turns & scales; D pedals 15>G/D
n^ 17½ Molto allegro. $ ± Ä ± Ä | Ö.»µ Ö.»µ (<" partly inverted) G  G pedals; 22 G\1 35 :Ú:
  2 36 Presto 3/8 (1  ¶± ¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶± ¶± C/G (lh then rh G pedals) 50 G\1 pedals, rh broken chords

55 (2 rh repeated 8ves, lh falling broken 8ves C
70 (3 rising scales & falling broken 6ths  81 ß±.  ß:Ú:~

source collections: Münster 1a:50; Parma 14:30; Venezia 12:30
This is the last sonata in each of the libri listed above (considering M1a to be separate from M1b, since each has
its own  numbering and title-page).  M1-5 have a total of 358 sonatas, V1-12 reach 364 with this sonata; P1-12
reached 361 in 1755.  The association of 30 sonatas in most of the P&V libri with the number of days in an
average month is hard to resist, as is the goal of the number of days in a year (366 in 1756, a leap year), which is



almost reached in M and reached then passed in P&V.
dates: about 1730; 1756.  The three theme groups may be compositions of different dates spliced together. But
perhaps entirely an early work, a kind of farewell to Italia in 1729?  Most of the pastorale sections in Scarlatti
sonatas have frequent modulations to new keys, so it would be wrong to call them late on just that basis
instruments: cembalo with range Gd; Gc in part 2
difficulty: moderate, level 5; m13-15: six turns + scales comprising increasing numbers of ç s (6, 7, 8; 6, 7, 8)
followed by one Ä  (the total scale = ±.); slurs on first two scales only in Parma, first three in Münster.  Compare
P14:2 C, where the scales are increasingly slower.
themes: 12:345: two groups in part 1; one all new group in part 2.  The n on the map is calculated by converting
part 2 to 11½ measures of 12/8 so that the measure lengths in each part are more in line with one another.  Note
that the first eight measures of part 2 have tied G pedals (2 measures each), implying the same sort of
equivalency between first and second part measurements
keys: 174263255:11: part 1 includes keys in all the steps of a diatonic scale; part 2 begins in C major (or modal
G with F>)
graphics: in the context of pastorale and outdoor wind music where “wrong” notes are common in Scarlatti
pieces, , dissonances created by literal readings of missing accidentals are justified; to mention ones in both
Parma and Venezia (Münster microfilm too splotched to read) in which the stems are not joined under the same
beam: m8: second rh B[>] (m6&7 have =’s on all the B’s); m9: second C[>] (first & third and both in m10 are
<); m11: last G[>] (first is <); m25: third F[>] (first two are <); m27: second & third F[>] (first is <)
m21: Parma & Venezia have G1A2 for the first two lh chords; however Münster has A1A2, which is likely to be
the first version: the ninths in P & V are certainly possible and might be the composer’s own change (compare
P13:13 f m21 for example)
m35 (end of part 1): since m32-35 have a series of short phrases in the right hand which end in mid-air, and the
left hand has a drone bass which proceeds independent of the rh, the resolution caused by going back to the
opening theme and slower tempo seems right and makes the move to part 2 and fast tempo after the repeat even
more effective.  Parma has :||: S: 3/8, Venezia has ||: 3/8 Volti, implying that part 1 is not to be repeated in the
Venezia version The “S:” in Parma is replaced in Münster by the word “Segue” (in the same position, between
the new time signatures for the next page, in the middle of the ledgers) implying that S is an abbreviation for
that word, rather than a scribe’s initial.  P14:20&21 B= have S: at the end of each part.  P15:20 A also has
Segue at the end of part 2 in its Münster version (P15:21 is also in A)  m81: Venezia has Fin at the end of part 2
at the bottom of the page, referring to the entire libro; Münster has Fine, also at the bottom of the page.  All
three call for the repeat of part 2.  Fadini omits both repeats and has no endnotes about them in her edition. 
Further discussions: P14:7 D (first appearance of S:), P15:1 C (first S: in next libro, with some citations),
P15:28 F (last S: with summary list of all the occurrences)
similar sonatas: P4:12 B=; P12:25 F (pastorales)
P15:21 D also has a second part which is entirely in the tonic
P5:20 G has similar contrasting sections (in 3/8 and 6/8) and n can be calculated similarly
P6:24 C has a first-part ending with broken 6ths in the right hand
part 2 is similar to V42:47 F
editions used: Kirkpatrick 17: k513 (mislabeled 514 in the Johnson reprint volume); Fadini 8:457 (the last
sonata reached in her edition as of 2011; volume 8 was published in 1995); Münster microfilm; Venezia online
see also: Dale: p122: “street scenes”
Benton (Sheveloff p531-3): “unclassifiable”
Keller p64 [rhythms]
Kirkpatrick p129: “the exquisite little Christmas pastorale... There we hear the bagpipes of the zampognari
much as they are still to be heard at Christmas time in the provinces of southern Italy” [m23-35 have a simple
drone bass, such as the bourdon of the Musette de taverni of Couperin, ordre 15 (1722); see also P6:26 B=
influences]; p269
Pestelli p203-205: “nei suoi tre quadretti, la più pittoresca e la più celebre delle Pastorali di Scarlatti [fn:
Valabrega p80 compares it to a Pastorale by Francesco Geminiani], non va allontanata molto dagli Esercizi... si



può vedere come la Pastorale di Zipoli [1716] fosse ben presente nel ricordo di Scarlatti... contiene, nella parte
centrale, una parafrasi di una famosa melodia popolare, molto probabilmente di origine abruzzese; come indica
il Bogianckino la melodia doveva avere antiche origini, ed era un passo obbligato di ogni Pastorale [including
one for organ by Bernardo Pasquini]  Non molto lontano dagli anni in cui Scarlatti scriveva la [P14:30]
Sant’Alfonso Maria d’Liguori ricavava dalla nota melodia campano-abruzzese, il canto «Tu scendi dalle
stelle»...” [I take this to mean that these words were set to the melody after Scarlatti’s death]; p230 [the opening
of Albero’s Sonata 17, a Pastorale or Siciliana in g minor,  is modeled on Scarlatti’s Pastorale]
Sitwell: “...its magical entertainment, as ever with Scarlatti, is over in a few moments, ending gaily, even
frenziedly, as in Jacques Callot’s Neapolitan Dances, or Balli di Sfessania” [Sitwell uses the same comparison
for P1:25]
Sutcliffe p136-139: “...It would seem to present a narrative... it is certain that Scarlatti pursued the consequences
and implications of a mixed style further than any other composer of the time...”
Willis p131-132 ex; p182 [quotes Massimo Bogianckino, The harpsichord music of Domenico Scarlatti, 1967,
p109-110]

Parma Libro 15. Scarlatti. 1757. (42) Sonatas

Parma 15:1 C major  Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1 à ÖÖ± ° | à ÖÖ± ° | à ÖÖ± ° | ° ~~~° | Ö C  2v 1½ lh inverts, adds leaps 7 rh leaps
, 11 "2 rh triplets, lh 3\8ve leaps 14>G  G5 & G\1

, 17½$ (F$ &F#) lh ± ± 7ths, 6ths 21 broken chord swoop ú; m4 echoed 23 rh 7ths, 6ths 31 :Ú:
  2 32 $ developed d/G lh ostinato  35 % step higher e  38 % C  & extended  n44>G
, 48 "2 C/G  51>F>C
, 54½$ (B$ &B@) 68 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1b:7; Parma 15:1; Venezia 13:1
dates: about 1730-35; 1757
companions: •M1b:7-8; V13:1-2 = P15:1-2
instruments: cembalo with range Gg (the hands are often widely separated, with both the low and high G’s
occurring simultaneously in m14 and 29)
difficulty: moderate, level 5
themes: 123:323: two groups, first theme omitted in part 2.  The motion or rate of change nearly comes to a halt
in the ostinato passage from m37-43, but picks up again at the n point and the move to the dominant, G major. 
The temptation to use accelerando in these measures is hard to resist; if used, it would be more effective if the
speed were increased the first time part 2 is played, but played at the correct tempo (or even slower) the second
time.  The passage is so expressive anyway, and most public performers are going to be playing the sonata much
too fast to begin with.  keys: 15:2315141:
ornaments, graphics: m7-10 tr in both hands should probably end with downturns.  At the end of m10 both
hands must leap more than 2 octaves to begin m11; downturns would help launch the leaps
m31: the right-hand G has a ~~~ in Venezia but not in Parma
end: S in Parma.  In spite of Sheveloff’s theory (below), this may be an abbreviation of segue: the next sonata
follows without a break (even when it’s in a different key)  SA could be segue altra--another sonata follows
(used in P15:8 and 9, which are parts of a suite of 4 in G, P15:7-10; compare the use of “Volti subito altra parte”
in the Newberry ms, Prozhoguin 2010 p189)  and “Senza parare segue l’altra” in the New York manuscript,
Soler section folio 94r: the next follows without pausing.  See also P14:20, 21 & 30, here the S: occurs at the
end of part 1, the usual position for the word segue in many of the sources.  In P15 the S is usually S. not S: and
appears at the end of most of the sonatas, thus sometimes linking sonatas in different keys.  Perhaps the
intention is to create large-scale groupings on the model of the 28 linked sonatas P13:7 C through P14:4 C
reported by Flannery (see P13:7 C) and my easter sequence of 13 proposed for P2:18 f through 30 b= (see
P2:26 c for that and some others)  The intention in P15 is muddied by the different order in Münster and the
switching of P15:3&4 in d.  other theories about S:



Carl Sloane, in Early music, 2000, v28: 330-331, offers “su alteza” as another possibility (for P15:8&9 G), in
which case the sonatas so marked would have been composed before 1746, when Maria Barbara was still a
princess; compare Zaragoza 2 (in the collections file) where some of the sonatas are inscribed Rna. for Reina or
queen.  For the rest of the “S” sonatas, he suggests Scarlatti himself, in failing health at the end of his life.
Sheveloff p50: “The unobtrusive small initials look very much like copyist’s markings. Sebastiano Albero and
Soler, Antonio are the only known names connected with Scarlatti in Madrid to whom these initials might
apply...” [There are several in P14 as well, which Sheveloff missed?  The first is at P14:7 D.  At 14:30 C I
discuss my own theory and give some evidence.  The last is P15:28 F where I list all the S’s. The initials occur
only in the Parma source, not Venezia or Münster: but Münster has two sonatas in which Segue occurs in the
position where Parma has S (P14:30 C and P15:20 A)  Albero died early in 1756.  Soler apparently copied at
least some of Scarlatti’s works, and refers to Venezia 1-13 in another connection: see Grove music online article
on Scarlatti, section entitled “los treces libros”; Pagano p438, 459; 2006 english edition p328, 346-7]
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k514; Venezia facsimile.  A few of the notes in this Catalogue for P15 sonatas
have been added from the V13 facsimile since the Fadini edition stops with P14\V12; this should not be
considered a complete list of variants however. Venezia online is also now (2011) available for V13.
see also: Kirkpatrick p191: “rapid or repeated leaps are executable only with a sense of arm rebound”
Sitwell: “zapateado...”
Chambure p167
Pestelli p241
Campbell p62; p102-3; p155-156, p162
Marco Moiraghi, The last keyboard sonatas... an analytical and terminological proposal, in Morales p332-333 [a
chart of all the sonatas in Parma 15, showing them to have between four to seven sections each, in a revision of
Kirkpatrick’s proposed formal analysis]

Parma 15:2 C major Allegro 3/4
  1 1 intro: Ä  broken chord ú divided by h C
, 3 "1 £ ± ± | ± ~~~° | ± ± ± | Å¯ÖÖ± ± ± | ±  2v 7: 3\6 %
, 12 "2 G/C rh ostinato, lh leaps & falls by steps 16 %& extended  21 G/D
, 22 $1 £ ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | G  G\1 downbeat, rising triplet broken 2nds, close h 25 %
, 28 $2 3v 32\33 echoes $1 m24  34: 28\31 %

38 $3 2v 42 % 46 :Ú:
  2 47 ( (derived<intro & "1: ± broken chord ú by 3rds) d  51 %+\ F
,n 55 "2 C/F  59 % lh 8ve lower (3\8ve leaps) & extended
, 65 $1 C   68 %
, 71 $2 77: 71\74 % rh 8ve higher

81 $3 (83 ¨12345 ± ± ± | ± ± ) 85 %  89 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1b:8; Parma 15:2; Venezia 13:2
dates: about 1725-30; 1757
companions: •M1b:7-8; V13:1-2 = P15:1-2
instruments: cembalo with range Gf
difficulty: difficult, level 6 (Rousset: difficile; Maxwell: advancing intermediate) Hand crossing is preferable in
m24, 28, 67 & 70; this has been indicated in Münster, but in a later hand.  Compare P13:18 (Minuet in G)
themes: 012345:62345: two groups; replaces introduction & first theme in part 2 with material derived from
them; ö at start of second theme, in tonic on a subdominant (F) bass leading quickly (steps down to bass C2 in
m58, firmly grounded on a C1 at m65) to the final established home key; rest in same order as in part 1
keys: 15455:24141: uses subdominant pedals rather than the more typical dominant ones; the Characteristics file
has a table of sonatas in which these occur
graphics: m31: slur on small Å  is the last slurred small-note in this Parma libro as far as I have noticed;
elsewhere in this sonata and the rest of P15 slashed Ä  small notes are often used (presumably also Å ’s).  Münster



1b uses neither slashes nor slurs on the small notes, again as far as I’ve noticed in samples.  Venezia 13
substitutes slashed small notes for all the slurred ones in this sonata: see ornaments in the introductory section
of this Catalogue
end: S in Parma
similar sonatas: P13:18 G (hands cross exchanging triplets)
The broken chord in ± thirds at the start of part 2 is similar to that at the start of P15:41 F
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k515; Venezia facsimile; Münster microfilm
see also: Sitwell: “Military ...Virtuoso... group with glissando passages... Spanish... “
Maxwell p358: “Mordents effectively create birdlike sounds throughout a four-octave range...”
Gerstenberg p116
Campbell p65-6; p112-3; p157, p162, p163
Sutcliffe p259 ex m47-56 [~~~  in m50 is on first ±, but on second ±  in m54]
Moiraghi, in Morales p332

Parma 15:3 d minor  (0@) Prestissimo ¢
  1 1 "1 ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | Ö  turns & scales ú d  3v  5 lh imitates x rh 6 rh °: chords, ties 9 lh leaps

20 "2 à ÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ° lh 8ves  22>a
25 "3 rh broken chords ostinato 27 lh imitates , rh ties 29 % 33 rh ° scale ú 37 echoes "1

39: 25\37 % 52 lh f2 x f1, rh ties (scales overlap as at 8)  56 (A\1) ¯ :Ú: [end1; 2: elide]
  2 57 "1 developed d/A  59 lh imitates  61>F  67 B@
n 69 "2 71>d

74 "3 A\1 pedals  82: 33+ varied/extended  90: 74\88 % 105 rh ties varied 108 G\1 109 :Ú:
La que sigue se debe tañer primero: That (sonata) which follows (15:4) should be played first (before this one)
source collections: Münster 1b:10; Parma 15:3; Venezia 13:4; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12:26; Zaragoza 35:9;
New York 1:70
dates: about 1725-30; 1757 (Za 35 compiled earlier?)
companions: •M1b:9, 10; V13:3, 4 = P15:4, 3
•Za35:9,10 = P15:3, 14:29
•NY 1:68-70 = P15:40 d, 14:29 D, 15:3 d
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 123:123: one group, variants; part 2 in same order
keys: 15:1361: ö at start of second theme in part 2 and move from submediant major to final tonic
accidentals, graphics: m62, 65, 66, 68 (Parma, Venezia & Münster): = on first B only (Münster has > on the E
in m68 but not the second B), = on first B in m69 in Münster & Venezia but not in Parma, > on second B in all
m90+: Parma uses § to indicate the repeat of m90-93; there is not a space problem, so the sign may have been in
the original (Münster and Venezia have the repeated measures written out in full) P & V have B=1G2B=2G2 for
the second broken chord in m84&100, M has B=1B=2G2B=2.  However the Münster microfilm shows signs that
the original manuscript may have been altered; the P & V version is preferable, because it breaks the
surrounding pattern and gives a foretaste of the reversed-hand broken chords in m105&107
m104: Münster has = on the B4 but not Parma or Venezia (all have = on the B3); in m107 only the B-1 has a = in
all, not the two B1’s which follow
end:  S in Parma
similar sonatas: P7:23 b; P10:8 d; P10:29 f
metaphors: flight--as in fleeing someone or something; the tied °’s in the top voice at m27-28 and similar places
create appoggiature in thirds in the middle voice which are anguished cries
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k517; Venezia facsimile; Münster microfilm
see also: Gerstenberg p135 ex m28+: “Auch an der Sprungtechnik haben beide Hände gleichen Anteil...”
[sudden leaps by left hand deep into bass region for pedals]
Kirkpatrick p200; p291; p295-6



Sitwell: “A jota, with touches of the zapateado...”.
Pestelli p77: ex [m1-6] “...sarebbe così un ripensamento dello stile toccatistico di Alessandro [Scarlatti]”; p261
[see P14:25]; p262: “...il basso albertino, anziché piedistallo di una melodia, viene usato con funzione di
pseudotema in assoluta parità di diritti con gli altri barbagli tematici della pagina...” [continues comparing the
«ritorno all’antico» in the presumed late sonatas of this type with J S Bach returning to counterpoint in the Art
of Fugue]
Clark 1985 p546: exs [m52 reversed hand broken chords as used by Rameau in Les cyclopes, 1724]
Campbell p74; p116; p135; p152-153, p162
Willis p197-200 exs: [suspense created by delaying arrival of tonic]
Moiraghi, in Morales p332

Parma 15:4 d minor  (0@) Allegretto 3/8
  1 1 "1 ~~~±.|~~~±.|~~~ÖÖ± | ~~~ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ±. d  modal 3v cp 5 lh imitates 9th lower; rh 3rds 31 A pedals  37 ± ä
, 38 "2 (derived<"1 m5: 3rds divided between h; ostinato; 4v) d/A>e  46 åß  47 % but >d

55 åß  56 %>a
66 "3 E pedals; repeated notes; downbeats reinforced by 3rds (4v) 74 %
82 "4 88 % rh 8ve lower  94 Æ  scales, ¨12345  98 :Ú:

  2 n 99 "3 developed; downbeat full chords d/A 103 F  107 B@  114 g/D pedals 119 >d
126 "3 restated; A pedals  134 %
142 "4 158 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1b:9; Parma 15:4; Venezia 13:3
dates: about 1725-30; 1757.  The lack of a = in the key signatures of P15:3 and 4 is a good indication that both
are early works
companions: •M1b:9, 10; V13:3, 4 = P15:4, 3 (P15:4 should be played before P15:3; see note in P15:3 score)
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: moderate, level 5; imitative counterpoint; chords and repeated notes shared by hands m67+ & m99+
(compare P2:17 D) some with added tones; double trills split between hands; the shakes in the right hand
require the use of the little fingers (m45: fingers 4&5)
themes: 1234:334: one group, variants; long-short ö at start of part 2, first two themes omitted, third theme
developed: chords in both hands build in an orchestral crescendo; this relaxes at m113 but rebuilds again until
the home key is reached, then this theme is restated in its part 1 form
keys: 1*121555:1365111:  modal: opening theme in d minor but with B> & C>; frequent shifts of accidentals
without actually changing key (for example F< in m8&10; the first B= occurs at m9, the first C< at m12)
ornaments, graphics: Parma & Venezia sometimes have ~~~ in one hand against tr in the other (m56-66 for
example); Münster uses ~\ for both hands.  If the tr’s begin on the upper auxiliary and the ~~~’s on the principal
note, varying clashes in the harmonies will result
m94: Münster has Col deto solo (not in Parma or Venezia); this and the similar scales in m96 & m154 all have
slurs in M but not in P or V, m156 has no slur in all three.  Since the scales contain accidentals, they are rather
painful glissandi if played with a turned-over finger on a modern instrument; it is possible that the keyboard for
which they were intended had accidentals which protruded only slightly above the naturals
end: S. in Parma
similar sonatas: P11:9 d, P15:19 a; P15:25 G
V42:21 A & V42:27 F have similar rapid scales near the ends of parts
metaphors: resembles the opera seria gesturing of P9:20 g, but this time with continuing comments by a chorus
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k516; Venezia facsimile; Münster microfilm
see also: Dale: p122: “street scenes”
Kirkpatrick p210; p276
Sitwell: “Spanish sonatas...”
Pestelli p263-4
Campbell p65-7; p122; p160



Moiraghi, in Morales p332

Parma 15:5 F major  Allegro ¢
  1 1 cutoff downbeat  "1 £ Ö± ± ± | ±  F  3v 4 lh imitates 7 h parallel 10th apart 11>d 14>g

16 "2 ("1 variant)  h parallel 8ve apart  19 $ ±± ~~~±.  ¶± >a
\ 26 ### $1A ± Ö.» ± ± | ± Ö± ÖÖÖ± | ± lh ¬ chords, A\1,then ° 8ves 30>E  h 3rd then 6th apart (echoes "2)

34>c#  36>B
39 $2 ($1 variant; middle v ties x m\lines: Ö± ± ±_|±) A/E  43>a  n^44 $$$
48 (1 £ ~~~Ö± ± ±_|± 54 %
60 (2 ( $2 variant) 68 :Ú:

  2 69 ### $1 developed A>D  72 % step higher B>E  75 % step higher C#>F#  77 F#5

\ 78 * £ °._|± Ä° Ä±_|± lh ostinato chords f#>b  82 % a  86 $$$@ d  88 top v echoes "2 at 19 90>C>F
94 (1 100 %
106 "1 varied 112 coda: rh 3rds 115 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1b:11; Parma 15:5; Venezia 13:5; Barcelona 23
dates: about 1750-55; 1757
companions: •M1b:11, 12; V13:5, 6; Barc 23, 24 = P15:5, 6
instruments: cembalo with range Gg (actual range Af<)
difficulty: rapid thirds; difficult, level 6
themes: 123456:3751: three groups; omits several themes in part 2; ends with first theme varied.  Themes are
aphoristic in character.
keys: 162337+5+4+33:364+7+5+1+1+4+3651:  part 1 ends in a minor, the change occurring at m44, the ö
short-long ratio (see also metaphors below).  The sonata passes through 8 major keys (A B C C< D E F F<) and
5 minor keys (g a c<d f<) (compare P6:16 G & P6:20 E)
accidentals: m38: F “<” should be interpreted as F* (there is already a <on F in the key signature m26-43)
m79 (Münster, Parma & Venezia): rh holds G>3 then plays an A4 small note (appoggiatura) followed by G[<]4:
very poignant; there are both minor- & major-second appoggiature in this passage, and both the left and right
hand make ninth stretches (depending on which is used to play the middle voice)
similar sonatas: the theme (or cell) at m19 also appears in P15:15 B= m3 and P13:28 F m53 (start of part 2)
metaphors: the middle of part 1 (second of three thematic groups) starts in A major, as though the tonic key had
shifted, and modulates to its own dominant (E, the leading-tone key of F, as far away as possible from it) This
key shift (in the same thematic group) begins part 2 as well, like a mirror world alongside the F major world.
This mirror world also contains the highest and lowest notes of the sonata, F<5 and A-1.  The third thematic
group, in a minor, which ends part 1 could be part of either world (ö points often occur at changes of mode from
the home key, the equivalent of passing through a door from one room to another indoors or from light to shade
outdoors).  In part 2, at m78 through m93, the sonata suddenly steps out of the rituals of the court, as though the
mirror world had been transformed into a remote landscape; one of Scarlatti’s many passages of transcendent
beauty.  When a minor is reached in the part 2 modulations (m82-85), the first world is gradually regained
through its subdominant, d minor, the relative minor of the F major tonic key world, and the third thematic
group is repeated transposed to F major.  Compare Velazquez’ Las meninas, as well as Amigoni’s Farinelli and
his friends (which is the illustration for the Contemporaries file launch page): the artist becomes part of the
painting, watching himself through a mirror
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k518
see also: Dale: “puppet plays” [see P6:23 C]
Kirkpatrick p142; p275: “this pair [with P15:6]... embraces, at least in passing, 18 out of the 24 possible major
and minor tonalities”; p247; p263; p273
Keller p74: “terzverwandte Tonarten...” [F major to A major; not common until Schubert according to Keller]
Sitwell: “Of Spanish grandeur...”
Jacqueline Ogeil in Sala p363-364 ex m69-77: [rhetorical device of gradatio] “...perhaps the piano’s capabilities



more effectively allow the performer to build the sequence dynamically...”; Ogeil (thesis) p83 ex
Campbell p67-8; p131-3
Jackson p106-7 ex m65-68 “...Tonally, this acciaccatura 4th gives emphasis to the remote key of A minor
within the general key of F major” [by acciaccatura he means the added-tone chords in m65)
Willis p210 ex
Moiraghi, in Morales p332

Parma 15:6 f minor  (3@) Allegro asay 3/8
  1 1 " ± Ä | ~~~ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | Ö  lh repeated notes f  3 or 4v 9: 1\5  % 13>A@  25>b@  36>c

49 $1 ~~~Ö_é¶¶ç±|±._|±._|±.  2v lh broken 7th chord (intervals of 3rds) úG\1 58 lh 8ves  61: 49\60 %
73 $$$ $2 C  3v rh 8ves, 3rds, etc 81 % & extended  93 :Ú:

  2 94 @ " developed C  3v 102 g & d  waver (D pedals)  n106  110  G pedals  114>c  119>f
125 $1 137 %
149 $2 F  157 % & extended 171 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1b:12; Parma 15:6; Venezia 13:6; Barcelona 24
dates: about 1725-30; 1757
companions: •M1b:11, 12; V13:5, 6; Barc 23, 24 = P15:5, 6
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: difficult, level 7; rapid thirds & octaves; the repeated notes in the left hand (the á theme on the map)
should be played by changing fingers
themes: 123:123: two groups; part 2 in same order.  There is no clear-cut event to associate with n on the above
map, however shortly after it a move from submediant to supertonic pedals occurs (a typical n event in Scarlatti
sonatas when keys are involved); perhaps the inexactness is due to the large total number of measures
keys: 13455:526511:  uses the keys of F, C, g & d which also appear in P15:5 and the keys f, A=, b=& c which
don’t; I don’t find the 18th key mentioned by Kirkpatrick p275; as far as I can tell, G, g<, B=, b, E=, e=, and  e
are not used in either (in the sense of a tonal area through which the sonata passes briefly or remains awhile).
This one ends in F major.  I think it was composed much earlier than P15:5; the pairing has other purposes than
to create an overall cycle of keys, the works contrasting with rather than complementing one another
similar sonatas: P15:42 f
the rapid octave passages are like P2:20 F & P4:22 f
metaphors: in spite of Sitwell and Clark’s opinions of spanishness, see also below, I find this sonata to be an
example of portuguese fado, its insistent pedals in part 1 becoming hammer blows in part 2, the change to major
at the ends of each part the overcoming of fate
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k519
see also: Landowska: “...passes by like a flash of lightning”
Kirkpatrick p201: “Choruses of distant hunting-horns.. heard through the palace windows”
Sitwell: “[may or may not be a tarantella]... has brilliant octave passages at end of each section... [a little
masterpiece of compression]... ‘Hunting’... Spanish...  Neapolitan high spirits...”
Clark 1976: “minor/major folk music... peculiar to Andalucia”.
Campbell p62; p123-4; p135
Moiraghi, in Morales p332

Parma 15:7 G major Allegretto ¢
  1 1 "1 ~~~±.¶± ± ± | ± ± G  2v 6 lh imitates

10 "2 lh ¬ 8ves 15 lh imitates 18 >D/A
23 $1 ± Ö± ÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ± rh 3rds, lh leaps úA\1 29>D 31 %
39 $2 rh 6ths ¨ D\A drone pedals  43 %  47 :Ú:

  2 48 $2 developed/inverted G/D  51>D  53>a/E
n 58 ( rh falling broken 2nds, lh ostinato chords a & e waver 63>G



66 $1 72 E5  74 % 8ve lower
82 $2 varied 87 %  92 G\1 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1a:48; Parma 15:7; Venezia 13:7; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12:23; Zaragoza 35:17;
Barcelona 1; NewYork 1:62
dates: about 1730-35; 1756
companions: •M1a:48, 49 = P15:7, 8
•V13:7-10; Barc 1-4= P15:7-10
•NY 1:60-63 = P10:15, 16, 15:7, 8
instruments: cembalo with range Ge
difficulty: difficult, level 7; sixths & thirds. m50-51, 54-55: lh plays two voices while rh holds a fifth or sixth
then is silent.  There are sudden jumps in the thirds at m29 and m72.  Compare Chopin, Étude opus 25:6, 1836
themes: 1234:4534: two groups; omits first group in part 2 & adds new material at the n point, a slow march
with the left-hand chords falling by steps
keys: 155:152261:
accidentals, graphics: m23-46: < could be assumed for all the C’s throughout this passage, rather than a literal
interpretation of each. Parma, Venezia, & Münster (so far as the microfilm is legible) are identical in this regard,
except in m26, which has an extra < on the second C in V & M.  I’m assuming Scarlatti’s editorial preparation
or proofreading was less careful than usual in these 1757 libri.  But another way to think about it: if the missing
<’s are treated literally as C>’s , D major is reached only after great struggle in the last measure of part 1; this
makes the unambiguous and insistent G major throughout most of part 2 all the more effective.  Compare
P14:30 C
m30: Münster has a ~~~ on the last E ± , not present in Parma or Venezia
m47: Segue after double bar in Münster, between ledgers
end: S.  after double bar in Parma, between ledgers
similar sonatas: P14:14 b; P15:39 d
P14:10 G (similar opening)
P14:17 A (thirds)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k520; Münster microfilm, Venezia facsimile
see also: Kirkpatrick p216
Sitwell: “the most brilliant of all the military pieces... inspired by the mounting of the guard below the Buen
Retiro, or other palace window, but reaching to ultimate heights of fantasy... Spanish...”
Chambure p169: “...pourrait s’intituler «Étude pour les tierces»...”
Sutcliffe p317 [stylistic fingerprint: suspension/syncopation figure in tenor m48-57]
Campbell p75; p107-8; p157, p162
Moiraghi, in Morales p332
Willis p195-197 exs: “suspense... although the final arrival on the tonic is a reward worth waiting for, and will
sustain us through repetitions of both halves, in retrospect it is not this but the longer and highly evocative
preamble itself which constitutes the most significant and memorable ‘event’ of the composition”

Parma 15:8 G major Allegro 3/8
  1 1 " à Ö± | Ö~~~Ö± | ~~~±.|~~~± Ä  | ÖÖ± | ÅÖ  G  3v 3 lh imitates 1st 5 notes 8 middle v ties 13>G/D

17 broken chord swoop úD1 19 Ä à à ß
\ 20 $  $ lh ostinato d
, 36 #  (1 ±. | ±. | ÖÖ± ~~~ÖÖ± | D  (39 A\1) 47 %+\ (m 47 offbeat)
n^55 58 (2 rh ties 62\69: [3/4 hemiola] lh 8ves, ties  70 :Ú:
  2 71 " developed G/D 76>a  83 C/G 87 G/D pedals
, 92 @@  $ g
, 108 #  (1 G  120 % rh 8ve lower 122 leaps; G\1

131 (2  135\142: [3/4 hemiola] 143 :Ú:



source collections: Münster 1a:49; Parma 15:8; Venezia 13:8; Barcelona 2; NewYork 1:63
dates: about 1730-35; 1756
companions: •M1a:48, 49 = P15:7, 8
•V13:7-10; Barc 1-4 = P15:7-10
•NY 1:60-63 = P10:15, 16, 15:7, 8
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; difficult rhythms m1+, m58+, m135+
themes: 1234:1234: three groups; ö close to start of last theme in part 1 and hemiola; part 2 in same order
keys: 1155:14111:
rhythm: the passage at m36-46 is repeated at m47 but the initial chord is shifted to the second beat in m47, a
hint of the hemiolas to come in m62 and m135; see also Kirkpatrick below
graphics, ornaments, accidentals: m6-16 etc: small notes which are typically before beat or crushed in previous
libri are unslurred slashed Ä ’s.  The same notation is used for typical onbeat appoggiature in m136&140
m44: C[>] as opposed to C< m46, 55 and 57, in otherwise identical contexts
end: SA in Parma: perhaps for segue altra, another sonata (in the same key) follows; see P14:30 C &  P15:1 C
similar sonatas: see P4:3 G for some other sonatas in 3/8 which start with two repeated notes
the section in d minor beginning at m20 is very much like P15:4 d
P15:19 a has similar hemiolas at the ends of parts
other similarities: P10:15 G; P12:28 G, P13:18 G
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k521
see also: Sitwell: “Siciliennes...  Spanish...  Very strongly suggestive of the guitar...”
Kirkpatrick  p296 ex [m55-70 apparently in 3/4]
Chambure p169: ... «Étude pour les agréments»...
Campbell p80; p128-9; p151-152, 160
Moiraghi, in Morales p332
Francou-Desrochers [see full citation at P1:28 a] p64-66 ex m132-143 “metric opposition”

Parma 15:9 G major Allegro ¢
  1 1 " ~~~° ± ± | ± ± ± ± |~~~± Ö± ± ± |±  falling scale G  2v 4 lh imitates; h 3rd apart  15>D

15 $1 ° ° |± ± ~~~±.¶± | ± 3v cp; lower voices: weak\beat stresses & ties >e  23>D/A
26 $2 ($1 variant) lh broken chord A\1 ü
39 $3 D  2v unfolded 8ves ú&ü 43 % & extended 51¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]

  2n(55) 52 $2&$1 developed together G/D>e  62>a 66>G/D 67 $3 echoed; walking bass
70 $2 restated
77 $3 G (% & extended as in pt1) 89 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1b (ultimi sonate per cembalo di D. Domenico Scarlatti.  Composte nell’ Anno
1756 e 1757, in cui morí):1; Parma 15:9; Venezia 13:9; Zaragoza 35:14; Barcelona 3; NewYork 1:66
dates: about 1730-35; 1757
companions: •M1b:1, 2 = P15:9, 10
•V13:7-10; Barc 1-4 = P15:7-10
•NY 1:66, 67 = P15:9, 25
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: difficult, level 6 (Rousset: moyennement facile; Maxwell: intermediate) The rh fingering at m39+
could be | 25421542 | 1... (or with 12 in the middle of m41 to keep the thumb off the accidental)
themes: 1234:32434: two groups; ö near start of part 2, first theme omitted, order mixed;  keys: 15655:16211:
graphics: SA at end: this may mean segue altra: another sonata (in the same key) follows
similar sonatas: P10:26 a: unfolded octaves
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k522
see also: Pestelli p74: “[compares beginning of this sonata with] l’attacco dell’Aria «Su, venite a consiglio» di
Alessandro [Scarlatti]”; p265: [in group of last sonatas, but conforms to the group on p241:]  Allegri alla breve



«amplificati» [see P15:34]
Chambure p169: “...[étude] pour les octaves brisés...”
Sutcliffe p317 [stylistic fingerprint: suspension/syncopation figure in alto m53 etc]
Campbell p75; p113-4; p157-8, p163
Moiraghi, in Morales p332

Parma 15:10 G major Allegro 3/8
  1 1 "1 à Ö± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | Ö G  rh leaps (broken 10ths) 5 weak\beat stresses & ties 10>D

21 "2 ("1 variant: both h opposed leaps)  29 % & extended 37 ¨12345; rh triplets  40 A\1

43 D1&2 [can elide to link m44 (D2 only)] :Ú:
  2 44 @ "1 developed g  n54  57 c  59>g

66 # "2 G  88 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1b:2; Parma 15:10; Venezia 13:10; Barcelona 4
dates: about 1730-35; 1757
companions: •M1b:1, 2 = P15:9, 10
•V13:7-10; Barc 1-4 = P15:7-10
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: rapid triplet groups; difficult, level 7
similar sonatas: P1:10 C
leaps resemble those in LW 43 C: hands move together but in opposed directions to create different chords
(thirds, octaves, etc)
themes: 12:12: one group, variants; part 2 in same order
keys: 15:1411: part 2 begins in tonic minor; ö near change to submediant minor
graphics: end: S. in Parma
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k523
see also: Sheveloff p175: [called Gigue in Bülow edition 1864]
Chambure p169: “...[étude] pour les degrés (les «sonorités»?)...”.
Sutcliffe p158-163 ex=m1-73: “... a syntactical plot involving the collision between periodic and sequential
impulses -- or the modern manners of a galant style and the older ways of the learned...” [This is also a recurring
topic in Pestelli’s discussions of sonatas in this libro]; p319 [stylistic fingerprint: single note pedal m39]
Campbell p67-8; p109; p156, p162
Moiraghi, in Morales p332
Willis p114: “Not looking back... begins with a distinctive four-bar phrase which is immediately jettisoned [ex]”

Parma 15:11 F major All[egr]o 3/4
  1 1 "1 lh ~~~Ö± Ö± Ö± | ± °; rh (3rds) £ £ ±¯|Ö¶± Ö± Ö± F  3v 11>C

14 "2 rising broken 4ths 2v 24 G\1

, 25 $ 3v middle v Ö± Ö± tr± (echoes "1 lh) 29 Ç  scaleü32 % & extended 38 ¨ 12345 ±.  Ä ± | ± ±  40 :Ú:
  2 41 "1 C  43 % step higher d  45 a
n 48 ( rh 4ths & 6ths, lh 8ves, h parallel or opposed  50>d  59>C ; C pedals
, 66 $ F  81 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1b:5; Parma 15:11; Venezia 13:11; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12:24; Barcelona 5
dates: about 1730-35; 1757
companions: •M1b:5, 6; V13:11, 12; Barc 5, 6 = P15:11, 12
instruments: cembalo with range Gf
difficulty: difficult, level 6.  Conjunct thirds, sixths, octaves. The notes held by each hand in m6-7 while the
other fingers play scales in opposite directions call for considerable finger dexterity
themes: 123:143: two groups; replaces middle theme with new material in part 2.  Themes are epigrammatic in
character (see rhetoric in introduction to this file)  The first theme begins in the left hand but the right hand



concludes or answers it in a dialogue.  The passage beginning at m48, the n point, is derived from the
downward-then-upward thirds in m2 of the first theme; it is an example of a dog-chasing-its-tail stylistic trait
which appears in several sonatas: the notes circle upon themselves in a confined space; this might last two or
three measures, or be repeated throughout an entire sonata as in P8:16 F; see also influences below
keys: 15:563651:
ornaments, accidentals, graphics: m17-19 & m64: large-note appoggiature (different contexts)
m29 etc: rapid scales with B> are similar to “deto solo” (single finger) scales in other sonatas such as P14:23 F,
but the last note of the scale in m38 is B[=] and those in m70, 77, and 79 also contain B=’s.  The scale in m79
begins on the downbeat (the others are in mid-measure) so that the left-hand dotted figure stands out on its own,
bringing the sonata to a close
end: S in Parma
influences: the rapid changing chords (blocked intervals) at m48+ occur in P4:8 G and elsewhere; they show up
in Clementi Sonata in E= opus 9:3 (1783) and are a staple of early 19th century piano music: Weber Momento
capriccioso opus 12, Schumann Toccata opus 7, Chopin: transition from the second Presto con fuoco to Agitato
in the Ballade in F major opus 38, near the endings of all four movements of the Sonata in b minor opus 58,
Nocturne opus 37:2, and Fantaisie opus 49.
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k524
see also: Kirkpatrick p192 [ex m54+]; p198 [with P15:12]
Pestelli p264-265: [puts P15:9 through 42 in a single group of last sonatas, but makes an exception for this
sonata and P15:19, 22, 35 and 40 which he says] “non armonizzano con il panorama della più matura sonata di
Scarlatti, e vanno piuttosto riportate ai gruppi del periodo 1738-’46” [p209-223]
Sutcliffe p374: “[P3:15 F, 7:2 F & 15:11 F] all begin with a syntactically improper unit”
Campbell p70; p112; p135; p162-3
Moiraghi, in Morales p332

Parma 15:12 F major Allegro 6/8
  1 1 " lh  £ Ä  ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± ±. broken 2nds w/ repeated notes F  3v 3  rh imitates 12>C/G

18 $ 4v cp offbeat stresses & ties 20 leaps ú full chords, G\1  24: 18\23 %  30 extended>C  32 :Ú:
  2 33 ( ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ± Ä ± Ä | ± d/A 3v 38 tre[molo] w/ leap to bass  39: 33\38 % 1/2 step higher E@/B@
n 44 " developed g>d>a  50 % 4th higher >d>F/C

58 $ 64 % 70 extended>F   72 coda: ¨ 15 drone, rh offbeat stresses 74 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1b:6; Parma 15:12; Venezia 13:12; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12:25; Barcelona 6
dates: about 1730-35; 1757
companions: •M1b:5, 6; V13:11, 12; Barc 5, 6 = P15:11, 12
instruments: cembalo with range Gf; two manuals: in m34 &39-40 one hand plays notes already being held,
presumably by the other hand (in m34, Venezia lacks the dot on the ° but has it in m40)
difficulty: difficult, level 6.  The repeated notes imply finger changes, using all the fingers of both hands
themes: 12:3120: two themes; adds new material in part 2
keys: 155:67263611: ö at start of second theme in part 2 and change from subtonic major to supertonic minor
accidentals, ornaments, graphics: m36: Parma, Venezia and Münster have C[>] in the first rh chord although
Münster has a < on the A.  The C> can be considered part of an upward movement: C< in m37, D in m38;
when the whole passage is repeated, the corresponding note in all three places is D (m42-44)
m38: tre[molo]: see P3:29 D.  Here it is on a  Ä  so it needs to be short
end: S in Parma
similar sonatas: the sudden full chords in m20 etc are like those in P12:17 G
the ostinato offbeat ending of part 2 is somewhat like the ending of both parts of P4:22 f
influences: Beethoven, Sonata in F major, opus 10:2, last movement (1798); see also Malipiero below
metaphors: hunting: galloping rhythms (note especially the coda to part 2); explosions.  It also conveys a mood
of exuberant joy, conveyed by the upward-striving motion of the themes, even in (or in spite of) the minor-key
sections



editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k525; Venezia facsimile
see also: Malipiero p480 ex: “the theme of the Scherzo of the [Beethoven] VIIth Symphony [1812]... is
developed with an imitation that unmistakably recalls the development of the German symphonist”
Kirkpatrick p201-2 [ex m18-22]: “Explosive chords... seem to recall the artillery salvoes that punctuated the
performances of the royal band during the fireworks at Aranjuez”; p390 ex m37-8: tremulo
Pestelli p566 [cites Malipiero] “...ad un livello superiore di una semplice analogia fortuita”
Sheveloff p176: [called Scherzo in Bülow edition 1864]
Chambure p171: “...la buleria espagnole, danse populaire de l’Andalousie”
Sutcliffe p150-152 [agrees with Pestelli; then continues] “...the huge chords that occur shortly after the stretto...
are the antithesis of any and all part-writing...” [ex: Platti Sonata 3 in F 1742: finale, described in contrast to this
Scarlatti work]; p227-228 ex [m21-4: “the A[4] suspension in m23 (etc) does not resolve; whereas the D[5] in the
similar m63 (etc) does:]  this is a nice game of discrepant details and errors corrected in the end, which it seems
quite unnecessary to interfere with”
Campbell p79, 32-3; p110; p135; p162
Moiraghi, in Morales p332

Parma 15:13 c minor  (2@) Allegro Commodo ¢
  1 1 "1 ~~~±. ¶± ~~~±.¶± | ± ± ± ± | ± ± ± ± |± Ö± ° c  3v cp 2 falling broken 7th chord 5 lh imitates

14 "2 E@/B@  ± scales, h opposed 18>g
23 $1 ± ± ~~~Ö± | ±  2v 25 lh rising Ä  chromatic scale 28 rh falling triplets 29:23\28 %
35 $2 3v rh ties  41 %
47 $3 (coda) 3ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ±. ¶± | Ö  (derived<"1: m1) 52 G\1 ¬¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]

  2 53 ( (<"1: m2\4) c/G  55 lh imitates  57 ~~~° ~~~±.  Ä | % | ~~~± ± °_| Ö  h parallel 10th apart
n 60>a  61:57\60 % step lower 64>b@ (w/ G$)  67 (w/G@)

68 $1 (chromatic scale<25) developed f  72 >c
74 $1 restated (as at 23)  80 %
86 $2 varied: 2v, no rh ties, lh falling ± scales as in "2; shortened  90 %
94 $3  99 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1b:3; Parma 15:13; Venezia 13:13; NewYork 1:71 Comodo
dates: about 1735-40; 1757
companions: •M1b:3, 4; V13:13, 14 = P15:13, 14
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 12345:63345: two groups.  Replaces first theme with new material derived from it in part 2.  At m57
begins a remarkable passage in which the music halts for an important announcement: a single note in each hand
is repeated in the slowed-down rhythm shown on the map: D4 in the rh simultaneously with B>2 in the lh; then
the left hand is silent while the right makes an octave jump to D5 and falls with a scale at the ö point m60
moving to the submediant minor (a); the passage is then repeated, both hands a full step lower, moving to the
subtonic minor (melodic b= then harmonic b=) A chromatic scale which appeared in the left hand in part 1
reappears here in the right and moves through a circle of fifths to the tonic (b= to its dominant f to its dominant
c) The rest of part 2 has the second theme group in its part 1 order, after restating the theme just developed in its
original form.
keys: 135:16741: part 1 ends in dominant major (G), part 2 begins in tonic minor on dominant
ornaments, accidentals, graphics: m1 etc: the ~~~ ’s could be played as 3 Ä ’s (first one=CDC) joining smoothly
with the Å  upturn, or 2  Å ’s with the second C held as a ±; a faster upper note trill (DCDCDC) is inappropriate
here (the tempo is pretty fast, alla breve primarily in ± ’s like E3, but more commodo -- comfortably -- than that
Presto); m13+ short? and measured: triplet Ä ’s? (no turn); m22 short following  Å  small-note appoggiatura;
m47+ no ~~~  on dotted ± followed by 2 Å ’s
m9, 11: no slurs on small notes (as throughout P15); these are best played a fraction before the beat (neither



crushed acciaccature nor appoggiature); the small notes in m22, 27, 33, 73, 78 & 84 are all appoggiature
m57: ~~~ ’s on repeated notes (°’s & ±’s) in both hands simultaneously: implicitly short
m72: last A is [>] in all sources
m73: ~~~  on tied note after Ä  small-note appoggiatura and followed by an upturn
The ambiguities caused by the lack of =on A in the key signature can be exploited by the performer: the shake
on the G in m1 can use A> (the shake on the previous C is also a major second)--that makes the sonata begin in
C major with the turn to minor delayed until m2.  The left-hand imitation in m5 could be played either major or
minor.  When the minor key has been well established and part 1 is repeated, the same shakes could use the
minor second auxiliary note. m57-59 (development or transformation of opening theme?): minor second shakes
in both hands.  When this is repeated in m61-63, the left hand has a minor second shake, the right hand shakes
could be major, then minor (the passage is modulating from c minor through F major to f minor; the G< in m60
is probably an enharmonic A= following an A>)
m94: ~~~ on top note of a seventh, to be played by fingers 4&5 of rh
end: S in Parma
similar sonatas: the opening is like P2:26 c
the opposed scales at m14+ & m23+ are similar to those in E3 a
P3:6 c has similar figures near the ends of its parts
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k526; Venezia facsimile; Münster microfilm
see also: Kirkpatrick p320: [ex: m35+ & 80+: in the later passage the player should] “assume the sustaining as
in the parallel [earlier] passage” [note however that the left-hand part is different also; the passages aren’t all
that parallel]
Campbell p80; p114; p158, p163
Moiraghi, in Morales p332

Parma 15:14 C major All[egr]o assai 3/4
  1 1 $$ "1 ±. ¶± ± | ±. ¶± ± | ± Å± ±¯|± ~~~± ± C  3v 5 ±. ¶± ± in lh, G3 rh internal pedal C/G
, 13 "2 (<"1, h opposed) G  14 rh falling Ä  scale, lh rising 17: 13\16 %
, 21 $1 lh broken 3rds & 6ths, rh offbeat 3rds à ~~~Ä  27 rh falling Ä  scale in 3rds

29: 21\27 % 8ve lower
36 $2 (coda) Å  scales, ¨12345 in ±�s 40 :Ú:

  2 41 @@ $1 c  45 % 3rd higher E@
n 49 ( rh offbeat, lh ostinato ± chords  52>c  55 rh falling Ä  scale 57 P15:13 "1 echoed; >c/G
, 60 $$ $1 C   75 $2  79 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1b:4 (no key signature); Parma 15:14 & Venezia 13:14  (>> canceling == of
no.13)
dates: about 1725-30; 1757
companions: •M1b:3, 4; V13:13, 14 = P15:13, 14
instruments: cembalo with range Gf
difficulty: difficult, level 6.  For the probable meaning of Allegro assai in Scarlatti as somewhat faster than
Allegro, compare P3:7 g where Allegro assai in the V42 version is replaced by Allegrissimo in P.  In P14:8 D
and P14:9 D, Allegro assai in the Münster versions of both is replaced by Allegro for the first and Presto for the
second in Parma and Venezia
themes: 1234:3534: two groups; omits first group & adds new material in part 2 at the n point; m57-59 echo the
opening of P15:13, with ~~~ ’s, but with A=’s in the left hand
keys: 115:13-111:
ornaments, accidentals, graphics: m21+: ~~~ ’s on top notes of thirds, separated by rests: short & pinched
m36: second rh F is [>] but “<” in m38 (all sources): a literal reading is best; compare P11:20 C
end: S in Parma
similar sonatas: offbeat rh against ostinato lh: P5:19 g, P5:22 f, P13:10 f & P13:19 B=



12345 bass pattern in ± ’s: P13:18 G
offbeat shakes separated by rests: P14:18 C
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k527; Venezia facsimile
see also: Kirkpatrick p142; p387 [exs of lower appoggiatura followed by trill]
Pestelli p266: “...si apre con una leggera scrittura galuppiana, e contiene alcuni dei più «spiritosi» sviluppi di
Domenico.  Balocchini di questo genere [ex m25-27] non tarderanno a venire nelle mani di Mozart”
Sitwell: “Spanish...  Prim musical-box start, then beautiful and full-throated”
Campbell p80, 43-4; p116; p135; p157, p162
Moiraghi, in Morales p332
Nina Key in Morales p345

Parma 15:15 B@ major Allegro ¢
  1 1 intro £ ± ° broken 8ve B@�s divided by h, rh x lh

3 "1 £ ± ~~~±.¶± | ± B@  2v  4 lh ± falling broken 7th chord (B@DC)
11 "2 c & F/C waver lh broken chords (w/E@); C pedals; rh leaps x lh

H15 ÖÖ± ± ~~~± |± (<"1 m3)>F  16: 12\14  % varied; w/E$; lh x rh, 19'H15 8ve lower
20 "3 rh offbeat stresses, triplets; lh broken 8ves ü, leaps ú 22: H 15  23: 20\22 %

n^ 26 "4 rh Ä  broken 8ves, falling 7th chord (CAFD), lh<"3  27: H15  30 :Ú: [end1; 2: can elide]
  2 31 cutoff downbeat "4 developed C/F 33>d >g/D  36>B@/F

43 "2 (F5; F pedals)
52 "3 B@
58 "4 62 B@\1 [can elide m62 to link P15:16 B@] :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1b:13; Parma 15:15; Venezia 13:15; Barcelona 7
dates: about 1730-35; 1757
companions: •M1b:13, 14; V13:15, 16; Barc 7, 8 = P15:15, 16 (see discussion at P15:16)
Münster 1b is in the same order as Parma from here through end, M1b:40=P15: 42 (and as Venezia through
V13:30=M1b:28=P15:30)
instruments: cembalo with range Gf
difficulty: difficult, level 8
themes: 01234:4234: one group, variants, cells; introduction & first theme omitted in part 2.  Much of the
material derives from the first 4 measures; the first two consist only of the note B=, but played as broken
octaves with hands crossing; m4 includes a falling broken seventh chord (B=DC here) which appears
throughout the sonata in different guises; the last 3 ±’s of m15 (which derive from m3) are repeated at the end of
each subsequent phrase in part 1 (in both hands and the same pitches but different registers; m47 has the same
function in part 2).  Short-long n occurs at the start of the last theme in part 1, a theme which continues across
the double bar line after part 1 repeated; there are no new themes in part 2
keys: 1255:23611:
graphics: S at end in Parma
similar sonatas: P3:9 D & P3:12 B=: leaps with sudden change of rh over lh to lh over rh
the theme at m3 also appears in P15:5 F at m19 and P13:28 B= m53
P11:11 C (opening)
metaphors: comic B= major (as in E16 and other B= sonatas)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k528
see also: Sitwell: “...Spanish...”
Chambure p171.
Campbell p62; p103-4; p156, p163
Moiraghi, in Morales p332



Parma 15:16 B@ major Allegro 3/8
  1 1 "1 lh ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ±._|±. rising broken chord B@ 2v 3 both h fall by steps 11: 1\7 % (but E$ in m14)

18 F  both h rocking ostinato
23 "2 both h rocking ostinato; rh leaps x lh (29: 1\2 echoed by rh) 33 %
43 "3 3v texture (rh 3rds); lh leaps x rh  53 ¨12345 ostinato 61 :Ú:

  2 62 $ g/D rh full chords, tied as at m3\4; lh leaps ú ostinato D pedals  76 % 4th higher c/G
n 84 full chords alternate each measure

91 "1 B@  (4\9 % same pitches except E@ in m91)
98 "2 (F5) 108 %
118 "3 136 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1b:14; Parma 15:16; Venezia 13:16; Barcelona 8
dates: about 1730-35; 1757
companions: •M1b:13, 14; V13:15, 16; Barc 7, 8 = P15:15, 16 
Both P15:15 & 16 have two-measure introductions, the same type of hand crossings with leaps, and are
examples of comic B= major
instruments: cembalo with range Gf; m71 etc D held by rh, struck by lh; therefore for a two-manual instrument
difficulty: difficult, level 8
themes: 123:4123: one group; new material inserted at beginning of part 2; the n point, m84, occurs at the
climax of this section: the wavering back and forth of g and c minor chords is speeded up; the opening theme
(without its introductory broken chord) is restated in the tonic key at m91; rest of part 2 in same order
keys: 15:621:
links: the opening broken chord in m1-2 can be considered a link from P15:15 B=; the first theme begins in m3
graphics: S at end in Parma
similar sonatas: the new material in part 2 is the savage g minor type (as in P3:17 g)
metaphors: commedia dell’arte acrobats: beginning with graceful pirouettes, one character (one hand) jumps
over the other, who changes position in an attempt to fool the first one, then they switch roles; the leaps become
more daring at the beginning of part 2, with forceful landings and bounces, then runs; the graceful turns of the
opening resume and then the shows of precision by both characters
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k529
see also: Sitwell: “...The guitar stress or beat in the second section is markedly Iberian...”
Pestelli p267: “...impettita come un’estampida ci rimanda al risorgere di un antico istinto coreutico”.
Campbell p65-6; p110; p135; p157
Moiraghi, in Morales p332

Parma 15:17 E major Allegro 3/4
  1 1 cutoff downbeat  "1 à Ö ÅÖÖÖ± | Ö  E  2v 4 lh imitates  9 ¨12345 (15+: 8ves) 11 ± | ° Ö.ï± | °

21 $$$$# "2 ("1 variant) e 3v 26>G>D  28 rh 6ths  30>b  34 A\1

36 #### "3 rh 6ths & 3rds, lh 8ves >B
45 "4 rh offbeat (49\52 & ostinato) 53 :Ú: [end1; 2: can elide]

  2 54 cutoff downbeat "1 developed B  n59>c#  63 $$$$@@@ >E= (but w/C=)
66 "2 developed e= 71 $$$#### (enharmonic C@_B) >b/F#  77 (bits<"1) 80>E  83 E5

85 "4 varied  96 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1b:15; Parma 15:17; Venezia 13:17
dates: about 1745-50; 1757
companions: •M1b:15, 16; V13:17, 18 = P15:17, 18
instruments: cembalo with range Ae
difficulty: difficult, level 6; rapid scales in sixths and thirds
themes: 1234:1214: one group, variants; the opening theme makes the second beat the strongest one and sets up
a rhythmic conflict when the left hand takes up the theme but the right hand switches to a normal downbeat in



m4; the right hand attempts to resolve the conflict with a more emphatic statement at m11, but the conflicts
persist to the end of the sonata, a rapid scale in the right hand at m83 still ending with the rh offbeat. 
keys: 113755:561-1-51: ö m59 at move to relative minor
ornaments, accidentals, graphics: m30: slashed Ä  small note for an appoggiatura in Parma; Venezia & Münster:
no slash, as in m33 for both sources; no slurred small notes (which is true for most of Parma libro 15) but
acciaccature (crushed notes) could be intended within scales such as at m1, 21 & 32 (Münster uses small Å ’s in
these cases); compare P15:19 a
m77-79, 81 have D> but the D in m80 should revert to the < in the key signature
end: S in Parma
similar sonatas: P15:24 A (polyrhythms)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k530; Venezia facsimile; Münster microfilm
see also: Benton p271: “The distant and unanticipated tonalities used in the development are given cohesion and
plausibility by the drive of the sequence, as in [P15:30]...”
Chambure p171
Campbell p73; p129-30; p135
Moiraghi, in Morales p332

Parma 15:18 E major  Allegro 6/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ±. ±._|ÖÖ± ÖÖ± |ÖÖ± Ä  £ E  2v H1\2: falling broken chord rh then lh 5: 1\4 % & extended

10 "2 11 lh imitates 16>e  20>b  24>f#
26 "3  (26\27<H1\2) F#  28 b/F#  32 %  39 åß

\ 40 "4 rh ostinato (<"2) 46 åß  47: 40\44 % 52 coda (H1\2 variant) B   56 :Ú:
  2 57 "4 B>g#  (w/F##'F*)

63 "2 >d#  (C##'C*) 70>F#   n71: H1\2<"3 at 26\27 (same pitches)
73 "4 developed b/F# 76>e>G/D 81 $$$# e
85 "3 (89 E5) 91%+\  98 åß

\ 99 "4 105 åß  106: 99\103 % 8ve lower 111 #### coda varied E  115 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1b:16; Parma 15:18; Venezia 13:18; Clementi 9 Allegrissimo
dates: about 1745-50; 1757
companions: •M1b:15, 16; V13:17, 18 = P15:17, 18
•Clementi 8,9 = P5:1, 15:18
instruments: cembalo with range Ae
difficulty: moderate, level 4; m26-28, 71-72: broken chords using only accidentals require the thumb on a black
key (see P6:22 A)
themes: 12340:424340: one group, variants, cells; begins with a downbeat E:  this is necessary to establish the
key, not just a linking device from P15:17.  The falling broken chord in m1-2 is varied at the end or beginning
of other themes (m8, 26, 52, the n point 71, 85); but the first theme as a whole is not repeated in part 2
keys: 1152255:537+2513-11: a “breath of transcendence which passes over” (see also Pestelli below) occurs
just after the ö point’s F< major broken chord and before a sudden change to a minor key (m73); the major key
of the opening does not return until the final five measures.
accidentals, graphics: m59-61: <on F’s (both hands) are to be interpreted as F* (the key signature already
contains an F<; the key here is g< minor).  Likewise the <on C in m65&66 makes it C* and helps define the
key as d< minor
m83-84 (section with one < in key signature): D< is in effect as long as the stems are attached to the same
beam, but the last D in m84 lacks a < in Münster, Parma and Venezia; D> is a good choice here.  m87: both
D’s are marked < but the last D’s in m88, 93&94 are [>] in all three sources.  The point being that few things
are straightforward in Scarlatti, and to take advantage of these accidents (if they are) to open new and
unconventional harmonic doors
end: S in Parma



similar sonatas: P6:17 B; P8:22 A; P11:16 E; P13:24 G; P14:28 D; P15:20 A; P15:28 F
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k531; Clementi facsimile; Venezia facsimile; Münster microfilm
see also: Pestelli p267-8: “...inizia nel modo più convenzionale, ma presto si introduce, sul filo di una catena di
terzine, in un mondo espressivo nuovo, fatto di lontani richiami e di silenzi filati... È forse, questa, l’unica
pagina di Scarlatti sulla quale passi un soffio di trascendenza...”
Campbell p81-2; p125-6
Moiraghi, in Morales p332
Fadini ...lo stile andaluso... in Sala, p165 ex

Parma 15:19 a minor Allegro 3/8
  1 1 intro: ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | Ö± à | broken chord a  4 "1 à à  Ä |~~~± Ä  |~~~± Ä  |~~~± à  a/E  2v 9 e  13 G  17 C/G  20>E/B
, 24 "2 ("1 variant) Æ  scales ü E & e (C#&C$) 35 % shortened 39 e

43 "3 [3/4] lh offbeat, rh 6ths; ties (47 A\1; 3/8) 49 % 56 [3/4] 3v 63 ± :Ú:
  2 (63) Ä  "1: 4\6 % a/E  67 A/E 75 C  79 F  83 a +\ 87 d/A  n95 a +\ 100 F/C  104 C  108 a
, 115 "2 126 % shortened

134 "3 [3/4 & 3/8 alternate as in part 1] 140 %  154 ±. :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1b:17; Parma 15:19; Venezia 13:19
dates: about 1725-30; 1757; the commentators (in the see also citations below) who insist this sonata is
“spanish” should be using the word “iberian” to include the portuguese fado character
companions: •M1b:17, 18; V13:19, 20 = P15:19, 20
instruments: cembalo with range Ae
difficulty: difficult, level 6; difficult change of rhythm
themes: 0123:123: one group, variants; introduction omitted in part 2, rest in same order
keys: 115735555:11361*41*631: the key at the ö point m95 wavers between the subdominant (d) and the tonic
(a) then moves to the relative major of each (F then C)
rhythms: this piece is remarkable for, among other things, its unceasing forward impulse and rhythmic freedom.
m43-46 etc (see map): implicit change to 2 measures of 3/4. The first two notes of m1 are both A4, a warning of
rhythmic complexity to come later; normally there might be an opening upbeat to repeated notes, as in P15:12 F,
or else all three notes would be repeated as in the part 2 of P15:24 A
ornaments, graphics, accidentals: m17 etc: slashed Ä ’s apparently used for both acciaccature and appoggiature
(no slurs) in Parma and Venezia (Münster uses small Ä  and Å  without slashes); the interpretation of those in
m59&61 depends on whether the lh octaves are strong or weak beats (the whole passage is ambiguous in
rhythm and phrasing and could or could not be taken as a change to 3/4 meter (compare m43-46 however).  See
also P15:21 D & 23 A
m24-26: C< lh, C[>] rh
end:  S in Parma
similar sonatas: P15:4 d
P3:27 A & P4:5 a (scales)
P4:30 A (opening)
P15:8 G (ends of parts with hemiolas)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k532; Venezia facsimile; Münster microfilm
see also: Gerstenberg p121 fn: m24+
Dale: “puppet plays” [see P6:23 C]
Kirkpatrick p296 ex m41-48: “opposition of duple and triple meters”
Sitwell: “Proud and beautiful in flamenco manner with much grinding of guitars”
Pestelli p265 [exception to his group of last sonatas; see P15:11: 1738-1746]
Chambure p173: “...gammes rapides qui évoquent [P10:22 F], ou encore des ruptures de rythmes, sortes
d’hémioles qui font penser à [P11:28 F]... Il se peut fort bien que les sonates regroupées ici soient des esquisses
que Scarlatti n’avait pas eu le temps de reprendre...”
Sutcliffe p163-164: “...appears to be entirely Spanish, a dance scene, presented as if it were a transcription...”



Campbell p67-8; p115
Moiraghi, in Morales p332

Parma 15:20 A major Allegro assay ¢
  1 1 "1 ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | ± ±  ~~~° broken 4ths&3rds A  2v  9>E

17½ "2 lh ± | ° £; rh<"1 25 ü E5¯ 26 A\1

, 30 "3 broken 8ves ü & 2nds ú w/ repeated notes 34 % & extended  40¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]
  2 41 "1 developed (lh sola) e  43 rh imitates G  45 lh b  47 rh D

49 "2 developed; rises by steps  51>e  n54>f#
58 $ (bridge) lh falling broken 3rds, rh falling broken 8ve ± scale 62>E  rocking ostinato
65½ "2 A
77 "3  81 % 8ve higher 87 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1b:18; Parma 15:20; Venezia 13:20; Zaragoza 35:20; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam
12:12; New York 1:65 All.o asay 
dates: about 1730-35; 1757 (Za 35 earlier?)
companions: •M1b:17, 18; V13:19, 20 = P15:19, 20
•Za35:18-20 = P12:18, 15:23, 20 (fast, slow, fast tempi)
•NY 1:64, 65  = P 15:23, 20
instruments: cembalo with range Ae
difficulty: moderate, level 5.  A classic study-type of sonata.  It appeared in both the Birchall and Czerny
editions so undoubtedly its influence was widespread in the 19th century, and so familiar in the 20th that
Chambure doesn’t even mention it in his notes
themes: 123:12423: one group, variants; new material inserted into part 2, which is otherwise in same order. 
The highest and lowest notes occur one note apart, end m25 to begin m26; when the high E’s finally come back
in m81, after the only rest from the continuous motion of Ä ’s divided between the hands, the delay of the low A
until the end, m87, is very effective
keys: 15:57245651: ö m54 at move from dominant minor to relative minor
graphics: end: Parma: S; Münster: Segue (rather than Fine)
similar sonatas: P8:19 A
P2:2 G (unfolded chords)
P15:18 E (sections in minor)
m30+: obsessive repetitions of right-hand figures: P11:4 D & near the start of P13:2 G
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k533
see also: Malipiero p480fn: [Beethoven resemblance] m57-6
Kirkpatrick p200: “alberti basses”
Pestelli p77: “resipiscenza di umori toccatistici”
Sitwell: “Spanish, but in the mood of [P2:14 A]...”
Campbell p62; p99-100; p157, p162-3
Moiraghi, in Morales p332

Parma 15:21 D major  Cantabbile ¢
  1 1 "1 lh~~~±_ ¶ççççç±¯ ± ~~~Ö.ï± | % 8ve higher by rh | ÅÖ± ÅÖ± ÅÖ¶± ÅÖ± | Ö  D 3v 5: 1\3 % step higherE  8>C

10 "2 ("1 variant) A n^13 a  15: 10\12 % A 19 A\1 ¬¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]
  2 20 "1 developed d/A A\1 ± pedals; rh falling 6ths scale  22 D  23½>d

26 "2 D  29 d  31: 26\28 % D  35 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1b:19; Parma 15:21; Venezia 13:21; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12:27; Barcelona 9
dates: about 1745-50; 1757.  Perhaps could also be thought of as revisiting P14:7 D (rather than anticipating it)
and very late in Scarlatti’s life, like (I think) P15:31 B=
companions: •M1b:19, 20; V13:21, 22; CF12: 27, 28; Barc 9, 10 = P15:21, 22



instruments: cembalo with range Ad; see discussion of m7 etc below: since the lh is supposed to sound the same
note in two different voices, the use of a pedal could be implied
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 12:12: one group variants; part 2 in same order
keys: 127555:111111:  Short-long n m13 occurs at the first change to a minor key. Part 2 is entirely in the tonic
minor and major
accidentals, ornaments, graphics: slashed small notes are frequent: probably before-beat acciaccature, but
perhaps some are appoggiature sounded with the bass notes; slurs are omitted throughout this libro after P15:2
C.  The only Ä  (unslashed) appoggiatura occurs at the beginning of m9 in Parma; in Venezia it is slashed
m1: ~~~ on first note is better played short so that the rapid scale up is separated as in m2 (in Venezia the m1 scale
has no slur but in m2 it does: perhaps the m1 scale should be in tempo, the m2 scale speeded up); compare
P15:23 A & P15:36 C; ~~~ ’s in m13 & 29 on repeated ±’s are short & sharp; extended ~~~ ’s or trills would be
notated with longer note values or ties
m7, 13, 29: �’s are written in the lh ledger beneath the rh’s second beat, following lh notes on the first beat of
the same measures.  Venezia is like Parma, and Münster like both in m13 & 29; clearly in the last two cases the
� is to be played as the bass for the whole measure beginning on the first beat while the lh also begins the middle
voice on the same pitch.  But m7 is split between braces in Münster, and the first half (lh) has (all E2’s) ± ° °_
second half _°_|  Whether or not I am right in thinking this is the composer’s own handwriting, the composer
himself (or some other scribe) may have intended to write either ± °. _|  or  ± ±_°_ | for the full unsplit measure,
did not correct the error when the split caused the need to change the values of the tied notes, which were then
interpreted by the scribe of P and V as � on the model of m13 and 29 rather than as the intended ± °._| (the
middle voice is ± ± in m7 but ÖÖÖ± in m13, Ö± Ö± in m29, so the repetition of the bass pitch makes more sense in m7) 
The writing of �’s (whole notes) in or near the middle of a measure is common in the primary sources; compare
P13:26 D for a particularly confusing example
end: S in Parma
similar sonatas: P13:25 D; P14:7 D
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k534; Venezia facsimile; Münster microfilm
see also: Sitwell: “Spanish...  Solemn, with much thrumming and grinding”
Campbell p62; p116-7; p135; p153-155, 157; similar to [P15:3 d]
Moiraghi, in Morales p332
Sutcliffe p254

Parma 15:22 D major Allegro 3/4
  1 1 "1 ¶¶¶± Ö± Ö± | ± D  3v 2 lh imitates H5: Å  broken chords úA\1, 5\6 %

9 "2 ("1 inverted; rh downbeat rest, ties) 2v 10>A  11 broken 3rds  H12 Å  scales ü; rh x lh a
16 "3 ("2 variant) A  18: H12 a  22: 16\17 %  A  24: H5

28 "4 (< H12) 3v lh 3rds above held notes 31 %  34\35 H5 ¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]
  2 36 "1: H5 A>E>C  40 G\1>d
n 42 "2 (as at 11) 44: H12

48 "3 varied D  50: H12 d  54 8ve higher D  56: H5

60 "4 63 % 66: H5 67 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1b:20; Parma 15:22; Venezia 13:22; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12:28; Barcelona 10
dates: about 1730-35; 1757.  Pestelli p265 [exception to his group of last sonatas; see P15:11: 1738-1746]
companions: •M1b:19, 20; V13:21, 22; CF12: 27, 28; Barc 9, 10 = P15:21, 22
instruments: cembalo with range Gf; see also Kirkpatrick below
difficulty: difficult, level 6; unusual scales, swoops divided between hands; minimal hand-crossing: at m14 etc
the right hand starts its scale below the end of the left hand’s.  In m28-32 the left hand leaps to an offbeat pedal
held with the 5th finger while the rest play thirds; in m60-64 the pedal is held by the thumb.
themes: 1234:1234: one group, variants, cells; part 2 in same order; most of the material derives from the first 3
measures: broken chord in Å ’s, scale bits, repeated patterns of 4 Ä ’s & 4 Å ’s. The falling broken major chord at



m5 and the rising minor scale at m12 are repeated throughout before, after, or within other thematic groups
keys: 155555:5271111: ö m42 at start of second theme in part 2 following move to tonic minor
accidentals, graphics: m16, 22: the last lh G is [>]; all the other G’s in both measures, both hands, are “<”
m44+: the <on C is not strictly necessary but occurs in scales with F> and B=; since it is followed by a D[>] it
is not to be considered a double <
end: S in Parma
similar sonatas: P5:7 D: falling broken chords near the beginning of each (the cell at m5 of this sonata)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k535
see also: Kirkpatrick p181: “most conveniently executed on a two-manual harpsichord”
Sheveloff p291 “...great curves... the one in [P15:22; the Venezia & Münster versions have it also] produces an
outstanding sensation... one of the sonata’s most effective and memorable moments”
Chambure p173: [P4:20 e similar]
Sutcliffe p308-309 ex=m36-47
Pagano 2006 p328-329: “[Frederick Hammond’s ] conjectural reconstruction of the sketch of several
measures... omission of parts of measures, evident in the comparison of corresponding passages in the two
halves...”
Campbell p62; p105-6; p156, p162
Moiraghi, in Morales p332

Parma 15:23 A major Cantabbile ¢
  1 1 "1 ~~~±_ ¶¶¶± ± ± |~~~±_ ¶¶¶± ± ± |ÖÖ± Ö (H3: falling scale in triplets) A  2v 4 lh imitates

12 "2 (uses H3 throughout)  14>E  17 >B lh downbeat rest  20 >E/B rh repeated ~~~±�s 24>E
n^ 26 "3 3v rh ties ÖÖ±_± ÖÖ±_|± ÖÖ±_± 30 % 35 :Ú: [end1; 2: elide]
  2 36 ¯± cutoff downbeat; "2 (as at 14\15) developed A/E  38>b  40>c#  42>b  44>A

46 "2 (as at 16+)
56 "3 58 F#5  60 % 8ve lower 65 A\1 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1b:21; Parma 15:23; Venezia 13:23; Zaragoza 35:19; Barcelona 11; New York 1:64
dates: about 1730-35; 1757 (Za35 earlier?)
companions: •M1b:21, 22; V13:23, 24; Barc 11, 12 = P15:23, 24
•Za35:18-20 = P12:18, 15:23, 20 (fast, slow, fast tempi)
•NY 1:64, 65  = P 15:23, 20
instruments: cembalo with range Ag
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 123:223: one group, variants, cellular; materials are based on the first 3 measures (shake with turn,
repeated notes, tied notes, falling scale in triplets); short phrases of 2-4 measures (beginning on the second ± of a
measure, and ending on the first ± of another) are usually repeated.  ö corresponds to the start of the last theme in
part 1, an offbeat top voice, three-voice texture and establishment of the dominant (downbeat on E in both
hands)  The á2 theme as it is developed at the beginning of part 2 has the rhetorical effect of a question: both
hands, until m40, end their phrases on tied notes at the end of triplets, ÖÖ±_°, rather than on a beat, an extension
of the ties in the á3 theme shown on map at m26 
keys: 15255:12321:
ornaments: m1: ~~~  on first note as in P15:21 D & 36 C; this one is more likely to lead smoothly into the Å 
upturn
similar sonatas: P14:12 E
metaphors: villanella-type opening, like P4:18 F (Pestelli ’s group for this type of sonata is on p252, but he does
not assign any of the sonatas after P15:8 to his earlier groups)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k536
see also: Chambure p173: [m36-45 like P14:18 C at beginning of its part 2]
Campbell p69; p110-1; p135; p156, p163-4; “...no real dynamic or dramatic contrast between any of the
sections... the process (spinning-out) dominates the form”



Moiraghi, in Morales p332

Parma 15:24 A major Prestissimo 3/4
  1 1 cutoff downbeat "1 ± ± ± | ± ± ± | ± ± ± | ± ~~~° | ± A  2v ú by 3rds  5 lh imitates
, 13 "2 (as if 6m of ¢, rh offbeat) 17 E/B (B3 internal pedal) 21 falling Ä  scale
, 25 $1 repeated ±�s; lh falling Ä  scale   31 rh 3rds  35 (developed) a/E 38>C  42 d  46 ostinato

50 b  enharmonic: B@>A#  54: 27\32 % E/B
60 $2 ($1 variant) rh 3rds continue; lh falling Ä  scale E  68 lh 8ves  71 A\1 74 :Ú:

  2 n 75 ( (derived<$1) a/E  76 lh imitates 79 % 4th higher d/A 83 $$$ (developed) C
85\90 rises by steps>a

100 * (derived<"2) 101 ### 103>E>A 106 % (a>E>A)
112 $2 126 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1b:22; Parma 15:24; Venezia 13:24; Barcelona 12
dates: about 1725-30; 1757
companions: •M1b:21, 22; V13:23, 24; Barc 11, 12 = P15:23, 24
instruments: cembalo with range Ad; Rousset p77 [avoids F<5 in m115 when compared to m63; therefore
unlikely, according to Rousset, to have been composed as a pair with P15:23, which has G5]
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 12334:5564: two groups, variants; ö at start of part 2, which replaces most of the part 1 themes with
new material derived from them.  keys: 1513-4255:143-151:
ornaments, rhythms: m13-20: in the conflicting meters passage, there are unslashed small-note Ä ’s without slurs
before ° ’s but slashed Ä ’s before the ±’s tied over the measure-lines and before the last ° (m20).  Venezia has
only one of the slashed Ä ’s, in m18, the rest are simple small Ä ’s.  Münster has Å  in m14 and no small note in
m20.  The intention could be (see also the Kirkpatrick citation below): lh E F< G< A repeated three times,
therefore as if in 4/4 with the A stressed each time and the stress shifting from the first beat in m14 to the
second in m15 and the third in m16: ± ± ± | ±  ±  ± | ±  ±  ± | ±  ±  ± |  The rh, a beat later, repeats E D C< in the pattern  Ä °
±  £  three times in 2/2 (assuming the small note E is before the beat, not an appoggiatura; slurs were omitted in
most of Parma 15) thus, without the small notes: ± ±_± | ± £ ±_|± ± £ | ±_± ± | The pattern is repeated with different
pitches in m17-20 and normal 3/4 with first beat stresses is resumed in m21.  Playing the small notes as
appoggiature is another possibility.  But however it is played, it is an extraordinary passage, centuries ahead of
its time
similar sonatas: opening theme is similar to P14:27 d, which also begins with an ambiguous downbeat
the opening of P9:9 D also falls by thirds
P12:26 f< (rapid scales etc in thirds)
P15:17 E has a polyrhythmic section at the end of each of its parts
influences: the left-hand repetitions in m13-20 are somewhat like Couperin, Le carillon de Cithère, ordre 14
(1722) with its pattern in 2/4 of à ÖÖ± | Ö ; or perhaps Le Tic-Toc-Choc, ordre 18, is a closer-sounding example
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k537; Venezia facsimile; Münster microfilm 
see also: Kirkpatrick p297 [ex m1-24]: “...conflicting and displaced meters”
 Sitwell: “Spanish...”
Chambure p173: “...fait penser aux polyrythmies de [P4:17 E=] ou [P2:27 f]: imitation reprise en séquences de
plus en plus courtes ” 
Sutcliffe p318 [stylistic fingerprint: chains of falling thirds; the opening forms a broken ninth chord: actually an
eleventh chord from A4 down to E3]
Campbell p72, 76; p126-8; Moiraghi, in Morales p332

Parma 15:25 G major Allegretto 3/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ± à G  3v 5 lh imitates  9 à Ö±_|Ö ~~~Ö.ï± | Ö  lh continues as at 8\9; G pedals

17 "2 3v cp: falling Ä  scale in 1 or 2 v; v often 6th apart



25 "3 a 3v top v ostinato, middle v<"2, lh rocking ±. 6ths, 7ths etc  28>e  33>D/A
37 "4 Ö3é¶Ö± | ÖÖ± | ± A\1 pedals 41 lh imitates  45 parallel falling 8ves 49: 37\44 %, 45\48 varied
61 "2 varied D  D pedals 67 Å  rising broken 6ths 75¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]

  2 76 @  "2 developed d  (w/C$, 81 C#) 85 # >e
n 88 "3  92>b  94>a>G/D

100 "4 112:100\108 % 8ve lower, % of 109\111 varied as in pt 1
124 "2 as at 61 G  136 G5 138 G\1 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1b:23; Parma 15:25; Venezia 13:25; New York 1:67
dates: about 1730-35; 1757
companions: •M1b:23, 24; V13:25, 26 = P15:25, 26
•NY 1:66, 67 = P15:9, 25
instruments: cembalo with range Gg
difficulty: moderate, level 4
themes: 12342:2342: one group, variants, second theme returns varied; first theme omitted in part 2, rest in same
order
keys: 12655:563211: ö at start of second theme in part 2, between moves from relative minor to mediant minor
ornaments, graphics: m105-107: tr on repeated D ± ’s followed by à ’s ; ~~~  when repeated at m117-119 an octave
lower.  This difference, like tr on inner voices in some other sonatas, could have occured perhaps because the
space available to the scribe above the high D was cramped (even more so in Venezia): tr is usually written to
the left of a note as here, ~~~  above it, so the difference may have been the scribe’s choice (however compare
P4:13 d and P14:4 D ornaments).  Nevertheless they can be treated differently (tr begins on upper note, ~~~ on
principal note): the variety, even if due to an accident, is expressive. The use of repeated notes in the rh rather
than following the downward octaves in the lh when this theme is repeated is a nice detail (compare m45-48:
57-60 in part 1) 
end: S in Parma
similar sonatas: P14:11 G; P9:13 C
P15:4 d (similar pedals)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k538; Venezia facsimile
see also: Chambure p173: “...cellules rythmiques [exs: m9-10, 37-38]...”
Campbell p77; p111; p156, p164-5; Moiraghi, in Morales p332

Parma 15:26 G major Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1 ± ± ± ± | ¬ G  3v 2 lh imitates
, 10 "2  Å ~~~±_ ¶¶¶± ± ± | ± ± ± ± | ¬ 6ths 12 lh imitates 13>g  14 $  20 d

22 $1 ÖÖÖ± ± ± | ° rh cp w/ties in both v, lh ¬  24 A\1

, 28 $2 ¶±µ_° ± | Å± ± ä  d/A 32 F/B@  38 d/A
, 43 #  (1 rising Ä  scales h 3rd apart D  falls by steps  53 %

62 (2 (<"2 inverted)  66 % 74 :Ú:
  2 75 (2 developed D (w/C$ &C#) 80>g  81[$] 82 F$5

n 85 $1
, 91[#]  $2 g/D  95 B@/E@  101 g/D
, 106  (1 G   116 %

125 (2 137 G\1 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1b:24; Parma 15:26; Venezia 13:26
dates: about 1730-35; 1757
companions: •M1b:23, 24; V13:25, 26 = P15:25, 26
instruments: cembalo with range Gf; lh plays note held by rh, m62&129: double keyboard implied
difficulty: moderate, level 4; conjunct sixths; the scales in thirds at m43+ & m106+  can be played by the rh
alone: the double trill in m137 is perhaps a clue to the level of skill for which this is a study



themes: 123456:53456: three groups; first theme group omitted in part 2; last theme developed first; ö at start of
second theme group.  keys: 1155755:511311
ornaments, accidentals, graphics: as mentioned at P15:2 C, slurs on small notes are mostly missing from Parma
libro 15.  In m29 there is a Ä  small note, then in m31, 33 & 35 slashed Ä ’s (all are slashed in Venezia); they
should contrast (as fast appoggiature or slightly before beat) with the two-large-notes appoggiatura (downward
slide) on the downbeat in each of the preceding measures 28, 30, 32 &34
m81: the > on F in both clefs probably indicates a key signature change through m90; otherwise the <’s on F in
these measures are redundant (they’re not to be interpreted as double <’s because all precede or follow G’s
within the key of g minor) (Venezia & Münster have the same error, so it may have been the composer’s error or
a misreading of the composer’s autograph at m81; the scribe would have been expected to add the key signature
at the beginning of each brace of ledgers)
m91-100: variation of same figure: m91, 93, 95, 97 large-note downward slide ending on offbeat held note,
m92, 98 slashed small note followed by large-note appoggiatura, m94 no ornament, m96 shake, m99-100 the
m91 figure repeated in successive measures
m136: the trill in thirds in the right hand can begin on the upper auxiliary notes (BG) and be played as 8 Å ’s
with fingers 41 32; a downturn is not called for siince the last AF< will land on G in m137
end: S in Parma
similar sonatas: P9:10 G has a passage in which the hands play parallel scales a third apart
metaphors: an assertive, upward moving opening is almost immediately qualified in m3 by the voices
overlapping each other with ties, gradually moving down into the lower ledger.  Another attempt at a positive
statement starting in m10 is this time contradicted by its restatement in a minor key.  The theme at m32 begins a
slow rise out of its minor key but falls back again in m37.  With m43 comes a more hopeful statement with both
hands in parallel agreement; it is only the fact that the statement is repeated so often that begins to cast doubt on
the assertion.  Since the same struggle occurs throughout part 2, the final effect is wistful rather than negative
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k539; Venezia facsimile; Münster microfilm
see also: Pestelli p265: [in his group of last sonatas, but conforms to the group on p241:] Allegri alla breve
«amplificati» [see P15:34]
Sutcliffe p317 [stylistic fingerprint: syncopation figure in tenor m75-84]
Campbell p65-6; p133; p149-150; p161; Moiraghi, in Morales p332

Parma 15:27 F major  Allegretto ¢
  1 1 " ± ± ± ± | ° £ ± | ~~~±.¶± ± ± | ° F  3v 2 lh imitates 8½ £~~~Ö.ï± |± ± 13>C
, (22\)23 $1 £ ° ±_|± Ö± ± rh offbeat, lh<" at 16  27 rising chromatic Ä  scale 30 C pedals  35: 27\29 %

38 $2 ± ° Å ÖÖ± | ±  rh offbeat stress, lh leaps úG\1 42 %  46 :Ú:
  2 47 " (m1\2 only; 3 varied) c  48 lh imitates

52 ( rh broken 3rds ü, lh ± scale w/ repeated notes ú f  54>c>g>d
n 59 rh ±  scale, lh broken 2nds, both ú  60>F  64>d/A
, (65\)66 $1 70 % step lower g  74 % step lower F  78 as at 27 82: 74\80 %

89 $2 97 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1b:25; Parma 15:27; Venezia 13:27; Barcelona 15
dates: about 1730-35; 1757
companions: •M1b:25-28; V13:27-30 = P15:27-30
•Barc 15, 16 = P 15:27, 28
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: moderate, level 4
themes: 123:1423: two groups; part 2 begins with a strong development of the first theme which leads smoothly
into new material
keys: 15:515261621: ö at a slow falling scale in the right hand with parallel broken seconds in the left, and a
move from the relative minor to the tonic



graphics: end: S in Parma
similar sonatas: P14:22 F is very close, almost a twin: opening theme, simple first-part key structure,
contrapuntal passages, wide leaps; even the tempo Allegro non presto is equivalent to Allegretto
metaphors: commedia dell’arte: Pulcinella slyly leads up to a surprise attack at m38
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k540
see also: Gerstenberg p119
Dale p122: “street scenes”
Kirkpatrick p385 [ex m188+]: “termination [of trill] tied to following note”
Sitwell: “Spanish...”
Pestelli p81-2 ex [compared to P14:22 F & Alessandro Scarlatti, Toccata 2 in A: fuga] (see Napoli ms in
contemporaries file)
Campbell p70: “sentence type opening”; p100: “transitionless first half ”
Moiraghi, in Morales p332

Parma 15:28 F major Allegretto 6/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | °.¯|ÖÖ±¯ÖÖ± | Ö F  2v cp; broken chords w/ added minor 2nd (F# G) at end

2 lh imitates 15>C
, 19½ "2 2v lh rocking broken 6th&7th chords, then rh 6th chords w/ internal tr  27½ % c
, 35½ "3 ~~~ÖÖ± ± Ä C  rh w/ minor 2nd appoggiatura, lh broken 8ve chords 39½ %
n^ 43 "4  µµ ÖÖ± | ¶± ±¯±. (derived<"3) 51¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]
  2 52 "1 developed F/C  53 lh imitates; both h rise by 3rds 59>d
, 59½ "2 66 lh inverted 68 å | £ à  69½ % step lower c  79½ % step higher b@/F  86 rh offbeat>f

90 å | £ à  91½ % 4th lower F
98 "3 varied; rh reduced to à Ö± à Ö±  103 ü G5

105 "4 112 B\1  113 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1b:26; Parma 15:28; Venezia 13:28; Barcelona 16
dates: about 1730-35; 1757
companions: •M1b:25-28; V13:27-30 = P15:27-30
•Barc 15, 16 = P 15:27, 28
instruments: cembalo with range Bg
difficulty: moderate, level 4 (Rousset: difficile; Maxwell: “early advanced... full of ‘galant’ style characteristics”)
themes: 1234:1234: one group, variants; ö at start of last theme in part 1; themes developed in part 2, in same
order, but with significant changes, such as the offbeat chords at m86-87, the offbeat broken seconds at m98-99
and offbeat broken octaves at m102-103
keys: 1555:165411:
ornaments, graphics: m212-33: trills on the lowest or middle note of 3-note chords;  m61-85 trills in thirds, on
both the middle and lowest note of the chord.  In Parma and Venezia, the tr is usually written to the left and
slightly above the intended note.  All of these should begin on their principal notes as 6 Å ’s and will then end a
step below the following trill. Venezia lacks several of the single or double trills in Parma or places the signs on
different notes
m44-50, 106-112: anschlag (¶± ±_±. ) at beginning of measures, the first fast note below, the second above, the
longer note; compare P14:20 B= ornaments.  These figures which emphasize a downward major second off the
beat at the close of each part are a final contradiction of the upward-striving minor second at the starts of each
end:  S.  in Parma: last appearance; others: P14:7-9, 14, 15, 20, 21, 30 (usually S:); P15:1-4 (S.), 7 (S.), 8, 9
(SA), 10-22, 25-28 (S.)  Discussions at P14:30 C (my theory), citations at P15:1 C (other theories)
similar sonatas: P1:25 B=; P9:23 F
Chords at m21+: P3:17 g
Opening theme (upward-striving broken chords with minor second steps): P15:18 E at m10-12 & m28-30
The á3 theme and its part 2 variant are echoed in P15:30 F, which has minor second appoggiature at m53-54



and broken octaves rising by steps at m69-75
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k541; Venezia facsimile
see also:  Kirkpatrick  p189 ex m23 [trills; doesn’t comment on how they should be played]
Pestelli p205 ex [m35-38]: “frammento melodico... sotto il quale si nasconde, in modo curioso e probabilmente
all’insaputa di Scarlatti stesso, un altro canto di Natale, noto come Pastorale di Couperin [ex]”; p268 [ex
m19-22]
Sutcliffe p164-166
Campbell p83; p106; p135; p156, p163
Marco Moiraghi, The last keyboard sonatas... in Morales p332; p334: “...the modal mixture and ambiguity
(major-minor) of the first half is somehow dissipated and resolved in the second half...”

Parma 15:29 F major  Allegretto 3/4
  1 1 "1 à ÖÖ± ± | ÖÖÖ± ± | ± £ (2v in rh) F  3v 3 lh imitates both rh v

5 "2 Ö¶± ±_Ö¶± |±_Ö  8 @@@  f  lh leaps 13>b@  16>c
20 "3  c/G rh<"2, offbeat&ties; lh downbeat rest, rising Å  broken chord  25>C

n^ 26 @ [still in C ] $1 Öçç±ÕÕ °¯|Ö lh Å  unfolded 8ves ú&ü
34 $2  é± ¶¶¶± � Ä  | Ä [sforzato] (lh 8ves, rh full chords; G\1) 38 :Ú: [end1; 2: elide]

  2 39 ¯Ö  $2 partly inverted; developed F/C  41 G/D 43>d
46 "2 developed >c  48>C
50 "3 f/C 55>F
56 $1 63 F5

64 $2 68 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1b:27; Parma 15:29; Venezia 13:29
dates: about 1745-50; 1757
companions: •M1b:25-28; V13:27-30 = P15:27-30
instruments: cembalo with range Gf
difficulty: difficult, level 7.  Suggested fingerings: m1-2 rh: 31 42 31 42 1 | 42 (4 slides from B= to A); m26
unfolded octaves lh: 1451 1452 | 15 (thumb passes under index finger)
themes: 12345:52345: two groups; short-long ö at start of second group and final dominant, key signature
change; omits first theme in part 2.  keys: 114555:1265511:
accidentals: seem to be in effect when the stems are joined under a single beam: compare the D’s in m15-16
similar sonatas: the sforzato chords with deep basses at m34+ are like P12:17 G & P15:12 F
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k542; Venezia facsimile
see also: Kirkpatrick p200: “horns” [ex m1-4]
Campbell p70; p124-5; p161
Moiraghi, in Morales p333

Parma 15:30 F major All[egr]o 6/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ±  F  3v+\ 3 lh imitates x rh  H5 ¶¶¶¶¶ç± | ¶  turn, rises by steps 7 lh imitates

9 "2 ~~~ÖÖ± (broken 2nd ü, 7thú) 2v >e>d  14>C
, 15½ "3 G  tre ±. scale ü  19 "1 (as at m1\2) echoed
, 22½ "4 (lh<"2 , rh <"2 inverted) C  26½ %

30 "5 (<H5 & "1: m1\2 varied; lh falling broken 8ve chords) 32 ú G\1 36 % & extended  44 :Ú:
  2 45 "5 varied C  48>a

49 "2 developed; rh begins on G#4  53 lh imitates
n 57 "2 varied again; rh begins on A4 as in m9  59>d

65 "5  varied again (as a bridge) C  68 Æ  scale ü [glissando]
, 69½ "4 F   71 F5  73½ % 8ve lower



, 77½ "5 varied again  83½ % 8ve lower & extended  91 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1b:28; Parma 15:30; Venezia 13:30
dates: about 1735-40; 1757
companions: •M1b:25-28; V13:27-30 = P15:27-30
P15:30 shares several features with P15:28, especially the use of broken chords with major- and minor-second
steps, and trills on adjoining chords, with specific echoes at m53+ and m69+
instruments: cembalo with range Gf
difficulty: difficult, level 7; scales with skipped steps, runs with faster notes at the end, shakes at the beginning
of falling broken chords (fingers 343 51), rising broken ninth chords (right-hand index over thumb).  For the
interpretation of tre[molo] as the Pasquali tremolato (Sachs 1991), see P3:29 D.  I think this should be the short
version, with fingers 3432 repeating the note and stopping before moving to the next step above.  The final
tremolo in m18 is on a Ä  so a long tremolo is unlikely to have been intended, unless upturns are added to all of
them--but the left hand is already struggling upward; see my metaphorical interpretation below.  The long slur,
m15-18 in the rh ledger, discussed in graphics below, might be taken to imply that the entire scale of tremuli is
to be sudivided into a single set of rapid and connected notes; but it might.just well indicate a rubato, such as
slowing down the speed to emphasize the awkwardness
themes: 123145:52545: one group, variants, cells; themes return varied; first & third themes omitted in part 2. 
At the n point m57, the á2 theme is transformed and moves to the relative minor (d)  keys: 17+6525:53651:
accidentals, graphics: m10: Münster has B>3, m11 B=3; both accidentals are missing from Parma and Venezia
m15-18: Parma has a curving line drawn beneath the right-hand notes; in Münster it appears above them (see
illustration at the beginning of the Cogito file); it does not appear in Venezia
m24&m28: all three sources lack the expected > on B4 (it follows B>3) but the diminished octave leap is
effective in its context (and fits with my metaphorical interpretation below)
m30&40: the down and up scale has > on its first B; the second B could be = even though the stems are joined
by the same beams (all three sources)  The same figure occurs in a different context in m42: Parma & Venezia
have > only on the first B in the measure, implying that the second and third B’s, in the scale figure, are both =;
however Münster has > on the first and third B, leaving the second an implied B=--the Münster version seems
the most accurate, since steps down often differ from steps up.  The fact that the prevailing key has been C
major since m22 means little; Scarlatti often includes these rogue pitches approaching final cadences, as do his
contemporaries: compare, for example, the next to last measure of Prelude 1 in C from J S Bach,Wohltemperirte
clavier 2, which begins with a B=.
similar sonatas: P1:4 F (acrobatics)
P3:9 D (chains of tremoli)
the figure at m9+ is like one at m75+ of P12:4 G; metaphorical association with Maria Barbara
metaphors: m15-18 tre [tremolo] on each note of a rising G major scale in the right hand (dotted ± ’s)
GAB>CDEF<, with a slur beneath all seven notes; sol-la-si do-re-mi-fa is a punning scale for Scarlatti
Domenico.  The left hand has broken sixth chords beginning on E (mi; Scarlatti’s nickname was Mimo);
beneath the right hand E in m18 is a broken C major triad, then an added-tone sixth chord on A (Alessandro,
Domenico’s father and musical progenitor) beneath the final F< (Farinelli, the inheritor of Domenico’s music
through the queen, and the person who passed his music on to posterity).. The B> in the scale represents (for
me) Maria Barbara, whose key is B= in comic sonatas, but b minor in more serious moods (The sonata which
follows in Münster and Parma, in B=, combines these moods). The position of this passage in the last sonata of
the last Venezia libro, conveys a picture of  the composer tottering up the palace stairs for the last time.  This
might have been a plea from the composer to be granted his pension, on the model of Josquin’s Memor esto
verbi tui servo tuo.  The rest of the sonata is so full of athletic vigor that I know this a self-deprecating joke, not
a moment of self-pity.  The tremolo chain passage is in G major (the supertonic), and the only minor-key
sections in the sonata are ambiguously minor: m11-13 and the development of that passage in part 2 m48-59
(the ö point), the minor key accidentals occurring mostly in appoggiature,
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k543; Venezia facsimile; Münster microfilm
see also: Campbell p70; p117; p157



Moiraghi, in Morales p333.

Parma 15:31 B@ major  Cantab[il]e 3/4
  1 1 "1 ~~~Ö. » ~~~± . Ä  | ~~~Ö. » ~~~±. Ä  |  Ö : lh scaleú B@  3v cp 3 3rds w/repeated notes 4 B@\1;  1\3 % >c

7 "2 ("1 developed) >b@>f/C 12 ß~~~ ± Arbitri ¶¶¶»  ¶¶¶» 13 åß M: Arbitrio
\ 14 "3 ("1 developed again) F  4v 18 %  22 :Ú:
  2 23 "1 developed further c/G  n25>b@/F  31 ß~~~ ± Arbitrì ¶¶¶»  ¶¶¶» 32 åß M: Arbitrio
\ 33 "3 B@  37 %  41 :Ú: [end1; 2: can elide to link P15: 32]
source collections: Münster 1b:29; Parma 15:31; Barcelona 21
dates: about 1755; 1757.  This is one of the few sonatas in the subdued mood of the Salve regina in A major,
dated 1756 in its sources.  It might even be the last one Scarlatti composed.
companions: •M1b:29, 30; Barc 21, 22 = P15:31, 32
instruments: cembalo with range Ad
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 123:13: cellular, one group (continuous development of first theme)
keys: 12155:211: ö m25 at change to tonic minor; the lh in m25-27 holds the first note while reaching a ninth;
the left hand scale in m1-2 falls a ninth from A3 to G2 then leaps another 9th to F1; a ninth appoggiatura (from
above the final rh note) occurs in the last measure of each part, rather than the more usual seventh from below
ornaments, graphics: Münster takes four pages for the sonata, Parma two; Parma must be the later version (the
Münster scribe is unlikely to have copied from Parma in this case)
Short rather than long shakes help to preserve the dotted rhythms, and make the lower voices stand out more
clearly, as in m7-9.  Also there are no shakes on many of the ±.’s: m9, m16, etc: the short shake is more of an
accent than an ornament when it occurs.  However the ß’s in m12 & m31 could indicate that those shakes are to
be extended, preceding the word Arbitri: the first note of the upward scale which follows resolves the added
note chord formed with the left hand, and the rest of the scale is best played (in my opinion) slowing down
rather than speeding up
similar sonatas: P 4:1 A, LW 44 G (Cantabile sonatas; see also Halton)
P14:7 D m16 is similar to the Arbitri passages in this sonata (that in P14:25 E= is more extended)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k544; Münster microfilm
see also: Kirkpatrick p257; p398: arbitri [see P14:25]
Massimo Bogianckino, The harpsichord music of Domenico Scarlatti, Roma : De Santis, 1967, p96 [as quoted
by Sutcliffe p255]: “caught up in the threads of an indefinable malaise suggesting a sort of tedium that musical
expression had most certainly not known before”
Pestelli p266
Sitwell: “Spanish...”
Rousset p74: [m40: trill (shake) shouldn’t begin on principal note; presumably all the others should, I think]
Chambure p175
Sutcliffe  p255-256
Halton p38-39: “...[Arbitri is] a marking more commonly seen in aria manuscripts of the period...”
Willis p229 ex
Moiraghi, in Morales p333
Nina Key in Morales p345

Parma 15:32 B@ major  Prestissimo ¢
  1 1 "1 ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± |'|'| ° B@  2v cp 4 lh imitates  7 à ÖÖ± °¯|Ö

13 "2 E@  3v offbeat stresses; ostinato 16 c  19 g
23 "3 lh broken chords; rh ties
34 "4 ostinato; lh octaves; rh offbeat 38 %
42 "5 (<"3) rh broken chords; lh ties  45 % lh 8ves; G\1  49 :Ú: [end1; 2: can elide]



  2 50 cutoff downbeat  "5 shortened c/G  52 lh imitates
54 "4 n56>f>b@  60>e@  62 E@  64>B@
65 "3 varied 2v
74 "4 78½ %  rh varied, lh 8ve higher
82 "5  89 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1b:30; Parma 15:32; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12:29; Barcelona 22
dates: about 1745-50; 1757
companions: •M1b:29, 30; Barc 21, 22 = P15:31, 32
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; conjunct and disjunct octaves; continuous motion divided between hands; offbeat
scales.  The left hand often dominates; the ostinato octaves at the end of each part are broken in the last half of
the next to last measure of each, with the usual single note in each hand for the final measures of each
themes: 12345:54345: one group, variants; omits first two themes in part 2 and mixes order of rest.  The
opening theme is fully stated (three measures) before it is imitated.
keys: 1426:251441: ö m56 at move from supertonic minor (c) to tonic minor; the change to the subdominant
major (E=) at m62 is sudden and magical (see also Kirkpatrick below)
similar sonatas: P14:20 B=
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k545; Münster microfilm
see also: Landowska p199: [similarity of opening to J S Bach, Prelude 8 d#, Wohltemperirte clavier 2 (1742)]
Pestelli p77: “resipiscenza di umori toccatistici”; [makes same point on p266-7]
Kirkpatrick p141 [same thematic formula appears in the final closings of P15:32 & P15:34]; p261 [imitative
opening]; p2ü74: “transformation... into major at the Restatement is like an apotheosis”
Sitwell: “Spanish...  slapping of backs of guitars in counterfeit”
Sutcliffe p340
Moiraghi, in Morales p333

Parma 15:33 g minor (@) Cantab[il]e 3/8
  1 1 4 "1 ÖÖ± | 3¶¶± ~~~± | ±  g  3v cp
, 9 "2 falling 3¶¶± scale d  2v 13 % step lower c  17 % step lower B@
, 21 "3 lh leap B@\1 ü 3v
, 29 "4 ties 4v 37 ¨12345 39 lh Ä ±  40: 29\38 % & extended  50\53 rh á ¶±  54 lh ±. :Ú:
  2 55 "1 developed B@  59>c   63 % step higher n67>d  70>g

73 "3
, 81 "4  87 E@5  92 Ä ± G\1  93: 81\91 % w/ extra ornaments; extended as at 50  108 lh Ä ± G\1 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1b:31; Parma 15:33; ; Barcelona 17
dates: about 1725-30; 1757
companions: •M1b:31, 32; Barc 17, 18 = P15:33, 34
instruments: cembalo with range Gf (actual range Ge=)
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 1234:134: one group; second theme omitted in part 2
keys: 1543:3451: part 1 ends and part 2 begins in mediant (relative major) B=; ö m67 at change from
subdominant minor to dominant minor
ornaments, accidnetals: Parma: m11-12 ~~~ on tied note after measure-line; m15-16 no ~~~ but turn figure; m19-20
~~~ on start of tied note: Münster has its shake figure below the first of all the rh tied notes m11-20 and is
obviously closer to the autograph if it is not an autograph itself; the intent is long trills beginning and ending on
the principal note, leading in m12, 15 and 19 to another trill a step higher which ends with an upturn into a
fallling triplet
m73, 79 (Parma & Münster): the second F in each measure lacks a < but they are connected under single beams
to the first F<



similar sonatas: P12:16 g (birdsong motifs)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k546; Münster microfilm
see also: Sitwell: “Spanish...”
Moiraghi, in Morales p333

Parma 15:34 G major Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1 ± Ö± ± ± | ± ± ± ± | ± ± ± ± | ± ± ± ± |Å¬  G  2v 6 lh imitates  H9  ± Ö± ± Ö± | ± (broken minor 2nds) 14 ° ä
, 15 "2  rh ostinato rocking broken 4ths, lh 5ths & 3rds; h close  18 step higher a   21 d   27 A\1

, 32 "3 lh broken chord, leap; rh tie x m\line, turn 39>D  n^45 H9

49 "4 rh broken chords; lh offbeat, ties ('P15:32 "5)  52 % lh 8ves 56¯:Ú:  [end1; 2: elide]
  2 57 "3 as at 45\46 (H9) D  59 lh imitates 64 ° ä ß
\ 65 $  $ f  3v top v ostinato, middle v offbeat, ties, lh falling ¬ scale 71>a
, 77 "2 80 d  83 g ; E@5

, 94 "3 101>G  102 #  109 H9

111 "4 114 % lh 8ves; G\1 118 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1b:32; Parma 15:34; Barcelona 18
dates: about 1745-50; 1757
companions: •M1b:31, 32; Barc 17, 18 = P15:33, 34
instruments: cembalo with range Gf; hands overlap in m21-25 and m84-86, implying two manuals
difficulty: difficult, level 6 (Rousset: très difficile; Maxwell: advanced).  Blocked intervals m15-25 & m77-87,
with hands opposed and alternating fingers such as 1425 rh and 2415 lh with adjustments as the hands move
down the keyboard: these passages are self-justifying in the pleasure they give to the player, who can
communicate that joy directly to an audience (compare the Chopin influence below)
themes: 1234:35234: one group, cells; omits first theme in part 2 and inserts new material.  The cell, or
sub-theme, at m9, comes back at important transition points between themes, including the n point m45 and the
beginning of part 2
keys: 1255:572511:
accidentals are repeated within measures, even when the notes are consecutive but in different hands as in
m22-24.  In m88, the second B is [>] even though m89-91 have = on the B in this position in both Parma and
Münster.  Note that Münster starts the last half of m88 on a new page: surely a = on the B should have been
added here if it were intended
influences: Chopin, Scherzo in c< minor 1839 (showers of blocked intervals with hands in parallel motion)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k547; Münster microfilm
see also: Malipiero p488 ex m32-40: “themes... which seem to be written by modern Spanish musicians”
Dale p120: “a whole festival of bell-ringing...”
Kirkpatrick p141: [P15:32 B= closing theme similar]
Pestelli p265: “ci troviamo di fronte i consueti tipi con le caratteristiche che abbiamo indicato nell’ultimo
periodo: Allegri alla breve «amplificati»” [P5:23 G is the earliest in this Pestelli group, p241, it also includes
P15:1 C, 5 F, 9 G, 26 G]
Clark 1985 p546: exs [m32-38 quote Rameau Les cyclopes]
Marco Moiraghi, The last keyboard sonatas... in Morales p333-335

Parma 15:35 C major Allegretto 3/8
  1 1 " ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | ¶¶¶¶¶± |~~~± C  3v rh 3rds&6ths 6 lh imitates 13>F  16>G
, 22 @@ $1 çÖÖÖ » g  rh offbeat; lh ostinato, added\tone chords 26 % step lower f

H30 $2 Åç ». 31 $$>A@>g>G
34 $3 rh 6ths úü

n^ 40 $4 (<H30)  41 rh offbeat, lh 3rds 45: 40\44 % (lh 8ves, G\1) & extended 53 :Ú:
  2 54 $1 developed C/G 59>F   61 lh leaps  68>C   69 Æ broken chord swoop ú



\ 71 @@ $1 restated c  75 % step lower b@
78 $2  81>c>C  83 $$
84 $3 varied
91 $4 104 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1b:33; Parma 15:35
dates: about 1745-50; 1757
companions: M1b:33,34 = P15:35,36
instruments: cembalo with range Gd
difficulty: difficult, level 6 (Rousset: très difficile); staggered notes; scales of sixths
themes: 12345:22345: two groups, cells; omits first group in part 2, develops/varies rest
keys: 145546-55:1411711: the move toward G major, the final dominant of part 1, begins with the switch of the
small note B= in m32 to B> in m33 but isn’t established until there is a downbeat on G in m40, the n point
ornaments, accidentals: m30+: slashed Ä  small note precedes large note ç , dotted Å  appoggiature; small notes
have accidentals (= or >). [compare Kirkpatrick p372 ex m30-1: short appoggiature]
m40: both F’s are [>]; m45: both are “<”
m66-68: chain of ~~~ ’s on dotted Å ’s followed by upturn of 2 Ó ’s
m83: slur under group of 3 Ä ’s, each has a ~~~  (follows the repeat of m30-33; m34 has no ~~~ ’s or slurs on its
group of 3 Ä ’s, the last of which is tied to the next measure, unlike m83 (Parma & Münster)
similar sonatas: the passage at m54+ is similar to P2:21 A= at m5+
LW43 C; NH30 C; P14:4 C; P4:17 E=
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k548; Münster microfilm
see also: Kirkpatrick p174: “With the exception of [this sonata]... [P15:31 to 42] are all in Scarlatti’s latest style,
and presumably the last he wrote” [I disagree in general and in particular; see the table for Parma 15 arranged by
my about dates in the Characteristics file]
Pestelli p265 [1738-1746; exception to his group of last sonatas: see P15:11]
Sitwell: “Spanish...”
Chambure p177
Vignal: “...Because of its imitative horn and trumpet calls, [P15:35] is exceptional among the later works, and,
quite the contrary, joins the earlier compositions...”
Sutcliffe p112-114 ex m19-43: “...[the] flamenco style or manner... is melismatic, featuring ornate
embellishment, incessant repetitions of a single note decorated by appoggiaturas above and below, a limited
melodic range and portamento effects...”
Moiraghi, in Morales p333
Francou-Desrochers [see full citation at P1:28 a] p60-61, ex m30-31 [compared to acciaccaturas in Granados]

Parma 15:36 C major  Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1 ~~~°. ¶¶¶± | ± ± ± ± | °  C  2v 3 lh imitates  5 falling broken 2nds w/repeated notes

9 "2 ± ± ± | Å± Ö± ± ± | ± 3v 17 a  21>e  23>d  26 D  falling broken 6ths
30 $1 D pedals, long trills (¬_¬_¬) rh then lh w/ ° scale üin same h 37>G  40: 30\38 % D  47>G
49 $2 3ÖÖ± ± ÖÖ± | ± 2v  55 G\1 :Ú: (end1; 2: elide)

  2 56 ¯Ö  "1 as at 5 g  60 @@@ E@
63 "2 developed A@  n67>b@  73 falling broken 6ths>f >c  78>g
80 $1 G, G pedals 87>C   90: 80\88 % G  97>C
99 $2 extended w/echo<"1 (m1\2 combined, inverted); G5 108 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1b:34; Parma 15:36
dates: about 1730-35; 1757
companions: •M1b:33, 34 = P15:35, 36
instruments: cembalo with range Gg
difficulty: exceptional, level 9; trills: see ornaments below



themes: 1234:1234: two groups, part 2 in same order; keys: 16322525:53-6-74155151: At the n point the key
changes to the subtonic minor (b=) and the development of the theme skips ahead to an idea heard at m24-25
near the end of this theme, then takes up the earlier part of the theme again
ornaments, accidentals: m1-3: it is important for the ~~~  on the first note of m1 (and its lh answer in m3) to be
short and mordente so that the four falling Å ’s which follow are isolated; they become the basis in m102  for a
new coda with a full scale rising
m22: Münster has F< and is clearly better than Parma, which is missing the <
m30-45 & m80-95: trills in either hand, combined with shakes or sustained notes above (see also P3:14 c and
P9:30 C); those at m43 (double trills in the small fingers of the left hand) are exceptionally difficult
m36 & 46: Parma has F<3 ± in rh followed by F<3 Ö  in the same ledger, an indication that the left hand should
be playing the broken chord using a different manual; Münster has both < in m36 but omits the second < in
m46
m67: full ± small note (appoggiatura) used expressively at the ö point
similar sonatas: P15:37 B=: left-hand broken chord with offbeat held notes
E3 a also uses the short rapid scale figure shown on the map above, m1, in its opening
influences: trills with sustained notes in the same hand occur in J S Bach, Clementi and Beethoven: see P9:30 C
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k549; Münster microfilm
see also: Pestelli p 266-267: «reviviscenza della Toccata».
Chambure p177: “A noter l’indépendance des doigts qu’imposent les trilles de [P15:36] comme du reste les
accords avec trilles centraux de [P15:28]”
Vignal: “[P15:36] includes, as does [P14:10]  for example, a multitude of thematic elements which give life to
each other, and also long, inner- to lower-voice trills which sustain ascending progressions of long values, with
appoggiaturas”
Moiraghi, in Morales p333

Parma 15:37 B@ major Allegretto ¢
  1 1 "1  £ Ö± ± ± | ± ± ± ~~~Ö.ï± | ±° B@ 3v 3 lh imitates

7 "2  ± ± ± ± | 3ÖÖ± °  15>c (developed) 17>g/D
(22\)23 "3 b@  25>f

, 32 $1 F  3ÖÖ± scales, close h
39 $2 rh downbeat rest, offbeat held notes; B@\1  43 % & extended 50 :Ú:

  2 51 "2 developed F>d  57 a  n59 g  62 D@  (m2 echoed) lh ± scale ú66>e@/B@
(66\)67 "3 e@  69>b@

, 76 $1 B@
83 $2  87 varied  94 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1b:35; Parma 15:37
dates: about 1730-35; 1757
companions: •M1b:35, 36 = P15:37, 38
instruments: cembalo with range Ae
difficulty: moderate, level 4; triplets end with and land on the same note repeated, requiring a finger change
which must vary depending on the direction and what follows, for esample 432 1 in m10, 234 5 in m20, and
other solutions when the rh is sustaining notes at the same time: such as 432 3 in m16 (the thumb holding the G
below)
themes: 122345:2345: two groups, part 2 omits first theme, rest in same order
keys: 126155:537+63-4411: ö at change from leading-tone minor (a) to relative minor (g)
The ± ’s rise by thirds at the beginning of part 2 to form a seventh chord
graphics, accidentals, ornaments: m14: unslurred small note Ä  creates a two-against-three cross-rhythm (better
than playing the rh A with the lh D and the rh B= with the lh C: the B= can be sounded alone)
m41 etc: approaches to shakes are written out as a simple ¶¶¶± turn figure; the last one, in m89, however is varied



to ¶¶ççç±
m84&88: the second F is [>] because G intervenes after the first F< in each measure (C<D C “>” in m40&44)
similar sonatas: P15:36 C: left-hand broken chord with offbeat held notes
metaphors: has a theatrical character, such as a trumpet call opening, but is more sombre than the many comic
B= sonatas; especially the melancholy á3 theme, to which the sweetness of the â1 scales in thirds is an antidote
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k550 (p2&3 reversed in Johnson reprint); Münster microfilm
see also: Pestelli p268-269
Rousset p74: [m41&89: trill can’t begin on upper note]
Moiraghi, in Morales p333

Parma 15:38 B@ major Allegro 3/4
  1 1 "1 ± ÖÖÖ± | ± ÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖ± Ö±  B@  2v 6 lh imitates

19 "2 broken 8ves both h  23>F   rh 6ths  25>C
26 $1 Å  broken chord ü divided by h; rh Ä  broken 8ves ú&ü 30>F  32 C  34>F
36 $2 à Ä  ± à Ä  | ± à Ä  ±¯|Ö   lh imitates +1 beat 41 %
46 $3 lh imitates +1 beat & leaps 51¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide]

  2 52 $3 developed F>g   55>a  56>d
n 58 ( 3v 63>a  both h ostinato 66 c  71>F

72 $1 üF5 76>B@  78 F   80>B@
82 $2 87 % 8ve lower
92 $3  97 B@\1 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1b:36; Parma 15:38
dates: about 1730-35; 1757
companions: •M1b:35, 36 = P15:37, 38
instruments: cembalo with range Gg
difficulty: difficult, level 6.  Left hand leaps down by octaves and an extra step: fingers 214|5 for stability
themes: 12345:56345: two groups; omits first group in part 2 and inserts new material at n (mathematically
closer to m60): rhetorically a peroratio in adfectibus passage (see introduction to this file) leading to an ostinato;
the key moves from the mediant minor (d) to the leading-tone minor (a, the dominant of d)
keys: 152525:567+37+25151:
accidentals, graphics: m28: the last E lacks a > in both Parma and Münster, unlike m26 & 32
m30&34: the last upturn uses E[=] in Parma; however Münster does have a > on the last E in m34 (not in m30)
m64-68 have accidentals repeated on non-consecutive notes of the same pitch; therefore the E’s in m66-68
should be = , as well as the last B in m67
m82-84: Münster has à B= B= à D | D à D D | F as the top voice but the last D is tied to the F by a slur; Parma
has D F | F but without the slur for those last three notes, which is good enough for me (rather than the more
predictable F F_|F)
similar sonatas: P11:5 B=; E11 c; see also Sutcliffe below
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k551; Münster microfilm
see also: Gerstenberg p101: “Die Tonwiederholung am Beginn einer KM [Kopfmotivgruppe] übernimmt... von
der älteren Kanzone...”
Kirkpatrick p247 [ex m58+]
Keller p71 ex
Sutcliffe p227 ex [m34-43]: “...In [m]39, two scales, one travelling twice as fast as the other, are superimposed,
leading to all sorts of strange parallel intervals... Comparable instances may be found in [E 17 F] (the piled-up
fourths first heard in [m]20-21),  [P2:13 f m20, P4:7 A m30-33] and of course [P6:9 c m15-24 & 92-101]”
Moiraghi, in Morales p333
Nina Key in Morales p345



Parma 15:39 d minor  (0@) Allegretto ¢
  1 1 "1 ± ± ~~~± Ö± | ~~~± Ö± Å± Ö± | ° d  2v 3 rh imitates

5 "2 lh Ö± ÖÖÖ± | Ö  (FGFDFG |F) 7 rh imitates
9 "3 rh middle v (<"1)  Ö± ÖÖÖ± |± (A4B@A4FDA3B=) top v °¯|± offbeat. ties; 3v cp; rh ties

úby steps 13 theme lh; rh offbeat stresses, ties
17 ## "2 D  theme rh; lh D pedals  21 A  3v; top v A pedals, theme lh & varied in middle v

25 theme rh; lh ties as in "3 top v; ú by steps  29 theme lh; rh offbeat 3rds
34 (coda) lh 8ves 36 % rh 8ve lower 38 A\1¯:Ú: (end1; 2: elide)

  2 39 $$ "2 as at 17 developed d/A 44>G  theme ostinato, lh ° chords  n49 b>a  54>G>D
57 ## "2 as at 25\33 restated 64 E5 66 4v; theme in s & t 10th apart, a & b offbeat, ties  70: 66\69 %

74 coda 78 :Ú: [end1; 2: can elide to link P15:40]
source collections: Münster 1b:37 Allegro; Parma 15:39 Allegretto; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12:30 Allegretto;
Barcelona 13 --
dates: about 1740-45; 1757
companions: •M1b:37, 38; CF12: 30,31; Barc 13, 14 = P15:39, 40
instruments: cembalo with range Ae
difficulty: difficult, level 6; trills in both hands (compare P15:4 d)
themes: 12323:223: cellular, one group, three themes; the second theme returns in the tonic major and is
developed / varied through the rest of the sonata, sometimes in counterpoint with parts of the third theme
keys: 115:146541: tonic minor to tonic major to dominant major; part 1 ends in A major, part 2 in D major. The
n point m49 occurs at a change to the submediant (b, the relative minor of the tonic major) in the Münster
source (see accidentals below); this leads down by steps in five measure to the final tonic major.  The change to
major in m57 is made even more effective by the removal of the ornaments (shakes) that had occurred in every
beat of the á2 theme in its previous appearances.  If the last measure (D123) is elided to link the D1 at the
beginning of P15:40 d, this triumphant D major conclusion is completely negated (I think intentionally) by the
pervasive minor keys of that sonata
ornaments, graphics, accidentals: shakes (~~~ ) probably short whether on ±’s or Ä ’s; m17+ uses ~~~ above Ä ’s, tr
left of ±’s (usually on inner voices); m21 has: tr on rh alto voice ± & ~~~  lh Ä , then tr on both the rh ±  & the lh Ä
m23: in Parma there is an incorrect G# in the key signature of the top ledger on the second page of the score
(m23): this error does not occur in Münster, which divides the pages at the same point; Münster also has a
needed <, lacking in Parma, on G in the left-hand part of m24
m42: there is no = on the 2nd, 3rd & 4th B’s (= appears each time it is needed on a B in the rest of the sonata)
m49: Münster: A< in the second left-hand chord (no < on Parma’s A); Münster m50: F< in the first lh chord
(Parma has D[>] in rh; <on both lh D’s, but F[>]); Münster m51: F> in the second lh chord.  The Münster
version is clearly the right one and its key sequence of b minor to a minor has been used on the map
metaphors: this sonata has many french characteristics, such as the off-beat notes held within broken chords in
m66-72, which are present in many Couperin pieces (Les juméles, 12ême ordre, 1716, is an example)
similar sonatas: P12:23 d; P15:7 G
P13:6 d: similar key structure, with change to major at end, and rondo-like form
P13:17 G: bell sounds
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k552; Münster microfilm
see also: Gerstenberg p101-2; p110fn: m17+
Chambure p177
Moiraghi, in Morales p333

Parma 15:40 d minor (0@) Allegro 3/8
  1 1 cutoff downbeat  Ä   "1 á ¶¶¶¶± |¶  broken 2nds&4ths, rh then lh úA\1 d

7 "2  á ¶¶¶¶± | ÖÖ± | Ö± ~~~Ö.ï± [ie ~~~¶í±]|¶  lh scales ú& leaps 2v 17>E
21 "3 A lh<"1, leaps; rh 3rds; ú by steps every 2m  32: 21\29 %+\ 



41 "4 a  47 rh offbeat  50 rh 3rds  51: 47\50 %
55 "5 3v rh voices offbeat & ties, lh 8ves 58 rh 3rds  59 % & extended 65 :Ú: [end1; 2: can elide]

  2 66 cutoff downbeat  ±  "1 d
72 "2 >F

n 79 "3  87 (bridge) rh scales ú, lh 8ves  90>g  92>d  94 "3
103 "4 113:109\112 %
117 "5 121 % rh 8ve lower  127 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1b:38; Parma 15:40; Zaragoza 35:16; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 12:31; Barcelona 14;
NewYork 1:68 --
dates: about 1730-35; 1757 (Za35 earlier?).   Pestelli p265 [exception to his group of last sonatas; see P15:11:
1738-1746]
companions: •M1b:37, 38; CF12: 30, 31; Barc 13, 14 = P15:39, 40
•NY 1:68-70 = P15:40 d, 14:29 D, 15:3 d
instruments: cembalo with range Ag
difficulty: difficult, level 7; rapid thirds; disjunct octaves
themes: 12345:1230345: one group, variants; part 2 in same order but new material inserted: the á3 theme
begins at the n point in the relative major (F) but is interrupted by a bridge-like passage, then restated in the
tonic minor (d)  keys: 1255:1341:
graphics: m20 (Parma): the accidentals are squeezed in below the notes, perhaps an indication that the copy had
been proofread later; m35: = cancels <; m22-40 <’s are lacking on many of the C’s (Münster and Parma are
identical as far as I can tell from the difficult-to-read Münster microfilm)--I think C>’s are preferable in these
places, on the principle that rising and falling scales often use different steps
similar sonatas: the closing theme of each part is somewhat similar to the closing sections of P9:30 C
ostinato octaves occur at the ends of each part in P14:17 A & P6:24 C, to name just two
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k553; Münster microfilm
see also: Chambure p177: “...la signature rythmique: [ex m7-8; see map above]...”
Moiraghi, in Morales p333

Parma 15:41 F major Allegretto ¢
  1 1 " rh ° ° | ° ä  2 lh £ ± ± ± | ± ± ~~~±.¶± | ° F  3v cp 10 d  12 F  19>C

23 $ 2v lh offbeat à ± ¶± | ± x & overlaps rh ± Ö± | Ö >F>G>C  28 lh leap; 8ves  30 %
36 ( [£] 3ÖÖ± 3ÖÖ± £ 3v 40 %  45¯:Ú: [end1; 2: elide] [see rhythms in notes below]

  2 46 @@@  $ c>f  lh x rh
49 * (derived<" at 15) 2v rh ostinato; lh ± ± x rh ÖÖÖ±, close h 51 e@  n53 b@
56 " as at 19\22 developed/extended f
62 $$$@  $ F >B@>C>F   66 F5  69 %
75 ( 79 % 8ve lower 84 :Ú:

source collections: Münster 1b:39; Parma 15:41; Barcelona 19
dates: about 1745-50; 1757
companions: •M1b:39, 40; Barc 19, 20 = P15:41, 42
instruments: cembalo with range Gf; see also Kirkpatrick below: two manuals
difficulty: difficult, level 8; hands cross and overlap with opposing rhythms (compare m23-27 to a very similar
passage in P13:28 F at m38-41)
themes: 123:24123: three groups; part 2 inserts new material derived from the first group.  The passage at
m49-56 is an extreme example of the dog-chasing-its-tail stylistic trait (see P 15:11 F); here the hands are
crossed and moving at different speeds in intervals of minor seconds
keys: 1615125:517411451: ö m53 at change to subdominant minor, in the middle of the passage just described 
rhythms: m36-37: triplets ÖÖ± ÖÖ± are followed in m38-39 by quintuplets (m38 ¶Ö± Ö±, m39 ÖÖ± Ö±), a gradual slight
slowing down which occurs in different ways in other sonatas; compare P14:2 C and P14:30 C



graphics: m62: Münster uses >>= to change the key signature (canceling the E= & A= added in m46); Parma’s
>>>= is less efficient (it cancels B=, then adds it again)
similar sonatas: P13:3 A (ostinato passage in unstable keys)
P13:28 F (hand crossing passage at m38 close to that at m23 here)
P15:2 C (broken chord in thirds)
influences: m49+: compare Chopin Etude in f minor opus 25:2, 1836
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k554; Münster microfilm
see also: Dale: “puppet plays” [see P6:23 C]
Kirkpatrick p181-2: “in m63-66 [ex], 70-73, becomes very inconvenient to play on a one-manual instrument”
Pestelli p186-7: “...un audace sperimentalismo. È qualcosa di unico, quasi un gioco, l’inizio della [P15:41]: [ex
m1-3] nato dal piacere di chiudere in circolo gli intervalli di terza compresi entro due ottave da un do all’altro, è
un gioco che poteva nascere solo sullo specchio della tastiera clavicembalistica...”; p266-267: «reviviscenza
della Toccata» [see P4:28 a for another theme falling by thirds]
Sitwell: “...a kind of passepied or step dance”
Sutcliffe p147-150 exs; p318 [stylistic fingerprint: chains of falling thirds m1+]
Moiraghi, in Morales p333

Parma 15:42 f minor  (3@) Allegro 6/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± ±.  falling scale w/ repeated notes f  3v 4 lh imitates  7 rocking ostinato
, 10½ "2 rising chromatic scale w/ repeated notes 13>c  18½ developed 27: 18\26 %
n^ 36 "3 broken 2nds w/ repeated notes; middle v offbeat stresses 42: 38\41 % & extended

50¯:Ú: [end1: ±.ß µµ ÖÖ±>f , return to missing downbeat in 1; 2: elide]
  2 51 "2 f/C 54>b@  63>f   74: 65\73 %

83 "3  97 :Ú:
source collections: Münster 1b:40; Parma 15:42; Barcelona 20
dates: about 1725-30; 1757
companions: •M1b:39, 40; Barc 19, 20 = P15:41, 42
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: difficult, level 6; finger changes on repeated notes, with held notes in same hand
themes: 123:23: one group; ö at start of last theme in part 1; first theme omitted in part 2; keys: 15:141:
metaphors: has the portuguese fado character of many of the other f minor pieces
similar sonatas: P15:6 f; P4:24 F; P15:12 F
editions used: Kirkpatrick 18: k555; Münster microfilm
see also: Sitwell: “...A neat ‘Northern’ start, then change of climate to the serenading south...”
Chambure p177: “Par leur écriture, leur facture parfaite, ces dernières sonates nous renvoient aux premières
pièces de ce catalogue. Comme une grande boucle qui se referme pour nous empêcher à jamais de savoir où
commence, où se termine cette œuvre éblouissante qui livre en définitive si peu de ses secrets”
Moiraghi, in Morales p333

Roseingrave\Cooke: [42] Suites de Pieces Pour le CLAVECIN.  En deux Volumes.  Composées par
Domenico Scarlatti ... Carefully revised & corrected from the Errors of the Press [by] Thos.
Roseingrave. London: printed for and sold by B: Cooke... [1739 (privilege Jan.31)]
(see Collections for full contents.  Essercizi and Venezia 1742 have been preferred as the primary source when
the same sonata appears in RC, with the exception of RC 3 g)
The pages in the original are numbered but the sonatas are unnumbered; numbers used below are from Sheveloff
p118-119; they are also used in Grove music online worklist 2000+. Those sources use a single sequence of
numbers which includes both volumes.



Introduction by Mr. T. Roseingrave. g (=) Andante moderato C
incipit: Å±_¶.î=.ì ±_¶.î=.ì | Å  trÖ.»
source collections: Roseingrave-Cooke v1 page & number; Wien Q15117:1; Wien G 11

Roseingrave-Cooke 1 g minor (=) Allegro 3/4: see Essercizi 8: variant

Roseingrave-Cooke 2 etc: see Collections file for primary sources when not cross-referenced below

Roseingrave\Cooke 3 g minor (=) Allegro 2/4
  1 1 "1 ± ± | ¶¶»» ¶¶»» | ¶¶»» ¶¶»» | trÖ¶± ± | g  2v full chords w/added tones; scales ú

12 "2  18> c
, (24\)25 "3 (close h in RC)
, (32\)33 $1 d  (lh x rh in RC)
n^ 43 (Andante in RC) 3/4 $2 (RC: lh x rh, close h, batteries)
, 48 (Allegro in RC) 2/4 $3 (echoes "1)  4v 52 :ÚÚ:
  2 53 "1 B@
, 57 "3 varied/developed 60>g  65>E@>c

74 "2 78>d>g
87 "3

, 95 $2 E@  (no tempo or meter change) 103> g
108 $3  114 Ä_±ë £ ÚÚÚÚÚÚ [no : for repeat]

source collections: Paris Arsenal [7]; Boivin-LeClerc 1:3; BL 3:5; Roseingrave-Cooke 3; Wien Q15117:3;
Wien G 12 & 56; arrangement: Avison 9b
Venezia 1742:57 (differs from the other sources frequently; see separate listing at end of this entry)
dates: about 1725-30; 1737
companions: •BL1: 1-5; RC 1-5 g\G = E 8 variant, E 4, RC 3, E 30, E 2
•BL 3:1-10 = E 8 variant, E 8, 4, 12, RC 3, E 30, E 2, 14, 13, RC 12
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; double keyboard; see also Kirkpatrick, Rousset and Sheveloff below
difficulty: moderate, level 4; batteries; close hands; repeated notes with probable finger change (both hands
alternating); the rh chords in m1&7 require the use of all five fingers; in m107 the offbeat notes change
suddenly from the rh to the lh
themes: 123456:132356  two groups, variants; short-long ö at start of new theme and change of meter
keys: 145:31645161; part 1 ends in dominant (d minor), part 2 begins in relative major (B=);
graphics, ornaments: RC uses C clefs (both hands)
RC small notes are usually Ä ’s, V usually ç ’s; both sometimes use slurs with small notes but generally not for
obvious appoggiature; when they are used they can imply ties (often double small notes tied to previous double
large notes)
m32: small note B=, slashed shake ë (pincé) C in RC, tr in V
m43 (RC): changes to Andante 3/4; m48 Allegro 2/4; no change of tempo or meter at m95
m114 (end): RC (shown on map above): final note is a slurred small Ä  F[<] (probably tied to F< in previous
measure) followed by ± G with a slashed shake ë then a £ rest. V: ç  small note (no slur), no ornament on the G
and a fermata on the rest. RC: no double dots for repeat at the final double bar; V: thin double bar with double
dots outside it only
similar sonatas: V42:41 c
the opening of P9:20 g is particularly close; and see metaphors below
influences: has many features which show up in Rameau’s 1724 & 1728 publications: batteries, close hands,
crossed hands, “savage” features as in Les sauvages (in g) and Les cyclopes (in d)
metaphors: savage g minor (as in P3:7 and several other Scarlatti g minor sonatas, as well as a few in d minor)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k31 (RC); New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003] (RC); Fadini 2:53 (based on



RC, with V in notes; BL WQ & WG are close to RC, according to her endnotes); Duron p145: facsimile of
BL1:3 part 1 & begin part 2
see also: Kirkpatrick p155: “...Thematic material is altered to fit what was obviously a one-manual instrument
with four octaves only...”; p388, ex
Pestelli p120 [ex]: “Lo spunto tematico... sembra discendere in egual misura da un Concerto dell’opera 3 di
Vivaldi [opus 3:8, 1712] e da una Toccata di Alessandro [Pannain edition no.III; exs]”
Sheveloff p197: “may even antedate 1720”; p538: C-c3 (C1-C5); see also V42 version below
Foster p59-61: “non-dramatic thematic contrast... seems to be influenced by the concerto principle.  Sections A
[my á12] and C  [my â3] are tutti sections, while B [my á3,â1&2] represents the solo portion... [certain
procedures resemble] passages in some of the Alessandro Scarlatti Toccatas”
Rousset p73 [tessiture]: [both versions; avoids B=-1 m60 (compare m72); he assigns clavecins 2a & 4]
Duron p145-146: “nous nous trouvons dans le Scarlatti le plus pur: [ex] avec une virtuosité stupéfiante...”
[compared to the frenchness of E8 g and E4 g which precede it in BL 1; however he is overlooking the
similarities to Rameau here: see influences above]

•Roseingrave\Cooke 3: Venezia 1742:57 version: g minor (=) All[egr]o 2/4
difficulty: this version lacks the tempo change and hand-crossings in the RC version at m43+.  Many left-hand
passages are an octave or two lower
graphics: Venezia’s frequent transpositions of Roseingrave’s C-clefs could be corrections for a single keyboard. 
The transposition in V of the right hand part an octave higher in m3-4 is a correction so that the hands don’t play
the same notes as they might on a double keyboard (see RC version above: Kirkpatrick p155); however the
transposition of the lh in m5-6 an octave lower in V than in RC doesn’t have that excuse.  The transpositions in
m32-39 and 95-103 in V eliminate RC’s hand crossings (and hand overlappings in m43-47), another indication
that hand crossings are associated with double keyboards
m43: the omission of RC’s  “Andante” tempo indication in V is also an improvement, since the tempo doesn’t
actually change, only the meter from 2/4 to 3/4.  The last rh note in m43 is D3 (A3 in RC).  The beams for the lh
Ä ’s are joined in this passage in V: m43-45 in groups of 2 (Ö± ); m46-7 groups of 6; m95-106 groups of 4,
suddenly switching to the rh in m107; none of the flags are joined in RC in these measures.
m52: :||: Volti
m98: extends into the right margin, and disrupts the decorative vertical lines, proving they were added later
m114 (end): see RC version above
editions used: Kirkpatrick 2: k31²; Venezia facsimile
see also: Sheveloff p201: “separated notation” [each hand on its own ledger with extra lines between ledgers
when necessary]; p445: “V... 1742’s version is clearly more primitive” [I disagree, for reasons stated above]
Ogeil p15-16 [octave transposition in m3-8]

Roseingrave\Cooke 6 d minor Aria 3/8
  1 1 " ç¶± Ö± | ÖÖ± d  2v added\tone 6th chords m3&5; 8 :ÚÚ:
  2 n^ 9 " developed (partly inverted) d>F  14>d

17 " restated, varied 24 :ÚÚ: [links RC 7]
source collections: Boivin-LeClerc 1:6; BL 3:16; Roseingrave-Cooke 6; Münster 5:[44a]; Wien Q15117:4;
Wien G 23
dates: about 1715-20; 1737
companions: •RC 6-10 d\D = RC 6, V42:43 variant, E9, RC 9, E1
•BL1: 6-8 d\D; RC 6-8 d\D = RC 6, V42:43 variant, E9
•BL3: 11-18 d\D = RC 9, E 29, 1, 10, 9, RC 6, E 5, V42:43 variant
•M5:[44bc]: RC 6 d, V42:43 D variant (incomplete); see V42:43 for a discussion of the Münster source
•WG 22, 23 = P7:27 D, RC6 d (roman numeral order: 30, 31)
This sonata, although it is often played as a free-standing work,  makes most sense as an introduction to V42:43
D before it was altered, as in the BL 1, RC and M sources



instruments: cembalo with range Cc; violin, basso continuo.  The leap in m22 is more typical of violin than
keyboard writing; Pestelli p 113 lists this sonata in his violinistiche category; the piece is in basso continuo style
but with the chords written in full rather than figured.
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 1:11: one theme, varied in part 2; short-long ö at start of part 2
keys: 1:131: part 1 stays in tonic minor; part 2 begins in tonic but moves to the mediant F major for a few
measures
ornaments, graphics: (RC and M; other sources not examined) uses tr for notes which are typically
principal-upper-principal shakes (most of them are approached from a tone above)
end: this and the following piece RC 7 (=V42:43 D)  have double dots outside the final double bar, as if linking
the next work; RC 7 continues on the same page as RC 6, but in a new brace; RC 8 (=E 9 d) continues
immediately on the same page and in the same brace as the end of RC 7
similar sonatas: see Torino 15b d (discussion under themes)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k32; New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]; Münster microfilm
see also: Landowska: “...tinged with melancholy and yet serene...”
Foster p37: “monothematic... a minuet-type piece”

Roseingrave\Cooke 7 D major Allegro 3/8:  see Venezia 1742:43: variant

Roseingrave-Cooke 8 d minor Presto 6/8: see Essercizi 9: variant

Roseingrave\Cooke 9 d minor  (0=) Larghetto 3/4
  1 1 " ± ÖÖÖ±¯ | ±  ÖÖÖ±¯ | ±  ÖÖÖ±¯ | ± trÖ±¯  ± d  2 or 3v 8>a

9 $  ¯¶±µ  12 Ä °.ë  ÚÚ
  2 n^ 13 " F   17 g  24> d

25 $  28 °.ë ÚÚÚÚÚÚ

source collections: Boivin-LeClerc 2:5 Adagio; BL 3:11 Larghetto; Roseingrave-Cooke 9; Wien Q15117:6;
Wien G 19
dates: about 1715-20; 1737
companions: •BL2: 5-9 d\D = RC 9, E 29, 1, 10, 5
•BL3: 11-18 d\D = RC 9, E 29, 1, 10, 9, RC 6, E 5, V42:43 variant
•RC 6-10 d\D = RC 6, V42:43 variant, E 9, RC 9, E 1
•WG: 17,18 [roman numeral subset 1] = RC 9 d, V42:43 variant D
Like RC 6, this sonata makes most sense as an introduction to another sonata; the BL 2 & 3 or WG choices for
the next sonata are more satisfying than the next sonata in RC, E 1
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 12.12 two groups; short-long ö at double bar and start of part 2, which is in same order.  This is a
simple but effective piece of instrumental rather than vocal character, very much like Scarlatti’s minuets.
keys: 15.341; part 1 ends in a minor but with B= in the falling scale approaching the final chord; part 2 begins in
F major (mediant) and ends in d minor but with E= in the approach (see also Pestelli p119 below)
graphics, ornaments, accidentals: uses slurs on groups of 4 Ä ’s or 2+2 Ä ’s or 2 Å ’s + Ä
m8: two small Å ’s follow a likely unmarked trill (the tr in m24 is not followed by a similar upturn)
m19: the two small Å ’s presumably differ from the large note version elsewhere: on beat but more like ç ’s?  The
second F in the left hand is not marked < and could be interpreted as F> if an interesting effect is desired here
m23: B[>] in right hand, but here a correction to B= is acceptable, since the passage is clearly moving from g
minor to d minor; a B> calls too much attention to itself
ends (m13&28): divided into two parts: 12 and 16 measures, golden section (ö) proportions, followed by
double bars, but no double dots for repeats; five shorter vertical lines after the final double bar.  Slashed shake ë 
on final note in rh more likely a fast appoggiatura followed by a ~~~ shake (as in m12) than a shake followed by a



turn
influences: Clementi includes this work as his Lesson 15 in Introduction to the art of playing on the piano forte,
(opus 42, 1801), with fingering added for every note
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k34; New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also: Benton: “simple binary form”
Pestelli p116: “è di una nobile cantabilità violinistica”; p119: “il gusto cromatico si insinua estroso nelle due
cadenze, alterando il II grado della scala minore [ex m27-8] A Roma, in quegli anni [1710+], solo un altro
musicista faceve cose del genere, lo Zipoli”
Foster p37-8: “monothematic... an unmarked minuet... in both... parts, uses a Neapolitan lowered second degree
in the melodic descent to the cadence”

Roseingrave-Cooke 10 d minor: see Essercizi 1

Roseingrave\Cooke 12 g minor (=) Allegro ¡
  1 0 "1 á ¶¶± | Ö¶± ¶¶»» ¶¶»» ¶¶»» | ± £  g  2v

8½ "2  12 rh weak beat ties, suspended 2nds above, falling by steps  15>d
15½ "3  19 ° ± :ÚÚ:

  2 (19) "1 d
n 25 "3 developed (partly inverted) B@  23 divided between h

33 "1 (variant) à Ä  | Ö¶± Ö± Ö± Ö± à  g  40 Ö± Ö± Ö± :ÚÚ:ÚÚÚÚÚÚ

source collections: Boivin-LeClerc 2:4; BL3:10; Roseingrave-Cooke 12; Wien Q15117:7; Wien G 14
dates: about 1725-30; 1737
companions: •BL2:1-4 G\g = E 13, 14, 12, RC 12
•BL 3:1-10 = E 8 variant, E 8, 4, 12, RC 3, E 30, E 2, 14, 13, RC 12
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: easy, level 1
themes: 123:131: one group,  cellular; part 2 has a return of a variant form of the first theme in the tonic after the
development of the third theme, which starts at the ö point and change to relative major (B=) Each part has
three recognizably distinct but continuous sections (no full stops or rests between them).  The á2 section, which
is omitted in part 2, could be played at a slightly faster tempo, so that the remainder does not have to be played
excessively fast to keep a single tempo
keys: 15:531: part 1 ends in dominant (d minor)
accidentals, graphics: accidentals seem to be in force as long as the notes are under the same beam: m3&4 have
=’s on both E’s, m10-11 < on every F, m26-27> on every B, etc, so why is there not a < on the second F in m1
and m37 or the second C in m20?  A literal treatment (F> or C> in these cases) works well, but might take
some time for an ear unfamiliar with Scarlatti’s language to become accustomed to it.  E4 g is comparable. 
end:  (see map); a complete da capo? (compare “DC” throughout Venezia 1742)
influences: Clementi includes this work as his Lesson 35 in Introduction to the art of playing on the piano forte,
(opus 42, 1801), with fingering and trills added
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k35; New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also: Kirkpatrick p151: “...might easily be attributed to almost any early eighteenth-century composer”; p33:
“... reminiscent of Handel...more on account of common characteristics than of any possible influence”
Pestelli p121: “Domenico e Haendel parlano in questi anni [1710+] proprio la stessa lingua, come mostrano
meglio di tutte le [RC12 & V1742:40 g] gli stessi spunti derivati dalla tecnica violinistica interessano entrambi i
clavicembalisti”; p75 [ex: m2-5; compared to a toccata by A. Scarlatti]
Foster p48: “associative...”
Francis Monkman, http://www.afkm.com/download4.htm: Handel, Capriccio in g minor compared to RC 12

Roseingrave-Cooke 24 A major Allegro 3/8:  see Venezia 1742:25



Roseingrave-Cooke 25 c minor Allegro ¡:  see Venezia 1742:41

Roseingrave-Cooke 26 F major Allegro 3/8:  see Venezia 1742:27

Roseingrave\Cooke 27 f minor (3=) Fuga 3/8 [6/8]
1 " à ±.  ± | Ä ± ÖÖ± | ÖÖ±_Ä ± | Ö  f 4v; answers at 42 c  10 f  13 c  172 f  23 c  252 f  28 c  332 f
37 " developed c>f  etc; in 63 a G= signals a move to a new key but " returns 64 f ;

development continues  n67 " altered  71>c  73 >f >b=
802 " f  84 c  (last full statement of theme) coda: 87>G= 90>f 93 c 97 f  102 C pedal 108 ÚÚÚÚÚÚ

source collections: Roseingrave-Cooke 27: in volume 1 above the Subscribers Names appears the note “in the
second Volume, page the ninth, is a Fugue Compos’d by Sig.r Alex: Scarlatti, the Father of this Author”;
Boivin-LeClerc 4:11 “Alessandro”; Wien G 52; Wien Q15117:14 [Choi p42: “6/8”], with Alessandro Scarlatti
fugues in G & a, also found in Wien G (see Collections file); New York 1:55 Fuga Moderato 3/8 (2=; 216m);
Chicago-Newberry case ms 5110:1 (“6/8”) Alessandro Scarlatti Opera omnia v6, Ut Orpheus, 2012  (p12-17)
gives its source for this work as Wien Österreichische nationalbibliothek ms 18.681
companions: •New York 1:55-57 = RC 27 f, P10:29 f, P10:22 F
dates: about 1720-25; 1738.  Although the attribution to Alessandro Scarlatti is in most of the Domenico
Scarlatti sources listed above, I have included it in the Chart of Domenico’s sonatas; see also the note on RC 27
in the tribute sonatas section at the end of the Collections file.  The meter in the New York manuscript is
marked 3/8 and is actually in it, not 6/8, with twice as many measures as Roseingrave’s.  It has no passages
using C-clefs and there are only 2 flats in the key signature, so it is obviously not copied from one of the other
sources.  Compare the notes on Bologna 1:1 d; Roseingrave apparently owned several Scarlatti fugues by the
1720's and may have attributed this one to the father rather than the son when he came to publish his Suites de
Pieces in 1739: the attribution remained with most of the copies which used his edition as their source; see also
the discussion of  Boivin LeClerc 4 in the Card games file, especially page 34.  There are no attributions to
composers other than Domenico Scarlatti and Antonio Soler in the New York manuscript, and although four of
the sonatas in the Scarlatti sections are not known from other sources, the presence of this fugue with genuine
Scarlatti companions strengthens the case for its authenticity as a work of Domenico’s.  Alessandro’s
paricipation, for example, could have been to set a difficult theme for his son to compose a fugue upon.
instruments: cembalo with range Fc (F1 occurs only in m43 & 99)
difficulty: close hands, often parallel a third apart
themes: one theme; the offbeat theme is unusual (and it anticipates the fugue in Ravel’s Tombeau de Couperin) 
The texture is usually 3 voices, 4 only in isolated instances, but the first 4 entries of the theme are in the order
bass, tenor, alto, soprano, then 3 entries in the top voice, then 2 in the lowest voice, for a total of 9 statements of
the theme in the first 36 measures, alternating tonic and dominant (the only significant departures from those
keys are toward the subdominant b= minor before the final return of the theme and the supertonic G= major at
the beginning of the coda); the piece gives the impression of never modulating, as in much of Alessandro
Scarlatti’s keyboard music, in the sense that a new key is never firmly established; on the other hand it is not
monotonous and the frequent repetitions of the theme are hardly noticeable within the continuous flow of  other
voices.  The n point (m67) occurs at the start of an altered version of the main theme after a long development,
as in many of Domenico’s fugues.
graphics: Roseingrave uses C-clefs in three passages where the left-hand part would crowd the treble clef; New
York has no C-clefs
editions used: New York: Performers’ facsimiles [2003]; New York online.  A heavily edited version appears
in: M. Esposito, ed. Early italian keyboard music Boston: Oliver Ditson, 1906; reprinted: Mineola NY: Dover
publications, 2005, p49-52

Roseingrave\Cooke 28 A major (2#) Allegro ¡
  1 0 "1 á ¶¶± |�Å �Å �Å �Å... A  2v lh&rh alternate same notes (falling broken chord)

2½ "2 Ä  ¶¶¶± Ö±  |



4 "1>E
6  "2 extended/developed  9>e  13>a  15>e
17½  "3 broken 4ths then 6ths  24 coda (echoes "2) E  26 ±. :ÚÚ:

  2 27 £ [± ± ±] "1 E
29 "2 developed A (broken 6ths < "3)

n 31 "1
33 "2 D
35 "3 developed A & a waver  46½ coda begun A
48 "1 full chords  50 ±  ÚÚÚÚÚÚ

source collections: Boivin-LeClerc 1:9; BL 4:2; Roseingrave-Cooke 28; Wien G 5
dates: about 1720-25; 1737
companions: •BL1: 9-10 = RC 28 A, V42:25 a (=RC 24)
•BL4:1-4 = V42:25 a, RC 28 A, E 24 A, E 26 A
•WG 4,5 = P3:20 a, RC 28 A (these are a pair in the bound order, not the earlier roman numeral order)
instruments: cembalo with range Cc Rousset p73 [tessiture]: “Scarlatti évite soigneuesement le [C<5] mais
l’atteint en revanche lorsque la modulation lui permet le [C>5]”; two manuals: see also Kirkpatrick p 156 below
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 121230:1212301: cellular, one group, themes return in both parts; first theme returns at the ö point after
the development of the second theme and before its development (there was a similar interruption of the second
theme by the first in part 1) and at the end
keys: 155155:514111:
links: V42:25 (RC 24) begins with an isolated downbeat (in RC & BL4; BL1 not collated by Fadini); it follows
this sonata in BL1
accidentals, graphics: uses C-clefs
Since accidentals are usually given each time they are needed in RC rather than just at the beginning of
measures, a few ambiguous situations arise. I would treat the rh part in each half of m6 as F<G<AB AG[>]
since the first half of m7 makes that second G explicitly <; a similar thing occurs in m37-38 and m43-45, where
C[#] treads close on the heels of explicit C>.  Modern editors have ignored these differences, to the detriment of
their editions.  m37&46 both have D[>] in the right hand, D< in the left
m26 (end of part 1) is 1½ beats (±.): too short to make a full measure for the repeat of the opening upbeat and
too long for the part 2 opening, which begins with £ & á  rests to make a full four ± beats; but then m50, the last
m, is only one ±   No double dots after m50 (see map) but part 2 begins with them
similar sonatas: Lisboa 25 A; E24 A; E25 f<
influences: Francesco Durante, Studio secondo A (1732)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k39; New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also: Kirkpatrick p155-6: “prototype for Essercizi 24... This sonata might well have been written for a
two-manual instrument, although its ‘batteries’ are such as were often executed on one manual”
Pestelli p158: “...l’Esercizio [24] si presenta come una ricca fioritura sulla secca traccia della Sonata [RC 28]...
nella Sonata c’è un’economia, un quieto vivere del materiale tematico veramente straordinari”
Sheveloff p199: “flashy... [E24 A is] much more brilliant... begins with the same opening gesture”.
Foster p42: “monothematic...”
Sutcliffe p8-9 ex=m6-17 [see accidentals above; Sutcliffe’s comments suffer from his reliance on the Gilbert
edition; the piece has a more interesting “content” than he is willing to allow it; his footnote p9 misrepresents
Kirkpatrick, Pestelli and Sheveloff’s comparisons with E24 as being to the “detriment” of this sonata]
Fadini ...lo stile andaluso... in Sala, p196 [guitar-like introduction]

Roseingrave\Cooke 30 c minor  (2=) Minuetto  3/4
  1 1 " Ö± ± ±  c  2v H4 broken 6ths H5 lh ±.  Ä ±  8 ÚÚ  (no :)
  2 n^ 9 " developed c >f  13 E@   17 H4 developed >c  21 H5 24 ÚÚÚÚÚÚ



source collections: Roseingrave-Cooke 30; Boivin-LeClerc 4:16; Wien Q15117:11; Wien G 6 Menuetto
dates: about 1715-20; 1739
companions: •BL 4:14-16 = V42:41 (RC 25), E11 (RC 29), RC 30
•WG 6-7 = RC30, P3:13 (these are a pair in the bound order, not the original roman numeral order)
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 1.1 cellular, one theme group; developed in part 2 (differs from RC43 Bb by repeating some of the part
1 cells in part 2, for example m4-5 at m17-20)
keys: 1.1431 lst part ends in c minor; part 2 moves to f minor (subdominant) and E= major (mediant)
graphics: m1-6 use a C-clef for the left-hand.  In 2 parts divided by double bars, but no double dots, the usual
repeat symbols in Scarlatti sources, but double bars alone can also have this meaning.  The lengths of the two
parts (8m & 16m) make the start of part 2 close to the short-long ö (mathematically at the end of m9 rather than
the beginning)
There are no slurs on small notes
influences: Clementi includes this work as his Lesson 43 in Introduction to the art of playing on the piano forte,
(opus 42, 1801), with fingering added for most notes
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k40; New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also: Pestelli p168: “Due riscontri abbastanza puntuali per i Minuetti [RC30 & RC43 B=] si possono
trovare in due pagine di Seixas, rispettivamente nei Minuetti delle Toccate n.8 e n.9” [in Kastner’s 1950 edition;
Alvarenga 003 & 031]
Benton: simple binary form
Foster p37: “monothematic”

Roseingrave-Cooke 41 B= major: see Essercizi 16

Roseingrave-Cooke 42 d minor  Fuga: see Parma 3:30

Roseingrave\Cooke 43 B@ major  Minuetto 3/4
  1 1 "1 ± ± ±ú | ± B@ 2v 9:1\5 % (lh varied) 14>F  16 :ÚÚ:
  2 n 17 "2 ("1 developed) F  20>B@  28 :ÚÚ:ÚÚÚÚÚ  (' da capo?)
source collections: Roseingrave-Cooke 43; Boivin-LeClerc 4:9; Wien Q15117:13; Wien G 24; Zaragoza 32:42
dates: about 1720; 1739
companions: •BL 4:7-9: 7=E16 B=, 8=E27 b, 9=RC 43: B= (b minor sometimes replaces b= minor as a
minor-key companion to B= major; J S Bach Inventions & Sinfonias 14 B= & 15 b, 1723, are an example)
• RC43 perhaps intended as companion to RC41 (E16) but moved into the space left after RC42, rather than
taking up a whole page if placed before.  Perhaps there is some significance in the fact that E16 and RC 43 both
appear in Za 32, even though widely separated (Za 32 has an unusually high number of sonatas that don’t appear
in the Parma libri, 14 out of its total of 60)
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: easy, level 2
themes: 1:2:: one theme with variants; ö at start of part 2, which has new material derived from part 1
keys: 15:51::
ornaments: uses the turn sign (m1 on map) throughout, as well as tr; slide: two small slurred Å ’s probably on the
beat (twice); m8: small slurred Ä , repeating the previous pitch but followed by an Ä  so making more sense as
acciaccatura rather than tied or appoggiatura; m27 followed by a ± : either tied or repeated as an appoggiatura,
more likely than acciaccatura; m28: a final pincé in rh, full chord in lh.
end: final double dots (see map) like RC 12 g
similar sonatas: P9:24 B= (Andante sections)
P12:11 B= (á theme group)
influences: Clementi includes this work as his Lesson 30 in Introduction to the art of playing on the piano forte,



(opus 42, 1801), with fingering added for every note, but with many of the ornaments removed
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k42; New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also: Pestelli: [see RC 30 c]
Foster p38: “monothematic”

Tenerife ms: see Collections

Torino, Biblioteca nazionale fondo Foà-Giordano  ms 394
source collections: full contents in Contemporaries: Alessandro Scarlatti.  The Domenico Scarlatti section is
discussed in the Collections file.
editions used: facsimile of this section in Pestelli 1990.  Pestelli dates the entire manuscript to about 1720.
graphics: the handwriting in this section resembles that (in what I have seen from reproductions) of sonatas
from the Bologna FF232 and Münster 1-3; see Cogito: graphics for a fuller discussion.

Torino 12  g minor (=) Capriccio; presto  3/8: see Venezia 1742:40

Torino 13 G major (0#) 2o; Allo ¡: see Venezia 1742:35

Torino 14a G major  (0#) Allegro  ¡ 2/4 (both meters given): see Venezia 1742:23

Torino 14b G major  (0#) Minuet ¡ 3/8
  1 1 " Ö¶¶¶µ | ~~~Ö¶±µ G  5>D  8 :||:
  2 9 $ ÖÖµ | ¶¶¶± Ä  | ¶¶¶¶¶± | Ö¶±µ   D
n17 19 " (lh varied) G  23 ± ¶¶± | Ä ¶¶±¶¶±  28 ß±.  ®/
source collection, companions: •Torino 12, 13, 14ab = V42:40, 35, 23, Tor 14b (see V42:23 G for the
characteristics of the suite as a convincing whole)
dates: about 1715-20
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
themes: 1:21 one theme; new material added in part 2; keys: 15:51; in major keys throughout; ö is close to,
though not exactly at, the return of the main theme in the tonic (the bass is slightly varied here, then the theme is
extended with triplets)
graphics: no double dots for repeat of part 2 at end
editions used: facsimile in Pestelli 1990 p110-111

Torino 15a d minor (0=)Allegro ¡ 12/8: see Essercizi 9 variant

Torino 15b d minor (0@) Minuet ¡ 3/4
  1 1 " °. | °. | ± ± ± |  ± ± ± d  2v cp 7>g  9>d  16  :||:
  2 17 $ (" variant) F  n22>B@  24>C  26>a  29>d  36 ß±. ®/ Fine
source collections: Torino ms 15b
dates: about 1715-20
companions: •Torino 15ab = E 9 variant, Tor 15b
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
themes: 1:2 one theme, variant in part 2; keys: 151:36751 ö m22 at change to submediant major.  The hands
proceed independently of each other; I don’t see much point in analyzing them as forming other than random
chords with one another, as interesting as the resulting harmonies are.  This works makes more sense as the
horizontal movement of two independent voices rather than a series of vertical progressions, unlike, for
example, the somewhat similar Aria in d, RC 6, with its single right-hand vocal line moving in harmony with
carefully planned chords in the left hand
graphics: no double dots for repeat of part 2 at end



m19-21: the manuscript is torn at the top of the page, so parts of these measures are missing; the right hand
appears to be falling by steps, so it could be reconstructed (all ±’s , with a slur beneath the first two notes of each
measure, the missing notes indicated by ?’s): 19 A3 G3 ?E4 | 20 G3 F3 D4 | 21 ?F3 E3 C4 |
metaphors: has a solemn, almost sombre, quality, and enough weight to be a fitting companion for E9 d
editions used: facsimile in Pestelli 1990 p112. 

Valladolid mss: see Collections

Venezia 1 through 13, 1752-1757, all have primary sources in Parma: see Collections.

Venezia 2:1-2 see Parma 6:27-28 (Boyd Grove music online 2000+ worklist uses V instead of P as the primary
source in this case only, for the works which are in both Parma and Venezia)

Venezia 1742: (61) Sonate Per Cembalo del Caualiere D.n Domenico Scarlati 1742
Venezia, Biblioteca nazionale Marciana  ms. vol XIV; usually abbreviated to V42 by me; see also Collections;
sonatas with different primary sources are also listed below for convenience of reference

Venezia 1742:1 g minor: see Parma 3:7

Venezia 1742:2 F major: see Parma 2:20

Venezia 1742:3 D major  Allegro 12/8
  1 1 "1 à [Ú:] Ö± ÖÖµ ±. ±.  D  3v 1½ lh imitates 4 rh offbeat 8 lh Ö.é¶± ¶¶¶¶¶±  9 > A

(12\)13 "2 offbeat 8ves rh; tenor v also offbeat a
18 "3 (<"1, lh as at 8 but begins on weak beats) >A  22 Ä :||:

  2 n (22) "1 developed d/G 24 D
 31 "2 varied d

34 "3>D  37... £ ß :ÚÚÚÚÚÚ...

source collections: Venezia 1742:3 (3<in key signature); Zaragoza 32:33; Za 31:12; Wien Q15119:9 (2<);
Wien G 44 (2<)
dates: about 1735-40; 1742
companions: •WG 44, 45 = V42:3, P14:7
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: difficult, level 6; m12+ offbeat octaves in both hands (Rousset: difficile; Maxwell: advanced)
themes: 123:123: cellular, three theme groups, variants; part 2 in same order; all the material derives from the
first two measures
keys: 1555:14111:  tonic major to dominant major & minor; part 2 begins in tonic minor.  Long-short n occurs at
the opening of part 2, a brief but logical development of the rhythm of m1; the key wavers back and forth on a
subdominant pedal (G) followed by a dominant one (A).  Part 2 is entirely in the tonic key but alternates minor
and major
accidentals, graphics: m1 (see also Sheveloff below) wrong key signature: compare P2:28 b (the V42:52 version
has 3= instead of 2< for the initial key signature; Scarlatti’s originals probably had the key signature only at the
beginning of the first ledger; the scribe was expected to fill it in on the remaining ledgers; for other examples
see Parma 13:22 E= (Lisboa version) and P12:16 g (Bologna 1:9 version); see also graphics in the Cogito file
m12 etc: uses = to cancel F< and C<
m18: the third & fourth rh C’s have no accidentals and should probably be interpreted <, in spite of the lh C=;
the last rh C is marked < and the last lh C definitely should be <; likewise the last lh F in m34 should be <
m31: wavy line can’t be a trill in this case but might be shorthand for rests (Ogeil p57-58); compare P6:13 D,
where the wavy line might be a special effect on an organ or other keyboard instrument; why not a pedal?
similar sonatas: E14 G (offbeat octaves)



E25 f<, E27 b, P6:13 D (=V42:11), P3:20 a (=V42:12), P2:16 d, P2:17 D
editions used: Kirkpatrick 2: k45; Fadini 1:3; Venezia facsimile
see also: Foster p45: “associative”; “pastorale tradition... one of the most extreme uses of syncopated octaves”
Sheveloff p396-7: “archaisms and errors” [discussed in graphics above]
Sutcliffe p195-196 exs m12-15 & 30-33

Venezia 1742:4 E major: see Parma 2:15

Venezia 1742:5 B= major: see Parma 3:11

Venezia 1742:6 c minor: see Parma 2:24

Venezia 1742:7 C major: see Parma 3:5

Venezia 1742:8 f minor: see Parma 3:22

Venezia 1742:9 E= major (2@) All[egr]o  ¡
  1 1 "1 ¶¶¶± ¶± ¶± ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± | ¶   lh leap E@1 üE@4; broken 8ves & 6ths  E= 2v

3 "2 rh weakbeat 3rds 3v; top v: ± | Å [ á á á ] ± Å ...
9 "3 rh chromatic scale bits, lh rocking broken Ä  6ths 10½>B@

, 11½ "4 b@
16 "2 B@
20 "5 rh offbeat 3rds  22 ± £ ß  :Ú: Volti.

  2 23 "1 extended B@  25>c
27 "3 developed, longer chromatic scale bits >g

n 29 "6 rh Ö±.  ¶¶±, lh rocking (<"3 rh inverted)  32>f
34½  "2 varied b@ 3v: top v ± | ± ± ¶¶¶± ± | ± ± Å   36 chromatic scale F3 üE@4

, 38½ "4&"3 combined e@
41 "1 E@
43  "2 as at 34+ E@ & B@ waver
45 "5  47 ± £ ß  Ú:\ DC.

source collections: Venezia 1742:9; Cambridge-Fitzwilliam 13:19; Zaragoza 2:1; NewYork 1:38
dates: about 1730-35; 1742 (CF13 possibly earlier; see Collections)
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: moderate, level 3 (Rousset: difficile; Maxwell: advanced); chromatic scales
themes: 123425:136243125:: one group, variants; order mixed in part 2, themes return.  The first four notes of
the first theme are in the left hand, including a three-octave leap, then the theme continues in the right hand
while the left hand accompanies (compare the similar leap at the beginning of P3:11 B=) The argumentatio or
development is thorough, lasting nearly 20 measures, nearly half of the total for the sonata and uses material
from most of the part 1 themes.  n occurs within this section, m29, at the start of a new theme with a rhythm
used nowhere else in the sonata.  There is a brief echo of the first theme in the home key at m41-2, not really a
recapitulation; the right-hand pitches are shifted half a measure from their part 1 positions witihin measures
keys: 1555:5634511511::
graphics, accidentals, ornaments: m12-13: unexplained + between measures in Venezia
m30-36: accidentals are repeated throughout in both hands even when the beams are joined.  In m35 there are  
>’s on the A’s at the beginning of both the third and fourth beat in the rh to cancel the A= on the first beat
m43-44: unexplained X between measures in Venezia (m44 repeats m43 exactly)
m46-7: a small ç  precedes the m-line of the final right hand ± (which has tr above); this implies that the small
note is tied to the previous D and the trill is delayed ç  after the bass notes; Fadini confirms this interpretation



end: ß in both ledgers (vertical dots under each), double line, double dots outside only, a third dot in the rh
ledger, D.C. and a cross-like figure (Venezia)
similar sonatas: E1 d (ending of parts with offbeat thirds in rh)
P3:13 c (chromatic scales)
P6:12 F; P8:6 E=
part 2 begins with up and down broken 6th scale patterns as in P14:29 D & V49.20 C
metaphors: a commedia dell’arte character such as Pulcinella, with somewhat stilted movements and a
pretended simple-mindedness (the child-like up and down scales of m25-26 for example)
See P3:22 f, the previous sonata in Venezia, which was used to honor Scarlatti’s first wife’s name day in 1752;
in Parma it was preceded like this one by a sonata in E= (E==mi bemolle=Mimo)  This is also the first sonata in
Zaragoza 2, which has many features which make the compilation of that libro seem contemporary to the Parma
and Venezia libri of 1752
editions used: Kirkpatrick 2: k51; Fadini 1:9: CF text very close to V; Venezia facsimile
see also: Landowska: “...the god who dances”
Kirkpatrick  p371: ex m12 [appoggiatura which is midway between short & long]; p388-9 ex m46-7 [trill with
lower appoggiatura: interpreted as upturn on beat leading into upper-note-first trill: DE=FE=FE=...]
Foster p51-53: “non-dramatic thematic contrast”
Chambure p39

Venezia 1742:10 d minor And[an]te m[odera].to ¡
  1 1 " ±. Ä ±. Ä  | Ä ±  lh Ä  scale ú then ü d  4v cp D pedals in tenor  4>F   13>c

15 $ minor 2nd steps in top v 18>F  23 F pedals 24 ± ± || ± £ ß :|||| [end 1; end 2: elide last 1/2m]
  2 [|:] 25 (1/2m) ( ÖÖÖ± |ÖÖÖ± Ä ± Ä | ÖÖÖ¶± ±. d  27>g  29>F   32 developed>a  n34>d >g  39>d

48 $ 51 A pedals 54 D pedals 56 ¯±. [end.2; full D chord] |||| Ä ± ¶± [end.1 & return to 25] :Ú:Ú| D.C.
source collections: (0=) Venezia 1742:61 (variant, probably earlier; see separate notes at end of this entry);
(1=) V42:10; Zaragoza 32:59
dates: about 1720-25; 1742; one of a group of densely textured (claustrophilic?) sonatas; some are mentioned in
the see also citations below, to which could be added V42:16 c, V42:58 d & P2:27 f
companions: •V42:10 d; 11 D = P6:13. These make sense as a pair or parts of the same suite; number 11 may
also have been an organ work; both have pedal points
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; the V42:61 version is possibly for organ
difficulty: moderate, level 5
themes: 12:332:: two groups; replaces first with new in part 2
keys: 1373:1435141111:: part 1 ends in F major; the final chord is D major (both versions); the next to last
measure has both B= & F<(this is an earlier but rare practice in Scarlatti in minor keys; compare Keller p73)
graphics: m1-3 : wavy line follows 3 internal D3’s which are awkward to play with the left hand and too widely
spaced from the right-hand part; m13 another wavy line follows a bass F ±: why wasn’t £ used as at end part 1? 
(for discussions of wavy lines see also Kirkpatrick, Sheveloff, Ogeil below)
m7 etc: uses slurs to tie notes across m-lines, but in m13 etc uses a dotted note with the dot across the line
end: unusually ornamental double bar, with internal double dots; D.C. beneath
editions used: V42:10:  Kirkpatrick 2: k52; Fadini 1:10A “Andante moderato” [molto for m.to less likely];
Venezia facsimile
see also: Gerstenberg p121 ex m50+
Dale p118: “is of the same character [as P2:28 b & V42:51 C], but its cadence-points are still fewer, and it is
pervaded by an even stronger feeling of progress towards a definite but quiet consummation”
Kirkpatrick p161: “style of rich and irregular three- and four-part writing... An almost Brahmsian sample will be
found [at] m48-52”; p192: “passages in double notes or in octaves that certainly cannot have been executed
legato...”; p388 [wavy line in both versions could be either sustained note or trill]
Sheveloff p202-210: parallel versions (61 is transcribed above 10 so the two can be compared measure by
measure) “¹ 10 more sophisticated and probably later than ¹ 61”; p396-402: [wavy lines]



Pestelli p132-33: “di maggior impegno contrappuntistico ed è molto affine alla Fuga [P3:30 d], con la quale
potrebbe costituire una vallida coppia di «Preludio e Fuga»... va segnalata anche l’analogia con [exs: J S Bach,
Wohltemperirte clavier 1, Prelude 22 b= m13-14; V42:10 m18-19]...” [cites Scarlatti’s Stabat Mater and Missa
quatuor vocum as examples of serious and appropriate polyphony]
Foster p44: “associative”; “polyphonic”
Ogeil p54-58: [most of the wavy lines in the sonatas indicate full-measure rests]
Stewart-MacDonald, The minor mode as archaic signifier... in Sala p413-416 ex

•Venezia 1742:10 d minor ¡: Venezia 1742:61 version : no @ in key signature; no tempo marking
different end graphics:

24 ± ±  Ä  :||: Volti. 25 ÖÖ± [24 and 25 add up to 1m]
55 ± ± ± ±  :||:  ±  ||:\ D.C.  Fini.

instruments: cembalo? or organ with range Cc: the widely spaced parts, especially m22-24, could not have been
played on a keyboard instrument without pedals; Fadini: “La condotta delle parti alle [m22-24...] lascia supporte
che l’Autore abbia destinato questa Sonata al clavicembalo a pedali oppure sull’organo”; Ogeil p14 ex m20-24:
[in m22-24] “the right hand’s music is all an octave too high...” [She means the upper ledger; she’s assuming
the top voice notes in the bottom ledger are intended for the right hand also]
This is corrected in V42:10, in which the upper ledger notes are brought down an octave, but the bottom ledger
for m23-24 remains as in V42:61; however there are further changes in m22, so a scribe’s erroneous reading is
not the only explanation.  In m50-54, V42:10’s top voices are also an octave lower but some of the internal
pedals have been eliminated.  The source copies must have been different: did V42:61 have C-clefs and V42:10
not?  The question: why was Sonata 61 added to the libro? becomes even harder to answer
graphics: has wavy lines throughout
m14-16: unexplained + signs between ledgers at m-lines 14-15 and 15-16; also at m28-29 and m41-42
end :||: (Final ± chord as in V42:10 but without the top bass D) ||: D.C. (^1st ending found in V42:10 omitted
here)  Fini in a box probably refers to the end of the whole volume
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k52²; Fadini 1:10B; Venezia facsimile
see also: Sheveloff: “separated notation”
Fadini: “la differente grafia alle [m50-52] nelle due versioni suggerisce due diversi fraseggi” [ways in which
beams are joined would imply two different ways of phrasing in the two versions]

Venezia 1742:11 D major Presto: see Parma 6:13

Venezia 1742:12 a minor: see Parma 3:20

Venezia 1742:13 G major: see Parma 3:1

Venezia 1742:14 c minor: see Parma 2:25

Venezia 1742:15 B= major: see Parma 3:12

Venezia 1742:16 c minor (2=) Fuga ¡
1 " ° ± ± | ± ± ± ±[¯]|± ± ° first 6 notes chromatic scale C 4 ú G3 c  4v cp; answers 4 g, 7 c, 10 g, 15 f
(2\)3 $ (rising)  ± | ± ± ÖÖÖ± |ÖÖÖ± Ö¶± Ö±
19 $ developed c  N^22>f  " in soprano v 26>g  28>c  33 " in tenor v  36>f   43 g  47>c
49 " diminutio g  G 8ve pedals  53 >c  G pedals  57 C pedals 58 ||:\ D. [Da capo]

source collections: (all 2=) Bologna mss FF232:5 &  KK96:12: not mentioned or collated by Fadini; Venezia
1742:16
dates: about 1720-25; 1727? (1742)



instruments: organ; cembalo; range Cc  The bass notes in m25 require the use of an instrument with a pedal
difficulty: difficult, level 6
themes: 122121 (subject and countersubject); like some other Scarlatti fugues, the main theme returns, during a
long development of the countersubject, at the n point dividing the piece into short and long golden sections;
curiously the theme here (m22) is in its tonic form, beginning on C, but the lower voices are moving to the
subdominant, f; this is possible because of the chromatic nature of the main theme.
keys: 151541451451511 in minor keys throughout
influences: Francesco Durante, Studio terzo c (1732)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 2: k58; Fadini 1:16: “correzioni effettuate da una mano diversa da quella del copista”
[these corrections are not apparent in the Venezia facsimile or the Johnson reprint]
see also: Gerstenberg p91 ex m26+ [octave doublings]; p92-3 ex m1+
Keller p82 ex: “ist eine Doppelfuge über ein viel benutztes Modell...”
Kirkpatrick p153, 185
Ogeil p95: “transcription of an orchestral movement”

Venezia 1742:17 F major  (0@) All[egr]o  ¡
  1 1 "1 ÖÖÖ± tr ±. ¶± | Ö  F  2v cp  1½lh inverts  3 lh imitates  H 4 C  rh offbeat stresses, Å & Æ  scales

7 "2 ("1 variant; lh chords) c   13½ C  14:||:
  2 15 "1 F  17: H 4 d
n 18½ "2 developed g  21>d>g>C  lh broken 8ves úB\1 [G?]

25 "1 varied F  26: H 4  31 :||: ||:\
source collections: Venezia 1742:17
dates: about 1720-25; 1742
instruments: cembalo with range Bc; solo instrument & basso continuo in style; leaps in m16 are violinistic for
example.  Sheveloff p538 gives the range as Cc, Rousset puts it with clavecin type 4, Gd (octave court to G), .
The low G-1 in m23 in Fadini is her editorial correction for B-1 , to make the measure parallel to m22 and 24. 
Part 2 begins with a C5, the only one in the sonata and its highest note
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 12:121:: cellular, one group; first theme returns in tonic key (in varied form) at end of part 2
keys: 1555:1626251: ö at start of second theme in part 2 and change from relative minor (d) to supertonic (g)
ornaments: m1 tr F,GFGF (Å  or faster); ED downturn written out; this type of trill is called supported by
Neumann Performance p375 and occurs several times through m16 and again in m25; in m22-24, however, tr in
Venezia is equivalent to ~~~  in the Parma libri: short & mordente
editions used: Kirkpatrick 2: k59; Fadini 1:17; Venezia facsimile
see also: Sheveloff p201: “mixed notation” [this however is in the older separated style: see V42:19]
Chambure p41: “Cette pièce, comme du reste les pièces suivantes jusqu’à [V42:24], est vraisemblablement une
œuvre de jeunesse. Son style et sa coupe la placent nettement en avant des Essercizi.  [V42:19], comme 
[V42:23 & 24], s’apparentent aux danses qui forment l’essentiel des Suites pour clavecin”
Foster p47: “associative... [each part] constructed in one long, continuously developing phrase”
Ogeil p49-51: [full text above her own version, which corrects what she considers to be wrong notes and octave
displacements (scribal misreadings); see Venezia 1742, graphics, in Collections for my discussion of this. 
Notice how Ogeil’s corrections spoil the dramatic downward leaps at the end of each part; compare also P7:30 F
m24, in which the octave displacement is explainable and cannot be blamed on the scribe.  Her transposition of
most of part 2 an octave higher in both hands is just plain stupid]

Venezia 1742:18 c minor: see Essercizi 11

Venezia 1742:19 g minor  (=) \\ 3/4
  1 1 " ± ÖÖÖ± | Ö  g  3v cp  7>d  11> c > d +\

15 $ g/D lh broken chords in repeated 2m groups  21 D pedals  24 full chords  :||:



  2 25 " developed B@  29>f >c  n34 G pedals; full chords
(37\)38 $ developed g   52 G pedals  53 full chords ||:\ [M: :||: $]

source collections: Venezia 1742:19; Münster 5:40[a] Allegro
The Münster copy uses C-clefs frequently; the scribe (Sheveloff identification) is M1, who I think might be
Scarlatti himself; the sonata was perhaps inserted  into the volume to bring the total of 59 listed on the index
pages to an even 60 (this sonata is not on the index page but is inserted between two other g minor sonatas).
dates: about 1720-25; 1742 (1754?) (some of manuscripts collated into Münster 5 could be much earlier than
those dated 1754 in the same libro: see Collections. Venezia 1742 sometimes has earlier versions than other
sources such as E, BL & RC even though its overall date is later)
companions: •M5:40,40a, 41 = E 8, V42:19, E 4
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 12:12:: two groups; part 2 in same order but developed
keys: 1545*1:3741::  part 1 ends in g minor on D pedals (there is a C< in m20 only, but E=’s & F<’s continue,
with C>’s); part 2 begins in B= major; ö at pedals and chords emphasizing final return to home key

graphics: m50-1: V: ± | . ; M: ±_|Ö ; M uses a C-clef for m52-53 rh  (V transposes octave too high)
similar sonatas: P4:4 g
editions used: Kirkpatrick 2: k60; Fadini 1:18 (M has revisions\improvements m20,29,36,43-6,52-3); Venezia
facsimile; Münster microfilm
see also: Pestelli p126: “può essere intesa, con una certa approssimazione, come una Corrente, ed ha molti punti
di contatto con una pagina analoga di Zipoli” [Sonate d’intavolatura, 1716, II, p9]
Sitwell: “Neapolitan”
Sheveloff (p199-201): [V:] “separated notation” (older style, which uses ledger lines above the bass clef for
left-hand)
Foster p30-1: “monothematic”; “invention”
Chambure p41: “La facture... est également d’une grande simplicité”

Venezia 1742:20  a minor \\ 2/4
1\12 [tema] ±. Ä |Ä  ±; 13\60 [vars 1\4 12m each]; n^61\140 [vars 5\12 10 m each];

141\156 [var 13 16m] a  156 ± (1/2m) ||:\
source collections: Venezia 1742:20
dates: about 1715-20; 1742. Pestelli p120: “vicino alla toccata” [prototype for this group]; p121 [gives 1720 as
a possible date for V42:20, based on the publication date of Handel’s first book of suites; see also below]
companions: •V42:20 a; 21 A
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: moderate, level 3; m111-117 broken chords with repeated notes: a timid version of the figures used in
Rameau Gavotte in a minor (1728), doubles 5 & 6; m121-139: rapid triplets with repeated notes
themes: 1.1... theme and 13 variations (not labeled or numbered); the n point (short-long ratio) occurs where the
length of the theme switches from 12 measures to 10 measures.  The variations develop through the gradual
change of the figures in either hand; their power arises through consistency rather than any startling contrasts
keys: in a minor throughout.  Some of the variations use F<(melodic minor), others F> (harmonic minor); the
theme contains no F’s in either hand.
graphics, accidentals: some internal double bars ||, but not after each variation; no double dots or repeats, unless
a double bar means repeat several variations in groups (Fadini doesn’t note this and leaves out some of the
double bars, but compare Parma 3:27 A)
Accidentals are apparently in force when the stems of the notes are joined under a single beam: for example all
the rh G’s in m18 are to be interpreted as < even though only the first and third are so marked (the first and
second G are within a ¶¶¶± group, the third in the following Ö± )  At m51&58 the second rh G, at m63 the second
lh G, and at m68 the first lh G would be >, since in m52, 57, 61, 62, 66 & 67 both G’s in the same hand are
marked < (each of the measures is divided into two groups of ¶¶¶± in one of the hands; G< ±’s in the other hand



don’t change my interpretation)
m81+ triplet ¶¶± = Ä , no slurs.  m121+ triplet çç± = Ä  (slurs in the first 4 measures of these; these triplets are likely
to be faster than the m81 ones, and are therefore in a faster context)
metaphors: the theme and some of the variations have an oriental sound (to western ears) such as that evoked in
Schubert’s second Suleika lied (1821) and Schumann’s Sheherazade from the Album für die jugend (1848)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 2: k61; Fadini 1:19; Venezia facsimile
see also: Gerstenberg p88-89 exs: “deutlich Einflüsse der Violintechnik”
Kirkpatrick p149-50; p200
Keller p81: “phrasenbau...” [comments on the shorter lengths of variations 5-12, as shown in the map above;
there are 6 +6 measure phrases at the beginning, then 5+5, finally 8+8 as an expanded conclusion] Marco
Moiraghi (e-mail August 11, 2009) explained to me that the variations are completely regular, but the harmonic
rhythms become progressively more condensed and intensified, resulting in a smaller number of measures for
variations 5-12.  See difficulty and graphics above for the implication that the variations gradually accelerate.
Pestelli p121: “è più vicina alle Ciaccone di Haendel, con il loro progressivo ma quieto avvicendarsi delle
diminutiones, che non alle Partite sulla Follia di Alessandro, così mosse e balenanti”; p247: [triplets with
repeated notes show up again in P6:5 C]
Sheveloff p201: “separated notation”
Foster p36

Venezia 1742:21 A major (2#) All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 " ¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶¶¶± | tr ±. | tr ±. A  2v 3 lh imitates 5 ¶±¶±¶± broken 3rds & 4ths ú

10  $ 7th chords both h a  13 ties x m\lines 14>e  18>d  22>a/E  25\31 Å ±. 8ve E pedals w/ D# Å
32 ( e  h alternate 3rds 39 tr ±. ú by steps  45 E   49 [4/8] Ç  scales   50 (3/8):||: Volti \//\

  2 51 * A/E  h change on repeated notes 53 (<" at 5 )
57 $ a  61 added\tone chords d   64 g  n69 c  73 a
77 ( 90 A
94 " varied  107 ¯ [4/8] Ç  scales  108 (3/8) :||: ||:\

source collections: Venezia 1742:21
dates: about 1725-30; 1742
companions: •V42:20 a; 21 A
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: moderate, level 3; m10+: full chords built from thirds, divided between hands; m30: ninth in lh;
m39-42: chain of trills falling by steps; m51-56: batteries: (repeated notes divided by hands; the broken thirds &
fourths at m53+ were played by the rh alone in part 1 while the lh held its notes, but can be split between the
hands in part 2; m61-64: added-tone chords
themes: 123:4231::  three thematic groups part 1, part 2 adds new material, which begins with a departure from
the argument (rhetoric: egressus) but then brings material from part 1. The next to last measure of each part is
written as if 4/8 in rh, 4/4 in lh
keys: 1154155:11473-11::  more than half of the sonata, m10-44 and m57-89, is in minor keys in stark contrast
to the major-key sections. The n point at m69 (mathematically m67; the extra beats in m49 & 107 don’t change
the ratios) occurs at the change to a key peculiarly distant from A major, c minor, which is however somewhat
closer to a minor, the key which follows: both have C major as a near relation
ornaments, graphics: uses = to cancel <
m26-31:  Å  small note D< with E octaves in bass, no slurs: these could be considered acciaccatura chords, all
three notes played together or arpeggiated but the D< lifted immediately and the two E’s held. In m31 the right
hand has a ç  small note against the Å  small note in the left hand. See influences below
m49&107: since the last group of beams on the Ó  scales in m49, and the first group in m107, connect nine notes
rather than eight each like the rest, these groups should be played as three triplets: therefore the scales at the end
of part 1 will speed up slightly.  Those at the end of part 2 would slow down a bit, but the entire measure is
covered by a slur, which I take in this context to mean speed up even more; note that there is just a single



left-hand pedal point at the beginning of m107, whereas m49 contains three
m51-52: upward pointing stems could be taken to indicate rh, downward lh; however E24 A & E29 D, for
example, are explicity marked in similar passages the opposite: rh stems are downward, lh upward
m72-3, 77-8 &102-3: unexplained + between ledgers at measure-lines; it’s possible that these were added by the
teacher (Scarlatti) as a warning signal, to mark places where the student (Maria Barbara) repeatedly played a
wrong note.  The m77-8 mark shows up in the Kirkpatrick facsimile but not in the Alvini one.
m94-6, 98-103: beams are divided as at m5 on the map; m97, 104-6 as at m1
m97: short tr on rh C< with fingers 454 while the other fingers play a downward scale
similar sonatas: E10 d (next sonata in V1742); E29 D; P15:4 d
influences: m26-31: bass octaves with dissonant (leading tone) small notes: similar to Rameau, Tambourin in e
minor (1724)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 2: k62; Fadini 1:20 (measure 107 misnumbered as “108”); Venezia facsimile
see also: Foster p54-56: “non-dramatic thematic contrast” [non-dramatic?  what planet does she live on?]
Pestelli p160: “è il primo riuscito esemplare di quel tipo di sonata così caro a Scarlatti, che è stato chiamato [by
Della Corte & Pannain] lo Scherzo in uno... qui lo vediamo al punto in cui si stacca dalla Toccata.  Gli elementi
toccatistici -- arpeggi e scale -- brillanti di tonalità maggiori, formano un gruppo compatto messo in testa e in
coda a  ciascuna delle due consuete parti della sonata; al centro sta la sonata vera, con la sua vita affettiva, che
passa per la tonalità minore e per le sensibili declinazioni melodiche”
Chambure p43; p47 [swooping scales at ends of parts like V42:40 g]

Venezia 1742:22 d Mui presto: see Essercizi 10 variant

Venezia 1742:23 G major  (0#) Capricc[i]o. All[egr]o  2/4
  1 1 "1  ± ± | Ö¶± Ö± | ÖÖtrÖ± | tr Ö¶± Ö  G  3v  9>D/A

10 "2 (<"1) lh chords, rh Å  broken chord figure, then lh 15>D
20 "3 (<"1)  ¯ÖÖÖ±  broken chords both h: rh úlh ü, Ö¶± Ö± <m2  25 d +\  29>D  lh 8ves  32 :||:

  2 33 "1 D  n39>a
44 "2 varied G
48 "3 varied: rh ülh ú  53 g  56 d  57 c  58 G  59 g  60 ||:\ D.C. //

source collections: Torino ms394: 14a; Venezia 1742:23
dates: about 1715-20; 1742. Pestelli 1990 thinks the Torino ms could be dated about 1720; Hasse (see also
Kirkpatrick and Chambure below) might have obtained a copy of the sonata when he met Scarlatti around 1724
or 1725 and later used it in his Sonata opus 2:4
companions: •Torino 12, 13, 14a, 14b = V42: 40 g, 35 G, 23 G/g, Minuet G
The Torino ms uses the title Capriccio before V42:40 rather thanV42:23; it may apply to the whole set of four. 

See Collections for a fuller description and contents of the Torino ms.  In Venezia Capriccio XXiii is written
inside the box which usually has the word Sonata; the tempo All[egr]o is between the ledgers after the meter. 
The Torino companions work well as a suite; three of the pieces play with thematic fragments changing between
major and minor modes, with the final minuet staying entirely in the major mode: in this sonata at m39, the ö
point, the main theme switches from major to minor and the sonata ends in minor (see the map above and keys
below for the unusual way in which this is accomplished)
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 123:123:: one group, variants; part 2 in same order; material of the sonata is developed from the first
two measures: m1 chords, m2 rhythmic figure with stress on middle beat
keys: 15555:52115411::  part 1 ends & part 2 begins in D major; ö m39 at move to supertonic minor (a); after a
return to familiar material in the tonic at m44, the sonata moves to g minor in m53 but passes briefly through d
minor in m56, c minor in m57, G major in m58, then a sudden ambiguous ending with g minor not quite
established in m59-60



graphics: slurs on groups of 2 or 4 Ä ’s might indicate rubato: the right hand & left hand figures not played
simultaneously with each other (m20-23); the slurs on groups of 3 Å ’s may mean they are to be detached from
the first Å  on the beat and speeded up a little
m60: there are no internal dots at the end to indicate a repeat of part 2; however the double bar at the end of part
1 (on the previous page) has double dots on both sides.  Not repeating part 2 (and ignoring the complete da
capo) is an effective way of emphasizing the sudden change to minor at the end
editions used: Kirkpatrick 2: k63; Fadini 1:21; facsimile of Torino 14a: Pestelli 1990 p110; Venezia facsimile
see also: Gerstenberg p89-90: “Die „Capriccio”... vermag zu veranschaulichen, dass der einst so
bedeutungsvolle Name für Scarlatti seinen tieferen Sinn verloren hat...”
Kirkpatrick p33: “...reminiscent of Handel... more on account of common characteristics than of any possible
influence...”; p151: “might be by Handel but for an asperity...” [continued in V42:24]; p472: see Chambure
below
Chambure p43: “A noter d’après Kirkpatrick [p472: “with only slight variants”] la similitude... avec une pièce
d’Adolfo Hasse publiée à Londres [by John Walsh] en [ca.] 1740 (Op 2, sonate n° 4, 3e mouvement)”
Pestelli (1967) p126: “[V42:23, 24 d & 38 A] possono rientrare in un sommario tipo di Gavotta, dato il titolo
originale della [24] e la forte somiglianza ritmica che unisce le tre sonate: ciò, nonostante che [23] sia
denominata «Capriccio», termine che è qui una convenzione e non una realtà stilistica”
Foster p47: “associative”
Sheveloff p201: “separated notation”

Venezia 1742:24 d minor  (0@) Gavota. All[egr]o  2/4
  1 1 "  ± Ö¶± | Ö± ±¯| Ö  d  3v; chords in both h  6>a

8 $ full chords w/ added tones 16  :||:
  2 n^ 17 " developed F  25>g>d added\tone chords

31 $ developed 46 full chords  47 ||:\ D.C.
source collections: Venezia 1742:24
dates: about 1725-30;  1742
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: easy, level 1; Sheveloff
themes: 12:12:: two groups; ö at start of part 2, which is in same order, themes developed.  Part 2 begins with
three repeated notes, a feature found in several Scarlatti sonatas; a partial list is at P7:7 D
keys: 15:341::  part 1 ends in a minor; part 2 starts in F major
graphics: m2-3 & 27-28 : ±_|Ä  but m25-26 & 29-30 ± | .  for notes tied across measure-lines
end: graphics are similar V42:23 (see maps for both)
similar sonatas: P4:15 d (added-tone chords with offbeat stresses)
influences: Rameau, Tambourin in e minor (1724), especially at m8-11 & 31-34; J S Bach, Clavierübung 1,
Partia 3 in a minor, Scherzo (1728)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 2: k64; Fadini 1:22; Venezia facsimile
see also: Gerstenberg p86: “Zumal die Gavotta ist von jenem bei Scarlatti seltenen hoheitsvoll-ernsten Pathos
der Barockmusik getragen”
Kirkpatrick p151: [continued from V42:23] “...an asperity even more apparent in the acciaccaturas of the D
minor Gavota”
Chase p112-3: “evidence of the guitar technique is found in Scarlatti’s predilection for building up chords with
fourths instead of thirds (a conspicuous instance, among many is ... [V42:24]...)”
Sitwell: “‘In popular style’, with military undertones. March-like, and more Handelian than Spanish”
Pestelli p126: seeV42:23; p127: “...La personalità di Scarlatti esce dall’anonimato sotto il segno di un umore
intrattabile, violento”
Foster p36: “monothematic... approaches a phrase-type construction [in part 2]...”
Sheveloff p201: “mixed notation”; p341: “acciaccatura sonata” [many clusters]



Venezia 1742:25 a minor Allegro 3/8
  1 1 (RC: cutoff downbeat) "1 ¶¶¶± ¶± | ± á Å  | ¶±µµ (weakbeat stresses) a  2v 2 lh imitates

H7 falling broken 3rds
, 9 "2 (lh x rh in V)
, 17 "3 C  (V: lh leaps x rh; RC: 3rds change between h)

21 "2 varied
28  "4 (< "1 m3) 39 C1 pedals  44 :ÚÚ:

  2 45 "2 developed (extended) C  (lh x rh in V) 49>d
,n 60 "5 (H7 expanded)  64>a

68 "2 (lh x rh in V)  78 "5 echoed
81 "4  95 :ÚÚ:ÚÚÚ  [:||:\  D.C,  in V]

source collections: Boivin-LeClerc 1:10; BL 4:1; Roseingrave-Cooke 24; Venezia 1742:25; Wien Q15117:8;
Wien G 15; arrangement: Avison 4d
dates: about 1725-30; 1737; see also Sheveloff below
companions: •BL1: 9-10 = RC 28 A, V42:25 a
•BL4:1-4 = V42:25 a, RC 28 A, E 24 A, E 26 A
•V42:25 a, 26 A
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: moderate, level 5 (RC version: moderate, level 3; Rousset: moyennement difficile; Maxwell:
advanced); m9-23 hand crossings indicated in V, BL4 and WQ but not in RC; WG in m21 only (Fadini
endnotes; see also Kirkpatrick below for conflicting opinions)
themes: 12324:25254:: cellular; one group; second theme returns varied; first & third themes replaced by new
material (based on a cell from the first theme) in part 2 at ö point
keys: 13:341:  part 1 ends (and part 2 begins) in C major
links: the cutoff downbeat provides a link from RC 28 A, which precedes this sonata in BL1 (only)
ornaments, accidentals, graphics: m14: tr approached from below, likely begins on principal note
m50: there are accidentals specified for C< and B= for each occurence within the same measure, so the C in
m50 should be considered C>
m69 (Parma): uses = to cancel G<, but has G “>” in m70 (RC’s m69 is like its m71)
m95: final double bars etc shown on map for RC 24 are similar to those in RC12 g
similar sonatas: E7 a, E5 d, E18 d, P9:14 a, P12:30 a
the á5 section at the start of part 2 is like á3 of V49:20 C
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k36 (RC 24); New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003] (RC 24); Fadini 1:23
(collates V, BL4 (but not BL1), RC, WQ, WG); Venezia facsimile
see also: Kirkpatrick p407: [BL4 (“deuxième volume”) leaves] “untranslated the indications for disposition of
hands, L & R” [as in Roseingrave’s edition; but he doesn’t say which sonatas.  He cites this fact as proof that BL
was copied from RC: a french original would have used gauche & droite instead of  left and right.  See Card
games file: RC vs BL, supporting details]  Sheveloff p219: [no hand crossings at all in BL 1 (“opus l”) and none
in the RC sonatas which correspond; and see Fadini endnotes cited in difficulty above]
Foster p61-63: “non-dramatic thematic contrast... ABA':BA' [my á1 á232 á4 : á52 á4]...”
Sheveloff p197: “may even antedate 1720”

Venezia 1742:26 A major (2#) All[egr]o  3/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖµ |  ÖÖµ | Å  (broken chord ú ) ¶¶±»» | Å  A  2v  lh x rh

(17\)18  "2 e  h opposed, chromatic scales
23 "3 lh leaps x rh E  35 :||: Volti.

  2 36 "1 developed; m1\2 inverted A/E  41>D
n 47 $ 3v lh ÖÖµ |Ö.»µ; top v offbeat b +\ 53>A

55 "1 as at 5\15  % same pitches



65 "3  74 ß:||: N/ D.C.
source collections: Venezia 1742:26; incipit appears in Paris Arsenal ms but full text is missing (Sheveloff p98)
dates: about 1730-35; 1742 (Paris Arsenal 1735?)
companions: •V42:25 a, 26 A
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: difficult, level 7.  The disposition of the hands is difficult to determine because of the spare markings
for crossing; the symbol M with a fermata above, for the left hand, occurs only in 3, 12, 23 &27 above the
ledger and once in m23, without the fermata, below the ledger.  That the lh continues to leap over the rh
throughout m23-29 is clear, but the notes which the rh is supposed to play in m3-18 are ambiguous; I think the
right hand should play the last C< » | first D Å in m3-4, then D|C< in m4-5, continuing similarly E|D D|C< E|D
D|C# m5-9, then B|C< C<|B alternating m12-18, with the lh below the rh in m10-11&18-22 (but there are other
possible solutions).  The only M’s, with fermate, in part 2 occur at m65-66; there is no D[estra, for the rh] in
either part, but undoubtedly the hand crossing should continue in both the development and restatement of the
á1 theme
themes: 123:1413:: one group; new material in part 2 at ö point; m5-15 (the continuation of the opening theme)
are repeated in the home key after the development and new material
keys: 155:142*1::
accidentals, graphics: m19-20: the fourth rh  ¶  (G) in each measure lacks an accidental, but should be >, as
shown by Fadini in her edition.  Elsewhere <’s are provided, when needed, for each G and D within a measure,
even when joined under the same beam (m30-31 for example)
end (m74): double dots, double line with ß above, three dots, squiggle, D.C.
editions used: Kirkpatrick 2: k65; Fadini 1:24; Venezia facsimile
see also: Foster p40: “monothematic...brief interlude using scale patterns before a crossed-hands pedal figure...
second half presents no significant change”
Sutcliffe p276-284 [micro-analysis]

Venezia 1742:27 F major  (0=) Allegro 3/8
  1 1 " ë ÖÖ± | ± Ä ¯| Å  Ä. Ä | ¶¶¶±µ F   3v cp top v offbeat  5 2v 6 >C

13 $1 çç± ' Ä  22 scale ü(24 Æ &Ç  )
25 $2 30 :ÚÚ: Volti. [in V]

  2 31 " C   36>d
39 $1 varied  n43 broken chords (381)ú by steps 46>g   54>F  [58\59 % in RC]
62 $2  69 :||: ß D.C. // [in V; RC 71 :ÚÚ:ÚÚÚÚÚÚ ]

source collections: Boivin-LeClerc 1:12; BL 4:10; Roseingrave-Cooke 26; Venezia 1742:27; Wien Q15117:10;
Wien G 50 (roman numeral subset 20); arrangement: Avison 3c; see editions below for some differences
dates: about 1725-30; 1738; see also Sheveloff below
companions: •BL 4:10-12 F\f = V42:27 (RC 26), RC 27, E17 (RC 35)
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; overlapping hands; double keyboard implied
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 123:123: two groups, part 2 in same order.  n occurs in m43 at the start of a new idea added to the
second theme
keys: 15:5621:
ornaments, accidentals: m1: (Roseingrave only) first note is a slashed shake ~~~/~~ (longer than the usual symbol
in Venezia or Parma) on Ä  A (with F below also played by rh), perhaps a short trill with an upturn to the
following B=; see m35&37 below.  Neumann Ornamentation p444-449 has a discussion of double or multiple
mordents; symbols p602
m13+ (throughout):   Uses ç ’s instead of Å ’s for triplets
m26, 28 & 30: low C1 below bass clef in Venezia: written as A-1  in Rosingrave (only? not Boivin or Wien? 
Fadini didn’t notice it)
m35&37: the slashed shakes ~~/~~ on the dotted ± G’s (Rosingrave only; Venezia has no ornaments in these



measures) could be short shakes with a turn back to G (GAGFG.)  as in m1.  Contrast the pincés written out in
large notes in V42:30 E=; no slurs in either RC or V; both use tr in other measures
m39: Venezia has < on all the C’s (both hands are written in the upper ledger) but only the first C has a < in
Roseingrave: the second-beat C’s in both hands should be >; m41: RC has both rh C<’s but not the lh one,
whereas V has the lh C< and the first but not the second rh one; m46 has all three F<’s in V but is missing the
second rh one in RC; in m48 V has < on both the first and second beat rh F but not the lh one, while RC has <
on only the first rh F.  Fadini doesn’t endnote what the various sources do in any of these cases but implies they
should all be <.  She also doesn’t notice that neither V nor RC has = on the B in m39&m41; RC & V have = on
B in m40 but RC lacks it in m42.  The only sane, or at least morally responsible, solution to all of this is to treat
each source literally and separately and not try to make them conform.  (I haven’t attempted to collate all the
differences, and undoubtedly Boivin and Wien would add more if Fadini had been more alert to this question). 
In m32-33 a suspension is indicated as Ä_| ¶, in m61-2 with a dot across the m-line rather than a tied note; see
slurred small-notes under ornaments in introduction to this file for the later way in which Scarlatti indicates
suspensions.  Final double bars like V42:12.  D.C. // at end in Venezia
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k38 (RC 26); New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003] (RC 26); Venezia
facsimile; Fadini 1:25 (collates BL, RC, V & W): no sources have completely similar variants, but BL & RC are
close; WG & WQ close to BL & RC in different ways; V has fewest variants in common with other sources. 
BL, W & RC repeat m58-59, bringing their total measures to 71.
see also:  Pestelli p165: “è molto affine all’[E 6 F]”
Sitwell: “Spanish...  glissandos and sweepings of the strings”
Foster p49: “associative... could almost be classified as monothematic, if it were not for the rhythmic variety...”
Sheveloff p197: “may even antedate 1720”

Venezia 1742:28 B@ major (=) All[egr]o  ¡
  1 0 " á [ie à] çè± [3' Ä ] | ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± Ä  �tr Ö.µì | Ö  B@  3v
 4  $1 çè± Ä_Ö± 3rds (divided by h or rh alone), lowest v downbeat rest [£] ± °

6  $2 F   lh broken 3rds, rh offbeat stresses; h overlap
10  $1 varied F/C
14  $3 rh broken 3rds & 8ves, lh  Ä  scale ú F   17 lh ± ± ± pedals, rh broken chord :||: \:Volti:\

  2 (17) " F
n 21 $1 c  (melodic minor, w/A$)

23 $2 B@  24½ ç =ç =ç =ç =ççççç± scale ú
26 $1 restated
29  $3  32 no pedals, different broken chord ß:||: N  D.C.

source collections: Venezia 1742:28; Boivin-LeClerc 2:17 Allemanda; Wien G 41 =; Wien Q15119:4
Allemande; Paris-Arsenal [6] -- (not collated by Fadini): Sheveloff p459: “interesting textual variants” [not
specified, no facsimile; the Paris ms might derive from an ms of the italian or portuguese period]
dates: about 1720-25 (1735?) (1742).  It is not known when this sonata was added to BL2, the first 15 sonatas
of which were probably engraved in 1738: see Cardgames.  See Curriculum file for Scarlatti’s presence in Paris
in 1724 & 1725
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; m6, 14 etc: close, overlapping hands: double keyboard implied (compare
E12 g)
difficulty: moderate, level 3; triplets with last note repeated, both hands, implying finger change such as 123 4 rh
in m4, or 13 42 35 42 if the rh plays the thirds alone
themes: 12324:12324:: two groups, part 2 in same order
keys: 1555:52*1:: ö at start of second theme in part 2 and change to supertonic minor
graphics: m0, 172: uses 3 ç  ’s = Ä  for triplets; the á  at the beginning of each part (in Venezia at least) should be à
to add up (Fadini uses â  rest followed by 3 ç  ’s not as a triplet in this case only, which doesn’t add up; she
doesn’t give the source for this)



m24: scale with large-note appoggiature; 9 ç  ’s, the first 4 each followed by a Å , total = 17 ç ’s against a lh °; this
will add up if the last 3 ç  ’s are treated as a triplet (however a different rhythm could be construed with stresses
on the Å ’s rather than on the ç ’s).  In any case the scale should be treated as a brief cadenza, ad libitum: perhaps
stumbling while increasing in speed from slow to fast the first time, strictly in tempo when part 2 is repeated.  If
the left hand ° F2 is held properly until the end of the measure, finger 5 should be changed to the thumb without
allowing the key to sound again, so that the lh F1 and rh A2 which begin m25 are a continuing part of the same
phrase, not the start of  new ones.  Compare P5:27 B: Wien G34 version, m59, for a similar scale
end: like V42:26 A
influences: Francesco Durante, Studio sesto B= (1732)
metaphors: comic B= (as in E16)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 2: k66; Fadini 1:26; Venezia facsimile

Venezia 1742:29 f# minor  (2#) All[egr]o  ¡
  1 1 " á  ¶¶± ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± | Ö± Ö± Ö± Ö± | Ö  f#  2 or 3v cp  2 lh imitates 3>A  5>b  6>c#  11 ... £ ß :||: Volti.
  2 12 " c#  13>b  n14>e>A 17>f#  22 ... £ ß:||: N/ D.C.
source collections: Venezia 1742:29
dates: about 1725-30; 1742
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: moderate, level 3; continuous Å ’s divided between hands until last measure of each part; finger
change on repeated notes within broken chords implied
themes: 1:1:: cellular, one theme.  A third voice appears briefly in m4 and 9, adding depth to the texture
links: both parts begin with strong left-hand downbeats which could be used as links (the ending of E25, also in
f<, elided for example to continue V42:29 as its companion), but also establish the unusual tonality (compare
P8:17&18, which begin with F<major scales)
keys: 1345:54731:: part 1 ends in c< minor.  n is at the subtonic key (e minor, moving from the subdominant to
the relative major; compare V42:41 c, which has a similar key structure and n at the subtonic)
similar sonatas: E25 f<; V42:34 B= (ending)
influences: J S Bach, Capriccio in honorem Johann Christoph Bachii, E (1704).  Francesco Durante, Studio
secondo A (1732); see also Pestelli below for Alessandro Scarlatti
editions used: Kirkpatrick 2: k67; Fadini 1:27; Venezia facsimile
see also: Gerstenberg p76-77 ex: “bietet ein Beispiel für eine absolut „einthematische” Gestaltung...”
Newman Sonata in classic era p269
Chambure p43
Pestelli p76: “Bogianckino ci mostra la parentela di due idee tematiche [in Toccata VIII of Alessandro Scarlatti
and this sonata; see Contemporaries file: Primo e secondo libro di toccate: 8 a]...”
Sheveloff p201: “separated notation”
Foster p31: “monothematic”; “invention”
Ogeil p39-43: [full text above her own version, which corrects what she considers to be wrong notes and octave
displacements; however part of the point of the sonata is its traversal of the keyboard; her corrected endings to
each part are too timid after what has gone before]

Venezia 1742:30 E@ major  (2@) \\  3/8 [LW: Allegro]
  1 1 "1 ç¶Ö± | ±. (ç¶± ' ë) E@  2v  2 lh imitates; rh rises by 3rds  H7 Å  scale ú

10 "2 ("1 inverted) rh falls by 3rds; lh ± Ä; hands overlap E@/B@  H13 ¶.ì=.ì=.ì
15 hands switch 18: H13 in rh but varied

20 "3 ("2 variant) rh falls by steps  24>b@
29 "1 B@  31 lh imitates  H34 á ¶çççç±µ | ¶.ì Ö   slide ü
37 "2  40: H13 as at 18

42 "3 b@



49 "1 B@  50 lh imitates; rises by 8ves
53 (coda):  H34 ú 55 8ve lower  57 ±. [end 1; end 2: can elide] :||: Volti :\

  2 58 "1 B@  59 lh imitates; rises by 8ves 62: H7 scalesú 6th apart E@  67 c 68\9: scales ú 3rd apart
n 71 "2  74 : H34

76 "3 developed; c & f  waver  86 added\tone chords  90>E@
93 (bridge)  ç¶±¯ ç¶±¯ ç¶±¯; scale ú in H13 rhythm
98 "2 restated 101: H13 103 8ve higher
108 "1 114 (coda):  H34 ú, extended  116 :||: D.C.

source collections: Venezia 1742:30;  London-Worgan 40: (2=) Allegro; Zaragoza 32:38; Za 31:10
•New Jersey version: see below at end of this entry
dates: about 1720-25; 1742
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: easy, level 2;  m10 interlocking hands; scale with dotted rhythms m94-96
themes: 1231231:123021:: one group; themes return within part 1; varied/developed in part 1 or 2. The main
theme alternates with a partly inverted version and its variant. The sonata is built up from a cell in the first
measure, with three later cells (m7, 13, 34-35) frequently varying the rhythm.  ö at start of second theme in part
2.  
keys: 115555:156621::
graphics, ornaments, accidentals: the symbol •//• (roughly) appears before the start of the first measure in
Venezia, after the brace but before the meter; a similar decoration often occurs inside the title box, especially
when there is no tempo, so presumably that is the meaning here
m1: mordents of the pincé type (principal, lower, principal) are written in large notes ç¶± throughout. A different
use of this rhythm in m93 has slurs
m8: = on both A’s but accidentals generally added only to the first note in a measure, never to both the first and
third notes of written-out mordents
m24: (Venezia) the last D lacks a =, whereas in m28 both the first and last G have one.  In the case of the
middle voices in m25 & m26, there are no intervening pitches in that voice, so the =’s on A and G remain in
effect
m31-33: rh holds its E= for 3 measures; Venezia has E> in the lh in m31&32 but not 33
m47-49: the rh in London for all 3 measures is an octave lower than in Venezia according to Fadini’s endnotes,
but LW lacks the ±. upper voice, which is more effective as F4 in V; Fadini transposes it to F3, another example
of the tiresome stupidity of mixing sources
m57-58: (Venezia & London) the same B= octave ends part 1 and begins part 1, a typical case calling for
splicing the two parts together
m62-63, 68-69: downward scales in the rhythm of the cell at m7 contrast with those in m94-96 which use the
dotted rhythm of the m13 cell, and m114 in the Æ ’s of the m34 cell
m71-73: the top voice crosses beneath a new top voice and becomes the bottom voice, as shown by the beam
connections; this requires changing hands rather than crossing them
m74: first E is >; Fadini correctly adds a = to the second one even though the beams are connected
m83-86: some ambiguities might be resolved if the Zaragoza versions are made available.  Fadini’s suggestion
for a < on the first F in m83 is reasonable (F< was established at the end of m82 and this is the auxiliary note of
a pincé on a G), but the last E in m84 should be [=] and her addition of > to the E in m85 is not in Venezia and
not endnoted by her
similar sonatas: E17 F; P1:7 B=; P8:2 c; P14:6 B=
metaphors: a commedia dell’arte character such as Scaramuccia, who grimaces and uses affected language
editions used: Kirkpatrick 2: k68; Fadini 1:28; Venezia facsimile
see also: Pestelli p106: “gli scoppi dei Tuttiblöcken incominciano le diversioni del concertino...”.
Foster p38-40: “monomotivic... divided into sections differentiated by the pattern of the accompaniment figure
and the interval between the last two notes of the melodic motive...” [her sections are similar to mine; see map



above]
Sheveloff p201: “mixed notation”
Chambure p43

•Venezia 1742:30: New Jersey ms version (3=)
source collections: Sheveloff, Frustrations 1985: p423 [facsimile of m1-88 (corresponding to 1-94 of the
Venezia version) from ms of french provenance owned by private collector in New Jersey]
graphics: 3= in key signature, no tempo indication, uses C-clefs frequently in both h, uses ë (instead of ç¶± in V
& LW); this is a variant version, significantly different in many passages.  Lacks the added-tone chords &
staggered scales of the Venezia version.  The left-hand part is often ÖÖ± instead of the ± Ä in V.  m52&54
(m53&55 in V) are incorrectly á ¶¶± ¶¶¶± Ä  Since the facsimile is incomplete, I have not made a map.

Venezia 1742:31 a minor: see Essercizi 3

Venezia 1742:32 f minor: see Parma 2:27

Venezia 1742:33 F major: see Essercizi 17

Venezia 1742:34 B@ major  (=) \\ ¡
  1 1 cutoff lh downbeat " ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± | ±  B@  2v 1½ lh imitates 2 broken 3rds  6>F

9 $ rh ostinato broken chords, C pedals (14\)15 coda: 3v; rocking broken 3rds, lh (4)|14141
16  :||: Volti

  2 17 " F>c>d  n22>g (w/E$)  25>B@
25½ $ F pedals  30 B@  31 coda:  2v; rocking broken 6ths 32 :||:ß D.C.

source collections: Venezia 1742:34
dates: about 1725-30; 1742
instruments: cembalo with range Cd; piano: m8 staccato marks (wedges); m9-11, 25-27: p[ian]o & f[orte]
indications (see also Ogeil below)
difficulty: easy, level 1; 2v counterpoint; the overlapping of voices is increased by Fadini’s transpositions
themes: 12:12:: cellular; two groups; part 2 in same order but the coda has a simpler texture, without the top
voice.  keys: 15:523611:: ö m22 at move to relative minor
accidentals: m20-21 last C in 3rd beat rh group, both measures, should be > (Fadini agrees)
similar sonatas: the ending is like that of V42:29 f<
The passage starting at m9, right hand, is similar to one in P5:25 C
See P7:7 D for some sonatas that use a motto of three repeated long notes, as at m9-11 & 25-27 left hand here
(with contrasting dynamics: the first three in each part piano, the next three forte, the last three piano) 
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k70; Fadini 1:30 (she transposes many passages an octave lower; see also Ogeil
below); Venezia facsimile
see also: Kirkpatrick p282 (&283, 285): “rudimentary echo dynamics”
Pestelli p122-3: “appare talvolta il gusto per l’abnorme, l’estroso... in questa cadenza [ex m14-15]”
Foster p31: “monothematic”; “invention”
Sheveloff p201: “separated notation”
Ogeil p29-34: [full text above her own version, which corrects what she considers to be wrong notes and octave
displacements]; p58-60: [discusses the p & f markings as evidence of composition for the piano]

Venezia 1742:35 G major  (0#) All[egr]o ¡
   1 1 " à ÖÖµ ¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± | ± G  2v 1½ lh imitates

5 $1 broken 3rds & sixths D  6½>d
9 $2 lh broken scale figure ü&ú; rh 3rds  D/A



11 $1 D 14 || Volti (V: no : for repeat; Tor: :||: Siegue 2. Pars)
   2 15 " D  16½ lh imitates
n 17½ $1>a  20>D

21 $2 varied; rh 6ths G/D 23 rh Ö.»  Ö.» 7th & 6th chords
23½ $1>g   25>G   29 ||ß :\  D.C.

source collections: Torino ms394: 13; Venezia 1742:35
dates: about 1715-20; 1720?; 1742 (see V42:23 dates)
companions: •Torino 12, 13, 14a, 14b = V42: 40 g, 35 G, 23 G/g, Minuet G
See V42:23 & Collections for more about the Torino ms
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; broken chord figurations m9+: pianistic style.
difficulty: easy, level 1
themes: 1232.1232:: cellular, two groups with a theme in the second group returning; part 2 is in same order
keys: 15555.525111:: added-tone chord (DGAD) in m7, the only one in the sonata; ö at start of second theme in
part 2 and move to supertonic minor (a).  The change to the tonic minor when this theme returns in m23 to close
the sonata (emphasized by rh chords in a dotted rhythm) helps to give coherence to the Torino suite (both
V42:40 and V42:23 end in minor; Torino 14b is entirely in major keys)
graphics: m14&29: Ogeil p58: “In a number of sonatas [in V42] the whole-bar rest is accompanied by the sign 
Ù [more or less; Ogeil has a better drawing of it]. This occurs in the following locations: [V42:31 (=E3) :35 (this
sonata at m14 & 29) :39 :40 and :41]...  I have not to date been able to establish a convincing meaning for this
sign” [Since the sign almost always occurs when the notes for one hand move into the other hand’s ledger, I take
it to mean that the rest applies to the other hand only; in the bass clef the sign is below the rest, in the treble it is
above, which helps confirm this interpretation visually]
m28: last note in second group is F<; third note in last group is F[>] making the sonata end ambiguously in g
minor (Fadini changes it to D)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k71; Fadini 1:31; facsimile of Torino 13: Pestelli 1990 p109; Venezia facsimile
see also: Sheveloff p201: “separated notation”
Foster p38: “monothematic” [with exceptions which she explains]
Sutcliffe p71 [Torino ms]
Ogeil p43-49: full text above her own version, which corrects what she considers to be wrong notes and octave
displacements

Venezia 1742:36 C major All[egr]o  ¡
  1 1 "1 ÖÖÖµ ¶¶¶± Ö± repeated notes, broken chord C  2v  1½ lh imitates

(6\)7 "2 rh turn figure, lh broken 8ves 9 hands switch 11>D
(11\)12 "3 turn figure continues, lh à Ä  | Ö± à  >g
16 "4 ("1 variant) lh unfolded 8ves & 5ths G   19 ... £ß :||: Volti,

  2 20  "1 G
n 22 "2 23>D>A  25>e  26>a

27 "4 >C
(30\)31 "3 c   
35 "4 C  37 ... £ ß  :||: /  D,C,

source collections: Venezia 1742:36
dates: about 1715-20; 1742
companions: •V42:36 C; 37abc c&C
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: easy, level 2; the unfolded broken chords near the end of each part are a typically Scarlattian figure
themes: 1234:12434:: one group, variants; order mixed in part 2.  Each part is a single sentence without breaks
between the themes
keys: 1255:52636111::  circle of fifths; ö at start of second theme in part 2 near move to supertonic (D)



graphics: m4, 17-19 etc: ¶  beams in groups of two rather than four
similar sonatas: V42:41 c
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k72; Fadini 1:32; Venezia facsimile
see also: Pestelli p105: “nate dal terreno del concerto veneto” [however this particular sonata is in venetian
style, not necessarily composed when Scarlatti was there]; p106: “grande vicinanza tra le sonate [BL5:1 C, 3 F
& 10 F]... e la [V42:36]...”.
Sheveloff p201: “separated notation”
Ogeil p24-29: full text above her own version, which corrects what she considers to be octave displacements
(scribal misreadings)

Venezia 1742:37[a]: c minor  (2=) All[egr]o  3/4
  1 1 "1 Ö± ± ± | tr Ö± ± | ÖÖÖµµµ | Ö¶± ± c  2v

13 "2 c/G  18 Å  scale ú n^20>G  21 ±ß £ £ :||:
  2 22 "1 developed g  26>f>E@  34>c/G

40  "2 varied c  49 ±. ß  : ||:  ||/ Volti
source collections: Venezia 1742:37 [a]
dates: about 1715-20; 1742.  this and V42:42 d are more mature than the other multi-movement sonatas
(V42:46 and 53-56) -- V42:37 in the use of a vigorous opening theme which is more characteristic of Scarlatti
and the much tighter and more economical construction throughout
companions: •V42:36 C; 37abc c&C (the da capo at the end of 37c suggests a repeat of 37b, so the sonata ends
in C major)
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; 37c has figured basses, but not discussed in Sala p225-240; in 37a the
hands are equal partners and the lh part has two-note chords throughout
difficulty: easy, level 2
themes: 12:12: two groups
keys: 115:54311: short-long n m20 occurs at a sudden change to the dominant major just before the end of part
1
graphics: m18-22 & 48 contain shifts in the registers of the falling scales which make Ogeil’s objections to this
feature in V42:39 G, 40 g, 41 c and others less valid
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k73; Fadini 1:33; Venezia facsimile
see also: (most of these citations include 37b&c)
Kirkpatrick p282-3: “rudimentary echo dynamics”
Pestelli p126: “l’Allegro... è qualcosa come un misto di Polacca e di Minuetto (tipiche della Polacca sono le
movenze di [m15+])”
Foster p42: “monothematic”
Chambure p45
Sheveloff p200-201: “separated notation”
Sutcliffe p371-372 [in context of Seixas unified sonatas with minuets; see also V42:48 A]

Venezia 1742:[37b]: C major  Minuetto 3/8
  1 50 $  ¯¶± ± C  61  :||:
  2 n^ 62 $ varied C  64>g >G   69 varied again c   73>C   77 :||: /  Ségue

source collections: Venezia 1742:37[b]
dates: about 1715-20; 1742
companions: •V42:36 C; 37abc c&C (if 37b is repeated, 37 as a whole ends in C major)
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: easy, level 2
themes: 1:1: one group (repeated after 37c; greek letters on map continue from 37a); short-long ö at start of part
2  keys: 1:15511:
graphics: m50: first brace is indented from the left margin and is more ornamental than usual, written after the



ledgers had been laid down; the title Minuetto is written between the ledgers, not in a box
m64: P,no (piano) (Kirkpatrick p283: “echo effects”)
m77 (end): Ségue is written in a smaller and perhaps later hand; none of the other sonatas of V42 use Segue as
far as I have noticed, always Volti (for turn the page)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k73; Fadini 1:33 (measure numbers continue from 37a); Venezia facsimile

Venezia 1742:[37c]: c minor (2=) Minuetto [3/8 continues]
  1 78 ( ¶ç± Ö± c   84>g  85  :||:
  2 n^ 86 ( varied c/G>f>D@  90>c  95  :||:/ D.C.
source collections: Venezia 1742:37[c]
dates: about 1715-20; 1742
companions: •V42:36 C; 37abc c&C (if 37b is repeated, the sonata ends in C major)
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; solo instrument (violin) with figured bass (37c only)
difficulty: easy, level 2
themes: 1:1:: one group (greek letter on map continues from 37b); short-long ö at start of part 2
keys: 15:142-1::
graphics: title is like 37b, with an even more ornamental brace
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k73; Fadini 1:33 (measure numbers continue from 37b); Venezia facsimile

Venezia 1742:38 A major (2#) All[egr]o  2/4
  1 1 "  ± (full chord) ± | Ö¶± Ö  A  2v

10  $ Ö±¯¶¶¶ç± | Ö±¯¶¶ççç± >E   18 ± £ ß  :||:
  2 19 " E  23>A>D  n27>A

32 $  40 ± £ ß :||:\ D.C.
source collections: Venezia 1742:38
dates: about 1715-20; 1742
instruments: cembalo with range Cc. In style of solo (violin) with continuo sonatas, but without figured basses.
difficulty: easy, level 1; rapid scales with mixed note-values
themes: 12:12:: two groups
keys: 15:5141:: ö m27 at final return to home key
ornaments: tr ought to begin on principal note throughout, approached from above or below
m10-11&c: contrasting rhythms of the downward scales in the two-measure groups, shown on the map
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k74; Fadini 1:34; Venezia facsimile
see also: Pestelli p126: “[V42:23 G, 24 d & 38] possono rientrare in un sommario tipo di Gavotta, dato il titolo
originale della [24] e la forte somiglianza ritmica che unisce le tre sonate...  [ha] la stessa allure delle analoghe
pagine di Haendel; ma piace anche ritrovare l’accordo, sul terreno della musica mundana con l’ottimismo
cavalleresco di certe danze di Sebastiano Bach [ex m1-3]”.
Foster p36-7: “monothematic... resembles a gavotte in its opening... thin two-part texture...”

Venezia 1742:39 G major  (0#) All[egr]o  3/4
  1 1 "1 ± ±. ¶± | [3]ÖÖµ¯ °  G  2v (lh chords)
 7 "2 ÖÖµ ¯± ± 3v D  9 a 12 d/A

15 "3 D  rh triplet scale w/repeated notes ú, then w/ full chords lh, then also rh 20  :||:
  2 21 "1 developed D>G  26 D  n28 (<"3; bridge) scale ü G  30>g  lh 7th (added\tone) chords

32 "2 35>c  37>d >G
39 "3  45  :||:\ / D.C... ·//·

source collections: Venezia 1742:39
dates: about 1715-20; 1742
companions: •V42:39 G, 40 g



instruments: cembalo with range Cc.  Like the other solo (violin) sonatas, but bass chords are realized rather
than figured
difficulty: easy, level 2
themes: 123:1023:: one group; scales occur at important points in the sonata (ends of parts and long-short
golden section) Since these scales are in triplets with repeated notes, they convey a sense of striving and perhaps
stumbling
keys: 15255:51511451:: ö at a rising scale (rising unlike the falling ones at the ends of parts, and shorter than
them, but still with repeated nots) in the tonic, leading from the dominant major to the tonic minor and
emphasized by chords in the left hand at the dramatic high point of the piece, this time including sevenths and
added tones
accidentals, graphics: m9-11: uses F= for F> even though no < in key signature (F<’s appeared in m1-8)
m16-17, 40-42: Ogeil p58 (rest sign): see V42:35 G
m40-41: triplets (within a longer falling scale m40-44) have slurs implying they are faster than the non-slurred
notes
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k75; Fadini 1:35; Venezia facsimile
see also: Foster p36: “monothematic... minuet... thicker more chordal accompaniment... tendency to develop...”
Pestelli p127: “Ancora un forte ricordo di Minuetto e Polacca insieme...”
Sheveloff p201: “separated notation”
Ogeil p51-54: full text above her own version, which corrects what she considers to be wrong notes and octave
displacements; (p54): “My reading assumes that errors have been made at two different stages of copying, one
(from tablature) involving octave displacement, the other (from stave notation) displacement by a third”; see
Venezia 1742 graphics in Collections for my discussion of this; also P2:28 b m37-38 (most editors think the top
line is written a third too high, but the V42:52 version of the notes is identical)

Venezia 1742:40 g minor  (=) Presto 3/8
  1 1 "1 ÖÖµ | ¶¶¶¶¶± | Ö   g  3v cp 2 lh imitates  6 Å Ä (slurred) ¶¶± rh broken third offbeat accents  8>d

16 "2 ¶¶¶¶¶± | ¶¶¶¶¶± | Ö. é¶±  | Ö.  20\21 4v n^25 Æ  scales ú divided by h  28 ±ß  :||: Volti.
  2 29 "1 D  30 lh imitates  32 g

37 "1 & "2 developed together  39 c  44 d  47 g  (47\48 4v)
 55 "2 58\60 4v 67 ±ß :||: D.C.
source collections: Torino ms394: [12] Capriccio / presto; Venezia 1742:40
dates: about 1715-20; 1720?; 1742.  The presence of this sonata in the Torino manuscript is a strong indication
that it was composed in Italy and before Alessandro Scarlatti’s death in 1725 at the very latest; see V42:23 G
companions: •Torino 12, 13, 14a, 14b = V42: 40 g, 35 G, 23 G/g, Minuet G
•V42:39 G, 40 g
The title Capriccio in the Torino ms may apply to the suite of 4 sonatas rather than just this one; V42:23, the
third of the set, has the title Capriccio in Venezia only
instruments: cembalo with range Cc. More like a trio than the violin-bc sonatas, which it resembles however
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 12:1122:: one group; short-long ö at start of rapid scales leading to end of part 1 (see graphics below)
keys: 15:51451:: part 1 ends in d minor; part 2 begins in D major, but changes back to the tonic minor after only
three measures (see V42:23 G for major-minor clashes in the Torino companions)  The tension increases greatly
in the argumentatio (development section) at m37+ with the combining of elements from the two main themes,
the more frequent changes of key and the increased use of extra voices (a third voice had appeared only
sporadically but in m47-48 there are four)
graphics, accidentals: the key signature (one =) is missing at the beginning of several of the braces in Venezia
(p1 3rd & 4th, p4 2nd & 3rd)
m6, 9, 35 etc: has slurs on large-note appoggiature (broken thirds with offbeat stress): violin figuration?  or
perhaps not written as small notes because they are more than a step apart?
m9: G[>] follows G< after other pitches intevene, even though both notes are linked under the same beam



m27, 65:  Ogeil p58: (rest sign): see V42:35 G; p10-11 ex: she calls “uncontroversial” the octave displacement
of the scale in m26-27; the Torino ms reproduced in the Pestelli article cited below in editions used makes it
clear that this was the result of the scribe transcribing the C-clef part of the scale an octave too high.  But this is
the sort of accident an intelligent performer (are there any?) could exploit: the “wrong” scale in part 1 is
corrected by the “right” one in part 2 for example.  And the Venezia version is certainly more dramatic, bringing
about a wide separation of registers between the two hands in the part 1 ending and their full cooperation in the
second, with a final turn upward half a step to land on a bare tonic (F< to G1)
similar sonatas: E10 d (rapid scales)
influences: the historical distance between the appoggiature of m6-9 and those of the opening of Chopin’s Etude
in e minor opus 25:5 (1836) is not as great as it might seem at first
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k76 (V); Fadini 1:36 (V); facsimile of Torino 12: Pestelli 1990 p108-9; Venezia
facsimile
see also: Pestelli p121 [with RC12; language of Handel]
Foster p31-2: “monothematic”; “invention”
Chambure p47: [V42:21 A similar scales at ends of parts]
Sheveloff p201: “mixed notation”

Venezia 1742:41 c minor  (2@) Allegro ¡
  1 1 "1 ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | tr Ö.» ¶  c  3v h parallel 8ve apart
, 3½ "2 rh chords, lh broken chords 11>E=

12½ "3 c>f  16>g
(16\)17 $ lh falls in half\steps; repeated notes both h
22 "2 lh leaps  28 ± £ ä  :ÚÚ:

  2 29 "1 g  31 % 3rd lower B@
,n 33 "2  35>c

38 ( ($ variant) lh 2v: ostinato 4ths & 3rds f/C
, 43½ $ c

47 "2  52 [± ±] ± £ :ÚÚÚ
source collections: Paris Arsenal [3]; Roseingrave-Cooke 25; Boivin-LeClerc 4:14; Venezia 1742: 41; Wien G
3; Wien Q15117:9; arrangement: Avison 3b (transposed to d minor)
dates: about 1725-30; 1735? (1739)
companions: •BL4: 14-16 = V42:41 (RC 25), E11 (RC 29), RC 30
instruments: cembalo with range Cc (lowest octave chromatic, with A= in m42-45)
difficulty: moderate, level 3 (Rousset: difficile; Maxwell: advanced); m15-21: broken seconds with repeated
notes; m51: lh begins above a held note in rh: an elementary example of hand-crossing (in RC 25; in Venezia
this part is transposed two octaves lower so that the lh does not cross the rh)
themes: 12342:12542: two groups; themes return within parts; new theme or variant in part 2 in which the lh
divides into two parallel but separate voices; strong beats in middle of each measure, as if each assembled from
2m of 2/4 (compare M5:22, P1:14)
keys: 13145:57141:    The wonderful chords in m3-4, to which Ogeil, Fadini and others object (see editions used
below) contain dissonant B=’s, the subtonic of C; B= major is the key at the n point (compare P7:25 d, which
has a similar key structure and n at the subtonic)
graphics, ornaments, accidentals: Roseingrave-Cooke uses C-clefs frequently in both hands
m30&32 third beat: tr Ö¶± in both hands in Roseingrave; Venezia has this version in m32 but in m30 has Ö.ï± (the
dot is in the lh only, the tr is in the rh only) The m30 trill would be B=CB=CB=AB=; the m32 version
DE=DCD (with five notes played in both measures in RC) in my opinion
m39 in Venezia has > on the first E4 but not the second (E>2 continues in the lh); in m40 there is > on the first
two rh E’s but not the last, lh has > on the first E in the measure but none for the last; in Roseingrave m39-40
only the first E in each hand is >, but the last E’s in m40, both hands, are = (Roseingrave uses C-clefs in this



passage, m38-46, so its part is an octave, then at m43 two octaves, higher than Venezia’s; see Ogeil citation
below in editions used)
similar sonatas: compare E15 e for sonatas in which the hands play parallel notes in the opening measures
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k37 (RC 25); New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003] (RC 25); Kirkpatrick 2:
k372 (Venezia 1742:41); Venezia facsimile; Fadini 1:37 (collates V, RC, WG & WQ; doesn’t list BL or Paris)
WQ is sometimes like RC, sometimes like V; WG is usually like RC but sometimes like none of the others.  I
have not listed any separately as variant versions.
Ogeil p12-24: prints the V42 version over the RC one for measure-by-measure comparison; discusses what she
thinks are scribal misreadings in the V42 version; however she fails to consider how some of  these (the chords
in m3-4 for example) could have got into the WQ manuscript unless V42 and WQ have a common source. 
As usual, I maintain that these have to be treated as different versions with different merits, not conflated.
see also: Gerstenberg p98-9, ex m1+: “ein Abbild des ersten Vivaldischen Konzertsatzes... Tutti und Solo...”
Kirkpatrick p25; p199-200.
Pestelli p106
Foster p93-95: “non-dramatic thematic contrast... influence of the concerto principle...”
Sheveloff p197: “may even antedate 1720”; p403-6: text of insertions by Thomas Roseingrave, published 1750
Ogeil p23: V42 m3 chord & m4 first chord “have clearly been copied a third too high...” [see editions used
above]; p58: m52 (rest sign) [see V42:35 G]

Venezia 1742:42[a] d minor  (0@) Moderato e Cantabile 3/4
  1 1 "1 ± à á Å Ö.» | ±¯Ö.êÖ.» | Å ±¯¶¶¶± ¶¶¶± | Å ±¯¶  d  2v 9>F /C 10 C1

11½ "2 F   17  :||: Volti.
  2 n^ 18 "1 F   C5 20>g  24 >c   26 >F >d >a   33½ d/A 37 broken 3rds ú

39½ "2 d  47 ± £ £ß   :||: Volti,
source collections: Venezia 1742:42[a]
dates: about 1715-20; 1742; this sonata is somewhat like the multi-movement sonatas V42:46 and 53-56, but
the ornamentation of the melodic line is more elaborate and developed, and the two movements are more closely
related to each other (both contrast dotted rhythms with melismas based on scales, trill figures and suspended
beats); compare V42:37 c
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; likely transcribed from a duo for two string instruments (no figured basses
and no chords in either the lh or the rh part)
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 12:12: one group; part 1 ends and part 2 begins in F major, ö at start of part 2 and the highest pitch
reached in the sonata (C5).  The chief characteristic of the thematic material is that most measures begin with a
long note, usually moved off the beat by a small note which varies from fast appoggiatura to suspension tied to
the end of the previous measure.  The long notes vary in pitch from B=4 to E3 in part 1, C5 to C3 in part 2, and
are either landing places at the end of a scale or else leaps down a sixth (m9&10; the dotted figure at the
beginning of each part leaps down a seventh in m2,19&21; a final leap in m44 is down a fifth and offbeat; some
leaps of a third are discussed below in ornaments).  This is contrasted by the á2 theme, which begins with a
rising turn figure but then returns to the patterns of the á1 theme 
keys: 133:34731511:
ornaments, graphics, accidentals: ç  small notes have slurs; possibly fast appoggiature, although most may be
tied suspensions (when of equal pitch to the previous note; see also 42b which has tied large notes); none likely
to be acciaccature (crushed notes or slightly before the beat; however the ones which are not at the same pitch
could be interpreted as changing the final note of the previous measure to ìì | ± : see especially the drops through
a third at m24 to 25 & m26 to 27); it should be kept in mind that the right-hand part at least was probably not
originally intended for a keyboard instrument.  Some small notes (m22 etc; minuet m71 etc) have a Ü beneath
them rather than a slur: this may mean linger on the appoggiatura or suspension. In the later Venezia and the
Parma libri, small notes appear to have their exact value, at least when not slurred.  Slurs also cover various
groupings of large note Å ’s.  ¶  beams are sometimes in groups of 8, sometimes 4 & 4 (Fadini suppresses these



differences)   I think the slurred groups are intended to be played slightly faster than the non-slurred ones.  The
cantabile designation also implies considerable freedom of tempo, like a recitative.  Compare P8:7 C for another
Cantabile sonata with unusual slurs which can be given consistent interpretations
m2: B= rh, B[>] lh (no = in key signature)
m9-10, 21-22, 33-34: unexplained x over top measure line, probably added later in lighter ink
m24, 26 (lh): explicit cancellation of =’s by >’s on non-adjacent pitches
m46: lh G<, rh G[>]
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k77; Fadini 1:38; Venezia facsimile
see also: Gerstenberg p97 [transcription of a violin movement]
Pestelli p99: “veramente bella”
Sheveloff p201: “separated notation”
Chambure p47: “une ravissante mélodie accompagnée...”

Venezia 1742:[42b] d minor  (0@) Minuet.  3/8
  1 48 $ ¶± Ö±¯|¶  d

55 ( g  60 d  n^ 62  67  :||:
  2 68 $ g/D

78 ( d  79\83 A pedals  87 :||: D.C
source collections: Venezia 1742:[42b]
dates: about 1715-20; 1742
instruments etc: see 42a
themes: 12:12: two themes (greek letters continue from 42a); part 1 ends in d minor; part 2 equal in length to
part 1.  The opening theme contains a sixth leap in m48, seventh in m49; at the start of part 2 a seventh in m68,
sixth in m69
keys: 141:4111:: short-long ö close to change back to tonic in part 1
ornaments, graphics, accidentals: for general characteristics see 42a; the small notes with slurs are similarly
varied, but 42b also has explicit ties between large notes across measure lines when all the notes are of equal
length ( »_|¶  )   This helps confirm that a slur on a small note of the same pitch as the preceding large note is a
tie, not an appoggiatura
First brace is indented, ledger lines continue to left margin with ·//· between them before the brace
m51: G[>] lh, G< rh; m52: F[>] lh, F< rh
m72-73: C[>]’s in lh against C<’s in rh (including slurred small-note suspension); in m73 B= continues in the
lh against explicit B> in the rh
m82-83: unexplained x above top m-lines
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k77; Fadini 1:38 (measure numbers continue from 42a); Venezia facsimile

Venezia 1742:43 D major \\ 3/8
  1 1 [BL5:4 Allegro] "1 Ö¶¶¶± lh: çè±µ à D  2v  9\10 [BL'9\12] ¡

11 [BL'13] 3/8 "2 ÖÖµ | ¶¶¶¶¶± BL: rh trills in 3rds, lh D1 pedals  16 [BL'18 Largo] ¡
18  3/8 [RC: Allegro] "3 ¶¶¶¶¶± |¶¶¶¶¶± broken 3rds üscale ú; lh 3rd below, overlaps rh  24>A
31 $1 a  lh ostinato chords

n^ 43 $2 ( $1 variant) rh ostinato/rocking 3rds
51 "2 A 59 broken 3rdsú w/ repeated notes 62 A\1 63 :||: Volti //

  2 64 "2 varied A  72 % D
80 "3 (n for the shorter version)
93 $1 d  101 (bridge):  scales<"3 h 8ve apart
107 "2 D  119 :||: ÚÚÚÚÚÚ... D.C.

source collections: Boivin-LeClerc 5:4; Venezia 1742:43
•Roseingrave-Cooke 7 and similar reduced versions: see separate entry after this



V differs from RC 7, BL1&3, WG&WQ: it has 17 additional measure at the beginning, as does BL5:4 (but that
Boivin-LeClerc version has the trills in thirds for the rh alone; it also subdivides m9-10 into 4m with ¶ ’s instead
of ç  ’s). Most of Fadini’s preferred readings come from Venezia for m18+; the readings for m1-17 are better  in
the BL5 version (more complete realization of ornaments) although she confines most of them to endnotes
dates: about 1730-35; (1737 BL1 & RC; 1742 V; 1746?  BL5)
companions: •BL5:4, 5 = V42:43 (full version), P3:29 variant
instruments: cembalo with range Ac (actual range: A-1 b4) Hands overlap in m18-29, but the lh uses Å  á to avoid
the need for a double manual
difficulty: difficult, level 6 (Rousset: difficile; Maxwell: advanced); double trills (written out at m16-17 in large
notes, beginning on the lower ones and increasing in speed; in BL5 the double trill is in the right hand alone)
themes: 123452:23402:: two groups; the second group begins in minor with an abrupt change of mood.
Short-long ö m43 is at the start of an effectively dissonant passage, which is omitted in  part 2; see accidentals
below and see the RC7 version next
keys: 1555:5111::
ornaments, accidentals: Venezia uses trß in m9 for a long trill on A4, I would say beginning on the upper
auxiliary B, although the first note in m10 is also an A.  Boivin-LeClerc 5:4 also has four beats of 8 ç  broken
chords in m9 (Venezia only has three beats but the meter has been changed to ¡) The large-note trills in m16-17
begin on the principal note, speed up, then land on °~~~ : this must be a short shake (upper voice only): F<GF<. 
to bring the trill to a full stop before the double bar and switch to 3/8; the first note of m18 (rh) is also an F<
m44: the lh should read F>D>C<DF>D; in m48 it’s F>D>C<DF<D and the rh has C=(=>)E as its last third;
the last rh G in m46 and 50 is [>]
m104: the last two notes in both hands are C<B[>]; Fadini accepts it too
similar sonatas: E21 D, E24 A, E29 D, P5:3 A, P13:5 D
P2:17 includes a list of sonatas in D which have extended introductions containing fanfares
editions used: Kirkpatrick 2: k33²; Fadini 1:39; Venezia facsimile
see also: Foster p99-101: “non-dramatic thematic contrast”
Sheveloff p197: “may even antedate 1720”
Chambure p63: [cadence at m12-13 of P3:10 D resembles m16 of this sonata]
Willis p173-176 exs: [m1-22] “The right hand part outlines the distinctive two-part shape of a horn call in
compound melodic form (F sharp and D, then E and A), while the high volume of fast notes is redolent of
toccata style...”

•Venezia 1742:43: Roseingrave\Cooke 7 version: D major Allegro 3/8
part 1 m1-45, part 2 m46-101 (=V42:43 m18-63, 64-119); lacks the 1st 17 m of V42:43 or the 1st 19 m of
BL5:4; the RC version starts at m18 of the V version, pt 1 ends  at 45 in RC '63 in V, pt 2 at 101'119

source collections: Boivin-LeClerc 1:7; Boivin-LeClerc 3:[18]; Roseingrave-Cooke 7; Münster 5:[44c]: m1-13
only; Wien Q15117:5; Wien G 13; arrangement: Avison 12d
companions: •BL1:6-8 = RC 6 d, V42:43 D variant (RC 7), E9 d variant (RC8)
•BL3: 11-18 d\D = RC 9, E 29, 1, 10, 9, RC 6, E 5, V42:43 variant
•M5:[44ab]-45: RC 6 d, V42:43 D variant (incomplete), E 9 d
•WG: 17,18 [roman numeral subset 1] = RC 9 d, V42:43 D variant
difficulty: moderate, level 4
themes: the long-short n point for this version occurs at m63 (m80 in the V42:43 version, which has a
short-long ratio with a different n^ point): this is also the return of the á3 theme (the á1 of this version) in the
tonic key, which however had been established 10 measures earlier; see also Benton below
graphics: :||: at end of each part (implies link to RC8 which continues in same brace at end of part 2).  The
Münster fragment also has RC6 d Aria as its introduction, on the same page, with :||: ||   The extra double bar
and the fact that nothing else in M was copied from RC (the Essercizi versions in M5 have no features which are
exclusive to RC) are perhaps an indication that this fragment was not copied from RC either, but that they both
came from a similar autograph source.  As in RC, the next work in M5 is also E9 d, but copied by scribe 2 and



with an intervening title page; the M version is not like the RC version, which uses C-clefs.
ornaments, accidentals: m13 etc tr: the previous note is the same as the upper note of the trill, except at m47,
where it is the same as the principal note
m27&31 (see m44&48 in V42 version): lh F>DC>DF>D in both m, but rh in m32 has C>E= as the final third
m45&101: has slashed shakes ë on the final note of each part, which may mean an appoggiatura on the upper
note followed by ~~~ (shake) on the principal note (the previous note is a third above in both cases)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 1: k33; New York: Performers’ facsimiles, [2003]
see also: Benton p272: “give[s] the impression of a full recapitulation in spite of being incomplete in some
detail”

Venezia 1742: 44[a] F major  (0@) Gigha 2/4 [Coimbra 10c: (=) Giga. Allegro]
  1 1 "  ± ± | ÖÖµ [3'±] ÖÖµ |ÖÖµ ÖÖµ | ±tr  ± | F   2v  7>C

9 $ ççè±» ['±] ÖÖµ (14: çççµµ ' ± )  18  :||:
  2 n^ 19 " extended F/C>F   25>d  26 A pedals

30½ $ varied & extended  32>F  44  :||:
source collections: Coimbra ms MM58:10c (=) Giga. Allº; Venezia 1742:44[a]
dates: about 1715-20; 1742
companions: see V42:50 F
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: easy, level 1.  m39-40: lh trill tied across m-line
themes: 12:12:  two theme groups; short-long ö at start of part 2; both theme groups varied & extended
keys: 15:1161:
rhythms: 6/8 written as 2/4 with triplets
graphics: m9, 10, 32, 36, 38: Venezia uses ççç±» (those at m32&36 have a slur above); ççç±µ at m14 &34; ¶¶¶¶¶± at
m40 , all three equivalent to triplet ÖÖ± . Coimbra ms uses  ¶¶¶Ö± for both the m9 & m14 types, no slurs above
them; unlike Venezia, it does use a slur and 3 above some of the triplet ÖÖ± ’s.
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k78a  (= V; Coimbra ms: m11 to end printed with Kirkpatrick 3: k94; see Coimbra
10d); Fadini 1:40 (Coimbra readings mostly in the endnotes); Venezia facsimile
see also: Gerstenberg p86: “...Giguentypus...”
Pestelli p123: see V42:50
Sheveloff p201: “separated notation”

Venezia 1742: [44b] F major  (0@) Minuet 3/8
  1 45  ( ¶Öµ | ÖÖµ  F  52 F/C :||:
  2 53 ( C  N54>F  60 :||: D[a capo]
source collections: Venezia 1742:[44b] (continues on 3rd brace of 2nd page of 44a]; does not appear in
Coimbra ms MM58, which has a different minuet, listed as Coimbra 10d in this Catalogue
dates: about 1715-20; 1742
themes: 1:1:: one theme (greek letter continues from 44a)
keys: 11:51:: the dominant C major is touched upon in only two measures, 52-53; the return to the tonic occurs
at the ö point, m54
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k78b; Fadini 1:40 (measure numbers continue from 44a); Venezia facsimile

Venezia 1742:45[a] G  (0#) Allegrissimo 3/8
  1 1 " ÖÖµ | ÖÖµ | ¶¶¶¶¶±  G   2v cp  5 lh imitates

21 $1 rh ties x m\lines d  24 a  26 e  27>D
31 $2 rocking rh w/3rds, ostinato both h 37 d/A 41 D  47 ¨12345  49 D pedals 51  :||: Volti

  2 52 " developed G/D (starts in lh) n61 G
69 $1 d+\  78>G



81 $2  87d   89 c  91 g   93 d   95 G   98 G pedals 101  :||: Volti
source collections: Venezia 1742:45[a]
dates: about 1720-25; 1742.  In the Chart of sonatas by date and key this is the earliest sonata which uses the
bass formula 123 | 455 to end each part of a sonata in 3/8; here the endings are extended with pedal points
(single note basses) for a few more measures
companions: V42:45a&b
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; piano; organ
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 123:123: two groups; simple fugal counterpoint: two voices chase each other in the first group;
major-minor contrasts in the second group with ostinato basses; part 2 in same order as first; each part is a
single long sentence without separation between themes
keys: 1526555:115*154151: long-short ö m61 at change of key
similar sonatas: resembles the organ sonata P7:18 D
V42:50 F
P4:4 g (ostinato lh leaps)
P3:19 e (its theme at m44 with ties in the upper voice is similar to â1 here)
P8:25 G (its á2 theme like â2 here)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k79; Fadini 1:41; Venezia facsimile
see also: Pestelli p212 allegri in 3/8 [prototype for this group]
Foster p57-59: “non-dramatic thematic contrast. The opening... strongly resembles a Scarlatti fugue exposition”
Sheveloff p201: “separated notation”
Chambure p47

Venezia 1742:[45b] G major  (0#) Minuet. 3/8
  1 102 ( Ö¶Öµ | ÖÖµ G  105 >g>d +\ 107 ¶ÖÖµ | ÖÖ±  bass ü by minor 2nd steps n^117>G/D  121  :||:
  2 122 ( D  125 >a>g +\ 133>G   141  :||:  ||:\ D.C. //
source collections: Venezia 1742:[45b]
dates: about 1715-20; 1742
companions: V42:45a&b
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; solo & figured bass
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 1:1:: one theme (greek letter continues from 45a)
keys: 115*1:521*1:: short-long ö m117 at final key change of part 1
graphics, accidentals: first brace is indented slightly, over ledger lines
m106: slurs above groups of two or three Ö ’s imply rubato: ¶Ö.µ  for example
m136: F[>]; since this is the last F in the piece, the end is in a modal version of G
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k80 (transcribed in Kirkpatrick p152); Fadini 1:41 (measure numbers continue
from 45a); Venezia facsimile
see also: Pestelli p124: “margini della suite” [prototype for this group], p124-6: “ci ricorda molto bene
l’esistenza, in quegli stessi anni a Roma, di Domenico Zipoli.  Il 1716 ... vide la pubblicazione delle «Sonate
d’Intavolatura per Organo, e Cimbalo» [continues with a long discussion of Zipoli’s life and of the 1716
Sonate]... nella parte seconda della stessa opera -- movimenti di Suite ci dà già, specialmente nei Preludi, con
idee brevi, evidenti, tonalmente precise e con la struttura bipartita, chiari modelli per la futura sonata di
Domenico Scarlatti...  Nel Minuetto [V42:45b], pur nell’aria quieta, da buona famiglia, c’è quasi una repulsione
verso le cose facili... L’adesione alla categoria del «bizzarro» sembra qui così programmatica da far pensare che
Domenico seguisse un genere, quel del «cromatismo espressivo»... [ex: Zipoli I, p36]  Queste «arguzie»
Domenico non poteva trovare in Pasquini, Corelli, Alessandro o Haendel: esse sono l’argomento congeniale, il
punto d’intesa fra lo Zipoli e il giovane Scarlatti”
Sheveloff p201: “separated notation”



Venezia 1742:46[a] e minor  Grave ¡
  \ 1 " ± à Ä ¶¶¶± à | ¶¶¶± à Ä »- » ¶¶¶± | ¶± ±  e  2v lh: ÖÖÖ±  figured walking bass throughout 8 G  
n 10  e  15 ... £ß ||:\ /Volti,
source collections: Venezia 1742:46; arrangements: Avison 12 concertos 1743-4: 8a=46a
dates: about 1715-20; 1742.  The sonatas V42:46 e, 53 g, 54 d, 55 d and 56 G can be dated as a group because
they have so many internal resemblances, although individual movements may have been compiled into larger
groups at a later period than their actual composition.  There are few resemblances to other, presumably later,
works by Scarlatti.  Silvestre in Morales p355 (see also citation below) gives 1708, the publication date in
Venezia of Gasparini L armonico pratico, as a likely earliest possible date for these works, and points out that
they combine elements of sonata da chiesa and da camera rather than adhering strictly to one type.  Pestelli also
dates them before Domenico’s arrival in Portugal 1719.  But their presence in Venezia 1742 and of individual
movements in the Avison Concertos 1743-4 shows that they had not gone out of use or fashion 25 or 35 years
after their likely composition date.  In general the Grave movements of all 5 sonatas are a bit more
accomplished and are likely to have been added at the time of compilation into multi-movement works as
introductions to the Allegro movement that follows each
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; solo instrument & figured bass
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 1 one theme (no part 2); cellular: built from rhythms in the first two measures
keys: 131.  ö m10 at final return to home key 
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k81; Fadini 1:42; Venezia facsimile
see also: Pestelli p113-116 [discussion of the “sonate violinistiche”, which he lists in the order V42:53, 55, 42,
56, 54, 46]
Chambure p49: “[with V42:53-56], forment un ensemble spécial dans l’œuvre de Scarlatti... Manifestement leur
interprétation au seul clavecin n’est pas entièrement satisfaisante”
Sheveloff p201: “separated notation”
Coen & Losito in Sala p232-3: [this sonata probably more appropriate for violin than viola d’amore, but see
46c]
Jenny Silvestre, El bajo cifrado en la sonata scarlattiana... in Morales, p349-360, exs

Venezia 1742:[46b] e minor All[egr]o  2/4
  1 16 $ Ö¶± Ö±  e  24>G   32>a  39>b n^53 ¨ ÖÖÖ± (walking) 61 ß± £  :||: Volti.
  2 62 $ b  67>D  81>e  113 ± £ :||: Volti //
source collections: Venezia 1742:46
dates: about 1715-20; 1742
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; solo instrument & figured bass (the bass sometimes plays in imitation or
parallel to the solo, as at the end of each part)
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 1:1: cellular, one theme (greek letter on map continues from 46a); short-long ö m52 at start of walking
bass; the anapest rhythm of the opening (see map) appears throughout, sometimes in the left hand, varied by
downbeat rests or by the first three notes being used twice and by changes in the intervals between each note
keys: 1345:571: each part moves from minor to major and back to minor
graphics: m16: brace with incipit not indented from left margin
m81-82: unexplained x above top m-line and tied note; m101-102 above top m-line
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k81; Fadini 1:42 (measure numbers continue from 46a); Venezia facsimile
see also 46a for citations

Venezia 1742:[46c] e minor  Grave 3/4
  \ 114  (1 à ÖÖÖÖ± |  e  118>G
n^ 121½ (2 ÖÖ± | ç±µ. > e  125 appoggiature w/ 3rds ú by steps 135 b  136 ± £ £ß ||:



source collections: Venezia 1742:46
dates: about 1715-20; 1742
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; solo instrument & figured bass
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 12. two themes (greek letters on map continue from 46b); short-long ö at start of second theme and
move to tonic; no part 2.  keys: 1315.  ends in dominant in last 2 measures, leading to 46d
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k81; Fadini 1:42 (measure numbers continue from 46b); Venezia facsimile
metaphors: sigh motif at m125-126 and 130-131
see also 46a for citations
Coen & Losito in Sala, p225: [Jose de Herrando, violista d’amore, appears in the Amigoni portrait of Fernando
6 and his court along with Scarlatti and Farinelli: see P13:7 C for a link to an engraving]; p232-233 exs m125-6
&130-1: [these passages more easily played by viola d’amore than violin; see metaphors above]

Venezia 1742:[46d] e minor All[egr],o 3/8
  1 137 *1 ÖÖµ | Ö±  à | ÖÖµ | ¶¶¶±µ e

150  *2 Ö¶¶¶± | Ö  G   160  :||:
  2 161 *1 G  164>D  n168>e

180  *2  190  :||: D.C.
source collections: Venezia 1742:46; arrangements: Avison 12 concertos 1743-4: 8c=46d
dates: about 1715-20; 1742
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; solo instrument & figured bass
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 12:12:: cellular, two groups, part 2 in same order (greek letters on map continue from 46c); cells from
the first four measures are developed throughout (the second theme at m150 reverses the rhythm of the first
theme at m140 for example
keys: 13:371 ö m168 at final return to home key
graphics: begins on 4th brace of page containing 46c; the braces for the incipits for 46c and 46d are not indented
m164-165: unexplained x above top m-line
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k81; Fadini 1:42 (measure numbers continue from 46c); Venezia facsimile
see also 46a for citations

Venezia 1742:47 F major  (0@) \\  3/8 [Coimbra 10b: Fuga]
1 " ÖÖµ |ÖÖµ |ÖÖµ |¶¶¶¶¶± | F   3v cp  answers: 11, 21, 31, 49 etc
12 $ à Ö± | ÖÖµ | ± C   20>F  varied entries at 32, 50 etc
30 "&$ together C  49 d   63 a  80 C   90 >a >g>F   98 >d  102 >g
111 episode (< " at m4) n121 c  125 C   129 F  134>G>D>d  155>B@ 158>F
161 "&$ 165 coda (< " at m4) 183\9 C pedals 196  ||ß :\ Fini.

source collections: Coimbra ms MM58 10b  Fuga; Venezia 1742:47--
dates: about 1720-25; 1742
companions: •Coimbra MM58:10: see V42:50 F
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 11211210 two themes, only one part (rondo-fugue)
keys: 1515635321625512664111  ö m121 at change from supertonic minor (g) to dominant minor (c)
ornaments, graphics: m25-28 (V42): tr on first F, which is tied over all four m, therefore a long trill; m35-37: tr
on each C, no slurs: therefore short & mordente; m44-45: tr on both tied F’s: probably a long trill; m84-86,
165-167, 168-171: like m25-28; Fadini has no endnotes for the Coimbra graphics in these measures.
similar sonatas: BL5:1 C; P4:12 B= opening; P10:2 f; P14:30 C part 2
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k82 (V); Fadini 1:43 (numerous differences; Fadini selects from both sources);



Venezia facsimile
see also: Kirkpatrick p151: “...As in similar works of Benedetto Marcello and J S Bach, this brilliant
harpsichord approximation of the string orchestra has much in common with the international style of the early
eighteenth century which stems from Vivaldi’s concertos.  In both these pieces [includes V42:50 F] Scarlatti’s
two-voice writing dissolves itself at cadences into brilliant arpeggiation that already anticipates the Essercizi”
Pestelli p75: “sembra quasi di cogliere la soddisfazione di poter andare avanti allegramente con così poca
fatica”; p123: [see V42:50 F: Coimbra 10 as a suite]

Venezia 1742:48[a] A major (2#) \\ ¢
  1 1 "1 ¨ ° ± ± | ± ± ± ± | ±  (A, B E A C# B E F#) A  2v cp 3 rh imitates

11 "2 13>E   H14: ± ± tr °  19>e
30 "3 (<H14) rh 3rds E  n^35 Ä  scale ú divided by h 39 :||: Volti.

  2 40 "1 in rh, varied  42 lh imitates E   45: H14   48>D
50 "2 (w/o  H14)  53>a  60>A
63 "3 A/E
67 "2 e  74 E pedals
81 "3 A  88 ° äß :||:

source collections: Venezia 1742:48; incipit of 48a appears in Paris Arsenal ms but full text is missing
(Sheveloff p98)
dates: about 1720-25; 1742
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; piano
difficulty: easy, level 2
themes: 123:12323: one group, cellular; themes return in part 2. Written primarily in ± ’s like Essercizi 3.   The
principal theme is peculiar: A, B E A C< B E F<: la si-mi-la-do si mi fa (translated from a kind of pidgin-italian
or mock-portuguese: the imitation thus I make?)  (part 2 E, F< B E G< F< B G<: mi fa si mi sol fa si sol; I
make it, yes, I alone, I make it thus alone?  This is not quite so far-fetched if you think of some of the musical
puns in La Dirindina (for example).  Seixas died in 1742; Coimbra ms58 of his 30 tocatas includes one
4-movement work by Scarlatti (see V42:50); might Scarlatti have included one of Seixas’ works here as a 
tribute? or one of his own in Seixas’ style? A major is a fairly common key for Seixas, who has less variety in
key signatures than Scarlatti.  Seixas was influenced by pieces like this which Scarlatti brought with him from
Rome to Portugal or wrote while he was there; Scarlatti’s specific mandate from João 5 was to bring the italian
style to the portuguese court.  Seixas was 16 years old in 1720 and had just been appointed organist of the royal
chapel in Lisboa; Scarlatti praised his performance to Dom Antonio, though compositions were not mentioned
(Newman p274).  See also influences below and Seixas in Contemporaries
keys: 1555:5411151: long short ö m53 at change to tonic minor
rhythms: walking bass throughout 48a
accidentals, ornaments, graphics: m19-21 etc: uses both = &> to cancel C<
m25: A<& A[>] clash, m26: G<&G>; m27: G[>] both h; m28: first ± is A<, last A>; m29: G< both h; m30:
first ° is G[>]; m30-33: G> is more effective as the upper note of the tr’s, changing to G< in m34
similar sonatas: P14:17 A has a similar opening
influences: Seixas, Coimbra MM58, Tocata 28 (Doderer Seixas edition 29; Alvarenga 155) in a minor
resembles both V42:48a and E3 a
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k83; Fadini 1:44; Venezia facsimile
see also: Pestelli p126: “l’andamento sinuoso dell’Allemanda si fa sentire in modo larvato nel primo
movimento”
Chambure p49
Sutcliffe p371-372 ex. [discusses the interrelatedness of this pair, and compares it to Seixas.]

Venezia 1742:[48b] A major (2#)] Minuet,  3/8



  1 89  $1 ÖÖµ | ÖÖµ | ¶¶¶¶¶± A
95 $2 ¶ÖÖ± a  100 b  B pedals  n^102 (D# added but B pedals continue) 104>E  106  :||:

  2 107 $1 varied E
113 $2 varied e +\ 118 E pedals >E>A  124  :||:ß

source collections: Venezia 1742:48 (starts at 2nd brace on 4th page of 48a)
dates: about 1720-25; 1742; likely (though not certain) to have been written at the same time as 48a
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; piano
difficulty: easy, level 2
themes: 12:12: one group (greek letter on map continues from 48a)
keys: 1125:55*51: short-long ö m102, at move from supertonic minor (b) to final dominant (E) of part 1; this is
a dissonant passage with rh A<’s against lh B’s for 4 measures (in part 2 they become G< against E)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k83; Fadini 1:44 (measure numbers continue from 48a); Venezia facsimile
see also citations with 48a

Venezia 1742:49 c minor (2=) \\  3/4
  1 1 cutoff downbeat  "1 à ÖÖÖÖ± | ÖÖÖÖÖ± | ±  broken chord ü&ú c  2v 3 lh imitates

5 "2 á ¶¶± ÖÖÖ± | ±  rh 6ths, lh staccato G�s; hands switch in 6&8

9 "3  h alternate broken 3rds  lh � rh Å  ú
12 "2 g & c  waver 18 extended c/G  rh 6ths then 3rds, G pedals
23 "4 3v rh broken 3rds w/ sustained ±�s, G pedals continue  n^28 Å  scale ü divided by h >G
30 "3 echoed: h change on  same notes ú 31 ±_:||:¯ ÖÖÖ±¯ [end 1 & return to m1] :||: Volti

  2 32 [end 2: elide m 31) "1 broken chord ü G  33 lh imitates
34 "2 (as at 18: 6ths divided by h) g >d
38 "3  g >c
42 "5 ("2 variant) c/G  4v G pedals
51 "2 (as at 18: rh 3rds)
57 "4 developed: 23\25 % rh 8ve lower 59 Å  scale ü 60 c lh 6ths<18, rh G�s<5 62 Å &Æ  scales ü

broken 3rds & 6ths as at 23  68: as at 28 71 ± [fine] || ÖÖÖ±¯ [return to 32&1] ||:\/ D.C. \||\
source collections: Venezia 1742:49
dates: about 1725-30; 1742
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; see also Pollens below
difficulty: difficult, level 6; batteries; rapid scales with mixed note-values
themes: 123243:123524:: one group, cellular; most of the sonata develops a cell in m5: scale bit, sixths,
repeated notes. The ending, m57-71, quotes or develops bits from various earlier parts of the sonata
keys: 15115:5525111::  part 1 ends and part 2 begins in G major.  Short-long ö m28 is at a scale leading to G:
when this idea reappears in part 2 it is repeated 4 times with 5 measures (62-66) and speeded up in the middle,
building to an exciting conclusion for the work. With the exception of m28-33, the sonata is in minor keys
graphics, ornaments: m31 has two parts : ± G1 followed by slurs above and below a double bar :||: then a
transition back to m1 with slur & dots above and another double bar and double dots; for the second ending the
part after the first :||: should be elided, but the ± G1 before it is apparently retained and held for the value of a full
measure, even tied to the same note at the beginning of m32; however eliding all of m31 and going directly to
m32, as shown on the map, is prefereable.  The meaning of the small dots beneath the slur and above the ÖÖÖ±
transition-to-m1 notes is unclear; since there are six dots, they are not staccato markings above the four notes;
perhaps they are just there to emphasize that this is an elision.  None of this appears in Fadini’s edition or
endnotes and she does not have different first and second endings for part 1
m60-61: short vertical line above each of the six repeated G3’s in the rh ledger: Neumann Ornamentation p594
gives “staccato articulation, usually implying greater sharpness than the dot” as the first, most likely, meaning
m62-67: scales are written á ¶¶¶¶íî»»
m67-68: unexplained + between ledgers at m-line in fainter ink, probably added later



m71: ± || 4 Ä ’s falling broken chord (with slurs & dots above and below = transition back to m32)  The four-note
broken chord is in c minor, it works better as a transition back to m1 for a complete da capo (compare V42:58 d)
similar sonatas: P3:2 G; P5:15 c; P5:22 f, P6:9 c, P13:15 F; E24 A
influences: m9+: Rameau: batteries (Pièces de clavecin, 1724: preface & Les cyclopes)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k84; Fadini 1:45; Venezia facsimile
see also: Kirkpatrick p270;  p161: “Similar pedal-points [to V42:10?] appear in... m52-60” [± £ £ G1]
Pestelli p159-160: “pre-essercizi...”
Foster p46: “associative...”
Chambure p49
Stewart Pollens, The pianoforte in the performance of Scarlatti’s sonatas, in Morales, p304-305 [dynamic range
played on italian harpsichord c1730; compare P1:28 a and P10:22 F]

Venezia 1742:50 F major (0@)  \\ ¡ [Coimbra 10a (=; m 27\49: 0@); Allegro]
 0 "1 á ¶¶± | ÖÖÖ± ÖÖÖ± | Ö¶± ¶  F  2v cp H2: rh broken 4th, 5ths, 6ths, scale ú;  H3: lh µµµ

4 "2 rh (<lh H3)  à ÖÖ± à ÖÖ±; lh extends rh H2

8 "3 (<"1) á ¶¶± ± exchanged by h >C
11 "2  14 "3>d   15 "1  18  "3 G >g/D  21 "2
24 "3  (in lh) developed C >a>F

n 31½ "2 (as at 4\5 but w/ m\line shift) developed 34 g  36 a  38 C  42 F
45½ "2 restated (m\line shift continues)  49 [±  ± ] ±  £ ||:\ Fini: [C1:  ±  ±  ±  ±  :|| ]

source collections: •(=) Coimbra (Seixas ms 58): Tocata 10: lst movement
•(0=) Venezia 1742:50
dates: about 1720-25; 1742
companions: •Coimbra 10: (=) Allº ¡ =V42:50; (0=) Fuga  3/8=V42:47; (=) Giga. Allº 2/4 =V42:44[a]; (=)
Minuet 3/8: listed in this Catalogue as Co10d
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 12323132322  cellular one group, variants; themes return; built from motifs derived from the first three
measures; ö at start of a development of the second theme (shifted to the middle of the measures) but not
associated with a key change.  keys: 156225312351
similar sonatas: V42:45a G
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k85; Fadini 1:46 (most Coimbra variant readings confined to her endnotes);
Venezia facsimile
see also: Benton (Sheveloff p531-3): rondo
Kirkpatrick p33; p151: “might easily represent the kind of music Scarlatti was playing when he competed with
Handel at Cardinal Ottoboni’s in Rome [1708-9]... In fact this piece might easily be mistaken for one of
Handel’s own”
Pestelli p74: [exs: m17-20 compared to Toccata I in Primo e secondo libro di Toccate of A. Scarlatti]; p123:
“l’insieme dei quattro movimenti [of Coimbra 10]... non ha nulla di organico... il termine Toccata vale qui
quello di Suite”; p152 [compared to Seixas, who was influenced by Pasquini]
Foster p31: “monothematic”; “invention”
Sheveloff p201: “separated notation”
Chambure p51: “en forme de Toccata...”

Venezia 1742:51 C major  And[an],te  Moderato, ¡
1 "1  ÖÖÖ± ± tr ± | ÖÖÖ± ± tr ± | ±. Ä  à C  3v cp  3 lh imitates, top v offbeat  6>G
(11\)12 "2 Ä | ± ±. Ä  Ö± | ± ±.
(22\)23 "1 varied (24\25... Ä |tr ±. Ä  ÖÖÖ± ) 34>D  h overlap
38 "3 rh offbeat 3rds G   43 G pedals ± ± ±  £  (no ||)



\ 44 "1 developed (G continues) 46 lh imitates  48>a  n50>e  55>a>d  60 >C/G  63 as at 25

71 "1 restated G  74>C
76 "3 varied: 3rds on beat  81 C5; C1 pedals ± ± tr ± £; rh leap to bass  :||:\ / D.C.

source collections: Venezia 1742:51; Zaragoza: unnumbered ms prepared for Joseph Nebra about 1750 which
includes also E30 g and P3:30 d; see González-Valle p108
dates: about 1720-25; 1742
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; double keyboard implied at m25, 61
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 1213.113:: one group of closely related themes; no internal repeat but full cadence in dominant major at
center; á1 theme returns in varied forms; á2 echoed as middle voice at m23-24 but doesn’t return in full; á3
theme altered at end to make a more positive conclusion (thirds on the beat rather than off for example)
keys: 1525.56362151:: ö m50 at move from relative minor (a) to mediant minor (e, dominant of a)
accidental, graphics: m20: F< lh, F>rh; m32 has < on the last F but not the first; m38 has <’s on the first F4

and the F3 but not the last F4; I think a literal reading is called for in all three cases (compare P1:18 C m29)
m43: £ rest at end of measure but no double dots for internal repeat and no double bar
similar sonatas: M5:22 e (also has leap to bass at end)
P10:25 a
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k86; Fadini 1:47; Venezia facsimile
see also: Dale p118: [P2:28 similar]
Pestelli p169: “Il tipo liturgico, dalle dolcezze pergolesiane...”
Chambure p51
Foster p32: “monothematic”; “invention”
Sutcliffe p251 [tempo]

Venezia 1742:52 b minor: see Parma 2:28

Venezia 1742:53[a] g minor (=) Grave ¡
  \ 1 " Ö¶± Ö± ± £  g 3v figured bass 5 part inverted  n^10 >d  11 D5  15>g  26  ± ß ||:\ Volti //
source collections: Venezia 1742:53; arrangements: Avison 12 concertos 1743-4: 7a=V42:53a
dates: about 1715-20; 1742 (see V42:46 e dates) Although I placed this sonata first in my Chart of Scarlatti
sonatas by “about” date and key, the four movements were not necessarily written at the same time.  Each
movement has a clearly defined character of its own.
instruments: cembalo with range Cd (actual lowest pitch is D1); solo & figured bass
graphics: m2, 23: P.o (piano); m4: F.e (forte); Kirkpatrick p282-3: “rudimentary echo dynamics”
difficulty: easy, level 0; m26 (last): fingering for rh chord as an arpeggio: 2125
themes: 1. one theme, cellular; continuous and effective development of a single simple rhythmic idea (shown
on the map) which appears in every measure, either in the right hand or left hand, sometimes both
keys: 151.  entirely in minor mode.  Short-long ö at change to dominant.  The last chord is on D, preparing 53b
or 53c if 53b was added later (I mean preparing in the sense that the music does not come to a full stop,
something has to follow, even if there is a return to the home key of g minor in the next piece)
graphics: m2&23: Po (piano); m4: F,e (forte) (Kirkpatrick p283: “echo effects”)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k88; Fadini 1:49; Venezia facsimile
see also citations with V42:46a
Gerstenberg p96: ex [53a m9+]
Sheveloff p201: “separated notation”
Chambure p81: [V42:53-56]
Coen & Losito in Sala, p236-239 exs: viola d’amore (compared to Vivaldi concerti for that instrument)
Jenny Silvestre, El bajo cifrado en la sonata scarlattiana... in Morales, p349-360, exs



Venezia 1742:[53b] g minor (=) And[an]te Moderato 3/8
  \ 27 $1 ±. | ±. | ÖÖ± | ÖÖ± | Ö  g  2v cp (figured bass; some rh chords) 31\40 lh imitates m27\36 d

41 rh imitates lh 2\8ves higher (w/D5) 47>g
53 $2 ÖÖ±_|ÖÖ± | (< $1)  57 E=1 (lowest pitch)  59>B= 80>g
91 $1 95 lh imitates d
101 $2  108>g   116>c  122>g
131 $3  ÖÖ± | ±.  135>f  141>c  152>g
155 $1 in lh d

n 161 $2 developed  g+\ 3v (rh 6ths, 5ths, 4ths)
175 $4 (<$1) 183 d>g  214 lh  ± Ä  | ± Ä  | ±  240 rh full chords  247 ||:\/

source collections: Venezia 1742:53
dates: about 1720-25; 1742 (possibly composed later than the rest of V42:53: see themes below)
instruments: cembalo with range Cd (actual lowest pitch is E=1); solo & figured bass (as equal partners)
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 12123124 three themes, cellular (greek letters on map continue from 53a) This second movement (53b)
is more of a rondo than a fugue; the first theme is treated in imitation, then appears briefly between other
sections which are derived from it. It is in contrapuntal rather than basso continuo style, for solo keyboard, and
might have been added later; it is not part of the Avison arrangement; the first movement (53a) is more of an
introduction to the third (53c) than to the second.   n at start of development of second theme
keys: 1513151417415151
accidentals: m240: rh F[>] clashes with lh F<
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k88; Fadini 1:49 (measure numbers continue from 53a); Venezia facsimile
see also citations for 53a
Pestelli p115: “si mostra come la più impacciata e primitiva di tutte le sonate; [V42:53b] è in sostanza una
Fuga, la più infelice scritta da Domenico”
Chambure p81: [V42:53-56]
Coen & Losito in Sala, p238-239 exs: [realization for viola d’amore discussed]

Venezia 1742:[53c] g minor (=) All[egr]o  2/4
  1 248 ( ± ± | Æ ¯±. Ä  |Ö¶± ± |  g  249 lh imitates 1st 3 large notes  254>d   265 ± £ß :||:
  2 n^ 266 ( d>g   293 ±  £ß  :||:  || /
source collections: Venezia 1742:53
dates: about 1715-20; 1742
instruments: cembalo with range Cc (actual D-b=); solo & figured bass
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 1:1 cellular, one theme, two parts (greek letters on map continue from 53b)  Uses the same rhythmic
figure (in 3/4) m250 as 53a (in 4/4) but not in every measure.  Short-long ö at start of part 2.  The frequency
with which ö occurs at the start of part 2 in sonatas V42:53-56 proves to me that Scarlatti was aware of golden
section ratios at a very early stage of his composing career.   This and the following movement (53d) are
rhythmically self-assured in both voices, but still lack the characteristic melodic profiles familiar from later
Scarlatti works
keys: 15:51:
graphics: m253: dotted ± G4 should have the dot across the m-line in m254 to delay the ¶ÖÖ± by Ä  as in m257-8;
the B4 in m255 is tied to Ö  in m256; m269-270, 275-6 and 277-8 are similar, but elsewhere the m257-8 method
is used; the tied method is necessary at the ends of lines in two of the cases
m263-4: unexplained x above top measure line
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k88; Fadini 1:49 (measure numbers continue from 53b); Venezia facsimile



Venezia 1742:[53d] g minor (=) Minuet  3/8
  1 294 *1 ¶ÖÖ± | Ö  g   301 d  305 :||:
  2 n^ 306  *2 B@

318 *1 g  325 :||:\ / Fíní
source collections: Venezia 1742:53; arrangements: Avison 12 concertos 1743-4: 7c=V42:53d
dates: about 1715-20; 1742
instruments: cembalo with range Cd (actual D-b= as in 53c); solo & figured bass
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 1:21: one theme part 1, new theme added part 2 (greek letters on map continue from 53c)
keys: 15:31: short-long ö at start of part 2 and change to relative major (B=)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k88; Fadini 1:49 (measure numbers continue from 53c); Venezia facsimile: begins
on 2nd brace of 2nd page of 53c; incipit indented slightly

Venezia 1742:54[a] d minor  (0@) All[egr]o  ¡
  1 0 " Ä  | ÖÖÖ± ¶± ± Ä  | d  2v figured bass  1½ lh imitates  12 >g

16 $1 a  bass falls by steps
n^ 23 $2  rh repeated notes 27 :||: Volti
  2 (27 à Ä ) " developed  d/A  38>B@

40 $2>F>g>d/A  48>d  50: 43\49 %+\  57 ± ± ±  :||: à Ä  [' upbeat to m 28] ||ß
source collections: Venezia 1742:54
dates: about 1715-20; 1742 (see V42:46 e dates; this is the only one of the five sonatas discussed there that
lacks an initial slow movement)
instruments: cembalo with range Cc (actual D-b); solo & figured bass (see V42:46a)
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 123:13: two groups; short-long ö at start of last theme in part 1; earlier theme omitted in part 2
keys:  145:163411:
graphics: m2: the third rh Ö note head is missing, but A4 has been suggested by Fadini on the model of m31
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k89; Fadini 1:50; Venezia facsimile
see also: Gerstenberg p96-7 exs [54a m54+:] “Seufzermotive”
Sheveloff p201: “separated notation”
Coen & Losito in Sala, p233-5: [appropriate for viola d’amore]
Jenny Silvestre, El bajo cifrado en la sonata scarlattiana... in Morales, p349-360, exs

Venezia 1742:[54b] d minor  (0@) Grave  3/4
  \ 58 (1 à ÖÖÖÖ± | d  bass ü& (63)ú by steps
n 69 (2 çÖµ. çÖµ. çÖµ. (lombard slides)  75 ± ||:\ (rh just ||:)
source collections: Venezia 1742:54; arrangements: Avison 12 concertos 1743-4: 3a=V42:54b
dates: about 1715-20; 1742
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; solo & figured bass
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 12 two themes (greek letters on map continue from 54a); ö at start of second theme; shorter and more
concise than the other grave movements in V42:46 etc; no part 2
keys: 1
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k89; Fadini 1:50 (measure numbers continue from 54a); Venezia facsimile
see also citations with 54a

Venezia 1742:[54c] d minor  (0@) All[egr]o  3/8
  1 76 *1  ÖÖ± | ± Ä | ÖÖ±  d

87 *2 d/A ostinato drumbeat A�s (some figured) n^109>a 119 :||:



  2 120 *1&*2 developed together d  125>g  127>F/C 140\142 tr ú by steps  143>a
146 *2 restated; 94\98 %+\ d/A 154>d  169  :||:  ||/ Finí

source collections: Venezia 1742:54; arrangements: Avison 12 concertos 1743-4: 6c=V42:54c
dates: about 1715-20; 1742
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; solo & figured bass (the “drumbeat” needs the addition of a stringed bass
instrument, otherwise the sound is too thin; compare V42:56b)
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 12:122:  one group (greek letters on map continue from 54b), themes developed together in part 2
keys: 115:143511:  G< occurs for the first time near the end of part 1 of 54c, as indicated by the figured bass <
above E in m109; this is the short-long ö point for the sonata; the C< in m116 does not give a strong feeling of
A major, since the surrounding measures are all bare fifth broken chords
graphics, accidentals: m87-90: the bass figures are written above the first note of each measure in the lh ledger,
but above the middle note in m101-108.  Since there is no < before the rh C in m105, perhaps the rh holds C>
while the lh adds a C< to its chord in the middle of the measure.
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k89; Fadini 1:50 (measure numbers continue from 54b); Venezia facsimile: begins
on 4th brace of page with 54b; both have their initial braces indented from the left margin on top of the ledgers
see also citations with 54a
Gerstenberg p96-7 exs [54c m87+:] “Reine Trommelbässe”

Venezia 1742:55[a] d minor  (0@) Grave ¡
  \ 1 " Ö± à Ä ç¶Ö± ç¶Ö±tr | ç±µ. d  2v figured bass; walking bass  4>F  8>C>d
n^ 11>a >d>g>a  19>d  28 d/A [±.±]± £ ||:\
source collections: Venezia 1742:55
dates: about 1715-20; 1742 (see V42:46 e dates)
instruments: cembalo with range Cc (actual range D1-G4); solo & figured bass (the second movement has only
one figure, the last two none and are in a cembalo solo style)
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 1 cellular.  There is more ornamentation in the melody than in the other Grave movements of V42:46
and 53-56.   keys: 1371514511 short-long ö m11 at first move to dominant
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k90; Fadini 2:51; Venezia facsimile
see also citations with V42:46a
Gerstenberg p97 ex [56a m1+:] “ ‘galanter’ lombardischer Rhythmus”
Pestelli p214 [ex; like P7:22 e]
Sheveloff p201: “separated notation”

Venezia 1742:[55b] d minor  (0@)  All[egr]o   2/4
  1 (28 extra beat\)29 $1 á ¶¶± | ÖÖÖ± | Ö  d

35 $2 Ä  | ç±µ. ç±µ. | ç¶Ö±  47 F  52 drumbeat bass 65>C>d  73>a
n^ 79 $3 ($1 variant) falling broken 8ves; parallel h 89 ±  :||: Volti
  2 (89) $1 a

96 $2 developed  99>C  118>F
124 $3 developed d>a 130 broken 7ths & 5ths 133>d
137 $2 g  147 d>a 150 broken 6ths, 7ths & 5ths
154 $3 d  166  ±. :||:

source collections: Venezia 1742:55
dates: about 1715-20; 1742
instruments: cembalo with range Cc (actual D-B=); solo & figured bass (in m109 only)
difficulty: easy, level 0; 55b is more difficult than the other movements, with large-note Æ  slides in the
right-hand part



themes: 123:12323: one group, three contrasting themes (greek letters on map continue from 55a); short-long ö
at start of last theme in part 1; themes return in part 2
keys: 13715:5731514151
graphics: m67: Fadini changes Ö± to ± Ä  (no endnote); this is acceptable on the model of m65, but inserting an à
rest at the beginning of the measure is another possible solution
m130-132: the broken chords in the rh are written ¶¶¶± but have slurs over each ¶±  pair; the slurs are not used for
the similar figures in m150-153
m140: unexplained x above first note in rh ledger; m158-9: above rh measure-line
m149: ¶¶¶± should be ççç±
influences: the parallel broken octave leaps at m79-81 and elsewhere appear in Couperin, Le trophée, 22ème
ordre (1730) m5-7; Couperin’s leaps are tenths, although Scarlatti has two-octaves leaps at m128 and m156.  I
don’t say there is a direct influence of either composer upon the other here, just a similarity of gesture
metaphors: this movement has an exceptional degree of serious intensity, reaching heights of emotion in the
developed themes of part 2; this is the Scarlatti dressed in black described by Thomas Roseingrave to Charles
Burney (quoted in full in Boyd, p21)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k90; Fadini 2:51  (measure numbers continue from 55a; m113 has been added by
Fadini to = m111); Venezia facsimile
see also: Coen & Losito in Sala, p233-235 exs: [compared to Vivaldi concerti for viola d’amore]

Venezia 1742:[55c] d minor  (0@) \\ 12/8
  1 167 ( ±. ±. ÖÖµ ÖÖµ | Ö  d  171>a  173 :||:
  2 n 174 ( variant F >d  (B$, C#: melodic minor) 176end: lh ú by steps (through 179)

178  ( restated (<167½)  181 :||:  ||:\
source collections: Venezia 1742:55
dates: about 1715-20; 1742
instruments: cembalo with range Cc (actual D1-G4); in a cembalo solo style (no bass figures)
difficulty: easy, level 0; minimal left hand: continuous ±.’s with no chords
themes: 1:11:  one group (greek letters on map continue from 55b); restated (with some changes) in part 2 after
variant; m176 serves as a bridge to the restatement, with leaps in the right hand and a falling scale in the left
which picks up the similar bass of the beginning (first half of first measure omitted); gigue rhythms
keys: 15:31: ö at start of part 2, in relative major
accidentals: m167: lh D C< D C[>] with C< in rh; Fadini agrees with this interpretation; an early indication
that this way of treating accidentals (as not in force after intervening notes and confined to their own voice line)
was habitual to Scarlatti throughout his life
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k90; Fadini 2:51 (measure numbers continue from 55b); Venezia facsimile: incipit
indented over ledger lines
see also: Coen & Losito in Sala, p233-235 exs: [compared to Vivaldi concerti for viola d’amore]

Venezia 1742:[55d] d minor  (0@) All[egr]o  3/8
  1 182 *1 Ö¶¶¶± | Ö  d

186 *2 193 d/A :||:
  2 n^ 194 *1 F   205>d

207 *2  213 :||: D.C.
source collections: Venezia 1742:55
dates: about 1715-20; 1742
instruments: cembalo with range Cc (actual D1-A4); no bass figures--in a cembalo solo style
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 12:12:: (greek letters on map continue from 55c) two themes; short-long ö at start of part 2 and change
to relative major; themes repeated in same order.  keys: 11:31



metaphors: a dance movement, but not light enough in character for a minuet
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k90; Fadini 2:51 (measure numbers continue from 55c); Venezia facsimile: incipit
indented over ledger lines
see also: Pestelli p214 [ex m194-7; like P7:22 e]

Venezia 1742:56[a] G major  (0#)  Grave ¡
  \ 1 " Ö¶± Ö± ççñ [3'Ä ] Æ µ £ | G  2v figured bass 3>A/D n^6 D  9 G  14 D 15 ± (1/2m) ||:\Volti.
source collections: Venezia 1742:56; arrangements: Avison 12 concerto’s 1743-4: 1a=V42:56a (transposed to A
major)
dates: about 1715-20; 1742; see V42:46 e dates: this sonata as a whole is simpler than others in the group,
strictly in two parts but not contrapuntal, the bass often parallel to the melody.  The theme of the opening Grave
is similar to that of V42:53 g, but more ornamented and has complex rhythms with offbeat stresses
instruments: cembalo with range Cc (actual range D-b); solo & figured bass
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 1  cellular, one theme; each measure evolves from the rhythms of the first without any exact repetitions
keys: 124515 short-long ö at m6: cadence on dominant
graphics: m7: unexplained x above ledgers at start of measure
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k91; Fadini 2:52; Venezia facsimile
see also citations for V42:46a
Sheveloff p201: “separated notation”
Coen & Losito in Sala, p232: [appropriate for violin as the solo instrument]
Jenny Silvestre, El bajo cifrado en la sonata scarlattiana... in Morales, p349-360, exs

Venezia 1742:[56b] G major  (0#)  All[egr]o  2/4
  1 16 $1 ± ± | ± à Ä  |ÖÖÖ± | ± G  17 lh imitates 1st 3 notes; drumbeat ¨: repeated notes ü&ú by steps

30 $2 D lh rises & falls by steps
38 $1 varied  (falling broken 2nds w/repeated notes <m3 extended)
48 $3 (inverts figures <$2&$1) 66 ± £  :||:Volti

  2 n^ 67 $1 developed D  72>b  74  $3 81 $1 development continues 83>e
87 $2 developed b   91 $3 inverted>e  99 $1 104>D
113 $2 restated as at 30 G  lh falls by steps 125  $1 133  $3  143 ± G12D3B3G4 £ :||:  ||/

source collections: Venezia 1742:56
dates: about 1715-20; 1742
instruments: cembalo with range Cc (actual F<1-b4); solo & figured bass (final chord is too widely spread for an
arpeggio on a keyboard instrument: see map); drumbeat basses (ostinato repeated notes) are frequent, so the bass
is likely to be another stringed instrument rather than a keyboard one; V42:54c is similar
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 1213:131231213 (greek letters on map continue from 56a)  cellular, one group, themes return varied
within each part; short-long ö at start of part 2.  Much lighter in character than the corresponding movement of
V42:55 d, even though both make extensive use of drumbeat basses (four repeated notes per measure)
keys: 15:5363651: part 1 ends & part 2 begins in dominant; only the argumentatio (development section) moves
to minor keys, the mediant (b) and the relative (e)
graphics: m55: each hand has a rest on the downbeat
m99-100: unexplained x above m-line
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k91; Fadini 2:52 (measure numbers continue from 56a); Venezia facsimile: incipit
indented over ledger lines
see also citations with 56a



Venezia 1742:[56c] G major  (0#)  Grave  3/4
  \ 144 ( ± ± à á Å  |Ö.»µµ à á  G 148>D  n^150>e 153 G 162 G/D 165  ± £ ||:
source collections: Venezia 1742:56; arrangements: Avison 12 concerto’s 1743-4: 2a=V42:56c
dates: about 1715-20; 1742.  The use of dotted rhythms and short glissandi in this movement might indicate that
is somewhat later than the other three, perhaps even showing some french influence
instruments: cembalo with range Cc (actual D-b); solo & figured bass
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 1 cellular, one theme (greek letter on map continues from 56b); the dotted rhythms of the opening
(m144-5 on the map) are used throughout, sometimes in the bass; no part 2
keys: 15611 short-long ö m150 at move to relative minor, the only section in a minor key
graphics: m164 has 4 ±’s in the lh; the first two could be replaced by the rhythm Ö.»
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k91; Fadini 2:52 (measure numbers continue from 56b); Venezia facsimile: incipit
not indented
see also citations with 56a

Venezia 1742:[56d] G major  (0#) All[egr]o 3/8 [usually combined in measures of 6/8]
  1 166 (1/2m) *1 ÖÖµ | ÖÖµ ÖÖµ | ÖÖµ G

172 *2 d/A>a  A pedals
179 *3 d  185 h 10th apart  186  :||: [38m of 3/8]

  2 n^ 187 *1 G/D
193 *3  g/D  D pedals
201 *2 varied; bass falls by steps
206 *3  D pedals
210 *1 varied G  213 h 8ve apart  214  :||:  ||:\ D.C. [54m of 3/8]

source collections: Venezia 1742:56; arrangements: Avison 12 concerto’s 1743-4: 1c=V42:56d (transposed to A
major)
dates: about 1715-20; 1742
instruments: cembalo with range Cc (actual D-b); solo & figured bass (equal partners and often parallel)
difficulty: easy, level 0
themes: 123:13231:: (greek letters on map continue from 56c) cellular, one group; short-long ö at start of part 2
(m187; mathematically at m185, using Fadini’s measure numbers), themes return, order mixed; continuous
triplets (sometimes divided between upper and lower voices)
keys: 1525:111:  part 1 ends in d minor.  This is the only movement of the four which moves to minor keys in
both parts
graphics: starts on 4th brace of page with 56c: incipit not indented; changed to 6/8 by Fadini because measure
lines are usually written only after every other measure; exceptions: m166 (3/8: counted as full measure by
Fadini): this could be the third beat of m165 at the end of 56c, which has only two beats; m173, 175 & 178, 197
& 205, 3/8 each, are counted as full measures by Fadini.
m176 (at the beginning of a page in Venezia) is repeated by use of a § sign: this may be an addition to the score
by the composer to correct something skipped when the scribe started a new page (it is similar to the sign used
in Parma for repeating measures or groups of measures and apparently uses lighter ink than the rest of V42:56)
m181&183: unexplained x above 4th Ö  in each measure; m203-4: x above the m-line
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k91; Fadini 2:52 (measure numbers continue from 56c and obey the measure lines
used in Venezia: see graphics above); Venezia facsimile
see also citations with 56a

Venezia 1742:57 g minor:  see Roseingrave-Cooke 3 variant



Venezia 1742:58 d minor  (0@) \\ 3/4
  1 1 "1  £ à á Å Ö. » | ±¯Ö. » ±¯| Ö. » Ö. » ±¯| Ö. » ° | d  4v cp; tied notes 7>F  12 >a

16 "2 (d  for 1m) ¨ ± £ £ |  ± £ £  23 ± (rest of 23&24 >d )  :||: Volti \//\
  2 25 "1 developed d>F   29>c>g
n 37 "2 c>d  45 g>d 55 ± [Fine] :||: (rest of 55&56: transition back to 25 & 1) :||: D.C.
source collections: Venezia 1742:58
dates: about 1720-25; 1742
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: moderate, level 3; dotted rhythms in both hands; a lh chord in m52 requires the use of all five fingers
(rather than placing the thumb on the top two notes, which is less satisfactory)
themes: 12:12:: one group with two related themes, cellular; part 2 in same order
keys: 13515:13747141:: The second theme in each part begins with a dissonant minor second clash; that in part
2 also occurs at the n point m37 for one measure of c minor (subtonic); the clash repeats at m45 for one
measure of g minor (subdominant)
links: part 1 ends in a minor, with a 2-m transition to d minor, moving both back to the beginning and forward
into part 2.  Part 2 ends with a return to m25 which could work equally as a return to m1 if the da capo
instruction at the end is taken literally (compare V42:49 c)
similar sonatas: M5:22 e, V42:10 d, P2:28 b; see also citations below for others
metaphors, influences: the grand and tragic baroque style of some of the slow arias in Handel’s operas, Cara
speme from Julius Caesar (1723) for example
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k92; Fadini 2:54 (transposes several lh passages up an octave; see also Ogeil
below); Venezia facsimile
see also: Dale p118: “this same system [as in V42:51 C] of dispensing with points of rest is carried to the
utmost limit. Throughout its fifty-six bars, with the exception of perfect cadences at the first double bar and at
the end of the piece, there is hardly a moment when the music does not flow so inevitably that its progress
cannot be arrested...”
Benton (Sheveloff p531-3): “simple binary form”
Kirkpatrick p398: “notation of dotted rhythms...exhibit[s] the conventional imprecisions common... in the late
17th and the 18th century”
Pestelli p134: “sembra uno «studio» per [E 8 g] ... unito a certe penetranti cadenze melodiche, che affiorano
nella [P2:27 f] quando il tessuto polifonico si dissipa, ci dicono che siamo ormai vicini ai Trenta Esercizi”;
p161 [P5:21 f similar]
Foster p44: “associative”; “polyphonic”
Sheveloff p201: “separated notation”
Ogeil p34-39: [full text above her own version, which corrects what she considers to be wrong notes and octave
displacement]

Venezia 1742:59 g minor: see Essercizi 12

Venezia 1742:60 g minor (=) Fuga ¡
1 " ° ° | ± ± tr ° | ÖÖÖµ Ö  (G D B@ G E@ D) g  3v cp (answers 4, 8, 13, 20, 23, 29 etc) 14 d   21 B@  29 g

32 d  41 c  49 g  54 d  59 g  64 develops tail of theme 67>f
n 71½ E@ parallel 3rds upper voices °  74>g >d   81>g

83 parallel 6ths 85>B@>c  90>d  92>g   96 3rds & 6ths
100 ": last appearance  102 coda; g / D pedals, upper voices parallel 3rds & 6ths
112:  4v 115½G   116 ¬ß  :||: D.C.

source collections: Venezia 1742:60
not in Bologna mss (five other early fugues are)
dates: about 1720-25; 1742



companions: •V42:59 = E 12, V42:60
instruments: cembalo with range Cc; organ.  The bass notes from m102 to the end imply (but don’t strictly
require) the use of a pedal (compare Kirkpatrick  p153, 185)
difficulty: moderate, level 3; continuous motion, divided between hands; thirds and sixths in right hand
themes: 1110:: one theme; a dotted rhythm (±.  Ä ) appears briefly at m15&18: this is used in the development of
the tail of the theme at m64+ and again at m90+ in the final move to the home key
keys: 15315415176151345111:: The n point occurs at a brief turn toward E= major in what seems like the start
of a new development of an idea suggested at m262 but minor keys take over again
ornaments: Neumann Ornamentation p352 gives examples of Scarlatti trills which seem likely to start on the
principal note.  Although tr in Venezia 1742 and 1749 most often applies to a short shake (~~~ in later libri), the
trill shown on the map in m2 as part of the theme obviously intends a long trill with a downturn supplied by the
performer. I think it should also be delayed slightly: Ö ¶¶¶± ¶±| Ö  (or faster): Eb, FEbFEb... DEb | D
similar sonatas: P10:8 d, P7:23 b (overlapping scales)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 3: k93; Fadini 2:55; Venezia facsimile
see also: Gerstenberg p91 ex m99+ [thirds & sixths]
Chambure p55

Venezia 1742:61 d minor (0=): see Venezia 1742:10 variant

Venezia 1749: (41\42) SONATAS. PER Cimbalo Del Sig,.r D,.n Dom.co Scarlati. 1749
source collections: Venezia Biblioteca nazionale Marciana ms; vol XV.  Usually abbreviated to V49 by me. See
Collections for full contents. All the works in this volume appear in Parma libri 1, 2, 3 or 5 except V49:4, 5 &
20, listed below

Venezia 1749:2[a] c minor (2=) Al[egr]o 3/4 see Parma 3:18; Volti subito: at end (linking 2b)

Venezia 1749:2[b] C major All[egrissi].mo 12/8 see Parma 3:28; D.C. at end

Venezia 1749:4 g minor  (=) All[egr]o 3/8
  1 1 "1 ¯ÖÖ± | ± Ä  | ÖÖ± | tr ± Ä  |  £ g  3v D3 pedals (alto v)  2 lh imitates  11 lh 8ves

17 "2 ¶¶¶¶¶± | ÖÖ±¯|¶¶¶¶¶± | tr Ö¶Ö±  18 lh imitates +\
25 $1 d  lh rocking ostinato  33 both h 8ve lower  41: 33\39 %
48  $2 (<"2)  54  :||: Voltí:

  2 55 "1 g  n62  65>B@/E@
71 "2 c
79 $1 g  87: 79\85 %
94  $2  100 ±.ß  ||:\ D C. \//\

source collections: Venezia 1749:4; Barcelona 38
dates: about 1725-30; 1749.  Right-hand unfolded broken chords like the ones in the â theme groups are a
prominent feature of sonatas I have placed in this period; compare P2:1 g for example, which has a similar
simple key structure, and metaphors below
companions: •V49:4 g, 5 G
instruments: cembalo with range Cc
difficulty: moderate, level 3; tr (mordents) on lh notes in m95&97 (tr in V49 almost always appears as ~~~ in
Parma when the sonata has a Parma version; since E= is the current value in m93&98 for the auxiliary note,
they should be played DE=D, not as a longer trill)
themes: 1234:1234: two groups, part 2 in same order; keys: 15:1341 ö (mathematically m62) is closest to a
move to the relative major (m65)
graphics, accidentals: m1 etc: sometimes the slurs are over whole measures of Ä ’s or Å ’s but often just the first



four or last three Å ’s (Fadini puts all slurs over entire measures): for phrasing? since there are steady Ä ’s in the
bass, a faster speed for the slurred notes or a rubato syncopation of the rh part would be interesting, especially
the opening measure and its counterparts at the beginning of part 2; compare V42:23 G for rubato slurs
m12 etc: small notes with slurs: the slurs almost always cross the measure line, tying the small note to the
previous large note at the same pitch and delaying the following large note a fraction past the lh downbeat.  In
part 1 the small notes have four flags (Ó ) but in part 2 three flags (ç )   An exception occurs in m64: the small
note is F, between a G and an E=, so I interpret the small note as coming before the beat, at the end of m63: ¶.ì | ±
; this is near the ö point so something unusual is justified, and the lh has its m64 first note, C, tied into m65 as
well (so I think it should sound with the E= in the rh, not an F appoggiatura; the four-flag small notes would
require double-dotting, which Scarlatti avoids, if written as large notes)
m18-19+: a good example of steps up differing from steps down: E= in m18, E[>] in m19
similar sonatas: P1:1 a & P12:16 g both have bird-song figurations like this sonata
P2:1 g, P7:5 B=
metaphors: iberian; surely a good example of portuguese saudade and fado
editions used: Kirkpatrick 4: k102; Fadini 2:60; Venezia facsimile
see also:  Kirkpatrick p304: “slurs... in V[49] 4 and 5 are particularly complete”
Chambure p57: “...[V49:4] s’inspire également dans ses formules conclusives des séquences déjà utilisées dans
[E]7 et [P3:1]”

Venezia 1749:5 G major All[egrissi]mo 12/8
  1 1 " ÖÖ± ÖÖ± ±.¯±  G  2v 1½ lh imitates  8 >D

12 $1
16 $2 d  rh ties  n^20  D  23 broken chord swoop ú 24 ¬ß :||: Voltí

  2 25 " condensed G/D
29 ( ÖÖ± tr ± Ä  lh ±. chords in pairs d  31>c  35>C>G
37 " (as at 9\11)
40 $1
44 $2 g  48 G  52 ¬ß ||:\ D.C. \||\

source collections: Venezia 1749:5; Lisboa 12 (missing V’s m34, which begins like m35 but finishes like m33;
its omission in Lisboa sounds like a purposeful emendation of the Venezia version); New York 1:51 -- 6/8
(presumably has twice as many measures as Venezia; I have not counted them)
dates: about 1730-35; 1749
companions: •V49:4 g, 5 G
•NY 1:51, 52 = V49:5, P3:1
instruments: cembalo with range Cd
difficulty: moderate, level 3
themes: 123:14123: two groups; new material inserted into the first group in part 2, but second group in the
same order
keys: 1555:1544111: short-long ö m20 at change to final dominant of part 1
graphics, ornaments: m5 etc: Venezia has slurs on scales of 8 Å ’s = ±. (not otherwise marked as departing from
the meter); m12-14 slurs on groups of 6 Ä ’s (m15 on the first 9); m19&47: 4 slurred Æ ’s = Ä  (here the count is
correct but the slur implies even greater speed)  Lisboa has similar slurs on the rapid notes; however it lacks the
slurs in m12; those in m13-15 are placed under different groups of ÖÖ±’s, and others have been added to m41-43
(its m40-42)
Both Venezia & Lisboa often omit rests throughout (m5&6 for example should have £ à  at the end of the lh part)
m24, 52: Lisboa omits the fermate on the last whole note of each part
m27: Venezia omits the rests in the rh at the start of the measure, Lisboa has them
m29-30: C> as the auxiliary note makes a better sounding trill or shake, even though the lh chords have C<. 
Lisboa omits the tn’s on the B=’s, likely an emendation



similar sonatas: E14 G; P1:12 C
editions used: Kirkpatrick 4: k103 (V facsimile); Fadini 2:61 (based on V); Lisboa facsimile; Venezia facsimile;
Venezia online
see also: Pestelli p205 [one of the sonatas which contains an allusion to a christmas song known as the Pastorale
of Couperin: m29-36]
Sitwell: “has hunting-calls... a beautiful and passionate second section... the galloping, cantering transforms into
a tarantella...”
Chambure p57: [slurs in both V49:4 & 5 compared to P3:26 A, which see; see also Rousset p74 for other
sonatas with slurs on large notes]

Venezia 1749:20 C major Allegro ¢
  1 1 "1 £ Ö± ± ± | ° °tr | ±  C  2v  5 %

9 "2 à ÖÖ± ° (alternates between h) 11>G   14: "1 1\4,  "2 9\11 % (in G)
22 "3 5\finger stepwise broken interval patterns both h C  26>d
31:"2&"3 developed together G  34 a  39 D  52 g  (55\57 3v) 58 G
59 "4 (<"2)  lh leaps ú 62 G\1

67 "5  (<"3) 83 ¬ß  :||:
  2 84 "1 developed c  3v 90>f

93  "2  95>B@  99 >d
n 101 "1 (3v as at 84)

105: "2 w/ leaps as in "4
116 "3 F  120  "2 122>B@  125>F  128  "3 132>f
138 "4  C/F
147 "5 C  162 tr¬ß  :||:  ||:/

source collections: Münster 5:33 (Toccate); London-Worgan 7; Venezia 1749:20; Johnson 1752:4; NewYork
1:53 -- (no tempo marking)
dates: about 1730-35; 1748.  see also Pestelli below
companions: •NY 1:53, 54 = V49:20, P5:6
•V49:18-20 = P3:13,14 c , V49:20 C; see P2:24 c companions for a longer suite in c/C of which this is part
instruments: cembalo with range Gd; m75: hands overlap and the rh frequently has need of a note that the lh is
holding: double keyboard required, which may be one of the reasons this sonata didn’t make it into the Parma
set, especially libro 3 with its companions
difficulty: moderate, level 3. Rousset’s degré de difficulté: difficile for this sonata is excessive; the leaps in
P3:13 c, which he puts in his category moyennement difficile, are much more demanding.  He’s probably
thinking of this one at a prestissimo tempo instead of the Allegro it deserves.  Maxwell: intermediate
themes: 121232345:1232345: cellular; like a rondo in binary form, with three initial themes or ideas (m1, m9,
m22) and their derivatives alternating throughout.  The left hand is in the upper ledger for most of the sonata,
making the leaps to the bass at m59+ more effective, and giving it an ethereal effect which overcomes the
otherwise banal character of much of the material (which reveals many subtleties on repeated hearings however) 
After the low C1 in m160, an unaccompanied broken chord evaporates upward
keys: 151256255:14724744141:  part 2 begins in c minor.  The three main themes occur in both major key and
minor key versions; an example of one of the subtleties just mentioned: the á3 theme moves from C major to d
minor at m26 but F major to f minor at m132, an expressive moment just before the return of the home key
ornaments, graphics, accidentals: uses tr instead of ~~~ ; this is true throughout Venezia 1749; in most cases the
tr should be short, mordente and begin on the principal note, just like the ~~~ in the Parma libri. 
m94: B[>]4: the top voice is moving down by half-steps
m97: B[>]3: the key is moving up by steps from B= major to d minor so there is a suggestion of c minor here
(the long held-notes in each hand continue to move down by whole- and half-steps while this is happening,
which continues to m100 & the ö point)



end (both Venezia & Münster): inverted fermata Ü below treble clef (bass clef is vacant) :||: ||: (this is one of the
few sonatas in V49 that does not have D.C. at the end; Münster however does have Da Capo at its end)
similar sonatas: P2:14 A (similar use of study-type figurations to build tension from one theme to another; next
sonata in Münster 5 “11 toccate” section)
P3:5 C; P14:3 C; P8:27 C; P11:11 C; P3:14 c
P10:3 D, P14:29 D, V42:25 a  (stepwise broken chords like those at m22+ of this sonata)
P4:19 F (overlapping hands)
influences: uses broken chords and others figures in ways which would become typical of 19th century didactic
studies; compare the figure at m22+ with Clementi Gradus ad parnassum 36 A (1819) for example.  The
evaporation at the end mentioned above in themes has a parallel near the end of the fourth movement,
Allegretto, in Schubert’s Sonata in G major (1826)
editions used: Kirkpatrick 4: k117; Fadini 2:76; Venezia facsimile; Venezia online; Johnson 1752:4 (LW);
Münster microfilm
see also:  Pestelli p223-4: “insidia in modo molto serio l’ipotesi del Kirkpatrick che la sorte dello stile
scarlattiano si sia giocata tutta negli ultimi cinque anni del compositore...” [this sonata and P3:5 C are highly
developed and mature ones in the sense of being prophetic of the sort of keyboard music current after Scarlatti’s
death: his style had reached that point long before the last five years of his life].
Chambure p61: “...écrite de bout en bout à deux voix [m55+ &87+ are in 3v], en croches alternées de la main
droite à la main gauche”
Vignal: “...takes on an unexpected dimension and size, following a procedure which will become inconceivable
with Haydn and Mozart. At [m]14, the opening idea is reprised in the dominant, which, for an ear used to the
classicism of Vienna, would seem to indicate a rather short first section. Yet the first section has 83 [measures],
and the second is just as long”
Nina Key in Morales p345

Zaragoza mss: see Collections; ms31 has four sonatas (nos.57-60) which aren’t found elsewhere (scores not
available for mapping)

Christopher Hail
January 28 2004-April 30 2007; revised through January 31 2014
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